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TTAVING now concluded our Tenth Volume, we are unwilling to ſend

Tl it out without a Preface, tho’ none of the common ſpicks of Prefaces

are now left us. Tº implore the Candour of the Publick to a Wºrkſ

well received, would expoſe us to the Imputation of affeded Modeſy or

inſatiable Avarice. To promiſe the Continuance of that Induſtry, which

has hithertoſ generally recommended us, is at leaft unneceſſary;#from

£hat alone we can expect "the Continuance of our Succeſs. To criticize

the Imitations of our Magazine, would be to trample on the Dead, to

diſturb the Dying, or encounter the Still-born. To recommend our Under

taking by any Encomiums ºf our ºwn, would be to#% Mankind have

hitherto approved it without knowing why... And tº mention our Er

rors or Defects, would be to do far our Rivals what they have never yet
* been able tâ iftſ themſelves. Our Preface had, therefore, been very ſhort,

... had not Fortune thrown into our hands an ingenious Diſſertation, which we

ſhall impart to our Readers, that they may not look upon the humble Com

pilers of a monthly C ronicle with too much Contempt, when they find ſuch

Writers employed to regiſter the daily Tranſactions of the Román Heroes.

And we cannot but flatter ourſelves with ſome Hope, that it will ſtill more

advance our Reputation to ſhew, what will appear from the following Eſſay,

that our Magazine is ſuch a Collection of political Intelligence, as

Cicero inftywall haviºrwid. . . . . . .
* - - - * , , º, ºr ; ; ; ; - - - - - - - .* : . )

On the Act A, D i u RNA of the Old Roºm A N s.

Sine ulis Ornamentis Monumenta ſlum Temporum, Hominum, Locorum,

geſarumque. Rerum reliquerunt ; dum intelligatur, quid dicant, unam

ditendi Laudem putant effe Brevitatem; non Exornatores Rerum, ſed tan

tummad, Narratores ſuerunt. Cic. de Orat. Lib. 2. C. 12. .

t

y; S we are apt to look, either with an Eye of Con

§ tempt or Surprize on the Cuſtoms of other Na

tions, which differ from our own, ſo we cannot

§ help being pleaſed with any, which bear ſome

Degree of Reſemblance to thoſe of our Coun

try. The Pleaſure ſeems to be ſtronger, the

further we carry our Views back into antient

Times, and obſerve this. Analogy of Faſhi

º' ons; whether the Veneration uſually paid to

*** Antiquity itſelf, heightens the Satisfaction; or

whether we regard it as the Voice of Nature pronouncing ſuch a Cuſtom

rational and uſeful by the Conſent of diſtant Ages. To apply this general

Remark to a particular Inſtance; Every-body muſtallow thatº:
. . . . . . . " - apers,
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i (and the other Collections of Intelligence periodically publiſhed)

Materials they afford for Diſcourſe and Speculation, contribute very

to the Emolument ofSociety; their Cheapneſs brings them into

ſal Uſe ; their Variety adapts them to every one's Taſte; The

Finſtrućts himſelf with Advice from, the ſiterary Worlá; the

makes aº jn ſafety, and cºnſures the Condućt of Ge

without Fear of being puniſhed for Mutiny; the Politician, in

by the Fumes of the Coffee-pot, unravels the knotty Intrigues of

ors; the induſtrious Merchant obſerves the Courſe of Trade and

tion; and the honeſt Shop-keeper nods over the:Account of 3.

y and the Prices of Goods, till his Pi e is out. One may eaſily

é, that the Uſe and Amuſement.#. from theſe diurnal

es, render it a Cuſtom, not likely to be confined to one Part of

obe, or one Period of Time. The Relations of China mention a

: publiſhed there, by Authority, and the Roman Hiſtorians ſome

ſuote the Méja Diurna, or giy Advertiſers of that Żmpire. It

rve to illuſtrate the Thought at the Beginning, by .
y of Cuſtoms, and beſides furniſh a good'Authority for the Rea

New-papers (who may fºr the ſufüre appeal to the Prattice of

Roman; if Iºś. Nature of

itings laſt mentioned, -

Xia Diurn were: Journals of the comwº &*:
is the Tryals, Elections, Puniſhments, ; Death

Prodigies, &c. compoſed under the Direction of the Magiſ

committed to their Care, and laid up with the reſt of their Re

1 an Edifice, galled the Hall ºf Ziberty. They were, like all

Iblic Papers, eaſily gained Acceſs to... . The Hiſtorians tappear to

ille&ted Matérials from them ; nor is itº; that Copies

*quently taken by particular Perſons, and diſperfed about the

r ſent to their Friends in the Provinces, that nº Raman might

ant even of the minuteſt Event, which happened in the Metro

the World. -- * : . . . . . . . . . . . .” -º- º "

nay find ſome Ground for this Suppoſition in the Correſpondence

Cicero and Caelius, whilſt*.former was Gºvernor ºf Cilitia.

had promiſed to ſend him the News of Rome, and in order

arge his Commiſſion with Exačtneſs, and gratify the Curioſity

ºriend, incloſes in#. a kind of Journal of the Oc

s of the City. , 7tally, it appears, would have made a bad Figure

dern Coffee-houſe Converſation, for he rallies Caelius about it

norouſly in his Anſwer ; “Do you think, ſays he, that I left it

arge with you to ſend an Account of the Matches of Gladiators,

º its of the Courts, and ſuch like Articles, which even

an at Rome, Nobody ventures to tell me? From you I ex

a political Sketch of the Common-Wealth, and not Chreſhus’s

-paper.” Suetonius likewiſe mentions a little particularly with

- - - . . . . . . . . regard

rº, I ºf , . . . . . ºf

uſti Lipſii Excurſus in Tickum Ed. Par. v. I. p. 7 * , º, . . . . . . . . . . . . .

! Catſ, c. 20, in vita Tib. c. 5. &alias. Tac. A. §ue. h Cal. c. 9. "|

ifle pºlm, tapient & in Aćtā referri. Juv, Sat. 2,1, 136. . . . . . . 51
Fº L. 2. Ep. 8. -

º:ºnkº.º.
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regard to theſe Ağa Diurna, which may ſerve.to confirm the Notion

of their bearing a pretty near Reſemblance to our News-papers. He

ſays, that * J. Caeſar in his Conſulſhip ardered the diurnal Aéts of the Se

náté and the Peºple to be publiſhed. Auguſtus indeed (the ſame Author:#

obſerves) forbid the Publication of the former to be continued, but there.

is no Reaſon to think his Prohibition extended to the latter. It is cer

fº. to the Genius an abſolute Monarchy, that its Coun

ſels ſhould not be publickly known ; but the amuſing and trifling To

picks for Diſcourſe, which the common Events of a great City, afford,

are ſº far from being offenſive under ſuch a Conſtitution, that they ra

her fºeº ié, Minis of the People from enquiring into Af

fairs aſ a more important and ſecret Nature. The Antiquaries pretend

º:

§º...".
Hétells us, that they were given him by james Suftë, who found them
amongſtºº: of Ludºicus Wives. He does not ſeem to doubt in

the leaſto§ being genuinº, and even makes Uſe of them to correct

a Paſſage#% | Dâwell inſerted them in his Camdenian Lectures,

together with ſome additionalº:the Year of Rome 691. A Friend

of his, Hadrian Beverland, had received them from Iſaac Vºſius, who
tranſcribed them from a Parcel of Inſcriptions, which Petavius had pre

pared for the Preſs. "I ſhan now communicate to my Readers ſome
Extračts from the Papers themſelves,3."; that the Names of

£aulus £milius the Conqueror of Macedºn; Pºpilius Lena, the famous
£:#%. |a. Gi ero, and Hortenſius, give an Air of Im

portance to the moſt trifling Circumſtances, which occaſion their be

;". I purpoſely keep pretty cloſe to the Originals, that -

We

the Form and Manner of drawing them up may be the better

preſerved. , . . .

… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A.U.C.
- *

- -

* Wit. Jul. Caeſ, f Aug. c.36. Primus omnium.inflitzit, at tam Senatus quam º:
diurna żacºcerentur & publicarentur. Theſe Words of Sętoniuſ imply further.

that fulius Cæſar, was the firſt, who ordered the Aéts of the Senate and People to be

&rawn up as well as publiſhed; and this is one Reaſon amongſt others, why ſºme

Men of Îlearning have ſuſpected the Genuineneſs oftheſe Remains of the Ağa. But

perhaps the Force of Suetonius's Aſſertion may be taken off, if we confider that a nu

rherous, grave, and regular Body, like the Roman Senate, could not poſſibly carry on

the Variety ofBuſineſs with Diſpatch or Convenience, unleſs ſome Regiſters of their

Proceedings were taken, which might be referred to, and examined upon Occaſion.

Beſides, I think it may be clearly colle&ted from the fºllowing Paſſage in one of Tully's

Qrations, that there were ſome ſuch Regiſters in Being long befºre the Time of

Caeſar's Cenſulſhip. —“Quid deinde 2 quid fecicum ſcifemita Indicium in Tabulaš.

* publicat relatum, utex Tabulae privata tamen Cuſtodia continerentur ; non conti

“nui domi, ſed dividi paſſim, &c, pro-Syl. c. 15. Now as we may reaſºnably ſup

poſe Suetonius leſs accurate in his Aſſertion-with regård to the A3a Senatas, wh

may not we alſo ſuſpe&t his Accuracy in the other. Inſtance of the Afa Diurna, eſpeci

ally if we confider that the Tabulae publicae may include both, and that the Roman Hiſto

rians werevery careleſs in conſulting their Records,and ſearching after them 2-1 will

kengthen this Note no further than by juſt mentioning that Mr Weſſeling, a German

Prºfeſſºr, has attacked theſe Asia. Diurna with a good deal of Learning and Ingenuity.

I ſhould make this Eſſay more tedious than it is already, by entering into the Contro

verſy, and therefore chooſe to refer the Reader to the Book itſelf. . . . . . . . .

+ Vol. 2. p. ... [..App. 663 and 690. S. ... . . . . . . . ... ........
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A.U.C. i. e. from the Building of Rome 585. . . .

- The Faſces with Æmilius the Conſul. . . . . . .

...The Conſul, crºwned with Lawrel, ſacrificed at the Temple of Apollo:

The Senate aſſembled at the Curia Hoſtilia about the 8th Hour; and a De

cree paſſed, that the Praetors ſhould give Sentence according to the Ediği,

which were of perpetual ſalidity. This Day M.Scapula was accuſed of an

Aï of Violence before C. Baebius the Praetor; 15 of the judges were for

condemning him, and 33 for adjourning the Cauſe. . . . . . . . . . . . .

4th of the Kal. of April. The Faſces with Licinius the Conſul,

It thundered, and an Oak was ſtruck with Lightning on that Part of

Mount Palatine called Summa Velia, early in the Afternoon. A Fray

happened in a Tavern at the lower End of the “Banker's-ſtreet, in which

the Keeper of the Hog in Armour Tavern, was dangerouſly wounded. ... Ter

tinius, the Ædile, fined the Butchers fºr ſºliº; Meat which had not been

inſpected by the Overſeers of the Market. The Fine is to be employed in

building a Chapel to the Temple ºf the Goddeſ; Tellus.. . . . . . . .

3d of the Kal. Óf April. The Faſces with Æmilius.

It rained Stones on Mount Veientine.” Poſthumius, the Tribune, Jent

'...º.º.º.º.º.
that* ; but the Tribune Decimus putting in his Veto, the Affair went

110 fºrthéf". - . . ... — — . . . . . . .”

A. Pridie Kal. Aprilis. The Faſces with Licinius.º

The Latin Feſtivals were celebrated, a Sacrifice performed on the Alban

Mount, and a Dole of raw Fleſh diſtributed to the People. A Fire happened

ºn Mºunt Cºlius ; two | Triſule and five Houſes were conſumed to the

Ground, and four damaged. Demiphon, the famous Pirate, who was

taken by Licinitis Nerva, a Provincial Lieutenant, was crucified." The red

Standard was diſplayed at the Capitol, and the Conſuls obliged the 1%uth

who were enliſted for the Macedonian War, to take a new Oath in the Cam

Puş Martius.…. . . . . . . . . . ~~ : - … .

. . . . . . Kal. April. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Paulus the Conſul and Cn. Oétavius the Prator ſet out this Day for

Macedonia, in their Habits of War, and vaſt Numbers of People attending

them to the Gates. The Funeral of Marcia was perfºrmed with greater

Pomp of Images than Attendance of Mourners. The Pontifex Sempronius

proclaimed the Megalefian Plays in Honour of Cybele. . . . . . . . º.

4th of the Nones of April. . º .

- A + Ver Sacrum was vowed, purſuant to the Opinion of the College of

Prieſts. Preſents were made to the Embaſſadors of the Etolians. Ebutius,

the Prator, ſet out for his Province of Sicily. The Fleet ſlationed on the

African Csoft, entered the Port of Oſtia with the Tribute of that Pro

'- ... . . . . . . . . . . - winte*

* Called jamur Infinus, becauſe there was in that Part ofthe Street a statue of -

janur, as the upper Énd was called janus Summus, for the ſame Reaſon. ºr

Houſes ſtanding out by themſelves, and not joined to the reſt of the Street.Moſt of the great Men's Houſes at Rome were built after this Manner. t

# A Ver Sacram was a Vow to ſacrifice, an Qx, Sheep, or ſome ſuch Beaſt, born

between the Kalends of March, and the Pridie Kal, of fame. - ---• -t

5th of the Kalends of April. sº º

:

.

:

\

:
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other Caſes where the Number of Jüdges is different,

P. R. E. F. A. C. E. vii

vince. An Entertainment was given to the People by Marcia's Sons at

* Funeral. A Stage Play was ačied this Day, being ſacred

to Cybele, º' " ". . . . . . . -

3d of the Nones of April.

* Popilius Lenas, C. Decimus, C. Hoſtilius, were ſent Embaſſadors,

in a joint Commiſſion, to the Kings ofSyria and Egypt, in order to accom

modate the Differences, about which they are now at War. Early in the

Morning they went, with a great Attendance of Clients and Relations, to

offer up a Sacrifice and Libations at the Temple of Caſtor and Pollux, before

they began their journey. . . . . . .
• ?: c > --- .. * , . A -- . -

The ſecond Set of the Remains of the Affa Diurna, belong to the Year

of Rome 691. Ihave already mentioned how they were diſcovered, and

ſhall only add, that they are fuller and more entertaining than the for

mer, but rather ſeem more liable to. Objećtions, with regard to their

Genuineneſs. ' - . .

... tº Syllanus and Murena Conſuls. The Faſces with Murena.

* * * : 3d of the Ides of Auguſt. . .

Murena ſacrificed early in the Morning at the Temple of Caſtor and Pol

lux, and afterwards aſſembled the Senate in Pompey’s Senate-houſe. Syl

lanus defended Sext, Ruſcius of Larinum, who was accuſed of an Aći of

Violence by Torquatus before Q. Cornificius the Praetor. The Defen

dant; :"... by fºrty Votes, and voted guilty by twenty. A

Riot happened in the Via Sacra, between Clodius's Workmen and Milo's

Slaves. . . - - -- - - - º

tº . . . . . * 5th of the Kal. of September.

| M. Tullius Cicero pleaded in Defence of Cornelius Sylla, accuſed ſy

Torquatus of being concerned in Catiline's Conſpiracy, and gained his Cauſe

by a Majority of five judges. The Tribunes t of the Treaſury werea

gainſt the Defendant. One of the Praetors advertiſed by an Edit,

ihai he ſhould put off his Sittings for five Days, upºn Aécount of his

Daughter's Marriage. C. Caeſar ſet aut for his Government of the farther

Spain, having been long detained by his Creditors. A Report was brought

to Tertinius the Praetor, whilſt he was trying Cauſes at his Tribunal, that

-

.*.* 1: . . . . . . .his Son was dead. This was contrivedly the Friend of Copponius, who was* * * . . . . . . . as * * - * : * ~ * . . * ---

accuſed
-ºº: º, ø, " . . . . . . . . . " -

** Thisº met Antiºchus, King of Syria, at the Head of his conquering Army,

in Egypt, and drawing a circle round flim with a Stick he held in his Hand, bid him

declare, himſelf a Friend or Enemy to Rome before he ſtirred out of it. The

King, tho' fluſh'd with Succeſs, choſe the former; and in conſequence of it, withdrew

his Troops out ofthe Dominions of Ptolomy, who was an Ally of the Romans. -

# The judicial Power in public Tryals underwent frequent Alterations at Rome,

and had been lodged at different Times in the Senators, the Knights, and ſometimes

in a mixt Number of both. It was now ſhared (by the Aurelian Law) between the
Senatorian and Equeſtrian Qrders, and the Tribuni, Aºrarii, who were Plebeians, and

Paymaſters in the Roman Exchequer: the latter were deprived of this Priviledge by

7. Ceſar. The Number of Judges ſeems to have varied, according to the Appoint

ment of the Magiſtrates, of the Appointment of the Law on which the Accüſation
was founded. At Milo's Tryal (for#. they were reduced by Lot to 81 ; and be

fore Sentence was given, the Accuſers, and the accuſed rejećted 5 out of each Or.

der, ſo that 51 determin'd the Cauſe, which was always done by Ballot; But there are

*
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accuſed of poyſºning, that the Pretºr in his Concerſ' might adjourn the

Court ; but that Magiſtrate having diſcovered the Falſity ºf the 8tory, re

turned to his Tribunal, and continued in taking Informations againſt the

Accuſed. * - - - " ; ". . . . . -

*** . ." 4th of the Kal. of September. -- " " -- * *

The Funeral of Metella Pia, a Weftal, was celebrated; ſhe was buried in

the Sepulchre of her Anaeſiors in the Aurelian Road. The Cenſºrs, made 4

Bargain that the Temple of Aius-Loquens ſhould be repaired for 25, Šes

terces. , Q. Hortenfius harangued the People about the Cenſorſhip, and the

Allobrogick War. , t Advice arrived from Etruria, that the Remains ºf

the late Conſpiracy had begun a Tumult, headed by L. Sergius. -
.. : " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . . . . . . . . .* , , , , . . . . . . º

An Admirer of Antiquity may perhaps find the ſame Conciſene

Clearneſs, and Simplicity in the Aja Diurna, which ſo eminently diſ.

tinguiſh the Inſcriptions upon the Medals and public Monuments of the

Antients, I muſt own, however, to be impartial, that they want that

ſprightly, Humour and diffuſe Kind of Narration, which embelliſh the

Compoſitions of our modern Diurnal Hiſtorians. The Roman Gazetteers.

are defective in ſeveral material Ornaments of Style. They never end an

Article with the myſtical Hint, this occaſions great Speculation. They

ſeem to have been ignorant of ſuch engaging Introdućtions, as we hear

it is frongly reported; and of that ingenious, but thread-bare, Excuſe

for a downright Lie, it wants Confirmation. It is alſo very obſervable,

that the Praetor's Daughter is married without our being told, that ſhe

was a Lady of great Beauty, Merit, and Fortune. . . .”

Another Remark, which is naturally ſuggeſted from ſeveral Articles

of theſe Journals, is the great Regard, which the Romans paid to the ſu

perſtitious Ceremonies of a falſe and ridiculous Religion. Not a Day

paſſes, but ſome Prodigy is obſerved, ſome Sacrifice or Feſtival performed

to implore the Bleſſing of their Deities upon the Arms and Counſels of

the State. Three Men of the greateſt Quality in Rome, before they ſet

out on an Embaſſy of Importance, go, in a ſolemn Manner, accompa

nied by their Families and Friends, to beg the Aſſiſtance and Protećtion of

the Gods, as a neceſſary Preparation for a long Journey andº
Employment. I ſhalf only add, that if the%. thought a ſtrićt

Pračice of the religious Rités tranſmitted to them, and made venerable

by the Inſtitution of their Anceſtors, abſolutely neceſſary to the Preſer

wation of Diſcipline and Morality, how much more ought thoſe, who live
under a true and divine, Religion, which.#. but what

are rational, no Ceremonies, but what are fignificant, to ſhew a proper

Regard for it upon all Occaſions, at feaſt, never to diſcover by their

Lives and Diſcourſe, that they have loſt all Senſe, not only of ſolid

Piety and Virtue, bat of common Decency. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
** tº wº . . . ." * * * * tº w, ... c. * * . . º 'º -

* + This Incident ſeems obſcure cattline's Conſpiracy was entirely quaſhed before
sº that# Sergius cannot"...* ...;†: Naſ

was Luciuſ Sergiºs Catiline, nor can the Expreſſion Reliquiæ Conjuratorum be applied

to Catilije's C5mmotion in Etruria, which was the§ºf thé Plot; whereas the

words in the Afaplainly imply, that this was a Renewal of it, by that Part of the Con

£rators, who had eſcaped, ºr were yet undiſcºvered. . . . . . . . .
-

**
-- - * > . . . . .

--- ... -- . . . . . . • ? . . . . . . . . . . . .”
-

* -- -

---> *
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C O N T A L N I by G, -

Procer Di Ngs in the Senate of Great Lilliput, with ſeveral Speeches not made Public even

º in that Kingdom. -

iſ I. P Roc E E D-1 N G s in the Senate of cluded. True Origin of Free Maſons.

| Great Lillipºt continued. Debates upon || || Degrees of Cold and Froſt examin'd.

a Meſſage from the Emperor to the H. || St Chryſºſtom on Charity, &c.

of Hurgoes, about the Settlement on || III, SELECT EssAYs from the Publick

the Nardac Imperial, and the 4 Prin-ji Papers. Employments to be filled by

ceſſes. Speeches of Hurgoes Devarlar,j} |. Females. Whether it would be for the

... gºgadrert, the Nardac Secretary, Hur;|| Intereſt of Mankind that every Man ||

gºes Tablat, Caffraflet, Hickrad, and || ſhould be honeſt, and every Woman

Heryef, Debate upon the Treaty of virtuous, or the contrary. Place-Bill

Dâncram, and his Majeſty's Demand || proper at this Time, or not. Remarks

for a Vote of Credit and Confidence. on the Hoſpital for Foundlings.

Speeches of the Nardac Secretary, Hur- || IV. POETRY. An Elegy on the much

goes &gadrert, sºft. Bruffath, Ca. kamented Death of many thouſand ex

# Nardac Agryl, Hurgoes 2xli || cellent Patricts, and Supporters of their

and Hickrad Debate about the Non- Country, in Ireland, who were ſtarved

payment of the 95,000 Sprugs; with with Cold and Hünger (cruelleſt of

the Speeches of Hurgo Bruffath, Nar- Deaths) between Dec. 26, and fan. 13,

dac Secretary, Hurgo Ayeſſaraf, &c. to the inexpreſſible Loſs and Grief of

II. D 1 s s B. R T A T o N s, ‘Lérters, &c. that bleeding weeping Nation. To

Anſwer to what becomes of Infants af. Celia. Odes, Epitaphs, &c. &c.

ter. Death. Portion of a juſt Lawyer. V. Hiſtorical Chronicle. Liſt of Sheriffs.

Diſcourſe on the Hebrew Cuſtoms con-'l VI. Liſt ef Births, Deaths, dºc. &c. &c.

By 3 r a ra N vs v Fr. A N, Gen.

Loyºo Nº pºinted by E. Cave, jºnº St John's GATE, and sold by the
Baekſellers in Town and Country; of whom may be had any former, Month;

# alſo complete Sets in nine Vols on Royal or common Paper, beginning with 1731.

-
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c O N T

NsWER to the Queſtion, What be

A comes of Infants after Death 2 p. 3

The Portion of a juſt Lawyer 4.

Meſſage from his Majeſty about the Settle

ment on his ſecond Son and the four

Princeſſes 5

Princeſs of Organe's Settlement ih

Speech of Hurgo Devarlar when he made
the Motion for the 3d Reading ib.

Speech of Hurgo Quadrert ib.

Ico,coo Sprugs a Moon ſaved to the Go.

Vernment 6

Speech of the Nardac Secretary ib.

— ofHurgo Thblat ib.

—ofHurgo Caffroſet. Other Bran

ches nearer the Throne unprovided and

unprayed for 7

Speech of Hurgo Heryef 8

Treaty with Danecran, and his Majeſty’s

Demand for a Vote of Credit and Con

fidence ib.

Motion made by the Nardac Secretary }
Speech of Hurgo Quadrért ib.

of Hurgoes Sholmlug, Bruffath and
Caffraflet. - II

— of Nardac Agryl 12.

of Hurgoes Yali and Hickrad 13

Motion of the Hurgo Bruffath, for an Ad

dreſs about the Payment of the 95,000 .

Sprugs 14.

Speeches of the Nardac Secretary, of Hurgo

Ajelſårof, and the Nardac's Reply ib.

Specch of the Nardac Agryl 15

Diſcourſe on ; Hirºduiſms concluded is

Account of the Riſe of Free Maſons 17

St Chryſoſtºm on a fevere Winter . 18

Epitaph on Princeſs Martinozzi of Conti 19

Scheme for reſtoring Honour & Honeſty, by

filling all Employments with Females for

7 Years, the uncorrupted Common Coun

cii of London excepted - 2.O.

Advantages ariſing from this Scheme 21

..Whether it would be for the Intereſt of

Mankind that cwery Man ſhould be honeſt

and every Woman virtuous; or the coh

trary - 2.2.

E N T S -
Roguery as beneficial to Politicks as Luxury

to Trade - - 2.

Of the Hoſpital for Foundlings :
Two Scenes of Life diſplaye 25

Remarks upon the Degrees of Cold 26.

Place-Bill proper at this Time or not 27

Objećtions to a Place. Bill anſwered 2.8

Good Effects of a Place. Bill 29

Place-Bill thrown out by 16 ib

POETRY. An Elegy on the much lament

ed Death of many thouſand Patriots ſtar

yed, 6'c.— Their Epitaph Werg

Nobilita; 3o

To Celia ; by Amaſius Prologue to

Arminius, a Play prohibited the Stage

AEºigma—To Common Senſe on his Pro

poſal for erecting a new Parliament-Houſe

—Epitaph cn Mr Harvey–Anacreon, Ode

xxv. imitated - 3 I

A Recipe for a Valetudinarian Lady—

Great Lilliput'sDeclaration of War againſt

Iberia—In Praiſe of Chaucer; byAfro

phil—Epitaph on a procured Abortion 32

he Cobwebs—Anacreon, Ode xxiv. imita

ted by Charles Cheſter, M.D. 33.

HISTor ICAL CHRonIcLE.

Extreme Rigour of the Seaſon 34

Charities publick and private 35

Liſt of Births, Marriages, Deaths, Promo

tions, Ó'c. 36

Liſt of Sheriffs - ib

Yearly Bill of Mortality 37

Regiſter of Books 38

Cities, &c. ſending Inſtrućtions to their

Repreſentatives

Majority on the Convention and Place-Bill

compared,

Recipe for a Sprain and frozen Limbs.

To the whole is added

An accurate Map of the Weſt Indier (un

colour'd) exhibiting not only all the iſles

poſſeſſed by the Engliſh, French, Dutch

and Spaniards, but large Remarks on our

Navigation there. -

Lately publiſh’d (Price 5 s)

R. TULL's TREAris E. of HoRsE-HoiNg complete in all its Parts, viz. the

Eſſay, Supplement, Addenda, and Concluſion. The three laſt contain the lateſt

Improvement of the Pračice, and a 7th Plate of the Inſtrument peculiarly adapted

thereto... That this Treatiſe is approved of by the beſt judges, and recommended by them

referably to all other Books of Husbandry, ſee the Appendix to the Biſhop of Dromore's
§: before the Houſe of iſ: in Dublin, }. 3o,jº. of the

4Dublin Society, publiſh’d May 1, 1739. Gentlemen who ve made the unexpenſive

#ial; propoſed in the Supplement and Addenda, declare they are by Reaſon and Expe

*ſente convinced of the Truth of the Principles and Method of this New Syſtem. Sºme

Gentlemen complain that they cannot get this Book in London ; , but for the future they

may be fare tº have it at Mr Tovey's at the Royal Oak in New Palace-yard, Weſt

miſſiſter; and of the following Bookſellers, viz. Mr Wocdward between the two Temple

Gates in Fleet-ſtreet ; Mr. Millar over-againſt St Clement's Church in the Strand ;

Mr Brindley in New Bond-ſtreet, and Mr Strahan over-againſt the Royal Exchange.

Lºcº tº Parts may be had ſeparately.

|
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Not E. The Commerce, Navigation, and different Settlements in America,
+ =

having been the Subječf almoſt of every MAGAZINE, we have,

with this, given a ſiew of them in an accurate MAP of the Weſt

Indies; and as we ſhall have frequent Occaſion, from its being now

the Seat of Aëtion, to refer to, and explain the Geography of,

theſe Places, we do not doubt its being acceptable to our Readers,

ºffetially, as this Map aloneſel fºr 6d.---We are preparing others.~ : *- :

#443&###############################

Mr. URBAN, -

£ºśT ſeems highly ne

§ ceſſary, that there

§§ ſhould be ſome An

#(º ſwer given to a Let

*~2×º p. 177, in relation

to the State of Infants after Death. If,

therefore, you have not yet received a

better than is contained in theſe few

Lines, I hope you will find Room for

them in your next. - -

The Letter begins thus, “It may

“ be a Queſtion, both of natural and

“revealed Religion, what becomes

“ of Infants aſter Death.”

we know who hath ſaid---ſpeaking of

Infants.--Of ſuch is the Kingdom of

Heaven. Now, does the Kingdom

of Heaven receive, and conſiſt of, ſuch

as Infants are, and will they have no

Part in it themſelves? Surely, there

º ter, inſerted in your A

Mag. for April 1739,

“to act without Reaſons and Motives,

“ and—without Regard to any thing

“ but mere Will.” Now, mere Will,

in the Senſe which he ſeems to uſe it,

I confeſs, is not to be aſcribed to the

All-wiſe God. But if, inſtead of mere

Will, he had turned his Thoughts to

mere Goodneſ, he might have ſeen, I

conceive, 1ſt, That mere Favours are

always beſtowed without any external

Reaſons or Motives; otherwiſe, they

are not ſuch. And from thence, 2dly,

That he has deceived himſelf (in the

Objećtion) by uſing the Word Favour,

inſtead of what he was thinking of,

and that was Rewards. A Reward,

And yet C indeed, ſuppoſes ſomething to be done,

as a Condition, or in Confideration of
which it is beſtowed. But the

Caſe is otherwiſe with reſpećt to mere

Favours. Theſe, ſurely, God may

beſtow, as he pleaſes, without any

Impeachment either of his Juſtice or

fore, it can be no Queſtion of reveal’d D of his Wiſdom. -

Religion, what becomes of them after

Death. Surely, we have ſufficient

Grounds from revealed Religion to

ſay, they are in an happy State after

Death. But again he objećts, and

For, Is it not lawful fºr him to do

what he will with his own P. His

Favours—as well as ours, I hope—are

free. Nor muſt our Eye---at any time

---be evil, becauſe he is good. He does

fays, “To ſuppoſe Almighty God r me no Wrong, if he gives that Happi

“beſtows his Favour on thoſe who “neſs as a Favour to another, which he

“ never came to be moral Subjects of beſtows on me as a Reward--(eſpe:

“ his Government---is to ſuppoſe him cially when, tho' I am rewarded, ſ
- in
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muſt ſtill confeſs myſelf to be but an

unprofitable Servant, who has done no

more than it was his Duty to do)---

He does me no Wrong; and he ma

a Deſire “ to hear Reaſen on this

Subjećt :” By which, I hope, hemeant

Reaſºn guided by Revelation. If ſo,

I hope it now appears, that he had

nifeſts the Glory of his own Goodneſs, A no Reaſon to raiſe Doubts about theſe

which, in all mere Favours, is ever, to

itſelf, its own Reaſon and Motive.

Degions of Angel; he created, and

placed them, at once, in full Poſſeſſion

of the Pleaſure, which are at his right

Hand for evermore.

Reaſon or the Motive here? Was it

not his own infinite Goodneſs, or---in

the Words of Scripture—the good

Pleaſure of his Goodneſ; P And may

he not from the ſame abounding Good

meſs, whenever he pleaſes,†: the

Souls of Infants to the full Poſſeſſion C

of the like extatick Pleaſures, with

out making them paſs through the

like State of Trial and Probation with

ourſelves 2

But, Have they any Souls —

Matters; And that to affirm----at leaſt

—either that Infants have no Souls ;

or that they will have no Portion in

the Kingdom of Heaven, is greatly to

err, not knowing the Scriptures, nor

What was the B the Power of God.

His other Difficulties and Objećti

ons, I humbly conceive, are moſt of

them obviated, tho’ not diſtinčtly con

fidered, in theſe few plain Lines. And

in that Hope I take my leave of

him. 7%ur humble Servant,

july 11, 1739. G. F.

Sir, -

Was in Company with two or

three Friends ſome time ago,

when the Diſcourſe turning upon the

Your Correſpondent ſays, “it is much. D Subjećt of Lawyers, many ſevere

“ to be doubted, and that nothing

“like an Argument can—be offer

“ed for the Affirmative." And yet

the holy Scriptures, I conceive, fur

niſh us with many which put it be

yond all doubt. For what, for In

fiance ; what is implied in that Decla

ration of theA: concerning john

Baptiſt, that he ſhould be filled with

the Ho!, Ghaft, from his Mother's

Womb # Was he to be filled with the

Holy Ghoſt, before he was bleſſed

Things were ſaid on that Body of

Men, and the ill Pračices they are

too often guilty of ; But a grave

Gentleman replied, that it was far

from an equitable Proceeding, to con

demn the whole for the Faults of

ſome, fince he perſonally knew ſeve

ral worthy Men of the Profeſſion, who

conſtantly endeavoured to compoſe

Differences, inſtead of promoting

Strife, and repeated to us the Portion

of a juſt Lawyer, which I here ſend

with a reaſonable Soul? Or, had he, Fyou, with my Requeſt that you would

in this reſpect alſo, a Privilege beyond

other Infants : Had he a Soul, even

from his Mother's Womb, tho' they

have none —What muſt we con

clude, likewiſe, from that before men

inſert it in your next Magazine. .

1%urs, &c. Dipius.

The Portion ºf a juſt Lawyer.

tioned Declaration of our Lord him- G Whiff; he lives, he is the Delight of

ſelf, Of ſuch is the Kingdom of Hea

ven P Of ſºch—ſuch what ; Did he

mean to tell us that the Kingdom of

Heaven conſiſts of, or receives, ſuch

Machines—or whatever elſe your

Correſpondent would call Infants
Surely he was ſpeaking of Souls—ofH

ſuch Souls, as being undefiled with

ačual Sin, ſhould be cleans'd from

their original Corruption by the A

tonement of his Blood.

Your Correſpondent cºncludes with

the Court,

The Ornament of the Bar,

A Pattern of Innocency,

The Glory of his Profeſſion,

A Terror to Deceit,

The Oracle of his Country,

And when Death calls him to the

Bar of Heaven, by the De habends

Corpus cum Cauſa, he finds the judge

his Advocate, nonſuits the Devil, and

continues one of the long Robe in

Glory.
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Continuation of the material Debates in the Senate of Lilliput,

which we had not room for in

On the 73d Day of the Seſſion the Hurgo

Devarlar deliver'd a Meſſage from his

Majeſty, informing the Houſe, That his

Majeſty had been pleaſed to ſettle 39,000

Sprugs, per Moon upon the younger

Children of the Imperial Family, in the A

following Proportions, viz. 15,ooo

Sprugs per Moon to his ſecond Son, and

6ooo upon each of the 4 Princeſſes,

who were unmarried, which Settlement

was to take Place at his Death; hop-.

-ing that their Lordſhips would order

in a Bill, enabling his Majeſty to make

that Proviſion good out of the heredi

rary Revenues of the Crown. Upon

which, the Bill being ready, it was read

a firſt and ſecond Time; next Day a De

bite enſuedº its being read a third

Time. The Subſtance of the Debate was

as follows:

The Hargo Devarlar, when he made theC

Motion for the 3d Reading, ſpoke to the

following Effé:#:

My Lords, . . .

I Believe it would be quite unneceſſary

in me to take up your Lordſhips

Time, in demonſtrating the Fitneſs and

Neceſſity, that his Majeſty ſhould be im

powered to make a ſuitable Settlement

upon the younger Children of his Family,

Nature, my Lords, dićtates to his royal

Breaſt that they ought to be provided for;

and it is both our Duty and Intereſt that

in the worſt of Events, (which Heaven E.

avert) all the Branches of the Imperial

Houſe ſhould be above Dependance.

Every Nation in Degulia is prºud of ſee.

ing the younger Children cf their Royal

Family make a Figure in the World.

The Proviſion which his Majeſty has been

pleaſed to make is but very moderate. F

Twenty four thouſand Sprugs per Moon

can never be thought too much to the

four Princeſſes; and 15,000 per Moon is leſs

than I believe any ſecond Son of the

Imperial Family ever had before. The

younger Brother of Chorio the 2d had

loo,000 ſettled upon him : And the ſmall

Allowance, to the Nardac Royal, men

tioned in this Bill, is a Proof of his Ma

jeſty's Moderation, and that he has the

Good of his Empire and the Eaſe of his

our Supplement to Vol. IX.

The Hurgo Quadrert ſpoke next to the

following Effe8#.

My Lords, -

T H E worſt Enemy. I have in the

World, I am perſuaded, will not

* my Žeal fºr the Imperial Family.

ut I have ſeveral Obječtions to this Bill

In the firſt Place, my Lords, I wiſh it

had been brought in at a more proper

Time than this, when the Appearance of

a War with Iberia calis upon us to be as

ſaving of the Public Money as poſſible.

In the next Place, my Lords, as the Em

º of Lilliput are accountable to none

ut Heaven alone, I am afraid, that if

which Heaven avert) his Majeſty ſhould

ie, the next Heir may look upon this

Settlement as a Mortgage of his Revenue,

which a Senate has no Power to make,

and might refuſe to pay it. My Lords, I

don’t ſpeak without Authority, I ſpeak

according to the Principles of our Conſti

tution. Another Reaſºn, my Lords, why

I am againſt this Bill, in the Manner it is.

now brought in, is becauſe we can’t paſs

it without diſpenſing with a poſitive Aét

of the Senate made in the Reign of the

Emperor Wimgul the 3d, and which Aćt

binds every future Emperor up from diſ-,

poſing of the hereditary Dominions of the

Crownlonger than his own Life-time. Be

ſides, my Lords, formerly, no Daughter

of the Imperial Family ever was provided

for by the Senate, except the Eldeſt, and

that never was by way of Annuity, but

an expreſs Proviſion of a determinate Sum

of Money paid by way of Dowry. The

Princeſs of Organe indeed had an annual

Settlement granted her by the Senate ;

but that, my Lords, was an extraordinary

Caſe. The Senate conſidered the pre

ſent low Circumſtances of that illuſtrious

Family, which perhaps without ſuch an

Aſſiſtance could not provide a Mainte

—nance ſuitable to the Dignity of the firſt

Daughter of Lilliput. -

Fifteen thouſand Sprugs, my Lords, is

but a very moderate Proviſion, I own, for

his Highneſs the Duke. It is perhaps

toO littie, and I have no Objećtion to our

granting it, provided it is done by way of

independent Proviſion, and that his High

neſs ſhall enter on it, either at the Time

Subjećis always firſt in his Thoughts. Hof the Commencement of this Bill, cr

Therefore...my Lords, I humbly move

that this Bill be now read a third Time,

when he comes of Age. . -

But, my lords, my great Objećiion to

A. the

I
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the Bill is, that in the Event it will be

found to put 39,000 Sprugs into the Pock

ets of the Miniſter. Conſider, my

Lords, that when the preſent vaſt Civil

Wingul III had none. Nana had but

one Son, who died before her Acceſſion.

And the Daughters of Gorgenti I. were

married before he was Emperor. There

Liſt was granted, it was granted with a A fore, my Lords, we have no Precedent

View that the Prince Imperial was

to have at leaſt 100,000 Sprugs per Moon

out of it. The Senate confidered likewiſe

that his Majeſty had a large Family, that

he had an Empreſs alive, and they made

it about 100,000 Sprugs more on that ac

count. Now, my Lords, it is well known

that the Prince Imperial does not

enjoy above 50,000 Sprugs per Moon out

of the CivilLiſt. Here is 50,060 Sprugs per

Moon ſaved to the Government. By the

Death of the Empreſs, at leaſt, 50,000

Sprugs more is ſaved, which makes

160,000 a Moon. Now, my Lords, if this

100,000 Sprugs were laid up for indepen-c

dent Proviſions to the Daughters of the

Imperial Family, there would be ſoon no

necd for this Application; or if the Pub:

lic were eaſed of ſo much of its annual

Burden, I ſhould not oppoſe this Bill.

But, my Lords, it's plain there is to be no

ſaving to the Public, for the Civil Liſt

ſtill continues the ſame, and it appears

from this Bill that the Money thus ſaved
is not intended for that Uſe. t

For theſe Reaſons, my Lords, I think

we ought, at leaſt, not to be in ſuch a

Hurry in carrying through this, Bill.

Therefore I am for putting off its being

read a third Time at preſent.

D

The Nardac Secretary of State ſpoke next

- as follows :

My LoRDs, -

H Think it hard that his Majeſty ſhould

be put in a worſe Condition than any F

private Gentleman in Lilliput, who thinks

it his Duty, if he has Children, to pro

vide for them. The neble Lord’s Rea

ſun, drawn from what was the former

Praštice in Senates, has no Weight with

me at all : For when Proviſiºns for the

younger Children of the Imperial Family

were made before the Reſtoration, the G

Imperial Revenues were quite upon a

different Fonting from what they are at

preſent. The Emperors then enjoyed a

confiderable Eſtate in Land, out of which

they could provide fºr ºil their younger

Children without conſulting their Senate.

Since the Rettoration, Iny Lords, I

think this is the firſt inſtance of an Ein

peror of Lilliput equiring any Proviſion

to be made for the younger Children of

their Family. Chorſo I. had nºne to

provide for. Thoſe of jºcomo were

married befºre he cºine to the Thronº.

H

that anſwers this Caſe. The noble Lord

ſays, that if we paſs this Bill, we muſt

diſpenſe with an A&t of the Senate. My

Lords, that is the very Reaſon why we

ſhould paſs it, becauſe tho' the Thing is

abſolutely proper in itſelf, yet it cannot

be done unleſs we paſs this Bill.

As to his Lordſhips Objećtion to en

creaſing the Civil Liſt, I think it has no

thing to do with the preſent Queſtion.

If the Purpoſes for which the Civil Liſt

is granted are anſwered, we have no

Right to ask an Account in what Man

ner the Money is applied, or thro' whoſe

Hands it paſſes. If his Majeſty has a

larger Civil Liſt than his Predeceſſors,

he has likewiſe more to do with it, and

there is not a Child of theimperial Family

who is not ſupported as liberally as the

Civil Liſt can afford.

I had almoſt forgot another Objećtion

of the noble Lord’s 5 his Lordſhip ſeemed
to doubt if this A&t of the Senate could

bind a ſucceeding Emperor. My Lords,

I never heard ſuch a Doubt propoſed be

fore in this Houſe I hope never to hear

ſuch another propoſed, and of all Man

kind I am ſurprized how the noble Lord,

who underſtands our Conſtitution ſovery

E well, ſhould ſtart ſuch a Difficulty. For

my Part, my Lords, I never before heard

it queſtioned that an Aćt of the Senate

was not binding upon every Emperor

who ſhall ſucceed to this Throne. There

fore, my Lords, I hope, the Motion will

be agreed to.

Thi Hngo Toblat ſhake next to the fol.- lowing Eff:#, f

My LoPDs,

I Am ſorry that I am obliged to give

a Negative to a Motion that carries

with it an Appearance of Zeal for the

Imperial Family. But, my Lords, the vaſt

Increaſe of the Civil Liſt is a Circum

ſtance which we ought moſt to dread at

preſent, and to 2.1ard againſt hereafter.

I confeſs, my Lords, there may on ſeve

ral Occaſions be very good Reaſons for

dugº.cºting that Revenue ; but do we

ever find, when thoſe Reaſons ceaſe,

that the Augmcnation ceaſes 2 It has

been obſerved, my Lords, when an Frn.

peror comes to the Crown, the Miniſters,

to ingratiate themſelves in his Favour,

endeavour to outvie each other in en

gaging for a large Civil Liſt, and he that

- bids
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bids higheſt, as at an Auétion, generally

carries his Point. Now, my Lords, in

ſuch Caſe, this very Bill, ſhould it paſs,

would be given as one Reaſon to the Se

nate for granting 50 or 62,000 Sprugs,

becauſe it had been granted before;

which is juſt ſo much Money levied on

the Empire for the Purpoſes of the Mi.

niſter, without any Neceſſity or Reaſon

then ſubſiſting, whatever there might be

at firſt.

On which Account, and becauſe I be.

lieve the Imperial Children may be pro. B

vided for othcrwiſe, I do not chuſe

to give my Conſent haſtily to the preſent

Motion.

The Hurgo Caſtroflet ſpokt next to the ful

lowing Effeš ,
My Lor Ds, t

Y Zeal for the Royal Family has,

I hope, never been queſtioned :

However, I can truly declare, it is a

Zeal quite difi tereſted ; it is both unex

pe&ting and undeſiring. I hope therefore,

my Lords, that what I ſhalſ offer with

regard to this Queſtion, will not be

thought to proceed from any Motive but

the Intereſt of my Country. My Lords,

Burthens unneceſſarily born diſable the

Nation to bear neceſſary ones. I look

upon this Bill as ſaddling the Public

with a Burthen, which I allow it is

not at preſent charg’d with, but which

muſt be hereafter entail'd on the Nation. E

For if we conſider the Nature of Man

kind, the new Emperor is always better

than his Predeceſſor ; and it will be un

reaſonable to deprive ſo good an Empe

ror as the next, or the next after him

who is to ſucceed, of any Part of what

his Predeceſſors enjoyed, tho' perhaps notF

one of the Reaſons, for which it was

granted, exiſt. But, my Lords, I am of

the noble Lord's Opinion who ſpoke firſt

againſt the Motion, That this Bill might

poſſibly not be regarded by a ſucceeding

Emperor, ſince it is the ſame Thing, as

mortgaging an Eſtate without Conſent

of the Heir of Entail, who as ſoon as he G

comes to Age may diſpute the Legality

of the Mortgage. his is all that the

noble Lord, I dare ſay, meant in what he

threw out on that Head. And if a fu

ture Emperor, my Lords,ſhould take it in

his Head to diſpute the Authority of this

Bill, I ſhould be glad to know what Re-H

dreſs the other Parties could hope for,

or where they could apply for Reiief.

Rut, my Lords, let is conſider that

while we are thus providing for certain

Branches of the Royal Family, who cer

of L I L L IPU T. 7

there are other Franches of it nearer to

the Throne, who are not only unprovid

ed for, but unprayed for ; it would

have been decent at leaſt that ſome Care

ſhould have been taken of them.

As for the Proviſion to be made for

the Nardac Imperial, I have no Obječtion

to it, but that it is too mean, and that

he can't enjoy it as an independent Pro

viſion, either upon the Commencement

of the Bill, or when his Highneſs comes

of Age. His Highneſs, my Lords, will

in a very few Moons have a Right to

ſit and vote in this Houſe ; and is it

fit that the third Perſon in the Empire

ſhould have only a precarious Depen

dance that every Lord in this Houſe

would I am ſure diſdain His Majeſty,

were he in his Highneſs's Place, Would

diſdain ſuch a Dependence ; and every

Naticn abroad muſt be apt to have a

very mean Opinion of the Wiſdom of

this Empire, if we ſhould ſuffer the Son

of our Emperor to be the only Perſon

in this Houſe who muſt depend on the

Pleaſure of a Miniſter for his daily Sub

ſiſtence.

As to the Increaſe which the Civil

Liſt in a future, perhaps in the preſent

Reign may acquire by this Bill, I think,

my Lords, it is a Conſidcration of the

higheſt Importance to this Houſe ; cfpe

cially if what is commonly ſaid be true,

(I tremble to ſpeak it) that the preſent

monſtrous Civil Liſt is in debt. My

Lords, I don't pretend to the Gift ºf

Prophecy, but I do foreſee that the fa

tal Blow to the Conſtitution of this Em

pire will come from the Exorbitancy of

the Civil Liſt ; I foreſee that if proper

Meaſures are not taken to prevcnt it, it

will become pregnant with ſecret Miſ

chief, till like the Trojan Horſe it will

be ſo unwieldy, that, in order to ad

mit it, the Walls of this Conſtitution

muſt be one Day broken down.

The Hurgo Hickrad ſpoke next in Sub

ſtance as follows.

My Lords, --

+ Did not imagine that there would

I have been the leaſt Debate upon this

Motion. It is ſo very reaſonable that

his Majeſty, ſhould have it in his Power

to provide for his own Family, that if

your Lordſhips would bring his Majeſty's

Caſe home to yourſelves, I dare ſay

there will not be the leaſt Difference of

Opinion. I think the Reaſonableneſs of

granting a Proviſion to the Princeſſes,

has in effect been admitted by the Lords

who ſpoke againſt this Motion. The on

ly Difficulty that remains, is with retainly merit more than we can beſtow,

gard
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gard to the Dependency of the Provi

ſion of his Royal Highneſs the Duke,

and to the Increaſe which this may

make to the Civil Lift. As to the firſt

Objećtion, my Lords, I believe there

are none of your Lordſhips, who are Pa

rents yourſelves, who would not wiſh

to have your Children dependent of

you ; the Independency of Children, my

Lords, is a great Tcmptation for them

to negl:ét their natural Duty to their

Parents. I believe his Highneſs the Duke

ſpoke of other Branches of the Imperial

Family not being either provided or

pray'd for. My Lords, that is too de

licate Ground to tread upon, and it is

not quite decent to bring ſuch a Caſe

into this Debate.

But, my Lords, give me leave to ob

ſerve thar there is one Thing that ought

to have great Weight with your Lord

ſhips on this Occaſion, and that is, the

precarious Footing which the Subſiſtence

any youngerChild cf the Imperial Family

has all the Sentiments of a dutiful Son, B muſt be on in caſe of a Regency. I hope,

and for that Reaſon, my Lords, he ne

ºver will take it amiſ, that during his

Majeſty's Lifetime he is dependent on

him. Nor, my Lords, is it in a Mini

ſter's Power to make their Subſiſtence

precarious, after it is ſettled by an Aćt of

the Senate. -

As to the Increaſe that this may

bring to the Civil Lift, I cannot ſee the

leaſt Reaſon for ſuch a Suggeſtion Fu

ture Senates are always Judges how large

or how ſmall a Civil Liſt Cught to be ;

and if the public Exigency ſhould require

it, there is not the leaſt doubt, but that

the Senate would reduce the Civil Liſt D

in Proportion as the Cauſes for the grant

ing it ſhall ceaſe.

The Hurgo Heryef ſpoke next, to the fol.

- lowing Purpºſe. * *

My LoRDs, -

I N C F I had the Honour to ſit in

this Houſe, I never heard ſuch Ar

guments advanced upon any Subjećt as

have been advanced on this. The noble

Lord who ſpoke firſt, ſaid, that he did

not think y an Emperor of Lilliput was to

be bound by an Aćt of the Senatc. This,

my Lords, was a Maxim fitter for the

Turban'd Heads of the Eaſtern arbitrary

Sovereigns to have uſed in their Diwan,

my Lords, his Majeſty, and the Prince

Imperial will long fit upon that Throne;

but, my Lords, if (which Heaven avert)

theſe two Lives were at an End, our

Laws are quite ſilent with regard to the

Right of being Regent during a Mino

rity. This, my Lords, is perhaps the

greateſt Flemiſh in our Conſtitution.

And therefore, as it is impoſſible to fore

ſee Events, the Senate will ačt but pru.

dently in putting the Subſiſtence of thoſe,

for whom we ought all to have ſo great

a Regard, above the Reach of any Per

ſon whatſoever,

The Hurzo Bruſiath then ſaid, “That

there was a ſtanding Rule in the Houſe,

that every Bill ſhould be committed ;

and there orc moved that the Bill ſhould

ſºvered, that it was very common for

Bills to paſs without being at all coin

mitted, and that if the Forms of the

Houſe were to be diſpenſed with,it ought

to be on that Occaſion.

The Queſtion being put on the Coºl

mitment, it was carried in the Nega

than for a Lilliputian Hurgo to have

uſed in a free Senate. I hope never to

live, my Lords, to that Time, when an

Aćt of the Senate ſhall not bind the Em

peror, as well as any private Man in this

Empire; and if the Senate ſhall confirm G

this Settlement by an Aćt, his Royal

Highneſs and the Princeſſes have juſt as

good a Right to it, as any Emperor has

to his Crown.

The 'noble Lord ſaid, that we muſt

diſpenſe with an Aći of the scnate in

order to paſs this Bill. My Lords, that

is no new Thing ; for that very Aé was H

diſpenſed with in the firſt Year of the

Empreſs Nana, when a Proviſion on the

ſame Foot with the preſent was made

by the Senate in favour of Prince Gº.

genti of Dénécram. Another noble Lord

- be committed. The Hurgo Devarlar an

give Te,f : 78. Noes 27.

On the 89th Day of the Seſſion, the Nardac

Secretary laid before the Hºuſe of

Hurgot's a Subſidiary Treaty, betwixt

the Emperor of Lilliput, and the Em

peror of Danecram; by which the former

was tº pay to the latter 70,000 Sprugs

per Moºn, and the latter was to firmiſh

to his Lilliputian Majeſty a Body of

Tºp of 6630 Men, to be ready at his

Majeſty's Gall, who was to pay 56 Crowns

by way of Levy-Money for eſch Fºot Sol.

dier, , and 86 for every Horſe, man.

4.the ſame time he read aº
which contained a Demand of his fiſi.

Putiºn Majeliy, that the Senate would

enable him to make good the ſaid £n.

gºgºments with the King of Dănecram,

ºnd alſ, enable him to raiſe what Mo

ºgy and Troops the Exigency of Affairs,

during the approaching Rectſ; if the

* Senate,
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Senate, might require. The Speech with

which the Nardac Secretary introduced

the Mation, was to the following Effect.

My Lords,

Iº no Lord here is ignorant of

the ſudden Turn of Affairs, which has

lately happened in the North; where the

Councils of a neighbouring Power have

gained ſuch an Aſcendant over thoſe of

Sweółe, that in Conjunétion they ſeem

to threaten the Tranquility of all Degulia.

Not ſatisfied, my Lords, with ſecuring

the Territories and Privileges the latter

now enjoys, ſhe has ſhewn Diſpoſitions B

to attack the Dominions of Manſqueeta,

and for that End, there is great Reaſon

to believe, that the Blefuſcudian Squa
dron is now ſailed to thoſe Seas. But

one Meaſure, my Lords, was ſtill want

ing to compleat their Deſign, which was,

an Alliance with Danecram. This Power

is ſo ſituated, as to be able in a great

meaſure to throw the Scale of Succeſs to

wards any Side ſhe ſhall take ; and the

Cºurt of Blefuſcu made larger Offers to

bring it over to their Intereſt, than thoſe

which ſhe has accepted of from the

of LI L L I PUT, 9

Reſolved; that an humble Addreſs be

preſented to his Majeſty, thanking him

for laying before this Houſe the Treaty

lately concluded betwixt his Majºy and

the Crown of Danecram. And, that this

Houſe will chearfully concur, in enabling

his Majeſty to make good the Engage

ments he has entered into by the ſaid

Treaty. Further, to aſſure his Majeſty,

that this Houſe will make good the Ex

pences, which the preſent Exigency of

Affairs may oblige his Majeſty to be at,

by raiſing Forces or Money during the

Receſs of the Senate. -

The Hargo Quadrert ſpoke next, as follows.

My Lords, -

T H IS Motion conſiſts of two Parts,

and I ſhall ſpeak to them ſeparately,

To ſhew your Lordſhips, that I am glad

of an Opportunity of approving of the

Meaſures of the Miniſtry, where I can

do it: I do fincerely think, that this

Treaty with the Crown of Danecram is a

juſt and a wiſe Step. But, my Lords, I

can't help obſerving, that the lower a

People ſink in their Credit, the dearer

Crown of Lilliput; which is a Proof, my D they pay for every Advantage they re

Lords, of the good Senſe of his Majeſty of

Dinecram, and, at the ſame time, of the

great Influence which the Crown of

Lilliput has amongſt Foreign Powers.

The other part of the Meſſage, my

* Lords, contains a Demand of a Vote, en

abling his Majeſty to raiſe what Men and

Money the preſent Exigency of his Affairs

ſhall require, . The Reaſonableneſs of

this, my Lords, appears at firſt Sight

to any one who conſiders the Situation

we are now in, with regard to Iberia.

We have indeed, my Lords, concluded a

Convention with that Court, but the

Conditions of that Convention remain

as yet untulfilled. The moſt ready Means,

my Lords, of having them ſulfilled to the

Satisfaction of his Majeſty, and the Ex

pećtation of this Empire, is, by putting

the Crown in a Condition to do ourſelves

Juſtice, if they are not fulfilled. But,

my Lords, the vaſt Expence, that has ne

ceſſarily attended the late Meaſures, has

exhauſted all the Funds for that Purpoſe.

Therefore, 45 the Seaſon of the Serate’s

Receſs is at hand ; and as his Majeſty

cannot have the Opportunity of taking

the Senſe ºf the Senate during that

time; and 2s Meſſages of this Nature

have been complied with before on like

Emergencies, I hope, your Lordſhips

will pardon me, if I move your Lord

ſhips to come to the following Reſolu

tion, —

ceive from their Neighbours. I ſay

this, my Lords, becauſe I once made a

Treaty of this kind myſelf, when I was

employed in the North by his late. Ma

jeſty. But, my Lords, we then paid no

more than 70 Crowns for every Horſe

man. It is lucky indeed, for us, that the

Danecram Fleet is not to join the Blefaſ.

cudian Squadron; but, my Lords, com

mon Senſe dićtated to the Northern

Court, that we were much more advan

tageous Allies to them, than the Bleftſ.

cudians, for theſe Reaſons : -

In the firſt Place, had they accepted

F of the Blefiſcudian Offers, they muſt

have furtliſhed Sea Forces, which would

have coſt them a great deal more than

Land Forces can do; becauſe the Money

which we pay for raiſing and clothing

theſe Troops, as is expreſſed in the Trea

ty, or what is called Levy-Money, is ſo

much put into the King of Danecram's

Pocket, for he never has fewer than

50,000 Men on Foot, which Money he

muſt have loſt, had he furniſhed Sea

Forces. In the next Place, that Court

has an Alliance with the Magſaucetany,

which has long continued, and is of the

utmoſt Importance to them ; this they

muſt have renounced had they accepted

of the Offers of Blefuſºu. Another Rea

ſon, my Lords, is, that we could have

deſtroyed the Nurſery of their Seamen,

which is now a very fine one, (and which

Blºfiºſº,
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ſee that Treaty

Blefuſcu, who has both Ships and Money,

but wants Seamen, moſt needs,) by tak

ing from them the Liberty of importing

their Commodities, upon their own Bot

toms, into this Empire, by which Means,

my Lords, the Nurſery of their Seamen

is kept up. Theſe, my Lords, are cvi

dent Reaſons, why our Friendſhip is of

more Value to Danecram, than that of

Blefuſcu, \ . . .

As to the Uſe, my Lords, that this

Treaty can be of to our Affairs, it does

not lie ſo much in the Service that Dame

cram can be of, to this Empire, as in our

depriving Blefuſcu of her Aſſiſtance. It

is Blºfuſcu, my Lords, that is the main

Spring of all theſe Negotiations; for

tho' Sweife may have Spirit and good

Will, yet ſhe will want the Means and

Ability to effect her Deſigns, having not

yet they have been very ſparing of Grants

of this Nature. I think, my Lords, be

fore the Revolution there was not one

Inſtance of a Vote of Credit. In all the

Emperor Wimgul's Time there was but

one; in the Empreſs Nana's Time I can's

recoilcét that there was one ; in Gorgenti

the firſt’s Reign there were two, and in

his preſent Majeſty's time there has been

one. My Lords, tho' all theſe were

granted upon very extraordinary Qcca

lions, yet I could have rather wiſhed they

had not been granted at all, becauſe they

may ſerve as Precedents for future Mini

ſters to raiſe all Supplies in that Manner,

by which Means § will be free from

the Trouble of a Senate. For iſ once a

Miniſter ſhall have a Senate at his own

Devotion, he needs buc call it together

once a Moon, and obtain a Vote of Credit

yet recovered the Wounds ſhe received inC for what Money they have Occaſion for

her late Wars.

But, my Lords, as I have dore Juſtice

to his Majeſty's Councils, in owning this

Treaty to be a proper Meaſure at this

Time, give me Leave to obſerve that it

will not be in our Power to ſecure the

Peace of the Continent without anotherD

Alliance, which will be of much greater

Uſe to us than that with Danecram, I

mean, my Lords, an Alliance with the

fºrmperor of Paruſhy. His Territories,

my Lords, lie convenient, ſo that he will

come with great Weight on the Side he

fhall pleaſe to take, and certainly turn

thc Scale; he has great Pretenſions; and

is a very formidable Prince on the Con

tinent : By favouring thoſe Pretenſions

we might ſecure him in our Intereſt. I

ſhould be glad to hear it was ahready

done. -

I come now, my Lords, to conſider

the ſecond part of this Meſſage, which F

contains a moſt gracious Demand of a

Vote of Credit and Confidence. This,

my Lords, is a very extraordinary Meſ:

{age at this time, after we have ſeen ſo

little Effect from the extraordinary Sup

plies granted the laſt Seſſion. We are

now in the twentieth Moon of our treat

ing with Iberia, and within a very few G

Dys of the Term ſtipulated with her for

fulfilling one part of her laſt Treaty. My

Lords, I think it would be prudent to

erformed, and the

95,000 Sprugs paid, before we veſt the

Crown with ſo extraordinary Powers, as

are demanded by this Meſſage. Votes

of Credit, my Lords, are but of a very H

modern Growth amongſt us. And tho’

late Senates have been more complaiſant

than former Senates were to the Crown,

till next Meeting, and in a very few3. y

Moons he may find the People ſo habi

tuated to pay their Taxes, without know

ing why, that he may ſafely venturc up

on raiſing Money without any Senate

at all. I remember, my Lords, I once

happened to be in Company with a No

blenian of Bleft:ſºu, who was a Man of

Senſe; and he asked me what Difference

there was betwixt the Parliament of Ble

faſcu and the Senate of Lilliput. I ſeemed

ſin prized, as I really was, at his asking

me ſuch a Queſtion. A vaſt Difference,

anſwer'd I; your Parliaments muſt pay

what Money, the People muſt pay what

Taxes, the Court impoſes. Our Senate

pays no Money but what it is pleaſed to

grant; our People pay no Taxes but by

their own Conſent. And pray, ſaid he,

where is the Difference betwixt a Court’s

impoſing a Tax upºn the People, and a

Miniſter's ſending every now and then a

Meſſage, requiring the People to impoſe

it on themſelves, if that Miniſter is ſure

his Demand will be complied with ? I

have, continued he, read ſeveral Inſtances

in your Hiſtory of Mcſſages ſent to your

Senate by the Miniſtry for an unlimited

Credit, and I never read when it was

refuſed. This Anſwer, my Lords,

ſtunn'd me, and I began to refle&t more

{eriouſly on the Nature of theſe Meſſages,

and the more I reflected the more I diſ

liked them. Therefore, my Lords, I

am for the firſt part of the Addreſs

moved for, ſo far as relates to the Treaty

concluded with Danecram, but againſt the

ſecond, which contains the Demand of a

Vote of Credit.

The
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by complying with the latter Part of

The Hurgo Sholmlug ſpoke next, to the this Meſſage, we lodge a Dićtatorial

following Purpoſe.

My Lorps, - --

Tº noble Lord who ſpoke laſt, has

with great Candor expreſſed his

Satisfaëtion with the Treaty concluded A

with the Crown of Danecrazz; therefore

Power in the Crown, and, during one

Moon at leaſt, make a Miniſter the

Maſter of our Lives and Fortunes, who

can tell, my Lords, what Uſe may be

made of this Power, if we ſhould make

a Cuſtom of weſting it in the Crown 2

I ſhall make no Remarks upon what his Who can undertake that it will not be.

Lordſhip threw out before he came to demanded every Seſſion ? Who ean an

ſpeak to the latter Part of this Meſſage. ſwer, that ſome future Miniſter, who

The noble Lord ſaid, that we had ſeen has made himſelf obnoxious to the Na

but little Effect from the extraordinary

Supplies granted to the Crown laſt Seſ p

ſon. My Lords, they had all the Ef

feds that I, or I believe any body clfe.
who conſidered the true intention of

granting them, expected. They obtain

ed a Treaty, which if the Iberians ſul

fil, will ſecure, the Navigation and Com

merce of this Nation againſt all future

Injuries. But, my Lords, as we have

had ſeveral Inſtances of the inconſiſtent.

Condućt ºf that Court, no Man can en

gage for the Part ſhe may ačt. If we

ſhould leave the Nation in a manner

defenceleſs during the time of our Re

ceſs, who knows, my Lords, but that

tion, and grown deſperate by the Enor

mity of his Crimes, will not uſe this un

limited Power in wreathing his Yoke

about the Necks of a whole People 2.

But, my Lords, where is the Reaſon

for ſo much Hurry in carrying thro' this,

Meaſure? Fourteen Days hence, at far

theft, we ſhall be able to judge if the

Iberians mean us any Good: The Mo

ney is payable in ten Days hence here at

Mildendo'; and ‘if we wait four Days

longer, we ſhall know what we are a

doing. If the Money is paid, there will

be no Occaſion for this extraordinary

Demand; if it is not-paid, we ſhall

know how to behave, and we can then

they may ſtart Difficulties in the future D ſtrengthen his Majeſty with ſufficient

Conferences of the Plenipotentiaries, that

may overthrow all that has been done *

And, my Lords, your Lordſhips and the

Nation have too many Inſtances of his

Majeſty's Moderation, to fear any Abuſe

of ſuch a Power. Therefore I hope your

Lordſhips will agree to the preſent Mo-E
tion. . . ºf , i.

The Hurgo Bruſtath ſpoke next, to the

following Purpoſe. . . . .

My LoKDs, . . . . . . . . .

Tº H. F. Dićtatorial Power amongſt the

Romenians was in effect no other r

than a Power inveſted in the Diétator,

by the People and Senate, of rai

ſing Menand Money for a certain Time;

yet the Abuſe of that very Power, tho’

the Time was limitcd, deſtroyed the

Liberties of that People. From being

annual, the Dićtatorſhip became perpe

Powers to chaſtiſe our Enemies for their

Breach of Faith. Therefore, my Lords,

I hope the latter part of the Motion

will be dropt.

The Hurgo Caſtroflet ſhoke next, to the

following Purpoſe. -

: My Lo RDs, . . . . . . -

Włº I reflect upon the Manner

{W, in which this Meſſage has been

introduced to this Houſe, I cannot but

think it bears a very ſuſpicious Ciaráčter;

twelve or fourteen Days, at fartheft, will

, inform us, whether vie ihalſ have Oc

calion to give any thing at all, and tho’

we ſhould give this Power away now, it

can't be uſed beiore that Time. The

Miniſtry, however, has ſent a Meſſage,

and that Meſſage muſt be complied with.
My Lords, confider what Sort of Mini

ſtry you are to ſtrengthen with this ex
tual, and Liberty might perhaps beheardG traordinary Power; a Miniſtry that, for

or read of afterwards, but it never was

known. The Cortes of Iberia parted

with the Power of raiſing Men and

Money but for one Moon, and they have

loſt their Liberties ever fince; the States

of Brateny parted with it but for 182

Days, and they now only retain the

Name, their Power has been gone ever H Convention 3 and this very Miniſtry,

ſince. The other Parliaments of Bleſuſ.
-cu have all loſt their Power, and the

People have loſt their Liberties in the

ſanc Manner. As therefore, my Lords,

the Space of cighteen or twenty Moons,

has never yet once deviated ind Right 3

that has proſtituted the Honour, ſunk

the Reputation, and ruined the Intere

of this Empire ; a Miniſtry, th it know

ing neither, how to make Peace nor.

War, ſplit the Difference, and made a

conſcious of what a pitiful precºrious

Paper Peace they have patched up, has

now the Modeſty to demand- an unli

Inited Credit fºr Men #13 ºncy.
. . . . . " ' ". What
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what Service has all the Money and

Men that have been raiſed done tº the

Nation, my Lords? Does it not bring

us into Contempt abroad, laviſhly to
fºuander the ºne, and make no Uſe of

the other ? This Power, Iny Lords, of

raiſing Men and Money, as the noble A

Lord who ſpoke laſt well obſerved, gave

the fatal. Blow to the Liberties of Ro

menia, tho' it was at firſt lodged in

uncorrupted Hånds. At firſt, my Lords,

the relićtant Dictator, covered with

sweat and Duſt, was forced from his

Plough; and the ſame Hand that, an B.

Hour before uſed a Spade, wielded a

sword for the Defence of his Country.

Yet, my Lords, tho' it was never grant

ed but upon extraordinary . Occaſions,

and ſeldom veſted but in honeſt and

able Hands, this very Dićtatorial Power

ruined the Romenian Liberty. . . .
tº . . . . . . . C

The Nardac Agryl ſpoke next, and a

mongſt other. Things ſaid, … "

º' My Lords, e. r: “ . . . .

-Tº ſuch Time as I ſhall ſee an

A&t of the Senate declaring the Mi

niſtry infallible, I muſt look upon my”

ſelf as being at Liberty to oppoſe this

Demand, as not proceeding from his

Majeſty, but from the Miniſters, My

Lords, i look upon it as a moſt danger

ous, a moſt terrible Precedent; it is a

Demand that never could have proceed

ed from his Majeſty; and I am ſorry to B

ſee his Name made uſe of at the Head

of it. I wiſh theſe kind of Meſſages

were ſent in the Name of thoſe who

really ſend them ; I wiſh the Miniſter's

Name were prefix’d to thern We could

then debate upon them with more Free

dom.For it is hard upon me, my Lords, to F.

ſay any thing that is harſh againſt a

Meaſure that comes in his Majeſty's .

Name; his Majeſty, my Lords;" is my

TMaſter, and I know he deteſts all op

preſſive, all arbitrary Demands. This

Meſſage appears to me to be a kind of

paving the Way to other and frequent G

Weſſages of the ſame Nature. My Lords,

I believe this is the very intention of

it : I don't think the Miniſtry has any

real, any ačtual Neceſſity for this Power

of raiſing Men and Money ; I believe

they do it only in order to bring us in

to a Habit of inveſting them with theſe

Powers; and once, my Lords, they have H

done that, they will have no farther

Uſe for Senates.

The Hargo Lodſheal ſpoke on the ſame

Side to the following Purpoſe:

My Lo RDs,

THE}º part of this Meſſage includes
a double Demand; firſt, for a Vote

of Credit; ſecondly, a Vote of Confl

dence. The Diſtinétion betwixt theſe

twº, my Lords, in my Apprehenſiºn, is

this: A Vote of Credit enables his Maje

ſty to raiſe Money; a Vote of Confidence,

t; raiſe Troops, As to the Power of rai
fing Money, 1 know it has formerly been

done upon very extraordinary Emergen

cies. Laſt Time it was done, my Lords,

I think was when the Allemannſtan Em

peror was ſo much diſtreſſed by Blefuſcu,

that it was thought we ſhould have inter

oſed in his Favour; therefore, his Ma

efly was enabled by the Senate to make

good what Engagements he ſhould think

fir to enter intº, to preſerve the Balance of

Power in Degulia,which was then in very

great Danger. But, my Lords, I can ſee

nothing parallel to that in our preſent

Circumſtances. If the Convention is good

for any Thing, it muſt at leaſt ºblige the

Iberians to pay the 95,000 Sprugs; and if

they don't pay it, we ſhall know what

we have to do in Io or 12 Days. But,

my Lords, why don't the Miniſtry ſpeak

out? Why don't they tell us, That they

have already certain Intelligence, that

Iberia ;;%: not to pay that Money?

If they would do that, my Lords, this

Queſtion might admit of fome Debate,

fince a Rupture will then be inevitable;

but to make a Demand of this Kind,

without giving any Reaſon, but a meer

º is, I think, very unaccount

able,

So far, therefore, my Lords, I agree,

that it may ſometimes happen that Votes

of Credit may be granted by a Senate, but

I cannot ſee how we can poſſibly grant a

Vote of Confidence. My Reaſon, my

Lords, that we cannot, is founded upon

the Nature of our Conſtitution, and the

expreſs Words of the A&s of Senate; and

if any Lord can give the leaſt Anſwer,

founded on either, to what I am going to

advance, I ſhall willingly give my Voice

for this Motion. -

The Keeping up an Army in time of

Peace, my Lords, is expreſſed, in the Pre

amble to the Mutiny Bill, to be againſt the

Conſtitution and Laws of this Empire ;

and, in order to prevent the Bill reaching

to any Number{j what is there ex

preſly provided, it is ſaid, in the ſaid

Preamble, That the WHoli. Number of

Forces so be kept on foot for the enſuing

rºar, and which are to be ſubjeffed to what

is contained in the A#, ſhall be 17,794

Men. Thus, my Lords, your Lordſhips

ſée, by an Expreſs Aët of the Senate, that
110
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no more than 17,794 Men can be compre- ner of Weight with me in a Debate. The

hended in that A&; But, my lords, if agreeing to the preſent Motion may ſave

you agree to the Reſolution nowpropos'd, a very great Expence to the Nation, either

you give a Power that deſtroys this Aér; # preventing a War entirely, or by ena

and the Miniſtry may raiſe as many Soldi- bling his Majeſty to enter upon it with

ers as theyº: tho’ they have no Vigour and Succeſs. For theſe Reaſons,

Law to puniſh them by ; which, I think, Amy Lords, I am for the Motion.
will be deſtroying the very Fundamen- -

tals of your Conſtitution. The Hurgo Hickrad ſº next to the

. . . . . . . following Purpoſe :

The Hurgo Yali ſpoke next as fºllows: My Loris, -

- I ve, given great Attention to what

My Lorns,. . . Lords have been pleaſed to ſay in this

T is impoſſible for any Plan of Govern- Debate, and I think all the Arguments

ment to be ſo perſed as not to leave, B that have been uſed againſt the Motion
ſometimes, a diſcretionary Power in the may be reduced to two: Firſt, the Dan

Perſons of the Governors: And, the ger of truſting Miniſters with a Vote of

Conſtitution of Great Lilliput preſumes unlimited Credit, and Confidence: Se

ſuch a diſcretionary Power to belodg’d condly, the Inconſiſtency which the noble

in the Crown. If, my Lords, during Lord who ſpoke laſt except one, has ur

the Receſs of the Senate, a War ſhou ged, betwixt the Reſolution propoſed by

break out, the Conſtitution veſts his C the preſent Motion, if we agree to it,

Majeſty with a Power of raiſing what and #Mutiny-Aét we have already paſs'd.

Troops he ſhall think neceſſary for the To obviate the firſt Objećtion, my

Safety of the Empire. Therefore the Lords, let us conſider the Nature of this

'Mutiny-Aét is, by the Conſtitution, pre- Demand. A noble Lord ſaid rightly, that

fum'd to take place over all the Troops ºthere were no Inſtances of any Votes of

) thus raiſed. Now, my Lords, how ſmall Credit granted by the Senate before the

are the Bounds that divide this veryEmer- Revolution. What was the Reaſon of

- #. from the Caſe of an open War. D that, my Lords : Becauſe, before the

Lords allow, that the material Part of the Revolution, the Supplies granted by the

Convention is yet unfulfill’d; they admit, Senate to the Crown, were laid on with

that there is a Poſſibility of our being enº out anyAppropriations; and therefore, no

gag din à War, duringthe Receſs of the Miniſter§:at any Loſs upon an un

Senate; but they won't allow of the Ex- foreſeen Emergency, to appropriate any

pediency of our#. his Majeſty, a Part of the Money that was granted, to

Power of raiſing Troops, the at the ſame E wards that Emergency. But ſince the Re

; Time they muſt all grant, that if a War “volution, it has been otherwiſe. The Se

{hould break out, the Conſtitution veſts nate obſerving, that a very bad Uſe was
his* with ſuch a Power. For my made of§§ Crown, appro

*:::::: ords, I don't ſee any great Né- priated all the Sums that were granted to

...] ere was for inſerting this De- particular Purpoſes. Upon this Account,

mand for a Vote of Confidence, had it when an unforeſcenEmergency happen'd,

not been to ſhew our Enemies that you º they were not at Liberty to apply any of

were reſolved to aſſiſt his Majeſty both F the Money ſo appropriated, tºwards that

with Troops and Money.; and that Emergency. Therefore, my Lords, there

they might receive no Éncouragement can be no doubt, that this Method of ap

from the Delay that attends the uſual plying by the Crown is both regular and

Methods of granting either, the one or reaſonable. For myown Part, my Lords,
, the other. - . . . - I think our agreeing to this Motion is a

I am ſurpriz'd to hear ſo many Paral- , Kind of a Hardſhip upon a Miniſter, be

...lels run betwixt this Power and that ofG cauſe he is left inexcuſable in caſe the Exi

the Diºtators among the Romenians.Why gency, if any ſhould happen; is not rightly

, , is the Virtue of the Romenians ſo much provided for. And, my Lords, if we

extoll'd? My Lords, it was the Vices of ... juſtly conſider the Matter, in whatever

the Romenians, and hot their Dićtators, light you view, a Vote of Credit, it can

that ruin'd their Empire. . We find In- be of no Service to a Miniſter; becauſe,

ſtances in their Hiſtory of Ambition, Cor- next Seſſion, he is obliged to give an Ac

ruption and Venality, that (even in this H count in what Manner the Money raiſed

degenerate Age) are not to be matched. by this Vote has been expended.

Therefore, when I hear any Parallels of ‘I come now to the Objećtion made by

that Kind, run, unleſs they anſwer...in the noble Lord who ſpoke laſt ſave one,

every Circumſtance, they have no Man- with regard*g. Mutiny-Bill; *à
- - Čtd,

2.
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deed, at firſt Sight, it appears a very puz

zling Objećtion; but if we examine it

more nearly, it is eaſily got over: For

tho’ 17,764 Men are mentioned in the

arrative, yet no mestion being made of

any Number in the enacting Clauſes, the A

Government is left at Liberty to ſubječ; all

thoſe who enter into a military Capacity,

to that Aét, . . . -

But, my Lords, to cut all Debates ſhort

on this Subjećt, it is impoſſible for us to

be in any Danger from the Abuſe the Mi

miſtry may make of this Vote; becauſe,

iſ I am not very much miſinformed, there

is a Bilfin great Forwardneſs in the other B

Houſe, reſtrićting the Money to be raiſed

in conſequence of this Vote, to the Sum

of 500 odo Sprugs; which, confidering

the preſent Conjunéture, is a very

moderate Sum, and muſt remove all Un.

eaſineſs which Lords may entertain, from

granting this Vote in an unſimited Senſe.

‘ſherefore, I hope your Lordſhips will
agree to the Motion.

The Reader may remember, that by the

Convention Great Lilliput ſtood engaged

to pay to the Crown of Iberia the Sam

of 66,000 Syrugs, in Conſideration of the

Ships deſtroyed and taken in the middle

Sea, in the Time of Gorgenti, the firſt,

ther or not the Sum of 95,000 Sprugs,

ſtipulated by the late Convention, on the

part of Iberia, to be paid in Confidera

tion of the Damages ſuſtained by his Ma

jeſty's trading. Subjećts in Columbia, is

yet paid ; and, if it is not paid, that his

Majeſty would be graciouſly pleaſed to

inform the Houſe, what Reaſons have

been given, on the part of that Crown,

for the Non-payment. - " .

The Nardat Secretary of State ſpoke next,

as follows.

My LoRDs, ".

Iº. natural to foreſce, that a Mo
tion of this kind would be made.

Therefore, I have leave from his Majeſty

to acquaint the Houſe, that the ſaid Surh

is not paid, and that no Reaſons have as

yet been given on the part of Iberia, for

the Non-payment.

The Hurgo Ayelsdrof ſpoke next to the§ º: Purpoſe.

My Lords,

I. is very ſurprizing, that any Lord

ſhould take upon him to bar the Ac

ceſs of this Houſe to his Majeſty, and, I

think that this Anſwer is by no means

ſenatorial. The noble Lord ſaid he has

leave to acquaint the Houſe, ſo and ſo—

which Sum was tº be applied toward; How could his Grace know what Motion

the Relief of the Lilliputian Merchants,

who had ſtfered by the Iberian Depre

dations. Accordingly, a Clauſe was in

was provided for, to be paid by the

Senate. . After this Bill had paſſed the

Houſe of Cinabs, and had received a

#;"; in the Houſe of Hurgoes,

the Hurgo

Purpºſe. -

r

My Lorps,

Payment of the 95,000º and we

have now before us a Bill,

* Majeſty is enabled to pay 60,000 Sprugs,

tºwards the Diſcharge of a Debt owing

... to the Crown of Iberia. As we are ſo

very punétual in fulfilling our Engage-

... ments to that Crown, I think, it would.

*be highly worthy of this Houſe, to ad

. Bruſtath, on the 120th Day -

ºf the Sefton, ſpoke to the following

by which his "

was to be made in this Houſe? And if he

did know, is it not a very great Proof of

the noble Nardac's Courage, to take up

ſerted in a Bill, by which the ſaid Sum gº on him to ſtep betwixt his Majeſty and

his great Council, and return a verbal

Anſwer to an Addreſs, before it has been

preſented, even before it has been agreed

to 2 My Lords, how will this be looked

on without Doors? May it not be very

-; thought that this Anſwer is calcu

ared to exclude from his Majeſty's Pre*

* - Fºſence all thoſe who had the Honour to

-- . . . - vote againſt the Convention? -

THE Time is now expired, that was • . . . . . . . .

- ſtipulated by the Convention, for the The Nardac Secretary replied, to the follºw

! -- ing Effief.

1%.”? . . . .I Thought I was doing the Houſe a

Piece of Service, in ſaving Time thus

° late in the seſſion.'"the Aºwji have

given, is the very ſame that the Houſe.

will receive if the Addreſs ſhould be

preſented.
“dreſs his Majeſty, to know if that Crown But, my Lords, I have another Rea

has fulfilled any part of her Engage ſon for oppoſing this Motion, and that is,

, ments to us... Therefore, I hope, your H. Becauſe it is by no means ſenatorial.

Łºrdſhips will pardon me, if I take the

Liberty to move, . . . . * . . .

. . .That an humble Addreſs be preſented

to his Majeſty, that he would be graci

ouſly pleaſed to acquirt this Houſe, whe

The Motion is for an Addreſs, that his

Majeſty would be graciouſly pleaſed to

acquaint the Houſe; whereas, all Al

.dréſſes of that kind, are, That his Majeſty

would order the ScCretary of satº.
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the proper Officer, to lay before the

Houſe the Papers that may be neceſſary

for our Information in ſuch Caſes. Now,

My Lords, this is the very. Thing his

Majeſty has done. There are Bo Papers,

indeed, to be laid before the Houſe on

moved for, could be anſwer'd by any

Papers to be laid before us, we had no

Occaſion to addreſs, we needed but have

appointed a Committee, with the Power

that Committees commonly have, of

ſending for Papers, Records, or Perſons,

this Qccaſion, but he has ordered me, A as they think fit. But, my Lords, it is

who have the Honour to be a Secretary not ſo much for Information, that we

of State, to return the Houſe the ſame

Anſwer that would have been returned,

if the Addreſs had been preſented.

As to my Intention of precluding the

noble, Lords from having acceſs to his

Majeſty, I do, aver, my Lords, that I am B

ſo far from having any ſuch Intention,

that nothing would give me greater Plea.

ſure, than to ſee the noble Lords, who

yoted againſt the Convention, more aſ:

fiduous than they are, in paying their

Duty perſonally to his Majeſty. There:

fore, myi. I hope this Motion will

be thought improper ; and the rather,"

becauſe the Term ſtipulated for the Pay

ment has been but a very few Days

elapſed, and it would be raſh to come,

to any Reſolutions on this Head, (which

we muſt do, if the Addreſs ſhould be pre

fented) without having a little farther
Patience. . . . .. ~ : * *

The Nardac Agryl ſpoke in the ſame De

bate, in ſubffance as follows. -

My Lo RDs, - -

I T is now high Time for us to lay aſide

* uſing the Medium of Miniſters, in

preſenting Addreſſes, or receiving An-E

{wers from the Crown. . We ought now,

§ Lords, to inform his Majeſty our

ſelves, of Things that the Miniſtry appear

to have neglected. It was foretold again
and again in this Houſe, that this Money.

never would be paid, and the whole Me

rit of the Convention was to ſtand or fall F

by the Behaviour of the Court of Iberia

in that reſpect. Now it appears that the

Money is not paid. What is to be done :

Shall we again truſt to Miniſters, who,

it is evident have miſinformed his Ma

jeſty in every Step of this Affair? No.

ought to agree to this Addreſs; we

Qught to agree to it, in order to open a.

Communication betwixt his Majeſty and

his great Council, without Intervention.
of a Miniſter. - -

The Word Miniſter, my Lords, has

been very much miſunderſtood of late.”

It has a Lilliputian and a Blefuſcudian

Signification. Ir

my Lords, it fignifies a Servant of the Se

nate, a Servant of the People, as well as

of the Crown; and this Houſe has for

merly, underſtood Miniſters to be under.

their immediate Direétion...We have an.

Inſtance of it in the Reign of Chorlo II. ;

when upon a Complaint of a Breach of

; to this Houſe, the cffending,

Party fled to Belgia : What did this Houſe

do, my Lords? It ordered, by its own

Authority, the Secretary of State to write

to Belgia, and reclaim the Offender. . . .

The Blefuſeudian Senſe of the Word

Miniſter, my Lords, Su B KALIN DEF

FAR PLv NE, [Maire de palais in French]]

one who acts in place of the Emperor;

one who is accountable to none but the

Emperor, let him be guilty of never ſo

many Miſcarriages or Miſmanagements.

*I am ſorry to ſee it, but we ſeem of late

to have adopted this laſt Senſe of the

Word. Miniſters of Lilliput ſeem to be as

abſolute as they are in #; But,

my Lords; I hope your Lordſhips will

aſſert the Dignity of this Houſe, and

agree to this Addreſs.

The gueſtion being then put, it was car

ried againſt addreſſing by 51 to 33.

, The Diviſion being over, the Hargo Qua.

dreſſ ſaid, that as the Houſe hää found

itſelf to be ſenatorially informed, that the

Let us, apply to the Crown ourſelves; G 95,609 Sprigs were nºt paid by the Iberians,

his Majeſty's known tender Regard tö

the Rights of his Subjećts leaves us no

room to doubt of obtaining Redreſs. . I

muſt take notice of ſomewhat ſaid by the

noble Lord who ſpoke laſt: He thought it

was always cuſtomary for the Crown to

return its Anſwers to this Houſe by the

Miniſters. It may be the Cuſtom, my

Lords, but this Houſe has ſometimes

been ſo diſſatisfied with ſuch a Proceed

ing, that we have addreſſed the Crown

to know by whoſe Advice ſuch an An

ſwer was given. If the Addreſs now

*

they had now a ſenatorial Foundation to

go upon, and therefºre he moved, that the

Jeºnth Day from thence night be appoint

ed for taking the State of the Nation into

Conſideration; which was agreed to. This

Affair we may leave to our text.

E. R. R. A. T. A.

It being habitual for the Printer to fol.

low our Diale&t, when the Reader finds

Tear inſtead of Moon, and the like Miſtal ex

in the Lillipstian Terms, we hope t at
he will correół and excuſe them.

In the Lilliputian Senſe, .
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Conc L usion of the Diffºrtation, Whether

the Hebrews borrow'd any Cuſtoms from the

Heathens, &c. From Vol. IX, p. 470.

Heſe three Inſtances make itſ credible,

T that there were Pagan Idolaters in three

Parts of the Earth, Egypt, Aſſyria, and Pale

fline, if not in more, long before the Days of

Mºſes; and that they had among them. Altars

for the Uſe of Incenſe and Sacrifices, and alſo

Temples, and the like Places, appointed and ſe

creted for Religious Worſhip: For the erecting

ſacred Buildings and Coverings over Altars is all

low'd to be one very early Original of Temples,

which at firſt were but ſo many ſtately Monu

ments, built by the Ancients, through a ſuper
ſtitious Devotion and Reverence paid to the Me-B

mory of deceas'd Friends. From whence we

may conclude, that “the Tabernacle of Mºſes

sould not, in all Probability, be the very firſt

Strućture rais'd for a religious Purpoſe.” (See

Vo L. IX, p. 23.)

... To this we may add, that as the ſacred Au

thors give us early Accounts of the Uſe of Altars

and Sacrifices, and of Places and Things equiva- C

lent, and correſpondent, in ſome Senſe, to Ta

bernacles and Temples; ſuch as, Hills, Woods,

Groves, Pillars, and Images; ſo the profane,

eſpecially the Mythologiſts, ſpeak much of the

like Things us'd in ſome of the firſt Ages after,

the Deluge, in the divine Service of many Hea

then Gods, prior to, or coa:val with, Mºſes.

Now, tho' I grant there is buf little Certain

ty of anything in thoſe very diſtant Times,

călțd by Hiſtorians, the unknown and fabulous,

beſides what is recorded in the ſacred Repoſita.

ries; yet, is there not, at leaſt, a Preſumption

and a Probability, that many.Things in the pro

fane Writings may be true? Could all their va

rious Stories and Traditions be rais'd without

ſome Foundation : And may they not ſerve to

give us ſome Light, where the ſacred have left

us in the dark Doubtleſ, many real Fa&s

and Things lie at the Bottom of their Allego

ries and Mythologies, if we could be ſo happy

as rightly to unravel and diſtinguiſh Truth from

Fable, and handſomely to diveſt it of thoſe

Shades and Vizards, which deform and conceal

its latent Beauty. When we find reaſonable and

cºnſiſtent Relations and Aocounts in ancient Au

thors of good Credit, I know not why we

fhould refuſe our Aſſent, any more than we do

to the beſt Books of later Date. -

IN OPP os I r1 on to what I have advanc'd,

a very modern Author, in Defence of his Hy

ºtheſis, That the Heathens, copy'd after, the
jews, and not the jeºus after the Heatbens,

finds Fault with the Latin Tranſlator of Diodº

rus Siculus, for ſaying that Danaus and Cadmus

built each of them a Temple, as if the Tranſ

lator had miſtaken the true Senſe of the origi

ml Phraſes, iſfüzavlo tepov, iſ purdlo

7étzevox. But, with Submiſſion to the Learn

.ing and Judgment of that Gentleman, I cannot

but think the Tranſlator in the right. To ſay

“that only a Place of Worſhip was appointed or

dedicated by Danaus, and only a Piece of Ground

ſet out for the Place of Worſhip byCºdºº” and

got to allow that a Temple was really built by

D

|
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either of them, is, in my Opinion, ſaying and

allowing a great deal too little, and not coming

up to the full Meaning of the Greek Words.

The natural and uſual Signification ofthe verb,

is, to ºft or appoint ſomething to be aduay

placed and fixed in or upon£º. Space or Ground

already exiſting : in which Senſe it hath been ap

A ply'd to the Encampment of an Army; the

placing and faſtening of Goods and Utenſils in a

* Houſe; the cauſing Perſons to ſit down and reſt

themſelves; the building of Cities, Altars, and

alſo Temples: The two Words, to which it is

join'd, plainly help to point out and declare the

right Meaning; the firſt fignifies a ſacred Build

ing, as well as, or more than, a ſacred Ground

or Utenſil 5, and the other a Shrine or Temple,

as well as the Plot of Ground on which it ſtands.

Theſe two Phraſes then muſt here be ſuppos'd

to denote in a ſpecial manner the aëtual raiſing

of two ſacred Structures, otherwiſe a Verb, fig

nifying 4:iion and Motion of Body, as well as

the Will of the Mind, is improperly apply'd,

and hath but a faint, imperfeół, and obſcure

Meaning. It ſounds but ill, to ſay that a Piece

of Ground was ordered to be placed and faſtened

for divine Service to ſome God, or Heroe.

Therefore the true Conſtrućtion ſeems to be,

they built a Temple, he built a Temple, and

not barely laid out and dedicated Pieces of

Ground for ſacred Uſes. This, I think, takes

off all Harſhneſs, and agrees beſt with the Senſe

of the Words and the Hiſtory. If this be al

low'd, then theſe Paſſages of Diodorus are of

ſufficient Authority to prove, that Temples

might be built ſo long fince as by Danaur and

Cadmus, as well as by Pharoneus, and ſo theyo

verthrow the contrary Aſſertion of our Author.

* Himſelf alſo confeſſes, that another Greek

r

G many Heathen Ceremonies and Pračtices might

H lieve it probable, if not certain, that the jewſ/

- Word, N23s, found in many Old Authors, is

commonly tranſlated Temple, tho' it did not al

ways ſignify the Structure, but the Place :

wº truly is granting a great deal, no leſs

than that, by his own Confeſſion, it often fig

nifies a Temple; and that many Tranſlators have

commonly, tho’ not always, taken it in this

Senſe. And why did they commonly tranſlate

it thus, but only becauſe they believ'd it to be

the right and the true Senſe, and that Temples

had been of very long and ancient ſtanding 2

Here then is the Opinion of ſeveral Tranſlators

turn'd upon, and oppos'd to, the fingle Judg
ment of one Author.

- .

After all, I go not ſo far as to affirm, that

all the Parts of the jewiſh Religion were de
riv'd from the Cuſtoms and Practices of the

Heatben Nations; nor do I deny that a great

be introduc’d into their Worſhip and Religion,

in Imitation of what Go D had appointed by

Revelation: But I think, in a middle Way,

that all Religions, as well as all Nations, have,

at ſeveral Times, borrow'd Cuſtoms from each

other: So it is now, and ſo it was anciently :

Particularly, for the Reaſons mention'd, I be

Tabernacle and Temples might be ereºted after

the Example of holy Places among thoſe Hea

thens who had liv'd in the Werld before the

jew: : And in this opinion, I have the Ho
- mour
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nour to be ſupported, not only by the learned

Dr Spencer, º by twoº:...:
rity in the Commonwealth of Learning : Sir

fibn Marſham, who thought all the jewiſh

Ceremonies, as well as the Greek Sciences, were

deriv'd from ; and a Rev. Author, now A

living, who, in a moſt labºrious, learned, and

uſeful Compoſition, long fince publiſh'd, hath

produc’d many Citations out of good Old Au-

- thors in the learned Languages, to prove that,

emples, no leſs than Altars, had a Being in:

ſome Countries before the Birth of Mºſes: Nor,

do I ſee how, in an honeſt Enquiry after Truth,

thro' dark and diſtant Ages, ſuch a Poſition, B

or Opinion, can deſerve Cenſure, as doing Diſ

ſervice to revealed Religion, and leaving it upon

a weak and f. #º. as 10me pre

ciſe and ſqueamiſh Criticks ſurmiſe ; ſince it

neither tends to hurt it in its ‘Eſſentials, nor.

advances any thing, I hope, which can dero

gate from the Glory of its Celeſtial Author. ,

and Drinking, or glaring like Batts, thoſe amº

phibious Birds :*: in their Wings of

at preſent obſolete, yet there has ever fince re

main’d a Succeſſion of the Name and Ceremo

nies, which of late hath been revived by an odd

Humour, without Thaught or Inquiry into the

Original of this Famous order, equal in Anti

quity, and which had the ſame Place for Inſti

tution as the Antient and Noble One of the

Garter. The famous Biſhop of Wincheſter was

Superviſor of theſe Works, at 1s. per Day, and

1 s. more when he travelled; and tho' it does

not appear he was a Maſon, yet his College at

#'incheſter for educating the Children, whoſe

Parents muſt otherwiſe have bred them to hard

Labour, and his Care afterwards to maintain

them in Eaſe at Oxford, ſhews he was ſo far a

Friend to the Glorious Cauſe of Liberty, that -

his Kinſmen ſhould not be obliged to Labour,

unleſs at their Free Will, and at a good Price.

One of the Aéts referred to, viz., 3 Henry

W. C. C VI. Cap. An. 1425. has the following Clauſe:

S I R, Edinburgh, Dec. 27, 1739.

REE Mason..."; Iittle regarded

in your Metropolis, like a worn-out Fa

ion, is now become the Vogue here: I deſire

therefore, you will, for the Sake of yourNºi;
Britiſh Readers, inſert the following 'true Ac

“Whereas by yearly Congregations and Confe

* deracies, made by the Maſons in their general

* Aſſemblies, the good Cauſe and Effeit of the

* Statutes for Labourers be openly violated and

“broken, in Subverſion of the Law, and to the

“great Damage of all the Commons; our ſaid

* Sovereign Lord the King, willing in this

counſ of the Antiquity and Inſtitution of Free Y) * Cafe to provide a Remedy, by the Advice and
t - , , ,Maſons. . . . wºn -

King E D w A R D.III, took ſo great a

Affection to Windſor, the Place of his Birth,

that he inſtituted the Order of the Garter there,

rebuilt and enlarged the Caſtle, with the Church

and Chapel of St George *: This was'a gr

Work, and required a great many Hands; an

for the carrying it on, Writs were directed to

the Sheriffs of ſeveral Counties to ſend thither,

under the Penalty of Iool. ſuch a Number of

Maſons by a Day appointed; London ſent 40,

{o did Devon, Samerſet, and ſeveral other Coun

ties; but ſeveral dying of the Plague, and others

- ing the Service, new Writs were iſſued to

ſend up Supplies; fºrkſhire ſent 69, and other

Counties proportionable, as may be ſeen in Aſh

mole's Hiſtory of the Order of the Garter at F the diſcovering it.

large, and Orders were given that no one ſhould

entertain or ſhelter any of theſe runaway Ma

fons, under Pain of Forfeiture of all their Goods:

Hereupon the Maſons enter'd into a Combina

tion not to work unleſs at higher Wages, (juſt as

we have of late ſeen the Combers and Weavers

combining to raiſe their Wages): They agreed

* Aſſent aforeſaid, and at the Special Requeſt

* of the Commons, hath ordained and eſtabliſh

* ed, that ſuch Chapters and Congregations ſhall

* not be hereafter holden; and if any ſuch be

‘made, they that cauſe ſuch Chapters and Con

‘gregations to be aſſembled and holden, if they

“ thereof be convićt, ſhall bejudged for Felons, and

* that the other, Maſons that come to ſuch

E • Chapters and Congregations be puniſhed by Im

* priſonment of their Bodies, and make Fine

* and Ranſom at the King's Will.

. From ſuch a reputable Beginning has this

worthy Fraternity derived their boaſted Glories,

and this will in ſome meaſure 'account for the

Reaſon of making and keeping the Secret,

ſince at firſt their "Necks were in Danger by

From the like infamousG

rigin commenced thoſe pernicious Names of Di

ftinétion, Whig and Tory, which we have heard

gloried in, tho' at firſt the Nick-names of Ene

mies, and Terms extremely opprobrious; the

firſt fignifying, from the ſuppoſed narrow Prin

ciples, and crude and; Notions of the

Field Conventiclers in Scotland, Sour Milk; the

upon Tokens, &c. to know one another by, G laſt, Iriſh Rapparees and Robbers.

and to aſſiſt one another againſt being impreſſed,

and not to work unleſs free, and on their own

Terms: Hence they called themſelves Free-Ma

fºns; and this Combination continued, during

the carrying on of theſe Buildings for ſeveral

Years. The Wars between the two Houſes

coming on in the next Reign, the Diſcontented

It muſt be confeſſed, that there is a Society

abroad, from whom the Engliſh Free-Maſons

(aſhamed of their true Origin, as above) have

copied a few Ceremonies, and taken great Pains

to perſuade the World that they are derived

from them, and are the ſame with them: Theſe

are call'd Roſicruſians, from their Prime Off

herded together in the ſame Manner, and the H cers (ſuch as our Brethren call Grand Maſter.

Gentry alſo underhand ſupporting the Male

£ontents, occaſioned ſeveral A&ts of Parliament

againſt the Combination Maſons, and other Per

£ons under that Denomination; the Titles of

* See Memoirs ; St George, andof the Or

&r ºf the Garter, by T. Dawſºn, D. D. p. 41.

A’ardens, &c.) being diſtinguiſhed on their High

Days with red Croſſes. This is ſaid to be a

worthy, tho’ they affečt to be thought a my

ſtical Society, and promote chearfully one ano

ther's Benefit in a very extraordinary Mannet,

they meeting for better Purpoſes than:
- Willicia
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which Aºts are ſtill to be ſeen in the printed Sta

tutes of thoſe Reigns ; now tho’ the Occaſion is

Leather. On this Society have our Moderns,

as we have ſaid, endeavour'd to graft them

ſelves, tho’ they know nothing of their moſt

material Conſtitutions, and are acquainted only

with ſome of their Signs of Probation and En

trance; inſomuch that 'tis but of late Years,

and Severity of the Cold-In the Sum:

mer, 'tis true, the Poor feel ſome Conſo

lation from the Cheariulneſs of the Sea

ſon—and they alſo find Employment in

the ſeveral Sorts of manual Labour—but

in the Winter they have a thouſand Miſe

ries t) ſtruggle with, particularly extreme

jºijma'iyºme kind Roſicrºft.) A Hunger, and ſuch Severity of Froſt, that

that they knew john the Evangelift to be their

right Patron, having before kept for his Day,

that dedicated to jobn the Baptiſt, who, we all

know, lived in a Deſart, and knew nothing of

the Architeflure and Myſtery, which, with ſo

much Plauſibility, they impute to the Author

of the Revelations. •

| Such, Sir, was the Riſe of Free Maſons in B

England, which will ſhew how vainly they

boºſt of their Origin from Solomon, from Hi

ram, from Nimrod, or from Noab's Ark; and

even, according to a venerable Bard, lately enter

ed among them, from Pandemonium, the Capi

tal of the Infernal Regions, in Milism; in which

Cafe we will leave it to his new Brethren to

judge, who muſt be the firſt Grand Maſter, C
Tours, A. Z.

S I R -- -*

THE following Extraćt from an Homily

+ of St Chryſºſtom's to the People of

Antioch, on the Occaſion of a ſevere Win-

ter, having been judg’d particularly ſea

fonable at this Time, your allowing it a D

Place in your Book will oblige -

Your conſtant Reader, A. B.

I Am deputed to ſpeak to you this Day,

+ my Brethren, upon a very{#. -

thy uſeful Subjećt, and I muſt deſire you

nºt to be ſurpriz'd when I tell you, that

the Perſons who have thus deputed me,

are the poºr Inhabitants of .#; I

muſt tell you further, that they did not

prevail upºn me to undertake this Office

by their earneſt Entreaties, or by any joint

Requeſt, or Agreement amongſt them

ſelves; but, on the contrary, the onl

Circumſtances that induced me to ſpeak F on the Corinthians, I

in their Behalf, were the very deplorable

and afflićting Sights, which I obſerv'd in

my Paſſage hither, not only in the Forum,

but in every the narroweſt Corner of the

Streets. -—In,Truth, I ſhould think .

myſelf guilty of downright Inhumanity,

if I ſhould omit any Application to your

Charity upon this Occaſion, and the ra

ther, finee the Seaſon itſelf (in Addition to

what I have urged to you before on this

Head) ſtrongly ſpeaks to you in the Poor's
Pehalf. There is alwaysłafficient Reaſon

why we ſhould diſcourſe to you often a

bout Beneficence, fince each of us owes

it ſometimes pierces and freezes to Death

their very Bodies; therefore at this Time

they want rather better Subſiſtence than

at any other, better Cloathing, and a

warner Place to ſleep in, &c. and be

ſides (which is worſe, if poſſible, than all

theſe united Hardſhips) there is ſuch a

Scarcity of Employment for them, that

they cannot obtain a bare Subſiſtence by

Labour, even upon Suppoſition that they
were able to work. - •

Since therefore the Poor want ſo many

of the Neceſſaries and Comforts of Life,

and ſince all of them have not an Oppor

tunity to ſupport themſelves by the Work

of their Hands, (inaſmuch as few People

#. them or employ them) let us, I be

eech you, make up in Charity what o

therwiſe would have been the Price of

their Labour.—In what I ſay, I copy the

great Apoſtle St Paul, who was the Patron

and Protećtor of thoſe who liv'd in Pover

ty, being more vigilant and ſollicitous for

them than any Perſon whatſover ; for in

deed you will not find a ſingle Epiſtle, a

mongſt all his Epiſtles, without Exhorta

tions to this Effect; for he was moſt deep

ly convinc'd of the Virtue and Prevalence

of Almſgiving—He alſo exhorts us upon

every Sunday to ſet aſide a Part of our In

comes for the Poor, that thereby in the

End we might give them perhaps ſome

thing more than probably we ſhould have

given them otherwiſe. -

St Paºl introduces thatº; very re

markably, wherein he preſſes Charity up

or. xvi. 1, 2. Ha

ving diſeours’d unto them about the Re

ſurre&ion, and direéted them in ſeveral

high and important Points, he, on a ſlid

den makes a Tranſition to Charity.—Now

concerning the Collešion#. the Saints, as

I have given Qrder to the Churcher cf Ga

latia, even ſo do ye. Upon the firſt Day of

the Week, let every one of you, lay by him

in Store as God hath proſper'd him, that

there he no Gatherings when I come. It is

worth one'sWhile to obſerve the Apoſtle's

maſterly Way of Writing upon this Occa

fion, and the great Propriety with which
he uſhers in his Exhortation. For having

very much to the Beneficence of our great H reminded them of the future terrible Day

Governor and Creator, GoD ; but I the

rather ſpeak to you upon this Account at

preſent, by reaſon of the extreme Rigour
. . .”

- -

-

----------

of Judgment, and of the glorious Immor

tality of the Righteous, he then, by an

unexpected Digreſſiºn, direćts his Diſ.
. - courſe
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courſe immediately to Ads of Charity,

expecting thereby that his Hearers (ani,

mated by ſuch ſtrong and lively Motives)

might feel in themſelves more kindly Diſ

poſitions, and might receive his Doctrine

with greater Attention. For the Man A

who can reaſon truly about a Reſurrećtion;

and who can transfer all his Thoughts to

another Life, will certainly pay little or

no *::::: to preſent good Things, ſuch

as Riches, Plenty, coſtly Apparel, Abun

dance of Meats, &c. but, on the contrary,

will find himſelf ſtrongly diſpoſed to ad

miniſter largely to the Aſſiſtance of the B

Poor.—It is remarkable that the ſame A

oftle, when he ſpeaks of making a Col

j. for the Poor, ſpeaks of them un

der the Name of Saints; whereby doubt
leſs he intended to inſtrućt his Hearers to

pay very high Regard to a poor Man if he

was religious, and to deſpiſe a rich Man
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had ſent formerly to the jewº, by the

Hands of Barnabas and Saul, at a Time

whenthey labour’d under a ſevereRamine

My." URBAN, . . .

S IN cF. I find yoſ, allow a Place to

Inſcriptions in your Magazine,

have ventured to ſend you the incloſed

Epitaph, which I think not unſuitable

to the preſent Seaſon. . It is an uncom-.

mon Charaćter of a Woman of Qua

lity, of which I wiſh we had more fre

quent Inſtances. The Nation has lately

loſt a very illuſtrious Example of this

kind, whoſe Name I need not mention,

ſince it does Honour f to your Works.

The diſtinguiſhing and amiable Virtues

of that noble Lady would afford a very

ample Field for ſomething of this kind.

Till that be done, perhaps ſome of your

Readers may not be diſpleaſed with the

if he at the ſame Time deſpis'd Virtue— C following Inſcription taken from the

For St. Paul was not aſham'd to call the

Poor pious, nor afraid to ſay that the Em

peror Nero was a Myſtery of Iniquity.”—St

Chryſºſtom proceeds to prove by ſeveral

Quotations from the New Teſtament, that

theſe Saints were really the Poor, and

then obſerves the great Care that the A

poſtles ſhew'd in their Behalf; and that D fan. 23, 1740.
St. Paul and St Peter (when one went to

preach to the Gentiles, and one to the

jews) both united in an equal Concern

for the Good of the Poor ; and what is

more, did not entirely reſtrićt themſelves

to the Poor in their reſpective Diſtriás.

“Go D ſeems to have intended more by

Almſgivings, than what we apprehend at

firſt Sight; ſince the Indigent are not on

ly ſupported thereby, but the Perſons who

confer the Bounty have an Opportunity

offer'd them of promoting their own di

vine Intereſt, inaſmuch as Charity is

more advantageous to him that giveth,

than to him that receiveth.
Let us therefore never be deficient in

this Sort of Beneficence, ſince in ſo doing

we confer much greater Advantages upon

curious Queſtions to People in

examining them about theirPlace of Birth,

- their Education, (thereby framing to them

ourſelves, than on the Poor. Some

People are apt to propoſe a thouſand over

eceſſity,

Jalves ſome Excuſe for not relieving them)

or interrogating them very much about

their healthy Looks and good Conſtituti

on, and in their own Minds reproaching

to them thoſe Bleſſings as ſo manyCrimes.

It is doubly cruel and inſulting to take

- * up their Time thus at Winter with ſuch

frivolous Queſtions and Excuſes.”

Monument of the Princeſs of Conti, in

the Church of St Genevieve at Paris.

I ſhall only add, that this Lady was

Niece to Cardinal Mazarine, which I

think gives Light to that Part of the In

ſcription I have mark'd with an Aſte

risk (*). I am, Tours, &c.

* ALCAEUş.

A la Gloire de DIE U.

Et a la Memoire Éirnehe

D'ANNE-MARIE MART INozz1,

Princeſſe de Con T.I.

gui detrempee, de Monde de l’age de

xix. Ans, vendit ſet pierreries pour near

rir pendant le Famine de 1662 les pau

wres de Berri, de Champagne, et de Picar

die 3–pratiqua tous lef Auſteritez que

fa Sante peut ſouffrir s—demeura veuve

a l'Age de XXIX An: ;– conſecra, les
reſtes de | jours a elever en Princes

Chretiens les Princeſ ſº Enfant, et a

maintenir les Loix civiles et eccleſłaftiques

en toutes ſes terres ; ; ſe reduiſit a

une depenſe tres modeſte; [reſtitua tou

tes les biens dont l'acquiſition lui fut

ſuſpečte, juſºu'a la ſomme de 850,000

Livres".1 diffrihua tout ſon pargne au

pauvres dans ſes terres' et dan; toutes

les parties de monde; et paſſ; ſuddine

ment a Petermite, apreſſ 16 Ans de Per

feverance, Feb. 1672, agge 35 Ans.

PRIEz PouR ELLE.

Louis Armand de Bourbon, Prince de

Conty, et Francois Louis de Bourbon,

Prince de la Roche ſur Tonne, ſes Enfans,

ent pºſe cet Monument.

... f See Vol. 5. p. 773. Vol. 6. p. 42 and 99.

He concludes with telling the People of in which Padºs Faſt of what rºjatºs to tiſs

**ntioch what generous Contributions they : Lady is to be met with, See Deaths, p. *r
- . - - - o
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To the Glory of GOD,

&nd the Everlaſting Memory of

ANNE-MARY MARTINozzi,

• Princeſs of Con T 1. . .

who retiring from the World in the

19th Year of her Age, ſold all *J.
els for the Support of the Poor of the

Provinces of Berri, Champagne, and Pi.

cardy, during the Famine in the Year

1663— pračtiſed all the Auſtcrities

which her Conſtitution would bear;--

remain’d a Widow from the 29th Year

of her Age, in order to beſtow a Chri

ºf

ftian and virtuous Education on the B whereas Penality bath been th

Princes her Sons, and to maintain Ju

fºice and Religion thro' all her Eſtates;

—confined herſelf to a very moderate

Expence; ſ: all the Eff:{{ſ, the Ac

quiſition ºf which ſeemed dºubtful to her,

to the Palue of 850,000 Livre; * }

diſtributed all the Owerplus of her For-r

tune to the Needy, in her own Lands,

and all other Parts of the World; and

fuddenly paſs'd from Life to Eternity,

after ſixteen Years Perſeverance, in Feb.

1672, in the 36th Year of her Age.

* - PRAY FOR HER.

... Louis Armand de Bourbon, Prince of

Conty, and Francis Louis de Bourbon,

Prince of Roche ſur Tonne, her Children,

%ave crečted this Monument.

- . . . i

Qu.] If this was not the whole Mi.

nifterål Farlane left by her Uncle?

*****************

Fourthe craftman, Jan.5, No. 7°4′

a cALEB D'AN V E R s, Eſq;
- *.

S I R, . . - -

ºſAnkind being grown, ſo exceſſively

corrupt, You will excuſe, Me,

Mr D’Anvers, if I communicate to You a .

Scheme, for reſtoring a little Honour and

Honeſly to the World; I would humbly

E.
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be ſuppoſed to have ſeen their Fallics, re

º: theirj and growd

aſhamed of their Proſtitutions. - -

I have often heard it ſaid that an 4:# ºf

Parliament could do any Thing but make

a Man a Woman, or a Woman a Man. Now

though This may be phyſically true, yet

I am ſure it is not politically ſo; and

That being ſufficient for my Purpoſe, I

º propoſe the following Sketch of
A2n - - ---.

“Whereas, for many Years paſt, Lux:

ury and Extravagance have been ſuffered

to prevailand increaſe in thisº 5

t no

Crime, and Corruption is become ſo faſhi

onable a Vice, that few Men are aſhamed

of it; and whereas the Expence of Cor

ruption is now grown beyond what even

the wºrff Government can ſupport, and

the Miſchief of it ſuch as the beft Miniſtry

cannot prevent.

For Remedy whereof, and that a cer

tain Time of Purification may be appoint

-ed, during which Men may recover their

{Morals, and the State hereafter be fixed

on a righteous and laſting Foundation;

be it enaëted by the K–', moſt ex—t

D-M—ty, by and with the Conſent of the

L—d; Sp—l and T-l, and C–ws

in this preſent P−t aſſembled, that

from and after the Day of

four Lord which ſº º:X.
of Our Lord . all E yment, D

3.Pegreeº;
t , €tſ. 'ical, civil, or military,

#: from henceſorwards be filled with

Perſons of the feminine Gender; and that

no-Man or Male whatſoever ſhall, from

the Commencement of this Ač, to the

End of the Term hereby preſcribed, hold,

ocupy, or enjoy, or be capable of hold

ing, occupying, or enjoying any Place,

F. Penſion, Honour, Grant, or Gratuity

whatſoever from the Crown; but the ſame

ſhall be holden, occupied, and enjoyed

by Femaleſ only. - - -

This Aét to be continued in Force for

ſeven Years, and no longer; when eac

Male is to reſume his Dignity, Employ

propoſe that a Law might be paſſed, to G ment, and Authority, which the Females

takeſPlace at the Determination of this are hereby required to reſign and relin

preſent Pi—t, by which all Men, of quiſh forthwith, under the Forfei

what Rank, Degree, or Quality ſoever, feiture of , , , , , . -

ſhould be depoſed from their ſeveral Stas Provided always, , and it is hereby

rions, Digrifties, andº; and , enaëted and declared, that the Common

that all ſuch Vacancies ſhould, by Way Council of the City of LoND on, in Con

ofReproach, be immediatelyºppºn fideration of their ſteady Adherence, to

...filled up by proper Perſons of the other H the Principles of Pertue, during a Courſ:

Sex. When This is dºne, the Men are not of many Years, and againſt the *::::::::
to be ſuffered to reaſſume their Prshemi: Temptations, may ſtill continue to act in

“nence, or Places, till a certain Space of : their corporate and maſculine Capacity,

Time is paſſed over, in which They may any inflance or corruptim, ºr any *.
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or Statite whatſoever to the contrary in dies, like ſo many new Brooms, will. no

any wiſe notwithſtanding. -

{{ad this Law taken Place a little ſoon

er, I am perſuaded that it would have re

dounded very much to the Honour of our
Nation, and might haveJ.i. of infi

nite Advantage to the Trade and Commerce

of it. I may venture to ſay that no Wo

man living could have born the Inſults,

and put up the many Affronts and Indig

nities, which ſome Perſons, to the Scandal

of our Sex, have ſo tamely, ſubmitted to.

I am as poſitive that in a female

Adminiſtration, the Convention would ne

doubt, ſweep the Offices clean, and by

Degrees purge, thoſe Augean Stables of

their preſent Filth and Ordure——When

our publick Treaſure ſhall be placed in fe

male Hand, it will be in clean ones at

leaſt; I hope in skilful ones too ; and

ſince. We have ſeen one Man, who vaunted

of the Sinking Fund as his own Child,

prove a very unnatural Father to it, I

ſhould be glad to ſee it, for a Time, un

º the Care of a tender and nurſing Mo
ther. -

I rejoiced extreamly upon hearing a

ver have been heard of; and probably B Motion made by a noble Lºrd, ſome Days

none of thoſe Treaties would have been ago, for ſtºpping up the Chinks of that

made, which were calculated only to gain Houſe. It was acknowledg’d by every

£me ; for it is well known that the La: one that the Houſe of L–ds had been

dier love Diſpatch in all their Affairs, and

are great Enemies to Procraftination. The

Queen of Spain herſelf, who is but a W3

2num, (though I muſt do Her the Juſtice C

to ſay that She is a very high-mettled

one) would never have been able, by all

her Intrigues and Cunning, to impoſe on

her whole Sex, however She hath on ſome

of the other; nor would the Ladies of this

Kingdom have ſubmitted to a Search,

which They always look upon, when

done by compulſion, to be baſe and diſ. D

honourable ; eſpecially in Places, where

no Search ought to be allowed–

Whatever Apprehenſions We may have

at preſent, with Regard to France, I am

convinc'd, that under a female Admini

ſtration We might ſet Them at Defiance.

A Nation fam'd for Gallantry and Po- p.

liteneſs, like the French, would ſcarce be

able to look an Army of Engliſh Beauties

in the Face, without deſiring to ſurrender

up their Arms, and yielding Themſelves

an eaſy Conqueſt to the Vićtors. So that

France muſt even repealtheir Salique Law,

and convert their Gover.iment likewiſe F

into a female State, if They will pretend,

in ſuch a Situation, to cope with Us.

I likewiſe apprehend that this Scheme

muſt have an extream good Effect, by

totally extinguiſhing the Hopes of the

Pretender, and all his Adherents ſt

is impoſſible for Him to lay the leaſt

Claim to any amalienable, hereditary, or G

indefeazable Right,when the whole Con

ſtitution ſhall have legally undergone ſuch

a total Change; a Revolution, I may ven

ture to affèrt, more conſiderable than the

Jaff, as it will be an abſelute Migration

of Power from one Sex to the other.

When the Treaſury, the Admiralty, the H

Board of Trade, and all the other Em

ployments of the Kingdom ſhall, fall, as

the French call it, en Qaenouille, what

Huſwifry may We not expect? The Lº

exceeding cold of late; that it was Domus

Rimarum plena; and that a little more

Fire, and Warmth amongſt them would

not be anxi's.

With a View therefore to my Scheme:

this Motion ſor filling up the Chinks will

be of great Uſe, by preventing in the firſt

Place all improper Peep-holes; and confi;

dering that Wind rifing upwards muſt

certainly be more inconvenient, as well

as dangerous to the Ladier, who are ſo

little guarded againſt it.

To fill the lower Houſe with proper Re
preſentatives, it will be ...; that a

Clauſe or Clauſes be inſerted in the Bill,

to transfer all Right of Ele&tion in the fe

veral Counties, ğ. and Boroughs, to

the reſpective Wives of the Freeholders,

Freemen, and Burgeſſes, that they may

chuſe ſuch Ladies as they judge proper for

their Repreſentatives; ititl reſerving to

themſelves, as Conſtituents, the Power of

inſiruffing them from Time to Time, as

they ſhall ſee Occaſion. All Ladies offer

ing their Services, or ſtanding for any of

the before-mention'd Places, are to have

full Liberty allow’d them of applying to

the Husband of the Voter for his intereſt

in his Wife, in the ſame Manner as the

Members now do to the Wives, for the

Votes of their Husbands. Provided al

ways that no Money be given. 2%urſ,

MATTHEw MENDALL.

Mr MENDALL purſues this Proječ to the

ºft of Lords, the Biſhops, the judges,

and the Army, in the ſame Pein of Hu:

onwar; which we muſt leave to our Read

arº Imagination, in order to make room

for Variety. -

The Craftſmart, Jan. 12, No. 785.

S I R, ºr

TN this illuminated Age, when Darkneſs

is brought to Light, and manyMaxiº
C attºº

-

3 -
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ater being canvaſs'd with a full Freedom

of Thought and Debate, are carried in the

Negative, contrary to the long-receiv'd,

but erroneous Principles of the foregoing

cloudy Times; I hopc it will not be un

acceptable to the preſent Set of Philoſo

and Corporation, States and States, Prin.

ces againſt People, People againſt Princes,

and Miniſters againſt both, we ſhall find

Homefty too ſcantya Foundation for ſuch

extentive and noble Tranſačtions, as well

as too feeble a Spring to put ſuch various

phers, Logicians, Stateſmen and Politici- A and mighty Machines in motion.

ans, to ſubmit the following Queſtion to

their Conſideration, with a few of my

own Thoughts humbly offer'd upon the

Subjećt; viz. Whether it would he for the

Intereſt of Mankind, (I mean with Regard

only to this Life) that every Man ſhould be

homeſt, and every Woman virtuous; or that

every Man ſhould be a Rogue, and no Wo

man chaffe &

I ſhall make ſhort Wºrk with the Wo

men; for as I believe very few Women,

who are unchaſte, are ſo for the Subſiſt

ence or Proſperity of their Families; and

as I cannºt foreſee how the State can re

I am appriz'd of one Objection, that

may be urg’d againſt ſome Part of my

Reaſoning in the Sequel of this Diſcourſe,

viz. that Evil muſt not be done, that

Good may come of it. To obviate which,

I deſire it to be conſider'd, that I am talk

ing only as a Stateſman ; and I don't re

member ever to have met with that Max

im in any Compendium of Politicks.---

Beſides, Charity is a cardinal Virtue, and .

great Regard ought to be had, in all well

conſtituted Governments, towards the

Employment of the Poor, which in Eng

land are already become ſo numerous,

ceive any Detriment from the Chaffity of C that in many Pariſhes they can ſcarcely

Women; and as it is a conſtant Maxim be ſupported without ſtarving the Rich.

with me, cateris paribus, to give the Pre

ference to Pºrtue, I will venture to pro.

nounce, that it would be for the Advan

tage of Mankind, that all Women ſhould

be chaſte. — I hope the fair Sex will not

be angry at my haſly Determination. I

beg them to conſider, that we are talking

only of Impoſſibilities; and that what I

fay in Speculation will not in the leaſt al

ter their Affairs one Way or the other.

I ſhould be glad to bring the other

Queſtion, relating to my own Sex, to ſo

happy an Iſſue; but I am afraid it will be

— If, therefore, it ſhould appear that, by

ſuch a Metamorphoſis of Roguery into Ho

neffy, Millions of Perſons, with their help

leſs Families, ſhould be ſent ſtarving upon

the World, perhaps many tender-hearted

and well-diſpoſed People, who are now

partial to one Side, might remove their

Prejudice, and caſt a more gentle Eye

upon Roguery. — But this is only haran

guing. It will be proper to come cloſer

to the Point, and to inſtance Faëts in Ju

ſtification of my Aſſertions. -

I ſhall begin with the Law.— If all

a much more difficult Task to reduce it to E Men were honeſt, what would become of

ſo certain a Truth, and am apprehenſive

that the Argument on the other Side of

the Queſtion will be moſt concluſive. —

I am ſatisfy'd, that moſt plain, well-mean

ing Men, at firſt View, will be as much in

Haſte to determine this, in Favour of Ho

neſty, as I was to determine for Women in

Fawcur of Chaffity... But, upoa farthcr

Thoughts, there will evidently appear

many material Differences in this Queſti

on.— I own, that if every Man was to be

conſider'd with regard only to domeſtic

Life, as Husband and Wife, Father and

Son, Maffer and Servant, or perhaps even

F

infinite Numbers of that Profeſſion, with
their Retainers, who now maintain their

Families in a Žecent, handſome Manner,

and may leave plentiful Fortunes behind

them : — I don’t mean that a Lawyer may

not be an honeſt Man. I have the Happi:

neſs to be acquainted with many ſuch, and

lie under very great Obligations to them,

for their wiſe Counſels and faithful Servi

ces. But this will not mend the Matter

in general; for if all Men were homeft,

the very Profeſſion would be uſeleſs, and

muſt be dropt.

The next Profeſſion to be conſider'd is

Landlord and Tenant, I do not ſee how G the Army. —What muſt all thoſe Men of

the State could ſuffer from ſuch a re

frain'd, and as it were local Hºneſty; fºr

it being known where Honeſſy had only

found Refuge, every Body might be upon

Honour do, were the whole World to be

come homeft f – Ambition, the Liſe and

Nouriſhment of thoſe daring Souls, would

ſleep and be at reſt. — Princes would not
their Guard to avoid its ruinolis Influence. , the contend with mighty Armies; but if

I think there would be no Miſchief in to

1erating Hanefly thus far. — But when we

conic tö open the Scene of publick Affairs;

when we come to view the wide Field

of Profeſſions, and the infinite Tranſacti

oils between Man and Man, Corpºration a Pother about one) are founded upon

Diſficulties ſhould ariſe, they would be re

ferr'd to and ſettled by Conventions. ---

Here, Mr D’Anvers, if you are to be con

vinc'd, you may plainly ſee that all 90m

ventions (tho' you have lately made§
the

very
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very Principles of Honeſty—But to return
to the Point:

Were all Men to be honeſt, there would

be nojealouſies between Princes and their

People ; ſo that Soldiers would be uſeleſs

even inTimes of Peace.—What, therefore,

muſt become of thoſe elevated Spirits,who

now keep Mankind in Awe, and are the

great Umpires of the World?—Muſt they

ſtarve 2 – Heroes never hoard up Money,

as an ingenious old Officer once obſerv'd

upon a certain Treaty, which was voted

ºrianº to be juſt, wiſe, and honour- B

able,

And muſt then Heroes nibble Cheſhirecheſ. 2

Oh! curſ: Effetis of honourable Peace!

There is one Profeſſion, which I forbear

to mention; tho' 'I make no Doubt that

they will be very ſtrenuous for ſuch a .

Scheme; but before they determine too

rathly, I would adviſe them to conſider

how it may ſhorten their Buſineſs; and

that at preſent thoſe amongſt them, who

have leaſt to do, are not the greateſt Or.

naments to the Calling. Beſides, it may

be conjećtur'd, from very good Grounds,

that the Heads of their Öccupation would D Offices as truſtily as they have hitherto

not be the moſt pleaſed with Tranſlations
of this ſort. -

It would be endleſs to enumerate the

Inconveniences, which might occur to

every Profeſſion, if the preſent Scheme

of Honeſty was to be purſued. By what

Trade or Occupation can a Man live like

his Neighbours, and bring up his Family

with Credit, if he was to have nothing

but what he got hºmeſtly; no Perquiſites

but only his meat Sālāry to ſupport his

Grandeur 2 What a poor Figure would

a Prime-Miniſter make, when diveſted

of Secret-ſervice Money, jobbs, Bribes, Pen

ſions and Sine.Cures, to fill his own Coffers, F

enrich his Family, and reward his Crea

tures 2 - -

Suppoſing all Men to be honeſt, might it

not put us upon ſome pernicious Schemes.

of leſſening Taxes; ſtriking off ſeveral

Places ; and a Diſcovery made that one
Man could do as much as Ten do now 2

This muſt moke ſuch a Reduction of Pla

ces, that it is to be ſear'd there would not

be found a Number ſufficient to ſit in a

certain Affémbly, where the Gentlemen,

who diſtinguiſh themſelves in favour of

the on, pronounce them ſo ab

folutely neceſſary for the Preſervation of
our Conſtitution. t

Having this far canvaſs'd the Queſtion,

on one Side, it is but juſt for us to enquire

what bad Conſequences would follow, if

all the World ſhould turn Rogues. -

I will lay down this picliminary Max-.

im, (which I think cannot be controvert

ed) that Roguery is full as beneficial to

Politick; as Luxury is to Trade. But then

all People ought to be Rogues, as well as

all People ought to be luxurious ; for it

ſome People ſhould be luxurious and ex

travagant, whilſt others are frugal and

ſaving, it will follow that Thoſe who ſave

their Incomes would grow rich, and the

homeft Common wealth’s Man, after having

thrown away his Money for the Good of

the Publick, will come to ſtarve. So in

Politicks the Rogue will always have the

Advantage of the honeſt Man, which muſt

end in the Proſperity of One, and the

Ruin of the Other. What therefore

brings Men upon a Parity muſt be right,

and it will only prejudice Thoſe who had

the Advantage before.

I ſhall fubmit it to the ſerious Conſide

ration of your Readers, whether they

think ſuch an Alteration could be attend

ed with any bad Conſequences, by mak

ing the preſent Set of Placemen leſs atten

tive to the Good of their Cºuntry than

they have been theſe twenty Years paſt,

or whether they may not diſcharge their

done.

As to thoſe People call'd the Country

Party, I will only ask this ſingle Queſtion,

How would they ſuffer & Why not at all.

They might then ačt againſt their Con

feiences, join the Courtiers, and get into

Places. Now let us briefly recapitulate
the Whole.

Firſt, if this Scheme ſhould not with

draw the uſual Attention of the worthy

Place-Patriots from the Good of their

Country, it could do no Harm, as to that

Reſpect.

Secondly, The Country Party might be

prevailed upon to concur in Meaſures with

the Court, which muſt end in that Unami

mity and Concord ſo ſtrongly recommend

ed to us at this critical Juncture.

Thirdly, no honeſ? Mail could be injur’d ;

for there would be none ſuch left, when .

this Schéme takes Effect. -

Fourthly, as the Increaſe of Sharers muſt

leſſen the Dividends, ſo only the preſent

Set of Rogues, by adding to their Nūm

bers, would be loſers.

Fifthly and laſtly, muſt not that be a

very homeſ Scheme, by which only Rºgue,
could ſuffer 2 -

I therefore deſire, as ſome Encourage

ment to ſo uſeful a Scheme, that the old

H Proverb, Hmei), is the beft Policy, may

be alter'd; and that for the future it may

run thus, Policy is the heft Honeſty.

I am, Sºr, &c. -

The
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Of the Hoſpital for expoſed Children.

I Was lately in a mixed Company round

a Table, on which lay the Papers of

the Week, when a Queſtion was moved,

any others : That his grea: Quarrel to

the Chriſtian; Religion had ever been,

that it was an Inſtitution contrary to

Nature, cruelly required the cutting of

a Right Hand and plucking out a Right
Eye, tyrannized over the Thoughts and

Whether the preſent Swarm ofthem was A Affections, bid them faſt, whom the

owing to the Want of Money or Scnſe

in the Writers, or of Taſte and proper

Employment in the Readers. One con

pared them to the Egyptian Plague of

Flies and Locuſts followed by that of

Darkneſs ; another to the Magicians

Rods, billing, and ſtinging, and twiſting

about, till that of Aaron ſwallowed them

A loud Laugh at theſe Alluſions, and

the Book from whence they were fetch

ed, concluded this Diſquiſition, and gave

one of the Company an Opportunity of

takingup a neutral Paper, and reading
out of it the Article of an ſº C

Foundlingſ, which proved a new Fund of

Diſcourſe. The honourable Truſtecs,

and the Gift by a noble Duke of his

Houſe, for the Accommodation of theſe

helpleſs Creatures, were ſpoke of with

proper Acknowledgments; and this new D

Scheme of Charity was univerſally com

mended, but upon different Principles.

One was for having theſe Children of the

Public, as they grew up, form'd into a

Corps, like that of the Janiſaries, for

the Defence of the State, and averred,

they would be numerous enough to con.

ſtitute as great a ſtanding Army, as the

Wants and Temper of this Nation would

admit : For this Purpoſe they might be

allowed to divert their cariicſt Youth

with Squibs and Crackers, and ſo by

Tegrees be bred to Military Diſcipliné,

and afterward be divided, according to

their Stature, into Land and Marine F

Forces, diſtinguiſhed by a particular

Dreſs ºr Turbant, or even by an inde

lible Mark, like that among the Turks :

And the Females might follow the re

ſpective Camps, and be the Wives, Sut

lers, and Laundreſſes of this Body of Men.

A gay young Fellow ſaid, he ſaw no

Objećtion to the Propoſal, ſince moſt of

theſe Foundlings, being By-blows, be

got out of the dull Courſe of Matrimo

my, and with a good Will, would pro

bably prove very chopping Boys and

Girls. He added, he ſhould certainly

contribute to the Underraking, ſince Pro

Viſion was made herº for helpleſs Iſſue,

and thereby the only Objećtion againſt

the Freedom of Löwe was removed :

That henceforward he’ ſhould think

imſelf perfeótly at Liberty, by the great
aW of Reaſon, to gratify theſe natural

inclinations and Propenſities, as well as

Appetites dire&ted to eat and drink, cal

led the only agreeable Commerce of the

sexes by the hard Names of Adultery

and Fornication, and then condemned

them to I know not what endleſs Flames

of Puniſhment. He concluded with ſay:

B ing, he approved the Conduct of one ºf

the Moguls, who, having got a Reliſh

for Wine, and being continually repri

manded for the Uſe of it by the Bigots

of his Sečt, asked if there was any RC

ligion which allowed the drinking, that

delicious Liquor ; and offered to embrace

the Chriſtian, upon Information of its

Allowance of ſuch indifferent Matters.

This gay Spark was anſwered, that be:

fore he could with Safety purſue his

Scheme of Pleaſure, he muſt remove

one more Diſficulty from it, by provid

ing another charitable Foundation for

Women, brought into Difcaſes by this

promiſcuous Pračtice. - -

* Upon this a Gentleman with an Air

of Gravity and Importance ſaid, he did

not know, whether the Advantages; pro

poſed would ariſe from this new Erec;

tion, but he could promiſe himſelf and

the world, if he might be allowed to

make ſome Regulations, one Benefit

from it, and that was the certain KnOW:

ledge of what was the true unmixe

Religion of Nature and Reaſon, which

had been a Queſtion long agitated, and

impoſſible to be decided any other Way.

The voice of Nature was the Voice of

God, but to hear it diſtinétly, was a

vain Expediation in Children, brought

up, and prepoſſeſſed by their Parents and

Inſtrućtors: But the Minds of the In

fants under Conſideration would be a

perfeót white Paper, upon which Nature

might write her Laws unblotted with

human Inventions: They would be too

poor to invite the Prieſts to viſit their

Community, and infeat it with their

syſtems, and the old women, neceſſary

for the Offices of Nurſing, might have

their Tongues cut out, to prevent their

infuſing idle Notions into their Heads:

He owned he took his Hint from aſ

H Egyptian King, who, upon a ſimilar Bºº

quity about the oldeſt and original Lan.

guage of Nature, ſhut up two Infants, tºº.

der the Tuition of Mutes, that he might

learn from their firſt sounds uttered with

out any previous Inſtrućtions, the M*.
ter in Queſtion. Froſſ)
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Th: Author rallies thoſe Peºple who

make themſelves unhappy, by ſetting

their Hearts on what is no Ingredient of

Happineſ, but in Fači makes them con.

temptible. He draws up for this Purpoſe

two Scenes of Life, and ſuppoſes them to

#. before the Philoſopher 15emocritus,

căving it to his Reader's Imagination,

how he would exert himſelf on ſludicrous

an Occaſion.

Enter Lady Newcome, and Sir Humphrey
her Husband. B

Lady.pº Humility to a Perſon of

my Birth and Education ? One

that is deſcended from a Peerage, for ſo

many Ages, in a more direčt Line than

the Patriarchs.

Sir Hump. Vanity mere Vanity

Lady. Yes, and ’tis my Glory to be

vain of it; my chieſ, nay my only Glory !

-To count nothing but Lords, Earls, C

Dukes and Princes in myGenealogy, with

out Sip or Graft from among theVulgar !

| Sir Hump. Faith, I’m ſorry for it.— I

love the Vulgar with all my Heart—and

chiefly becauſe they are not proud of their

Pedigrees. -

Lady, Ah! that it ſhou'd be my Curſe D
to be link'd with a Wretch that can endure

the abominable Vulgar ! nay, that is one of

them himſelf!—But don’t think to con

our dirty Notions ! don't

my Spirit is above them, and I expect to

live as becomes my Quality. .

Sir Hump. —And what is that, but to

excite the Admiration or Envy of theVul

gar you affett to deſpiſe ſo much?—But I

put a Negative there.—This profligate

Town is as much my Averſion as 'tis your

Paradiſe, and if ever I ſee myſelf well out

of it again—Retrench is the Ward.

Lady. Retrench : Retrench ' Retrench :

—'Tis what was never known in our Fa-F

mily ſince the Conqueſt, and it ſhall ne

ver be laid to my Charge, I’m reſolv’d.

Sir Hump. Better it ſhou'd tho' for all

that—I am ſure your Family was all your

Fortune, and I’m plaguily afraid 'twill

very ſoon be the Fortune of your Family.

Lady. And enough too ! Our very
Name’s a Fortune, and as long as that G

laſts the Boſtocks can want no Addition.

Sir Hump. And yet you'd have me Fool

enough to throw away ten thouſandPounds

to purchaſe a Title.

Lady. Yes, Clown 2. Becauſe by mar

rying you I have loſt that glorious Diſ

rinčion ; and nothing but a Coronet can H

qualify the Inſamy of being call’d by ſuch

a Muſhroom Name as yours. -

Sir Hump. Look you, Wºº

25

Lady. Wife? Deteſtable! Why ſure

you don't know who you talk to—But no

more ſuch Rudeneſs I beſeech you.-I

muſt and will carry my Point. I am de

termin’d—I havebeſpoke it already—Set

A tied the Title and Degree, and promis'd

a thouſand more to be rais'd one Step

higher for the Sake of Precedency, and
beſtowing a Ladyſhip on ". Daughters.

Sir Hump, Ladyſhip ! Precedency

Lord : Lord!

Lady: 'Tis too late to make Words

now, Sir—The Bargain's made-Fees and

Rewards agreed upon for every Individual

through whoſe Hands it is to paſs, from

my Lord Duke's Page's Siſter's Woman

through a hundred different Removes

more up to—

Sir Hump. 'Slife: if all this is done on

ly to make us talk'd of, let us live after

the Manner of old England, the Patterns

of Affability, Bounty and Hoſpitality, and

the very Novelty will make us more fa
mous than the Seven Wonders.

Lady. Odious Novelty Preferment :

Preferment, I tell you, is what I have ſet

my Heart upon, and will have, tho’ I

mortgage my very Jointure to buy it.—

Nay, while the Patent is drawing, you

ſhall make Intereſt among the Members

for ſome Poſt in the Government, tho’

the Locuſts that are quarter'd upon you

eat up all the Profit; and even in that In

terval. I’ll have you undertake for the

Opera. -

Sir Hump. I wou'd as ſoon ſerve Sheriff

for the ºſ-Eſſº hate Noiſe,

Lady. Noiſe Call Muſick Noiſe!—
But caſl it what you will, Noiſe is my De

light ! Joy! Happineſs!—I was born in

Noiſe, nurs'd in Noiſe, and wou'd live

and die in Noiſe!—'Tis my Element as

well as jano's ; and whenever you thwart

me, Morning, Noon and Night ſhall be

gin and end with Thunder.

[Sir Humphrey flops his Ears
- and runs off.

No doubt the Philoſopher would laugh

abundantly at a Lady of this heroic Stamp,

and perhaps with a Mixture of Wonder in

what Mint ſhe ſhould be coin'd, till a

new Scene of the following Nature might

very effectually explain the Myſtery.

Enter Miſs Forward and Miſs Underbred.

Miſs For. Well, Miſs, have you got

yourTicket? Have you choſe your Habit?

Under. What Habit 2 What'Ticket, my

Dear 2 ,

Fºr. For the Maſquerade, Child : the

Maſquerade :

Under: O Lud, Miſs —MyMam

ma ſays 'tis not fit for Girls.
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For. Girls 2 I aſſure her

Under. Why, have you ever been there,

Miſs?

For. Yes, in my Hanging Sleeves, Miſs A

Ever been there, quothe *

Under Why, I have been told at School,

Miſs, that

For. The Houſe where 'ris kept is

haunted, I warrant.—PoorMiſs-Ha! ha :

hal And ſo it is with the fineſt Peo

ple in Town——Dreſs'd in all manner

of antic Shapes, wearing ſuch curious

Masks, and ſqueaking ſuch pretty Things,

*twould make your Heart dance again to

hear them. -

Under. Aye, but I ſhould not have the

Face.

For. Yes but you would thº, after the

firſt Bluſh was over-—See but one Maſ.

querade, and you will never bluſh again,

my Life on't—Never to be out of Coun

tenance is the very tip top of fine Breed

ing And for my Part, I defy any

Body to ſay they have ſeen me change Co

lour theſe five Years.

Under. Well, I vow that’s pure.

T. the Author of the General Evening.Poſt.

S I R, Lond jan, 21.

A” the preſert ſevere Froſt is very

much the Subjećt of Converſation,

and as it is very#. if not impoſſible,

to judge, with any Certainty, of the De

grees ºf Cold, by what we feel, or by

any other way than a properſnſtrument, I

believe the following Obſervations on the

preſent Weather will be intelligible, and

not diſagreeable to many of your Readers.

I reckon that Cold begins at thatTem

per of the Air, when, after Summer is

over, we begin to want Fire in ourRooms,

viz. about the Middleof September; from

this Temper to Cold, barély ſufficient to

freeze Water, I reckon 15 Degrees. So

that when this Froſt began, I ſay, it was

15 Degrees cold; and on the 31ſt Day of

December, it was 21 * Degrees cold; and

on the 5th of january, 22. # Degrees:

But 17 of theſe Degrees anſwer to what

is counted extreme Cold in England.

The grear Omiſſion of thoſe who have

ſet down Obſervations on the Degrees of

Fr. Nay, I'll engage to daſh twenty D Cold, is, the not mentioning how many

People without being in the leaſt Diſ.

order myſelf.

Under. Umh ! That's pure again—But

won't going to a Play do as well—They

talk plain Engliſh there and ſing the

braveſt Ballads.

For. Ballads! Ha! ha! ha –and

plain Engliſh, Child Why, they are E

out of Faſhion every where.

Under. No, that I am ſure they aren't

I am ſure Father and Mother never

talk anything elſe.
Fºr. Oh, my Dear, Men and their

Wives ſeldom do But I mean Peo

ple ºf Conditiºn all talk French, and ſing F
Italian Go where you will, you

hear of nothing but Cantatas, Concertos,

Recitatives, Pianos, Dolceſanoº. -

Under. And who are all theſe ?

Fºr. Italian Singers, Child Compa

nions for the firſt Quality

Under. Aye, but I don't underſtand I

talian, Miſs.

• För. Nor I neither, nor one in twenty

of all the People I viſit. , You have no

thing to do but to follow the Faſhion, and

you'll never be in the Wrºng. And I have

often heard my Mamma ſay, that for a

fine Woman to have the Faſhion follow

her, is the higheſt Pleaſure in the World. H

There is no Occaſion to purſue theſe

gretty Creatures any farther 3 our Philo

$ophér would gueſs what ſort of Fruit

fitch Plants as theſe would produce ; and

would laugh moſt immoderately to ſee

Men expe&t tº gather Grapes of Thorns,

and Fºg of Thiſtles.

Degrees they reckon from one known

Point to another; however, by what

I can colleót, the greateſt Cold in 1709,

did not exceed 21 # of ſuch Degrees as I

have deſcrib;d. . And, I gather, that the

Cold in Winter in Iceland, is at leaſt 30

ſuch Degrees; in Lapland, at Torneo, near

the Polar Circle 32 or 33. Yet this pre

ſent ſevere Seaſon is more grievous to

our Poor, as being more uncommon than

thoſe exceſſiveFroſts are to the Inhabitants

of thoſe miſèrable Countries.

The Degrees of Cold have varied fince

the Froit began, to all the intermediate

Degrees between 15 and 22 #, ſcarce

ever continuing one Hour the ſame ; and

once it was under 15, and ačtually thaw'd.

On Saturday, jamuary the 19th, it was by

my Inſtrument upon the Point of thawing

for a ſmall Time. I have not had Lei

ſure to obſerve, very nicely, ſo may have

miſs'd the Extremity of the Cold, and

hope ſome more able Perſon will pub

lickly correót the Account I have given,

if erroneous; and the better to enable

any ſuch Perſon to do it, he may be

pleaſed to take Notice, that the 15 De

gees I reckon from temperate to fice%ing

Cold, are ſuch whereof ico are contained

between fre:zing Cold and boiling Heat,

when the Barometer reſts at 3o Inches;

and that my Thermometer hangs in the

open Air, on the Eaſt Side of a Wall in

London, where I reckon it is not ſo cold

by near a Degree as it is in an open

Field. - Tours, L. L.
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From the £2aftſman. Jan 26. ºr

Anſwer to the Gazetteer of the 17th.

T H E Point in Diſpute is, whether a

PLACE-BILL be proper, at this

Time, or not.

The Author of this Paper hath ſtated A

the Queſtion pretty fairly; for the real,

or pretended Defign of a Place. Bill is cer

tainly to guard againſt Corraption; and to

F. the Miniſters of the Crown frºm

aving any undue Influence over the

Repreſentatives of the People; which

They will be always able to procure, (as

the Advocates for this Bill aſſert) whilſt

they have it in their Power to diſtribute a

proper and ſufficient Number of Employ:

ments amongſt Them ; and it is from ſuch

an Influence only, that We ought to ap

prehend the Loſs of our Liberties, and the

Ruin of our Conſtitution. -

He likewiſe ingenuouſly confeſſes that

B

ways be wanting ſome other Intentive to

engage People in the Service of their

Cºuntry, beſides meerly the Love of the

Public—I verily believe the Author ſpeaks

from his Heart in this Paragraph ; for the

whole Drift of his Paper ſhews that Patri

otiſm is a very weak Paſſion in his Breaſt,

and that He will never be engaged gither

in the Service or Diſſervice of his3.

try, without ſome other Incentive; That

is a Bribe, a Penſion, or a Place. But

why muſt every Bódy be, as profligate as

Himſelf? Common Rogues will not

allow any Man to be honeſt; nor common

Whores any Woman to be chaſte. Juſt in

the ſame Manner Place-men, Penſioners,

and common Hirelings, endeavour tojuſtify

their own vile Pračices by looking into

the Hearts of Others, and imputing the

ſame ſcandalous Motives to Them.

“But, ſays our Author, ſuppoſing a Man

to have ever ſo good Intentions, or ever

fo honeſt an Heart, will the Love of his

a SEAT IN PARLIAMENT is the RoadC Country alone make Him neglečt his pri

to PRE PERMENT, and juſtifies it as the

moſt effectual Means to preſerve that due

Balance in the State, which is ſo neceſſary

for the Support and Security of the Con

fitution, and to prevent Us from falling

under the Dominion of a ſingle Perſon, on

the one Hand, or what is infinitely worſe

the Tyranny of a few pºpular Leaders, on D
the other- This to Me ſeems an ex

traordinary Method of Reaſoning; I can’t

conceive how the making a Scat in Par

liament the Road to Preferment can poſſi

ly prevent our falling under the Domi

nion of a ſingle Perſon, or the Tyranny of

a few popular Leaders. I think the con

vate Affairs to take upon Him a Tiuſt,

which will put him to conſiderable Ex

ence, and require a great deal of his

ime to execute, without the leaſt Proſ.

pećt of perſonal Advaňtage to Himſelf?

—On the contrary, would He not

enter upon it with as much Reluctance,

and perform the Funètions of it with as

much Indifference and Diſtaſte, as if it was

ofno Moment or Concern to Him? Would

not a Seat in Parliament be looked upon,

like the Office of Sheriff, as a chargeable

and troubleſome Thing, and Men of Fi

gure and Confideration take as much

Pains to prevent beng eleēted into one,

trary demonſtrable both from Reaſon and E as They do to avoid ſerving the other 2

Experience; for what can tend more ef

#étually to make a ſingle Perſºn abſolute

than having all Places at his Diſpoſal, and

bribing the Repreſentatives of the People
with them : Were nor all the for

mer Complaints againſtPlace-men andPen

jioners in the Houſe of Commons founded
upon this Argument? Was not this

the Reaſon for inſerting a Clauſe in the

Act of Settlement for excluding all Place- -

zmen from a Seat in the Houſe of Commons &

And though this Clauſe is now in Part

repealed, yet the preſent Excluſion of

ſeveral Officers of the Revenue can be

built on rio other Foundation.

Then follows the old courtly Inve&tive

againſt Patriotiſm, or the Love of our .

Country, which this Writer calls a very

weak Paſſion, that generally, if not always,

ačts in Subordination to ſome other, ſuch

—This is the only Paſſage which hath

the leaſt Appearance of Argument, and

therefore ſhall have a particular and di
ſtinét Anſwer.

I. I think it both unreaſonable and un

juſt to ſuppoſe that a Man of good Intenti

ons, and an honeſt Heart, would not be at

ſome Expence, and ſacrifice ſome Part of

his Time to the Intereſt of his Country,

though it might happen to be a little pre

judicial to his private Affairs, without any

º of perſonal Advantage to Him
&lf. -

ſ: 2. It is abſolutely falſe that a Seat in

G Parliament may not be of any perſonal

Advantage to the Member, without any

lucrative Employment, or Corra.ption ; for

what is of Benéfit to the Nation in gene

ral, muſt be of Advantage to every indi

vidual ; , eſpecially Thoſe who are poi

as Pride or Ambition, Anger or Malice, H ſeſſed of large Fortunes and Eſtates, is it

Panity or Ævarice; for which Reaſon, We

are told very plainly that there will al

not in the Power of every Member of

Parliament to oppºſe all ºxºiſºt Taxis,

- - Pºtes
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votes ºf Credit, Exciſe Schemes, and other

pernicious Proječis, which naturally tend

to the Subverſion of the Conſtitution, and

conſequently to their own Ruin: -

3. No juſt Compariſon can be made be
tween a Seat in Parliament and the Office

of Sheriff, which laſt is not only charge

able and burthenſome, but even dangerous ;

for a Sheriff is anſwerable for all Perſons

in his Cuſtody, whether for Debt, Felony,

or other Crimes, and I have known ſeve

ral Gentlemen very much harraſs'd upon

thoſe Accounts; whereas a Member of Par-B

liament runs no ſuch Hazards, and is at

full Liberty, unleſs he ſells himſelf, to

vote as he pleaſes, without any Danger,

A

and at a trifling Expence, if he is really a

Man of Fortune, as Members of Parliament

ought always to be, according to our

modern Conſtitution 3...for if it ſhould be C

thought proper, to fill the Houſe of Com

non; with indigent Perſons, let them

have Wages paid, as formerly, by their

Conſtituents, and not by the Crown.

But our Author adds, “That if the Em

ployments of the State are not diſtributed
amongſt the Members of the Houſe of Com

mons, it will not only be fill'd with Men ofD

tow Rank and little Fortunes, but likewiſe

of mean Talents.” Let me ask this

znodeft Writer whether he cannot recolle&t

a Time, when a very great Part of the

Houſe of Commons hath been fill'd with

Gentlemen thoroughly endow’d with all

theſe Qualifications, whilſt the Employ- Tº

ments of theState were diſtributed amongſt

them; ſuch as little Clerks, Stockjobbers,

Bankrupts, and ſome Perſons of an higher

Rank, who had no otherQualification to

fit there than their neceſſary Dependency

on the Court, and their Support from it.

But we are farther oblig'd with a Com

putation that,º the Account gi-F

ven in the Liſt of thoſe who woted for the

Convention to be true ; viz. that zoo

Members poſſeſs Places to the Amount of

200,oool, per Annum, and that thoſe Places

are worth three rºar; Purchaſe, the whole

of them all, at that Rate, will be but

600,000 lº-He then ſuppoſes, on the o- G
ther Hand, that thoſe Members arc, one

with another, worth in Money and Eſtates

20,000 l. a Piece, which he calls a low

Way of Reckoning, and what undoubted

ly falls infinitely ſhort of the real Value

To which I ſhall only give the following
ſhort Anſwer.

rous Employments, which are known to

exceed the whole Land Tax of the Coun

ty where they reſide, may not makeu

the Deficiency of all the reſt—But is this

a fair Way of calculating 2 Is it not, (to

uſe a Norfºlk Phraſe) coupling fat Rabbits
with lean ones 2 The true Objećtion

is, that no Man of low Rank, little For

tuxe, or mean Talents, º: to ſit in the

Houſe of Commons, becauſe they will ne
ceſſarily become the Tools of an ambiti

ous, deſperate, and corruptingMiniſter, who

hath not only rais'd a beggarly paternal

Eftate into Princely Poſſeſſions, within a

fêw Years, but built Princely Palaces too,

at the public Expence, and to the Diſho

mour of our Nation—I may ſafely aſſert

that he hath, direétly and indirectly, a

much larger Income than the Heir Appa

rent of the Crown. - -

I ſhall conclude with a ſhort Remark

upon Sir Richard Steele's Comedy, call’d

the Funeral; where Mr Sable the Under

taker, tells one of his Hºreling Mourners,

that the more Money he gave them to look

DIsMAL, the MERRIER they were

The Caſe is directly oppoſite, with regard

to an omnipotent Miniſter; for his Profits

increaſe by the Diſtreſſes of the People,

and whilſt they look diſmal, he grows

merry.

commton &emfº, Jan. 28. No. 156.

Obješions againſt a Place-Bill anſwered.

I Think the chief Argument againſt a

l Place-Bill is, That’tis very hard that
the Friends of the Adminiſtration ſhould

be excluded from receiving Favours from

the Miniſter, for no other Reaſon but be

cauſe they were Members of Parliament.

It is a ſtrange Dočtrine, that the Liber

ties of the Nation ought to be taken away
rather than a §. ſhould want an

Opportunity of gratifying his Friends.

. Another of their ingenious Arguments

is, that thoſe in the Oppoſition have no

thing in View but to turn out the preſent

Miniſters, and to get into their places.
If wei; it to be true, ſure, thoſe that

are willing to give the People Securi

for their#. deſerve º bc .#
with theſe Places much better than thoſe

that refuſe ſuch Security. — But not con

tent with this, they go farther, and aſ:

ſºrt what cannot be proved, and what no
Man ali - - -If all the Place-men are lump'd together, H. an , alive believes, viz, That if the

I believe their Fortunes in Money and E.

ſtates, may amount, one with another, to

20,000 l. each. Nay I don't know whe

ther the landed and money'd Eſtates, of

oNE FAMILY only, beſides their nume.

*Gentlemen in theº were Once

in Power, they would forget all their
Promiſes, and āčt juſt as others have done
before them.

Thus are they driven to the laſt Shift,

and are forced to repreſent all Menas*
aiſls
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him, only to reconcile you to their Friends; a

very ſcandalous Sort of a Compoſition. This is

a deſperate Puſh indeed, it is the Derniere Re

ſort of the Felons at the Old Bailey, who, when

they can make no Defence, impudently charge

all Mankind with being as great Rogues as them

{elves, and, I am ſure, it has no more Effect

upon the World than the laſt has upon a Jury. A

To ſhew how eaſy it is to defeat theſe People

with their own Weapons, let us ſuppoſe that all

Men are villainouſly diſpoſed, and that every

Man becomes an Enemy to Liberty the Minute

he acquires Power.- This is the ſtrongeſt

of i Reaſons, why the People ſhould inſiſt

upon the Security demanded, ſince there is no

Truſt to be put in Miniſters ; nay, it is a Rea- B

ſon why they ought not to be at Reſt till they

procure a Change of Perſons; — It is a Rea

ſon why they ſhould inſiſt upon frequent Changes,

for the ſhorter Time any Set of Men are in

Power, the leſs Miſchief they can do, and no

thing can check their wicked Inclinations but

the Dread of being ſuddenly turn'd out, and

called to a ſtrićt. Account. So that their Aiga-D

ments are every Way ſilly, and fallacious.

I ſhall make no Scruple to pronounce, that

whenever a Place-Bill paſſes, Employments will.

not be ſo numerous, and that the Salaries of the

reſt will be reduced ; that we ſhall never ſee an

Army but in Time of War; — that the pub

lick Debts will be diminiſhed;— that no more

will be granted to the preſent immenſe Civil Liſt

— the publick Money will be accounted for ;

that Corruption, which hath made ſuch Pro

greſs thro’ the Land, will be check'd ; that the

People will not complain of infamous Conven

tions, nor ſee the low and wicked Inſtruments made ſo by the Aćt of Settlement, by which

concerned in them triumph in their Impunity; his Majeſty holds the Crown;, they think they

*— that the Parliament and People will be of

one Mind;— that ſhort Parliaments, accord

ing to the antient Conſtitution, will be reſtored; E

—that we ſhall hear no more of perfidious

Repreſentatives, and that every Bleſſing which

can attend good Government will be the Conſe

quence. -

A Change of Perſons without a Change of

Meaſures, muſt always make Things worſe;-

the People can never be ſatisfied oniy with ſeeing

one Set of rapacious Miſcreants ſacrificed to the F

Ambition or Avarice of another Set of the

ſame ;— they would no more fall in Love

with Country Plunderers, than . with Court

Plunderers; and a Rotation of Baſhaws is not
what the Nation contends for.

It is not a Bill for Form's Sake that will con

tent -

be renºred uſeleſs (as ſome of the beſt Bills that

ever were made for the Nation have been) but

a Bill ſo well concerted and ſtrenuouſly worded,

that it cannot be evaded or explained away : —

and that it will be ſounalterably made à Part of
the Conſtitution as never to be repealed, or, ſo

much as weakened by any ſubſequent Att.

When ſuch a Billń. -j the Na

tion will have nothing to fear from falſe Patri

ots, nor need we apprehend returning to the **

fame State as before.— Suppoſing thoſe in the

Qppoſition as much inclined to Biſhaw it, as o

thers;–when thoſe that are influenc'd by Places

-

niſtration, could do us no great Hurt, his Hands

—a Bill that by a little Chicane may

on ſuch important

are removed, they cannot be able to overthrow

what is ſo firmly eſtabliſhed, and by attempting:

it they might bring on their own Deſtrućtion;

even a falſe Patriot, at the Head of the Admi

being thus tied from doing Miſchief; for his

bad Charaćter would make us more watchful of

his Behaviour, and oblige him to be more upon

his Guard. And why might not the Fear of Pu

niſhment ſometimes convert a falſ: Patriot into

a true one, as well as Impunity and Reward have

converted many a true Patriot into a falſe one *

I take it for granted, that when once this.

Bill paſſes, the Adminiſtration may be truſted in

any Hands, becauſe a Miniſter cannot hurt this

Nation unleſs the Parliament joins him: And it’

is impoſſible that an unplaced and an unpenſioned

Parliament ſhould join with a Miniſter in doing

Miſchief ; there is no Danger that he'

ñºuld be ſuffers tº go on for a Courſe of many

Years robbing the publick Treaſure, deſtroying

the Nation's Trade, ignorantly fooling away its -

Intereſts to foreign States, and openly propoſing:
Schemes to overturnits Liberties:—The -

leaſt Attempt towards one ſuch Thing would-

draw ſure Deſtruction on himſelf. º

I ſee no Reaſon to ſuppoſe that the Heads of:

the Oppoſition are aiming at the Places; but if

ſo, we are the more obliged to them for labour

ing to give the Nation Security againſt them. .

ſelves: —They behave hitherto as all Men of .

Honour will always behave ; the Nation calls.

upon them for their Aſſiſtance, and they give it

according to the Truſt repoſed in them. * * * *

The People claim this Bill not only as a na-.

tural Right, but as a Part of the Conſtitution,

once had the ſame Right to what is propoſed by .

it, that the King has to his Crown. Every Ti

tle of this Aét, relating to the Security of the

Succeſſion, hath been complied with by the Peo-º:

ple without the leaſt Chicane or Prevarcation:

It is very hard if thoſe Parts of it which related

to the Security of the Subjećt (of which the

Excluſion of Placemen was one of the moſt mai."

terial) ſhould be explain'd away; I ſay explain'd.

gºvay, for it hath not been repealed by any ſub-.

ſequent Aét... So that let the Placemen ſay

what they will, many People will think, that

what was at all Times our Right by Nature, is:

fince become ſo by the Aºt of Settlement, that:

is to ſay, by Law. . . . 1 * * *--- º

2Vote, To avoid Repetitions, ſo diſagreeable t ;: tº

our Readers, wei. prºperºj

other Papers of Common Sejºjournal, they be- |

ing to #ſame Purport with the two foregóing, .

and deſigned to pave the Way for the Place-ji - |

in the Houſe ºf Commons. On the 29th it

was moved and moſt ſtrenuouſly debated, 18.

* ſpeaking fºr and 12 againſt it, 206 voting#:
and 222 againſt it, ſo that it was thrown out.

Thoſe Papers therefore, a.d theº.

the ſameHead, ſeem not now ſo neceſſary to be

taken Notice of, and eſpecially if the Argu

ments uſed in the Speechés (as often happens

£ºſiº)ſhould be hereaf
the Puštíčk. - ºr . . . .

º “…I).ºur º’s “. . An

ter cºhoed to
: *.* .

4
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An E L E G Y.

On the much lamented Beath of many thouſand ex

cellent Patriots, and Supporters of their Country,

in the Kingdom of Ireland; who were cºnfined,

and flarved with Cold and Hunger, (crutlºft of

Deaths 1) between Dec. 26,and Jan. 13, 1739-40,

to the inexpreſſible Loſs and Grief ºf that weep

ing, bleeding, Nation. Dublin Jan. 18.

F ever grief was great without diſguiſe,

If tears fincere e'er flow'd frommourners eyes,

Now is the time—! now, tyrant-ſorrow, reign,

And from our eyes the briny ocean drain!

H1 B E R N : A— well doſt thou refuſe to raiſe

Thy head, to ſee the ſonows of theſe days.

Grave was thy Harp before, and half unſtrung,

Slow mov’d the finger, plaintive went the tongue:

Now to deep mourning tune thy future lays,

With froſt-nipt Shamrºg: crown'd, inſtead of Bays.

Po TA ToEs- kindly root, moſt cordial

That ever nature to this iſle did ſend (friend,

Potatoes oh hard fate all dead and gone *

And with them thouſands of ourſelves anon 1

'Twas you, dear friends deceas'd, kept us alive,

Vain, vain are all our hopes long to ſurvive!

Incenſe to living benefactors paid

Uncertain is, till low their heads are laid :

Low are the heads of dear Potatoes laid, -

Then to them incenſe certain ſhall be paid. zo

Your ſacred aid, ye Mantuan muſes, bring,

while I the praiſe of dead Potatoes fing.

Their uſe, their beauties grateful I relate,

Cheap was their culture, but their profit great!

Small time, ſmall toil, no harneſs'd ſteer or ſteed,

No flatten’d ſoil, did their produćtion need;

Upon the bed, whole or diffeºted, flung,

Cover'd with earth, and thinly ſtrew’d with dung,

They with the kind approaching ſummer's ſun,

High with luxuriant leaves, and branches run : 30

Whereon thick tufts of musky bloſſoms ſhoot;

Fragrant the ſmell, as ſtrength'ning is the root!”

A tračt of land thus planted ſeem'd to ſcorn

Three times the ſpace o'er-grown with richeſt corn.

The bloſſoms wither'd, apple; next ſucceed,

Whoſe viſcous balſam he&tick patients need:

Or, if regard to luxury be paid,

Of them are beauteous rich confe&tions made.

The apples ripe, the leaves, as trefoil, ſweet,

The cattle us'd with lowing joy to meet. 4o

Even in corruption ſweet the ſtalks exhale

An aromaticit flavour thro’ the vale. -

Uſeleſs no part, the bleached Haula provides

White-ſatin-li
tter

for pet-heifers ſides.

The root, the hidden treaſure, is behind,

Prop of the poor, delight of all mankind? -

which crown'd the low and grac'd the richeſt board,

And could at once both food and health afford.

From it prolific juices fill the veins,
Ev’n man it multiplies and man maintains. 50

Bruis'd, and to burnt or ſcalded parts applied,

oft have its virtues with ſucceſs been tried.

Iniep'rous alls Potatoe-broth takes place,
Abſterfive, healing, ſovereign as Lough Leighs. *

Corn many operations undergoes,

Before it can a ſingle loaf compoſe.

Potatoes no ſuch coſt nor care demand,

Each is a loaf compleated to the hand; 9

No ſugar, ſalt, nº ºfces they require, *

only from beds tranſplant them to the fire. Bo

* A Lake with beaſing Water. "
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They breaden ſoon, while cracking skins diſcloſs |

Rich mealy pulp, ſweet as the cheſnut ſhows.

Milk from the cow a ready tea we deem ;

French-bread, potatoes, nicely roaſted, ſeem,

And equally a pudding of it made,

Before the king (god bleſs him ) might be laid.

The liquors, let our thriftleſ, people know,

That in their native India from them flow,

Would cheap improve the low or lordly faſt,

#. chear the. and gratify the taſte. 7o

ife's various comforts thus they mighFitted alike for pleaſure or for. ght produce,

Bread to aſſiſt them labour to endure,

Prink to forget that ever they were poor;
Starch for their linnen, ſuch as linnén wer -

And for the ſpruce ones Powder for their hi.

Enough, with grief oppreſs'd, thus far to tell

In what Potatoes did, alive, excell.

Now, Muſe, attend the ſadly-flowing ſtrain

Hibernia's ſons in deep deſpair complain, 'so

Her woful ſtate a woful theme affords, -

And thus they faintly ſpeak their dying word: ;

WE L L may we now in tears of blood deplore

Our wretched fate— Potatoes are no more 1

Qurjoy, our ſtrength, our every hope is fled

Potatoes 1 lov'd Potatoes! — ever dead

Potatoes fed us, while the corn we ſow'd

Was on the payment of our rent beſtow'd.

What muſt ſupport us now, when both are ſpent?

Now every day is worſe than old + back Leh, ; 90

Alas! I muſt to ſad remembrance bring

Qur once delicious olios of the ſpring

Crown'd with a herring —herring 1 king of fiſh

Potatoes!—queen of roots, in woodenºm."

The ocean may with berrings ſwarm again.

For loſt potatoes every wiſh is vain. >

...Now will it be by angry Clergy ſaid,

* This comes a judgment for the Tithe unpaid.

“Thoſe who detain it, timely ſhould reſent; -

-- Poor ſuffering tenants pay it in their ºn.' too !

O bleſt St Patrick 1 in compaſſion ſmile

And pour º comforts on thy once-lov’ājjī.

Humbly to thee the ſuppliant knee we bend

Qn thee in this extremity depend. 2.

The thwing glebe inſtruct us to explore -

Repleniſh our plantations as beforei" '

If thou ſhouldſt fail—we fly our native air

To foreign climes, where plenty reigns, repº, -

With bread and fleſh our waſted ſtrength ºn...,'

And bid our rent-rack'd land; a—long adieu. #10

E P I T A P H.

Rozen to death, ! here countleſ, Patriot: Jie,

Their Country's glory, and the poor's ſupply

Much might, but much, alas ! need not be faid,

~Here lie two thirds of IRE LAN p’s daily bread.

+ The Seaſºn%; Faffing, when the Iriſh

e/6 and all that -
lk, Cheeſe, Butter, &c. . . at comes from it, at

-

S1 R,

£haſ iſſºrt the fºllºwing Epi
- gram ºf a Scots Pact

4nd3. Tours, A.B. Aberdeen Jan. 12. 2

VE r A No B 1 L I ras.

I proavum decorent te ſtirps et ſtemmata clara

Haec #. qnae proavum ſtemmata clara decent.

Sin genus obſcarum te deprimit, erige meuteml

Ecce Pares morimur, naſcimir cºe pares.

*:§t verus honor meritis, non ſanguine partu,

udice me, priſa nobilitate prior.
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A RE c1r E fºr a Valetudinarian Lady, enclos'd in

ber *:::::::.. health

- Ouldſt thou, Chloe, purchaſe health.

At no expence of eaſe, or wealth

Búadieu to fools and aſſes : - -

Break thy gally-pots and glaſſes: - -

Bid adieu to midnight ball, º'

And keep thy ſeat, tho' fidles call. -

Steal to bed at ſober ten, -

softly ſteal, dear nymph- and then

Lock'd within thy lover's arms,

He'll protect thee from all harms:

Then dread no more coughs or catarrhs,

But kick the doćtors down the ſtairs.

Then ſmiling health ſhall ſmooth thy brow,

And thou with roſy vigour glow ;

while peace, and love, and bliſs abound,

And ſweetly waft the hours around ;

This med'cine's worth ſhall ſtand confeſt,

And Chlºe ſign Probatum eff.

Aug., I, 1739.
Plain Scotch.

On GR E A T LI L L 1 P u T’s Declaration of War

againſt IB E 2 1 A. By a Lilliputian.

WH; ſhouts of Joy, what ſhouts are heard afar?

Was it the herald's voice denouncing War 2

Or all a dream, th’ illuſions of the night,

Mere air the ſound, the herald but a ſprite!

Fantaſtic trumpets thoſe I ſeem'd to hear;

Not beat of drum but tympanum of ear?

No,-’twas a real ſcene that dares the light,

And L1 L L 1 P u T in earneſt means to fight.

The long-forgotten ſword again to wield,

New point the ſpear and ſcour the ruſty ſhield.

And will Iberia ſtill maintain her pride 2 -

Our floating bulwarks and our flag deride 2

-No more Iberian jails our ſons retain.

No, Gorgenti's thunder breaks th’inglorious chain,

No more in uſeleſs pomp our ſquadrons ride,

The ſport of winds and waves and ev'ry tide.

Thus rous'd, his ſhaggy mane the lyon ſhakes,

And the whole foreſt from the center quakes.

But joyous news the wretched ſlow receive,

Diſtruſt report and ſcarce their ſight believe.

Safe in our Port th' Iberian prize behold

Shining with diamonds and Iberian gold.

O cruel admiral, not content to ſeize

Gems wanted leſs, or any gems but theſe l

How muſt Blºfuſcu's king thy fleet be-ſhrew

What ſtop his ſhips! and rob his daughter too!

Qinauſpicious match! chagrin’d ſo ſoon

Hapleſs Infanta croſs'd in honey moon |

Capricious fate] imperfect pleaſures I ſee!

Iberia has the bride, the jewels we.

Hail god of War ! with wond'ring eyes I view

Thy ſacred dome, and martial vows renew.

--O!#: Fleftrim *aid each warlike ſon,

Treaſures accumulate on treaſures won.

As thus advent’rous deeds ſucceſs repays,

Oh ten Moons loſt! on ill advis'd delays!

Yet like repentance, arms may ſave, tho' late;

Columbian Coin can ne'er be out of date.

Fear not th’ Iberians with their new Allies,

They're worth ; beating, while they find ſupplies,

Leſs glory had the great Akides won, -

Suppoſe the Hydra had no heads but one. . . . .

“Well ſpoke the Briton once in Gallick fight, .

- -

: “See foes enough for ſlaughter and for flight.”

. . . . j. 4.

took a Blefulcudian* The Man Mountain, w
Fleet, ----- - ------

In Praiſe of CHA u cºe R, Father of Engliſh
- - , PO E TR 2 . . . . " " "

, ,

Ong veil'd in Gothick miſts our Britain lay,

L, E'erdawning ſcience beam'd a cheering ray,

Dark monkiſh ſyſtems and dull ſenſeleſs rhymes.

Swell'd the vain volumes of thoſe ruder times: 2

When Chaucer roſe, the Phoebus of our iſle,

And bid bright art on downwardages ſmile ; , .

His genius pierc'd thegloom of error through,

And truth with nature roſe at once to view. .

In regal courts by princely favours grac'd :

His eaſy muſe acquir'd her ſkilful taſte:

A univerſal genius ſhe diſplays -

In his mixt ſubjećt tun'd to various lays. --> -- .

If in heroic ſtrain he tries his art, - . .

All Homer's fire and ſtrength the ſtrains impart.

Is love his theme *how ſoft the layshow warm:

With Ovid's ſweetneſs all his numbers charm

His thoughts ſo delicate, ſo bright his flame,

Not juſter praiſe we owe the Roman name.

What pious ſtrains the heavenly piece adorn,

Where guilty Magdalen is taught to mourn; r

Devotion's charms their ſtrongeſt powers combine,

And with the poet equals the divine. -

When he ſome ſcene of tragic woe recites,

Our pity feels the ſtrong diſtreſs he writes;

Like Sophocles majeſtic he appears,

And claims alike our wonder and our tears.

Does he to comic wit direčt his aim * -

His humour crowns th’ attempt with equal fame.

Meer ſićtions for realities we take,

So juſt a pićture his deſcriptions make ;

So true with life his charaćters agree,

Whate'er is read we almoſt think we ſee.

Such Chaucer was, bright mirror of his age!

Tho' length of years has quite obſcur'd his page; 2.

His ſtile grown obſolete, his numbers rude,

Scarce read, and but with labour underſtood.

Yet by fam'd medern bards new minted o'er,

His ſtandard wit has oftenrich'd their ſtore ; ,

Whoſe Canterbury Tales could taſk impart /

For Pope's and Dryden's choice-refining art;

And in their graceful poliſh let us view grew.

What wealth enrich'd the mind where firſt they

AsT R o PH I L.

*

Te P I T A P H - *

On a Child killed by§: Abortism, in order to

bide the Mother's Shame who had been debauched.

Suppºſed to be ſpoken by the Mother.

Thou! whoſe eyes were clos'd in death's

pale night, - -

Ere fate reveal’d thee to my aching fight;

Ambiguous ſomething, by no ſtandard fix’d,

Frail ſpan of nought, and of exiſtence mix’d;

Embryo, imperfect as my tort’ring thought,

Sad outcaſt of exiſtence and of nought; . .

Thou, who to guilty love firſt ow'ſt thy frame,

Whom guilty honour kills to hide its ſhame, f

Dire offspringſ form'd by love's too pleaſing pow'r?
Honour's dire vićtim in a luckleſs hour !

Soften the pangs that ſtill revenge thy doom :

Nor, from the dark abyſs of nature's womb, ºr

Where back I caſt thee, let revolving time ""

Callup paſt ſcenes to aggravate my crime.

_Two adverſe tyrants rul’d they wayward fate,

Thyſelf a helpleſs vićtim to their hater; - :

Love, ſpite of honour's dićtates, gave thee breath ;

Honour, in ſpite of love, pronounc'd thy death.

- ". . . . . . . . 2 tº. *** *

|



a. The Gentlºwan's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.
- To C E L I Æ. . . . . . . . Laugh without mirth, and ſet to work, we play,

Cº. LIA, in vain your beauty you expoſe, Yet ne'er are diſappointed of our pay,

And your ſoft charms invitingly diſcloſe. Talk much, but never mean the thing we ſay.

Tho' bleſt with all that can mankind enſnare, Money we get but can't command one penny,

The happieſt elegance of ſhape and air, * No money lend or ſpend, yet ne'er keep any.

Good nature, ſenſe and wit, an angel's face, . The moſt of us go fine in our attire,

ind with each dear bewitching female grace, We eat and drink whatever we deſire.

!. ſhall my heart its liberty maintain, To what you ask fit anſwers we repay,

Nor will I eer embrace the gilded chain; Yet ne'er regard one ſyllable you ſay.

No fooliſh paſſion ſhall extort my vºws: , Our wit, you'll judge, is of the middle ſize,

No woman's ſcorn diſturb my ſweet repoſe, For there's not one amongſt us fool or wiſe,

Norfrowns have pow'r to fink, not ſmiles to move; Not one was ever born or ever dies.

Taºs to the gods, who ſteel'd my ſoul tº love. 434-3, •

Tº: º Celia, quit thy vain deſign, To Mr Common-Senſe*: opoſal for treſſing

No think (what cannot be) to fix methine; a new Parliament-Houſe.

*rīārat, unskill'd to flatter anddº Ince public ſtrućtures are your theme,

Nature ne'er meant me for a woman's ſlave. Projećtor ſage, I like the ſcheme ;

- 4nafut. Ingenious planſ yet Common Senſe

• - * - With an amendment will diſpenſe.

Prolºgue to Arminius, a Playºffº d to be printed . No furniture ſuch houſe compleats,

- º, Šajiription, being prohibited the stage. But good old conſtitution ſeats,

W.H., for freedom has, unyielding, ſtood, Rightly prepard, and not admitting

And to be truly great, was iuſt and good; wry poſture, but juſt upright fitting:

whoever has wild deſpotic power confin'd, So qualify'd, as not to bear -

And ſcourg'd th’ inſulting tyrants of mankind ; Members that foreign gewgaws wear:

tº bravšavenger of his country's wrongº, Eaſy to parliaments triennial, . . .

Hºn. I to you, and to yºur flage belongs: Impatient of a rump ſeptennial.

'Tis yours for him, with confious warmth, to So uncorrupt, no hopes or fears

glow ; In the dire ſpace of ſeven long years,

'Tis your for him to feel the kindred woe: ; , Nor even the charm of royal grace,
And ſuch, to-night, our bard, with trembling art, May turn one ſeat into a place. Rufficut.

Attempts to draw, but with a Britiſh heart. º

when fate had fix’d th’ irrevocable doom, - MrU R B A N, Edinburgh, jan, 15, 1740,

And liberty forſook degenerate ºne, ‘PLeft to inſert in your next the follºwingEpitaph

sº the regions of the rugged north on Mr. Harvey, the ingenious Author ºf

sh toºk her flight, in ſearch of ºnly worth; Robert Bruce, a poem. He ended his unfortunat:

In ſearch of guiltleſs unconged plains, . Days the 18th of Jan. 1738, and I believe it will

where gen’rous nature ſcºrn d to ſtoop to chains; adí little Honour to his Age and Nation that ſuch a

where juxury ne'er mix', the baneful bowl, Genius liv'd negle:fed and dy'd miſerable.

Nor ſordid intereſt hadºl. theº 5. h

Fºrwasthen Ar MINI us roſe; and, at “” In manners blameleſs, of a heart ſincere;

of higheſt cmpire, check'd the Roman power His modeſt ſenſe, eaſy good-nature, join'd

Fair proof what different fate attends their arms. The man of learning, and the taſterºfln'd ;

whom rapinerouſes, and whomfreedom warm-- whoſe Muſe, adventºrous, ſung the mighty theme,

HE RE Harvey lies, now free'd from every car,

who droep the ſlaves of arbitrary ſway— Androſe, ſucceſsful, to the Brucian Name 1

And who the lºſs of liberty: kinder far, No ſtormy paſſions diſcompos'd his mind,

*ourgens diſplays---how nºblº, º " . A ſon of ſºrow, yet he he'er repin'd.
Thana falſetºº. ...a - Thatjoy which virtue can alone impart,
Not ſuch as by the conqu'ring crewº y Leſiën'á his woe, and cheer'd his drooping heart;

indeſºlation, o'er the grºaniº world. draw Smiling he ſaw his painfuljonrney paſt,
gat when the righteous ſword calm juſtice draws, peace calm’d his life, in peace ºśd his laſt.

ºr broken faith and violated laws 3. - - . . -

ºfº.º. theº:º, verSES occaſion'd by the preſent Frost.

that from the pyraº; t i. 2 WHºle the fierce winter rages all around,

Guardian of all that to mankind.” “”; And the hard earth's with froſty fetters bound;

Is great, is ſacred--and is"...i.
As ſuch our author's aim, he trutº And rapid rivers now no l flow :

gº: fººle,ind your virtue - #...... The rich can warm with raſment, fire, and food;Aïhoſe the favºrite theme will” the* But whence the poor enable to fain’ , º

º Oppreſſive want, and hunger's urgent pain P --
As..N:º º, How is itmº, hungry, they can bear,

Wł.o º: ing jews thro' ev'r n their defenceleſs ſtate, the piercing air? . . .

bling likewandring, ev sy whence ſhall their wants the juſt ſupply receive?

nation, Ought man refuſe, when god impowers tº gº.
be encreaſes without propagatiºn. - - -- £ails :º:pig:::::::::::::, None can—but thoſe in whom compaſſion fails;

While clothes its ſurface a thin garb of ſnow, ...

* - 5 ------ * R j neither. In whom nor love of god not man revails; ."

§::::::::::::::::::, ; ;ºadſ:
- 2 - Colder their hearts than ſhow, and hardcrthin”

w fight and quarrel too, but without paſſion,
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Who'll read it, bard? what hinders you?"

*: º v- - ºr.--,- -- …

. . Poetical Essays

tº The Co B w E B s. .

--placeat fibi quiſque licebit. ov, D.

WH; lofty bards, on ſoaring wing,

Of uſeful ſubječ's chuſe to fing;

AMüſe who no ſuch ſame inherits,

As conſcious of it's own demerits;

Preſents a worthleſs tribe to view,

Perverting poetry, 'tis true;. . .

what then? to worthleſs tribes belong

The tributes of a worthleſs ſong;
º

- - -

s

A worthleſs ſong may yet be true... . . .

In Grubftreet garretoft repos'd, . . . . ."

With eyes contemplative half clos'd,

Cobwebs around in antique glory,

Chief of my houſhold inventory,

Suggeſted to theſe roying brains

Amazing multitude of ſcenes;

This badge, thought I, of pois'ning ſluts,

This offspring of envenom'd guts, -

#. too long unſung has lain,

By kindred brethren of Duck-lane, -

Unknowing that its little plan

Holds all the cycloped of man.

: This here, whoſe radiated thread

Is every where from centre ſpread,

Inclos'd with rounds of various ſize, .

Like orbs in planetary skies,

This curious frame, I aptly call

A Cobweb mathematical.

In ſecret holes, that dirty line,
Where never ſun preſumes to ſhine, y

With ſtraws and filth and lime beſet,

Where all is fiſh that comes to net,

That muſty film the muſe ſuppoſes,

Figures the web of virtuoſo's.

"Here heedleſs rowers find a trap,

And trembling I ſuggeſt * jack-ſhap.

-Yoh where the#. inſe&t ſings,

Are Cobwebs of the court of kings,

Where gilded threads conceal the gin,

And broider'd knaves are caught therein.

That holly fix’d by mildew'd panes,

Of cheerleſs Chriſtmas the remains,

(Chriſtmas, ſaid I, without good cheer,

My muſe keeps Lent throughout the year.)

That holly labour’d o'er and o'er, -

Is Cobweb of the Lawyers lore,

Where frisky flies, on gambols born,

Find certain ruin, web or thorn. -

Therefoiſty webs, obſcene with age, .

Diſplay their tatter'd equipage,

So É. the antiquarian cue,

That him in every thread I view.

Here death diſſeminated lies,

In ſhrunk anatomies of flies,

And amputated limbs declare,

What vermin lie in ambuſh there,

A baited lure with drug perdition,

A Cobweb, not miſnam'd phyſician.

Thoſe plaited webs, long pendent there,

Oſſable bards a ſubtle ſhare.

* Bayliff. So fall'd in the North.

J.

1.

*

*

in JANUARY, 1740.

The trap webs of divinity: --

För as variety of frames . . . -

“Don’t owe their nature to their names,

"Yon in the courts of modern age, - . .

Y'clep'd ſignificant, a cage; ". . . .

And theſe in antiquarian ſtile, , ,

f Devices of the Lemmian iſle, , , , ,

tº And in divinity a trap.

How many years are ſtill in ſtore,

33

Of all-collečtive diſpoſition,

Which holds like goal of inquiſition,

May well denominated be

But, truly to reverſe the matter,

Frames moſtly owe their names to nature,

So what before the muſe did call

A Cobweb mathematical, * ,

Might have denominated been,

n terms more-a propº, machine, * -

And that ſucceeding, I ſuppoſe, a -

Gimcrack in language virtuoſo; . . . .

In phyſic, known by film aſtringent,

In law, a ſnare of caſe contingent, ...

Stone-doublet nick-nam'd by jack-ſtºp,"

For to be trapp'd's a common caſe, ...

In Cobwebs of ſpiritual grace: -

Ev’n whilſt I proſecute this ſcene,

A bee detach'd thro’ broken pane,

; with the ſweets of every flower,

In taking of its airy tour, --

Is there entrap'd; exert thy ſting,

Sweet bee, and liberate thy wing.

t Figs nets made by Vulcan, fºr a particular

*ſe in Lemnos. See Homer's Odyſ. 8.

Anacreonod, the 24th. Imitated

By CHARLES CHESTER, M D .

According to the Edition of Mr Barnes.

A Las: alas! I ſee each day -

. Steals me from my ſelf away,

And every ſtep of life I tread, -

I ſpeed to mingle with the dead.

How many years are paſt, my friends,

I know, and there my knowledge ends."
f

I neither can, nor would explore.

Then ſince the hours inceſlant fly,

They all ſhall find me crown'd with joy. |

To thoſe, my cares I here bequeath,

Who meanly die for fear of death:

And daily with aſſiduous ſtrife - 2 :

Contrive to live, accurs'd with life.

Then Care begon : I’ll dance and play, #

Hence with thy ſerious face away ! |

I'll laugh, and whilſt fly wine inflames, º

I'll court the laughter-loving dames; -And ſtudy to reſign my breath lº

In extaſy, and ſmile in death.

N. B. The Gentleman who favour'd wº

with Dr Cheſter’s excellent and beautiful

Tranſlations from Anacreon, we hope will

eblige the Public hy ſending another Cargo,

we now having but one Ope left unpubliſiºd,

The Poetical Article will be larger in our next.



Hiſtorical Chronicle. January, 1740.
N the 29.h and 39th ult, a

great Number of Lighters

Barges and Boats were dri

ven frem their Faſtenings

& in the River by a violent

§ Storm from the Eaſt, ac

FRIDAY 18.

Was held a General Court of the South

Sea Company, and a Dividend of 1 # per

Crit. was declar'd due at Chriſtmas laſt on

the Capital Stock of the Company, pay

able the 7th and 8th of Feb. next.

jwith snow, and the tidesA*The pividend of ; # due at Chriſtmar.
bearing heavy, floated Ice upon them. for the half Year's Intereſt on India)

Many Ships at Sea were drove on Shore

and Šandbanks, and daſhed to Pieces, the

Sailors being unable to work them by rea

fon of the extreme Cold, ſome loſing their

Lives, and many the Uſe of their Limbs.

, - W E D N esp AY 9.

Being a general Faſt, was obſerved with B

great Decency and Solemnity through

Stock was order'd to be paid to the Pro

prietors the 29th Inſtant. -

SATURDAY. 19. -

Ended the Seſſions at the Old Baily,

and ſix Men were condemn'd, viz. Tºo."

Hawkins, a Poſt-boy, for a Street Rob

bery; john Lineham for a Street Rob

bery and Burglary; Robert Onion for Sa

out the City, and by the jºwſ alſº in crilege in robbing St Paul's Church; Thº..

their ſeveral Synagogues, Dr. Alured More for ſtealing Money out of a Houſe;

Clarke preached before the Royal Family; William Snowd and john Well, for the

Dr. Goºch Biſhop of Norwich, before the Highway. William Waughan, alias Lord
Houſe of Lords, who ordered him.Thanks; Waughan, and Shock Egerton, Convić's re

and Dr Barton before the Commons, who C turned from Tranſportation, to be tranſ

had the ſame Compliment; the Rev. Mr

Harte before the Univerſity of Oxford.

The 3 laſt Sermons were printed. '

ported again for 14 Years, --

Four of the Spittlefield: Rioters (ſee

- hey Vol. ix. p. 6oz.) were found guilty at the

obſerved the Faſt in Scotland, as proper at

this Seaſon; but ſome of the Synods made

Seſſions at Hick; Hall, three of them ſen

tenced to 3 Months hard Labour in Clerk."

a Scruple as to the Authority which ap: enwell Bridewell, the ſourth paida Fine

oiuted it, ſuggeſting that it belonged

É. to the Church of Chriſt. In ‘.

Place a Paper was fix’d up, declaring it an
Abomination. -

SATURDAY 12.

By reaſon of the Sharpneſs of the Air,

the Coal-Pits near Newcaſtle could not be

Dof Iol. *

At Staines, the Wife of one Collet a

Tanner, having lain dead three Days, juſt.

before ſhe was to be nailed up in her Cof

fin, opened her Eyes and ſpoke. ".

SATURDAY 26.

*Twas reſolved in Council, that 2042.

worked without a Fire to warm the Men. E Marines be added to the Six Regiments;

At Tanfield Colliery the Embers ſpreadin
to ſome Straw, the Flamesj hol

of two Casks of Oil, this ſet fire to the

Coal, which burnt with ſo muchViolence,

and rarified the Air to ſuch a Degree,

that by a plentiful Supply of freſh Air

from 14 adjacent Pits, that Pit was chan

ed into a moſt terrible Vulcano, thun

ering out Eruptions of large and hot

Cynders to an incredible#: and Diſ.

tance. It continued ſeven Hours, but the

Pits being all ordered to be covered cloſe

at Top, to exclude the external Air, the

with one Lieutenant to each C ny;

and 20 Men to each of the four indepen-y

dent Companies of Invalids, alſo a new

independent Company. -

- Tu Espa Y 29.

By an Account in the General Evening

Poff, taken from an adual Survey of the

whole Dutch Navy, it conſiſts of 111 Sail,

of which so and upwards are in goodſ

Condition, and ready to put to Sea; which .

ſhews that this maritime Power is not ſº."

deſpicable as has been#.
The Streets were ſo ſlippery during the Î

Flames ceaſºd above, but the Fire was Froſt, that many People fºll and broke.
not extinguiſhed below. . -

Tv ESDAY 15. º

Gothers ſprain'd their Limbs, on which,

ſome conſideraie Perſon publiſhed. Re-1.

A Race between ſix Horſes was run on ceipts from the learned Mf Boyle . . . . .

the River Tºes near Barnard. Caffle, 3

#eats, z Miles each.

* * * *

. . . . . Toº
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topºvent Mortification by cºld.

Chaft the frozen Part well with Snow,
keepin #: the Fire, till Senſation return,

theBloodiitperceived to circulate again.

This is the Remedy in the Northern Climates

and filled the Road with Ice ſo as to make

it unpaſſable. The Rivers Severn, Tyne,

the Avon by Briffol, the Rivers of Fºrth,

Zay, &c. in Scotland, and the Liffy by

Dublin, were all frozen up like # Thames :

Inſtrućtions for a Place-Bill, like thoſe A And by all Advices from Holland, France,

of London, Vol. IX, p. 548, Nattingham,

p. 650, Salisbury, p. 638, and Haddington.

ſhire, ib., having been ſent from Leiceſter,

Cowper,Bridgewater,Edinburgh, Briſtol, Leo

; Aberdºm,Carmarthin Chiffer, Litch

, Wºrceffer, Glºuceſter, and from the

Counties of Edinburgh, Hºntingdºm, La

merk, and Fºrfar, to their ſeveral Repre
entatives.—Some have obſerved that the

ajority which approved of the Conven

tion was 28, that which reječted the

Place-Bill was but 16. TheDifference 12

ſeems to be equal to the Number of ſuch

Members who voted for the Convention,

and have fince received Inſtructions as

above. But then it is to be confidered,

that when the Convention was approved,

the Houſe was fuller by 67 Members.
Seefà H alſo Liſt iu our Magazine for

june laſt. * : - -

... This Month the Froſt, which

Germany, &c. the Cold was extreme. In

Poland and Lithuania, the Inhabitants,

beſides what they fºrd by the Fră.

were very much incommoded by ; Bears

and Wolvcs, which ranged about devour

ing Men and Cattle. In Podolia, whence

the Ruſſians, in their March, had carry'd

off all the Forage and moſt of the Provi

fions, tho’ they left Money for it, the In

habitants were periſhing both with Hun

ger and Cold.

...The Streets of London were ſo clog'd :

with Snowand Ice, that Hackney-Coaches

went with 3 or 4 Horſes, and Coal-Carts

Cup the Streets from the Wharfs with

8 Horſes; and Fleet-Street was ſo long

neglected, and ſo dangerous, that ſºme

Scores of Men were at work on Sunday

the 27th, to clear the Way.-The Want

of Meal being great in Scotland, and ſome.

Mills frozen up, they were obliged to

the 26th of laſt, grew more ſevere than D work on Sundays. An unuſualThing

has been known fince the memorable

*Winter of 1715-16; ſo that many who

had lived Years at Hudſºn's-Bay, declard.

they never felt it colder in thoſe Parts.'

The Thames floated with Rocks and

Shoals of ice; and when they fixed, re

there! -

...'Twould be endleſs to mention all the

Calamities, Diſtreſſes and Accidents, oc

caſioned by the ſevere Weather; and in

deed they are ſo univerſally known, that

we might have been quite filent, were it.

preſented, a ſnowy Field, ºf every tº nºt for the ſake of Poſterity. The Hearts
Corswhere in Hillocks and huge Rccks of Ice

and Snow ; of which Scene ſeveral Paint

ers took Sketches. Booths, Stalls, and

Printing-Preſſes were erected, and a froſt
Fair held on if: Multitudes walk’d ever

it, and ſome were loſt by their Raſhneſs.

Severalº: with Cold in the Streets

and Fields in and about the City. All Na

yº. being obſtrućted, Coals roſe to

3 l; Io.s. per Chaldrºn; and the Damage

among the Shipping between the Medway,

and Lºndon Bridge was computed at

Ioooool, Flocks of Ducks, Widgeons

and Coots were found on the Ice on the

Kent and ºffex Shores, periſh’d with Cold,

or ſtarv'd to Death.

Fiſh,i. Eels, were found frozen

to Death on the Banks of the Severn,near

Thornbury in Gloucefferſhire, and Flocks of

Grows, reſorted thither to feed on them,

In Suffolk Wild.Geeſe and nther Birds de.

vour'd the Winter-Corn cloſe to $ Earth

for the Space of many Acres. In Hert

fordſhire Numbers of

the Froſt, and ſplit into the ſolid Timber

as far as a Caſe-Knife could be thruſt; and

at Buntingfºrd, in that County, a new

Spring forced its Way out of the Ground,

ks were riven by H

of the Rich have been open'd in Confi

dcration of the hard Fate of the Poor;

and ſuch liberal Sums given, and Colle&i.

ons made, (the King, the Rrince of Wales,

and the Nobility ſetting the Example).

that it would fill our MAGAZINE to enti

merate the Donations of all Kinds that

have been publiſh'd in the News-Papers,

and they acknowledge their Accounts are
far ſhort of what might be mention'd.

For a SPRA I N. -

Take Comfrey-Roots beat to a Pulp, half

a Pound, Powder of Japan Earth 4 Ounces,

Spirits of Wine a ſufficient Quantity, mix

aff ouantities of G and apply it to the Part.

Another. n :

In thefiringºff Pinegar boil a conveni

Quantity ºf Wheat Bran, to the Conſiſtence

of a Poultis ;§ this as ſoon as may be .

, and reven it when itto the Part affº,

begins to grow dry.

N. B. This Month being more than

uſual a Seaſon of Ina&tion, we need not

make a Foreign Article. The chief At-.

tertion has been to Admiral Vernon in the

Wºff-Indies,where ſome more Prizes have .
been

ent
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been taken from the Spaniards; but a
Particular. Account of them, or of the

Junqur'd Deſcent on Cuba, is not yet ar

jived. And what is mention’d about the

King of Swain's ſending for the Duke of

Ormond, and the Pretender's eldeſt Son

may depend on further Advices.

A List ºf Brºths fºr the Year 1740. .
- - IFE of Godfrey Clarke, Eſq.; delijan i.W ver'd of a#. , Eſq.; deli

-13. Wife of jºſeph Salvador, Eſq; Daughter

to Baron Suaſa,—of a Son. - -- -

Patience and Rºſignation under her laſt long and

tedious Sickneſs, her Mourning for the Sins of

Men, her unwearied Endeavours for their eter

nal Welfare, her generous and charitable AP

pointments, her tender Expreſſions to her Rela

tions, Friends, and Servants, and her grateful

'A Acknowledgments to her Phyſicians, require
whole Pages to ſet them in a proper Light. In

ſhort, ſcarce any Age has afforded a greater Bleſſ."

ing to many, or a brighter Pattern to all. Her

Corpſe was interr'd with great funeral Solem

nity in the Family Vault at Ledſtone, near her

Grandfather Sir jobn Lewis, Bart. The fol

}, 9.…Wife of Armine Wodehouſe, Eſq;Memtsº; Inſcription being put upon her Lead.

- ~~
fºr Norfolk, of a Son and Heir. -

12. N. S. The Dutcheſs of Lorrain—of a

Princeſ:... . . . . . ; ~ . .-->

13. Wife of Charles Bowles, Eſq; in George

Jºrget—of a Son and Heir.
-

tº wºrkihº, Eſq; Mem
Ber for Bridgnºrth-of a Son and Heir. --~~
21 i-C - ~ * * **ffºrt - -

A List of Mark1 Ages fºr the Year 1746.9

Dec. 29, ºbºBatcards, jun, Eſq; of High
º: Jº gate, Married to Mia# 3rd,

Brighter to Holſard, Eſq; one of the Maſters
in Chancery.- - - -

... jan 6. Rev. Dr Fleming, Archdeacon and

on to the Bp of Carliſle—to the Daughter

Cöffin, &c.
-

The Rt Hon. the Lady ELIZABETH HASTINGS,

"Daughter of THEOPHILUS Earl of Huntingdon,
-, * : * by ELIZABETH his firſt wife, .

Daughter and Co-heir of Sir John Lewis, Kt and Bt.. ."

From whem deſcended to her the Manors of Ledſtone

* Ledſham, Thorparch, Collingham, Wheldale,

- - Wyke, and Shadwell.

In the four firſt ſhe erected Charity Schools, ... .

and for the Support of them and other, Chariti

She gave, in her Lifetime, Collingham, Shadwell, and
her Eſtate in Burton-Salmon. • L

D º, the 1 } of April 1682. . . -

. . .” Died the 22d of December 1739. , , , .
A Pattern to ſucceeding Ages of all fºod, and J

- " - all that's Great. * - -

24. Dr Freebairn, Bp of Edinburgh, aged 86,

Head of the Epiſcopal Church in that City., .

jº. Mºſh, Eſq; Deputy Governor' of- 23.

ofDanielWºn, Eſqi Member for Hºſtmoreland. D Dover Caſtle.

t. 13. Capt.” Luborne —to Miſs Hammond, at

Marthampton, 20,000l. Fortune.... . . .

MrJohnſon, Merchant of London,<-to Miſs

Warner of Eltham, 6033/ - -

- Capt Morris, of Mºorth's Dragoons,—

to the only Daughter of late Robt. Howard of

Margam, Glamorganſºire, 5oool. --

17. Dr. Bennet, Dr of the Civil Law—to E:

Miſ; May, Niece to the Lady Frankland, Io, cool.

Rev. Mr Bethune, of Worth, near E. Grin

fºad, Suſſex,--to Widow Goodwyn of Rou

vant 20, oool. . . . . .

“23: Sir Henry Perry, Bart.—to Miſs Fo

rbergill of York, Io,232/...;
- -

• 3r. Richard Tydell, Eſq; Member for Boſton,
—to Miſs Eliz. Hall, of Southwark, F.

A List of DEA rits fºr the Year 1740.

Bec. 22. HE Hon. Lady Elizabeth Haft

1739 ings, at her Seat at Led-ſtone,

Torºſhire, Siſter to George late E. ofHuntingdon,

and Half-ſiſter to Téeophilus the preſent Earl.

Tho' the Splendor of her Birth was truly great,”

it ſeem’d as it were eclips'd by her ſhining Qua

Hollings. --

-

29. Henry Parſºns, Eſq; Member for Mak.

den, Purveyor of Chelſea College, Commiſſio

ner of the Vićtualling Office, and Brother to

the Alderman. *- - -

Capt. Dingley, Gent. Uſher to$ Proeſs Amelia.
31. George Clive, Eſq; Curfitor Baron of the

Exchequer. - -

*Rev'Mr Maxwell, Chaplain to the D. of

Hamilton. - - - -

-Samuel Burton, Eſq; near Hanºver Square.

jan. 1. Dr Halling; eldeſt Son of the late Dr
* --

-

ºrk. Heneage, Eſq; of Cadily, Lincolºſhire.

john Francis de Strickland, Bp of Namur

in the Auſtrian Netherlands, an Engliſhman.

Mr Joſeph Mendez, an eminent jew Mercht.

Mr Tall, a rich Corn-fačtor, in Hºffmiºffer.

Mr Geckie, an eminent Surgeon in jermyn-Str.

7. Alexander Wilſºn, Eſq; Ld Provoſt of E

dinburgh when Porteous was hang'd by the Mob.

Mr Pałock, Banker without 7emple. Bar.

8. George Martyn, Eſq; at Oddington, Glºu

cºfferſhire. : -

16. Edw. Stibbs, Eſq; Cheſter Herald, of

lities. She was amiable in her Perſon, her Mien G an Aſthma, in the College of Arms.

genteel, polite her Manners, agreeable her Con

verſation, her Judgment ſolid, her Regard to

Friendſhip ſacred, and her Senſe of Honour ſtrict

to the laſt Degree; of ſo rare Modeſty and Hu

mility that a more diſagreeable ‘Thing could not,

be done, than publiſhing her good Deeds, and

rendering her due Praiſe. (See Pol. VI. p. 99.

alſo p. 19 B.) She was above all a ſincers Chri

Laſcells, Eſq; an eminent Mer

chant at Newington. .

11. Capt. Hunt, an elder Brother of the

Trinity Houſe, and formerly Commander of a

Ship in the Wºff India Trade.

iz. 'Mrs Newton, a Maiden Lady, vaſtly

rich in Queen ſquare.

13. D. Turner, Dr of Muſick, near go, the
fian, and a genuin: Daughter of the Church of Holdeſt Gentleman in the Chapel Royal. His

England. Her Piety towards God was ardent

and unaffeded, and her Bencvolence towards her

Fellow-Creatures was ſuch as the gºod Angels
are bleſſed with. Thouſazds had ſhe conſored

and relieved, many ºriched 33d edvanced -

Wife dy’d four Days before him, and they were

bºth, buried together in the ſame Grave.

The Bacon, Eſq; at Epſºm,

Sir Procas Gardener, Eärt. firſt Commiſſioner
- or "

st
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of the Bank,

- List of Deaths, Promotions, Sheriffs, &c.

ºf the Stamp-Office, ſºded in Honour and

£flate by his only Son William. - -

...Sir#. Stapleton, Member, for Oxford

fire at the Bath. ---

14. Knighty Danvers, Eſq; Barriſter and Au

thor of the Ábridgment of the Common Law.

"Mr.Bourne, a Direčtor of $ Londºn Aſſurance.

, join Shuckburgh, Eſq; at Stoke-Mºvington,

#5. Capt. Sims, Commander of the Succeſs

in the Weſt India Service. - ------- *

widow Bowles, Mother to two Members of

Parliament. ..., -

* 16. Viſcounteſs Donerayle of Ireland, in

Great Raffil Street, Bloomibury.

17. Counſellor Edwards, of Lincoln’s-Iun.

13. Thomas Packer, Eſq; in Weſtminſter."

19. Rupert Browne, Eſq; near Groſvenorſgu.

23. William Snelling, Eſq; Governor of the

London Aſſurance Corporation, and a Direétor

28. Capt. Tudºr Trevºr, Deputy Governor of

Greenwich Hoſpital. . * - * .

- -
-

-
-

-

A List ofPromotions for the Year 1740.

on. Mr Beauclerc, appointed Page of

Honour to the Duke of Cumberland, in

room of - , , ; a

Rºbert Poyntz, Eſq; — Liebt. of Marines.

Thomas 3. Eſq; – King's Counſel

learned in the Law.…' . . . . . . .

*Hon. Edward Finch, Eſq; late Envoy at

Stockbolm,- Miniſter Plenipotentiary to the

Czarina. … ;- ºr - ºrº-

Hon. Mr Stanhope, Son to Lord Harrington,

—his Secretary. . . . . . . .

Mr Church,-Gentleman of the Chapel

Turner, deceas'd." -

Robert Hewer, of Manºdºn, Devon, Eſq;

and Thomas Hawley, of Staplefºrd, Lincolnſhire,

Eſq; Gentlemen of the Privy Chamber. ,

#. Robinſon, Eſq; Recorder of Scarbo

Borough, conſtituted Judge in all civil and crimi

mal Cauſes in the new Government at Gibraltar.

john Chambers; Eſq; Lieut. of the Artillery,

...— Maſter of the Pontoons to the Marines.

Lieut. Frogmore, of the Lenox,-Captain

of the Swift Sloop, in room of * * *

Capt. Holbourh, – Captain of the Trial

sº in room of . .. -

Capt. Kidd,- Capt. of the Wager, of 20

Guns, newly commiſſion'd. . . . .

Lieut. Col. Cracherode, 5–- Capt. of an in

dependent Company of Invalids, and Com

mander of 5 independent Companies of Invalids

at Portſmouth. -

*
--

Eccles 1 Ast 1 c AL PR EFE R MENT's.

REY. Mr Tindal, Tranſlator of Rapin, collated

to the Rectory of Colbourne in the Iſle ºf

Might. -

Mr Keene, Brother to the Plenipotentiary,”

Chaplain to Moreton's Reg. of Marines. ...

Mr Heyrick, Fellow, of Trinity College,

Cambridge, – Vicar of Barrington, Cambridgeſh.

Mr Lawrence, — Vicar of Aſhlockinge,

Suffºlk,300 l. per Annum. ... ºf

Mr Head, Clerk of the King's Cloſet.

The Rev. Mr Fletcher, Dean of Down, &c.

—Biſhop of Kilake in Ireland, -

*

- - -- Norfºlk,

Royal and of St Paul's Choir, in room of Dr N -

Suffolk, . . . . Milliſent Edgarr,0f Ipſwich

Southampton,* of Stubbington,

. , *yrx

Surry, wºn. of Bermondſey,

Sºfts, John#. of Legſheath, Eſq;Warwickſhire, William Dilk, Eſq; .*JIs

Mºſcºfferſhire, Rich. Roberts, of Perſhore, Eſq;

Wiltſhire, Edward Mortimer, Eſq;

Torkſhire, Sir Samuel Armitage, Bart.
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Cº. Hanbury Williams, Eſq; re-choſen

Knight of the Shire for Monmouth. - -

Benjamin Keene, Eſq; late Plenipotentiary at

Madrid, elected Member for Malden, Eſſex.

Capt. Robert Fairfax, Brother to the Viſºt.

—Member for Maidſtone.

... john Wynn, Eq; —

narvonſhire.

* Capt. Wanbrugh, voted Member for Plymouth.

*on a Petition againſt jobn Rogers, Eſq; Sitting

*Member. -

Member for car

. SHERIFFS appointed by his Majeſty in Council

º for the Year 1740.

Berkſhire,

Tedfordſhire,

Robt. Lee, of Binfield, Eſº;

Jºklin, of&#r.
4;

- Buchinghamſ. Thomas Jºgº Selby, of Waven

don, Eſq;

Cumberland, Rich. Cooke, of Cammarton, E

Cheſhire, ohn Spencer, of Huntington,#:
Camb. & Hunt. John Cole, of Fenton, Eſq;

Devonſhire, ohn Luſcomb,0ſComb Royal,Eſq;

Dorſetſhire, Tho. Dibben, of Powerſtock, Eſq;

Derbyſhire, Godfrey Clarke, Eſq;

Eſſex, ºr ºf -Mark Wynne, of Warley, Eſ:

Hertfordſhire, Wm Shaw, of Cheſthunt, Eſq;###. itle Bºy, Eft.” ſº

Kent, ohn Smith, ºf Lee, Eſq;

Lºisierſhire, mº, of Queenborough,

Lincolnſhire, Rich. Fºlewell, of Bºlton, Eſq;#:}. B. ºf , Eſq;

Henry Negus, Eſq; -

Northumberland, *::::::pºlavalle, of Ba

gton, Eſq;

Ghucºfferſhire, Edward Rogers, 3. Newent,#:
e

F.

Northamptonſh. Poſtponed - -

; Philip Powys, Eſq;

7ttinghamſhire, Poſtponed. - -

Rutlandſhire, Poſtponed -

Shropſhire, Rich. Stanier, of Pepperhili, Eſq;

: John Brickdale, Eſq;

§: Theodore William Hnge, Eſz;.

#.
Staffºrdſhire,

T; **.*.*.*.*:recom, m Vaughan, ºf Tregare, Eſº;

Carmarthen, John Prºrº,}Lanº, § y

Cardigan, Tho. Jones, of Verdreſs, Eſq;

Glamorgan, Rich. Turberville, of Wenny, Eſq;

Pembroke, John Skyrme, of Lauhaden, Eſq;

...” ºr
~, -caſtle, Eſq; -

N OR TH- WA L E S.

Angleſea, Robt. Qwen, ºf Pencraig, Eſq;

Carnarvon, Rice Williams, of Glanyrafan, Eſq;

Denbigh John Williams, ºf Place Ucha, Eſq;

Flint, Poſtponed *- - - - - -

Merionetb Tho. Price, of Rhug, Eſq;

Montgomery, Tho. Foulke. of§§ Eſº:
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38 Prices of STOCKS, &c. in JANUARY, 1742.

*Toº & S. Monthly BILL y Mortafiº, from Dec. 18, toian. 2:

*.*.*.9% # |chriſtmedy Males º: ſº bels, ºr

-- Annu, 169 ; anan #.*::: 1296 $::::::::, 22?

New Ammu. 107%. Buried & Males -1318 $274; in... .#

3 per C. Ann. 98 # * Femal. 140 Oſty and Sub. Weſt.Bank 138 : . Died under 2 Years ... } 837 y eff #:

--Circui 3 1. Pr. Between 2 and 5. ----, 169 *

Mil, Bank 1 13. . . . Between. 5 and io --- 88 -*.

India 1.54. . . . Between to and zo---- 69 w-r-u.
—Bonds 3 ſ. 17s. Pr. Between zo and 30 -----231 Jan. 2.- 543

African 13 # Between 30 and 4o ---- 261 $2.7%

Royal Aff. 86+ Between 40 and go -- 293 - #:;

#.on: ditto, 11 § | Between 50 and 6o --- 26o 77.5

7p.C. Ein Loan 11of Between 60 and 70 ---- 218-—

5 p.G. Ditto 88 # Between 70 and 80 ---- 184 Pecºſ, wheat-2s. 1d.

£ng. Cop. 31 6s. 6d. Between 80 and 90 --- 104 *:::rº3.

## ditto 15 s. Between 92 and too– 14 sº... .
* . . * - - - - --" - io9 and Io? 9. Gºals;k to i. per childron.

. Yº º •. * -- - 2725 ‘. - - * * * *- * :

º

-

, , ; , . " …
- - - -

". . . . . . . . . *

* * : A G E N E R A L B I. L. L ºf the . . .

Christºrinos and Burials from December 12, 1738, to December 11, 1739.

- - - Males 8,287,........... $ Male 124167 Deceaſed in the Burials this

Chriſtened 16, 1818 Females;Bidawī.3:...: Year 393.

pied Under 2 Years of Age 963712o and o--1866

Dis *::::::::: * 3. 3:::::::::: 9 and $o -- 1166

5 and Io e 3.13:...º. oand 90 - - 547

13 and zo. 37; 50 and 6o--2339 190and ico- 76

qi. D is E A s E s and c As u A. L T i e s ſh; rºar.

too.--3 || 102 - 4

tag - 1.4 log • *

Roș - 1 || Ro8 - #

11o --- A 138 --- r

60 and 70 - 1431

Aºtive usilºſºl-31;; 33ſ CAS tº ALTI Es:

- - - 6ozł Fiſtula : 9 Quinſie 19| RRoken Limbs Iz

Aged - 1770 Flux. - 12! Raſh 4. Burnt -

Ague 3|French Pox 116 Rheumatiſm 23| Drowned . . . .97

Apoplexy & ſudden 19490ut -" 43; Rickets 80ſ Exceſſive Drinking. 47.

ºmaand Tifficke;3|Gravel, Sºone & Stran-jRiſing of the lights 1: Executed 12.

.#8edridden • 8 - gury . 47'St Anthony's Fire 6|Found dead 43.

Bleeding 3| Grief 10|Scald Head 1|Fraćtured Skull. 7

..Bloody Flux 5|Headmouldſhot, Hor-Small Pox #69of Kill'd by the Bite of a.

Barſtºn and Rupture 26 ſhoehead, and Water $ores and Ulcers 37 || Cat 1.

* Cancer so in the Head 155 Sore Throat 2 Kill'd by a Dog r

Canker , 8 Jaundies 12, Spleen . * {Kill'd by Falls, and ſº

: Childbed 26o Impoſthume 22. Stoppage in the Stomach | veral other Accidents

cholick, Gripes, and Inflamation 39 -- - - - 206 55

Twiſting of the Guts Itch 4 Surfeit ` 6|Made away themſelves

- 28o Leproſie 4. Swelling - 2. 45

Confömption 4429 |Lethargy 5. Teeth. 1372 || Murder'd 7

Convulfion 7371 |Livergrown ro Thruſh IO4 || Overlaid Jo2.

Cough, and Hooping- |Lunatick # Tympany 2 | Poiſoned 2.

;: Cough 72 Meaſles, 326 Vomiting and Looſe-jScalded 4.

Diabetes 1 || Miſcarriage , 3 neſs 5|Stabb'd *

Tropfie zoo.7 Mortification . . 258 Worms Jol Starved 9

IEvil 42 Paiſie 37 wº Ives 4}. Suffocated 3.

Total 445

101 rp the laſt Year in Amſterdam, 7507. In the Year before, 7762.

Tied laſt Year within the Walls of Edinburgh, Io;1. In the ¥4. before, 863,
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REGISTER of BOOKS, for January, 1740.

- Detail of Lottery Dreams. Printed

E. Noble. pr. is. - -

. De Antiquitate, &c. Linguæ A

rabieze. Gratio habita Oxouii à

* * The Hunt, A.M. Printed forf.

Roberts. Pr. 4 s, -

Mr Rich's Anſwer to the manyFalſities, &c.

advanc'd by Mrjohn Hill, Apothecary, Print

ed for 3. Roberts pr.6d. .

Mr Hill's Anſwer to the many plain and no

torious Lies advanc'd by Mr.john Rich. Printed

for f. Clarke. pr.6 d.

2 Letter wrote by Segairboeg in Anſwer

to five written by MrVebber, Printed tor R.

Piney pr.6 d.

6 A Letter and Remonſtrance concerning

the miſèrable State of Scotland. By Sir Af.

Murray, Bart. Printed for C. Corbet, pr: 1 1.

7.A vindication of the flººkers Äccount

of their Proſecutions. pr. ; s.

8*Advice to a young Clergyman,

6 d. . . . . . . . . . . -

F, Quakero-Methodiſh. By 7. Bate. A.M.

pr. 1 tº Cuts. ...

- 16 Several Letters ef Dire&tions for the

Condućt of young Perſons, pr. ; s. Neon.

11 Converſations Meral and Entertaining.

12mo, pr; 2 s. 6d. i. Hawkins.

12 the spirit of the Martyrs reviv'd in

Mr Whitefield, &c. pr. 1 s. Cooper.

13 Propoſals for redreſſing Grievance: priº

14 A Diſſertation upon the Uncertainty of

the Roman Hiſtory,ºf the firſt 5oo Years:

From the Freheb. 8vo. pf, 3 s. Waller.

15. The Foreigners Guide. In French and

Engliſh. The Second Edition, enlargºd, 8vº.

pr. ; ; 6 d. ....' . . . follyffe and ººrter.

16. The Credibility of the Goſpel Hiſtory.

The 4th vol. of the idyart. By N. Lardner.

Printed for f. Gray, 8%p.
h;:j s ...:” of

the Prohibition of Spani rchandizes. pr.

* of spaniſh - - jº.

18. The Papers publiſs'd in relation to the

Elečtion of Biſhºpſgate Ward, pr: 6 d. Payne.

19 The Riſe and Progreſs of our Diſputes

with Spain. Pr. 1 r. Cooper.

20 The King of Spain's Condućt compar’d

with his Britannick Majeſty's, pr: 6 d, Cººper.
2.1 Advocates for a †† dete&ed,

pr. 6 d. Roberts.

22 obſervations on the Conſequences of the

preſent war with Spain. Prád. Mºhell.

23 Faëion diſplay’d; or, a ſhort Hiſtory
of the ad Parliament of Great Britain, in

*7io, pr. 1 t- - - s: hi.

24. The Occaſional Paper. Number I. Pr.
d. - - Osborne.

25. The Danger of multiplying Incapacities

on Gentlemen teſt, in Parliament, pr.6 d.

Roberts. - - -

26 Confiderations on the American Trade.

Pr. 64. Robertſ.

27 An. Eſſay on the Management ºf the

preſent war with Spain, pr. 6 d. Cooper.

28 SirR-C– Triumphant. A Song

Pt. 6 d. opper.

29 APoetical Eſſay on Phyſic. Pr. it, Coºper.

• Rehearſal. A Farce.

39

32 A Poem on the preſent War. pr. 34.
M. Steez. . . . -

... 31 Orpheus: An Engliſh Opera. By Mr

Hill. pr. 1s. -

32 Britons ſtike home; or, The Sailor's

T. Is. Watts.

33 Windiga Britannica. An Ode. Pr. 64.

, Corbet.

, 34 Horace's Inſtrućtions to the Roman Se

nate. 6 d. R. Amey.,

35 Spencer's Shepherd's Kalendar; with

a Latin Tranſlation by Theodore Bathurſt.

Publiſh’d by ?obn Ball, of oxon, Sold by

3. Fuller. 8vo. pr. 5: -

-36 Pharmacºpeia Panperum; or, the Ho

ſpiral Diſpenſatory. By H. Bamyer, M. L.

Edit. 4. en arg’d. pr. 2 ſ. Longman.

§ 'Boerhaave's freatiſe on the Powers of

Medicines. Tranſlated by Drf. Martin, F.R.S.

8vo, pr. 51. ilcox and Hodge.

38 A ſerious and earneſt Call to Humiliati

on and Repcntance. Pr. is. Ilittleton.

39 A Primitive Diſcourſe upon Prayer. By

Edward johnſon, Merchant. pr. 1s. Coºper

4o Three Diſcourſes on important, curious

Subječts. p. 1 s.

41 Philemon to Hydaſpes. In 3 Parts. Edit.”.

Pr. 3ſ. - - Steen.

4. Archbiſhop King's Origin of Evil.

Edit. 3. correóted by Edmund Law. 8vo.

pr 7 s. , ,... . . . .

43 A new Edition of Potter’s Antiquities.

of Greece. In 2. Vols, 8vo. pr. 101. S. Birr.

A Sermon preach'd before the Houſe of

Lords, fan. 9, being the Faſt-Pay. By The--

Lord Biſhop of Norwich. pr.6 d. Pemberton.

45—before the Houſe of Commons, on

the ſame Occaſion. pr. 64. . . Pemberten,

46—at Roehampton in Surrey, on the

ſame Occaſion. By the Rev. Mr Millar.
pr.6 d. Roberts.

- - º;: on the ſame

Occaſion. By 5. Partington, M.A. pr.6 d.R. Hett and j. TXavidſºn. P

48 Regeneration ſtated and explain'd. By

• Dr. D. Waterland. pr. 14. W. Innys,

49 A Sermon preich'd atStoke-Newingtºn.

Nov. 11, 1739. By S, Smaſhall. Pr. 64.

Oſwald,

A D v. E. R. T.I.'s E M E N T.

HE NATURE and LAWS of

CHANCE. Containing the Doğtrine

of Combinations and Permutations, clearly,

deduced: An Inveſtigaticn of the probability.

that a propoſed Event happens a given Nuth

ber of Times in a given Number of Tryals:

Very uſeful Problems for , aſcertaining the

Chances of Lotteries, Cards, &c. with the

Probability of Winning in any Circumſtance.

of the Play, &c. with an Inveſtigation of the

Latin Problem lately propoſed, and the two

difficult, and uſeful Problems at the end of

Mr Demoivre's laſt Edition demonſtrated.

By T. S I M P S O N.

Teases ºf the Math & M at 1.cxs.

vº *...* - -- -
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A D V E R T 1 s E M E N T
TÉere is now preparing fºr the Preſ, to be publiſhed by

- Five Polumes. Fºlio,

A Colleåion of the State Papers of john THURLOE,

to the Council of State, and afterwards to the two Protectors, oſſº.
Cromwell. Containing autheatic Memorials of the Engliſh Affairs.

to the Reſtoration of King C# a RLEs II. viz. 2

I. Letters written by the Council of State, the

two Protećtors, and Mr Thurloe.

II. Inſtrušions to Embaſſadors, Envoys, Ge

nerals, Admirals, &c. . .

III. Letters from the Engliſh Embaſſadors,

Envoys, Reſidents, and Conſuls in

Portugal, Spain, France, Flanders,

Holland, the Hanſe Townſ, Germany,

Denmark, Sweden, Poland, Ruſſia,

- Switzerland, Italy, Turkey, &c.

IV. Letters from the Commiſſioners of the

Great Seal, Treaſury, Admiralty, and

Navy; the Judges, Attorney and Sol

licitor General; Governors of Gar- ||

riſons, and other Officers civil and

military in England. . . -

Y. Letters from General Monk, Lord Broghill

afterwards Earl of Orrery, and other

Officers civil and military in Scotland

and Ireland.

*I. Letters from the Major Generals appoint

ed by GliverCromwell over the ſeveral

Counties of England, during their

Adminiſtration.

YII. Letters from Fleetwood and Henry

Cromwell,º: of Ireland,

and from theCouncil of thatKingdom.

VIII. Letters from the Governors and other

Officers of New-England, jamaica,

*cºries.

Eſq; Secretary, firſt

* and Richara

from the Year 1638,

3arbadoes* other Ench - -tions in Anerica. er Engliſh Planta

IX. Letters from the Admiral, Blake; Mon

tºgne afterwards Earl of Sanáwish,
Penn, Venable
cers abroad. !, and other Sea Oñ.

X. Intercepted Letters from Perſons of di

ent Parties, both at home and!.
And Letters of ſecret intelligenº,

frºn, all-Parts of Eurºpe, ſº .#

which being in$; will be print

i.yº the decypher'd words in.

XI. Copies of Letterswritten by Embaſſador,

- ind Envºys offoreign Nations, and ºf
Letters ſent to them.

XII. Informations and Examinations relating

XIII to Plots.

ÇIII. Petitions, Orders of Council
and order. of Parliament. , Wotes

XIV. Treaties, Memorials, Remonſtrances,

and Addreſſes. -

XV. Accounts of the Revenues of England,

Scotland, and Ireland...

XVI. Schemes and Propoſals of various kinds

made to the Protećtors and others.

XVII. Papers relating to the State of Dan

kirk, after it was delivered up to the

Engliſh in Şane 1658. ,
- * --

-

* *

Taken from the Originals, formerly in the Library of John Lord Somers, Lord

High Chancellor of England; and fince in that of Sir joſeph jekyll, Knt, late Maſter of the

Rolls: Together with Tranſlations of thoſe in foreign Languages. - - -

Likewiſe 247 Letters, written by Thurbe, Fleetwood; Lord Fauconberg and Sir,

William Lockhart, Embaſſadors in France; Lady Mary Cromwell, Lady Elizabeth Cleypole

Mr. Cleypole, Sir A. Aſhley Cooper, Sir Charles Coote, Sir 3ohn Clotworthy, Dr. Thoma

Clarges, Brother-in-Law to General Monk, and others 3 communicated by the Right Hons

the Earl of Shelburn.

... . . The whole digeſted into an exact Order of Time.
-

To which will be added,

The L1 r s of Mr. THUR LOE, with his Eff 161 es curiouſly engraven

from an original Painting: As alſo a complete INDEx.

Proposals, wº

&y Lºs Bookſeller in

following Bookſellers,

Mr Woodward in F.

OMAS BIRCH, M.A. F.R.S.

a Specimen of the Work, may be had of the Undertaker FlºrchEr

olborn, at which Place Subſcriptions are taken in, as likewiſe by the

iz., Mr ST Agg in º;i. "Mr Dops L ry in Pall-mall ;

t-ſtreet ; Mr Davis in Pater-naſter-row ; Mr Wh it r 1 dog at the

Royal Exchange; E. Caviz atSt john’s Gate; Mr LEAK E at Bath; Mr Clif M & Nts at 0xºn; :

Mr Thurl sourNE at Cambridge; Mr H11. D YARD at Turk; Mr Bayson at Newcaſtle;

Mr Carrahto N at Ipſwich; Mr Sco R.R. at Exeter; Mr WARD at Nottingham; Mr God:

Earp at Norwich; Meſſ. JAMEs Davidson and Company at Edinburgh; Mr Owen and
Mr Faulk NER, both at Dublin. - - •

If any Gentleman poſſeſſed of Original State Papers between 1638 and the Reſºratiºn,

relative to this Colleáion, will be ſo kind as to communicate them to the Undertake",

they ſhall be faithfully inſerted, and the Favour thankfully acknowledged by their

Moſt obedient humble Servant,

Dec. 4, 1739. FLET c H E R GY L. Its.
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| The Gentleman's Ma

| For FEBRUARY, 1740.

Wagazine:

St John's GATE.
###
ºnburgh a

Mongayette - - - - Žgiliol :::::

£ppletire'8:: ;#2

§autilal #:
{Itaftſman :: preſtet

&gthartſton

**pectata; £; :

#ºme3Portur Étamfogº :

ſt #;

.#bbertiſer #;
St.James'sºth ºrºp bitto
Lond, ºbtfg #; bo,

Ibeehip mºiſt. ºerbg § 50,

65&nerałęht Jºchiraſtiegl

&P. Bagettect gianterbury |

Hmm,8b.jpoſt ºutflam!

&lom. *enſe ºrm

i

- c o N T A 1 N I N G, . . . . ;
Procrepings in the Senate of Great Lilliput, with ſeveral Speeches not made Public even

in that Kingdom. . . . . - -

Papers. Treatiſe of the Virtues, &c.

of a Sovereign; Arguments for and a

inſt; Place Bill; Craftſman's Scheme

or a Septennial Adminiſtratign amen

ded; Chimney Sweepers and Miniſters
compared; Miſmanagement in Viðual

I. P Roc E E p I N G s in the Senate of

Great Lilliput continued. Debates upon

the State of the Nation; Speech and

Motion of3 Hurgo$º: Speeches

of the Hurgo Haxilaf, Nardac Secre.

|

II, D.I sis. ERTAT I o N s,

On Mr Selden's Opinion of the different.

tary, Hurgos Stordraft, Hickrad, Ca
- #. §. aff |.

, Bruffath, Heryef, Lod

meal,;and§:§:ſ
Letters, &c.

Faculties of Man; On the State of In

fants after Death; Queries about a

Predićtion of the Continuance of the

Froſt; Natural Cauſes andConſequences

of the Froſt. Neceſſity and Uſefulneſs||

of an Aćt for publick Regiſtriesof Land.

Chara&ter of Mrs Rowe ; Extraćt from ||

Mr Kºltaire's Introdućtion to his Eſſay ||
... on the Æra of Lewis XIV. forbid inl -

HV. Hiſtorical Chronicle. Liſt of Sheriffs.
France; Anſwer to what is Reaſºn 2

Of the Froſt 1708 and 1684.

|III. Select Essays from the Publick

Charles V. and the Cobler; Barbarity.

of a Husband; Severity of a Father;

IV. POETRY. The Emmers.

VI. Liſt ef

ling the Fleet; 1;ol. offered, if Mr.

Danvers prove his Allegations; Story of

Method of filling the H. of Commons.

in Q. Elizabeth's Days. Maſquerades.

Britain

Safe. Four. Odes of Anacreon, by Dr

Chefter, Ode on the Birth of the Mar

quis of Taviflock. On the Charity at:

Dublin, Inſcrib'dto Ld Tullamoore. Duke

of Arg—le's Levee. A Lent Song. A
Valentine. On the Death of Mr Rowe.

Majorities, this Month. Ships taken,6′e.
Jo #. Deaths, &c. &c. &c.

|

- → - - º

By s r. v A N vs Urban, Gent.

L. Q N D O N: Printedº E. Cave, jun. At St John's GATE, and Sold b .
onth;* Bookſellers in Town and Country; of whom may be had any former H

alſo complete Sets in nine Vols on Royal or common Paper, beginning with 1731.

~-"
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TYERATEs in the Senate of Great Lilli.

ſp., 43 to 5o .put, continued from . . -

State of; Nation taken into Confidcration23

Motion of Hurgo &gadrert -44.

Speeches of the Hürgo Haxilaſ, and the
. Nardac Secreta . ib.

Speeches of#. Stordraft, Hickrad and

Caffrººt, , . . . . . . . 45

Our melancholy Situation owing to a Series

of Miſcondućt * #h.

Speech of the Hurgo Sholmlug 46
Speech of the Hurgo Bruffat º ib.

he Iberians in Ho Condition to reſiſt 47

speeches of Hurgoes Hºrſef and Lodhealib.

Speech of the Hurgo Hickrad 8

An immediate Declaration of War would
be impolitick ib. G

State of Lilliput more proper for Medi.

tation and Action too than Diſcourſe 489
Speech of the Nardac Ágry! . ib.

When People follow Myſteries, they are
apt to fall into Bigotry - i8.

cº between ſheria and Lilliput 48-9

Speech of the Hurgo Sarkbrugh. 49

Queſtion how carried . . . ... 5o

Diſſertation on Mr Selden's Opinion of the

different Faculties of Men , ib.

Capacity º ſome Minds capable of being

enlarge - - - 5 I

As ºfference in the Genius's of Peº

e as in their; - * º, tw.

Rémarks on the Baptizing Infants, and their
State after Death * 5

Happineſs of the upper World may be con
§. part as a Gift. . . . . . .

What Baptiſm avails to Children

Vaſt numbers of Infant Souis now bleſſing

52.

ib.

- - 53

God does not make Souls merely to make

them miſèrable * ..., 54

Queries, about a Predićtion of the Conti

nuance of the Froſt . . ... ib.

:Treatiſe of ; Virtues, &c. of a Sovereign ib.

Author's Sentiments of Prayer - 55

Argument for the Place Bill ... " 56

Arguments againſt the Place Bill 58

Expedient for amending the Craftſman's

Scheme for a Septennial Adminiſtration

ef Women , ... . 6o

Chimney Sweeper and Miniſter compar'd 61

Miſmanagement in Vićtualling the Fleet 63,

... 150 l. offered, if Mr D’Anvers proves his .
Aſſèrtions . - - * f {}.

sº an Academy to infliua Youth
in the Art of growing rich. V ió.

Natural Cauſes of 3 preſent ſevere Seaſon.65

§.# may be expected from
the Froſt . * * it 66.

| Sir Wºm Temple's Nºtion of an 4:# fºr pub

lick Regiſtrier of Land 66

Ambition in its ſeveral kinds and degrees of

N.B. M. tuliº Traft ofHiſ Hºng Husband, was by Mitaks in ºr uſ.
'" gºin, Advertis'd at fr. inſtead ºf 1ji, Price," y -- w e in our laſt

E N T s.

2. Maſquerading cénſurd

s ºr - ºrs
ºy.9ſ 9harles V. and the Cob ---

ºliº's Complaint of heri. :
Miſerabilis ºn the Severity of his Father i

i. of *:: inthc A 26,

enoirs and Qharaćter of Mrs Rowe

N. B. 4; this celebrated Lady wasflº
tº favºur us with her %rreſpondence,”

ſhill* our next give ſome Čircumfiº,

; to her, that have not been made

Publick, which we hope-will be acceptable

to 0&r Reader?.

True Self-Love 2.

Qºzaheth's Lord Chamberlain had º

ºr *.Power over the Parliam. as

the preſent Lord Chamber; has over
the Play-houſes - º

Extraćt from Mr Pºltaire's Introdušion:

his Eſlāy on the Agra of Łº. XIV ib,

Four, Ages, wherein the polite Arts were

cultivated 74.

Aſtrologers conſulted and credited 76

Anſwer to what is Reaſon 2 . #.

Of the great Froſt in 1798, and 1708-9,

from the Philoſophical Tranſačions' 77

Cold greater in ‘the south. than the

Northern Parts of Britain ib.

Strange Effects of the Froſt in 1749 78

The humble Petition of ; River 3%ames 7

Dirgétions Sºnºming the cultivatingfiaº.

Qbſervations of the Šum's f.i.” ib.

An extraordinary Piece ofFroſt-Work ik.

ià.

P O E T R Y ~ .

Two Emmets. A Fable.—Britain Safe &I

Fºl.%les ºf ºthacreon imitatºry cº,
Cheſter, M. D-An Acrºſºft ' ".

On a Quack–To his Grace the D. of Bed

ford, with an Odeon ; Birth of his so. 83

Qn the Charity at Publin–Epigram §4.

On the Verſes to Celia.-Epílogue to the

Faithful. Shepherd.-The Apes 85

Chorus of Hercules Furens.—Anſwer to an

Enigma—Epitaphona Man whº die. by

drinking Geneva 86

Duke of 24g—le's Levee 87

Character of Lord Binning … ib.

*$ong for Hem, being a Bialogue between
Death and a§g Perſon. Set to Muſick

by Mr Leveri º

* Miſs Eliza D-r

HISTORICAL CHRONICLE.

Place-Bill rejećted by the Common Council

- - “... A -

of London -

-- o:

Births, Marriages, &c. - ;
Promotions, New Members . . . .” 93.

£ºgºſºsºceſs againſt the Spaniard, 3.
Foreign Affairs. 95.

Regiſter of Books 96

Mas

tº,

{{phi ºf Terence ib.

ge–AValeatine aſcrib'dto

- 88.

º

#

(



Iberia had entered into by the late

a Detail of what Prudênce, Honour, D

this Nation, ought to have dićtated to

Part of Iberia,

Gentleman's Magazine.
F E BRU ARY, - I 74.O.

- -

*************************************

ProceedinGs and DebatEs in the Senate of LILLI PUT,

- - Continued from p. 15. - " -

On the 124th Day of the Sefton, the in any longer continuing their Negoti

Houſe of Hurgoes being met, the Or- ations with that Court. His Majeſty,

der of the Day was read for taking the Nation, and all the World muſt

into Conſideration the State of the have acquitted them, if, on ſuch a Re

... Nation, and the Hurgo Quadrert fuſal, they had no longer looked on

ſpoke to the following Purport. . . the Differences with Iberia, as the

- . . . . . . Cauſe of the Miniſtry, but of the Se

- nate; they ought then to have ap

§§ E are now met to con- pealed to the Senate for Juſtice, and

ſider of the State of we, my Lords, muſt have ſupported

the Nation, a State them, becauſe the Diſcontinuance of

more fit for Medita- p their Negotiations was but the neceſ

, tion than Diſcourſe : * ſary Conſequence of our own Advice

--- a State whereof none to his Majeſty. The Breach of the

T.T.,ofour Forefathers has Convention on the Part of Iberia, my

fººn the Parallel, and which requires Lords, regains us that Opportunity,

all your Lordſhips Attention to prevent which we are now to improve, in the

our Poſterity from feeling its Conſe ſame Manner as if the Convention had

quences. . . . . . . ** * – never been made. * -

A yºur Lordſhips, have already Q we muſt therefore, my Lords, now

£ºund, that the Obligations which have recourſe to Arms; and, I believe,

My Lords,

Convention, are on her Part unfulfilled,

the Houſe, ‘I hope, will pardon me if

now treat that Meaſure as no longer

exiſting, and lay before your Lordſhips

that the Sea is the only Element where

our Quarrel can be decided, as it is the

Element on which it. began. This,

my Lords, was eaſy to have been fore

ſeen by our Miniſtry, even before the

Convention was concluded. But now.

- - my Lords, as Iberia has wounded the

thoſº, who negotiated that Convention, Honour of the Crown, and People of

*...* Pºe. Meaſures to be purſued, iſſºul, by adding. Breach of that
inºd of that ruinous Treaty ºf Conventioſ, ºr inſults and Inju

... give meleave, therefore, my Lords, ries, we ought to proceed after a

tº ſay, that after the Reāāi, on the E ...ie vigorous Manner, than might

$2.8 ye up the Point of have been neceſſary before the Con
No Search, Our Miniſtry ſhewed a Diſ- vention was concluded, - We ought

**the Sentinents of this Houſe, not now ſº much as tº mºniº,
. - - - ––. - -- --- - -, - - pr

and a juſt Regard for the intereſt of

w

I need not ſuggeſt to your Lordſhips,
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---

dignity to his Majeſty, and an Injuſtics*

º

riſals by our Merchants. Repriſals

i. Merchants, my Lords, to a little

State is pernicious, and to a great one

-

diſhonourable. As the Inſult has been .

offered to his Majeſty, his Majeſty's

Ships ought to make Repriſals ; there

fore, I was ſurpriſed when I heard it A

rmentioned without Doors, on this Oc

caſion, that the Miniſtry had offered

Repriſals to Merchantmen and private

Perſons. If the Royal Navy of Lil---

#put does not ačt now, we may deſpair

to the Nation.

The Hurgo

- lowing Effect :

My Lorps," * : *

OULD 1 be perſuaded that th

, ſame Condućt, which has ſunk

the Nation to that degree of Con

tempt, which the noble “Lord has juſt

mentioned, could regain her Honour,

• *

* -

of ever ſeeing it ačt ; for, my Lords, B and aſſert her Dignity, I ſhould not

if all the Circumſtances of the laſt In

ſult, which Iberia has offered to the

Nation, are confidered, we perhaps

£hall not find the like recorded in Hi

ſtory. She has now her Ships ready

to fail for the Weſtern Idnies; ſhe has

other Ships, the Property of which be.

longs all to herſelf, on their Voyage

homewards; yet ſhe holds us ſo much

in Contempt, that tho' ſhe could get

the one ſent out, and the other brought

home with Safety, by paying this

have troubled your Lordſhips on this

Occaſion. But, my Lords, convinced

as I am, that a Continuance of the

ſame Condućt will, if poſſible, ſink us

ſtill lower in the Eyes of every Nati

on in Degulia, I cannot help taking

this Opportunity of expreſſing my Con.

currence with the Motion made by

the noble Lord. I do it, my Lords,

from no. Diſreſpećt to the Perſons. of

thoſe who have the Honour to be

imployed by his Majeſty; far leſs do I

paltry Sum of 95,000 Sprugs, ſhe D mean to reflect on any noble Lord here.

refuſes to do it. Is not this, my Lords,

telling us that ſhe will treat no longer;

thatwe dare not reſent whatever Affront

fhe gives us; and that ſhe will risk all

the Effects, all the Trade ſhe has at

Sea, rather than fulfil one Article of

her Engagements . -

Asithis, my Lords, is evidently the

State of this Nation, with regard to

Iberia, I ſhall beg leave to make a

Motion to your Lordſhips, which I in.

tend as an Introdućtion to ſome others

I have the greateſt perſonal Regard

for many of the noble Lords whom I

fee, and who I know have had the

Honourto adviſe his Majeſty; but, my

Lords, as I am perſuaded they ačted

to the beſt of their Knowledge, I

Hope I ſhall be pardoned if I ad to

the beſt of mine, and declare to your

Lordſhips, that my fineere Opinion is,

that it is now high time for this Houſe

to ſpeak the Senſe of the Nation, and

endeavour to regain by our Arms what

that may follow, if your Lordſhips F we have loſt by our Counſels.

£hall think fit to agree to what I am

now to propoſe. . . *

I, therefore, humbly move your

Lordſhips, to reſolve that, the Non

yment of the 95,000 Sprugs, agreed

y Treaty to be due from the Crown G

of Iberia, as a Ballance to the Crown

and Subjećts of Great Lilliput, and

expreſsly ſtipulated to be paid in Mo

ney in Mildendo, within 1zo Days af.

ter, the Exchange of the Ratification,

which Time is now expired, is a ma.

nifeſt infračtion, on the Part of Iberia,

Sf the Convention lately concluded

between the twº Crowns, an high Iº.

H

The Nardac Secretary of State ſpoke

next in Subſtance as fºllows:

My Lorps,

Tº: noble Lord who ſpoke laſt,

- has delivered himſelf with ſo

much Decency, that I am ſorry I am

ºbliged to differ from his Lordſhip as

tº the Fitneſs of the preſent Motion.

The Faët, my Lords, contained in the

*Motion, is what I ſhall be far from

*ying; I readily own, that Iberia

Has behaved in a moſt feandalous unac:

“ºuntable Mager to this Empire, *:
that

--

Haxilaf ſpoke next to the fºl.
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that ſhe merits the ſevereſt Chaſtiſe

ment of our Arms. But, my Lords,

give me leave to obſerve, that it is not

1}eria alone whom we are to confider

in the preſent Queſtion; had we to do

with her only we could ſoon bring her

to Reaſon. But, my Lords, who can

anſwer for the Part that a neighbouring

Power, greater than Iberia, may take

in this Quarrel 2 I don't mean that we

are tamely to put up with Affronts

and Loſſes for fear of this neighbouring

Power; I only think it is highly

worthy your Lordſhips Deliberation,

to confider how far it is proper to put

both that Power and Iberia upon their

Guard, by our coming to a Reſolution

that muſt incvitably produce an Ad

dreſs to his Majeſty for an immediate

Declaration of War.

this Confideration, my Lords, the

more neceſſary at preſent, is, that the

Empire is at this Junéture unprovided

to make Head againſt theſe two

!

|

ourſelves in a Condition to ſtrike a

Blow, and then we may ſtrike it ſure

ly and ſafely. But by coming to

this Reſolution we give our Enemies

Warning, we put them on their Guard,

which may be the Means of our miſ

carrying. * -

My Lords, I look upon the Con

vention in a different Light from the

noble Lord who made the Motion,

* and tho' I did not think that it was a

good Meaſure, as I ſincerely do, I think

myſelf obliged to treat it with ſome

Decency, becauſe it was approved by

, this Houſe. However, my Lords, as

| I have no Objećtion to the Facts con

tained in this Motion, but only to the

Prudence of our agreeing to it at this

Junčture, I humbly move that the

previous Queſtion may be put.
#

The Hurgo Stordraft ſpoke next, and was

of Opinion that the Queftion ſhould

be put upon the Motion; but the Hurgo

Hickrad ſaying that any Peer might

move for a previous Queſtion, the

Houſe ſeemed to acquieſce in his Opi

mion, and Hargo Caſtroflet ſpoke next
in Šuffance as fºllows : •.

---------
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My Lords, -

Shall deliver myſelf to your Lord

ſhips in the ſame Manner as if the

Queſtion itſelf were put, left I ſhould

not have another Opportunity of ſpeak.

Aing on this Subjećt.

The Stateof this Nation, my Lords,

is a very complicated Subjećt, and re

quires that we ſhould look farther back

than the preſent Junéture. Our me

lancholy Situation is owing to a Series

of Miſcondućt for many Moons paſt.

This Empire has paid immenſe Sums,

towards the Support of the Govern

ment, without receiving the leaſt Ad

vantage in return. Are our Manufac

tures improved Is our Trade extend

ed? Have the Arts of Psace been cul

tivated among us, during the long ex

penſive Peace we have enjoyed No!

they are all viſibly gone to decay.

Have we ſuffered theſe to go to decay,

in order to reduce a formidable Enemy,

or to quell domeſtick Inſurre&tions?

Powers. Let us once, my Lords, put D No! our Enemies are more inſolemt

and powerful than ever, and dome-

ſtick Inſurrečtions we have had none.

Even at this Inſtant, my Lords, Iberia

continues her Depredations with more

Violence than ever, and yet the Ped

ple of theſe Nations are willing to -

contribute their laſt Grull, to enable

the Government to ſupport its own

Honour. This laſt Inſult, my Lords,

we have received from Iberia, is of

a Piece with the reſt of her Condućt,

for theſe zo Moons paſt. What could

F we expečt after ſubmitting to theTerms

of the Convention, after ſubmitting to

reduce the Demands of our Merchants

very near one half, after ſubmitting

to accept of their infamous Proteſt,

and after ſubmitting to dedućt 45,000

Sprugs for the prºmpt. Payment of

what will never be paid * --

The noble Nardac has told us, that

we don't know what Part a neighbour

ing. Power may take, if we ſhould

proceed to violent Meaſures. Let her

take what Part ſhe will, my Lords,

H we can be in no worſe Situation than

we are. But what Part can ſhe

take She cannot look us in the Face

at Sea; ſhe cannot prevent our ſeizing
x- the

I -
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the Iberian Plate-Fleet; ſhe cannot

reclaim one Farthing of the Effects,

if we ſhould ſeize them, becauſe they

are all entered in Iberian Names; and

therefore it will become our lawful

Prize. But, ſays the noble Nardac,

We are not yet ready. What not ready,

my Lords, at this time of Day ? Whoſe

Fault is that? Has the Government

been refuſed any Thing it has asked to

itrengthen his Majeſty's Hands? or

has any thing happened that was not

both foreſeen and foretold? I remem

ber, my Lords, it was foretold that

this Money never would be paid; and
what was the Anſwer H was in

fiſted on, that we were ſo formidable,

that Iberia never would dare to refuſe

to pay it. The whole Merit of the

Convention was put on that fingle

Point. Can you doubt, ſaid they, that

Iberia has diſavowed her Depredations,

when here ſhe pays Damages for them?

Habetis confitentem reum : Sure ſhe'l

never pretend to inſult us for the fu

ture. But, my Lords, we ſee ſhe has

not only not paid it, but holds us ſo

much in Contempº, that ſhe won't ſo

much as give a Reaſon for her Refuſal.

By this, my Lords, ſhe has given the

Lye to every Argument advanced in

favour of the Convention, and I hope

we ſhall not ačt ſo far below the Dig

mity of this Houſe, as to refuſe to put

a Queſtion upon a Fačt that is on all

hands acknowledged to be true. This,

my Lords, would give every foreign

Power, and every Man in the Empire

without Doors, a more contemptible

Opinion of us, than they have ever

yet had of the Miniſtry. Let us there

fore, my Lords, as a noble Lord ſaid,

with a Spirit worthy of the Blood and

Name he bears, for once ſpeak the

Senſe of the Nation, and endeavour to

regain by our Arms, what we have

loſt by our Counſels. Let us lay before

his Majeſty the true State of the Na

tion, that he may no longer be impoſed

upon by thoſe who have ſo notoriouſly

betrayed her Intereſt, and diſregarded
his Honour.

The Hurgo Sholmlug, ſpoke next to the

following Effect.

My Lords,

F I thought that our putting the

main Queſtion could be of any

A Service, either to his Majeſty, or the

Empire, no Lord ſhould more readily

agree to it than myſelf. But as I

am perſuaded that it might be a Detri

ment to both, and could in no Event

be of any Advantage to either, I muſt

beg leave to be againſt it. The noble

* Lord,who ſpoke firſt, ſaid very rightly,

that Iberia, by not complying with the ,

Payment, of the 95,000 Sprugs, had

forfeited a great many Advantages of

much ſuperiour Confideration, which

ſhe might have had if ſhe had paid it.

My Lords, this is one Reaſon, to me,

for thinking that Iberia is not ſo un

provided of Alliances and Forces as we

flatter ourſelves, otherwiſe ſhe would

never have done ſo impolitic, ſo unjuſt

a Thing. And, my Lords, give me

D leave to ſay, that if we ſhould attack

the Iberian Plate-Fleet, Iberia would

be the leaſt Sufferer, the Loſs muſt

come upon us and our Allies, ſo that

all we ſhould gain muſt be the Ill-will

of our Neighbours, and the Ruin of

E our Merchants. A noble Lord who

ſpoke in the Debate ſaid, that we

were to conſider all the Effećts in that

Fleet, if ſeized, as lawful Prize, becauſe

entered in Iberian Names. They are

ſo, my Lords; but we know it has been

F always underſtood, that ſo much of

theſe Effects as belonged to other Na.

tions have been as much their own

Property as if they had been ačtually

entered in their own Names, and that

before now they have been both re

o claimed and reſtored as ſuch. There.
fore, my Lords, as I ſee no Good that

can attend our putting the main Que:

ſtion ; I hope your Lordſhips will agree

to our putting the previous Queſtion.

C

The Hurgo Bruſtath ſpoke next to the

H following Purpoſe :

My Lords,

OWN that I am for our going

upon the main Queſtion, beau,
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if we longer defer entering into vigo

rous Meaſures, we may loſe an Oppor

tunity we never can regain. We have

trifled too long with Iberia, and if we

ſhould trifle longer, the generous Re

ſentment of this Nation may wear off ;

People will begin to think that they

are for ever to ſuffer, and inſtead of

blaming Iberia they may blame us.

For my own Part, my Lords, I wiſh

to ſee ſomething done towards retriev

ing the Honour of this Empire, while B

I myſelf, if there were Occaſion,

might be able to bear a Part in the

Service of my Country, before I am

render'd unable to do any more than

to fit down in a great Chair and be

wail her Calamities. This, my Lords, C

may be the Caſe of every Lord in this

Houſe, who ſhall have the Misfortune

to live, and to ſee the Event of our

Differences with Iberia, if Things are

managed as they have been for ſome

Moons paſt. D

Many Circumſtances, my Lords,

concur to render this a fit Opportunity

of making War upon that inſulting

Power. We have now Generals, we

have Admirals alive, who have ſeen the

Face of Danger, who have formerly

helped to reduce the Power of that E

Nation which now dićtates the Coun

ſels of Iberia. The Iberians them

ſelves, my Lords, are in no Condition

to reſiſt us; In Old Iberia a barren

Year has reduced the Inhabitants to

the utmoſt Miſery ; the Court itſelf is

obliged to retrench its Expences, in

Penfions and Salaries. I wiſh we

were ſo wiſe as to follow their Example

in this. In Columbia their Subječts

would be glad of a Change in Govern

ment, ſo intolerable is the Oppreſſion

of their Governors, who are generally

the hungry, needy Countrymen of the

Empreſs, who ſends them over to

fleece the People. For ſome Time,

my Lords, after the Conqueſt of New

Iberia, every Iberian was qualified to

be a Governor there ; but afterwards

the Court grew jealous, and would ſuf

fer only Natives of Old Iberia to be

appointed Governors ; at laſt, only

Natives of the antient Kingdom were

-
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to have that important Truſt. Since

his Empreſs has had ſo much Sway

in the Management of Affairs of

State, the Governors in Columbia

are generally Itaſcuans. In ſhort, my

Lords, the whole Iberian Monarchy is

now managed by a Faëtion. Shall

we be afraid of a People governed by

a Faëtion ? Or, my Lords, if we were

governed by a Faëtion, would any

People in the World be afraid of us

Therefore, my Lords, I hope your

Lordſhips will put the main Queſtion,

and convince Iberia and all Degulia

how dangerous it is for any Nation to ,

inſult the Honour of this Empire.

The Hurgo Heryef obſerved next, That

the Complaints made againſt the Con

vention were apparently groundleſ.

For if it had been a bad Meaſure for

the Empire, the Iberians would cer

tainly have fulfilled it; but as it was

fºr the Advantage of the Empire,

they had repented, and refuſed to ful. .

fil it. -

The Hurgo Lodſneal ſpoke next to the

following Effect :

My Lords,

I SHOULD be glad to ſuggeſt any

thing that might reconcile the dif

ferent Opinions of the noble Lords

who have ſpoken in this Debate. I

own, my Lords, I am for putting the

main Queſtion, but not as it ſtands. I

ſee no Reaſon for our declaring the

Non-payment of the 95,000 Sprugs to

be an Indignity to the Emperor, and

an Injuſtice to the Empire. I think

the Motion would do better if it want

ed theſe Words, and my Reaſons are

theſe : By the Columbian Treaty be

twixt us and Iberia, either Nation is

at Liberty to uſe Letters of Repriſals,

or other Methods of obtaining Satisfacii

on, if juſtice is either abſolutely deny'd,

or unreaſonably delay’d by the other.

Now, my Lords, as the Convention

is unfulfilled on the Part of Iberia,

and as one End of the Convention was

to obtain Juſtice to the Merchants of

this Empire, it neceſſarily follows,:
- - - - - ------ - - at

-
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that Juſtice is abſolutely deny'd. There

fore we are to look upon ourſelves in

the ſame Situation we’vere in before

the Convention was concluded, and

ought to proceed in the ſame Manner A

as if it never had exiſted. If it never

had exiſted, my Lords, we muſt have

had Recourſe to that Article; we ought

to do ſo now, and if we do, we ačt

itrićtly up to the Senſe of Treatie: ;

we deprive Iberia of all Pretences for B

calling in her Allies to her Aid, and

we expoſe her Injuſtice while we are

chaſtiſing her Inſolence. If ſhe ſhould

go to War upon this, then ſhe is the

Aggreſſor, and all Degulia will acquit

us of any ambitious Views upon her

"Trade, or Intention te diſturb the C

common Tranquillity. I will make

no Motion upon this, my Lords, but I

humbly apprehend that the Queſtion
would ſtand better if it wanted theſe

laſt Words.

The Hurgo Hickrad ſpoke next, in Sub- D)

fiance as follows : -

My Lords,

W. YHen I hear a Reſolution of this

- Kind mov’d för in this Houſe,

I not only confider the Matter of the

Reſolution propoſed, but I take, as

far as I am able, under my View,

all that is conſequent upon, or con
mečted with it. This Reſolution con

tains, my Lords, “indeed, an undiſ

puted Fact; but when I confider that

it muſt be attended with another Qure

{tion, as the noble Lord who made F

the Motion inſmuated, I confider the

Conſequence of that Queſtion. . . This

my Lords, muſt produce an Addreſs to

his Majeſty for an immediate Declara

tion of War. An immediate Decla

ration of War, my Lords, at this G

Time, I apprehend would be very

impolitic in us. We might put Iberia

upon her Guard by ſuch a Meaſure,

and deprive ourſelves of many Advan

tages we might have by falling upon

her without giving her any ſuch No

tice. Beſides, my Lords, the Effects

of all our Merchants in the Iberian

Dominions muſt fall into the Hands

-

-
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of that Court, if we declare War at

this juncture. But, my Lords, I am

by no means for pitting the War longer

off. I agree with the noble Lord who
made the Motion, that the State of the

Nation is more proper for Meditation

than Diſcourſe ; I will go farther, my

Lords, and ſay, that it is more proper

for Meditation and A&tion too than

Diſcourſe. I am for entering upon

A&tion immediately, and that we may

do it more ſucceſsfully, I think we

ought to enter into nº Meaſures that

may put our Enemies upon their

Guard. I hope therefore your Lord

ſhips will agree to the putting the pre

vious Queſtion.
-

The Nardac Agryl ſpoke next, and a

mong other Things ſaid,

My Lords.

Believe it was never before known

that every Lord of this Houſe

owned a Matter of Fačt to be true

in a Debate, and yet refuſed to own

it upon the Queſtion, . This, my

Lords, looks very myſterious, and I

don't love Myſteries. When People

follow Myſteries, they are apt to fall

into Bigotry. I am, my Lords, for

our treading in the plain Road of

Truth, nor can I ſee the leaſt Inconve.

niency that can enſue, if we ſhould

put the main Queſtion.

ſaid, my Lords, that this Houſe was

afraid to ſpeak the Truth What

Power on Earth ſhould we be afraid of,

while we have a juſt Cauſe, a gracious

Sovereign, and a brave People to ſup
ort us f

The noble Lord who ſpoke laſt ſup

poſed, that if we did not declare War

we might attack Iberia unprovided.

My Lords, if I were to give a Man a

Blow with a Cudgel behind his Back;

is it to be ſuppoſed that this Man, if

he reſented the Blow, immediately could

take me unprovided, unleſs he look'd

upon me, my Lords, as a downright

Fool Is he not to expect that after giv

inghim ſuch an Affront I will beas ready

with my Sword as he can be with his 2

The Caſe, my Lords, is exačily, the
- - - - . .” - ſame

Shall it be .
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ſame betwixt us and Iberia. , She has

inſulted us to the laſt Degree, ſhe has

wronged us, ſhe has broken her Faith

with us, and as ſhe has done that, are

of L I L L IPU T. 49

tell it) ſince I came into this Houſe, E

have changed my Sentiments three or

four times. Before the noble Lord

who ſpoke laſt roſe up, I was quite at

we to expe&t to ſteal a Satisfaction of A a Loſs on which Side to give my Voice:

her by her being unprepared I wiſh

with all my Heart, my Lords, ſhe

may be unprepared ; but whether ſhe

*

is or not, our agreeing to this Reſolu

tion can be of no Service to her, and

our not agreeing to it may be a very 8

great Diſcouragement to every. Man

who wiſhes well to his Majeſty's Per

fon and Government. Therefore I

hope the main Queſtion will be put.

*
-

-
-

TheHurgošarkbrugh ſpoke to thise.#e3: C

My LoRDs,

- HE Part I have all along ačted

in this Affair leaves, I hope, no

room to doubt of my Impartiality.

Your Lordſhips may remember that I

but what his Lordſhip ſaid has at laſt

determined me. -

The Affair we are now upon, my

Lords, may be reſolved into this Ai

ternative, Whether it is moſt prudent

for us to agree to a Reſolution which

muſt produce an Addreſs for a War, or

depend on the Miniſtry's taking the

proper Meaſures? My Lords, if we

agree to the former Propoſition, we

may hurry the Miniſtry too much

and if the Nation does not receive that

Satisfačtion ſhe expečts, we may give

them too good a Pretext for excuſing

themſelves, by ſaying, the Affair was

taken out of their Hands, – the

Meaſures they had laid down were

rendered ineffectual by the Interpoſiti

was for the Addreſs in the beginning D on of other Counſels. My Lords, I am

of the Seſſion, becauſe I thought it a

Piece of perſonal Reſpect due to his

Majeſty. When the Convention came

to be conſidered, I oppoſed it, as I

iſhall do every thing that I think con

frary to the Honour and Intereſt of

my Sovereign and my Country. My

Lords, as this Confideration has ever

prevailed with me, preferably to any

miniſterial Attachment, ſo I have never .

yet been ſway’d by the Motives of

any Party or Oppoſition to give my

Voice againſt the Meaſures of the Mi-F

niſtry, when-I thought they tended to

the Good of my Country. Therefore,

my Lords, I flatter myſelf that your

Lordſhips will look upon what lam

now to ſay as the Dićtates of an un

prejudiced Heart, uninfluenced by

Hopes, and unawed by Fears. I have,

my Lords, given, all the Attention I

was capable of giving to the preſent

Debate; I came into the Houſe un

determined how to vote in this Queſti

on ; but reſolved to vote on that Side

which ſhould appear to me, on the

Debate, to be moſt reaſonable : And,

my Lords, with ſo equal, ſo unpre

judiced a Mind have I heard this Deº

bate, that (I don't know if I ought to

--

for taking from them all Pretexts of

this Kind, by devolving all upon them.

The noble Lord who ſpoke laſt, and

who not only knows as much, but has

as good a Forefight, as any Lord in

this Houſe, has declared enough to

ſatisfy me. His Lordſhip ſaid that

the preſent was aTime more fit for Me

ditation and Aëtion too than for Diſ

courſe. What ſtronger Aſſurances can

your Lordſhips deſire that the Mini

ſtry will act a Part becoming Lillipu

tations, that they will amply revenge

the Wrongs we have already ſuffered,

and provide for the Honour and Safe

ty of the Empire My Lords, let me

become Surety for their Proceedings on

this Occaſion. I know many amongſt

them to be Men of ſuch Worth, that

they would diſdain to amuſe the Nati

on, or to impoſe upon this Houſe by

Sham Preparations orMock-Aſſurances.

My Lords, if they ſhould ačt in ſo,

'ſcandalous a Manner, I ſhould be the

firſt Man in this Houſe to move for

bringing them to Juſtice ; nay, my

H Lords, I here ſolemnly promiſe to

your Lordſhips, that if, before your

next Meeting, every End is not an

ſwered which we could gain by agree

* ing
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ing to the Motion for this Reſolution,

# my ſelf will, on the firſt Day of the

next Seſſion, move the Houſe to call

them to an Account.

But, my Lords, my Hopes that we

thall act a becoming Part on this Oc

caſion are not grounded ſo much on

the Confidence I have in the Miniſtry,

as on my Knowledge of his Majeſty's

tender Regard to the Rights and Pro

rous and an honourable Part; and, my

Lords, I think it would be doing an

Injury to his Majeſty's known Zeal for

the Good of the Nation, if we ſhould

precipitate Meaſures by interpofing in

what he has, to my knowledge, al

ready reſolved upon. Therefore let

me deſire your Lordſhips to drop the

Main Queſtion, aud to put the Previ

OuS One.

perties of his Subjects. No Conſidera

tion, my Lords, after what we have The previous Queſtion being put, it

{uffered from Iberia, can induce his was carri.d againſ putting the main

Majeſty to act any other than a vigo- Queſtion, 63 againſ? 44.

N. B. Mr Gulliver expe&s a farther Account of the Proceedings and Debates in

the ſucceeding Seſſions of the Senate of Great Lilliput. He has already Me

moirs of moſt of the Grandees of that brave People, and intends, fºr the better

Information of our Readers, to furni/% us with ſºme Sketches of their perſºnal

3ualifications and Hiſtory. Such Addenda will, we doubt not, be of peculiar

Advantage in helping us to form an idea of the Eloquence of the renowned

Hurgoes and Climabs; which, tho' we may obſerve to be different in each Houſe, as

well as from eachother, we can but imperfectly know from written and tranſlated

Speeches, even penn'd at length ; becauſe, for want of certain proper Anecdotes,

the Graces of Delivery, the Spirit, Temper and Views of the Speakers, cannot

but with Difficulty be conceived by the moſt penetrating and comprehenſive Un

derſtanding.

We hope, therefºre, fºr the Benefit of the Publick, that Mr Gulliver will not faiº

of his Intention; and certainly the very favourable Reception already given to

his Tranſlations of theſe Debates from the Lilliputian into the Britiſh Eanguage,

and a Reputation of Diſintereſtedneſs and Impartiality, beyond what himſelf, or

any Author, treating of the political Diſputes in his own Country, can exped,

ought to encºurage him to proceed in his Attempt. For our own Part, we will

take Care that the Printer commits no more Miſtakes by confounding the Dialed

and Terms of the two Nations, which, as we have ſaid (See June 1738.)

bear a Reſemblance in their Conſtitutions. But we deſire that none of our

Readers will draw from thence, and the Errors of the Preſs, any forced Con

fructions or Applications ; ſince it may not only turn to our Prejudice, but

deprive themſelves of the agreeable Entertainment they might hereafter receive

from Mr Gulliver's Labours, -

*********************!&################

LET T E R s and D 1ss E R T A T 1 o N s, &c.

Mr URBAN, much the inferior.” What might oc

T is the Opinion of the great Mr

Selden, that there is not that Dif.

ference between the Faculties of one

Man and another, which we are apt to

caſion ſuch an Opinion, unleſs it was

that Gentleman's great Modeſty,

which would not ſuffer him to believe

he excelled the common Rank of Man

imagine; but that all the Difference C kind, in any Thing but Diligence, I

conſiſts in their Diligence. “One (ſays

he) endeavours, and ſtrains, and, la

bours, and ſtudies; the other fits ſtill

and is idle, and therefore he appears ſo

w -

am at a Loſs to imagine.
Methinks an Opinion like this ſeems

to contradićt what every Man's ow"

Experience muſt ſuggeſt to him, an

becauſe
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becauſe I apprehend it contains too

fevere a Refle&tion on the unlearned

part of the World, I ſhould, tho' with

all the Deference imaginable, offer my A

Sentiments to the contrary.

I admit that the Capacity of ſome

Minds is capable of being enlarged,

and that therefore long Study, and

cloſe Application, together with a

Habit of confidering many Ideas to

gether without Confuſion, may very B

much contribute to the improving our

Underſtandings. As a Proof of this

we need only obſerve, what Labour

and Pains we are obliged to take, in

order to make ourſelves Maſters of

Things we are unacquainted with, but

which ſeem extremely eaſy when we C

come to underſtand them ; for Inſtance,

How difficult a Rule in Arithmetic

does that of Diviſion ſeem to be, to a

young Beginner in that Science | Thoſe

who at firſt endeavour to learn it, are

confounded with the manifold Com

pariſon of the Diviſor and Dividend, D

and are ſurprized at a Maſter's being

able, at oneView, to conceive the Con

neétion of ſo many Propoſitions, as

are formed in a long ArithmeticalO

peration ; yet the ſame Perſons, after

ſome Months Application, are able to

comprehend many Operations in their º

Mind, when before they could not

conceive one. But it does by no means

follow, that the Minds of all are capa

ble of this Improvement ; on the con

trary, we ſee that there are ſome who,

from their firſt Application, could never

make any Progreſs in their Studies at all.

Further ’tis evident, that ſome are

ſo unhappy, that it is with great Diffi

culty they conceive the Connection of

two Propoſitions, unleſs they happen

to fall upon Subjećts with which their

Experience has been converſant; but G

are incapable of Contemplation, nor

can in the leaſt diſcover the Difference

betwixt a good and a bad Reaſoning.

F

There are others ſo happy that they

can with Eaſe, (if not at one View, yet

in a very little Time, and with few

Thoughts) comprehend a long Chain

of Propoſitions, and are not at all diſ

turbed with what would abſolutely

confound ſome others. We frequently

ſee that at School one Boy ſhall ſpend.

6 or 7 Years, and take all the Pains

imaginable, and at laſt turn out a

Dunce ; while another, with no greater

Helps, and perhaps leſs Diligence, lays

the Foundation of a great Scholar.

To what can we aſcribe this but a Dif.

ference of Genius I would not be

underſtood to mean that there is no

Medium between theſe two Caſes, or

that a Man muſt of neceſſity be either

a Fool or a Philoſopher: For there

are, amongſt thoſe who are not wholly

incapable of Contemplation, ſome who

may make a greater Progreſs in their

Studies than others, and yet never ar

rive at any Degree of Perfection; ſuch

as — at one View of the Mind can

comprehend more than one Connection

of Propoſitions, but who, if the De

dućtion of Conſequences be ſomewhat

larger than ordinary, cannot extricate

themſelves, but are loſt in a Miſt of

their own raiſing:

I cannot ſee why there may not be

be as great a Difference in the Genius's

of People, as 'tis evident there is in

their Paſſions, their Faces, and their

Handwritings. 'Tis true, there are a

great many Reaſons for this Variety:

Namely, the avoiding of Diſturbance

and Confuſion, the Love, Hatred, &c.

of each of us would be turned upon

the ſame Objects, we could not be cer

tain of our Properties, the Innocent

would be taken for the Guilty, the Son

would be taken for the Husband, the .

Siſter or the Daughter for the Wife,

and in ſhort the whole Creation would

be nothing but a Heap of Confuſion;

and it is not unlikely, but that the

great Author of our Being might fore

ſee that many ill Conſequences would

attend our all having the ſame Ca

pacities: The moſt difficult and ab

ſtruſe Points of Learning would be the

only Objects of our Study, while the

more eaſy and familiar, tho' equally

uſeful, we ſhould eſteem unworthy of

our Notice. On the contrary, we ſee

how naturally Men betake themſelves

to this or that Employment; ſome ad

dićt themſelves to Divinity, ſomeºi.
* - WI3
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Mathematicks, &c. ſome to Agricul

ture, ſome to Mechanics, and an hun

dred other Things : an admirable In

dication of the divine Wiſdom and

Management

The Confideration of theſe Things

has taught me to believe that the Ge

rius's of People differ extremely, that

Induſtry may very much improve

iome Minds, but that it will never

make a learned Man of one whom

Heaven intended for ſomething elſe.

I do not inſiſt upon any Thing I have

advanced to be infallible, but deliver

this as my own private Opinion, which

I ſubmit to the Cenſure of betterjudges,

B morous Diſpoſer of Things

The GENT L E M A N's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

‘Twas therefore too haſtily ſaid by the

curious Clomenes, V. 9, p. 178. That

to ſuppoſe Almighty God does beſtow his

A Favour on them who never came to be

moral Subječis of his Government, but

died without any Notices of Wirtue—

is to ſuppoſe him to act without Rea.

ſons and Motives, and a Regard to the

Natures ofThings—and to be a hu

For did

not Almighty God beſtow his Favour

on thoſe who had never been moral

Subjećts of his Government, nor had

ever any Notices of Virtue, when he

called up Adam and Eve from the

Duſt, and gave them a Garden of

and ſhould be obliged to any one who C ſuch various Delights And when he

will convince me of an Error. I. H.

Remarks on the Enquiry into the Bene

fit of baptizing Infants, and their

State after Death, in the Magazine

for April, Vol. IX. p. 177.

Mr. URBAN,

HOUGH your

Correſpondent's Enquiry about

the State of dying Infants has ſome

Difficulty, 'is much leſs, I appre

hend, than he imagines. What ſeems

to have miſled his Reaſonings on this

Point is, his taking it for granted,

That all Happineſ; in the other World

anuft be the Reward of Wirtue and

Goodneſs in this State of Probation.

This may, perhaps, be true, as to

thoſe who have paſſed this State of

Probation ; but muſt be denied as to

thoſe who have not.

Is all the Happineſs of the upper

World to be conſidered as a Reward?

May it not, in Part at leaſt, be con

fidered alſo as a Gift 2 Were not Ga

triel and his fellow Angels brought

from a State of Nothing into that Hap

pineſs without any previous Trial :

And is it in anywiſe contrary to the

moral Rećtitude of God if the Infants,

which his Pleaſure, for no Default of

their own, had ſubjećted to great Mi

ſeries and Pains in the preſent World,

his Mercy ſhould receive to great Bliſs

in the other, even a Bliſs as great as

Michael enjoyed when firſt called into

*eing

D the future State.

ingenious

firſt created the Ange's, and aſſigned

them their Stations around his heaven,

ly Throne . If it be ſaid, But theſe

were put in a State of frial as well as

of Happineſ; . I reply, ſo may In

fants (and moſt probably they are) in

Hence then we ſee what Baptiſm

avails to Children, ſincerely dedicated

to God according to this his own In:

ſtitution. For if conſiſtent with per:

fe&t Wiſdom, without any previous

Trial or Virtue, and without any

E. humble Interceſſions of others to re.

commend them to his Favour, the

Eternal Sovereign took a numerous

Hoſt of Creatures out of Nothing into

a Participation of his heavenly Bliſs;

it can never be repugnant to the ſame

Wiſdom if Infants, whom (for the

Sin of another, and for no Fault of

their own) his juſtice has ſubjected to

various Miſeries, and to Death in the

preſent, his Mercy alſo (for the hum

ble Prayers and Obedience of otheri,

without any Virtue of their own)

ſhall receive to an Happineſs in the

future State. -

The Almighty Rećtor ačts as , 4
moral and good God, when for the

Sake of the ſincere Piety and Virtue of

one Perſon, he confers Favours upon

another : the whole Scheme of Rew8.

lation atteſts this Truth, if it be nºt

H founded upon it. And tho’ theº

ſhould be no antecedent Qualificatiºn,”

the baptized, yet Baptiſm (by whº,

x
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underſtand not the meer Application

of Water, but the pious and devout

Affe&tions which are always to attend

it) may, I conceive, perfectly con

fittent with reółoral Wiſdom, make a

great Difference in the State of Infants

after Death. If the dying Infant of

a Mahometan or moral Perſon finks

into eternal Sleep, or into a State but

little better, whereas that of a ſincere

Chriſtian, having been devoted to

God with Thankfulneſs and Humili

ty according to his Appointment, be B

made as happy as Gabriel when he

firſt came into Being, God's Way will

be perfect: and, as without any previ

ous Aët at all to merit ſuch Diſtinétion

he hath made one a Seraph, another

the A U T H O R. 53

way: For it really then matters not

what becomes of them after Death,

any more than of the Brute Crea

tion. - -

It is a wonderful Part of the Pro

vidence of God that ſo many little

Creatures ſeem to be born only to die

It ſeems as if this Life was a high Road,

to another World,through which theſe

Spirits muſt paſs into a future Exiſt

ence appointed for them by the Fa

ther of Spirits. And if ſo, 'tis very

well worth the while to be born, if

it be only to die out of the World

immediately. And, confidering the

Dangers, Temptations, Troubles, Sor

rows, and Hazards of this World, it:

may be queſtioned whether it be not

a Negro"; placed jacob in ſo much C better to be born to die than to be

more happy Circumſtances than Eſau,

and Britons than Turks, Why is: it

not perfectly rational to hope that

, the fervent Prayers and Obedience of

a Parent may avail to place his dying

Infants in the future World in much

happier Circumſtances than they would

otherwiſe have enjoyed And if this

Hope be rational, as to me it evidently

appears, ought it not to give that Pa

rent Uneaſineſs in the preſent State,

and will it not diminiſh his Happineſs

born to live. Solomon ſays, Eccl vi

3, 5. An untimely Birth is better thane

he whoſe Days are ever ſo many when

his Soul is not filled with Good. More

over he hath not ſeen the Sun, nor known

any thing : this hath more Reft thane

the other.

God, who does nothing in vain, has

wiſe Ends no doubt, and Purpoſes

worthy of himſelf to ſerve in and by

the Birth of Infants who ſeem born

only to die. Nor need it be doubt

in the future, who hath faultily ne- E ed., but that there are (if not number

glečted thus to dedicate his Infants to

Jesus, who is King of Hades, and

who allo's to all Souls which are con

tinually paſſing thither their ſeveral

Stations and Places

1%urs, &c.

july 20, 1739. EUGENIUS.

Mr URBAN, -

& HAT becomes of Infants after

- Death, [SeeV. 9, p. 177.] ſeems

a, Queſtion of too important a Na

ture to be treated in a ludicrous Man

ner, upon the Suppoſition of what is

moſt commonly (und I humbly ap

prehend moſt reaſonably) ſuppoſed,

viz. that every Infant has an immor

tal Soul. But it is not ſo much to be

wondered at to ſee one, who doubts

whether they have any Souls, and is

moſt inclinable to think they have

mone, treat the Subject in a trifling ºf Adam's iraſſºori, that is, over

G Infants

leſs yet) vaſt numbers of Infant Souls

now bleſling God, both upon account

of their having been born, and of

their having died as ſoon as they were

born. It was worth their while to

F ſtep into the Body, if it were only to

be enroll'd among the Sons of Adam,

and among the Saints of Chriſt, and

ſo to make their way to the heavenly

World. They died in Conſequence

of the Mortality entail'd upon 'em by

the Sin of Adam, for in Adam all die:

° but they live in conſequence of that

Immortality brought to fight by tie

ſecond Aſdam : fºr as in Adam all

die, ſo in Chriſ? /*all al/ be made a

lite. They die as the Effect of A

dam's Sin, and as a ſtanding Monu

H ment of it. Rom. v. 14. Death reigned

from Adam tº 4'oſes, even over hoſ:

that had not ſºmed after tº Similºde

2.
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Infants who had not finned by any

aćtual Tranſgreſſion. Death is the

natural as well as judicial Conſequence

of being born of mortal Fleſh and

Blood: but we no where read that

the ſecond Death ſhall lay hold of, A

or eternal Damnation be the Portion

of, any one not guilty of ačtual Sin.

As therefore all Souls are God’s,

and his tender Mercies are over all

his Works, we may be ſure that

he does not make Souls merely to

make them miſerable, nor produce

Creatures into the World merely to be

born and to die and be damned. And

if ſo, it muſt be abundantly more rea

ſonable, as well as more comfortable,

to ſuppoſe that Infant, Souls upon

their Death aſcend to their Father,

God, to be happy for ever with him C

in Heaven, than to ſuppoſe that they

either tranſmigrate or are annihila

ted. All which is humbly ſubmitted

to better Judges by B. G.

S I R, -

-Sº time ago, in a London News Pa

3 per, I met with a Predićtion of the

º Froſt continuing ſix Weeks, which

ime is now (I preſume) more than ex

pir’d ; and this Predićtion (as there ſaid

was made by a great Mathematician an

which they reſpe&t as their Centers?

Query 6. Whether the primary Planets,

by reaſon of their great Diſtance from the

Earth, are not out of the Sphere of the

Earth's Aëtivity, and the Earth out of

their’s 2

Qgery 7. Whether the fix’d Stars, by
reaſon of their immenſe Diſtance from our

Syſtem, can have any Influence upon it,

much leſs our Earth, a very minute and

diſtant part of it in reſpect to the fix’d

Stars 2

Query 8. Whether this Syſtem doth not

defeat, make void and fićtitious the Sci

ence of Aſtrology?

If this learned Gentleman, or any o

ther, would be pleas'd to condeſcend ſo

far as to give a Solution to theſe Queries,

it will be very much to the Satisfaction

and Obligation of his, and, Sir,

Birmingham, Tour humble Servant

Feb. 18, 1739-40. DAN. SILK,

common £enſe, Feb. 2, No. 157.

Nihil jam miſ; Vºta ſuperfünt.

There is nothing to be done now but to pray.

\TOthing is a ſtronger Proof how na

tural the Fear of God, and the

D Love of Liberty are to Man, than the Ideas

which thoſe Nations which we are pleas'd

to treat as Bigots and Slaves have of theſe

Things.--—I could not help making this

Reflection upon reading a Book lately

publiſh'd in France, which, I own, I can't

forbear admiring, notwithſtanding that

Aſtronomer. Now, as I profeſs myſelf E it was written by a Frenchman, by a Pa

to be neither, but a Lover and Admirer

of both, I hope I may preſume the Liber

ty and Freedom, modeſtly to propoſe a

few Things by Way of Query, without

Offence to that great Man.

Query 1. Whether this Predićtion was

nºt made by Chance at a Queſtion ask'd,

and ſo dropping from the Mouth of a

great Man, did nºt occaſion its public No

lice? A Hequent Caſe; if not, ..

Query 2. Whether this Predićtion was

made from any known Cañſes that pro

duce theſe cºtraordinary Effects, and

what thoſe Cauſes are, and in what Man

ner they operate.

Query 3. Whether this Predićtion was

made Aſtrologically, from the Influences

and Configurations of the fix’d Stars and

Planets? If ſo, - - -

§tery 4. Whether it be granted that in

cur jaietary Syſtem the Sun be the Cen.

tre of it; and that this Syſtem is ſupport

ed by Gravitation and Attraction ?

&:ery 5. Whethcr any of the Planets

primary or ſecondary can influence or be

influenc'd by any other Bodies than thoſe

piſt, and, which is worſe, by a Prieſt:——

It is entitled, The#. of a Prince:

Or, a Treatiſe of the Qualities, Pertues,

and Duties of a Sovereign.

This Work was undertaken, at the Re

queſt of the late King of Sardinia, for the

Inſtrućtion of the late Prince of Piedmºnt

his Son, the elder Brother of the#.
Sardinia who now reigns. His Fa

ther, expecting at that Time that he

would one Day inount $ Throne of Spain,

was reſolv’d to have him inſtructed, in a

particular Manner, in thoſe Obligations

incumbent upon a Prince deſigned to go
G. ſo great and ſo diſorder'd a Mºnar

Chy."

It is well known, there sre certain cha

raēteriſtick Prejudices peculiar to every

Nation, relative to their Religion and

Government:—º-This Work is not free

from them; but the ſenſible and impar

tial Reader will make a Diſtinction be

twixt what the Author thinks, as a French

man, attach'd to one Sect of the Chriſti

an Religion, and what he thinks, 35.3

Sitizen of the World, independent of all
Citizen of the Wºrld, indepen Fuſſms
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Forms of Government, and a Chriſtian

independent of any particular Sečt.

The Liberty with which the Author

explains himſelf, occaſion'd a Prohibition

of the Book in France, which, I preſume,

will be no Obještion to it here.

There is nothing in this Work to flat

ter the vicious Paſſions that prevail in this

corrupt Age; the Sentiments are remark

able for Simplicity, as well as for Religi

on, and Wertue. The late Day ap

pointed for Faſting and Prayer engages us B

to deliver this Author's Sentiments upon

the Subjećt of Prayer.

“The Prince (ſays he) muſt give Ardor

to public Prayers; they are to be ani

mated by his Piety; they languiſh and

fink when not ſupported by his Example,

and God puniſhes his Indifference by that C

of his Subječis with Regard to him:---

Foreign Wars, public Calamities, impru

dent Counſels;–Paſſions that prove

unfortunate to the Prince and to the

Realm, are the Puniſhments and Effects

of little Religion in the Prince and in the

Subjećt:—Public Prayers might di

neſs of Man, and the Omnipotence ofGod.

“A Prince (ſays he) however great he

may appear in the Eyes of Men, is no

more than a poºr Creature in Want of all

Things: He ſhould forget, in the

Time of Prayer, all thoſe Diſtinéions

which have placed ſo great a Diſtance be

twixt him and the poor Man, and conti

der the Condition of the latter as an I

mage of his own.”

* I ſhall finiſh with another Quotation,

which I look upon to be ſo good in itſelf

that it will ſtand in need of no Comment.

“God places upon Thrones whom he

thinks fit, and permits them to reign no

longer than it pleaſeth him. He raiſes

whom he pleaſes out of the Duſt, a Shep

herd, or ſome Perſon unknown, of whom

no Man ever thought, to fit upon a Throne;

and makes Kings, whoſe Power appear'd

to be firmly eſtabliſh'd, to deſcend from

them.—He ſets Bounds to reigning Fami

lies, whichthey ſhall not paſs; he changes,

transfers, divides, confirms, and deſtroys

Kingdoms:—He deals with them as the

Potter does with the Earth, which he

vert theſe Misfortunes, were they made D moulds into what Faſhion he pleaſes.

with Earneſtneſs and Fervour.—When

the Prince does not trouble himſelf about

the Pračtice of Religion, he deprives the

, public Prayers of their Spirit and Fervour.”
Here the Author deſcribes the Vices of

a Prince, then he proceeds as follows:

“If he diſhonours Religion by his own

Condućt, he muſt expe&t to find, in all

Conditions and Employments, Men unjuſt

and perfidious. —The Finances will

be ill managed,—ſiſtice ill admini

fler'd,—Offices unworthily fill’d,—public

Affairs ill conduéted, the Armies without

Diſcipline, the Miniſters unattentive to the

§ Imtereſt, and the People without
aith or Probity.” F

Next he recommends Chaſtity of Body

as a Virtue eſſential towards giving an

Efficacy to Prayer; the Pračtice of which

ought to be ſo ſtrongly recommended, as

generally it is leſs obſerv'd, as well by the

worſt'Princes as by thoſe who, in other

Reſpe&ts, are not bad.

“A Prince, in order to preſerve hisown

Dominion and Authority, muſt make

Virtue flouriſh:--—He muſt diſtinguiſh

it, with Honours, muſt prefer it to all

Things, and encreaſe the Number of

Men of Virtue; he ſhould look upon all

{uch as Enemies of his Perſon, his Inter

“It is he who keeps the People united,

and Nations in Peace—That Reſpect and

Fidelity which Subjećts ſhew to their
Princes flows from him.—When he with

draws his Protećtion, all is agirated and

diſturb’d 5––the Minds of Men grow

unquiet.—they divide and ſeparate, he

permits Revolts, and ſuffers them to ſuc

ceed. When the Condition of Princes

and Kingdoms appears moſt ſettled and

moſt happy, they are neareſt to their

Fall:—God keeps ſome Men in reſerve to

humble their Pride, of whom they are
lcaſt afraid. , -

“Luxury, Plenty, Pleaſures, the Pride

of building coſtly Houſes, and adorning

them in a ſuperb Manner, are commonly

the Fore-runners of the Ruin of States,

and of the Humiliation that ſucceeds.--—

When God does not give them up to

Strangers, which ſometimes it is his Will

to do, he cauſes a Deſolation as great, by

Scarcity, Famine, Mortality, grievousTax

es, and long Wars.

“The Intereſts of Prince and People are

inſeparable; the one is oftch puniſh'd for

the Crimes of another; and it is not e

nough for either Prince or People to be

ſeparately vertuous, but they ought to u

nite in a mutual Concurrence to Vertite,

eſt, his Glory, of the Country, and of H a Union like that of his Father and his

his Service, who are Enemies to Virtue:”

We cannot allege ſtronger Motives to

engage both Princeº in Prayer

and Humiliation, than that which cur

Religious Author draws from the Weak

Children.

“When God is irritated againſt a King

dom, it manifeſts itſelf by the Imprudence

which he ſuffers to enter into their pub

lic Counſels; but this Imprudence is call'd

by
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tho' it ſhould be of ſuch

>

t)

i. the Name of Wiſdom: Such an Infl

túation governs them... that they think

their Meaſures moſt ſalutary when they

are running upon a Precipice.”ar ThisA. knew Mankind much bet.

ter than ſome Writers, whoſe Infidelity is

a Merit, and their only Merit, with a de

praved Sct of Readers, and eſpecially that

}. of Mankind appointed to govérn o

thers; therefore, the next Time. I take

Notice, of him, the Subject ſhall be of a
nother rature.

The 193:tº Paşcttcer, Feb. 6.

The true State of the Place-Bill Affair. P

To a Freeholder in the Country.

S I R,

AM entirely in your Way of Think
i ing as to the late Affair; from the

Mºmen; it was talk'd of, I ſook’d upon
it as a Matter of the greateſ: Conſequence

and Difficulty. For it muſt be owned,

that when Perſons skill’d in Parliamentary

º,and lºng beaten in ºthernyways ºf
Poiſticks, take it in their Heads to repre

ſent any Point in a fair Light, they do,

and, will find, plauſible Arguments fºr it,

a Nature, as D

wholly, to change the Conſtitutiºn in its

Operations. . I am heaſtily of ow Opi

piºn, that this Matter máſi b ºr a

ſuit and clear Light, ſo as to make ſº.

† *}ºchend the true State of the Åf.

fair, the real Intention of both Parties,

* thº, genºine Conſequences of th:

.#CS Bill, if it ſhould become a Law.

T'ºther Day I fell into a Company where

this very Sºbject was under Debate, and

managed, I believe, as well as it could j

- The Matter itſelf was

º, too great Importance to permit my -

Thoughts to wander; and befides, I had

the ºwering your Letter ſº much in F

I made it my Buſineſs to

Sºllect, he Arguments on both Šilj
You will now expect a clear Account of

the Buſineſs, and you ſhall have it with

all the tricteſt Impartiality. -

. Thoſe who are Advocates for the RCW

Scheme, who were a great Fait of the

Company, talked of it cxačtly in the ‘’

Sile of their Weekly Orators. o. Mo

nºtif it was a Catholicot; anothe,
curring to firſt Princi

łaudabic Aircration, he that ſat next him

the reſtoring an old Form ; but inº

Thing they aii agreed, that it was abſo

lºſely neceſſary, and tº

adminiſtered, the Body

given over.

#

Cſentative ºf the pºpe PLACE:

thought, that

The Grºtirmas': MAGAZINE, vol. x.

#. with hard Words, and thick

rewed with Superlatives. What you

deſired, was a clear and ſucciné: Account

of the Merits of the Place-Bill. To give

you this, I muſt ſtrip the Reaſoning of

theſe Gentlemen of all pompous Dreſs,

A which, tho’ uſeful in Converſation, would

only take | room herc. This, however,

you may depend on, that barring thé

Swelling of ſome, and the Harſhneſs of

other Expretions, you have fairly the

Subſtance of the Thing; and to the beſt

of my Knowledge, none of the Argu

ments are diminiſh'd in their Weight, at

ieaſt not wilfully. Indeed, to what Fur.

pºſe ſhºuld I attempt it? From other

Hands you would be ſure to hear them,

and therefore any Chicanery of this sort

would turn upon myſelf.

A Houſe of Cóm

mons being the Repre
*:::::::: the

ILL.

of England, Scotland, and Wales; it is

negºtiary, that they ſhould be under no

Influence, or Direction, but frºm their

Qonſtituents: This being neceſſary to a
free Government, and unqueſtionably

grounded on the Nature of our Conſtitu.

tion, which, as it allowed high and royal

Prºrºgatives to the Crown great and
valuableº to the Nobility, ſo it

reſerved an in
spendent Liberty for the

People, and of courſe for their Repre

ſºnºtives, it being ſimply impoſſible, that

the latter could be dependent, and the

former retain their Fréedom.” This bº.

E ingº, it could not be wondered, that the

Eyes of the Commons ſhould be fixed on

the Condućt of their Repreſentatives;

or, that if they ſaw Reaſon from thence,to doubt of their r

Éeſt, to think of providing a Remedy in
Time ; and of Ctiring, if yet curable, an

Evil of ſo dangerous a Tendency. The

Power of the Ö

croached on, and no reaſonable Man ever

ſuch as oppoſed thoſe Ea.

$ºchºn; were Enemiegº, thºr ºn.

*Y. TH4 like might be ſaid of the pºi.
leges of the Nobility, which, thº aſſº.

lutely neceſſary to their Rank, and of

- to the whole Communi

º, have nevertheleſs been grudged them

by ſome turbulent Spirits. The Rights of

the Commons, ſaid thcy, being founded

* inthe Conſtitution, j. ſacred;

and as they might be taken away by a
Majority of Placemen, a Bill to limit their

Number is a Security requiſite to the

Commons, Who, as they are entified to

their Liberties, are entitled to all the ne

cºllary Means fºr preſerving them.

According to the common Rules of £

my Head, that

any where ciſe.

º, Re

Pic: ; ore called it a

ºf Politick might be
All Things they fift".i: the Spºt'ſb Tap. ' , W.C. §

3. the Sººjh Taſte 9; £kºuence, vºi

º

G courſe beneficial

ºf it it was nºt H.

quity

*

Attachment to their In-

‘ºwn hath been often ea.
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quity and Juſtice, prejudiced Perſons are

not to give their Öpinions in Points of

Importance. But Members in the Ser

vice of the Crown areº pre

judiced; they do not ſtand on the ſame

Level with other Members ; they have

not the ſame Intereſt, or the ſame Views;

and therefore it is not reaſonable to ſup-A

poſe, they ſhould ačt with the ſame Up

rightneſs and Integrity. A Country Gen

tleman, who becomes a Candidate purely

to ſerve the Intereſt of thoſe who ſend

him to Parliament, will ſee ſuch Things

as are there laid before them, in a Light

very different from that wherein they are

behclá by a Man who has a very conſider:

able Stake in the Adminiſtration, and

who is apprehenſive of nothing ſo much

as a Change, as not being willing to undo

himſelf even to better his Country. This

Bifference of Conditions, begetting con

ſtantly Difference in Sentiments, would

create ſuch an Inequality, as would hinder

57

His Method of dealing with them, the

Penſin Parliament. Not to carry Things

lower, as it is certain that what has been

may be, all true Lovćrs of their Country

muſt deſire to ſee this Evil, which their

Anceſtors have felt, provided againſt.

There is the ſame Reaſon for doing this

that there is for keeping up Dykes to pre

vent Inundations, Walls to preſ rve Gar

dens, or any other artificial Defence a

gainſt the Miſeries threatned by the Frail

ty of our Natures, and that Viciſſitude

to which all ſublunary Things are and

muſt be ſubjećt, . Such Precautions Pru

dence dićtates, and therefore they ought

to be taken, and taken to Purpoſe.

But to advance this Strain of Reaſon

ing ſtill nearer, tho' in another Form, it

was argu'd that immediately after the
Revolution, the true Patriots were for e

radicating this Miſchief, as appears from

a Speech of Sir Charles Sedley's, on the

ſettling K. William's Civil Liſt, which is

thºſe Effects that night otherwiſe be ex-C preſerved in Kennet's Hiſtory. This good

pected from Inquiries, and other Aëts of

juriſdićtion, worthy of a Britiſh Repre

fentative. Wherefore a Bill for removing

theſe Prejudices, for placing all Members

on a Level, for eſtabliſhing an Equality in

Condition, and a Harmony in Opinion

flowing from thence, muſt be not only a

Deſign, tho’ truſtrated by ſuch as were in

thoſe Times in the Adminiſtration, was

never dropp'd, but thro’ that whole Reign

often talk'd of, within Doors and with

out, , as a Thing then expedient, and,

which would one Day become neceſſary.

This appeared ſtill to be more ſtrongly

very beneficial, a very deſirableº D the Senſe of the Nation, by thc Clauſe in

but what could not be omitted conſiſtently

with the Safety of the Conſtitution and

the Good of the Nation, which muſt e

verlaſtingly depend on Parliamentary Re

ſolutions, founded upon the Principles of

Liberty, and not upon bare Forms.

Theſe Apprehenſions are not chimeri

the Aśt of Succeſſion, which diſabled

Placemen in general; and by the Provi

ſoes againſt Exciſemen atting in Elections:

Theſe Remarks they edg’d by deducing

them from Whig Principles; from that

Počtrine of Liberty whereon the Revo

lution was founded, and from whence

cal or groundleſs, for our very beſt Hiſto- E our preſent Conſtitution flowed; ſuggeſt

rians expreſsly take Notice of Methods

made Uſe of to influence Parliaments, and

eſpecially the Houſe of Commons. Henry

VIII. kept the ſame Parliament many

Years merely on Account of his Corre

#pondence in the Houſe of Commons,

where he had many Placemen, and others

whom he influenced otherwiſe,

Pračtices were not diſuſed in the ſucceed

ingº when both the Protećtor, and

the Duke of North&mberland, employed

Arts of a kindred Nature for the better

effecting of their Purpoſes, Queen Mary

indiſputably corrupted her Parliaments,

Theſe B

ing farther, that , all. Departures from

this could be conſidered in no other Light

than ſo many Weakenings of the preſent

Eſtabliſhment, which would be always

beſt ſupported by adhering ſteadily to the

Principles on which it was originaliy

founded : All Kind of Influence being a

Remainder of arbitrary Government, and
ſo n tº of a Piece with that frce Govern

ment which took Place on the paſſing the

Bºl of Rights, and veſting the Regal

Dignity in K. Willian and Q. Mary. A

Pill therefore to remove this Remnant of

the Antiquated Conſtitution, was ſo ap

as we are aſſured by a Rev. Hiſtorian who G parently agreeable to the Spirit of the

lived in thoſe Times, and who treated

his Sovereign's Character very tenderly.

This Method was praćtiſed too in the firſt

Parliament of Q. Elizabeth, tho’ when

her Government was ſettled ſhe deſpiſed it.

Revolution, that it ought to be ſpouſed

by all Friends to that Cauſe, as the La

bour left for Poſterity to perform, and

which it was neither our Duty nor our

Intereſt to neglcół. -

Charles II. fix’d an indelible Blot of Infa- H Laſtly, they dwelt with great Vehe'

my on that, which, from his Affection

for them, was called the Long, and from

mence on the preſent Temper of the Nå

tion, and of the Earneſtneſs which the

Pcºpic.
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People had expreſſed for obtaining ſuch a

Law. They took Notice that we were

now entering on a juſt and neceſſary, but
an uncertain and dangerous War abroad,

and that therefore it ſeem'd highly ne

ceſſary to make the Subjećts of Great

Britain perfectly eaſy at home. That by
their Inſtructions on the Head of the

Place-Bill they made it undeniably appear

that paſſing it into a Law was a Point they

infifted upon. . On the Whole therefore

The GENT LEMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

Principle in all free States, that the End

of Government is the Good of the Peo

ple, it follows, that thoſe in the Admini

ſtration are the People's Servants, tho’ no.

A minated by the King. This is really

the Band by which their Intereſts are u.

nited, and wher:ever it is either cut or

unty’d, arbitrary Power muſt ſucceed ei

ther in the King or the People. Hence

the asking this Law, as neceſſary to our

Conſtitution, is not arguing, but begging

they concluded, that fince the Spirit of B the Queſtiºn.

the Conſtitution required it, the Juſtice

of the Thing was apparent, the Miſchiefs

induced by the Want of it evident, the

Recommendations of the Patriots at the

Revolution indiſputable, and the Voice

of the People unanimouſly demanding it;

there could be nothing Juſt or reaſonable

urged againſt it ; but that, all Pretences c

for evading it were ſet up by thoſe who

were to ſuffer by it, and ought in Truth

to be confidered as ſo many new Argu

ments in its Favour.
-

Thoſe who were of a contrary Opinion

anſwered, with all imaginary Calmneſs

and Good-manners, without taking No

In reſpečt to the Prejudice ariting from

Court-places, it was urged, that all deli

vered on that Head by the other Part

was mere Declamation, fit only to àº.

the meaneſt of the People. Men, ſaid

they, concur in Opinion with the Admi

niſtration before they have Places, and if

they were obliged to alter their Conduá

upon receiving of Places, then a Place

would certainly be a Prejudice. But when

Men in Places vote as they did before they

had Places, how does it appear that their
Places influenced their Votes ? A Court

may be in the Right as well as in the

Wrong, and thoſe who think them in the

tice of the waſpiſh Refle&tions, ſaucy In-D Right will vote with them, and accept

ſintiations, groundleſs Suſpicions, and

cauſeleſs Jealoufics expreſſed by their An.

ragoniſts, much leſs of the Groſsneſs of

their Language, and of that opinionated

Air with which they delivered their Sen

timents, as if they had not come from

mere Metſ, but from Oracles, or at leaſt

from Perſons inſpired with more than or-.

dinary Knowledge, conſummate Stateſ

men, with, whom it was Impudence to

argue.

Arguments againſ?

the PLACE

The ſuppoſing an

irreconcileable Di

**** ſtance between the

Places from them. It is true, mercenary

Men will vote any Way, or accept Places

from any body. But muſt there not be

ſome Criterion eſtabliſhed for diſtinguiſh

ing between honeſt and diſhoaeſtPlace.

men, before you puniſh any Set of Men

by taking away their Charaćters? Till

this is done, the making Placemen a Term

of Reproach is perverting the Meaning of

Words, and with juſt the ſame Reaſon,

Tecency and Good-manners, Oppoſition

and Rebellion might be made convertible

Terms. Bad Men may be in Places or

out of Places, this no Man living can de

Intereſts of the Crown and the Commons F ny, and therefore no Man that knows

is the great, Source of all their wrong

Notions, and a Suppoſition palpably erro.

neous, becauſe, in mix'd Monarchies,

their Intereſts were the ſame; however

odd this Poſition might ſeem, it was cer

tainy true both in Reaſon and Faët. The

Commons could never be ſafe, if the

Crown was continually on the Watch to

extend its Prerogative ; on thc contrary,

the Crown could never be out of Danger,

iſ the Commons diſtruſted its Authority.

Hºnry VII, who was confeſſedly the wiſºſt

of our, Kings, was alſo without Diſpute

the firſt Favourer of the Commons; the

Prince who let them into Property, and

gave the firſt Taſte of that Power which

they have fince ſo mightily improved.

Placemen is an invidious Term, whereby

in), ºent Perſons are expoſed to popular

Diſlike. For, as it is the fundamental

H

two and two make four, but muſt diſcern

this Dedućtion; Men are bad Men be

cauſ: Placemen, is begging the Queſtion,

But is there not a vaſt 5ifference between

proving and aſſerting? Why then ſhould

theſe angry Gentlemen, who will take no

G Man's Word, expe&t the Conſtitution

ſhould be altered on theirs.

Parliaments, it ſeems, have done wrong

Things, and have been corrupted. True.

But this comes of electing Men ; ſhallwe

therefore demand a Law excluding all but

Angels? The worſt Thing everdone by

what was called a Parliament, was don:

when not a Placeman ſat there. Would

it therefore be juſt to defire a Parliament

of Placemen – Burtotheir Inſtances:

Henry VIII. corrupted Parliaments.

builićd them too, and broke the Laws;

and becauſe he did ſo two Centuries#.

|
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ſhall we break the Conſtitution now He

brib'd the Members with Abbey.Lands;

but where are the Abbey-Lands to bribe

them with at this Day ? The Kingdom

was all in Confuſion during the Minority

of Edward; and the great Men did what A

they pleaſed. The Government was then

rather an Ariſtocracy than a Monarchy.

Muſt we therefore make it a Democracy?

Queen Mary, it is admitted, corrupted

her Parliaments; and what was the Con

ſequence? Why they comply'd with her a

little, but when ſhe came to make extra
vagant Demands, they did that out ofB

Motives of Intereſt, which they ought to

have done from Principles of Honour;

they turned Corruption upon its Authors,

and prov'd the Packing of Parliaments

to be but bungling Policy, Queen Eliza

beth diſdained this Contrivance, but did

her Meaſures eſcape Oppoſition ? No. C

She thought for herſelf and for the Com

mons too ; ; and ſhe forbid by her Prero

#. the Speaker to put improper Que

itions. Was this Tyranny ? The Bulk of

the People thought not. Whatever it

was, it ſecured the Quiet of that Reign,

and enabled her Miniſtry to conquer the

Spaniards, which they would have want

Leiſure to do, if every Seſſions they

muſt have defended their Heads in the H.

of Commons. King Charles II’s Penſion

Parliament ačted like QueenMary's; they

went ſome Lengths, but they could not

go all ; and they did many good Things,

tho' they did ſome bad ones.I. At laſt the E

King parted with them in Diſpleaſure, the

Houſe of Commons giving the firſt In

ſtance of that Firmneſs, which in the

End broke all arbitrary Meaſures. It was

the ſame in King james II’s Parliaments;

they ſhewed themſelves very dutiful and

very loyal, but they gave the Crown *F

underſtand they expected to be governed

by Law. This is the true Criterion ; a

%ºften by Law is eaſily diſtinguiſh

ed, and while we have that, no Man need

be aſham'd of a Place, nor ought his

Vote to be ſuſpe&ted. On the ...'...}}
he who under ſuch a Government ſhould

declare he would not accept a Place, ought G.

not to be truſted in Parliament; for he

who will not ſerve his Couñtry for a rea

fonable Satisfaction, is not likely to ſerve

it for nothing. A Place may prejudice a

Man ; but he muſt be prejudiced indeed

whom no Place will content. The Inde

pendents will admit ºf no Church Gº H
vernment, and the Members of this Sečt

ſeem to be Independents in State. Let

them therefore be content with the Privi

lege of their Brethren, to be tolerated

but not truſied, - * - " '
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The Inferences from King William's

Reign are directly oppoſite to Reaſon and

Common Senſe. That King wore a

Crown of Thorns, the jacobites hated

both his Power and his Perſon; the Tb

ries loved neither ; and the Republicans

undermined the Firſt, tho’ I believe they

were Friends to the Laſt. Biſhop Kennet

çondemns the Speech of Sir Charles Sea.

ley, tho' he copied it. The only Friends

the King had were the Whigs. But the

3acobites, Tºries, and Republicans, when

ever they had any Point to carry, called

themſelves Whigs, reaſoned in the Style

of Whigs, and therefore theſe Gentlemén,

tho' they know this well enough, yet,

becauſe it will ſerve their Purpoſe, let us

not ſay becauſe they are engaged in the

ſame Cauſe, they would have them paſs

for true Whigs. To argue therefore from

their. Limitations is to argue. on the

Principles of the avowed Enemies of the

Family on the Throne, and of the Crown

itſelf. Theſe unreaſonable, anticonſtitu

tional Claims were broken by wiſe and

moderate Men ; they foreſaw, that if

they ſubſiſted, the Engliſh Diadem would

ſoon be exchanged for a Ducal Cap, and

this free Government be turn’d into the

worſt of all Governments, an Oligarchy;

for the Introdućtion of 9 ſome Attempts
have been made fince. Who does not

remember the reſpeštful Deſign of tying

up the preſent King's Hands from making:

Peers? Yet for this King it may be ſaid,

that he is the only Prince that cºer ſat ſo

many Years on the Britiſh Throne with

out encreaſing our Nobility. What then 2

He has given Places to the Friends of the
Nation, inſtead of Minions and Paraſites.

--Therefore let us have a Place-Bill.

As to the Voice of the People; that

requires, two Anſwers. Firſt, we ſay,

that tho’ the Voice be Iſaac's, the Hands

are Eſº's. It is the People that ſpeak,

but the Malecontents dićtate. A groſs

Piece of State Mummery, wherein 24 in
ſtructs B how B ſhall inſtrućt A. And a

Fallacy that would be detected by the

meaneſt Trader is thought fine-ſpun

enough to paſs on a Houſe of Commons.

ut then, what if this was the Voice of

the People 2 Are their Repreſentatives

bound to cut their Throats becauſe they

bid them do it? In the preſent Caſe they

would deſerve very ſevere Puniſhment if

they did ; becauſe in one and the ſame

Breath the People tell them, that they

are the ſole Judges in this Caſe, and that

they are no judges at all. They are the

ſole Judges; but the inſiſting on their O:

piniºn, is ridiculous. For it is inſiſted

upon, not as an Inſtruštion, but as a lºw.
- - They.
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They are no Judges at all; for if they

were, they would not ſend theſe Inſtruc

tions. They have in their Power more

than they now ask, . They would have

ſome Placemen excluded by an Aćt; but

from whence 2

where no Placemen can come but by

their Vote. If therefore they were

competent Judges, would they not do

without asking what they ask to be done?

In the Name of God what would

theſe People have * Would they have

their Repreſentatives truſt their Opinion

in the Alteration of the Conſtitution,

when they acknowledge that the Conſti

tution is not to be truſted with them

ſelves : . If this is Senſe, Argument, or

any Thing but Clamour, let us renounce

our,Senſes, for they can ſerve only to

miſlead us, and that once done, we may

— paſs the Place-Bill.

- - - - R. FREEMAN.

The Iraftſman, Jan. 9. No. 709.

To CALEB D’ANV ERs, Eſq.,

_S I R, . . . . . .

I AM a mournſul Relićt of five Hui.

band, and the happy Mºther of

twenty-ſeven Children, the fender Pledges

of our chaſte Embraces. Had old Rome,

inſtead of England, been the Place of my

Nativity and Åbode, what Honours might
I not have expećted to my Perſon, and

Immunities to my Fortune!— But I

need not tell you that Virtue of this Sort E.

§cers with no Encºuragemert in our

Northern Climate. – Children, in

#ead ºf freeing us from Taxes, increaſe

the Weight of them, and Matrimony is

become the Jeſt of every Coxcomb; for

cºuld I allów, till very lately, that an

ºld Batºhelor, as you confeſs yourſelf to

be, had any juſt Pretence to be called a

Pºriet.--- Don't think that I mean

to offer myſelf to you; for I aſſure you

that I have refuſed very advantageous

Propoſals ſince the Deceaſe of my laſt

Pººr $204ſe, who hath been dead nearfive

Aſhths. I have no Deſign at preſent of

wiſe for ſeveral Branches of Learning;

Wiſdom, and Policy; ſuch as joan of

Naples, the Maid of Orleans, Catherine

de Medicis, Margaret of Mountfort, Madam

Dacier, Mrs Behn, Mrs Manly, Mrs Ste

: Why, from a Place A phens, Dočtor of Phyſick, Mrs Mapp, Sur.

eoſ), the valiant Mrs Roſs Dragoon, and

the learned Mrs Osborne Politician.— I

had almoſt forgot the preſent Queen of

Spain, who hah not only an abſolute A

cendant over the Counſels of her Huſ,

band, but hath often out-witted the great

éſ Stateſmen, as they fancy, themſelves,

of another Kingdom, which hath already

felt the Effects of her Petticoat Govern.
ment.

If we look back into Hiſtory, a thou

ſand more Inſtances might be brought of

the ſame Kind ; but I think thoſe alrea.

dy mentioned ſufficient to prove that the

C beſt Capacities of 04r Sex are by no means

inferior to the beſt Capacities of your; ;

and the Triflers of either Sex are not de

ſigned to be the Subjećt of this Letter.

But as much as our Sex are obliged to

you, in general, for your Propoſal, I have

one material Objećtion againſt it; for I

D think you have carried the Point a little

F

too far, by excluding all Males from the

Enjoyment of any Office, Dignity, or

Employment; for as they have long ei

groſs'd the publick Adminiſtration of the

Government to themſelves (a few Women

only excepted), I am apprehenſive that

they will be loth to part with it, and that

if they give us Power for ſeven Years, it

will be very difficult to get it out of our
Hands again.

I have therefore thought of the fl.

lowing Expedient, which will almoſt an:

ſwer the ſame Purpoſe; viz. that all

Power, both Legiſlative and Executive,

Eccleſiaſtical and Civil, may be divided

amoig both Sexes, and that they may be

cqlaly capable of Sitting in Parliament.

Is if not abſurd that Wºmen, in Eng

land, ſhould be capable of inheriting the

Ørown, and yet not intruſted with the

Repreſentation of a little Borough, or ſo
- - - - - much as allow” - •eſen.

altering my Condition again. Few wo. G tative 2 w'd to vote for a Repreſen

*** **, fo happy as to meet with five

gºod Huſband; ; and {{... ſºſ.
#. to devote the remaining Part of my

iſe to the good of my Country and Fa

mily, in a tºrc publić and active statiºn
than that of * Wºfº, accºrding to your

late Schºme for a ſeptennial Adminiſtra.

tiºn ºf Wºmen. But I think you

ºlght to have enforced your p

{ome Inſtances of illuſiring, Females, who

*. appeared in the foremoſt Cºffs of

*, not only for hgºgic Yalgur, but like:

*

- -Is this conſiſtent with the

Rights, of a People, which certainly in
ciudes both Men and Women, tho’ the lat

tº have been generally deprived of ther
Privileges in all Countries?— I don't

mean that the People ſhould be obliged

H tº chaſe Wºmen only, as I ſaid before, for

rejºt with Libert

that would be equally hard upon the Men;
but that the Electors ſhould be left at their

; for it is ccrtainly a Reſtraint

"Pºn the Freedom of Elºğions, that what

ºver Regard 3.Corporation may have for

a Man of Quality’; Family, if he happen?

- - $9
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to have no Sons or Brothers, they cannot

teſtify their Eſteem for it by chuſing his

Daughters or Siſter:. I am for no

Reſtint upºn the Member ºf either Sex: A
for if the Honour, Integrity, or great

Capacity of a fine Lady ſhould recommend

her to the Intimacy, or Confidence of a

one Member at leaſt.—So that if

this Scheme ſhould take Effect, I ſhall cer

tainly be one of the Members, whether

Ichuſe to marry again, or not; and am.

determined to act with inflexible Zeal for

the Good of my Country.--— If there

fore I ſhould hereafter be put into a con

Prime Miniſter, in Conſequence of which ſiderable Employment, and jourteen of my

he ſhould get her a Place ; would it not

be very hard that this very Aćt of mutual

Sons be advanc'd in the Army; ſhould the

Miniſtry provide for the other Seven in the

Friendſhip muſt render her incapable of Church, Exciſe Office, or Exchequer; and

doing either him, or her Country, any

real Service in the Senate. Houſe? Is Free

dam conſiſtent with Reſtraint ; or can we

propoſe to ſerve our Country by obſtrućt

ing the natural Operations of Love and

Gratitude Ž
-

I would not be underſtood to propoſe

increaſing the Number of Members.--

Let every County, or Corporation, chuſe

my poor Girls, who are but tender In

fants at the Boarding-School, ſhould have

Places given them in the Cuffoms, which

they might officiate by Deputy; don't ima

gine that I am under any undue Influence,

if I ſhould happen always to vote with:

the Miniſtry; for, look ye, Mr D'Anvers,

I will always vote ſor what I think moſt

conducivetomake my Country proſperous;

a Man or a Woman, as they thinkº: ; C and how can any Body have a more ſenſi

Cand if either of the Members ſhou

marry'd, let it be in the Power of the Con

ſtituents to return both Husband and Wife

as one Member, but not to Sit at the ſame

Time; from whence would accrue great

Strength to our Conſtitution, by having

the Houſe well attended, withcht the pre

ble Proof of the Proſperity of his Coun

try, than by the particular Proſperity of

his own Family & What if zhī;

Scheme ſhould take Effect, ſhall I go

and vote againſt my Conſcience, and turn

No, I havemy Family a begging?

a better Conſcience than that.
It is

ſent diſagreeable Method of frequent Calls; D very injurious Treatment tº judge of Peo

and putting ſeveral Members to the Ex

pence and Diſgrace of being brought up

to Town in the Cuſtody of Meſſengers;

for if a Country Gentleman ſhould like :

Fºx-hunting, or any other ruralDiverſion,

better than attending his Duty in Parlia

ple's Motives º their A&tions, and to

conclude, becauſe Folks draw Profit from:

their Proceedings, that Profit is there

fore the only Principle upon which they

proceed. º

I am ſure the premier Authors on the

ment, let him ſend up his Wife; or if an E Court Side cannot make any Obještions to

Officer of the Army ſhºuld be obliged to

bº at his Poſt in Ireland, the Mediterra

mean, the Weſt-Indier, or aboard the Fleet

a thouſand Leagues off, or upon any pub

lirk Embaſſy, if his Wife ſhould happen

to be ºff. never ºf that ſhe.

do the Nation's Buſineſ, ſull as well.

: Beſides, in ſeveral Affairs of great Con-f
ſequence, the Reſolutions might, perhaps,

be mueh more agreeable to the Tender

neſs of our Sex than the Roughneſs of

yºurs. As for Inſtance, it hath often been

thought unnatural for Soldiers to promote

Peace. When a Debate therefore of

that Sort ſhould be to come on, if the

Soldiers ſtaid at home, and their Wives G able Profit, and an Employm

attended, it would very well become the

Softneſs of the Female Sex to ſhew a Re

gard for their Husbands; eſpecially if

they ſhould be ſuch pretty, ſmart, young

Fellows, as make the moſt conſidérable

Figure at a Review.

efore I conclude, I muſt let you know,

Mr D'Anvers, that I have a little Borough,

in which I have a very great Intereſt.

My five Husbands ſucceſſively ſtood for it,

and I can be always ſure of ſutting in

this Way of Reaſoning; becauſe I am

not aſhamed to own that I have taken

hem almoſt literally from their own ju

dicious Lucubrations.

MARGERY WELDoNE.

Common &enſe, Feb. 9. Nº 158.

Niger eft, hunc tº Romane caveto.

S I am a Man of general Humanity,

I was not a little plcas'd to ſee, in
our News Papers, that Mr Fat, a Gentle

man of a black Complexion, has the Ho

nour of being made Chimney Sweeper, to

his Majeſty's Palaces, a Place of cºnſider

ent full as

honourabic, and much more uſeful, than

either Porter to St Jameſ's Gate, Letter

Carrier or Gardiner to the Palaces, or
Purveyor of Coals and Candles tº a Guard

Room at Edinburgh, tho’ the Perſons who
enjoy then have had the Honour of 11t

ring amongſt our legiſlatºrs, and I hºp;

tfijnext Vacancy that happens in a Cºnſº

--, to ſee Mr Fat's black Face in nº

midſt of his Brother Placemen, apprºë
-

and ºuis the next conventº:

• 3
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Tho' his Hands are not as white, they

are as clean as the beſt of them; and ſup:

poſing he wants Parts, by being return’d

ſome poor little , he will ac

quire the Privilege, without Study, Prac

tice, or Common Senſe, of being quali

fied for any Employment in the State.

He may certainly ſerve as a Land Ad

miral with great Reputation “There

is ſomething martial in his Countenance,

that muſt make a good Figure at the

Head of a Regiment on a Review Day; B he ſhould

beſides, it ought to add ſome Reputation

to his Charaćter, that, in his Buſineſs, he

hath often ſtood Fire, which is more than

can be ſaid of any of our late prefer'd

Heroes.

... I know one Objećtion may lie againſt

his being admitted a Member:—It may

occaſion a Nickname to be fix’d upon the

whole Party.—As he muſt (under the Pe

nalty of loſing his Employment) become

a thorough Placeman, and obey Orders,

People might be apt to enquire, how did

the Blacks behave to Day ?–Did the Ne

groes carry it – Again, a black Com

C

it is looked upon to be monſtrous and ims

natural, he hath been deteſted for it, and

every Body thinks it a Quality not to be

endured in any Thing but a Negro.

If it be objééted, that the Education of

a Black cannot qualify him for ſuch high

Buſineſs, I anſwer, that there have been

Miniſters and Negotiators who have been

bred up pretty much like Negroes.

A Black, by being of an aduſt Conſti.

tution, may be prone to Choler; yet, if

{ kick'd (for ſome Miniſters

have taken a Kicking) being uſed to Cor

re&tion, he will be diſpoſed to bear it;

which, let me tell you, may be very con

venient for carrying on Buſineſs. One

Advantage muſt accrue to the Publick by

ſeeing a Gentleman of this Complexion at

the Head of Affairs, which is, that ha

ving no fooliſh, and beggarly Relatiºns

(for I ſuppoſe him ſtolen young from his

own Country) the Employments of State

may be given to Perſons of ſome Abilities.

He might, indeed, be a little partial to

his own Complexion, and you might ſee

black Lords of the Treaſury, black Se

plexion may ſuit the miniſterial Office full D cretaries of State, black Admirals, black

as well as t

er; for

... 1. People of this Complexion, (eſpeci

ally in our Climate) are obſerv’d not to be

long-lived, which will occaſion a quick

Succeſſion of Miniſters, and give a Spirit

to thoſe in inferior Poſts, who, without

languiſhing with long Expectation, may

hope to riſe in their Turns.

2. As the Caſe now ſtands, a Miniſter,

addićted to Gallantry,"may gain his wick

ed Will of a young Woman, by corrupt

ing her Relations with Places, to the

great Scandal of ſeveral Families:-But

Office of Chimney Sweep Generals, very black Plenipotentiaries.

and Commiſſaries, &c. As to Ribbons,

no People are ſo fond of them as your

Negroes; nay, he might fancy that lawn

Sleeves might become his Complexion;

—But this Partiality could ſcarce affect
our preſent Set of Placemen, whº, as I

take it, would ſoon make themſelves as

black as # Devil, rather than run the Ha

zard of being turn'd out of Employment.

At more Leiſure, I ſhall conſider what

Places may ſuit a Malotto, and what a
Jamba, &c. for, I think, it would be

pretty to ſee a Motly Miniſtry-What

I ſhould think, that a Black, tho’ poſſeſs'd F tho’ they could not put the ſame Face up

of all the Charms attending Puwer, could

never make a young Woman yield, un

leſs he addreſs'd upon honourable Terms,

and made a ſwinging Settlement for Pin

Money. -

3. As this Complexion carries ſome

Terror in it, a Miniſter, ſo accompliſh'd,

may be able to procure us ſomething that

we have not known a great while, that

is, a little Reſpe&t from our Neighbours.

4. This Complexion might be of ſingu

lar Uſe to the Miniſter himſelf in certain

Caſes.—If he had committed ten the u

ſand Blunders, and told twice as many

on a publick Meaſure, they might v

all alike, which comprehends the whole

Syſtem of modern Politicks.

As Chimney-Sweepers and Miniſter:

have the ſameåmbition to climb, I ſhould

think it much for the Advantage of the

publick that the two Offices ſhould be: .

hereafter, united, and execured by one and

the ſame Perſon. A Chimny Sweeper is

at all Times a uſeful Member of a Com

monwealth, which is more than can

ſaid of a Miniſter.—The firſt, by a time

ly Application of his Art, prevets Fires;

whereas the laſt ſometimes puts the whole

Lies to conceal thoſe Bunders, he might H Nation into a Flame.

be able to ſhew his Face again without

ſuſhing.—

I know that one Perſon in the World

of our own Complexion may brag of an

unchanging Countenance, or, as the Poet

cxpreſſes it, Nulla palkſcºre culpa; but, as

It may be objećted, that Nobody could

do Buſineſs with a Chimney-ſweeping

Miniſter without the Danger of being

ſmutted: The ſame Thing fath been ſaid
of a Man in Power. The miniſterial Of.

fice hath, at certain Times, loſt all Rº:
- ſpect 3.
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fbed: The Reaſon is plain; when the

‘’World deſpiſes the Man, they will ſoon

deſpiſe his Trade. But if theſe two Of

fices were join'd, it might contribute to

wards recovering his Credit.

When a Chimney Sweeper walks the

Streets, every Body pays a more than or

dinary Regard to his Perſon, not only

Gentlemen, but Ladies fall back to him.

If a Gentleman of this Profeſſion was

placed at the Head of Affairs, his Sootineſs

would no ſooner make his Appearance,

but all Ranks and Sexes would give him B

the Compliment of the Way: Fereign

Ambaſſadors might underſtand it as a

Mark of Reſpect, and ſend an Account to

their reſpective Courts that the Miniſter

was extremely popular ; , which would

certainly add no ſmall Weight to his Ne

gotiations Abroad.

. The Nation never ſtood in more Need

of a ſaving Scheme than at this preſent,

which makes me wiſh to ſee theſe two

Employments very ſoon united; and, for

the ſame Reaſon, I think, the Salary of

Chimney Sweeper ſufficient for both.

When a great Man had diſmiſs'd the

C

his Hands, under Pretence that they were

not fit for — Service; upon

which he privately employ'd another Man

to offer the very ſame Oxen, and by tip

ping a Bank. Note of Two Hundred Poulids

into proper Hands, they were reported to

be very good Meat, and accordingly re
ceived. - *

The pays for ſound and whole

ſome Proviſions, of all Sorts; and there

fore the poor Seamen ought to have them,

whether they enter voluntarily, or are

preſs'd into the Service; eſpecially thoſe,

who are lock’d down under Hatches, du

ring this rigorous Seaſon; and yet I am

very well inform'd by a Gentleman, who

happen'd to go on Board one of our Tºn

der; in the River, that no leſs than eleven

poor Wretches had died in two or three

Days, and ſeveral others were almoſt

ſtarv'd with - Cold.

Theſe things deſerve the ſtrićteſt En:

uiry of Parliament; and if any Perſons

ould be found guilty of ſuch enormous

Pračtices, they ought to be publiſh’d in

the moſt exemplary Manner; for when

we are engaged in a very expenſive War,

Crowd of Slaver that waited upon his D how can we expećt that our Men will

Levee, I ſhould think it an agreeable

Sight to behold him creeping§ a Chim

ney with his Broom in his Hand, and

§§ out his Head at Top; becauſe

this Nation hath, for many Years, wiſh'd

for nothing ſo much as to ſee the Head of

a Miniſter exalted.

From the traftſman, Feb. 16. No. 710.

Concluſion of ſome Remarks on the Conduğ

of the War.

Nº. is more neceſſary to a Squa

dron of Ships, which are deſign'd

E ſertions; if not,

fight with Cheerfulneſs, and Vigour, with

out good Uſage; or how ſhall we be able

to ſupport it, without ſaving all the Mo

ney we can 2

N.B., 150 l. is offer'd by a certain Office

if Mr D'anvers canº: the aboveº
his Printer will be

proſecuted.

Common £enſe, Feb. 16. Nº 159. “

Mr CosimoN SEN'sE,

A* I am a Stranger newly arriv'd in

this Country, and with the ſame

View that moſt other Strangers come

1or real Service, than to ſupply them with F here, that is, to make my Fortune, I do

good and wholeſºme Proviſions. I hope

therefore the ſtrićteſt Care is taken as to

this Particular, and that the Orders

from above , are punétually obey'd at

*-; tho' a Rumour flies about

that ſome Complaints of this Kind have

been lately made; and I am even inform'd

that there is a perſon, who will under

take to prove that great Quantities of

Heef and Pork ačtually ſtunk before it was

{ent abroad.—This, if true, muſt be ow

ing either to the Badneſ of the Commodi

ties, when bought up, to the Want of

Skill in Salting them, or to ſome corrupt
Gains made by thoſe concern’d in the H

Management of -—, I have

heard one Man declare that having con

tracted to ſupply — with a large

Number of Bullocks, and negle&ting to

ºnake the uſal Preſent, upon ſuch Occa

ſions, the Cattle wire throwa back upon

-

myſelf the Honour to addreſs myſelf to

ou as a Perſon capable of making my

§: and Profeſſion known to $ World;

in which you may, perhaps, do yourſelf

Home Kindneſs at the ſame Time that you

are ſerving me: For you will find that I

ſhall ſoon creep into Favour with ſome

great Men in this Country. So that your

Endeavours to promote my Intereſt may,

perhaps, remove that Préjudice which I

find ſome of them have conceiv'd againſt

yourſelf. -

To let you into my Defign,HI intend

to ſet up an Academy to inſtrućt young

Noblemen and Gentlemen to riſe in the

world; or in the Art of growing rich

As I conceive there will, in a ſhort Time,

be but one Way in this Nation whereby it

will be poſſible to acquire Wealth, I ſhall

make all my Scholars perfect Maſters #
this Myſtery,
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If I have not ſufficiently explain'd my

ſelf, know, that I profeſs the Art of ma

king Court to Mén in Power, or, in a

Word, I profeſs the moſt noble and pro

fitable Science of Fawning, and Cringing.

Perhaps you will ſay, it is a Trade that A

cannot take any where except in an arbi

trary Government. That may be a

#reat Miſtake of yours. I have travell’d

to all the Courts of Europe, and wherever

I began to practiſe I was adviſed, by the

Niſeſt Men of the Country, to make the

beſt of my Way to England.—The

laſt Piace i reſided in was France, where, B

I muſt confeſs, I did not meet with all

that Encouragement which my Merit in

my Profeſſion might juſtly have entitled

me to in a Nation ſo polite, which is in

tirely owing to the odd Humours of the

old Gentleman, who, at preſent, preſides

you muſt know, that fighting with a Man,

or for a Man, is no Part of my Syſtem,

—ſo that it was high Time for me

to decamp. -

Being informed, that Patience is a Ver

tue, much practiſed in this Country, both

in publick and private Affairs, and that

Kicking hath been ſo much in Vogue a

mongſt Placemen of no ſmall Figure, it

ſcarce huts a Man's Reputation,H-I

flatter myſelf, that what diſgraced me in

that Country, will recommend me here.

As your military Poſts are vaſtly profi

table it this Country, I will engage to in

ſtrućt ail Gentlemen in the Art of War,

according to the preſent Diſcipline; Iſay,

I will undertake to quality any Perſon,

without Hinderance of any other Buſineſs

for any Poſt in the Army, from a Lieutº

nant-General down to an Enſign, in ſo

at the Head of Affairs in that Kingdom, C ſhort a Time as half an Hour 3–that

who is for reviving ſome antiquated Max

ims of Government which, I hope, will

not be follow'd here, tho' France may lead

the Faſhion in other Things.

I inſtructed half a Dozen very pretty

Fellows ſo well that I thought they might

have made their Way in any Court of

is to ſay, I will teach him how to look

and dres, and ſalute at a Review ; as al.

ſo, give him a genteel Taſte in the Chºice

of a Field Equipage: Which, I conceive,

is all in the Art military that is neceſſary

to be known in your Land Service.

But, as it may be of much greater Con

Europe, when, to my great Surprize, the D ſequence to put a Man in a Way of getting

old Gentleman, before-mention'd, ſignifi

ed to them, that it was expected, } every

Perſon who ſerv'd the King ſhould have

a Capacity andTalents to qualify him par

ricularly for the Poſt to which he preténd

ed. —Was there ever ſuch an unrea

a Poſt, than to inſtruct him how to be.

have when he is in it, I propoſe to throw
in the laſt, grati, to aſ thoſe who ſhall

pay handſomely for the firſt. T

it is well known, that the People of

this Nation have not naturally a go?

ionable old Prigº Nay, when I waited E. Diſpoſition to learn this polite Art; the

aupon him myſelf, to cffer my Service, a

Domeſtick was ſent to give me a civil

Whiſper, and adviſe me never to ſhew

my Face in his Eminency's Preſence more;

that Men of my Charaćter were the Per

iſons with whom he was reſolved never

to have any Communication whatſoever.

However, I did not deſpair of ſeeing a

Turn in my Favour; for, confidering his

Eminency’s great Age, a Cold, or ſome

F

other ſlight Indiſpoſition might have car

ried him off, and who knows but he

smight be ſucceeded by ſome Perſon who

might encourage our Profeſſion; but an

Profeſſor promiſes, therefore, to take

double Pains. . .

As to the Method of growing rich,

taught by another Prefeſſor, viz. By pro

nouncing certain Monoſyllables, or walk

ing three Steps to the Right, or ſix tº

the Leſt at the Word of Command, or

by a Nod, or by a Sign, it is no more

than what I would undertake to teach an

Aſs to do in a Week; beſides, that ſo ſtil"

pid and eaſy a Qualification muſt (as the

Country grows poor) ſo increaſe the Num:

ber of Pretenders to Employments, that

it will not be worth Gentlemens while to

anſºcky Adventure obliged me not to G learn.

wait for ſuch an Event.

I happened to ºffer my Service to a Man

of Quality, whoſe private Affairs were in

iſuch a broken Condition that I thought

he would have taken any good Employ

ment; but he, being a Perſon of a Cho

Jerick Diſpoſition, inſtead of receiving my

Offer with that Kindneſs I expećted,

kick'd me out of the Room, in the Sight

of ſeveral Perſons; which, Story being

foon ſpread about, no Gentleman would

admit me into his Company after; For

I promiſe to teach all my scholars ſome

infinuating and engaging Manners, or *

certain feneſcay quoy, to diſtinguiſh them

from others; and rhat will certainly give

them the Preference before all other Pre"

tenders whatſoever.

As Succeſs in obtaining Preferment

conſiſts in knowing the Vices and Follies

of the Great Man, the Skill lies in apply

m; the Flattery to the weak Side. -

f, for Example, he happens to b8

ſhamefully ignorant of the 'intereſt: 9:

- - - P-licies
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Policies of his own, or the neighbouring

Countries, or, in other Words, a notori

on Blunderer, you muſt be ſure to, extol

his moſt profound Knowledge and deep

penetration in the Affairs of Europe, and A

the great Superiority he ſhews over the *

Miniſters ofother Nations, when he treats.

with them. -

If his Chara&er be that of half Clown

and half Buffoon, you have an ample

Field to expatiate upon:---You muſt .

raiſe his agreeable Wit, his fine Addreſs,

§ elegant Converſation, his eaſy Man
ner, his delicate Taſte in Dreſs, not for: B

getting ſo much as his genteel Manner of

wearing his Perriwig. . . --

if it happens to be ſome military Cº

ward who never ſaw a Campaign, or elſe

ran away in the only Skirmiſh, in which

he was ever engaged,—there the Yertues

of the Heroe muſt be laid on thick;--

every Thing muſt be attributed to his C

Courage, and you muſt never have done

ſhort, if

any Perſon of Quality, or private Gentle

mán, that intends to do mé the Honour

to become my Scholar, will but diſcover

who the Perſon is to whom he is obliged

to make Court, I will put him in the Way

to do his Buſineſs ſecundum. Artem.

I ſhall make two Proviſos; firſt, that

the great Man to be applied to ſhall not,

in any one Quality, be like the old Gen

tleman in France: And next, that the

Scholar ſhall lay aſide all Pretenſions to

Modeſty, as well as Honóur.

I inſtruct any Gentleman to ačt the Part

of a But to a Man in Power, that is, to

accompany him only to be play’d upon,

and take all his Jokes; a Method that

never fails of recommending a Man to

ſuch Perſons in Power as have little Wit,

much Impudence, and no Humanity.

I inſtruct younger Brothers who have a

Mind to apply to rich Widows; and For

tune Hunters of all Sorts, at a reaſonable
Price. F

Thoſe who propoſe to advance them--

ſelves by being Pimps, Bawds, Runners,

or Spies, &c. to Men in Power, may have

private Leſions, if they deſire it.

I propoſe, that every Scholar ſhall pay

half the Sum at Entrance, and the reſt as

ſoon as he hath gone thro’ the Lectures.

. The Profeſſor expects that every Scho

lar ſhall, at his firſt Preferment, that is

to ſay, on the Day he receives his Patent,

Commiſſion, &c. over and above what

he paid for Learning, make him a Preſent

to the Amount of five per Cent, out of

his firſt Year's Salary.

Iº to hire and furniſh a large

Hºtel, by Way of Subſcription, in order

* D i.
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to open my Academy. In the meanTime,

I am to be heard of at the Sign of the

Spaniel, or Setting Dog, a Perfumer's,

near St James's. Sir, .

I have the Honour to be your moſt ob

ſequious, your, moſtº your

moſt humble Servant, -

- Jean Faineant.

P. S. Any Gentleman who has the Ho

nour to fit in either Houſe of—,

ſhall be inſtructed for half Price.

Any Gentleman who has a very hand

ſome Wife, in the Prime of her Youth,

or a beautiful Daughter at Age of Matu

rity, ſhall alſo be inſtrućted for half Price.

Any Woman of Quality (paying a Price

according) may be waited on at her own

Houſe, and inſtructed privately by my

Wife. - -

From the jaeºcaſtle jottºmaſ. No. 46. .

Conješures on the natural Reaſºns of the

reſent ſevere Seaſon, publiſhed in the

Newcaſtle Journal, by an ingenious Au

, thor, formerly our Correſpondent ; being

the Concluſion of an Eſſay toward, a Mé

chanical Account of Freezing.

OR ſeveral Years paſt there has

T not been any conſiderable Expence

of the freezing Nitre, our Winters having

been generally very open and free from

great Snows and Froſts; and therefore

the Stock of this Nitre has been for a

.# Time continually augmenting and

gathering in the Atmoſphere, till other

Circumſtances concur'd towards a proper

Diſcharge of it.

2. The Weather was obſerv'd to be re

markably cold through all the laſt Year,

particularly the Autumn or latter Part of

it, occaſion'd by frequent North & North

eaſterly Winds, which brought along with

them large Quantities of chill Vapours

and Clouds; ſo that we had continual

Changes and Varieties of Fair and Rain

even at the Time of the Year which is

generally the beſt in our Climate. By

theſe Means neither the Earth nor At

moſphere have been ſo much heated or

warmed by the Rays of the Sun, as ge

nerally happens in moderate Summers.

The Concurrence of theſe two Circum

ſtances might poſſibly have a conſiderable

Share in produeing this rigorous Winter;

to which we may add the Continuation of

the North and Eaſt Winds, for they have.

more than any others, blown upon us for

ſeveral Months paſt, and have probably

brought along with them no ſmall Quan
tity of the freezing Nitre, from the bleak

Regions of the Northern Continent: .
F -- - - - - - - - t
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that, theſe are all, or even the principal

Reaſons of the great Froſt and late ſtormy

Seaſon, I dare not affirm; and what other

Grounds and Reaſons may be naturally

aſſign'd, I do not pretend to ſay..."

Some of the Conſequences which may wiſe, and a Drought enſue, tho’ Plants

would undoubtedly ſhoot away with prº. Ibe expected from ſo remarkable a Froſt,

are much eaſier to point out, than the

particular Cauſes of it; for if we are

right in the Principles of Froſt in general,

the Effe&ts upon Bodies, ſo far as their

Properties are known, will be inferr'd

without much Difficulty...

1.The freezing Spicula or Nitre being

in all Places drove into the Earth where

any Humidity or watry Particles are con

tained, and by that Means the Glºbe

$roze into a hard rigid Lump; ſo ſoon as

the Rays of the Sun or any other Heat in

the Air or Atmoſphere acquires a ſuffici

ent Foree to break the Coheſion, and ſe

#: and diſſolve the freezing Nitre, the C.

fixed Maſs will be immediately looſen’d

and thaw'd ; by which Means all Earths

and Compoſts are ſound after a Froſt to

be ſoften’d and mellow’d, their Parts ha

ving been vaſtly divided and ſeparated by

the darting and cutting of the minute

freezing Spicula. - . . .

2: After a great Froſt, a quick Progreſs

of Vegetation and an extraordinary Ferti

lity of the Ground may be expected, pro

vided that a favourable Seaſon follows,

and the Induſtry of the Husbandman be

not wanting : For nothing contributes

more to the Improvement of Soils, and E Öonſultations and Purſuits of

rendering them fit for producing Plants

and Fruits, than that the earthly Parts be

well broke and minutely * divided, ſo
that the n-tural Juices and rolific Salts

may freely circulate and digeſt into a pro:

per Pabuſum for Plants to imbibe 3 and

alſo that the Warmth of the Sun, the z

vernal Air and Rains, may eaſily pervade"

the Maſs, and aſſiſt the Bufineſs of Vegeta

tjon. - -

3. It is to be hoped, that the great Se:

yerity of the Fröſt will have deſtrºy'd

imultitudes of thoſe noxious Inſects which

for theſe two Seaſons laſt pºſt have infeſt.

ed the Błońoms, and ruined the Fruits oºg

both Orchards and Gardens; tho' it is to

be feared great Numbers will eſcape be

ing### by the freezing Spicula : For

it is obſerved by Naturaliſts, that the

seeds or Eggs of thoſe Flies (which de

froy the Fruit under the Caterpillar-Form) ſolved to follow their Effects, if they,

are depoſited under very dry and firm

Coverings, which are able to refift the

keeneſt Froſt, ſo long as Wet is kept out.

4. Tho' the Earth will be greatly open

ed by the Froſt, and the hard Lumps and \

Clods mollified, divided, and ſeparated,

The GENT L E M Aw’; MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

ſo as to haſten the Growth of Vegetable,

and produce their Fruits in Pienty and to

§. Perfečtion, provided the Spring and

ummer Seaſons prove ſeaſonable and in.

dulgent ; yet ſhould they happen other.

digious Speed for a while, the prolifick

Juices and radical Moiſture will ſooner be

expended and exhauſted than if theGround .

were leſs open and porous ; and, in this

Caſe, the Ftoſt may be of very bad Con.

ſequence, by giving a greater Scope to a

droughty Seaſon, to dry and parch the

Soil immoderately, and render Plants and

Fruits ſubjećt to Blights and Mildews,

* See M. Tull's Treatiſt of Horse.

HoING, an Author who writés from ex:

perimental Knowledge, and haſ, by will

areffing Land, had fine Crops of What

14%ars ſucceſſively without Dung.

From the Blourefle: ‘Tournal. No. 929.

Tº the Au THoR of the GlouceſterJournal

S I R, -

HE celebrated Sir WILLIAM T.M.

ple, in his Eſſay on Popular Diſ.

contents, has this Remar

only regret one unhappy Effect ºf our

Diſcontents and Diviſions, that will ever

:—“I ſhall here

attend them, even when they are not via

lent or dangerous enough to diſturb our

Peace ; which is, that they divert Oſt

greateſt Councils from falling upon the
#. Arts

and Inſtitutions, which ſeem to be the

moſt uſeful and neceſſary for the common

Intereſt and public Good of the Kingdom,

without Regard to any Partialities, whi

|

buſy the Councils as well as Aétions of all
º -

fa&ious Times.”

And then he goes on to trace the rough

Draught of ſome ſuch Nations as he ſays

had long been in his Head; but he newer

found a Seaſon to purſue them.

Qne of which is, An Aff fºr public Ré

giftries of Land, by which all Purchaſºrs

or Mortgagees may be ſecured of all M*
nies they ſhall lay out upon ſuch Occaſi

ons.—His Word, are theſe;—“I daſ;

hardly venture to ſay how great Sums ºf

Money I could have ſent over during my

Embaſſies abroad, if I could have propol

any ſafe and eaſy Ways of ſecuring them

for the Owners, whereof many were rº

might have had this juſt Encouragement.

I know very well how many Argument;

will be raiſed againſt figh an Åt, and

chicfly by the Lawyers, whoſe unreaſº:
able Gains ariſe from füch suits and Diº

putes as would be avoided by ſuch agº.
* - - - - - - - - - - - - , ſtitution:

|
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Offices in the King’s Diſpoſal : But rather

atangle any ſuch Propoſal, not only with

.#. but by their nice and

ſubtle Reaſonings will pretend cwen Im

poſſibilities. I ſhall not here souble my:

fifto anſwer all I have heard, and all I

believe they can ſay upon this Subject, ar. A

ther than by one common Maxim, That

whatever has been may be ; and fince we

know this to have been pračtiſed with in

finite Advantage ever fince Charles the

Fifth's Time, both in the Spaniſh and U

mited Provinces of the Netherland, no

Man can pretend to doubt but with the

fame senſe, Application, and publick In

tentions in our Government, it may like

wiſe be eſtabliſhed here. There is ſome

thing equivalent to it in France, which

they cali Pendre par Decret, and which

eñds all Diſputes or Pretences; as like

wife in Scotland: So it is a very hard Ca

lumny upon our Soil or Climate, to affirm

that ſo excellent a Fruit, which proſpers C

among all our Neighbours, will not grow

here.

One Argument I have met with from

forme. Perſons who always value them

ſelves to their Country by Jealoufies of

the Crown, and that is, the Encreaſe of

than ſuch a Thing ſhould fail, and if allD

Scruples muſt be ſatisfied, the Regiſters

in each County may be choſen by the

County Court, and their Patents may be.

always granted during good Behaviour.”

Such an Aćt we had Hopes of the laſt

Seſſions of Parliament, as we likewiſe

have again this ; and perhaps the Recom-E

mendation of it from ſo great a Name as

Sir William Temple's, may have ſome

Weight towards the carrying it through;

which is the Deſign of my defiring you to

publiſh what I have here with great Fi

delity tranſcribed from him. -

7%ars, &c.

From the unſettſal spectato. No. 591.

Of AMBIT Io N in its ſeveral Kinds and

Degrees of Life. -

Aºim, or a Deſire of Excellency and

j above others, is natural to all,

who wou'd be eſteem’d above others, and,

therefore in Proportion to that Deſire is

the Ambition of him that has it. When

this longing after Pre-eminence ačtuates.

Men employ'd in condućting Affairs of

State or commanding Armies, it may pro

º be diſtinguiſh'd to be of the tragical

F
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If it ſhou'd be the Ambition of a young

Gentleman or young Lady to commence'

a finiſh'd Petit Maitre or modern Belle,

Dreſs, Finery, Balls, Operas, with a long

Etcetera, are their only Studies, while

good Senſe and Underſtanding are totally

negle&ted and undervalued : Hence there

is ſcarce a Beau but is a Blockhead, or a

Belle who has common Senſe.

. Men, who live abſtraćted from what

is call'd the Gaiety of Life, may ſmile at

the ridiculous Ambition of theſe Charac

ters; they deſerve Contempt ; yet, is

the Beau a ſtranger Creature to the judi

cious Part of Mankind, than a Man mere

ly addićted to Speculation ? Both are e

qually igorant of the juſt Rules of Life;

and the Ambition of him who wou'd be

a wiſe Man by Speculation, is equally ri

diculous to him who wou'd affect to know

the World by making a fooliſh Figure
In it. . . - -

I imagine the moſt extravagant Fancics

and Aëtions, if traced to their Source,

wou’d be found to take their Riſe from

forme extravagant Ambitiou. Is there

any other Cauſe why Mr Booze, the De

puty of a certain Ward in this Metropolis,

will drink Bumpers to certain Political

Heaths, till he can neither ſtand, go,

nor ſpeak? No; he is reſolv’d to excel

another Deputy of an adjacent Ward in

Teſtimony of his Principles, by the grea

ter Number of Half-Pint Bumpers. His

Adverſary has a Soul which equally thirſts

after Praiſe and Red Port ; thus, through

the Patriot and Courtly Ambition of theſe

worthy Gentlemen, they are in a faii

Way of killing one another.

I was once an Eye-witneſs to an odd

kind of Ambition: Two young Gentle.

men of Oxford were both enamour'd with

the reigning Toaſt of that Place: Ol

ſome Diſpute, in Regard to their Affec.

tions, the one put a large Spoonful of

Soot into his Glaſs, then filling a Bumper,

toaſted his Miſtreſs's Health, and drank

it with an Air which betray’d a Conſci

cuſneſs of his Vićtory; the other, with a

Philoſophical Calmneſs, ſmil'd at ſuch a

yain Experiment, and ſtepp'd to his Clo
ſet for a Phial of Ink, § a Brimmer

with it, and toſs'd it off with Io Triumphe

and Miſs Molly ***. Whoſe Ambition.

roſe to the greateſt Height was nºt deter

min'd by the Company, and, like two

great Generals after a drawn Battle, both

claim'd the Vićtory.—I muſt add, that

Miſs Molly on this Occaſion look’d en

ºd; but when the Objećts of Ambition H them as two equal Fools, and wou'd have

and Pride are only the common Views of

Private Life, thcy become farcical, and,

inſtead of raiſing Anxiety are diverting,

neither of them. . . * -

But of all Kinds of Pride, the greateſt

is that which affe&s to conſiſt in Hamility#
- 3il

|º
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and as the greateſt Art is to conceal Art,

ſo in ſome, the greateſt Pride is the Con

tempt of Pride. I have often obſerv’d

more Haughtineſs and inſolent Carriage.

in a plain Quaker-like Coat and ſhinin

Beaver, than in an embroider'd Suit, an

a Hat with a Cockade in it. Much Selfs

Sufficiency is ſeen in an artful Simplicity

of Garb; and I have known an old Miſer

as proud of having a Pair of Tape Shoe

Strings, as my Lord Waimairs of his Dia

anoma. Shoe-Buckler.

: The Female Part of the World have

alſo their Topicks of Ambition : Some

fix all their Glory in their Faces, ſome in

their Houſewifry, and ſome in their De

votion; each of which may equally be

Jiable to Cenſure ; for on Examination,

the Beauty in all Likelihood may prove

an errant Coquette, the notable Woman

AGAZINE, Vol. X.

proper; One Night his Boot requiring

immediate mending, he was directed to

a Cobler: Unluckily it happen'd to be

St Criſpin's Holiday; and inſtead of find

ing the Cobler inclin'd for Work, he was

in the Height of his Jollity among his

Acquaintance: The Emperor acquainted

him with what he wanted, and cffer'd

a handſome Gratuity. “What,

Friend, ſays the Fellow, do you know

no better than to ask any of our Craft to

work on St Criſpin 2—Was it Charleſ the

Vth himſelf, I’d not do a Stitch for him

now—But if you'll come in, and drink St

Criſpin, do and welcome ; we are as mer

ry as the Emperor can bc.”—The Sove

reign accepted his Offer ; but while he

was contemplating on their rude Pleaſure,

inſtead of joining in it, the jovial Hºſt

thus accoſts him.— “What, I ſuppoſe

A

no better than a Cook-Maid, and the C you are ſome Courtier Politician or other

Devotee a Methodical Hypocrite.—How

ever, I muſt acknowledge that Ambition

may be rational and laudable, that is,

when it ſeeks and aims at the Peace and

Happineſ of human Society, and the Good
ef our Fellow Creatures. It is with a ſecret

joy that I have ſeen by the pnblic Papers D

a noble Emulation exert itſelf at this ſe

were Seaſon, to aſſiſt thoſe who muſt ne

ceſſarily be oppreſs'd with every Kind of

Want. Every Pariſh through our Me

tropolis has had a laudable Ambition to

colleśt as much as poſſible for their ſeveral

Poor, and private unknown Perſons have

ſeem'd to contend who cou’d outdo one

another in generous Benefactions: This

is an Ambition worthy the Dignity of hu

man Nature, and the Reſult only of a

good and underſtanding Mind.
Ambition is nºt confºrd to any Degree

of Mankind ; it is evident in every Claſs,

E.

by that contemplative Phiz——Nay, by

your long Noſe, you may be a Baſtard of

the Emperor's :-But be who, or what

you will, you’re heartily welconse-Drink

about; here's Charles the Fifth's Health.”

Then you love Charles the Fifth, reply'd

the Emperor.— “ Love him 2 ſays the

Son of Criſpin–Ay, ay, I love his lºng

Noſeſhip well enough; but I ſhou'd love

him much more, wou'd he but tax us a

little left : But, what the Devil have we
to do with Politicks—Round with the

Glaſs, and merry be our Hearts.”—After

a ſhort Stay, the Emperor took his Leave,

and thank'd the Cobler for his hoſpitable

Reception.— “ That, cry’d he, you're

welcome to ; but I wou'd not to-day

have diſhonour’d StCriſpin to have work'd

for the Emperor.”—Charles, pleas'd with

the honeſt good Nature and Humour of

the Fellow, ſent for him next Morning

nor do the loweſt give leſs Proofs of it F to Court: You muſt imagine his Surpriſe,

than the higheſt. How far the Pride of

Man can demonſtrate itſelf among the in

ferior Sort of People, is very humourouſly

deſcrib'd by Mr Addiſon in a Paper, where

he obſerves, that a Cobler near Lºdgate

had fix’d in his Stall the Wooden Image

to ſee and hear that his late Gueſt was

his Sovereign; he ſcar'd his Joke on his

long Noſe muſt be puniſh'd with Death

The Emperor thank’d him for his Hoſpi.

tality, and, as a Reward for it, bid him

ask for what he moſt defir’d, and take

of a Beau with his Hat off, and with and the whole Night to ſettle his Surpriſe and

cbſequious Bow extending his Hand to

§ End; and Briſtle; neceſſary for

His Craft: But this Ambition in our Eng

liſh Cobler did not come up to that No.
bleneſs of Pride of a Flandeican one. The

Story runs thus : . . .

Charles V, in his Intervals of Relaxati

on, us’d to retire to Bruffels : He was a

Prince curious to know the Sentiments of

his meaneſt Subjećts concerning himſelf,

and his Adminiſtration; therefore often

went out incog, and mix’d himſelf in ſuch

Companies and Converſation as he thought

his Ambition— Next Day he appeard,

and requeſted, That for the future the

Coblers of Flanders might bear for their

Arms, a Boot with the Emperor's Crow;

upon it.—That Requeſt was granted, an
as ſo moderate was his Ambition, th:

Emperor bid him make another.—... ſh

ſays he, I am to have my utmoſt Wiſhes,
Command that for the future the Coºl"

pany of Coblers ſhall take place of the

Company of Shoe-makers.”—It was º.
cordingly ſo ordain'd, and to this Day

there is to be ſeen a Chapel inFº
-

&
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adorn’d round with a Boot and Imperial
Crown on it, and in all Proceſſions the

Company of Cohlers take place of the

Company of Shoe-makers.
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Mr Speciator, London.

I Am Son, and, at the ſame Time, Clerk

+ to an eminent Attºrney in this City; I

am arriv'd to my 20th Year, which, if

ever, is a Time of Life to have ſome lit

illnſºrtſal §pectatoz, Feb. 16. No. 593. Atle Indulgences allow'd me as to my pri

Mr Spec,

ITH the Charaćter of having Beau

# common Senſe, and ſometrifling

Accompliſhments, , a Gentleman of For

tune addreſs'd me; he lik'd me, propos'd

Marriage; but I acquainted him, that all

the Charms. I had were in my Perſon. B

That Objećtion made no Difference; for

he marry'd me without any Fortune, and,

beſides, ſettled a handſome Jointure upon

me—You will wonder, Sir, after ſuch

Generoſity, what I can complain of-It is

this—I had not been marry'd a Month,

but I found a moroſe, ſullen, and imperi

ous Temper in a Man, who I thought

could never have behav’d but with the

É. good Humour and Gentility.—I

ave argued with him on this Behavicur,

and he thinks, that as he marry’d me

without a Fortune, he has an undoubted

Liberty of ačting in what Manner he

thinks proper, and a Right of behaving

in a tyrannical Manner. But tho’ I never

yer made him any harſh Reply to ſuch

Uſage, I know véry well, as I am his

Wife, I am as much ſo, and have as juſt

a Title to as good Uſage, as if I had

brought him twenty thºuſand Pound;... As

mild Methods are better than any other,

pray inſert this Letter, and add two Lines

to diſapprove his Condućt, and it will be

a particular Satisfaction, and I hope a

Happineſs to -

Your conſtant Reader, AME LIA.

4melia's Complaint is ſojaſt, that there
needs no†† on it; and I hope her

Spouſe will think that her Beauty and

Prudence deſerve as grateful Eſteem, as

the Female Sex can raiſe in the Mind of

Aſan.—I have heard ſome perſons of Sir

john Brute's Charaćter advance a Latin
gº inº of their Sentiments

—944 indotata eff, ea eſt in poteffate
ſwirl—She who§ 710§º:
der the Power of her Husband. —But how

would they like the following Words, if

they without a Fortune marry’d a Woman

with one.—Dotatae mašfant malo & dam

2:0 viros—He that marries a Fortune muſt

be at the Mercy of his Wife? I expect

and hope Ameliá may find an Alteration

in her Husband's Condućt, and ſhould be

ſorry to hear any Man could ſo far play

the Hypocrite, as to behave one Month

with uncommon Generoſity, in order to

£hew in the next an undominon Tyranny.

yate Conduct. I do not, Mr. Štěčiatºr,

by Indulgevces, mean any Sanction for

cómmitting any Aëtions contrary to the

Rules of Morality: But I muſt appeal to

you, if it is reaſonable in my Father to

treat me at this Age as if I was a Schoºl

Boy, and exerciſe a Severity; becauſe {

am his Son, contrary to Juſtice, and I

may ſay Diſcretion. Sir, l have always

ačićd with a filial Duty and Tºndºn'ſ to

wards him, ànd ſure I have a Right to
expećt a paternal Tenderneſ in Return; I

want not Licentiouſneſs, but Liberty: In

ſhort, for want of Allowance for Pocket

C Money, I cannot keep ſuch Cºmpany as is
proper for my Station of Life, and to keep

any beneath it, is as contrary to my Inte

reſt as my Inclination. A Hint, Mr Stone
caſtle, from you might be of Service to

IIlê, Your ſincere Rcmonſtrancer,

MISERA BILIS.

Though I am far from giving too great

a Scope to the Liberties of young Pecpie,

yet I was always of Opinion, that ac

cording to their Áge, there were particu

lar Liberties they ſhould be indulg'd in.

If the State of the young Gentleman is

E true, as it ſeems to be, it deſerves imme

diate Redreſs, and I would recommend to

his Father’s Refle&tion the fºllowing Scn

timents of a Father cnly by Adoption: It

is the Speech of Micio in the Adelphi of

Terence, and the Thoughts are as juſt as

they are tender and paternal—Twº al-

ways my Opinion, that 'tis much better to

keep Cºldren in Order by Generºſity, than

by Fear; for that Man is much miſtake”,

who believes Government, merely by Force,

fhould have more Authority, and a 6crºr,

Foundation, than when tº accompany’d
withº:#Rº: This 2 y

my Logick; I argue thus : He that.",cº

# byºft, do his Duty, will be du

tiful no longer than you are ſirić "Žºr him;

but when he think; he ſhall riot be fºund cº,
he will fºllow his own Inciºticº; ; , Bht ké

that is govern'd by Love, cºys ºff chea".
fally, ſºves to make his dºe Rºtº of

3ratitude, and is the ſame wh;thºr you are

preſent or abſcºt. It'; a Fºº Duº, to

uſe his Child ſo, as his ºwn Choice, rathº,
than conſtraint ſhould induce kº tº g:#

ºff. Hºſe lies the Djérence bºrnet”. “

fºr and a Mºffer; and he that ºf

ºtherwiſe, let him own that he doeſ nºt *
* to govern his Childréſi- {\! is -

4.
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MEMorRs of the Life and Charašter ofMrs

Rowe, concluded from p. 286. Vol IX.

W W WHAT is ſaid of Mr Cowley, that no

one had reaſon to wiſh his Wit leſ,

was equally true of Mrs Rowe.

with the moſt manly Genius, ſhe pºſſeſ;
all that Gentleneſs and Softncſs of Diſpo

ſition, which give her Sex ſuch irrefiſtible

Charms, and was entirely free from that

Severity of Temper which has made the

Chara&er of a Wit unamiable if not in

famous *. . Next to lewd and profane

Writings, ſhe expreſs'd the ſtrongeſt A

verſion to Satire, as it is uſually ſo replete

with perſonal Malice, and Invečtive. No
Strokes of this kind can be found in her

Works. She was as unacquainted with

Envy, as if it had been impoſſible fºr ſo
baſe a Paſſion to enter into the human

Mind, but exceedingly loved to praiſe,

and never failed to obſerve and applaud

every Appearance of Merit in her Ac

quaintance, .# 'their Frailties

with more than even the uſual Partiality

of Friendſhip. -

She had few Equals in her excellent

Turn for Converſation. Her Wit was

inexhauſtible, and ſhe expreſs'd her

Thoughts in the moſt beautiful and flow

ing Eloquence; and as theſe uncommon

Advantages were accompany'd with an

eaſy Goodneſs, and unaffected Openneſs

of Behaviour, ſhe infinitely charmed all

who knew her. . Under the ſtrongeſt

Temptations to Pride, ſhe retained all the

Hunility of the meaneſt and moſt obſcure

Perſon of ; human Race.—She wasexqui

fitely ſenſible of her own Defečis.—She

aſſumed no indecent Share in Converſati

on, and was frequently filent on Subjećts

ſhe well undreſtood, and on which ſhe

could have diſplayed her Wit to great F

Advantage.—She never dićtated to ºthers,

nor arrogated any Reſpešt or Deference

to her own Sentiments; but in converſing

with Perſons of Parts and Abilities, far

beneath her own, ſtudied to make the

• Superiority of her Genius eaſy to them,

was too refin’d and delicate to reliſh thoſe

infipid Trifles, called Novel; and Romancer,

She would have eſteemed the Diverſions

of the Engliſh. Theatre (eſpecially thoſe

of the Tragic Kind) capable of affording

Fº: A the moſt noble and rational Pleaſure, if

* ſhe could have believed them innocent;

but ſo few of them appeared to her inof.

fenſive to Virtue, that ſhe thought fit to

abſtain from thoſe Entertainments. The

native Grandeur of her Soul preſerved

her from a Fondneſs for any kind of

Luxury; judging it much beneath the

Dignity of a Being poſſeſs'd of Reaſon,

and born for Immortality. She was pleaſ.

ed with whatever ſhe found on herTable,

and neither the Nature of her Food, nor

the Manner of dreſſing it, gave her any

Uneaſineſs. She mix’d in no Parties of

Pleaſure, and deſpiſed the trivial and un

C inſtrućtive Converſation of formal Viſits,

as much as Decency would allow.

She had a Contempt of Riches that

has been rarely equall’d, and which may

be regarded as the certain Mark of a truly

great Mind.—The Love of Money ſhe

thought the moſt ſordid and ignoble of

Paſſions.—She could ſcarce bear the Men.

D ton of Injuſtice, without trembling; and

the Tenderneſs and Delicacy of her Con.

ſcience, with regard to this Sin, was ſº

#. that ſhe hardly thought ſhe could

eep far enough from it. - -

Her Hndifference to Fame was no leſ;

E remarkable; as ſhe ſeemed to ſhun it by

concealing herſelf, during almoſt the

Whole of her Life, in an obſcure Soli.

tude, ſo ſhe praćtiſed no Arts to promote

her Reputation, ſhe wrote no Preface to

Wºº the Public in favour of her

Works f, nor ſuffer'd them to be accom

pany'd with the Panegyrics of her Friends,

As ſhe was exemplary for every rela.

tive Duty, ſo Filial Picty was a remark:

able Part of her Charaćter. She loved

the beſt of Fathers as ſhe ought, and re:

paid his uncommon Care and Tenderneſs

by all juſt Returns of Duty and Affection,

She has been heard to ſay, That ſhe could

by the moſt ºbliging Goodneſs and Con. G die rather than diſpleaſe him ; and the

deſcenſion of Behaviour.—She infinite

ly loved and reverenced true Goodneſs,

and paid a peculiar Reſpect to finceré

Piety, when great Degrees of Ignorance,

and extremely mean Circumſtances, might

have quite obſcured it to leſs humble and

generous Minds. -

She was untainted with that Lºve of

Pleaſure which has ſo univerſaily corrup

ted the preſent Age, and is juſtlyãº,
to have the moſt infriendly influence on

the nobleſt Kinds of Virtue.—Her Taſte

*.4 miº drift:d as a Hºt, B, Yºung.

Anguiſh ſhe felt at ſeeing him in Pain in

his laſt Sickneſs was ſo great, that it oc.

caſioned ſome Kind of Čonvulſion, a Diſ.

order from which ſhe was wholly free in

every other Part of his Life.

The higheſt Eſteem and moſt tender

H Affection appeared in all her Conduct tº

Mr. Rowe ; and by the moſt gentle and

obliging Mannels, and the É.i. of

every ſocial and good-natured Virtue, ſhe

confirmed the Empire ſhe had gainedº:
l

• f Dr Young wrºte tº prºſace tº Friºn*
tº 1Jºãths
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his Heart. She made it her. Study to

ſºften the Anxieties, and heighten all

the Satisfactions of his Life.—Her Ten

derneſs of him, during the long Illneſs

that preceded his Death, was hardly to

be imagined. She partook his ſleepleſs

Nights, and never quitted his Bed, un

leſs to ſerve or to watch by him. And

as ſhe could ſcarce be perſuaded to for

fake even his breathleſs Clay, ſo ſhe con

{ecrated her future Years to his Memory,

- by honouring his Aſhes with a Reſolution

71

ºr. Covetouſneſs was a Vice

ſhe abhorred ſo much, that ſcarce any

groſſer kind of Immorality could more

effectually exclude from her Friendſhip.

Beſides Sums of Money and Diſtribution

of Präétical Books ſhe employed her own

Hands in Labours of Charity to cloath the

Neceſſitous, Particularly the Palatines:

She ſhew’d a ſtrong Senſe of Humanity

by often weeping over the Misfortunes of

the Unhappy, and was ſo touch'd with

the Miſeries of the Poor, as not only to

of perpetual Widowhood, + which ſhe B ſend her Servant to examine what they .

inviolably maintained. She mourned over

the Death of her Husband and Father,

with all that Tenderneſs and Senſibility

which ought to touch every humane

and generous Heart, at the Loſs of the

deareſt Perſons on Earth; yet her Sub

miſſion to the Will of Heaven was with

out the leaſt Murmur. . . .

She was a gentle and kind Miſtreſs; a

warm and generous Friend; juſt, if not

artial, to §. Merit of thoſe whom ſhe

9ved, and moſt gentle and candid to their

£rrors. She had a moſt God-like Biſpo

fition. The Exerciſe of Charity was half

the Pleaſure, I may add, the Buſineſs, of

her Life. Nor was this only the peculiar

Softneſs of her Sex, or a natural Felicity

of Temper, but the moſt virtuous Deſire

to diffuſe Happineſs. Her Zcal to do ge

nerous Aëtions is inexpreſſible; it broke

out on all poſſible Occaſions.

Her Charities were ſo great (if we

confider the Mediocrity of her Fºrtune)
that . can ſcarce be parallel’d. She

devoted by a ſolemn Vow (which is left

in her Manuſcript) the Half of her yearly

Income to Charitable Uſes. Purſuant to

this Engagement, which (as ſhe expreſſes

herſelf) was nºt made in an Hour of Fear

and Diffreſ, but in the joy and Grati

. ... j. See bºr Pºrſes, Vol. IX, f, 98.

tude of her Soul, ſhe not only avoided all

ſuperfluous Expences in Dreſs and Luxury,

wanted when fick, but often viſited them

in Perſon, even when ill of malignant Di

ſtempers. One kind of Munificence, in

which ſhe greatly delighted, was gauſing

Children to be taught to read and work,

ſupplying them with Clothes, and good

Books. She condeſcended herſelf to in

ſtruct them in the plain and neceſſary

Principles and Duties of Religion, and her

Griefwhen any ofthem did not anſwer her

Hopes was equal to her Satisfaction when

it appeared that her Care and Bounty had

been well placed. Nor was her Beneti

cence limited only to the ſtrićtly poor :

She us’d to ſay, 'twas one of the greateſ?

Benefits that could be due to Mankind, to
free them#. the Cares and Anxieties

that attend a narrow Fortune. According

ly ſhe has becn often known to make

large Preſents to Perſons not extremely

indigent. She heighten’d every Favour

by her Manner of conferring it. She

ſtudy’d to ſpare their Blºſhes while ſhe

ſoften’d their Adverſity; to a Perſon in

ſome Diſtreſs ſhe contrived to loſe at Play

a Sum ſufficient to ſupply the Neceſſity of

the Caſe, perhaps, the only time ſhe ever

touch'd a{. To the Poor ſhe was a

miniſtring Angel; her Goodneſs preven

ted their Requeſts; and Smiles, gentic

Language, and the warmeſt Expreſſions

of Good-Will always accompany’d her

but to enlarge her Abilities of doing good, F A&ions of Mercy. The Diſtreſſed, were

genied herſelf what might, in ſome Senſe,

be called the realj. of Life.

Miſery and Indigence were a ſufficient

Recommendation to her compaſſionate

Regard. The firſt time ſhe accepted of

a Grarification from her Bookſeller, ſhe

beſtowed the whole Sum on a Family in

encºuraged to diſcloſe their Wants by the

kindeſt Aſſurances of Rclief, and ſhe

treated them with the Sweetneſs and eaſy

Go dneſs of a Friend, rather than the

Superiority of a Benefactor; nor was ſhe

inclined to take offence at the Appearance

of Ingratitude in her Dependants. When

diſtreſs, and there is reaſon to believé all G ſhe chanced to ºverhear ſome unthankful

the Money ſhe ever received on ſuch Ac

£ount in the ſame Manner. Once when

ſhe had not enough to ſupply the Neceſ.

firies of another Family, ſhe readily ſola

a Piece of Plate. She uſed, on going a

broad, to furniſh herſelf with different -

Pieces of Moncy, to relieve Objects of

º

time, omit the Alms ſhe uſually

Poor, entertain’d at her Servant’s Table,

murmur at their Food, tho’ ſhe had ſed

on the ſame herſchi, ſhe orly put this

gentle Conſtrućtion on their Behaviour,

7%at thy expºſed ſººthing better thºſ,

ordinary from her Tºle. Añd ſhe was ſo

far train reſenting this indecent Delicacy

of Appetite, that ſhe did not, cyci, at that
$3.3 \'t:

Šiš
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when any indigent Perſons were enter

tain’d at her Houſe, -

Her Writings give a faithful Pićture of

her Soul. Her profound Humility and

ſupreme Affection to God; her Faith in

his Promiſes, and Dependance on his Pro

vidence; her Zeal for his Glory, and Love

to his Laws appear in the ſtrongeſt height

in her Works, particularly her Devotiºns.

She devoted herſelf to the Service of

Heaven in a ſolemn Covenant which at

fone Periods ſhe renewed and ſtrength

ened. She pračtiſed ſecret Prayer thrice

a Day, and had Veneration and Love to

the Lord’s Day, which (excepting Offices B

of Goodneſs and Compaſſion) ſhe wholly

conſecrated to Piety and Devotion. She

had an inexpreſſible Love and Veneration

for the Holy Scriptures, and was aſſiduous

in the Reading of them, particularly the

New Teſtament, the Pſalms, and thoſe

Parts of the Prºphetical Writings, which C
relate to our bleſſed Saviour.—The Fer

vour of her Zeal in the Cauſe of Religi
on was beyond the Rate of common Ex

amples. As ſhe could not command her

Tears of Tranſport when ſhe was witneſs

tº any eminent Inſtance of Piety; ſo, on

the ºther hand, the fatal Advancés of In
fidelity in this Nation rent her very Soul. D

She ſpoke with the higheſt Eſteem and

Gratitude of thoſe excelſönt Perſons, who,

in the preſent Age, have defended Chri.

ſtianity by their jearned Writiags, and

truly venerated them as publick Benefac.
tors to Mankind. -

She ſºemed born for the Pračice of ſub. E

line and aſcetic Piety; ’twas the ſupreme

Picaſure of her Life; yet ſhe did for fºr

tºo high a Value on itſ ong Emotions of

the Paſſions, and religious Fervous; nor

was tempted by the Love of Devotion to

prefer it to ſocial Virtue. She poſſeſs'd a

large Meaſure of that Serenity&nd Chear
fulneſs of Temper which ſeen; naturally

to flºw from conſcious Goodneſs, and the .

Hopes of the divine Faveur.

Her Lºve of Piety was not confined

to thoſe of her own Party in Religion,
and it ought to be related as an exemplary

Inſtance ºf Chriſtian Moderation, thiſ ſh;

contiºled all the latter Part of her Lif: G

iſ conſtant Communion with ſome whº

differed from her in Articles which ſhe

thºught of great Importance. `

Her Friendſhips were founded on Vir

fue, but not a perfeót Agreement in thoſe

ictſer Matters which divideus as Chriſti

ans and Engliſhmen, in which ſhe ſhew’d

* Šeherous Mind elevated above the mean

*inciples ºf Party and Bigotry. She

was favour'd with the Eſteem ànd Ac.

**ºntance of the Counteſs of Winchelſea,

-*.*,

F

H

the Viſcounteſs Weymouth,the Viſcounteſ,

%adimore, the Lady Carteret, the Lady
Brooke, the honourable Mrs Thynne, the

Earl of Qrrery, Dr Kenn, Lord Biſhop of

Bath and Wells, Sir Richard Blackmore,

Dr Watts, Mr Prior, Mr Grove, &c. But

Aabove all, ſhe poſſeſſed the higheſt De

gree of Friendſhip with another illuſtrious

Ornament of the Age, which, as it began

as ſoon as ever her Ladyſhip was capile

of this generous Paſſion, ſo it continued,

without the leaſt Interruption, to theaſ:

Moments of Mrs Rowe's Life. And there

cannot be a more advantagecus Concluſi

gn of the Chara&er of this excellent Per

ſon, than letting the world know, That

her Life was honour'd with the Friendſhip,

and her Death lamented with the Tsars, of

the Countſ of HERT Ford.

From the Ilberfil, Jºffrciſanſ. No. 373.

True Self. Love.

THE Lºve of ourſelves is a Paſſion both

latural and neceſſary to every con

ſcious Being ; and, conſequently, it is not

the Principle itſelf but only the wrong
Direction of it that is criminál. .

The Self-Love takes in not only the
1.0 we of God but the Love of one another

** a natural Source of cur own Happineſs.

As a created Being cannot be happy in

dependent of its Creator, ſo neither'could

it be the Will of our common Father that

We, his Children, all partaking of the
fame Nature, ſhould have no Regard for

each ºthers. Happineſs. If every Man

were like his Maker, the Source of his

own Happineſs, yet ſtill it would be ra

tional and god-like to deſire the Good of

other Beings; but our common Wants

and mutual Dependencies on each cther

make ſparate and independent Happineſs,
and, conſequently, Self. Love excluſive of

the Lºve of other Men with whom we are

ºniº, utterly abſurd. It is ſelf evident,
that Beings who cannot be happy without

the Aſſiſtance of each other, cannot be

happy without the Love of each other,

ſince without ſuch a mutuai Benevolence

there wili not be a natural Incitement to

ºt;al Aſſiſtance. We are all Parts of a
Whole, and all the Parts, when in ther

prºper, Situation and performing their

natural Operations, conſpire towards the

common Welfare. What would become

of thoſe who make themſelves, alone, the

Senter, of all their Views without any
Regard to the Welfare of a Community,

if every Member of it were to adopt the

ſame narrow. Principle, and purſue the
ſame confined Scheme It is become the

Bºineſs of old Fellows, hackneyed in the
Ways of Corrupti d. Inhumanity,' toy ºption an teach
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teach the growing Age an evil Leſſon a

gainſt themſelves and Mankind. If a

virtuous young Gentleman, in the Hear

ing of theſe Veterans in Vice, advances

Sentiments becoming a rational and ſocial

Being, like a keen Eaſt, Wind, they rip A

the promiſing Bud of Probity and Honour,

that it may not bring forth any Fruit be.

neficial either to publick or private Life.

All Principle they repreſent as invented by

Knavery, recommended by Oratory, but

having no Foundation in Nature, no Ex

cellency in itſelſ, praślis'd only by Novices

who are ignorant of the World, but de.

ſpiſed by all wife Men. After ſuch a

Leóture from a ſage Tutor, ſuppºſed to

be a Perſon of more Experience, Know

ledge and Judgment, no wonder if the

enlighten’d Pupil forms a Scheme imme

diately to betray his Friend, debauch the

73

57. H) “ that Q Elizabeth, after her

firſt Parliament, when her Government

was ſettled, deſpiſed the Method of fill

ing the Houſe of Commons with Place

men, or ſuch as were dependent upon

her, tho' her Farher, Brother, and Siſter

uſed ſuch Methods.” How much this

Queen deſpiſed having Correſpondence

With the Houſe of Commons appears

from a Letter extant in the Records of a

certain Borough, writ by her Majeſty's

Lord Chamberlain to the Ele&ors thete

of ; wherein he acquaints them that,

“ As he had the Honour to be their

High Steward, and had taken all Occa

ſions to do them what Service lay in his

Power, he now took the Liberty to ask

a Favour cf them, which was, That her

Majeſty intending ſhortly to call a Parlia

mºnt, (viz. in or about 1583, long enough

Siſter, or Wife of his kind Maſter who C after the firſt Parliament, and Beginning

ict him at Liberty; liſts in a Combination

to dethrone his Prince, and enſlave his

Fellow-Subječis; breaks the ſtrongeſtTies

of Nature, violates the moſt ſacred Laws,

diſſembles, over-reaches, over - bears,

plunders, or even aſſaſſinates. If theſe

Aéls of Violence are not oftener commit

ted, it cannot be aſcribed to any thing

but the inviſible Hand of Providence,

which, in Mercy, or for other wiſe Ends

of Government, reſtrains the Licencious

from ačting agreeably to the Direétion of

their Sentiments, and the natural Impulſe

of their Paſſions.

deſire one of theſe Propagators of Cor

ruption to imagine a Community of Men

(if they may be call'd a Cozamunity who

are nºt united together by ſome common

Ties of Principle and Affé:#on) withºut

any Notions of a Providence and a future

State of Rewards and Puniſhments, with

out any Sentiments of Pºrtue, without any

Feelings of Humanity, without any Re

ard to Publick Good, every one purſuing

#. Scheme of private and ſparate Hap.

pineſs, following the Call of Fis own par

ticular Taſte for Pleaſure, and uſing any

Means to gain his End, (which is the

deplorable Condition that theſe mighty G

wiſe Inſtručtors would bring us into) then

let him judge, whether ſuch a People

would not be worſe than ſo many ſavage

Beaſts, preying upon one another.

The Daily s sett.e., Feb. 16. No. 1454..

To the DAILY GAzETTEER. H

S I R,

I. your Paper of laſt Wedneſſ y (ſee

li p. 56 ) we have an Account of a rare

political Converſation relating to a Place

Biłł, in which it was advanced, (ſec p.

F

of her Reign) he deſir'd they would let

him have the naming of thcir two Bur

geſſes, and he would ſee the Borough

diſcharg’d from the Wages which at that

Time they were oblig'd to pay their

Repreſentatives. He concludes by aſſur

ing them, that not doubting of their

Compliance with their Requeſt he was

their humble Servant. Sign'd, R. Leice

ſter.”” In a ſhort Poſtſcript, his Lordſhip

adds, “If you would ſend up the Retura

with a lank left to inſert the Burgeſſes

Names, it would be taken very kindly."

I would, therefore, g. It does not appear, by any Book cr

Paper in the Cuſtody of the proper Officer

of the Borough, what Anſwer was given

to his Lordſhip by the Corporation; but

it appears, by the original Return at the

Rolls, that the Indenture was ſent up

with a Blank, and rhe two Burgeſſes are

inſerted with a different Hand from the

reſt of the Inſtrument, but in the ſame

Hand that wrote the Letter to the Bo

rough, which his Lordſhip ſigned 3 that

is, without all doubt, . by his Lordſhip's

Secretary. cannot ſay theſe two Per

ſons were Placemen; but it is ſufficieut

* Cur Readers may find an exačf Copy

of this Letter, in our M.A.G. for Auguſt.

1731, with intrºductory Remarks. And

finie many other Things% rdly curious

Are treaſured up in theſe Collections, it has

been matter ofº to us, that ſome

Perſons who eagerſy enough peruſe them.

firgly aſ they come out, Jhatild lend them

about, till they are§ zeak their Sets,

and Megſºči to have them bound in Polumes,

in which, by means of the Index, they

might immediately find whatſoever Sub

jeći or Piece of Hiſory they may want

uo fee. º

*W 3 S
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fuch Perſons as the Queen's Lord Cham

berlain thought might be truſted. Ano

ther inſtance, and direčily in Point, ap

pear'd in the Return for the chief City of

the County where this Borough lay. That

Return was ſent up with a Blank, as ap

pcats by the Difference of Hands, and

the firſt Perſon inſerted is ſaid to be one

of her Highneſs's Privy Council, which he

that drew the Return not knowing, there

was not Room left to inſert the other

Citizen, which occaſion'd his Namc to

be interlin'd. Another Return made ºy

a Borough is fill'd up with the ſameHand B

as the Indenture firſt mentioned. Ard

a fourth Return was made by a Borough

with a Blank, and afterwards fill'd up as

was thought proper Inc ne County pretty

far North, I verily believe the Burgeſſes

had been put in and out three or four

Times (ſo extraordinary are the Raſures)

before the Members were fix'd to the

Minds of the Perſons who drew the In

denture.

what I have here ſhewn I hope will be

fulficient to fatisfy any rational Creature

Whether gueen klizabeth deſpiſed any

Aſethod of getting Placemen into the Houſe

if Commons ; or rather to let all the

world ſee that Queen Elizabeth's Lord

Chamherlaix had almºſt as great a Power

over the Parliament, as the preſent Lord

Chamberlain has over tº e Playhouſes.

- - Yours &c.

. The CRAFT's MAN of the 23d.conſiſts

of ſome Remarks relating to the Place

Bill, in anſwer to a Gazetteer, which we

did not inſert. Beſides we expect from

the ſame Quarter a Summary of the Ar;

gº both for and againſt the ſaid

ill, as we have had already from the

Gazettecr. (See p. 56.)

Common SENSE of the 23d, gives

Place to a Letter from a Correſpondent

who tells us ‘That the only Way to put

* the Conſtitution on ſuch a Footing as it

* could not degenerate, would be to

f ground it on Nature; for as long, as our

* Forefathers kept their divine Rule of G at

• Nature) they went right and were hap

: py, but having at length rejećted it to
* follow other Lights, they fell into Error

* and Con uſion. And thus muſt Things

* continue till the Rule be again reſtor’d.”

*T* to be hop'd therefore the Letter writer

will oblige the Pºlic wi:h ſºme pračfical

Scheme; refloring this Rule. We ſhall

# refore wait his appearing again in
Common Senſe on this Sãºječ. -

Dof Kings.

A.R.

F wantºn Tales formed all ourź.

for the preſent Purpoſe, that they were . --

From Mr VolTAIRE's Introdułłim to

his #. ch, the Age of Lewis XIV,

which he calls the moſt intelligent AEra

in the Annals of Tºme.

HE judicious reckon but four Ages, ºr
A Periods, wherein the Polite Artſ were

efféually cultivated, being ſo many AEra:

of the Greatneſ of the human Mind.

The firſt of theſe Ageſ, which ſhines with

true Glory, is that of Philip and Alexander;

or of Pericles, Demoſthenes, Ariſtotle,

Platº, Apelles, Phidias, Praxiteles; but

“ſº to Greece,

he ſecond Age is that of Julius Cæſar

and Aliguſtus, of Lucretius, Cicero, Livy,

Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Varro, Vitruvius,

The third is that which followed the tak.

; of Conſtantinople Mahomet Iſ,

when a Family of mere Citizens undertoika

Task which ought to have been the Buſineſ:

The Medicean Family invitid

io Florence the polite4ts which the Turks

were driving out of Greece. Italy thin

ſhone with ſuperior Glory: There the Scient:

roſe to new Life. #. Italians hºnoured

them with the Name of Virtue, as the fift

Greeks had by that of Wiſdom. Therewas

a Tendency in all Things toward, Perfºrm,

At this Time Michaël Angelo, Raphael,

Titian, Taſſo, Arioſto flouriſhed; Engra.

ving was invented; true Architeffure re.

appeared; Gothick Rufficity, which had

isfigured the Face of all Europe, waſ ba

miſhed from Italy, to make Roºm for true

Täfte. Hence the Arts ſpread themſelve tº

France, England, Germany, Spain, but

not to Perfestion. -

Francis I. had Archite&#3, bat no Mi

chael Angelo, no Palladio. He attempted,

but in vain, to eſtabliſh ſome School ºf

Painting; not one of the Italian Painter;

invited by him, making a ſingle Diſcipk
among the French. . A few §.",ſy

r

only Proſe Author in Vogue, under Henry II,

was Rabelais. In a word, the Italianº

were ſºlely poſſed of all the Arts ºld
Sciences, except Muſick, then in a veryin

perfººt State, and Experimentalº:
with which all Countries were equally wº

Hainted.

he fourth, called the Age of Lewis XIV,

perhaps comes the neareſ? to Pérſéâion. Bº

riched with the Diſcoveries of the ºthſ

three, it made a more conſiderable progreſ;

than all of them. The Arts indeed wº

not carried to a greater Height , but the

rational Faculties of Man in general wº

very much improved. True Philoſophy ºf

not known till this AEra ; and it may

juſly affirmed, that the univerſal Revºlº,

tion in our Arts, Genius, Marmerſ, "

- Goverſ."
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Government, diffuſed ſº bright a Glory

0Uer Oilſ'3.3% # diffinguiſh it to

lateſt Pofferity. This happy Influence was
not confined to France, butſ: into Eng

land, where it raiſed that £mulation which

this witty and ſagaciºus People then floºd A
in need of. It carried Taffe into Germany,

and the Sciences into Muſcovy; it even

gave new Life, to Italy, which was in a

Arooping Condition; and Europe owes its

Politeneſ; to Lewis XIV.

Thé Italians, before this Period, gave

the Name of Barbarians to all the Ultra

ymontaneº, and it muſt be confeſſed that B Thus our Gºnius, during 9oo Years,

the French deſerved, in ſome meaſure,

that Title. Our Anceſtors joined the

Romantick Gallantry of the Moors to the

Ruſticity of the Goths. They ſcarcely

poſſeſſed any of the amiable Arts, a Cir

cumſtance which proves that the uſeful

were neglected ; for when a People have

carried ſuch Arts as are neeeſſary to a

requiſite Perfection, they ſoon diſcover

thóſe of a pleaſing and beautiful Kind:

And it is no wonder that Painting, Sculp

ture, Poetry, Eloquence and Philoſophy,

ſhould be almoſt unknown to a Nation,

which, tho' poſſeſſed of Harbours on the

Ocean and the Mediterranean, were yet

without a Fleet; and, tho' immerſed in

Luxury, had only a few coarſe Manu

fačtures.

The jews, the Genoeze, the Venetians,

the Portugueze, the Flemings, the Dutch,

and the Engliſh, traded ſucceſſively for

us, we being ignorant even of the firſt E conquering new Worlds. Charles V. had

Principles of Commerce. Lewis XIII,

at his Acceſſion to the Throne, was not

poſſeſſed of a ſingle ship. Paris did

not contain 400,000 Souls, nor was em

belliſhed with four fine Edifices. The

reſt of the Cities of the Kingdom were

like the Towns on the other Side of the

Loire; the whole Body of the Nobility,

fortified, throughout the Provinces, in

their reſpective Caſtles ſurrounded with

Moats, oppreſſed the laborious Peaſan's

round them ; the Roads were almoſt im

Pračicable ; the Towns under no Regu

lation ; the State was without Money,

and the Government as much without G

Credit among foreign Nations as defec

tive at home.

In order for a State to be powerful,

the People muſt enjoy a Liberty founded

on the Laws, or the ſupreme Authority

muſt be eſtabliſhed beyond Controul.

Lewiſ XI. grea'ly advanced the regal

Power, but contributed nothing to the

3lory and Felicity of the Nation. Under

Francis I, 1 rade, Navigation, Learning,

and all the Arts took their Riſe ; but

they were all buricó with him.

º

7;

Henry the Great was endeavouring to

recover France from this State of Cala

mity and Barbarity, when he was aſſaſſi

nated in his Capital, in the midſt of a

People whom he would have rendered

happy... , , , , ,. . . . .

Cardinal Richelies, taken up with the

Projećts he had formed to humble the

Houſe of Auſtria, the Proteſtant Religion,

and the Grandees, did not enjoy Tranqui.

lity enough, notwithſtanding his exalted

Power, to improve and reforw, the Nati

on : Tho' he begun that glorious Work.

was almoſt perpetually checked and re

ſtrained under a Gothic Government, in

the midſt of Diviſions and Civil Wars,

without Laws or fixed Cuſtoms, and

changing every two Centuries a ſtill un

poliſh’d Language; the licentious Nobles

dividing their whole Lives between War

and inſºlence, the Clergypºd in Diſ.

ſoluteneſs and Ignorance, a d the in

duſtrious People bowed down with the

Weight of their Miſery.

This is the Reaſon why the French had

no Share either in the exalted Diſcoveries

or the wonderful Inventions of other Na

tions; and hence they have no Ciaim to

the Sea-Compaſs, Printing, Gun-powder,

Looking-glaſſes, Teleſcopes, the Sečtor,

the Air-pºmp, the true Syſtem of the U

niverſe, dºc. They ſpent their Time in

Tilts and Tournaments, whilſt the Portu

gueze and Spaniards were diſcovering and

laviſhed the Treaſures of Mexico through

out Ezrope, before a few Subjećts of Fan

cis I. had found the uncultivated Country

of Canada. But the few Things the

French did in the Beginning of the 16th

Century, ſhewed the Aétions they arc

capable of performing when guided to

them. It is my Deſign, in the preſent

Work, to ſhow what they were under

Lewis XIV; and I wiſh that the Poſterity

both of the Monarch and of his People,

equally fired by a glorious Emulation,

may endeavour to ſurpaſs, if poſſible.
their Anceſtors.

I ſhall dwell upon ſuch Particulars only

as merit the Attention of all Ages, ſuch

as, being deſcriptive of the Genius and

Manners of Mankind, may contribute to

their Inſtručtion, and promore the

of Virtue, the Arts, and one's native

Country.

I. I ſhall endeavour to deſcribe the State

of France, and of the other Countries in

Europe, before the Birth of Lewis XIV.

2. Next the mighty Events Political and

Military of his Reign, with regard to his

Rcligion, which having been given tº
Mankind

Oye
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* Place.

Mankind as their moral Dire&tor, becomes

too frequently; in their Hands, one of the

great Engines of Policy. , 3. The private

Life of Lewis XIV ; of his ever uniform

and decent Liſe, ſo worthy the Imitation

of all Perſons in exalted Stations. 4. The

interior Government of his Kingdom, a

much more important Subješt, will like

wiſe take up a few ſeparate Articles.

Laſtly, I ſhall treat of the Progreſs of the

Arts and Sciences; and the Hiſtory of

as to believe there really was ſuch a

Being as the Devil of Londºn; or ſo bar.

barous, as to ſacrifice an innocent Man.

Lateſt Poſterity will be aſtoniſhed, when

they read, that Marſhal d'Encrer's Lady

was burnt at the Greve as a Witch.

It appears, by the Copy of a Regiſter

of the Chatelet, that a Trial was begun

in 1610. A Horſe which had been taught

to play Tricks, and the Maſter of him,

very narrowly eſcaped being burnt, as

the human Mind, the chief Object of the B Wizards.

preſent Work. -

I ſhall not hete take Notice of the Me

thods by which Arts and Sciences were

In the midſt of this want of Arts, of

Polity, of Reaſon, and of all Things

which give Vigour and Succeſs to Em.

cultivated. This part of the Hiſtory of pires, ſome Men of Abilities were ſeen to

our Manners ſhall be related in its proper

I ſhall only obſerve, that the

French were immerſed in the moſt barba

rous Igºorance; not excepting thoſe who

looked upon themſelves as Menof Learning.

Aſtrologers were conſulted, and credi

red. All the Memoirs of that Time, to

begin with Thuanus's Hiſtory, are full of

Predićtions. The grave and ſevere Duke

dº Sully mentions, with a ferious Air,

riſe up at certain Intervais ; and France,

by the ſignal Efforts of thoſe who pre

fided at the Helm, grew formidable; but

thoſe rare Men, and thoſe tranfient Ef.

forts under Charles VIII, Francis I, and

in the cloſe of the Reign of Henry the

Great, made the general Weakneſs more

remarkable. -

The want of Knowledge in the ſeveral

Ranks of Men, occaſioned thc moſt wor

thoſe told to H.nry IV. This Credulity, D thy Perſons to give into ſuch ſuperſtitious

the moſt infallible Symptom of Ignorance,

was ſo much in Faſhion, that an Aſtrolo

ger was induſtriouſly concealed in a pri

, Vale Room, adjoining to the Bed cham

ber of Queen Anne of Auſtria, the in
#ant Lewis XIV. came into the World.

A Circumſtance, which will ſcarcely be

believed, tho’ told by Pittorio Siri, an

Author who lived in that Age, and had

the beſt Informations, is, that Lewis XIII.

was, from his Infancy, firmamed the juſt,

merely becauſe he was born under the

Sign Libra.

The ſame Weakneſs of Mind which

brought this abſurd Chimera of judicial

Aſtrology into Vogue, inclined Mankind

ro believe in Necromancy, and the poſſi

bility of People’s being poſſeſſed with an

Evil Spirit. Prieſts were ſeen every

where exorciſing Devils ; a vile Impo

#ure The Courts of 'juſtice, compºſed

ºf Magiſtrates who ought to have more

Senſe and Knowledge than the Vulgar,

uſed to ſpend their time in trying Wizards.

The Deatin * of Urban Grandſcr, the fa

mous Pariſh Prieſt of 1.04dun, ſentenced

ro the Flames as a Conjºtrer, by a Com

miſſion ſent ſrom the Council, will eter

naily throw a Shace over the Memory of

Pračtices as refle&t a Diſhonour on Reli.

gion. Thus was France divided and de

graded; and that ſociable Caſt of Mind,

for which, this Nation is now become ſo

famous, and ſo much the Darling of

others, was at that time utterly unknown,

There were then no Houſes for Perſons

of Genius and Learning to aſſemble in,

and communicate their ſeveral Lights and

Diſcoveries; nor even a ſingle Academy

or Theatre. To conclude, neither the

Manners, the Laws, the Arts, Society,

Religion, Peace, nor War, were any

thing like to what they afterwards ap

peared, in that Period which is called the

Age of Lewis XIV. -

Mr UR BAN,

Ometime fince a friend demanded of me,

What is reaſon 2 I returned the following

anſwer, viz. - -

Reaſon is the ſum of the natural conſequents

” (ſo far as you purſue them) of a thing or ſubj4

taken ſo. And as a thing or ſubject can be taken

wrong, and in its natural conſequents may nºt

be proſecuted far enough; ſo is there, with re

ſpect to truth, a falſe and a right, and with re

ſpºt to perfeótion, a defective reaſon. Cºnſ:

quently, reaſon is not a thing born with, but is

only the ſtate (pro tempore) of our acquired

Cardinal Richelex. People are fired with H knowledge, according to ouráculty of memory;
indignation, to hear that both the Prince,

Midi.ſier, and the Judges were ſo weak,

* This is one of the Sejeći Caſes of which

we gave a Specºeu in the ſurpriſºng Story

of Peter Guéric. Fol. IX, p. 67.

and ſerving us in the attainment of happineſ,

awd in the avoiding of miſery.

If this opinion may be right, I ſhould be glaſ

by your means to find a confirmation of it; an

if ſafe, ſhould as gladly be convinced of my
cIrºts,

2%tºrs, &c.

- —l
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from Phil. Tranſ. Nº 314, p. 454.

MR Derham ſuppoſes, that this Froſt

was greater (if nºt alſo more uni

verſal) than any other within the Memo

An Account of great F Rosrs.

tº the great Froſt in §: and 1708-9,

--->

Notwithſtanding the Froſt was ſo ex

tremely rigorous in the Southern Pasts of

our Iſle, yet the Northern Parts felt littlé

thereof: ‘Mr Derham received ſeveral In;

formations from thence, which all agreed

that the Winter was no ways extremel

of Man; , the Froſt that happen'd in 168% A cold there, but like other Winters. M.y f* - - -

was the longeſt Froſt, but this in 1708,

tho' of ſhorter Continuance, was more

intenſe than that; for Mr Derham's ther.

mometer was much lower on December

Both, then it had ever been ſince 1697,

when he firſt began his Thermometricai

Scheuchzºr obſerved the Cold to be as ex-
ceſſive and unuſual at Zurich as it was

here with us. The Cold in Italy was ſº

great, that for ao Years paſt hey, had

not felt a greater; and on Twelfth-day it

wanted but half a Degree of extreme. As

§ſervation; aid the ſhermºmeter in .º.º.º.º.º. 9thº;
the Repoſitory at Greſham College was

lower than ever it was before. The Paº.

iculars of its greateſt Deſcent are theſe;

January 26, 1696, 41 Degrees; jan, 5,

1683, 4o Degrees; and jan. 3, 1733.3,

#3 Degrees; and laſtly in Mr Patrick's

Thermoneter in London, the Spirits were

writ from Copenhagen, that it was Hyem;

4trociſſina; and Dr judicha, affirmed that

the Ice in the Harbour of Copenhagen was

27 Inches thick; and that on April 9,
1709, N. S. People had gone over be

tween Schonem and Denmark on the Ice:

By M. Roemer's Obſervations it appears,

4 or 5 Degrees lower than in 1683. In Cſºch a Froſt had not been known in the Me

-Lºndºn, the greateſt Contraćtion of the

Spirits was on Jan. 3, which was alſo an

exceſſive cold Day at Upminſter ; but the

greateſt Contrastion in the laſt Place was

on Pec. 30 preceding; the Reaſon of the

mory of Man in theſe Countries; and that

the Froſt on Jan. 7, and Feb. 23, 1728-9,

'dig very nearly approach the Point of ar
tificial Freezing. In the Northern Parts

of Germany; had alſ, the ſañé Fate

Differences, becauſe Mr Berham's Ther. p. with their Neighbours of Denmark, as ap

ºlometer was always abroad in the open

Air, where no Sunſhine touch'd it; but

thoſe two Thermometers at London were

“within Doors, in Rooms where no Fires

were made, and it is eaſy to obſerve that

the Froſt does not preſently exert itsgrea

“teſt. Force within Doors, and when it

lears from an academical Exerciſe in the

{:}; Hall, june 13, 1709, by

G. Remuſ, entitled Conſideratio ‘Pºff.
mathematica Hyennis#. praeterlapſe,

&c. . M. Remus diſtributes that Wihter

into five Periods, the firſt of which he

begins at Ošober 19, 1708, N. S. at which

i

“dees, neither does it ſo ſoon abate its E. Time the cold Weather began with them

Force within Doors as without: Mr Der

“ham's Obſervations about the Intenſeneſs

of the Cold were confirmed from other

Places in the Southern Patts of England;

particularly, he found them to agréé with

ſome Obſervations made by Mí Greffener.

at Hall, the Northern Winds blowing

then, and froſty Weather accompanying

it; but at Upminſter it began ſomewhat

ſºpher ; for the Winds were Northerly
Ajith atter Ériº's pºliº, and hº

was a Hoar froſt on Michaelmas and the

ºf Streatham in Surreys Mr Derhažob. F. following Days; after which, for a great

ſerved, that the Deſcént of the Spirits in

his Thermometer on Dec. 30 was within

one Tenth of an Inch as great as the Deſ:

tent effected at another Time (and that

ºn cºld Day too) with artificial Freezings

made both with Snow and Salt, and likš.

ºiſe with Snow and Spirits, bºth which

part of Óñober to the 23d, the Weather

was for the moſt part hoar-froſty, or

froſty, very agreeably to M Remus's Qb:

ſervations; he places the End of this firſt

Period on November 3. The ſecond Pé

riod, which with its interval takes in Nø.

vember and December, Mr Derham found

Mixtures he made uſ:º, ...G prºlºgie With hi.º.º.
* and found them nearly of cqual Power;

if there was any Difference, he ſometime:

jº the Preference due to the Mix

...ture of the Spirits§e with the Snow.

It is well known that we can in Summer.

fice.e. with Ice and Salt, and the ſame

ſervations, the Weather being often warm

or cold at Upminſter as it was at Hall,

and the Winds alſo not very different;

only he obſerved that the Qold in one

Place commonly preceded that in the o

ther; and the viºlent Wind, M. Remus
s ing Dec. 13.

jºº iſ ºrigh ſays, blew the Night preceding Dec. 13

lilo

v’d in Water; but we cannot by

theſe means produce at that time ſo in

ºnſe a Frºſtas in Winter, eſpecially in a
very cold Day. . . . . . -

N.S. was nott; 2.tº:
till the {econd - y after about on, at

which time it# ſpentº and

was only a brisk Eaſterly Wind, but po

ºn, riculariidºpiniºgg

5
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N.S. of which M. Remus ſays, “The

“Scene was ſuddenly changed, and to

* -the Stºpyze of all Europe, this Period

“, began with an extraordinary and almoſt

“unuſual Cold.” At the ſame Time the

Wind and Weather began to change at

Upminſter, as M. Renº ſays it did at Hall,

and the Cold alſo began to increaſe. .

M. Rémis's third Period cnds jan. 25,

N.S.W.A wº, wind and a rº,

which held for a few Days. At Upmin.

er the Wind was Southerly at the ſame

time, with a Thaw likewiſe: M. Remus

frozen in ſuch a manner, that People croſ.

fed it Above-Bridge ; , but that was

only towards low Water, when the

great Flakes of Ice ſtopp'd each other at

the Bridge, till they form'd one continued

Bed of Ice from thence almoſt to the Tºm.

le; but when the Flood came, the Ice

tºis, and was all carried with the Cur

rent up the River. - -

Mr Derham further mentions that we

had ſeveral wild Swans, Brent Geeſe, and

many of the rarer Gull. Kind, and other

Birds not uſually ſeen in England; that

begins the fourth Period on jam, 31, N. S.B the Freſh-water'Fiſh were déïroyd, i.

in which Mr Derham obſerved a great

Agreement between their Obſervations as

to the Cold ; , and thºſe Days on which

M. Remus marked the Weſterly Winds to

have been ſtrong, it was the ſame at U*

zninſler; and there was alſo ſome, but

near Dantzick 5 ſmall Birds dropp'd down

for want of Strength; that near Paris 60

Men and ſeveral Cattle were frozen to

Death, and 8o French Soldiers all kill'd on

the Road - with Cold, near Namar; that

ſome Marines in our Men of War on the

leſs Agreement in the coaſting and ſhift. C Coaſt of Italy dy'd of Cold, others lºſt

ing of the Winds throughout this Period.

The fifth and laſt Period M. Remus places

between F.b. 17 and March 17, N.S. in

this, he ſays, the cold Weather returned,

;and continued long; and it did the ſame

at Upminſter ; but as to the End of this

2eriod, Mr Derham found ſome Difference

and ſome Agreement between their Qb

fervations ; the Snow was mºre with

them than with us ; the Winds changed

with us from the Eaſterly to the Weſterly

and Southerly Points a Day or two ſooner

than with them, then again agreed with

them ; and ſoon after veered about tº the

Eaſterly and Northerly Points, as it did

with them; and Mr Dºrham alſo further

obſerved, that when the Winds agreed in

both Places, the Wind at Upminſter was

of ſome Force. As to the Warmth of the

Weather all this time, Mr Derham found

a ºretty deal of Agreement; only as the

Wind changed two -

minſter, ſo we had the mild Weather M.

Remus mentions two Days ſooner ; then

it grew colder at§, as M. Remus

ſays, it did with them; and whereas he

marks April 13, N. S. to haye been the

firſt Day on which the Spirits roſe to the

# of Warmth, Mr Derham ſound by G

his Thermometer that the preceding Day

had been as warm as that, as alſo the

following Days, and each of them warmer .

than any had been all the preceding Wih

Fer 3, tho' there had been ſeveral warm

Days before that time, pººl, March

12, 13, 14. I8, 19, 28, O. S. ut thc

reft in that Month were cold for the moſt H

art. As to the Effects of this Froſt, the

&ers were frozen in ſeveral Places to

an extraordinary Depth ; tho’ Mr Derham

hardly believes to that Depth as in the

ong Froſt in 1683, when the Thame, was

Days, ſooner at Up. F.

their Fingers and Toes; that our Larks

and ſmall Birds, which uſed to be nume

rous, became Rarities here. As to Vege

tables, Plants, Garden Herbs, and Wall

Fruit Trees, few eſcap'd Deſtrućlion or

Damage; that the Froſt in 1683 cle:
D Oaks and the Bodies of Vines, but in this

of 1708-9 there were Intervals and Falls

of Snow, which proved a good Defence to

the Ground; but what is ſtrange, that the

Wheat ſuffer'd more by the Sun than the

Froſt, that is, the Suſi melting away the

:Snow on the Southern Side of the Furrows,

, and opening the Ground, it was expoſed

to the noćfurnal Froſt. But the Snow

lying thicker on the Northern Parts of the

. Iſland, they had a plentiful Harveſt,

Mr Derham obſerves, that this ſevere

Cold did not deſtroy the noxious Inſeds;

: that in Switzerl tho' this Froſt had

diſmal Effects on the Vines, and even

largeſt Walnut Trees, yet ſome Places dº

fended towards the North by very high
Ridges, namely at Veſtnna near the Lake

; Rivarius, the Vines and Trees were nºt

only unhurt, but loaded, with Fruit the

following Seaſon ; and at Pettis, a Villagº

: at the Foot of the high Mountain Galandº,

they had ſcarcely ever felt a milder.Will'

ter, tho, in the next Village, Kalentiº,

the People felt the Extremity of the Cºlº,

and thought their Neighbours at Fºº

... had periſh’d with it. - º

Strange Effº of the Froſt in 1746.”

Near Leiceſter is now a Column of ſº

Io Foot long and three in Diameter, thº

ſeveral natural Flutings and Cavities whº:
of are very ſurpriſing, In the Pariſh

of#: near Cheadle, Staffordſhire, *

É. ards 39ts high, and 12 about, º,

ion'd by the dripping of a Rivulet do?"

a Rock. 7

---

*

|
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S *Weſtminſter. Hall, plication may be once again made for a

7.*ºf . . . Thar . º: be put to theſe rigorous Proceed

The humble Pitition of the River Thames, ings, and that he may recºver his Liberty

Sheweth - -- .

"Hat your Petitioner was laſt Chriſt- ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . -

- mºs, to the great Surprize of all in A Direáion: (from Ireland), ºncºing the

his Neighbourhood, arreſted in his Bed raiſing and ſaving of Flax-Sèed.

by a comple of boiſterous and miſchievous UR Linnen Trade, which is a great

BailiffsÉ. whoſe Names are Support to the Port, and chiefly to

North and Eaſt : Theſe unmerciful Crea- the laborious People in the North of Ire

tures ſeiz'd upon all his Goods and Move- land, is in danger of ſuffering by the Loſ

ables, have in ſtrići Durance ever ſince ſes of Flax-ſeed in Storms at Sea, which

cloſely confind him, and, at the ſame nought to be repaired by our Care and Di

jºke him ºf all this rigorºus P ligence in raiſing our own Secd, fince Qur

Seaſon to the Cold, ſº that he fears he º Lands will anſwer it, as hath been ſuffici

{hall loſe the Uſe of his Limbº. That ently tryed by a Gentleman in the Coun

theſe unrelenting Miniſters of Puniſh: ry of Armagh, who by ſtaeking the

ment haye alſo treated him with, the Élax and seed every Year in Harveſt, hath

utmoſt Contempt, and Inſolence, have ſaved it for 3 Years as good as ever was

even made a publick Shew ºf him, have imported: He hath been making many

... ..." fins ºram. Cºnºids no piº in
ſº upon him, and w at is worſt of all, ſaving it thus from Rats and other Ver

ave forced a numerous Family, whichs min ; he orders the Stack to be made in

he us’d to provide for, to beg in the a Field at a conſiderable diſtance from the

Streets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shelter of any Hedge or old Ditch ; the

• That the Afflićtions and Tiſtreſſes of Bottom to be made of the Branches of

your Petitioner were by Means aforeſaid Trees, plaſhing of Quickſetts, or of Furſe

ſo affecting and moving, as in one Night D about a Foot and a half from the Ground,

to have turn'd him as grey as a Cat. above that raiſe two Foot of Hay, then

That the Grief of your Petitioner, who put on the Flax, and over it give a good.

has ever diſtinguiſh’d himſelf for being, Top of Hāy; and then a thin Coat of

ſerviceable to his Country, is greatly en- 'Thatch, and for its better Security from

greas'd, upon reflefting, that in theſe Cir. Vermin a little Poiſon may be put into it

cumſtances he is ſo far from being as u" prepared as is uſual for Corn Stacks; let

ſual uſeful to the Publick, that he is bººp it ſtand till about the Beginning of April,

come a Burden and a Nuſance to it. . . . * beat out the Séed near ſowing Time, and

. That your Petitioner intends, as ſºon it will be found to be ſurer and better

as he can obtain his Liberty, tº go to Sea that what is uſually imported ; if any be

along with a Squadron of Obſervation, , to ſpare, it may be put into cloſe Weſſels,

which is to guard the Channel, where and it will continue very good till next

he is reſolved to fignalize himſelf, and Seaſon. It is computed that very near a

ſhew his publick Spirit, by ſerving with- third Part of the Flax Seed of Ireland is

out Pay or Recompence. . . . . . . damnified by beating it out too ſoon ; the

... That your Petitioner is not conſcious Hay that is put under it and over it for its

of having ever been guilty of a Crimé Safety will be as good for Cattle as out

that deſerved ſo ſevere a Puniſhment, but of the Hay-Stack. It is a Loſs to ſow a

acknowledges, that he did ſometime ago, leſs Quantity for Seed than a Barrel, be
'out of Curioſity, in a very rude i cauſe its Produćt is too little for a Stack:

abrupt Manner, whilſt, the Courts were Therefore it is hoped thoſe Gentlemen

fitting, enter Weſtminſter-hall, and by who would be looked upon as Friends to

ſo doing did, tho' with no malicious De- G their Country, will forbear diſtributing

ſign, ſpread a general Panic, and throw god Freſh Riga. Seed to their poor Ter

Matters into a great Confuſion. For this mants in Pecks, Buſhels, or ſmall Quan

Miſdemeanor your Petitioner humbly ap- ties, which cannot be rightly propagated,

prehends, that as the Cauſe was not cog- when they may buy in the Markets good

nizable by any of the Courts there, Ap- Iriſh Seed, fit to be pulled green for fine

lication has been made to the ſupreme Linnen, or for preſent Uſe: It's true,

Fº of Judicature, and thisſevere Pro: the Flax thus kept in a Stack, is not ſº

ceſs has thereupon iſſued, and been ſerv'd H fine as that which is immediately dreſs'd,
in manner aforeſaid. . . . . . . . but it will make good Cloth of any Sort

: Your Petitionertherefore humbly prays, under two Shillings per Yard, which is
in Conſideration of his paſt Services, and fºund to be the beſt for the Uſe of our

§f thoſe he may do in future, that Ap. Country and for Exportation. It an";

And your Petitionerſhall ever pray, &c.;
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be denied that in ayº Seaſon, ſuch

as in other Countries, there is a Poſſibility

that the Seed may be made ſo dry with

the Heat of the Sun, that it may do with

outºf ; but ſuch Seaſons ſeldom

happen in this Cºuntry, perhaps not once

in ſeven Years, &c. " ' ".

Eclipſe of the Sun, obſervedat Stoke-New
- pſ ºf ington by I. B. "

Appar. Time -

Dec. 18, 739, * * * * * - - -

2ch. 9'o'ſ TheSunºf..." the

Vapours of the Horizon, the

Eclipſe_ſeem'd to have been

... begun ſome Minutes.

21h. 1/2” It ended. º

Mr I. N. De L'Iſle, firſt Aſtronomer to the

Empreſs of Ruſſia, ſent me his Obſerva

, tion ºf the ſame Eclipſe at Petersburgh

as followſ: ". . . . . . . .

appar. Time. . . . . . . . . .

dº. 18. 22h. 10' 39" The Eclipſe begun.

19. oo oo 49" It ended. -

Filipſ ºf the Mºn oftºvá at Stoke
- - Newington, b I. B. -

Appar. Time. y • * ~ *

jº. 2, 1742. . -- * > --

8h. 53/ 53/ The Shadow touch'd the
Spot Plato. . . . . w

9h. 31' 15"Beginning of TotalDarkneſs.

j ih. 15'25" End of Total Darkneſs, , ,

izh. 23'55" End of the Eclipſe. ... ... r

Eclipſe obſerved at Newcaſtle

upon Tyne, by J. T. ºil

App. Time. ; : - . . . . . . * * * * *

jam. 2, 1740. . . . .

3h. 144 Beginning.”

9h. 25*. Total Immerfion.

+ ih, 8' Began to emerge.

1zh. 19' End.

The ſame

Extraº of a Letter from Carlile, Feb. 23,

1749. . . - *

Our Froſt broke on Sunday the 17th

Inſtant, and notwithſtanding the Rapidity

of ſome of our Rivers, which withſtood

its Aſſaults long before they froze, I mea
fur’d ſome of the Icy Fra ts toſt a

ſhore by the Flood 22.3 Inches thick next

Day after the Thaw, the like certainly

never known in theſe Climates. The Ice

on the River Edenº; is

many Miles lengthways in ſeveral Places,

is not riſen to the Flood, and we expe&t

wery bad Conſequences whenºwer it ſhall,

unleſs diſſolv’d by a gentle Thaw, which

the preſent Circumſtances ſeem to pro

miſe, it having bore all manner of€ar

riages for fix Weeks paſt, and muſt be

C drank the King's Heal

E
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very thick. Our Snow is

in the Mountains. -

Fromº: in Berks,

, Moſt of the large Qak Trees growing
in the Common Meadow are #. the

A Violence of the Froſt. . . . . . .

From the Newcaſtle Tournal. '

From Middleton in Teaſdale we have in

Account of a very remarkable Piece of

Froſt-Work: A natural§: near that

Place, whoſe Stream pours from a Rock

about twelve Yards high, has (by the

Violence and Continuance of the Froſ)

been copwerted into a prodigious Icicle,

which meaſures. 20 Yards in Circumſe,

rence, but is hollow within, and the Car

vern *genough to contain 12 Men toge:

ther. Our Correſpondent tells us he waſ

one of ſeven Perſons, who.
tie of Brandy into it and made Punch ºf

ſome Water which they found there, and

TTI Health, Proſperity to his

Government,and Succeſs to ; Britiſh Arms,

Hence, let all thoſe who view with envious Hatt,

quite gone, fit

4. all the Proud ºf every Natiºn knºw, -

Britain's true Sons, tho' cas'd with Ice andSnow

Their native WarmthandÉ.our ſtill retain,

Fix"don Revengeagainſt inſuking Spain,

From the Daily Advertiſer, Feb. 19.

THºrs havingbeen two Maſquerades tº

* one Faſt, a Perſon who has the Wel.

fare, Religion, and Morals of his Coºk

try -

Author obſerves the Abſurdity and Impei;
tinence of the many Dablers in. Diſ.

fputes and Pºlitical Syſtems, who only ſº;

and teaze one another, without givingtº:

leaſt rational Entertainment to Menofse:

or Sobriety; and inveighs ſtrongly again

the Impiety of maſquerading, y nočiuſ.

Sacrifice to Bacchuſ and Pºnts-Alſº,
cenſures the unthinking Folly of Peopl;f

Diſtinétion, who have madé a mean º'

change of the old Engliſhmanly Exerciſº

for this Piece of ridiculous, ſqueaking

Nonſenſe, which tends to the enervaſiº;

the Minds and Fortunes of their Fellow"

Subjećts, while we are enga

Jenſive and doubtful War. He adds, th:

'our Oblations are of no worth while
openly encourage ſuch Revels of Vice and

Folly, inſtead ofSobriety and Virtue.

The rear Forry. (from the Londº
H. Evening. Poſt.) -

FORTY, ſome ſay will be a Yºr:
| Wonders; . . Tºº

Some ſay, a Year of Calmneſs, ſºnſ."

§ befalls us, how anWº:
- geaſe • 35

War's now as much our Wonder as "

d'England's Glory and her happy State;

ed in an ex

en much at Heart, in a Letter to the
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Poetical Essays ; FEBRUARY, 1740. 31.

From the tutºrtſal spectatoy, Nº. 587.

Mr Spedator gives ºf ſºme Remarkt on the

Prejudicer ºf Education, occaſion'd by a

ivate Letter from France, to Mr R. in

§, written by D. W. who after un

expetitd Favourt from a French Count, war,

fºr ſpeaking in favour of the Church of

England, fºrbid his Houſe : Upon this he

compoſed the following Fable.

Two E M M ET. S. A FA B L *.

H E RE art or pºwer can prevail,

0n ev'ry round in nature's ſcale,

There tyrants iron ſcºpter ſway,

The weak and ignorant obey:

Hard fate of ſublanary things 1

From viſºft reptile up to king,

Tº man, with bigber powers indu'd,

An Ant may bear ſimilitude : . .

*fºllºwing tale attend, you'll ſee - -

How apropos the Simile. -

To ſport himſelf, and kill an idle hour,

An Emmet fam'd for learning, wealth, and pow'r,

Would lay ſometimes his uſual ſtate aſide,

(Or rather dreſs in humbler guiſe his pride)

Seem equal with the meaneſt piſmire clown,

And prove the ruſtick's parts, and ſhew his own.

It chanc'd on ène of Cancers fiery days,

When, ſcarce oblique Sol Harts meridian rays,

Beneath a leaf of plantane's ample ſhade,

The mighty ſubjećt of my tale was laid:

A porter inſe&t lab’ring in the heat

He ſaw, and beckon'd to his cool retreat,

Come, friend, ſaid he, refreſh yourſelf awhile,

The live long day's too many hours to toil:

The humble creature bleſs'd his ſtars to find

An Ant, of radk ſuperior, ſo kind.

The Donby various queries fought to know,

Why this, why that, and tºother thing was ſo.

The ſlaves ſolutions pleas'd to ºnany paſt;

But ah! one fatal query came at. :

When you approach the ſacred grove,

3% pay acknºwledgments to Jovº;

Sº, ºudi, ºyºn, shaft him beft,

If north, if ſouth, if eaft or weft, ...

ºur prayers and praiſes were addreſſ.

He ſaid, for decency and order's ſake,

I always choſe the common way to take;

Confeſs his wond’rous goodneſs, wiſdom, power,

And proſtrate towards the riſing ſun adore:

Eternal jovel the univerſal lord,

Alike thro' all the world to be ador'd,

Extenſive as his influence is his care

Fººds alike his creatures every where ;

Tº his inſpection all this; naked be;

What's mode, or point, or place, Ojove, tothee!

Thou wilt, if humble thoughts inſpire my mind,

(My ſoul to praćtiſe all thy laws inclin'd,)

Asthou art wiſe, and juſt, and good, be kind.

He ſaid. The other redd'ning high confeſs'd

The flaming ardour kindling in his breaſt; -

Which, burſting forth, the following words ex

preſs'd;

Dºes your conſummate wiſdom diſapprove

The rules and orders firſt receiv'd from jove?

Convey’d, unerring, down from days of old,

Revolving ſuns, a thouſand, thouſand told,

Can reasºning overthrow plain evidence 2

$hall laws divine ſubmit to human-ſenſe? * -

Nay, no reply, as you your ſafety prize,

et filence cover.3.f

Purſue the good old path our fathers trod;

Who dares diſpate his laws, blaſphemes his god.

This once for all, farewell; but henceforth know,

Whene'er we meet, you’ll ſurely meet a foe. "

The ſlave oblig'd in filence to withdraw,

Too late the danger, of his freedom ſaw ;

And fighing, heavens! is this the caſe, ſaid he

'Twixt Ants of high, and Ants of low degrº

Can one aſſuming fellow-emmet's frown,

Confute another's notions? prove his own

Does truth from power and riches always riſe?

Infallible are all the great and wiſe?

Did jave ordain my mind, my reaſon low,

Becauſe he'd make my circumſtances ſo *

Does gaudy pomp beſpeak regard divine,

Beſtow d but where ſuperior favours ſhine?

Concluſions falſe they draw, who judge by ſenſe

The wiſe, tho' ſecret ways of providence;

For ſome are curs'd in ſtate, ſome bleſs'd in indi

ence. - -

Where's#: the odds, the mighty diff'rence tell,

By which the high the humble Ants excell P

Alike created, and preſerv’d by jove;

Alike the objects of his care and love: .

In cells alike our ſhapeleſs embrio's lay, ,

Eer power ſuffic'd to crawl and ſee the day: -

TheÅ. out ſubſtance, and our form the ſame,

When firſt from dark obſcurity we came,

Alike, when cruſh'd beneath an heedleſs tread,

All ranks of ants lay undiſtinguiſh’d dead.

When awful jove's tremendous thunders roar,

And from the heav'ns the ſudden torrents pour ;

When common ruin ſweeps the delug'd plain,

In equal death are low and lofty ſlain.

Why did I tremble at the menace? Why?

Since jove beholds us with an equal eye:

Ten thouſand different forms of creed, we find,

Divide thejudgments of the emmet kind;

Each think what they embrace the only true;

Tho' all may err, none think they ever do:

While my perceptions govern my aſſent,

Tho' I miſtake, I'm ſurely innocent.

Before th' impartial bar when all appear, (there;

Who's right, who's wrong, 'twill be determin’é

*Till then forbear to cenſure things which lie

Within the ken of none but deity:

Curb then your tow'ring vanity, and know

We equal were, and muſt be ſhortly ſo.

In vain you count your birth, your wit, your ſtore;

An Emmet crowns yout boaſt, and you can add

... no more.

—Secum?; deas in pratlia ducunt. Ovid,

OW, generous Britons, be no more afraid

- Qf Spaniſhinſolence, and debts unpaid.

Your Alms a ſacred Sinking-Fund will prove;

Ardour inſpire, and Poverty remove,

Is injur’d Britain hopeleſs of allies 2

Ev’n theſe your guardian-charity ſupplies.

The poor reliev'd, a formidable hoſt, -

Will chaſe invaſions from yonr threatned coaſt.

While ſtanding troops perſue the peaceful road,

Neglect their arms, their country, and their God,

The poor, with hearts ſincere, will heav'n implore,

Revere religion, and her reign reſtore. .

The poor, a thand 'ring legion, will obtain

Celeſtial aid, and blaſt the pride of Spain. .

** -- * . . kW ºr 1 c U 94.
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The 25th. Ode of Anacreon Imitated, ac

ording to the Edition of Mr Barnes,

By CHARLEs CHESTER, Eſq; M. D.

Bºšme, Qbring th’enlivening draught.

Lenicnt cf grief, and anxious thought.

Then Care retires, aſham'd to ſhow

His downcaſt eye, and faded brow.

I baniſh buſineſs to the great,

#}all that cuiſe, yet covct ſtate.

Death haſtes amain : then who would run

To meet what moſt he ſtrives to ſhun ?

Or antedate the dreadful day

By cares, and aid the fiend to ſlay?

If tears could bribe his dreadful pow'rs,

I’d weep, and bleſs the precious ſhowers ;

But let our lotº or woe,

Alike he ſpecds to ſtrike the blow.

* Then crown the bowl— ye ſorrows, fly

To kill ſome wretch who wants to die.

* O DE liy. Grom Tºung.

• By the Same.

Włł. ſprightly youths my eyes ſurvey,

I too am young, and I am gay :

In dance my ačtive body ſwims,

And ſudden pinions lift my limbs.

Haſte, crown, Cybeba, crown my brows

With garlands of the fragrant rºſe :

Hence, hoary age – now am ſtrong,

And dance, a youth among the young.

Come then, my friends, 5 goblet drein!—

Bleſt juice —I feel thee in each vein!

See how with active bounds I ſpring !

How ſtrong, and yet how ſweet I ſing:

How bleſt am I who thus excell

In pleaſing arts of trifling well

O DE xxxi. The pleaſing Frenzy.

By the Same. -

OW bring, by all the pow'rs divine,

Bring me a bowl of roſy wine;

A mighty bowl of wine I crave:

When wine inſpires, ’tis ſweet to rave.

In frantic rage Alcmaeon drew

His faulchion, and his * mother ſlew :

Oreſtes in a furious moºd ,

Raving ſhed hist mother's blood.

Dreadful, ſober madmen, they'—

None, harmleſs drunkard, none Iſlay :

The blood of grapes I only crave :

I quaff it, and 'tis ſweet to rive.

'Acidº frantic graſp'd his bow,

His quiver rattled, ſtoi’d with wºe;

Sterſ, Ajax ſhoºk his gliºt'ing blade,

And bróad his ſev’nfold ſhield diſplay’d:

Dang'rous madman; how he drew

His ſword, and hoſts in fancy flew

I, peaceful I, no faulchion wield,

I bºnd no bow, I pºiſe no ſhield.

The flow'ry garland crowns my hairs,

My hand the pow'rful gºblet bears,

Tàe pow'rful gobiet, nobly brave

I drain, and then 'tis ſweet to rave.

* Eryphile ºf Clytemneſſra.

O DE lii. Grapes, or the Vintage,

By the Same.

O! the vintage now is done :

And black'ned with th’ autumnal ſun

The grapes gay yºuths and virgins bear,

The ſweeteſt product of the year!

In vats the heav'nly load they lay,

And ſwift the damſelstrip away; .

The youths alone the.#tread,

For Wine's by skilful drunkards made:

Meantime the mirthful ſong they raiſe,

Io! Bacchus to thy praiſe

And eying the bleſt juice, in thought

Quaff an imaginary draught.

Gayly thro’ wine, the old advance,

And doubly tremble in the dance: ".

In fancy'd youth they chant, and play,

Forgetful that their locks are grey.

Thro' wine, the youth compleats his

loves;

He haunts the ſilence of the groves: -

Where ſtretch'd beneath th' embow'ring

ade,

He ſpies ſome love-inſpiring maid;

On beds of roſy ſweets ſhe lies

Inviting ſleep to cloſe her eyes:

Faſt by her ſide his limbs he throws,

Her hand he preſſes, breaths his vows;

And cries, my love, my ſoul, comply

This inſtant, or alas! I die.

In vain the youth perſuaſion tries:

In vain!—hertongue at leaſt denies:

Then ſcorning death thro’ dull deſpair,

He ſtorms th' unwilling willing fair:

Bleſſing the grapes that could diſpenſe

The happy, happy impudence.

We return Thanks for the above Ode; and

five more; 4 very acceptable Supply, be:

£4%ft, we find, that our .# of all

: #ds are pleaſed, and many much dé.
lighted, with them.

An ACRosTick, upon Miſs j O ANNA,

THOM P S O N of Norwich.

I, Nººn we arm againſt the force of love,

Q , think that reaſºn will his dart; remove,

A lar how vain too ſºon he makes us know,

Nothing can ſave us from his fatal bow,
N 0*/ rength againſt his pow'r can

20

And ſºn ºr late (alas) we all muft yield.

The maid, whoſe charms to all convince

this truth,

H aſ ev'ry grace t'adorn her blooming youth,

Q n her inchanting form with joy we trace

Majeſtick Juno's mien and Hebé's face.

Piercing as lightning are her ſprightly eye,
$ erene and#. her air as ſummer skie; 5.

Q fall her ſex mongſ; thouſand; that are fair,

Not one can with thematchleſ; maidcompart.

Yarmouth Aug. 11, 1739.
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Podical Essays; FEBRUARY. 8;

• On a Q U A C K.

A. Quack to Charon wou'd his penny pay;

The grateful ferryman was heard to ſay,

Return, hell's friend, and live ten ages more,

Or Imuſthale my uſeleſs boat aſhore.

Mr U R B A N, d h

As you have on ſeveral Occaſions favour'd me with a

É.ºI#. the enclos'd Per

fºs, and Ode, which have not yet been made pub

ºlic, will be inſerted to oblige, Sir,

- Your ſincere Friend andhumble Servant,

The Au Thor.

Tº His GF A cr JOHN Duke of BedFor D,

with the fºllowing on E on the Birth of the Mar

quis of TAv Is Tock. -

A%pt, my lord, devoid of ſervile art,

The ſtrains that flow immediate from the

- heart;

what the Muſ: fings, by flatt'ry yet untaught,

Which leadsthe tongue diverfive from the thought :

Morehoneſt are the views her lays inſpire,

And nobler motives animate her fire :

She knows what meaſures ſhould approach your ear,

Nor dares a word which truth may bluſh to hear.

Ere ſatire learn'd to ſting, in happier days,

Virtue with pleaſure met the Muſe's praiſe; .

Honour with pride the offer'd wreath embrac'd ;

The brow was ſpotleſs, and the gift was chaſte :

One fair applauſe the mutual friendſhip bound,

The Bard was valued, and the Patriot crown'd ;

Hence ſhine diſplay'd the Greek and Roman name,

Rever'd by time, and dear to future fame !

...'Tisyours, great PR IN ce, impartial to ſurvey

The fond deſign, and judge the faithful lay:

If ought of latent worth the thought contain,

Or to the fair 0ccaſion ſwell the ſtrain,

Thy generous ſmile the labour amply pays ;

"Tis fame to have deſerv’d a BE D F or D’s praiſe,

AN O D E

Sacred to the B 1 R T H of the

MAR q_u 1 s of T A VIST O C K.

3Maturoſue Pater Nati ſpeciabit Honores,

Gaudia percipiens quae dedit ipſe ſuis.

-
Ropitious Goddeſs of immortal ſong,

| UR AN IA from thy ſtarry height deſcend;

As to thy care hiſtoric truths belong, -

Inſpire the meaſures, and the Muſe befriend.

If virtue, and the weal of human-kind,

If kindred goodneſs thy protećtion claim ;

Peign, pow'r benevolent, the wreath to bind,

Which duty brings to Ruſſel's naſcent name.

Charm'd with the hope new patrists ſtill ſhall riſe,

And with ſucceſſive luſtre gild Britannia's ſkies.

II.

As o'er the blue expanſe with golden light,

The orient ſun aſcending ſpreads his ray !

So Brit A1 N pleas'd direčts her ſmiling fight,

And views thy heir diſclos'd to chearful day !

From the firſt dawn of thy diſtinguiſh’d name,

Obſervant, has ſhe mark'd thy glorious race,

With faithful zeal, aſſert her antient fame;

• Alike her ornaments in arms or peace :

Patriots and chiefs, who for her rights have ſtood;

And ſančify’d her laws, with their devoted blood!

OvI.D.

Such was her Russ E. L.; whoſe exalted mind .

In virtue ſteel'd, by liberty inſpir'd,

Glow'd with the gen’rous love of human-kind;

The point, to which his ev'ry thought aſpir'd ;

Not pleaſure’s ſun-ſhine, nor ambition's crown,

Which charms the wanton, or deceives; weak;

Not inſtant death, nor the ſtern tyrant's frown,

The godlike martyr's ſteady ſoul could ſhake::

With fortitude he bore the friendly ſtrife,

And ſmil'd for Britain's fake to yield his noble life?

IV.

Hail generous warmth hail all-enliv'ning ray

Which lawleſs force repels, and ſhines to ſave

Hail emanation ſprung from heav'nly day,

Fix'd in the boſom of the truly bravel

As thro' its lucid orb the radiant gem -

Beams, ſelf-ſupply'd, the blaze of living light:

So keeps unblemiſh’d honour its eſteem ;

So gains theiudgment, while it charms; fight ;

Which envy ſtrives, but ſtrives in vain to veil,

Too ſtrong for all the clouds its brightneſs would

conceal.

V.

Early, illuſtrious peer, thy generous breaſt

This ſpark of worth hereditary caught ;

Early thy love for freedom ſhone confeſs'd,

Seen in thy ačt, and rooted in thy thought; .

Aw'd by no pow'r, no mean temptation ſway’d,

Thy voice ſtill follow'd truth’s impartial fide;

Scorn’d the vain blandiſhments ambition made,

A dignity beyond the reach of pride 1

Merit intrinſecal, outſhining far -

Th’ embelliſhments of pomp, or tinſel of a ſtar !

VI.

When to thy brow the ducal wreath was giv'n,

Applauding BR 1 TA 1 N ſaw thy riſing ſtate ;

Thy honours ſeem'd the care of fav'ring heav'n,

Thatfor thy country ſmil'd to make thee great.

*Twas this to Gow E R 's worth thy choice ally'd,

That bleſs'd thee with a BritiſhPortia's charms;

That gave thee Ju L I A N A, ſpotleſs bride,

A treaſur’d ſhrine of virtue to thy arms ;

And now has crown'd your Union with an heir,

To long deſcending days, the laſting name to bear.

VII.

Nor placid thou, amidſt the general joy,

Thy TA v 1st oc k's auſpicious birth creates,

The Muſe reješt, who with delighted eye,

Beholds the future bliſs thy heir awaits;

Soon (does ſhe hope) with nativeardour fir’d,

His conſcious breaſt the patriot’s fire ſhall know ;

As the young eaglet riſes ſelf-inſpir’d, ſlow ;

Lifts the ſtrong plume, and leaves the world be

Plays in the ſolar flame, delights above,

Aná learns to graſp the bolts of formidable Jov E.

- VIII.

Illuſtrious youth, may heav'n to thce allow

A life ſecure from every wayward fate :

Propitious hear the faithful Muſe's vow,

And make the circle of thy fame complete.

May every Muſe with every grace conſpire

Thy form to finiſh, and thy ſoul to raiſe,

Thy tender youth with virtue's love inſpire;

Virtue ! alone the Source of laſting praiſe;

A joy, which only nobleſt minds can know,

And truth's fair hand, alone, can authoriz'd beſtow.

: - - - - IX, And

º
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An oh! if aught the Muſe prophetic feels;

If true the tranſport of her preſent flame,

The warmeſt hope thy worth but half reveals,

Illuſtrious infant! time ſhall ſwell thy fame

Some happier Muſe for thee ſhall tune the lyre,

Shall fing thy opening virtues fair expreſs'd ;

As now with recent joy, and fond defire, -

Mine hails thee to thy natal hour confeſs'd,

And ardent wiſhes to thy princely race

Eſtabliſhment confirm’d, and durable Increaſe.

O honour’d BE D for d 1 one dreaing fate

Allotts; Parts, whercelife's diſtinction ſprings,

The ebb of poverty, the flow of ſtate,

The chains of captives, andthe crownsof kings!

To thy bleſt hand, and bounteouſneſs of mind

His giv'n extenſive power's unſacken'd rein;

To me a barrengeſ of wiſh affign'd,

That grieves itſelf to ſee another’s pain :

To thee has giv'n to ſmile, --- tº me to mourn,

Ev’n on that happy day thy Tāviſłock was born.

! Yet let the Muſe, my lºrd, with honeſt zeal,

The fair ºccaſion of thy joy improve;

Thy noble line's increaſing#. hail,

And give this humble mark of duteous love:

Mean tho' her verſe, ---by flatt'ry undefird 5

Patriots have not diſdain'd to view herſtrain:

Stair has approv’d.--- and candid Tweddaleſmîră,

... And learned Stormont ſtoop'd to eaſe her pain

Northou, mild Prince, diſdain the humble lay

That mingles with the joys of this auſpicious day.

XIH.

| So may juſt heav'n with ever-guardian care

... Build on the baſis of thy riſing NAME!

To each ſucceſſive Bed for D grant an heir

Of worth reſemblant, and paternalfame:

Like THz ×, to guard Britannia's ſacred laws

Frºm dark corruption, and from lawleſ force $

Toſhine the great affertois of her cauſe, -

Firm in the ſhock, and conſtant in the courſe:

Who round their brows the civic wreathſhail bind,

And guard the glorious rights of BRITA IN and
mankind. -

- * Du B L 1 N, Fº. 16

ºfFº #ſºribed to the Right Honourable the

*** U L_1, A M o 0 R E, occaſioned by the preſent

#: Rºº,º karſ

Hileº, crowding with a grateful

rife, - -

Bleſ; the kind hand that fed their hopes of life 3

ànd feel, beneath your charitable caré,

Leſs fierce therigour of th’ injurious year;

No wonder if the Muſenew warmth inſpires,

And kindles up afreſh the poet's fires!"

To Poet; ever was this charge aſſign'd,

To watch the rifing beauties of the mind ;

To ſnatch true merit into light; and raiſ;

A gen'rous envy by an honeſt praiſe.

Praiſe is a debt to virtue: – ' and to Cu

The Muſe but pays, what all proclaim your due.

In ſome far diſtant age, or foreign ſcene,

Shou'd ſtory tell, or fancy ſeem to feign

$ºmº Princely youth, with ev'ry worth endu'd 3

£ºrnfor mankind, aod form'd for doing good;

How does the reader's heart with ardour glow?.

With what an honeſt warmth his ſpirits flow!

How does he wiſh the glorious name his own!

And envy more his virtue, than his throne !

If dead, or abſent, thus his actions fire,

And ey’n his pićture teaches to admire.

Suppoſe we view’d him here ! ſurvey'd his form!

Saw his good works, and witneſs'd ev'ry cham!

How won'd our raptures riſe I this light divine

How wou'd it ſtrike when we beheld it ſhine!

Muſt we not ſpeak, my lord * and, when theday

Pours on our heads, not bleſs th’ enliyening ray

Or muſt we ſearch it in ſome other ſphere,

Becauſe you only won't believe.’tis here *

My lord, in ſpite of all your modeſt arts,

People will ſpeak the ſecret of their hearts;

Will own (when winter had benum'd the land,

And famine threaten’d each induſtrious hand;

When cold had ſtiffen'd each laboriousnerve;

And trade ſtood trembling, leſt her ſons ſhou'ſ

ſtarve;) - -

'Twas you, that firſt with more extenſive aim

Form'd for the gen'ral poor your pious ſcheme:

Bounteous yourſelf; ſtill prone to cheriſh worth

You calf'd the charity of thouſands forth; .

And, unreſtrain’d by place, ſent pity round

To ſuccour miſery wherever found. -

Whenjoyſul haſte, to every§: dear,

Mountjoy, the friend, and partner of your care,

šjā; your heart;†. thenceabtam

Of fire celeſtial, burn'd with equal flame: , ,

Then wak'd the ſocial ſoul; and o'er the plain

Fair Charity led forth her heav'nly train :

The eye, to ſearch out woe ; the tongue to Plººd;

The heart, to ſuccCur; and the hand, to aid,

Religion ſmild 3 ſoft Pity dropp'd a tear; ,

Wealth clapp'd his wings; and Prudence clo'dth:

rear; land;

Thaw'd by their charms, pºle Froſt unbound ü,

And Poverty withdrew his ſavage hand.

Indulgent heav'n with what a tender care

Still doſt thou ſmite and ev’n injudgmentſar!

Urg'd by our crimes thy arm was ſifted high;

Yet then, when vengeance ſeem'd in ačt to fly,

When half already the redboltwas hurl’d,

Thy mercy ſtºpp'd between, and favºdour work;

§ais'd up the ſons of virtue; bade them plead º

The cauſe of finners, --- and thy wrath was ſtay",

And yºu, my lord, adorn'd with ev'ry grace

That bleſt can further you invirtue's race;

Still keep your former deeds before your eyes;

$fill, ſtºp by ſtep, to full perfection riſe.

Yºur ſhining parts, your worth already known,

The world will ever challengeas their own,

And think, where virtue has appear'd ſobright,

The public bleſling is a public right.

Yirtue, like gratitude, muſt ne'er give o'er,

But ſtill, the more it gives, it owes the more,

E P I G R A M.

-
Pºnſome haſty errand Tom was ſent,

ºld met their pariſh-curate as he went;

But juſt like what he was, a perfeót clown,

#ſems he paſs'd him with cover'd crown:
The gownman ſtopt, and turning, ſternlyſaid,

“I doubt, my lad, you're iller taught than fed;"

Yhyay, ſays Tom, ſtill jogging on, that's true.

Thank God, he feeds mºtiºm taught by 1%

|
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On the Wºrſes to CAE LIA, p. 32. . . " The A. P. E. S.

An'ſ thou, Amaſius, thus deſcribe the fair, Diſſimiles H.mini, simileſque
- y */?"--

A with ev'ry elegance offhapeandair; -

Fraught with each charm to captivate mankind, 'popſ:has aſſerted, human forms

Theform all-beauteous, and the ſpotleſs mind * Are but a race of dunghill worms;

And dar'ſ thou yet defy Lovr's awful pow'r? Tho', weighing manners, tempers, ſhapes,

Preſumptuous mortal - In a luckleſs hour The learn'd wou'd rather think 'em apes.

Her piercing eyes ſhall ſend the thrilling dart, Example ſtill binds doćtrine faſter ;

with force reſiſtleſs, to thy trembling heart 5 For proof--- the footman ºpes his maſter.

Then thou ſhalt own thine error, but in vain, while, larger inſtance to afford, -

And ſtill umpity'd drag the galling chain. His maſter apes my monkey lord. º

of Loy ºf ſing: Auſpicious queen of Love 1 The low mechanic apes the cit,

Hearthy young vot'ry, and the ſºng. Pºroyº Blockheadsape learning, coxcombswit,

Andys, bright fair, who firſt inſpir'd the layº Fops ape fine breeding, clownºivility,
Bijºyouſ ſmiles the flame your beauties raiſ; City gentlemen, and they nobility; t

welcºme, ſoft paſſionſ welcome to my breaſt! Each fool has ſtill his apeing brother,

By thy kind pow'r be all my ſoul pºſºft; - And ladies —- they ape one another

Without thy aid, how dull would Liſe appear, of human apes 'tis not irrational

Norail its jºys be worth a moment'ssare; Tothink their ſeveral ſpecies national:

*Tis thou alone true happineſs canſtgive, our ſailor, bold of heart, when drunk, is

... Anºthen, then only, when we love we live.” of the hot race of powder'd monkeys:

* Let theºulſ Cynic, with a ſullenfrºwn, The Frenchmen, (tho' their ſcheme, a P--x, is

* Defy thy ſhafts, and all thy fºrce iſºwns of late to have us think 'em foxes) .*

º “Tº ſºft paſſions his coldbreaſt alarm, By all their coaxing--tricks. grimace, .

ºff; No tender fires his ſavage temper wºrn 5 Are plainly of the monkey claſs,

yºg Theheart untainted, and the mind humane, All gay, for-apes-- light, brisk, jejune ---

Submit with pleaſure to thy gentle reign. jack S niard—is#. grave§:

º: And if Ie'er, almighty Lovr, preſume Ovid, that mater of romances,
Vºl.2 Tóſight thy pow'r, or murmur at thy doom; One inſtance apropos advances;

tº: If ºmyśtart regrets thy pleafing chain, How jove, when rage vindićtive burn'd,

fiſ: or wiſhes for dull liberty again ; To apºs your old Cercopeans turn'd :

º Maydar Eliza, who the ſong inſpire, A ſort of Spaniards, practis'd deep in

No more, with tranſport, own her mutual fires; Qaths -- honºur -- faith -- and treaty-keeping.

May them the worſt of evilshe myſte; • And genealogiſts maintain -

§ { ‘ſºn ... then, may I be curſ -- with - Woman's Henceº: the preſent dons of Spain.

tº bate. Dar an is. While ſome, more ſhrewdly read, advance

#8 - - - D - #:.3.peop#rance ; -

. U B L I N , o’ chang'd to monkeys, ſtill, they tell us,tº EP I Lo G U E to the FA1th Fu E SH = P- A race of arch,;;...” use

n: HER p, ſpoke by Mrs Fu R N Iva L. By jove transform'd, as the pretence is

ſiſ? UCH were the ſcenes Italian Fancy wrought, For perj'ry and ſuch light offences... .
* Sº...":::::::"####a tº high diſpute

º thought ; - To thoſe whoſe talents better ſuit,

# Leãon, where heroes trod, a beardleſs throng, From France the apeing Briton gleans

ſº warblers who raviſh — only with a ſong. . . The compliment-that nothingmºans.
''g'ſ , Ladies, what think ye of Mirtillo's vows? The ſmile with rancor at the ſoul,

nº what modernyouth wou'd die to ſave his ſpouſe? The tawdry dreſs, the powder'd pole,

# our wiſer lovers, in theſe reas'ning days, The ſnuff-box, grace ºf converſation,

a'ſ To gain their miſtreſſes chuſe milder ways; All natives of the Gallic nation,

ſº with parents calmly traffic for their daughter, . Hence too, have gain'd this apsing age
... ºil lawyeº h:lºmatur. 9...º. of the ſtage.

#, When after tedious moons of wiſhing, lo! where was Lun learn'd that air and mien
jº The eager bride finds in her arms— a beau. That ſo compleat the Harlequin f

[W] Who can the coxcomb's happy lot expreſs At Paris - Paris ſeat of arts,

ſº His knowledge, faſhions, and his bus'neſs, --dreſs. Beſt ſchool for ſtudying monkey parts,

Lord of the ſnuff-box and the ſparkling ring, Diverſions yielding fit for men

tºº, A ſmiling, bowing, neceſſary thing. - Give aſſes Shakeſpear, Rowe, and Ben.

. . Teq vain to love, toolºw tº be abus'', We read, I think not in Chryſoſome,

. And juſt deſpis'd enough to be well us’d. - A card'nal once had an impoſthume

But of our ſex the men of ſenſe beware Which brought him e'en to iºnºcondition

. Your ſlavery is the triumph of the fits Till his kind monkey turn'd phyſician

ſ', *Twixt paſſion long and reaſon dom'd to *ary, - Dreſt in the prelate's cap —which jºke

it wº 'To ponder, doubt, examine, judge, yet--- marry. He laugh’d at till his tumour broke:

W!, Long poliſh’d nations have admir’d theſe ſtrains And many a fair coquet had dy'd

ſºſ? Rome's brighteſt beauties crowded to theſe René, • Of ſpleen, with nothing elſe beſide, ,

-- Yet never the applaudedauthor drew 2 Had not, in that immediate criſis > *

# Afailer circle than we boaſt in you. . idearms, ſºm.ºrgevice."

. ..";... Mirtillº's gen’rous mind, Scamp'ring, with a deſigning tri

# $o, uſhy each nymph a faithful ſhepherd find. Her china broke— and§a hyp.

At Bé
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-4 Peſcription of the MoR N J N G, with moral

Refteåions. From Seneca's Tragedy of Hercules

Furens. . . a

C H O R U S.

OW faint the ſtars appear, and few,

Dim and diminiſh'd to the view ;

Gradual the vanquiſh'd night retires,

And with her calls her wand'ring fires;

Bright Phoſphor, herald of the morn,

Proclaims the infant day's return ;

While at the bluſh of dawning light

The frozen bear is ſunk to fight,

And backwards turns the glitt’ring wain,

That twinkles ſeven-fold in her train.

The god of day, with azure ſteeds,

His chariot up the welkin leads;

And as he ſprings, majeſtic, ſmites

Thegiddy mountain'sgilded heights, -

Where the thorn climbs, and wher the roſe,

Struck with a deeper crimſon, glows;

While the pale moon, with languid ray,

Gives up her empire to his ſway,

" Now hardy toil unſhuts his door,

And wakes each care that ſlept before.

The ſhepherd leaves his harmleſs charge,

And gives the flock to feed at large,

To gather on the mountain's brow

Cool herbage, 'mid the froſted dew.

The ſteer bounds frolic thro’ the mead,

Unbudded his defenceleſs head ;

The parent kine intently feed.

The ſtately goat, in gameſome maze,

O'er the ſoft lawn his gambols plays;

While on abough, and warbling ſhrill,

Sits nightly-waking Philomel;

And 'midſt a train of clamant young,

And wild, but ſweetly mingled ſong,

Which countleſs warblers round her pour,

"Fo welcome in the radiant hour,

Spreads forth her plumage to the day,

Enliven’d by his genial ray.

The ſailor, fearful, to the gale

Gives out the breeze-inflated ſail ;

While on ajutting, ragged ſteep,

That overlooks the cryſtal deep,

The angler baits the cheated hook,

Sor ſees the ſcaly wantonſtruck;

He ſees, and penſive as he ſtands,

The angle trembles in his hands.

But this the joy of calm retreat,

In peaceful virtue's humble ſeat ;

Where cheer'd contentment happy lives,
on what kind nature's bounty gives.

Pale fears and gnawing cares, alone,

Are to the buſtling city known ;

Where This unreſtful haunts the great,
And flatters at th’ obdurate gate;

Cr That, on wealth unwieldy bent,

Yet with no meaſure e'er content,

Broods over his enormous ſtore,

And 'midſt his ſhining heaps is poor.

This, courting breath of vulgar praiſe,

(Inconſtant as th’ inconſtant ſeas)

When from the gaping herd 'tis won,
Is but an empty bubble blown.

Another, whoſe abandon'd trade

Of jargon, din, and law is made,

As fees from wealthy clients riſe,

Adjuſts his madneſs and his noiſe.

Thoſe few know bliſs of all their kind,
Who with a wiſely careleſs mind,

See life ſpeed on with winged haſte,

And ev'ry fleeting minute taſte.

While deſtiny permits, be gay;

Time glides with rapid courſe away;

And on the day's revolving wheel,

Long years their ſliding period: ſteal.

The fates, that never pity led,

Spin out th' irremeable thread;

And, prone to their decree, vain men.

(Uncertain of the dreadful when)

Witleſs, yet by their will, compleat

And forward the deſigns of fate.

In vain, Akides 1 all thy haſte

The bitterneſs of death to taſte;

In vain thy valour ſeeks a doom,

Which muſt but in its order come;

And when it comes thou muſt obey;

Nor can thy valour win delay:

The ruthleſs lots that deſtin’d fall,

"Are fate alike to thee and all.

Then court who will an empty name,

Blown by the babbling trump of fame,

Tho' wide it ſpread as earth's domain,

And reach from thence to heav'n again;

Or let him ſeek the tarniſh’d cheat.

Of pomp and elevated ſtate;

Be mine to live in private bliſs,

Safe and obſcure in ſome receſs;

Since fačtion, and high-minded ſtrife,

But ſhake the peaceful lake of life ;

And better is the little home,

Where conſcious ſafety cheers the dome :

Ambition, tho' 'tis virtue's flight,

Oft tumbles headlong from its height.

An ANswer to the AE NIG M A in p. 32.

PY their dreſs and their attºons I make no great

* doubt

But that I have found your Itinerants out ;

For the pleaſant idea of that merry fellow

(Who ſo often diverts us) the fam'd Punchanell,

Still dwells in my mind, and firſt gave me the ſcent,

That heand his comrades are the People you meant.

GA M B L E.

On a Man who dy'd ºf the Dropſy, by drinking the

ſpiritous Liquºr call"d GEN E v A.

*- - Hic jacet

Qui una cum anima efflavit ſpiritum,
Revera ſpiritus intus aluit

-
Periit

Wec igne nec aqua nec venens

Sed omnibus

Velut alter aſbeſtos ignitus

-

Formam retinet

At O mirum lymphaticarum creſcit ſub pondere
flammarum

Et quo magis igne

repletur aqua
Cavete vermiculorum colôniae minutulorum

Ne Wos lacus abſorbeat Genevenſ's
Et frigido bacchantes igne

Vertiginoſos

In urgitet enthuſiaſmus.

W. N.
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." Mr URBAN,

I Send you two Originals, by a late Scots Noble

man, who to a fine Underffanding, improved%g??

excellent Education, joyn’d all the engaging Qualities

i. the heart ; and who, bad be lived, would have

en an Ornament and Bleſſing to his Country. A ten

der Conſtitution threw him into an early lingering De

cay, and the ſame Fate that robb’d England of her

-iº, deprived her Sifter Nation of Lord Bin
e

r

“Were you two blended both in one, ... - -

“Lord! how you'd look and fight !”

Then Peter bow’á, wheel'd to the left,

And jack unto the right. -

Then to Culloden J., ſaid the duke,

“Now tell me, jobn, ſincere,

“Whether eight bottles 'tis, or ten,

“You drink to your own ſkair”

Cullºden bow’d, and thank'd his grace,

a ming, died at Naples, about the Year 1732, re- For ſuch a kindly word ; . . . -

greited by all who knew him, near the tomb of that And vow'd to g--d his grace ſpake like

Roman Poet whoſe Writings he ſo highly admir’d, An angel of the lord. *

and whoſe Manners be ſo; copy'd, leaving his Then forward Brodie Ś made a ſtep, - !

Father nºt long to ſurvive his lºſs. The firſt of theſe In whoſe attentive ear -

Pieces neveryet appeared, and the ſecond has never . His grace was pleaſed to whiſper, but

yet been aſcirbed to its right ºuthºr. I am, So loud as we could hear :

- Tour conſtant Reader, ****** “The ladies in the town declare, *

The Duke of AR —'s Levee. ---- Spoken by Col. “That no mankiſºd ſo well:"…
| CHAR 3. Es. Writ by the Right Hon, the Lord The laird laugh d much, andºd his grace,

BIN N IN G. - But ſaid, “They ſhould not te l:
—Ingentem foribus domusºff. V Tºº §§ M n advanc'd,

l totis vomit a dibus undam, Virg. neceſſary man: -Mane Salutantum º 'U) g Who well might, if the Muſe had pleas'd,

Ith other Scots the other day Been welcom'd to the van -

- I waited on A--G ---E, - '... **

Il; Than whom no better patriot breaths - “My friend, I hope your lady's well;

Within our Britiſh Iſle. --- (She's well to ſerve your grace.) -

- - Both ſmil’d, and bow’d, and ſmil'd again,
Sing, Mº who never; before, In one another's face. -

How well we were receiv'd ; -1 - - - •

And what he ſaid, and eke aiš, - sº.;:#2. | bow'd unſeen,

How nobly we behav’d. * efore he durit advance; •

- - - The duke then turning round, well pleas'd,
Long time wehad not held chit-chat. Said, “Sure you’ve been in France ; "

|t: Before his grâce appear'd ; << A > li d i -

And with his†:* & &É.#.º mlen

- Ourhº faces cheer'd. Then Harry bow’d, and bluſh'd, and bow’d,

Hebeck'n'd us up, allone by one, And ſtrutted to the door.

!" And ſpoke to each ſo pat, To honeſt ?obn f ho made a leg :

* Thatall well-pleas'd his levee left, º:º ź. #.w #. ea leg :

::fff; But I, who ſmelt a rat. ! honeſt Skip, ſaid he j

.Then to *A r in the van, -

Advancing, were his words ;

“Nor ours, nor any foreign land,

“A hawkJike yours affords;

“So Richmond's duke, of hawks the judge,

“Aſſur'd me t'other day,; ” . .

Philip bow’d low, and thank'd his grace,

And went well pleas'd away. -

To Col. t. S-r, “Tºother day,

“I was well pleas'd to ſee,

“The Britiſh Coffee-houſe ſo chang'd

w

And Skip was well content with that: '.

His grace then turn'd to me *.

“Ah! Charters Jº- “Bl-d and w=ds, my lord”

I anſwer'd, and his

Was going to reply; when lo!

| Great Daniel || ſhow'd his face.

At fight of him low bow'd the peer,

And Daniel deign'd a nod;

“I ſaw Sir Robert, and 'tis done,”— -

“— You've kept mein, by g--d.”

At fight of this I limp'd away,

| - “From what it us’d to be. Inform'd whereto apply;

“Your Sarah charms, it grows polite Begging my countrymen may take
“As god my ſoul ſhall ſave : ” The hint as well as I.

With low obeiſance, hearty thanks - -

The grateful colonel. - i;º: Eſ. f Col. Sinclair,

r - rººf- uncan Forbes, tº ſº; -The ºº:: f, with reverence greaty ++ Colonels foh. and Peter Campbell.

ſº Advancing was to ſpeak ; hn Forb Culloden, E

! But like the reſt, he was ſtruck dumb, John Forbes, ºf Culloden, Eſz;

With cheek applied to cheek, §º Eſ?; Lord Lyon.
- - Ol. IV11(idleton.

“The lawyers in our houſe declare - - - •
ſ “That noman ſpeaks like you ; | Henry Cunningham, of Bolquhan, E'ſº;

“Your rhetºrick charms”- Then Duncanbow’d,

And own'd his grace ſpoke true.

Then colonels hiſ jack and Peter drew

Together near his grace :

If John Campbell, of Skipniſh, Eſq;## Col. Čharºes. pnin, ºff;

| Daniel Campbell, of Shawfield

The other Original mentioned in the fºregoingre
W! ter, is that natural and tender paſtoral Ballad,

“Did ever Swain a Nymp adore, &c.” which

we intend to give in our next, with the Notary

“Peter! thou haſt a martial ſoul,

& & Andjack a handſomeface:
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A DIAL O GUE between Death and a DYING Person, ſuppºſed to have

- been ſpared by Death in his 1%uth.

The Words by Mr PARRAT. Set by Mr L.E VERIDGE,

on Dath think on the

You told me I ſhould 'ſcape the Grave, Till Warningreach'd my Heart.

II.

No Warning have you gave me yet,

Nor bid me once prepare

To pay that final heavy debt

Which frees us from all care.

III. *

Spare me but now, and give me time -

To think on all my fin; >

Soon I'll repent of ev'ry crime,

, And ſtrive ſweet heav'n to win.

Words you gave, When laſt I fear'd your dart;

Your hairs which now are turn'd to gray

Shews death can't be deferr'd.

Vr

Thoſe pains you've known with want of rtſ,

Dulneſs of ſenſe and ſight,

Are ſigns I ſend, to give the teſt

Of dark approaching night.

VI.

I ſummons now ---- you muſt obey,

If unprepar'd, the worſe ; -

DE AT H. IV. Hºur,

Thou thoughtleſs wretch! how dare you ſay, You'd know no future curſe,

No warning you have heard

MrUR BAN - -

rAS the# º whom the following Stanza’s are Then why ſhould hapleſs mortals know

addreſſed, is never like to fee them, unleſs by

means of yºur Magazine, I flatter myſelf you will

not refuſe them a Place in this Montb's Boºk ; which

will be a mark of my Reſpect to the Lady, and a

very particular Obligation conferred on, §,
, Tour conſtant Reader and Servant,

A V A L E N T IN E. -

Inſcribed to Miſs Eliza D–r, Feb. 14, I740,

One; more I touch the filver lyre,

And wake the ſleeping ſtring ;

When you, bright maid the ſong inſpire,

Who can refuſe to fing . -

Thº' trembling I attune the lay,

And ſupplicate thy ſmile;

From thy fair eyes one gentleray,

Would all my fears beguile.

This is a day when Birds of kind,

Aimid the leafleſs grove,

Their mates with mutual chirping, find,

And tune their hearts to love.

flee, dear Eliza 1 how they throng,

#hop from ſpray to fºray;

While love provokes the rural ſong,

wº Whedºrº

-

The fierceſt pangs of love;

Yet never find an end of woe,

But all its torments prove 2

Canſordid int’reſt thee perſuade,

Towed with dazzling gold 2

Or was ſo fair a creature made

To be ignobly ſold 2 -*

Noſure; thy gen'rous heart's inclin't

To fix on nobler views;

Alone the baſe and vulgar mind

Such ſordid ends purſues.

Yet while I ſmile at:hreatºning fate,

And think my wiſhes crown'd,

My Pºtent rivals round thee wait,

Andall my hopes confound.

Thus chearful hope, and black deſpair, -

By turns my ſoul poſſeſ;

Yet,. Othou faireſt of the firl

"Tis in thy pow'r to bleſ.

Thº' louds obſcure the riſisgday,

glºom the morning ſky; -

w;º#: a ſtronger ray, …

Ring yapours fly. 1, r s 1PAll
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The fºllºwing was ſent us as a genuine Copy ofMrs.

Rowe's Verſes on the Death # Hus

*AND: 4; they much excel thoſe printed in

her h’orks, wethought proper to inſert them.

IN* ſoft language ſhall my thought break,
• Iree - - - -

Mydar Alºist when Ithink on the

Nor nymph, nor grace of all the fancied train,

Nor weeping loves, ſhall aid my penfive ſtrain.

True paſſion has a force too ſtrong for art;

She needs no Muſe who can invoke her Heart

Taſteleſs of forms, and from all comfort torn,

The husband--lover --- and the friend Imourn.

*All that to worth and tenderneſs was due,

Whate'er exceſs the fondeſt paſſion knew,

I felt! my prayers to heav'n were all for thee,

And love inſpir'd me firſt with piety.' . : )

Oh thou Wert'all'my triumph and my pride,

My hope, my peace, my ſhelter, and my guide.

Thy love (ſweet ſtudy!) buſy'd all my days,

And my full ſoul's ambition was thy praiſe. . .

Why hasmy heart this fond engagement known

And why has heav'n diſſolv'd the tye ſo ſoon

Whence had the charmer allhis pow'r to move,

Or why was all my breaſt ſo turn'd for love 2

Oh he could talk -- 'twas extaſy to hear !

The liſt’ning ſoul hung trembling on the ear :

Muſick's wholepow'r dwelt.artleſs on histongue,

Awfully ſoft, like ſome kind angel's ſong: [reſt,

Pain, §: but heard him ſpeak, was charm'd to

And mercy melted down the miſer’s breaſt :

Hours,days, and years, unheeded tooktheir flight,

For time was only meaſur’d by delight.

Fancy ſtill paints him freſh in ev'ry grace,

But the thin ſhade eludes my loſt embrace;

The ſhrinking viſion melts in ſhapeleſs night,

And a cold horror blots my blaſted fight !

Then the paſt mis’ry riſes to my view,

His death (ſad ſcene ) will be for ever new :

Then with the quickeſt ſenſe his pangs I feel,

And his laſt accents o'er my filence ſteal;

“My wife -- my ſharpeſt pain! my fondeſt care!

Heav'n for thy ſake will hear a dyingpray’r,

Will lead and comfort thee, when I am dead,

Whenfrom theſe aking eyes thy form is fled:

When theſe cold hands, which now thy graſp

implore, ; -

Shall tremble at the touch of thine no more ;

Qh where ſhall my unſocial ſpirit ſtray, -

How err unblèſt along the eternal way 3

From all engagements here I now am free,

But that which keeps my ling’ring ſoul to thee:

How I have lov'd thy bleeding heart can tell,

And --- we may meet---till that bleſt hour --- .

farewell.” [breath,

... He ceas'd, --- and waiting angels catch'd his
And h;iºd eyes diſſolv'd their beams in

£ath. . -

But Oh what words have paſſion to expreſs,

What thought can feel the rage of my diſtreſs:

Why did they tear me from the breathleſs clay,

! ſhould havéſtaid and wept my life away !
Yet, gentle ſhade--- where'ré thou now may’ſt

Where'er thy ſpirit doſt the reflexcel ; [dwell,

#, thou can'ſ liſten to my grief, oh take

The ſofteſt vows that love or truts can make.

For thee, my thoughts all Pleafurc ſhall forego,

'My tears for thee ſhall ſtreamin filent woe 5

Far from thebuſy world I will retire,

Where mournful mem'ry feeds the ſilent fire,

And tuneful Ovid liv'd to tell us how ;

Firſt taught by thee the nobleſt flame to prove,

The force, the life, the elegance of love.

Sacred I will to thee the gift confine,

Graſp thee thro' death -- and beforever thine.
. . . *: , , , ; , - -

On the Death of theftmous FLY E R on abe Ror s

... at SH REws R U R Y. .

.— Magnis tamen excidit auffs.

Tºp Icarus of old, with raſh eſſay,

In air attempted a forbidden way;

Toothin the medium for ſo cumb'rous freight,

Too weak the plumage to ſupport the weight.

Yet leſs-he'dar'd who ſoar'd on waxen wing,

Than he who mounts to aether on a ſtring.

uſt as Arachne, when the buzzing prey

tangled, flutter, and would wing away,

From watchful ambuſgade infidious ſprings,

And to a ſlender twine, aſcending, clings.

So on his rope, th’ advent’rer climbs on high,

Bounds o'er cathedral heights, and ſeeks the ſky :

Fix but his cable, and he'll tell you ſoon,

What ſort of natives cultivate the moon.

An army of ſuch wights to croſs the main,

Sooner than Haddock's fleet, ſhou’d humble Spain,

As warring cranes on pigmies thund'ring falſ,

And without ſcaling ladders, mount the wall,

The proudeſt ſpire in Salop's lofty town

Safely he gains, andº:as ſafely down ;

Then.ſoars again aloft, and downward ſprings,

Swift as an eagle, without aid of wings;

Shewsanticks, hangs ſuſpended by his toe ;

Undazzled, views th’ inverted chaſin below. ;

Invites with beat of drum brave voluntiers,

Defies jack Spaniard, nor invaſion fears,

Land when they will, they ne'er cou’d hurt (

- his ears." -

Methink I ſee as yet his flowing hair

And body, darting like a falling ſtar ;

Swifter than what “with fins or fathers fly

Thro' the aerial or the wat'ry ſky.

2. Once more he dares to brave the pathleſs way,

Fate now purſuing, like a bird of prey;

And, comet-like, he makes his lateſt tour,

In a rexcentric (oh! ill-omen'd hour !)

Bar'd in his ſhirt to pleaſe the gazing crowd,

He little dreamt, poor ſould of winding ſhroud

Nothing could ought avail but limbs of braſs,

Whenground was iron, and the Severn glaſs.

As quick as lightning down his line he ſkims,

Secure in equal poize of agile limbs.

But ſee the truſted cordage faithleſs prove

Headlong he falls, and leaves his ſoul above :

The g zing town wasſhock'd at the rebound

Q: ſhatter'd bones, that rattled on the ground ;

The broken cord rolls on in various turns,

Smokes in the whirl, and as it runs it burns.

“Sowhen the wriggingſnake is ſnatch'd on high

In eagles claws, and hiſſes in the ſky,

Around the foe his twirling tail he ſlings,

And twiſts her legs, and writhes about her wings,

Cadman laid low, ye raſh, behold and fear,

Man is a reptile, and the ground his ſphere.

Unhappy man thy end lamented be;

Nought but thy own ill-fate ſo ſwift aſ thee. ,

Were metamorphoſes permitted now, º

His apter Muſe ſhou'd turn thee to a daw,

Nigh to the fatal ſteeple ſtill to kaw ;

Perch on the cock, and neſtle on the ball,

Ju rºpes no more*. and never fail. j. Af.

7
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Hiſtorical Chronicle. February, 1740,

FRIDAY, Fºlruary I.

N Order of Council was ſent to

the Lords of the Admiralty for

laying an Embargo on all Ship

- ping except Coaſters, who were

to have Protećtions.

SATURDAY 2.

3oo Workmen were order'd from Dept.

ford and Woolwich Yards to Chatham and

Pºrtſmouth to aſſiſt in getting ready three
Firſt-Rates. -

MoNDAY 4.

Was a Meeting of Phyſicians at the Col.

lege in Warwick Lane, at the Requeſt of

the Lords of the Admiralty, to conſider

whether Malt Spirits were as wholeſome

aš, French. Brandy for the Sailors: And

theſ, gave their Öpinion that Mait spirits

might be drunk by them without detri.
Inent.

TU EspAY 5.

A Proclamation was publiſh'd for the

Encouragement of Seamen, whereinever

to allow sol to the Pariſh of St Min

Woolcharch from 1737 to 1739, to be cºn.

tinued annually till the Manſion-Houſ, i.

built, in lieu of the Eſtate the Pariſh had

in Stocks-Market.—The City Remem.

brancer attended the H. of Commons with

a Petition that the Laws may be put in

Execution for lowering the exceſſive Price

Coals.ofMadam AmeliaSophia Walmudun, com:

monly called Madam Walmonté, took the

Oaths in the Houſe of Lords in order fºr

her Naturalization.

To the Author of the Hiſtorical Chronicle.

- th

;LL the News Paper; except ºne, whi.
was properly apply'd to, havingºd

or purpoſely ºmitted a Tranſation that º
ſerve; public Notice, as much. a; | #

that Day in the ſame Aſſembly, it is :;
proper lºft you ſhould not ſee it, to ſand ſº

the Affair drawn up after an impºrtia
y C the Infºrmation of Pºſitriº,

able Sailor above 18, and under 54, who Manner for if:

ſhall yountarily enter on board a Man of

War before the 15th of March next, is to

receive two Guineas as Bounty: Money,

and every ordinary Man 30s, and be fift

ther entitled to 6 Months Pay, if there

ſhºuld nºt be cocaſion for their ſo long
Scrwice. -

- THURspay, 7.

At the Annual General Court of the

TºyCompany LdBlawar was rechº
Governor, Mr Pºnſfer Deputy Governor,

andMr Lock Treaſurer in rºom of M.
Shelling decd.

FRIn AY, 8.

The Attorney and Solicitor General

with Mr Fazakerly, who (by mutual Con

ſent) had been deſird to coffii. thcCaſe,

gave, their Opinion that Montague Houſe

cºuld not be fitted and uſed as . Hoſpi

tal for expoſed Children, withºut lm
pºachment of Waſte, Whereupon the

Committee of Governors and Guardians

of that Charity order'd prºper Surveyors

ºne other Houſe or Houſes

f; for that goºd Purpºſe.”

Aſ agourt ofCommºn Council in Guild

hall the ſeveral Sºmmittees were choſen,

$º., I, for the Iriſh Society, 2. the City

!ands, 3...the Greſham Committee, 4, the

Manſion Houſe, 's the Lamps, 6. the

Woodmongers, 7. Commiſſioners of Še.

**ś-A Motion was made rºd ºn inted

*.
-

The Fifts are true, and without yºu#.
fit to alter them, you may relate 'em tº

- OurS,

FRIDAY, 8.

In the Common Council of London, ill

• A Motion was made fºr a *:::::

deſign'd to prevent any Member º.
Court being concern’d in; City’s I Of i.

it having been long obſerved as an §:
ſiſtency, that Artificers ſhould fit in #.

mittees firſt to imploy themſelves,.
ter that to audit and paſs their own º:

After long Debates the Queſtion was p

E and paſſed in the Negative; and upon.”

Diviſion it was likewiſe, carried in th:

Negative by a Majority of 47, there;
Io9 againſt, and 59 for the Bill. (See#.

IX, p.214, 361.) On which Procee º:
theÅº. Queries were made in;

lick Paper—ſs not this Condućt per !
agreeable to the Inſtructions given º º

City Members, in regard to the*.
Bill in the Houſe of Commons? .

may,we not reaſonably exped to ſeetº
Golden Age renew’d whentºº. º

the Cºmmon Council ſhines with ſuch a

mažing Luſtre?—it may beº
that the Majority (See p. 35.) in theHº:
of Commons againſt the Place Bill, *

inly 16, preſent 4:8. But the Mºjº
in the Qommon Council againſt it, *
47, preſent 16s Members; from theſe Pr

portion
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, Lady of 16, and marrying

HISTORICAL

ortions it will appear to Mathematical

eaders, that the Houſe of Commons

had really a better Opinion ofa Place.Bill

than the Common Council of London it.

ſelf, which was to ſet a Pattern to the

whole Kingdom.

SATURDAY, 9.

From the London Evening Poſt.

At the late Elections only 35 New

Members, out of 236, were#, not

withſtanding the flattering Promiſes,Cor

ruption and Menaces of a certain Party;

ſo that the Majority of TRUE FRIENās

to their Country is larger than ever.

SUNDAY, Io. -

Orders were given for making the

Lines for the Camps intended to be form'd

this Spring in Hyde-Park, Hounſlow Heath

and Black Heath. -

MONDAY, II.

The Commiſſioners of the Pläualling c

Office contraćted for Ships for the Freight

of 17oo Ton of Proviſions for the Squa

dron under Admiral Haddock.

The Court of King's Bench gave Judg

ment againſt ſome Perſons committed the

Thurſday before *..."; a young

- er without

Conſent of her Guardians, viz. The

Husband was fined 50ol, the Son of a

Noble Perſon contern’d 5ool. two Men

Servants to be impriſon'd one Month

each, and a Maid.Servant to ſuffer 6

Months Impriſonment, and pay a Fine of
one Mark.

One Cornelius Mac Gillicuddy was com- E.

mitted to Newgate for counterfeiting the

Handwriting of a Member of Parliament

in franking Letters to be ſent by the Ge

neral Poſt, in order to avoid their being

charged with the Duty of Poſtage ; and

ſeveral others were taken into Cuſtody.

—Beſides the Crime of Forgery, the

Houſe of Commons have adjudg’d it a F

high Miſdemeanor,and a motorious Breach

of Privilege. So that thoſe Perſons who

accept of Franks, not knowing them to

be genuine, may bring themſelves into a

great deal of Trouble, for the ſake of

ſaving a Trifle, ſince a Groat will carry a

Letter to any Part of England or Wales.

- Tu Esp AY, 12. -

At a Court of Aldermen came on a

Hearing concerning the exorbitant Price

of Coals, which ended in favour of the

Dealers, the Ld Mayor and that Court

not thinking themſelves ſufficiently em. H
power'd to fix a Price on that Commodity.

. THURSDAY, 14.
A Fire broke out in the Houſe of Mr

Wilſon, Soliicitor in Chancery, in South

ºpt on Buildings, which conſum'd the

ſame and five ºthers. Several Firesha

pened at Publin and Exeter, and the Wa

CHRo NICLE. 9.

te, being ſo much frozen was a great

Hindrance to the Extinguiſhing them.

- THURspay, 21.

The Call of the Houſe of Commons,

which was to be this Day, was put off

(See Vol. IX, p. 549.) A for a Month.

On a Motion in a certain Aſſembly,

tending to cenſure thoſe concerned in

making the Convention, it paſſed in the

Negative by a Majority of near 60.

WEDNEsDAY, 27.

The Embargo on Ships was taken off.

THURSDAY, 28.

B A Queſtion was moved, that the ſend

ing a Meſlage figned by the King, to the

Houſe of Commons for a Supply, and not

ſending the like to the Houſe of Lords,

is derogatory to the conſtant Uſage of

Parliament, and a high Infringment of

the Privileges ofthe Houſe of Lords. But

the previous Queſtion being put it was

carryed by 68 againſt 32.

- FRIDAY, 29.

Thirty Ships of 200 Tons Burthen or

upwards, have been taken up for Tranſ

ports, aud two.. of 400 Tons and 16

Guns to carry Coals and Proviſion to Ad

miral Haddock.
-

His Majeſty has been£º. to appoint

the following Sheriffs ſince our laſt.

Eſſex. Sir Thomas Drury, Bt.

Hereford. Bartholo. Rich. Barneby, Eſt;

Mºnmouth. Tho. Evans of Langattock, Eſq;
º#.º:; Bt.

Nottingham. John Storey # younger, E§#: Siſmey, gº 'ſº

Somerſet. John Freke Brickdale, Eſq;

Suffºlk. Edm. Jenny of Bredfield, Eſq;

Cheſhire. Sir John Byrne of Stanthorn, Bt

in room ºf John Spencer, Eſq.; deca.
ke. W. SouthYº -

Pembroke. Wrm Warren of Langrige, Eſº;
North Wales. grige, Eſq;

Flint. Thomas Wynne the younger, of
Kwynegrin, Eſq; r =

Montgomery. Edw. Price of Bodvab, Eſq;

A L1st ºf B1 R T Hs for the Year 1740.

Feb. 17.Th; Lady of Lord North and ,

Guilford, deliver'd of a Son.

24. The Lady of Lord Naſſau Powlet,

Brother to the Duke of Bolton, of a Son.

26. Wife.of john Briſtow, Eſq; Mem

ber for Boralſton—of a Son.

27. Wife of Barratt, Eſq; Daugh

ter the late Chief Juſtice Prait
a Son and Heir. -

A L1s T of Marr 1 A G Es fr the Year 1740

jam. 31.THunas Corbett, Eſp; Membe

.* for Saltaſh, marry'd to M.

Lloyd of Dukeſirect, *s,929 i. Fortuao.

of
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Feb. 7. john Hall, Eſq; of Skelton-Caſtle,

Durham—to Miſs Stevenſon, 30,000l.

Samuel Clarke, Eſq; of Bloomsbury—to

Miſs Trollop of Ormond-ſtreet.

12. Mr. Wright, Merchant and Druggiſt A

in Lawrence lane—to the eldeſt Daughter

of Dr Woodford, Regius Profeſſor at Ox

ord, 6ccol.f 13. Mr Lºgg, Diſtiller in Holborn—to

Miſs Cradock of Staffordſhire, soool.

16. Mr Boltºn, Merchant of Newcaſtle

on Tyne—to Miſs Effob, 10,000l.

Qualities, of an open, honeſt, liberal.

Mind, and of ſo eaſy and engaging an

Addreſs, that all People, withoutfiſänc.

tion of Parties, honour’d, eſteem’d, and

lov’d him.

Sir Win juxon, Bart. at Little-Camptºn,

Gloucefferſhire.

Sir David Williams, of Guernever and

9. Mrs Clutterbuck, Daughter to the late

Sir-Clutterbuck, in Queen-ſbuare Court,

Soho, worth Ioo,oool.

john Lake, Eſq; of 14oool, per Ann, in
17 Sir john Ruſh, of Streetly, Berks—B Nj.

to the youngeſt Daughter of the late Gen.

Sutton, Io,oool.

19.4bel Breton, near Golden-ſquare, Eſq;
-to the Daughter of the late Sir john Wol.

ſenholm, with 15oogl.

john Lloyd of Aſhton, Salop, Eſq.-to

a Daughter of Sir Francis Charlton, Éart,

A List of De A This for the Year I740. C

january. HEnry Perrot, Member foryH Oxfordſhire—at Paris.

Relićt of Waſhington Earl Fºrrers—at
Paris.

, 29. William Evans, Eſq; firſt Gen. of

the Horſe, Col. of a Reg of Horſe, and

Sovernºr of Chelſea-College. He was a

Langoyd Caſtle, Brecknockſhire, Bart. . .

13. Philip Jennings, Eſq; formerly St.

condary of the Poultry Compter.

Revd Mr Eliſha Smith, Author of the

Cure of Deiſm.

Relićt of Sir Nicholas Carew of Ruding.

ton, Surry, Bart. -

11, Mr Humphreys, Coffer-Bearer to his

Majeſty. -

12. Major Ruſden of the Red Regiment

of the Weſtminſler Militia, and Colleåor

of the Land Tax for the Inns of Court.

13. Hon Mr Pame, 3d Son to Ld Bar.

mard, ſuddenly.

14. Wm. Cowper, Eſq; Clerk of the Par.

- D liament, and Juſtice of Peace for Middleſex
brave old Officer, and diſtinguiſh’d him

slf at the Battle of Sheriffmuir, where he

freceiv'd a dangerous Wäund on the Head.

with 3Cutlaſs from a Highlander, to whom

he order'd the Dragoons to give Quarter

on account of his Bravery.

M. Lºgi, Surgeon, to Chatham Dock,

the Plaçº worth 3ool. per Amn. -

30: The Earl of Dºlorain. He com

mºnded the Seaforth Man of war, but

being in a Conſumption left his Ship, and

dy'ſ in his Coach coming to £omº.

joſeph Kettle, Eſq; Juſtice of Peace for

Cambridgeſhire.--

Eb. 2: Sir Edmond Elwill, Comptroller

of Exciſe.

Revd Mr Simpſon, Profeſſor of Divinity

at Glaſgow ; of vaſt Parts, but ſuſpećted

Orthodoxy, and therefore ſuſpended from

his Office in 1729. `.

3. Lady Rachel Manners,
the Duke of Rutland.

ºffey, Eſq; nearly related to
the Earl of Leºn. ” .

4:...Mr ºn Clarke, only Son a -

to Wm. Clarke, Eſq; of$º. nd Heir

. G. N. S. Pºpe ãº, XII, aged 37

in the 10th Year of his fanſ...t. 2

7. Louiſa Pelham, 2d Daughter of Hen

ry Pelham, Eſq; See Vol. IX. p. 606. C.

john Whittil, |;ſq; an eminent Piń.

maker in Southwark, very rich.

8. Sir Joſeph Eyle, Kºt Aid

Cheap Ward, and Member for th

He was a Gentleman

Daughter to

Črnºn of

e Deviz€.ſ.

of many exceignt

and Weſtminſter. The ReverſionaryGrant

of the Patent as Clerk of the Parliament,

comes to his eldeſt Son, Wºn Cowper, Eſ;

Student at Oxford.

16. Samuel Dickſon, Eſq; in Charter.

houſe-ſquare. -

19. The Son and Heir of Sir jamſ:

Daſhwood, Bart. See Births Decm laſt.

22. The Lady of Thomas Parker, Baron

of the Exchequér.

23. Hon Mrs Vermom, Wife to George

Penables Pernon, Member for Litchfield,

and Niece to the Earl of Effingham, of
the Small Pox.

Mr Thompſon, the City Painter.

Col. Joſeph Ferrers, a Commiſſioner of

the Wine Licence Office. - e

William Plowden, Eſq; at Wºrceffer, Iſl

the 71ſt Year of his Age, exceedingly

lamented by all that had the Happineſs ºf

his Acquaintance and Friendſhip, and by

the Poor and Neceflitous, whom he was

always ready to aſſiſt and relieve. -

Sir John Marwood. Bart, near Leitſir

Fiji.

, 25. Thomas Smithſon, Eſq; near Golder.

quare, juſt return'd from his Travels.

Serjeant Eyre, Premier Serjeant to the
King.

The ingenious Mr Clay, Maker of ſé.

H Veral Muſical Clocks. Three Days before
he

dy’d he order'd a Muſical Machinº,

which had coſt him about 20 Years Time,

and upwards of zoost, to bring it to Per.' P - - g fečticſ,
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. Deaths, Promotions; FEBRUARY, 1740.

ſeaſon, to be beat to Pieces, and entirely

deſtroy'd, to prevent a further Expence

of the Time and Money of any one who

ſhould attempt to finiſh it after his Death.

27. Right Hon Alexander Hume, Earl of

Marchmont, Knight of the Thiſtle, Go

vernor of the Bank at Edinburgh, &c.

ſucceeded in Title and Eſtate by the Lord

Viſcount Polwarth, Member for Berwick.

Dy’d lately at Presbourg in Hungary,

james Graſmay, a Fleming, aged 12.5:

Sarah Robinſon, a Beggar near Wigton,

Cumberland, in whoſe Cloaths were found

15l. and 11 Pennyworth of Halfpence ;

which Sum has been demanded by the

Lord of the Manor, for want ofa Relation

to claim the ſame.

A List ofPromotions for the rear 1740.

ON. john Talbot, Eſq; Member for

Brecom, appointed a Welch Judge,

in room of Richard Pottinger, Eſq; dec.

Richard Shelley, Wºn Blair, Matthew

Kenrick, john Bird, Eſq; with john Plum

tre, jun: Eſq; in room of Sir Brocas Gar

demer, Barr. deceas'd—Commiſſioners of

93

Gerrard Dutton Fleetwood, Eſq;-Clerk

of Aſſize of the Norfolk Circuit, in room

of Roger fennings, Eſq; who reſign'd. . .

Richard Willoughby, of Knoyle in the

County of Wilts, Eſq; made firſt Waiter

of the Robes in ordinary to his Majeſty.

Mr Serjeant Birch—ſworn King's

Serjeant.

Mr Legg, Son to the Earl of Dartmouth

—King's Counſel.

john Chalmers—appointed Bridge. Ma

ſter to the Royal Regiment of Artillery;

B Lieut Gen Churchil, appointed Col of

the Reg of Horſe of the late Gen Evans.

Capt Mitchel–Capt of the Trial Sloop.

in room of

Capt Holhourn, made Capt of the Dol

phin of 20 Guns, in rºom of

Ld Aubrey Beauclerk, made Capt of the

Weymouoh of 60 Guns, in room of

Capt Trefºſi, Capt of the Montague of

6o Guns.

Capt Wincent—Capt of the St Alban of

5o Guns, in room of Capt Cornwall.

George Brewer, Eſq;-Lieut in Clayton's

Reg at Gibraltar.

Col Blakeney–Adjutant General to the

the Duties on Stampt Vellum, Parchment D three new Regiments raiſing in America.

and Paper, &c. An

William Bridges, Eſq; Secretary or chief

Clerk to the ſaid Commiſſioners.

Thomas Nuthall, Eſq.-Regiſter of War

rants in the Exciſe Office, in room of Mr

Meadows, deceas'd. - -

Henry Harris, Eſq;-a Commiſſioner of

the Wine. Licence Office, in room of jo

ſeph Ferrers, Eſq; deceas'd. .

Win Kynaſton, Eſq; Maſter in Chancery

—Curlitor Baron of the Exchequer. . .

Duke of Richmond –a Governor of the

Charterhouſe, in room of the late Earl of

Scarborough. . . -

james Abercromby, Eſq; Member for

Banffhire, Scotland–Judge Advocate to

the ſix new-rais'd Regiments of Marines,

and three raiſing in America.

Thomas Corbet, Member for Saltaſh,_

Secretary to the Court of Aſſiſtants for

the Reliefof poor Widows of Sea Officers,

a Place of 2Col. per Ann

Charles Smith, fºLieutenant-Gº."

vernor of Greenwich Hoſpital, in room of

Capt Tudºr Trevor, deceas'd.

Mr Philips—Chief Clerk to the Secre

tary’s Office in the Cuſtom houſe.

Mr Swan–Surgeon of Deptford Dock,

in room ºf Mr Pocklinghall, Surgeon of
Chatham Dock.

Geºrge Arnold, Eſq; Deputy of Cheap

Ward-choſe Alderman of the ſame, in

room of Sir Joſeph Eyles, deceas'd.

Mr Fºrd–Clerk of the Arraigns for

imán, in 19 m of Mr Tanner, deceas'd,

Capt Moffyn—Capt of the Seaforth of zo

Guns, in room of the late Earl of Delorain.

Seijeant Dodd–Provoſt Marſhall in the

Savoy, in room of Capt Howard, who

reſign'd.

Thomas Hale, Eſq; Member for Gram

Epound-Lieut Governor, and -

Mr Weller—Deputy Governor of Dover

Caſtle; the firſt in room of Sir Baſil Dix

well, who reſign'd ; the latter ſucceeds

Col Marſh, deceas'd.

Ecc 1 Est as T 1 c A LPRE F = R Me Nºrs

F Revd Dr Story, Dean of St Edan in the

Dioceſe of Fºrmes, and Chaplain to the

Iriſh Houſe of Commons, made Biſhop of
Killaloe in Ireland.

. . Mr Hºrſt, Chaplain to the Earl of Half

fax-Rejor of Sacombe, Hertfordſhire,

3ool, per Ann. -

Mr. Mºrgan of Clare-hall, Cambridge–

King's Chaplain. -

NEw ME M B E R s

Hon Nicholas Herbert, Eſq; elected for
the Borough of Newport, Cornwall, in

room of his Brother, deceas'd.

II, Thomas Whichcote, Eſq;-for Lincoln

“ſhire, in rocm of Sir Thomas Lumley Saun
derſon, now Earl of Scarborough.

d Viſc Quarendom, eldeſt Son to the

Earl of Litchfield—for Oxfordſhire, in the

room of Henry Perrot, Eſq; decess'd.
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º

tº a

From Lisbon, that they had Letters

with Advice that two Men of War of

Admiral Vernon's Squadron appearing off

of one of the Forts of Carthagena towards

the Cloſe of laſt November, the Göver

nor not knowing what Nation they be

long’d to, ſent out a Bilander to get that

Intelligence, which the Man of War tock.

and immediately diſappear'd ; thoſe Let

ters add that there were 6 Men of War at

Carthagºma ready to ſail; that the Trea

fure, which conſiſted of iz Millions of

Pieces of Eight, had been tranſported

from Limit to Panama, and that there

were 2. Millions more at Callao that were

alſo to be ſent forthwith to Panama.

They write from Curacco, an Iſland be

longing to the Dutch, (See 04r Map) of the

16:% of November laſt, that four or five

Engliſh Men of War had made a Deſcent

in the Province of Guaira ('tis ſuppoſed on

the Town of La Guaira near Caraccas,

which Dampier mentions to be taken by the

Pirates) in S. America, where they de

ſtroy'd everything they met with, after

carrying off what they liked beſt ; that

they ſail'd afterwards towards Porto Ca

bello, where they likewiſe deſtroy'd every

thing belonging to the§: Com

pany; that they were all in the utmoſt

Çonfuſion along the Coaſt of Caractas,

inoſt of the Inhabitants having retir’d far.

ther up in the Country, and ſome of them

entirely abandoned it; that they ſuppoſed

the great Animoſity between the Natives

of the Country and the Guipuſcua Com

pany, was the Cauſe of the weak De

ſcºeſnile against the Engliſh; that they

c::::::::: tº a tºw Days tº Pärticulars of

, S T o c K S. Monthly BILL of Moriality, from Jan. 22, tº Feb. 26.

S. B. Stock 95 # |chrifinedy Mº", *2% wantº a
--- Annu. Io9 # l' } Femal. 757 557 Without the wall, 978

New Annu. o? & Buried } Males 1844 $3886 In Adid. and Sarry 1592

3 per & Ahn. 99 ||.T Femal. 2042 city and Sub.Weſ. 96%

4}\ak (39 # ... Died under 2 Years old--- 1:1 od 3$86

5. Circui. 31, 1os. Pr. Between 2 and 5 ---- 321

*il. Bank 13 # Between 5 and 10---- 133 weekly Burials.

India 1.54%. Between io and zo---- i. 29 jan. 29, -778

-Bonds 3 i. 14. Pr. Between zo and 3o ---- 248 *::::::

African 13 # Between 30 and 40 ---- 375 1.º

Royal Aff. 86 Between 40 and 50 ---- 376 26, -771

Lon. ditto 1 1 Between 50 and 6o ---- 41 1 * Tºš

7 p.C. Em. Loan 107; Between 60 and 70 ---- 339—r

;p. C. Ditto 88 # Between 70 and 80 --- 296 Pecºſ, Wheat.

Eng. Cop. 31 6s. 6d. Between 80 and 90 ---- 137 "...'f;:

Weſh ditto 15 s. . Between 9° and too ---- 23 Beſt Hops 31, 15t.

-
1oo and 103

* Coals 21, 1o i. per Chaldron,

3886

this Expedition; and that they then ſhºuld

know whether the Guarda Coſtas, and

the three Ships belonging to the Com:

pany were in thoſe Seas at that time.—

It is ſtrongly reportedthat Admiral Vernon

has taken thrée Caracca Ships, which may

be thoſe aforeſaid belonging to the Guipulcoa

Company.

Dublin. The Rev. Dr Samuel Maddº,

in order to encourage a Spirit of Inventi

on and Improvement, among other B&

nefaātions, hath given an annual sum ºf

1ool. to be diſtributed to the Inhabitant;

of this Kingdom only, by way of Præm.

um in the following Minner'; viz.59k

to the Author of the beſt Invention for

improving any uſeful Art or Manufaāurº;

25l. to the Perſon who ſhall execute th:

beſt Statue or Piece of Sculpture; and

2.5 l, to the Perſon who fift finiſh the

beſt Piece of Painting, either in Hiſtory

or Landſcape, and which ſhall be approv"

ed of as ſuch by the Dublin Society, on

or before the 20th of january in every

Year: The firſt Praemium to commentº

in fanuary next.

The fºllowing exact Account of Linen

Cloth nuanufactuſ’d in Scotland ſhews at

once the Improvement, and claims thº

Encouragement of that valuable Branch
of Trade :

From Nov 1737, to Nov. 1738.

Lin. Clo. Stamp'd. Value.

' 466661 I Yards. £. 185026 II 9

From Nov. 1738, to Nov. 1739.

48o 1537 Yards. C. 196068 16 11

-

Increaſe.

13:526 Yards. £. I 1042 * *

y
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Onſ. Como, Miniſter Plenipotentiary

TM of the King of the Two Sicilief

preſented a Letter tº the P. of Newcaſtle
§§his Maſter's Reſºlution, religi. A

ouſly to obſerve the Neutrality, whatever

Events may happen, and that all the Ships

and Subječís of Great Britain frequenting

the Seas and Ports of the Kingdoms of

the Two Sicilies ſhall be always well re

ceived there, and treated as a Nation the

moſt favour’d.

Vienna.

a Machine to row Boats up the Danube a

ainſt the Stream, and its Succeſs has

É. confirm'd by three Experiments, a

gainſt a very contrary high Wind, in the

more rapid Part of the River, when the

Boat was brought up 600 feet in twelve

A FFA T R S.

the Compaſs in Trade and Navigation,

and Gunpowder in the Art of War.

Madrid. By a Liſt publiſh’d here, the

Spaniards have taken 47 Engliſh Ships;

the four laſt Months of 1739, without

reckoning thoſe ſeiz'd. in their Porºs,

Awhen Orders.for Repriſals were publiſh

ed. The Number of their Privateets

cruiſing is 44, but they intend to have

many more next Spring. Theſe 47 Ships

with their Cargoes they value at 936,759

A Colonel here has invented” Piaſters.--—Orders are ſent to Cadiz

to unload the Fiotilla, and return, the Et

ſe&ts to the Proprietors. An Embargo is

laid on all Shipping, in order to take the

Sailors and ſend them to Barcelona, whence

a Body of Troºps is to embark for the I

ſland of Majorca. The King has nomi

Minutes; in the ſecond it advanc'd 660 C mated the Duke of Ormond to command

Fect in 8 Minutes; in the laſt 1980 Feet

in 14 Minutes. There was no Uſe of

Oars, Men or Horſes. The Machine con

fiſts of large Wheels placed in the Boats,

and a Bridge made uſe of not to take up

any Room within them... It may be made

with two, four, or ſix Wheels in Propor

tion to the Largeneſs and Burden of the

Veſſel, whence four, ſix, cight or twelve

Men may navigate them.

Paris. Our Court has declar'd to the

Republick of Genoa, That tho’ the Re

bellion in Corſica is quell'd, and the In

habitants ſubmitted, and deliver'd up their

Arms, º the preſent State of the Iſland

Cannot

Situation. The Hearts of the People are

ſtill ulcerated in regard to the Republick,

and it is almoſt certain that as ſoon as they

think there is nothing further to be fear'd

the Rebellion will É. out afreſh, the

Chiefs driven from thence will return, .

and find the ſame Reſources that ſupport

ed them ſo long. The perſect Subječtion

of theiſland is aWork of Time and a gen

tle Adminiſtration: The Republick there

fore is deſir'd to propoſe what ought to

be done for conſolidating the Subjećtion

of this ſavage People, poliſhing them by

Laws, ſuitable to thei: Genius, and diſ.

poſing them to obey them.

Strasbourg, Feb. 19. N. S., Here was

lately celebrated the third hundred Year’s

Feaſt of the noble Art and Myſtery of

PRINTING, diſcover'd in 1440, the Ho

neur of which is claim'd by thisGity,which

diſputes it with Mentz and Harlem. It is

e look’d upon as a ſolid and laſting E ceived in a friendly manner.

an Army in Galicia, who will have under

him the Earl Marſhall, and Genaral Mac

donald; the Duke deMontemar, is to con -

mand in Andaluſia. Qur Advices from

the Weft-Indies ſay that our fortified

Places there are in ſo#. Condition

# nothing is apprehended from $ Engliſh.

Petersburgh. Captain, Spanberg," a

German, , having, embarked laſt Sum

mer at Kamſchatka, in the Northern

Ocean, with four Ships, after about 1;

Days ſailing, diſcover'd 34 great and

{mall Iſlands, whoſe Jnhabitants ſent out

ſix Ships, much like our Galleys, but he

landed without Qbſtrućtion, and was re

l h | ſt lik hº Peo- -

e, who are almoſt like the Japaneſe

hºw: him Gold and Copper. *:::::
which it ſeems they have great Plenty of

PLANTATION NEws.

There is Advice, that the Diamond

Man of War had taken two Prizes, one

of them a Ship of 20 Guns, bound from

Campechy to Caba and St Auguſtines with

200600 Pieces of Eight on board, re

giſtered; the otherof 16Guns, who ſerved

for her Convoy. Alſo that Admiral Per

mon having compleated his Number of

Men, had done preſiing, and that 13 or

20 Prizes of different Sorts were brought
into jamaica.

Three Regiments of Foot, 1ooo Men

each, are raiſing with all Speed in our

American Coſmics, and wif conſiſt of

Natives or thoſe inur'd to the Climate.

The Colonels, Lieut. Colonels, Majors

and Subalterns are appointed by his Ma
remarkable that two other Arts were diſ- Hjeſty, and their general Rendezvous is to

cover'd in the ſame Century, viz. the

Uſe of the Loadſtone and Compaſs, and

that of Gunpowder, which three made

a total Change in thcAffairs of theWorld,

*iz. Printing in Politicks and Divinity,

be at New Yºrk, where the Royal Stan

dard is ſet up. Their Cloathing is to be

made here, which is Camblet Coats,

brown Linnen Waiſtcoats, with two Pair

of Canvas Trowzers for each Man.
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E IT Y., A Poem. Printed for

j. Roberts. Price 1 s. The Cha

račier of this Poem is come to hand;

we are affured of its merit, but

bave not rºom.] .

2. Hobbinol; or, the Rural Games. By W.

Somerville, Eſq; Printed for f. Stagg. Pr. 3 s.

3. The Place-Bill. A Ballad. Printed for

T. Cooper, price 6 d. . .

4. Arminius. A Tragedy. Pr. 5 s. (See p. 32.)

5. Money. A Poem. By Benj. Parker.

Printed for T. Cooper. - price 6 d.

6. Epigrams, in Diſtichs. Printed for j.

Stagg. price. 1:

7. Admiral Haddºck; or, the Progreſs of

Spain. Printed for 7.4pplebee, price i s.

8. An Imitation of the firſt Satire of juvenal.

Printed for H. Goreham price 1 s.

9. The Opirator. A Ballad Opera. Printed

fºr T. Payne. Price I s. 6d.

Io. The Principles of Moral Philoſophy.

By George Turbull, L.L. D. Printed for j.

Noon, 8vo. price 6 s. . -

11. A Tranſlation of the French King's Or

dinance concerning Sea Officers. Printed for j.

Millan. price 6 d. , - -

12. A compendious and rational Inſtitution

of the Latin Tongue. ... By Dr Bowles. Printed

for C. Rivington, Price2 s. 6d. -

13. An Account of the principal Froſts.

Printed for C. Corbet. price 6 d.

14. A Treatiſe of Confirmation.

for R. Amºy... price I s. -

15. The Third Book of Horace's Odes. In

Engliſh Proſe. Printed for j. Davidſon. pr. 1 s.

16. A Chineſe Tale. Printed for j. Cooper.

with a Frontiſpiece. .

16. An Hiſtorical, Critical, and Pračtical

Treatiſe of the Gout. By Dr Tho. Thompſon.

Printed for j. Hughes. Price 6 s.

17. The Art of diffecting Human Bodies.

By Dr G. Thompſon. Printed for j. Davidſon,

8vo. price 4s. .*.*- : -

18. Two Letters on the Coin and Currency in

the Leeward Iſlands. Printed for C. Corbet. I s.

19. A New Spaniſh and Engliſh Dićtionary.

By Peter Pineda. Printed for F. Gyles, &c. Folio.

price I 1.5 s. -

20. The Fitneſs of repealing the Septennial

A&t. Printed for C. Corbet. price 1 s.

Printed

21. A Vindication of the Commons of Great

Britain. Printed for j. Roberts. price 6 d.

22. An Explanation of the Prints in the Eu

ropean Race. Printed for jº. Cooper, price s.

23. An Appeal to the Public, concerning viſi

tatorial Power. Printed for j. Roberts. price I s.

24. The Clerks Inſtructor in the Eccleſiaſti

cal Courts. Printed for S. Birt, D. Brºwne,

and j. Shuckburgh, 8vo. price 0 s,

25. The Rules of Pračtice common plac'd.

Printed for j. Hºdges. Price 3 s. 6d.

tº 26. Selečt Caſes in Chancery from 1724 to

i.733. Printed for S. Birt, D. Browne, j.

Shuckburgh, 8vo. price 4s. 6 d. ſew’d.

27. The Liturgy reſtored to its primitive In

ftitution, Printed for j. Wilcox. price 2 s.

28. An earneſt and ſerious Anſwer .to Dr

Trapp's Four Sermons againſtWhitefield. Printed

for W. Innys. price I s. -

29. RemarksonMr Clubb's True Goſpel, By

-

-**

G. Wightwick, M. A. Printed for j, Nº,

price i s. 6d.

30. Three Diſcourſes on important and cu.

rious Subjećts. Printed for T. Cooper. price I i.

31. A Sermon on the Faſt Day. By Edward

Arnold. Printed for j. Clarke. price 6 d.

32. — On the ſame Occaſion. By Dr

Denne. Printed for j. Pemberton. price 6d,

33. On the ſame by T. Morrell. Printed

for T. Cooper, price 6 d.

34 On the ſame, before the Univerſity

of Oxford. By Walter Harte, M.A. Pinted

for R. Goſling and G. Hawkins. price 6d.

35. —On the ſame. By G. Smith, M.A.

Printed for R. Hett. price 6 d.

36 –On the ſame. By Dr Guyſe. Printed

for j. Oſwald. Price 6 d.

37. – On the ſame, &c. TwoSermons,

By Dr Harris. Printed for j. Wilſon, pr 13,

33. —Onjan. 30, before the Houſe of

Lords. By the Biſhop of Bangor. Printed for
j. Pemberton. price 6 d.

39. — On Jan 30, before the Houſe ºf

Commons. By Dr Whaley. . Pr. 6 d. º:

†. On jan. 27. By Andrew Trekti,

B. D. Printed for W. Shropſhire. Price 6 d.

41 - On Jan. 20. By S. jobſon, M.A.

Printed for C. Rivington. price 6 d.

2.— On july 1, before the Univerſity ºf. . 4

Oxford. By Dr Hußbinſon, Pr. 6d. Roberti.

43. — On Nov. 5. By R. Meadºwºut,

A. M. Printed for j. Oſborn, price 4 d.

44. —— On eternal Miſery. Printed for T.
Cooper. price 6 d. -

45. On New-year's Day. By R. Wright.

Printed for R. Hett. price 4 d.

46. On the great Froſt in 1684,

Printed for j. Roberts. price 6 d.

- Juſt publiſhed, -

HE Reaſonablineſs and Advantage ºf Nati.

onal Humiliations, upon the Approach of War.

A Sermon preached befºre the Univerſity of 0°

ford, at St Mary's, on Wedneſday, January 9,

1739-40. Being the Day appointed by his M*

jºy for a General Faft and Hamiliation, in ºr

to obtain of Almighty God Pardon fºr our Siri,

and to implºre his Bliſſing and Aſſance on ºf

Arms againſ, Spain. Hywa I. Tº R HART *,

4. M. of St Mary-Hall, in Oxford. . . .

Printed for R. Goſling, and G. Hawkins in
Fleet-ſtreet, London.

O L E U M A R T H R IT I C UM ; Or,

The Specifick O1 L for the Go U T.

Invented and prepared by Dr Rogers,

Stamford in Lincolnſhire, lately deceaſed; and

the Preparation of it will be continued l, Dr

St u k's ly, of Stamford afteſaid; to wº

Dr Rog E R s bequeathed the Diſpenſing thereºf
It has been uſed with great Succeſs for . ten

Fars laſt paſt, as appears by great Numbers

Letters ſent to Dr Roge Rs andDrST u K E L*,

many of which may be ſeen at Mr Cruden's.

Sold by Mr Alexander Cruden, Bookſellº.”

her late Majeſty, over-againſ; the Blue-Coat#.
pital Gate, in Newgate:ſtreet, London; and,"

Reeve, Apothecary at Stamford; at 7 s. 6 d, “
JBottle, with Directions. - -

Allºwance to thoſe who ſell again.
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he was of Opinion, that to deſcend to

ſuch Inferences as are evidently Con

ſequent, is a Minuteneſs that would

.

perhaps in avoiding Prolixity he had C

:i.º:º: tained at ſo great a Diſtance, we hope

mitted, that the great Art of Writin

conſiſts in being conciſe without Obſcu

rity, ſo as to keave nothing either re

quiſite to be added or taken away.

a copiouſneſs of Expreſſion is there un

avoidable; to enforce particular Points

T H E
-

Gentleman's Magazine. -

- M A R C H., 1740.
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Extract of Mr Gulliver's Memoirs, own Imagination, the circumlocutory

relating to the Charađars of the Ornaments of Speech, and ſome conſe

principal Members ºf the Senate of , quential Arguments that muſt have a

- A riſen on the Queſtions that have been

- often diſputed.
sº .#beº We º: pleaſed to find, that this

'*, p. e, t . Weº Method hasbeenſo acceptable to thePub

ºº by M. lick, tho' every Body muſt be ſenſible

#9 º'al- % i. how much a Work of Elegance and

* ... jºid...ably B $ºirit muſt ſuffer in a Tranſlation. Be
** abridge. . ſides, in order to do ſtrićt Juſtice to theabridged. % eloquent Speakers in the Lihurians.

nate, not only their Sentiments and

Reaſoning ought to be clearly narra

ted, but it would be neceſſary to give
an Idea of their Manner and A&tion.

As this is a Circumſtance not to be ob

ligea Reader of Penetration; and

the ingenious Reader will allow for the

want of it, and affit the Words by ſup.

poſing himſelf in the Aſſembly meant,

and a proper Aëtion and Elevation of

Voice to accompany the Sentiment.

One of the beſt Judges of Oratory, as

well as one of the greateſt Orators that

ever was amongſt the Greeks, being

asked his Opinion about the principal
Qualifications of an Orator, ſaid, they

merous, the ſame thºughts win. E*in three thing;ãº Ac

turally recur, and the Argument muſt ...” Acrio N. And ſo powerful was

be protracted. Mr Gulliver, there- this Qualification amongſt that polite

fore, may be ſaid, like a judicious ºpe, that whºma Copy of an Ora
Painter, to have mark'd the Outlines, tion, pronounced by the ſame greas

to have deſign'd, the principal Propor. º "...ºfuſed % an Adverſary

tions, and thrown in ſome Charaćter- F Ž. ": º expelle from Athen,
iſtical Strokes of each maſterly Hand, were, law he, is allthe ſºundertha,

in theſe Pićtures of Lilliputian Elo- flººrſ. *y Country?" meaning
quence. He has thereby left to the º the ;: the Orator, his

Reader the Pleaſure offupplying by his ** ſed in Aétion. But

-

But in unſtudied Speeches, eſpecially

to a publick Aſſembly, it is otherwiſe;

in Debates, Repetitions may be neceſ.

fary; and where the Speakers are nu
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But to detain the Reader no longer.

‘Proceed we to Mr Gulliver.

HO' no People in theWorld have

a greater Paſſion for Liberty than

the Lilliputians, yet it is a Paſſion that

cording to their Merit and Services,

His Moderation is remarkable, fince

he could ſo eaſily admit into his Fa

vour thoſe with whom he had no Rea

ſon to be ſatisfied while he was Prince

Imperial ; and his Reign is the only

inſpires them with the deepeſt Regard A one perhaps in the Lilliputian Hiſtory,

for the Prince on the Throne, becauſe

in this Country true Liberty and Loy

alty are inſeparable. It is the peculiar

Felicity of this Nation, that the Em.

perors have it in their Power to make

all about them happy, and to give B

Grace, Weight, and Strength to the

State ; but are bound up from doing

any Aét of Power that may be of bad

Conſequence either to the Body Poli

tick or Individuals.

that, during thirteen Moons, has never

yet been ſtained with Blood on a Poli

tical Account. In ſhort, he is anEm

peror every way fitted by Nature to

make his People happy. He is in

ſpired with the trueſt Sentiments of

Humanity, and extremely ſuſceptible

of the ſofter Paſſions. His Tenderneſs

was very conſpicuous upon the Death

of his Empreſs; nor is it to be wondered

that her Capacity for public Buſineſs,

His Imperial Majeſty is of a middle c which help'd to leſſen the Burden of

Stature, but very ſtreight ; his Shape his Crown, her Merit, Virtue, and

is faultleſs, his Air grave and majeſtic ;

and what he ſpeaks is always with

great Propriety and Elegance. When

he is pleaſed to ſtoop a little from the

Heighth of Imperial Dignity, and to

be familiar with thoſe about him, no

Man in his Empire raillies, or tells a

Story, with a better Grace, or more

Vivacity. In his Youth he read a

great deal, and what he has read is ſo

well digeſted, that he is never at a

Loſs to expreſs himſelf on any Sub

jećt. He is Maſter of the Blefuſcudian,

It laſtucº, Alleriannuan, and Lillipu

tian Languages, which laſt he ſpeaks

with ſomewhat of a foreign Accent.

His Court is ſplendid, but not gaudy;

He is a great Oeconomiſt, only with a

View of being able thereby to be more

extenſively beneficent ; and he never

indulges a Paſſion that is not under the

Direáion of Reaſon. His Courage

diſplay’d itſelf early in ſeveral Cam

E

F

every amiable Qualification, made a

deep Impreſſion on his Royal Heart.

The preſent Prince Imperial, his

eldeſt Son, inherits all his Father's

p Royal Virtues, and engages the Love

and Eſteem of every one about him,

by the Sweetneſs of his Behaviour, and

the affable Manner in which he diſ.

courſes with every Body who ap:

proaches his Perſon. His Court, tho'

ſmall, is reckon'd the moſt polite and

elegant in all Degulia ; it being com:

poſed wholly of Men who have di.

ſtinguiſhed themſelves by their Service

in the State, or the Figure they have

made in Learning, particularly the

liberal Arts. The Prince himſelf has

given ſome Inſtances of a fine Genius

for Poetry and Muſic. He talks agood

deal, but never more than is agree:

able. He loves Magnificence and

Gaiety, but without Profuſion, or Ir

regularity ; and tho' in his Figure

paigns in the laſt great War, wherein c he perhaps is not equal to his Father,

the Strength of the Bſefuſeudian Power

was reduc’d, particularly in one Battle

where he had a Horſe killed under

him, while the Princes of Blºfiſcu,

and the Redneterp, who ſerv'd in

their Army, ſought their Safety in

yet, take him altogether, he is very

graceful, and has a majeſtic Preſence

when he appears on Days of Cere:

mony.

The Princeſs, his Spouſe, to a moſt
beautiful Perſon adds the Charms of

Flight. His Love of Juſtice is re-H native Modeſy, and a moſt engaging

markable every Day, particularly in

his preferring Men to Poſts, both Civil

and Military, eſpecially the latter, ac

Deportment, even to the meanell Sub

ject. She is Miſtreſs of the Lilliputian

Language, tho' an alºne". by

irth ;
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Charaffers of the Lilliputian Senators."

Birth ; and the Tenderneſs that

ſubſiſts between the Prince and her, is
beyond what is to be met with in moſt

Ranks of Life. During the 3 Moons

that ſhe has been in Lilliput, ſhe has

reconciled to her Perſon the Love and A

Affection of every Party among that

otherwiſe divided People. She gives

Hopes of a numerous Offspring, and

has already brought the Prince 2 Sons

and a Daughter. . . -

The Nardac Imperial, who is a

Lilliputian by Birth, has a beautiful,

Perſon, and is of a more advantage

ous Statare than any of the Imperial

Family. His Education has been

very regular : He takes a ſingular De

light in the Arts and Sciences, has a

ready Genius to acquire them, and ſets

apart certain Portions of Time for

that End. He gives early Progno

ſticks of one Day being a uſeful Sub

jećt, and a ſtrong Support to the illu

ſtrious Houſe from which he is de

ſcended. It is ſaid that the Emperor D

intends to make him High Galhet, a

Poſt of the greateſt Importance and

Revenue in the Empire. -

C

Mr Gullivergoes on to give us a parti

cular Account of the five Princeſſes, E

the eldeſt of whom is married to the

Prince of Organe. He makes a

long Detail of the ſeveral eminent

Wirtues, amiable Qualifications, and

perſonal Accompliſhments that diffin

guiſh each of them, and render F

- them illuſtrious Examples to the Lil

liputian Ladies. But as their Cha

: rafters ſeem a little foreign to oºr

preſent Purpoſe, . we ſhall delay in

ſerting them to a more proper Optor

tunity, and proceed to what he ſays of

I O i

and yet every one has, as it were, an

Eloquence peculiar to himſelf

As the Powers and Characters of

the two Houſes of the Senate in Lilli

put are different, therefore the Elo

quence peculiar to the Members of
each Houſe is alſo different in ſome

Reſpeds. The ſame Obſervations

may be juſtly apply'd to the Preſidents

of each Houſe, tho' ſeveral Circumſtan

ces of Life were common to them.

Both owed their high Preferment to

their perſonal Merit, both were bred

to the Study of the Laws of their

Country, and both were advanced with

the Approbation of every Party in the

Kingdom. The Eloquence of the

Hurgo Hickrad was perſuaſive, mild,

and tho' as efficacious, yet it ſeem'd not

ſo commanding as that of the Preſident

of the Clinabs; it being adapted to re

ſume the different Heads of a Debate.

No Arguments were ſo intricate that

he could not recapitulate, no Heat ſo

high that he could not moderate, and

no Differences ſo wide that he could

not reconcile. His diſtinguiſh'd Sta

tion in the Houſe of Hurgoes ſeem'd

only to make the Candour and Defe

rence with which he delivered himſelf

more conſpicuous. And thus his Pro

poſitions, though ſubmitted with Diffi

dence, were regarded with the ſame

Reverence as the Dićtates of an Oracle.

The Hurgo Caffroßet, while he ſat

in the Aſſembly of Clinabs, which he

did for ſeveral Years during the Life of

his Father, diſcovered not thoſe ex

traordinary Talents that have ſince di

ſtinguiſhed him as one of the moſt ac

compliſhed Orators his Age or Coun

try has produced. When he begins to

ſpeak, he has a peculiar Art of engage

the Members of the Houſe of Hur-G ing the Attention of his Hearers,

goes ; to which he premiſes,
º:

ſ | "HE Difficulty of preſerving all the

Energy and Graces of ſenatorial

Rºuence in a Tranſlation, is perhaps

which he irreſiſtibly carries along with

him to the End. He unites in his De

livery all the Graces of Dićtion that

prevailed at Athens and Rome, and ex

preſſes himſelf with all the Freedom

gº with regard to the Lilliputians, tº which the Lilliputian Conſtitution al
than with regard to any otherPeople in

the World. No Nation on Earth can

ºal the Chief of the Hurgoes and

Clinabs in Learning and Eloquence,
i.

lows, and all the Dignity of a Hurgo.

He is by no means ſparing of his At

tick Salt, which he applies ſojudiciouſ

ly, as to pleaſe even thoſe whom it

N might

I
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might otherwiſe offend. He reaſons

with the Calmneſs of a Philoſopher,

he perſuades with the Art of an Ora

The Hurgo guadrert diſtiguiſh'd

himſelf early in Life by the Abilities

with which he managed many impor

tor, and charms with the Fancy of a A portant and difficult Negotiations in a

Poet. Nor is his Converſation in pri

vate Life leſs admired, for the moſt

barren Subjećts grow fruitful under his

Culture, and the moſt trivial Circum

ſtances are enliven’d and heightened by

his Addreſs. When he appears in the

publick Charaćter. This early Habi

tude to Buſineſs has made him ſo much

Maſter of every Point he ſpeaks to,

that he eaſily foreſees Objećtions, and

obviates them, yet ſays no more than

what is juſt neceſſary. One Quali

publick Walks the Company even en- B fication gives him an Advantage over

croach upon Good-Manners to liſten

to, or (if the Expreſſion may be al

lowed) to ſteal ſome of that fine Wit

which animates even his common

Diſcourſe. -

With poignant Wit his Converſe ſtill

abounds, -

And charms, like Beauty, thoſe it deepeſ?

wounds.

The great Experience in Buſineſ,

which the Nardac Secretary has ac

quir'd, gives him, beſides the Advan

Cput.

all who ſpeak on the oppoſite Side ;

and that is, his Quickneſs and Com

prehenſion with regard to the Intereſt

of the other Nations in Degalia, the

Knowledge of which is, perhaps, too

much neglected at the Court of Lilli

He has in his Stile a peculiar Ve

hemence, which, if we may be par

doned the Expreſſion, does not ſeem

to ariſe from his Temper, but his Sub

jećt. The moſt characteriſtical Diff

rence betwixt him and the Hurgo Caº

firoffet is, that the firſt ſeems more
tages of his natural Parts and diſtin-D adapted to explain and lay out a Sub

guiſh’d Station, great Weightin thisau

guſt Aſſembly. As he is by his Office

in the Secret of all Affairs of State that

come before the Houſe, he principally

Ípeaks to Fačts, without being forced

to have Recourſe to thoſe Arts of Elo

quence which the Hurgoes are oblig'd

to do, who have not the ſameOpportu

nities of Information ; and the Houſe

has ſo great an Opinion of his Zeal

and Sincerity, that they have the ut:

moſt Regard to what he advances, tho’

they may not ſo readily come into his

Sentiments, as to the Meaſures to be

purſued in Conſequence of the Situation

of Things which he communicates to

them. No Body at Court ſurpaſſes

him in a generous Way of Living, for

he keeps a noble Table ; and tho' he

has large Appointments, and an ample

Fortune, he liberally expends the In

come of them. He is ſo entirely de

voted to the Service of his Country,

that Buſineſs never comes unſeaſonable

to him. He is very affable and con

deſcending, ſo as to give a ready At

E forx, a compleat Man.

jećt, the other to anſwer the Difficul

ties, or enforce the Arguments that oc.

cur in the Courſe of the Debate.

The Nardac Agryl is one of thoſe

few Inſtances of what Nature can do

when ſhe exerts all her Qualities to

'Tis hard to

fly ſay whether his Abilities in the

Camp or the Senate are the greateſt.

If we view him as a Soldier, he haſ

no Equal in his Country ; if we con

fider him as a Senator, he has no Su:

perior. Like Caſar he has perform'd

F Aélions that his own Eloquence alone

could do Juſtice to ; but his own is the

only Tongue that is dumb in his Praiſe,

unleſs his Loyalty is, or ſeems to be,

called in Queſtion. As to his other

Perfections, it is as impoſſible to dº

ſcribe as to imitate them. By Birth

he is of North Lilliput; a County
more diſtinguiſhed for being the Mo

ther of Heroes than Patriots. But tº

convince the Reader of the Greatneſ'

of his Merit, he is perhaps the only

Example of a subjea who retains hº

tention to thoſe who lay their Com-H Poſts during a determin'd Oppoſition"

plaints before him, and to return them

Anſwers with much Sincerity.

the Miniſter. • -->

His Brother, the Hurgo 12li, an.
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in his Charader the Perſedions of a Ornaments of Speech. In ſhort, he

profound Politician with thoſe of an ac

compliſh’d Senator. But that which ren

ders him not only uſeful but extreme. A

ly neceſſary in the Houſe, is his

Knowledge of the Civil Law; a Study

which is indiſpenſable in Matters re

lating to the Properties of Nations,

and all Affairs of Treaties, to Peace

and War. (See Vol. IX. p. 459).
This Knowledge likewiſe diſtinguiſhes B

him in all the Appeals from North

Lilliput to the Houſe of Hurgoes ; all

the Laws of that Country being

built on the Civil Law. But it is ſur

prizing that this Study, which is ſo ne

ceſſary in forming a Judge and Stateſ.

man, is ſo neglečted in S. Lilliput,

that, except the Hurgo Quadrert,

ſcarce one of the Hurgoes cares to open

his Mouth on that Subjećt. He ſel

dom affects to uſe the Ornaments of

Diſcourſe ; but, when the Subject re

quires it, no Man is more Maſter of D

the Paſſions of his Hearers. He poſ.

ſeſſes one Talent, which is as uſeful as

it is uncommon ; and that is, of ſtrip

ping every Subject in Debate of all its

unneceſſary Dreſs, and preſenting to the

Eyes of the Houſe that which, if it is

not, appears extremely like the naked E
Truth. -

The Hurgo Bruffath in all he ſays

carries along with him that Convićtion

which ariſes from a warm Senſe of Li

bºy and Virtue, directed by great

Abilities, and a moſt exquiſite Diſcern

ment. He was called to the Houſe of F

Hurgºs by Means of the Trameſºn

Intereſt, upon a particular Exigence of

State; and therefore it might have

*n preſumed that he was entirely de.

Yººd to that Party; yet he has choſen

his Principles in Government ſo hap G

Plly, from what is moſt commendable"

#both Parties, that upon whichever

Side he ſpeaks, he is always obſerved.

°lean to the Extremes of neither.

The Hurgo Heryef lies under great

Obligations to the Court, and has re

ºited them by a ſteady Adherence to H

*ll its Intereſts. He poſſeſſes a vaſt

Copiouſneſs of Dićtion, which he

*W* how to embelliſh with all the

is extremely well fitted to win over an

Auditory to his own Opinion. He

has carefully ſtudied the Roman Orator,

for whom he has ſo great a Veneration,

as to think no Circumſtance relating

to him too trivial for his Equiry.

The high Character for Integrity

and Diſintereſtedneſs which the Hurgo

Sarkbrugh hadjuſtly acquir’d, gave him

ſo great Weight in the Houſe of Hur

goes, that his fingle Opinion was of

ten deciſive. He had ſerv'd his Coun

try with much Honour in the laſt

great War with Blºfuſºu, under the

Empreſs Nana, and was the diſtin

guiſhed Favourite of the preſent Em

peror, while Heir apparent to the

Crown. No Prince ever had a more

faithful Servant ; though, contrary to

his Intereſt, he oppoſed àe Miniſtry, be

cauſe he would not ſerve them in what

was contrary to his, Conſcience. This

is the beſt Proof of Zeal a Subječt can

give, in a Country where true Liberty

is underſtood. But to return to our

Hurgo: His Preſence was graceful,

his Shape eaſy, and his Air diſcovered

him to be a Nobleman more than the

Enfignsof the Great Order with which

he was inveſted: He was§º
ſedate, and full of Recolle&ion. When

he ſpoke, he ſpoke from the Heart,

with great Calmneſs and Dignity, and,

was ſo cautious of being byaſs'd, in fa

your of any Side of a Queſtion, that

he laid out all that was ſaid for, or a

gainſt it, with ſuch Impartiality, as

always to keep the Houſe in Suſpenſe,

on what Side he would declare, till

toward the Concluſion of his Speech,

when he ſeem'd to determine himſelf

with a kind of Relučtance and Diffi

dence. (To be continued)

Aº A. 237.

44444444444&3.

The CROWN of England's Title to A

merica prior to that of Spain.

S I R, . -

HAT the vaſt Continent of America,

I was firſt diſcovered by Britons, a

bove Three hundred Years before the

Spaniards had any Footing there ; and .

that the Deſcendants of that firſt colºg-

O
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of Britons who then ſeated themſelves

ºthere, are ſtill a diſtinét People, and re

tain their originallanguage,is a Matter of

Faët, which may be indiſputably proved,

by the concurrent. Accºunt of ſeveral

“Writers and Travellers. I ſhall firſt quote

a Letter of Mr Morgan jones, Chaplain to

the Plantations of South-Carolina, ſent to

Dr Thomas Lloyd of Penſylvania, by whom

it was tranſmitted to Charles Lloyd of

Dol-y-fran in Montgomeryſhire, Eſq; and
afterwards communicatód to Dr Robert

Plott, by the Hands of Mr Edward Lluid,

A. M. Keeper of the Aſhmolean Muſeum

in 9xfºrd. It is as follows: : -

“Theſe Preſents may certify all Per

ſons whatſoever, that in the Year 1660,

I being then an Inhabitant in Pirginia,

and Chaplain to Majºr-General Bennet of

Manſeman County, the ſaid Majºr Bennet

and Sir William Berkley ſent two Ships to .

Port-Royal, now called South-Carolina,

which is 60 Leagues to the Southward of

Cape Fair; and I was ſent therewith to

be their Miniſter. Upon the 8th of April

we ſet out from Virginia, and arriv'd at

the Harbour's Mouth of Port-Royal the

19th of the ſame Month, where we wait.

civilly and cordially four Months; during

which Time, I had the Opportunity of

converſing with them familiarly in the

Britiſh Language; and did preach to them

three Times a Week in the ſame Language;

and they would uſually cºnſer, with inc

about afty thing that was difficult therein;

and at our Departure they abundantly

ſupply'd us with whatever was neceſſary

to our Support and Well-being. They

are ſeated upon Pontigo River, not a

from Cape. Aros. This is a brief Recital of

my Travels among the Dºg Indianſ.

Morgan jones, the

Son of john jones

of Baſaleg, mitºr

New Port, in the

County of Mun.
nn lith. -

P. S. I am ready to conduct any Welſh:
man or others to the Country.”

I ſhall next make ſome Remarks on the

above Letter. - -

It appears by this Narrative, that the

Author, Mr Morgan jung, was prºbably

unacquainted with the Hiſtºry of his ºn
Country. He was ſurpriz'd (and well he

might) to hear the Dºg. Indians talk the

New-York, March

Ioth, 1685-6.

ed for the reſt of the Fleet' that was to D Britiſh Language; and concudes and in

ſºil from Barbadoes and Bermuda with one

Mr. Weſt, who was to be Deputy-Gover

nor of the ſaid Place. As ſoon as the

Fleet came in, the ſmall Veſſels that were

with us ſail'd up the River to a place

called the Oyſter-Point. There I continu

ed about eight Months; all which Time

being almoſt ſtarved for want of Proviſi

ons, I and five more traveli’d thro’ the

Wilderneſs 'till we came to the Tuſtorara

Country : There the Taſcorara Indians

took us Priſoners, becauſe we told them

we were bound for Roanok : That Night

they carried us into their Town, and ſhut

deed very juſtly) that they mu be de

łęended tº the did Britons; but whº

and how, out Author ſeems tº be at a

L.f. But he mºſh Hiſt, ry (firſt wrot;

by Caradº Abbot of Llancarvº", *.
fińc; publiſhed by Dr Powell) ſets the

F whole Mattº, in a clear Light, and un:

ravels, the Myſtery. . For it informs tº

in the Year º Mºdoc apowen Gwyneth
(to avoid the Calzºnities and Diſtraćtions

of a Civil War at Home) took a Reſolu

tion to go in Queſt of ſome remote Coun:
try to five in Peace. And ſº having di
reacă his Courſe duo weſt, he landed in

us up cloſe by ourſelves, to our no ſmall E ſome Place of that vaſt Continent *"

Dread. The next Day they enter'd into

à Conſultation about us; which after it

was over, their Interpreter told us, that

we muſt prepare ourſelves to die next

Morning. Whereupon being very much

dejećed, and ſpeaking to this Effect in

the Britiſh Tongue, “Have I eſcaped

ſo many Dangers, and muſt I now be

knocked on the Head like a Dog?” Then

preſently an Indian came to me, which

afterwards appear'd to be a War-Captain

belonging, to the Sachim of the poeg

(whoſe. Original I find muſt needs be

from the Old Britons) and took me up

by the Middle, and told me in the Britiſh

Tongue, I ſhould not die: And thereupon

went to the Emperor of Tºſcarara, and a

greed for my Ranſom and the Men that

were with me. They then welcomed us

to their Town, and entertained us very

* called America. There being chat"

with the Fertility of the Soil (after havº

built ſome ſlight Fortifications for the St.

curity of his People) he icturnsHº
North Wales, leaving 120 Men behind.

There reciting his ſucceſsful Voyage; and

G deſcribing the fruitful and pleaſant Land

* he found out, he prevailed with may of

“his Countrymen, Men and Women...”

return with him, to enjoy that Tranquili. "

ty in a remotºuntry, which they ſºlº
not in their own. The brave Advº:

turers put out to Sea in ten Barges, laden

will all manner of Neceſſaries, and by

God’s providence landed ſafely in the ſame

: Harbour they arrived at before: It is very.

probable it was about Mexico, ſince thº.

Prince Madoc was bury'd, as his Epitaph

ſince found there, does make*;
yond all Contradićtion.
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are ſtill a Colony or

tic

America firſt diſcover'd by Britons.

Madoc wyf mºvydic ei wedd

jawn génau Owen Gwynedd;

Nijmwn dir, fy awydd edd
Naïa mawr ond y Moroedd,

* It is indeed the common Opinion, that in

the Courſe of a few Generations, Madoc A

and his Men incorporated with the Na

tives, and made one People with them ;

whence proceed the various Britiſh Words

that the Europeans found among the Mexi

co Indians, . as Pen-givyn, Groeſ,

Gwenddwr, Bara, Tad, Mam, Buwch,

Clugiar, Llwynoc, Cochy dwr, with many
mºre récited in Sir Thomas Herbert's Trä- B

vels, p. 222. But by this Narrative it is

evident, that they keep as yet a diſtinčt

People, at leaſt in the Year 1660, when

our Author was amongſt them... . For Mr

jomer ſays, he not only converſed, with

them about the ordinary Affairs of Life,

but preached to them three Times, a Week C

in the Britiſh Language; and that they

uſually conſulted him when any thing ap

peared difficult in the ſame Language;

which evidently demonſtrates, that they

ſtill preſerve their.#. Language, and

eople unmixed.

Now if a primier Diſcovery confers a

Right (as it ſeems it is a Maxim in Poli

§ then the Crown of England has an

indiſputable Right to the Sovereignty of

thoſe Countries in America; for the Spa.

niard, had no Footing there 'till the Year

1492,322 Years ſince the firſt Diſcovery

by Prince Madoe. Sºme Stateſmen indeed

would fain have perſuaded Q. Elizabeth E

to inſiſt on this Title (as is mentioned by

Dr Heylin, p. 1000. Ed. 3. of his Geogra

phy.) But they had only an obſcure Tra

dition then, that was thought would not
bear Proof: But this Narrative ſets off

the wholeMatter beyond Diſpute; where.

in our Author writes with ſuch Simplicity

and unaffetted Style, and without any F

ſtudied Eloquence, as 'tis plain he had

nºthing in View, but to relate the naked

Truth. ...And ſince this is a Matter of Faët

ſo well atteſted, backed with ſuch Varie

ty of Incidents, let not the proud Dons

ay more aſſume the Glory of this noble

Diſcovery ; but let our moſt Puiſſant Mo- G

*ch of Great Britain claim his moſt juſt

Rights.' ...—Britons ſtrike home.

- Theophilus Evans, Vicar of

St David's in Brecon.

Mr Cave, - :

TAVING obſerv'd that, among
all the Accounts we have of the

Monies and Coins of the World, there

are none wherein you can be ſatisfied

about all, or indeed any (except our

°wn) without a good deal of Search

H curacy.
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and Calculation: I have drawn up the

following Tables of them; in which,

I preſume, will be found every thing

relating thereto, more accurate than in

any thing extant; and that, too, with

the greateſt Eaſe and Expedition. .

I ſend you theſe by way of Sample;

and to crave the Aſſiſtance of my Coun

trymen, (who are skill'd in theſe Mat

ters, and concerned for the Publick)

that they would be pleas'd to commu

nicate (by your Magazine) ſuch Gb

ſervations as may be of Uſe to correct

the Errors, and ſupply the Defects.

And when, by this Means, the

Thing is improv'd to the greateſt Per
fečtion; I would recommend it to Mr

Lowe to work it up into his Mnemonic

Scheme; that all, who have the hap

pineſs of a liberal Education, may, by

learning a few Verſes in which he will

compriſe them, be as well acquainted

with the foreign Coins and Methods of

keeping Accounts, as it behoves them

to be with their own. - -

If I obtain my End in this, which

has coſt me no ſmall Pains and Study :

I purpoſe to do the like in the reſt of

the Coins of the Univerſe: As alſo in

the Weights and Meaſures; that we

may be furniſhed (on a Subjećt of uni

verſal Uſe) with ſomething that may

be readily conſulted, and ſafely de

pended on. - - -

The Reader will be pleaſed to ob.

ſerve that (I) In the 1ſ. Table, the

Monies are all expreſt in the loweſt De

nomination of ours: So that the me

morial Verſes, in which they may be

couch'd, will anſwer all the Purpoſes of

the largeſt Tables, (1) the Difference

of any two Terms being found by Sub

ſtraćtion; (2) and how many of any

make one of another, by Diviſion,

(II) In the 2d. Table (1) the Gold

Coins are expreſs'd in Shillings, (2) the

Silver in Pence; for the readier Eſti

mation of them by the Head, (3) the

Reſt in Farthings, for the greater Ac

(III) In all, the Fraćtions

are Decimal; becauſe they are full as

eaſy to be conceived as the Vulgar, and

more ready for Qalculation.
--

Ben on I Hop E.



106 TABLEs of the Monies and Coins of EUROPE.

I. Øccountgate keptI.

... In BritAIN by Dollar 2I6

...Pound = q $60 |Kreuxer (d) 2,49

, Shilling 48 |Rixdollar 2, 16

Penny 4|Groch 6

DENMARK. Pfenin (e) ,5o

* Rixdollar 216|Rixdollar 2 I6

Hor 54|Florin i2O

Schelling 2.7 Kreuxer 2.

Marc 72|Heller(f) 32.5

Schelling 435C) IRELAND.

FRANCE. Pound 720.

Livre 72 §hilliº; 36

Sol 3,601 Penny 3

Denier ,3ol. Farthing 375

-
GERMANY., . . ITALY.

Florin , 144||Ducat 24O

Kreuxer 2,40|Gros dibanco (g) Io

Pfenin (a) ,3o Florin 156

Rixdollar 224|Soldi (h) 26

JKrcăzer 2,24|Livre 28,8o

Pfenin (b) ,28|Sol - 1,44

Rixdollar 216|Denier (i) > 12.

Marc-lub , 72. Crown 240,28

i.; 4,50] julio 24,28

Pfenin(ë) ,37|Grain 3203

(a) In Switzerland, and moſt of the chief Cities.
(£). In Berān, Hamburgh.

f). In Zurich.

tlan, Modena,

(g) In Candia, Venice.

Novi.

(d). In Augſburg, Bolzamont,

(b). In Geneva.

(k) In, Ancona, Ferrara, Rome.

Stily. (*) In Brabant, Flándºs, &c.

Coins their qalue.II.

Gold.

Albert = s.

Angel

Bezant

Carolus

3.”
pec

Ducat

Ducatoon

Florence

Groat

Guinea

Hongre

};

13

* lo

,75

2.3

6,06

1,75

y .6%

39, 17

ºf 6

3,33
º

mperial
Lewidore

Lis

Manca

Mark

Moidore

Noble

Piſtole

Ride

Rial d

Rixgoul

tº. -

vereign

Teſtron -

( 2. I.

12,75.

2.5

II,25

• 16

Ie,5e

7,50

13,33

27

6,66

16,5o

3,75

jo

2

32.5

22,50

- - I

Unite 2.o

Zecchin 9, 17

SILVER.

Abra- d. 12,20

Batze 4,75

Carline 6.25

Caroline 17,25

Chavelet 1,44

Chriſtine 13,5o

Copec I,25

1)anſch 18

Derlingue 14,25

Drittle. ... 36

Ducatoon 56

Dntgen 5,62.
Ebrew 48

Gluckſtadt. 7,6;

Hongre 30,62.

Izelotte 33

Lis 18

Maravedís 375

Marc 6,75

Monaco 2.

Obolus 26,67

Ort Io,8o

Patagon 54.

Petite Piece 3,66

Piaſtre 54

&aatrine (k) ,60
Ducat 240

Tarin 48

Grain (l) 2,40

Ounce 6oo

Tarin 2.O.

Grain 4.

Piccoli (m) 266

Muscow Y.

Ruble 2O4.

Grif 2O,40

Altin 6, 12.

NETHERLANDs.
Pundt 53o

Schelling 26,50

Penning 2,2-1

Puwd: 54o

Schelling 27

Penning (n) 2,25
Florin 96

Stuyver 4,80

Penning 24C

PolAND.

Rixdollar 2. I6

PorTugAL.

Millerez 650

Rcz, 565

PRussia.

Florin 7.

Groch 2,40

Pfenin , 13

Sco TLAND.

Pound 80

Shilling '4

Penny ;3

SPAIN

Dollar 216

Rial 27

Quartile 1,69

SwieDEN.

Rixdollar 216

Copper-dollar 36

Rouſtique I, 12.

TURKEY.

Abouquel 49,50

Meidein I,50

Aſpre ,50

Groch 2,40

º: 1121. IQ

of Gold 6750l.

IQ'ſ,

(b) In Baſil, Françfºrt, Nurenberg, Straihº.

(). In Naples. (m) in Mala,

Ponti 5,28 ||Dollar 36

Rix-gould 13 Double . . ,60

Rix-marc 22,50 | Dreyer ,90

Rix-ort 27 |Halfpenny 2.

Roup 1,69|Liard ,90

Scheſdale 36|Maile ,50

Shakee 3,5 of Maille , 15

Sterling I Maravedis 340

Teſton 36|Marc y

Vintain 3,50 || Money 216

BILLon. Muskofske 1,25

Blaze= q. 3,45 |Ochavo 3,20

Cavalot T 1,80 |Ore 3,37

Pignatelle ,49|Patac ,60

Ratze 3,45 || Pite ,08

Rial 13,28 Plack , 10

Vintain 6|Plappert 2,82.

CoPPER. Poltin 8,16

Achiſon 20|Poluske 2,50

Albus 2,78|Rappen . .47

Alleuvre ,56|Sexling ,15

Babee ' ' ' , 15 || Stooter 4,19

Bayoco 2,42 || Swaar $2.
Blanc 1.54| Thryling ,07'

flººrs 7,20 | Vintain 6*
Bodle ,05 || Urchin , 12.

Carolts 3 |Whitten 3,36

Cornaro . , 16 TIN, &c.

(e) In Leipſick, Naumburgh

(i) In Bergamo, Genoa, Mantua,

il.
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TA B L E S of CO INS, &c.

D IF F E R F N C E S.

Noel, ihn vi,6s. 8d, (iHenviii.)

7. 6d. (xxxiv Hen. viii, and vi

Edw. vi. 8s.) Crow N, Britiſh(iija. i.)

5s, (xja. i.) 5s. 6d. Engliſh 5s. Florence

5s. 3d. France 4s. 6d. Milan, Genoa 3.

9d. Portugal 5s. 5d. Thiſtle (iija. i)

4.(xja. i.) 45.4d. ... Wenice 4s. 7d. #.

Do LLAR, Campen 2s. 7d. Embden

2s. 4d. of Exchange 3 s. 1d. #. Hol

land, Lion 3s. 8d. Sletch 3s. Spain

(Croſs) 4s. 4d. f. (Piller) 4ſ. 6d. i.

(Peru) 4s. 54 (new Sevile) 35.7d. #.

(old Sevile) 4s. 6d. Specie 2s. Sweden

(Stuyver) 23:34. (Copper-Plate) 4s. 6d.

Thick 5s. Zeland 2s. 8d. - :

DRITTLE, Brandenburg and Lunen

berg (New) 2s. 7d. (Old) 2s. 9.

DucAT, de Chambre 8s. 1d. F/A

rence 4ſ. 6d. Germany 7s.6d. Henri

3s. 9d. ; 6s. 2d. i. (Barcelona)

6;94 (Walentia) 6s. 5d. }. Venice

(Bank) 4s. 4d. (Piccoli) 3s. 4d.

Ducatoon, Barcelona, Hamburgh

6. Bergen 4s. 4d. Cadiz, Saragoja

# 6d. }. Current 3s. 4d. Naples 53.

Netherland; 6s. 3d. #. Valencia 53. 3d.

Florin, Dry 5s. 4d. Geneva 6d. #.

Genoa 8d.:. Liege 2s. 34. Norimberg

%. 1d. Savoy id. Sicily 2s. 6d.

Straſburg zod. Venice 21d +.

Groat, Baſil 34, #. Flemiſ, 24.4.

France 74.3. White 14. #. º

Marc, Denmark is. 6d. Saxon 6s.

ORE, of the Copper-Plate Dollar

47. #. -

RIAL, Roſe 3oz. Spur I 53.

Pistole, Spain 18s. Ven.” I. Iod.

SHILLING, Denmark #4. Lucern

24. #. Black of Riga #4. Zercher or Zu.

'#34. Sovereign, Britain (xxxiv.

Hº VIII.) zos. (i and viºd. vi.

#Eliſ) 20s, and 30. Holland 2. 3d.

ºston, Portugal 154. Rome 74. #.

Unire (x jam. I.). 22.

D I V IS I O N S.

# Angel (called Demi-Angel, or

Angelet). # Angelº. §ayoco (called

Pºmi bayoco). # (Engliſh) Crown.

#* * (Fre) Crown ſº d.º.º.

# Douzain (called Sixain). # # (Gold)

*atoon. #3 Florence. } + Frase. ++

*inea. 3 # Lewidore. Ij * Moi

**penny, Great, or 4penny, Three-penny, Three.

2, 4 ºf Tö

to7

dore. # Noble (called Obolus, or Half

Penny of Gold) + Noble (called Qua

drans, or Farthing of Gold). # Ochave

(called Quarta). 3 # Piñole. 4 Pite-2 -i

I

(Galled semipite). # Real. 4;# 3,

3. * Shilling". : Sovereign. ; Śter. -

# Teſion. # # Wintain.

M U LT IP L E S.

Double (Britiſh) Crown. 2 4 6 f5.

39Demiers DoubleDucat. 842 i + 1 #

(German)Groat. Double and Quadruple.
Lewidore. 2 + 2 Moidore. Double

(Eliſabeth), Noble, 9 8 64 and 3

(German)Penning. Doib and Quadruplé

*#ole Real of 4, of 2. 2 4 6 iózo 25;

Šok. Deci-Tariqi. 1 2 5 2+. Pintain. ",

º 'S Y No N’Y M. S. ...

AIBERT=croſs Dollar. Aſian, A
bouquel. Bolognies, Bayoco. Byzantine,

Bezānt. Cecchin, Zecchin. Cºff , Zec

chin: Craca, Grain. Creus, teuxer.

Croiſate, Genoa Crown. Cruiſade, ſpaniſh,

Crown, or Caſtillan. Craitjer, Kreuxer.

Qºşada, pºrtugal Crown. pale, Doña.

Paller, Dollar. Denain, filver C. C

Stuyver-Pollar, ſwediſh Rixdollar. tuſkin

Polar, Abouquel. Doublon, piſtºle gold.

24tat. Hongre. Dayt, flemiſh enny.

£afterling. Sterling. "Ecs, "Eſcu, Crown.

#. Shilling femin, Penny. Florin,

lorence. Frine, Livre. Genocin, genoa

Srown. George-noble, Noble, Gludfad,

Gluckſtadt, Gould, german Fiori.º.

2éner, Grive, Grif. Gr-of, och, ofth,

3roat. bohemia Gros, Blaphace. Guilder,

Fiorin. Harper, iriſh Shilling. jaftime,

Venic; Ducatoon, juſtus judºx, #3:... |

§ºpeke, Copec. Lauréat, engliſh Carol.

White Lewis, french &rown." Lºº.

gros, dutch Pound. Louis d’ or, Lewidore.

Jing.

- ſººndréſ, Sterling. Manc-os, tiſa, Mark.

Marabitini; Maravedís. March , Danſch.

Mearc, Marc. Mite, Farthing. Moeda d'oro, -

Mºore, Murgues Crown. Monacº off. |

Maille. O'Havº, Ochavo. Para, aft, at,

Meidein. Patard, Stuyver. Paulo, Julio.

Peſo, ſpaniſh Dollar. Pezza, Dollar. Pfen

ºn, Penny. Philip, Ride. Piece of 8 (réals)

Piaſtre. Piſtole, french Lewidóre, portu

gal Moidoré. Pogeria, Poitevin, Pośgeoiſe,

*ite. Poy, flemiſh Penny. Pºnd, fº.

9üartrim, Quadrine.

|

Double &uarta,

Ochavo. Rea, Ree,
Rºž Real, Rial. Keat

ºf 8, Piaſtre. Riſº, half Prſ. Rºmſtick,

Rottſtique. Scalin, Schelling, Shilling.

Scherif, Sultanin. Scudi, Crown.

quin, Sheckeen Zecchin, Seventeener,

erman Florin.... Sol, Baycco. Sº degros,
É. flyer Shilling. St Stephen, Miſère.

Taller, Thalerus, Dºllar. - *.

baff-penny, Penny, Halfpenny, Qarter-pºiy Pêces.

Se-ggin,
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RITAIN. Gold ; Angel, Bezant,

Crown, Florence, Guinea, Jacobus,

Marc, Noble, Piece of 21. Piece of 31.

Piece of $l Rial, Sovereign, Unite. , Sil

ºver ; Crown, Shilling, Sterling, Teſtoon.

Copper; Achiſon, Babee, Bodle, Farthing,

Häſſ-penny, Maile, Plack. Tin, &c. Far

thing, Half-penny, Six-pence, Shilling,

Half-crown. -

DENMARK. Silver; Danſch, Ebrew,

gºkudºkºmº, Rix-urt, Scheſ.

ale.

FRANCE. Gold; Crown, Lewidore,

Lis, Sol. Silver; Crown, Gros, Lis,

Petite Piece, Teſton. Billon; Cavalot,

Denier, Douzain, Sol, Copper; Blanc,

Carolus, Denier, Double, Liard, Maille,

Patac, Pite.

GERMANY. Gold; Ducat, Florin, O-.

bolus, Rix-gould. Silver; Florin, Hongre,

Izelotte, Rixdollar. Billon; Blaze, Ratze.

Gopper; Albus, Kreuxer, Pfenin, Plappert,

Scºling, Rappen, Swaar, Tryling.

, 11 ALY. Gold; Piſtole. Silver; Car

line, Croiſate, Derlingue, Ducatoon, Flo

A N N O T

DENIERs are only current in the Southern

* Parts of France, there being none of them

to be ſeen on this Side Poitiers. -

... Dou º LEs, (i.e. 2 Deniers) ſometimes paſs
for Liards.

Flo R1 Ns of Gold are (moſt of 'em) of a

very coarſe Alloy, ſome of 'em not exceeding 13 or

14 Carats, and none 17 #; they weigh about

2 dºv. 13 gr.

: In FRAN ce, amongTraders, it is uſual, to

fave the Trouble of telling their Money, to put

it into Bags. Theſe, in great Dealings, they only
weigh : , and, if the Receiver finds bad Money

in the Bag when he comes to open it, the Payer,

makes it good ; but, in caſe of a Deficiency in

theSum, it muſt be challeng'd at the Scale ; o

therwiſe it is not recoverable.

Gol D Coins (ix jam. I.) were rais'd, by

Proclamation, 2.s. in every 26 s.

* GR o At. In the Saxon Times we had no

Silver Money bigger thana Penny, nor after the

Conqueſt, till Edward III. who, about the

Year 1351, coined Groſſes (i.e Groats, or

great Pieces) which went for 4d. a-piece; and

ſo the Matterſtood till the Reign of Henry VII.

who, in 1594, firſt coined Shillings.

Gw 1 N E as were firſt coined by K. Charles II.

on the Footing of zoº. They have ſince ad

vanced to zi s. 6d. and, in the Reign of King

%liam, were current at 30 s. People being

willing to take 'em at any Rate, rather than

run the Hazard of the Silver Money, which

was then ſo exceedingly clipt and counterfeited.

. In It Aky the current Money (called Impe

rial, and Piccoli) is zo per Cent.’ worſe than

Bank Money (called diova.)

Lºw I Dorrs were firſt coined in 1640, un

C O U N T R I E S, their co IN S.
rin, Julio, Zecchin. Billon; Cavale, Pa. T

pirole, Pignatelle. Copper; Bayoco, Qua.
trínc. - -

Muscovy. Gold; Copec. Silver; Co. 3|

pee. Copper; Muskofske, Poluske. d

NETHERLANDs. Gold ; Albert, i

Crown, Ducat, Ducatoon, Florin, Imperi- |

al, Ride, Sovereign. Silver; Florin,Gulden, f

Patagon, Philip, Schelling. Billon ;

Stuyver. Copper; Blanc, Duyt, Groch, #

Penning, Stooter.

Poland. Silver; Abra, Groch, Ort, lº

Roup. - ||

PöRTUGAL. Gold; Moidore. Silver; the

Cruzada, Pataca, Vintain. Billon; Win || hº

tain. Copper; Rez, Vintain. #

SpAIN. Gold; Caſtillan, Piſtole. Šik |||

ºver ; Dollar, Maravedis, Piaſtre, Rial. ºth

Copper ; Cornaro, Maravedis, Ochavo, }

Quarta, Rial. ſº

SwhDE N. Silver; Caroline. Cava- |*.

liere, Chriſtine, Marc. Copper; Alleuvre, #

Dollar, Farthing, Marc, Money, Rouſti- |#1

que, Whitten. ' |##,

º,
A T i O N S. º

der the Reign of Louis XIII. and were valued I'lſº

at 1o Livres, afterwards at 11, 12, 14. In the #!,

latter End of Louis XIV. they roſe to 20; and hi

in the Beginning of Louis XV. to 30, 36, and º

even 40 and upwards : with this Diffºrtnº lºt

however, that in the laſt Coinings the Weight #;

was augmented in ſome Proportion to the Price; º
which in the former Reign was never regarded. iſºt;

P:Astres, ſtruck in Mexico, are ſome-, lºw

thing heavier than thoſe ſtruck in Potoſí But, lºſſ,

in Return, they are not quite ſo fine. #:
Pu R s E (without any Addition) is to be ºr I

derſtood of Silver: Thoſe of Gold being ſel. I* *

dom uſed but for Preſents to Favourites. #

Sox.— of Gold, in the Time of the $. is,

lique Law, was 4o Deniers.— Of Billon, W* i.
firſt ſtruck on the Foot of 12 Deniers Tournal: ; : !,

whence it was alſo called Douzain, tho' it went l'ºr'

afterwards for 15; and, in 1709, was raiſed to 18. M.

In S P A 1 N they have new and old Money; #

The Old (current in Andaluſia, Cadiz, Seville, and i.

ſome other Places) is worth 25 per Cent, mº, In,
than the New. -

TEstons were firſt ſtruck under Lewis XII. tº:

in 1513; their Value lo Sols. . Aftewards they º
roſe from 15 Sol. 6 Den. to 19 Sol. 6 Den. . º

TIN Farthings and Halfpennics were coin ſºn

by King james the Second, in 1685; and, “ N

in 1689, about 1,000,oga . in Half-Crownº. i

Shillings, and Sixpences, of old Braſs Gº .
and Utenſils of the mºſ; refuſe Metal; a Poundof §

which being worth but about 3 d. or 44. when |ºth

coined, was 5. by tale; and, before he left ſº lººd
Land, a Proclamation was preparing for the Cur- º

rency of Pewter Money, and even of Lead; hº

of which were coined ſome Pence and Hall lº

pence . . . . … " {{



Of the Souls of BRutes.

The Charačer of the Lady of one of

the antient Earls of W E S T M o R

land, written by her Husband,

and inſcribed in the Chimney Wall

of a large Room, at Budlong-Place

in Kent, once the Seat of that no

ble Family, now in the Poſſeſſion

of WILLIAM RY DER, Eſq; -

*** * * * * * * * * Shieftarºd God,

and knew bowe to ſerve him : Shee aſ:

/ned Tymes for her Devotione, and kept B

them : Shee was a perfeółe Wyſe, and a

trewe Frende: Shee joyed moff to oblige

thoſe neereft and deereft to Mee: Shee

was ſtill the ſame, ever kynde, and ne

ºver troubleſºme : Often preventyng my

169

becauſe you muſt then ſuppoſe Matter ca

pable of Underſtanding. Nor will you

ſay, it is Spirit, that. Opinion bringing

with it Conſequences contrary to the Prin

ciples of Religion. But I ſhall reſolve

theſe Difficulties. Know then that

Beaſts have a ſpiritual Soul like ours, and

that this Opinion perfeótly agrees with

Reaſon and Religion. Reaſon naturally

inclines us to believe that Beaſts: have a

'ſpiritual Soul. Nothing oppoſes this Sen:

timent, but the Conſequences we would

infer from it, one of which is, that M

would then differ from Beaſts not in Ki

but Degree ; this would overthrow all

Religion. . Therefore if I can elude all

theſe Conſequences, and aſſign to Beaſts

a ſpiritual Soul without ſtriking at Reli

gión; if I can even by the ſame Method

- explain many obſcure Paſſages in Holy

Scripture, and reſolve ſome very great

Deſires; Diſputing none : Providentlie C Difficulties, it follows that my Syſtem,

managing all that was myne : Lyvinge

in Appearance above myne Eſtate, while

/*ee advanced it : Shee was of a grete

Spirit, ſweetlie tempered ; of a ſharpe

Wit, without Offence ; of excellent

Speache, bleft with Silence ; of a chear

fu Temper, mildlie governed : Of a

brave Faſhion to winne Reſpešte, and

to daunt Boldneſſe; pleſynge to alle of her

Sex, entyre, with Fewe, delyting in the

beff ; ever avoyding all Perſons and

Places in their Honour blemyhed:

and was as free from doing ille, as giv

ing the Occaſion. She dyed as ſhe lyved,

well; and bleſ in hergreteſ; Extremi

tie, moſt patiently ſending fºrth her pure

Soule with manie zealous Praiers and

Hymnes to her Maker ; pouring out her

affectionate Herte in paſſionate Stremes F

to her Saviour. * * * * * * *

N. B. The Beginning and Ending

of this Inſcription being defaced by
Time, the Date is uncertain.

Extraff from Pire BoughANT, of the
language and Soul of Brutes, continued

from Vol. IX. p. 529.

Aº Madam, which

is entirely new, I ſhall give in the

Words of the Author. You will judge

whether he himſelf was thoroughly per
ſuaded of it. - -

Every Body, ſays he, agrees that Beaſts

ave a knowing Faculty; they have then

*Soul. But is that Soul Matter or Spirit 2

ou dare not advance that it is Matter,

E. Peter has it, ſeeking to devour us.

being moreover the moſt agreeable to

Reaſon, is the only warrantable Hypo

theſis. - *

Religion teaches us that ; Devils, from

the Moment they had finned, were repro

bate, and doom'd to burn for ever in Hell;

But as the Church has not determined

D that they ačtually ſuffer the Puniſhment,

it may be thought that the Execution is

deferred to the laſt Judgment. And pleaſe

to hear the Proofs whereon my Propoſi

tion is ſupported.— It is an Article of

our Faith that the Devil tempts us to Sin ;

that he is always roving about, as St

He

fills our Minds with wicked Suggeſti

ons: He ſeizes upon Bodies, and when

he is once got in Poſſeſſion, he does not

always betray his Preſence by mad Fits.

He ſometimes laughs, ſometimes fings,

and delights in puzzling the Miniſters of

the Church who º: to caſt him

forth. He argues with the utmoſt Cool

ºueſs, as when he tempted Chriſt in the

Deſart, and ſeduced Eve in Paradiſe:

Now imagine a Being in Hell, as Faith

repreſents it, penetrated thro' its whole

Subſtance, devoured and conſumed bya

Fire, whoſe Pungency is beyond Concep

Gºtion; and then confider if a Man or Spi

rit in that Condition can be taken up with

any other Thought than that of the hor

rid Torture he endures. . If you tell me

that he is tranſported with Fury, and that

all his Moments are filled by new Fits of

Rage and Deſpair, I neceſſarily conceive

it. But that he ſhould have Leiſure e

nough to think of tempting and ſhifting

with us, is altogether incomprehenſible;

and we ſhould be obliged to conclude that

the Devils do not tempt us, or that the
O Tora

2.
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e

'nal, whoſe Puniſhment is

der to make him lead a fearful and igno

minious Life for a few Days, that he car

ries every where with him the Wheel he

theſe

Darkneſs ſignities the Abyſs of Humiliati.

1 Io The GentleMAN's

Torments of Hell are not fo exquiſite as

repreſented ; two Conſequences equally

oppoſite ro Faith. Let us rather believe

that the Devils are not as yet delivered from all thisis, that till Dooms-Day comes,

over to Torments.

What our Divines ſay, that the Devils

carry their Hell about them, I know very
But then it" is not

neceſſary that they ſhould ačtually under

go the Tortures of Hell: It is enough that

they are condemned to it by an irrevoca

ble Decree, of which they every where

carry with them the Shame and Appre

well, and believe it.

MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

ſonable Meaning can be given them but

that which agrees with my Opinion.

What I would inſer, continued he,

God, in order not to ſuffer ſo many Le

ions of reprobate Spirits to be of no

ſe, has diſtributed them thro’ the ſt

veral Spaces of the World, to ſerve the

Deſigns of his Providence, and make his

Omnipotence appear. Some, continuing

in their natural State, buſy themſelves in

tempting Men, ſeducing and tormenting

them, either# as job's Devil,

A

henſion. Might we not ſay of a Crimi-B and thoſe that take É. of human

is to expire on ? Thus it is with the De

vils. Their Sentence is pronounced with

out Hopes of Mercy, they are condemn’d

without Remorſe, the

never leaves them, and conſequently they

carry their Hell, that is, the Idea of the

-Hell appointed for them, every where

with them.

When Chriſt pronounces Sentence on 5

Reprobate, he ſays, ºf:from me, ye

#:Curſed, into everlaſting Fire prepared

Here he onlythe Devil and his Angels.

ſays, that the Fire is prepared and waits

for them at the laſt Day, which ſhall be

the Beginning of their Torments. This

agrees with another Paſſage of the Gof.

pel, in which the Devils ſay to our Sa

viour, Art thos come to torment us before

the Time? If the Devils ačtually ſuffer

the Tortures of Hell, what can be the

Meaning of this Expreſſion? The Evil

which Chriſt did them, inexpelling them,
was certainly too inconſiderable, in com

pariſon of their Torments, to deſerve

ſuch Complaint: . But being not to ſuffer

Hell-Fire till the laſt Day, they were in

the mean time not altogether inſenſible

to Pains of a much leſs Degree, and

thought they had Reaſon to complainthat

. Chriſt ſhould torment them before the

Time appointed by divine Juſtice. What

St Jude ſays, v. 6. that God keeps in ever

daffing Chains under profound Darkneſ,

and reſerves for the Judgment of the

great Qay, the 4ngels who kept not their
rff Eſtate, is ſtill more deciſive. The

firſt Words of this Paſſage are evidently

metaphorical ; for by theſe, everlaſting
Chain; we are to underſtand the irrevo.

cableH. God has paſſed upon

Kebellious Spirits, and the profound

on into which their Sin has plungedthem.

But the other Words of the Text are ſo

very clear and preciſe, that no other rea:

ferred in or

orrid Thought

Bodies, or by the Miniſtry of Sorcerers

and Apparitions. Theſe wicked Spirits

are thoſe whom the Scripture calls the

Powers of Darkneſs, and the Pºwers, ºf

the Air. With the others, makes

Millions of Beaſts of all Kinds, which

ſerve for the ſeveral Uſes of Man, which

fill the Univerſe, and declare the Wiſdom

and Qmnipoterce of the Creator. ...Thus

I eaſily conceive both how Devils can

tempt us, and how Beaſts can think,

know, have Sentiments, and a ſpiritual

Soul, without intereſting Religion, in

the Matter. I am no longer ſurprized at

their Dexterity, Foreſight, Memory, and

Ratiocination ; but rather that they have

no more of theſe Qualities, ſince their

'Soul very likely is more perfeół than ouri.

But I diſcover the Reaſon of this: It is

ecauſe in Beatts, as well as in ourſelves,

the Operations of the Mind depend on

E the material Organs of the Machine, to

which it is united ; and theſe Organsbe

ing groſſer and leſ; perſe& in Beaſts than

in us, hence the Knowledge, Thoughº,

and other ſpiritual Operations of Beaſt;

muſt be leſs perfect than ours: And if

theſe proud Spirits know their State,

what an Humiliation muſt it be to them,

to find themſelves degraded into Beaſts:
It is the primary & of the Divine

Vengeance before mentioned, and an an”

ticipated Hell. . . -

Here a very beautiful Lady interrupted

the Author of this new Syſtem. ... Sir,

ſays ſhe, I care not whether the Devils

G be humbled or no, and ačtually ſuffer the

Torments of Hell; but I will never al

low Beaſts to be Devils. How : ſhall my

C

D.

little Bitch, that lies with me all Night,

and careſſes me all Day, be a Devil?, I

will never grant you that. And I ſay the

ſame of my Parrot, added a youngLady;

It is a charming Creature; but if I wer:

perſuaded it was a little Devil, I ſhould

no longer endure it. I conceive, ſaid the
Author, how greatyour Averſion to this

Syſtem muſt be, and I excuſe it. But, on

Reflection, you will find it only the º:
- th
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filtof Prejudice, to be conquer’d by Rea- them Sinners. Carnivorous Beaſts, and

iſon. Do we love Beaſts for their own Birds of Prey are cruel: Many Inſe&ts of

Sakes No. As they are wholly Stran- the ſame Species devour one another i

gers to human Society, whether they be Cats are treacherous and ungrateful, Mon:

Devils, or any other Kind, they can only A keys miſchievous, Dogs envious. All

ſerve us for Profit or Amuſement. ... This “ Beaſts are jealous and revengeful toExceſs,

Notion, far from ſhocking, pleaſes me not, to mention many other Vices ; and

mightily, I with Gratitude admire the at the ſame Time that they are ſo vicious

Goodneſs of the Creator, who gave me by, Nature, they have (ſay we) neither

ſo many little Devils to ſerve and amuſe Liberty, nor Helps to reſiſt the Biaſs

me... If I am told that theſe poor Devils that draws them. They are, according

are doom'd to ſuffer eternal Torments, I a to the Schools, neceſſitated to do Evil, to

adore God's Judgments, but leave the B diſconcert the general Order, to commit

Execution ofthem to the ſovereign Judge, whatever is in Nature moſt contrary to

and live with my little Devils as I do with natural Juſtice, and to the Principles of

a Multitude of People of whom Religion Virtue. What Monſters theſe, in a World

tells me a great Number will be damn'd. originally created for Order and Juſtice to

But a Prejudice muſt be cured by Time reign in This helped to perſuade the

and Refle&ion; therefore I ſhall but juſt Manichees of the Neceſſity of Two Princi

touch upon this Difficulty for the ſake C ciples, a good and a bad, and that Beaſts

of an important Obſervation. were not the Work of the Good Princi

Convinc'd as we are that Beaſts have ple. A monſtrous Error: But how, after

Senſation, who of us has not often pity'd all, could Beaſts come out of the Hand

them for the exceſſive Evils which the of the Creator with ſo ſtrange Qualities 2

Majority of them ſufferiº How lamenta- If Man is ſo very wicked and corrupt, it

ble is the Condition of Horſes, we are is becauſe he has perverted his Nature by

Apt, to ſay, ſeeing an unmerciful Carman Sin. So then either God has taken De

bading a Horſe with Blows: How miſe-D light in making Beaſts vicious, or they

rable is a Dog under breaking for the have, like Man, original Sin, which has
Shace: Howãº. is the Fate of Beaſts perverted their primitive Nature.

living in the Woods, expoſed to the Inju- The firſt of theſe Propoſitions finds

rics of the Weather, afraid of becoming very difficult Acceſs to the Mind, and con

2, Prey to Hunters, or , ſome ſavage tradićts the holy Scripture, which ſays,

Sreatire, continually ſeeking, with great that whatever God created was verygoid.

Fatigue, ſome poor infipid food, often r For if Beaſts were then what they are
ſuffering cruel Hunger, and, moreover, ‘E now, how could they be ſtyled very good 2

ſubjeć to Diſeaſes and Death : If Men What Good can there be in a Móñkey’s

are liable to a Multitude of Ills, 'tis be- being ſo miſchievous, a Dog ſo full of

cauſe they are born Sinners. But what Envy, and a Cat ſo treacherous? Man

Grimes can Beaſts have committed, that have pretended that Beaſts, beforeū.

they ſhould be expoſed to ſuch cruel Mi- Fall, were different from what they now

ſeries, far greater than thoſe of Men? are, and that it was in order to puniſh

This, in any other Syſtem, is an incom. F Man; they were rendered ſo wicked. But

prehenſible Myſtery, but eaſily conceived this is a mere Suppoſition, without the

£om that I. The rebellious Spi- leaſt Footſtep in holy Scripture. We muſt

its deſerve a worſe Chaſtiſement, being then have Recourſe to the ſecond Propoſi

You happy in that their Puniſhment is dé, tion, and ſay, that the Nature of Beaſts,

fºrrºd. In a Word, God's Goodneſs is has, like that of Man, been corrupted

windicated; Man himſelf is juſtify’d: For } ſome original Sin : Another Hypo

what Right has he, without Neceſſity, theſis, void of Foundation, and equally

and often for pure Diverſion, to take a G inconſiſtent with Reaſon and Religion it,

Way the Lives of Millions of Beaſts, if all the Syſtems which have hitherto ob

God had not authoriſed him ſo to do? tained concerning the Soul of Beaſts,

And Beaſts being as ſenſible as ourſelves What Party are we to take? Why, admit

of Pain and Death, how could a juſt and of my syſtem, and all is explained. The

merciful God have given Man that Privi- Souls of Beaſts are rebellious Spirits,which

lºgº, if º: were not ſo manv guilty have made themſelves guilty before God.

Wićtims of the divine Vengeance 2 This Sin in Beaſts is no original Sin; it is

. But hear ſomething ſtill more convin- “a perſonal one, which has corrupted and

Cing and important. Beaſts by Nature ºperverted their Nature in its whole Sub

ºre extremelyvicious.”Tis true, they never ſtance. Hence all their Corruption and

£n, becauſe they are not free; but this Vices tho' they can be no more criminal,

* the only Cºndition winting th make becauſigod in reprobating themwº.
---
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Redemption, has at the ſame Time di

yeſted them of their Liberty. +

! I am ſtill to ſatisfy you upon two Que

ries, viz. How are the Devils united to

the Bodies of Beaſts : And what becomes

of them after Death 2 To anſwer the firſt

Queſtion, We ought to know the Myſtery

of the Union of our Soul and Budy; and

this no Philoſopher will be ever able to

£onceive. Let us be contented with ſay:

ing, that as Man is a Soul and organized

Body united, ſo is every Beaſt a Devil u

inited to a Body organized ; and that as B

Man has not two Souls, ſo Beaſts have

each but one Devil. This is ſo true, that

3. Chriſt having, one Day driven out

any Devils, and theſe having asked his
Teave to enter into a Herd of Swine that

fed near the Sea, he permitted it. But

what followed 2 Each Swine having his

own Devil already, there was a Battle,

and the whole Herd ran headlong into the
C2. -

This Union, orce ſuppoſed, we ought

inot to be ſurprized at any thing in Beaſts.

They muſt have Knowledge and Percep

ition like ours; and, to judge from what

aſſes within ourſelves, they muſt be jea

ner. For this Reaſon God has not given

Beaſts groſler Senſes than ours. The Spi.

rits which animate them are ſufficient

puniſhed by being made ſubject to mate.
rial Senſcs. It even ſeems that God, ei

ther to humble us alſo, or to cauſe the

Variety of his Produćtions to be admir’d,

has been pleaſed to give ſome Beaſts Or.

gans of Senſation far more delicate than

ours, . For Inſtance, the Birds of Prey

have ſo piercing an Eye, the Dog ſo ex

iſite a Smell, the Spider ſo tender a

§g. that no Man can equal them.

The extreme Minuteneſs of an infinite

Number of Beaſts might impoſe on ſuch

as have not ſufficiently reflečted on the

Nature of Things. How is it poſſible,

fays one, to believe that a Devil can be

lodged in a Fly, a Flea, or Mite : Why

not, as well as in a Horſe or an Ox? A

CSpirit having abſolutely no Extenſion, does

not require that a Bºdy be more or lºſs

extended in order to be united to it. The

very ſmalleſt Quantity of Matter is enough

for him, if organiz'd ; and there is noiſe,

tho’ ever ſo minute, but what might be

fo. Had God made Man as little as the

ſmalleſt Inſe&t, our Souls would not value

ous, cholerick, treacherous, ungrateful, D themſelves the leſs, or think themſelves

and ſelf-intereſted like ourſelves. They

muſt be gay or ſad according to Events

3r their preſent Diſpoſition. They muſt

have Love and Hatred, and a Deſire of

multiplying their Kind, an Affečtion for

their Young, and a Care to bring them

: In a Word, they muſt do all what

#hey do, and which ſeems incomprehenſi

Ble to us without granting them a ſpiri

tual Soul. However, it may be proper

to obſerve, that as the rebellious Spirits

*!eſerved to be thus degraded for abuſing

their Reaſon and Lights, God was pleaſed

to humble them with regard to their

very Reaſon, by ſubješting it to ſuch

#. Qrgans, that it is vaſtly inferior to
:

lat of Men, Hence weſometimesjudge F comes of the Devils after the Death of

that Beaſts ačt from Reaſon; but we have

good Grounds to believe that they never

argue coherently, or, refleºt with Judge

iment like ourſelves, becauſe theirÖrgans.
will not allow of ſo delicate Movements."

This makes Automata of them, which

scommonly ačt by Machinery, tho’ with

the worſe lodged. The Reaſon is, bº.

cauſe there is no abſolute Magnitude in

Nature.' A Flea in himſelf is neither lit

the nor great : He is little with reſpećt to

us who are vaſtly larger, but great with

regard to an Infinity of other Beaſt; which

are a Million of Times leſs. All this

oves that Ignorance alone and falſe Pre

judices make any Diſtinélion or Preference

among Beaſts, founded upon their large 9r.

little Size. It is not therefore more dif

ficult to think that a Devil may be united

to the Body of a Fly than that of an Ele

phant , and to aspirit it is indeed a Thing
very indifferent.

* As to the ſecond Queſtion, What be.

Beaſts it is eaſily anſwered. Pythagora;

taught formerly, and at this Day ſome ſº

dian Philoſophers believe, the Mºtémpff

coffs; which is to ſay, That at the Mo

ment of our Death our Souls paſs into a

Body, either of Man or Beaſt, there tº

enter upon a new Life, and ſoon ſucceſ
£onſciouſneſs; and this to a Spirit muſt be G fively tº the End of Ages. This Syſtem,
the loweſt Degtee of Humiliation. The

Caſe is not the ſame as to Senſations. The

Fallen Angels ſinned not by the Senſes;

they had none, Beſides, the Senſes aré

always materialº and groſs Inter

preters. Let their Uſe be eyer ſo perfeół

it muſt ſtill be mortifying to a device. H

ated a pure Spirit, and of courſe to know

and perceive in a much more perfectMan

tho' unwarrantable with regard to Men,

and beſides proſcribed by Religion, is yet

admirably well ſuited to Beaſts in my Sy

ſtem, and claſhes neither with Reaſonnor

Religion. The Devils appointed to b;

Beaſts neceſſarily ſurvive their Body, an

would fail of anſwering their Deſtination,

if at the Diſſolution ºf their firſt Body

they do not immediately paſs into*:::
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ere, to live a-new under another Form. But I muſt tell you, that it pleaſed the

hus ſuch or'ſuch a Devil, after having whole Company by its very Singularity.

been a Cat or a Goat, is forced to paſs into Some took it meerly for a Sally of Wit,

the Embryo of a Bird, a Fiſh, or a But , and an ingenious Piece of Pleaſantry :

terfly, to animate them. Happy thoſe A others looked upon it, as a Syſtem that
who light upon a goodº as many deſerved ſeriouſly to be believed. For

Birds, Horſes, and Dogs do ; but woe to my Part, as you know. I am very much

ſuch as become Beaſts of Burden, or the of a Pyrrhonian [Sceptic] in point of Sy

Hunter's Game. . It is a kind of Lottery, ſtems, I was contented with giving the

in which 'tis likely the Devils themſelves Author thoſe Applauſes, which Good

have not the Choice of their Lots. Breeding requires in a Caſe like this, with

It might be thought however that they B 3. explaining myſelf farther. To ſpeak

never#. Species, and that the Devil P Truth, I was then, and ſtill am, at a Loſs

which had once been a Horſe, is always what to think of it. I find, on one hand,

to be a Herſe again. But this Opinion la- that the Syſtem very well anſwers all Dif

bours under a great Difficulty. For as ficulties, and that it would be no eaſy

the Species of Beaſts oftentimes increaſe Matter to prove it falſe; But, on the other

and diminiſh upon the Earth, it would hand, I don't ſee it built upon Foundati

follow that there would ſometimes be too ons ſolid enough to prºduce a real Per

few Devils to ſupply a certain Species; or a ſuaſion: And as it alſo touches on ſome

ſometimes too many, ſo that the reſt ** Points of Religion, I think it would be

would remain in Relays, and without Im- Raſhneſs to eſpouſe it without the tacit

º; which is not probable; whereas Conſent at leaſt of the Dočtors.

by admitting a general Metempſychoſis Hitherto, Madam, I confeſs, I have

you prevent all Difficulties. not mentioned a Word of the principal

All Kinds of Beaſts moſt commonly pro- Queſtion you made me upon the Language
duce a much greater Number of Eggs, or ºf Brutes: Let us then finiſh this firſt

Embryos, than is neceſſary to perpetuate D Diſcuſhion, and reſume our Propoſitions.

them in; ſame Number. Therefore; De- * It is certain that Beaſt; have Underſtand

vils whom God has appointed to animate ing, whatever be its Principle. It is a

them, never want Imployment or Lodg- É ſo, generally confeſſed by all Men,

ing. For if any Species† to fail, that I did not ſo much go about proving

or be confiderably diminiſhed, they may it to you, as I intended to amuſe you by

paſs intothe Eggs of another, and multi- ; the ſeveral Opinions. Let us

ply there. This ſometimes cauſes thoſe therefore now examine whether they

j Clouds of Locuſts, and innu- E ſpeak or no.

merable Swarms of Caterpillers, which [Tº be continued.]

lay waſte our Fields and Gardens. We
-

ſearch in Cold or Heat, *. ; Winds, Centmon £enſe, March 1. Nº 16r.

the Cauſe of theſe amazing Multiplications; . r

but the true Reaſon is, that in the Yeaf - To the Author of Common Senſe.

they come, or the preceding, an extra- . S I R, jan. 23, 1733.

#: Number of Deer, Birds, or \ W I Hatever our Modern fine Gentlemen

Fiſhes, have periſhed with all their Eggs; F. may think, I am fully convinced,

ſo that the Devils which animated them," that what we call Political or Social Eiber.

ave been ºbliged nimbly to throw them- ty is ſo intimately conneéted with, and de

ſºlve: into theirſt Species they found pre- pends ſo abſolutely upon thefirſt Principles

pared to receive them, and which had, of Religion, that there is "nº ſupporting

as it were, ſo many Houſes to let. the former among a People who are gene

In ſhort, concluded the Author, the rally abandoned as to the latter. When a

more you ſearch into this, Syſtem, the Man begins to doubt of the Exiſtence ofa

mºre you ſee in it of thoſe Marks ofPro-G ſupreme Being, or of the Exiſtence of his

bability which ſtrike and perſuadeus. It Soul after its Separation from the Body, or

is, 3 Source of uncommon Obſervations, of his being liable to anſwer in a}.
which ſatisfy our Curioſity. I find the State for his Condućt in this, he naturally,

Foundations of it in Religion itſelf; and even reaſonably, if I may ſo expreſs

Reaſon gives me the moſt likely Proofs of myſelf, fixes his whole Hopes upon the

#, and Prejudice can oppºſe to it none buſ Advancementof his Fortune in thiſſºrld,

frivolous Difficulties: Can a Man reſuſe tº and his chief Defires generally terminate

is Approbation of a Syſtem ſo plauſible, * in theEnjoyments, or what are commonly

and ſº well ſupported on all Sides? called the Conveniencies and Pleaſures ºf

º, I know not, Madam, what you will Life. Such a Man has no Motive fºr ad

flink of ſo new and ſingular a syſtem; hering fiedſuffy and diſinterºffedy §.
- - - -- - - - -- - . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - au
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Cauſe of Virtue and Liberty, but that ma;

rural Fondneſ, which every Man is indued

with, in a greater or leſſer Degree, for

&fteem and Fame; nor has he any Check

upon his vicious Appetites, but that of

Zimporal Paniſhment, and that of Shame

ſome one among them, more artful, and

leſs virtuous than the Reſt, may turn their

Succeſs towards the Deſtrušion of what

it was intended to preſerve; for a ſuc

ceſsful Party will always eſtabliſh that

Form of Government, which is moſt pro

or Remorſe for having been guilty of an A per for anſwering thoſe Views upon which
Aćtion or Omiſſion which, he knows, will

Abe condemned or ridiculed by thoſe he has

an Eſteem or Regard for; and how weak

theſe Motives are for the Support of Vir

tue, Morality, or ſocial Liberty, both Rea

Mon and Experience may evince.

The Hopes of advancing one’s Fortune

in this World, are ſo far from being a Mo

rive for a Man's joining in the Support of

Liberty, that with the far greateſt Part of

the People, I mean thoſe of mean or mid

alling Circumſtances, ſuch Hopes muſt ge

nerally afford ſtrong Mctives for joining

that Party which aims at its Deſiračion;

for, under Arbitrary Governments, Men

make greater and more ſudden Advances,

than can be made in a free and well regu

lated Society.—By the Whim, or ridicu

ious and often ill-placed-Fondneſs of an

-Arbitrary Prince of Prime Miniſter, a Man

may, from the meaneſt Circumſtances,

jump at once into the higheſt Rank and D

greateſt Fortune: Whereas, under a Free

Government, no Man can riſe but by ſlow

IPegrees; and as the Publick, Money is

Aſparingly advanced, and muſt be ſtričily

accounted for, no Man can expect to

rmake a very great Fortune by ſerving,

much leſs by cheating the Puhlick.

From hence ’tis plain, that in a Free

State, a Man of low Circumſtances, whoſe

º Mºtive for Aétion is the Hopes of
advancing his Fortune, will always have

moſt to hope for, by joining thoſe that

are for ºverturning the Conſtitution; and

theſe Hopes will generally prevaiſ with

fach Men to believe, that the Invaders of

Liberty have the greateſt Probability of

Succeſs, which will of courſe induce

moſt of them to join with that Party.—

In ſuch a Caſe, we muſt expećt to ſee moſt

of the ancient, grea;, and noble Families

(at leaſt ſuch of them as have any Fore

they principally united.—Therefore, we

muſt conclude, that when the People of

any Society begin to be generally, influen

ced by mercenary Motives only, the Liber.

ties of that People muſt neceſſarily ſoon

fall a Wºłim to ſome bold Invader, unleſs

Care be taken to reſtore and eſtabliſh a

mong them the Principles of Trąe Reli

gion and Virtue.

I ſhall grant, that a Man who foreſees

and conſiders Conſequences, and has a

juſt Senſe of thej of being un

der, a ſlaviſh Subjećtion to the arbitrary

Will of any Man, will always be for ſup

porting a Free Government; but in Politi

cal Matters, how few are there that fort.

ſee or confider the Conſequences of their

Aćtions!—How many, even of the bet

ter Sort, that would chuſe to be Slaves to

thoſe above them, provided they might

exerciſe an Arbitrary and Tyrannical Rule

over all below themſ—And a Selfiſh Fel

low, who expe&ts É. Additions to his

Fortune, by the Eſtabliſhment of arbitrary

Power, will probably conclude, that the

Increaſe of his Poſſeſſions will attone for

the Precariouſneſs of his Title.

With ſuch Men, the Defire of Eſteem

E or Fame can be no ſufficient Guard againſt

their joining in the eſtabliſhing of arbi.

trary "Power; for this Defire is always

governed and direéted by the Company?

Man keeps, and the Party hejoins himſelf

with. It may be as fully ſatisfied by be

ing eminent in a Courſe of Wickedneſ, as

by being eminent in a Courſe of Vertue;

and when a Man begins to aſſiciate him

ſelf with Pillains and Knave; only, heat

the ſame Time begins to#.ſº alſmen of

Honour or Hønefty; becauſe he is, by the

Company he keeps, taught to look upon

all ſuch as Madmen or Fools; ſo that the

Human Affection of Shame or Remor

fight or Prudence) with the honeſ? Part of G is in him. direétly inverted:—Inſtead of

the People, ranged upon one Šide, and

all the mercenary and thoughtleſ; Scound
relsº: under the Banner of an ambi

zions and artful General or Prime Miniſter

on the other; and when the greateft Part

of the People are governed by mercenary

Views, it is eaſy to judge, which Side of

the Queſtion has the moſt Likelihood to H

#..."; if the Patrons of Liberty
ould by ſome Chance, or by ſuperior

Valour, prevail, when their Followers

are generašy ačićated by Selfiſh Views,

being a Bar to Wickedneſs, it becomes a

Bar to Virtue.

This Obſervation I could confirm from

many Examples in Hiſtory: But that of

julius Ceſar, as being the moſt remarka

ble, I ſhall only mention. Se jam pridem

tentiæ glorieque abunde adºptum, were,

may ſay, among the laſt Words of that

great wicked Man, which ſhew, that he

was as proud of the Glory, he thought, he

had acquired by deſtroying the Liberties of

his Cºuntry, as ever L. juniº; Brutuſ:

-
peared

(i.

:
.
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peared to be, of the Glory of recovering

and effabliſhing its Libertier; and julius

Ceſar's Soldiers were as proud of appear

ing faithful to him, and valiant in his Ser

vice, as they could have been, had they

appeared faithful and valiant in the Service

of their Country. . Even a Pick-pocket is

as vain of being the moſt dexterous of his

Gang, as a Patriot can be, of being the

moſt eloquent and the moſt ſtedfaſt in the

Caſe ºf Liberty: And a Highwayman

and a Hero are equally proud of their Ad
ventures; the§ Tifference is, that the

Defire of Eſteem or Fame in the former is

founded on Vicer which he is taught to

look on as Pirtues; in the latter, it'ís

founded upon the Principles of True Reli

gion and Pärtue.

The Deſire of Eſteem or Fame can

therefore contribute to the support of Li

ºrty, only when it is founded upon Right

11 g

poral Puniſhment muſt diminiſh, in Pro

portion as their Hopes of Succeſs increaſe;

ſo that the Fear of Temporal Puniſhment

can be no ſufficient Motive for preventin

a Man's joining that Party which intends

to deſtrºy the Liberties of their Country;

and if ſuch a Party ſhould ſucceed, every

Sort of Temporal Puniſhment, inſtead of

being a Check to Wickedneſs, becomes a

Check to Pºrtue:–Inſtead of being a Bar

rier againſt arbitrary Power, it becomes a

Barrier againſt the Reſtoration of Liberty,

—As Hudibras facetiouſly but truly ex

preſſes it, -

B So when Tyrannick Uſurpation

Invades the Freedom of a Nation,

The Laws o' th' Land that were intended

To keep it out, are made defend it.

iſiniberſal ºpectatoz, March 8. No. 596.

Principle; and ſch Principles cannot be C Modern Good Breeding deftraffiveto Good

ſupported withoſta thorough Convićtion,

that there is a ſupreme Being to whom we

muſt be accountable in a #. State for

our Behaviour in this, and that the Duty

he has preſcribed to us is, 1ſt, To contri

ute as much as we can to the Preſervati.

on and Happineſs of Mankind. 2dly, To

contribute to the Preſervation and Happi

nels of the Society. 3dly, To contribute

to the Preſervation and Happineſs of our

Family. , 4thly, To preſerve our own

lives as long, and improve our own Hap

pineſs as much as we can.

Theſe are thefour Meaſures ofour Duty F honourab

in this Life, and each of the following is

conditional with Regard to the preceding.

A Man who is thoroughly convinced of

this, will always; the Eſteem of

Villains and Knaves, and will never de

fire any Fame but that which is founded

upon a Performance of his Duty; becauſe,
; E

he ſails in, or departs from his Duty,

whatever may be his Fate in this Wºrld,

he is ſure of being expoſed to eternai

Shame, Deriſion, and Remorſe in the next.

—But a Man who has no Views beyond

this Life, nor any Principles beſides thoſe

which are founded upon ill governed or ill

Manners.

Mººr, make the Man, is a Proverb.

often uſed as a juſt Rule for the Con

dućt of Life. As Virtue, Knowledge and

Integrity are imply'd in the Word Man.

mers, theſe muſt be inculcated and attain’d

to make the Precept beneficial. I would

therefore recommend a little Alteration in

the Proverb to inforce it, and wiſh that all

Parents would think, in reſpect of their

Children, that EDUCATIon makes the

*73. -

N.# tends more to the forming an

e and virtuous, or diſſolute and

unhappy Life, than a good or bad Educa

tion, which Subjećt has employ'd the moſt

ingenious Men. Osborn's Advice to his

Són, and the Marquis of Halifax's to his

Taughter are very good Tračís, nor does

Mr Locke any where more ſhew his Geni

us, and, Knowledge of Human Nature,

than in his Treatiſe of Education—Never.

theleſs a Miſcondućt in this Affair ſtill ſub

ſiſts, and the moſt ſerious Remonſtrances,

Advices and Rules have not their proper

Effects. It would be in vain then to fix

any new Standard;... yet by remarking

ſome exemplary Miſmanagement in the

dirtied Appetites, may be eaſily, and, as G Education nºw in Faſhion, it may perhaps

I have ſhewn, probably led aſtray by the

Humours or falſe Maxims that prevaila

mong thoſe with whom he aſſºciates him

'ſelf; and as to Temporal Puniſhments, they

'can be no Bar to a Man's joining a Party

that aims at the Eſtabliſhment of Arbi

trary Power; for when Men are reſolved

to ſet themſelves above the Laws of their

Country, which they never do rill they have

ſome Reaſon to hope for Succeſs, they can

be under little or no Fear of ſuffering by

phºſe Law; :-At leaſt their Fears ofTºm

have equal Weight with the moſt Philoſo

phical Diſſertation.

An unhappy Ambition reigns at preſent

among Parents to educate their Children

in too much Knºwledge and Politeneſ. Lay

ing aſide Political Reaſons, ourgood Breed

ing in England has introduced ſuch a Cor
H ruption, that it were tobe heartily wiſh'd

that we had leſs Manners and more Pºrtue.

It muſt be confeſs'd it is a laudable Am

bition in Parents to give their Children all

the Accºmpliſhment; neceſſary to *:::
- -

thent
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them through the World with Prudence
andº: but the Miſake of what

fuch Accompliſhments are, and the giv

ing them a falſº Turn of Thought at the

firſt ſetting out in Life, is that Error in E:

ducation which is ſo much complain'd of

at preſent, and which ſo much ſtañds in *

need of Redreſs. ºf L- - - - -- - -

There has been a Maxim of late Years

too much inculcated, which is, to let

Youth, have an early†† of the

World; and hence it is that we have Boys

and Girls at fourteen and fifteen that have

gain'd, according toº Phraſe,a B

Knowledge of the Wºrld, who through

their whole Lives will never know one

neceſſary Qualification of Life: They be

come ſhſtrućted in the Vices and "Follies

of Rakeſ and Coquets at an Age, when the

#if: of true Knowledge and Virtue

ſhould be eſtabliſh'd. . . . . . . . . . . .

I ſaw the other Day a Proof of what I

have advanced in a domeſtic Scene of pri

wate Life, which I will venture to relate.

I was intreated l# old Acquaintance,

whom I ſhalf call Will Airy, to take a Fa.

mily Dinner with him; which Invitation

c left

m

want one.—Why truly, Mr Airy, (replies

his Wife) ours is not in Tºffe, and; |

make mé, a Preſent of this you will big,

*...* Friend began to look a little

grave, but before he could reply hisDaugh

ter, accoſted him again—Why, Papa, iſ

Polly Squander's Mamma haſ one, andw

u’d not ºve.-2 ou’ll have myMamma yi,

'herſelf ſick about it—and I am ſure Iſhal

{;#. almºſt dead if you deny it is—

n Will's ſeeming Compliance the young

Lady and her Mamma appear'd more.com.

#. and he with much Satisfaction whiſ.

per'd me—Cou'd you have§ a Girl

of her º; had ſº much Knowledge ;

made Anſwer with a Smile, which ſeem'd

to give him great Pleaſure, and he was

therefore reſolved to ſhew me the Genius

of º;;: } #. he, how #:
you diſpos'd of yourſelf ſºice your Maſier:

% #:theWºź. ºff.”had draft'd

elf, (replies the Spark) Itoºk a Turnin

thé Mall, where I met young MafterFlutter,

who laſt Week was made a Captain inº
Marines, and, Sir, he has made me promiſe

to go to the Play with him to Night.—

And do you intend to go ſays his Father

accepted with the more Pleaſure, as he p -to which Queſtion his Son, with ſome

told me I ſhould be very agreeably en

tertain'd, in ſeeing the fieff Bºy and Girl

in Chriftindam; inade Allowance for the
zealous Fondneſs of a Father in giving ſuch

a Đefeription of his own children, and ex

pºted to be very agreeably entertain'd, as

Miſs I underſtood was turn'd of thirteen,

and Mafter about fifteen. I have flaturally

a particular Satisfaction in obſerving the

Progreſſions of human Nature ahd Under.

ſtanding, and was thereforeº ht

ed to think that in my Friend's children

I ſhou'd ſee human Nattire in its moſt a

miable Stage, for at thoſeÅ. Béality

and Knowledge are riſing with great Speed

to Perfešion, and that incorruptedºf:
city which they ſhould then enjoy renders

them charming.—As ſoon as I was con

dućted into the Dining-Room, I enquir’d

of my Friend for the young Gentléman

and Lady; but it ſeems Miſs was gone with

Mamma to an Auðion, and§. to take ..

a Turn into the Mall—They all came G

home much about when the Dinner was

{. and after a little genteel Bickering

etween Will and his Lady we ſat down:

The little gloomy Chagriñ which at firſ:

appear'd was ſoon diſſipated by this Ad

dreſs ºf Miſs to her Father.—9, Papa, we

have ſeem the moſt charming Things at the H

44ffion, ſo meat and ſo cheap—There is an

Indiaºyou#:... have

--if comes, but to-to-1 fºrget how many

Guineat—but you muſt let Mamma have?

-My Dear, ſays fier Father, we don’t

E

F

armth, anſwer’d—Pray, Sir, when I

have engag'd in a Party, how can I in H.

nour get off?—My Fričnd riſing up with

ſome Emotion, alarm'd me a little; but

his Speech much more, for in a highTone,

Sir, (cry’d he) keep your Honour for tº:

ſacred, and when I knºw you loſºjour H.

nºur, you loſe your Father'ſ Afféions—

There's a Guinea fºr your Picket-Thºn

turning to me—3uch generous Principlº

and Knºwledge of Mankind ºught toºk

courag’d, Mr Stonecaſtle.—When the Cloth

was taken away, I had a Mind to converſ:

a little # this knowing Youth, and unſor.

tunately ask’d him what School he went

to.—School, Sir, ſays he, with ſome In

dignation; wherefore Iimagin'd he might,

as he was ſo forward a Genius, have been

lately taken from one, and made än ApO:

logy, in asking him whether he had lef

Weſtminſter, or Eton, or Wincheffir, or-.

Sir, replies he, with an Air of Pride, I

was never at any of thoſe Schools—I was

educated at home.—But youintend for Ox.

ford or Cambridge, Ni, Sir, ſaid he, 1

am to go to a Foreign Univerſity, gºdſº

have the Benefit o ºff.And Univer.

ſity Learning at the ſame Time-I was gº

ing to ſpeak to my friend on this Subići,

when he himſelfthus ſpoke to me.--Iſº

Mr Stonecaſtle, you are ſurpriz'd at thi,

but the People of Faſhion all come into this

Way of Education; it ſhºws young Pººl;

the Wºrld, and brings them early to 4 jº

Knowledge of Mankind: I don’: ‘aré#;-
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&n haſ uſt ſo much Greek and Latin, I

dºn't intend him for a Parſon-No, Sir,

adds his Lady, we don't intendhim fºr any

Eccleſiaſſical Preferment; therefºre there is

no Neceſſity to ſendhim to one of our Uni

verſities, where his Mºrals will be rather

corrupted than improv'd, for I hear they

dearm nothing there but to drink Ale and

moak Tºbacco.—I attempted to correót

this falſe Notion they entertain'd, but

foon found they were too bigotted to their

faſhionable Education to be convinc'd ;

and, belides, our Diſcourſe was interrup.

ted by two or three young Ladies of about

Miſs's Age, who were come to pay her a

Viſit. My youngi Spark, whoſe Moral,

wºre nºt to be sorrupted by a Univerſity
Education, took his leave to meet his

Party and go to the Play, and at his De

É. my Friend ſaid to me with ſome

aſſion-I, not that Boy, Mr Stonecaſtle, C

a perfei Man?--The young Ladies and .

Mºs Airy wer, now retird into another

Room, and Will and I had Half an Hour's

A

Chit-Chat by ourſelves: I again endea

woul’d to ſhew him the Error of his edu

cating his Children; but he ſmil’d at me

with a genteel Kind of Contempt. Juſt

as I. was going to take my Leave, Miſs D

came running in to make a Requeſt to her

Papa-Dear" Papa, ſays ſhe, Miſs Lucy

Forward goes next Mºnday to the Maſqué.

rade, and you ſaid I ſhou'd# ſoon ; Pray,

Papa, let me go now ; and I know Mamma

gºes, becauſej;ºff: a Habit this Morn

ing—I muſt own that my Friend had Pru

dence enough to deny this Requeſt, but

with a Promiſe ſhe ſhould certainly go

next Seaſºn: Miſs retir’d in the Dumps,

and I took my Leave with Amazement

at ſucha faſhionableEducation ofChildren.

H cannot omit another Circumſtance be

E.

: fºre I conclude: I accidentally dropt into

the Play-houſe that Evening, and ſawmy

yºung Man of Moral; in one of the Gallery F

Boxes, with two other young Sparks, and

two noted Courtezans of the Town.

I need make no Refle&tions on this

Kind of Education, the Miſcondućt muſt

be evidently ſeen; I could wiſh it was

leſs pračtis'd, and that Parents, inſtead of

learning their Children to know the Wºrld,

would teach them to know themſelves.

common &emſe, March 8. No. 162.

Goo D-N A T U R E, a Charađer often

- aſurp'd. - -

Man muſt have been ſome Time

ſº converſant in the World, and have H every Man at

gºt a Key to the faſhionable Language,

to be able to form a true Opinion of Men

trom the Characters given them; and
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would find himſelf extremely deceiv'd,

if he were to take them literally, and ac:

cording to the common Acceptation of

the Engliſh Language. - - .

For Example, one would not at firſt i.

magine, that a Man of nice and jealous

Honour, only meant a deliberate Mur

erer; a careful Man, a Thief; an ho

neſt Gentleman, only a Whig or Tory,

according as the Perſon is whº gives him

the Chara&er; or that a very honeſt Fel

low, meant nothing but a very drunken

One; and a very good Sort of Man, or a

very good-natur'd Man, meant either no

thing at all, or meant a Fool. Yet this is

the true State of the Caſe, as daily Expe

rience ſhews us. " . - -

I ſhall now more particularly analyſe the

faſhionable Charaćter of the#.

or very good Sort of Man, and ſhew what

it, or what ought to be meant by it,

which are at preſent two different Things.

One of the principal Duties in moral,

and one of the moſt valuable Qualities in

ſocial Life, is certainly Good-nature, by

which I mean, and mean only, a ſtrong

Benevolence to Mankind, according to

our ſeveral Relations to them; a Defire

of relieving their Diſtreſs, and of promo

ting their Good; and a Willingneſs to

employ our Labour, our Money, and our

Credit for thoſe Purpoſes. This I take to

be the true Definition of realGood-nature,

arifing from Sentiment and Reflećtion,

and founded upon that great Principle

both of Morality and Chriſtianity, of do

ing as we would be done by. But how

unlike is this to that which generally u

ſurps its Name: How laviſhly is the Cha

... beſtow'd, how commonly enjoy’d,

and how little merited . It is now univer.

ſal, and ſeems to have abſorb’d all others;

one hardly hears any .# elſe ſaid of

any Body, , and one hardly knows any

Body of whom that is not ſaid. Every

Man is the heft matur'd Man alive, the Pa.

negyrick is indiſcriminate, is made and

return'd, like Bows, and upon as ſlight

Knowledge or Acquaintance. The Truth

is, it is the Staple Commodity that Knaves

and Fools traffick in, and export; and as

it is their own Manufacture, whatever

Returns it makes them are clear Gaius.

But if Pride and Self. Love did not take off

their Goods, they would ſoon leave off

their Trade. -

Common Decercy and Good Manners

are commonly miſtaken for, or miſcali'd

'Good-nature,º by the Ladies;.

is firſt Introdućtion to

Company ſeems to be a very good natur'd

or a very good Sort of a Man, ſor in polite

Mouths thoſe Terms are now Synony
P inOlms,

3
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mous. ... I would gladly ask by what he

ſeems ſo Or why he mayn't as well

vour to dete&t and puniſh ſuch Crimes, a

neceſſarily tend to the Subverſion of all

ſeem to be an excellent Chymiſt, or an e- Government, and the Ruin of all Society,

minent Mathematician? And what Har- .

mony of Features, what Complećtion, of England, call’d good-natur'd; though,

and what Size denote a very good natur'd A poſſibly, none leſs deſerve that Charac.

Man But indeed how ſhould he ſeem o

therwiſe upon ſo ſlight an Acquaintance,

unleſ; he were a Madman into the Bar

gain : This extempore Commendation,

then, means no more of a Man, than it

dces of a Houſe-Dog, which is, that he

does not bite in the Day Time.

therefore as unreaſonable to beſtow this

Charaćter upon this unknown Perſon, as

it would be unjuſt to give him a contrary

one ; and he may ſurely wait contented

with that of a decent Man, till he is

known to deſerve a better.

Good Humour, is almoſt always miſ

taken for Good-nature. A Man who

talks much and chearfully, laughs readi.

ly, and takes the Tone of the Company C

be it what it will, is without farther En

§. inſtantly pronounc'd a good-natur'd

an : Tho' I have known very many of

theſe good-humoured People lay out

their whole Stock, of good Humour to

great Advantage in mix’d Company, and

reſerve an abundant one of ill Nature to

It ſeems ment and Reflexion.

Fools, as Fools, are, by the Courteſy

ter. Fools may indeed have that Kind of

Good-nature that ariſes from weak Nerves,

and ſympathizing Senſations, which is no

more than an involuntary Movement, and

an Effect of Self. Love : But they can ne:

ver have that which proceeds from Senti.

The ſame Thing

will affed them with Mirth or Grief, ac

cording to the Tone in which it is related;

and their Compaſſion is always excited

by ſome uncompaſſionate Circumſtance,

never by the main Objećt. ...Thusº
hear of a Murther with IndifferencC; but

if the Throat be cut from Ear to Ear, or

the dead Body dragg’d by the Hair of the

Head, they ſhudder with Horror, and me;

into Pity. Theſe however are the beſt

Kind of Fools, the harmleſs inoffenſive

Fools, little above Vegetables; but who,

from intending no Harm, have a Right

to Toleration, tho’ they have no Claim

to Favour. All they can ask, and the

moſt one can do for them, is to ſay no

- thing at all of them. -

diſpoſe of among thoſe, who depend D. But there is a much worſe, and more

upon them, and where they may

with Impunity. .

A Man of Complaiſant Vices, is at the

Top of faſhionable Good-nature. If in

the Hours of Riot and Exceſs, he has no

Will of his own, but chearfully adopts

the Vice of the Majority of the Compa

ny : If he pimps for his Companions, aſ

ſiſts them in their drunken Scrapes, and

lends them Money for their unjuſtifiable

Wants; theſe Effects of ſympathifing Pro

fligacy, are aſcrib'd to an inexhauſtible

Fund of Gºod-nature ; tho’ at the ſame

Tine this beſt natur'd Man alive, is known

to brutalize and ſtarve his Wife and Chil

dren, beat his Servants, ruin his Tradeſ.

men, and ſell his Country.

The protećting and skreening of Ini.

quity and Guilt, eſpecially with Relation

to the Publick, is moſt unjuſtly term'd

Gocq-nature : Tho' it can only proceed

from a Participation of the Crime, a Wil

lingneſs to commit it, or a Conſciouſneſs

of equal Guilt. Virtue knows no In

dulgence to Crimes, it puniſhes the Of.

fence, tho' it pities the Offender. The

avowed Patron and Skreen of all Corrup

tion and publick Guilt, has wiſely and for

good Reaſons propagated, and eſtabliſh'd

this Dočtrine; and branded with $ want of

Good-natare and Candour thoſe who, from

a real Benevolence to Mankind, endea
4.

o it

E

*:::::::::: Fools ;: *:#
crafty, ſubtle, deſigning Fools; who riſe
juſt enough out of the Fool to get a little

into the Knave, and who have juſt Senſ;

enough to know, that they have nºtSeniº

enough to recommend them, and there.

fore have Recourſe to the Appearances

of great Good-nature, which, they,Pro.

duće upon all occaſions, like Bills of

Health, to get Admittance. Theſe Peº

ple have reduced Good-nature to a Sci.
ence, and proceed Syſtematically. They

have the Word always in their Mouth;

and declare it to be the Rule by which

they guide themſelves, and judge of 9.

thers. They paſs their frivolous trouble.

ſome Attentions, and perpetual Offers ºf

uſeleſ; Services, for perpetual offers ºf

Friendſhip and Goca-nature. Their Tone

is ſoft and plaintive, their Converſatiºn

inſipidly ſtuffed with fulſome Panegyrick,

tender Epithets, and compaſſionate Intº

jećtions; ſuch as, alas ! poor Man! º'

Nay, their Tenderneſs extends to Añº

mals, and they careſs Dogs and Birdi,

with the gentle Appellations of fº

Things, and poor Fellows. By theſe Aſº
they impoſe upon the weak and ſuperfici

ally judging Part of Mankind, are reck.

on'd the beſt-naturd, beſt sort of People

in the World, and are not only well.

ceived in Companies, but admittcd.º.º.
Friendſhips

;

:
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Friendſhips and Confidences, which the
ſeldom fail te abuſe, when it ſuits wit

their Intereſt. Theſe Fools are the im

lacable Enemies of Men of Parts ; the

#. and lament their Ill-nature ; wiſ

r
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recapitulate the Multiplicity of Exciſes and

other penal Laws, which have been either

enacted, or attempted, withintheſe twenty

Years paſt; that is, fince the ever-me

morable Æra of 1721.-But we have had

they would employ their Wit better, and A two noble Schemes of the ſame Nature this

even thank God that they have none

themſelves, ſince they find it is always to

be exerciſed at the Expence of Good

nature: Thus endeavouring, as indeed it

Year, which deſerve ſome particular Re

marks; I mean the Clauſe propoſed in .

the Mutiny Aºf, for compelling all Inn

keepers, Więżuallers, and other Maſters of .

is is their Intereſt, to confound Wit and publick Houſes, to provide for the Soldiers.

Ill-nature together, and make them ſeem quarter'd upºn them at ſo much a Day;

inſeparable. T With theſe the numerous and the Bill for regiſtring all Seamen, and

Body of abler Knaves combine, tho' from , Sea-faring Men, ſuch as Sailors in the mer

diff rent Motives, and between them B cantile Service, Hoymen, Lightermen,

both, under the falſe and intereſted Pre: Bargemen, Cobblemen, Watermen, and all

tence of Good-nature, they have almoſt Perſons whatſoever, who get their Live

eſtabliſhed a general Amneſty for Vice

and Folly. - -

All paſſionate People without Excep

:tion, are reckon'd extreamly good-natur’d,

ly-hood upon the Waters, with a few Ex

ceptions of Maſters, Mates, and ſome other

ſubordinate Officers.

Theſe two Schemes are very nearly re

no Matter, how often they are in a Paſ-C lated to each other; one being pretended

fion, or what Miſchief they do in it: He

is the beſt-matur'd in the World when he is

not angry, is a very common Expreſſion,

which in Truth means no more nor no

leſs, than that he is good-natur'd when

he is not ill-natur’d. But ſurely iſ theſe

very good-natur'd cholerick People had

any Good-nature at all, they would, in

their lucid Intervals, not only conſent,

but deſire to be lock’d up for the reſt of

their Lives, that they might do no more

Miſchief.

Having thus ſhewn what Good-nature

is not, and torn off that common Mask

of Knaves and Fools, I need ſay very lit

tle to ſhew what it really is. Every Body

feels what it is, tho’ ſo many miſcall, and

ſo few praćtiſe it. Let then that glorious

Charaćter be only beſtowed upon thoſe,

who, by A&ts of Tenderneſs, Compaſſi

on and Generoſity, really deſerve it; and

D

to be neceſſary for the Land, and the

other for the Sea Service.—I ſhall there

fore begin with the former, which will be

much ſooner diſpatch'd than the latter.

Great Complaints have been made, for

many Years paſt, of keeping up a nume

rous Body of mercenary Forces, in Time of

Peace; and they are certainly dangerous

even in Time of War, unleſs employ'd 2

broad, or when we have any juſt and

well-grounded Apprehenſions of an Inva

ion; which can hardly ever be the Caſe,

whilſt our Coaſts are guarded by a large

and powerful Squadron of Ships of War.

During the two laſt great Wars of King

William and Queen Anne, we had a very

inconfiderable Army kept up at home, in

Compariſon to what we have at preſent;

though, in the former War, Lewis XIV.

openly ſupported King james, and in the

latter the Cauſe of the Pretender.

let not what is only their Due, be indiſ. F. Upon concluding the Peace at Ryſwick,

criminately ſquandered and laviſh'd among

the Undeſerving, either from the ſelfiſh

Views of expečed Returns, or for want

ef ſomething elſe to ſay, which is often,
the Caſe. Praiſe is a Debt due to Merit

only; and thoſe who give it where it is

not deſerv'd, are as unjuſt as thoſe, who,

from an Oſtentatious Generoſity, or pri

Vate Views, give away to others what is

due to their lawful Creditors. Virtue.

dares diſcriminate and ſpeak out, but

thoſe who univerſally commend, deſpair,

of Praiſe themſelves upon any other

in one Reign, and the Treaty of Ütrecht,

in the other, our regular Land Forces were

reduced, I think, to ſeven or eight thou

ſand Men, except the Penſioners in Chelſea

College, which occaſion'd great Murmurs

and Complaints againſt the Adminiſtrati

on at that Time, as if it was keeping up

an additional Army in Pette; and there.

fore we may aſſure Ourſelves that no ſuch

Arts have been ever pračtiſed ſince by our

excellent. Whig-Miniſters, which would

be at leaſt an

their Tºry Predeceſſors.

Terms; as thoſe who univerſally blame, H . But however that may be, it cannot be

deſpair of it upon any Terms at all.

The Craftſman, March 15. N° 715.

HE Art and Myſtery of projećting

º &; Law; was never in ſo flouriſh

ing a Condition as at preſent. I need not

forgot that the Invalids of Chelſea Collage

were thought a ſufficient Guard for a cer.

tain honourable Gentleman, who retired

thither, not many Years ago, for Protec

tion againſt the pretended Deſigns of the

Popºgee

pology for the Condućt of
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Theſe Privileges

* lows, viz.

They have Leave to ſettle there for the

Term of 50 Years; and when 'tis ex

pir’d, if they are not ordered to depart,

the Licence ſhall be deem'd to be pro

longed with the ſame Privileges and Ad

vantages for 50 Years more. If after the

.5o Years are expir'd they are ordered to

depart, they ſhall have leave to ſtay 5

"Years longer in the Country to ſell their

Lands (for they are permitted to purchaſe B take Care of his Soul.

Lands, provided they are hot Fiefs en

joying Juriſdićtion) and to tranſport their

‘Goods and Effects elſewhere; which they

+hall do with the ſame Franchiſes and

Exemption from Gabels as they are to be

'free from when they bring them into the

Kingdom. . . All jews ſettled or tra

ding in the Dominions of the Two Sicilies

ſhall never be moleſted or proſecuted for

Crimes committed out of them : On the

contrary, they and their Families who

ſhall come to ſettle and trade there, ſhall

be exempted, and protećted both as to

their Perſons and Effeółs, from all Suits

CriminalCffences contraćted orcommitted

out of the ſaid Dominions; and granted

an unlimited ſafe Condućt with regard to

{uch Debts or Crimes, reckoning from

the Day of their Entrance into theſe Do.

minions; and all Judges, Tribunals, Ma

giſtrates and Miniſters are forbidden to

proceed againſt them and their Families

for ſuch pretended Debts or Crimes; but

if the contrary ſhould happen by Miſtake,

or otherwiſe, all Proceſs and every Sen:

tence entered or paſſed againſt the ſaid

jewº, ſhall be looked upon as null and

void. When there are forty Families

of this Nation in the Capital Cities of F

the two Kingdoms, and 20 in the Leſſer,

they may eſtabliſh Schools there, and

their Rabbies ſhall have Juriſdićtion over

thoſe Families in Caſes that are not Capi

tal, even ſo far as to have the Power of

condemning the Guilty to Baniſhment.

They ſhall, moreover, have a Judge De
legate, from whom they may appeal to Gar

the ſupreme Tribunal of Commerce.

They ſhall enjoy the free Exerciſe of their

Religion, but it ſhall be in a private Place,

and in a Houſe not built in the Form of a

public Strućture. They ſhall be permit.

fed to have and import all Books belong

are in Subſtance as fol. pleaſe; nor ſhall they be obliged to weir

any Badge tojºſh them from the

Chriſtians. Stich of them as have ſtudyd

Phyſick, may be promoted to the Degree

of Dočtors in that Science, and preſcribe

to the Sick either ſingly, or in Conſulta

tion with the Catholick Phyſicians, after

having previouſly engaged themſelves by

Oath to acquaint the Patient, or his Kii.

dred and Neighbours, when he is incura.

ble, of the Danger he is in, that he may

They ſhall be

permitted to have Men or Maid Servants

that are Chriſtian, but the former ſhal

be at leaſt 35 Years of Age, and the latte;

23, and neither the one or the other ſhall

be permitted to lie, ºr fit up all Night in

their Maſter's Houſe without expreſs

Leave from the Biſhop of the Dioceſs, &c.

This Edićt engroſſes all the Speculation

and Diſcourſe of the Neapolitans. Some

think 'tis expoſing the Religion of the

Country to too great Hazards, to increaſe

the Number of thoſe who profane it, by

ſending for a Natien hither, which makes

a Profeſſion of condemning and blaſphe

commenced againſt them for Civil Debts or D ming all our Myſteries, and that 'tis in

troducing Bloood-ſuckers into the Coun

try, to enrich themſelves at the Expence

of the Chriſtians, without giving them

any Emulation or Taſte for Commerce,

cre. Others ſay, that the Jews having

not yet ſound out the Secret of making

Proſélytes, there's no Fear of their doing

any more Prejudice to the Religion of

theſe Kingdoms than they do in Rome,

and in many other Catholick Cities and

States, where 'tis to be ſuppoſed they

would not be tolerated if there was any

Thing to be apprehended from that

uarter. And as to Commerce, the An

ſwer is eaſy in like Manner, by inſtancing

in Holland, Penice, and ſeveral other

Countries, where Commerce is the Arti

cle in which thoſe Republicks, &c. arº

moſt perfeół, and where the Jews would

not be tolerated if it ſuffered from them

in any Degree.

Theſe Privileges granted to the Jews
e more conſiderable than were ever

granted to any other Nation, and has oc

caſioned Murmuring amongſt a great

many Perſons, eſpecially the Clergy. Th:
King being ſome Days ago at Cape di

Monte, a Friar took the Opportunity, at a

Time when he was all alone, to tell him,

ing tº their Geremonies, Printed or Mā- H with great Inſolence, that his Equity had

nuſcript; without their being ſubjeć to

any farther Scrutiny than being viewed

by their Judge Delegate. hey ſhall

have no particular Quarters ſet apart in

the Towns to reſide in; but it ſhall be free

for them to ſettle and lodge where they

been abus'd, and that his Subjećts, know

ing his Piety, hop'd that he would have

Regard to their Repreſentations. The

King ſaid to the Friar, that he took the

wrong Time to talk to him upon that

Subjećt, and bid him go about his º:
- Ilê1S 3
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meſs; after which his Majeſty ſent him

into Baniſhment : But this Inſtance has

not been a Warning to ſome others ofthe

Clergy, who have declaim'd from the

Pulpit with the greateſt Wehemence a

ainſt the Advantages granted to the

ews. Father jardan, a Dominican,

aggravated the Matter, by ſaying all

the ill-natur'd Things that the moſt

canker'd Spleen could ſuggeſt, and the

Terms he made Uſe of by way of La

mentation for what had happen'd were

ſuch, ; God knows what might have been

$ Conſequence, if 5 Preacher had not been

ordered to come down from the Pulpit,

and to return to his Convent."

Notwithſtanding theſe Murmurs and

Complaints the Court ſtill purſues the

ſame Meaſures. . A great many Jews are

already arriv'd here from divers Parts of

Italy, and more are coming every Day,

whoſe Settlement will not only be advan

tageous to Trade, but help to enrich the

Kingdom by the Number of wealthy Fa

milies that will come to it from all Parts.

This is not the firſt Time, however, that

the Jews have been eſtabliſhed in the

Kingdom of Naples ; for they were here

ſo long ago as the Year, Izoo, and had

great Privileges, which they enjoy'd till D

i540, when the Emperor Charles V. or

dered them to depart the Country.

ExTRAcT of a Letter from Rome,

ON the 4th of Feb. O. S. began the Fu

neral Obſequies of the late Pope, when E

five Cardinals in black Copes gave the Ab

ſºlution, and ſprinkled Holy Water and In

cenſe round a magnificent Bed of State, that

was raiſed in St Peter’s Church, and illu

minated with a Thouſand Pound Weight o

Wax Candles and Torches. On the 6t

the Pºpe's funeral Oration was made by

A After this, C
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paſſed. After the Sacred Cºllege badenter'd

Sixtus's Chapel, Cardinal Ottoboni, the

Dean, read the Coleff, Deus qui corda fi!.

delium, &c. and then he exhorted the Car

dinals to provide the Church with a Head

that was *:::: to be Picar of jeſus Chriſt.

olonna was ſworn Majordano

and Governor of the Conclave; and then

ſeveral Cardinals, who were returned in the

'mean Time to their Palaces, came back and

lay in the Conclave, which was ſhut up at

9 o'Clock at Night. Till that Hour all the

Prelates and Nobility, in their Habits ºf

Ceremony, went and viſited the Cardinals
B in their Gellr.

The fºllowing is a Lift of the whole sacred

College, with the Dates of their Creation,

and the Names of their Countrieſ.

Cardinal Biſhops. -

1689. Ottoboni, the Dean, a Venetian.

1706. Ruffo, the Sub-Dean, a Neapolitan.

1711. Albani, the Chamberlain, of Urbing.

1712. Picus, of Mirandola. . . . . .

Corradini, of Sezza, in the Pope's

Territory. --- ** - - - - -

1724. Altieri, jun. of Rome.

-

Cardinal Prieſts.

1712. De Rohan, a Frenchman.

D'Acunha, a Portugueſe.

De Polignac, a Frenchman.

• *

1713. Odeſcalchi, a Milaneſe. -

De Schonborn, a German. *

3717. Alberoni, of Piacenza. º

1719. De Geſvres, a Frenchman,

De Boſſu, a Fleming.

Belluga, a Spaniard. -

1724. Petra, a Neapolitan.

1725. Coſcia, a Neapolitan. - - - -

1726. De Fleury, a Frenchman.

Querini, a Venetian. -

Lercari, a Genoeſe.

Lambertini, a Bologneſe.

Fini, a Neapolitan.
M. -

Piccolomini before the Sacred College : And F 1727. Collonitz, a German.

*ext Day Signior Allemani, a Native of

Mºnt Lebanon and Head. Keeper of the

Katican Library, made a Latin Oration

pro Eligendo Pontifice; i. e. for chooſing

4Pope; which was no ſooner ended but 35

Cardinals went to the Cowclave, guarded

by two Swiſs,

men, the Chevalier de St George and his

two Sons being Spečiators of the Proceſſion

from a Balcony. The ſame Afternoon, 11

ºther Cardinals repaired thither, and in

the Evening 16 more, in which Number

was Cardinal Coſcia, who went in the

Coath of the Cardinal Acquaviva, the Spa

niſh Miniſter, and was invited by the Sa

cred College, who ſent their Secretary and

Maſter of the Ceremonies to him for that

Purpºſe, without mentioning what had

Sintzendorf, a German.

De Motta, a Portugueſe,

1728. Gotti, a Bologneſe.

Porzia, of Frioul.

Caraffa, a Neapolitan.

Accoramboni, of Spoleto.

and two Light Horſe- G 1729. Cibo, of Maſſa-carrara.

Borgheſe, a Roman.

Ferrerio, of Nice.

1730. Maſcei, of Monte Pulciano,

1731. Bichi, of Sienna.

Firrau, a Neapolitan.

Gentile, a Roman.

Gaudagni, of Florence.

1732. Acquaviva, a Neapolitan.

1733. Riviera, of Urbino.

Paſſari, a Neapolitan.

1734. Aldobrandini, a Bologneſe. . . *

Cenci,
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Cenci, a Roman.

- Pieri, of Sienna. -

1725. Del Giudice, a Neapolitan.

1730. Corſini, a Florentine. .

- Ruſpoli, º Roman. . - *

1732. Moſca, of Peſaro, in the Pope's

- Territory. - ". . . . .

1733. Spinºla, a Genoeſe..... • .

Paſſionei, of Toſſonbrone, in the

Pope's Territory. . . . . . . \

Valenti Gºnzagué, of Mantua.

- Cardidal Deacons,

1690. Altieri, the elder, a Roman.

1715.... * , , , , . "

1721. Alexander Albani, of Urbino.

1735. Spinelli, a Neapolitan.

1737. D'Almaida, a Portugueſe. -

... E)'Auvergne, a Frenchman.

De Lamberg, a Frenchman. . .

Pe Molina, a Spaniard.

- #.a Polander. . . . . ;

1738. Delci, ºf Sienna. . . . . . . .

iž34. Lanfredini, a Florentine. . . . . .

3735. Don Lewis, Infante of Spain.

1737. Rezzonico, 4 Venetian. …

1739. Stampa, a Milaneſe. . .

De Tencin, a Frenchman, ... . . . . .

Coria, a Roman.

Colonna, a Roman. . . . . .

Sacripanti, of Narni, in the Powe's

- : Territory. .

In all 68 Cardinals; of whom so are I.
talians, *::::::::::::: 3 Spani

ards, 3 Portugueſe, 1 Fleming, and 1

Polander, - * - - -

From the 3Lombon &azette, March 15.

WHITEHALL, March 15, 1739.

N Thurſday laſt in the Evening Capt.
-§ arrived i."...# with

Letters from Vice-Admiral Vermon, dated

on board his Majeſty'sºrſ.
in Porto Bello Harbour, the 12th of Dec.

laſt, to his Grace the Duke of Newcaſtle,

his Majeſty's Principal Secretary of State ;

which gives the following Account.

On the 5th of November laſt Vice-Ad.

miral Vernon ſailed from jamaica with

his Majeſty's Ships the Burford, Hampton

Cºurt, Princeſ, Louiſa, Štraffºrd, Nor-9

wich, and Sheerneſs, ‘the laſt of which

he ordered to cruize off Cartagena. On

the 20th of November in the Evening

he came, in Sight of Porto Bello, having

been, delay’d in his Paſſage by contrary

Winds. There being but little Wind that

Evening, tho' a very great Swell, he an

shored for that Night fix Leagues off the

Shore, being apprehenſive of driving to

the Eaſtward of the Harbour.

On the 21ſt in the Morning the Admi

*al ply'd to Windward in Line of Battle,
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ºfgiven the proper Orders for the
Attack;

he was obliged to confine his Attack tº

the Iron Fort °. clºſe to which the

*::::::: was piloted by Capt. Renton.

A cºmmodorº, Brºw...iº, the Hampſm.
gourt, who led the Attack, executdº
Part as became an Officer of Experience

i.º.º. ; and being well followed

by Capt. Herbert, in the Norwich, and

Capt. Mayne, in the Wºrceffer, the Admi:

ral perceived that ſome of the Spaniard,

fled from ſeveral Parts of the Fort ; upon

B which he made the Signal for the Boats

- ; which the Soldiers were, to make the

beſt of their Way in order to their Land.

ing, whilſt he was coming up to the Fort

to batter it. The Admiral luffing up as

near to the Fort as he could, the Fire of

his ſmall Armsº the Enemy's

lower Batteries, and had agood Effeit in
C driving them from thoſe Batteries, from

which they could do moſt Harm; and by

this Means the Men were alſo ſecured it

Landing: And this (as the Enemy alter
wards confeſſed) was the principal Occa

fion of their deſerting the lower Battº

Dries, the Small-Shot from the former

Ships not having reached them, tho' their

Cannon had beat down ſome of the upper

Part of the Fort. Asthe Boats came near

the Admiral's Ship, he called to them tº

go directly on Shore under the Walls of

the Fort, tho’ there was no Breach made

but this anſwered as was expeãed, by

* throwing the Enemy into a general Cºff,

ſternation, the Officers and Men who had
ſtood to the lower Battery, flying to the

Upper Part of the Battery, where they

held up a white Signal for capitulating:
The Admiral anſwer'd with a white Flag;

but it was ſome Time before he could ſto

F his own Men, and thoſe on board $Strºjº

fºrd, Capt. Trevor, which followed him,

from firing. - -

In the mean Time the Seamen had

climb'd up the Walls of the lower Bat:

tery, and ſtruck the Colºurs, and then

drew the Soldiers up after them, to whom

the Spaniards, who had retir'd to the

rendered at Diſcretion. Their Numbº
was only 5 Officers, and 35 Men, Quº of

above 360, the reſt being either killed or

wounded, or having made their Eſcapº,

The Ships that went in before the Ad:

miral, were fallen to Leeward, ſo as tº

H be out of Sight of the Gloria Caſtle;*
the Admiral's Ship lying open tº the ſº

Caſtle, they kept firing one of their long.

eſt Guns at him till Night; but not bº

within Point.blank, their Shot eithe:

fell ſhort, or went over him, onlys:

. the Wind proving Eaſterly,

upper Part of the Fort, ſoon after fºr
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Shot went thro’ the Head of his Foretop

Maſt, juſt above the Rigging, ſo that it

did no Harm. -

The Admiral finding they continued

their firing, tryed ſome of his lower Tier

at them,§ being new Guns anſwer'd

beyond Expečiation, carrying over the Ap

Gloria Caſtle into the Town, none of the

Shot falling ſhort, and one of them going

thro’ the Governor’s Houſe, and ſome

thro' other Houſes in the Town.

This ſucceſsful# was attended

with a very inconſiderable Loſs, there be

ºf only three Meh killed and five wound.

ed on board the Admiral's Ship; the like

Number were killed and wounded on

board the Worceffer, and one Man had

both his Legs ſhot off on board the Hamp

tºn-Court, The other Ships had none

killed or wounded ; and ...; two Soldi

ers were ſhot going aſhore, one of which
died ſoon after of #. Wounds.

The next Morning, being the 22d, the

Admiral went on board Commodore

Brown, to call the Captains to conſult to

gether, and give out the neceſſary Qrders

for warping the Ships up the next Night,

in order to attack the Gloria Caſtle the

Night following, as it would not have D

been praćticabie to attempt it in the Day

Time; but in this he was prevented, by

the Enemy's putting up a White Flag at

the Gloria Caſtle, and ſending a Boat with

a Flag of Trúce to the Admiral, with the

Governor's Adjutant, and a Lieutenant of

a Man of War, who brought the Condi

tions ſign'd on which they deſir'd to ca

pitulate. In anſwer to which the Admi

ral immediately drew up the Terms on

which he would admit them to Capitula

tion, and diſpatch'd them back again, al

lowing them only a few Hºurs to take

their Reſolution ; and within the Time

limited they accepted the Conditions of:

fered them. And before Nighton Thurſ.

day the ſaid 22d ºf November, the Admi:

ral ſent Capt. Newton, who commanded

the Detachment of Soldiers from jamaica,

with about 120 of the ſaid Soldiers, who

took immediate Poſſeſſion of Gloria Caſtle,

and St jeronimo Fort, being the remain

ing Fortreſſes that§: the Harbour

of Porto Bello, the Gloria Caſtle lying juſt

below the Town, and St jeronimo Fort

juſt above it.

ART1cies ºf Capitulation granted by

EDw ARD VER NoN, Eſq; Vice-Ad

miral of the Blue, and Commander in

Chief of his Majeſty's Ships and Veſſels

in the Weſt Indies, and Commodore

BRow N, to Don Franciſco Martine:

de Retez, Governor of Porto Bello, and
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Don Franciſco de Aharoa, Commandant

of the Guardà Coſtas at the ſame Place,

the 22d of November, 1739, O. S.

Article I. That the Garriſon be allowed

to march out as deſir’d, º: Condition the

King of Great Britain's Troops be put into

#. of the Glory Caſtle before Four

o'Clock this Evening, and the Garriſon to

march out by Ten o’ClockTo-morrowMorning,

That the Inhabitants may either remove

or remain, under a Promiſe of Security for

themſelves and their Effects.

II. That the Spaniſh Soldiers may have

Ba Guard if they think it neceſſary.

III. That they may carry off two Can

mons mounted, with ten Charges of Powder

each, and their Match lighted.

IV. The Gateſ of the Glory Caſtle muff

abſolutely be in Poſſeſſion ºthe King our

Maſter's Troºps by Four o’Clock, and the

C Spaniſh Garriſon ſhall remain in all Safety

fºr their Perſºns and Effetis, till the ap

pointed time for their marching out, and to

carry with them the Proviſions and Ame

manition neceſſary for their Safety.

V. That the Ships, with their Apparel

and Arms, be abſºlutely delivered up to the

ſ:#: Britannick Majeffy; but that all

the Öfficers, Soldiers, and Crew ſhall have

three Days allowed them to retire, with all

their perſonal Effečs, only one Officer being

admitted on hoard each Ship and Veſſel, to

take ºff.fºr the King our Maſter, and

to ſee this Article friefly complied with.

VI, That provided the Article: above:

E mentioned are ſtruſtly complied with, and

that Poſſeſſion be given of Caſtle St.Jeroni

mo, in the ſameManner as is ſtipulated fºr

the Caffle Gloria, then the Clergy, the

Churchés and Town, ſhall be protećted and

preſerved in all their Immunities and Pro

ertier.

And that all Priſºners already taken

ſhall be ſet at Liberty before our leaving

the Port.

Gºven under our Hands, on board his

Majeſty's Ship . Burford, in Porte

Bello Harbour, this 22d of Novem.

1739, O.S. -

E. VE RNoN.

CHA. B.Rew N.

There were in the Harbour two Spa

miſh Men cf War, of 20 Guns each, and

a Snow ; the Crews of which Ships ſee

ing the regular and bold Attack that was

made on the Iron Fort, and deſpairin

of being able to defend themſelves, fell

H to plundering the Town in the Night of

the 21ſt, and committed great Outrages

on the inhabitants. The Admiral took

on board his Ships from the ſeveral Fol

treſſes, 4o Pieces of Braſs camcº, º
- - - - r213
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Braſs Field.Pieces, 4 Braſs Mortars, and

13 Braſs Pattereroes ; and rendered un

ferviceable above 80 Irºn Cannon, by

Knocking off the Trunnions, and ſpiking

them up. He alſo took on bºard all their

Shot and Ammunition, except 122 Barrels

of their Powder, which he expended in

(pringing Mines, by which ali the Forti:

ficatiºns of the Forts were blown up, and

entirely demoliſhed, and the Harbour

left open and defenceleſs. -

Tenthouſand Dollars that were arrived,

and deſigned to pay the King of Spain's

Troops at Porto Bello, falling into the Ad

miral's Hands, he diſtributed them a

mongſt his Majeſty's Forces for their

Encouragement. - -

The Admiral was jºined at Porto Bello

on the 27th of November, by h’s Maje

ſty's Ship the Diamond, Capt. Knowler,

and on the 29th, by the Windſor, Capt.

Berkeley, and the 4.gleſea, Capt. ºft 5

he having left Orders at the Leeward

Iſlands for the ſaid Ships to follow him.

The principal Engineer in the Mining

Work was Capt. Knowler, of the Dia

mond, aſſiſted by Capt. Boſcawen, (who

deſir'd he might ſerve in this Expedition

as a Voluntier, his Ship the Shoreham not

being fit for the Sea) and by Mr Barnes,

Purſer of the Worceſter, who having been

an Officer in the Army, was very uſeful

on this Occaſion. Commodore Brown

had the chief Direction of what wasdone

at Glºria Caſtée and St jeromino Fort ;

'and Capt. Watſon, Captain of the Admi

ral’s Ship, took Care of the Execution of

all that was to be done at the Iron Fort,

which was built on a Rock; the Walls of

the lower Battery, which conſiſted of 22.

Guns, were nine Feet thick, and of a hard

Stone, cemented with ſuch a fine Mortar,

that it was a long Work to make any Im.

preſſion in it to come to mine at all,

The lower Battery at Gloria Caſtle con

fifted of two regular Baſtions, and a Cur

tain between them, mounted with 22.

Guns, beſides a Line of 8 Guns that

ſº towards the Mouth of the Har

our ; and all the other Guns they had

on the mooriſh Parts of both Caſtles, be

ſides their Battery on St jeronimo, ren

dered the Entrance of the Harbour very

difficult and dangerous.

In Cºnſideration of the Services per

formed by Capt. Rentone, (who acted as

a Pilot in this Expedition) the Admiral

thought fit to appoint him Commander

of the Spaniſh Snow taken in the Harl

bour of Porto Bello. and to ſend his Diſ.

patches by him to England in the ſaid

Snow: Anºthe twenty-gun Ships, which

were Spaniſh Guarda Coſtas, were by the
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Admiral's Order fitted up, and taken as

long with him. . .

. On the 6th of December the Admiral

was jºin’d at Porto Bello by his Majeſty's

Ship the Sheerneſs, Capt. Stapleton, which

A he had ſent to cruize off Cartagena, and

which had taken two Weſſels, with Sup.

plies of Ammunition, Stores and Provi

fions that were going to Cartagena. On

the 7th in the Evening Capt. Stapletºn,

having taken in Water, was ſent by the

Admiral to cruze on his former Station.

During the Admiral's Stay at Porto Bek

Blo, he ſent a Letter to the Preſident of

Panama, demanding the Releaſement of
the Faëtors and Servants of the South Stá

Company, who were confin’d at that

Place; in Conſequence of which, the

Preſident of Panama ſent gn Officer with

Mr Humphreys and Dr Wright, Fa&or;,

C and alſo with the Servants of the South Stº

Company, who were delivered to the

Admiral at Porto Bello.

The Governor and Inhabitants of Porto

Bello expreſſed the greateſt Senſe of the

Huma ity and Generoſity, with which

they were treated by the Admiral, and his

Majeſty's Squadronunder his Command.

On the 13th of December, Vice-Admi

ral Pernon, with his Squadron, ſail'd from

Porto Bello for jamaica; and being off

Cartagena on the 28th of December, ſent

away Capt. Rentone, in the Spaniſh Snow,

for England. - -

(So far the LoNDoN GAzeTTE.)

* Extract of a Letter from a Gentlemſ,

on Board his Majeſty's Ship the Burfºrd,

to his Brother in this Town, dated from

Port Royal in Jamaica, Nov.,43, 1739,

being the Day befºre Admiral Vernon

ſail'd for Porto Bello.

F E arriv'd at jamaica the 23d of 9.

tober, and were greatly overjy'd:0
ſee the Diamond Man of Wär ſtanding in

for the Port, having two Spaniſh Veſſels

in tow; one of them a Regiſter-Ship 10.

the Havanna, with 12.o,ooo Picces

Eight, and Cioaths fºr 6060 Men, to the

Value of 40,000 l. in the whºle; the other

G was laden with Hides to a god Value

The War had begun about two Month;

before we arrived, and the Merchants had

fitted out ſeveral Privateers, and takeſ,

ſome Sloops. Before you receive this, I

fancy you will have heard that our Admi;

Hral diſpatch'd, the Strafford, Lºuiſ.”

Norwich, in his Paſſage, to a rich Town

belonging to the Spaniards upºn the Car:

racca Cºaſt, welj fortified with three

Forts; they ſound ſeventeen Sail of Ship;

in the Harbour, all which they wou

have carried off, if, after ſeveral Hº:
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Engagements with the Forts, and the

ſtrongeſt being filenced, a Storm had not

aroſe, which they feared would drive

them aſhore, or upon Sands, ſo that they

were obliged to make out to Sea; but they

almºſt laid the whole Town and Church A

in Aſhes, and have done vaſt Damage to

all the Forts.

From the ºriteral ºpening poſt, March 22.

A Letter from the Hague, March 16.

ToU can't imagine the Noiſe the Taking

Sof Porto Bello makes in this Place and

all over Holland; Men talk of hardly any

Thing elſe : 2ndour Miniſter, Mr Trevor,

had not received the Advice thereof two

Hours, before he waited on ſome of the Mi

miffers of the Republick, and acquainted

them with it. Thoſe Gentlemen could not
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the Treaſure from Peru and Chili, it would

bave a Viſit from thuſ: Barbarians, were

they as covetous of Gold as the Europeans.

The principal Fortification here, is at the

Harbour, where there are two Forts, but

neither #. them of any great Strength—

And indeed, the Attacks which the Eng

liſh have made from time to time on this

famous Town, have been the Work of wo

more than a few Hours...Thus Sir Francis

Drake took and demoliſhed it in leſs time

than if neceſſary to ereč a ſingle Battery,4

gainſt a Tºwn in Flanderſ. It was taken

again in four or five Hours, Anno 146º
153 Engliſh under Captain Parker,

took the Governor Priſoner, and made a

vaſt Boºty. 'Twai with equal Facility a

gain taken and pillag’d by £he Engliſh and

French in 1668. Sir Harry Morgan did

likewiſe make himſelf Maſler of it, I think

help being a little ſurpriſed thereat, having C in the Space of leſ; than half a Day

all along, as it would ſeem, given ſome

Credit to what the Spaniſh Ambaſſador,the

Marquis de St Gilles, had often fold them,

and had given out even in publick Conver

ſation, That all the mighty Armaments in

England were only a Glorioſum Nihil, and

that the War, i.

would be comprižed within a little Priva

teering, in which he was ſure the Spaniards

would not come off Loſers. . In order to

make the Belief of this go down the better

with the Publick, the Marquis never fail'd

to add, that the French King had effºiual

ly bound up the Hands of the Engliſh from

ºny Enterprize of Moment, and particular

ly from making any Deſcent, as well in

New, as in§ Spain. What is ſtill more

pleaſant on this Occaſion is, his Excel

lency’s ºffs or at leaſt§ his

º: of this A:#ion, notwithſtanding the

Authentick Advice the Britiſh Miniſter has

received from his Court, In order to lºſin F

this Diſgrace, when the Marquis can wo

lºnger diſown it, it is very probable he will

Jay, that Porto Bello was unprovided, &c.

ºld therefore it was a very eaſy Matter to

urprize it ; and this indced is the Truth :

But tho' the Taking of Port Bello diſco

ºvers no great Courage in the Engliſh, it

tertainly diſcover; a great deal %. Indo. G

€lence and ſhameful Careleſſneſs on the Part

of the Spaniards, to let a Place of that

impºrtance be unprovided, and conſequently

eaſily takm. -
-

The Dutch, who know Porto Bello, and

I believe every other Port that belongs to

the Spaniard, better than he dºes himſelf,

'Tis pity AdmiralVernon did not time his

Viſit better, at the Arrival of any Part ºf

the Treaſure. Mr Gage, a late judicious

Engliſh Writer, ſays, he was in Porto ,

Belio for ſome time, and counted, in one

Day only, Žoo Males from Panama, laden

it deſerved that Name, D with Wedges in Silver, which were laid

down in the Market, and pil’d up like ſº

many Heaps of Stones, without any Guard.

NoTE, Had this Letter-writer ſeen the

Account ſent by Admiral Vernon, he

would not have ſaid it was a Place of

no Strength, or anprovided. . But 'tis

likely what he writis was on the firſtA

count brought of this Matter, which gave

room to think it was taken by Surprize.

As to the Strength of the Place, our Pee

!e who were at the blowing up the Firts,

Ay, they would have defended them a.

gainſt 5o Men of War of any other Na

tion: Aud indeed the Spaniſh Comman

dant of Caſtle Fierro could not keep his

Men to their Duty, tho' in order to deter

themi. leaving their Poffs, he ('tis

ſaid) killed 3 of their Men with his own

#, #. *:::::::: i; º miſ.

inform'd, there being a frong Galler.#. the two E.'s frong y

}

ExTRACT of a Letter from S. Carolina

dated§§ 2. ' 2

Ometime ſince a Proclamation was

publiſh'd at Auguſtine, in which the

King of Spain (the at Peace with Great

Britain) promiſed Protećtion and Freedom.

to all Negroe Slaves, who would reſort

ſay, thºt Porto Bello is a meat but nºt a H thither. Certain Negroes belonging to

large Tºwn, has ſeldom a Garriſon of above

2, or 3oo Soldiers ; is ſo open on thefide of

the Land, that it may be critered by a ſout

Bºdy of Negroes at any Time, and doubt

*ſ, atj once a ſtar, on the Arrival of

Capt. Davis cºcaped to Auguſłine, and

were receiv'd there; they were demand

ed by General Oglethorpe, who ſent Lieut.

Dēmēg to duguſtine, and the Governor

- º aſſured
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aſſured the General of his ſincere Friend

{hip; but at the ſame time, ſhewed his

Orders from the Court of Spain, by which

e was to receive all Run-away Negroes.

Of this other Negroes having Notice, as

it is believed, from the Spaniſh Emiſiaries,

four or five, who were Cattle-Hunters,

and knew the Woods, ſome of whom be

long’d to Captain Mackpherſon, run away

with his Horſes, wounded his Son, and

kill'd another Man. Theſe marched for

Georgia, and were purſued, but the Ran

'gers being them newly reduced, the Coun

try People could not overtake them, tho’

they were diſcovered by the Saltzburghers,

as they paſs'd by Ebenezer. They reach'd

4+guſtine, one being kill’d, and another

wounded by the Indians in their;
They were received there with great Ho

nours, one of them had a Commiſſion

given to him, and a Coat faced with Vel

wet; amongſt the Negrocs Slaves, there

are a People brought from the Kingdom

of Angola in Africa, many of theſe ſpeak

Portºgeuze (which Language is as near

Spaniſh as Scotch is to Engliſh) by reaſon

that the Portugueze have confiderable Set

tlements, and the Jeſuits have a Miſſion D taken in the Houſes.

and School in that Kingdom, and many

Thouſands of the Negroes there profeſs

the Roman Catholick Religion. Several

Spaniard, upon diveſe Pietences, have

ſºme time paſt been ſtrolling about Caro

lina, two of them, who will give no Ac.

count of themſelves, have been taken up.

and committed to Gºal in Georgia. Since

the good Reception of the Negroes at Al

gºſtine was ſpread about, ſeveral attempt.

red to eſcape to the Spaniards, and were

taken, one of them was hang'd at Charles

Tºwn. In the latter End of july laſt Don

Pedrº, Colonel of the Spaniſh Hórſe, went
in a Launch to Charles-Tºwn, under Pre. F

tence of a Meſſage to General Oglethorpeand thei. glethorpe,

On the 9th Day of September laſt, bein

#nday, which is the Day the Planters al.

low them to work for themſel, es, ſome

#gola Negroes aſſembled, to the Num

bef of Twenty, and one, who was called

Jºmmy, was their Captain, they ſurpriz'd.

a Warehouſe belºnging to Mr Hutchenſon,

at a Place called Stone how ; they the é

killed Mr Robert Bathurſ; and M. Gibbs,

plunder'd the Houſe, and took a prett
many ſmall Arms and Powder,§

were there for Sale. Next they plunder'd

and burnt Mr Godfrey's Houſe, and kijied

him, his Daughter and Son. They then

turned beck, and marched Southward a

long Pons Pom; which is the Rºad thro'

ºrgiº to 4.giftine, they paſſed Mr Wal

lett's Tavern about Day break, and ſaid,

t

they would not hurt him for he was a

good Man and kind to his Slaves; but

they broke open and plunder'd Mr Lemy's

Houſe, and kill'd him, his Wife, and

Child. They marched on towards Mr
A Roſe's, reſolving to kill him; but he was

ſaved by a Negroe, who having hid him,

went out and pacified the others. Several

Negroes joined them, they calling out Li

berty, marched on with Colours diſplay

ed, and two Drums beating, purſuing all

the white People they met with, and

B killing Man, Woman, and Child, when

they could come up to them. Colonel

Bull, Licutenant-Colonel of South Carº

lina, who was then riding along the Road,

diſcover'd them, was purſued, and with

much Difficulty eſcaped, and raiſed the

$.". They burnt Col. Hext's Houſe,

and killed his Overſeer and his Wife.

They then burnt Mr Sprey's Houſe, then

Mr Sacheverell's, and then Mr Naſh's

Houſe, all lying upon the Pons Pons Road,

and killed all the white People they found

in them. Mr Bullock got off, but they

burnt his Houſe. By this time many of

them were drunk with the Rum they had

They increaſed

every Minute by new Negroes coming to

them; ſo that they were above Sixty,

ſome ſay a Hundred; on which they hal

ted in a Field, and ſet to Dancing, Sing

ing, and beating Drums, to draw more

Negroes to them, thinking they were nºw

E vićtorious over the whole Province, hº

ving marched ten Miles, and burnt allbe

fore them without Oppoſition : But the

Militia being raiſed, the Planters with

great Briskneſs purſued them, and, when

they came up, diſmounting, charged them

on Foºt, The Negroes were ſoon routed,

though they behaved boldly ; ſeveral

being killed on the Spot, many ran back

to their Plantatiºns,' thinking they had

not been miſſid; but they were theſe

taken and ſhot; ſuch as were taken in th;

Field alſo, were, after being examined,

ſhot on the Spot; and this is to be ſaid to

the Honour of the Carolina Planters that;

G notwithſtanding the Provocation they h;
received from ſº many Murders, they did

not torture one Negroe, but only pil

them to an eaſy Death. All who proved

to be forced, and were not concerned in

the Murders and Burnings, were pardon”;

and this ſudden Courage in the Field, 3%

Hºhe Humanity afterwards, have had ſo

good an Effeół, that there hath been nº

farther Attempt, ard the very Spirit

Revºlt ſeems ºver. About $o eſcaped

from the Fight, of which ten maſche

about 30 Miles Southward, and .#
* by the Pinters On *::::

:
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fought ſtoutly for ſome time, and were

allkilled on the Spot, the reſt are yet un

taken; and in the whole Aëtion about 4o

Negróes and 20 Whites were kill’d. The

Lieutenant-Governor ſent an Account of
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the Grave, which being in the Centre of

the Town, will be a great Ornament to

it, as well as Teſtimony of Gratitude.

“Tomo Chichi was a Creek Indian, and

in his Youth was a great Warriour. He

this to General Oglethorpe, who met his had an excellent Judgement, and a very

Advices on his Return from the Indian

Nation. He immediately order'd aTroop

of Rangers to be raiſed, to patrole thro'

Georgia, placed ſome Men in the Garriſon

at Palichocolas, which was before aban

don'd, and near which the Negroes for

merly paſſed, being the only Place where

Horſes can come to ſwim over the River

ready Wit, which ſhewed itſelf in his An

ſwers upon all Occaſions. He was very

enerous, giving away all the rich Pre

ents he received, remaining himſelf in a

w'iful Puverty, being more pleaſed in

giving to others than poſſeſſing himſelf,

and he was very mild and good-natured

General. Oglethorpe has ordered 4oo

Savannah for near 100 Miles, order'd out B Creeks, and 6oo Cherokee Indians, to march

the Indians in Purſuit, and a Detachment

ofthe Garriſon at Port. Royal to aſſiſt the

Planters on any Occaſion, and publiſh'd

a Proclamation, ordering all the Conſta

bles, &c. of Georgia to purſue and ſeize

all Negroes, with a Reward for any who

ſhould be taken. It is hoped, theſe Mea

ſures will prevent any Negroes from get

ting down to the Spaniards.

Savannah in Georgia, Ośī. Io, 1739.

ING Tomo Chichi died on the 5th at

his own Town 4 Miles from hence,
of a #: Illneſs, being aged about

97. He was ſe

and when he was perſuaded his Death

was near, he ſhowed the greateſt Magna

nimity and Sedateneſs, and exhorted

his People never to forget the Favours -

he had received from the King when in

England, but to perſevere in their Friend

ſhip with the Engliſh. . He expreſſed the

greateſt Tenderneſs for General Ogle

thorpe, and ſeemed to have no Concern

at dying but its being at a Time when

his Lite might be uſeful againſt the Spa.

niards. He defired his Body might be

buried amongſt the Engliſh in the Town

of Savannah, ſince it was he that

had prevailed with the Creek Indians to F by Night on that Iſland, and skulk’d in .

give the Land, and had aſſiſted in the

founding of the Town. The Corps was

brought down by Water. The General,

attended by the Magiſtrates and People

of the Town, met it upon the Water's

Edge. The Corps was carried into Per

E

ces of Eight.

down to the Southern Frontiers, and is

arming out ſeveral Boats. All the Arms

of the Militia have been view’d, and

Powder has been iſſued to them out of the

Magazines. Twenty Voluntiers, who

find themſelves Horſe and Arms, have

deſir’d Leave to go againſt the Spaniards.

no Purchaſe, no Pay. An Expreſs ar

rived laſt Night from Frederica, that a

Privateer Slºop from New Türk put in

there for Refreſhments, and thcn ſailed

to cruize off Auguſtine. We expe&t moſt

of the North. America Privateers will

make this Province their Rendezvous,

nſible to the laſt Minutes, D fince near it is the beſt Station for cruiz

ing upon the homeward bound Spaniſh

Trade, and Proviſions are plentiful upon

this River.

There is one Privateer of 24 Pieces of

Cannon fitted out from this Town, at the

Charge of Capt. Davis, cne of the Free

holders here, the Spaniards having ſeiz'd

Effects of his to the Value of 40,060 Pie

- We have taken a Spaniſh

Spy. -

. Frederica in Georgia, Nov. 15, 1739.

A”. is now juſt now arrived from

Amelia, that the Spaniard, landed

the Woods there. Two Highlanders went

into the Wood without their Arms, to

fetch Fuel. Francis Brooks, who com

mands a Scout. Boat which is on Dury at

that Iſland, heard five Muskets, and then

thnteen ; he made a Signal to the Fort

tival Square : The Pall was ſupported by G which is garriſon'd by a Party of General

the General, Col. Stephens, Col. Montai

ght, Mr Carteret, Mr Lemon, and Mr

Maxwell. It was followed by the Indi

ans, and Magiſtrates, and People of the ,

Town. ... There was the Reſpect paid of

firing Minute Guns from the Battery all

the Time from the Burial, and funeral

firing with ſmall Arms by the Militia,

who were under Arms. The General has

ordered a Pyramid of Stone which is dug

in this Neighbourhood, to be crečied over

Oglethorpe's Regiment; a Detachment

march'd out, and ſound the two High

landers murdered in the Wood, their

Heads cut off and cruelly mangled. The

Spaniards, aſter they had butcher'd the

two unarm'd Men, fled with ſuch Preci

pitation, that the Party could nºt over

take them, tho’ they purſued very briskly.

The Gcneral has ordered ſeveral Boats

to be got ready, by which we imagine he

intends to retaliate this Hoſtility.
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ºpies of twº original Letters ſent by two

7Worthern Members to their Borough, and

are Anſwers to Inffrušions ſent them

by their. Conſtituents, to promote the

Place-Bill. See Vol. IX. p. 650.

To the Worſhipful the Mayorcf

S I R,

I Hcartily ask Pardon for not returning

an earlier Anſwer to the Inſtructions

£ent me by yourſelf and the reſt ofyour

Body; and as I am entirely ſenſible o

your juſt º: of giving Inſtrućtions to

your Repreſentatives in Parliament, ſo I

ſhall always pay the greateſt Regard and

Attention to them: And, I aſſure you,

that I always eſteem my Conduct in Par

liament mºſt agreeable to myſelf, when

it is confºrmable to the Sentiments of

thoſe whom I have the Honour to re

preſent.

It was with the utmoſt Pleaſure I re

ceived your laudab'e Concern for the pub

lick Welfare ºf the Nation, in a Point ſo

eſſentially material as a free and indepen

dent Parliament. I know it is improper

to make any Declarations beforehand, re

lating to a Matter of ſo much Importance;

but whenever the Bill ſhall be brought

into the Hºuſe I will diligently attend it

in every Step, and then my Aëtiºns will

speak for themſelves, which I think you

have ajuſt Right to examine, in order to

be i formed whecher I ſhall deſerve your

future Favour.—I beg you’ll pay my

Compliments to the reſt of my Friends,

and I ſhall take the greateſt Pleaſure in

uſing all Opportunities of ſhewing myſelf

to be, S I R, ' Tºur moſt faithful

Friend and humble Servant.

• To the Worſhipful the Mayor of—

S I R, . . -

T N anſwer to yours of the 23d of laſt

I Month, as I have the Honour to be

5ne of your Repreſentatives. I ſhall al

ways be ready to take yºur Directions in

every Thing brought into Parliament,

wherein your Corporation is particularly

for thc Benefit of it. But in Matters

of general Nature, you'll allow, me to

judge what is beſt to do, a Cºnfidence I
take to be rep ſed in every Member of

Parliament by their Ele&tors. -

As tº what yourLetter refers to, I don't

know of any ſuch Bill to be brought in,

more than commºn Repºrt; if there is,

when I ſee how it’s fram’d, Pll ačt there

in as I think moſt for the Good of the

Pub;ck. PWhn am, S I R,

- Tºur moſt faithful Servânt,

Mr U R BA N. -

4, the following Optical Phenomenon #

not yet taken notice of% the Writer; ºn

that Subjeć, it may probably not be unac.

ceptable if propos'd in your Mag, that

A ſºme of theſe Literati may account fºr

it from their Principles.

ooking at the Moon (by accident) in

a common plain Mirror or Looking.

Glaſs, which I held in ſuch a Poſition astº

ſee her Body there, I was very much ſur.

priz'd to ſee her multiply'd into four di.

B ſtinct Spectrums, at ſome diſtance from

each other. I try’d the ſame Experiment

with the Sun, and the like happen'd to

him alſo. How isthis to be accounted for in

a plain poliſh’d Mirror, where other Ob.

jećts appear only ſingle, as daily Praštice

confirms?... Note, the Spectrums are gra.

dually darker on each Side of the true re.

flected Image, ſometimes they are five,

ard in ſome Glaſſes but three, and never

fewer ; Töurs, G. S.

limitlerſal ºpertatoz, March 22. Nº 59%.

*.*.Nº iyour Paper, is calculated for the
DA Fair Sex, and comes to the Hands

conſequently of a great Number of pretty

young Ladies, I addreſs this Letter to you,

as the Cºntents of it regard their Inte

reſt as well as my own. You muſt know

then I am an old Batchelºr, worth frty

thouſands, Pounds, in my ſixty-third Year,

E or thereabouts, ſomewhat infirm of Bºdy,

but perfectly ſound of Mind: I have al

ways been averſe to Marriage, but am

now willing to enter into that holy State

ºn ſuch Conditions as will be hereafter

ſpecify'd. Having ſafely got over the

Rigour of the late Severe Seaſon, which

F has ſwept ſo many of my Age away, I

am inclin’d to think from ſome ſenſible

juvenilities I perceive about me, that this

Spring will make me twenty Yearsyounger

than I am, and that when Lent is over,

the enteri g into the Bands of Wedlock

would conduce much to my Health as well

as Happineſ.—Having ſuch an Intention,

concerned ; if I am convinced that it is G and ſuch a Fortune, you may wonder that

I want a Match. Why, Sir, I know well

enough that might not be long wanting

would I but diſcloſe my Mind tº ſome La

dies; but, Sir, I am very baſhful, and at

this Time ſhould not care tº go through

the leaſt Formality of Courtſhip: I knºw

if I have a very% beautiful, accompliſh:

young Lady, (and ſuch a one only will I

hº my Money muſt buy her; therefore

I endeavour to get ſuch ‘a Purchaſe with

as little Troublé as poſſible, and that is

my Occaſion of writing this Letter to yº";

i
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I have heard, that when Perſons of my

wealth and Age marry ſuch young Ladies

as I have deſcribed, they are us’d very

ill by them when they are in any Sick

neſ. and that ſometimes the Dečfor or

Apothecary, or Nurſe, or,ſomething, ºr

other helps them forward to the other

World, that the young Widow may enjoy

the large jointure ſettled on her; For

which Reaſons, Mr Stenecaſtle, that I may

be under no Apprehenſion of having my

Pillow pull'd from under, my Head in a

Fit of the Phthiſick; and that I may have

all due Care and Comfort adminiſter'd to

me by my Wife, I do propoſe to any yourg,

beautiful, accompliſh'd young Lady, who

will take me for her wedded Husband, to

give her three thouſand Pound; down, on

the Day of Marriage, and to ſettle on her

ſix hundred Pound, per Annum, during my

natural Life; but on the Day of my De

ceaſe the ſaid ſix hundred Pound; per Ann.

ſhäll entirely ceaſe, and go as I ſhall

think proper to diſpoſe of it by my laſt

Will and Tiffament, ſhe having no Claim

or Title to any Part thereof.

You muſt ſee my Meaning by this

Scheme; ’tis her Intereſt to have me live

as long as poſſible: If any Lady, ſuch as

I have deſcrib'd, will accept of this Pro

poſal, let her ſend a Line to you, and on

our advertiſing the Receipt, you ſhall

tar from Yours, - -

SoLoMoN SINGLE.

If any Ladv, after a very nice Calcula.

tion of the Value of ſuch a Marriage,

thinks proper to accept Mr Single's Pro

; on her writing to me I ſhall obey

is Dircótions. The next needs no Intro

dućtion.

T. HENRY Stonecastle, Eſº

S I R,

I Am a Widower, and have been ſo theſe

| dozen Years, and did intend to con

tinue ſo all my Life; I thought another

Scheme of Life better, and kept a Houſe

Keeper: but upon looking into my Af.

fairs, I find to keep a Houſe. Keeper is far

more expenſive than to keep a Wife;

therefºre I think it once more expedient

for me to enter again into a Matrimonial

State—I ſave no Charges by keeping a

Hºuſe-keeper, tho' it was that common

aving Notion was one inducement to live

unmarry'd; but it is like going down to

Bath or Scarborough to ſave Expences in

Lºndºn: Or it is more like falling into the

Hands of the Black Rod or Serjeant of the

Houſe, where the Expences run ſo high,

that you ſpend more in a few Weeks than

would handſomely maintain you in an
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other Priſon your whole Life—Mrs Mary, .

ſo is my Houſe-Keeper call'd, is become

worth four thouſand Pounds, and ſays, af:

ter what has paſs'd between us, ſhe will

not leave me.-What can I do?—NoWo

A man of credit and Fºrtune will have me,

and if I was to marry Mrs Mary I ſhould

become the Jeſt of the Pariſh.-Your

Advice gravely given at this Nunplus

would be of Service to, Mr Stonecaſtle,

Your Conſtant Reader,

SIM on WISEAcre.

* M: Wiſeacre's Fate is what generally at

tends many an old Batchelor and Widower

in this Kingdom : All that I can adviſe

him, as Mrs Mary will not leave him, and

is become worth about {; thouſand

Pound, is e'en to marry Mrs Mary: As

for being a feſt on ſuch Occaſion’tis no

Argument; the Pračtice of Men's marry

ing their Miſtreſſes is pretty frequent, and

he may give great Examples for an Au

thority.

C

To Mr STo NEcAsT LE. ,

Mr SPEc, -

DTN ſome Viſits I, pay I meet a your
I entleman, call’d Petulant, who is p:

ever talking of what a Number of Let

ters he writes to our Sex: As I believe

this is only an Air ofÅ; by your

correóting him for it you’ll oblige ſeveral

of your Readers, as well as

E Your Conſtant one, Luci A.

I wou'd have this Lady ſhew the young
Gentleman the next Time he gives him

ſelf ſuch Airs, the following from Martial.

To P E T U L A N T.

E know not why you thus inditz,

And to ſo many Nymphs will write:

F This we all know is very true,

No Nymph will write a Line tº you.

Tº the UNIVERSAL SPECTAT or.

S I R,

Yoº Predeceſſor, cf famous Memory,

always thought it Part of his Office

to pay occaſional Cemmendations on the

Performers at the Theatres, whom you

never take Notice of; however, I hope

you will have ſo much Regard for a Man

of Worth and Merit, as to inſert the fel

lowing Charasier and Epitaph: This will . .

oblige ſeveral of your Readers,

H A.B.C.D. &c. PHILo-Sce N1c1.

An Excel L ENT Act c R.

WHatſºever is commendable in the

grave, Orator is moſt exquiſitely

perfect in him; for by a full and ſignifi

cas.
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‘ant Aétion of Body, and Propriety of Thoughts I will to thee communicate

Yoice, he charms the Attention. Sit in a perpend my Words—preponderatethe AC.

full Theatre, and you will think you ſee cents of my Tongue. -

ſo many Lines drawn from the Circum- Liſten, I ſay, with both thy recreant

ference of ſo many Ears, while the Actor. Ears, while I to thee impart my Pleaſure

is the Centre. He is not a Mimic to de- poſitive, and Will peremptory, that thou

baſe Nature, but her cautious Delegate, no more preſume to throw thy Wit ſir.

and repreſents her truly. By his Aëtion A caſtick at Piſtol's Friends,-uſe Lenity to

he fortifies moral Precepts by Example; Men of Mould, and let Caveto be thy

for what we ſee him perſonate, we think Counſellor.,

truly done before us. He adds Grace to The Sum of my Commands is this—

the Poet's Labour; for what in the Poet Drop thy enormous Pen, replete with Ink

is but Numbers, in him is both Numbers ſeditious,and let me hear no more of blun.

and Muſick. He entertains us in the beſt dering Treaties—of Chimney-Sweepers

Leiſure, in Hours the moſt unfit for black, or blacker Placemen.—Art thou

Study, Buſineſs, or Bodily Exerciſe: Se- B wiſe, ha?—Haſt thou an Ounce of Brains

veral Recreations are agreeable, but in * in thy Fundibulum ?—Rejoice therefore

ſpight of Calumny this of the A5tor is -ſing Hallelujahs—unite in Chorus with

moſt rational; all Men are of his Occupa- true Men of Mettle, chant loud the Praiſes

tion, and indeed what he does in Fićtion of Sir Knight, and join with Lads of

they do in Reality: This Day one plays a Price to kiſs his Colon. * -.

Miſer, the next an angry Father; one If thou wilt praiſe Sir Knight, 2

‘Day a fine Gentleman, the next a Bank- Placeman ſhalt thou be, and Profits will

rupt, &c. I obſerve, of all Meh living, Cenſue, and preſent Pay—Peace ſhall com.

a worthy, honcft Aétor, in one Kind, is mence, and Piffel be thy Friend. ,

the flyofgeſt Motive of Affection that can Knoweſt thou the Joys of Burgundy?

be; for when he dies, we cannot be per. Knoweſt thou ſparkling Champaign?

ſuaded any Man can do his Parts like him. 2 Champaigne Elymoſinary —Once more, I

To conclude, a worthy, honeſt Aétor, ſay, be wiſe, and we will quaff together,

ought to be valu'd by the Corruption of together we will quaff celeſtial Tippletill

the Major Part of his Prºfeſſion, as one º Titan's Face look red, and Luna ſhews

wou'd 'Gold in the Ore; we ſhould not P her Tail. .

mind the Droſs, but the Purity of the Haſt thou e'er, ſeen the black ey'd

Metal. All this Charaćter met in one Nymphs of Drury —Dol Tearſheet, faireſt

worthy Man and excellent Aétor, lately of all that Train, ſhall from the powder.

dead, Mr Benjamin Griffin, of Drury- ing-Tub, ſtep forth (in Spight of Malad
Lane Theatre. - of France) to cheer her Heroe and º:

- An EP I TA P H, hº

oº::‘....” E in bºys ºf Y.Hºpſiſ:
3. Foe.—Purſued by Catchpoles, in Dil

IF with unequall'd Skill to win the Age, rance vile detain’d Piſtol's reat Soul grew .

*. And with peculiar Excellence engage;

If in the Comic Scene to touch the Heart,

Deceive it, "imperceptible of Art,

ſad; but what of that? Baſe is the Slave

that pays:–But lo: the fickle Goddeſ,

Has any Merit, any Worth can raiſe; blind, that turns, and turns her Wheel, at

#. Humče Stone demandsyour Praiſe, laſt hath turn'd up Trumps, and now I

For worthy Praiſe beneath an Aćtor lies; ſing of Benefits and golden Joys.

cou’d charm the Beauteous, and cou’d pleaſe the F , . Sir Knight, of Head moſt blundering

... ." Wiſe; - - but of Fingers cunning (I kiſs his dirty

Cou'd the in a Rigid with chaſe Mirth beguile, Hands) ... rais’d #§: above my

And from juſt Reaſon force an honeſ: Smile ; Galligaskins: Penſions he gives like

Cou'd to the Heart by Nature's Dićtates ſteal, Pins: True Brotherhood is ſworn
•. • * * it want S

That they who ſmil’d not, muſt want Senſe to between us; he is to be my Purſe, and

feel. **.. - - - -

such his leaſt Meritsbe, though ſuch approv'd, G will be his Piffel.
For greater Worth in Private was he lov'd ; Pronounce no more of Negroes, namº

fºrth without Folly, Friendſhip without Art, not Honour,–the Words offend my

!. all his A&tions, honeſt all his Heart; Ears.— Shall hollow Jades, madek.

r doubt ſuch Aćtor, and ſuch Man cou’d be; with Taxes, compare with penſioned

Such Man and A&tor was, and GR 1 FF 1 N He. Cannibals and Trojan Greek; 2 N64 # #

- ºnſc, March 22. No 164. co for your Honour, Fico of Spain, ſay ',
common senſe, * H-Hºnºur is dead, as Nail in Doºr:-.

Tº Mr Common Senſe. Honour! what is it? It is my Sir Kºgi.

Ezonian baſe—thou who Common Football, and he hath kick'd it o’sº
Scnſe are call’d, once more, my noble Moon. - Thé
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* . The Things which Piſtol ſpeaks are

* juſt.—I'll ſee thee damn'd, to Pluto's

muddy Lake, where Erebus and Tortures

* vile ſhall finge thee with King Cerberus,

* e're I renounce a Penſion, or quit Sir

Knight and Negroes ſleek to join with
* Patriots ſhabby. -

º It doth inflame my noble Liver, to hear

* thee vociferate againſt Bribes mºſt flu

tary, and Blunders moſt ſublime —No

more affront Corruption, for Piffol loves

it much.-By my Sword, I ſwear, yea,

by truſty Bilboa, if thou preſumeſt once

more to name the Word Corruption,

* I will retort_Corruption in thy marvel.

º lous Face;—Corruption in thy Teeth, and

* in thy Throat, and in thy hareful Lungs;

* yea, in thy, Maw, perdie; sºwhich is

# more, within thy naſty Moûth.--
* -Hound of Creet tremendous Commºn

Senſe: I will retort Corruption in thy

* , Midriff, in thy damn'd Scrotum, and in.

tº thy Diaphragma.

tº Talkeſt thou to us of Axes and of Gib

bets?–May Gallows gape for Common
gº Senſe, but let not Sir - vital Thread

tº be cut by Edge of Penny Cord:-Forbid

tº it. Urſa major, Urſa minor;-forbid it all

# the Gods,--Should Dunghill Cocks, un

ſº penſion'd and unplaced, confront the He

* licon, and conquer ſweet Sir Knight

then Piſtol, lay thy Head in Fury's Lap,

and come thou long lived Mortal Death,

abridge his doleful jays.

Diſeuſ, unto me, damn’d furious Wight,
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well meaning People of a middle Rank, is

a Wºrd, by ºth who ſincerely wiſh the Pro

ſperity of the Natiºn, and that no writing

ºver met with ſº much Abuſ ; tho’, to #:

immortal Honour, all the Abuſeºft.
thoſe who plead ope!, for Slavery and Op

préffon, the profeſ’d Advocates of all kinds

A of Corruption And ſºpp ſe that Antient

Piſtol is newly liſted a miniſter:ai Penman,

and order'd to abuſe him, beca'ſ rheſe Pa

pers of Cºmmon Senſe had done the Pub

lick ſome Service. This Paper therefore

occaſioned the follºwing: . . .

, ſº 6 3rtticº, March 25. Nº 1486.

\N jan. 29. laſt a Paper was publiſh

ed in ti e Gazetter, where in the

Chara&#er, Principles, Morals, and Reli

-gion, ºf t e Fe ſow that writes the Jour

mal call'd Common Senſe were ſet th;

to which he has not given ºne W. rā of

Anſwer; but, on the cºntrary, his very

C prudently declin’d entering-intº a Cº

troverſy, which he is conſciºs to hintſ. (ſ

muſt, if he had engag'd if it, have alade

him appear to be the moſt infamous Miſ

“creant that cwer ever took upon him the

Office of an Incendiary, a Soy, ºr an

Aſaffin; and it muſt be a great Peaſure

to aſ honeſt and well meaning Perſons,

who without entering into the Diſputes

of Parties, or the Contentions of Great

“Men for Power, have nothing at Heart

but the true Intereſt of their Country,

to find ſo impudent and execrable an Im

egregious Common Senſe.——Doſt thou poſior unmask'd, and expos'd in his own

east me?—Knoweſt theupuiſant Piffol, ... proper Colours; an Impoſior that had ſet

ha?—Knoweſt thou the valiant Imp of E himſelf up for an Advºcate fir the Peo

Fame?--Rouſe not the Lion's Whelp.–

$hºldſt thºu provoke my manly Chöler,
º muſt enſue. . . .

ome, Atropos, for grievous ghaſt!

Wounds ſººn . .*.

three–Fear we Broadſides? No-jet

the Fiend give Fire, rouſe up Revenge

with fell Alešo's Snakes—down Fates:

... hºld Hoºk and Line-Coupe la Gºrge is
ºf the Word, for Piffel's Cock is up, and

# flaſhing Fire muſt follow. :

Tours, PISTOL for ever.

I dºn't know what to ſay to this Let

ºr. The Stile indeed is ſimething dif:
ferent from that of a Gazetteer, and if it

Nº pºinted in that Paper it might give a

|tle Spirit to their grave and ſºmn

Nonſenſe; but it is ſo very ſuftime th:

! muſt freely own it is above my Capaci

ty to anſwer it. -

Mr Commºn Senſe had introduced the

º:going Letter with obſerving that hi,

Fºr frºm its firſt appearanº had tº

ź rºyed by ſºme Perſons of the teſt
*ſe in the Kingdom, as alſo by the honºff

ple, and had pretended great Zeal and

Devotion for the liberties of our Coun

try, while he was himſelf all the while an

IR Is H. PA I is T, and an Emiſtry of Rome

and the Pretender. This ſeaſonable and

uſeful Diſcovery has had its Effect; for

F the Writer being known, the Paper is

univerſally abhorr'd and rejected. And

indeed who, without the higheſt Indig

nation, could take into his Hands a Paper,

writ by an IRIs H PAP1st, in Defence

of Liberty, and upon the Principles of

the Revolution ? * .

But notwithſtanding this Fellow’s Prin

G cipies and Pračices have been ſo fully

laid cpen, and ſº publickly made knºwn,

and that he ſtads in the Face of the

whole World ſelf-convićted and ſelf con

demn'd, he has the Impudence ſtill to go

on, in his old Way, of abuſing the Go

vernment, the Parliament, and all thoſe

H that have any Share in the Adminiſtration

of Publick Affairs. -

* - And as it is now near two Months

fince the true Effigie of this Iriſh Popiſh
- R. * Scribbler

5.
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: Scribbler was hung out for the View of

the Publick, he flatters himſelf that all

the Faëts charged upon him reſt in Si

lence, and are forgot; and, like a Thief

when the Hue and Cry is over, he begins

- now to peep abroad again, boaſts of the

good Reception his Paper has had amºng

. Perſons of the beft Taſte in the Kingdom,

of the great Service it has dºne the Na

tion; and pretends to value himſelf much

upon what he calls the Abuſe it has met

with by thoſe, who, he is pleaſed to ſay,

have pleaded openly for Slavery and Op

frº, -Now, if Perſons of the beſt Taffe in the

... Kingdom have approved his Paper, what

. Sort of People muſt he make this Nation

to be compos'd of: Why, moſt certainly,

... Savages as wild, as ſtupid, and as igno

rant, as the Hottentots at the Cape of Good

Hope, or the Rapparees that trot over the

Bºgs of Tipperáry; for it is utterly, im

poſſible that any, one Man of Common

Senſe in a Civiliz’d Nation, can read ſuch

Stuff as this Fellow Weekly peſters the

Publick with, without being, in the high

eſt Degree, nauſeated with it; nothing

but a Stomach that is uſed to feed only

on Garbage and Raw Fleſh can digeſt it.

... I admit that his*:: has done great,

Service to the Publick; becauſe it has been

the Means of opening the Eyes of many

well-meaning People, who can now plain

...ly ſee the true Drift and Deſign of the

preſent Oppoſition to the Miniſtry, by

knowing what Sºrt of Fellows are en

gaged in it; and it cannot fail of giving

ail thoſe that wiſh weli to their Country,

a very high idea of this Tribe of Pré

rended. Patriots, when they know that all

, theſe mighty Advocates for Liberty chief.

ly conſiſt of the very Scum and Refuſe of

all Nations, Profeſſions, and Religions;

Fellows that have beggar'd themſelves by

their Debaucheries in their Youth, and

are obliged to turn Hackney, Writers to

ſupport themſelves in their,Agej Liber

thics, Atheiſts, Scotch Presbyterian face

bites, Romiſh Prieff, and Iriſh Papiſt: '.

... But this Writer of Common Senſe, it

ſeems, values himſelf moſt of all upon

the Abuſe which he prºtends his Paper

has mct with, and, which he boaſts will

redound to its Immortal Honour, becauſe,

the ſays, it has been from thoſe that have

pleaded openly for Slavery and Oppreſſion.

* if the Feliów means by Abuſe, the juſt

Chaſtiſement he has received from any

writer in this-Paper, for his Impudence,

his Folly, his impoſtures, and the various

Marks and Diſguiſes, he has put on, to

cheat and impºſe upon the Publick, he is

certainly right; for it is very true, that

he has icceived more Correction (which

MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

he very improperly calls Abaſe) than any

other Scribbler of thehº cauſe he

has more richly deſerved it. I own it is

an Honour for him to be taken Notice of

in any Way as a Writer, who, if he had

, his Deſerts, ought to be taken Notice of

in no Way but as a Criminal,ºCOm

mon Executioners of Juſtice, . But whom

he means by thoſethat have pleaded ºpenly

for Slavery and Oppreſſion, it is impoſſible

to underſtand, without he means himſelſ,

when he wrote Miff’s and Fog's journal,

But notwithſtanding, all his Bluſtering

and Vapouring, it is eaſy to ſee that he

B feels the Hook in his Mouth, and wants

to get rid of it at any Rate. He is aſſaid

to enter into the Merits of his Principks

and Chara&er; and therefore endeavours

to joke away (but very clumſily and im:

pudently) the Charge that has been exhi.

bited againſt him in this Paper. He dots

not venture to mention any one Fačt con

cerning himſelf, he very prudently.com.

tents himſelf with giving only diſtant

Hints, puts on an awkward Air of Gaiety,

and then calls the being accuſed, in Very

plain and intelligible Terms, of being an

IRISH PAP isi, of being the Writer ºf

Miff’s and Fºg's Journals, of aſſertinga,

impudent nótorióus Falſhood in Prinſ; I

ſay, he calls this plain, direé, ſhºt

Charge, an Endeavour to frighten him

with hard Ward, and to overpower him

with the ſuperior Force of Noiſe and Bluff;

and then triumphing as if he had gaind?

conſiderable Victory, and acquitted him:

E ſelf to the Satisfaçãon of the World, lº

has the Impudence to imagine he can ſº
far impoſe upon the common Senſe of

. Mankind, as to turn the moſt known

Truths, and Fa&ts which ſtand uncoſ'

troverted and unimpeached, into Ridiº,

by forging a filly, ſcandalous, and iſ:

mous icºter to himſelf, which he ſub

ſcribes Piffol, and which he fancies, hai."
great deal of Humour in it, but, in Truth,

is ſuch a Heap of low Traſh and Ribaldry

that if he had ſet up the wild Iriſh Hºl.

it would have been full as much to his

Purpoſe, and perhaps a more inteligibl;

and leſs diſagreeablº Picce of Noiſe and

GJargon. In order to make it be thought

that he is a Perſon of great Importance,

he repreſents himſelf as having Applic."

tions made to him to write for the Mini

ſtry, with Offers of great Rewards ſº

cngaging his Pen in their Service; ſh;

direét Contrary of which, as I am told;

true; for, if I am righly inform'd, tº

infamous Tºol of jacºbitiſm, this vileº

cendiary, this Irish Papist, this A",

thor of Mińs journal, fºg's journal, a

Common Senſe, has had thewºm.
; :

* * *
*** * * * *

- - - - - - -- - -
- - - -
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Impudence to offer his Services to write

for the Miniſtry; but was very wiſely re

jećted with that proper Reſentment and

Indignation, which would naturally ariſe

in the Breaſt of every Man of common

Senſe and common Honeſty upon ſuch an

Occaſion. But the Patriots have got him,

and his Pen no doubt will redound highly

to the Honour and Intereſt of their Cauſe.

. But that this Fellow may not think to

amuſe the World, and draw off their At

tention from the Charge againſt himſelf,

by being very impudent and very ſcurri.

lous to others, I ſhall again§ the

Queries which were formerly publiſhed B

in this Paper, with the Addition of one

or two more, that his Charaćter and Prin

ciples may be ſeen at one View, and

drawn together within ſuch a Compaſs,
that whenever this infamous Scribbler

pretends to take upon him to be an Ad- >

vocate for the People of England in gene

ral, or for the City of London in particu

lar, or to declaim in Favour of Liberty,

or abuſe the Aćts of the Legiſlature, or

affront the Sacred Perſon of his Majeſty,

or revile the Meaſures of his Miniſters,

every one may remember, that the Per

ſon who preſumes to do all this, is an

IRISH PAPIsT, one of the Spawn of

that execrable Crew who perpetrated that

horrid, and it is to be hoped never to be

forgotten, Maſſacre in Ireland, and mur.

thered ſo many thouſand Proteſtants,

Men, Women and Children, in cold Blood:

Queries fºr the Conſideration of the Au-E

thor of the Paper called Commón Senſe.

The five foregoing are inſerted in our

May Magazine i735, p. 253.

.6. Whether he never did make any Ap

plication of any Kind or Nature what

“ver, to any Perſon or Perſons whatever,

to write for the Miniſtry :

7. Whether he never did, upon any

9ccaſion, apply for any Favour whatever,

y Letter or otherwiſe, to any Perſon of

iſinétion in the M–y, even after he

had moſt groſly and infamouſly abus’d
that very Perſon in Print:

8. Whether ſuch a Fellow as this, who G
isº of a&ting ſo ſcandalous and ex

Scrable a Part as this, and who writes at

‘ºle time jacobite Libels, and expreſly in

Favour of the Pretender, and at other

times pretends to write upon the Princi

ples of Liberty and the Revolution, ac
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and ſatisfactory Anſwer, to every Query

here put to him, what Puniſhment, in the

Judgment of all impartial Men, muſt ſuch

a Miſcreant deſerve?
-

A We have received a Letter ‘...;
a Volume of Sermons juſt publiſhed,

by the learned and pious Dr Hart, pre

ſeat Biſhop of Kilmore; and another

concerning the late Dr Bundy's ; at

the ſame time recommending to us

Extracts from particular Sermons. But

tho' we do not doubt in the leaſt of the

Excellency of the whole, nor of the

... particular Merit of the Paſſages men

a tiºn'd, we muſt wave them at this

time, , to make, room for ſome Ob

ſervations relating to the preſent War,

which we apprehead will be more to

our Purpoſe. Theſe we ſhall take too

from a Sermon which has been highly

c - applauded in a Periodical Work; and

tho' we might, juſtly ſay a great deal

with regard to the Purity of Sentiment,

Elegance of Expreſion, and Force of

Reaſoning, we ſhall, according to our

declared Method, rather give an Ex

tract, and leave the Reader to form

a Judgment thereon. . It is entitled,
D Th; Rºa ºnableneſ, and Advantage§

National Hamiliations upon the Approa

of War; and preached by Mr Hurte, of

St Mary-Hall, Oxford, before the Uni

verſity, on jan. 9, 1739--40, being

the general Faſt Day appointed by his

Majeſty.

NuMB; x 9. And if ye go to War in your

S Land againſt the Enemy that oppreſſité
you, them ye ſhall blow an Alarºa with

the Trºmpets, andye ſhall be remembered

befºre the Lord your God, and ye ſhall
be ſaved from your Enemier.

F THE Author obſerves that theſe are the

Direétions of Moſes to the Children of

Iſrael upon the Approach of War, and

proves that blowing an Alarm is ſome

times uſed in a religious Senſe, as joel ii.

Sound an Alarm, ſančify a Faft, call a ſº

lemn Aſſembly. He then lays it down,

that if a public Humiliation be ſincerely

made, a Bleſſing will enſue. “It is in

“vain, ſays he, to amuſe ourſelves with a

* Belief that the Events of War corre

‘ſpond, if I may, ſo ſay, almoſt entirely

‘with the Probability of ſecond Cauſes.

“Wife and pious Men will only preſume

cording to the different situation and Cir. H to *: the beſt in very probable Caſes,

Sumſtances of Affairs, muſt not be a moſt

infamous Cheat and Impoſtor? and, whe

ther he can be confidered in any other

Light than as a Spy, and an Affiftin:

9. If all theſe things are true of this
Man, and he does not give a clear, full,

‘well knowing, that an undue Reliance

‘ upon our own Wiſdom and Policy, is

* in effect both forgetting and affrontin

‘ him who is the Author of what we ca

* Chance or Fortune, as well as Order and

.." Regu
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• Regularity. 'Tis true, that God acts in

* an uniform, conneded, equable Courſe

* of Things, but judges it proper now and
* then to break aſunder this Series of

‘Cauſes, j we may be induced to repoſe
“our whole Faith in him. From whence

‘it follows, that the Events which we

* expe&t to ariſe from ſecond Cauſes, are

* never abſolutely to be depended on but

.* in Concurrence with the divine Aſſi

“ſtance; ſince the ſmalleſt Event muſt

• prºceed from ſome original Cauſe as

“well as the greateſt ; and ſince an omni

“conſequently of Rewards' and Puniſh.

“ments as well as private Perſons. Whence

* they judged it proper, that as for any

“general Bleſſing or Deliverance, AC

* Knowledgments ſhould be publickly of.

“fered up to uhe Detry; ſo likewiſe, that

“upon being threatmed with any common

“Danger or Calamity, he ſhould be pro

‘pitiated with publick Submiſſions and In

“terceſſions. For every Society, collec

‘tively conſidered, has what one may

* call national Merit or Demerit. Nor

‘does it differ from an individual moral

“preſent, omnſcient Being may, from B “Agent, except, that from the Nature

• the Nature of his Attributes, as well

* attend to ſuch an Event, as to others

• much more mornentous. So that all

“...human Events, (ſince God foreknows

* every thing that human Free-Will

“ſhall either chuſe or rejećt, and

• ſince free moral Agents, when they ef- C

* of Things it muſt receive its Rewards

* and Puniſhments in this World. .

* Good Men, therefore, ſhould never

* negle&t the ſmalleſt Opportunity of pro

“moting the Commerce, the Liberties,

‘the Religion of their reſpe&tive Coun

* tries; ſince doing this, is really doin

• fečt their own Ends, are at the ſame – “good to themſelves. For publick an

“time carrying on the Deſigns of Provi

‘dence) all human Events, I ſay, are ſo

• many ſeveral Inſtruments in the Hands

* of Gºd.” . . … . . . * - -

He proceeds, fieff, to give an Account

of ſome Faſts appointed in Scripture, and

the Succeſs atte; ding them when duly

performed, viz. judges xx. 1 Sam. vii.

; Chron. xx. and joclii. He relates one

Inſtance from the Hiſtºry of the primi

five Church at the End of the 4th Cen

tury, viz. When the Citizens of Anti.

oth and the Inhabitants round it expected

to be baniſh'd, or put to the Sword, be

cauſe they had refuſed to pay,the Contri;
buſions which Theodoſius had demanded

from them, and had thrown, down the

Statue of his Empreſs Placilla, a moſt

wºrthy religious Woman; they faſted

religiöuſly fºr a Month, and offered up

iouſly turned the Heart of the Emperor,
ſo that he relented and ſhed Tears.

we cannot preſume to ſay, adds he,

‘ that any ſuch Behaviour ºf ours will aſ:

ſure us of Göd’s immediate Favour and

• Protećtion, or to aſſert when it is that.

a he will ceaſe to viſit us for the Sins of

... our Fathers. But we know that Repen

tance and Amendment are appointed by

, him as the Means whereby every Nation

, is to obtain national Favour and Protec

...tion from him.' The Author demon

ſtates, from the Sacrifices and Behaviour

ºf the Greek. and Romans upon the Ap

roach of a War, “That common Rea

#ſon, unaſſiſted with Revelatiºn, always

, directed Men to have recourſe to God,

, and humble themſelves before him on

... theſe Occaſions. They obſerved that

. Communities had mºral Capacities, that

is, were capable of Virtue and Vice, and

“private Intercſt are by no means to be

* conſidered as Things contradiſtinct;

“ſince public Good neceſſarily diffuſes it

‘ſelf like Light upon every private Objećt.

He otierves, that nothing can inſtil

into us more ſerious Notions than the

Idea of an approaching War : that David
choſe rather to ſubmit to a Viſitation ſent

from God, than to fall into the Hands of

his Fellow Creatures. That nothing more

naturally than the Event of a War, ſerves

to remind us of having Recourſe todivine

Aſſiſtance. That nothing but a juſt Senſe

of Religion will ever inſpire any Army

with true Patience in Times of Diſtreſs,

or with rational Intrepidity in the Hour

of A&tion: That he that lives beſt, will

die braveſt: That the Roman Emperors

never had any Troops that ſerved them

fobravely and faithfilly as the Chriſtians

Prayers every Day to God, who miracu- F did.

He proceeds ſecondly to point out the

Nature of War, and the Lawfulneſs of it.

* It is allowable for us to engage in

‘War, not only when our religious and

‘civil Conſtitution, when our private

* Liberties and Properties are endanger'd,

‘ but when we perceive that our lawful

“Rights abroad, and our antient eſtabliſht.

* Commerce are unjuſtly infring'd or in

“croach'd on. Nor are we to fit by as

‘idie Spectators, when a cruel ambitious

* Monarch is reſolved to overrun an inno

* cent Nation or our own Allies.”

He adviſes to great Circumſpection on

theſe Occaſions, ſince “the Promoters

‘ and Authors of War muſt be reſponſible

* for every Life that is loſt, for every

* Outrage committed, and for every Fa

‘ mily ruined, proyided it ſhall appear

hereafter that the Cauſes and McFly's

.. --> - - - - … . . - which

>
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is, ‘of the Britiſh Nation: -

In the third Place he ſuggeſis a ſew

of Religiºus Prºparation for w A R & 137.

• which induced them to ağ, were only ,

• their own Intereſt, Reſentment, or Am

“bition. -St John Baptiſt's Anſwer

• to the Soldiers, ſhews that their Calling A

“itſelf may be avery lawful one, if they

“take Caré in other Points to live np to )

“the Charaders of honeſt Men. Luke

“iii. 14. And indeed there muſt be ſuch

‘a Thing as War in the very. Nature, of

“human Affairs.— For the Differences be

‘tween free and independent States do

* not fall under the Cognizance of hnman A

‘Courts and Judicătures; nor, does Ex

‘perience prive that they have been much ,

* compoſed and adjuſted even by Treaties.

themſelves, which are too ºften, iſ

‘I may ſo ſay, a ſort of Trial of political

‘Skill, and not a Search after Truth,

Having further illuſtrated this Head

from conſidering the Riſe and Nature of C

Civil Society, he adds, “The Rights of .

“Society being more ſacred than thoſe of

“Individuals, in Proportion as the Well-.

“being of many is of greater Impor

" and Forbearance towards us.”

generál Refle&tions, viz. “As nothing

* can really, ſanétify a national Faſt but a

* national Amendment, ſo nothing can

“truly promote the Glory of any parti

“cular Kingdom, except it be the united

‘Virtues of . the whole Community.,

‘Whereas, on the other hand, whenever.

any Kingdom is notoriouſly corrupted in,

‘ its Religion, and diſſolute in its Morals,

“ then alſ its Glory, vaniſhes impercepti

‘bly. For the Welfare of the civil State.

“is always connected with that of the re

“ligious one. . . . . . . - -

* In order to effeół this national Amend

‘ment of ours, ’tis a highly neceſſary Part

‘ of our Duty to form right Notions not :

‘ only of God's Bleſſings, but of his Mercy

Here he

takes notice that, “we have perhaps re

“ceived more eminent and more continued .

“Bleſſings from him than any Nation ever .

* did receive except the jewiſh” . And in

reflecting on the Infidelity of the Age, ;

ſays, “As it once was the Cuſtom to in

‘tance than that of one ; and as God “terpret Scripture, ſo as to make it the ,

vouchſafes to intereſt himſelf in every: ‘Author of Sin, ſo truly now it is eſteem--

‘the ſmalleſt Circumſtance that relates to p ed. Matter of Sagacity and Greatneſs of

private Perſons, conſequently he will pre Thinking, to deny not only the Reaſon-,

‘ſide more eſpecially over the Events of ableneſs and Expediency thereof, but

War, upon which the Fates of King- the very Poſſibility of its being revealed.

‘doms and Nations depend; for if every “Such,Men, it it is true, never will nor.

: Individual be the Objećt of his Care, can prevail againſt God. The Luftre of

much more are Bodies and Communities, Chriſtianity will always break thro’ the

of Men, and the rather, fince the Hap-' Cloud of Objećtions which they throw

‘pineſs of Individuals depends upon the upon it; , Nay, the ſmalleſt and leaſt

“Safety and Welfare ºf the Publick. E * conſiderable Writer on our Side will al

‘As War therefore is ſuppoſed to beun

‘der; more immediate Inſpection of God,

‘conſequently it ought to be entered up

* on for no Reaſons but ſuch as are clear

‘ and cogent beyond Diſpute. Since in the

ſame Senſe as we invoke the Supreme

Being to interpoſe for us in a good Cauſe,

‘ we require of him alſo, if I may ſo ſay,

to take due Vengeance upon us provid

‘ed the Cauſe be bad. Upon this Ac-,

* count it behºves. Princes to rely much

upon their own Apprehenſions of Things,

as well as the Advice and Experience of

‘others: And to plan out to themſelves

‘ ways be able to overthrow the illground

‘ed Railiery and artful Sophiſtry of theſe

‘Scorners; fince in this Senſe the Glean

‘ings of the §. of Ephraim will be

* better than the intage of Abiezer.”

He conſiders the fatal Conſequences

that attended thoſe bold pernicious Noti

ons of Government, which prevail'd a

bout a Century ago. . .

And ſays, It would be beſt for all

* Countries, if the Generality of private

* Perſons would praćtiſe Obedience, in

‘‘ ſtead, of amuſing themſelves with The

ories about Government. Since every

yely periget. Notions of Juſtice, Equity G. Man would find Matter enough for Ré.

and public Faith.’ He concludes this

Head by obſerving, That ‘the preſent

' War, according to the Rules above laid

‘down, is not only lawful but neceſſary

too: Conſequently all good Subjećis will

contribute readily towards it; And that -

'*' Prince could not give his People a H

‘ſtronger Mark of Zeal and Affection for

their Wellbeing, than by engaging in
‘ it chearfully and vigorouſly, with a firm

and ſettled Reſºlution ºf preſerving the

* Commerce, and vindicating the Honour

~

“formation, if he would only be pleas'd

* to examine himſelf; nor would he ever

‘ want due Employment. if he only con

‘ fined himſelf to his own little Sphere of

aćting: It being the Wiſdom of the pru

* dent, as Solomon ſays, to underſtandones

‘own Way. -

His laſt Refle&tion is, That ‘ Religion

* and religious Loyalty are the only true

* and certain Supports of any King or

* Kingdom. The beſt Chriſtians will al

“ways make the beſt Subjećts, and there

* fore ought always to be moſt eſteemed

‘ and cheriſhed by the civil Power.
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And “This,

º: O D-E liii.” The R O S E. . .

C. H. A. R.L. E.'s C H E s T. E. R., M. D.

Thir ODE will be underſtood by

Anacreon to celebrate a Roſe,

a Lyrift to play to his Voice. .

#and reque

The gods to Bacchus gave the flow'r,

To grace him in the genial hour.

O DE xvi. The Powerof Beauty. -

By the Same.

CME, lyriff, tune thy harp, and play. Sºñºgº.º.º.detºy.
Ç Reſponfive to my vocal lay : . . . . .

£ntly touch it, while I fing . . .
The Roſe, the glory of the ſpring..." - - -

To heav'n the Roſe in fragrance flies,

The ſweeteſt incenſe of the skies:

Thée, joy of earth, when vernal hours.

Pour forth a blooming waſte of flow’rs,
The gayly-ſmiling graces wear .

ºf. hair. . . . .

Thee Venus, queen of beauty, loves,

And crown'd tº -

In fabled ſong, and tuneful lays '.

Their favºrite Roſe the Muſés praiſe: ,

To pluck the Roſe the virgin-train. . .

With bloºd their pretty fingers ſtain, ,

Nor dread the pointed terrors round,

"That threaten, and inflićt a wound:

See: how they wave the charming toy,

Now kiſs, now ſnuff the fragrant joy!

The Roſe theP. ſtrive to praiſe,

And for it would exchange their bays;

dº ever to the ſprightly feaſt

Admitted, welcome, pleaſing gueſt

But chiefly when the goblet flows,

And Roſy wreaths adorn our brows!.

* Lovéſy, ſmiling Roſe, how ſweet

The objéét where thy beauties meet!

Aurora with a bluſhing ray,

And Roſy fingers ſpreads the day:

The Gràces more enchanting ſhow,

When Roſy bluſhes paint their ſhow,

And every pleas'd beholder ſeeks

The Roſe in Cythéraea's checks... . . .

“When pain afflićts, or ſickneſs grieves,

Its juice the drooping heart relieves,

And, after death, its odours ſhed --

A pleaſing fragrance o'er the dead:
And when its;

And ſinking, fading, die away,

Triumphant o'er the rage of time,

It keeps the fragrance of its prime: --

Comé,º to fing the birth,

Of this ſweet offspring of the earth!

When Pºmur from the ocean's bed . .

Rais'd o'er the waves her lovely head;

º

When warlike Pallas ſprung from jave, .

Tremendous to the pow'rs above, .

to grace the world the teeming earth
Gave the fragrant infant birth,

e cry’d, I this ordain'

My favºrite, queen ºf flow’rs to reign º'

Rut firſt th’ aſſembled gods debate

The future wonder to create:

Agreed at length fºm heav'n they threw

A drop f rich, nectareºus dew,

A branbe-ſtem the drop receives,

Abd ſtrait the Roſe adorns the leaves.

# thee more grâceful moves.

charms decay,

, -

In lofty Numbers haughty Troy.

I mourn, alas! in plaintive Strains,

My own Captivity and Chains !

No Navy, rang'd in proud Array,

No Foot, no Horſeman, arm'd to ſlay,

My Peace alarm Far other Foes,

Far other Hoſts, create my Woes; -

Strange, dang'rous Hoſts, that ambuſh'dle,

In every bright love-darting Eye'

Such as deſtroy, when Beauty arms,

To conquer, dreadful in its Charms;

O'D E lv. The Mark.

By the Same.

- TH: ſtately ſteed expreſſive bears

A mark imprinted on his hairs:

The turban that adorns the brows.

Of Aſia's ſons, the Parthian ſhows:

And marks betray the lover's heart,

Deeply engrav'd§ Cupid's dart:

I plainly read them in his eyes,

#. look too ſooliſh or too wiſe,

Mr. URBAN,

AVING been a conſtant Purchaſer ºf

your very entertaining and uſeful

Magazines, and finding that ſometimes yºu

infºrt AEnigma's, I beg of you to put tº

following one into your next for Marth.

It is taken out of Auíus GELLIus' Nº.

tº Attice, Lib. 12 cap. 6, who gives it tº

Charaćier of per hercle antiquum perſ; lº

pidum; but deſignedly leaves it unexplaiº,

that the Readers might exerciſe their Wit;

about it. The Words are theſe:

Semel minuſne ambis minus non ſat ſºil;

An utrumq; eorum, at quondam

jovi ipſ: regi moluit conceders.

I doubt not but ſome of your ingeniº

, Correſpondents will find out the Keytotº

dark Riddle. I am, with my Wiſhes f

the Continuance of your Succeſs in obligin;

the Publick, as you have done hitherto,

Tur humble Servant, T. R.

On the Beneftions in the late Froft, 1740.

By an EMIN ENT HAND.

YES, 'tis the time! Hery'd, impoſe the chain'

eſtin’d and due to wretches ſelf-enſlav'd]

But when I ſaw ſuch Charity remain,

I half could wiſh this people might be ſav'd.

Faith loſt, and Hope, their Charity begins;

And 'tis a wiſe deſign on pitying heav'n,

If this can cover multitudes of fins,

, To take the only way to be forgiven,

audiwi ditiº,
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Poetical Essays ;

The B. A. L. A. N. C. E.

HOWgreatly bleſ the lot of humankind,

** Would men preſerve the Balance of the mind!

In this one maxim were their condućt ſeen,

Fly all extremes, and keep the Golden Mean?

TheGold E N ME a N, where with an equal ſway

Reaſon preſides, and appetites obey;

That rightly teaches how to love or hate

In hope and fear, by meaſure, line, and weight;

What tears to grief, to joy what tranſports due,

What objećts to avoid, and what purſue;

(Tho' hard the taſk) to regulate the will,

And fix the certain bounds of good and ill.

Great Nature thus thro' all her various ways

Preſerves the Balance, and the means diſplays;

See, earth, and air, and ocean's liquid plain

Within the bounds aſſign'd themſelves contain;

By each that univerſal law's obey'd,

#. artbou ſhalt proceed, and here beſay’d. ..

Behold the ſun, plac'd in his central ſphere,

Attracts the planets, and divides the year;

While they, roll'd on by an unerring guide,

Dance a ſwift round, and whirl along the void;

Still regular, one conſtant courſe they know,

Nor ever riſe too high, or fink too low.

But men perverſe, with diff'rent pleaſures cloy'd,

Covet the moſt what moſt they ſhould avoid ;

Loſt and bewilder'd, they miſtake their way,

Of Reaſon void, like wand'ring meteors ſtray 5

To faithful Reaſon and its counſels blind,

Slaves to the dićtates of a reſtleſs mind,

And by o'er-ruling paſſions hurry'd on,

Forſake the Golden Mean, and are undone.

In peaceful quiet thus with eaſy tides,

Through flow'ry meads, a gentle river glides,

Till ſwoln with tempeſts and deſcending rains,

It burſts the banks, and deluges the plains.

Theſe Luxury and ſordid gain inſpire,

Fame's empty bubble, love's ungovern'd fire :

Here Anger rages, and there Fury burhs,

And hate and fear diſtraćt the ſoul by turns.

Here Vanity diſplays her flatt'ring glaſs,

And Jealouſy ºfforts her jaundic’d face,

And black Deſpair, moſt reſolute in woe,

Bids Sorrow's wakeful eye for ever flow.

The flutt'ring beau prefers no other pray'r,

But for the tempting glaſs, and tempting fair.

The luſt ofempire, and unbounded rule,

Engage the buſy, proud, ambitious fool.

And ſad Av A Ro, 'midſt his riſing ſtore

Rºpiningfits, and fancies he is poor;

While the dull Sot, curſt with a thirſty ſoul,

Inceſſant cries, Fill, fill the mighty bowl 1

hus, tempted on by ſome fantaſtick dream,

All forward ruſh, and ſeek each wild extreme;

While vice deceives theirjudgments in diſguiſe,

As glaring objećts ſtrike the tendereyes :

With painted forehead, and withãº face,

She calls deluded men to her embrace;

But when th’ ideal goddeſs they obtain, .

For fancy'd good, they find a real pain.

Thus, pleas'd to ſee the ſparkling luſtre roll,"

And juices mantle in the golden bowl, * *

Some thirſty wretch a ſeeming cordial drains,

ºut finds it poiſon rankling in his veins.

ºut happineſs, man's general aim and end,

The point of reſt to which our wiſhes tend, * :

o no externals ever was aſſign'd, -

But fixt the portion of a ſteady mind;

-

º -

MARCH, A 1746,

A ſteady mind, that no deſires inflame,
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‘Still conſtant to itſelf, and ſtill the ſame; , º,

The ſame when fortune blowsan adverſe gale, "

The ſame when on a throne, or in a jayl: , ,

A mind that can each mad exceſs controul,

Subdue the paſſions, and direct the ſoul ;

That, ſummon'd, chearfully reſigns her breath,

Nor, anxious, trembles at th' approach of death.

Hail Moderation virtue heav'nly bright: ;

Thou ſhining path, thou ever-glorious light 1

Steer'd and condućted by thy certain thread,

The labyrinth of life we ſafely tread;

And with a ſure unerring eye ſurvey

The various perils of our painful way.

From thee alone the mighty bleſſings flow,

To double pleaſure, and to leſſen woe;

In ev'ry caſe t'apply the healing balm, ºf

And ſooth our ſtormy paſſions to a calm.

By thee great Socrates arriv'd to fame,

That ever-glorious, honour'd, injur'd name;

By nature vicious, obſtinately good, -

He quell'd his paſſions, and their force withſtood;

And with a noble, great and juſt diſdain

Deſpis'd all fear, all pleaſure, and all pain.

What monarch wou'd not quit his crown to be

As innocently brave and wiſe as he *

Thy precepts form great Carliſle's even ſoul,

Smooth as deep rivers in ſtill ev'nings roll:

CAR LI's H. E. 1 by nature noble as by name,

Steady in all events, and ſtill the ſame;

For ever bounteous, and for ever wiſe, -

Great without pomp, and good without diſguiſes

Asdown the humble vale of life I glide,

9 Moderation deign to be my guide;

In dangers bold, to Providence reſign'd,

O. let me bear a conſtant ſteady mind;

To others ſorrows be my pity known,

But grant me courage to ſupport my own:

And when thick miſts of error ſhade my fight,

And darling paſſions weaken reaſon's light, --

In that dark hour direét my erring will,

And turn a frail and feeble heart from ill.

4 C H A R A C T E R.

—£ui capit ille facit.

D4mº, a copying miſs, of female ſpright,

Cooly approves what others madly write;

Rears with a foſt'ring care each new-born lie,

And teaches infant ſcandal how to cry. -

A ſerious gameſter at the ace of hearts,

'Mongſt Iriſh wits a Frodigy of parts;

A ſqueaking voice, which boys in coats deride,

An Eunuch's ſhape no art of ſtays can hide;

So huge a beau e'en Gundakitch wou'd hatc,

Monſtrouſly fair, effeminately great;

Smit with himſelf, while others he purſues,

A dangerous rival to the maid he woos.

'Tis neither fiſh nor fleth, nor fir, nor madam,

A thing as yet unnam'd by father Adam ;

Pale-fac'd, long-nos'd, wide-mouth'd, eyes pertiy

-:

ſtupid,

A vaſt miſhap'd Colºſſºs of a Cupid.

LEx NAT U R AE.

Ex tibiſi placeat, quem vult natura, nec adjit

4nteſtin poius, nº cibusº: -

-
Aberdeen, Feb. 14, 1740. -

. . - -
44r.

-

--
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Mr URBAN, ed out fº §º º: fhall crown your ſentenboard?

HIS fine Epitaph was copied out for me at or carp, nor pike, your empty ponds afford;

§:: a Place in your M.A. G. Thepope, good father, (if his; eat) ".

as I interiºd when Í asked the Favour of my Cor- Muſt ſoften cannons, and diſpenſe with meat;
reſpondent. Yours, &c. if meat remains "th. bleating mothers ſtray

R. H.A. Ns E L L. §: *::::::::: no more the lambkinsplay,

But ſuck the ſhrivel'd teat, and pine away, i
- E PITA PHIUM. With aching heart the ruin’d#: . 1 .

Parce precor lacrymis mea fatagravare, His naked furrows and his rifted trees, -

quid urges 2 Too potent froſt what can abide thy ſtroke? .

Omnibus heic ſolido eſtſcripta Split is the elm, and pierc'd the heart ofoak,

adamante dies. That oak deſign'd, alas! to ride the main,

Pulvis & umbra ſumus tantum, And carry bail and fire to humble Spain,

poſt funera virtus None of the feather'd tribe ſurvive to ſing,

Nomen inextinctum ſola ſuper- And hail the advent of the tardy ſpring. -

ſtes habet. - The black-bird there a carcaſs, ãº. hruſh

Nilaurum, nil pompa juvat, nil No more with thrilling notes enchants ihe buſh,

ſanguis avorum: - Red-breaſt, through ſhatter'd window wont toff,

Excipe virtutem, caetera mortis - That on my ſhelf ſung ſweeter farthan I,

erunt. , . The ſole companion of my ſtudious hour,

Hanc cole & ante ocules imitanda Dead as a ſtone lies ſtretch'd along the floor,

exempla parentum For future choriſters we juſtly fear,

Pone: fed interdum fit tibi cura Palentine coupled not one pair this year. -

mei. - Love is benumb’d; no propagation thrives: .

Mourn, ye aſſiſtants of parturient Wives;

s I R Nine moons to come your profits ſhall decreaſe;

ABig *caragaby your inſerting ſeveral Pierº, Or, like embargo'd trade, entirely ceaſe.

*’ viz. Thanks to Gulliver; Encomium on the On ſurplice ill depending, tatter'd crape

Baſtard Aét, &c., I offer one more, if it can gaiº. When pray'rs are ended, round the pewsſhall gº,

Admiſſion. But if it comes out ºf Seaſºn, orijº'd "And vainly gape; his eyes no matrºn ſee

unfit to ſº at any Seaſon, then you will lºſe a To croſs his longing hand with churching fee.

Groat, and I my Labºur ; And if that be all the Tedious, as Trºjan fiege, if war ſhould prove,

Harm the Froft bas done you, you may forgive it As well it may, unleſs we faſter move, -

and Your humble Servant,... . Where ſhall ſupplies befound, to raiſe marines,

Feb. 29. - I. A. To wheel *i.barrows, or to makei.
º Such ills the Country feels, nor cities leſs j .

On the bard F ROST. No coals ..º. ports no veſſels bleſ:

——Informis & alto Ev’n Weſtminſter partakes the common ſate,

Terra gelu. Virg. Scarce fits the courtier warm in penſion'd ſeat.

Nclement winter rages o'er the plains, Artiſts from manufačtures draw no gains, A.
increas the earth, and bind; the floods in Tride too is frºze, and commertºli; in chains,

chains: - .” Criſpin, a ſkeleton, in mournful ſal, l.

Like place-men-ſenators, prolongs its ſway, Weeps o'er his uſeleſs laſt, and pack'd up aw

Out-b aves the ſun, and ſcorns the vernal ray. Her ſureſt cuſtomer the ſongſtreſs loſt; ſt

Is the globe mov’d 2 or does Britannia rowl . He has not bought a ballad ſince the fºſt.

In nearer latitude to th’ arótic pole 2 But moſt yºur wants my yearningbowelsº
The fate of Lapland and its cold we bear, Dear Grubſtreet friends (for kindred bids melovº)

Yet want the furr, the ſledge, and harneſs'd deer. Ah the jor poet, wrapp'd in only COat,

To puniſh guilt do angry ſtars combine Starves in his garret vile, nor ſtrains a note.

Conjunét, or oppoſite, quartile, or trine * Silent and ſad, fince Hippocrene froze,

All nature chang'd inverted laws deplores, His verſe no longer than the liquor flows:

Tomarble turn'd laments her watry ſtores. 9nly the laureat now remains inſpir’d,

By-ſhod the ghoſts o'er Stygian ferry go, By better pay, and nobler ſubjećt fir’d:
Ev’n fiery “Phlegetbon will hardly flow. From regal vaults unfrozen runsthe wine,...

As watermen on Thames, his mournfulf boat Warms the bold thought, and animates the ſº
Old Charon bears, and has not got a groat. Well cloath'd and fed, he wakes the ſounding

The wither'd earth bemoans, in ruffet weeds, ſtring

Her num’rous offspring loſt, plants, roots and ſeeds; To GeoEgg, to George, to Grok gº. "
Clos'd up with adamant, her arid womb, patriot king.

Once bed of herbs and flowers, becomes their tomb. - - º

The puny Valetudinarian fry t Alluding to the Watermen's carrying a Bº

Confin'd to vegetables famiſh'd die: about the Streets while they implºred Charity.

In garden plot no eſculent is found, I Abundance of Sheep dy'd in Ireland.

No root ſalubrious dug from flinty ground.

Slung to a pillar reſts the fowler's gun, - -

His lazy.. ſleeps, theirº done. Written on an Albouſ Windºw.

The finny race extinét tranſparent lies, - - O Chalk | to me, and to the poor, affitº,

Incas'd in ice, as amber-ſtuck the flies. On thee my life, and happineſs depend;

- - On thee with joy, with gratitude I think,

*º a burning River, not far from . For by thy bounty, I both eat and drink.

Styx, ſaid to be frozen ºver in January lºft,

-

Mſ.
his
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H E fºllºwing, we are aſſur'd, was never pub
T;but *cºrreſponſºn,Hºw nº tie.As

thor,

vERsrs on bearing this Difficb.

“And ſhould ſhe yield, who once ſaid nay,

“I'd turn my back, and walk away.”

T Is nobly ſaid, my friend! what be enſlav'd
To the fond freaks of inconſiſtent woman l

Court empty ſmiles! or tremble at vain pow'rs

By turns ſucceeding, like the troubled waves,

Which riſe this moment to the fleeting wind,

Then ſtrait beneath their uſual level fink 2 -

Let cauſes ſlight as theſe, and as inconſtant,

Govern their frowns and ſmiles, but hot our joys;

I'd rather be for centuries expcs'd -

To nipping winds, on the ſoul-bleaching plains

Of griſly Pluto, till contraćtive cold -

Had pinch'd me to a point; or rarify’d

By heat, till ev’ry nerve and ev'ry pore,

Stretch'd to the utmoſt limits of attraction,

Were juſt prepar'd to burſt, like the thin air

On the top atmoſphere; where matter 'gins

To melt away, and loſe itſelf in nothing.

Imperious woman trifling, half exiſtence 1

Made of the ſhavings of a nobler frame,

Shall ſhe preſume to lord it over man?

What, doth ſhe hope, perch’d on the ſtilts of vanity,

To out-ſtrut nature ?' Sooner the low ſhrub

Shall overtop the tall cloud-piercing pine,

Orhumán hand arreſt the wand'ring planets

Asin their orbs they roll.—O ! rather learn,

Frail woman, to ſubmit, and ſpread no more

Thy ſwelling topſails to the flutt'ring gales

Puft from the bloated cheeks of ſelf-conceit !

Learn, from the Eaſtern females, to adore,

Who ſtoop with joy to catch the handkerchief

Dropt by their gracious lord; thrice happy ſhe,

Envied by all, who finds it at her feet;

The reſt withdraw, and like the race of inſe&s

Debarr'd the cheering ſun, droop down their heads,

And creep into the ſable mantle of oblivion,

Thus o'er the banks my paſſion boil'd,

Till Celia to my mind aroſe,

She all my noble proječts ſpoil'd,

My blood ſhrunk back and almoſt froze,

So vaunts the madman in his cell,

Angry at ſome imagin'd ſlave,

That durſt diſpute his royal will

That duſt his dreadful fury brave;

With ſtately ſteps he now prepares

The ſaucy phanton, to .# iſe,

But, if the keeper's voice he hears, (See p. 99,

Down tamely in the ſtraw he lies. • 9.

On the European Race fºr a Diſt. nce, for 1749.

Year of wonders now is come, -

A Pope is dead, the worſe ſor Rome:

Ayear B nia's done a worder,

4 year her cannons roar like thunder,

A year the Spaniards muſt knock under:

A year will put an end to blunders, :
Ayear that's ſtopp'd the Spagiſh Plundeis,

A year that they muſt be refunders.

A year which ſets our Troops a marching,

A year prevents our ſhips from ſearching;

A year the fox ſhews the grimace,

A year he's diſtanc'd in the race:

A year that charity’s extended,

A year that whig and tory’s blended,

Amazing year, that we're defended.

worth preſerving in your Magazine.
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Upon Admiral VE R N on, who was fºund at the

Plough, when ſent for to go upon the Expedition

of Porto Bello.

I • ET Rome no more with oſtentation ſhow

__. Her ſo long fam'd dićtator from the plough;

Great Britain, rival of the Roman name,

In arts, in elegance, in martial fame,

Can, from the plough, her Cincinnatus ſellow,

And ſhew aVE R No N, ſtorming Porto Bello.

O ! would ſome god but ſet her lions free

From warlike Peace, and martial pageantry;

Uncag'd, as once in Anna's glorious reign,

Theyſoon would break all Europe's threaten’d chains

Tame proud Iberia, ſhake the Gallick throne,

Give freedom to the world, and keep her own.

Upon the Clemency ſhewn the Spaniards at Porto

- Bello.

Márkwith what differentzeal each nationarms,

*Which ſlav'ry abjećts, and which freedom.

warms;
-

Spain to oppreſs, the ſword of rapine draws,

Britain contends for liberty and laws;

The venal Spaniard ſpoils, inſults, enſlaves,

The genrrous Briton reſcues, pities, ſaves.

In freedom's glorious cauſ, who nobly dare,

Virtue which bids them conjaer, bids them ſpare.

7-HE fºllºwing Perſes I accidentally met with.

I do not know the Author, but thought them

ours, R.

TH E Dons of Spain and Portugal,

From Lisbon to Granada,

They all did meet, and made a fleet,

And call'd it their Armada.

There dwelt a little man in Spain

That ſhot well in a gun-a ;

Don Pedro hight, as black a wight

As the knight cf the ſun-a.

King Philip made him admiral,

And charg’d him not to ſtay-a;

But to deſtroy both man and boy,

And bring our wealth away-a.

He’d thirty thouſand of his own ;

But, more to do us harm-a,

He charg’d him not to fight alone,

But join the prince of Parma.

*Tis ſaid, they brought proviſion much,

As biſcnits, beans, and bacon,

Beſides two ſhips laden with whips 5

But fore they were miſtaken.

When they had ſailed all along,

And anchor'd againſt Dover,

The Engliſhmen did board them then,

And knock'd the raſcals over.

The queen ſhe was at Tilbury;

what could you more defire-a:

For whoſe ſweet ſake Sir Francis Drake

Did ſet their ſhips on fire-a.

Then let the Dötis no longer boaſt 5

For if they come again-a,

Let 'em take heed, they do not ſpeed

As they did----they know when-a,

N. B. We have taken out ſeveral. Poems to nº

room fºr our PLA Ns, judged more entertaiº

ing at this jurºre.

Sw
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Hiſtorical Chronicle. March, 1740.
SAT u R D A y, March 1.

Kºgº NDEP ſhe Seſſions at the

§§ Old Bailey, when 6 Perſons

% were condemn'd, viz. E

lizabeth Hales, Eliz. jarvis

and Frances Humphreys, for

§ Åº robbing a Man in a Houſe

in Fleetfireet; Eliz. Whitney, and Mary

Maſh for robbing a Man of 34! 13:... in a

Houſe by TempleBar,Sam Hill forburglary,

and john Sawney for a Street Robbery."

At a General Court of the Ruſſia Com

any held at Salters Hall, Samuel Holden,

É. choſen Governor; joel Watſon,

Rich. Blount, Joſiah Wordſworth, Robert

Thornton, Eſqs; Conſuls; and 28 Gentle

men Aſſiſtants.

TH U R S D A Y, 6.

• His Majeſty ſent a Meſſage to both

Flouſes of Parliament, acquainting them .

that he had received Propoſals for a Mar

riage between the Princeſs Mary, and

Pr. Frederic of Heſſe, Son of Prince Wºn

Landgrave of Hºffé and Brother to the K.

of Sweden, which he had been pleaſed

favourably to accept and agree to, and

had thought proper to communicate his

Intentions to them, nºt doubting but that

an Alliance with ſo conſiderable a Pro

teſtant Family would be to the general

Satisfaction of all his good Subjećts.— D

Both Houſes, preſented , an Addreſs of

Thanks for his Majeſty's moſt gracious

Communication of the intended Marriage,

and her Royal Highneſs had 40,000l. For.

tune given her by Parliament.

Tu Es D A Y, II.

Mr. Baker, Maſter of Llºyd's Coffee

B

Mon par, 17.

Being St Patrick's Day, the Butchers

in Clare Market hung up a groteſque

Figure, to repreſent an Iriſhman; and a

feat Number of Iriſhmen coming to pull

it down a fierce Battie enſu'd, when much

Miſchief was done, and ſome very danger

ouſly wounded; but a File of Muſquetters

being fetch'd from St James's ſeveral of .

the Rioters were carry'd before Col. De

Veil, who ſent three of them to Newgate,

Mrs Stephens received the 5oCol. Re

ward for diſcovering her Medicines.

TU Es D A Y, 18.

The following Addreſs from both Houſes

of Parliament was preſented to the King.

Moſt Gracious Sovereign,

W TE your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and

loyal Subjećts, the Lords Spiritual

ment aſſembled, do congratulate your

Majeſty, on the glorious Succeſs of your

C Majeſty's Arms in the Weſt Indies, under

the Command of Vice-Admiral Vermºn,

by entering the Port, and taking the

Town of Porto Bello, and demoliſhing

and levelling all the Forts and Caſtles be

longing thereto, # Six Ships of War only."

This Enterprize, ſo wiſely concerted,

and ſo bravely condućted, cannot fail of

giving the utmoſt Joy to all your Majeſty's
faithful Subjećts, ſince it affords the moſt

•

reaſonable Hopes and Expectations, that,

by the Bleſſing of God upon your Maje

ſty’s Councils and Arms, it may be at

tended with other important Advantages,

and highly contribute to the º:
u

houſe in Lºmbardſireet, wäited on Sir E real, and effectual Security of thoſe j

Robert Walpole with the News of Admiral

Pernon's taking Porto Bello. (See p. 144.)

This was the firſt Accotut received thereof,

and proving true, Sir Robert was pleaſed

to order him a handſome Preſent. Mr.

Baker had his Letter of Advice by the

Titchfield, Capt. Gardner, from Jamaica,

who ſail'd from thence with the Triumph

Capt. Renton, and got to Dover a Day be

fore him.

TH U R s DAY, 13.

Capt. Rentone waited on his Majeſty
with a particular Account of taking Por.

to Bello, (See p. 124.) he had a Preſent of .

200 Guineas, and the Promiſe of a gººdſ. G

Ship.-Sir Robert Walpole, the Duke of

Newcaſtle, &c. made great Entertainments
on this Occaſion.

F

Rights of Navigation and Commerce be

lºnging to your Majeſty’s Subjećts, fºr .

the Preſervation of which your Majeſty

entered into this neceſſary War.

His Majeſty's Anſwer.

My Lords and Gentlemen,

Thank you for your dutiful CongratulatiJ on on this Succeſs, which is ſº much fºr

the Honour and Intereſ of my Crown in

Kingdoms. The Satisfaāion you expreſ;in

the Meaſures I have taken is very agreeable
#0 7726.

* Theſe Words, not thought neceſſary, by

thoſe that drew the Addreſs were added by Al

miral Pºrnon's Friends, he having declared in

the H. of C---ns, that he defired no more than

Six Ships for ſuch Service.

and Temporal, and Commºns, in Parlia-
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--- We p N Es D A Y, 19. -

The King went to the Houſe of Peers, and

tave the Royal Affºnt to the following Blls.

An Act for providing a Marriage Portion for

the Princeſs Mary. -

An A&t for the more effectual ſecuring and en

couraging the Trade of his Majeſty's Britiſh

Subjećts to America; and for the Encouragement

of Seamen to enter into his Majeſty's Service.

An Aćt for naturalizing ſuch Foreign Proteſ

\!

* tants, and others therein mentioned, as are ſet
§§ tled or ſhall ſettle in any of his Majeſty's Colo

ºt nies in America.

º An Aćt for puniſhing Mutiny and Deſertion,

it and for the better Payment of the Army and

ſº their Quarters. , - -

tº: An Át to explain and amend an Aśt made in

... the firſt Year of the Reign of her Majeſty Queen

: (...) Anne, intituled, An Aćt for the more effectual

... preventing the Abºſs and Frau ºfPerſºn
* loyed in the working up the Woolen, Linnen,

::ſ. É. Cotton, and Iron Manufaātures of this

[[: Kingdom; and for extending the ſaid Aët to the

-

Manufactures of Leather. .*

Ch; An Aćt to indemnify Perſons who have o

bitſ, mitted to qualify themſelves for Offices and Em

ployments within the Time limitted by Law;

and for allowing further Time for that Purpoſe.

†: An Ağ for repairing the Road between Hock

§§º liffs in the County of Bedford, and Stony-Strat

sº ford in the3.of*...*. 1 three ſe

An Aćt for making more effectual three ſeve

: ral Ağs of Parliament, one of the fixth Year of

i the Reign of her late Majeſty Queen Anne, and
ſil ſº another of the eleventh Year of the Reign of .
--. late Majeſty King George, for repairing the

º łº". Old Stratford in º: County º
(ſlº. Notthampton, to Dunchurch in the County o

Ciá; W. and the third made in the tenth Year

Wyſſ of his preſent Majeſty's Reign, for making more

tº effečtual the ſaid two former Aćts.

mº Nº. A& º º:jºº: º:
. .

avigation of the River Dun, from a Place cal

º: led Wilfick Houſe, in the Pariſh of Barmby

: g Dun, in the County of York, to Fiſhlock Ferry,

* in the ſame County. .
Cº., An Aćt for making a Chapel, lately built by

ºf Robert Downes, Goldſmith, and others, in the

lºſſ; ...; Sheffield, a perpetual*:º Benefice;

CŞā; and for making a Proviſion for the Maintenance

º of the Curate or Miniſter of the ſaid Chapel, pur

nº funnt to an Agreement for that Purpoſe.

... and to seven private Bills.

º Thu Rs D A Y, 20.

"", Was held a General Court of the Bank

of England, when a Dividend of 2 + per
Cent. was declared for Intereſt and Profits

: theº: ending thejº

tº enſuing; the Warrants for receiving the

* ame to be *::: on the 13th of April,

-
on D a Y, 24.

º: A Spaniſh Privateer having taken 5
º Coaſters off Falmouth, the H. of Com
o mons addreſs'd his Majeſty; he would be

pleaſed to give Directions for appoint

ſº ing ſuch aſ Number of Ships to cruize

gº in proper Stations, for the Security and

Jº Prºtećtion of Trade, as ſhall be conſiſtent

** with the Defence and Protection of his

C H R O N I C L E. 1 43

Majeſty's Dominions. His Majeſty's An

ſwer was as follows: All# Care has

been taken in carrying on the War againſ

Spain in the moſt proper and efféâual Man

ner, and at the#. Tmefor protećing the

Trade of my Subſeér; and you may be aff

red that the ſame Care ſhall be continacă.

TH U R s D A Y, 27.

The Ld Mayor, Aldermen and Com

mon Council of London, waited on the

King with the following Addreſs. And

they reſolved alſo to preſent Vice Admi

ral Pernon with the Freedom of ; City

in a Gold Box, out of 5 grateful Senſe of

the Services he has done to the Trading

Part of this Nation.

May, it pleaſe your Majeſty,

E ::::::::; dutiful and Loy

al Subjećts, the Lord Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commons of the City of London, in Com

mon-Council aſſembled, beg Leave to congratu

late your Majeſty on the Glorious Succeſs of

Your Majeſty's Fleet in the Wºff Indies, under

the Command of Vice-Admiral Vernon; who

with fix Men of War only, and the Aſſiſtance of

about two Hundred Land Forces from Jamaica,

enter'd the Port and took the Town of Porto

Bello, demoliſhing and levelling all the Forts and

D Caſtles thereto belonging, deſtroying or bringing

away all the Guns and Ordnance with which

they were defended, at the ſame Time treating

the Inhabitants with the utmoſt Humanity,

opening their Harbour and reclaiming from Cap

tivity your Majeſty's Subjećts in the Service of

the S.Sea Company, unjuſtly detained at Panama.'

The Execution of this important Service,

E with ſo ſmall a Force and with ſo much Intrepiº

dity, muſt greatly redound to the Reputation cf

your Majeſty's Arms, and ſtrike a Terror into'

the Enemy, who will now by Experience be con

vinced (whatever miſtaken Notions they may

have form'd from this Nation's longForbearance)

that the Maritime Power of Great Britain, being

at lengrh exerted, is able effectually to windicate

F the Glory of your Majeſty's Crown, revenge thº.

Injuries of your People, and retrieve the Honour

of the Britiſh Flag.—This auſpicious Begin

ning of the War muſt give your Majeſty's faith-.

ful Subjećts the moſt reaſonable Expectation of

obtaining ſuch future Succeſſes, by your Majeſty's

wiſe Application of your Forces in the further

Proſecution of the ſame vigorous Meaſures, as

may put your Majeſty in Poſſeſſion of a real and

effectual Security for the Navigation and Trade

of your People. We think it in a particular.

Manner incumbent upon us, as Repreſentatives of

the greateſt Trading Body in the Nation, to aſſure.

your Majeſty, that we will chearfully contribute.

to the utmoſt of our Abilities in ſupport of a War

ſo neceſſary for the Protećtion of our long injured

Trade, and entered into at the unanimous Deſire

of your Majeſty’s Subjećts.

The King's Anſwer.

I thankyou for your Congratulatiºn: ??u hav

no reaſon to doubt but that in all my Meaſures, as I

bave hitherto bad, ſo I ſhall continue to have a due

Regard to the Honour andſº my Crown.

and Kingdºms, and to the Safety and Prättäion of

all my Suljcółs.

C

G
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- º Caſtle de Gloria

4%

sessºrs”,

<--></sºs 24.

Jºssº., SAt . . ;

ºº: 'E. †:

§§§

iron Caſtle E

A The Governors Houſe, ſhot thro’.

B Plantation in the Caffle de Giolia.

C The Worceſter Mail of Wºr, which fir’d

-. Round Shot, 2 Coharu Shells. I ow

ºr 12.36 b. -

D The Norwich, fir’d 203 Round Shºt, 11

Double Head Muſquet. Shot 112 b. 8

Grape Shot, 3 Cohorji Shcly, Powder 1 18-lb.

E. The Burtord, fir’d 113 kound Shot, Muſ:

quet Shot 11: b. Piftel Shot 17 lb. Pow

der 967 lb.

F. The Hampton Court, about 4oo Shot.

G The Strafford; fir’d 106 Round Shot, 7

... Double Head, 5 Grapes, 9 Cohorn Shels,

Powder 7 Barrels and a Half.

H Two Spaniſh Guarda Coffes

I. Spaniſh Snow that brought Cap.Rentone.

KKTrading Sloops. -

Extra:# of a Letter from on board tº
Burford.

TOrto Bello is ſituate in the Cod of a

Bay...above a Mile deep, and near

Half a Mile broad at the Mouth of the

Harbour; where a ſtrong Caſtle (Caſtle

Hicro, of Iron Caſtle) and Fort ſtoºd on

the Side of a ſteep Rºck, with 3oo Men

snd ſoo great Guns. On the different

LA Sloop ſunk by a Shot from the Admi

ral's Ship. -

M'Bout; gºing to land the Soldiers, undº

the Wall of the #tt,

N Old Porto Bello.

OG O Watering Places. o

P St Jcronimo. Fºrt with a Battery faſh;

the Mouth of the Harbour. -

Q The Tºp Gallant Maſt of the Norwith

ſhºt affly one of the Cannons from the
Irºn Calik.

R The River Caſcahall.

S Careening Place.

T The Governors Plantation.

W The Princeſ, Lºuiſa,

X A Scale of two Engliſh Miles...
Note. The Figures in the Sands, are

Feet, the other Fathoms.

Side, but about a Mile further up, i.
Caſtle Gloria, larger than the other,”.

wing 4co Men and 129 Guns, moſt

them the largeſt ever ſeen.

ſº ſituate on the side of a very his

Rock, and under the Cannon of i "

Fort St jeronym.0, which was aº
Battery nearly oppoſite, all the Ship'."

at Anchor belonging to the Hºbº

On the 21ſt, of Nºv. about Twoscº -

* .

This was 2. -

ifth

!M)l

#: º

|*|| |
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which ſtood by them. This look’d as if

we ſhould have bloody Work, but was

far from diſcouraging our brave Fellows

(who in every Ship were ſo zealous as

hardly to be reſtrain’d from firing) for we

return’d their Salute in ſuch a Manner,

that altho' they fired a Shot now and

then, yet they never did us the leaſt Da

mageafterwards. We drove them from

all their lower Guns the firſt Broad-ſide, ,

we came up with Porto Belle Harbour,

where the Spaniard, had hoiſted upon the

Iron Caſtle the Flag of Defiance; and as

we were told by themſelves afterwards,

they wiſh'd earneſtly for our.#
to come in, as believing they could fin

us all immediately ; but ſaid they fear'd

we were only making a ſecond *::::::::
Expedition, and would not give them the

Pleaſure of engaging us. And indeed the

Place was exceeding ſtrong, both by Art

*

and Nature. -

But they were ſoon gratify’d in their

Wiſhes, for the Hampton-Court made di

re&ty oppoſite to the Caſtle, being in the B

Van; and as the Wind died away, ſhe

dropp'd her Anchor before it, receiving a

very brisk Fire from the Spaniards at the

Diſtance of a little more than a Cable's

Length. She ſoon convinc'd them that

ſhe was both willing and able to return

it, for in about 25 Minutes ſhe fir’d near

400 Shot againſt the Caſtle; ſo that no

thing was to be ſeen but Fire and Smoak

on both Sides. The Norwich then came

up rext, who met with the ſame Recep

tion; and altho' ſhe did not fire quite ſo

quick as the Hampton-Court, yet we could

obſerve that her Shot was ſo well aim’d,

ing about our Starboard Guns we gave

and by a Spring upon our Cable, bring- \

them another in three Minutes, and ſo

on for ſix or ſeven Rounds, which made

them quite fick of the Affair, and we

could obſerve them flying for Refuge

into the Ambuſcades. The Admiral ta

king the Advantage of this Remiſſion,

order'd cut the Boats with our third

Sailors, as alſo a Company of Marines

and their Officers, whom he commanded

to land under the Fire of our Guns in the

very Front of their lower Battery; and

making, a Signal for two other Ships to

follow the Example, they all landed ſafe

but two Soldiers, which were kill’d by

the ſmall Arms from the Caſtle. One

Man ſet himſelf cloſe under an Embraſure,

as to put the Spaniards a good deal off D whilſt another climb'd upon hisShºulders,

their Metal, hardly returning her one Gun

for three. In 28 Minutes the Wºrceffer

got up alſo, who anchoring cloſe by the

other two, did no ſmall Execution againſt

the Caſtle, in a little Time knocking

down the higher Part of it, and driving

many of the Spaniards from their Guns.

We made allthe Sail poſſible and came be

fore the Caſtle with the Blue Flag at our

Fore-Top-Maſt Head, and the Bloody

Flag at the Main-Top-Maſt Head, in 26

Minutes after the Worceſter. The Admi

ral, whoſe Condućt and Courage is hard

to be parallell’d, order'd our Anchor to

and enter'd under the Mouth of a great

Gun. This ſo diſmayed theº
that they threw down their Arms and

Lieutenant Mr Broderick, and about 4o .

fled to the Top of the Caſtle; from .

whence ſcaling backwards, we could ſee

them run into the Woods by Hundreds

E and fly for their Lives
All the Boats Crews were on the Plat

form in three Minutes after landing, and

ſtruck the Spaniſh Flag of Defiance,

hoiſting the Engliſh Colours. The Capi

tano and Officers which were taken in

the Caſtle, ſhut up themſelves in a ſtrong

Lodgment ; but upon our Lieutenant's

be dropped within half a Cable's Length F firing a Gun or two thro’ the Door, they

of the Caſtle, as being reſolved to con

vince them we were no way afraid of all

they could do. Notwithſtanding they

had diſcharged very few Guns for ſome

Minutes before we came up; yet, as if

they had reſolved to ſummon up all their

quickly cpen'd it and begg'd Quarter.

Thus this Iron Caſtle was taken by 5

Engliſh ships (for the Louiſa was not

come up) in two Hours, which, in the

Hands of ſo many Engliſhmen, might

have been defended againſt all the Naval

Courage againſt the Flag,º: G Force cf Spain. The Gloria and jeromy

Itls with a terrible Volley, which, being

at ſo ſhºrt Diſtance, took Place with al.

moſt every Shot. One ſtruck away the

Štern of our Barge; another broke a

large Gun upon our Upper-deck; a third

Went, thro' our Fore-Top-Maſt; and a

fourth .g thro’ the Arning within

two Inches of our Main Maſt, broke down

the Barricado cf our Quarter. Deck, very

near the Admiral, and kill'd three Men

dead in a Moment, wounding other five

mo Forts kept firing towards us all the

Time of Aćtion, but moſt of their Shot

fell ſhort, or flew over our Rigging. Af

ter we had got Poſſeſſion of the Iron

Caſtle, we try’d to reach them with our

lower Deck-Guns, and could obſerve that

in a few Minutes we were ſo fortunate as

to have ſtruck down their Flag. Staff at

the Gloria Caſtle, and beat down ſeveral

Houſes in the Town; we alſo ſunk a

Sloop near Gloria Caſtle.
- º Pºrto
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* Porto Bello is no large Town, conſiſting

only of about 5oG Houſes, two Churches,

a Treaſury,Cuſtom-Houſe, and Exchange.

. The Inhabitants depend intirely upon the

, Fair which is held here about ſix Weeks

every two or three Years in the Time of

Peace, accordingly as the Galleons happen

to arrive from Carthagena, where they

always firſt diſpoſe of Part of their Goods,

and then come down here, where they

are met by all the Merchants from the

great Cities of Lima and Panama, with

Millions of Money to purchaſe their Mer

chandize. I am told by the Inhabitants,

what is almoſt incredible, that the Town

can hardly find Room enough for the

Cheſts of Money during the Time of the

Fair, and that ſeveral Rooms are let for

5oo Dollars a Week, and very poor ones

for 150 or zoo; ſo that ſome People make

Io,ooo Dollars by the Convenience of

their Houſes whilſt the Fair laſts. As it

is impoſſible for Lima and Panama to be

ſupplied thro’ any other Channel than that

of Porto Bello, and as the Galleons dare

not now preſume to come there, the For

tifications being demoliſhed, a fine Op

portunity is afforded the Dutch at Curacco,

who always ſtole a Trade in a peddling

Way, but now may deal without Inter
ruption.

-

*

Extraff of another Letter.

A". the Landing of the Men at the Iron

Fort, Capt. Downing, who was to com

mand the Attack, call'd to the Sailors to

Halt, being deſirous of having them be

gin the Aſſault in regular Order; but one

of the foremoſt of the Seamen º:

with a great Oath, Never let us Halt be

fore we're Lame, Captain; and ſo puſh'd

on with the reſt after him, and having

climb'd up the Fort to the firſt Battery,

ſtruck the Spaniſh Colours, and clapt up F

an Engliſh Jack. Pendant in their room,

which was no ſooner perceived by the

Sailors on board the Ships, but they ſet

up a general Huzza, and were ſeconded

therein by thoſe on Shore. This put the

Spaniards into ſuch a Conſternation, that

ome ran one Way, ſome another, ſo that

the poor Governor, when they took Poſ.

feſſion of the Place, had but one Man on

ly to attend him, and # too a Negro Slave.

Extrač of a Letter from on board the Hampton

Court in Porto Bello, Dec. 4.

H E. Harbour, or Bay, juſtly called Porto

Bell, which fignifies a fair Haven, is

about three miles long, and one broad, defended

with high Hills: At its Mouth on the Larboard

Side is Iron Caſtle, ſo called from its Strength,
having a ſtrong Fort below, and a Caſtle built

high upon the Hill above it; there's another

fronger Fort called Ghrit, near the End of the

Harbour, on the Starboard Side; and at the up

HBon Blaſ, the S aniſh Admiral ;

per End of it is St jeronymo's Fort, this

commands the Harbour's Mouth ; the City is

betwixt theſe two Forts, or rather behind them,

At half an Hour after one, the 21ſt of Nov,

the proper Signals being given, we entered at

cording to the Line of Battle, viz.
A

Rate Guns Men

Charles Brºwn,
Hamp, Court o 495 & Eſq; Commod,

p 3 7 Dºbºc:

Rich, Herk at,

Captain,

-
Perry Main

B Worceſter 4. 6o 400; c."

ice;

to 4.2%
- }: Vernon, Eſ;

400%

Norwich 4 5o 3

Commander inBurford 3 7o 50°S chief, Tºma

Watſon, Capt.

6
-

#. Trrºr,
o Captain.

6 Tºwaterbºſ.
O 400% Caprain,

As we came within Cannon Shot, Iron Caſh

began to play upon us ; the Land being verſ

high becalm'd us, gave the Spaniards anOºt

tunity of firing before we could bring out Gum

to bear upon them. The Hampton Court began

with great Guns and ſmall Arms ſo furiouſly

that the other Ships at a diſtance thought her

on fire: In about half an Hour we could ſee ſome

Strafford 4.

Prin, Louiſa 4

D of the Spaniards taking themſelves to theMoº.

tains; the reſt of the Ships now coming in, the

Admiral gave the Signal to land the Marinº

&fc. David L.At 1M ºr

Extrast of a Letter from Jamaica, Jan 3,

H E Sailors never ſhew'd mºre D&

fire and Inclination to be in Aëtion

E than when they ſail'd for Porto Bella, tho'

they met with ſome Diſappointment in

not being ſuffer'd to plunder that Town;

but now war is declared the Spaniará

muſt not expect to meet with ſuch friend.
like Treatment.——Our Admiral has ſº

ceived a very inſolent Letter from the

Spaniſh Admiral at Carthagena, in reluń.

or ſome Officers he took care to ſend

him in which he tells him, his Clinth)

is not the Effeff of Choice, but of Rº,
This has nettled Admiral Pernon a good

deal, who 'tis believ'd will embrace, an

Opportunity of returning an Anſwer inº

ſuitable Manner, and with ſuch Attend.

G ants as the Spaniſh Don may not like:

Extraff of a Letter from Jamaica, Fºº
VI; Admiral Pºrvon, fince the Rein.

forcement of the Greenwich Man ºf

War and the Bomb and Fire-ſhips, is fit

ting out with all Expedition, its thought

for Carthagena, to carry an Alſº,
WI10,

tho” in no Condition to go to Sea, ºf

want of Proviſions, writ our Admiral,
gaſconading Letter, in which he idº

mates, than to take Cities and deflroy rºº

Frtifications, is an unuſual and unexpeãº

Way of making Repriza's.
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for Lewes—to a Daughter of Sir Thºmas

Frankland, Bart, a Ld of the Admiralty

Extraff of a LETTER from Antigua

- , dated jan. 12. -

Capt. Bayard, in a new-York Sloop,

withº. Men and a Letter of Marque, has

brought into this Iſland a Spaniſh Yeſſel A

of 55 Tons, laden with Tallow, Hides,

&c. and a Sloop with Wine, &c. valued.

at about soool. which he took near St.

lº one of the Cape De Verd Iſlands:

ya Stratagem worth relating. When

Capt. Bayard arriv'd at St. Jago a French
Ship for Eaſt India was there, on board

which the Spaniards carried their Trea

ſure, amounting to about 30,000 Pieces

B.

of Eight, and the French ſent to acquaint

him that they had taken the Spaniards

under their Protećtion; on which the

Privateer put to Sea, and got to another

Part of the Iſland; from whence he ſent

his Boat with three or fºur Hands, which C

arriving ſoon after the Day cloſed juſt un

der the French Ship's Stern, the French,

(as deſired) haled them ; they pretended

to be Natives from another part of the

Coaſt, and added, that befºre Night

they ſaw a large Man ofWar under Bri

ed, for that Road or Harbour; and ha

ving ſo ſaid, they row'd away : The

French Captain believing the Tale true,

and knºwing he could not juſtify his

Condućt, ſlipp'd his Cables, and purſu'd

his Voyage; which the Boat ſoon ac

quainting the Privateer with, ſhe return

ed and took Poſſeſſion of the two Prizes,

who had more Menthan herſelf,

-
Alast of B1 R T Hs for the Year 1740.

18.T Ady of Ld Harry Beauclerk, de

* I a liver'd of a Son. -

21. Lady Sophia Thomas, Wife of Capt. F

Thomas, and Siſter to the E, of Abemarle,

-of a Daughter. -

22. Lady Frances Meadows, Siſter to:
the Duke of Kingſton—of a Daughter.

28. Lady of Sir Thomas Moſlyn,

of a Daughter.

: . .

4List of MA ºr 1 Ages fºr the Year 1740, G

l/ ILLIAM Waſmore, Eſq;

* 3. Mayor ofº:;
y'd to the only Daughter of the Revd.

Dr Wºrth, with 60,000l.

§ Elial Breton, of Norton, Northamptonſh.

Eſº-to a Daughter and Coheireſs of late

Sir Win Wolffenholme, Bart. - -

8.Francis Haskins Styles Eyles, only Son
of Sir j. Eyles, Bart--to Miſs Egerton,

15. Councellor Hamilton of Lincºlns

Imº-to Widow Smith at Mortlack. . .

17. John Morley Trevor, Eſq; Member

-

D.

H
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-4 1rst of Dr Aths for the Year 1740

Öhn Ld King, Baron of Ocke
Feb. 10. ham, Son É. the late Lord

Chancellor King ; he dy'd on Board the

Ruby in his Voyage to Lisbon for the Re:

covéry of his Health; his Honour and

Eſtate devolve to his next Brother, the

Hon. Peter King. - * ,

17, Cardinal Ottoboni, aged 72, ad

vanced to the Purple at the Age of 22.

He dy'd poſſeſs'd of nine Abbeys in the

Eccleſiaſtical State, 5 in that of Penice,

and 3 in France, which laſt only amounted

to 56,ooo Livres per Am... He was Dean

of the ſacred College, and in that Qua

lity Bp of Welletri and offia, Protećtor of

France, Archprieſt of Stjohn de Lateran,

and Secretary of the Office of the Inqui

fixion. " He had a particular Inclination

when young to Muſick, Poetry, and Claſ

fical Learning, compoſing Airs, Operas,

and Oratorios. He made the greateſt Fi

gure of any of the Cardinals, or indeed

of any other Perſon in Rome; for he had

the Soul of an Emperor, nor was there

any princely A&tion but what he endea

vour’d to imitate, entertaining the People

with Comedies, Operas, Puppet-Shows,

Qratorios, Academies; &c. He was mag

nificent in his Alms, Preſents, and Enter

tainments at Feſtivals. In the Eccleſi

Eaſtical Funètions he likewiſe ſhewed great

Piety and Generoſity, and his Palace was

, theº for the Poor, as well as the

Reſort of the Virtuoſi. In his own Pa

riſh he entertain’d a Phyſician, Surgnon

and Apothecary for the Uſe of all that

wanted their Aſſiſtance. He diſtributed

many Dowries among youngWomen, en

rich'd his own, aswell as all otherChurch

es of which he was Protećtor, with Plate

and other neceſſary Ornaments. More

over there was no Quarrel but what he

ſtrove to accommodate, no Misfortune but

what he endeavour’d to remedy, nor did

he let ſlip any Opportunity of doing Good

to his Neighbour, or Service to any Body.

Sir Thomas Langley, Bart. (lately) at

Uxbridge; his Title goes to his Nephew,

now Sir Gilbert Langley, Bart.

jean Lady Baroneſs of Newark, ſuc

ceeded in Honour and Eſtate by her eld

eſt Son William, now Ld Newark

28. Lady Anne Frankland, Siſter to

the E. of Scarborough. -

29. Samuel Gibbs, of Horſley Park near

Colcheſter, Eſq; -

Mrs Brown of Whitehall, aged near

1oo. She enjoy'd Health and her Senſes

to her laſt Moments. .. -

March
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March. i. Relićt of Richard Minſhul

Eſq; Aunt to the Dutcheſs of Norfolk.

Wife of jaſſah Burchet, Eſq;

Maſter Robt Long, Son of Sir Rt Long,

Bart. and Grandſon to the E. of Tylney. .

Capt. Porter, an oldexperienc'd Öfficer.

3. Revd Mr Kendall, Canon of Exeter,

and Archdeacon of Totneſ:.

Nathaniel Coleman, Eſq; a Governor

of the ſeveral Hoſpitals of London.

à. Sir º Fletcher, Kt in Rathbone

iſºlace, aged 94.

8.3.º, Eſq; Member for Leskard.

9. Win Earl, Eſq; Serjeant at Law aged B

76, Brother to the Hon. Giles Earl, Eſq;

a Ld of the Treaſury. His Eſtate goes

to his only Child Goodenough Earl, Eſq;

of the Temple.

Dr Felton, Principal of Edmund Hall,

Oxon, remarkable for his Defence of the

Reſurrečtion.

Hon. Miſs North, 2d Daughter to the

Ld North and Guilford.

13. Relićt of Sir Win Fiſher, of Ang
tom, Bart.

Miſs Bridges, Niece to D. of Chandos.

14. Sir Comrade Springle, formerly Phy

fician to K. William and K. George I.

15. Henry Worſley, Eſq; formerly Envoy.

to Portugal, and Governor of Barbados.

17. Lady. Charlotte Hyde, Daughter to
the E. of Clarendon. - -

2.1. Charles Wake jones, Eſq; of Wal

tham Abbey. -

joſeph Hinxman, Member of Parlia

ment for Chriſtchurch, Southamptonſhire.

22. John Rudge, Eſq; formerly Deputy. .

Governor of the S. S. Company.

Miſs jordan aged 20, of 4000l. Fortune.
On *...* the Lady Charlotte Hyde, (her

intimate Friend) in her laſt Agony a Week

before, ſhe fell into a Swoon, and never

ſpoke afterward. - . .

Judge Denton, of the Court of Com

món Pleas, and Chancellor to the Prince.

27. Wm Slaughter, of Slaughter, Eſq;

4 List of Promot 1o N s for the Year 1740.

Fºliº Hutchinſon, Eſq; appointed

Cheſter Herald at Arms, in rocm of

Edward Stubbs, Eſq; decd.

Hon Wºn. Herbert, Colonel in the Foot

guards; and Member, for Wilton, ap

pointed Pay-maſter to the Garriſon of Gº

braltar, in the room of his Brotner, decd.

Earl of Tankerville,_Lord Lieut. and

Cuſtos Rotulorum for Northumberland,

Geºrge Selwyn, Eſq.--Surveyor of the

Meltings, and Clerk of the Irons, in the

Mint, in room of late Lieut.Gen. Evan.

jºhn Tinker, Eſq;-Governor of Bºha.

* Iſlands, in room of Richd Fitzwilliam,
Eſq; who reſign'd.

GAZINE, Vol. IX.

Henry Harris, Eſq;-Commiſſioner for

granting Wine Licences, in room of jº.

Jeph Ferrerº, Eſq; decd.

Murray Crimble, Eſq;-Receiver of the

, Duties in jamaica, in room of Richard

Mill, Eſq; decd.

Madam Amelia Sophia Walmoden, cre.
ated Counteſs of Yarmouth.

Ld Cathcart appointed General and

Commander in Chief of all his Ma.eſty's

Forces, rais'd, or to be rais'd in America,

Col. Spotſwood of Virginia-Major Ge.

neral, and Col. of the three Regiments

of Iooo Men each, to be raiſed in New

Tork and Wirginia.

Maj. Gen. Scott, Governor of Chelſº

College, in room of Gen. Evans, decd.

Capt. Davers, Commanderof the Sºft.

folk of 7o Guns lately launch'd.

Capt. Langſtoff—Capt. of the Strºm

C bolo Fireſhip. -

Capt. Barnard–Capt. of the Firebrand

Fireſhip.

Lieut. Fenwick,--Capt. of the Ælis

Fireſhip.

Ld Geo. Graham, Son to the Duke of

Montroſe, Capt. of the Adventure.

D. of Marlborough, Conſtable of the

Tower of London, -

Commiſſion'd the following Ships.

Ships Guns Men Captains,
Colcheffer 8o 6oo Garlingtºn

Torbay go 6co Parker

Cambridge 3o 6oo Whºrwººd

* Pr. Fredéric 70 480 . Clinton

Orford 7o. 480 Ld Aug. Fº

Were alſo 7 Fireſhips put in Commiſ:

ſion, and the Command of them gº.
to 7 of the eldeſt Lieutenants in the lect.

New Members.

F john Garth, Eſq; eleåed for the Pº

vizes, in room of Širjoſºph Eyles, deº

Ld Viſcount Barrington, -for Bºwit

in room of the preſent E. of Marthmſ;
Samuel Heathcote, Eſq;-for Leikard, it

room of George Dennis, Eſq;

Ecc L E s 1 Ast 1 c A L PR EF ER MENT*

Rev. Dr Williams, Preſident of $

john's College, and public Orator of ſº,

bridge Univerſity, preſented to the R*
tory of Benow, Suffºlk, 300!, per Ahm.

Mr Holdſworth,<-Prebendary ºf Exeter,

Mr Church-ºby the Ld Viſcount,
H john to Batterſea worth $ool, per Ahm,

void by the Death of Mr Osborne. h

Mr Freeman-Rector of Rackhº"

greater and leſſer, Norfolk. . -

Mr Robinſon-Vicar of Terringtºn, "

Marſland, Norfolk, 14ol. per Am.
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PLAN of the City of HAVANAH. 149

i

i

i

§

5

:
Explanation of the ſoregoing P L A N.

|

A The Battery called, 12 Apoſtles.

BThe Road from the eaſtern Caſtle, which

lies on the Coaſt 5 Miles from the Town.

CThe River Lágida, which falls into the

Sea, near the weſtern Caſtle at about 5

Miles diſtance.

P Nafra Senmora de la Regla.

E Pºita, or Inn de Marimºlena.

F Iſla de msgeres.

G La Dočfora.

H Guanahacoa Village.

a The Boom and Chain a-croſs the Harbour

b The Moro Caſtle of 52 Guns.

c Fort St Maria, or de laPunta, of 30 Gºnr.

d El Fuerte where the Governour reſides
with 22 Guns.

e The Mole.

f The point Gate and ſmall Fºrt.

The Havana, called by the Spaniard, the Key of the Weſt Indies, is Situated in the

Iſland of Cuba, which is 7oo'Miles in length, and in ſome Places above too Miles

brºad, tho' in others not so. Th’s, like moſt ºther Iſlands, has about the Middle a

Chain of lofy Hills extending from one End of it to the other, from whence iſſue ſe

yśral fine Streams watering a delightful plain Country, that ſtretches itſelf along the

Coaſt from the Foot of theſe Hilis. The Air is moré temperate and healthy, than in

moſt of the American Iſlands, and the Sºil extrem.ly fertile, yielding abundance of all

thoſe Spices, and other Commoditics, produced in the Weſt Indian Iſlands. They have

a pientiful Breed of larger and better Cattle, than in any other Part of America, with

Salt, Fowl, and Fiſh in no Scarcity. -

The Havana is reckoned the ſtrongeſt City in the Spaniſh Wºff Indies, the Pºrt in

acceſſible to an Enemy; but the Town may be Bombarded from the Sea by ſºme

it ºut Ships that dare venture rear the Forts; and if Poſſeſſion be got of one ºf the His

to the Eaſt (See B) to attack the Place by Land, at the ſame time, it could not huld

Out many Days, - - - -

.

7
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150 Prices of STOCKS, &c. in MARCH, 1740.

S TO C. K. S. Monthly BILL of Mortality, from Feb. 26, to March 25,

S.S. Stock 98 : chriſtned:* 685 I 2 within *:::. 191

--- Annu. I 11 § #. §: 85 Y. 707

New Annu. Io9 # , |Buried }}. 1363 & 2732 in Midº hº

3 per C. Ann. Ioo : Femal. 1363 “” city indºwſ, i.

Bank 141 # Died under 2 Years old-- 933 . . . 2327

--Circul 4 / 5 s. Pr. Between 2 and 5 ---- 240 ‘. - -

Mil. Bank 15. Between 5 and to ---- 85 ... weekly Burhi,

India No Price. Between 1 o and zo---- 64 March 4–761

—Bonds 4 l. 54. Pr. Between zo and 30 ---- 217 #I:
African 10. Between 30 and 4o ---- 25 I 25.§

Royal Aff. 86+ Between 40 and 50 ---. 266 27;

Lon. ditto 1 1 + Between 50 and 60 ---- 238 —

7 p.C. Em.Loanſio9 : Between 60 and 70 ---- 181 *

52. C. Ditto go # Between 7o and 80 ---- 17o rºº...; 14

Eng. Cop. 31 7s, 6 d. Between 80 and 90 ---- 75 jº'..."

Weſ/, ditto 15 s. Between 95 and too ---- 1:1 Beft Hop. 3. 5.

loo and 103 * Coals 1 l. Ios. per Children,

2732

Extrač of a LETTER from on Board the

Sea-Hörſe Man of War, dated Feb. 17.

- WE have been much fatigu'd for ſome

Time paſt &n account of very bad

Weather; but however have got ſome

thing to comfort us, having taken two

Prizes, which we hope will turn out

pretty well. We have alſo drove a Spa

niſh Privateer aſhore, and ſunk another ;

that which we drove aſhore had ſix Car

riage and 14 Swivel Guns, and ſoo Mºn,

who quitted her direétly. Our Captain

was reſºlv’d ſhe ſhould do no farther

Miſchief to our Merchant Ships, and

therefºre ſent me with twenty Men to de

ſtroy her : We met with a very warm

Reception from the Shore, where the

Spaniards had ſome cf them intrench'd

themſelves in the Sand, and the reſt got
into a Houſe, from both which Places

they made a terrible Fire upon us; but

this did not hinder me from cutting away

her Maſts and Rigging, and rendering

her quite unfit for Service : While this

was doing, we had the Misfortune to loſe

one of our Boats, and the other not being

able to come to our Aſſiſtance, we were

in a terrible Dilemma, cſpecially as we

could have no Help frºm our Ship; bºt

as there was noTime to be loſt, we came

to an immediate Reſolution, one and all,

to fight our way through the Spaniards,

tº twithſtanding the incGuajity of their

Numbers; in which we ſucceeded, after

two Hºurs Engagement, within halfMuſ:

quet Shot of each other. We were all

tºe Time expoſed to their fire, without

any Shelter; and yet it pleaſed God not

*Man was hurt, except myſelf, and that

but ſlightly in the Leg; and upon a lucky

Shot of mine killing their Captain, th:

whole Body mov’d off, and left us in Poſ -

ſeſſion of their Arms and Ammunitiºn;

and in good Time they did, for we ha

but two Shot a-piece left: Had they nºt

becn a Parcel of Hen-hearted Cowardly

Dogs, they muſt have cut us all to Piece;

and ſo indeed it was every Minute expel.

ed by ſeveral Gentlemen of Oporto, who

camé on Horſeback from thence, and ſaw

the whole Aëtion. We have got a gºod

deal of Reputation by this Affair, the Gen;

tlemen all treating us in the handſomet

Manner, and are pleaſed to ſay, we have

done them more Service than all the Ships

that have been ºn this Coaſt: It is certain,

we have ſtruck ſuch a Terrour among

their Privateers hereabouts, that not ºne

dare peep abroad; tho' we are aſſuredtº

are now fitting out three of conſiderabk

Force, and aiſ a Fify Gun Ship, particº

larly to take us, the intended Captain hi’

ving taken the Sacrament not to return

without taking or finking us; but I think
he had better be abſolved from it, for I

am ſure we fear him not; beſides, ſhould

he prove too much for us, we have it iſ

our Power to play with him, for I never

ſaw a Ship in my life go better than ours;

We ſhall be on this Coaſt til the End ol

March, and hope between th’s and then!"

be along-ſide ſome of them; There are ſe:

veral Ships loading in Oporto, which Wi

be ready to ſail by that Time, and I bº

lieve we ſhali convoy them to Spithead.

A Reſolunich pºſtd the Parliament of ſº

ła d for diſarming the Papiſts, and providin;

20,0co Arms for the Proteſtants,

\

tiº
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For E 1 & N AFFAIRs. 13.

277ENICE, Feb.27. Several Armenian

Merchants, lately arriv'd at Smyrna

from Perſia, ſay # that Schach Nadir was

ñion; Érontièrs of ; Great Mogal's Domi

nions, that the Number of Perſian Lords

who had declared againſt him, was very

much encreaſed, that a Rebellion was

broke out in Candahar, and that, Per

ſia, formerly, ſo rich and flouriſhing,

was extremely impoveriſhed by the

long War. --- Other Accounts ſay,

that the Schach has defeated the Meaſures

of the Grandees of Indoffan, who had

form'd a Confederacy againſt him, and B Chalmé

has ſince taken the neceſſary Precautions

for ſecuring the three fine Provinces

ielded to him by the Great Mogul ; that

3. is now at Iſpahan, and has ſent a large

Detachment to reduce ſome Rebels in the
Kingdom of Candahar. 11: r

Lisbon, Feb. 2. The Fleets from Rio

de janeiro, and the Bay of all Saints, are

A

* fingular Graces from the Empreſs, as

• they could never forget; that the Li

ºberty to which She had reſtored them

*-way a freſh Mark of her Goodneſs,

which they could no way ſufficiently

* acknºwledge, and that they ſhouldpub

'* liſh,i.;; of their Lives, to

* how#. a degree they had experienc'd

“ the Effects of herimperialMajeſty's Great

“neſs of Soul: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gibraltar. Admiral: Haddock ſailed.

hence on the 30th of january, with 3

Men of War for Port Mahan, leaving Sir

Chalmer Ogle to command the reſt.—

‘A new Ordinance is publiſhed at Cadiz,

whereby not only ºf direct Commerce

with Great Britain, but any indireét, by

means of neutral States or Allies, is for

bidden under Pain of Death and Confiſ.

cation.— A Privateer has carried into

C Cadiz a Dutch Ship, on Suſpicion of

having Engliſh Goods on board; the Dutch
arrived upon our Coaſts; they conſiſt of Captain réfuſing to ſurrender, was killed.

38 Merchant Ships, and two Men of War.

There are now in this Port 95 Engliſh

Ships, 16 Dutch, 6 Malteſe, 4 Swedjb,

3 Spaniſh, 2 Penetian, I Daniſh, I of La

bec, and I of Hamburgh. -

Peterſburgh, Feb. 15. N.S.. The Day

this Court received the Ratification ofthe

Peace, the Detachment of Guards that had

made the Campaign, enter'd the City in

Triumph with Lieut. Generalº Biron at

their Head. The Soldiers had Green

Branches of Fir in their Hats, and the Of.

ficers Boughs of Laurel. The Czarina E

diſtributed 20,000 Rubles among the Sol

diers, with a Gold Medal to the Commiſ

fioned Officers, and a Silver one to the

Subaltern, as a Reward of their Bravery.

Seven Swords are beſpoke, with very fine

Gold Hilts, and adorned with Diamonds;

the Firſt, of the Value of Io,ooo Rubles is

deſigned for Velt Marſhal Munich; the

2 d, of 8000, for Velt Marſhal Laſti; the

3 d, of 6000 for Gen. Remanzow; the 4th,

of 5ooo, for Gereral Biron; the 5th, of e

qual Value, for Lieut. General Biron; the

other two, 4ooo each, for Lieutenant Ge

Herals Stoffel and Lowenaahl. The 6th In
ſtant, being the Czarina's Birth. By ſhe G South Carolina

declared the Princeſs Anne of Brunſwick

Wºlfembattle was with Child, who then

firſt took precedence of the Princeſs Eli- .

zabeth; in ; Evening was a Ball, whither

the Seraskier of Oczakow, and the other

Turkiſh Priſoners were condućled, and had

the Honour for the firſt t'me of payin

their Reſpects to the Empreſs, who to:

them they were then frce, Whereupon

the Seraskier ſpoke to the fºllowing Pur

pºſe: ‘That he and his Fellow Priſoners

had, during their Captivity, received ſuch

Extraff of a Letter from Amſterdam.

Great Britain, bydiſmantling Porto Bel

lo, has touched Spain in the mºſt ſenſible

D Part; if ſhe goes on in deſtroying the Spa

miſh Fortreſſes in America, it will more ef.

fectually anſwer the Purpoſe of theº:
Nation than keeping them; for hereby ſhe

will not only enervate and impoveriſh an

implacable Enemy, but avoid the Envy of

other Powers, and take away all Pretence

of taking the Part of Spain. The Bravery

of the Engliſh Admiral, Officers and Sai.

lors, is much admired here. -- -

in the Plantations.

Value of Paper Money, or Bill of Credit

New England - -

Çºmºight , S: ,
F. Rhode Iſland 52.5 L

New Hampſhire |

: New Yºrk. 16o -

The jerſeys 16o $ for icol. Sterk.

Penſylvania 17o

Maryland 2-co

North Carolina 14oo

8oo J

New Yºrk. A Body of 3oo French and

7oo Indians, which in juxe laſt paſſed by

our. Frontiers from Canada, intending to

extirpate, a Nation of Southern Indians,

called Chicaſaur, (Friends to the Engliſh)
were in a får pitch'd Battle defeated by

them with the Loſs of 25o Men kill'd on

the Spºt, a d 'twas preſumed that ver

few of the Survivors wºuld live to go§:
to Canada. The French have ſeveral times

*d thoſe Indians, but without Suc
ºceſs. -- * *

REGſ.
. . . . . . . . . . .
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Prºceedings and DEBATEs in the Senate of LILLIPUT.;
sRadarmayrenemier that, in th.

lºft Speeches we gave from Mr Gul."

... iſºtraº,

.#rted that mathing was left fºr Lil...”

irst, but tº taiºnºſº.º.A

4ttaining by Force, what they had

:§: *jºy denyed in the way of

, Mºgºtiation: 4:cordingſ), in conſº

quince of the Advice offered to the i

ºft & the Hugo Lonſdeal, (see:

£-47). Letters ºf Repriſal ºvere B

ºf anted to the Merchants, and or.

&##6tched fºr the filliputian,
Ships of Force to égiº Hºftilities a

º Iberia; But the Gºvernment
wift,ºpprehending that their Sub.: -

#**ing afargreater Namirºrcº

#on the Sea; than ºfferiań.
hai, and that conſequently it.might :

y

f :

#mpt other Naimº... . .

*Court Áould on their Part ºfte:
1914, fºr Repriſal, to attack ºri

*ºfºr fºr Repriſals on the Parº

£ illiput was ſon fºllºwed by a
Pºlaration of War, which waspub

*#ed in Mildendo, and ºffthe i.

*#Cities of his Lilliputian.
: Majeſty'sDºminions with great Pomp, wevery Lord in

*Fºrmality, attended hy he an: E

*4cclamations of the Lilliputi

.*.*.* had now the pleaſing Pro

º*ing amply revengeå upon
;49eria. , , , , , , ºr ; ºr, . . . . .

*ś4ffair singia, ahera,

**ijiputinº F.
#* in the Advice ºf his gºal
*cil on ſo critical a junčure. ,

14&rdingly the $

* *

ºrian Colouriſheſºfºp g;

to meet on the 15th Day, of the 11th

: Month, which was two Months ſºoner:

othan uſual. Both Houſes having ar

cordingy met at Belfaborac, on that

Day the Emperor came to the Houſe

ºf Hurgoes, where being ſeated ºn
“the Throne in his Imperial Robes, the

* Hoºft of Clinabs was commanded by:
* the "Squire of the Black-wand to aſſ.:

tendia the Houſe of Hurgoes. His :

Majeſty then made a moſºGracious

Speech, and his Majeſty and the Cli

enabs being withdrawn, the Hurgoe;

Hickrad, as Lord Preſident, repeated,

the Speech from a Copy which he ſaid,

the bad procured for that Purpoſe 5,

upon which z. zºº . . . . . . . . .

*Hºº Hwedº ſº a tº fl
Iowing Purpoſe.

*Loºps, - .. º

- §§T would be a great

tain a Thought that

any thing which I.

#| could ſay would add

to that Zeal, which

this Houſe muſt feel.
within himſelf, for the Honour and In

tereſt of his Majeſty's Crown and

ſenſible that aii Attempts for that Pº.

Poſe muſt be quite unneceſſary, after :

what you have juſt now heará from

the Throne. Give the leave, however,

my. Lords, to introduce a Motion

which I ſhall take the Liberty to make,

***anſammoned, with a few obſervations,

ºire. My Lords, I am very :

‘that I hope

will
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will not ſeem impertinent to your Lord

fhips upon this Occaſion.

* My Lords, the Face of Affairs

Majeſty has likewiſe, augmented his

Land Forces, tho' in ſuch a Manner as

to remove the leaſt Jealouſy of their

fince we laſt met here is very much being deſigned for any other Purpoſe

alter'd: His Majeſty, like the true Fa

ther of his People, unwilling to plunge

them into an unneceſſary War, while

any Proſpect remained of obtaining an

than the neceſſary Defence and Pre

ſervation of the Empire. But as in the

Prog eſs of the War greater Prepara.

tions, and more Forces may be neceſ.

honourable Peace, has at-laſt given ſary, it would be an Injury done to

way to that Reſentment which the Re- your Lordſhips Characters, to ſuſped

folutions of the Senate, the Wrongs of that this Houſe wilſ ever deny to his

his People, and the Dignity of his own , Majeſty what they have always com.

Crown required. We are now enter’d B plyed with to his Predeceſſors upon

into a War, which, if ever War was ſo, leſs criticaland important Conjunăures,

is juſt and neceſſary. It is, my Lords,

the Nation'sWar, and for that Reaſon,

as there is not the leaſt room to doubt

that his Majeſty will willingly receive

and Support, ſo we have no Cauſe to

fuſpect that thoſe who were moſt for

ward in calling for a War, will be the

moſt backward in their Endeavours to

make it: ſucceſsful. Your Lordſhips

have heard, from the beſt Authority,

upon what Motives this War is under

taken, that it is undertaken to chaſtiſe

"Your Lordſhips know your Duty, you

know the Intereſts of the Empire too:

well to be alarmed at the Infinuations

of thoſe, who have ever made it their

your Lordſhips Addreſs of Concurrence C. Bufineſs to miſrepreſent the Govern

- ment, who exclaimed againſt the Con

tinuance of the Peace, and who now

begin to aggravate the Inconveniencies

of War. Your Lordſhips will always,

Idare ſay, ačt as becomes your high

Stations, notwithſtanding theſe mean

*Arts, and ſhew yourſelves as willing

to give his Majeſty your Aſſiſtance, as

the Obſtinacy of a Nation that has

committed the moſt notorious Violati

ons of the moſt ſolemn Engagements. * My Lords, it is, in a great meaſuſº,

But, my Lords, as a People, ſo much ... in your Lordſhips Power to make his

inferiour to us in Strength, and in F. Majeſty the Sovereign of a great, hap.

every thing neceſſary to make a War, py, and united People; it is upon your

ſucceſsful on their Part, can never be Lordſhips Conduct that the Eyes of the

he has been ready on all Occaſions to

follow your Advice. “ -

ſuppoſed to have thus wantonly pro- Nation are now fix’d. As this Houſe

voked the Vengeance of this Crown has ever been the Barrier, betwixt the

and Empire, without ſome Aſſurances. Encroachments of the Prerogative and

at leaſt of being otherwiſe ſupported, F.Licenciouſneſs of the People, all whº
perhaps by a more conſiderable Power wiſh this Country well, which I hope

than themſelves, his Majeſty could not are a great many, will, from your

haveanſwered for it to himſelf, had not Lordſhips Unanimity on this Occaſion,

he taken the moſt effectual Precautions judge of the Juſtice of his Majeſty's
for defending the Nation againſt the Meaſures, and draw a happy Omen of

Attempts, even of her moſt powerful 6 our future Succeſs in this important

Enemies; and he has done it with ſo ‘’ War. Your Unanimity can be of more

much Moderation and Wiſdom, that Service to his Majeſty at this Junăuţ,
none can find Fault but thoſe who are give me leave to ſay it, my Lords,

reſolved never to be ſatisfied. As we than either his Fleets or his Armies;

are a Nation thatſubſiſts by Trade, the for it is your Unanimity that muſt de

prive the Enemy of his principal Supgreateſt Part of the national Expence

has been in order to protect and ſecure H port and Encouragement, I meanºr

our Trade 3 but as nobody can foreſee Diviſions; theſe are the moſt ſucceſsful

what Turn this War may take, or in -

- - Arms they can employ againſt us. -

what Manner it may be carried on, his Whatever Differencestºº. *

- . - haw&
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have ſubſiſted, either here or elſewhere,

before the Declaration of War, ought

to ceaſe of courſe after it is declared.

No Party can now have the leaſt Pre

text for fomenting them, fince all that

the one Party contended for has been

agreed to by the other. .

I am afraid, my Lords, it is not

Iberia alone that hopes to ſee thoſe

Diviſions, that have too long been ſub

fiſting and gathering Strength amongſt

us, continued, I am afraid, my

Lords, that other Powers would not at

all be diſpleaſed to ſee them prevail,

to ſuch a Height in this Empire, as

may give them an Opportunity of gain

ing, by our Differences, that which

the Courage of our Anceſtors, and the

Wiſdom of his Majeſty, have hitherto

rendered impracticable for them to gain

by their Arms or their Counſels. For,

my Lords, it is not in this Country, as

it is in ſome other Countries, where

the Sovereign needs but to command

and be obeyed ; our Emperor, my

Lords, muſt be ſupported by the Af.

fe&ions and Concurrence of his Senate;

if his Senate does not ſupport him, let

his Cauſe be never ſo juſt, let his In

tentions be never ſo upright, and his

Counſels never ſo wiſe, the national In

tereſts muſt ſuffer under his Admini

fration.

my Lords, it is not only our Duty to

give his Majeſty the ſtrongeſt Aſſurances

of our Support and Concurrence in the

Sourſe of this War, but to do it in

uch a Manner as may take from the

Enemies of the Nation, whether ſecret

or declared, whether Foreign or Do

meſtick, all Hopes of ſupplying their

Want of Juſtice, Honour, or Strength,

by fomenting Heats and Animoſities

within this Empire. I ſhall not trouble

Your Lordſhips much longer upon this

Subjećt, only I muſt obſerve that, du

ring the ſhort Receſs we have had, his

Majeſty'sBnemies have been very buſy,

and I am afraid, with ſome, tºo ſuc

§eſsful, in ſuggeſting Doubts and Jea

loufies with regard to the Management

of the War, ſo far as it has yet been

tarried on ; tho', I believe, no War

*wer began with a better Appearance,

From theſe Confiderations, E
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if Reſolution, OEconomy, and Pru

dence can procure Succeſs. I ſhall,

therefore, beg leave to trouble your

Lordſhips with the following Motion.

That it he Reſolved, that a Humble Ad

A dreſ; he preſented to his Majeſty from this

Hºſe, expreſſing our ſincere Thanks for his

Majeſty's mºſt gracious. Speech frºm the

Throne. And to affäre his Majeſty that the

great Regard which his Maj. fly has ex

preſſed for the Senſe of the Senate, is a

Continiance of his Royal Goodneſs, and

Concern for the true Intereſt of his People;

B and that his Majeſty's Deſire ºf having the

Aſſance and Advºce of the Sena:e as

early as poſſible, is a freſh Proof of his

real Confidence in his faithful Subječís.

That the juſtice and Neceſſity of the

War with Iberia muff be as demonſtrahle

to the Wºrld, as the Injuſtice and Piolence

of that Nation is notºrious ; and that,

ince Great Lillipur has been thus unavoid

ably called forth to Arms, we effecm it our

peculiar Felicity that we have upon the

Thronea Prince, who with paternal Zºnder

neſs joins in the juſ; Reſentment of an in

jured Nation, and whoſe Magnanimity and

Steadineſ are equal tº the glorious Cauſe

in which he is engaged.

That on this Occaſion the unfºigned

Tender of our Lives and Fortunes is no

more than is due to his Majeſy and our

Country, and that we do from the bottom of

our Hearts give his Majeſty the ſtrongeſt

Aſhrances, that we will zealouſly concur in

all ſuch Meaſures, as may forward his Pre

parations, and enable him to carry on the

War with that Spirit and Pigour which

truly become the Lilliputian Nation.

That his Majeſty's Goodneſ; in acquaint

ing us from the Throne of his havin

augmented his Forces by Sea and Land,

purſuant to the PowerÅ; him by the

Senate, with all the Moderation that was

conſiſtent with thoſe deſirable End; which

F his Majeſty in his great Wiſdom has point

ed out to us, is an Inftance of his Majeſty's

gracious Diſpoſition to avoid bringing any

unneceſſary Bürthens upon his People; and

that tho' we cannot flatter ownſives that

a State of War will not be attended with

G great Expences, and ſome Inconveniencies,

jet, when it is undertaken not to gratify

the Views of reſtleſs Ambition, but to aſ:

ſºrt and maintain the Honour and juſt

Rights of his Majeſty's Crown and Empire;

that we dº not dºubt but thoſe powerful

Motives will induce his Majeſty's Subječis

to undergo with Chearfulneſſ whatever is

neceſſºry in the Proſecution of it.

That it gives is unexpreſſible Concerº,

that there ſhould be any Occaſion for his

U Majeſty

I
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Mºjºſ, to repeat his gracions Admonitions

&gainſ?º: Heats and Animoſities that

*ve been fomentedthroughout the Empire,

*d that as we cannot but moſt ſeriouſly la

*ent the unhappy Diviſions thereby occaſi

ºed, ſo nothing ſhall be wanting on our

art to heal them, by promoting that good

armony and Unanimity which are ſo me

£eſſary at this juněture; and that we truſt

ºf Heaven that any Hope; or Views formed

by our Enemies on ſuch Circumſtances will

be found utterly vain and groundleſs, ſince

all his Majeſty's Subječis muſt be convinced

that the Security of gar Religion and Li

weathered their Negotiations. This,

my Lords, is one Point gained upon

them, and the principal Point too. It

is the Bravery of our Forces, under

the wiſe Protection of his Majeſty, that

A muſt gain the reſt. Your Lordſhips,

I am ſure, will not be wanting in your

Duty, I hope the Miniſtry will not be

wanting in theirs. They muſt be in

excuſable if they are: They have all

the Advantage that Man can deſire;—

They have to do with a gracious Prince

birtieſ ºf th; Saſſy, and Prºſperity ºf B —a Loyal Senate—and a willing, give
this Empire, do entirely depend upon the

Preſervation of his Majeſty'; ſacred Perſon

and Government, and of the Succeſſion in

his auguſt Houſe.

That in this common Cauſe, Intereſt as

well as Duty will make us unite, and that

we do with the greateſ: Zealand Firmneſ;

effºre hirMajeſty we are determined, at the

Hazard of all that is dear to us, to ſupport

ainſt all his Enemies both at Home

and Abroad, imploring the Divine Provi

&nce "o giveSucceſs to his Majeſty's Arms,

and make them the happy Means of procur.

ing a ſºft and honourable Peace.

The Hurgo Flacnobrug then ſaid,

My Lords,

HE Addreſs moved for by the

noble Lord, is ſo full of af.

fectionate Duty to his Majeſty, and ſo

expreſſive of what ought to be, and I

hope is,the Senſe of the Houſe upon this

ScCaſion, that I humbly ſecond his

Lordſhip's Motion.

The Addreſſ, as moved for, being then

read by the Hurgo Hickrad, as Pre

/ident of the Houſe, the Hurgo Qua

drert asked for the Paper that con

tained it, and after ſome Silence he

delivered himſelf very near in the

following Terms.

My Lords,

T is with the greateſt Pleaſure and

Satisfaction I congratulate your

Lordſhips and the Nation, that we

have at laſt been able to extricate our

ſelves from the long, Preplexed, amaz

ing Labyrinth of treating with the
Court of Iberia. Give me leave to

ſpeak in the Language of our honeſt,

blunt Seamen, that we have at laſt

me leave to ſay, an United People,

My Lords, I don't loye to give

hard Names; I would not give hard

Word, evento the Iberians; but I would

give them very hard Blows, and that

too, my Lords, upon the foreft Platt,

c We all know where their Strength,

where their Weakneſs lies; both, my

Lords, lie in their Weſt Idnies; from

that they derive theirStrength, and it is

on their Poſſeſſions there that we are to

keep our Eye in this War. It is there,

my Lords, that we can diſtreſs them;

D to attempt to diſtreſs them in any 0.

ther Place would be hurting ourſelves,

but if we diſtreſs them there, we diſ.

able them, and enrich ourſelves,

The Emperor, my Lórds, for whoſe

Memory, and Name, I have the great.

eſt Veneration, was the late Emperor

Wimgul III. He was a Prince, my

Lords, who not only had great Notions

of Liberty, but a true Senſe of the

moſt effectual Way to promote and

eſtabliſh the Intereſts of this Empire.

That Emperor, my Lords, when he

entered into Negotiations, had always

in his Eye ſomewhat which might be

* of particular Profit, or ſolid Advan.

tage to this Nation. Accordingly,

when he entered into the great Alli.

ance for reducing thePower of Blºftſ,

and ſetting a Prince of the Houſe 9

Aurifta upon the Throne of Iberia,

we find, by the 6th Article of that

G Treaty, that whatever the Lilliputian

ſhould take from the Enemy, in Cº

Jumbia, during the Courſe of the War,

was to belong to this Empire. Lº

this Stipulation be a Direction to us.”

E

preſent: Let us follow the Mariº
that

Å;
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that wiſe Prince, who well knew what

infinite Advantage the poſſeſſing our

ſelves of any Part of the Iberian Ter

ritories in Columbia would bring to this

Nation. Let us, my Lords, take. Poſ.

ſeſſion of their Settlements there, and

afterwe have taken Poſſeſſionletus hold

The M. º. This will make Iberia,

my Lords, that ſhe dare not be your

Enemy ; and, if ſhe is, her Reſent

ment can be but poor and feeble.

Degulia, would be doing them a Fa

vour; we might thereby ſoon diſable

ourſelves from effectually acting againſt

them in thoſe Parts where alone they

are vulnerable. Therefore, my Lords,

his Majeſty, when he recommends the

diſtreſſing them in their moſt ſenſible

Parts, can mean no other than attack.

ing them in their Columbian Territo.

ries. Let us, my Lords, colle& all

ourStrength, and then all Degulia can

But, my Lords, while I talk of not refift us ; let us make one vigorous

poſſeſſing ourſelves of the Iberian Set-B Puſh, and poſſeſs ourſelves of one im

tlements, I muſt not forget the Means

of doing it.” It muſt be done, it can

be done, my Lords, only by conſult

ing right Men. Put able Generals at

the Head of your Troops, give the

portant Place in their diſtant Settle

ments, and then, my Lords, all De

gulia, inſtead of looking down upon

ou, as they have hitherto done, will

ook up to you. You will then be

Command of your Fleets to experi- D courted, my Lords, becauſe you will be

enced Admirals; let every Branch of feared:

the Management of this War becom

mitted to right Men, Men whom the

Voice of the Nation points out as ca

pable of ſuch a Truſt; let us do all

this, my Lords, and there is no Rea

ſon to doubt of Succeſs. Let the Plan

of your Operations be well laid and

well executed, my Lords, Succeſs will

follow ; and if it ſhould not, I ſhall

never blame thoſe who condućt either

our Fleet, our Armies, or our Counſel.

You will then, my Lords,

have in your Hands the only Pledge

that can bind both them and their Al

lies, if they have any, to their good

Behaviour, and make them the fincere

Friends of this Empire, becauſe it

will, then be their Intereſt to be ſo.

Pardon me, my Lords, if I expreſs

a more than ordinary Zeal upon this

Occaſion: I do it, becauſe I ſee many

and great Advantages ariſing to the

Empire from this Meaſure, and few or

Something, my Lords, muſt be left to Eno Difficulties that can attend its Exe

Fortune, and if that ſhould be againſt

ºs, it would be unjuſt to accuſe, and

fooliſh to repine. . . . . . .

Laſt Seſſion, my Lords, I diſap

proved of the Meaſures of the Mini

cution. What have you to fear, my

Lords You cannot ſurely fear the Î.

berian; ; we have nothing to fear from

them but a Peace; they have already

in time of Peace given us Proofs of

ity, becauſe the Hypotheſis upon F what they can do againſt us, but we

which they went was wrong. We

negotiated about Points that we ought

never to have ſuffered to be diſputed;

and we gave up ſome Things upon

which the very Well-being of our

* Trade cand Navigation depended :

therefore, my Lords, I ſay the Hypo

theſis was wrong, and where that is

wrong the Superſtrućture never can be

fight. At this time your Hypotheſis

is right, and I approve of it. His

Majeſty has, in his Speech, given us

the Hint of what we are to do: We

*ſe to attack our Enemy in their moſt

Jºſible Parts; to waſte our Strength

"Pon any Enterprize againſt them in

have leſs to apprehend from them in

time of War. Then, my Lords, we

ſhallexpect Hoſtilities, and provide a

inſt them; but in time of Peace we

id not. This was their Advantage.

It may be ſaid, we muſt ačt withCau

tion left the Blefuſeudians ſhould take

the Part of Iberia. My Lords, I am

very ſenſible that the Bleft:ſºudians are,

upon the Continent, a very great and

a very powerful People; but, in this

Quarrel betwixt us and Iberia, I don't

H think that we need to be under any

Apprehenſions from that Quarter. In

the firſt Place, my Lords, the Prime

Miniſter in that Nation is now of an

Age
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Age that muſt naturally, make him

wiſh to end his Days in the Tranquil

lity he has been always ſo ſtudious of

preſerving. But, my Lords, it is the

of War; theirPrimeMiniſtér has indeed

encouraged, the Spirit of Commerce,

but has taken no effečtual Care to put

his Nation in a Condition of afferting

Intereſt of Blefiſcu to live at Peace A it by force of Arms. And here, my

with you; ſhe has at preſent as much

to fear from Lilliput as Iberia has, for

our naval Strength can be effectual a

gainſt both. This, my Lords, the

Blºfuſcudians are no doubt ſenſible of ;

otherwiſe we ſhould before this time

have heard of their Reſentment; for

had they intended to take part in this

Quarrel, they would have done it be.

fore we had been in a Condition to

have ſtruck a Blow, as I hope we now

are. This therefore muſt induce Ibe

Lords, it is with the greateſt Pleaſure

that 1 reflect upon a peculiar Advan

tage which, this Nation has over all

her Neighbours, with regard to Mari.

time Affairs. Theſe can, upon a Pinch,

perhaps, fit out a more confiderable

Squadron of Ships than we can bring

together into one Body, without leav

ing our Coaſts and our Trade expoſed,

and they can man them with a greater

Number of Hands. … But, my Lords,

their Seamen are not comparable to .

ria to accept of any Terms we ſhall 9 ours; and if they loſe a Ship or two

pleaſe to impoſe. Beſides, my Lords,

the Politicks of Blºfuſºu have of late

always led her to avoid a War, if they

can poſſibly do it conſiſtently with their

Intereſt; and, ſhould they enter into

this War, they tranſgreſsevery Maxim

of good Policy. If we lay convenient

ly for them to attack any of our Poſſeſ

fions or Territories by Land, I could

not promiſe ſo much for their Neutra

lity; but, my Lords, they can get

nothing from us but Blows, provided

we take proper Meaſures. Their na

yal Force is not equal to yours at pre

fºnt, nor can it be made equal in many

Moons to come ; and ſhould they ven

ture to break with us, we may at one

Blow totally deſtroy thoſe Ships they

have and perhapsput it out oftheirPow

This we in ſome Meaſure did in the

laſt War, when their Naval Affairs

were in a very good Situation, nor

have they yet half recovered the

Defeats we then gave them.… It is

true, the Blºfiºſcudians don't want

for Seamen; theſe they have in abun."

dance, ſuch as they are, by the Nature

of their Eſtabliſhment, which gives

their Government an abſolute Power

of. ſending as many to Sea as they

think fit, by means of their Regiſter,

which in half an Hour's time informs

them of the Name, Standing, Age,

and Abode ofevery Seaman in Bleſiºſ.

* But, my Lords, they want shifts

in an Engagement, they have no Re

ſources: they can't for ſometime, per

haps not till the War is over, ſupply

their Loſs. But we can afford to loſe

many Ships, yet, ſtill ſupply their

D Places with others. This, my Lords,

was the Caſe during all the laſt War;

the Bleftiſudians at firſt ſet out with a

very fineFleet, andin ſome Re-encoun

ters, it was not eaſy to decide the

Vićtory. But whatever they gain.

ed in a particular Engagement, they

were ſure to loſe in the Main, becauſe

they had no Means of repairing in the

ſubſequent Moon the Loſs they had ſº

ſtained during the preceding: " .

Another Thing, my Lords, we are

to confider, is, that if we once make

Fourſelves Maſters of a confiderable

er to repair the Loſs for ſeveral Ages. . Place, ſuch as, if it were proper upºn

this Occaſion, I could point out, wº

diſable, not only Iberia but Blºfiftu."

annoy; us any more in our Columbia"

Navigation. -- What is it, my Lord,

G that puts Blºftſºu in a Condition to Pº

her vaſt Armies, to ſtrengthen herd

with ſuch powerful Alliances, and tº

carry on ſuch an extended Commertº

but the Treaſure which from M*

to Moon ſhe draws from the Iberian

Idilies, and from her own Poſſeſſiºn"

in Columbia 2 If therefore we leº

one Place in the Iberian Idnie, W*

ſeize the Source of her Wealth, Wº

make ourſelves Maſters of the Simº"

of her Strength, and we make#:
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Intereſt to live in Friendſhip with us,

may, to join with us, in forcing Iberia

to accept of our Terms.

means ſo well ſatisfied with this Speech

that we have juſt now heard, and

conſequently with the Reſolution for

. My Lords, theſe are no Romantick A an Addreſs mov’d for by the noble

Projects, they are both eaſy and pra

&icable, as we have the Dominion of

the Sea. The Sea is now covered

with, our Ships, nor is there a Poten- ,

tale in all Degulia that ſo much as pre

tends to diſpute our Power on that

Lord, which, as uſual, is no other

than an Echo of the Speech. I am by

no means againſt any Expreſſions, even

in the ſtrongeſt Terms, of Duty and

Zeal to his Majeſty, nor would I a

bate, in the leaſt, of the Aſſurances,

Element. The Sea, my Lords, if B contain'd in the Reſolutions of ſupport

not covered with Ships, is a Blockade

and an Incumbrance to you ; if co

vered with Ships, it is your Strength,

it is your Safety, andyour Navy forms

a Bridge over it, by which you can

convey the Riches of the World to

ing his Majeſty, in every Step of this

juſt and neceſſary War, with Vigour

and Chearfulneſs: My Objećtion, my

Lords, lies againſt that Part of the

Motion which refers to the Clauſe of

his Majeſty's Speech wherein he men

your own Dominions. Therefore, ctions Heats and Animoſities being the

my Lords, I ſay, as we have now the

undiſputed Superiority on that Element,

let us make a proper Uſe of it while we

may ; now is our Time, and if we let

ſlip this Opportunity, we don't know

when we ſhall gain another.

Having ſaid thus much, my Lords,

with regard to what we now have it

in our Power to do, and what I hope

we ſhall do, if we are in earneſt, give

me Leave to ſpeak a little to that Part

of the Miniſtry's Condućt which re

gards the Declaration of War, and the

Speech we have now heard from the

Throne, tº -

As to the Declaration of War, my

Lords, I own I think it is extremely

well drawn up; it is conceiv'd in

Terms moſt proper to give his Maje

ſty's Subječts and our Neighbours the

beſt and the trueſt Notion of the Ju-F

ſtice of our Cauſe, and at the ſame

chief Encouragement to the Iberians,
I was,hitherto to deny us Satiſaćtion.

my Lords, exceedingly amazed and

grieved when ſheard ſuch an Intimati

on from the Throne. I am ſure his Ma

jeſty has been miſinformed, for I dare

ſay that there never was a Time when

fewer Heats and Animoſities ſubſiſted

than at preſent. Therefore, my Lords,

I wiſh, and if my Wiſhes won't do.

let me add my moſt earneſt Prayers,

that you would leave out thoſe Words

in the Motion that relate to that Part

of his Majeſty's Speech. Never, my

Lords, let us confirm his Majeſty in

the Belief of a Thing that is not Faët,

but let us, by a reſpectful Silence, give

him to underſtand, that at leaſt every

Lord in this Houſe is of one Mind,

and that we have Reaſon to believe

there are no Heats and Animoſities

ſubſiſting either here or elſewhere

ime to convince them how much it throughout the Empire.

is their Intereſt, as well as ours, to op

poſe the unjuſt Claim of Iberia in

ſearching the Ships of other Nations

upon the High Seas. In ſhort, my

very juſtly ſtated, and I cannot

but congratulate thoſe, whoever

they were, who drew it up, and

adviſed his Majeſty upon that Occa

flon; for I think they have done

their Country a fingular Piece of Ser

Vice. But, my Lords, I hope I ſhall

be Pardon'd if I ſay that I am by no

I indeed, my Lords, ſome time ago,

read an Iberian Pamphlet, that men

tion'd, much in the ſame Terms, Com

plaints and Outcries amongſt us; but

Lords, the Faas laid down in it are when I read that Pamphlet, I ſaid to

myſelf, --The Iberian Monarch's Sub

jects are Slaves, therefore they dare not

complain ; my Maſter's Subjećts are a

free People, therefore they dare and

H will complain when they find them

ſelves oppreſſed.--The People of this

Empire, my Lords, found themſelves

oppreſſed, and moſt barbarouſly i.
ful:ed ;
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fulted; therefore they complained, and

their Complaints reached the Throne, T Cannot introduce what I have to

and, thanks to his Majeſty, the Mi-2 trouble your Lordſhips with upon

miſtry were rouſed from their Lethargy. , this Occaſion better, than by expreſ.

But, my Lords, theſe Complaints can fing my Satisfaction that the Miniſtry

never juſtify our intimating to the , has been at laſt able to do ſomething

Crown that they are ſtill ſubſiſting, nay," that merits the Approbation of the no

farther, that Heats and Animoſities ble Lord who ſpoke laſt. I own, my

prevail; I believe, my Lords, ºthere Lords, I always approv'd of what the

is not a Man in the Empire who com-, Miniſtry has done ſince the Begin

plains of this War, whatever he may ning of our Differences with Iberia ;

{uffer by it, or how muchſoever he may I think they have ačted a Part that is

contribute towards carrying it on. B very conſiſtent, with itſelf, and very

• My Lords, if there were Complaints, much to the Honour of this Empire.

... My Lords, . . . -- -

before this Declaration of War, theſe

Complaints were founded on the moſt

juſtifiable Grounds, they were founded

on a Jealouſy for the Intereſt of our

The very ſame Care of the Intereſts of

the Subjećt that induced his Majeſty

to continue ſo long in the Tratt of nº

ygotiating with Iberia, has now prº

Trade. Other Nations, take up and Cvailed with him, ſince theſe Negotia.

lay down Trade according to their

Conveniency, but, my Lords, our

Trade is our All ; we ought to have

an Eye upon it in all our Engagements:

We ought to make Peace, we ought

tions could not be carried on with any

Probability of Succeſs, to declare War.

This is, my Lords, the very Thing

which his Majeſty has always aſſured

this Houſe he would do as ſoon as the

to make War, according as the Intereſt sº Cóndućt of Iberia made it neceſſary :

of our 3rade requires ; it is therefore * and notwithſtanding what the noble

no Wonder if the Nation is uneaſy un- Lord has been pleaſed to obſerve, Imuſ,

der any Grievance that may affºrthis be of Opinion that the Negºtiation

great Point. But whatever Jealoufies have been continued no longer than

were lately entertained on this Head, abſolute Neceſſity requir’d. ...The no
I am perſuaded they are now removed, ble Lord, was pleaſed to mention a La

and it is now in the Power of the Mi- is byrinth of Negotiations we have been

niſtry to make his Majeſty the greateſt,

the moſt glorious, and the moſt beloved ſhip does not think that we ought to

Emperor that ever ſat on that i hrone. have gone to War before we had negº

Therefore, my Lords, I hope, as the tiated ; that, indeed, would have

Prince is agreeable to the People, your been a very extraordinary Way of pro:

Lordſhips will never give your Conſent F ceeding, and we might then have

to the repreſenting the People in unfa-' heard as much of tſie Ruin attending

vourable Colours to the Prince. I do a precipitate War, as we now doofthe

not deſign to trouble the Houſe with Diſhonour of a long Negotiation.

a Motion ; I hope what I have ſaid But, my Lords, the firſt muſt have been

may give ſome little Light to any Lord attended with the moſt terrible Con

who may think it proper to make a 2, ſequences to the Empire 3 whereas, by

engaged in ; my Lords, I hope his Lord .

Motion, and I entirely ſubmit it to

your Lord hips, if it would not be

more for the Honour of your own

Chara&ters, and the : Dignity of the

Houſe, if you agreed to the Addreſs

without theſe Words. . . . . . . .

He was anſwered by the Nardac Secre

taº, to the fºllowing Purpoſe :

protracting the Negotiation, yougained

Time to put yourſelf in a Condition to

aćt with Vigour, and to ſtrike yºu!

Blow home. My Lords, I am as litº

tleforcontinuing a diſhonourable Negº.

tiation as any Lord in this Houſe, but

I will ſay this much for the Conven

tion, which I muſt ſtill think was a

good Treaty till I hear better Reaſon,

for changing my Opinion than I*
- ye

3.
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yet done, that had it not been made,

you muſt have entered into aWar under

almoſt all the Inconveniencies that it is

ſible to imagine. ... No:

no Troops in the Nation, in ſhort, no

thing that could have rendered you

formidable. But the noble Lord may

ſay, that the Miniſtry had Money in

their Hands, which could have pro

cured Shipsand Men: My Lords, even

163

been wanting to chuſe ſuch Men to put

at the Head of your Fleets and Troops

as may do it with Succeſs ; they have:

No Ships ready, Amy Lords, been choſen without regard

to any Confideration but that of their

perſonal Merit, and they are ſuch Men

as I dare ſay the noble Lord who ſpoke

laſt will approve of -

My Lords, I thought the Station I

have the Honour to ſerve in, obliged

Money won't do that allatonce. We ſee B me to ſay thus much with regird to the

daily, notwithſtanding all the Alacrity

and Reſentment againſt Iberia that is

in the Nation, how difficult it is to

procure Sailors to man the Fleet, or

Soldiers to compleat your Levies; my

Condućt of the Government in the

preſent War; give me now Leave to

take ſome Notice of what fell from

the noble Lord who ſpoke laſt. His

Lordſhip infilted, and I think very

Lords, all this muſt be done before we C rightly too, that we ſhould make a vi

can hope to go to War with any Suc

ceſs. As to the Condućt of the Mini

firy, ſo far as this War has hitherto

been carried on, I think it has been

unexceptionable. A Fleet under the

Qommand of an Admiral, who is uni

gorous Puſh againſt the Enemy in the

Weſtern Idnies ; but this is no new

Thought, his Lordſhip was directed in

what he threw out by that Part of the

Speech from the Throne, where hisMa

jeſty takes Notice of his being able to

verſally allowed to be a Man proper to D attack the Enemy in the moſt ſenſible

be truſted, has for theſe 18 Months

been protećting your Trade on thoſe

Seas where your Ships were moſt ex

poſed to the Enemy, and is now block

ing up their Ships within their Har

bours, ſo that they can't have the Re

turn of their Treaſures, which alone

can enable them to carry on the War.

You have, my Lords, a ſtrong Squa

dron in the Weſtern Idnies to protect

yourTrade there ; and I hope we ſhall

ſoon hear of their being able to do

ſomething that ſhall at the ſame time

effectually annoy the Enemy. Thus

far, my Lords, it muſt, I think, be

allowed that the War has been rightly

managed, and as a Proof, if Succeſs is

any Proof of good Condućt, you have

Part. My Lords, a moderate Share

of Knowledge may enable a Man to

give a tolerable Gueſs at the moſt ſen

ſible Part of the Iberian Monarchy :

and I believe there are very few People

now a-days, who don't know that it

would be very idle in us to think of

attacking them in Degulia ; therefore I

believe the noble Lord may reſt ſatisfied

that all proper Care will be taken to

attack them in thoſe Places where they

can ſuffer moſt. As to the noble Lord's

Encomium upon the Emperor Wimgul,

I can very heartily agree to it, and at

the ſame time I make no doubt, that

if at the Beginning of this War his

preſent Majeſty had enter'd into ſuch

an Alliance as that Emperor did at the
already, I believe, had ſome Kind of Time mentioned by the noble Lord,

+ Succeſs, and I hope we ſhall ſoon be G the very ſame Care would have been

enabled to congratulate his Majeſty

upon greater and farther Advantages.

I can ſay it, from my own Knowledge,

my Lords, that no Expence has been

ſpar'd by his Majeſty forcarrying on this

War with Vigour, and no Care has H

f Aluding to the taking of two rich

Shipſ, which was then reported, but not
£onfirmed.

i.

taken of the Intereſts of this Empire

as was taken then ; for I am ſure his

Majeſty, amongſt the other good Qua

lities in which he reſembles that great

Prince, has this in common with him,

that in all his Engagements, and all his

Actions, he has the Good of this Em

pire principally in his Eye. The Mini

ſtry, is very much obliged, my Lords,

to the noble Lord's Candeur, when he

* . . . . . ſays,
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ſays, that if the Plan of the Operati

ons of the War is well laid, he will

not blame any body for ill Succeſs. My

Lords, it would be improper in me to

take any Notice of the Manner in which

this War may be proſecuted, but I will

venture to ſay, that if we may judge

of what is to come from what is al

ready paſt, the Condućt of his Maje

ſty will have the good Fortune to meet

with his Lordſhip's higheſt Approbati

on. His Lordſhip ſaid that laſt Moon B

he diſapproved of the Meaſures ; my

Lords, every Lord has a Right of ap

proving or diſapproving as he thinks

proper, and I will be ſo free as to ſay,

that Iſhould havediſapproved ofthem if

any other Condućt had been obſerved

than what was. I don't blame the

neble Lord for differing with me on that

Head, but I think we are now to look

forward ; his Majeſty has taken a Step

that is, in Appearance at leaſt, approved

of by all Parties ; therefore all Parties

eught to concur in rendering it honour-D

able and advantageous to the Empire,

by unanimouſly ſupporting his Maje

ſty. Now is the Time to diſtinguiſh

the real Friends of the Empire from

thoſe who pretend to be ſuch, only

that they may the more eaſily B

diſtreſs the Adminiſtration. If the

Declaration of War was the only

Step which was ſolicited by thoſe

who are thought to be no Friends to

the Adminiſtration, and if they have

been gratified in this Step, upon what

A

Pretence can they look back? Would F

it not, my Lords, be much more be

coming that Zeal which we all ought

to have for the Welfare of our Coun

try, and that Reſpect which we all

profeſs for his Majeſty, if we ſhould

unite our Views all in one Point,

my Lords, when they know theytun

gain nothing but Blowsby being other.

wiſe ; and I ſhould be ſorry if wetruſt.

ed ſo far to the Friendſhip of any

Neighbour as not to be in a Condition

to oblige them to continue their good

Offices, or if, on any. Confideration

whatſoever, we ſhould leave our Coaſts

expoſed to any Attempts from the

Quarter which the noble Lord has men.

tioned, notwithſtanding the peaceable

Diſpoſition of their Miniſter. But, my

Lords, I have lived long enough to

hear the Power of that Crown either

magnified or diminiſhed, as it ſuits a

preſent Purpoſe. Some time ago all

the Talk among Lords was, that the

Power of Blefuſcu was too formidable

to be longer conſiſtent with our Safe.

ty ; and then our Inactivity was blamed

in not engaging in a War for reducing

this overgrown Rival. But, my Lords,

when this was the Faſhion of talking,

we were in profound Peace; now,

when we are ačtually engaged in War,

and uncertain whatConduétour Neigh

bours may obſerve, we are told that we

may be quite eaſy, and that we have

nothing to fear.

The noble Lord, in one Part of his

Speech, wherein Iagree perſettly with

his Lordſhip, has, Ithink, made avery

full Apology for the Condućt of his

Majeſty and the Miniſtry, in not ſooner

declaring War. His Lordſhip ſaid,

that other Nations, could take up and

lay down Trade at their Pleaſure, but

that it was our All. If it is ſo, my

Lords, have not we the greateſt Rea.’

ſon in the World to be cautious how

we venture our All in the uncertain

Chance of War? Is not his Majeſty,

are not thoſe who have the Honour to

adviſe him, fully juſtifyed in their

namely, the common Intereſt of this G Forbearance? And could it not have

Empire, againſt Iberia.

The noble Lord ſpoke a good deal

with regard to the Diſpoſition of our

Neighbours towards us at this Junčture.

My Lords, I am very willing to be.

opened the Mouths of all the Nation

againſt the Government, had they

wantonly plunged the Empire into *

War, before they tryed every Expe

dient to prevent it? I need not name,

lieve well of all our Neighbours, but I H my Lords, the laſt Expedient, but

don't think that good Policy direčts us

to truſt any of them, eſpecially that

Power too plainly pointed out by the

noble Lord. All Neighbours are good,

no ſooner had that failed, than aWar

was entered into with as much Vigour

as I believe any War ever was.

[ To be continued in our next.
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º: A Letter ºf Mr woo LST6N.
** acceſſivit, invitumque viventibus prefect- Mr URBAN, :

I. ſent you, according to my Pro

miſe, a genuine Letter of Mr Woolffan

tº a Meeting of Clergymen in Warwick

ſhire, amongſt whom he reſided for ſome
Time. You have the Original under his

own Hand-writing, and as this was a plain

and a ſtrong Symptom of his Head being

turned before he made ſuch a Noiſe in

the World, it may be ſerviceable to Man

kind, by means of your Book, to pre
rve this Létter as the firſt monſtrous

A

i55

Exercitibus,

gendis ſtint conſtituti. . . . . . .

Jeſus noſter, it noverit quas clim con:

ſcripſeram Copias, quantaſq, porro pene

meerat conſcribere, huic Bélló conficiendd

idoneas, ità me ad hos Honores, omniumi

#. quiſpiam unquam adeptus eſt maxi

os, promovit et advexit. . . . . . . .

Nemini non innotuit me eoſdem nec

ambiſſe nec occupaſſe. Ardentiſfimiş

Precibus potentiſtimum ſepius rogavi Je

qui Inſmicis ſui Spiritus ſub

pawn of that Brain that burſt itſelf af. B ſum, ut Solitudine latitarem exoprata, at

terwards with ſo many preternatural

Births. I am your humble Servant, ..."

_QARole Cariſºne,..., ... } º

AM rediitauguſtiffinius ille Martíš Dies,

qug Hoſpites tuos ClerigratiſfimosDa

bus ſoles excipere digniset idoneis. Fakir

us ille Uniºus, C. M. Jeſu Chriſtis,

itſelix fauſtuſ; fit veſter Cºnventus. Par

fit tam Appetitus quam Ciborum Appara

tus; Convivium Sāleet Joco temperetur;

cedatº; in haud minorém Animi-quam

Corpºris Reſe&tionem º'

-º alius, veſtram (vos omines

nunc alloquor) Societatem habui in Deli

ºils, neque Delečius Epularum aeque ac

*...º.º. me... Cofi

via; qui licet nequeam jaðare meipſum

praffititº:
dum, tamen, dulcia Conſorti; Commoda,

*alius, ſapuis, atque nihilo minus reſettus

Animo quâm Abdomine reſertus diſceſſi;

Gratieqi debenfur vobisº offinibus, quas

habeo aſque ago maximas, qudd me qua

lºmqualém admiſeritis Sociń, Conviviiq;

*::::. cº-- " - ºgºgº ºf ,

: Cum primum inſelix veſtrum acceſſiſ.

§ºjuvat Itiner's vel
Cauſevelºfempolismemināš) dā dòuit

judºgºgravit Animus, me Sociis apu
*::::::::::::: #: *::::: cariſſi.

5, ultimum dixiſte Vale, Civitatemq;

Mufis conſecratitiºn reliquiſſé. It §."i.
ſus, Interventil dileåiffini veſtriët mei

ºff de Mºſley, idºmiciriam veſtram ſim

usiquámºnovo Gaudio perfuſes et ela

*extiti; atque quaplain vel#
contentus Sörte, fiſiis itaſiſ

#.Vbsºreligitim Vitae peregiſé potu.

ſłęt viſum,

- - :* - -f -

...Animus jam nºnſert ut nećerem Hiſto

improlixam, Caaſamve dičerem verám,

$º ununiquemique Veſtrum latet, Itine

*hujuſºe fad, qualenq; Vimfäm paſſis

*Impulſumu hucadducererº Cujus Rei,

ºlºnihilimpraeſentiarum porro enar.

Bº: gºam quod Optimo Jeſu, cujus

ºbeliocum Hoſtbus ſilis quibuſtºn

*šerendº inflat maximus, non viſum

mediuñus deliteſcºre; fed molentem

%

que Vite quod reſtaret in Otio tranfige

rem. Nečnon, mihl credite, jam laetan

ter ab hoc Honoris Culmine recedeyem;

c

D

º

F

ećtiſſima

bus Chriſti Spiritus inſenſis,

locumq; cuipiam alio darem, iºn Jeſus

ſubſtituendum judicaret dignum. Piſila

nimum, imbecilem, Conatuí imparem me

fore, et neſcio quas Simulationés dixi, tit

excuſatum haberet, aliumq; eligeret Qne:

ri ſuſtinendoparem, et fortiorem. At at

* ardentius ſum precatus Jeſum ut me
ab hoc Negotid §§. dimitteret, ed

aſtriëtius tenet, imbecilem magis foyet A

nimum, Dºriſ; operiet Muñetiferendo

idoneis locuplefat... . -

- Quo Inforturio hant Chriſtianæ Militiæ

Artem imprimis didici, atque dimica

Gladios; nunchaud vacat explicare:

At ex quo primas conſtripſeram Copias,

arque Dicem me conſciveram haud impe

ritum, valde extimui ne Jeſus noſter ex

defiderată aliquando me traheret Quiere

atque, cum inſtaret ille Belli Omnipºten

tis'Dies, Armorum Spiritualium conſtitu

eret Præfećtum." . . ." -

Eo renitentius hunc aggredior Hono

rem, quod Prælium hoc præcipue cft ſuſ:
cipiendum cum Glero, vetuſtis me; et

dilećiſſimis Amicis. Alacriter conflige

rem cum Arianis, Papicolis, aliiſq; Hoſti

ups, fi ſe

jungerem adºro, mihi eſſeſ Oblečiamen

to proſternere atque interficere, Neque

atísigifur mihi, quem invitum noſtis ºve

firuminimicum, in Culpamet Malevolen

tam vertere, quod Arma, coastus dicam,

in veſiram ſum ſuſcepturus Eccleſiºm:

quam licet vincendam et ſubgendamºicº,
tamen tantam in Hoſte weſtro experiemi

ni Virtutem, quantam raro aut nungºlam

inter Eccleſiaſticos Athletas eſt videre:

Praemoneo vos Periculi adventantis; ye

flººsaluti jubeo conſulere, atque in noſtrº

vel transfigere Caſtra, vel propriº, prºt
poteritis, ex adverſo incumbere Defenſio

hi. Abſit utipſe ex improviſo vos aggrº

derer, quod pufilanimum decet Dºgen:

H quaics ſe ſepius præſtitere inter vos Fidei

goniſts, qi in ºpinantés inopinariſe in:

vićem ſunt idorſi, atque a Terg”. º.º.

àicam, in Hoſtes, incxpećtati veneſe :
* quibus--
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incenderentur Odio.

literati Scripturarum Interpretes ſust iP cíſonas atque alti
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quibus ſi premonentern#.Nun. Eccleſiæ Patres, ſum inſtauraturus, atque

gian Pacis miſerant, muſquam in tantum cum Hoſtibus Chriſti, cujuſcumque No.

veſtra ſpiritualia exarſerant Bella, nequé minis, congreſſurus... ... º.º. . . .

tam, hoſtili in voſmet iſſos Animi veitri . . Accinétus ſum ad Przelium, Vexillum

. . . . , Crucis, in altum ſuſtuli, præter Coplas

. Hiſce ergo Literis vos omnes adhortar, * conſcriptas, plures ſum conſcripturus, at

ut de Pacecum Imperatore noſtro ineunda que paratos habeo Arietes veſtis Mºni;
st impetranda cogitaretis, atque, Pačtions admovendos; ita ut cum Buccinam Belli

fačia, Effuſionisinguiniset Atramentitam praeſonandam Jeſus juſſerit, nihil amplius

Preliquam Prælii Tempore obveniets op- teſtat quamut Gladio Spiritus catervitim

portuno ; alias denuncio et prºjico vis proſterneren, Civitates veſtras Igni

Bella per Einathias plaſgzam ºivilia Gampof comburendas, et Prºpugnacula Erroris ct

exoritura et exarſura, qualia in literato B. Iniquitarisexpugnanda et diruenda darem,

Orbe hunquain percrebuere, quae et ſing Quamvis flagrantiſſimum omnium, quot

ultima. Eccleſia: veſtra. Excidiºne neuti: quotunquantextitºre, Bellum hoceXiſtimº.

quam finienda et compeſcenda tunt', 's tur, uti. pro Aris et ocis geretur, et

Ego not ſum Is, qui Unum vel Alterum magno Papyri jº multaque

Veſtrum ad Monomachiam plovccarem; Afrº Bilis Profuſignèconſtabit; tamenſor

ſºd ſolus cum jun'tis totius Cleri et utri- mini noſtri Auxiliis conſiſts, nequaqiam

uſ; Academiæ Viribus.cºngredi, non re-, deſperem, quin ſpiritualia noſtra Mitz

cuſº, quos omnes, Chriſtº mihi open 8 Arma evadantwº
ſº atque in ſugam vertere flium noſtrorum" , "Aires, cºſt.
not diffido: º, . . 2: … . . . , tiašºvincentºtſu 1 ºliceſ,

, Aliquando mecum ipſe pºſitavi, quá Pulvere et Sangine, Via eſtad Hierºſil;

ex Regione veſtra:º, :ople atque ;jº. acáč

º:2.Érimitiya Ecº dubſtandum quin ſu iciis Jeſuintup

cleſia nullas vobis ſuppéditàbit Yires;• * * * * * ălug condºcetar Eccleſia. Quamyisiſ:

neguesex Veteri Rºma, Grºtia, Jadra, D #.; véſtrarum ;:
Çaldea, vºl. 4:gypt, cºndºndºſuſ; Rimiaºm, ºglobulis Mºndaciorum,
Auxilia. Qinnes fia: golèndiſſimi Nomiº 'ex Bombarda Oris ignifilmivomic

his Gentes Nobiſcum Fºdeſ; ſunrignétº fin impetitis; tamengºpe et Adjuyāmine
Vetuſtiſimo, , atque Qlim ſtint pollicitº, Viveñtis jei indubius, ſum weſtras Copia:

cum Bellum hoc exoriri cºnting reſ: filiš diſſipare, Bºps fºre ſacros, fiegºn,
Subſidiis Nobis ſubvenire, Maxima igitur, Čere et captivos diſcere: Tandemq, more

ni fallur, veſtra Vis in hodieſſüAngºlicita: º Romano, Curru pluſquamaurea, Gemmi,

ruin genre, i.e. in literată hijūſce et & Lapidibuſq; ornata prºtºſis, whiperNº
poſterioris Seculi Scriptiiſaiahi, Interpre: a varum Plateas Hieroſolymarum,' et Tii.

º;ºniº;
vaticinandi dedēritis, Veniami. aſguror circa ovantibus, Cananaros Reges Catenis

fore imbeciliores quam qui wobis poſſin; vinétos coram ducentibus, mg; Alle.

Fulciamento et Adminicalodiu fore. # lujaº: ..º.º.
• *- - - - -- - - - - ,” “ I” Y" - bjjiniº

Hoſtes Chriſti Spirit; iºnſhi, a pā F Templumigelfiſſimi Jehovah maximos&
fünf,#"£ccidefunt Prºphetas, Apºſtolos; nitus reverberatos ét repercuſſosinatºr.
l'at; cfq; Eccleſiae, ct literali ſepelierunt num edere. Amen. ſº.

Tºmaſo. ipſi ſant, qui Vitulum*# ... Deus Unicus. et Potentiſſimis.Jeſu It

cujus Caro eit Litera.ſaginarunt. Ipſi Yosomnes conſerver, Cordaweſiſſince

tunt, qui a rºta Veritaſis ºf Pacis Viaje: Spiritus Sanétiſin inveſtiganda Veritateſ.

certint Eccleſiam lºngitāmeaberrare. Ipſi ſãminet, Pedeſ, veſtro; in semia, Vitº

denique ſunt, qui ºmnium ſejme Erro; c. et Pacis vetuſtaset rećtas ducat et dirigº;

rumºrenict Confuſiºnubi Batyloni. ex: ‘’ardentiſſime." precatur, Veſter, Virí in

fircre Authores 3.4mibää dºllandii et Chriſtodileáiſſimi, Cordaijimus Amicus,

cº - Tao, wooistos.
Jeſús, noſter Rex, qui, Otis gni Tho. Woolston-----

- - -

Sabbati*ś, .*.*. Agricoi, exciſm, ºn
veragiq; Ecºlºſian in Eºmo dušiurus, vix grafiorenº - t

ārque éx Babylone manumiſſirus ad novas §.º:i:
Hºroſolymas it quieſcat, Paceque fruatur timini ut'hº. Epitola fins ºftii,

diº....P. E. H.Manus,quodalterºhinjo.
fuum Viventium, conſtituit, qui Semitas “miſèram." ep r

Lucis, Vitº, e-Verºſiºnſhri, at . Amicis tam abſentibus quam preſenti,

uc explanaturus, qui vetliſtiiſimas Pacis C9mmend -
: Cognitionis väs, quibus inſtitcrunt * 9m atus habear, *:::::::

-

-

º
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ºl,ETTERs to the

dilećtiſſimo, quem inſalutatum praeterire.

nefas eſſet. . . . Datae Aug. 1, 1719,
- ----- > -

N.B. We have left theſe Words (alii.;

- diffidor. *:::::::::::ſ Curru .º.
ºrnata) at they ſand in the Original,

leaving the Reader to impute them as

Faultſ, ºr Overſights, or what elſe he

thinks fit to call them. . -- -

Mr URBAN, º' --- ºt,

‘OME learned Authors have advanced,

that the general Praštice of Curfing,

Swearing, and Blaſpheming, is entirely,

owing to the Clergy, who (inconſiderately B

enough) tell the Peºple that this genteel

and faſhionable Accompliſhment is a Sin;.

for which very Reaſon Gentlemen of

Špirit, who ſcorn to be clogg'd with,

Rules, induſtriouſly pračtiſe it, without,

any other Provocation or Advantage than,

the Satisfaction and Pleaſure of being C
wicked. -

... The Imputation upon the Clergy ofen

couraging the People toſwear, by preach

ing againſt it, is, I doubt, too juſt : I.

would therefore adviſe our Divines to tellſ

the People, that, it is ſo far fºom being a,

Sin, that it is really a Virtue, (which may

as eaſily be done as ſaying the contrary).

I would anſwer for the Šucceſs of their

Preaching, and can aſſure them, that

Swearing would ſoon become as unfaſhi

onable, eſpeciallyº polite People,

as going to Church, or ſaying their Pray

ers at Home. -
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ing to be written with a good Deſign, which

ſometimes is beft.# by a%. of Ha

2770,7°. w

Mr URBAN,

Otwithſtanding what your Correſ.

pondent Eugenius has urged (Vol. IX.

p 178, Vol. X. p.32) in Anſwer to the En

§ concerning the State of Infants af.

ter Death, I am ſo far of Opinion with

Cleomenes, as to believe, that all Infants,

baptized ºr not, the Children of regenerate

Parents, or wicked Chriſtians, and ignoramt

Heathens, are all in the ſame Condition,

andthe ſame Relation to God. For it has

been cleariy demonitrated by our beſt mo

dern Writers, that Baptiſm, and all poſi

tive Inſtitutions, are only valuable in

their having a moral Tendency tº pro

mote true Piety and Virtue, as ſolemn

Obligations, and ſtanding Memorials, by

Refle&tions upon which, every Religiotis

Agent, to whom they are adminiſtered,

, might be induced to avoid Irreligion and .

Immorality, to cultivate mild, benevo

lent, and ſocial Diſpoſitions, to aſpire aſ

ter a godlike Purity, and aim at the Re

ſemblance of Moral Perfeótion. And if

theſe are the only Inſtances, in which po

ſitive Inſtitutions can poſſibly be ſubſervi-.

ent, of what Uſe can the Rite of Baptiſm

become to dying Infants, when (not ar

rived at the Exerciſe of Reaſon) they are

incapable of Refle&tion, and utterly un

ualified to receive any of the foregoing

Ädvantages But (to ſuppoſe poſitive In

A Clergyman of my Acquaintance, of E ſtitutions of a cºntrary Nature, as meri

ſuperior Excellency than the Generality

of his Order, has refin'd upon this Spe.

gulation with very ſurpriſing Succeſs.

Inſtead of inculcating the Dočtrine of the

Third Commandment, he endeavours to

convince his Neighbours that Swearing is

no Sin, by conſtantly practiſing it in his

own Diſcourſe. The better ſort of Peo.

ple, being ſenſible of their former Mi

#ake (that Swearing is ſinful) are quite a

ſhamed of that Vice;” and the meaner

and more ignorant People, who cannot

ſo eaſily wear off the Prejudices of Edu

gation, abhor it ſo mucli in the Parſon,

torious in themſelves, abſtraćted from all.

other Conſiderations) ſhall we entertain

ſuch unworthy Ideas of God, or imagine

him ſo capricious and arbitrary in his Diſ.

penſations, as that the Neglect, or perhaps:

Prejudice of Parents, in not baptizing, or

dedicating their Children, ſhould be pu

'' niſhed in the Infants; as it muſt of Ne

celity be, iſ they be deprived of that

Immortality, which, according to Euge

mius, if they had been ſo baptized and de

dicated, muſt have been conferred upon

'em 2 I ſhall only add, that, if it be not

repugnant to the divine Wiſdom, to re

that they as carefully abſtain from it as G ceive Infants after Death (on the Account.

they would avoid the Plague. Thus by

* Pia fraut, a commendable Stretch of

Pºlicy, this Reverend Divine has entirely

“adicated the great Sin of Swearing out
of his Pariſh, which I fear is what fºw of

ºur Clergy, except himſelf can boaſt of,

for want ºf the like good Condućt.

I am, S I R, Yºurs, &c.

- * to be hºped, the publiſhing the fire

&ing Letter will#.#: 7t#:

S.J. H

of Baptiſm, the humblePrayers andQbe

diancé of others, and without any Virtue

of their own) into a State of Felicity (See

Eugenius); it muſt of Neceſſity be agreea

blé to the ſame Divinity to receive all the

Species of Infants, proceeding from rati

onal Creatures, after Death. into ſuch

Happineſs ; ſince all are alike. ſubječ:

to Mortality, and thoſe Miſeries and

Pains, and without any Default of their

own, which Eugenius ſuggeſts as whºt,
migh
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might probably be the Reaſon to induce

Fhe divine Goodneſs; and fince an Un

changeable God, will treat all Beings in

one and the ſame Circumſtances, in the

fame. Manner, as he can’t be impoſed

tipon by worthleſs external Rites and un

availing Ceremonies, or be diverted from

purſuing unerring Rećtitude, by the im- A

perfeół, and often enthuſiaſtick, Addreſſes,

of ſuperſtitious and fallible Men. -

I intermeddle to further in this Diſpute,

as to what ačtually becomes of Infants af.

ter Death, than to hope that a Species of

ſuch beauteous Creatures, capable of ſuch

yaſt Improvements, are not born only to

be annihilated.

Place to this in your next Magazine, an

you will obligeyour eonſtant Reader and

frequent Admirer. S. W.

April 10, 1740. - -

To W. C. concerning his Diffºrtation on

the Origin of Těmples, &c. inſerted
vol. IX. p. 432, 479. . . .

S I R, + -

H Return you Thanks for the Honour

you do me in addreſſing your elaborate.

and ingenious Diſſertation to me, but muſt

own myſelf to be ſo far from being con

vinced by it of what you intend it to

prove, that I am the rather confirmed in

my former Opinion, when I ſee Men ſo

well read and learned have ſo little to ad

vance againſt it. “ -

What you undertake to prove is, (1)

That the aſcribing of the Origin of Tem

les to the Heathens is not injurious to

º Religion, and that it is not incon

ſiſtent with our Notions of the Deity to E

fuppoſe that his Scrvant Moſes, or he him

ſelf, copied that, and other religious Qu

ſtoms, from Pagan Originals.....(2) That

this in Fačt was the Caſe. With regard

to your firſt Suppoſition, I obſerve that

yoſ ſeem to doubt whether Moſeſ had the

expreſs Command of God for building the

Tabernacle, or erećted it without any F

Revelation for that Purpoſe ; whilſt in

one Place you indeed grant that “The Tab."

andº were built by the poſitive Com

*and of God, &c. p. 432;" yet elſewhere

ºp. 473) you ſay that “abſtraffing from

.#viſe Rejelation Moſes 7:ight have taken

the Hint from Phoroneus, &c.”; and a

little after that, “ He and other Temple

Architeśs had equal Advantages, and Op

portunities with him (Moſes) conſidered as

A mere Man (without any extraordinary Aſ

#: Providence) ºf inventing niw H

aws, Cúſions, &c. . . • -

T Now to repreſent Moſes, as having built

the Tabernacle without the Command of
ºf , ; ; , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .”- * * * *

I beg you will #". B

God, ſeems to me to contradićt the expreſ;

Words of Scripture, where we find not

only a general Command, but moſt par.

ticular and minute Inſtrućtions with re.

gard to every Part both of the Building

and its Furniture, even to the very Pin;

and Nails, and likewiſe Patterns and De

ſcriptions of every Inſtrument and Utén

ſil belonging to it, with a repeated Charge

that he ſhould take Care “To make thim

according to their Patterns, and to all that

God had ſhewn him in the Mount. Excd,

xxv, and ſqq. Tho' it docs not, it ſeems,

confiſt with your delicate Notions of the

ſupreme Majeſty, that he ſhould conde

ſcend “to order every minute Purāli,

&c.”but ; he ſhould rather “inveſt Moſes,

with a diſcretionary Power and Liberty of

ematiing andº; inferior Laws upºn

every Emergence, as Jhould appear beft tº

him.” Which Dočtrine ſeems likewiſe

not to agree very well with a poſitive Law

frequently injoyn’d in Scripture, viz.

“Not to add to, nor diminiſh ought from,

what God had commanded” Beſides, if

the Building of the Tabernacle, either in

Whole or in Part, be of the Number of

Punétilio's you mention, and if Mºſes had

no divine Command for it, I ſhould be

glad to know by what Rule we can judge

when God does, or does not command a

Thing, if the Letter of Scripture be n0

Rule fºr this Purpoſe; nay, if we may

take ſuch Liberties with it, we can be at

no Certainty whether he commands#.
thing at all. So dangerous is it to be wi

above what is written.

But to proceed, if on the other hand

you abide by your firſt Conceſſion, that

the “Tabernacle and Temple, were luth,

6%ilt by the poſitive Command of God, it

ſeems ſomewhat odd to ſuppoſe at the

ſame Time, that they had been ereited;
ter the Example of Heathens, tho' by the

Command of God.” It argues leſs Dific

º

ſpect to the Deity to make Moſer the Imi.

tator than to attribute it diréétly to Gºd

himſelf.' I always thought, that if any

thing were found to proceed from Godas.

its Author, we neither needed, nor ought,

nor indeed could, have recourſe to a

higher Qriginal. I imagined he was

higher than the Higheſt, but it ſeems

there is, at leaſt in ſome Senſe, and ſome

Reſpects, a higher than he. For, to

make him beholden to any of his Crea.

tures for any Invention, or other Thing,

is to make him ſo far, and in that Re

ſpºét, their Inferior. ... So that I cann tº

help thinking, be the Invention or Cº

ſton ever, ſo innocent or laudable in it.

ſelf, yet; it is unworthy cf the firſt Cauſe

and Author of all Things, to take it up,'
*... • *- : . . . . . . . . as
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ast were at ſecond Hand. And much ſign in keeping them 40 years in the wil: ;
inore ſo is it, to ſuppoſe the great Archi derneſs; and many of the ceremonial.

teół of the Univerſe, to have ſo pºor an' Laws are not otherways to be accounted;

Invention, , and to be ſo ſervile an Imita

tor, that he could not draw the Plan,

of his own Habitation, but muſt take the A.

Draught and Model of it from ſome

§. &c. he had#:
befºre...— But when I confider, more

over, what ſorry Religion-Founders the

Heathens were, who was the grand Pro

jećtor of all their Worſhip, and what im

; impious, and diabolical Rites it a

unded with, to repreſent the Purity

för, than that they were inſtituted in di.

rest Oppoſition to the Rites of ſome or

other of their idolatrous Neighbours. Of

this Sort are the Prohibitions of ſeething.

a Kid in his Mother's Milk, of uſing Ho

ney in their Sacrifices, ſowing their Fields

with mingled. Seed,’ &c. under which,

laſt, with ſeveral others analogous to it,”

ſeems to be couch'd an Injunction not to

intermingle Heathen-Rites with thoſe of

their own Religion; but neither of theſe

and Holineſs of the divine Nature adopt. B. Uſages ſeem to have anythiug immorak

ing Cuſtoms from his grand Adverſary, in themſelves, nor could they be forbid

the Devil, and raking in ſuch an abomi

able Sink of Filth and Corruption, in

drder to pick out what he ſhould find for

his Purpoſe, and patch up a great Part of

the Reſigion he deſigned for his choſen

People, ſeems to me to be teaching a

Dočtrine which at preſent I have not a

Name for, but muſt own myſelf ſo very

Jqueamiſh, that I cannot for the Liſe of

me ſwallow or digeſt it... Can any Good

cºme out of Nazareth? ſaid one formerly

— With more Reaſon may it be ask’á,”

Can any Gºod flow from ſuch a 9&arter as
this ; Doth the ſame Fàuntain(i. forth

fiveet Water and bitter; or, do Men gather

Grapes of Thorns, or Figs of Thiffles &

The Öpinipn that God, or his Law

giver Mºſes, borrow’d any Cuſtoms from

the AEgyptians, or other Heathens, is not

only contrary to our Idea of the Deity,

but to the very Nature, End, and Deſign

of the jewiſh Oecoromy, and is likewiſe

abſurd and dangerous in its Conſequences.

For we find that, even in the Days of jo- E

ſph, the AEgyptian Rites were ſo diffe
rent from the Hebrew Cuſtoms to which

the Moſaical Ceremonies were conforma

ble, that the##. might not eat

Bread with the Hebrews, Gen. xliii. 32.

So likewiſe Moſes tells Pharash that the

two Religions were ſo repugnant to each

other, that they were obliged to ſacrifice

th. Abºmination of the Ægyptians, Exod. F

viii. 26. . They are elſewhere expreſsly

cºmmanded not to learn the Way of the

Heathem, and not to do after the Boings of

*he Land of Ægypt and Canaan; they

were a Nation taken out of the Midſt of a

Nation, and were to tea peculiar Peºple

thto the Lord their God. Accordingly

D undoing; it had been only deſtroying his

den for any other Reaſon than that they.

bore too near a Reſemblance to the Rites.

of other Religions. Agreeably hereto,

Tacitus juſtly obſerves of Moſes, Qgod no

was Kitās contrarioſq; ceteris mortaliºus in

didit. Hiſt, lib, 5.4, w, . Now ſince it.

appears that the Moſaic Laws were pur

poſely deſigned as Barriers againſt Idola

try, and were formerly repugnant to the

Heathen Rites and Uſages, can it poſſibly

be imagined, that the divine, Wiſdom:

wouldtake the Riſe of any of his Inſtitu

tions from thoſe yery. Uſages he meant to

barr againſt, and which he abominated.

the Semblance of ? This were doing and

own Deſign, and, in 'reality, giving'

Countenance to thoſevery Pračtices whic

he would only ſeem to diſcourage; for.

the adopting of Heathen Cuſtoms would

have given the greateſt Sanétion that

could be to the Religions themſelves

which he ſhould adopt them from. But

this is not the only Abſurdity that follows

from this Motion. As the Law was a

Shadºw of Good Things to come, and every

Rite of it was typical, of ſomething un

der the Chriſtlán Diſpenſation; as the

Tabernacle likewiſe, both in its Form and

Strušture, and in all its Parts, Uſe, and

Utenſils, prefigured the Meſſiah in his

Tranſactions, to ſuppoſe that this Taber

nacle was built after a Heathen Model,

and that this Law, or any of its Rites

and Ceremonies, were derived from Hea

theniſm, is ſo far, tho’ in a remoter Senſe,

to derive Chriſtianity from Heatheniſm

too. Upon the Whole, therefore, I ap

peal to yourſelf, upon ſecond and maturer.

Thoughts, if your Opinion, when tho

there runs thro’ their whole Law a viſible G roughly canvaſ;’d and conſidered in all its

Peſign to ſeparate them from other Na

tiºn; for this Purpoſe, and to cure them

of their Proneneſs to imitate their idola. -

ºus Cuſtoms. . To cut off all Commu

ºation with the Heathens round about

them, is ſuppoſed to have been God'sDé

Conſequences, does not tend to hurt Re

vealed Religion, even its Eſſentials, what:

ever great Names it is patronized by, and

if I had not ſufficient Reaſon to ſay, that

it left it upon a weak andſandy Foundation;

I hope therefore you will acquit me•.#
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that Preciſeneſ, and Squeamiſhneſ; you ſur

miſe I::#;: ºrſ, you of

all the Abſurdities conſequent upon your

Opinion, which tho' fairly chargeable

upon it, I am far from charging you with

maintaining them. For the moſt candid

Minds have their. Prejudices for their fa-.

vourite Notions, which hinder them to ſee.

their dark Sides, tho’viſible enough to

others. It would give me a }.} ſenſible

Pleaſure could I imagine I had in any

Meaſure contributed to remove yours.

Feb. 23, 1740. A Curate of S-P.

Mr. URBAN,

Th; Phaenomenon of divers Spec
-T trums by a plain Mirror, propoſed,

in your laſt# by G. S. is what ſome

Years ago I firſt obſerved, and has often

times ſince offered me an agreeable A

muſement; and if you think proper to

170. The GentleMAn’s MAGAZINE, Völ. X.
mages appear, and the more diſtant from

each other ; and when the Obliquity;

very great, the firſt Spectrum will be the

brighteſt. - - - - - -

8. I have one Glaſs which will always

ſhew the middle Image the brighteſt, and

the reſt fainter on each Side. º

9. But what is ſtranger, I have tried

another Piece, which exhibits two Rows

of Images, one above the other; tho’

not ſo perſe& as the fingle ones,

Io. The Images are at unequal Diſtan

ces from each other, which are greater

or leſs, as is the Diſtance of the Candle

B or the Eye.

, 11. If you turn the Glaſs round, the

Imagesaltogether move round the bright

eſt, which keeps in the Centre. -

- 12. If the Rays be refle&ed a ſecond

Time, you'll have as many Rows of Can

dles, or Solar Images, in the ſecond Glaſs.

inſert the following Particulars relating C as you had ſingle ones in the firſt ; and a

to the Properties of Glaſs, and the Cir

eumſtances of the Phaenomenon, which

are the Reſult of many Experiments, it

may ſerve to facilitate the Explication of

the true Cauſes thereof, and afford an uſe

ful Speculation to your optical and philo

iſophical Readers. . .

third Glaſs gives you as many Courſes of

thoſe Rows multiplied one above the

other ; , which makes a moſt ſurpriſing.

Spectacle if well ordered. -

13. In the Dark-Chamber, the Refleå,

Cylinders of Rays which form the firſt

and ſecond Images of the Sun, and ſome

1. Not all plain Mirrors, but ſºme only, D times the third, are viſible; but the 0

will exhibit a Plurality of Spectrums, or

Tmages, I have one by me which will

by no means give more than one ſingle

Image of the moſt luminous Objećt.

... 2. Some plain Mirrors will exhibit but

three, others but four or five, ſome ſix

or ſeven Images; and I have that will E.

ſhew eight, nine, and ſometimes I have,

ſeen the Shine of the Tenth. -

3. Not only plain Mirrors, but convex:

and concave ones, exhibit the ſame Mul

tiplicity of Images, if the Glaſs be of

she ſame Sort. - -

4. Nor is this the Property of Specu-,

lums only, for the ſame Phaenomena are"

exhibited by Lenſes any how, figured,

with this Difference only, that the Ima

ges are in a contrary Poſition, ---

3. The brighter the Objećt, the more

aumerous are its Images; for which Rea

ſon the Moon, or a large Candle rather,

thers are too rare or thin to be ſeen. ..."

14. As the Gieſs in the Scioptric Ballis

ſtrongly enlighten’d by the Sun, ſo it ºf

fords a moſt diſtinét and beautiful Multipli

city of Images in the Looking-Glaſ,

which are in a Poſition contrary to thoſe

of the Solar Images reflećted.

15. If you move your Eye thro' all the

Cylinders of reflečićd Rays, you will ſº

the Sun thro’ each correſpondent Glaſ,
but fainter and fainter. -

16. When I ſee #Sun very near the Ima.

ges of the Lens, I obſerve there art

white central Spots, perfeółly round,

which move about on the Spectrums of

the Lens, like ſecondary ſmall Images;

whence they proceed I connot conjecture.

Theſe, Sir, are the principal Aff:{tions

of this odd Property of Gläſs that I can

at preſent recollect.’ I ſhould be glad tº

ſee them rationally accounted for, which,

is the fitteſt Objećt for this Purpoſe. The GI can't ſee can be done from the common

Sun being too bright for the naked Eye, -

its Image taken in a darken'd Chamber

is the moſt delightful Subjeć for this Ex

periment. - -- . . . .

* 6. In viewing theſe Images of $ Sun or

a Candle, the ſecond, is always brighteſt;

tho’the firſt isº moſt diſtinét, and,

beſt defined ; for in th

spots in the Sun better than in the bright

eſt, or any other. - , , -

7. The more obliquely the Rays fall

on the Glaſs, the more numerous the ſ

at I can ſee the H

Laws of Refle&tion and Refraction. —.

It ſeems to ariſe from ſome ſpecial Tex.

ture and Diſpoſition of the Particles ºf

Glaſs in the Form of Laminae, or thin

Plates, which compoſe its Subſtance ;

tho. I muſt confeſs i can yet think of no

Hypotheſis but what ſome Experiment or

other preſently contradićts. I am,

Chicheſter,
- Tºurs, &c. -

April 16, 1740. - B, MARTIN

:
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... ºr URBAN, . . . . . . . . .

Iº the Pleaſure of yours in rela

tion to the Altar I ſent you, which
was ſo much more neceſſary, as having

procur’d Baron Clark's own Remarks on

the Reading ſince I wroteto you. It may

how be publiſhed, with the Conjećtures .

of two of the beſt Antiquaries of the

(the Baron and Mr Ward). I have

drawn them up as below. tº q
º:, ; ; ;..." - . . . . tº * * *

"HISremarkableALTAR toForTuni,

s' was lately diſcover'd in # outer Room

of a Bath at Netherby, it being; as Baron

Clark conjećt

in the Worſhip of that Goddeſs, to pu

rify the Prieſt and People with Water,

Thatjudicious Antiquary grounds his O.

pinion on a fºrkſhire Altar, dedicated to

the ſame Power; for whichſ refer you to

Hºſºy's Brit. Romana, Page 3o4. . . .

: The Letters are very fair, but attended

with conſiderable Difficulty in the Read.

ing, by means of the peculiar. Signature

at Bottom, which the Baron

5 was the antient Mainer of writing

ſº and indeed it appears to be ſo from
Ql. Wºrmius's Runic Charaffers. See al

Hitkº's Antiq.literat. Septentr.

v.A.T.A1613 Marcus Au Rºn HusikFal

*** 8, T.R. 15 u, N us f c o Ho R.T. Is

** 1 M = AE i. 1 a. His F.A.N. or u M
I. M I L L E E Qiu IT U M --

2. M H L L I AR 1 A E Qiu I TATA , º, “

c 4: Gº MºM re. L E E RU 1 tº Hus, 5 T

97 ºr solvir 1 v Rºss Mer iro…T.

Of theſe.he prefers tthe two firſt, and

chiefly the ſecond. . . . .

ºnk,it ſhould bered wi.
####": tfm.; and, ſº if the

º;*§:have

fav'dto Salmaſius, 'Hipſtar, Cauſabon,

9 goncerning equeſtrian Cohorts, had

this ſignal. Stoneº º#jº.

."

*...ſo induced Mr Hörſity to read Îher

Jirº Signature milliaria, or millemaria Co
* : " ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;

ºf . ... “ it "... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.* The Epithet Sanáe ſeems applyd to
this Gºddeſ on no other of herº, i

*::::::::::... - ºf a atar, ºr

... f. Falvius I read Alvius, there being no

F in the original. ' *:- wing "c

*§§ ...º.º. to have
Bºrgwn a ſwett e£nre telºs A/far ama

gººn tº air”

. . . . .

-:

ures, a peculiar, Ceremony a

4. - He there: "I -

fore aſſigns three various Readings to it
- as below. • *…**** - ** * * *-- - -- -

-- º PrºSA's crº Foàr-usºconstit

ºpturies ſoonerſ I know not but theſe
Diſputes about§§ Cohorts might

Rowan ALTAR tº Fort UNE. º ºr
* * * **** . . . .'; *- : * * * *

...}DEAE SANCT ||

|AE FORTVNAF#|

ºvskRNATRICI ºf

MARCVSAVREL （i.

|SAïvivsiſſiºn;

, , ; 2ſ fi

hºrs in a Durham Inſcription of the Pare

dalºrum Cramei (a Spaniſh People). See

Britis Rºm. p. 295. But as the Cohors

milliaria ſeems to be a general Name

gand this he right, A for every 1ſt Cohort, I ſhould rather
refer the mille , equitum or militiº,

taueftrium, becauſe the Cºhors prima and

ºffiliaria appear come oneof themfiger.
uous, ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .”

* {{There is, if I miſtake not, but ºne

other Stone yet diſcovered that has a like

Signature, and that is in the Univerſity of

Glaſgow, where it occursfourTimes tºget

ther on the ſame Altar, and muſt be there

a Numeral. See Brit. Rom. p. 19%. ,

Mrºconjećtures that the Roman;

have made a Ligature of the direct and

reverted C, connected with the Numeral

X, for ten Hundred, or a Thouſand, 23.

thus and ſo that Signature came

in Uſe for mille; if ſº, it miſt admit

of no other' Reading but mille,#
-

-- - -

#??? :
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tum : And yet the ſame Gentleman, in

the Durham Altar above quoted, where

it again occurs, dares not venture to read

it mille, as he does in the Glaſgow Altar ;

and for no other Reaſon that I can ſee

but a Diſlike of equeſtrian Cohorts, tho’ I

think we have the Cohors quarta Gallorum

Equitum on another Altar fºund elſewhere.
Brit. Rom. on Cumberland, Altar LII.

Certainly if equeſtrian Cohorts were

ever us’d by the Romans, the Defence of

the Stations near the Frontiers, where

this Cohort generally reſided, ſeems to

want ſuch a Garriſon moſt, for the fake

of expeditious marching, where hoſtile B
Attempts might call them. . z

Accordingly we find the Spaniſh Cohort

with Agricula, Peſpaſian's Legate, at Air

doch in Scotland; and it appears to have

been about. *...* after this Legate's

Reſignation, before Hadrian built his

Vallum, at which Time they probably aſ

ſum'd the Title Aºlia (attributed to them

in this Stone) in Compliment to the Em

pºror, and might have their Quarters

then at Netherby, where the Altar was

found, as an advanced Stationſ to the

Wall. After this, when the Empire was

on the decline, I think they have been at

Ellenborough, on-the Coaſt in Cumberland, D

by Inſcriptions found there. . See Brit.

Rom. p. 279. And when the Notitia
was wrote, a little before the Romans a

bandon'd the Iſland, they are;
placed at Axelodunum on the Wall, which

r Horſley imagines to be Brugh on the

Sands. Neither are any Altars yet found,

that mention their being elſewhere in

Britain. So what Reaſon Baron Clark

has for calling Netherby Æfta, I know

not; without the Affinity of the Name to

3 River Esk be the ſole Motive. Mr Horſey

ſuppoſes it to be the Caffra Explºratºrum,

but ſeems to ground his Conjećtures en

tirely on the itinerary Diſtance from Car-F ſpe

iſe, which is certainly no ſafe Guide.

Thoſe that wouldeñquire father into

the Nature of equgſiriº Cºurts, may

conſult Brit. Rom. Ch. VI. Book I. ...

Netherby is about ten Miles Notthofthe

Wall; there are ſeveral other Pieces of

publiſhed, I ſhallfake no farther. Notice

3f them. Qur Maps of Cumberland are

fºrangely miſtaken with reſpe&t to the

situation of Places thereabouts. . . .

April 12, 17%, ’’,
- - - - A

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I have anothercuriºus Fragment *tračted, and

thouſand Times that nothing ſhould ever

; to ſeparate us: Such a Confidence

id ſhe repºſe in he GwnHalº:

p.s. * *

of an ALTAR, lately plow'd up at Boul
‘meſ, to ſend you when Iº: te

tide to ſee it. . . . . . . . . . .

º … . . . . ) ' ' ' ' ' ' - ". . .

; ºr it, but as they are already gººd be wind, and ºf º;
- - 190/1. . .” -

l , -------, -

-

~.

----

tintetſal ºpertator, Mardiz, and Agig

I.ºfmanythings

Ji are ſaid and wrote which the Parties

may think to be little more than Expreſ.

- ſons of Civility, and no way binding, as

if they were making a formal and legal

Contraćt. But ſince of late all promiffiy

Expreſſions of Marriage have been inter.

preted as engaging in a Contrač, the

two following Letters, occaſion'd by the

Breach of ſuch an Obligation, will,’ is

hop'd, be a proper Caution to the Female

Sex not to make any promiſſary Engag

ments of ſuch a Nature, if they are not

determined ſpeedily to put them in Ext.

cution. ... I cannot ſee what Pretence can

be given for People to enter into theſe

mutual Engagements to marry,º:
fore they intend to Solemnize their Nip.

tials. I look on them as the raſh Sallies

D of an amorous. Folly, which ſhould be
guarded againſt with the utmoſt Care:

For the I cannot carry ſuch Promiſes to

ſo great a Height as7. do, yet I loo

on the Breach of them to be an Aći

much Injuſtice, and for £ the Common
Law allows an Aćtion to be brought, and

the Party injur'd to be repair'd in Dam.

ages, according tothe State of the Ptº

ſons and Fortunes. . . . . . . . .

4 Letter from a Gentleman in Hackney

- to a Dian in London, occaſion'd by th

* Breach of a Marriage Cºntrali; with

. #:::::::::::sº ~~
E S LR, . . . . . . . . '' {

I º:yºu will excuſe the Troubleſ

here give you, and at your Leiſure

‘will be ſo good as to favour me with iſ

Anſwer. The immediate Occaſion ºf it
...: .j. I was in#:

‘pany with a Lady, who was in all Re;

ãº. agreeable to me, as if ſhe had

been made on Purpoſe for me: I was them

twenty-three, and ſhewas twenty-ſeven;
;I º::::::::::: g my Addreſſes to

ther, and it was with no little Satisfiáion

that Iſoon found her to be one,
**

-

-

hth

- wk &Miltoſ,

I therefºre laid cloſe siege to her, and
ter waiting a decent Time, gain’d a com:

pleat Vićtory; and ſo tranſported was I
with it, that,º; had con

quer'd the World, I cannot think it ever

gave him haſ that Pleaſure. We con:

were one 3: ſhe vow'd 4
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forupled not in her Letters to declare the

fame Thing. The very letters are now

before me in which ſhe ſays this, adding, .

that ſhe was engag’d to me, and was in
Honour oblig'd to ſtand to her Engage- A

ment, and that ſhe never would go back

from her Word without my onſent.

173

how) as a Proof that ſhe has done me

no Injury, though I retain as quick a

Senſe of her ill. Uſage of me as I had at

the very firſt, and think now (as I did

then) that ſhe has been guilty of all the

Injuſtice in the World. She deſir'd me .

to burn all her Letters, as ſhe had mine, .

Abſence, which is uſually a Death in but as we did not part by Conſent, I have

Love, did not prove ſo;in ours; from the not done it, and never will: Since that

Jime ofour Parting 'till we met again in (as is uſual in ſuch Caſes) various Excuſes
Town, we*g. of nothin

next Meeting. She ſent Wor

thing made her uneaſy but the being ab-,

ſent from me, and that it ſhould be the

Bufineſs of her Life to make me happy.

A very advantageous Offer was made me,

which I inſtantly refus'd, having neither

but our ! have been invented to extenuate her Guilt,

that no. B as that ſhe and her new Admirer were

married according to the Form preſcrib'd :

in the Book of Common-Prayer, and that

therefore her Marriage muſt be lawful;

that ſhe has gain’d a great many thouſand

Pounds by the Death of a 'rich Uncle,

Power, nor indeed Inclinationto accept it. which probably ſhe never would have

Quickly after my Affairs called ºc

Oxfºrd, where I heard—how ſhall I bring

it out—that I was in Danger of loſing:

my.better Part : It is eaſier to imagine,

than to deſcribe what I then felt. Upon

my Return I ſent her a Letter, acquaint-

ing her with what I had heard, and aſ: :

ſuring her at the ſame Time that I could

had, if ſhe had been faithful to me; that

ſhe knew I lov’d lier better than myſelf,

and therefore was confident ſhe ſhould

never ſuffer by me; that it is a long Time :

ſince we contraćted, and that that makes

her preſent Marriage good and valid. I

think it no difficult Matter to determine :

in this Cafe, whether her Condućt can

not believe one fingle Word of it, it being D be juſtified or not : But becauſe I may be:

in my Opinion to believe of her all that

was bad: I alſo tranſcrib'd ſuch, Paſſages:

of her Letters as in the ſtrongeſt Manner

prov'd her Engagement to me, and laids

them fairly before her,telling her then(as ,

Ihad offen done before) that I infifted up

on her Contrač; ; vowing that I never,

would releaſe her. I reminded her at the

ſame Time of what I had refus’d for her,

and aſſur’d her that if there were really

any Foundation for ſuch a Report, it

would deprive me of all the Joy, and

Qomfort of my Life; and all this I did in.

ſuch Expreſſions, as the fincereſt Love'

prejudic'd, I am willing to transfer the

Cauſe to you, and deſire§§ give me .

yºur Thoughts of it fairly and imparti

ally: If you find it hard to be quité im

partial, if there muſt be a little Leaning

on one Side or other, I deſire it may be

on her’s rather than on mine. . . . . .”

I am, SIR, yours, &c. B. M.

The Dean's A N S WE R. ‘. .

S I R, . . . . . . . . .

L VER fince I could think, I have ab

T, horr'd any thing of Falſhood, and

therefore, though l have not the Honour

that ever was dićiated, and ſuch as I think F to be acquainted with you, willingly bear
would have melted any Heart but her’s.

The next Day, (that Day I well remem

ber) without vouchſafing a ſingle Line,

ſhe ſent me this civil and tender Meſſage,

which was deliver'd in a ſuitable Manner,

That ſhe was going to be marry'd to an

my Teſtimony againſt it. . . . -

*If I muſt give you my real Thoughts,

when yºu ask whether your Spouſe can be

juſtified in what ſhe has doné, you ſeemy

too tender, for I ſhall make no Scruple of

pronouncing her baſe, cruel, and ingrate.

§ther, but that I might do as well. This G ful: To convince her of her great Baſe

ih the firſt Place was not true, and in the neſs, let her confider, that marrying ap

next, could not have ſet her at Liberty

without my Conſent: As I knew it would

be, ſo it fell out; I have never fince en

joy'd one fingle Moment, but all the in

termediate Time has been one lºng

Thought of her. I know I could have

other when ſhe was engag'd to you, was,

a ſcandalous Piolation of that plain Rule

of Right Reaſon, The doing as ſhe would

be done by: Ask her, whether ſhe herſelf

would have car'd to have been ſo us’d by

you, and if ſhe would not (as undoubted.

done myſelf Juſtice afterwards, but that Hſy ſhe would nºt) why then did ſhe uſe

being impoſſible without expoſing her to

the whole Nation, I choſe rather to ſuffer

myſelf than ſhe ſhould, and would ſoon

er have died a thbuſand Deaths than have

ºlone it. This my Indulgence ſhe and her

Friends have looked upon (I know not

you in ſuch a Manner? But this is not all;
it was baſe to the vety laſt Degree, as it.

was direétly cºntrary to that etcrpal and

immutable Rule of Right, The giving to

every Man that which is his own; ſhe was

amºa to you, and thereby ſhe be

caine

–

*

3
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came your Property and Poſſeſſion, and.

no one could poſſibly have any Right to

her without your Conſent, which you pe—

remptorily refus’d to give to the very laſt.
She was of Age when ſhe contraćted,

and you were her own voluntary Choice;

ſhe gave it under her own Hand that ſhe A

was engag’d to you, declares herſelf, mi

ſerable in your Abſence, aſſures you; her

Love was equal to your own; (I am con

vinc'd ſhe could have ſaid nothing ſtrong

er) and that nothing ſhould ever be able

to ſeparate her from you. What could
the moſt affectionate Wife in the World

The GENT LEMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

fay more? Was there ever a Precontraćt, B
iſ this be not one : Here was your mu

rual Agreement to have each other, which

is all that is eſſential to Marriage ; and

though we ought for the Sake of Decency

and Order, and for ſeveral prudential

Conſiderations, to declare this Agreement

orce or Virtue to it, nor can poſſibly

make it more obliging. Is not a Con

are prohibited by the Law of God to

marry againſt ſuch Precontračt; Dr Gib.

ſºn's Codex,
If from hence we deſcend lower, and

conſult the Antiquities of the Chriſtian

Church, we ſhall find the Eccleſiaſtical

Law exceedingly ſevere againſt all Perfi.

diouſneſs and Falſeneſs, and Breach of

eſpouſal Contračts: The Council of Eli

berif orders, that if either the Man or

the Woman, who were eſpous'd, broke

the Faith of their Eſpouſals, they ſhould

for their Crime be kept back three Years

from the Communion; Cone. Elib. Can,

54. And the Council of Trullo deter

mines it to be downright Adultery, for

a Man to marry a Woman that was be

trothed to another, during the Life of

him who had eſpous'd her; Conc. Trull.

Can. 98. And indeed it is upon the Sup,

poſition of Adultery only, that the injur

aſterwards in publick, as the Law direčis; C innocent Perſºn may lawfully marry an

}. this publick Declaration of it adds no cther. And it is certain that in the Reign

of Edward VI. unleſs there was a volun

tary Releaſe of each Perſon, it was e

traćt a Contraćt, let it be made where it ſteem’d Adultery for either of them to

will? Can there any Reaſon be aſſign'd marry anybody elſe, and the Eccleſiaſti.

why a publick Contraćt ſhould be more

binding than a private one? She had al

ready diſpos'd of her Perſon and Fortune

to you, and therefore it was now too late

to diſpoſe of them to any other; and I

do aver, that ſhe had as much Right to

give away your Eſtate as herſelf. Thus

cal Judges were empower'd to give Sen;
tence in Favour of the Precontračt, and

to require that Matrimony be ſolemniz'd

and conſummated between the Perſons,

contraćted, though one of them may be

ačtually married te, and have Iſſue by

another.Perſon, 2. Ed. 6... Our own ex

in Reaſon we eaſily ſee, that to declare cellent Church, which (to ſay the leaſt ºf

this A&ion baſe, is only to declare that it) comes neareſt the Primitive Church

diſhoneſt Aétions are baſe, º ſure is too E of any in the World, has taken all poſſi.
plain to need a formal and ſolemn Proof.

… If from the Bar of Reaſon we go to the

Sacred Writers, we ſhall find that the

betrothed Perſon was abſolutely and en

tirely his to whom ſhe was betrothed,

and he was her's, inaſmuch that it was

peath for either of them to have corre
ſpondence with any other, Thuswe read

Deut. xxii. 23, 24-. That #. a Damſel,

F

ghat is a Pirgin, be betrothed unto an Huſ.

hand, and a Man find her in the City and
*:::: her; ºff: they ſhould both be

* …ought out unto the Gate ºf that City,
and ſigned with Stone, that they died, the

prºfti becauſe ſhe fried nºt being in the G
City and the Mºheed'ſ hº had humbled

#: Neighbour's Wife; thiſ is committed

Adultery with her; . Where it is alſo

Wºrth ºbſerving, that the Parties, tho’

they were, only betrothed, are yet ex
ºfty call'd Husband and Wife: As the

Holy Virgin is call’d Joſeph's Wife, tho’

ſhe was only'eſpous’d to him, as we read,

Matt. i. 18, 20. , And hence, it is that a

ºned Prelate has very juſtly obſery'd,

ja perſons contracted tº one another

ble Care to prevent ſuch unlawful Mar.

riages. When the Licence is granted, it

is upon the greateſt Caution and Security

that there is no Precontrač, the Perſon

who takes it ſwearing that he neither

knows -nor believes there is any, and

thereby pledges his very Soul for the

ruth of what he ſays: And ſo far is the

hurch from pretending to give a Right

where there was none before, that it'éx.

preſly deelares all that Solemnity, Form,

and Ceremony, to fignify juſt nothing, if
there be aºš but to be null and

void ºf themſelves, as being ſo from the

jº, Beginning; and this ºriginal Nulli

fy his theſe Effects, that the Wife is

barr'd of Dower, and the Iſſue illegiti.

mate; Gibſon's Codex. Nor indeed is it

poſſible fºr the Form of Matrimon

(however excellent) to make Evilº
to ſnake, Darkneſs Light, or make that

Seaſe to be a Contrači and binding which
is really ſº.

A great deal more might be ſaid to

prove the Baſeneſs of it, bºt I am afraid

of being tedious.

- Her
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Weekly Essays in

Her Friends not giving their Conſent

is nothing, fince ſhe was of Age, and

her Engagement was abſolute ; her own

Words are, Nothing ſhould ever be able to

part you. And then it being a long Time

iince it was done, makes the Caſe much

worſe; for continuing ſo long the Injury

has been a Sort ofº repeating of it,

a continual renewing of the Injuſtice ſhe

has done you : But I am tir’d of the in

grateful Subječt, and all I can add, is,

that after having examin'd the Matter,

with all the Impartiality I could, I de

clare I think ſhe has been guilty of the
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the ſame Number of Ship; ; and I verily

believe o' my Conſcience that if he had

had the whole Navy Royal of Great Bri

tain under his Command, he would not

have taken ome Ship more with him; for

he was reſolved, d’ye ſee, to make his

Word good, and Faith ſo he has.-May

hap, ſome People, who laugh’d at him

for the Propoſal, as I am told, don't thank
him in their Hearts for the Execution of

it; but I am ſure every honeſt Sailor does,

and whenever he wants Recruits for his

Fleet, there will be no Occaſion for Preſs

ing, and (what do you call them?) Em

greateſt of Crimes, under the greateſt of B bargoes. They’ll be ready enough to en

Aggravations. I am, SIR,

Tour moſt obedient, &c. M. O.

The Traftſman, April 12, N° 719.

AConverſation between Mr John Tar, Ma

riner, and Mr Thomas Lobſter, a Foot

Soldier in one of his Majeſty's royal Regi. C

ments of Guards.

Lobſter. EAR jack, thou art welcome

home.—What Newsfrom

the Wºff. Indies 2

Tar. Tom, han’t you heard of our glo

rious Succeſs at Porto Bello?—Why I'll

tell you now.—We took this Place, and D

{everal damn'd Guarda Coſtas lying there,

blew up all the Fortifications, brought a

way, or deſtroy'd all the Cannon, and—

Lobſter. Prithee, jack, hold a little;

for you ſeem to talk like a Traveller.—

Why you muſt have had a vaſt Fleet and

a very great Army to do all this.

Tar. Nº, you Fool; we did it with ſix

Men of War only, and about a Couple of

Hundred of you Landmen, whom the noble

Governor of jamaica was kind enough

to lend us ; for the Admiral had none

ſent with him from Home.

ter Polunteers, when they ſee that ſome

thing is to be done. -

Lobſter. Well, but, jack, did’nt you

loſe a Power of Men in this A&tion ?

Tar. A Power of Men — No— We

had’nt above twenty Men, kill'd and

wounded; but tho’f an hundred or two

of us had been knock'd o’ the Head,

what’s that in ſo glorious a Vićtory 2—

Ah! Tºm, I wiſh you had took my Ad

vice, when you got Dolly the Milkmaid

with Child, and gone to Sea with me, in

ſtead of liſting for a Soldier, and loitering
away your Time at home. º

Lobſter. Leek ye, jack, don't grow

ſcurrilous, and abuſe your Betters; for

you can’t be ſo ignorant as not to know

that we have the Title of Gentlemen

Soldiers; whereas you are call’d nothing

but Tarpawlians at beſt.—Why look ye

here, jack; does not this new red Coat,

E laced Hat, and a Sword by my Side, look

more genteel thanyour old pitch'd Jacker,

and dirty’d Pair of Trowſers?—If you

have done your King and Country more

Service than us, as you pretend, it is not

our Fault. We dirſt not fight without

Orders any more than you; and whenever

Lobſter. Surely, jack, this can’t be F we receive them you final ſee that we'll

true—You muſt rodomontade a little.

Tar. Ey, ey, that’s juſt like one ofyou

Fair-weather Sparks, who make a very

pretty Figure in Hyde Park, at a Review,

with your tuck'd-up Hair, and powder'd

Shoulders.-No, no, Tom; Meſs, we went

to work in good Earneſt; and I believe

the proud Spaniſh Dons will think to alter

their Note for the future.—Marry : they

have now Reaſon enough to repent of

calling us tame EngliſhHen; ; for they have

found us to be truebred fighting Cocks,—

Not take Porto Bello with fix ſtout Ships of
War, and ſuch a brave Commander at

execute them with the ſame Reſolution

—As for your Flears about loitering at

Home, I defy your Word; for I aſſure

you I am no Faggot, and therefore am

oblig'd to do double Duty for much leſs

Pay than you—But what Reaſon have I

to believe all your Braggadocios about

taking Porto Bello, and God knows what?

Tºr. Why, you filly Dog, have you

never ſeen the fine congratulating Ad

dreſs, as I think they call it, to the King's

Majeſty, with another from the City of

London to the ſame Tune, and how as

Admiral Vermon was preſented with the

their Head –Why, I’ll teil thee, Tom ; H Freedom of the City, to be ſent over to

I heard our Purſer ſay that Admiral Ver-

mon declar'd, in a certain “Place, ſeveral

Years ago, that he would undertake to

make himſelf Maſter of that Place with

him in a great Gold Box 3 -

Lobſter, No, not I. We never read

any Thing but the Gazetteer and the Far

thing Poff. The firſt, you muſt know,

* 1$
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is always ſont Free-coſt to eur Quarters,

and we now and then make a Shift to

club for the Other. As for your (what

d'ye call them?) Craft–Craftſmen, and

Common Senſes, we ſhould ſtand a fair

Chance of running the Gauntlet, or be

ing ty'd Neck and Heels, if we were

caught reading of them; for our Serjeant

fays that they are fill'd with Nothing but

Treaſon and Sedition, and Fałłion, and Po

gery and Blaſphemy—'Splood} if theſe

fine Wits were to be try’d by the Mutiny

24% and a Court-Martial, as we poor De

vils are, they’d ſoon be ſick of that Lay.

Tar. May be ſo; for I don't pretend to

know any Thing of your Politicks at

Land; but I am told that they go to e.

very Sea-Port Town in all the King's

Kingdoms—I have read above an hundred

of them at jamaica, without any Danger

of the Bilboer, or a Cato'ninetails-Nay,

I have many a Time ſeen our Captain

himſelf read them upon Quarter-Deck;

and methought he ſeem'd to look as tho'f

he was pleas'd with’n.—By the Meſs, I

am ſure they are no Friends to the Spani

ards, and ſpeak very civilly, of us poor

Sailorf.-What have you Red-coats done

to put’n out of Humour? .

Lobſter. Why Nothing at all, jack, that
I know of.

Tar. Fleſh! Tºm, I believe thou haſt

nick’d it; for I don't hear that you have

done any Thing of late, beſides playing

the Dcyil at your ſºuarters, and burthen

ing the Pariſhes with baſe Children.

Lohffer. S'blood! What's all this to the

Purpoſe about your mighty Doings at

Porto Bello?

Tar. Why I tell thee, jack, once and

again, and am ready to take my corporal

#. on’t, that every Tittle I have told

shee is as true as the Bible. Book.-God
forbid that I ſhould take the Name ofthe F

holy Scriptures in vain, as you reprobate

Landmen do?

Lobſter. Nay, as for that, jack, I be

lieve we are much upon the Square; for

I have heard ſay that there is as much

fwearing, and curfing, and damning, in

the midſt of a Sea. Fight, as there ever G ward in Line of Battle;

was amongſt us at the Tilt Tard. So let

use’en ſhake Hands upon that Score.--

But how came it to paſs that Porto Bells

was not taken long ago, fince it might

have been ſo eaſily done : For I am fold

that a Fleet was ſent thither upon the

ſame Errand, I don’t know how long

ago, of above three, Times the Number

of Ships; but after lying there for ſºve

ral Months, and loſing a Mort of Men,

they were obliged at laſt to come away

without doing any Thing, as you ſay, of

* Landmen. Nay, and I was laither

told that this Fleet was commanded by at

brave an Admiral as yours, let he be as

brave as he will. -

Târ. Prethee, Tºm, hold thy Tongue.

—Compariſons are odious.-I hadn't the

Honour to ſerve the Crown of England

at that Time.—But ſeveral Men in our

Fleet, who were there, ſpoke mainly in

the Praiſe of Admiral Hoſier; what a

Longing he had to thraſh the Jackets of

the Spaniards.-But what then – Tis

not in every Body’s Power to do as they

would.—Some People talk as tho'ſ his

Hands were ty’d behind him; and then

you know, Tom, that Nobody can ſtir

Others pretend that his Orders miſcarry'd

by the Way.—And all of them agree

that the Admiral himſelf was not in

Fault.—But what’s that to me? I don't

care, d'ye ſee, to meddle nor make with

State Affairs.-I’ll vouch only for what I

have ſeen with my own Eyes; and leave

the reſt to my Betters.-I’ll do my Duty,

whenever I am commanded; and that,

I think, is enough in all Conſcience for

jack Tar. -

Lobſter. Ay, and for Tºm Lobſter too

There I agree with you.-But prethee,

D jack, give me a little Account how you

perform'd all theſe great Exploits.

Tar. Why I'll tell thee, Tom, iſ ſo be

thou can’t have any Patience.—We ſail'd

from jamaica on the glorious 5th of Nº.

ºvember, and on the 21ſt of the ſame

Month we arriv'd before the Iron-Caffle.

Lohffer. An Iron Caffle!–Nay, now I

am ſure, jack, you begin to rodºmontade,

Tar No, you Puppy, I did`nt ſay an

Iron Caſtle; that is to ſay, I did not ſay

that it was all made of Iran; but it was

made of thick Stone Walls, as ſtrong º'

Iron, and ſtronger too, for aught I know,

and therefore it is call'd the Iron Caffl,

gr the Iron-Fºrt.—Now I hope you are

ſatisfy’d.

#. Well, but how did you take

this Iron-Stone-Caffle, or whatever you

call it; for it is a Riddle to me?

Tar. How did we take it?—He, he, hº!

—Why our Admiral ply'd to the Wind;
but the Wind

proving Eaſterly, he luff’d up as near to

the Fort as he could, and—

Lobſter. A Pox upon all your damn'd

Sea Phraſes —I know nothing of your

Wºnd, and your Wºndwards, nor your

Luffing and Puffing -- Let me have it in

pain, down-right Engliſh. -

Tºr. Why then ſºil tell thee in on:

Word, as I told thee before, that wetoo

the Place with all their ShipsandCº.
blew up their Fortifications, and left the

Port without any Defence, Liftſ.

B
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£ºffer. Well, jack, I find that you.

of a deal of Honour by this Expedition ;

ut* fignifies Honour, without ſome

är... Profit, you Fool:—Why we got a

t deal of Profit—Look ye here, Tom,

ow this Pocket is lin'd with fºllow Boys, A

and the other with Pieces of Eight.—

Come, there's one for you, which is as

much as your whole Week’s Pay; and if

thou'lt drink the Admiral's Health, with

all the brave Officers and Seamen under

his Command, I’ll treat thee with a Can

of Flip, or a Tiff of good Rum Punch,

which we took fºom the Spaniards.—

Egad! We ſwam in it at Porto-Belle and

3amaica, and I have made a Shift to

bring a Parcel of it home, tho’f the

Cuſtom-Houſe Officers made a good
Look-out after us. -

Lobſter. Ay, now jack,º begin'ſt

- 177.

h Lobſter. Ay! and what did you do with
im? - -

Tar. Od's-fiſh ; We were going to cut'

off both his Ears, and then hang him up

on the 2%rd.Arm; but our Admiral, as I

ſaid before, being a very good-natur'd

Gentleman, would’nt let us.-But Egad:

He gave'n a Flea in s Ear, and told’n

tho'ſ he forgave him this Time, if ever,

he met with'n again, he ſhould be us'd

as he deſerv’d.

Lobſter. Why Faith, Tom, I muſt con

feſs that was very handſomely done. _

Tar. I could tell thee a thouſand

Things more in his Praiſe.—But 'oons !

where is Kate with the Punch?–O! here

{he is.-Set it down.—Come, Tom, here's

a Health to Admiral Permom, with all the

brave Officers and Sailors under his Com
mand.

Lobſter. With all my Heart, jack, and

to talk Reaſon.—Shew me only a little of C Confuſion to the Spaniards.

that ſame Spaniſh Rum Punch, and I ſhall

be convinc'd; for I once happen'd to hear

the Chaplain of our Regiment, ſay that

Rum was much more wholeſome, and

pleaſanter to the Palate than Gim.

Tar. Here, Kate, make a good Sneaker

of Rum Punch.-Nay, don't run awa

before the Words are out of my Mout D

-An', d'ye ſee, put a Bisket and ſome

Nutmeg in't.—That’s our Way at Sea,

Friend Tºm. May hap, it may’nt be to

your Liking.

Lobſter. Yes, yes, I never quarrel with

a Bowl of Punch, make it how you will.

—But, jack, I ſuppoſe by all this, that E

you had rare Plunder in the Town.

Tar. No, Tom,-Our Admiral was a

little ſqueamiſh-ſtomach'd about that; for

all your brave Men, d'ye ſee, are apt to

be too good natur’d—Egad! We were all

going to gut the Houſes firſt, and then

pull them down about their Ears; but F

the Spaniſh Governor hung out a coward.

ly white Flag, as much as to ſay we have

enºugh; and ſent a Meſſage to the Admi

ral, deſiring to ca-ca-capitulate; ay, ca

pitulate; that’s the Word, with an Offer

of a good round Sum of Money to ſave

the Town, which cur Admiral accepted,

and generouſly diſtributed it amongſt us.

Lobſter. Zounds ! I muſt needs ſay that

was bravely done, indeed. S

Tar, Bravely done! Why I'll tell thee

hat he did beſides.—You muſt have

eard as how Captain Jenkins had one of

his Ears cut off by a damn'd bloody-mind

ed Captaia of a Spaniſh Privateer.

Robſter. Heard it!—Ay, and ſo hath

every Body.

Târ. Why then, Tºm, you muſt know

*: we took this barbarous Dog at Portº
£ll?, " *

Both. Huzza, Huzza, Huzza!

Lobſter. Well, jack, fince thou are ſo

generous, I’ll drink another Health, or a

Curſe, call it which you pleaſe, which

I’m ſure you'll toaſt.—Here's Confuſion

to all the Friends of the Spaniards, and

all the Enemies of Admiral Pernon, for no

brave and good Man can be without Ene

mies.—D—n them both, with all my

Heart —God forgive me for Swearing:

Tar. I’ll pledge thee, Tom, with all my

Heart and Soul, in a Bumper.

Both. Confuſion to the Spaniards; Con

fuſion to all the Friends of the Spaniards;

and Confuſion to the Enemies of Admi

ral VERNoN ſ—Huzza, huzza, huzza :

From Common &enſe, April 12. Nº 167.

TH: Paper is taken up with Extrađs

from two Pamphlets, one entitled

The State of the Riſe and Progreſs of our

Diſputes with Spain; in which it is ob

ſerved, that thro’ the whole Courſe of out

Negotiation with Spain, it never was ſo

much as inſiſted cn by our M that

#. ſhould renounce her Pretenſion of

ëarching and viſiting Britiſh Ships. The

moſt that was obtain'd, was a Declaration

ſigned at Seville in 1732, containing two

Articles. By the firſt, the Guarda Coffas

in America were to give Security to their

own Governors so anſwer any Damages

they ſhould unjuſtly occaſion; by the o

ther, our Men of War were not, under

any Pretence, to protećt Ships carrying

H on an unlawful Trade on the Coaſts of his

Catholick Majeſty. On this Declaration

the Author of the Pamphlet remarks, 1.

That the Stipulations, general and weak

as they are, concern only the Behaviour

Ot
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of the Spaniards in the Execution of their

Pretenſion, which is thereby admitted.

2. The Spaniards give no Security againſt

perſonal Cruelties ſo often exerciſed by

them on the Subjećts of Great Britain.

worth $ while ofa Nation to contend for."

As to the preſent War, I believe, the

Author thinks it ſhould have been begun

as ſoon as it was reſolved upon, which,

no doubt, might be done againſt ſo weak

3. By this Declaration we ſolemnly admit A an Enemy. ; he ſuppoſes it was reſºlved

of Regulations of which we knownothing

—the Laws and Ordinances of the In

dies. We know not what they are, and

the Spaniards may, at any time, make

them ſpeak what Language ſerves their

preſent Purpoſe. . 4. Theſe Laws are not

only unknown, changeable at Will, and

therefore purely arbitrary, but a Rule

which it is againſt the Law of Nations,

and the very Dićtates of Common Senſe to

admit : Becauſe, altho' when the Subjećt

of another Nation trades with them, and

is in their Country, he is ſubjećt, no doubt,

to their domeſtick Regulations, unleſs

upon early in the Summer; his Words are

to this Effect :

“ Soon after the Beginning of jun:

ten Regiments were brought from Ire"

land, for what Purpoſe I cannot compre

hend ; a hot Preſs for Seamen

was begun, an Embargo laid upon

our Trade, — Proclamations pub

liſhed for encouraging Seamen to enter

into his Majeſty's Service,—Qrders

iſſued for making a very large Addition

to our Land-Forces,- the Right

Hon. Horatio Walpole, Eſq; his Lady, and

Family, ſent upon an extraordinary Am"

exempted from them by particular Stipu-C baſſy to Holland, and as great Noiſe made

Iations, yet theſe Regulations ſhall not

be extended to affe&t the Subjećt of ano

ther Country when he is not in theirs.

5. To allow Spaniſh Men of War to cruize

on our Merchantmen, was to give up the

Intereſt and Honour of the Nation; yet,

thro’ the whole Nation, as if we had

been upon the Brink of being invaded by

a new Spaniſh Armada, or of entering

upon one of the moſt dangerous and dº

fperate Wars this Nation was ever en

gaged in. Theſe alarming Pre

to ſtipulate that this ſhould be done by D parations we ſhould have had no 0:

Men of War under the Commiſſion of the

King of Spain, and nºt by Privateers

fitted out and commiſion'd by Spaniſh

Governors, might ſeem to carry ſome Re

ard to the good Treatment, at leaſt, of

the Britiſh Merchants and Mariners. This

our M-- did, or rather made a Shew

of doing; for they departed from it on

the firſt Difficulty made by Don Patinho,

thereby relinquiſhing the only Meaſure

they then ſeem’d inclineable to take, that

might in any Degrec appear favourable to

the Subjećts of Great Britain.

The other Pamphlet is intitled, Britain's
Miftakes in the Commencement and Proſe- F

cution of the preſent War. This Author ,

(ſays Mt. Common Senſe) is of the ſame O

pinion with all the reſt of the World, that

it is pity the War had not been, entered
into many Years ago. “Theº of

the Spaniards, he ſays, is, nºt cauſºleſs

A Pufiljanimity in our Condućt has been

the Cauſe of Obſtinacy in theirs.

Court in the World will expreſsly order

their subjects to make Satisfaction, and

Reſtitution, if they are not compell'd to

give ſuch Orders by a peremptory De
mand from the Court whoſe Subjećts

have been injured. . If we had, made

fuch a Demand for the firſt Britiſh Ship

that was unjuſtly ſeized, it would have H

been comply'd with ; but by our accept

ing conditiºnal Orders, and their conti
nuing their Depredatiºns, our Demands

at # amounted to ſuch a Sum, as Wāş

No G

caſion for, if we had begun to prº

pare about the End of March; and coni.

dering what hath ſince happened, I can

ſee no Effect they have had, but that of

; our Trade, preventing the U

ſual Supp { of Coals for the City of Lon.

don, which hath this Winter been moſt

ſeverely felt, amuſing our own People,
and §. Warning to our Enemies tº

take Čare of themſelves, which they did

in the moſt effectual Manner they could

by ſending eight, or ten Advice-Boats on:

after another, which they were permitt:

to do without Interruption, to their Al

ſogue Ships then upon their Return from

America, to ſteer the moſt proper Courſ:

for avoiding falling into the Hands of our

Squadron. -

We ſee the following Charaffer ºf M.
MoG R L’; TRAVELS to AFRICA, iſ

the Hiſtory of the Works of the Land

for the Month of January.-- Wºº

entirely Strangār; to the Writer ºf

neither can we gueſ; ; tho' we know ſº

ºveral Perſon ºf great Geniuſ and Éº

dition, who %ftº: with the Editºr.

It will not, perhaps, be unentertºiſ;
to our Readerſ, and may5. the Wºr

ſºme Idea of the Faelity they mayexpeſ,

#M. Mooſe jould, as we hºpe &

will, publiſh his 7%) ages to GE 2K6 .

of which he has likewiſe kept a jour”

N the Preface thc Author make: *

Apology for his want of Intº
- Jillº

f

º

i.

lºt

'ſº

s
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& Stile, Learning and the Ornaments of E- nor.Capacity to make thºſe Qbſervations

: ::::: ...;no claim to any of thoſe which the learned World, might deſire ;

tº A&ompliſhments, but valuing himſelf but what I have ſet down is true, and is

only upon the Truth of his Relations; an exact Account of a wild Gountry; I

à adding, “that it is not the Manner of Ahave nºtattempted to embelliſh the Work,

ºf Writing, thar is to ſay, the Deſcription fince I am perſuaded, that Readers will

is of a Country much talk'd of, little make Allowances, for the Age of the

known, which therefore muſt pleaſe in Journaliſt, and will rather chuſe to read

ºf the fºllowing Relation: I therefºre, be- Real Faii, told in the plaineſt Wºy, than
: fides º: thought it my Duty to beautiful Works of Imagination. -

is ſparend Pains in giving the Reader, from . This Journal has, fince its firſt Publica

ſº the beſt Authors, a general Notion of the n tion, been read by many Perſons who have

º, Countries from the River Gambia to the * been in and up the River Gambia, and by

ſº more known ones along the Mediterrane; many others, whohave long had Buſineſs
an Sea.” This is effectually accompliſh'd

in the Book: The Letter to the Publiſher
and Correſpondence there ; and, upon

much Enquiry, I find it is agreed on all

tº gives a curious Deſcription of the State Hands, that what the Author has wrºte
tº and Government of the great Continent is true and genuine. Upon which Ac

ld of Africa, from the earlieſt Accounts to count I am perſuaded, that whoever reads

# the preſent Time: The Author of this 2, this Book, will be affečied with an extra

\; Letter is, probably, a Man of great Learn. C ordinary, Pleaſure, and Satisfaction, when

# ing and judgmént; this appears by his he confiders that the unuſual Relations he

* many citations from Homer, Ovid, Lu- will meet with, of many ſurpriſing Things,

tº tan, Leo the African, and ſeveral other are real Matters of Fää, änd not more

ºr Authors, ancient and modern, and by his ſtrange than true. And as to the Author's

ºr Manner of treating the Subjećt. The Complaint of want of Time and Capaci

Hº Tranſlations from Writers, viz. the Nu- fy to anſwer the Deſires of the Learned,

ºf bian Geographer, and Leo the African, D.I am, ºf Opiniºn that the learned World *

nº are very large, accurate, and well choſen would have had no Reaſon to complain if :

... to anſwer, the End propoſed by our Au- all Writers of Travels, and even Hiſto

ºf thor; and there is prefixed to them a ries, had laboured under the like Wants,

tº very good Introdućtion concerning thoſe provided ſuch Wants would have confined

# Writers, their Lives, Means of coming at them to, the like Truth of Matters, of

º, a due Knowledge of the Matters they Faët, and have prevented the numberleſs

is treat of the Times they lived in, and E Fictions, Suºmilº, Reflections, Partiali
ºf the Editions of their Works, which can't “ties, and Embelliſhments, with which ſo

tº fail to entertain the more curious Readers, many of them are filled to ſuch a Degree.

* To theſe Tranſlations there are added, an that there are not wanting Numbers of

* Extrað of Ludolphur'sº,Ethiopia, even learned Men, who are ready to pro

... concerning the Source of the Nile; and nounce many ſuch Books, of the greateſ:
.* an Extračh, from Herodotur. From what

Reputation, and written in the fineſt

º is ſaid in the Letter to the Publiſher, and tº Styles, to be no better than ſ many Ro

ºf from the ſeveral Tranſlations and Extraćts, F mances, Satires, or Panegyricks, and
º: and in theº itſelf, it will not ap- worthy of little or no Faith. In a Word,

ºf pear improbable, that this mighty River it is only from Books of the ſame Stamp

# whether the Nile does really divide, be ſure of getting any more real Know

* flowing Part into the Mediterranean Sea, Gledge than he had before. -

- and Part to an immenſe Diſtance into the In this Book there are ſeveral Copper

* Atlantick Ocear, and whether the Gam. Plate Cuts mentioned in the Title of this

º bia be one of the Branches of the Nile, Article. . For Inſtance: The firſt is a large |

* “our Author pretends not to decide; but Map of the River Gambia, taken from an -

* {ays, he hath laid all the Diſcoveries that adual Survey, that River being naviga.
ſ have yet been made before the Reader. ble ſeveral hundred Miles; by which our

Gambia, upon which our Author made

his Voyages into the Inland Partsof Afri

ca, is but one Branch of the Nile ; but

Concerning the Journal itſelf, the Au

with our Author's, where Truth, the ſole

Support and Foundation of true Learn

ing, can be relied upon, that any one can

Geographers, and Maſters of Maps and

% thor gives this modeſt Account in the Pre-H Globes, would do well to correct their

face: “I kept the§: when in Gam- Plates, , all which have been too juſtly

his not with any Deſign of printing it, complained of, with reſpect to great Part

* but to improve myſelf, and keep in my of the Weſtern and Southern Coaſts of

Mind the Things worth Notice. I was Africa, and more eſpecially with reſpect

º then very young, and had neither Time to the Inland Parts. There is alſo a cu

' ' , , - - fl.º.º.
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rious Draught of a Negro Town, with Patron; that he has been with him, &

... its two Cirks or Incloſures. Several Pic- ther one or more Voyages to Georgiº,

tures of ſtrange Birds and Inſe&s. A went with him the laſt Fime, and is now

Print of Haman Seaca, King of Bur- Abroad. - - - - * : *

ſally, exerciſing his Horſe, in which tho’ - * * * *

the Artiſt, may be ſaid to have per- Extracy from Pere Bougeant's Amſ.
formed well, yet it does by no meanscome ment Phi oſºphique of the Language ºf

§. à Our †.º of º: Bruter, continued from p. 113.

Grandeur an auty of that Prince, the - - . - -

Splendour of his#. the Excellence Part II. Of thejº. of a Languag.

of his Horſe, nor the Wonders perform'd amºng ºutes,

by him in the Management of it. There , S to the Poſſibility of the Thing,

is likewiſe a Print, deſcribing the Agility A \,, what we ordinarily call Speaking;

of the Blacks in aſcending or climbing 46 the making one's ſelf underſtood by a

or so Feet or more up the ſmooth Štem B Series of articulate Words whereby Men

of the Palm-Tree to draw their Wine have agreed to expreſs ſuch a Sentiment,

from it: A.º and f entire$º.i.

Among the Papers in the Appendix, we call a Language, Brutes do not ſpe

there is one, No*ś, A; by a Language of this Kind. But is ther:

of a Paper diſcoveringa; of Gold no way; withºut this Aid, to makeon',

ºp the River Gambia ; ſuppoſed to have ſelf underſtood, and to ſpeak in reality?

been written by ot:e who had got great c Yes, certainly; Angels converſe together,

Riches in the Reign of Kingº; yet have novocal Organ. But to wave

by his Progreſs up that River. This Pa- what is Supernatural, every thing about

per contains a very ſurpriſing Relation, to us ſpeaks, when we pleaſe. Do went
which ſome Perſons give an entire Cre- every day ſpeak by a Look, a Nod, a

.dit; inſomuch that it is reported that Geſture, or the leaſt, Sign: Imagint,

Captain. Stibbs’s Expedition, of which Madam, a Nation of Mutes: Do you

the Journal at large is in this Book, D, think they would not underſtand exh

was chiefly cccaſioned by an Intent to other, and by Cries, Geſtures, and Looks,

follow this Relator's Steps ; others ſupply the Want of our Words? Hity

, believe the whole to have been no would, in my Opinion, live very well in

more than a Fićtion or Amuſement; thoſe Society : After ſºme Pains to eſtabliſh

who believe it, have to alledge, that ſo ſenſible Signs and Expreſſions; they would

far as any have been able to follow the eaſily teach them to their Children, who

Relator's Direştions, they have found ... would improve in the Way ºf expreſſing

what he ſays of the River to be true, con- F themſelves, and by degrees form, not is

fequently that he had been in that River. deed a Tongue, but a very diſtiné Lal.

-The Opponents objećt the myſterious Air guage, as intelligible to them, nay, ai

which the Relator ſo much affeóts; his elegant, as ours is to us.”—Let us apply

great Care to conceal himſelf; and above this to Brutes..." They have no Tongues;

all, the great Scarcity of Gold for many but why ſhould they not have a Specdº

hundred Miles up that River; ſo that The Thing is evidently poſſible. Letus

the very Natives themſelves either have F-now ſee if it be not neceſſary. . .

but very little, or the Europeans can- "Tis certain all. Brutes are endow."

not procure any confiderable Quantities with the Underſtanding to provide fºr

from them ; and from hence would con- their Neceſſities and Preſervation, Some

clude that there are no Gold Mines there- Species of Brutes are made to live in So,

abouts, or at leaſt none where the Gold -ciety at large, others in a Sort of conj,

appears above Ground, according to the gal state, one Male, one Female, and in

• Relater's Account; becauſe, if there G a Family while they rear their Young

were, the Negroes would not want Gold, To ſpeak of the firſt Kind, What ſº

they having among them, Artiſts and can Brutes make of their Underſtanding

workers in Gold far more able than the for the Preſervation and Welfare of their

Relator deſcribes himſelf to be. But, Society, and of courſe for their own pſk

whether this be a true or a falſe Relation, vate Good, if the Members of thatšº

muſt be left to future Inquiries. In the -ciety have not a common Language? It
mean Time our Author fias done a good is plain that, being neitherable to under

service, by reviving the Paper, as it was ºr ſtand nor be underſtood, they couldº

grown very ſcarce, if not out of Print. “ther affºrd nor receive any Help, º

Agrothé Anthor, to the Accounts, he muſt be in a State of perpetual Oppº

has given of himſelf, it may be added, on. To inſtance the Beavers; thºſe:
that General Oglethorse was, and is his -mals, fºr Covert and seriº;•

;



of the flanguage of BRutes.

themſelves ſmall Huts of Clay, with
wonderful Sa .# on Piles at the Brink

of a Lake. To effe&this they have found

the Neceſſity of mutual, Aſſiſtance :

Wherefore they aſſociate 30 or 4), or

more; and after, they have pitch'd on a

18t

But how long will they take Words fºr

Things?' I. What we call Inſtinčí is ſome

thing vºy obſcure and unknown in itſelf.

3. What Proofs have you that Brutes have

more. Inſtinči than Men 2 Prejudice in

this Point has been carry’d ſo far as to

convenient Situation, take their different A prefer Inſtinét in Brutes before Reaſon in

Shares of the Works; ſome fetch Wood,

ſome provide Clay, which others bring

lying on their Backs with their Paws up,

making a ſort of Cart of their Body,

which a Party drags along to the Place .

where it to be uſed. Thereone dºes the

Part of a Maſon, another of a Labourer,

Archite&. A Tree is B# Third of an

naw'd off by the Ground, and falls into

#. Lake. They work it into Piles,

which ſome drive; while others areform

ing the neceſſary Timbers. As all is done

in perſe& Order, and Concert, no doubt

$ Lazy and Mutinous are puniſhed: And

this unknown Inſtinét what ma

Men. But upon what. Foundation is

Human Reaſon thus degraded in honour

to Brutal Inſtin& 2 "Tis true, we ſee

Birds make their Neſts with great Cun

ning. Some Animals purge themſelves

with Herbs which they diſcover; Pigeons

and many other Birds ſwallow Gravel to

help Digeſtion; Storks, they ſay, taught

Men the Uſe of Clyſters, &c., But

# Since we cannot refuſe Knowledge to

rutes, why do we give them a needleſs

Inſtinét? Why ſhould we attribute to

be the

fimple Effest of their Underſtanding :

does not ſo coherent and well executed C Since it is from a knowing Faculty that

an Undertaking neceſſarily ſuppoſe a

Language among theſe Animals whereby

they communicate their Thoughts to one

another ? If it were otherwiſe, they

would, like the Builders of Babel, ſoon

become incapable of ačting in Concert,

and obliged to give over their Enterprize.

: Cannot Inſtinét, ſome will object, ſup

É. the Want of a Language? Two

‘Beavers meet and join Company, becauſe

their Inſtinét inclines them to be ſociable.

“A third, then a fourth, and many others

come and increaſe the Herd. The So

ºciety is form'd. The ſame Inſtinét moves

Menſº the ſame Operations, why

fhould not the ſame Principle be alſo in

. ? Is not;sº We. multi

plying Beings without Neceſſity, and throw

; à Veilon a Thing† plain and

perſpicuous: I am perſuaded that what

; we believe Brutes do by Inſtinét they do,

like ourſelves, in conſequence of Under

ſtanding, and with Underſtanding. I

am even apt to think that what we call,

Inſtinčt is a mere En; Rationis, a Name

without Reality, a Remain of Peripatetic

Philoſophy. ...But if Inſtinë muſt be ad

mitted, I will never believe that Brutes

them to fetch Wood and Clay to build E are better, provided with it than Men,

their Hutts, as Birds their Neſts. If they

ſeem to ſhare the Work, it is becauſe

‘ſome of them ſeeing 5 others bring Earth

take their Turn to fetch Wood; when

...they ſee part buſy in preparing Mortar,

they, not to remain idle, fall to ſhaping

the Wood. All this, it ſeems, requires

no more than Eye, and Inſtinét. If yºu

ſee Centinelsº in the Avenues, it is

becauſe in a' Company there is always.

ſome one more prudent or timorous than

#he reſt, who makes his Precautions for

his own Safety a publick Advantage.

... This is a ſpecious Objećtion, and muſt

be examin'd to the Böttom. What is G make.

inſtinétº It is a Sentiment without Re

flºtion, whoſe Principle is unknown; a

blind Defire, an inconfiderate Fancy, a

mechanic Movement of the Soul, which

‘prompts to do a Thing without knowing

why. This Sentiment, if real, is com.

'monly ſo obſcure in Men as to be with

'9ut Effect, except in ſome Inſtances. It

is wonderful in Beaſts, ſome ſay, and by

it explain their moſt ſurpriſing Aćtions.

ths Inſtinét is indeed very ſerviceable.

while no Argument is brought to prove

it but Faëts which I can account for from

fimple Underſtanding, and if Inſtinét be

not ſufficient for Man to guide him, it is

ſtill leſs ſufficient for Brutes.

What we have ſaid of Beavers, ſince

Nature every where follows the ſame

Rules, may be applied to Bees, Ants, and

all Sorts of Brutes that live in Society,

But can the ſame Thing be ſaid of others,

ſuch as Birds, Fiſhes, Reptiles, and moſt

Kinds of Quadrupeds I don't know,

Madam, whether you perceive the Con

ſequence of the firſt Step I ventured to

If any Brutes ſpeak, they muſt

all ſpeak: If Beavers and Parrots have a

Language, the Oyſter and Snail muſt have

theirs too. And indeed why ſhould Na

ture have refuſed to ſome of them a Prº

vilege ſhe has granted to the reſt? No

thing would be more contrary to the U

niformity in all her Produćtions. ... I know

that Nature, as ſparing in Superfluities as

bountiful in Neceſſaries, does nothing in

vain. But is it not neceſſary that a Cou:

‘ple of Bug, joined to form aHouſtº
2 I)

4
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and Family, a Couple of Birds, for In

ſtance, underſtand, and be able to impart
their Sentiments one to another Aſſoci

ate two Perſons abſolutely dumb, I defy

the Union to ſubſiſt, if they have no A

Means of agreeing about their Affairs, and

expreſſing their Wants. Two Sparrºws,

without any kind of Language, will lie
under theHº Impoſſibility of living to

gether; and, in a Word, the Neceſſity of

a Languagebetween a Husband and Wife,

to enable them to live together, is the

fame as for a whole Society. B perfeº; in Brutes that live in Society, and

Nature, without any Impoſſibility,

might have made ſome Animals to live in

an abſolite Spiitude, and accordingly have

given ther, both Sexes, to be ableto mul

all Animals have the Faculty of moving

Difference which diſtingu.ſhes the was

ous Species of one Genus. There artnct,

perhaps, two Faces perſe&tly alike, yet

all Men have a Face. Among Animals

the Differences are greater: Some have

Wings, others Fins, ſome have Feet and

Legs, Serpents have none of theſe: But

themſelves according as they have Occa

ſion. Some ſee and hear more or leſs

erfectly, but all hear and ſee. Thustht

'aculty of the Speech is, perhaps, more

in a Family; but ſince it is in ſome, we

muſt believe it in all, tho' more or leſs

perfeół according to their reſpečtiveWanti,

Animals who live not in Society, nor in

tiply themſelves as Plants de, without the a ſettled Family, have yet in each Species

Aſſiſtance of Copulation, and differently a Sort of Commerce among themſelves,

from Snails and Worms, which tho’ they C Such are Quadrupeds, Fiſhes, Reptiles,

have both Sexes, can make no Uſe of Birds independentſy of their Houſhold, as

them but in cºupling : If you ſuppoſe Starlings, Partridges, Ravens, Ducks and

any Brutes of this Kind, Speech would Hens. Now to what Purpoſe ſhould

have been a needleſs Talent to them.

But wherever two Brutes ſtand in an ha

bitual Need of each other, and enter into

a# Society, they muſt, of Neceſſi

ty, ſpeak to each other. How is it to be

conceived, that two Sparrows, in the

Heat of Love, or in the Cares of thcir already uſed to prove that Brutes living

Family, have not a thouſand Things to

Hay to each other ? It is impoſſible in the

Order of Nature, but that a Sparrow

who loves his Wife, muſtº in order

to perſuade her, a Language full of Ex- ... ſerence at all. Wolves, for Inſtarcº,

Brutes ſeek Acquaintance with one anº.

reſſion and Tenderneſs. He muſt ſcold at Ehunt with great Cunning, and concºſt

er when ſhe plays the Coquette, threaten

the Sparks that come to cajole her ; he

muſt know when ſhe calls him, provide

Neceſſaries for her while ſhe covers her

Eggs, and diſtinguiſh whether it be Food his Dogs on him. Not ſo, anſwered the

the asks, or Feathers to repair her Neſt; -

For all theſe Things a Language is ne- F divert my Attention, and another W.

ceſſary. . •,• - 2 - -

Many Brittes, you will ſay, have no

{ettled Houſhold, like Birds, and their

‘Number is very great. Such are Dogs,

Horſes, Deer, almoſt all Quadrupeds,

Fiſhes and Reptiles. But I take it for a
certain Principle, that Nature is too much

1ike herſelf in Prºductions of the ſame

Gºlus to put between Beaſis ſo eſſential a

Efference as that of Speaking or not Speak

'ing. Upon this Prišiple, tho' we ſcarce

Rnow the Secds of Coral, Muſhrooms,

Truffles, or Fern, we nevertheleſs believe

that theſe Plants come from Sceds, be

cauſe it is the Manner after which Nature

produces all the reſt. Therefore if Na

ture has given the Faculty of Speaking to

Brutes living in Society, and in a Family,

ſhe has beſtowed it on all the reſt. For

we are not now upon ſome accidental

Himmédiately to attack the Sparrow, " §

trance of his Neff, was invulnerable,”

ther, but for the Sake of mutual Aſ

ſtance, and reciprocally to have the Bºneſ: º

of the Knowledge and Diſcoveries ºf each ||

other ? And how can this be without up 1%

derſtanding one another?...The Arguments :

in Society have à Language, take place ;

here. The Difference is enly in Degºs g

of more and leſs, and we if judge ſigſ. º

Matters of Fatt, there is probably no Diſ. º

:

warlike Stratagems. A Gentleman walk º

ing in the Fields, perceived a Wolf who t
ſeem'd to be watching a Flock of Sheep. §

He told the Shepherd, and adviſed tº ſº: º

Shepherd; yonder Wolf is there only tº º

tº:

lurking on the other Side, only watches

the Moment, when I ſhall let looſe my

Pºgs upon this, to carry off one ºf

Shºp. The éentlemań, willing tº .
ſatisfied of the Faë, promis'd to pay ſº lº

the sheep; and the Thing happened juſt #|

as the Shepherd had foretold. Doe: ;

ſo well cºncerted a stratagem evident'ſ lº

fippºſe that the two wolves had agº

together, one to ſhew, the other to hid: º

himſelf? And how is it poſſible to agº. lift

in this Manner without ; Helpof Speech: º
A Sparrow poſſeſſed himſelf of 3 Swal- k

low's Neſt ; the Swallow called for Help 7t

to cºpei him. Århouſandswallows flº

being covered onevery Side, and prºſº i.

ing only his large Beak at the ſtraitº ſº.

made the boldeſt Affailant repent his* #

|
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neſs. After a Quarter of an Hour's be ſure, when a Dog comes to court her,

Combat, the Swallows diſappeared. The ſhe underſtands, and is underſtood by him,

Sparrow thought himſelf a Conqueror, ſtill much better.

Confeſs then, Madam, that Brutesand the Spećtators judged that the Swal.

lows had abandoned the Undertaking. A ſpeak, ſince Reaſon, the Laws of Nature,

acts and Experience, all concur to proveNot at all; they foon returned to the - -

it. . [See our other Extraśń of this TreatiſeCharge, and each being provided with a - -,- -

little of that temper’d Earth of which in ourjfor April, May, Oétober,

1739, and March loft.they make their Neſt, they fell adat once

upon the Sparrow, and incloſed him in In our Abridgement of this ingenious Wºrk

ºf Pere Bougeant, nºw toneladed, we
the Neſt, to periſh there, ſince they could

not drive him thence. Do you believe, B have neglefied nothing what ſeencº to

Madam, the Swallows could concert this

Deſign without Speaking 2 Wonders are

told of Monkeys whey they go on Plun

§ A Troºp of Soldiers that go to

Forage near an Enemy, can’t march with

more Order or Precaution. I could men

tion a thouſand ſuch Inſtances. It has

been juſtly concluded from theſe Exam

ples, that Brutes have Underſtanding, be

cauſe it is inconceivable how they can do

ſuch A&tions without it. But we ought

tº go farther, and it being cqually impoſ

ſible for Brutes to ağ thus without Speak.

ing, they muſt be allow’d alſo that Facul

ty. , Now, Madam, pleaſe to obſerve,

this is not an Opinion or Syſtem founded

on Conjectures, or probable Explications,

but on tenſible Matters of Faët. Enter a

Wood where there are Jays, the firſt that

ſees you alarms the whole Fleck, and the

Noiſe cºntinues till you are gone, or have

& add to the Strength ºf the Argument.

What we have principally ºwitted is,

that Air of Complimens and Gellantry ſº

petuliar to the French Politeneſ, but ſome

what foreign to the wore manly Manners,

#”. and Language of the Eng
III]. ”

C We preſume the Specimen, we have given

#he Publick "...º.º.

zmance have promoted the Sale ºf the

Engliſh Edition, which taxe. Goat in

April, 1739; fºnte, the full of Galli.

tiſºns, and#. from Miſtakes, (which

by keeping an Eye to the French we have

a widea) it has already had ºwn Impreſ:

ſons.-- If we have occaſioned any

Gentleman tº purchaſe the ſiid Pam

phlet, we beg, for a particular Reaſon,

he would be ſº obliging as to inform as of

that Circumſtance. - -

made them fly away. Magpies, Black- ºr..." - - - - -

birds, &c. dº. like. #sº àº'à. The following is a true Copy of a Let
•ſ.l..." - - $.” - iter ſent from a Sailor-on board onc of

herſelf on the Top of a Houſe, the firſt E the Ships in Admiral Pernon's Squadr

Sparrow that ſees her exačtly ačts the " . " e Ships in miral rerum's squadron.

ntinel, warns all his Companions by My Dear Life, ºr " * - -

his Cries, and ſeems to imitate the Sound H E N I# jott he:went moes it was

of a Drum beating a March. See a Cock ' , with an akin hart for i thout it very

near his Hen, a Pidgeon wooing his Mate, hard to be hauld from you by a gang ºf

*Cat following his Female, there is no ... ruffn, but hover i ſidii ºvercome that heft
End of their Diſcourſes. . . . " I found that we were about tº go in erueft tº

... I ſhall only add an important Reflex-F rite my natif contry, and againſ; a parcel

ºn, which, in my Opinion, is a Sort of of impodent. Spanards, by ºhozn, H. bºve

Pemonſtration. We every Day ſpeak to ºften been ill tetedand god nºmy bearºº

Bºutes, and they underſtand us very well. I have longed this fore rºar, paft tº cut of

The Shepherd isºunderſtood by his Sheep, ſºme ºf their Eary, and war in hopes ºf

the Cows underſtand all the Milkmaids ſhould hafſent you§. a ſample now; but

fly to them. We ſpeak to Horſes, Dogs, ourgood ºmiral Goff'bleſ; Émºa;io mer:

and Birds, and they underſtand us. Brutes a tiful, we have taken Port Belo with fish

in their Turn ſpeak to us, and we under-G ciridge and bravery that I never fºe.
ſtand them. How much mºre then fore, for my own Part my heart was raft:

muſt they make themſelves underſtood by to the cloid; and wougha fºaled the Mººn

their Kind! For in reſpect to them, we had a Spaniad been there to come at bà.

five bnt a foreign Language, which if as we did the Batry jack cax is inj ºff.

Nature has made them capable of under- ºr mate you know, he was always a hety

ſtanding, how can ſhe have refuſed them affed dog... and ſeepy headed, but hºl

the Faculty ºf underſtanding and ſpeak H you ſeen him clims tº Wälä of the Batº.

ing a natural one Your Bitch, for In- you woud never forget him for a car

*ince, has a great deal of Wit, ſhe con- ºud not xceed him injūnēlēmºſ, aid ſººn

yerſes with yºu all Day long, you'under- jhart it was with all ºf as I belife I myſelf

ſtand her, and the underſtands you. But --

". . . . . .
cod now overcam tº Spanard for fºr:

member
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member when I was in Spain that the Sp4. Tables of the Coint of Europe, publiſhed
nards calld the Engliſh Galen den mare,

but we ſhall now make them kno that we

are the Cox of the Seas for oar Admiral is

of true Game breed had you ſe us engliſh

Salor, now what altration what contmances

what bravry can xceed us tha tell us we

ſhall meet a French Squadron by am by but

i wiſh it may be Jo And % G—d well

jurch um Our dear cok of an Admiral has

true engliſh blood in his vains an thank

god all ºur captins and officers haue to a

Man now we ar in earne; but lying in har

bor; and letting our timber rot and our pro- B

viſion to be devoured with Rats was had as

I haf ſeme, When our Canons had left ºf

firing by order ºur men cou’d hardly forbear

going on, My Dere I have got ſome token o

Šuces to ſhow you I wiſh I could have ſent ſome

of them to you Our dear Admiral ordered

every Manſome Spaniſh Bollers to be ine- c.26%

nor, for i had rather have io dallers in

hand, than to have loo for ſefen rears to

gether, and perhaps compond it at laſt fºr

** ****owed mā by ****** f am and

Jo is every Man of us reſolved either to loſe

our lifes or conker our enemys. true britiſh

fpirit revives and by G-d we will ſupport

pur King and contry ſo long as a drap? †.
remain; Jo Wilk; is as good a Sailºr as the

beſt of um, andcan now bear ahand with an

Able Sailor andhas vowednever to take the

Shittle in handtill we have reducathe pride

#. Spain help them who will the more the

eter true blewſ will never flinch I cant tº

help mentoning the Solders we took with as

from jamaco who were as harty cox as ever

took Musket in hand and behavd with glo

rious coridge but all for the hºnour of Eng
land. Ij.we coudſe one of thoſe Plundrers

the garda coſtaes eſpecially him by whom I

was once met with when i loſt ió months F

wages if i did not cut of the captain's ears

may I be damd my dear i am well getting

money. Wages ſecure, and all Revenge on

my Enemies, fiteing for my King andCoun

try . i am 70%r%.

#given which is like a Man of ho

in the laſt Magazine.

º, Having much Qccaſiºn for a Thing of

that Nature, and finding none to my

Satisfačtion; I had taken a great deal of

Pains to draw up a Scheme for my ow

Uſe: But you have ſaved me a great de

of Trouble that I had not got over: Nor

do I find any Faults in yours from the

Materials I had colle&ed. Only

In your Synonyms, you ſhould alter

Scherif, Sultānin into Scherif, Zecchin

and add in the End Xerif, Zecchin.

In your Differences, ybil may inſert

under the Article Dollar, of pargº los.under Ducat, of Salley 9s. And l

In your Account of the Coins of Pºr. -

tugal (to agree with a Bill in the Adver

tiſer of April 12.) you ſhºuld make the

following Alteration Millercz 265 : Rev.

I am

fºur hearty Friend
Goodinant-field, And humble Servant,

April 17, 1740. John SMITH,

- Tº the AUTHOR,

S I R, -

D. I Have diſcourſed tº Numbers, as will

Sellers as Buyers of COALS, and

they all concur in Opinion, that if Cºl.

were by Law to be ſold by Weight in:

ſtead of Meaſure, it would be an univerſal

Benefit to the Conſumers, a very great

Eaſe to the Sellers, and no Prejudice to

r any fair Dealers. .

- The Advantages that would ariſe from

ſuch an Exchange are too obvious tone:

much Explanation, ſo it may be ſuff,
cient to obſerve, that,

1. Experience ſhews Meaſuring, effº.

cially in ſo ſmall a Veſſel as a Buſhel, to be

a Method ſo very uncertain, that ſome.

times one Buſhel may weigh even double

tú another meaſured at the ſame time, by

the ſame Perſon, out of the ſame Heap, in

the ſame Buſhel, and without any partill:

lar Deſign; the Difference being owin

partly to Roundneſs and ſmallneſs, aſ

partly to accidental Hollows formed by

To the Author ºfthe Money-Tables in Gºne"Co.'s in thrºwingº pouring intº
- our laſ, p. 106.S I R," ſº, p - .

If you are, as your Chriſtian Name

1 [Benoni] imports, the Son of Afflići.
on, I heartily ſympathize with.you; and

wiſh you, what your Sir name [Hope]

may ſuggeſt to you, better Times. Mean

while ſhould be glad, if I gueſs aright at

your Circumſtances by yourNom dºguer. : :

re, to contribute my Quota to yourCom. ''

fort, if you think t to unveil yourſelf;

“Being ſenſible that I have an Equivalent

in your very accurate, and well contriy'd

the Meaſure. .

º 2. But if the Meaſurer is ſo dispoſtdº

can at all Times make a very great Dº

ſerence in the Weight, and conſequently

in the Value ofeach Buſhel of Coals. Fº

3. Smail Coals are, and would befon

of very near the ſamevalue as Roundº

Weight for Weight, but ſcarce mºreſº

half the Value Meaſure for. Meat".

whence it is become a Pračtice;

Retailers of Goals, to break all thº.
Coals, to make them go farther ” Mº
ſure. . f :

--- Weighing4s Weig s

:

|

.
|:

4.t
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Weekly Essays in APRIL, 1740.

#. Weighing is eaſier, quicker, cheaper

and meater than Meaſuring, as may appear

by the Pračice in ſeveral Parts of England,

particularly at Leiceſter, where they have

an eaſy Contrivance, by which one Man

weighs, a Waggon-Load of Coals, Wag

on and all, at once, in about five Minutes,

for Sixpence. At London, Coals might

be weigh’d in the Sack in the Cart by a

Stilyard, hung, as uſual on a Triangle, in

or near the Tail of the Cart; or almoſt as

eaſily in Scales.

5. If this Alteration ſhould take place, B
I apprehend there would be no need to

yary the Laws already in being relating

to the Duties on Coals, ſince Meaſuring

out of the Ship is probably the moſt con

venient Method, the Veſſel they uſe being

very large, and well ordered for the La

bourers within, and the Lighters without;

18;

was ſearch'd july 6, 1739, by Mr Sharp, and

found to have a Stone in the Bladder, *...

Stone was alſo felt by Dr Pellet, Dr Neſbit, Dr

Whitaker, and Dr Hartley, and judg’d by all

*A preſent to be a large one. He took the Medi

cines for about five Months, during which time

he voided a very large Quantity of Stone in

Flakes and ſmall Fragments. He grew quite

free from all his Complaints, and was ſearch'd

again, firſt by Mr Sharp, November 9, and af

...terwards by thirteen Phyſicians and Surgeons,

November 30, at Child's Coffee-Houſe in St

Paul’s£º. but no Stone could be found.

3. Henry Morris, of Leather-Lane, aged 55,

who had the Symptoms of a Stone in the Blää

der for about a Year, and a half. Auguſt 17,

1739, he was ſearch'd at St George's Hoſpital

by ſeveral Phyſicians and Surgeons, who all felt

the Stone. He took the Medicines about four

Months, and voided only a thick Sediment in

that time ; however, was entirely freed

from all his Symptoms, and being ſearch'd a

and as to the Goal:Meters, they may be C gain, December 14, at Št George's Hoſpital, by

the Weighers in all Caſes, where they

have now a Right to be the Meaſurers.

6. It would not be material to Seller or

Buyer, whether the Weight of a Chaldron

ſhould be fix’d at more or leſs than the

true Medium, becauſe the Price would be

found accordingly. And tho’ the moſt

reaſonable way for Coals to be ſold, like

other heavy Goods, by the Tun of Aver

dupoize Weight, yet it is believed, that

every End hereby propoſed would be an

ſwer'd, if by Law every Chaldron of

oals,whetherweigh’d or meaſured, muſt

weigh not leſsthan twenty-ſeven.Hundred

Weight, and every Buſhel, in Proportion,

tighty four Pounds Averdupoize.

, Tour Humble Servant,

From the DA 11 y Advr R T isz R, March 28.

AT a Meeting of the Truſtees appointed by an

...A A&#oŽ. to.#.

". Medicines,onWedneſday,March 5,1739-40

in the Prince's Chamber adjoining to the Houſe of

..I.org, fºur Perſons appear'd before them on whom

theſe Medicines had been tried, viz. '

1. Mr Gardiner, of Fetter-Lane, aged 61,

who had the uſual Symptoms of a Stone in the

"Bladder, with violent Pains for ſeveral Years.

He was ſearch'd by Mr.. Surgeon, De

tember 30, 1738, when both he, and Mr Wall,

"Apothecary, felt a Stone in the Bladder. Mr

Gardiner took the Medicines about eightMonths,

ºvoided many Pieces of Stone in that time, was

freed from all his Symptoms, and being ſearch'd

again, firſt by Mr Sharp, September 14, 1739,

and then on the 30th of November following by

Mr Nºurſe, Mr Cheſelden, Mr Sainthill, and

Mr Belcher, Surgeons, at Child's Coffee-houſe in

St Paul's Church-yard, no Stone could be found.

2 Peter Appleton, of Black-Fryars, aged 67,

who had the Symptoms of a Stone in the Blad

der for more than ſeven Years, with exceſſive

Pains for the five laſt Years of that time. He

E. Meeting, ...;

eight Phyſicians and Surgeons, no Stone could

****, * ca. -4. William Brighty, of Colcheſter, aged,

who had the§. of a: in:º:
der for more than three Years. He was ſearch'd

September 8, 1739, at Guy's Hoſpital, by Dr
Gardiner, and Mrjº: and found to have a

Stone. He took the Medicines for about four

D Months, voided many Pieces of Stone during

F of Parliament, entitled An A:f forjº

that time, became free from all his Symptoms,

and being ſearch'd again at Guy's Hoſpital, jan.

19, 1739-40, by Dr Gardiner, Mr Sharp, and

Mr Belcher, no Stone could be found.

3. theſe Perſons and other Evidence bad been

produced, the fºllowing Certificate, being that

which is requir’d by the Aët of Parliament, was

fgn'd by all the Truſtees that were preſent at this

Dr Pellet and Dr Neſbit, who

baving ſome Doubts with reſpeš to the Words

Diſſolving Power, choſe to give the ſeparate Cer

tificates bereunto annex'd. - -

The Certificate nºira by the Airof Parliament.

* - March 5, 1739.

We whoſe Names are underwritten, being the

major Part of the Truſtees appointed by an Aćt

Reward to Joanna Stephens, upon a proper Diſ.

covery to ... by ber, for£º:f;.#.
lick, of the Medicines prepared by her fºr the Cure

of the Stone, do certify, That the ſaid joanna

:. did, with all convenient Speed after the

paſſing of the ſaid Aét, make a Diſcovery to our

Satisfaction, for the Uſe of the Publick, of the

ſaid Medicines, and of her Method of preparing

the ſame ; and that we have examin'd the ſaid

Medicines, and are convinced by Experiment of

the Utility, Efficacy, and Diſſolving Power

thereof.

jo, Cant. Tho, Oxfºrd

Hardwicke. C. Ste. Poyntz:

- Wilmington P. Stephen Hales

H Godolphin C. P. S. 70. Gardiner

f Dorſet Sim. Burton

. . . . Montagu Peter Shāzo

Pembroke D. Hartle

- - - - Baltimore
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Baltimore 'ſºft” Beauty enough for you, and you have M.
• * 9t, and you have M6.

#Ž.fter §. mey enough Ér 7ne, and I’ll adminiſter is

much Care and Comfort to you as you de.

Dr PE L LET’s Certificate. fire-taking at the ſame time all de Ré.
I am ſatisfied from Experience, and do hereby ‘gard to a Life. which will be without

certify, That the Medicines publiſh’d by Miſs A Flattery, dear Sir, ſo precious to me.

Stephens for the Cure of the Stone in the Badder, Your ſpeedy determinating, and an

are often uſeful and efficacious in that Caſe. Interview, will oblige -

Witneſs my Hand, - - - - Tºur Well Adviſºr,

March 5, 1739. The Pelºr. New Bonaffrtet. Suſanna Britº,

Br. NES; 1 tº Certificate. S I R
The Caſe of Appleton I take to be as ſtrong a y - - -- -

Proof of the Utility and Efficacy of Mrsº B I Read your Propoſal of Marriage this

Morning, and conſidering everything,

I cannot think it diſadvantageous to that

Part of our Sex who have more Tºth

. Medicines, within the Meaning and Intent of

the Aét for roviding a Reward to Joanna Ste.

and Beauty, than Wealth... I therefore,

Sir, think it worthy of Acceptance, if

phens, &c. as can be had from one Experiment

during the Life of the Patient, becauſe I am

thoroughly ſatisfied that Appleton had a Stone in

his Bladder before he took the Mcdicines, and I
do now believe he has not one.

March 5, 1739.

timberſal ºpertator, April 19. Nº 6oz.

Anſwers from ſeveral Ladies to Solomon

iº Propoſal; of Matrimony (See p.

I 30,

Worthy Sir,

OUR Intention to enterinto the holy
and comfortable State of Matrimo.

ny, truly beſpeaks that Soundneſs of Mind

which you declare yourſelf to have: Nor

need you complain of your Infirmity of

Body, when you have got over the Rigour

of the late ſevere Seaſon, and even in

this cold Spring can from ſenſible juveni

Iities think yourſclf twenty Years young

er than you are: But as you are baſhful,

and hate the leaſt Formality of Courtſhip,

I don’t ſee how your Propoſal can be

made effečtual but by one Method: A

maiden, young, Lady could not in Mo

deſty accept of it abruptly without a lit.

tie Formality of Wooing: Such a For

wardneſs might, ſhock your Batchelor

like Delicacy, and yet a young handſome

Woman you would have.—What then

can you do?--Take my Advice—Chuſe

a young handſome Widow—She has been

courted, and won't ſtand on Punétilio's,

and knows what’s whet.—As you have

liv'd to theſe Years, and was never mar

ried, if you take a young puling Wench

that never was married, Matrimºny will

be very awkard to you both, and neither

of you will know how to behave to one

another. . ... . . . . . . .”

. Now, good Sir, if you have a Mind to

a brisk, young, handſome Widow, about

twenty-ºne, who buried a very pretty

young Fellow about Chriſtmas laſt, I am

yºur Wºman ; and it will be a proper

Match affure yo: F dare fivear have

Robt. Neſbit. C

the following Charaćicr of myſelf is

worth your Eſteem. -

I am a Maidin Gentlewoman, brought

up always in the Cointry under the Cart

of an Aunt, who, as I had no Fortune to

be a polite Lady, taught me how to b:

a moſt notable Houſewife and OEcono.

miſt; and that I have ſome Share of

Beauty I heartily believe, not cnly fom

the Sélf. Flattery of our Sex, but becauſe

all the gay Londoners I have ever ſeen told

me ſo. Thus I think I am, accordingto

your Deſcription, ſufficiently accomplift'ſ

for your Spouſe. As I may venture to

ſay I may be agreeable, I poſitively affºrt

I can be ſerviceable to you—I can make

jellies, and Soups, and Caudler,-Things

E very comfortable and nouriſhing to aperſºn

in his ſixty-third Year.—I have read Cº.

peper's Diſpenſatory, and alſo Salmº's,

and have ſome curious Books of Receiptſ

and admirable Noſirums by me, which

myſelftranſcrib'd from my Aunt's Grand.

mother's Siſter’s Memorandums.-You

will want no Doğors and Apothecarieſ,

and if you like me, and find I take ſt

Care of you, if you have a Mind to make

me a Fee extraordinary, ſo be it. 'I am

(as far as Modeſty) :

Hertfordſhire, fºurs,

March 24. ... Dorothy Nºail.

G S I R, . . .

* I lººk'd over your Letter ſeveral time.
with great Attention: I read that you

was worth forty thouſand Pounds—forty

times over, but do not altogether ap

prove of your not continuing the fix

Hbundred Pounds as a Jointure aſter your

own Deceaſe. However, I take you to

be a good Sort of a Gentleman, and have

thereiere ſo far trºſpaſs'd on my own

• Prudence, and riſqu'd my Honºur by

- writing to your Sex in my own Hand,

- and ſign'd it with my own Arnº
doº



been told by above a Hu

tellers.—It is ſurprizing to ſee how things :
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don't irtend to make a Secret to you who

Ham, therefore I accept of your three

thouſand Pound; on the Day of our Mar

riage, and ſix hundred a fear;--even du:

ring your Life only.—Nor when I tell

wou who I am, think I have baſe merce

nary Views alone—I have, often been a

Cofilent to a Crown'd Head—a Dutcheſ's

Cºrnet has encircled my Brow at frequent

Coronations;–yet I am but in my nine

teenth rear-—In ſhort, if you have a

Mind for a fine heroic Lady, an innocent

rural Shepherdeſ, or a divine dancing

Goddeſ, ; ju may ſend a Billet-doux by

your Slave, direéted to Miſs Flirt, behind

the Scenes at ##### Theatre, according

A

B

to which you ſhall have a prºper Anſwer .
from . . . Lucy F1. IRT. "

***** Theatre Green- Room.
---

“ . - - . . . -

SI R, , , , " Cheapſide.

T was with the higheſt Delight that I

* read your Letter in the Spec ; for, to

be frank with you, I have ſong had an

Ambition to marry ſome rich old Batche

jor; and beſides it is my Deftiny, as I have

undred Fortune

fall out; I was ſhewn in the Coffee

Grounds juſt ſuch an old Gentleman as

}. deſcribe yourſelf, the Morning before

read your Letter, and on conſulting Mrs.

Fretell fince, ſhe ſays you are the Huſ.
band. I have been *: waiting for.

Don't think by my waiting long that I am

an old Maid, for I am not at my laſt Pray

C
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Thanold Batchelor, who calls himſelf Single.

Friend Single, -

I Have read thy Letter, and thy vain

| Propoſal to the young Maidens of this

Land: I perceive by thy mentioning thy

juvenilities in thy ſixty-third Year, thout

art an old Fool.—Grow wiſer, and die a

Batchelor. RAcHEL DowNRIGHT.

7, all the Ladies of Great Britain, Maids

- - - - - or Widows. -

… LAPIFs,

judg’d right cf me, for my ſudden.

Fit of juvenility has ended in a Fit of

Rheumatiºn; therefore, without giving

other Reaſons, am determined to die a

Batchelºr. . . . .

--- - - - - SoLoMoM SINCLE.

M : Friend, Rachel Downright has

2 3Paíſº gaietter?, April 24, N° 1563.
- " - - ºf

MrCraftſman,

Have heard fine Folksfy you have

1 been of rare Service in vindicating

D the Honour of our Flag, and keeping a

E

ſharp Look-out after any Nation that has

ventured to interrupt our Commerce :—

And for theſe Reaſons, I haveoften forc’d

myſelf to give you a Reading, when my

Meſſmates have laugh'd, at me.-but I

heeded: them not; for while I believed

you meant Good to Old England, I

thought you entitled to a quiet Hearing. :

Before we ſailed laſt Summer, 1 re

tº to have any rather than fail, tho' my
Stars have decreed me * * * * ,

* ºurs, TABITHA Hopewell.

… N, B. I was always told I ſhould ride

in my Coach and Six, but if you drive with

Fºur only it will be no Objećtion. ; ; ;
as ... ..., . . . . . . . ºf ºf: ... . .

s: SIR, ſº . . . . . . . . . . ; ; ; ;

I Am a Chambermaid to one of the fineft

* Ladies in Town, am young, and by

me Advances my Lord has made to me,

have reaſon to ſay I have Beauty; and if I
was.." Spouſe I wou'd ſhew the Town

I had all the faſhionable. Accompliſhments

ºf it. With theſe Endowments. I am wil

Jing to; cf. your Propoſal, as your

Rank of Life will give me an Opportuni

ty to make an Eclat in the World, which

wou'd be more agreeable to my Humour,

* ~ * ~ *

than to bury myſelf in a dirty Country H

Village with Mr. Prim, our Chaplain, be

tween whom and me a Treaty of Marriage

is now on Fºot.—A ſpeedy Añſwer by the

Spec, may if you pleaſe, determine me ever

to ſubſcribe myſelf * -

** *

Yºurſ, HARRior PINwe LL.

F

member you were deadly arch upon what

you called the Peaceful Squadrons; and as

foon as I got Sight of yºu in Jamaica, I

was in full hope of finding that you ap

prov’d of our Departure—but inſtead

§f that you might have ſtruck me flat

with a Feather, when I found you ſheer

ing at our Expedition, and making' as if

we miſſed the Aſſogue Ships on Purpoſe

– I can tell you, Sir, ſuch a Sneer was

as diſagreeable as a Croſs-Wind, and we

weren't half pleas'd to find you ſhrive to

make us laugh’d at in England, when our

Arrival was ſounded thro’ America with

the loudeſt Acclamations.—And to ſhew

we went neither without Orders nor

courage, we had been but a ſhort Time

in thoſe Seas, before we went to Work,

and ſoon made the proud Spaniard feel

the Weight of Britiſh Reſentinent.

As I had the gºod Fortune of being

one of the foremoſt in the A&tion at Por.

robel, and likewiſe one of thoſe employ'd

to bring the Tidings to England, I think

myſelf entitled to complain of your

Treatment of our brave Admiral, and all

the bold Fellows I left with him.

- - Qa

- “.
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... On otr Landing, the hearty Welcome

we met where ever we came, more than

repaid the Fatigues, we had undergone;

and the firſt Saturday after we reach'd

Wapping, I and all the Boat's Crew, were

agog, by Six o'Clock in the Morning, to

fee what Praiſes you had given us in your

Paper: But you ſoon made us fall our

Top-ſails; for when we had called up our

Landlady to hear your expected Com

mendation of the Valour we had ſhewn

A

But tho'you have always declardyoff:

ſelf a Proteſtant, yºu cannot hate is:

niard more than I do: And in my Judg.

ment, Maſter Danvers, we ought to gº

in every Step towards puniſhing ourful.

lºck Enemies, and, like a jovial Ship';

Crew, every Man to his Birth, with no

other Difference between our Govem
and other†: than we ſee between

the§º. ck and Forecaſtle; lay us but

long-ſide the Enemy, and in time of an

in the Service of our Country, inſtead of B Engagement all the Diſpute is, who ſhall
finding ourſelves compar'd to Æthiller,

Hercules, Alexander, Cæſar, Pompey, and
the reſt of them, we were all§ dead

as ſo many Herrings, at being told, that

tho' we had taken Portubel, yet, it ought

to have been done long ago;-ſo that

where We hoped to have heard you praiſe

U; for performing that A&tion now, your

Readers were put upon blaming others

that it was not doneſ.r.º. what

gave us yet more Offence, was, your in

terpreting the nºble Courage and Reſo
lution of our Admiral, into nothing more

than a furious Deſire, at Hap-Hazard, of

proving ſome Folk; Liars–This, Sir,

whatever you mayºthink on’t, is but a

fourvy Trick, and tends ſo much to di

miniſh the Honour of our Commander,

that I would adviſe you never to fall a

thwart any who ſhare with him the

Glory of Portobel-Beſides, if I an’t out

in mySounding, there is ſomething plaguy .

fooliſh in this ſame Infinuation: For is it

not ſtrange to hear you aſſert, that when

face moſt Danger.

You muſt not think, becauſe we are no

Politicians, that you may do what you

will with us: No ; our brave Aºi. ſ

am ſure, went Heart and Hand with

every Man-in his Squadron; and I muſt

again tell you, 't's but a dirty Trick to

C cloud the Glory of his Succeſs by making

it only the Effect of Pique and Reſent
ment: He has too much Wiſdom td.

hazard a Squadron upon any thing beſid:

the Service of his King and Country,

and too much our to uſe a Fleet ſent

to ſerve the Nation, to his own Purpoſes.

—And he that infinuates the Contrary is

—a Spaniard, put on what Coat he will
What I have here advanced is no mor:

than what I have heard from the Lieutt.

mant, and the whole Crew: And as we

ſoon hope to return to America, the beſt

Attonement you can make for the Diſp.

pointment we have ſuffered, will be to

write us ſome rare Songs to reliſh our

Punch when we rejoin the Admiral; but

a War was begun with jack Spaniard, E be ſure, when you make us rejoice, lºti:

the Chief Command in the Wºff-Indies

was given to a Gentleman whom the Go
vernment did not wiſh Succeſs;– which

is juſt all one, as if our Captain ſhould

ſend a Boat for Water, and wiſh ſhe

might return with empty Casks,

Whenever you handle this Subjećt a

gain, ſay what you will of us rather than
Hepreſent us as the Tools of any Private
Reſentment:—For, I affire you, when

we landed at Gloria Ceffle, our Heads

were tree from any Thoughts of 3peeches

made within Doors or without. The Ad

miral acted only by the King's Authority;

for Him, and for our Country, we fought,

and conquer’d—ENGLAND was the

Word, and away ran the Spaniards.

You may wonder, that "I blame only

you ſor this new Turn to our glorious Con

queſt; fince you have a Meſſinate who

runs as many Knots againſt the Govern

ment as yourſelf: But, as our Boatſwain

aſſures me, He is a Papiſh, it would be

no Credit to be found in his Company,

unleſs it were to puſh him on Board the

St Joſeph, to ſuccour his Brother jeſuit,
Fryar, or Prieff, in Tribulation.

be like Sailors and Engliſhmen, as the

obedient Servants of our King, and the

hearty Friends of our Country. -

I have often heard, that you Writers

can turn things which Way you will;

that you can make Black. White, and

White Black, with as much Eaſe as we

can reef a Main-ſail; and I find it true

‘enough ; elſe, how the D–l could you

have turn'd our overcoming his Majºr

Enemies into a Satire upon the Givir.

ment £–But, however merry you maybe

with your Landmen, and whatever Mirth

you make of Reviews at Hounſlow and

Hyde-park, it won't be beſt for youto run

the ſame Lengths with us Tarpowlinſ

we are undiſguis’d and honeſt; rough as

the Ocean we live upon; but as jealou:
of our Honour as he who never reach'd

three Leagues from Whitehall.—We are

ſtrićt to our Duty, and when we are ſent

on any Expedition, think ourſelves bettº;

able to put it in Execution than the beſt

Book-worm in Chriſtendom; for, let me

tell you, Mr Danvers, there's more Art

wanted to run a hundred Leagues on 4.

Engmy's
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£nemy's Coaſt, than to miſrepreſent that

Labour in a Two-penny News-paper:

i89

Stone, from any. Thingº it; and con

- - ſequently, we muſt be Strangers to the

... I find myſelf grow warm; but you muſt Time of its Ereğtion. The Letters AE

excuſe it; we Seamen are abovePºiº ; gonjoin’d are not very uſual, there being

I am thoroughly out of Humour; and, , but one Inſtance of it in all Horſley's In

till you have done Juſtice to the Charac- ſcriptions; but few in Gruter, and none

...ter of our Admiral, and recanted, the A of them in the garlieſt Times. We can

.d—n'd Cold-water Inuendo's you have ºnly conječiure, that the Emperors meant

thrown upon our gloriºus Exploit, I here were Severus and his Son Caracallá

would not adviſe you to viſit the TRi- by their long Reſidence at Tirk, or in the

v MPH Prize, as you may not altogether Iſland; and that this Nicomedes, a manu

approve of being keel-haul’d. . . . . . ºmiſed Slave of theirs, out of Gratitude

- I am (as you acquityourſelf) ... ifor the receiving his Freedom here, erec

Ratcliff, Apr. "... ºur Friend or Enemy, R ted this Statue, and dedicated it to the
12, 1740. , , . WILL WINLAss. B...ſacrcd Genius of Britain.... If this may be

- \", , , , , ". . . allowed, as it cannot be ver

wiſe, then this Stone ...? Inſcription

- - - --> - far other
-:º' gº i iſ . . . . . . .

...?' -1 -.” Yºrk, April 22.

in Grater, and other Lapidarian Authors;

-A"; antique monumental Stone was

iſ A lately found Hear Micklegate in this

City; it is of the Grit Kind, 2 Feet to

Inches broad, and appears to have been

the Baſe or Pedeſtaſ of a Statue by the

Lead where the Feet were fixed into it.

The Inſcription upon it runs thus tº

: BRIT ANNIAE S. (Sanéta.) Posu IT NI

co MED Es AugustorUM NostRo

... RUM LIBERTUs : *

. . . . . . . That is,

Nicmedes, a Freedman of the two Em

perors, erectedthis Statue to the Sacred

Deity of Britain. -

The Attribute of SANcTA is very fre

-quently beſtowed upon the Heathen Dei

- ties; as appears by innumerable Inſtances

...as jovi Sanóło, Marti Sančio, Fortunae

: Santia, Ctreri Šanče, &c, and there is

one in the former even to Febr; Samäe.

But this Inſcription muſt be allowed very

curious, ſince it is the only one extant

Łthat deifies our Britannia. -

You often meet with E for AE in In

§: and the S. here may as well

be šeſigned for SANet AE as SACRua,

and then it will be juſt the ſame as our

-bears the Age of fifteen hundred Years

and upwards; and is anºther Argument

of the Priſtine Glory of the antient E

Boracum; in thoſe Days the Capital

c City of the Province of Britain.

The unior:til spectator, No, Ioi.

* - Caſe of a London Tradeſman.

I am a Tradeſman near so, who have

, i had very conſiderable Dealings, and,

D according to thecommon Expreſſion, have

ſeen a great deal of the World, From be

'ing ſo long concern'd in Trade without

having met with any very conſiderable

Loſſes, it might be imagin'd that I am in

very good Circumſtances; but, alas, it is

the very Reverſe: About three Weeks ago

I became a Bankrupt, nor ſhall I be able

to pay my Creditors above five Shilling:

in the Pound. Since my Affairs have been

in this fatal Extremity, I have made a

ſtrićt Scrutiny into my Condućt, and muſt

impartially confeſs my preſent Misfortunes

are in every Particular occaſioned by my

own Follies and Indiſcretion; therefore,
F #. h I have term'd them Misfortunes,

upon them only as the certain con

ſequential Puniſhments of Mºſmanagement

Inſcription; only mutatis nominibus. Ex- , in myſelf.

cept in the Dignity of the Dedication; It wou'd be needleſs, Mr Speãator, to

which, though the laſt does great Honour give you the Hiſtory of all my Miſconduš;

to our Brigantine Part of this Iſland, yet

-the Word BRIT ANNIA, has the Pre

ference to that of BRIGANTIE, as much

is the whole Nation exceeds a Province

of it. It is great Pity that the Statue

was not found with the Pedeſtal; we then

might have ſeen in what Accoutrements

• the Roman; dreſs'd this ſtrange Goddeſs;

, thoſe of Brigantia being very curious,

let it be ſufficient to ſay, that the too fa.

Hſhionable Luxury of the Age carry'd me

imperceptibly into too expenſive a way of

Life. Gaiety introduc’d a Negleš of Buff

, meſ; a Decay of ºft brought on a

wilful Negle: to balance my Books; and

from that, in a mad kind of Folly and

Deſpair, I plunged on in my old Way,

knowing that I muſt ſoon become a Bº:-

making her a Sort of Panthea, as may be H rupt, yet by every Shift and Artifice dri

: ſeen in the Cut of it, in the recited Al

thorities. ºf . . . . . .

It is not eaſy to gueſs which of the

: wº.

j

4 ºff theſe were, upon the Michigate

wing the evil Day as far off as poſſible.

. . .This Condućt muſt to any thinking

. Man ſeem to be the Proceeding of a Mad:

cºláñº;Å was ſoi, But as madas my Conduct
* was
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was, I am too ſenſible there are very large

Numbers of Tradeſmen in this City who

are ruin’d by the ſame Frenzy: Without

doubt there are unavoidable Misfortunes

in Trade, and in private Family Affairs,

which no human Care or Foreſight can

prevent, and the moſt induſtrious Trader,

and moſt prudent Man may become Bank

rupts: But I am afraid the major Part of

the Names which we ſee in the Gazettes

of Men who have fail'd in the World, are
not inſerted there from the unavoidable

Misfortunes of Life, but from their own

Inprudence and Miſcondu&#.

hat I wou'd inculcare, from this Re

preſentation of my own Caſe is, that what

is call'd Fortune is not in Reality ſo great

an Enemy toMankind as they are tothem

ſelves; and the Generality of thoſe People

who, compaſſionating themſelves, cry,

they haye been unfºrtunate, ſhºu'd with
more Sineerity ſay, as I do, they have been

Fools. ToM TRUECA&E.

The Repreſentation which this Correſ.

pondent has given of himſelf is no uncom

mon Charačer in the World, and the In

ſerence he draws from it agrees with an

old Maxim, Nemo leditur miſº a ſeipſo;—

no one is hurt but by himſelf-Fºr had

Mankind the true:Reins of their Paſions

and Affections, moſt of the Accidents of

MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

to ſay he knows not who I am.—Avey

-wicked Servant, ſaid Pharao; if you brig

him to mc, I will have him drown'd in

the Red Sea, and ſhall not content myſelf

for his Puniſhment with the Water of the

Nile which is ſweet and pleaſant. Great

A King,-(reply'd Gabriel) let me havea De

cree written to this Purpoſe, that where

"ever I ſhall find him I may puniſh him.

according to it.—Pharao, thereuponcas'd

to be written the Condemnation of a Ser

vant rebellious to his Maſter, who loves

his Enemies, and perſecutes his Friends;

who diſobeys, and ill treats him; who is

ungrateful, and acknowledges not the

Kindneſſes he has received of him; ſaying,

he knows not who he is, and ordered that

the ſhould be drowned in the Red Sta

* Great King, ſaidGabriel, bejº. tº ſign

, this Decree.—Pharao ſign'd it, and ſcaled

it with his own Seal, and put it into the

C Hands of the Shepherd.—Gabriel took it

and kept it as long as God commandid

him.—When the Day of Submerſºn was

come, Pharao being juſt upon the Point ºf

drowning, (God having delivered Mºſt ind

his People from the Waves, and having

opened to them a Paſſage through the

D Sea) Gabriel, came to Pharao with thit

Decree.—What is this, ſays Pharaº

Open it ſysGabriel, and read what it con:

tains.—Pharao opened it and read it, and

Life might exerciſe their Patience without “remember'd it.—You are, ſaid Gabriel to

entailing inſuperable Difficulties. That him, the Servant whom this Decree mºl.
we arc too commonly the Authors of our tions, and ſee here, you have decreed i.

own Ill, the Succeſs of our Condućt will

demonſtrarc; for Conſcience is always

juſt, and will not upbraid us wrongfully.

-i wou'd therefore recommend that every.

Charaćters, but rather from an allegorical F

Perſon wou'd frequently make an Impar

tial Examination of himſelf, which wou'd

prevent a too fatal Self Condemnation.—

. I ſhall not illuſtrate this by any Modern

story of an Arabian, Writer, which is

told after the Eaſtern Mauncr. . . . . .

when Pharao had prayed to God to

cauſe the Nile to flow to appeaſe the Mur

murings of . People, and it flow'daccord

ingly, he took the Glory of it to himſelf.
But as he returned to his Caſtle, Gabriel

inct him in the way under the Diſguiſe of

a Shepherd; and laying hold on the Bridle

of his Muie, ſaid unto him—Great King,

do me Juſtice againſt my Servant:-What

has thy Servant done unto thee? ſaid Pha

rao?—I have a Servant, reply'd Gahriel,

to whom I have been liberal of my Kind

heſiès and Favours, and yet he pei ſecutes

me, and thoſe whom I love: He is rebel
r

lious and diſobedient to my Tommands;

he does nºt acknowledge the Good l have be a Service to the

**one him, and is forgetful of me ſo fas, as

E fº yourſelf-pharoa in Confuſion ºf

eart böw’d down his Head, and ſmuſt

his Boſon thrice. Gabriel in that Moment

left, himſelf judgä, ſelf condemº...!
juſtly puniſhed...:The Waters, which wer:
opened for Moſes, ruſhed down with a

mighty Fall, and Pharao and all his arm'd

Hoſt periſh’d in them.

To the Author of Remarks on the Engliº

into the Benefit of baptizing Injeº,

&c. in the Gentleman's Magazine fºr

February 1740, p. 52.

S I R, - -

G I'; your ſaid Remarks I find the follow:

* A ing Paſſage: “Hence we ſee, whº

Baptiſm avails to Children, fincerely dº

dicated to God, according to this his own
tº Inſtitution.” - -

| Sir, as Perſors ſeriouſly Religious will

be apt to think a divine Inſtitution neº

ſary'in a Matter of ſo great Importanº,

H if you pleaſe to ſhºw us where we ſº
find God's own Inſtitution forº
Infants (which you cnly mention) it will

* reſent Generation,

*: particularly your humble Servinº.
• 14, 1739-40. BERLAN.
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- - - - - - - - mamce in the Gazetteer of April 4, which

•li cºmmeruſt, April 26. No.1%, , we did not think for *fº

* - - . r fince a cerrain ; tāiriment. * . . . . . -

T is now about..º. * "Sº Gazetteer of March 25, and Queries

Gentleman, famous ºr N-, and º, .º.º. ich **ing Conſ

- - - - - ºdperſºnal Hoſtili. " (p. 133,4,5) which he ſºil; ºn
º ºfor Joking; commenced re. Šenſe is in Anſwer to, and which (notwithſtanding

º ties againſt a ſuppoſed Author of this A Mr Freeman's wife Reaſoning) is reprinted in the

Paper; he began the War, with ſº ºfhis fººjiš, the charge

thing mºre Fury than good. Gondºt; fºrgiº.”

twice he attack'd us with a Kind ºf Bru- "I . . . . . . . -

tai Rage, and twice was he repuls'd with The Craftſman of the 26th, alſº attacks

Shamé. He hath made two ºr three Aſ the Gazetteer Writers upon a Point we

ſaults fince, to which we made no Reply waved taking Nºtice of The Diſputer of

till March the 29th, when, in a ſhort B theft Author; turn upon the Abilities and

beſtſcript, we fignified, that we would “ ſºue of their Patronſ, not without large

take ſome Occaſion to exhibit him conce Digreſſiºn; aſ to the Modeſy, Decemcy, and

more to the Publick. " . . . . . . . . great |. of their own Writing i about
Finding that we intended to turn upon which t y differ as far as the Eaſt and

him, down ſinks his noble Courage to a Wºff. We jall not attempt to recºncile

certain Part I ſhall nºt name, but it is the them : We have already experienc'd that

* . Part that is very familiar in this Gentle- , , Veritas odium parit. ``'``

# man's Mouth, the Part that hath beca C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )

the Subject of all,his Jokes and Repar. The craftſman of the 5th is little

* tees.--Freeman therefore, (who, as I more than an Extraćt from the Political

º: take it, was ordered ſo to do), makes in Reftāions on the Finances and Commerce
º awkard Apology for the Scurrility ofthe of France. See Remarks thereon in our

* §. of thoſe Gazetteers, againſt Cºmmºn Vol. IX, p. 643. His Papel of the 19th

* : Sºnſ, without the leaſt Excuſe for all the is taken up with a Projeć ſºom a Cofre
º: Reft, with a Kind of Promiſe that there D ſpondent, the Plan of which, he ſays, he

º ſhall be no more ſuch.--—So have I ſeen ſtole from Machiavil, relating to the

* a Shoe-cleaner kick the Dirt into the Power and Politicks of a Prime Miniſter;

* Face of ſome Paſſenger in the Street, but a Theme pretty well exhauſted.
ºf." when he ſaw his Adverſary ſtripping to - º” . . . . . . . . . .

#! correót him, the Varlet has called out Common Senſe of the 5th is nothing but

(ºf Enough, enough, I’ll fight no more. : an Allegory, under the Notion of a

& Two or three Gentlemen having had E Quack, refléâting on theM– That
tº: the Curioſity to examine the Gazetteers, of the 19th contains farther Extracts froni

: here hinted at, are of Opinion, that there the State of the War, &c., a Subject we

* is not a black-guard Word in the Engliſh have often taken Notice of, and ſhall a

Tongue but may be read in every one of gain in a proper Manner. -

them:–Nothing hath eſcaped the Writer - \ . - +" -º

phat. Malice could ſuggeſt to a mean and In the Gazetteer of April 16, Mr Free

villainous Heart;-one would hayer, man obſerves that the Authors in the Qp

thºught that d'gates, of infamous Ms. F poſition have of late affečted to make Pa

mory, was riſen from the Grave to write hegyrics on Cardinal Fleury. , Qne of the

Gazetteers; fºr, in one of them, the Au- principal, Merits of his Adminiſtration,

thor of this Paper is charged with being [. in extirpating the Spirit of In

º a Murderer and an Aflāſīn, and an Ex- trigue, heretofore the Bane of the French

; clamation is made as if he was in a Plot Councils. His Love of Peace is anuther

º to murder the King. , great Circumſtance which hath done him

In Return to the two firſt we gave the , much Honour and his Cºuntry much

Author two Reprimands.- The Pub- G Good. We are told that his Love of

lick might think we had employed Satire Peace hath made France truly formida

againſtone who was below the Dignity le, and, which is ſingular, we are told

s of Satire, but I may venture to aſſert that this by the very People who aſſert that the

there is not an Expreſſion in either of Love of Peace hathºmade Britain con

, thoſe Papers that might not be ſpoke in temptible. Let now every honeſt Briton
jº the* civilized Company; they are (ſays Mr Freeman) lay his Hand upºn his

º ſtill extant, let then anſwer for them: Heart, and confider why the French Mi

ſelves; Self-Defence obliged us to repel Hniſter is ſo generally commended, and the

- him with Arms, that ought not to be Britiſh Miniſter ſo cruelly cenſured; and

# * uſed againſt ſo unfair and contemptible an then let him decide whether the Force of

º Enemy. . . . . . . ; ... . . . . . . Truth be more conſpicuous in the o is

º The Author ſpend; the reſt of this Paper or a Spirit of Prejudice in the other. -

| in Remarks upon Mr Freeman's Perjūr- - -

-
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Mr Ur R A N, . . . . . - -- º*:::::::: *

O U favour’d one o woetical Eſſays, entiº And ſeem’d, no wonder, backward to comply,

%.ºf:#:# A whichSºftward withawful;
Oćtober Magazine, zibich I find was complimented 4%rter lºok d.º. promis'd in abow: ; 3.

beyond what I ever expecied by a Gentleman ºf Ox- -?! He made thirºproſperous attempt, and ty'd

ford, in theN: Magazine, 4, f ſave ºh-ººty alſº sºlº;',

chair'd to have ſuch good Succeſs, I hope, Sir, you. His anxious breaſt the £ºſićt long# -

will the more readily comply with my Re º'to And twic; ſºyépgºsh terly refrain'd.
#ve the fºllºwing Lines a Place in your next Mºnthly Bitmarkſ aſ -ºpiºing!º

Żołęż. I am, Sir, yºurºſian: Admireſ. Aid the ſong yºuth out gión º
- º - … Hot with reſentment at his awful fire, ſº

CHAR1TY Disrºi, ºr, 4 Parapºreſ? And fºgthºſſºfie,tº
- , , º, ø, I, Cof Xiii. . . . . , , , He dard his counſelšañd his frowns defy, ºf:

Ould heav'n,to whom ſuch mightygiftsbelong, And kićfºughhº
*"... Favour a mortal with an angel's tongge 5 - " is iſ his done, moré boldly he began t’e a

Could ev'ry ſpeech, the various natiops know ** Againſt Seneſias, and himſelf to blame; ,

Glide from my lipºinone cºlºu'd flºw, *, * 'too longa captive toºhy williºtiña,
If CH A R 1 tº, of graces firſt and beſt, ſol now exult ifi-liberty regain'd;

- -,

With generous warmth my boform never bleſ,'8; ; d, ſpite of all, emonſtrances,

The tinkling cymbal, or the ſounding braſs, *;; girls as theſe.

Wººdbethenºtypes ºf what was º Thenturnºśāthāhāfir
Could I the myſtiſes of religion ſcan,2..…."; C in terms which tiptºrous paſſion's wont t' inſpire,

or open all futurity to man; s - $ºn as the tendºff names of love were ſpoke,

or did the beams of ſcience in me ſhine, ºr º eſweet accents from his lips wore broke,

Tho' ne'er ſobright, enliv'ning, ºr divine; tı Around herº ck his eager arms he flung,

Q; could ºyºthinºhºl! .º.º. And on her humidiiºn ºff-shung.”.
The rooted rock, or ſhak: the diſtant Pºláš, * ‘'Till ſpent and worn; they by conſent a while

CH* | *Xhºrºrinput; i... Agreed, for breath, togeſ, the amoroustoi,
Vain all my.*.*. and ań. Which with new-gather'd vigour they renew'd;

_should I profuſly waſte my golden flot e q She ſeign'd relušance, ardent he purſu'd.

Tººhºkº.º.º.ºr; – " The minilingºththeffices fiew,
Nay ſhould I givemy body to the flame, : #. fluſhingº y’d 'em of a crimſon hue:

And barºshºnºur ºf a hºme; * ifithstoy.intº he was half unbrac'd,
If ſacred CHARITY my breaſt diſown,9. . Her hair diſhevël’ā, and her coif diſplac'd,

vain my compaſſion, ſuff'ring, and renown. ‘And on her arms imprinted, here and there,

- Fair Ch.A.R. 1 TY enjºys a patient mind, º The livid marks ofviolence appear. . . . ."

'or ever lovely, and for ever kind; --- Seneſius never was ſo touch'd before '

Let others boaſt their riches; and their ſtate, , , . As with this outrage, yet was threaten'd more,

$he ſmiles content, nor ºbeșºat ; , , , Told to his face, that what he now had ſººn

In her no proud, no empty looks are ſeen,” | Qf future feats was but a ſpecimen;

Mild are her words, becoming is her mien: §: as to one, to numbers ſhou'd be ſhown

Ghearful ſhe ſacrifices health and ſº ... . . what bravejoi, a jºin ,

To raiſe the low, or give the troubled peace: a so often rvºiºi, hºir'
No wrath is ever known to change her brow i The Muſe has ſung, ſhe bºgs a reſpite here..."
Nor meditates ſhe evil to her foe. . . . 'Wou'd ſhe, like them, when calid upon again,

; , Return more vig'rous, and exalt the ſtrain,

“. . . I'd here diſmiſs her, tyrban, and agree
Her melting eyes her ſorrowº: in tears

But when religion ſpreads her happy ſway, ‘That Denham furniſh out the firhile. , , , ºtº

She gives her ſorrow and her tears***.*.*- : * When a calm river, rais'd with ſuddenrains,

She hºpes, ſhetº ſhººrs, ſhe hººves, , , or mowºjº neighb'ſſing

And cheatfully the gºtwrºngs receives: " " ... I plain, " . 1 * * * *

* FAI this intended for no ſtate**... , ‘Thehusbandmen with high-miri banks ſecure

And Horr ere long ſhall be diſſºlv’d in bliſ; ; , Tāj; greedy hopes; and this he can endure:
But CH A R IT Y hereafter ſhall obtain ''g .*. But if with bays and dams they ſtrive to force

* His channelto a new or harrow courſe,

No longer then within his banks he dwell,

* Firſt to a torrent, then a deluge, ſwells,

Diviner honours, and an endleſs reign. Tyro.: --- * * - * * * : • *

w 1 + 1 M U R is re T 1 + v M.

QEneſius, grown to every female Charm Stronger and fiercer by Reftrait he roars, ...

* Cold, as the young and gay Alertes warm, “And knows no bound, but makes his power his

To quench in him theamorous paſſion ſtroye, ſhores. . . . . . T.

And, as they kindled, the young ſparks of love. ... Nov. 13, - - - Phi la Noza.

His meagre viſage, a new paleneſs ſpread, ` • *. 1739. . . . . . . . ... ', ' ' ' ' '

When, formidably ſolemn, “Youth, he ſaid,

• I will that thou be my adopted ſon . . . . .
4 lv’d b to h ) - On the Place-Bill; A. Erics A.M. -

(Reſolv’d by generation to have none) . * . UNhappy bill! I long foreſaw the caſe, .

* But know, thou muſt ſubmiſſively obey, "'sº...of. 'd give thee
& While I this one,ºny, , - suc hºlso place-men pe er wou'd gº

- place - -

: Fly every fair one; thus thou ſhalt approve Go, free-bºn Britons, boaſt your liberty,

: Thy nobleſ duty in anobler love, it Pependent law-givers muſt make you free.
- . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -” “ … . . . . . . * ~ *-*. . . . . . . ...A.'

§§ -! 3. - . ** • **.* .. * .
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y O Life, vain joy! which mortals court, .

“The prey of death! and fortune's ſport

: “ Tell me, when ſounkind to me, :

º, “Oh why ſhould I be fond of thee? . . . .

• When from the filent womb of ſpace

* * Struggling I broke to thy embrace; * --

• My tears prophetick ſeem'd to tell,

* You meant not, Life! to uſe me well i

Thejoys you gave my youth to taſte, I

: “Were butlike children's toys at beſt; -

ºn Which Paſſion graſp'd with eager play, º

“But Reaſon, frowning, threw away! r: ;

" ' Yet, fendinchantreſ ſtill thy wile ºf

* Had power my ſenſes to beguile, . . . .

• Cheated, altho' the fraud ſknew, " tº

‘And pleas'd, becauſe it ſtill was new

“In vain I heard, in vain. I read, - -

* ºf thouſands by thy lovelstray'd
ºn ‘ I liſten’d to thy magick call, . . . .

* “And held thee dear-in £ite of all !, . . . .

; : ‘Led by thy captivating hand, . ſ:

* “Through wantonPºrºńiryland ;

* : [gy'd. Unſkill'd in future harms,

* “Oh Life! how lovely are thy charms! ”
- - * *.*, * * * * * * * * * *

º : But on the front of riper years, , ' ' . . .

“Advanc'd a train of ſullen cares 1

: “While giddy Fortune tuin'd her head, , , .

#: “And Pleaſure's golden proſpeãs fled ! . .

*: 'Twas then, of allºtrºebereav'd,

: Toº late found myºf deceiv'd; , , ,
* “And wiſh'd, fond Lift, with vain regret, ..

º “That thouſand I had never met:

**Lift, who test with high jiàn .
The worn-out ſlaves that dragher chain, , ;"

Regardleſs, all my griefs ſurvey'd 1 * ~

*A*śl

tº Abandon'd thus to Fortune's age," º
ºf Soon I was ſpy’d by trehlingº e -

tº Whotºº.j, º

a For be would lead meſoon to reſt. * *

When Hºte, ánymph of heav'nly race,
º dreſſiºn#: her cheerful#. 2 . º,

*Sºft interpos'd with friendly air, ºn

º ſave mefrom the arms of care. **, *

º
-

... And what, whappy! tempts the ſo

ººšheºry'd, and whither wouldſt thou go?
'Tisbut a mark ofweakneſs ſhown,

º: Toñy from Lift to ills unknown

º Goaſk the wretch intorture this, º

* , Why courts he Life, if notabliſs? r

º, Nor quits the partner nature gave, -

For the cold horrors of the grave! 2

*Short I reply'd---‘Falſe nymph, forbear t

' With Syſen tales to ſooth my eart

Forbear thy arts too oftent y’d,

*"Nor longer thou ſhalt be my guide.

º ºtedious years!---a ſpace too long!

* Still haſt thou led, and led me wrong?

ſ !At leaſt thy vain attendance ceaſe, º

; : And leave me here to die is pºata. º.
§ - - . . ."

-

“To which ſhe anſwer'd with a figh— , , , ,

* Thou haſt thy wiſh ; if I comply,

• * Death ſoon will ſeize thee left alone, , , , , ,

º is loſt----when Hºpe is gone! . . j

- -

-- - - --

The following is taken from a more correà Copy ºf‘. . . f the 3.i.º.º.º. publiſhed. Tº

'9n a young LADY’s Recovery from Sickneſs."

... ſ \*... with pain, ſee fair Eliza lies,... --

. | Languid her cheeks, and dim her p

WCS - - - -

whilſt fift: diaſ's ſhock her tender frame, * *

...And ſtruggling life ſhines with a feeble flame. ."

- The burning fever now infects the blood;

*New, the pale ague chills the vital flagd: . .

'The lovely nymph, dejećted, hangs her head,

*Droop all the lilfies, and the roſes fade. . . \.

. But lo! at length the God of Nature brings

. His graciºus aid, and ſpreads his healing wings;

"Aw'd by his pow'r, the glooms offickneſs fly,

And keener light'nings point, the melting eye;

The blooming cheek with purer crimſon glºws;

. And the warm lips a brighter dye diſcloſe: -

Sweet roſy health reſumes her gentle ſway, -, i.

And death relućtant quits the beauteous prey.…,

Thus have I ſeen on ſummer's cheerful morn,

When the broad ſky reſplendent beamsadom, º.
*An envious cloud, wide-hov'ring, intervene .

With ſudden gloom, and darken all the ſcene. ,

*But when bright Phaebus from th’ aetherial height

Exerts his rays, and ſheds ſuperior light, a

- Diſperſt, th’obſcuring vapour fleets away, ºf

And brighter glories crown the ſmiling day,

- * * **, V E pastºs.

* ,
- *** -

-

º

AE N I: G : M . .A. ºf

Y fire is avºrice, idleneſs mydam,” “

Tho' rais'd from rags, a train of kings f
º: , ,

-

-

. . claim ; fübmiſſive, ſtan * ,

ueens, to my will ſubmiſſive, ſtand prepar’d,

$. Great Mºgul ev'n deigns&i.
Gay ſplendid robes of various dyes I wear, “..

No wealth I boaſt, yet deck'd with gems appear;
* Continual war I wage withoutéxpence, >

A gard’ner's tool I uſe in my defence; sº ºf

My heart with native ardor ever glows,ºr ºf "

And arm'd like Hercules I dare the foes.

* Swift fly the hours, while I the heurs empley,

At once the ſource of madneſs, grief andjey;

I reſt by day, *:::::: retir’d, yº." - ".

By night I ſhine, by all degrees admir'd tº.

For me the gay, the grave, can time afford, .

Alike careſs'd by porter, and by lord. . . .

For me fair Çelia quits her huſband's arms, ..f.

And gives whole nights to my ſuperior charms!

Anxious, for me, her lovely boſom heaves, ..

Me, at the dawn, ſhe with relučtance leaves."

: Oft to my aid the needy villain flies, … . .”

. The wealthy fool oft falls my ſacrifice. . . . ºf

The ſick Leaſe, yet oft produce much evil, , ,

... The clergy's darling, darling of the devil? …

Patriots themſelves my favours don't deſpiſe, ..

Tho' nearly I’m related to th’ exciſe. . . . . . .

Brave ſons of Mars in war with nuedelight,

...And toil and ſtruggle thro’ the well-fought night,

Hn liquid ſulphur drench'd, m death I find,... '
And dying I am uſeful tohº ... "...t. -- * :

&ayeº. 6223:
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occaſioned by ſºng a young Ladyſłºp into a Chariot
with this Motto Go D. w I L L P Rov I. D. E. '

WII God provide?—No doubt he will for the
A Husband:—O may Time evince, 'tis me.”

I. G.

E P I G R A M. -

Oseſt HAR sy's alive! How d'you kno

it, ſays Ned! . - -

G Frn perfeóly'ſure; for Pick ſaid he was dead.

- E fºllºwing verſes are exactly copied from an
Tº:ºÉ:;:#ff Re

cueil de Poefies, Embleſmes, et Deviſes, non ja

mais imprimecs, fiét pour haute ºt puiſſante

As NE or P1ss E L E u, Dame de Luce, 1577.

2ſ. Book is curiouſly adorn'd with Drawings ºf

Emblems, Foliages,%. &c. and iſ by yºur

jižan, I'ean gºt a further Account of it, "twill be

emely agreeable to - - - ſ' jº

“; Your conſtant Reader,London, March

26, 1739-49. Tz Laz I iſ s.

: * ... “S Q N N E T. " ... ;

LA mortegallement faićt chacun tributaire, º'

Eſcauant anſſi bien ſoubz ſes fatales loix : .

Les plus grans empereurs, lºs princes et les roys;

zoºme is plus petitz du fimple populaire; "

gen penible trauaiſle chetifmercenaire . .
Aux ſumptueux prelats furuit ſouventesfois:

E. bien ſºuvent aduient que l'enfant de deux mois

Court plus viſie autombeau, quele ſexagenaire :
: Nous naiſſons pour mourir, nous mourons en naiſ

ſant'; ... * * - …"

Errºmine tant ſoit fort, ieune, riche et Puiſ

ſante, * * - - -

- Ne peut fair de ſã fin Pheure determinee;
inous faut tous mourir, nulny Peut reſiſter,

i-immortenevertu peut ſeulle ſurmonter

Leºforces de la mort, et de ladekince ºf

Inc. our lºft we have fºund the follºwing Trºſſº

$7, tion#;#: (£e p. 135.) ºn Prince

Madoc'. It is printed in Herbert's Travels, who

ſaw the Monument. . . . *... x

AAAdoc ap Owen was I call'A, ... ". . . . .
: M : tail, and comely”] not inthrall’d

º: pleaſure, but for fame is .
Throughland and ſea iſought theſame. .

Another from the Glouceſter Journal, which is

there thusgº - aft .

Fo R the satisfaction ºf ſuch º are ºftº...?

feeing 4 Tranſlation ºfº, Madoc's#,
p.ſos, the following is offer'd to their Peruſal.

Mºº name, ſoft ſoak'd in billows dire"]

* Owen the prince of North-Wales was my fire;

My ſºle ambition was to ſcout the main.
Deſpiſing native honours, wealth and gain. is

The Engliſh of the other Welch Words is thus:

Pen-gwyn, a Bird with a white Head ; Grueſo,

yºne'; Gwenddwr, the Name ofa River guith a
ºbite Stream; Bara, Bread; Tad, Father; Mam,

Mather ; Buwch, a Cºw ; Clugiar, a Patridge;

Llwynoc, a Fox, ; ; Coch-y-dwr, a Bird with

zobite Feathers that frequents the Waters. ~

* Quiery, Which ºf#. very different Tranſa

-T- **.

tions is neareſ; the original Britiſh *

r *

, 7

- ** * >
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IXºja, as old ſtdry rings, , , ,

(That moſt ridiculous of kings)

Was wont, whole days, to divertiſe . . . '

In flaught'ring hoſts of piny flies,

Preferring to all courtly joys

Sports only fit for butchers boys. . .

But had the monarch learn'd the knowledge

Since practis'd by our modern college,

Of uſing their pneumatic engine, ". . .

*Twoy'd have afforded pleaſure ſwinging; , , ,

The fight of ev'ry rare experiment

Had given his heart unuſual merriment.

For inſtance—To have ſeen a mouſe,

Shut fift within its cryſtal houſe,
And thence the air exhauſted. , , ,

To view the creature gaſp and ſprawl; .

At ev'ry ſuétion of the pump

Obſerve him pant from head to rump,

Spew, liek, and turn him on hisback

T“had been, ye powers, a mighty knack! .

What arts of choaking, torting, killing,

Adepts to teach him had been willing: ".

All nature he'd have known, no doubt,

He would have pump'd her ſecrets out.

Dogs, kittens, ev'ry four-legg'd thing,

* --

* * *

Had been game royal for the king; . . . [...]

He'd been with lice, and ſcrubby vermin, a || ||

Familiar as a couſin-german, . . . . .

Diverted with each day a new-whim, .

No road had come amiſ; unto him. || |
Perhaps, by novelty excited,. . I &

Freſhoºts had this prince deſighted. . . .

Known had but been th’ invention then, lºt

He would have try’d his pump on ºnen, h

Have found receivers apt and fit, , , , , i.

Thaye made the operation, hit, , , , , , , , i.

Mercy! what fights! well worth hiºpſiſ,

A quite new way ofcourtier trying! . .

The beau when faſt incluđed there,. . . .

More light than wind, that child of air. . . .

Soon grown convulsid, wºuld droop and tº

And with a pump or twº expire, * * * 'lº,
The belle, within a little ſecondº, ºf º

wººd; lº
Creature, that leaſt confinement beats,

She cannot live without her airs;

Meer butterfly, all gay and light,

For ever fluttºring in your fight: .

Dull politicians, tools who ſeem \

Made ſolely up of earth and phlegm,

Like moles that deeply ſhrouded dwell,

Perhaps might ſtand the tryal well: , " .

Fiatºrs, thoſe ear.wigs ºut by th’lumph 13

Would yield an endleſs fund for pumping
The empty coxcombs, in that cloyſter 'l

with ſkuſ, more thick than ſenſeleſs oyſtºſ,

Could there no alteration know, ' ' '

He always lives in vacuo, , , , , , |

Death" cry the angry virtuoſi,

Shall a young ſtripling %

º'

ere but moſt high,

Preſume to ſport and hurl defiance
At grave adepts, and piſs on ſcience?

The ſaucy youngſter for his chattering

Deſerves another pump--a watering-T

Lo.th to ot.end, yet prone to jett,

I let th' adventºrous ſubjećt reſt;

Left haply while thus matters ſtand ill,

To my own fate I lend a handle.
jurº



* . Poetical Essays ; A PRIL, 1740.

‘I, Mr P. etcaffon'd by his Verſes on the Benefic

tions in the late Froſt, 1746. (ſee p. 138.)

(ES, 'tis the time! you cry'd, impºſe the chain!

¥. cry'd towi. ºf; friends in Frähce

“ and Spai - --~ * *

But faithleſs, ºft Britons, ſelf-iſlav d,

Ön Romiſh principles may ſure be ſav’d.

. They may---they are---fair charity begins,

" . And charity will hide a croud of fins :

º

Faith lºft, and be e, What then could wretches do? .

* By charify they've gain'd the * former two;

... Have twiſely choſe the way to be forgiven, , ,

And are, with plain bilievers, ſure of heav'n,
R. Ya T E.*. Carely, April

22, 1740.

* "Tis a Romiſh Principle that true Faith, &c.

proceeds from Charity, and Bellarmine reads Gal.

º, y, 6.---Faith which is wrought by Love. . . .

* .. *"… .

i;

† : O D E

ºt Dicite iop;an Ov.

º Servit Hiſpanae vetus boſis ora. Hor.

; -

º ARíº, Britannia, from thy bed of eaſe,

º An injur'd nation blood for blood demands;

g’s Too long th' allurements of inglorious peace

- Retard the vengeance of thy warlike bands.

Ariſe, and vindicate thy fame,

tº º "Let nations tremble at thy name,

ſº, To Albion's flag their homage pay, -

And own Britannia ſov’reign of the ſea,

† - 2.' º, º

* Shecomes, ſhe comes, rous'd from lethargic dreams,

iſ . In warlike majeſty and dreadful ſtate;

See from her head celeſtial glory beams;

Succeſs and vićtory around her wait.
tº . See ſhe comes, in arms renown'd;

g To arms! the joyful clarions ſound,

* , Enrag'd the Britiſh lyon roars,

# And loudly thunders at th’ Iberian ſhores.
x;2

The valiant youths, wiš glorious ardor fir’d,

. , Nobly for death or vićtory prepare ; e

* Eager they run, with patriot warmth inſpir’d,

* Andruſh amid the dreadful ſcenes of war.

The brave commanders juſtly claim

... A more exalted ſhare of fame;

Who teach the troops to charge the foe,

Point out the ſtroke, and urge the fatal blow.

| With conqueſt down: th’ heroic chiefs advance,

Each chief ſufficient for a thouſand Spains,

Tach longs tº ariſe the ſcourge of haughty France,

And lead her captive ſons in Britiſh chains.

Lo! hardy Vernon leads the way, -

Aſſerts the Empire of the ſea ; ; -

Proud to avenge his monarch's name,

He riſes boldly into endleſs fame.

º -

Fir’d by his worth, minia. of praiſe,

º The blooming youths ſhall nobly crowd around;

& Honours and wealth ſhall crown their early days,

& And fame from age to age their ačtions found.

Gallia ſhall tremble at their pow'r,

And bow before her conqueror;

Whilevanquiſh'd nations learn to know
Britannia's ſons ſhall rule the world ºw.

w
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To a La DY, on ber MA R r 1 A Gºz.

W Hile the unthinking Fair with paſſiod,

--- - doat,

* On the gay plume, or military coat ;

While thefond heart, or giddy fancy's ſmit,

With ſlaught'ring chief, or the more ſlaught'ring

... wit:

You, madam' ſway’d by reaſon's ſacredivoice,

Make the humane Philoſopher your choice;

Wiſely beſtowing on the man of truth,

he charms of beauty, innocence, and youth. .

- Virtue with temper, wit, with candour join'd,

Honour, that flows from reëtitude of mind;

The head judicious, heart fincere and true,

Diſtinguiſh H1 M, whom heav'n reſerv'd for yºu

The royal ſage unrival’d in renown, -

Whoſe wiſdom ſhone far brighter than his crown;

'Has more than once this certain judgment giv'n---

“A prudent wife's the gift ofbounteous heav'n.

The heav'nly gift your ſpouſe receives with pride;

Views the good wife, in the dear blooming bride.

- While you, with pleaſure, may hisworth regard,

And ſign this maxim of our famous bard--- -

“A wit’s a feather, and a chief's a rod;

** An honeſt man's the nobleſt work ofGod.”

Your prudence in your well-judg'd option's

ſhewn ;

Rewarding merit, you enhance your own. --

That union, ſure compleatly bleſt muſt prove,

• Founded on virtue, juſt eſteem, and love!

Happy, thrice happy mayye be through life?

He the beſt huſband, you the kindeſt wife?

Accept theſe gratulations, void of art;

My hand tranſcribes the language of my heart.

Nor wait I for Apollo's tuneful aid,

Nor inſpiration of Pierian maid,

Nor Hymen call, to bleſs the nuptial day,

But ardent wiſhes, in few words convey..

Soft, light, and eaſy, be the marriage yoke!

May the next cent'ry ſee the chain unbroke?
-

Gn Admiral H. -

-
Sºlº aſk, what has this H- done?

He cruizes, takes their ſhips--how many one.

Aharem, Obe ºviii. Gay Life. ,

By CHARLEs Chester, M.D.

Gº. me Homer's tuneful lyre,

Let the ſound my breaſt inſpire:

But with no troubleſome delight

Of arms, and Heroes ſlain in fight:

Let it play no conqueſts here,

Or conqueſts only o'er the fair :

Boy, reach that volume — book divine :

The ſtatutes of the God of Wine ! . -

He, legiſlator, ſtatutes draws,

And I, his judge, inforce his laws;

'And'faithful to the weighty truſt,

Compel his vot’ries to be juſt :

Thus round, the bowl impartial flies,
Till to theº dance we riſe

We frisk it with a ſively bound,

Charm'd with the lyre’s harmoniousſound :

Then pour forth with an heat divine,

Rapt’rous ſongs that breathe of winc.
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THere is one Paſſage wherein I think the beau

tiful Copy ſent you of Mrs Rowe's Verſes (See .

p. 89) is really inferior to the other. You might.

poſſibly overlook it in comparing them. It is

* . . . . .it ... º - -

—My pray'rs to heav'n were all for thee,

And Love inſpir'd me firſt with Piety. -

This Thought is by no means ſuitable to the

Charaćter of Mrs Rowe, who (as the Writer of :

her Life informs us), was endowed with a very

early Piety. The other Copy has it thus, and is

therefore, no doubt, the genuine Copy :

My warmeſt vowsto heav'n were made for thee,

And Love ſtill mingled with my Piety. -

Here the Sentiment is much juſter, and nothing

ſaid that is not agreeable to the ſtrióteſt Rules of .

Religion. . As to the Advantage which the Copy

3. inſerted in other Reſpects has, particularly in

r Rowe's laſt Words, which are finely turn'd,

.it is generally allow'd, that Mrs Rowe did not cor

rečther firſt Thoughts.
-

-->

S I R, . -

MR j. Dyer, ſo juſtly celebrated for his Poem

on Grongar Hill, has obliged the World with

another, entitled, The Ru I Ns of Rom E, juſt

ubliſhed; wherein he has given ſuch beautiful

ſcriptions of Art and Nature, as ſufficiently ju

ftifies what Mr Savage ſays of this Gentleman * in

your Magazine for Dec. 1736. -

O 1 could my ſoul thro' depths of knowledge ſee,

Could I read nature and mankind, like thee!

I ſhou'd o'ercome, or bear, the ſhocks of fate, "

And e'en draw envy to the humbleſt ſtate.

To point out all the Beauties in this Poem,

I muſt give you the Whole ; and indeed he makes

Rome no leſs charming in the Duſt than in her

Conqueſt, and pays a Compliment to his Coun

try as well as gives her a moſt inſtructive Leſſon.

This laſt is the nobleſt Aim of Poetry, and there

fore I ſhall take leave to tranſcribe his concluding

2%urs, &c. D. I. .

"JRefle&tions on the enerwated Romans.-- -

Alas! proſperity,

Ah! baneful ſtate -

And now the world unrival'd they enjoy'd

In proud ſecurity -- "

Diffolv’d in eaſe and ſoft delights they lie

Till every ſun annoys, and every wind –

For now the frame no more is girt with ſtrength

Maſculine, nor in luſtineſs of heart. -

Laughs at the winter ſtorm and ſummer beam,

Superiour to their rage; enfeebling vice

Withers each nerve, and opens every pore

To painful feeling while luxury

Over their naked limbs with wanton hand

Sheds roſes, odours, ſheds unheeded bane,

I may obſerve here, if the Defence of our Coun

try was to be entruſted to our ſweet-ſcented Beaus,

inſtead of the rough Tars, we might ſoon become

a Prey to our Enemies The Author goes on to

fleſcribe the Source of Corruption in Rome.

unnumber'd wants,

Brood of voluptuouſneſs, cry out aloud

* In Anſwer to Mr. Dyer, whºſe Lines were is

fºrted in Auguſt, 1736, p. 489. -

Didius, vile us’rer; thro' the croud he mount;"

...And the red arrows fill his graſp uncouth.

AGAZINE, Vol. X,

Neceſſity, and ſeek the ſplendid bribe,"

The Citron bºard—Tyrian garbs,

Neptunian Albion's high teſtaceous food;

And flavour’d C#ian wines with incenſefum'3.

To ſlake patrician thirſt: For theſe their fight,

In the vile ſtreets they proſtitute to ſale; .

Their ancient rights, their dignities, their law;

Their native glorious freedom, Is there none,

Is there no villain, that will bind theneck "

Stretch'd to the yoke? They come; the mark:

throngs.

But who has moſt by fraud or force amaſ'd?

Who moſt can charm corruption with his dols!

He be the monarch of the ſtate; and ſo -

Beneath his feet the Roman eagle cow’rs,

O Britons, O my countrymen, beware,

Gird, gird your hearts; the Romans once were fit,

Were brave, were virtuous.-tyranny howe's

Deign'd to walk forth a while in pageant flat,

And with licentious pleaſures fed the rout,

The thoughtleſs many: To the wanton ſound

Of fifes and drums they danc'd, or in the find:

Sung Caeſar, great and terrible in War,

Immortal Caeſar! lo, a god, a god,

He cleaves the yielding ſkies! Caſar meanwhil.

Gathers the ocean pebbles; or the gnat

Enrag’d purſues; or at his lonely meal

Starves a wide provinee; taſtes, diſlikes, andfil;

To dogs and ſycophants: A god, a god!

The flow'ry ſhades and ſhrines obſcene retum,

, a But ſee along the north the tempeſt ſwell,—

Sudden the Goth and Vandal, dreaded names,

Ruſh as the breach of waters, whelming all

Their domes, their villa's; down the feſtive filº

Down fall their Parian porches, gilded baths,

And roll before the ſtorm in clouds of duſt...

Vain end of human ſtrength, ofhuman ſkill,

Conqueſt, and triumph, and domain, and pºmp,

And eaſe, and luxury. Oluxury,

Bane of elated life, of affluent ſtates, ... ,

What dreary change, what ruin is not thineſ.

How doth thy bowl intoxicate the mind!

To the foſt entrance of thy roſy cave

How do'ſ thou lure the fortunate and great

Dreadful attraction while behind thee gapº

Th’ unfathomable gulph where Aſhur lies

O'erwhelm’d,forgotten; and high-boaſtingſ”

And Elam’s haughty pomp; and beauteºus?"

And the great queen of earth, imperial Rºº.

*Didius Julianus, who bought the Enº.

On ſeeing Miſs , t Church.

O N dº...". A#. while I gaz'd

So graceful and ſo fair |

Each charm entic'd my tremblinghear?

And ſtole. heav'n a pray’r.

Then wiſely I indeed reſolv’d,

To gaze on thee no more,

But ſoon, alas ! I found myſelf

The foo! I was before

E P I G R A M.

TH E Perior reel'd from fide to ſº;
Stand, Dočior, Polly jeering cry d.

• why, Polly, now you give oftenº,
• That word contains a wanton ſenſe.

Says harmleſs Polly, not at all,

it's bºttº ſure to fland than fall.
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The contest: A CANTATA.
- - -

*::::::::.N ſl oung Corydon repos'd, -

I ſº of Loye and Wine;

When Morpheus to his view expos'd * .

*:: and the tuneful Nine. -

A lovely Muſe begins the vocal ſcene,

While Phaebus thus accompanies her ſtrain.

- S o N G, .

O youth to us devote thy days;

The gay, the happy, and the young
For ever#. repeat thy lays,

And beauty ſhall reward thy ſong. . . . .

The ſordid cares which life moleſt, "

All taſte of happineſs expel: . . . . .

But joys eternal†. breaſt . . . . .

* - Where poetry and muſic dwell. . . . .”

while ad, RE crTAT 1 v E. - - -

While thus his mind ſurprizes, * , i.

- Beholdflººr.º

His coif, his ruff, and thoughtful look,
Confeſst e.venerable Coke. . . . . * -3

While Phºebus and his Quire withdraw,

Thus ſpeaks the Oracle of Law. . . . . .

º So N G. -

ºnlyouth! bewiſe in time, ſubmit,

Tº learned law, yºur love of wit;
Honour attends Affraea's bar, º

*Andriches will reward thy care. " . . s

Proteå the weak, and wrong controul; :

: This fills with manly joy the ſoul. .

To this, all other arts unite; . . . .

Be uſeful firſt, and then polite. -

" To MIRA. From the country. . . . .

... By an EMIN = N + Ha Ni. ? -

This late hour the world lies huſh'd below,

** Nor is one breath of air awake to blow. T.

Now walks mute Midnight, darkling o'er the
- 2 Plaln, , , , , , , - - 1

ºft, and ſoft-footed Silence in his train, ſº

Tº bleſ the cottage, and renew the ſwain..."

Theſe all aſleep, méall awake they find 3 . . .

Nor Reft, nor Silence, charm the £over's mind.”

Already Ia thouſand torments prove,

The thouſand torments of divided love: ;

The 'ºlling thought, impatientin the breaſt; -

The flutt'ring ºff on Wing, that wilfnotreſt;

£ºffre, whoſe kindled flames undying glow ; ,

§ºwlººge of diſtantbiſ, and preſent woe;

Jºhnſh'd, unſleepingal, with meth dwell,”

ſilen of Abſence, and of iºning ºffi" ',
Theſe. thecheek, and cloud the chearleſseye,

Šºlthc ſwift tear, and heave thefrequent figh;
Theſe reach the heart, and bid the health decline,

*theſe, Oh Mrs. Aſ theſe are truly mine.

Shº, whoſe ſweet ſmiles would gidden aff

... the grove, . . . . . . . * * *

ofemindis muſick, and whoſe looksarelove;

She gentlepower victorious ſoftneſs. --- ſhe;

'MºA, is far from hence, from Love, and M.

Yet, in my ev'ry thought her form I find, a

ºr lºoks- her words — her world of
charms combin’d 1 - * * * *

Śweetneſs is hers, and unaffeded eaſe; ' ' '.

#ºtive wit, that was not taught to pleaſe.
Whatever ſoftly animates the fac. . ."

ºpºdfire, the winning grace, ...
Th'unſtudy'd ſmile, ºblaſh that jº warms;

*nd all the graceful negligence ofjj

“. . .

º

º

º Poetical Essays in A PRI L, 1740,
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Ha! while I gaze, a thouſand ardours riſe,

And my fir’d boſom flaſhes from my eyes.

Oh I melting mildneſs miracle of charms

Receive my ſoul within thoſe folding arms

On that dear boſom let my wiſhes reſt–

Qh ſofter than the turtle's downy breaſt

And ſee where Love himſelf is waiting near:

Here let me ever dwell— for heav'n is here.

, The Enjoy M = Nºt of L I FE. * *

From M. de la Motte's 5th Anacreontic.

. . . Vo L.I. of his Works. . . . . .-

*

-- DKNK, link, myºsis, time poſt, away,
s

Make then the moſt of life we may. --

The preſent fleeting day employ ,

In careleſs eaſe, in ſmiling joy;... - -

hois there knows but this will be

The laſt the fates will ſetus ſeeſ’ T i

çãº, perhaps, to-morrow may
Tº Plutº's realms our ſhades convey : . . .
Where we no wine, I wot,#, . .

Qr none like that we left behind. 2

Qh ſeize wethenthe certain now, º,

Since it is all the fates allow ; ; ; ,

;at leaſt, from them wegain, --'.

or is this little to obtain, , , " ". . .
Sinceº depends but on a thread,

Which ſever'd ranks uswith thedead. ...

Bus'neſs and thought, thoſe fostomi

Lºve we to groveling ſºns of earth. " " .

What is't to us how mattersgo?”

The Gods take care of things below:

-: º: isº our caré,” ºf

And now, my lads, while all agree, i.
Give, givºlº.to revº, . . . .

Indulge the tranſports wine inſpires, , , s ,

And glad ºur hearts with gay deſires;

-Wiſdom or folly let it be, -- -- - tº

$oit be PLEAsuk E, what care we ? . ."

safi tl bi hin his head,

– a ſprightly blooming maid. -

No tooth Iº: art, ſ º:

Feels ačtive life in ev’ry part.” “”

True; but advanc'd to weakthreeſcore,

I wot, his labouring days are o'er," " ... : * *

An invalid he'll ſoon appear, ſº 'º cºº

º, no tooth wit

º,

* And diſappoint the longing fair. . . . sº

Qbſequious I’ll her motion, ſtan, tº in
She drops the glºve and I'm her man. m. B.º.

!, . . . . . . . ) 9 tº cºº rºl
- tº cºi, y ºr

Tº M. Mos Es B Row NE. : ...

WHEN firſt my Muſe*Hyºrmatahá,
-**** is iſ dº ---; : Tlays, 'A ... . * , is iſ dº. . . tº

392 fºnd ºffame, ſhe'd needs diſpute the bays , ,
‘Can't others thus excel f?', invidious cry’d jº,

S9 ſnatch'd a pen, and all her art apply'd.— ...

Vain effort this… If wiſe, ſhe'd learnt to know.º

Your flights too lofty, and hervein too low. º

But ſhe again wou'd needs attempt the prize, º:

And reach thoſe heights where cráºyou.
riſe :

Again ſhe pium'sherwinii, and ſtrove to ſoar, -

Again ſhe fell, and now ſhe firives hºmore

Yet what ſhe could not gain, ſhe hope's you'll
* , give, ..., , , , º, . . . . . .º.

And in your work admit my verſe to live. . . . .
Clively, Salºp. " ' Ricº. Aſ DYA re.

--



Hiſtorical Chronicle. April, 1740.

Tu Es DAY, April 1. Criminal took the Gun out of his Hand,

wº firſt of The twenty knocked at his Father's Door, and whº,

i. Ships ordered to be he opened it ſhot him dead. This 3.

- ...; Wººlched by M. greed, with what was depºſed at the Tii.
*g ; at Peptford, and call'd : āī by Humphries,; chief Evidence. Their
tº .#: Gälley; and reck: , were many other Circumſtances which

sevee . as fine a moulded, inferr'd his Guilt, viz. that he gave Hum.

Ship as eve.; een. . . . . .” phries Money to keep out of the Way,&

The Br; fº Y; 2. … . . ſhewed great uneaſineſs when Humphrit;

b * B.# b ºil, fººm Lºndºn was ºn was apprehended, that when hé was
º: d a º e beyond†† by ſtrongly preſſed by a Gentleman to proſ:

# #} i. *::::: tog #: Bath and cute Humphries, inſtead of taking his Ad.

#. ags, #.# *Poſt-boy's vice he would have bribed that Gentleman
Grie rodeºº Lºndºn. º i.•º obtain his diſcharge, That

f : * *"... . . . * : h ºrWar to •

15:º*::::::ºb i. his§a.ižº

wavimen on Bagſ #eath; º: .#. wore laced Cloaths, took great Pains to

#. ’s#and ano..º *: conceal himſelf, gave Orders for convey.

d %.s.º.º.º. ing away his Eſºte, and hired ºntº,
º, ºghºy Nººk and Hºls, in tºmº, Bury"Goa, whº

which ºf sºdfºur Hºurs, āśānā, to her whº
A great Parcel of the Letters ºpen'd and jº."Thah. attempted to COrril

blown about were foundiniºndºr Foreſ. ...". Turnkeys of Newgate tok:

The Loſs, cannot be computed; but C i. eſcape, giving him a Bond of 1000l.

ſeveral Bills and Notes were advertiſed, ..."; of Sºlé for £vºrithings of Vºlº
i.*#. th. Return ºf a Mem. . . .And a Note in which he promiſed him.

er, of Parliament ſº he Borough of hai; his Eſtate, ji which Papers with or

Hºad, which tº ſhºuld nºtaygº Rings he had jºurnkeywºr:
been ſent in the Mail, but by a ſpecial . produced in Court. His Majeſty, in Cºm:
#§§.#: º paſſi Sn to the Mother and 4 Sãº of the

ºff by Expreſs, which would not D Convić, was graciouſly pleaſed to remit
have coſt above 4 Guineas tho’ near t ºLands End. 200l. is offered by theº *.ºfatius. computed

maſter General for apprehending of the . * 5o or oº:: ºr spay, 10. -

Robbers, beſides the Reward by Aët of By th gy sº,” ...

Parliament, ... By the King a Proclamation. h

- WE P N Esºp AY, 9: . º 2 H E R EAS by an Aff paſſed thi

Vice-Admiral Balchen ſaid ſom Ply- //preſent sºft%; inti

mouth, with the Ruſſel and Norfolk, each E tuled, Ah Aćt for the more effectualſº

of $o Guns, the Gräfton of 70, and Dept. curing and encouraging the Trade of hº

ford of 60 Guns. He ſteer'd for Cape Majeſty's Britiſh Subjećts to Amtriº

'Finiſterre, where he expećied to be join’d and for the Encouragement ofSeaſºn.

by ; Men of War,’ of 70 Guns each, one enter into his Majeſty's Service; it iſ .
of 60, and another of so. . . ... mong other. Things, enalted, fºr the tri

Wasexecuted at Bury, Suffolk, Mr. Char-, couraging his Mäjeſty’s Subješi tº tngag:

left Drew fºr the Muſſºr of his Father, F in jjini and united, as well aſ ſparate

Charles john Drew of Long- Melford, Suf." Expences, Ex editions, and Adventurth
olk Eſq;-In a PaperFº the high." That we, our Heirs, and Succºſºrs, be im

Sheriff he confeſſed that he had agreed, powered, from time to time, during the
to ſettle tool, a yºal upºn Edward Ham: ; Gºntinuance of the preſent grº. tºrt

hries if he would kill his Father; that War, togram: Charter, or Commiſ. fir

Humphries accepting the Propoſal, they the more efféâual enabling any Sºltiº.
went together on the 31ſt of January at G particular Perſon; to join in £ºeditionſ',

iſoglöck in the Evening, º a Gun load." Sea or fanſ, and to fail to, and . .
ed, with Slugs. But when they came : the Seas in America, fºr theſº
near the deceaſed's houſe, Humphrie's taking, or deſtroying any Ships, Gº,
Heart fail'd him, upon which the - Mºviablº

~

|
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Mºveables or Immoveables, Settlements,

Fääories, Creeks, Harbours, Places of

Strength, Lands, Forts, Caſtles, and For

tificatiºns, now belonging, ºr hereafter to

belong to, or to be poſſeſſed by any Enemy,

in any Part or Party of America; and for

the better making and carrying on an

ºfor ſuch Purpoſes, and fºr the

making and affiring to the Societies or

: Perſon; concerned, their Heirs, Succeſſºrs,

Executors, Adminiſłrators, and Affgns,

º full and undoubted Properties, Right; and

Titles, in and to the ſame, which ſuch So

cieties or|ſhall take, or cauſe to be

taken from the Enemy, under ſuch Regula

tions, and in ſuch Manner and Farm, as

i. we, our Heirs, and Succeſſºrs, ſhall think

fit, and at any Times hereafter, by any

further Grants or Charters to confirm, and
# turther affire the Premiſes to tºm, ſº as

& #.ºff. to have% enjoy #! full

* Benefit thereof, but iſ, as that nothing

* therºin contained ſhall extend to exclude or

} refrain any of our#. having a

£5 fill and free Trade tº and in any Part of
& America. -

& Mon DAY, 14.

ºf Printed Copies of the ſtanding Order

## of the Houſe of Commons, made jan.

it 31, 1718, viz. “That all Protećtions and

gº written Certificates of the Members of

ſº that Houſe be declared void in Law, &c.’

sº was, purſuant to a Reſolution of the

* Houſe, of the 20th of March laſt, affix’d

sº at all the publick Places throughout Lon

tº dºn and Weſtminſter, &c.

h: Came on the annual Ele&tion of Direc

iſ tors of the Bank of England, , when the

4; following were unanimouſly choſen:

ºf Sir. Edward Bellamy, Mr jobn South
Knt. and Ald. Sir jobn Thompſon, Kt.

Bryon Benſon, Eſq; and Ald.

john Bance, Eſq; Mr Robert Thornton

Mr jobn Eaton Dodſ. Mr Samuel Trench
worth. Mr Mark Weyland

Samuel Holden, Eſq; Thomas Cooke, Eſq;

Sir William jolliff. Wm Fawkener, Eſq;

Sirjohn Legueſne, Kt. james Gaultier, Eſq;
Ald. and Sheriff Mr William Hunt

Mr Benj. Longuet Henry Neale, Eſq; " -

Mr Benj. Mee Charles Savage, Eſq;

Charles Palmer, Eſq; , james Spilman, Eſq;

Aſſes Raper, Éſq;" |Alexander Sheafe, Éq;

...The laſt Eight are new ones.

Pelillers Carbonnel, Eſq; Governor, and

Stamp Brooksbank, Eſq; i.eputy-Governor.

Qrders were iſlued for taking off the

Embargo frºm all Merchant Ships and

Veſſels in the Ports of Great Britain and

IrelandOutward-bound...—The Conditiºn

Merchant Ships, fince the taking off the

bargo, is that they ſhall carry one

º Third of their Crew Landmen, and fir

niſh I Men in 4 for the King's Ships.

º

ºentioned in granting Protećtions to,

CHR o NICLE, 199

* Direétors of the Eaſt. India Company: ...

Dodding Braddyll, Eſq;|Alexander Hume, Eſq; , ,

, Sir Wm. Billers, Knt.|Samuel Hyde, Eſq; -

and Ald. Henry Laſcelles, Eſq; .

*Stephen Biſſe, Eſq; Baltzar Lyel, Eſq;..."

*Rićhard Bhunt, Éſq; Matthew Martin, Eſq;

*Chriſtop. Burrow, Eſq;|Mr N. Netwmham, jun.

Mr Rich. Chaunc jones Raymond, Eſq,

Roger Drake, Eſq; William Rider, Eſq;

*jobnEmmerſon, Eſq; Sir Wm Rous, Knt. and .

Samuel Feake, Eſq; Ald.

Peter Godfrey, Eſq . The Rt Hon. Sir jobn

Wm. Goſslin, Eſq; Salter, Kt Ld Mayor

*Harry Gough, Eſq; Capt james Winter. -

John Hope, Eſq; - -

Thoſe with this Mark” are new ones.

FR 1 D A Y, 18. -

Were committed to Newgate, on the

Oaths of 7 Gentlemen of Diſtinétion,

Tho. Lyell, Laurence Sidney, and john Ro

herts, for cheating and defrauding with

C falſe and loaded D'ce thoſe particular :

Gentlemen, at the Maſquerade, on Thurſ: .

day Morning about three o’Clock, to the

Value of about 4col and other Gentle

men not preſent at the Examination

(which laſted from 6 in the Morning to

3 in the Afternoon) of about 4cool, more;

and out of about 9 Pair of Dice, which

were cut aſunder, one ſingle Die proved

unloaded at the Time of Examination.

SAT u R D A Y, 19.

Ended the Seſſions at the Old Baily, |

when 7. Perſons were condemned, viz.

john Hide and john Moor for the High

way; john Singleton and Margaret Newell

E for Picking of Pºckets; john Hethering

ton for ſtealing 3ol. out of a Dwelling

Houſe; Tho. Clements, a Butcher of Clare:

Market, for the Murder of Wºn Warner; .

and joſºph Parker for returning from .

Tranſportation.

MoNDAY 28.

SPAN IsH PRIz Es, &c. taken.

1. The Princeſ, a Spaniſh Man of War

mounting 68 Guus, 65o Men, fell in with

Commodore Mayne, in the Lenox, Capt.

Durell in the Kent, and Lord Auguſtus,

Fitzroy, in the Orford, and after a ſharp

Fight for 6 Hours, in which the Kent and

G Lenox ſuffered, and Capt. Darell loſt his

hand, ſhe ſtruck, and is brought into

Portſmouth. There run-ing a rough Sea,

our Ships could not fire their lºwer Tier,

whereas the Spaniard being taller fired all

his Guns, half of them very large. The

Accounts vary much therefore we omit

now farther Particulars. 2. A Privateer

run aground at Cuba, and her Prize reta

ken by the Greenwich. 3.-4. A Spaniſh

Privateer with 15o rands carried into Port

Mahon, and another ſunk, with all her

Men, by the Ipſwich, Capt. Martín, 5.6.

Two Tranſports with Soldiers, from Ma

jºrca brought in by another of Admiral

B

lº

-

D

F

H

The following Gentlemen were ch ſen Haddock's Ships.
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miral Pernon ſailed from jamaica, the

fºcond Week in February laſt, in order to

attack Cartagena, we believe the Plan of

this Place will be no leſs acceptable to

our Readers than thoſe before given.

Beſides the 6 Ships mentioned in our laſt

(p. 146.) the Admiral has under his Com
mand. -

Ships Names Commanders Guns

Windſor, Berkeley, 3o

Greenwich, Windham, 5o

Fälmouth, Douglaſs, 5o

Torrington, Knight, 4o.

Angleſea, Reddiſh, .. 4o

Diamond, Knowles, 4o

Sheerneſs, ... Stapleton 2O

Blandford, Burriſh, , , . . 20

Shoreham, Boſcawen, 20

Two Spaniſh Prizes, 20 Guns each, two

Fireſhips, and two Bomb-Veſſels ; in all

so Guns, and 4990 Men. It's probable

# may not think it prudent to take all ,

this Force with him; but as Cartagena is

better provided for an Attack now, than

it was againſt De Ponti, 'tis feared he will

want Land Forces. The Forts raiſed

ſince 1697, may be ſeen in the next page.

The City of Carthagena lies in the

Lat. of io9 26' 35" N. and Long. W. ,

of Lond, 75° 21' is". It was begun to

a built Anno 1532, and about 8 Tears

after it was finiſhed, it

ed in Wealth, ſately Edifices, and In

habitants, of which there is about 90oo,

as it was fºund to be extremely conve

nient for the Spaniſh Fleets. In the

7tar is 3; Sir Francis Drake, with a

ſmall Force plundered the City, and be:

fore it was perfºily recovered, a diſ

gafted Spaniard with, five Privateers.

burnt the Town and ſeized a great Trca

fire. It ſºon renewed itſelf both in

Riches and Magnificence, but in the

Tear 1697, was taken by Monſ. De Pointi,

with 2 iſ large and ſmallships,and upwards

of sooo Men.

He came before Cartagena the 13th of

April, and after making himſelf Maſter of

the Förts of Bocha Chica, St Cruz, and

St Lazare, and the Suburbs of the City, it

ſurrendered the 1ſt of May.

He loft in ſeveral Attacks and Engage

ments about 2co Men, and among them

ſome brave Officers; and while he remain

ed there, which was all the Month of May,

about 600 of his Men died of Sickneſs, and

great Numbers of his Seamen before he got

Hºme. The Baity amounted to 8 Millions

of Livres in Silver, and one Million of

jewels. -

Explanation to the P L A N.

- A Fºrt St Joſexh on a little Iſland not

mention'd by Admiral Ponti.

eatly increaſ.

As we have had Intimation, that Ad- B Fºrt of Bogachica, with49 Gans, which

defend; the Entrance ; the Lake ºr

arbour.

* c fº Mortars Battering Bocachica.

D St Phillip 2 two Fort; erešed ſince the

E St Jago. French Deſcent.

F º: French incamp'd againſt Bocachica

ºrf.

G.4 Galliot Bombarding Bocachica,

H Ships Anthoring before Bocachica tº
Cannonade it. " I Fort Monzanilla.

K. Fºrt St Lazare, on aſ: little Hill,

taken in two Days by the French.

. L The French Camp extending from Fºrt

St Lazare to St. Lazare Chapel.

M. Xemany, or Hiemani, the Suburb:

which is fortify'd andſurroundaiºi,
Waterſº deep when the Tide it

up. The French found a Bridgetoward;

the Land, and a narrow Cauſeway

joined the Suburbs to the City.

N Spaniſh Veſſels burnt.

O. St Philipe de Baraxas. A ſtrong Fºrt

raiſed ſince the French took the Plate.

P. Q.R. S. The French Ships and Bºmb

Galliot, firing againſt the City,
T Boats carrying the French Troops to

their ſecond landing on the #.
ſide of the Lake, to take Poſſin ºf

the Church Notre Dame de la Poupe;

which was quitted to them.

The firſt Place m'here the French at.

tempted to land their Buccaneers: Fºr

De Ponti obſerving that Cartagen; ſº

the Side towards the Sea was inclºſed

only with Paliſadoes and a ruinº

%i. thought to meet with nº gº

Obſtrućion, but having ſent the Bº:

caneers to land at one Place, they ";"

fruffrated, and going himſelf jºrth,

aloºn in a Canoe, it was, twite".
filled with the Waves breaking on the

ºch were even with theºrſ"

ofthewater, and afterward, r*.* |4
Rock; ſo that he found thiſ tho' thiſ

City its cloſe to the Sea, Nº. º,

ſufficiently provided fºr fº Pſº
the great Piolence," the Surges wº

revents any landing.

W Porto Periqueto. - -

X Coco}} Y. Eſtero.

7, Zienaga#: a Herera.

b Pueblo de Baxira.

... pi. Cavajos, or Hºrſº,#.
d. Beiena Viſta. e El Mamo h Alivia,

AlbornoS. & Zeuailos. 1 Chamb”

* Boſques. I/7 | Quinta.

m Chirpe I//e. .

7? 0+. de losJeſ. §

A, th’s Point if - be

%. the 5th Fort whiº thé

i.sſp. can emº"
Tömm. -

porto ſcaº".
Crºix or St
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From the London Gazzº re. April 29.

H IS Majeſty came this Day to the Houſe

- of Peers, and being in his royal Robes,

ſeated on the Throne, and the commons ſent

for, his Majeſty was pleaſed to give the Royal

Aſſent to an Aći for probibiting Commerce with

Spain-i-Act for granting his # 1,200, ool

out ºf the Sinking Fund---A&# for the encouragin

ºf the Importation ºf Naval stores and the%. e

Fiſhery---4: for amending and enfºrcing the

Laws againſ ſagabonds-- And fºr preventing

the Increaſe ºf Horſe-Races ; and ſeveral others.

which we ſhall mention in our next. After

which his Majeſty was pleaſed to make the fol

lowing moſt gracious Speech.

My Lords and Gentlemen,

TH: Zeal which you have ſhewn for the

ſ Support and Proſecution of the juſt and ne

ceſſary War in which I am engaged, is a freſh

Proof of your Concern for the Honour and In

tereſt of my Crown and Kingdoms. As this

great and national Undertaking is the principal

Objećt of Our Attention and Expectations, ſo

the Juſtice of our Cauſe; and the Šucceſs which

hath hitherto attended My Arms, give Us the

moſt reaſonable Hopes, that, by the Continu

ance of the Divine Afliſtance, We may ſee a hap

ºpy Iſſue of it.

Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons,

! I thank you for the effectual Supplies which

you have granted me for the Service ofthe cur

rent Year. The beſt Return I can make, is to

aſſure you, that they ſhall be duly employ'd to

the Purpoſes for which they were given.

... My Lords andGentlemen,

... I#: formerly recommended to you Union

i amongſt yourſelves, as being highly conducive

to the carrying on this greatWork with Honour

and Advantage, and to the more ſpeedy obtaining

of all poſſible Juſtice and Satisfaction from the

Crown of Spain, for the many grievous Injuries

fuffer'd by My Subjećts, and effectual Security

for the Freedom of Our Commerce and Naviga.

tion for the future... I do now earneſtly exhort

you to promote and extend that Union in your

reſpective Countries. Let the Support of the

common Cauſe of the Nation prevail, to attain

this defirable End. Our Enemies muſt already

have been made ſenſible, in ſome Degree, of the

Weight of our juſt Reſentment: They ſee My

Kingdoms in ſuch a Poſture of Defence, as muſt

render all Attempts from them, without En

couragement from amongſt Ourſelves, vain and

deſperate. They ſee the Trade and Navigation

of My Subjećts protećted, as far as the Nature

and Circumſtances of a Maritime War will poſ.

fibly admit ; and, at the ſame time, the moſt

valuable Branches of the Spaniſh Commerce

greatly interrupted, and ſubjećted to many Diffi

culties and Loſſes. From theſe happy Effects

of My early Endeavours, and your ready Con

currence at the firſt Entrance into the War, I

sannot but hope, that the Preparations which I

am now making, for carrying it on in the moſt

prºper Places, and in the moſt vigorous and ef.

feetual Manner, will be bleſs'd with Succeſs,

equal to our juſt Expectations.

Then the Parliament was prorogued to Tueſ.

* the 3d Day of jure next. ---

4 List of the Spaniſh Ships in Europe,

At Cap Iz. , Guns

Royal Capitaine I 14

Iſabella 8o( Never at Sea, not

St. Lewis 6o can be fitted in

Pidgeon 54 ( ſome Months,

St. Francis 46

At CAD 1z, whder the Command of Vice Ad.

• miral TIN T a bo.
y . Guns Men,

St. Pedro 64 5oo

Royal Family 66 500

St. Ferdinando 64 Geo || Moſt of

La Fort 6, 450 theſe aſ:

Andaluſia 64 $oo; gºne with

La Fin 64 $oo; Aiminal

Greyhound 44 3oo Clavijº,

Greek 24 125

Two Advice Boats 18 icoj

At CAD 1z, under the Command of Vice Admiral

CL av 1 Jo, deſigned as Convoy to the Fhia

intended fºr New Spain; but the Ships are

now unloaded, and are to be man'd for Service

againſt the Engliſh.

- Guns Men

St. Anthony 64 500 & Beſides 4 Bomb

New Spain 6o 5oo : ketches, which

carry 4 Mortars and Io Guns each.

A Coru N N A and Ferror, lately command.

ed by Don Prosp Ero PAR do, man'd did

flor'd, and intended to join theSquadron at Cadiz.

Guns Men hi

Prince + 74 6ool “Afine Shiº

Princeſs * 74 6oo taken by Lord

Galicia 7o 6oo **:
St. Charles 64 5oo # Rºy, , i.

El Leon 7a 6oo - offordincºm.
Iºſperanza f 6o 450 pany with the

Caſtilles + 6, 4:0} Lenox & Kºt,
St. Phili 84 7ooQueen P §: 6oo ( In;"

St. Anne 8o 6oo ( quite man”

St. James 7o 6oo ſile

+ The Prince, Caſtilles, and Eſpºº.;
from Ferrol with the Princeſ, and aº"#:
24 Guns carrying 12 Poundeº, and 360

- -- 4

two snows of 16 Guns for Cadiº and the#.

nab, alſo with Orders to intº *...*

Fleet, which was convoyinghº.

the Sea-Horſe Man of War;, *::: Auguſºu,

ment having Intelligence of jº ºgto

Fitzroy was ſent away atº,ºw.
Portſmouth to ſail with 5 M* command”

a in the Mediterranea”At Cartagen

* by Count Dr " " ... gºssil
America 6o 5oo Theſei. iſi

Hercules 66 500 ... y

Conſtant º: . º:njit cº"

Aurora 23 , , 2Oo

- - o out.
Liga 28 20 under Don

At car r a GEN A inAºi..., w"
Blaſ, 4 large Men of War, 4

the Gaffeon; uploaded.

i
iſ

º

t
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Deaths, Promotions ; A PRI L, 1740.

- WEDNESDAY 30,

Newpºrt in New England. Capt. Hall

in a Slöop of 39 Tons and 29 Men, with

a Letter of Marque, Sailed hence for

Hiſpaniola to make a Deſcent on a ſmall
Town called Port of Plate where arriving

he anchored under the Fort, and pretend

ed to be a Carracca Trader, deſigning to

land that Night and ſurpriſe the Town,

but was prevented by the Inhabitants

keeping a good Watch...The Governor

being Sick deſir’d Capt. Hall to ſend his

smºon to bleed him, to which he a- B

greed; the next Morning while the Doc:

tor, Quartetmaſter, and Lingniſt waited

on the Governor, 7 of the Sloop's Men

ſurpriſed the Fort, and diſmounted the

Cannon; then joining their Comerades,

andmaking 19 in Numberboldly march'd

to the Town, and notwithſtanding the

Spaniards were alarm'd and fir’d on them C

ill advanced, the other.# and

entered the Town, and plunder'd it of

all that was valuable, which amounted to

about 1ool, a Head. They loſt but one

Man in the Engagement and killed 3 and

wounded one of the Spaniard; in 3 Fort.

Charles Town, in Carolina, Feb. 12.

General Oglethorpe has taken the Spaniſh D

Forts of Picolah and St Francis de la Pa."

dia, the firſt he burnt to the Ground,

and impriſoned I Spaniards and one Ne

gro who remained in the latter Garriſon.

-The Council and Aſſembly of this Pro

vince have granted 12o.ooo Currancy for

raiſing a Troop of Horſe and 4oo Pio

neers, to aſſiſt the General in his intend- E.

ed Enterprize againſt St Auguſtine.

A List of Births fºr the rear 1740.

March 31. Thutcheſs of Marlborough deliver'd

- of a Son.

April 3. Wife of jobn Norris, Eſq; eldeſt

Son of the Vice-Admiral—of a Son and Heir.

12. Lady of Hon. Thomas King, Brother to

Lord King—of a Son. -

16. Lady of Ld Bruce—of a Daughter. .

18. Lady of Sir Brian Broughton, Bart.—

*f a Son - . º

23. Lady of the Marquis of Bowmont, Son

to the Duke of Roxbnrgh—of a Son. He is

ſtiled Lord Kerr, -

24. Lady of the Bp. of Ely---of a Daughter,

Lady of Sir Robt. Long, Bart.---ofa Daughter.

-

º

A L1st ºf Maxx i ages fºr the Year 1740.

March 29. Homas Foley, Eſq; Son of Thº

| mas Foley, Eſq; Member for

Herefºrd, marry'd to one of the Daughters and

Coheireſſes of the late Ld Lanſdown, # 6cool."

April 3. Sam, *::::: of Hotbfield, Kent, Eſq;

--to the only Daughter of William Wright

of Lewes, Suffix, Eſq; * ..."

8. Mr Affel, Son to an eminent Ruſſia Mer

chant—6 Miſs Bagnall, of Hatton-Garden,

with 10,000 l.

2O3

Io. Everard Sayer. Eſq; of Doãors Commons

—to Widow Marriott, with 5oool.

21. Mr Comyns, Maſter of the King's Arms,

Lombard ſtreet to Miſs Rogers, with 50ool.

25. Samuel Wentworth, Eſq;--to the Re

lićt of Charles Parker, of Chelmsford, Eſſex, Eſq;

A L1st of DE AT Hs for the Year 1740.

March 23. ARL of Kincardine, in Scotland,

- E ſucceeded by his Son Ld. Bruce.

26. Mr.james Gracme, Advocate in Scotland,

aged 8 he was Sollic. Gen. to K. james VII.

27. Tho Packenham, Eſq; at Audley End, Eſſex.

... Gildart, Eſq; Receiver General of the

Taxes for Lancaſter, and eldeſt Son to the Mem

ber for Liverpool. - - -

23. Sir William Culpepper, Bart. Uncle to

the Duke of Roxburgh. -

jobn Ogle, Eſq; Juſtice of Peace in Northum

berland, and Judge of the Court ofAdmiralty in

Newcaſtle. His Eſtate comes to his only Son

and Heir Sir Chaloner Ogle, Rear Admiral. s.

29. Lady Foreſter, Daughter of the late Earl

of Salisbury. -

30. Pergrine Herbert, of Oxfºrd, Eſq;

31. Sir jobn jacob, Bart. ſucceeded by his

Nephew, now Sir Hildebrand jacob, Bart. -

April 1. Mr.Erneſ?, Firſt Page of the Back

ſtairs to the Prince of Wales.

3. Lady Marº Mother to the Hon.

Mr Carylof Lady-Halt, Suffºx. She was Dter

to the Earl of Seafºrth, by a Siſter to the pre

ſent Duke of Powis.

jobn Dangerfield, Eſq; at º: -

Huſey, Eſq; of Marnhill, Dorſetſhire.

Tbojenkinſon, Eſq; Juſtice for Cambridgſhire."

The Counteſs of Warrington. -

5. Claude Fonnereau, Hamberough Merchant.:

He left to his eldeſt Son, Thomas Fonnereau of

Chriſtchurch, Ipſwich, Eſq; 40,000 l. to his

ſecond Son, the Reverend Mr Claude Fonnereau,

25eool, to his three Sons, Abel, Philip, andPeter,

each 20,000l. and to his four Daughters 10,000l.

each ; befides a Jointure of 400l, per Ann, and a

Legacy to his Wife.

john Tarver, Eſq; Juſtice for Middleſex, and

a Remembrancer of the Exchequer in Scotland.

6. Robert Barber, Eſq; of Aſhcombe, Wilts.

Reginald Morgan Bray, of Laternam, Mon

mouthſhire. -

Dr Howard, Biſhop of Elphin in Ireland.

7. Henry Cowper, of the Band of Gentlemen

Penfioners. - -

8. William Goldwin, Eſq; at Hornden, Eſſex.

9. john Fºſter, Eſq; of Shropſhire.

Relićt of Sir Geor e Saunders, late Commiſ.

fioner of the Navy.

Mr Davis, who lately kept Harry's Coffee

houſe, Fleetſtreet, aged 110. He retain’d all:

Senſes to his Death, and could read the ſmalleſt

Print without Spectacles.

12. Mr Hubert, a French Gentleman, and at

great Dealer in Pićtures, curious Stones, &c.

(ſuddenly) He made particular Enquiry after:

e Manner ofthe Earl of Scarborough's Éxit.

Thomas Wylde, Eſq; a Commiſſioner of Ex

ciſe, and formerly Member for Worceſter.

I4. Thomas Blagrave, Eſq; Juſtice of Peace

for Berkſhire. -

Lady Katherine jones, a Maiden, Daugh
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Paymaſter General of the Forces to King

ãºm 11. She dy'd worth zooroool. She

left 4ool, to the Charity Gir's Schºol at Chelſea,'

Sº to a Charity School in Ireland, and ſeveraí A

Charities to neceſſitous Families at Chelſea.

#6. Gººſes Downing, Eſq; 'Comptroller of

theºſtoliº in Lºndºn, vaſtly rich, ièaving only

one Son, Zaº Garrard Downing, Eſq;

jani, Çurch, Eſ; Corinºcomºtil-Man
of Breid-ſtreet Ward.

Brig. Gough, of the ſecond Troop ofGuards. -

#7. Mrs Mardaunt, Mother to Col Mordaunt

and Mrs Pºyntz, . . . .

29. Sir Francis Child, Member for Middleſex

ment Banker, vaſtly rich. . .

*23. Mr james Smi

he was natural Son to late Secretary Craggs.

*Mr jakº Harris, clerk of the Weſtern,

Roads in the Pºſt-Office. -

“25. Lady Colºbatch, in 1%rk-Buildings.

*6. Dr Francis Hare, Biſhºp orchiffer, and C
Bean of St. Paul's,

Counteſs of Dyſart, Mother to the preſent E.

A List of PR om or 10 Ns fºr the rear 1740.

# ORD Sidney Beautlerk appointed Vice

Chamberlain of the King's Houſhold, in
room of ºf . , ºr 2

* Lord Harvey—Keeper of the Privy Seal,

in room of the Earl of Godolphin, who reſign'd.

Wºm Herbert, Eſq; Member for Wilton

Groom ofthe Bed-chamber. . . . . . . * .

..Mr Frowd—a Gentlemán, Penfioner, in

røOnly:MrCowper, dec, ; ful -

Ambroſe Stanyford, Eſq;-Conſul atAlgiers in
foomº#: #. dec tak -

oniº Barriſ, Eſq; one of the Chief clerks:

in the Trade and Plantation Office—Secretary

and Conſul at Petersburgh, in rocm of Claudius

Rondeau, Eſq; dec.º * -

Sir Hampbry Howarth, Member for Radnor

fire-Commiſſioner of Exciſe, in room of The

Wylde, Eſq; dec. - - . . . .

George Speke, Eſq; a near Relation to the

Member for:ſells—Comptroller of Exciſe, with

a Salary of 7ool and 142%l for his Clerks,

- Hon. Mr john St join, 2d Son to the Viſc.

—Comptroller of the Cuſtoms in London by

a Reverſionary Grant, in room of Cha. Down

ing, Eſq.; deceas'd ' … . . . . -

º . . . . . -

Lord Chief Juſtice Reynolds of the Common

G
Pleasin,Ireland—a Baron of the Exchequer,
in room of . , , tº ; , , , , , , : " ."

Baron Parker—Juſtice of the Common Pleas,

in room of Judge Denton, decº ºf

Honjohn Talbot, Eſq; Member ſor Brecom,

made Juſtice of the Grand Seſſions for Chefter,

*º Flint, and Denbigh Shires.

Richard Hoare, Eſq; choſe Alderman of Far

ringdon Without - - - -

- Peter Lö King-out-Ranger ofWindſor Fo- H

reſt, in room of his Brother, dec

John Earl of Hyndford---High Commiſſioner

to the Gen. Affémibly of the Church of Scotland.

Horatio Mann, iſ; Reſident at the

Court of 7uſcany. ... " . -

Jºhn Cafºnter, Eſq;-Surveyor and Comp

- - * - y

Alderman of Farringdºn without, and an emiº

th, Lieut in the Navy;

F Cºptharcºurt Moffers

-- • *-* .”

ter and Heireſs of the late Earl ofº;
troller of the Cuſtoms in South Carºlina and B.

i!-- bama Iſlands, in room of MrHiggin on, dec,”

7%ua Pocock, Eſq; -Store-keeper of
King's Stores forjºia, &c. r k

Earl of Hºpton—Governor to the Bank ºf

Stotland, in room of the E ofMarchmont, det,

: Dr Rºves elected a Phyſician of St Tinº,

Hºſpitºl, in room of Dr Wilmºt, whor:find
Mr#º of the Back-ſtairs to the

Princeſſes Mary and Louiſa, in room ofmiſſ.

*º, * . t ‘. . . .

Revd Mr Dixon, Fellow of Queen's College,

Cambridge, choſe Maſter of§.
School at Rocheffer, in room of Mr Colſon, who

B reſign'd

*::: *, *ā; Memberſ, Miº
Chancellor to th. Fic. of Wales, inº

Judge Denton, dec - t

Mr Bernard—Page of the Back-flaisto the

Prince, in room of Mr Erneſt, decº

MI L I TA R Y PR EF ER ments.

APT. Luſhington appointed Capt of the

V. A. Rye Galley, the#j. º

Captºwnſhend, of the Berwick.ca afts
Sbrewsbury, of 70 Guns

... jºhn Savy, Eſq; who had been ſome Yan

in the Spaniſh Service, and in November 1715,

ſurrender'd himſelf Priſoner to Ld Tyrawly at

Liſbon, whence he was brought and detain's
'Dastate Priſoner—Capt Lieut of one of the 3

* Reg to be raiſed in America --

john Tinker, Eſq;-Governor of the Baba

ma. Iſlands, in room of Richard Fitz-Williamſ,

Eſq; and alſo Capt of the Indepe, dent Company
in the Iſland of Providence, tº

- Ld. Geo Graham–Governor ofNewfºund.

land, in room of Capt Medley
E "Sir john Norris—Commander in Chief ºf

the#: of War for the Security of the Coaſt.

His Royal Highneſs the Duke of Camberland
—Col of the§. º: of Guards, in

room of the late E of Scarborough , , , , ,

* ë. Griffin, Commander of the Priº

Carolina—Capt f º:º‘.º:§:
S ---of-t incbelſea, or 40"Capt Savage e o th: Fºx, a 20

Gun Ship. . ~ * *

Capt. Rentone–Capt of the Experim”, “.
new zo Gun Shi - “...n M. t;§–Gov. º,ckſ a colº,

in room ofLieut Gen Eva", §§, ºctºr....,1nfººt Bateman of th:Welch*

Brigadier in the 1ſt Troop ofHorſ. Gu -

Eccl. Es Ast 1 c a 1. Pa*.
." f : --. - * 22, r, made a

Rev Dr Maurice, Dean of **ś"; dec,

pjºr nºm;Mº; *

-Hon Mr#ay...;ing's Chaplai. . f Maltan.

Mſ. Kºº, chaplain tº th;i.
—Rečtor of Bodington, *:::::: Zin

TM, ºniº-Rector of Gaw. -

colnſhire, 300% . .

. N E w MEM B E R 5.
a hurtſ,

co, Pawlat-Mº...,º:ºHairs, in room of 79% Him. fºom.

ºf Mr Talbot, rec oſe for ...

–
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Petersburgh. T HE Fortifications and

** - - Town of Aſaph are ſo

demoliſhed, that there remain no Traces

* * * * . . . . . º " -

. . . 2 : " ... -- "

HISTOR 1. . . 2O5

846cco Pieces of Eight regiſter’d, beſides

vigonia wool and Leather.— The

Forces tranſported from Barcelºna to Mº

of that famous Fortreſs, which has moreAº. amount to near 12ooo-Men, with 8o

than once been the Occaſion of a War

betwixt the Turks and Ruffians.– A

Courier from Derbent adviſes that Kouli.

Kan entered Iſpahan in Triumph , the

28th of November laſt, and that the Pro

ceſſion laſted nine Hours. The Hiffor) of

this famous Cºnqueror is in the Preſ, and

is expelied to be publiſhed next Month.—

Capt. Spanberg. [See: p. 95.] has wrote
the following Particulais of his Diſcovery

to his Acquaintance “I ſpent all laſt A*

‘guſt in cruizing in the Sea of Great Tºr

“iary. Among the Iſlands I there diſco

‘vered there were ſeveral inhabited only

‘by Wild Beaſts. I caſt Anchor at an Iſland

‘which I thought the moſt conſiderable,

Cannon, moſt Battering Pieces, beſides

Mortars, and a great quantity of Ammuni;

tion. — The Squadron that, ſailed

from Cadiz is to be reinforced by the

Ships which had been equipp'd in the

Port of Ferrol in Galacia, which were

heretofore reported to have been deſign'd

B for an Expedition upon Ireland, that was

to have been commanded by the Duke

of Ormond. Theſe two Squadrons will

conſiſt of twenty well-cquipp'd Ships,

which are full of Soldiers and Sailors,

and have on board a great Quantity of

Arms. The Court received great Plea

ſure upon hearing that its Men of War;

which were entirely uſeleſs in Europe had

* where we landed, and and met ſome of found means of ſtealing away to the Suc

‘the Inhabitants, who both in Shape and

* Dreſs reſembled Savages, and fled into

‘the Woods as ſoon as they ſaw us, ma

* king a hideous Noiſe when they ſaw

‘ they were purſued. The Inhabitants of

: ſome of the Neighbouring Iſlands Ifound
‘more ſociable." The Soil appears every

‘way exceeding fruitful. The Curious will

‘ be pleaſed with the Journal I ſhall give of

“my Diſcoveries, º, at the ſame time will

: ſhºw the Advantages which the Ruſſians

* will reap by Trade to China and japan.

. Naples, April 5. Such ſtrong Repre

ntations have been made to the Mini

flry againſt the Advantages granted to

the Jews, that the Execution of the king's

Decree in favour of that People is ſuſ.

pended, which has given uncommon

Joy to the Populace. Some of this Reli

gion, who were come to ſettle here, per

ceiving haw much the Inhabitants were

exaſperated againſt thens, are returned

whence they came. ... -

Madrid. The late Duke of Ormond

arrived here the 23d of March; the 26th

he went to the Pardo, and was received

by the King and Queen in a diſtinguiſhed

Manner. He afterwards dined with the

Marquis de Pºllarias ; ſince which he has

been viſited by the Éarl Mareſchall, and

moſt of the General Officers and Perſons

of Diſtinétion, and has conferred with

. the Duke de Montemar. A Body of

Troops are embark'd on the 12 Men of

War at Cadiz, which ſailed from thence

March 30, under the Command of Count
Clavijo for the Weft Indies. On the

11th N.S. arrived at Cadiz, convoy’d by

*Man of War, a Regiſter Ship from the

Havanna with3 Millions of Pieces of Eight.

59 and 6o Guns arrived at St. Andero with

On the 15th two Men of War, of

cour of its American Dominions, moſt of

the important Places whereof, ſuch as

Cartagena, Rio de la Hacha, La Pérá

Cruz, and the Havana, were threaten’d

by the Engliſh, who, his Catholick Ma

Djeſty doubts not, will by this Means be

defeated in their Deſigns, and inſtead of

.# able to do whatever they might

think proper in the Gulph of Mexico, will

have enough to do to ſecure their own

Fleets and Settlements, it being aſſured

that the Spaniſh Admiral Puilado is with

E all Expedition to repair to jamaica, in

order to engage the Negroes of that

Iſland in a new Inſurrečtion. - -

- Paris. On the 31ſt laſt the Earl of

Waldegrave gave a fine Entertainment

on Occaſion of the Taking of Porto Bello,

at which were ſeveral Engliſh, German,

Swediſh, Daniſh, and Fift Lords. The

F Ambaſſador of Malta has by Letter to

$ King denied that the Ships of Malta had

taken ſeveral Engliſh Veſſels; declaring

that ſuch Reports were raiſed by People

ignorant of the Rules of their Order,

which, at the ſame Time that they ob:

lige them to make continual War againſt

c; the Enemies of Chriſtianity, impoſe upon
them an abſolute Neceſſity of keeping an

exact Neutrality in the Wars between

Chriſtian Princes.– The Earl of

Waldegrave lately declared to his Emi

nence Cardinal Fleury, that his Britannic

Majeſty was ſurprized to hear that Fancé

was arming in all her Ports, which did

H not ſeem conſiſtent with the Neutrality

ſhe had promiſed. The Cardinal an

{wered thus: “'Sir, there is Difference

between Arming and declaring War. His

moſt Chriſtian Majeſty, 'tis true,” has

given his Word to continue neuter, but

as unforeſeen Accidents may happens

Ptudence

7
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º

º

venues of that Province inacceſſible byPrudence dire&ts him to be ready at all

Events.” His Eminence lately told the

Dutch Ambaſſador, with a Smile, that

now his Maſters, the States, would be

perfeótly eaſy, for that a Body of Impe

rialiſts were on their Return to the Ne

therlands. The Ambaſſador anſwered,

“That his Maſters had entire Confidence

in his Eminence's Promiſe, and that they

continued fully ſatisfied that they ſhould

have nothing to diſquiet them on the

Part of France, ſo long as it ſhould pleaſe

God to ſpare, his valuable Life.” The B Corn to be ſet. here and in ſeveral

Cardina; having thank’d their High

Mightineſſes for the Honour they did him

by taking his Word, added, with his

uſual Openneſs and Sincerity, ‘That, for

his own Part, he thought the King his

Maſter had enough of Territory, and that

all that remained to be done by him and

his Succeſſors in the Miniſtry was, only

to maintain and improve that Territory;

and this he judged might be done without

iving any juſt Offence to peaceable

§ bours.” . . . . ." - -

Tetuan in Barbary. . The Civil Wars

which haveraged in thisCountry between

-

the Competitors, for the Crown of Mø. D Extraff of 4. Letter from the Hague, daltſ #

rocco, ever ſince the Death of Muley Iſ.

mael, which is 13 Years, are at length

ended, and Muley Abdallah, the Son of

the former, has been unanimouſly pro

claim'd King of Morocco and Fºz, both by

the Inhabitants, and the Army of the

Blacks. The chief Baſhaws of the

Country have been at Méquinez to recog

nize him, and at the ſame Time made

him great Preſents. . This new King diſ.

covers a vaſt Regard for the Europeans,

and deſires to ſee Trade flouriſh in his

Dominions, of which he gave an un

doubted Proof, when paſſing with his

Army befºre St Croix, the Inhabitants F. lows their Example.— We hear from 1 \

whereof did not pay him due Honours,

he diſcover'd no Reſentment, left Trade

ſhould ſuffer by it: Muley Moffardi and

Muley Ariba, two more Brothers, and

two Santons, who had diſputed, the

Crown, are entirely quell’d, and gone

nobody knows whither. -

Conſtantinºple. . . The Grand Signior is G

very much diſturb’d at the Troubles that

have happened at Cairo in Egypt, it be

ing apprehended that they have been ſo

mented by Perſons who have maintained

a ſecret Underſtanding with Kouli-Kan,

and that a general Revolution will happen

in a Country, whoſe Inhabitants are foun

eaſy under the Ottoman Government."

ºemma, The Mutiny of the Peaſants

in Styria becomes every Day a more ſé.

rious Affair than was apprehehend. Theſe

Peºple have choſe themſelves Leaders,

and are endeavouring to render the A.

felling Trees, and cutting Trenches. A

Regiment of Cuiraſſiers, another of Dra.

goons, with a Battalion of Foot, art

marching againſt them.

Hanover, April 19, N. S. The King

of Great Britain, our Ele&tor, commiſe.

rating the melancholy Circumſtances to

which the Inhabitants of this Electorate

are reduced by the Severity of the Win.

ter, has eas'd them from ſeveral Preſ

ſures, and has ordered the Granaries ºf

other Towns, where any Perſons, that

have Money or Credit, are admitted tº

be Purchaſers at a moderate Price ; and

to thoſe à.º:...; a:

uantity is diſtributed gratis, in Propºr

§. to their Neceſſity.&: King's Do"

mains having alſo ſuffered confiderably by || ||

the bad Weather, his Majeſty has granted i.

to thoſe that manage them a conſiderable ||

Abate of their annual Payment, and has || ||

moreover rais'd the Pay of his Horſe and ||

Dragoons, that they may the bettermain tº

tain themſelves and their Cattle. t

!

April 25, N. S. .. º:

Y the Regulation lately concluded be (,

D tween the Republick of Genoa and I in

the Court of Verſailles, we are aſſured lº

'tis ſtipulated, that France ſhall withdraw. I
a Part of her Troops from the Iſland of . .

Corſica, and leave no more there ºn lº

what are abſolutely neceſſary.— Th:

write from Vienna, that a Lottery islately l

ſet up there for the Benefit of the Pº

which confiſts of soooo Tickets, and " |

like to fill ſoon. The Imperial Family,

and the Duke of Lorrain, have 69% l "
Tickets in it; and the whole Court fol. I “

Madrid, that the King of Spain has ſº I

dered all Vagabºnds to be apprehendº

from 8 Years of Age to 48; thoſe undº. 1 .
15 to be employed on board his Men of M

War, and the reſt in the Land5.

and that in three Days there were no lº

than 12 or 1300 taken up at Madrid, Al 1 -

the Spaniſh Ófficers are 'ordered tohº

their Cºpanºs complear by the End ºf

this Month. As ſoon as the Court. I,

ceived the News of the Expedition oft| |.

Engliſh at Porto Bello, Orders were iſ

E. to Cadiz, to ſend away Adviº;

oats immediately for Carthagena "." |
Buenos Ayres, with new Inſtructions for ||

the Governors of thoſe two Towns, *

other Places in America, and anOº

§ºf the Commandants and othº

Officers of two of the Forts at Pºr”

Bello, of Gloria Caſtle in particular. Ex
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‘Extraff of a Letter from the Hague. .

- dated April 13 N.S. -

TH: Marquis de St. Gilles, the#.
: Ambaſſador has been indiſpoſed here

2 or 3 Days, ſo hard it is for a Spaniard,

tho' a Miniſter and Politician, to diſſemble,

or put on a chearful Countenance when

the Heart is ſad. His Excellency, whea

he talks of Affairs at his own Table, con-

tents himſelf with ſaying, that the preſent

War is a loſing one to England, tho’ ſhe

{hould demoliſh never ſo many Towns,

ſeeing ſhe has no Intention, or if ſhe had,

would not be ſuffered by the Powers in

Europe, to keep them! That Spain, by ta

king the Dutch and French Woollen Ma

nufaātures, which are cheaper than the

Engliſh, can ſubſiſt without England; but

England, as a trading Country, cannot

ſubſiſt without Spain: That ſhe may ran

ſack the whole Globe before ſhe will find.

ſo profitable a Friend and Ally; and that

therefore the Miniſtry and wiſe Heads in

England will not ſo far humour the Vulgar

(who in all Countries are fond of Fighting).

as to protract the War to any Length, or .

open? Wound ſo wide, as to render the

Cure of it extremely hazardous, if not

impoſſible: That the Engliſh little know

i the Temper of the Spaniards and of his

[her] Catholick Majeſty to pretend by ſoul

Means to drive them to that § fair and

ſmooth Means would much ſooner bring.

4 FFA I R S.

gliſh in making War on

ºf 207

about.- This Miniſter, exhauſts

all his Eloquence onº of the En

-- pain; this he en

deavours to demonſtrate in the following

Manner. TheEngliſh Trade to Spain,

is immenſely more large and profitable to

that Nation, than the Trade of one halfof

the European Nations; among many. In

ſtances produced, this is one: The Num

ber of Ships which have arrived at Cadiz

for theſe 12 Years paſt at a Medium (ex

cluſive of Spaniſh) amount to about 8oa.

yearly, whereof.360 were Britiſh, 16o.

French, 11o Dutch, 12 Swedes, &c.—

Item. of a Sum, ſuppoſe 5 Millions in Gold,

imported from the W. Indies to Spain, ac

cording to the regiſter'd Treaſure, one

earj another, the Proportion is only,

or the K. of Spain about 300,eool. For

the Church and Holy Land 256,oool. For

the Commerce 4,430,000 l. Of this laſt

Sum, the Share of the Engliſh and Dutch,

'tis believed, is equal to thatof all the other

Commercial Nations, without reckoning

the vaſt diſproportionable Share in Eme

ralds, and other rich Commodities, the

Produćt of the Catholick King'sAmerican

Dominions. The vaſt Superiority of the

Engliſh in Trade is moreover apparent

from the Number of Conſuls they keep in

Spain, which are Eight (the Putch having

but five) viz. at Madrid, Seville,Cadiz, Bars

celona, Malaga, Alicant, the Groyne, and
the Canaries. - -
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it is extreamly - - -

what manner you word that Part of B tisfy'd. Only I think it has of late
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PRoceed INGs and DERATEs in the Senate of LI LLIPUT.

Continuation of the Speech of the Nar-,

dac Secretary, from p 164.

twº HE noble Lord ex

# preſſed his Wiſhes

W that we ſhould leave

out that Part of the

Nº! to eur Heats and A

" nimoſities. MyLords,

indifferent to me, in

the Addreſs, orifyou inſertitat all. But

I beg leave to obſerve to your Lord

ſhips, that the Reaſons given by his

Lordſhip for leaving it out, are, in my

| ||

m’s Magazine.

1740.

of them will not ceaſe to make freſh.

Attempts, with a View of being.

able to embarraſs the Meaſures of

the Miniſtry more effečtually in the

A time of War, than they have been.

hitherto able to do in the time of

Peace. However, my Lords, if your

Lordſhips ſhall think fit to leave out.

the Words excepted againſt by the

noble Lord who ſpoke laſt, I am ſa

generally been the Pračtice for this

Houſe, in their Anſwer to a Speech.

from the Throne, to take notice of

everythingmentioned by theSovereign;

Opinion, very unſatisfactory. It is and if your Lordſhips ſhould on this

motorious, my Lords, that very great C Occaſion take no Notice of ſo materi

Heats and Animoſities have prevailed ala Part of his Majeſty's Speech, ſuch

in this Empire, and the very Mani- an Omiſſion might create very unfa

ftflo publiſhed by the Iberian Court, vourable Suſpicions and Conjećtures.

confeſſes that they form one Reaſon of I ſhall conclude with again declaring,

the preſent Rupture; nay, my Lords, that it is a Matter of great Indifference.

a great Part of that Pamphlet menti-ry to me in what manner you word that,

oned by the noble Lord, is no other.” Part, but I hope our Behaviour on this,

than an Echo of what has been ſo in

duſtriouſly propagated and repeated in

our Weekly Libels againſt the Admi

miſtration. After this, my Lords, can

we doubt that Amimoſities are ſtill ſub

fifling, or can we imagine that they B

who ſo violently oppoſed his Majeſty's

Meaſures before the Declaration of

War, have all at once laid afide their

Reſentment, and are reconciled to the

Miniſtry? My Lords, I ſhould hearti

ly wiſh that they were, but I am afraid F

the Caſe is otherwiſe, and that the

Declaration of War, inſtead of allay

ing, will but inflame and encreaſe

theſe Animoſities; that the Promoters

Occaſion will not confirm the Neceſſi

ty of adviſing us to abſtain from

Heats and Animoſities; I hope, my

Lords, while, we are debating about

them we ſhall not run into them, and

that this Addreſs will be carried una

nimouſly in whatever Form it ſhall ap

pear. -

Tºe Hurgo Toblat ſpoke next, and, a

mong other Things, /aid -

• My Lords,

I Believe it may be ſaid, to the Ho

nour of this: Nation, that fewer

Heats and Animoſities have ſubſiſted a

mongſt
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mongſt us than would have done a- Part of the Empire was diſcontented?

mong any People in Degula, had they Yet ſtill, my Lords, they kept their

had equal Provocations. We are, my Diſcontents within the Bounds of Du.

Lords, at leaſt we are called, a Free. . ty, ſtill they ſeem to have courted an

People, yet no People under a deſpo- A Opportunity of approving the Mea.

tic Government ever had more Rea- ſures of the Miniſtry; and no ſooner

ſon to complain ; they have every was this Declaration of War made,

Moon, for theſe 18 paſt, paid immenſe than all Diſcontents, all Animoſities,

Sums towards ſupporting the Honourof were laid aſide ; therefore, my Lords, I

his Majeſty and the Empire ; Sums, think it would bea Piece of Ingratitude

iny Lord, which might have carried (if I may ſo call it) to the People, ſhould

on a glorious and a ſucceſsful War ; B we infinuate to his Majeſty, that any

a War that might again have put us of them, from the higheſt to the low

in Poſſeſſion of the Balance of Power, eſt, now entertain any Heats or Ani

raiſed us above Inſults, and ſecured" moſities ; for which Reaſon I am for

our Intereſts beyond Violation. But, leaving out the Words.

my Lords, inſtead of that, the Sums - -

thus laviſhly granted by the Senate, . . The Hurgo Caſtroflet ſpoke next in

were as laviſhly expended in fruitleſs C Suffance as follows. .

Treaties and ſinglorious Negotiations. My I

Sometimes, indeed, we had an idle. x Loºps,
Parade for our Money, ſometimes an T is not without ſome Degree of

Expedition ; but if an Expedition, it Satisfaction that I have heard what

was always impolitickly entered into, has been ſaid by the noble Lords who

and as ill condaed. ' ' ' ' ' have ſpoke on this Occaſion. The

But, my Lords, leſt your Lordſhips. D noble Lord, who moved for theAmend

ſhould think that I ſpeak at Randon, ment, ſaid very rightly, that hº
I ſhall take the Liberty to lay before never, was a Time when fewer Heats

your Lordſhips a State of the Expences and Animoſities ſubſiſted. The nº
which, for theſe 18 Moons paſt, the Na- Nardac, on theother hand, is afraid that

tion has, Moon by Moon, been at : they are ſtill ſubſiſting. The noble

I ſhall likewiſe take Notice of the par- Lord who ſpoke laſt ſhewed very evi.

ticular Services for which this Money E dently, that there were too many ºn
has either been applied or granted, and toº great Reaſons for being diſatisfied

ſhall leave to your Lordſhips Judge- with the late Management, but that

ment what Effects it has had in vindi- all Animoſities were now aſleep,

cating the Honour, or aſſerting the In- Now, my Lords, I can by no

tereſt of the Nation." - º: there can be a greater:
". . . . . ; y - F that they are ſo, at leaſt in this Houſe

Here #5###".º;" (my Lords, we can anſwer only ſº

curacy and Diftingineſ, which is hered:- ourſelves) than this very Debate. To

tary to him, gave a Detail of the Parti- me, my Lords, the Queſtion appear;

cular; he propoſed ; but as the Sumſ j - - -

- • * - y to be, Who is beſt ſatisfied with
•rchº he mºtioned would** a very the Altera:on of Affairs, who ſhall be

odd*; ifſpecified in our ******, moſt forward in their Compliment

and as tºº, Names of º Places, and Congratulations to his Majeſty on

Cotºntries, Cºmmanders, &c. would be this Occaſion ? Does any Lord in the

*:::::::::::::::...º.º.Hºdoubt but #: Reader will pardºn us if any Lord been heard to complain that

“we omit them, and proceed to the Con- . his Share of the Expences in carr ing

º Hugº's Speech, which was ... t. great and: War |to,
gs fº* . . . . ... H great, or that it has not hitherto been

After this Review, my Lords, can it “wiſely and fucceſsfully condućted My

be any matter of ſurprize that a great. Lords, I dare ſay, tho’ there were juſt

- - Reaſon;
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Reaſons for Complaints of that kind,

every Lord here would think that he

owes ſo much to his Prince and his

Country, as to ſtifle any Reſentment

213

what is whiſper'd about, that this is

not the only Thing in which the Royal

Confidence has been abuſed, and that

they who thus abuſe it moſt audaciouſly

that may ariſe at preſent from ſuch A. plume themſelves in their Defiances,

Confiderations, and dutifully wait the

. Event.

Having ſaid thus much, my Lords,

I cannot but think, that the noble

Lord who ſpoke for the Amendment

and have found the Means of ſcreening

themſelves from the Reſentment of the

Public. Such an Enquiry, my Lords,

would be now more worthy of your

Lordſhips Chara&ter and Dignity than .

was a little too delicate, when he took B any Debate on the particular Terms

Notice of the Words of this Addreſs

only, and when he was ſo tender of

giving Occaſion to any Diviſions or

any Amimoſities, as to make no Mo

tion on what he had ſo juſtly obſerved.

My Lords, I would be ſo free as to

own to your Lordſhips, that it is a

very indifferent Matter to me in

what Manner you word this Addreſs.

The Thing, my Lords, that ſtrikes,

me, is the Speech from the Throne

itſelf. I was ſorry to hear ſuch a .

Speech deliver'd, but not ſurpriz'd to

of this Addreſs. Addreſſes of this

Kind have been of late no other than

the Echo of what is deliver'd from the

Throne, both are commonly drawn .

up at the ſame Time, and by the ſame

Hands; but, my Lords, I think that.

Miniſters, however they may impoſe

upon one another, ought to take care

how they impoſe upon a whole Na-,

tion, and, above all, how they make,

Sovereignty itſelf acceſſary to ſuch

Impoſitions.

The noble Nardac, who ſpoke for

hear ſuch an Addreſs moved for: To D the Reſolution, was at great Pains to

talk of Animoſities and Heats as ſub-7 vindicate the Miniſtry, as to the Share

fifting, now at a Time when Meaſures, they have had in the Condućt of the

have been enter'd into, which gratify War; and, what is more extraordi

the Wiſhes of every honeſt and every, nary, his Grace has vindicated them .

wiſe Man in the Empire, and which, even in their Negotiations ; nay, has

had they been ſooner taken, muſt have gone ſo far as to ſpeak in favour of

fifled many Heats and Animoſities, E that moſt infamous of all Negotia

which I am afraid have been of no tions, the Convention. My Lords, ,

Service to his Majeſty or the Govern- this is what I did not expect to have

ment!, ſuch an Advice given to his heard at this time of day, now, that

Majeſty, at this Juncture, can tend only we have enter'd into a War, which

to revive thoſe Heats, and to renew juſtifies in the ſtrongeſt Terms all the

thoſe Animóſities which his Majeſty's f Oppoſition that was made to the Con

late Declaration of War has pacified ‘ vention, and the Negotiations, that

and ſuppreſs'd. Therefore, my Lords, preceded it. If you had entered into .

it is not enough that your Lordſhips a War ſooner, ſaid his Grace, you

take no Notice of that Part of his muſt have done it under all the Diad

Majeſty's Speech, by leaving out the vantages that are poſſible to be ima

Words objećed to by the .#. Lord : , gined: No Ships ready, no Troops in

No, I am afraid, my Lords, the Con-G the Nation 1 My Lords, whoſe Fault

ſequence with regard to the Nation

will be the ſame, when they ſee that,

his Majeſty has Miniſters about him,

who dare ſo far impoſe upon him, as

tº ſelf him we have Heats and Animo

is it that there were no Ships ready,

no Troops in the Nation W.s it be

cauſe we had none or was it becauſe

the Senate refus’d to ſupply his Ma

jeſty with them : My Lords, the Faët

fities amongſt us. "I wiſh, my Lords, His otherwiſe, the Supplies were anſwer

it could be known who was ſo wicked able to the higheſt Wiſhes of the Mi

as to ſuggeſt ſuch a Thing to the Royal niſtry. And as the Storm was long
Perſon, and hope there is no Truth in gathering,º yay could not but

foreſce

f

I
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foreſee that it muſt at laſt burſt, not

withſtanding all the Addreſs they us'd

to divert it. We were told, every

Time the Mutiny Bill came into this

Houſe, that it was abſolutely neceſſary

Therefore, my Lords, they are afraid.

of being diſappointed again, they are

afraid of ſham Expeditions, and of

their lying long inactive, and of being

at laſt turned adrift and left to ſhift

to keep ourſelves in a Poſture of De-A for themſelves. . Make the Nation,

fence whatever happened ; that the

Situation of Affairs in Degulia would

not admit of any Redućtion of the

Troops or of the Navy. My Lords,

when the Senate gave Conſent to the

my Lords, once ſenſible that the Mini

ſtry is in earneſt; let the Direáion

of your Fleet be committed to Men

whom the Sailors have a good Opini.

on of, or rather, my Lords, let no

keeping up, ſuch a numerous Body of B body meddle with the Affairs of the

Troops, and ſo powerful a Navy, can

it be ſuppos'd that we imagin'd they

were to be of no manner of Uſe to

the Empire? Yet, my Lords, the no

ble Nardac's Excuſe for our not going

to War ſooner plainly implies ſuch a

Suppoſition.

Lords, loaded with ſuch immenſe

Taxes, and the Liberties of the People.

endangered by keeping up a Body of

34,000 Standing Forces in this Empire?

and when the Public Service requires

Is thé Publick, my C

the Navy, but they who underſtand 6

them, and are capable to manage,

them : you'll ſoon ſee, my Lords, that

we ſhall have more Sailors than we

can have Occaſion for.

The Condućt of the War, ſo far as

it has already been carried on, has

been very much extolled by the noble

Nardac. My Lords, I make no doubt

of the Abilities of our Admiral in the

Middle Sea, but the great Thing

which the Fleet under his Command

their being employ'd, are we to be D has done for protećting the Trade of

told we muſt have a little Patience, we

muſt, not enter into a War, becauſe,

forſooth, we have no Troops ? Has

this Nation a Fleet that is able to re

pel the united Force of all our Ene

mies, be who they will? And yet, E

when the Inſolence and Injuſtice of a

Power far inferior to us in Strength

call for the Chaſtiſement of this Fleet,

fhall we be told that we have no Ship,

that we muſt wait another Moon, and

in the mean time ſuffer all the Barba

rities which this inſolent Neighbour

can inflićt -

Money, ſaid the noble Nardac,

will not do every Thing; you ſee, ſaid

his Grace, how difficult it is to pro

cure Sailors, notwithſtanding all the

gainſt Iheria. My Lords, I do not

wonder that the Sailors are very back

ward in entering into his Majeſty's

Service ; tıey have been many times

diſappointed in their juſt Expectations

of being revenged upon her Inſolence

and Injuſtice. They ſee Affairs con

ducted in the ſame Channel, and ma

maged by the ſame Heads, who were

the Cauſe of theſe Diſappointments.

this Nation are by no means ſo clear,

We have heard, indeed of one conſ.

derable Ship being taken from the E

nemy, but we have heard alſo of ma.

ny valuable Ships belonging to this

Nation being ſeized by them. We

have heard of no Hoſtilities that have

been begun againſt any Part of theI

berian Dominions by that Admiral, we

don't hear of any of their Ships of War

being deſtroy'd or ſunk, nor of any

material Interruption they have mt

with in their Commerce. On the

contrary, my Lords, we have a great

deal of Reaſon for believing that

while Blºftſºn continues neutral, their

Commerce never will ſuffer, nor will

they ever feel the Inconveniencies

Alacrity and Reſentment they ſhew a- G which a War with this Empire muſt

otherwiſe lay them under. Blºftſu,

my Lords, in the mean time is raiſing

her Commerce upon the Ruins of ours;

ſhe is ſupplying Iberia with whatever

they ſtand in need of, ſhe is carrying

H on a valuable Trade even with Lili.

put itſelf, and I am afraid at the End

of this War we may find ourſelve;

ſtripped by this colluſive Neutrality of

many valuable Branches of commº.
G.
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The noble Nardac has taken great

| Pains to perſuade the Houſe to give an

; Inſtance of its Unanimity, tho' at the

* ſame Time he exhorts us to make

uſe of ſuch Expreſſions as muſt in

* form his Majelly that we are not

* unanimous. My Lords, for my own

s Part, I think that the beſt and ſtrong

i eſt Proof we can ſhew of our Unani

º mity upon this Occaſion, is by our Si

º, lence upon that Part of his Majeſty's

* Speech, to give him to under and * prov’d a good Stop-gap.

* that he has been impoſed upon ; that

h he has all along had the Hearts of the

* People upon this Occaſion. My Lords,

it. I ſay it again, I can't conceive who

was ſo wicked as to inform his Ma

for the Convention itſelf, it rather

proves it to be a very bad Bargain, ſince

we ſtruck it only with an Intention

to break it after we had gain’d a little

Time. My Lords, laſt Seſſion the

Convention was treated in a different

Manner, we then heard Attempts to

prove it a good and an advantageous

Meaſure in i ſelf for this Nation, tho’

now, it ſeems, all its Merits are, that

it has gain'd us a little Time, and

But, my

Lords, where had we been, if the

Terms of this Convention had been

fulfilled : I am apt to believe, the Ibe

rians would not have repented of their

Bargain, had they been ſo wiſe as to

ºf jeſty that any Animoſities ſubfifled a C have kept us to our Engagements.

iſ mong us. I am ſure I know of none,

tº I know of no Parties in the Nation

tº at preſent upon this Subjećt; I know

is of no Diviſion, unleſs you call it a

4 Diviſion where all the Nation is upon

ſº oneSide, and but one Man on the other.

tº . There is, my Lords, an Inſinua

Hi, tion in the Speech from the Throne,

ſº, which has been improv’d by the noble

tº Nardac, in ſuch a manner, as if the

# Diviſions and Animoſities of the Peo

igi ple upon the Subječt of the Conven

But Providence, that has ever been ſa

vourable to this Empire, gave us, on

this Occaſion, a remarkable Inſtance

of its Care, by the Iberians themſelves

declining to put in Execution this

Treaty. How happy, my Lords,

might the Miniſter have thought him

ſelf from this Incident, had he rightly

attended to the true Intereſts of the

Nation, or his Maſter's Honour, in thus

having an Opportunity of retrieving

the one, and vindicating the other.

H. tion had been the Occaſion of this E. But inſtead of that, we hear the juſt

# War. My Lords, if this be the Caſe,

tº theſe Diviſions were very beneficial,

ii, theſe Animoſities have happily pro

# duc’d much Good to this Country;

tº they have reſcued us from the Ex

# ecution of the moſt infamous Treaty

ſº that ever yet was made, a Treaty that

ºf muſt for ever have ruin'd the Trade

# and Navigation of this Empire; and

Hiſ yet, my Lords, this Treaty, diſhonou

iſ rable as it was, finds, it ſeems, ſtill ſome

tº Advocates. This is what I am not a

Complaints of the People upon that.

wretched Meaſure, treated as ſo many

Symptoms of Diſaffection in the Na

tion, which are the Reaſons of

what? Of our not being irrecoverably

ruin'd.—Of our now being at War.

Having ſaid this much, my Lords,

with regard to this Clauſe, I cannot

but rather congratulate his Majeſty

upon the viſible Alacrity and Unani

mity which appear both without and

within Doors upon this Occaſion; and

º, little ſurpriz'd at, it is what I leaſt of" if any Thing is inſerted in this Ad

# all expected to hear within theſe dreſs that points that Way, we ought

# Walls. I thought that the permicious to make it by way of Congratulation;

gº Conſequences of it had now become I am ſure, it is the moſt favourable

tº ſo public, that it never cou’d be men- Symptom of Succeſs that we can de-.

tº tion'd without Deteſtation. Yet, the H fire; nay, my Lords, if Succeſs, ever

# noble Nardac was pleaſed to make an was certain, it is upon this Occaſion.

ºf Apology for it, as if it was by means I know nothing that can diſappoints

3 of the little Time which we gain’d by the juſt Expectations of the feople

º the Convention, that we are now able but one Thing; and that is, If they :

º, to carry on the War with Vigour." who were always for patching up a .

| But, my Lords, that makes nothing ſcandalout
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ſtandalous Peace, ſhould have the Di- nerals, ſuch Admirals, as they ſhall

rećtion of this glorious War, either as approve of. My Lords, that is fly.

Miniſters, Generals, or Admirals. ing more than is ſaid in the Motion

This would be an ill Omen indeed, A for this Addreſs. There we only pro

and might tend very much to fruſtrate mile to do our utmoſt to heal thoſe

all that we have to hope for, from the Heats and Animoſities if they do exiſt;

juſt Reſentment of his Majeſty, and but his Lordſhip ſeems to think, that

the uncommon Spirit of his People. it will be a very right Thing to revive

Upon the whole, my Lords, let us them, in caſe ſuch and ſuch Men are

not mention Heats and Animoſities in , not employ'd as Admirals, Generals,

this Addreſs, unleſs we make honou-B and Miniſters upon this Occaſion.

rable Mention of them, as being the My Lords, I always underſtood our

Means of ſaving the Nation. If there Conſtitution to be ſuch, as that it gave

was Diſſatisfaction, it was owing to his Majeſty a Right, ºf diſpoſing of

it, that we are not ſtill entangled in the all Poſts in the Army or Navy, and

Ways of Negotiation, and it is fully to employ what Servants about his own

juſtify’d by his Majeſty's Declaration 2 Perſon he ſhall think proper. If the

of War. Whoever they were, who had Senate ſhall find Reaſon to be diſſatis.

the Honour to aſſiſt in drawing that fied with the Condućt of a Miniſter or

up, they have ſuily vindicated all the Servant about his Majeſty, they may

Heats and Animoſities, either in the impeach him, and then it is nºt in the

Senate or elſewhere, upon the Subject Power of the Crown itſelf to ſcreen

of the Convention ; for let any Lord him from Juſtice; but the Senate has

look into that, he ſhall find a full Ju-D never yet taken it upon itſelf to pit.

ſtification of all the Arguments and "ſcribe what Men his Majeſty ſhall or

Reaſons that were urged againſt the ſhall not employ. But that they ought

Convention. Therefore, my Lords, to do it, is the Tendency of the Pio.

I think our not inſerting the Words poſition advanced by the noble Lord;

ointed out is ſo reaſonable and clear a Propoſition which ſeems, to me, no

in itſelf, that I ſhall leave the Honour favourable Symptom of Duty or Uni.

of making a regular Motion upon that, E nimity. ' - -

to ſome of the nºble Lords who have The noble Lord who ſpoke laſt,

the Honour to adviſe his Majeſty. demanded who durſt adviſe his Mt.

- -- º jeſty to inſert the Words excepted to

The Hurgo Heryef ſake next in Sub-, into this Speech from the Throne

ſtance as fºllºws : . . . . , Who cou’d be ſo wicked as to inform

- My LoRDs, him that any Heats or Animoſitiesſub

T is with great Concern, that I F fifted at preſent; My Lords, Ithik,

H objerve Lords, while they are pro- 9 Lord who has a Share in his Mi.

fºung the greateſ Coolneſs and Üna. jeſty. Counſel need to be either and

nimity, running into Heats and Diviz, 9; aſham'd to anſwer theſe Queſtion;
fions. The noble Hurgo, who ſpoke: Had I. had the Honour to adviſe his

laſt, has, I think, fully juſtified, both Majeſty upon this Occaſion, I ſhould

by the Manner in which his Lordſhip G have been under no Difficulty to have
delive,’d himſelf, and by the ample adviſed the inſerting theſe very Words,

Conceñons he made, our inſerting the ſhould have found no Difficuly, I

Words excepted againſt in this Ad-, ſhould have thought that I was doing

dreſs. His Lordſhip has ow.'d, that my Duty, in informing his Majeſty

there have been Heats and Animoſiº that Heats and Animoſities, and very

ties; he farther ſays, that there can tº great ones, too, were ſtill ſubſiſting

be nothing expected from the Alacrity * My Lords, it is tº plain that tº
and Unanimity of the People upon: are; and a Man muſt be quite ſhut up.

the preſent Occaſion, unleſs his Ma-d from the World, not to diſcern that

jefly employs ſugh Miniſters, ſuch Ge. all the AUnanimity which oneº
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … . . . . . . . . . . . . . would* *
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would affed, all the ſeeming Joy they

put on, is only with a View that this

* War may one Way or other diſtreſs

thoſe who have the Honour to be em

a ploy'd by his Majeſty., . Inſtead of

& looking forward, and reſolving to ſup

iſ port his Majeſty unanimouſly and

: chearfully in this juſt and neceſſary

} War, there is nothing ſo common with

º: the Party as to repeat that trifling

clared ſooner? My Lords, it is declared

now, and we are to believe it will be

carried on with that Vigour and Spirit

which the Wrongs of the Empire, and

the National Intereſt require. We are

to believe this the rather, as every Step

of it has hitherto been carried on in

that Manner, and, ſo far as it has gone,

with Succeſs too. But, my Lords, ſup

poſing a Thing, which is the fartheſt

from Truth of any Thing that can be

ſuppoſed ; ſuppoſe, that we cou’d have

enter'd into this War ſooner with

greater Advantages; yet can even this

juſtify the Endeavours to diſtreſs his

Majeſty's Service, by looking back

and refuſing to lend our Aſſiſtance to

the future Management of it, becauſe,

been amiſs My Lords, no Govern

ment in the World can guard againſt

every Objećtion that may be made e

ven to the moſt juſtifiable Parts of their

Condućt, far leſs can they obviate Ob

jećtions that may ariſe from contingent

Events ſubſequent to that Condućt. If

at the Time this War was declar'd, all

; Circumſtances concurr'd that cou’d

invite his Majeſty and the Admini

ſtration to enter into it; how unjuſt is

it to pry backwards ten or a dozen

Moons, and blame the Miniſtry for

not declaring War at ſome Time with

in that Period, when, perhaps, one or

two favourable Circumſtances preſent

ed, without conſidering that they can

be no Judges how favourable thoſe

Circumſtances were, unleſs, at the ſame

Time, they knew exactly every Par

ticular of our Situation with the other

Powers of Deguſia / His Majeſty, my

ords, by delaying to enter into this

War till the repeated Wrongs of his

Queſtion, Why was not this War de B

forſooth, ſomething that is paſt has
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Subjeas made it abſolutely neceſſary

that he ſhou'd, has convinc'd all De

gulia that his only Aim is Juſtice, and

that no other Power has the leaſt to

A apprehend, who is not guilty of the

ſame Inhumanity to the Subjećts of

his Crown. This, my Lords, is the

beſt Security for of a Neutrality, and

the only Method of being certain that

we ſhall have to do with Iberia only.

Tho', I think, this Conſideration a

lone, my Lords, is ſufficient to anſwer

all that has been thrown out, as if the

entering upon this War had been too

long delay'd : yet, I muſt beg leave

to take ſome Notice of what fell from

the noble Lord who ſpoke laſt upon

this Head. To what Purpoſe, ſaid

his Lordſhip, have we all this Time

kept up ſuch a numerous Army and

Fleet, if when we have Occaſion for

them they are of no Service to the

Nation : There is, my Lords, a great

deal of Difference betwixt ordinary

and extraordinary Services. His Ma

jeſty may have a Fleet that in time

of Peace anſwers all the Purpoſes of

protecting the Trade of his Subjects,

and defending the Dominions of his

Crown; but this Fleet may be found

very inſufficient for protecting all the

numerous Branches of the one, and

covering all the extended Coaſts of the

other, which may be expoſed in time

of War. We have a greater Fleet, as

the noble Lord obſerved, than any Pow

er in Degula; but then, my Lords,

we have, Thanks to the prudent Mea

fures of his Majeſty and the Miniſtry,

a greater Trade too, which requires

to be protećted by that Fleet. We

have no frontier Towns to defend us;

but the Want of them muſt be ſup

ply'd by that Fleet. Now, tho' all

G theſe Ends, may in time of Peace be

anſwer'd by the Fleet we commonly

keep up, yet in time of War it is quite

a different Thing. We are them to

look round us on all Hands, we have

H not only our Coaſts to protećt, which

muſt be then done with a greater Force

than in time of Peace, but every

ſingle Ship trading to ſuch q ſuch

Parts requires a proper Convoy. As
• . . . . . . . . . . to

E.
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to our Army, my Lords, it is the very Houſe upon that Head ; I ſhall only

ſame ; we have an Army in time of

Peace that is ſufficient, and but juſt

ſufficient, for making Head againſtany

ſudden Invaſion from Abroad, or In

ſurrečtion at Home: But, my Lords,

will any Lord pretend to ſay that

18,ooo Men are ſufficient for all the

Land Service that may happen in time

of War. I know it has been ſaid, that

we are ſecure againſt Invaſions; my

Lords, I don't think, we are, Experi

ence and Reaſon tells us that we are

not ; but ſuppoſing we are, there is

Variety of Land Service in a War

with Iberia, which may require Land

Forces to perform. If, as a noble Lord

who ſpoke in this Debate ſaid, we are

to take and hold, I ſhould be glad to

know how we are able to do either

without Land Forces, and a great ma

ny more than we have on Foot at pre

fent. Beſides, my Lords, in time of

take the Liberty to put Lords in mind

that let the Convention deſerve all the

hard Names which the Noble Lord has

A given it; let it be cyer ſo bad initſelf,

yet ſtill it is a Meaſure that has had

the Sanétion of his Majeſty, it has been

approv'd of by both Houſes of the St.

nate, and was ſolemnly ratify'd, and

on theſe Accounts Lords ought not to

take ſuch Liberties in ſpeaking of it.

If we are to take ſuch Liberties with

Meaſures that have had all the Autho

rity which the Legiſlature can give,

there is then an End of all Order;

eſpecially if the Example is ſet in this

Houſe. They without Doors, my

C Lords, are too apt to take up ſuch

Pračtices without being juſtify’d by

what paſſes here, and I could wiſh

that Lords, when they ſpeak on this

Subjećt, wou'd do it at leaſt in ſuch

Terms as may ſhew they underſtand

aćtual War Abroad, we have more to D what is due to a ſupreme Authority:

apprehend from Domeſtick Inſurrećti

ons, than we have in time of Peace.

For I can never be brought to believe

that there is not a Party within this

Empire, who would be very glad and

very willing, upon the firſt Appearance

of being ſupported by any foreign

Power, and upon the firſt Diſtreſs

which his Majeſty or the Nation may

be in, to take the Opportunity of

raiſing a Civil War ; and I am afraid

they wou'd be join'd by ſeveral who

affect to act upon the Principles of the

Revolution. This is a Notion, my

Lords, which I am ſenſible great Pains

have been taken to explode, but it

is what any Man who obſerves the

Condućt of a certain Party muſt ea

fly diſcern is true. Therefore, 'my

Lords, I can ſee nothing in the noble

Lord's Obſervation, That we have

always kept up an Army and a Fleet,

and yet have made no Uſe of either.

The Noble Lord who ſpoke laſt be

ſtow'd a great many hard Names upon

the Convention. My Lords, this De

bate is not upon the Convention, elſe

perhaps I could ſay ſomewhat in an

fwer to what was thrown out by the

Noble Lord, which might ſatisfy the

If the Convention had taken place no

Lord would have taken ſuch Liberties

in ſpeaking of it, and it was plainly

the Intention of his Majeſty and the

Senate that it ſhould take place; ſo

that its being broken on the part of l.

beria never makes any Thing againſt

the Merits of the Convention itſelf, it

is indeed a ſtrong Preſumption that it

was a good Meaſure for Great-Lilliput,

as your Enemies thought it a bad Bar

gain on their Part, and therefore

F broke it. -

But, my Lords, all that has been

ſaid on either Side as to the Point in

Debate muſt go for nothing, ſince we

do not yet know what we are de'

bating about. A noble Lord ſays he

G wiſhes and prays that theſe Words may

be left out, another noble Lord thinks

it very improper they ſhould be inſert.

ed, a third is of Opinion that they are

highly unreaſonable; but no Lord his

yet made any regular Motion upon the

Queſtion, ſo that one does not really

know how to ſpeakin this Debate. To

me, my Lords, it ſeems to be brought in

only with a View of giving Lords an

Opportunity to ſay a great many fine

Things of their own Party, and 4

-: * ~ * great
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great many hard Things of the Admi

miſtration: I wiſh therefore that ſome

Lord wou'd form a regular Motion, and

then we ſhou'd know what we are de

bating upon.As to theWordsthemſelves

that are excepted againſt, I have confi

der'd them with all the Attention I am

capable of, and can ſee no Reaſon for

viewingthem in theLighty noble Lords.

haye done. Wethere ſay “that it gives

“us unexpreſſible Concern there ſhou'd

“be any Occaſion for his Majeſty to

“repeat his gracious Admonitions a

“gainſt thoſe Heats and Animoſities

“ that have been fomented throughout

“the Empire ; and that as we cannot

“butmoſt ſeriouſly lament the unhap

“py Diviſions thereby occaſion'd, ſo

“nothing ſhall be wanting on our part

“ to heal them, by promoting that

“good Harmony andUnanimity ſome

“ ceſſary at this Junéture”. My Lords,
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My Lo RDs, -

ERY different is the Situation of

... our Affairs now from what it.

A was at the End of our laſt Seſſion.

Then, my Lords, we were, not ſure

but that the moſt ruinous Meaſure

that poſſibly could have been purſued

for the Intereſts of this Empire might

have taken place, which was a Peace

with Iberia; and now we ſee the Na

tion freed from that dreadful Uncer

tainty by a noble Declaration of War.

It has been long my Wiſh, my Lords,

that I might have an Opportunity of

congratulating his Majeſty and this

Empire upon putting an End to a diſ

C honourable Peace; and it is now with

the utmoſt Pleaſure that I take the firſt

Opportunity to do it. Yet, my Lords,

this Declaration of War, even tho’ it

is managed with all the Succeſs that

can be imagined, never can excuſe

I don't for my own Part ſee how it is D thoſe who were the Occaſion of its be

poſſible to wreſt theſe Words into any

Senſethat is unfavourable to this Houſe.

We don't ſay that any Heats and Ani

moſities are now ſubſiſting among us,

as the noble Lords who have ſpoken a

... gainſt our inſerting theſe Words infi

nuate ; we only tell his Majeſty a

Truth that is known to every ſingle

Man in the Empire, that Heats and

Animoſities have ſubſiſted, and we

promiſe, what is our Duty at all Times.

to perform, that we ſhall do all we can

to heal them, and to promote a good

ing ſo long delayed. It is better en

tering upon it now than never, or later;

but had it been entered into ſooner, it

muſt have tended as much to the

Honour and Intereſt of the Nation, ,

as the delaying it has done to her Diſ

honour and Difintereſt. Nothing now

remains, my Lords, but to with that

the Proſecution of this War may be as

vigorous and ſucceſsful, as the Motives

for which it is entered into are juſt and

honourable.

. I am, my Lords, far from imagin

Harmonyand Underſtanding through- Fing that the exceptionable Expreſſions

out the Empire. My Lords, I wiſh

this Debate had been, or if it goes far

ther, may be confin'd to the ſingle Im

propriety of theſe Words, and that a

regular Motion were made either for

altering or throwing them entirely out.

In the mean time I am for ſuffering

them to ſtand Part of this Addreſs, till

I ſee better Reaſon for being of another

Opinion.

sºn, other Hurgoes ſpoke next on the

ſame Side, but to the ſame Purpoſe.

º Anathin the Narda. AgrylAoi. to the

Jollowing Effect :

in this Speech were inſerted by his Ma

jeſty himſelf ; it is the Speech of the

Miniſter, and till Miniſters ſhall obtain

an Aćt of the Senate, declaring that

they are infallible, or till the Conſti

Gtution ſhall put them upon the ſame

Footing with the Sovereign, by under

ſtanding that they never can do wrong,

I will treat this as the Speech of the

Miniſter. My Lords, when I ſay

that it is ſo, I don't mean to throw out

any Reflection upon a Miniſter for

compoſing a Speech from the Throne;

I know very well how much they

have to anſwer for if it is amiſs, and

that this Houſe will always underſtand

every ſuch Speech to be the Speech º:
- - - the
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the Miniſter, whether it is ſo or not.

This, my Lords, might give Occaſion

for a Saying, which one of the greateſt

Men that ever preſided. in this Houſe

had very often in his Mouth on ſuch

Occaſions as this ; I mean the late

Hurgo Qgopur, who uſed to ſay that

all public Speeches either are, or ought

to be, made by the Miniſters. That

Nobleman, my Lords, underſtood the

Conſtitution ſo well, that, I dare ſay, I

ſhall not be blamed if I ſhall treat

this Speech in the ſame Manner I ſup

ſe he would have treated it, had he

#. to this Time. But as it is im

poſſible to form any Argument upon

the Impropriety of our inſerting the

Words excepted againſt, without look

ing a little back to the Meaſures that

really gave Riſe to ſome Diviſions a

mongſt us, I muſt in the firſt Place

take Notice of what fell from a

noble Lord who ſpoke ſome time a

on the Subjećt of the Convention. #.

Lordſhip thought it highly undutiful to

ſpeak anything diſreſpectful of that

Treaty, becauſe it had had the Royal

Sanction, and the Approbation of both

Houſes of the Senate. My Lords, I

think I know a little of what is due to

a Meaſure that has the Stamp of ſo E

great Authority : But the noble Lord

ſeems to have forgot that the Conven

tion was but a conditional Treaty, and

conditionally approv'd of by the Se

nate. Lords cannot imagine that our

Addreſſes upon the Convention laid us

under any Neceffity of fulfilling our

Part of it, if the Iberian; did not fulfil.

theirs. This, my Lords, muſt have

been the higheſt Abſurdity imaginable.

One of the moſt material Objećtions

to the Convention was, that the Iberi

an; never would fulfil their Part; they

who were for it, contended that they

would ; the Event juſtify d the former,

the Convention is now look'd upon as

void and null, and juſtly remem

bered with Deteſtation. For my

own Part, my Lords, I will not ſcru

le to go farther, without any Fear of

reaking in upon the Duty I owe to

his Imperial Majeſty, or to the Autho

rity of the Senate: I will ſay, my
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Lords, that the Convention is a Mea.

ſure, which, had it been fulfilled, muſt

have ruin'd the Trade and Navig.

tion of this, Empire, and left an in.

a delible Stain upon thoſe who had a

Hand either in making or approving

it. Had not the Iberians, my Lord,

been ſo filly as to refuſe paying the

95,000 Sprugs, that paltry, ſcanda.

lous Sum, for which our Glory and

Honour were ſacrificed, the Conven.

B tion muſt have taken place, and with

it all the diſgraceful, ruinous Meaſure,

which the worſt Enemies of this Em

pire could wiſh to ſee effečted. Lords

talk, that, breauſe the Convention was

approved of by the Emperor and the

Senate, therefore it is next to Treaſon

to ſpeak freely of it. My Lords, Ihave

ſat long enough in this Houſe to re.

member the Time when a Treaty of

not near ſo ruinous a Tendency, not

near ſo diſhonourable to the Empire,

was concluded. That Treaty, my

D Lords, had a more abſolute, a more

unlimited Approbation from this Houſ:

and the other, beſides the Royal San:

tion, than ever the Convention had,

A great many good, and ſome unan.

ſwerable Arguments were offer'd in it

Favour, and a very great Party of the

Nation ſupported it as the only Means

to put an End to a long, expºnfive,

and a bloody War. Your Lordſhip,

no doubt underſtand that I mean the

Treaty of Ultral: ; yet, my Lords, I

remember how that Treaty was talkd

of in both Houſes, after it had it.

ceiv'd all the Sanétion that the Authº.

rity of the Legiſlature could below.

I remember how I talk'd of it myſelf;

but I don't remember that any Lord

who was of an oppoſite Inte eſt, ever

ſaid in this Houſe, or any whee elit,

G that becauſe it had received ſo great 3

Sinétion, it ought not to be mention'd

but with Honour. I oppoſed it, my

Lords, becauſe I thought it might, in

the general, have been better; and Iam

determin'd, while I live, and have the

Honour to fit in this Houſe, to op

poſe every Meaſure that gives up any

Part of the national Honour or Intereſt.

Your Lordſhips will forgive*:
- WC



* The Lords who have ſpoken in Favour People in general, had a great Party

# of the exceptionable Words, have ſaid diſliked this Declaration of War,

º; a great deal, as if the Heats and Ani- then indeed there might have been

* moſities that have ariſen all over the ſome Ground for ſuggeſting that theſe

. Nation, onAccount of this Convention, Diviſions were a juſt Foundation of

º had been the Reaſon why we are now B Hope for the Enemy; but as the Caſe

º at War with Iberia; and the Speech we ſtands, I think they are abſolutely the

* have* ". from the Throne ſays º:Bºgan: they can poſ.

tº much the ſame Thing. My Lords, fibly meet with.

* if our enteringiº,s: the Ef. %. here, my Lords, I am con

* fećt of theſe Diviſions, they are the firmed in my Belief of a Thing which

º; happieſt Diviſions that ever aroſe in any I have often remark'd, which is, that

º Country. Our Diviſions, my Lords, C Miniſters at different Times of a Seſ

ſº have ſav'd us. They have forced the fion of a Senate are in different Hu
Hº: Miniſtry at laſt to conſult the Glory of mours. Towards the Beginning they

11, their Royal Maſter, the Honour of the are full of Aſſurance; they boaſt of

º Empire, and the Intereſt of the Peo- the great Things that have been done
yū ple. I am far from encouraging for the Nation during the Receſs. -

Tº Heats and Amimoſities, my Lords, D. They take all Opportunities to mag

º upon all Occaſions but upon this, I miſy their own Vigilance for the pub

Unº think, they are to be applauded. I lick Good, and let ſlip no Occaſion

tº am ſorry to ſee what follows in this of recommending themſelves to the Fa

tº Speech, where his Majeſty tells us from vour of thoſe who, they apprehend,

tº the Throne, that the unhappy Diviſ may oppoſe them. Well, all theſe fine

* † on among his Subjećs' are the only E Things they value themſelves ſo much

tº Hopes of the Enemies of his Govern- upon come under the Confideration

tº ment. If they have now no other of the Senate, they are thoroughly

; : Hopes, my Lords, I think that we debated, and maturely weigh’d ; and it

iſ ſº may venture, with great Juſtice, to pro- is found by all the independent Part of

tº nounce them deſperate. The Heats the Aſſembly, which is commonly

mile and Animoſities, whichprevailed before a feweſt in Number, that inſtead of de

tº the War was declared, aroſe, my “ ſerving Approbation they deſerve Cen
tº Lords, from our Forbearance underthe ſure. The Miſſiſter then alters his

tº Iberian Inſults. The Impatience of Way of behaving, and finding he can

tº the Nation is now gratified, and I dare do nothing by wheedling, he begins

fit ſay there never was a Time when the to bully, and towards the Middle of

tº People were more united in their Duty the Seſſion he grows quite inſolent.

itſ to his Majeſty than at preſent. We G But finding that the Cºppoſition in

ſº may indeed have Diviſions among us creaſes upon this Conduct, however

tº: upon other Subječts, but with regard his Numbers may prevail within Docrg,

#19 to this War, the whole Empire is, or yet all his Meaſures are canvaſt and

º *PPears to be, unanimous. There- expos'd without Doors, he again alters

it; fore, my Lords, I cannot ſee the leaſt his Behaviour, he ſees that it is im

rº Foundation for ſuggeſting, that Heats ... poſſible to do any Thing to impoſe

gº and, Animoſities among the Subječts H upon the cool, diſintereſted Part of

º, ºf this Empire can be of any Service Mankind; he therefore is no longer
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have taken Thingsas they occur in the done, or as the Power and Force they

Debate, without ſpeaking to the main have in their Hands enabled them to

Point, which is,Whether, in Juſtice and do. Had our Diviſions proceeded

Prudence, we ought to inſert the Words , from the Government's entering into

excepted againſt by the noble Lords. ^ a War that was diſagreeable to the

tº the Enemy, ſince they are occaſi- at Pains, throws up all Hopes to win

gººd by our Government's not cha- them over to his intereſt, till at the

tiſing that Enemy as it ought to have Cloſe of the Seſſion he is quite peeviſh.
- , , --, -, - . . - - - - -- - E e. * *** - Laſt
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Laſt Seſſion, my Lords, I remember,

open'd with a Declaration, that a Con

vention was concluded with the Crown

of Iberia; this Convention was migh

tily applauded; it was to do great

Things for the Nation, and the Pub

lick was very impatient till they

ſhould be acquainted with the Parti.

culars. In the Interval, nothing was

to be heard but Encomiums upon the

Miniſterial Merit, for concluding ſo

honourable a Treaty, and Aſſurances

mies of the Nation; it may put them

upon ſuch Methods of increaſing the

Animoſities which they imagine are

already begun, as may really produce

Diviſions. If we take any Notice of

A that Part thereſore of his Majeſty's

Speech, I think we ought to let his

Majeſty know that he has been miſ.

inform'd ; we ought to tell him that

we are united, and ready to go all

Lengths in ſupporting him in this juſt

and neceſſary War. That there did

that it would ſtrike all Oppoſition B indeed ſubſiſt Heats and Animoſities in

dumb. At laſt, the Convention was

made public; it was thoroughly con

fider'd, thoroughly expos'd, and uni

verſally condemn'd. Your Lordſhips,

no doubt, remember what follow'd

upon this, and how well my Obſervati

on holds with regard to what happen'd

about the Middle of that Seſſion.

When the Miniſter found that all his

Art and all his Power were ineffectual

to conquer the Averſion which all

Ranks and Degrees of People had for

his favourite Meaſure, (See the Maga.

zine fºr jan, and Feb. ) he grew to

wards the End of the Seſſion entirely

peeviſh,would hear no Reaſon, call'd for

Money without Account, oppos'd the

plaineſt Faëts, and continued in this

Humour till the Houſe was prorogued.

During the Receſs, finding that the

Court of Iberia was as untračtable as

the Oppoſition in Lilliput, and that

he could not get even the poor Terms

ſtipulated for us by the Convention

fulfill’d, conſequently that a War was

now unavoidable, it appears that his

Peeviſhneſs ſtill continued, and that

he was in one of his ſurly Moods

when this Speech was drawn up. But,

my Lords, are we to tell a Falfity to

the Crown becauſe the Miniſter nap

pens to be a little teſy Are we

to impoſe upon his Majeſty, and upon

all Degulia, by putting into our Ad

dreſs an Affertion which, beſides its not

being fact, may have the worſt Effect

upon our Friends, if we have any, by

making them believe that his Majeſty

is the Sovereign of a divided People?

Cn the other hand, my Lords, it may

we great Encouragement to the Ené
-

the Empire, but that they are now all

aſleep fince the Declaration of Was

and that the Sound of his Majeſty's

Trumpets has drown'd them. This,

my Lords, I humbly conceive will be

a much more proper Method of cultival.

cing that good Underſtanding betwº

his Majeſty and his People, which is

ſo neceſſary for making this War glo

rious and ſucceſsful to both, than, by

any A&t of ours, to produce perhaps

a Miſunderſtanding where none now

ſubſiſts.

D The Nardac Befdort ſpoke in Subſtant

a follows.

My Lords.

I always look’d upon the Words tº
cepted againſt, as alluding to thé

Nation in general rather than as */

Reproach upon thisÉouſe. My Reaſºn,

E myLords, is, becauſe our Behaviourhº

been ſo fill of Duty and Zeal tº

Majeſty, that I think no Miniſe

durſt have made any Infinuatiº"

to the Royal Perſon to our Pº.

dice. But, even in the Light in whº

the nobleford hastaken theſe Woº

F I think it wou'd be highly abſurd."

inſert them in this Addreſs, becauſ."
will at leaſt be infinuating to his Má.

jeſty, as if Heats and Animoſitiº.

waſ throughout the Empire. M.
Lords, I fear it may be of vº ba

Conſequence for us to lendouſ Namt;

G to an Addreſs which containsſo palp?

ble an Untruth. I don't believe ther

ever was a Time when theAº
and Wiſhes, of his Majeſty's Subje

were more united, than they are ºf.

ſent. I remember very well, my º:

-

-

--
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that, laſtTime we met here, there was

eat Uneaſineſs all over the Nation,

occaſion'd by our long Forbearance un

not but think that they who advisãhis
Majeſty to mention Heats and Animo

fities, as ſubſiſting either in this Houſe,

der the Iberian Inſolence: Since that , or in the Empire, wanted to throw in

Time, my Lords, I have been pretty Aa Bone of Contention, in order to re.
much in the Country, and have had 'vive them ; and that nothing would

occaſion to converſe with People of dif, give them a greater Diſappointment,

ferent Intereſts, and different Ways of than a hearty Unanimity to enable

thinking upon this Subjećt but ide- his Majeſty, to end the War with Hº

clare to your Lordſhips, that among nour and Advantage. This, my Lords,

all my Acquaintance, and in all the B is what perhaps they moſt dread, as

Diſcourſe I have heard on that Head, it will be a filent Reproach to thoſe

I never have heard a Man blame the Meaſures that have ºccaſion'd ſo ru

Declaration of War; I never met inous a Delay of the Declaration.

with any Body who did not expreſs the . . .

higheſt Satisfačtion with the Meaſures

ºhis Majeſty. But, ſays the noble

Lord who ſpoke laſt, Why ſtart that

unneceſſary Queſtion about the War.

not being declared ſooner My

Lords, I neither ſee , why. People

ſhould be deprived the Liberty of .

'ſpeaking their Thoughts upon pub

The Harº, Syfiabm -/* flexf off

the ſame Side, and to the ſame Purpoſe.

The Hurgo Hickrad ſpoke in Suffance

as follows : . . -

My Lords, -- - - -

T is with great Uneaſineſs that I

have heard a Debate of this Na

lick Affairs, nor do I think the D ture, and it is under great Diſadvan

Queſtion at all unneceſſary. ... Is it tages that I ſpeak upon a Point that

not very natural, when apeople receives has been ſo thoroughly debated, by

a Deliverance from any Calamity Lords who have been preſent at more

they have long ſuffer'd, for them to , Debates on ſuch Occaſions, and know

wiſh they had been deliver'd ſooner the Pračice of the Houſe much better

º

of the Expence that is neceſſary to car

Does this Wiſh expreſs any want of E. than I do. My Intention, my Lords,

Duty to his Majeſty Is there a Man" in riſing is not to ſpeak upon either

in the Empire who ſays, that becauſe Side of the Queſtion, but to endeavour

thisWar was not ſooner declar'd, there. to ſet the Matters in diſpute, in ſuch

fore I am reſolv’d not to contribute my a Light, as to put an End to the De

Aſſiſtance in making it happy, and bate, to the Satisfaction of both Par

glorious for my Country My Lords, ... ties. In the firſt Place therefore, my

I conceive that a Subject of Lilliput * Lords, I am extremely pleas'd with

may, very conſiſtently with his Duty the Jealouſy which the noble Lords,

to his Majeſty, very conſiſtently with who have ſpoke againſt the Words,

his Duty to his Country, blame thoſe have expreſs'd left his Majeſty, and

who were the Occaſion of the diſho- the Nation ſhou'd from this Addreſs

nourable ſcandalous Delay of this De- entertain the leaſt Suſpicion of our

claration, and yet very chearfully contri- G being divided or indifferent at this

bute all that lies at hisDoor,in enabling Juncture. In the next Place, my

his Majeſty to carry it on with Vigour. Lords, I approve very much of the

For my own Part, and I judge others Zeal of the noble Lords who are for

by myſelf, tho’ I was very much diſ the Words excepted againſt being Part

ſatisfy'd with the Meaſures that were of the Addreſs, becauſe, as they ſtand

carry'd on before the War was de- in the Motion, I can by no means

clar’d, yet I ſhall contribute my Share tº ſee that they contain the leaſt Reflec

tion upon any Body of Men in the

ry it on, as cheatfully as any Man in Kingdom, or upon any Lord in this

the Empire, be who he will. Upon Houſe. My Reaſon, my Lords, for

the whole therefore, my Lords, I can- being of that Opinion, ariſes**
- Xonfi
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Confideration, firſt, of the Wurds

themſelves, and then comparing them

with that Part of his Majeſty's Speech

for which they are intended as an An

ſwer. In the Words excepted againſt,

there is a dutiful Aſſurance that you

will uſe your utmoſt to heal thoſe un

happy Diviſions occaſion'd by , the

Heats and Animoſities that have been

formented thro’ the Empire. The

/ Words in his Majeſty's Speech that

give Occaſion to thi are, The Heats and

Animoſities which with the greateſ, Indu

firy have beenfºmented thrºthekingdom,

have, I am afraid, been one of the chief

Encouragements to the Court, of Iberia,

fo hold ſuch a Conduct towards us, as

to make it neceſſary to have Recourſe to

Arms: And the unhappy Diviſions a

mongſt my Subjećts are the only Hopes of

£he Enemies of my Government. Theſe

are the Words, my Lords, that are

chiefly to be regarded in this Debate;

and they are ſo plain, and ſo inoffen

five, that I am ſurpriz'd they ſhould

give Offence to any Lord; they ariſe na- P

: turally from what every Lord who has

fpoke on this Subjećt has allow'd, to

have lately been the Situation of this

Country. During the laſt Seſſion, your.

Lordſhips may remember that a Queſti

have been attended with an Addreſs
-

for an immediate Declaration of War
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A

cerns the Peace and Welfare of his

Subjećts, to give a Caution from the

Throne againſt ſuch Heats and Ani.

moſities for the future? It is in this

Light alone, my Lords, that I view

the Words of his Majeſty. I am far

from thinking that his Majeſty had

the leaſt Intention to reflećt upon any

Heats and Animoſities that ſubſiſt at

preſent; every Lord who has ſpoken

againſt the Words, ſeems to be of 0.

pinion that they are now aſleep; I

wiſh they may, and farther wiſh that

nothing which has paſt in this Day',

Debate may tend to awaken them.

Having thus, my Lords, givenyº

my Sentiments, with regard to the

Meaning of the Words themſelves,

I can but in general take ſome Noiſe

of what fell from the noble Nardat

who ſpoke laſt, with regard to the

Convention. And here, my Lords, I

am very far from differing with his

Grace, as to the Liberty which every

Lord in this Houſe has of cenſuring

or approving of public Meaſurisiſ

wou'd only i. both confin'd to the

Merit of the Meaſure itſelf, withºut

being influenc'd by the popular Odium,

or common Report. I don't remem:

ber, my Lords, any one Treaty tº
on was brought into this Houſe, which E made, which has not had its Difficul.

muſt inevitably, had it been agreed to, -

ties, and theſe Difficulties ſometime;

unanſwerable; yet, my Lords a Tº

ty attended with even unanſwerabº

with Iberia. - Lords thought it was Difficulties, may ſtill be a good Tréa

much better to leave that to the Royal

: Judgment, fince Matters had then
ty; becauſe it is poſſible, upon balancº

ing the good and bad Conſequenº
come to ſuch a Criſis by the Crown F ariſing from it, that it may appear the

of Iberia not paying the 95,000 Sprugs beſt Treaty which could, in ſuch or

ſtipulated by the Convention, that a ſuch a Conjunaure of Affairs, have

War was in courſe inevitable. I need been made.” If the Convention, my

not put your Lordſhips in mind, how Lords, had its Difficulties, if theſe Dif

great the Diſſatisfaction of ſome was, ficulties in the Eyes of the noble Nº.

becauſe the War was not declar'd at ,

the very Minute their Impatience de

manded. That there were Heats and

Animoſities at that Junéture in theEm

pire, my Lords, is what I believe no

Lord in this Houſe can doubt of ; andas

tº this is the firſt Time that his Majeſty

has had occaſion fince to addreſs his Sé

nate, was it not highly becoming his

Royal Care for every thing that con.

G dac were unſurmountable, if the C*

ſequences attending them were intº
venient, yet ſtill it was attended with

Advantagesſufficient to coun ter ballance

all thoſe Inconveniencies and Difficul

ties. . Not to repeat what a noble Lord

ſaid ſo well ſome Time ago upon th;

Head, give me leave, my Lords, to ask

your Lordſhips what it was we war"

by the Convention Was it not.”

, . - - - - -
honourabl:
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honourable Peace? Was notthat to be

prefer'd before War however ſucceſs

ful? For, my Lords, the End of a

ſucceſsful War muſt have been Peace.

But the Iberians cou’d not be brought

into ſuch a Peace. What was next to A

be done You ſhou'd have gone into

a War, ſays the noble Nardac. But you

was not in a Condition to go into a

War. What, ſays a noble Lord, not

in a Condition when you have ſo fine

a Fleet, and an Army! No, my Lords, B

we might not have been in a Conditi

on, for the Reaſons which a noble Lord

gave ſome Time ago, to have gone into

a War without a much ſtronger Fleet,

and an Army too. But why conclude

a Convention? Becauſe, my Lords, a

Convention was the beſt Treaty you C

cou’d conclude, as it gain'd you Time

for putting yourſelves intº a proper

Poſture, in caſe a definitive Treaty

(to which this Convention was no

other than a Preliminary) cou’d not

225

were ſacrificed by the Treaty of Uk

tralt. By that, my Lords, the Fruits

of a long, ſuccesful and bloody War

were given up at once. By the Con

vention not one national Point was

given up, you had ſtill a Power of ha

ving recourſe to Arms, if the I

berian Court refus’d to do you Juſtice ;

and you brought the Iberians, notwith

ſtanding all their Stiffneſs and Pride, to

own themſelves in the Wrong, and to

acknowledge themſelves your Debtors.

The Treaty, of Ultralt,' beſides the

Diſgrace which it brought upon the

Nation, had a farther Tendency,which

was to prejudice the Proteſtant Succeſ

fion ; and every Body knows that, it

was begun, carried on, and concluded

by Agents of the Redmetrep, whom

they wanted to place upon the Throne

of this Empire. No ſuch Views, my

Lords, cou’d be in the Eye of any one

in making the Convention. If there

were Miſtakesin it, which I am far from

be had to the Satisfaction of the Na-D admitting, my Lords, they were the

tion. Had the Convention been of Errors of the Judgment, and not of

itſelf a definitive Treaty, and contain'd the Will; this is more than can be

in it all the terrible Hardſhips to the ſaid for the Treaty of Ultral, and it

Empire, which have been ſo induſtri

ouſly láid out, I ſhou'd have thought

it avery bad Meaſure indeed ; but as it

was no other than a Suſpenſion of

Arms, till we cqu'd know upon what .

Terms a définitive Treaty, cou’d be

had : as it gave Time for us to force

the Iberian; into juſt and honourable

Terms, I ſtill think it was the moſt

wiſe and advantageous Meaſure, that:

(as our Affairs were then ſituated )

cou’d have been been purſued. There

fore, my Lords, it is ſurpriſing that, in

all Debates upon this Head, Lords

ſhou'd ſtill take it for granted, that

the Convention was a ruinous, infamous s

Meaſure, and all that,without confider

ing what you cou’d have done with

that obſtinate, haughty Court, if the

Convention had not been made." The

noble Nardac compar'd it, I think, to

the Treaty of Ultralt. My Lords,' I H

ſhou'd be ſorry indeed, if it had ſacri-"

ficed ſo much Glory, ſo much Intereſt,

and ſo many Advantages that this Na

tion might juſtly have claim’d, as

is therefore no Wonder, if Lords did

treat it very freely. Beſides, my Lords,

there was an Impeachment upon the

concluding that Treaty, which may

be eaſily ſuppos'd to give Riſe to a

great many hard Things ſaid of it in
this Houſe.

Upon the whole therefore, my

Lords, I am extremely indifferent how

this Debate is ended, and whether you

inſert the particular Words or not;

but give me leave to ſay, I think

it neceſſary to take ſome Notice

of what his Majeſty recommends to

our Conſideration. My Lords, if we

ſhou'd omit taking any Notice at all

of this Part of his Speech, we might

give the World room to ſuſpea that

we are determin'd to perſevere in our

Heats and Animoſities, which might

have the worſt Effects without Doors;

but, if by inſerting the Words propos'd,

you let his Majeſty and all the World

know that you are determin'd to heal

the Diviſions that have prevail'd ſo

much to the DetrimentofthisEmpire, it

-* - - - - - - may
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may be attended with the beſt Conſe- unanimous, gives us the greateſt Wight

* to this juſt and important with foreign Powers. "And, I have

ar, which is now upon his Ma- always obſerv'd, that every Attempt

jeſty's Hands. made upon the Liberties of this Em

-
-

pire *"EAbroad, has º:
The Hurgo Sarkburgh ſhote next in , from the Encouragement. Which ºrThe Hu.#. º%. * * ſuppos'd Want of Unanimity has given

- - -- - - to our Common Enemies.
My Lords, My Lords, Speeches from the Throne,

Very Lord here knows how many and the Addreſſes of the Senate upon

Attachments I have to his Ma- theſe Speeches, are the moſt general
jetty, and how zealous I have ever been and the moſt authentic Informations

to lay hold of all Opportunities of B which Foreigners have of the good Un

expreſſing the moſt profound Acknow- derſtanding betwixt his Maje y and his

Hedgments to the Royal Perſon and Senate, and it is commonly from theſe

Charaćter. But, my Lords, this Motive that they form a Judgment of our

which has hitherto directed my Condućt, Unanimity or Diſcord. Now, m

now prevails with me to be againſt Lords, let me ſuppoſe that an inquiſ:

the Words objected to, as ſtanding ctive Stranger has his Majeſty's Speech

Part of our. Addreſs on this Occaſion. “from the Throne upon this Occaſion,

Laſt Seſſion, my Lords, I remem- and our Addreſs, as it now ſtands,

ber that ſome Lords expreſs'd great In- brought to him. In one, he ſees that

dignation, and juſtly too, at the Treat. our Diviſions have been the Cauſe ºf

ment we had receiv'd from Iberia, and our being at War; he ſees, at the ſame

were carrying. Things perhaps with time, an Exhortation to avºid them,

too much Precipitation to a Criſis. I D and the Benefit of Unanimity warmly

was, my Lºrds, then ſo well appriz'd recommended. On the other hand,

of the Meaſures which his Majeſty had he ſees that we own the Charge, and

taken; I was, from my Experience of promiſe to avoid all Heats and Ani

his Imperial Virtues, ſo weli convinc'd moſities, and lament the unhappy Di

of his Tenderneſs for the Rights and viſions thereby occaſion'd. What, m

Privileges of his Subjećts, that I then E. Lords, muſt ſuch a Stranger naturally

oppos'd our entering into any Meaſures, conclude, but that Heats and Animo.

which carryed the leaſt Appearance of ſities actually prevail? that Diviſiºn;

hurrying the Miniſtry into what I have been on this Occaſion induſtri.

believ'd they would naturally come. ouſly fomented throughout the Empire?

The Event, my Lords, has acquit. That the War has been undertakenby
ted me of the Engagements I then en- F the Miniſtry, without Conſent of the

ter'd into with this Houſe, and it was " People? or that the Voice of the Peo

with great Satisfačtion that I at that ple has driven his Majeſty into it 4.

Time ſaw no other Diviſion amongſt gainſt the Sentiments of his Miniſtry?

us, but upon the Manner and Cer. Any of theſe Opinions, my Lords,

tainty of a Declaration of War. As, may be of the worſt Conſequence at

my Lords, it is certainly declar'd, and , this Junéture, in a War wherein wº

declar'd in ſuch a Männer, as gives G ſtand ſingle, and uncertain how ſoon

the utmoſt Satisfaction to all Parties we may have to do with another and

amongſt us, I believe, I may venture a more powerful Enemy. This is the
now to fly, that all Diviſions upon this Light, my Lords, in which I viº"

Subject are at an End.—And un- this Addreſs, and theſe are the Conſº

happy, my Lords, in our preſent Situ- quences, which, in my Opinion, ſº

ation, wou'd it be for this Country, H reigners will draw from ſuch an A+

were they not. Next to Unani: dreſs as has been propoſed. Yet, ºy

mily itſelf, the Opinion of our being . Lords, it appears from this Day'sit.

- 3.
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i bate that never was there a falſer Judg- no Lord has oppos'd the ſtrongeſt Aſ.

§ ment form'd than this wou'd be. It ſurances of Duty and Zeal to his Ma

appears to me, there is not the leaſt jeſty contain'd in the other Parts of

s Ground for ſuggeſting that any Divi. A the Reſolution. But if you ſhou'd in
ſons, any Heats, any Amimoſities ſub- fert the Words excepted againſt, they

fiſt now amongſt us; and I think it will conclude that the Diviſions ſtill

ſ: would be the wiſeſt and moſt prudent continue, and that your Aſſurances of

#!, Courſe we cou’d take, to ſpeak to his being unanimous are no other than

... Majeſty in ſuch Terms as if there ne: Promiſes of Courſe, no longer minded

ver, did. ... than in the very Inſtant of making

ºf . If your Lordſhips ſhould be of Qi, B them. In this Caſe, my Lords, ne:
º; mion that ſomething or other ſhou'd be ther Blºfuſºu nor Iberia will be at all

i. ſaid in Anſwer to that Part of the afraid of the Meaſures taken by his

º Speech, I have no Qbjećtion to it, Majeſty and the Senate, becauſe they

| Let us, my Lords, tell his Majeſty that will ſuppoſe that the Diviſions com.
º there are no Heats, no Diviſions, no plain'd of in his Majeſty's Sppech ſtill

... Animoſities among us; that we are ſubſiſt. This Opinion will encourage

* determined, as one Man, to ſtand by his C the one to diſtreſs you, perhaps to de

5. Majeſty in this War: That we will, clare againſt you, and will render the

” at the utmoſt Hazard of our Lives and other more unwilling to agree to ſuch

"; Fortunes, leave nothing unattempted Terms as may Put a glorious End to

* that may emble his Maſſay to prºre the preſent War. -

* Satisfaction for the Wrongs that have

º been done to the Nation. This, my The Remainder of this Speech, and thi,

º Lords, is the Language we ought to D Account of PRoceedings and DE .

* talk, it is a Language that can't fail BATEs to be continued in our next.

#1 of having the moſt deſirable Effects

* upon Foreign Powers, becauſe it will #########################

* convince therh that we are all of us

# unanimous. But, my Lords, ſuppoſ. The Hurgoes, whoſe Charaćters we
Wi. ing that you take no Manner of No- inſerted in our Magazine for March

# tice of that Part of the Royal Speech, E laſt, were not ſelected as the only e

tº what iſ Conſequences can be feared minent Hurgoes of the Empire, but

* from ſuch an omiſſion If, as the no- as making the greateſt Figure in the

# ble Lord who ſpoke laſt, inſiſted, the Debates already communicated. We

* Words of the Speech have only a Re- find in Mr Gulliver's Papers many
i. troſpect without any Refle&tion on the others, who might have graced the

preſent, Diſpoſition of the Senate and moſt, ſplendid Court, aſſiſted the
# the People, there can be no harm in F wiſeſt Counſels, and influenced the

iſ obſerving a reſpectful Silence upon moſt auguſt Senate that either anti
* that Head: Nay, my Lords, I think ent or modern Times can boaſt of:

it will be the ſtrongeſt Infinuation, and ſhall, take another Opportunity

* that if any ſuch Heats have ſubſiſted, of doing Juſtice to their great Merit
you are ſorry for it, and there are Ex- and Abilities. In the mean time we

preſſions in the Motion ſufficient to s Proceed, to the Charaćters of the

give his Majeſty and the Publick to Principal Cinabs.

underſtand that nothing ſhall be wanting S the Nature of the Preſidentſhip

on your Part, to make this a glorious of the Houſe of Clinabsis very dif.
and a ſucceſsful War to Lilliput. With ferent fiom that of the Houſe of Hut.

ſuch an Amendment, my Lords, I goes, ſo is the Manner of the Prefi

dare ſay, the Motion will be unani- Hººt: His Office, as Moderator, con

mouſly agreed to ; which will be the **fines him in the Houſe to ſpeak only

beſt Proof to Foreigners, that you have upon Points of Form and Decency;

dropt all Heats and Animoſities, ſince and the great Reſpect which the Cinábs

have
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have for his perſonal Charaćter in

clines them to acquieſce whenever, he

interpoſes. When he preſents the Bills

to the Emperor, in order to receive the

Imperial Aſſent, he ſhews, in the

Speeches which Cuſtom requires on that

Occaſion, that he has as great a Com

mand of Eloquence as any Member in

the Houſe. A Lilliputian Poet has given

a Charaćter of this Clinab which may

be thus tranſlated :

One more be nam'd,

Learn'd without Noiſe— and without

Titles fam'd ; f Show,

Who likes the Virtue, yet diſdains the

And ſe/dom loſt a Friend, or made a Foes

Content to want himſelf Repoſe and Reft,

Be but his Sov’reign lov’d, his Country

bleſ'd.

Ah bluſh not, Climab, to be humbly great,

Tho' on no Woolpack, on as fair a Seat;

Which for her Son twice Lilliput pre

par’d,

Tº pay his Wirtue, and his Toil reward.

The Urg; Pu LNUB always profeſs'd

himſelf an Adherent to the Slamecſan

(or Low-heel) Principles in their ut

moſt Rigour, and never ceaſed to de

clare, in the ſtrongeſt Terms, againſt the

leaſt Deviation from them ; whether

his Condućt, when he was employ'd in

the Adminiſtration, was always exačtly

agreeable to his avowed Principles; whe

ther that Impetuoſity of Temper, and

Ardour of Spirit, which make a con

ſtituent Part of his Charaćter, did not

ſometimes engage him to endeavour the

Service of the Crown by the ſame Mea

fures which he afterwards oppoſed, has

been diſputed ; but it is univerſally al

lowed, that after his Difference with

the Miniſter, with whom he once

Hived in ſtrićt Friendſhip, and his

Tefečtion from the Court, he was al- .

ways perfectly conſiſtent with himſelf.

His Courage and Vivacity, which ratu

rally qualify him to lead a Party, and

his exact Knowledge of the Conſtitu

tion, the Intereſt, and the Trade of Lilli

put, partly acquired by long Expeience

and intenſe Application, and partly by

an intimate Converſation with the mé

morable Daneli Pulnub, his Kinſman,

placed him at the Head of the Oppo.

ſition, in which he diſtinguiſhes him,

ſelf by an unſhaken Reſolution, ga:

Freedom of Expreſſion, and a ſapii

and overpowering, perhaps ſometimes:

A tempeſtuous Eloquence. When, upon

Occaſions of leſs Importance, he ſpeak

without his uſual Warmth, he never

fails to delight his Audience by a Flow

of ſatirical Gaiety, and an ages,

ble Mixture of Argument and Hu.

mour: . His Condućt in general is the
B Condući of a Patriot, and his Ian.

guage the Language of Liberty. . . .

Of a different Charaćter is the Print

Miniſher. As he has greater Expeii.

ence, ſo he poſſeſſes more Patience;

tho' equally perſevering in his Purpºſ,

C yet he is not ſo wiolent in his Rºſhi.

ons, and his Eloquence is like a Stream

that runs ſmooth, but irreſiſtibly; ſo,

that we may apply to his Charaſier

what is ſaid by a Poet of a River that

waters Mildend,

D The deep, yet clear, thº' gentſ, jet it

dull, - -

Strong, without Rage, without 'trfa.

ing, full.

He has one Happineſs which moſt Firſt

Miniſters have wanted, and that is, the

* Regard which his Friends have for his

: Perſon, which is ſo great, that when he

was of the Party in the Oppoſition, he

was more confiderable as a Climah, than

he is now as a Miniſter; for at that

Time the Court could ſcarce ever carry

F a Queſtion ; ſo that it may properly

be ſaid, that Nature has mark'd lim

out to ſhine in all Stations of Life. It

has been given out by his Enemiestº

his Extraćtion is mean ; but it is ſale.

For tho' his Family is not Noble, yº!

it is Ancient and Honourable. As ſº

his Courage, which ſome have quº;

oned, it is beyond all Doubt in his

perſonal Charaćier, whatever it mayb.

in his political. For at the latter Ed

of the Reign of the Empreſs Nana hº

H bore up againſt all the Fury of tº
Tramºſan Party, by whoſe Mean: ht

was ſent to the Caſtle of Mildend, ſº

the Freedom with which he deſend:

the Cauſe of his Slameſan Friend

the Senate. But, in ſhort, this wason'ſ

a Step to his future Greatneſs.
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º The Hurgolen Gumdahift was early

** attached to the frameºſan Intereſt; but

# tº his Behaviour in the Senate has always

be foreſeen, but which have prevailed

fince theſe Treaties have been form'd,

acquit him of that Charge ; and the
* been that of a true Patriot, regardleſ. A moſt averſe to his Party own that he

of Sounds, but invariably purſuing his

tº Country's Intereſt. His Eloquence is

Tº nervous, manly, and affecting ; his

tº Reaſoning ſtrong, perſpicuous, and

** concluſive ; and his Manner full of

gmi ſenatorial Dignity. When full of an

executes, with great Diligence and Fi

delity, every Commiſſion he is charg’d

with. One great Merit, which he may

juſtly plead, ought not to be conceal’d,

and that is, his rendering himſelf ex

tremely agreeable to the Belgians, the
liga Argument he diſcoversa Zeal for Truth, B moſt natural and faithful Allies of Lil

!, tº but he never betrays want of Temper.

flºº. His Speeches are always pure from

niai perſonal Refle&tions, and he ſeems to

a girl have no Paſſion but for the Good of

|smºth his Country.

in hit . The Hurgolen ºgon, to a very fer

hill tile Imagination joins a copious Flow

ºff of Eloquence, which always leaves

ºuiſ, the Hearer in his Way of Thinking.

to it. As he has paſs'd thro' a great Variety

gifth of Poſts, he is acquainted with the Bu

fineſs and Method of Proceeding in

ſiput; ſo that, if they fulfil their En

gagements with her in the preſentWar

with Iberia, it muſt be owned that it is

in a great meaſure owing to the Ma

nagement of that Clinab. And indeed

one need not be ſurprized at this, if we

conſider that the Charaćter of the Am

baſſador was exačtly ſuited to that of

the People ; both ſeem to deſpiſe all

Refinements, in confidering, the one

the Intereſt of his Maſter, and the o

thers their own.

moſt Offices in the Empire, which may D . The Urg; Lettylino diſcovers a Genius

** beſie Reaſon why heſpeaks upon moſt

, , Subjećts that come before the Houſe.

, whº As in all publicº: he has ever

been known to take the Part of the

;whºm Miniſter, ſo ſome have thought it, a

i. mini Diſadvantage to him that the Side he

pens his Mouth.

:rº Brother of the Miniſter, with

\ . out affe&ting to be an Orator, is always

º ºf ſure to ſpeak good Senſe on every Sub

º gjeºt he riſes up to. The Poſlure of

# tº Affairs in Deguſia, for ſome Time paſt,|t having rendered it neceſſary for the F

º ºf Lilliputian Government to ſtrengthen

*... itſelf with foreign Alliances, he was

º the Perſon employed by the Emperor

.informing thoſe of the greateſt Impor

: |tance to the Empire. The Contingen

*ſcies that happened from unforeſeen Ac
jºins in the Affairs of Degulia, by al-G

!”. ſering the Purpoſes for which theſe Al

liances were formed, have rendered

ſºme of them ineffectual ; , for which

Reaſon they in the Oppoſition to the

º Miniſter have blamed his Brother for

**conºming blondering inconfiſtentTrea
ſº But others, who have weigh’d H

ºf

|

lºt”

tºº

º*

:

that will one Day fit him for the Ma

nagement of the greateſt public Con

cern. He entered into the Senate at

an Age when others are ſcarcely fit for

the Univerſity, and has diſtinguiſhed

himſelf ever ſince by a zealous Oppo
inălţi ſpeaks on is always known before he o- E fition on all Occaſions againſt the Mi

niſter. He poſſeſſes all the Qualificati

ons of an accompliſhed Scholar, and

theſe he makes ſubſervient to the Duty.

of a Senator. He is highly in Favour

with the Prince Imperial, and all the

Virtuoſi and Ingenious in the Liberal

Arts, particularly in Poetry, ex

pećt to ſee theGolden Age revive when
he ſhall come into Court”. But thoſe

who have the Good of their Country.

at Heart,..., hope that the principal

Regard will be had to mending the

Conſtitution of their Country, and not

to refining the Numbers of their Poe

try; to guard againſt the Prevalence of

Corruption, and not againſt the Harſh

º

neſs ofa Cadence; in ſhort, that the chief.

Poſts in the Government will be filled.
. . . . "

º,

F f with

* The remaining Part of this Para

**** graph is a Digreſſion, that we cannot ac
all Accidents, and have duly reflected count fºr; perhaps ſome other Paſſages,

"on the Intereſts that were impoſſible to of Mr Gulliver's Papers may explain it. "
as ----. - - -

(2.

* * *

3
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with Men of Dignity and Experience, ledge of both, that he entirely gaid

and not with Paraſites and Poets. Theſe the Eſteem of the great D. Puhui,

laſt may be uſeful in adding the inferior whom we have already mention'd,

Ornaments to a Court, but when em-, and who left him his invaluable Collec.

ploy'd in Poſts, the faithful Diſcharge *tion of Books and Papers that relateiſ,

of which gives Weight and Strength to theſe Subjećts. Since that Cina!';

a State, they have been found but fee. Death he has improved ſo well that he

bie Supports. There was, indeed, a is juſtly look’d upon as an Oracle, with

Time when Poetry and Public Spirit regard to every Point of Form and

were the ſame ; when the Maxims of Precedent, by both which the Houſ:

State, the Rules of Government, and B of Climabs are always much determin'd.

the Condućt of Magiſtrates, were con- “ The Hurgo Polgarth, a North Lili.

yey'd in Poetical Allegories ; when the putian, ſeems to form himſelf entirely

People caught the generous Flame from upon the Model of the laſt mentioned

the Poet, when it ſpread from the Peo- Clinab, by whom he has been inſtrude:

; to the Prince, and united the Ef in all the different Branches of Senatorial

forts of all againſt the common Ene. C. Duty. Tho young, yet he gives them?
-

my : . But theſe Times never were intenſe Application of any Clinib in

known in Lilliput. * * , the Houſe, if we except the Ug

... The Urg; Pleſnahm, Brother to the Sºody, and has improved a greatSº

Nardac Secretary, is generally look'd of natural Parts and Eloquence, by his

upón, as the moſt proper Perſon of all Study of the Antients, and the Hiſtorii

the Firſt Miniſter's Party to ſucceed him is of other Countries.

in caſe he ſhould die, or reſign. He D The Hurgolet Bramard is, perhap,

ſpeaks in the moſt genteel Manner of the only Inſtance that a Man may b:

any Man among the Clinabs, and yet born a compleat Orator, and giving

the Elegance of his Style does not in daily ſnſtances that he is ſo, withºut

the leaſt weaken the Force of his Rea- calling in to his Aſſiſtance the leaſt A:

ſoning. He carefully avoids all per- quirement of Art. His Eloquence;

fonal Reflections, and tho' zealouſly E calm, pure, refined from all the Dº

attached to the Intereſt of the Court of Pedantry, all the Froth of Courſ,

ānd Miniſter, yet he was never known and the ſubtile Craft ſo frequent in St.

to incur the Ill-will of any Party. , , nates. He was cducated in ſtrict (ºr

Some People, who believe the Doc- fined Principles, both with regard ſº

trine of the Tranſmigration of Souls, Politicks and Religion; yet his ow:
are perſuaded that the Soul of Peemf F good Senſe has got the better of al

is transfuſed into the Perſon of Urg, theſe Prejudices, and whetherwecº

Sºy. He inherits all the Knowledge ſider him as a Magiſtrate or a Seniº,

ºf the Conſtitution of his jountry, all we find few or none that have (alſº

the Application to theDiſcharge of Se- cumſtances confidered) excelled him,

natorial Duty, all the indefatigable . (To be continued occaſional})

Żeal of Oppoſition, and all thej . . . ."" -

late perſeverange which diſtinguiſhed G The fºllowing Speech having afftain

thº, illuſtrious Patriot. He is not reck. Print, ºwila.

ºh-ºº! Érºsſil Stºker in the o peºa, hearºº great a Naº
Houſe, but what he'ſſpeaks is clear, tho' under the Diſadvantage ºf 4?

ſtrong, and diſtinét." He ap ily’d him. unauthoriº Publiſation. Howevt,
... 1.-- ", , , it ºn ºfTºº & -, * **** ºatian. H

ſºlf Carly to the Stüdy of§#. ſomeAmendments have been given”

tiº. Hiſtory, and Conſtitution, j H by a Gentleman preſent.

*****śiñ the Know. ThºsrººtHºnº

- ſºlºrºf the court in . . …A–--!" > 0–w, E4:
- .9%ºf a Manprettymuº f: ºffgracious Sovereign, tº

of the ſame Charađerwith our famous, V"QU Rº faithful Common; hº

*…*.*.x, tº T.Y.". - “. . .a -"Leave to preſent to your*:
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ty the Money-Bills for the Sums that luable Branches of Trade, while their

are neceſſary to carry on the great. Enemies have met with the ſevereſt

and important Work, that is now up. Checks, and have experienced how

on your Majeſty's Hands. They a- feeble their Riches and Numbers are

mount, in all, to four Millions of Mo-A againſt the Efforts of a brave People,

ney ; a great Sum indeed! but grant- united under a Prince who aſpires at

ed by your Commons not only with no Glory greater than that ofpreſerv

* Chearfulneſs, but Unanimity, and a ; them in the Enjoyment of their

** great Part of it with unuſual Diſ... juſt Rights and Privileges. . . . .

* patch; this, Sir, aroſe from the Let the Enemiesof this Nation there

* Aſurance they have that it will be ex-R fore boaſtof their far-broughtTreaſure,

º pended for the great and neceſſary Pur- “...and their wide extended Dominions,

poſes for which it is granted. , , , , while all Europe is a Witneſs how lit

# Thus your Majeſty has the Satisfac- tie the Advantages that ariſe from ei

* tion to perceive that your faithful Sub- ther, avail, againſt that irreſiſtible

jećts have done their Duty in enabling Strength produced by Induſtry, Liberty

tº your Majeſty to ſupport thoſe Armãº and "Commerce. “Theſe invaluable

tº ments both by Sea and nd, cMine: of the Britiſh Treaſure have

* - which are, under your Majeſty's wiſe “been fully protected under your Ma

dº Direction, to procure them Satisfactiº jeſty, and your faithful Commons re

* on for thoſe Wrongs that have been fleet with Pleaſure and Gratitude,

iº wantony inflićted upon this Nati- that it is owing to this conſtant Atten

on by an Enemy, who vainly ima- tion in your Majeſty to the great Con

dº gined that a prudent Forbearance cerns of your Subjećts, that they are

Mº was the Effei of puſillanimous Coun-D now enabled to grant to your Mā

ºf cils, and thata Willingneſs to avoid, if jeſty the great Sums contained In

is poſſible, a deſtructive War, proceeded theſe Bills. ". . . . . . . .

tº fom an Inability to puniſh their Injuſ. The late great Succeſs of yourMa

iſ tice. But, allow me to ſay, there is jeſty's Arms under your brave Ad

mil: yet a Strength and Spirit in the Nation' miral in America, is an illuſtrious Proof

Kiº that may convince them how fatally E of your Majeſty's wiſe and prudent

ſº they are miſtaken, and the Sum which Care in giving the proper Orders for

diff your faithful Commons have now the diſreſſing the Enemy in the moſt ſºnſible'

ºf Honour to preſent to your Majeſty, is Parts. The Clemency extended to

ºf a Proof of the great Power which the Enemy on that Occaſion is a far.

tº this Nation is able to exert, when the ther Inſtance of that generous Cha

ſº Glory of your Majeſty's Crown, and acter, which diſtinguiſhes your Ma

tº the Preſervation of their own juſt and jeſty's Subjects ; the Reſolution with

º undoubted Rights callsit forth. At the which that important Conqueſt was

ſame Time, the Unanimity and Chear- F carried on, ſhews how well your

fulneſs, which appears among your Majeſty knows to employ Officers;

faithful Commons to ſupport your Ma- who will ſecond the Wiſhes of the Na:

ºf jeſty in this juſt and neceſſary War, may tion in this glorious War, and will, no

give other, and more formidable Pow- 'doubt, convince the Enemy of the Sui

ers to underſtand, what they are to 2, periority which a juſt Senſe of the moſt

expect if they ſhall join with thepreſent “ignominious Treatment of your Ma

* Enemies of your Majeſty's Crown and jeſty's Crown, and the barbarous In:

ºf People. It is perhaps owing to this humanities inflićted upon their Fellow.

Unanimity and Chearfulneſs, that we . Subjećts, will always produce in a Peo

º, are as yet engaged in a War with Spain plejealous of their Sovereign's Honour

# alone, and that, during the Courſe of and their own Rights. The other Suc

this War your Majeſty's Subjects have H ceſſes that in the Courſe of this War

been enabled, without any material In- have attended your Majeſty's Arms,

º terription, to proſecute their moſt va- are ſo many Inſtances of the vaſt Power

- of
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of this Nation when ſhe exerts her true

and natural Strength, and give your

faithful Commons the pleaſing Proſpect

of your Majeſty's ending this juſt and

neceſſary War with that Glory to

your Majeſty, with that Security to A

their own undoubted Rights of Navi

gation and Commerce, and with that

Honour to the Nation in general,which

the Goodneſs of your Majeſty's Cauſe,

the Wiſdom of your Councils, and the

Bravery of your Forces, deſerve. -

It will be owing to ourſelves if we,

are diſappointed in this Expectation,

and we can only have ourſelves to blame

if this War is not attended with num

berleſs Advantages to your Majeſty'sDo

minions. If we are united at home,

we have nothing to dread from abroad;

and we have everything to hope from

your Majeſty's known, Attachment to

the Rights and Liberties of your People.

Our Situation, as an Iſland, defends us

from all Attacks of foreign Power, and,

your Majeſty's faithful Commons hope D

that nodiſunion among ourſelves ſhalſe

ver give the common Enemies of the

Nation, whoever they are, thoſeAdvan

tage which they now deſpair of ob

taining by Arms. It is Union alone,

and we may ſay with Pleaſure, we are
all united in the preſent great Work, E.Work, you have convinced your: |

that can take from our Enemies the

leaſt Shadow of Hope to ſucceed, either

y open Force 9r ſecret Treachery.

It is by each of usin our ſeveral Stations

endeavouring to promote a Duty and

Zeal for your Majeſty's Perſon and F

Government, a Regard for the Laws

and Conſtitution of this Kingdom, and .

rinciples
an Abhorrence of thoſe

which have ever tended to ſubvert our

iberties, that we can reap thoſe Bleſ.

ſings, which your Majeſty's wiſe and G

mild Adminiſtration, and the glorious

Succeſs of your Majeſty's Arms in the

Courſe of this War, gives us the moſt

ſolid Foundation for expe&ting.

At the End of the laſt great War,

we might have ſecur'd thoſe Advantage; H
in the moſt effectual manner, had we

been but true to ourſelves, and had we

not given up, by a ſhameful Treaty, all

that this Nation had a Right to expect

3rom a long, glorious, and expenſive War.

Advantages in point of Commerce and

* Their Glory often deſolated their King
- º - - - - - - - dom;

Providence has again brought the ſame

Opportunity about; and your Majeſty will,

we hope, ſoon retrieve, by your wiſ:

and ſucceſsful Condućt in the Proſecution

of this great and important War, thoſ:

|

t

|

Navigation, that were then ſacrificed to

Our#.; Animoſities, which would |

not ſuffer us to diſcern our real Intereſts,

It is from the Regard your Majeſty has

always ſhewn for the juſt Rights of yout || ||

Subjećts, from the inviolable Attachinent | 1.

to the Intereſt of this Nation, which a

have been always the Rule of your Mk 1 a

jeſty's Adminiſtration, that your fithſ. In

Commons promiſe to themſelves ſuch 3 || 0

fail Security in the Exerciſe of their N. N

vigation, as may raiſe this Nation to 3 || W:

higher Pitch of Grandeur than ſhe could I a

have hoped for even on the Concluſion ºf I R.

that great War. The Meaſures which

have hitherto been purſued, give them i.

the ſtrongeſt Reaſon to believe that all || ||

their juſt Expećtations will be fulfilled, ||

and that the Reputation, Commerce, and || ||

Influence, of this Nation under your Ma. tº

jeſty will be put upon ſuch a Footing, “ . .

to ſet them beyond the Poſſibility of ill | tº

future Violation, even from the moſt ||

powerful, and moſt formidable, Enemy

which this Nation now has, or may herº §

after have to encounter. . . . . . . .

: By your Majeſty's continual Appiº ||

tion to the Senſe of your great Cou" || ||

cil upon every Step that has been tº ||

ken in the Proſecution of this gºt || “.

that you purſue no Intereſts ſeparatefº
theirs, and there is nothing} can benectſ.

ſary for them to do in the ſuture M* | *

nagement of the War, that your Mi: | tº
jeſty may not juſtly promiſe to yºurſ; Wi

from their Afféâion and Grătitude, iſ

it ſhall be as gloriouſly ended as it hiſ

been hitherto ſucceſsfully conduit"

and that all Eurºpe will be convinced tº 1 &
the Fate of Spain, how dangerºus ſt || ||

is to provoke the Reſe timent of " || ||

Majeſty, or to attack the Rights of a Nº. 1 #

tiºn who derive their Riches and Strength ||

from Commerce. And indeed, Whº | #

can ſay, that this war may not be Critiº ||

to Great Britain, by opening Chanºl, :

of Trade hitherto denied to yourMº §

Subječts? Who can ſay, it is not ſºlº tº

to be the peculiar Glory of your Mºjº lº

Reign, that Great Britain ſhall from tº ||
Event of this War extend her Commer" | tº

and enlarge her Poſſeſſions, ſo as 0° ºt

quire a Degree of Strength and Pº" || ||

unknown to her under the mºſt gloriº" ||

ofyour Majeſty's Predeceſſors?



doms, and impoveriſhed their Subječts;

but it may be your Majeſty’s Happineſs to

reconcile your Glory to the nobleſt, the

richeſt Gifts of Peace and Commerce, by

the Encouragement given to your Maje

ſty's Subječis to attack the Poſſeſſions of

your Majeſty's Enemies in America. A Bill

to which your Majeſty has already given

your Royal Aſſent has this ſame Seſſion

paſſed both Houſes for that Purpoſe; by

that Bill ſuch Encouragement is given to

your Majeſty's Adventuring Subjećts, or

attack and conquer any Part of the Ene

mies diſtant Poieſions, as cannot fail of

obtaining thoſe Advantages in Trade and

Navigation which we were formerly ſo

ãº wanting to ourſelves as to overlook; Ad

iſ a vantages that may raiſe the Power and

:: Reputation of this Nation to the higheſt

diº Pitch upon the moſt ſolid Foundation, and

tº fix the Balance of Europe in the Hands of

your Majeſty, and your Auguſt Houſe.

Theſe are the Conſequences which your

º: Majeſty's Subjećts may reaſonably promiſe

tº to themſelves from the Event of this War.

ºf They are Conſequences that will diſtin

º: # your Majeſty's Reign to all Poſteri

m; ty, by making this War as produćtive

#: of Happineſs and Riches to your Majeſty's

tº Subjećts, as others have been of Deſolation

and Ruin. Aids h h Majeſt

º; . The great Aids which your Majeſty's

gº faithful#. now preſent to your

# * > Majeſty will enable your Majeſty to retain

: the Dominion of the Seas, which will

render it impoſſible for any Power in Eu

rºpe to give your Majeſty's Enemies ſuch

Žiš. as to wreſt from your Majeſty

any of ; Advantages which your Majeſty's

Subjećts promiſe to themſelves from this

War, and which will be ſuch a Source of

Wealth to this Nation as may give Poſte

rity Reaſon to refle&t with Pleaſure upon

the generous Views of your Majeſty, and

the provident Wiſdom of this Parlia

ment.

And may that God, to whom yourMa

jeſty has nºw f appeaked, bleſs your Maje

ſty's Councils and Arms with the Succeſs

which the Juſtice of your Majeſty's Cauſe

sº deſerves, and make this War as glorious

* and happy to your Majeſty, and your Sub
º, jećts, as it has been wiſely and neceſſarily

enter'd into by your Majeſty. And that

tº yourMajeſty's faithful Commons may not

be wanting to your Majeſty, to the Nation,

or to themſelves in providing for what lies

at their Door towards making this a glo

rious and a ſucceſsful War, they beg yºur

Majeſty's gracious Acceptance of the fol

Speech of the Right Hon. A–.R O

other your Majeſty's Forces if they ſhall B
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lowing Bills, which will convince your

Majeſty and all the World, that under

whatever Difficulties this Nation may la

bour from its great Public Debts, yet your
Majeſty’s Subjećts will always # the

Means of ſupporting a Prince who ſo ef

º employs his Power in protećting
them. - - ,

. Particulars relating to Mrs R O WE.

Agºng to the Promiſe, we made in

February Jaff, we ſhall give our

Readers ſºme Circumſtancés relating to our

Correſpondence with Mrs Rowe; which we

hope will be the more agreeable, as they

may ſerve for a Proof of that Averſion to

Satire, and that Sweetneſs of Diſpoſition,

the Writer of her Life has ſº ſºftly ob.

ſerved in her Charaćier. .

...A Country Farmer (Mr Richard Yate of
C Clarely in Shropſhire,) who uſed to devote

many of his leiſure Hours to Reading, or .

the innocent Amuſements of his Pen, ſent.

tº ſeveral Poetical Pieces ſigned Philomel,

ſome of which *we inſerted in 173; and

1736, and he was alſo a Candidate §: the

Prizer. In his Prize Poem on Life, ath,

&c. he aſſerts the Dignity of Man, and his

Superiority over the Creation, and main

tains that all Things were deſigned for

his Service. Among others he has the fºl.

Iowing Lines,

Fºr Man the Swn pours out a Flood of Day,

For Man the Moon refleå; each fainter Ray;

For Man the burning Stars and Planets

bright - [Light.

Diffuſe their Influence, and expend their

Theſe being his Sentiments, and be ob

ſerving in ſº Perſes of Mr Duck to a

Lady, Man's Supereminence ridiculed, and

F the Lord of the Creation compared to a

Mite, he imagined Mr Duck had attacked

4 Chriſtian Doºrine; and therefore, as a

ſloughman, deſired Admiſſion for ſome

Perſes, to correà the Threſher. (See O5.

Mag, 1736, p. 624.) He therein alſo glances

at Mr Pope and Mr Gay, and treat; Mr

Duck as he thought he deſerved. . They

G were Subſcribed Philomel, and dated from
S—ſhire. -

Nono

f In the Declaration of War.

* The Accounts of the Old World, and Gar

den of Eden, (See G E N r. MA g. Vol. VI. VII.

VIII.).The Diſſertation concerning Abſtinence

from Blood, and Things ſtranged, Vol. VI.

H The Letters ſigned 23rico, Vol. V. and thoſe

concerning Abraham's Age, God's Eternity,

the Angels firſt Sin, &c. ſigned R. T. were ali

written by the ſame Author,
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Now Mrs Rowe having been often ſtiled

Philomela and by ſome (tho' improperly)

Philomel, and 8–ſhire bein ſº
Somerſetſhire inſtead of Shropſhire, ſome

Perſons, not attentive to the Charačer of a

Ploughman in which theſe Perſes were gro

fiftily written, ſuggeſted to Mrs Rowe A
£hat they were intended to# or her; :

on this ſhe in a Letter to the Printer of

the Gentleman's Magazine (wherein ſhe

candemns the Verſes) §: that ſhe

never writ a Line of Ridicule on the

meaneſt Perſon, nor could read any thing.

of that kind without a ſecret Uneaſineſs;

and as to the Perſons named in the Lines

ſhe had the greateſt Eſteem of their

Merit and Genius. - - -

As ſhe deſired an Anſwer, one was ſent

to undeceive her, and give her an Ac

count of the honeſt intentions of the Far

mer; ſhe on conſidering the Affair was

The Gentºruan's MAGAZINE, vol.x.

tº write on certain negleited Subjeff, hy

ſuch as we apprehend have a Tºndency tº

the Improvement of Pirtue, and the Sup.

port of Religion. Tho' theſe Premium,

were propoſed by a private Perſºn, and
7pere 7770fe #4. le than thoſe of the

Academy of Paris, yet were they puſid ºver

in ſilence, by all the publick New Writºr,

at Home, while they never failed to take

Notice of the other; and the Prºpoſer was

beſides much diſcouraged and ill treatedly

them ; while, in the mean Time, he was

mentioned with Honour and Applauſe, in

the News Papers of every other Natiºn in

B Europe. And we had Letters from fortign

Parts, both in Latin and French, in praiſ;

of the Donor and his Deſign. It is nºt.

then to be wonder'd that Mrs Rowe, whº

was animated with ſuch a Zeal for Virtue

and Religion, ſhould approve of any Thing

that appeared calculated to prºmote them.

pleaſed to expreſs, herſelf thus in another C But, upon this we were not only favºured

letter. What I writ laſt, was purely on , with her Approbation, but hºnoured with

a Miſtake of one that had too great a

Delicacy, in what that Perſon, thought,

concerned my Charaćter. I am perfectly,

eaſy, and believe the Author had a goºd.

Peſign. I am no Critic, and thoſe are

Subjećts' ſuperior to my Underſtanding,

and Cenſure. She ſent us, with this Let

ter, a Copy of Kerſes to Mr Thomſon on

hearing Eädy” “** commend his Seaſºns.

(See Vol. VI. p. 741.) which Subječt (ſays

ſhe) is much inore agreeable to the Soft

neſs of my Sex, as well as my natural

Temper. If you think theſe Verſes

worth inſerting, you are at Lib

put them in your Magazine.

‘Such was the Modeſy, ſuch the good.

her Correſpondence, and had the Pleaſureſ

obliging the Wºrld with ſeveral Pitt, if

Poetry, from her own Original Manuſcriptſ,

Tho' theft Circumffancé may appear tº

ſºme not very material with regard to Mºf

S. Rowe, yet, we preſume, they will nºt be

thought amiſ, becauſe the moſt minºte

Particular, relating to Perſºns of hº

Merit, are generally acceptable to their 43.

mirers. Ahd the Diſpºſition of the Mind

is, for the moſ, Part, ſeen in a teart"

Light, by the unftudied Expreſſions in 4

caſual Letter, thān by more elaborate Pº.

erty to E fºrmances deſigned fºr the Public.
Nor did we think it#. to advant:

ſºmething in our own Pindication, aſ ºf

Senſe, and ſuch the Benevolence of Mrs Thave been often treacherouſly attacked wit

Rowe, leaft ſenſºle of her own. Merit,

ready tº own a Miitake when ſhe believed it.

to be ſo, and antaſy to ſee even the neameſ:

Perſon ridiculed, -

* In her fºrff

expreſ; herſelf thus : Your generous Pro

pºſals to encourage Ingenuity and Virtue,

make me have a great Value for your,

Charaćter, and tho’ you are a perfect,

Stranger to me, I put the utmoſt Confi

the mean Starrilities of our Enemies. 44

ſtrely, %. ever Baffing may be pardº,

ºve may be allowed to biºff ºf the Appleſ:

of Perſonſ of Merit and Pirtue. We art.

Letter, ſhe was pleaſed to * perſuaded that the Correſpondence and Æ,

probation of Mrs Rowe will have muſ

more Weight than anything we cºuld rºl

to the little ſpiteful inveſſive; that hiº.

heen thrown out againſt us. Neitherift

to her alone that we are indebted forſh
dence in your Juſtice and Sincerity, with i Favours ; we have | received lik

eregard to any ſpurious Compoſures ſent G Honour; from Perſons no
où as mine, and depend entirely on your

{cretion and Senſe of Honour, to ſup

preſs any Abuſe of that Nature that comes

to you for the future. And in another

Letter ſhe ſays, When I ſend you any

Poem, I will incloſe it in a Letter ſub

ſcribed with my Name. . . -

The generous Propoſals abºve mentioned

relate tº the Prizes ºffered in the Gentle

man's Magazine, for encouraging Authors,

- ſ: eminent in the

Republick of Leºers, whoſe Names weſt

not allowed to publiſh.

ce; they have obliged us with, wilſº

fºr themſelves, and make it appear, whº

ther orjio they are, as has been maliciºſ)

º the Performances of obſcurº Per'

ôns, Authors of no Name in the Com’

monwealth of Learning, or of Pº

º

that were never heard of but in Grº

Street. - - - - - -

- - . . . Frºm

However, the Pit:
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The Duty of GoverNors.

Mr. D'ANVERs,

: HQºf uſual it may be for Thoſe,

who correſpond with you, to aſſume

the Charaćter and Stile of ſome eminent

Politician, I ſhall, without any Scruple,

own myſelf to be one of thoſe, whom our

Anti-Patriots contemptuouſly treat as the

Mob, Mechanicks, ſturdy Beggars, and Sla

ves; One, who hath the Inſolence to make

“Uſe of his five Senſes, and thinks himſelf

capable of feeling a ſharp Injury, or ſmell

ing a rank Villain, as ſenſibly as the high

eſ; of his Betters. - -

It is one of the firſt Rudiments of State

Craft for Governors to underſtand them

felves, and thoſe whom, they rule. The

Paſſigns of the Multitude aré truly com

pared to thoſe of Children, which are ten- C

der, dućtile and vague. They are natu

rally fond ofthoſe, from whom they re

-ceive Benefit; and, unleſs kept back by

ſome oppreſſive Weight, cannot long

with-hold their Affections, which are at

leaſt as eaſily gain’d as alienated, and will

-preſs for Reconcilement, if nºt terrify’d

and harden’d by Roughneſs and continu'd

ill Uſage. Whenever therefore there are

-Heart-burnings among the Generality of

the Peºple, for a long Space of Time, it is

-a certain Sign that thoſe at the Helm want

a true Knowledge of their Tempers, or

‘Skill to manage, or Virtue to guide

-them.

The beſt-inclined People in the World B

may be driven into Stubbornneſs and ill

Humour by thoſe who ought to ſweeten

and cultivate their Tempers; for, judging

altogether by their Senſes, they are not

-Philoſophers enough to admire Virtue at

a Diſtance, and are little moved by Bene

‘fits which they do not feel, tho’ very ſºn

fible of whatever makes them ſmarf; nor

can it be expe&ted that the good People

of England, though endowed with the

moſt ſocial, generous, and affectionate

‘Principles in the World, ſhould bear the

Gallings of theirRiders with leſs Uneaſineſs

than becomes the Freemen of the World,

till they are reduced to the State of their

good Neighbours, the French, who are

intir’d to Slavery, treating it as their own

º: which they firſt paint and then a

-dore." " . * - - - , -

* Without a mutual Intercourſe of Affec

ition, there can be no Happineſs between

a Prince and his People, who are in a Kind.

tof Marriage-State. The firſt meet with

-a Warmth and Ergerneſs, which by due

Art and regular Behaviour will continue;

but Coolneſs and Neglect, an one Side,
*:

-

well as

Hing to their Motion.
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will ſlacken the Courſe of Affe&ions on

Borh; and if ever their Intereſt happens
to divide, their Affections will likewiſe

take a ſeparate Courſe. Whenever that

is forgot, for which alone Princes have

a Right to govern (the People's Advan
tage) whenever the Prince's Scheme is

ºneerly 9 pleaſe and indulge his own Paſ
fººms and Appetites, or he affects a Grah

deur ſeparate from his People, or amaſſes

large Sims, whilſt they grow poor; when
ever the People cannot be relieved from

any Evil amongſt themſelves, which may

unfortunately bring an Advantage to their

Prince, without paying him an exorbitant

Price for it; that Prince cannot take a more

effectual Method to expreſs the want of

Love to his People, or to procure their Re

ſentments againſt him, and every Inſtra.

fºnt ºf his Power. His diveſting flim

ſelf of this paternal Tenderneſ, is putting

9, 3 Rºbe of Shame, and committing that

Violence on himſelf, which his worff Ene

ºits ºpuld deſire to execute, and his beft
Frienº,would endeavour to prevent.

4ffºliº) and good Humour, as flºwing
from this *:::::: are therefore neceſſary

to, gain the Affections of the Multitude,
3. think the *: as ſinooth as the

ountenance; and who giving up great

Part of their Liberty,§º:
Strength, and their Money, in ºrder to be

well governed, think licy have a Right

to expect goºd Word, and good uſage, as

- gºod Gºvernment. If theſe are

yielded, they will grant two Favours for

ºne Smile; but if deny'd, they will grow

fullen and, refractory; for Pºrtue #fff;

without ºffability and good Humour, be:
comes ſtern, rugged, and foldierly, fit on

ly to face Enemier, and frighten #end.

... What ſhall we ſay of Generoſity, to the
Influe; ce of which the Affection; unfºld

themſelves, as Flowers to the Sun, and

without which they naturally die away?—

F Generoſity includes an Unwillingneſs to

draw Money from a People alread impo

yeriſhed—ſt implics *::: Ebb %. º:
Zºeafºres, which freely flow from the

People, and which they naturally expect

bººk again, like the Returns ºf their Traf

fºck; but flock'd.*p, or laid ºut injoreign

Gºthaſes, they look on as ſhipwrº.
t does nothing in an langrateful Way;

nor fºes. Exciſerien on a free People: .

It cºſider's eyeſy"Thing in the beina

tuted, lºgh-ic pities the Infinities ºf
the Multitude, and humours them as a P.

#: does the Sea Waves, which he never

attempts to break, caſing his Bark accord

- - In ſhort, it is a ſºga
lity neceſſary to keep up the splendºur

of the Throne, which dºcays is Propor.

--- * - - - - - * tiqa
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tion to the Failing of this Virtue; and the more Hatºa way of thinking, ſhall nºt

prince atting without it will in vain expºt be eaſily ſet at enmity with them, whiſ:

thoſe Returns, which are only due to it; We conſider that the Virtues the recom.

. the pºi, who are nice and ſevere mend were ºf Aºi, by Wichiº,
ºijs on the Behaviour of their Superi, the divine Elizabeth, raiſed her gºry:

ºr, will never pay the proper Dererence A She, Who wº beloved at home, and ſtard

: "a gºal. Man, whilſt he almoſt levels “ abroad; whoſe Aim was tº unit: her Sub

imº with them, by acting below his jeś, and divide her Enemies; whºſe Am.

Charaćter. bition was to humble the Spaniard, to

i.e. us then ſuppoſe a Prince adorn'd crub the French, and to raiſe the Engliſh;

with ºffº'virtues; how are the whoſe Policy was natural, whº

People to be made ſenſible of them, ſo dearing. and whoſe Reign for that Reaſon

as to pay that Veneration, which they ſucceſstul. HARRY ENGLISH.

‘merit,iftheyare not exerted,na frequently
exerted? For, to paſſive and obſcur'd Vir- B Cºmmon &cmſ?, May 3.

*...'. but É.#. are º: Tº the Author of CoMMoM SENSE.

he Populace are indifferent to it, ſince it - - - -

#:::::::::::::::::::..."; -ºidºgmºrtaliatºr, ºft
- - - Sacra Fame;ference ruſts, and in Time becomes in

trađtable, till it turns to Contempt,and then S I R, **

to Hatred. So neceſſary therefore is the A. Mongſt all the ingenious Devicts

Operation of theſe Virtues to Popularity, which the Wit of Man has framed,

that when a Prince hath had the Misfor C amongſt all the various Triumphs which

tune not to have his Temper and Inclina- Conquerors have made over the Wal

tions educated to them, he ought, even quiſhed, one cannot, I think, meet with

by Affečtation, to court that Harmony any which comes up to the late Inventiºn

with the People, which is neceſſary fºr of a right worthy and loyal Citizen, who

their mutual Happineſs; and that Affečia- has found out a Way to make us all Part

tion will ſo habituate him to the Pračtice ners of the glorious Enterprizc, and moſt

of them, that they will in Time become D glorious Vićtory obtained by our Admiral

lovely to him, and even real. P and the brave Sailors under his Command

But if the beft Prince in the World re- at Porto Bello; burning a Pope, hanging?

figns his Power to a Favourite, who hath M-r in Éffigy, will no moſe beloºk.

none of theſe Qualities, it is almoſt the ed upon as Pieces of Wit and Humour.

ſame thing to the Peºple, as if he wanted A conquer'd Fort ſerv’d up in a Deſert,

them Himſelf—His Ears will only be ſalu- perfum’d Ramparts, and Sweet-meat For

ted with unwelcome Complaints, and he tifications have ſomething more facetious

will be apt to ſuſpeft the People of Unru- E in them, as well as more warlike, thin

lineſs and Ingratitude to him; whereas the anything of this sort I have yet met with

real Cauſe is a tyrannical and unpopular either in ancient or Modern Hiſtory

Miniſter. It is in vain for him to expe&t The Greeks, indeed, as Homer informs tº

that the Slights, which ſuch a Miniſter took Care to iudulge themſelves in Feaſts

receives from the Contempt and Hatred of both before and after a Battle; but never

an injured and ill gºverned People, will had the Wit to think of this admirable

not reach Himſelf; for it is not poſſible F Method of enjoying their Vićtories when

that a Prince can be calm and undiſturb’d “ they were over: This is entirely ada

whilſt his Subjeifs are made uneaſy...; nor to the Genius, Humour, and (if I may ſo

can it be ſuppoſed that a People, till they expreſs myſelf without being ſuſpéded

are loſt to all Senſe of Liberty, ſhoud bear of a Pun) to the Taſte of our Nation; for

with a Miniſter, who hath no Regard for whilſt every man is ſatisfying his own

their Paſſions, Circumſtances, Convenien- Appetite, he will at the ſame Timebedº

cies, or Gout, but takes every Opportunity ing a Service to his King and Country,

of making himſelf, diſaſteful to them, G by a laudable Commemoration of 0.

without much Grumbling and Uneaſineſs. Vićtories, and the Succeſs of the Britiſh

Theſe Obſervations, drawn originally Arms; beſides, that by this means the Li

from common Life, may point out the na- dies will not be exempted from the Plea;

tural Cauſes of many, publick, as well as ſure ofhumbling the Pride of Spain; and

Fº& Miſcarriages,without it is to be hopedthat every fair Patriot will
aving Recºurſe to any ſlºgant or noto: H prepare a keen Appetite for the nextLord

rious Aëts of Tyranny ºr Injuſtice; and tho’ “Mayor's Feaſt, by which Time we hope

they may be thºught by our modern great to ſee a great Part of is Catholick Majº

Men, and refin'd Pºliticians, too trite and ſty's Dominions ſerved up and expoſed to

homely for their Notice and Approbation; be plundercd in ſleſs

yet. We of a plainer Underſtanding, and be plun in the ſame Man It
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Weekly Essays in

It muſt be a pleafing Refle&ion to every

true Engliſhman, when he thinks on the

happy Türn of Affairs which has latcly

come to paſs in this Kingdom; the Pro

ſpect of a difficult, unavoidableWar, toge

i. with the Terrors of a hard Froſt,

put a great many of his Majeſty's Subjećts

in Fear of ſtarving; but I heartily rejoice

that I can now congratulate my Country

men on a firm Belief that

Hec erat illa Fames, hac not ſuprema
manebant

Exitiis poſtura diem.

This gives us a double Enjoyment of our B

Conqueſts, it puts me iu Mind of Alexan

der's. Feaſt, where the Conqueror (as

ſº tells us) in the Heighth of his

age,

—Fºught all his Battles o'er again,

4ndthrice he rºuted all his Fles, and thrice

he ſlew the Slain.

The Method of teaching Children their C

Alphabet by Ginger bread Letters, by

which means they learn to eat, and eat to

learn, has been found to be of excellent

Uſe towards the Advancement of their

Learning and their Growth: And why

mayn't this new Invention of Feaſting on

Qur Enemies Dominions have the like Eſ. D

ſects on our Warriors?—This, no doubt,

will ſharpen our Soldiers Stomachs for

new Vićtories, it will make them,

Properly ſpeaking, feed themſelves with

the Hopes of Conqueſts, when they know

that whatever their Hands deſtroy, their

Bellies will reap the Benefit of:—f hum

by propºſe therefore, that, during the

Qontinuance of the preſent War, no Mu.

ſick ſhall be made Uſe of either at a Lord

Mayor’s, or Sheriff's Feaſt, or at the Feaſt

of any of the Companies of the god City

of Lºndon, except 'Drums and Trumpets,

-I mean till after Dinner, any Cuſ:

ºm 9r Uſage to the Contrary notwith

findig, becauſe it has been ſaid by a wiſe

Man and moſt excellent Poet,

It is the Trumpet and the Drum

That makes the Warrior's Stomach come.

I am only apprehenſive that our Enemies

may object, that this voracious kind cf

Triumph has ſomething ſavage and inhu- G

man in it; they will reſemble us to Canni

balā, Hottentots, and what not; they will

perhaps cry out,

O may they ne'er dige

The#. of ſof;fFeaft ;

With a thouſand other bitter Refle&ions

full of Malice and Cenſoriouſneſs; but let H

them look back up ºn, and bluſh at their

9Wn real Cruelty, and they will forgive

(if they can forgive) ſuch innocent Baba

M AY, 1740.

rities, as we are guilty of: However, I

would not adviſe our ingenious Epicures,

according to the old Saying, to count their

Chickens before they are hatch'd; let no.

thing be devour’d in Effigy, the Reality of

which is not already conſum’d, or at leaſt

ſubjećted to us.-Let us carn our Bread

before we eat it; for if we are ſo impru

dent as to do it before, it may perhaps fit

ſo heavy upon our Stomachs that we ſhall

be obliged to diſgorge, or at leaſt to wiſh

we had not been quite ſo luxurious; but

the Conſequences which muſt attend ſuch

Inadvertencies I leave every Man's private

udgment to preſent to him, with free

eave to act according to it in this Parti

cular. . I am Sir,

Tºur Humble Servant, A. B.

From Common $enſe, May 17. Nº 172.

Marriage recommended.

Aſpiring to be Gods, if Angels fell;

2; to be Angels, Men§ſ -

Eſſay on Man.

A* the Riches of a Country confiſt

more in the Number of its Inhabi

tants, than, in the Extent of its Domini

ons; Marriage has always been encour

aged by Politick Societies. The Immu

nities granted by the Roman Common

wealth to ſuch as had three Children are

well known: And the Cuſtom of Free

Bench, as well as Tenancy by the Cºteſ,

which is peculiar to this Nation, ſhews it

was not formerly diſcountenanced in

England.—Its being an Advantage to

Society is itſelf a ſufficient Proof that it

is a moral Perfeółion: Yet there is no Oc

caſion to reſt it upon # ſingle Argument. .

If whatever promotes the great Ends

of the Creation is a Duty of Morality,

certainly that upon which the Continú

ance of it does depend muſt be an eſſen

F tial one: And if the not forwarding the

Deſigns of Providence in the Creation is

a moral Evil, that muſt be ſo in a much

greater Degree which tends neceſſarily

to defeat them.– Yet notwithſtanding

this plain Demonſtration of the moral

Obligation of Marriage, it has been too

much diſcouraged by ſome cf our Church

as well as by thoſe of the Church of

Rome : And Celibacy inculcated as a

Chriſtian Virtue. -- !

To ſuppoſe it poſſible for Religion to

contradićt Morality in a ſingle Inſtance, is

at once to over-turn all the Evidences of

it.—If then Marriage is a moral Duty,

how much muſt thoſe be miſtaken, who

recommend Celibacy assa Chriſtian Per

fe&tion, and publiſh ſet Forms of Prayer

to implore the Divine Aſſiſtance to con
§ § tinuº

237.
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tinue in a fingle State, which is living in

a conſtant Breach§ mº, and conſe

uently religiºus, igation -

s i.j the#. of their Ar

guments, that we ought to ſubdue our

Éaſſions, and imitate the Angels who 4?'8

neither married nor given in Marriage.

Our Appetitesj Paſſions were given

us to promote the Deſigns of Providence

in our Creation, and when properly re

gulated tend admirably to that End. They
were intended to inſtigate us to Aétion,

and under the Government of Reaſon are

rodućtive of every good Quality and

W. And whoever will argue that we

ought to extinguiſh any Paſſion becauſe an

irregular. indulging it is vicious, ſhould

ſtarve ſooner than eat, becauſe Hunger is

an human Appetite, and Gluttony a Pice.

—The other Argument ſcarce deſerves

an Anſwer. We ſhould, indeed, imitate

A

of Marriage, it will be expected I ſhould

lay down ſome Rules concerning a proper

Choice; but as Example ſways more than

Precept, I will conclude, with a Story,

from whence either Sex may draw lä.

ſtrućtion.

Eug ENIo was a young Gentleman

from the Nature of his Education addic.

ted to Gaiety and Expence ; which he

ſupported by the Aſſiſtance of good Senſe.

and a plentiful Fortune without injuring

his Reputation or Eſtate. Having nº F.

mily of his own, he made a Viſit to a

Friend with a Deſign of paſſing the Sum.

mer # him in the Country. Sophro.

NIA happen'd to be there at the ſame

Time, by the Invitation of the Lady of

the Houſe, with whom ſhe had always

been educated. Her Perſon was nothing

remarkable; but a ſweet Diſpoſition and

a good natural Underſtanding made her
the Angels in conforming to the ſeveral C Converſation agreeable. Upon his firſt

Laws of our State, 2s religiouſly as we

ſuppoſe they do to theirs; but where

ever our Duties differ, our A&tions ought

not to be the ſame: And whºever agrees

to the pleaſing as well as rational Syſtem

of Mr. Addiſon, will not be at a Loſs to

ſhew why our Duties way in this Parti

cular.—The Exernal Progreſſion of the

human Soul in Knowledge, and its con

ſtant Apploaches to the Divinity, like a
Mathematical Line that ſtill draws nearer

to a; other without ever being able to

touch it, is the nobleſt Idea Human Con

ception is capable of Our preſent State

is the firſt Link of this great Chain, and

as it is reaſonable every Soul ſhould be

gin its Progreſs from the ſame Point, we

Alone ſeem properly calculated by the Di

vine Pleaſure to give Exiſtence to new

Creatures; that ſo theGradation of Beings

perpetually riſing in Perfeótion may be

continued as long

admirable Schenie ſhall think fit. That

we ought nºt to aſpire at being Angels

too ſoon, but be contented to fill the Space

deſign'd for us by Nature.—Tho' we

cannot be certain that the Negle&t of

this Duty will be poſitively puniſhed, yet

Arrival EU GEN i o was too well bred not

to ſhew a particular Civility to oneſ,

much reſpected by the Family ; and

So PHRon IA knew how to return it by

a ſuitable Behaviour. They had not bºth

long acquainted before the Sprightlineſs
D of his Converſation, and the amiable In

E.

as the Author of this F

nocence of hers, begot a mutual Deſire ºf

rend'ring themſelves agreeable to each

cther. EU GENIo's Education had been

too ingenuous to harbour a Wiſh that was

diſhonourable; and SoPHRonIA wil.

lingly encouraged a virtuous Inclinaticſ,

that would be ſo much for her Advantage.

She knew he poſſeſſed no ill Qualitics;

and thought he would eaſily be wean'ſ

from his Love of Show and Expence by

a more ſettled Way cf Life. But his

Deſire to live ſplendidly got the better ºf

his Paſſion: He would not throw himſelf

away upon one, who had but 3000 l ºf

her Poitiºn; ſo determined to return im:

mediately to London, and obliterate hā

Fondneſs by the Diverſions of the Town,

THEANA came up about the ſame

Time to ſpend the Winter with her Aunt

. She was the only Daughter of a Gentº

man of Fortune, by whoſe Death ſhewº
I think it capable ºf almoſt Mathemati-G lately come into the Poſièſſion of above

cal Demonſtratiºn that it will negatively

be ſo, by making us leſs happy: For if

the performing the Duties of this Life is

1soool. She was determined never to

mary a Man, who could not ſuppºrt her

in the Magnificence that ſuch a Fortun:
productive of future Happineſs, (and that might expé; and fºr that Reaſºn ºnly

it neceſſarily is ſo, is undeniably proved had refuſed Év prior Bus, who was a

by Mr Wollaſion in his Religion of Na

ture delineated.), the increating Number

of thoſe Duties by the Addition of the

Conjugal and Parental ones, muſt be an

infallibie Means of increaſing that Hap

pineſ.

young Gentleman bred up to a Profeſſiºn

in which his natural Abilities, join'd tº

ſteddy Application, promiſed him, tº

greateſt Sºcceſs. They had long been

acquainted, and ſo perfeótly agreeablº

each other, that Euphor Eus had]"
After ſo ſtrenuous a Recommendation Reaſon to hope he ſhould prevail ‘.

- - - , cſ
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her Deſire for Grandeur, which was the

only Failing ſhe poſſeſs'd: But that Paſ

on was predominant; ſhe was afraid it

#. be ſaid ſhe had ačied imprudently,

*: that ſhe ſhould not be able to ſtand

e

only one Footman behind a Chariot and

Pair, when ſhe might have had half a

Dozen powder'd Valets attending her

Coach and Six. -

Upon her coming to London, EU GE

Nio made his Addreſſes among the reſt ;

a ſuitable Settlement, Preliminaries were

ſoon agreed on. Before they had been

ten Timesº; the Lawyers were

bribed not to be dilatory. Several thou

ſands were expended in Plate and jewels;

The gay Livery and gilded Car proclaim'd

them the happieſt Couple of the Seaſon.

—But they ſoon fºund that Happineſs

did not conſiſt in Show.—Little Con

trarieties of Temper were the Cauſe of

continual Differences; which in leſs than

two Years aroſe to ſuch Heighth that

they were juſt not parted.—To avoid the

. Uneaſineſs of Home EU GENIo publickly

* indulged himſelf, in his Amours; and D firſt Printing. Preſ; in England was ſet up

THEANA was only more private. His

| Money was thrown away at Hazard; hers

as religiouſly devoted to Quadrille. He

was regardleſs of the Education of his

Sons, becauſe he was not ſure they were

his own; ſhe inſtructed her Daughters in

nothing but Cards and Romances.

But it is Time to make ſome Enquiry af.

ter the other two.—The next Winter af.

ter her Diſappointment So PHR on 1A

came to London with her Female Friend.

—EUPHoR BU's accidentally fell into

her Company.—Frequent Meetings crea

ted an Acquaintance.--That Acquaintance

Reflections of the World for having A

and as his Fortune enabled him to make B

239

to be bribes to cut cff the Intáil. There,

in the Words of Agamemnon, a . -

They know a Paſſºn ſtill mºre deeply charmi r

#.fever'd#.g tle ;j, &t is7.

By long Experience melkw'd into Friendſhip.

Thus are Eup Ho R Bus and SoPHRo

NIA, y a Marriage founded ºn good Senſe,

poſſeſs'd of Happineſs, Riches, and Re

putation; which EU GENIo and THEA

NA have left by the contrary Means.

- A.

The traftſmall, May 24. Nº 725.

T CALE B D'A NVERS, Eg;

S I R,

I Wonder that neither you nor any other

Authors, who have written ſo many

learned Diſcourſes in Defence of the Li

berty of the Preſ, and upon the Uſeful

neſs of the Art of Printing; never gave

us any Account of the Hierarchy (for ſo I

may call it) of a Printing Houſe.—I ſhall

therefore endeavour to ſuppy that Defečt

in the following Letter.

You cannot be ignorant, Sir, that the

in a Chapel in Weſtminſter Abbey, or ſome

other religious Houſe; from whence that

Part of the Houſe, which is aſſigned for

Printing, hath been ever fince call'd a

Chapel, and conſtituted in an eccleſiaſtical

Manner, with diverſe religious Ritcs and

Ceremonies.

When a Printer firſt ſets up, if it is an

Houſe that was never uſed for Printing

before, the Part deſigned for that Pur

º is conſecrated, which is performed

y the ſenior Freeman the Mafter employs,

-who is the Father or Dean of the Chapel;

and the chief Ceremony is drinking Suc

encreaſed gradually into a mutual Eſteem; F ceſs to the Mafter, ſprinkling the Walls
which as it was not founded apon Intereſt,

but a thorough Knowledge of each other,

they had good Reaſon to believe would

continue. With this Proſpect they inter

married. The Smallneſs of their For

tunes was compenſated by Contentedneſs

and Oeconomy. The Deſire of provid

ing for his Children made him double

ſhe was in the mean Time as agree

ably entertain’d in taking Care of their

‘Education. He was daily adding to their

Fortunc, ſhe to their Virtue. In the

Decline of Life they retired to a Coun

with ſtrong, Beer, and ſinging the Cuz's

Anthem, at theConcluſion of which there

is a Supper given by the Maffer.

All the Workmen are call’d Chapelloni

ans, who are obliged to ſubmit to certain

Laws, all of which are calculated for the

G Good of the whole Body, and for the

well-carrying on of the Maffer's Buſineſs.

's Application to his Profeſſion; and To the Breach of theſe Laws is annex'd a

Penalty, which an obſtinate Mcmber

ſometimes refuſes to pay; upon which it

is left to the Majority of the Chapel, in

Convocation aſſembled, whether he ſhall

be continued any longer, a Chapellonian ;

try-Houſe and Eſtate, which his Profeſſi. H and iſ his Sentence is to be diſcontinued,

on and her Oeconomy had enabled thcm

to buy of EU GENio, whoſe Extrava

£ance and Ill-Management had obliged

im to ſell the greateſt Part of his Eſtite,

as ſoon as a Booby Son was old enough

he is then declared a Brimffone; that is, an

excommunicated Perſon, and deprived of

all Share of the Money given by Gentle

men, Authors, Bookſellers and Others,

to make them drink, eſpecially that great

annual
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*ºnual Solemnity, commonly sall'd the

Way-Gooſe Feaſt.

Whilſt he continues in this State, he

can have no Redreſs for any Miſchief that

is done him; ſo that, in a ſhort Time,

he is glad to pay the Penalty, which he

had incurr'd, and a diſcretionary Fine be- A

ides, to reconcile himſelf to the Chapel.

When a Boy is to be bound Appren

tice, before he is admitted a Chapellonian,

it is neceſſary for him to be made a Cuz,

or Deacon; in the Performance of which

there are a great many Ceremonies. The

Chapellonians walkthree Times round the

Rodm, their right Arms being pnt thro'

the Lappets of their Coats; the Boy who

is to be made a Cuz, carrying a wooden

Sword before Them. Then the Boy

kneels, and the Father of the Chapel, af.

rer exhorting him to be obſervant of his

Chapel; but theſe are ſufficient to ſhºw

the ſacred Inſtitution of it, and the Rt.

werence that is due to it. Yet how often

have its Walls been prophaned, and its

Immunities violated, with Impunity, by

a Parcel of Ruffians, who have made no

Scruple to break open the Santium Sant.

torum' by meer Force and Violence, to

deſtroy the ſacred Utenfils, and to drag

away the Prieſts officiating at their Altar,

even with Piſtols cock’d at their Heads

This ſurely is Sacrilege of the higheſt

Degree, and ought to be puniſhedas ſuch

B in the moſt exemplary Manner; but we

live in an Age, when every Thing ſacred

is not only ridiculed, but trampled under

Foot, and the Myſeries of Printing, like

other Myſleries of Religion, are become

the Objéts of Deriſion and Contempt.

In former Times, when Pºptry pº

Buſineſs, and not to betray the Secrets of c valled here, and even now in Pºiſ,

the Wºrkmen, ſqueezes a Spunge of ſtrong

Beer over his Head, and gives him a Title,

which is generally that of Duke of ſome

Place of the leaſt Reputation near which

helives, or did live before; ſuch as thoſe

of Rag-Fair, Thieving. Lane, Puddle

Dock, P-ſing-Alley, and the like. This

.# done, the Father of the Chapel gives

the Boy an Account of the Safety he will

enjoy by being made a Cuz;, which is,

that whatever Accident may happen to

him, no ill Conſequence will attend it,

ſuch as the Falling from an Houſe, or into

the Thames, 69'c. - -

Whilſt the Boy is upon his Knees, all

the Chapellonians, with their right Arms

put through the Lappets of their Coats,

as before, walk round him, finging the

Guz's Anthem, which is done by adding

all the Powels to the Conſonants in the fol.

lowing Manner.

Ba-ba; Be—be; Bi-bi; Ba—be—bi ;

Bo-bo ; Ba-be-bi—bo; Bu—bu; Ba—

be-bi—bo—bu And ſo through

the reſt of the Conſonants.”

There are ſeveral other Solemnities, of

the ſame Kind, belonging to a Printing

* The Anthem, as printed above in the

Craftſman, conveys a wrong Notion of the

Manner of ſinging it which is by diffinil

ſounding firſt the Conſonant, then the%.

and afterwards both together; this is fºl.

lowed by repeating the Syllables joined, and

therefore f; É. &een expreſs'd thus:

B a ba; Bebe ; Bibi; Babébiº B obs;

Babebibo; Bu bu ; Babebibobtſ; in lik.

*a**!er Q a ca, ºc. To put a favourable

Cºnſtrºłion on his Printers omitting .
correół it, we may ſºft that they were

nºt well pleas'd with his making publick

their Ceremonies, ſº little tº their Advan

tage. -

Countries, the worſt of all Criminals at:

allow'd to take Sanctuary in Church;in

Chapel; ; and though that abominº

Pračice is very juſty ſuppreſs'd in Eng:

land by the Reformation, yet I think ſºft

Reſpećt ought to be paid to religiºn

Houſes of aii Kinds. It is highly penilº

diſłąb and interrupt divine Service, bºth
in Churches and Meeting Hºuſe: ; and why

thoud not printing-Chapel be initº

the ſame Privileges of Tºleration, lººk

gence, and St. port 2 Sure I am that they

were eſtabliſh'd long before the Namº

a Conventicle was known; and the Prºſº

P for of Typography are known to b: M.

of as ſºlois Conſciences as any Pſi.

terºin'the Kingdom; though they dº;

deſerve that Appellation in general, "

of them being? alous Conformilliº:
Church of England, as by Law eſtabliſh.
ed, and have diſtinguiſhed themſelves. In

F a remarkable Manner, againſt Pope?”

arbitrary Power.

I am ſo gºod and ſincere a Prºlº

that I am very far from diſputing

Authority of the Lay Power ove.”

ſiaſtical Prſons; but if the Chapellinſ
fhºuld continue to be perſecuted and hat

raſs'd, as they have lately been, it}

G be truely ſaid, That the CHAPEl itſ:

is in Danger.

There ſeems, indeed, to be a $3":
Proteſtint Inquiſition erected agº.

Preſ; under the Direáion of an In?".

Gºnçal, with a Multitude of méº

Familiars;* theºº: º

., tor; in Spain and Portugal are fºlp

be }: Atheiſts, # Infideli, ſo Our

Proteffant Inquiſitors are Rnown ;
falſe Brethren, and Enemier tº all Li º

The Buſineſs of our Inquiſitº. gº
like thoſe abroad, is firſt of all tº “ 4

:
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Strength of the Britiſh Iſlands in America.

# competent Number of Infºrmert, fub

born Evidence, and then proſecute, ex

pºrtute officii, without giving the Perſon

accuſed any Opportunity of juſtifying
what he hath written, according to the

laudable Doğtrines of the Star Chamber ;

but to lay it down as an invariable Maxim,

that expoſing the moſt notorious Faëts

may be a Libel; that is, every Thing is a

Libel, whether true or falſe, which may

be conſtrued by Innuendo to bear the leaſt

Refle&tion upon any Man, or Body of

Men, in publick Employments.

The Buſineſs of the Familiars is not

only to aid and aſſiſt the Inquiſitor General

in the Proſecution of this grand Deſign,

by ſecret Intelligence, Depoſitions, and

Caths, if needful, but by their Pens or

Tºngues, if they ſhould be abic to write

or ſpeak common Senſe; in Default of C

which, they ought to employ Deputies to

diſcharge the Duty of their Office; and,

in that Caſe, I would humbly recommend

the two funeral Orators, one of whom is

lately preſerr'd to a Deanery, and the

other to a Biſhoprick. -

Of Familiar; there are ſeveral diffe

rent Kinds, as I obſerved before; fuch as

Counſellors, Sollicitory, Meſſengerſ, Bum

Meſſingers, and a whole Tribe of Infor

mer; and Witneſſes.

There is likewiſe another ſort of Fami.

liars; ſuch as Hackney. Scribblers, Prin

ters, and Publiſhers, who are always ready

to ſave themſelves by giving Evidence a

gainſt the Author.

The moſt eminent ſcribbling Familiars

at preſent are Ralph Freeman, E q; com

monly called the Baftard Organiff, and

... Pſeudo-Sydney. The former, of theſe two
humourable Gentlemen hath lately diſtin

guiſhed himſelf by a glorious Panegyrick

on his Majeſty's Departure from England,

at this critical Conjuncture; and the lat

ter hath ſhewn, upon all Occaſions, that

he is ready to ſacrifice publick Liberty to

miniſterial Slavery.

I leave theſe curſory Remarks to your

Confideration, and am,

Sir, Yºurs, &c.

Account of the Strength of the following

Britiſh Iſland; in the Weſt-Indies.

Anno 1736. (See the Map in the January

Magazine.

Njamaica there are ſix Forts;

1. Fort Charles at Port Royal, newl

rebuilt, in a good State of Defence ; it

has a Captain and a Lieutenant with

other ſubaltern Officers, and 12 Gunners.

2. The Rock Fort upon the Harbour of

Kingſton. !

24?

3. A Fort lately built at Port Antonio,

where proper Officers are appointed;

and the other three, Fort William, Fort

Morant, and the Fort at Carliſle Bay are

A in bad Condition. There is a Captain of

the Train of Artillery in Spaniſh Town.

White Inhabitants 76oo

Militia, 9 Regiments, Horſe and Foot 3ooo

8 Independent Companies in his; 8Majeſty's Pay. - co

Barbadoes has 2.2 Caſtles and Forts,

B and 26 Batteries, mounted with 463

Pieces of Ordnance, many of which are

Honey-Comb'd, and near 100 wanting to

compleat the Fortifications, which with $

military Stores and Arms are much gone

to decay.

White Inhabitants

Militia, conſiſting of one Troop,

2. Regiments of Horſe, and 7 × 4326

Regiments of Foot.

Here all Freemen are obliged to enter

themſelves in the Regiment of their own

Diſtrićt.
-

The Leeward Iſlands are Antigua, St

D Chriſtophers, Nevis and Monſerrat with

their Dependencies, Barbuda and Anguilla,

Spaniſh Town, Tortola, &c.

The Fortifications of Antigua are,

1. Monks-Hill Fort, mounted with 30

Pieces of Ordnance; it has a Magazine

with about 410 Muskets and 8oo Bayonets

E in very good Order, 2. A. Fort ercéied

at the Mouth of St John's River, mounted

with 14 Pieces of Canion; and 7 other

Batteries, raiſed for the Defence of

ſo many landing Places, in all mounted

with 26 Pieces of Ordnance.

The Fortifications of St Chriſtophers

are, I., A Fort erected on Brimſtone Hill,

F planted with 49 Pieces of Cannon. It

contains a Magazine ſupplyed (b. 18,000

Pounds of Powder, 8co Firelocks, 6oo

Bay nets, and other military Stores:

2. Charles Fort, furniſhed with 4o Pieces

of Ordnance, and a ſufficient Quantity of

Military Stores ; 3. London-derry Fort,

G ſituated on the Eaſt of the Town Baſi
terre,which ſecures that Part of theIſland:

And 6 Batteries raiſed at ſo many landing

Places, in all mounted with 43 Pieces of

Ordnance.

In the Iſland of Nevis there is only one

Fort mounted with 19 Guns ; and in

Montſerrat one Battery of 7 Guns, with a

H finalſ Number of old diſmºunted cannon

planted for the Defence of ſeveral landing

Places; ſo that theſe two Iſlands are in a

very weak Cºndition. -

Whites in all the Lºeward Iſland; 10,529

- * Militia

1768o
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Way, which is near finiſhed.

Amongſt the Bahama Iſland; the only

one conſiderable is the Iſland of Provi

dence, where they have two Forts, one of

which commands the eaſt Entrance of

the Harbour; the military Force of theſe

Iſlands conſiſts in 6 Companies of Militia,

and one Independent Company. -

The Fortifications in the Bermuda or

Sºmmer Iſlands are, the King's Fort

mounted with 29 Pièces of Ordnance, and C who ſurrenderºd, upon the

6 open Batteries mounted with 41 Guns,

but in a decayed Condition. The Whites

in theſe Iſlands amounting to above sooo

are divided into 8 Tribes; and the Militia

conſiſts of one Company of Foot drawn

from each Tribe; which make a Regi

ment of about 1oco Men. To theſe are

joiècd one Independent Company, and a

Troop of Horſe of about 1oo Men. -

But it is no ſmall Security to theſe

Iſlands, that they lie in the midſt of a

very tempeſtuous Ocean, and are ſur

rounded by a Chain of Rocks, moſtly

covered at High Water; and it is proba

Militia divided in the ſollowing Manner: - ---- - Mºh,

In Antiguà 1;oo Que Troop of Horſe ... 100

lm St Chriſtophers 1340 Onesº of Artillery I00

In Nevi's 360 Three Indep. Comp, of old Troops gº

In Montſerrat 360 Two Comp. of the Reg. of Aluria, ſº
One Company of Valencia " . j;

* 3;oo A Qne Company of Çatalmia ;

* , , , , , Two Companies of Cantabria I06

In Anguilla. 89 Two Companics of Marcia . J06

In Spaniſh Tºwn - 7* Armed Negroes 200

• In Tortola - 120 White Tranſports for Labour loo

T Militia of Inhabitants -

377* Indians the Number uncertain.

About 7 Leagues below Fort St Agi.

fine are two Forts, the one on the North

and the other on the South Side of:

large Lake; General Oglethorpe, in a late

Expedition, has deſtroyed the laſt, and

taken P. ſeſſion of the firſt, which held

ſome Pieces ofCannon, and was deſended

only by one Serjeant and Io private Men,

É. firing,

This Fort is called Manchicoli, ſurround.

ed with ſtrong Paliſadoes above 8 ſº

high, with Loopholes about 7 foot high

from the Surface of the Ground without

within there is a Parapet near 3 fºr

high, which makes the Loopholes able

Dbreaſt high. The General ordered

Ditch to be made round it, leaving;

Men and a Boat well mann'd to guardſ,

with a Deſign to ſtraiten the Spaniardi

St Auguſiºns, who ſome Time bºoſ:

had made an Excurfinn and ſurpriſ:

ſome of our People. But it is to be fºr

ed that Fort is ſtrong enough to baſic ill

be that the spaniard; never thought of E his Atºmp 5. …

making Settlements in theſe Iſlands, nor

made any cºher. Uſe of their Diſcovery

than to avoid them in their Navigation

between Europe and the Indict.

Account of the Strength of Fort St Augu

ſtine, in Florida, the neareſt Settlement

of the Spaniards to Georgia,Vera Cruz

in the Gulf of Mexico, and St Jago de
Cuba.

- HE Caſtle is built of Soſt Store, with

4. Baſtiºns, the Curtain 60 Yards in

length, the Parapet 9 Feet thick, the

Rampat 20 Feet high, Caſematted un- G at the ſm. Tim.

derneath tºr Lodgings, arched over, and

newly made B mb. Proof; and they have

been for ſometime working on a cover'd

- This Fort

has 52 Pieces of Cannºn mounted on it,

13 o' which are Braſs and ſome 24.

Poinders. The Town is intrench'i with

Io Saliant Angles, in each of which alº

º,Cannºn. The Spaniſh Forces in

Foriº by Eſtabliſhment conſiſt of

La Pera Cruz is $ 4th City fºr Strºng

belonging to the Spaniard; in the Wºl
idiº; the Port is very dangerous, tº

the beſt on the Coaſt of Mexico; the At

is very unhealthy. Here the Flots ſº

lades the Goods from Spain, and tak{s}

thoſe of Mexico and the Phili§ Iſland;

which come by the Acapulcº Ships. Th;
Place was attempted in is 81, but without

Succeſs. In 163; it was taken and pilº

dered by J’an Horn a Dutchman with 71;

Buccaniers in 7 Ships and two Sloéſs, " ,"

ter which he éarry'd off his Booty intº

Face of the Flota, which was coming."

- Since then the Fort"

fications have been improved, and a "|.

Fort biri,t. -

St jago is the next Place ºf Nºte .

the Hagana in the iſland of Cuba. "

was formerly the principal Town an

Port of Cuba, and contain’d about 1°.

H Inhabitants, but is now much £º
and has little Trade. It has a ſafe Cºſì

venient Bay, defended from Storms by *

veral iſiń. .

Attſ#! º:
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Account of the Spaniſh Galleons &c.

Account of Ships imployed by the Spaniards%#We º:%. pa

HE Galleons are large Men of War

of an Oid Faſhion, with 3 or 4

Decks. No Nation now uſe them but

the Spaniards, and they only in the 4

mtrican Trade. They are 8 in Number;

the 5 largeſt carry each 50 braſs Gnns,

and all of them ſhould be loaded only on

the King's Account; however they are

generally ſo encumbered, that they are
able to make little Reſiſtance when at

tacked. With them go 12 or 15 Mer

chantmen, but their Cargoes belong to pri

wate Perſons. .

The Flota conſiſts of 3 Men of War,

and 16 Merchantmen from 4oo to Iooo

Tons cach; the Men of War carry no

thing but on the King's Account.

Both the Galleons and Flota ſail Annu

ally from Cadiz ; the former ſet out

whenever they are laden, and commonly

2 or 3 Months before the latter, which

never ſails but in Auguſt. The Galleons

have the richeſt Cargos, and always go to

Peru, the Flota to Mexico. See their ſº

ºveral Courſes in the Map in our January

Magazine. |

When they Rendezvous at the Havana

in their Return home, as there are a

great many Things to ſettle, they com

mohly diſpatch a few Ships into Europe,

who, beſides their proper Cargoes, carr

an Account of what is on board the Gal

leons and Flota, and theſe Ships are called E
the Flotilla.

The Regiſler Ships are ſo called becauſe

they have Permiſſions from the King of

Spain, or the Council of the Indies, to

tade to the Indies, which are duly Re

giſtered. Theſe Permiſſions uſually coſt

the Merchants 30,000 Pieces of Eight, and

thº none of the Ships ſhould exceed 300

Toni, and are Regiſtered accordingly,

yet the leaſt of them is 600 Tons.

p- Mr URBAN,

HE late Solemnity of Eaſter led me

intº ſome Reflections on the Subješ a

*Saviour's Reſurrešion, which, if juſi,
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I have not, within the narrow Compaſs

of my Reading, obſerved it to have been ſº

much inſiſted upon, aſ to me it appear; todeſerve. r

And tho’ the Certainty of the F1% ſands

A ſufficiently clear withºut it, yet I ſee no

Reaſon why any corroborating Circumſtance

ſhould be ſuffered to loſe its Weight, eſpeci

ały ſince ine Adverſaries ofjº,
mever ſpare catching at every thing which

they imagine at all contribates to invali

date this, or any other Evidence of it.

The Circumſtances I mean are thoſe of

Time and Place, which if duly conſidered,

will appear to be ſo remarkable, as to carry

in them manifeff Tokens of the Contrivance

of Providence, as well fºr other wiſe End:

and Purpoſes, as particularly to prevent all

reaſºnable Saſsicion of any Fraud in a Mat

ter' of ſuch great and univerſal Concern.

C For I may venture to affirm, there waſ no

Place in the whole Wºrld, not exceptiºg

Rome itſelf, ſo fall of People as Jeruſaleń

was at the Time when our Saviour aroſe

from the Dead. His Reſurrešion is placed

in the Middle of the Paſſºver, the greateſt

Feaſt of the Jews, on which Occaſion there

P was ordinarily ſuch a Concourſe of People,

as was not to be equalled in any other Cºan

try in the World; for in what other Nation

were there any ſtated Times fixt for all the

Males in the Lºnd to repair from every

Quarter to the Metropoli; 2 Now at the

Paſſºver waſ the greateſt Feaſt, ſo this on

which our Saviour ſuffered and roſe again,

was the greateſ? Pliffover that ever was

ſolemnized: For he was the true Paſchal

Lamb that was then ſlain and ºff red unt

the Altar of the Croſs, of which all other;

were but Types and Shadows ; and it ſeems

to be but meet and fitting, that as much as

the Subſtance exceeded the Shadow, ſo there

ſhould be the Pomp and Solemnity of pro

portionably a greater Number of People to

attend the Celebration of it. And accor

dºngly it ſeems to have been ſo in Fij :

Fºr the general Expºtation ºf the Meſſiah

was now raiſed to the Height, his Ayear

ance having been calculated ſo exašy from

Panie's Weeks, by ſize of the ſewith

aad of any Weight, it will not be too late G Rabbins, that one of them, whº liv'd fifty

"inſºrt them in your Mag. for this Month;
but that is what I muſt ſubmitfirſt to your

jägment, and then, with your Approba

º, to that of your Readers. ..

Fºr tho'thi: Sülje: ſeems to be in a man

**hguſted, by the many excellent Pens

which have of ſate, eſpeciaſ), ºn employ'd

*m it,/. the P&ndication of this great

*title of our Faith againſ; the ºpina,

%ivili of Unbeliever, , yet there is a Cir

ºffamès or two relating to it, which

** have eſcaped their Nºtice, a lºft

Tears before, declarad it could not be dº

ferred bºyond this vºry rºar, as Grotius
informs us, De Verit. Liš. V. Cºp. 14.

41d the divine Providence co opérating

hereºth, drºp together ſuch a viſi Malti.

tº ºf People to be preſent at this gran

Críſº, aſ Iain incºid to think ſever was

eqialſ, d in Number, either before or ſince,

*Pº any 9-caffin whitſºevºr

That the Concourſe at this Time was ex

££64%,grº, appears in a great Maſºre

from the ºccaſiºs whº tº Ewing lifts

- (who
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(who I hope may be allowed the Authority

ºf other Hiſtorians) give of thoſe only who
attended our Saviour in his triumphal En

trance into Jeruſalem. St Jºhn ſays,

that much People that were then, viz.

five Dayr before, come to the Feaſt, went

veral Reaſons be imagined to have been ſº

numerous at , they were at the Time

we are ſpeaking* Joſephus, indeed,

mentions another Paſſover, ſince this Tºme,

that brought up vaſt Multitudes of People

to Jeruſalem. Antiq. Lib. xx, Cap 4.

fºrth to meet him. John xii. 12. And St A. But neither can this be ſuppoſed equal to

Matthew xxi. 8. tells us that they com

poſed a very great Multitude, may Multi

Żudes, v. 9. inſomuch that all the City was

mºved, and the Phariſees in great Concern

ſaid, that the World was gone after him.

That many Strangers and Fºreigners were

at this Fëaſt, we£: in John. xii. 20. B

where we are told that, among other Pro

ſelytes from foreign Parts, certain Greeks

came tip to worſhip at the Faſt, led by the

Expeciation of the Meſſiah; as appears by

their own Curioſity to ſee Jeſus, whom they

fuſpečed to be the Perſon. And this may

with great Probability be further conjec

tured from the Account we have Aéts ii. of

thoſe who were at the Feaſt of Penre

coſte, which being the leſſer Feaſt of the

two, we may reaſºnably conclude there were

at leaſt as many, whatever more, at the

Feaft of the Paſſºver. Moreover we read

v. 3, of this Chap. that then, at the Feaſt

of Pentecoſte, there were dwelling at Jeri

ſalem, Jews, and v. Io, Proſelytes, devout

Men, out ofevery Nation wnder Heaven, 15

of which are there enumerated: Which Ex

preſſion ſeems to intimate, that theſe devout

Toreigners had come to the Feaſt of the Paſ

ſºver, and that their Piety and Devotion

was ſuch, that being come frºm Parts ſo

diffant, and the two Feaff; being ſo near

each other, they choſe to abide at Jeruſa

lem till that of Pentecoſte; it being im

poſſible fºr many of then ſº much as to go

and come in the Space between, being no

more than ſix Weeks. And in this Senſe,

{ut ſcarce in any other, they might properly

be ſaid to dwell there. So that from this

Text compared with the*...*.*.
xii. 20, it is very prohahle that Jeruſalem

was much fuſer ºf People than uſual, not

only at the Tºme of our Saviour’s Reſºrrec

tion, but during the whole Space from his

Crucifixion to the Deſcent of the Holy

Ghoff. And from the Whole, I think wº

have Reaſon to conclude, that this was the

greateſt Paffiver that ever was kept, as

well upon Account of the Numbers preſent

at it, as of the Paſſàver itſelf. The moſt

conſiderable Paſſºver, mentioned in the

Old Tiffament, is that of Josſ A H, 2.

Kings, xxiii. 2. Chº on. xxxv. but thar

muff have been inferior to this, becauſe

there were no Foreigners at it, but

only all Judah and Iſraei that were pre

ent, and the Inhabitants of Jeruſalem.

2 Chron. xxxv. 18. Nor ca; they for ſe.

the other. Fºr he ſpeaks only in general,

and mentions no Foreigners preſent at it, as

he would have done, if they had been there

in any conſiderable Numbers. For elſewhere

de Bell. Jud. Lib. ii. Cap. 2. he tells as

of very great Numbers that came to the

Feaſt of Pentecoſte from Galilee, Idumza,

&c. but theſe were only neighbouring Coun

tries, whence they came on a ſeditious 4:

count, and not out of Religion. But a ge

meral Reſort from all Parts of the Wºrld,

I take to be an extraordinary Caſe, as the

Qccaſion was, the like to which never

c happened either before or ſince. :

Now from hence it dppears, firſt, hºw

juſtly St Paul, in his Defence befºre Agrip

pa, pleaded, that this Thing, viz, the Re

ſurrešion of Jeſus, was not done in a Cor

mer. Aćts xxvi. 26. Since we may chal

lenge the Wºrld to inſtance in a more pub

lic Tºme and Place than that in which the

PScene of this great Event is laid; as, on

the other Fland, his Authority is a ſuffici

ent juſtification of the Uſe of this Argu

ment, and ſhºws that it by no Means de

ſerves to be *:::::::: Hence likewiſe it

is evident, how nearly the Providence of

God was intereſted in this Affair ; ſince it

E is nºt to be ſuppoſed that he would have

alarmed the World in ſuch a Manner, and

ſummoned the Inhabitants of the Earth,

ſome from all Quarters of it, at it were to

a general Rendezvous- niſi dignus Vin

dice. Nodus incidiſſet — That ſeeing they

might ſee, if not blinded by their own Pre:

F judices: Fir tho' ºur Saviour, for ſeveral

wiſe Reaſons of Providence, did not ſhew

himſelfº to all the People after his

Reſurretiion, yet, among many other afte

niſhing Proofs of it which he vouchſafed

them, they had this further Advantage

ariſing from their Numbers, and Contina

ance together for ſº long a Time, that they
were enough to make allºft. Search into

the Tººth ºf the Faš, and had Leiſure e

notgh to weigh it with the other remarka

&le Events it was attended with ; whereby

thoſe pious Perſen; above mentioned a

all other honeſ, and well diſpoſed Men, being

overcome by the Fºrce ºf Truth, embrace

the Faith by the Preaching of the Apoſtles

at the Day of Pentecoſte. And returning

ſºon after to their reſpešive Countries,

they carried the glad Tiãing of Salvation

along with them, propagating the Goſſel

themſelves, or prºparing the Way for the
Pro
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- P: to inſert this in your Magazine,

e

. . A remarkable Caſe in P # y s 1 c k.

Prºpagation of it by the Apoffles; whereb
ſº be fºſfilled our§.;:

on concerning the ſudden Appearance and

-; of his Kingdom, all over, the

ºrld, as it were, in an Inſtant, like Light

ning coming out of the Eaſt, and ſhiningeven

wnto the Weſ. See Matt. xxiv.27; with

Dr Clark's Par. in loc. On the other

Hand, thoſe who were prejudiced againſt

the Belief of Chrift's Reſurrešion, miſt

need; have diſcovered the Cheat of it if it

had been an Impoſure ; ſince it was mo: B

rally impoſſible for, it to have ſucceeded,

when contrived and carriedon in ſo public a

Time andPlace, as it were before their very

Faces: Whereas Impoſtures ever ſhun the

Light, and if not hatch'd in the greateſ?

; never fail of being dete:fed. The

Nimber; concernedin the Event, and upon

the Watch againſt it, were ſufficient to have C

prevented the Thought, as well as to have

fruſtrated the Attempt of an Impoſition.

May 17, I am, 20ury, &c.

1740. A Curate of Salop.

Mr URBAN, -

and you’ll oblige your Correſpon
nt ~ M. S.

I am a young Woman indifferently well

brought up in the Country, and might

raiſe my Fortunc confiderably had. I not

got ſuch a Habit of Sweating, which

; aſhames me, when in Company, to

ce my Face of a dewy Sweat, and the

generality complain of Cold. Mine I
may call an uncommon Sweating, as will E

run down my Face ſometimes at the leaſt

motion, or even in ſitting ſtill. Now,

Sir, as this is Faët, I ſhould be very glad

if any worthy Gentleman can ſpecify

the Cauſe of ſuch uncommon Heat;

Heat I can't call it, for I am no hotter

than others, I can ſay by ſeveral Obſer-F

'Vations. Fortune has frown'd upon my

Parents lately, elſe I would ſend that

entleman, if cur'd, a very handſome

Preſent, but promiſe to ſend a Pair of
Guineas. And tho'í believe few Gentlemen

; : trouble#:Heads for ſuch a Tri

; yet an unhappy young Woman will,
hope, cauſe:#.º- If any other G

Account is required, I will ſend it after

the beſt Manner my Country stile will
allow. . . From, Sir, Tours, &c.

P. S. Note, my Parents are as regular

D
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of them was ſo kind to give the follow.

ing Anſwer.

F'. the imperfeót Account this

young Lady has given of her Caſe,

A her Diſorder ſhould ſeem to ariſe, either

from, too looſe, a Texture of the Blood

and Juices, a Relaxation of the cuta

neous Glands, or an Over-largeneſs of

the Pores of the Skin, or perhaps from

all theſe Cauſes jointly. v

To direét what might be proper to re

move it, cannot ſafely and conveniently

be done without being more fully inform'd

of the State of the Patient, and the Na

ture and Cauſe of the Diſorder.

In general it may be ſaid, that mild

Acids, Subaſtringents, ſtrengthening Me

dicines, the Uſe of Red Wine, and a pro

er Dict are excellent in Caſes of this

Kind. But the adapting this to a parti

cular Caſe neceſſarily requires a previous

Knowledge of all that relates thereto,

and likewiſe a ſufficient Share of Caution

and Judgment to make a ſuitable Appli
cation.

If therefore the young Lady, would

receive all the Advantages } may be rea

ſonably expeded from this Method, ſhe

ſhould let us know how ſome further

Queries may be privately convey'd to

her Hands, and we promiſe to uſe our

utmoſt Endeavours to free her from the

Diſorder ſhe complains of
- AMASIU.S.

Mr U R E A N,

Yogº Correſpondent S. W. Vol. X. p. 167.

* declares himſelf not ſatisfied with Euge

nius's Reaſons for a Difference in the State cf

Infants after Death, Wol. X. p. 52, and ſays,

“That all Infants baptised or not, the Chil

“dren of regenerate Parents, or wicked Chri

“fiians, and ignorant Heathems, are all in tº
“fame Condition, and the ſame Relation tº God.”

and concludes, “ That an unchangeable God

“ will treat all Beings in one and the ſame

“ Circumſtances, in the ſame Manner.” But

Beings not in the ſame Circumſtances, he will,

doubtleſs, treat not in the ſame Manner. Now

Children of wicked Parents, who deſpiſe Go D

and his Covenant, are not in the ſame Circum

ſtances, do not ſtand in the ſame Relation tº

him as the Children of pious Parents, who with

fincere Faith and Devotion have been dedicated

thatWa - -

Siſters. y as any body, and Brothers and

Nºrfºlk, May 3, 1742.
H

• -. *- : * - - -

*above is inſerted excº, as £nt, and
* * y

*ing ſhewn to ſºme ºf ºr Frienº, one'
* … . . . . . - - ------- ºr ". . . .

j

‘. . What the
ing impºſed upon by worth'ſ external Rites, and ,

to him. Were the Infants of the idºlatrous Ca

naamites and Egyptians in the ſame Relation to

Go D as thoſe of the pious jews, whom he

actually took into Covenant with himſelf, cºl's

them his Children, and promiſes to be their,

Gop 2 Gen. xvii. 7. Deut. xxix. 11, f2. Ezek. “

xvi. 20, 21. - - * . . " -

Gentleman means by God's be

1.navailing Ceremºries, &c, himſelf beſt knows : *

He does not,’tis hoped, think any cf God's own
“ - . . . . . . H. A * -- “Hiſttutions
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jºiºſº; ºr will callilan Impºſure, Man in England, in a publick Station, is
if good Men hope that their Obedience to the accountable to me. - -

tº. Inſtitutions of Gop will be acceptable He is very natural for a People bredup

.*.*.ſºſºſºftutiºn; mºi- inj high Ideas of their own Liberty,
tºrious in themſelves, abſºráfied from all other . to be very inquiſitive into the Conduć

Coºſderations, the Gentleman" ſhould have º: e Adminiſtration of• -- of every Man in the Adminiſtration o

conſidered, is a Suppoſition no Perſon who pre- A Publick Affairs. —If the Nation grows

teºto argue upon this Point ever made. Publick. A *:::: e its Re

When he repreſents it as capricious and arbitra poor, while thoſe that manag le will

ty intº Peity, ſºuld the Vºgtºor perhaps Prºju- venues are growing rich, the People wi
3. of Parents in not *:::::**i;ºr certainly call upon them to explain by

Children, betº: in their Infants—He for- what ſecret Légerdemain a Man wh9

gets, ſurely, who it was that commanded the Carrie a Beggar into the Publick Service,

Male Infants of eight Days old to be circumciſed, ſhall be able to purchaſe a great Eſtate

and upon neglect of this Ceremony threatens to B b viſibly fpending every Year three

gºt,THE M of F, Gen. xvii. 14. Will it be im as much as his Wages, and that
ſaid, that this cu'r T 1 N G or F" was no Pu- §s as, 's Oeconomy inail have a

hiftment or that the Deity was in this Pro- the ſame Man's Qecono tfi Reſpect to his

cedure arbitrary and capricious? . quite different Effea. Wi etpect to

For the farther elucidating this Enquiry, I Country. ... . . •-?-?.

beg leave to obſerve, that it's quite rational and Such Queſtions will be ask'd even in

fit, congruous to all the Perfeóions of Gop** arbitrary Countries, tho’ perhaps the

the moral Governor of the Worlds, (i.) That Man in Power will not think fit to an

he ſhould give virtuous and; Men Hermiſſiºn Cº. them there; he may imagine he

ſºlemnly to dedicate their infants to himſelf; has nothing to do, but to ſecure his

that he ſhould promiſe to take Children, ſº de’ er and Intereſt at Court, which may
voted,... into his ſpecial Favour and Protection ; .OWer a ſ to him. than an

2nd oblige himſelf by Covenant to be their Gop. e of InOre Con:* iſ impertinent ''

§ If GoP has ever given Men this permiſſiºn ſwering what he will ca - ap Care

and Prºmiſe, then Children ſo devoted to hiſ are §. And particularly to take Ca

*93 in the ſame Condition, do Not ſand of the Back-Stairs, as a certain Corrup

in the ſame Relation to bim, as the childréa of D tof lately brag'd he had done, and there

wicked and infidel Parents, who diſbelieve and fore, with his uſual Modeſty, defied his

*ſpiſe both God and his Promiſes, and treat Encmies, placing his Safety not in the

§ Covenant with Contempt. Therefore, (3.) integrit } of his Condućt, but in a Crime

'Tis perfectly confident with diº ºral ºf #. % Nature, no leſs than that of

Wiſdom (whoſe grand Defign is to encourage 91 a ; - uM fter -

ºmºmºpiniºn impriſºning his tº again on
in the Happineſs of ſuch Infants pºſing in, The World hath been longca #:d
HA D F s 5 and to place the one Sortin mºre ad. E ºn a certain, Gentleman, to disban

vantageous Circumſtances than the other. his Legions, and put himſelf upon a fair
Not that the Infants of the moſt profligate Tryal, by God and hisCountry; but it.

Perſons ſhall properly ſuffer there for the sº. ſeems he knows a Trick worth two of
their Parents, that is, be put into a State worſe - that:--—if the great Number of

tº: 770,*i. *E. yº,º: Placemen be complainºd of as a.elieve, be annihilated. e 2 : a-t- ? **** -

doubtleſs, an infinite Variety of Manſions, and #.e, he mayº:.º,

Pºgree ºf Happineſs in that inviſible world, 1Iſle to increaſe them. rds, ſays the

º!Wiſdom ſeems plainly to require that , uneaſy Double our Guards, ays

Children, ºutmbly devoted according to God's AF. F. Corruptor, let us have more Placemen.
pointment, beº in Circumſtances more and we are ſafe. " - ~~~~ -

bleſſed than thoſe who are not. In ſo doing In the Beginning of the Publick lll

§º encºurages and rewards Virtue and ob: Wii towards a Man of this Charaćter,

dience. For to beheve God's Promiſe, and to he might make ſhuffling and evaſive An

*cept his Permiſſion of devoting our children to {wers, as other criminals generally do;

hiº, is an Aćt of Righteouſneſ; or moral Rºº. and olnriec i

iii. and therefore fity rewarded by ſeeing its but when he looks round and glories in
- - - • * * tº Number of his Negroes, he may in

k l the he W. * - -- * * * -i: ing placeź.º #.Yº: G ſultingly tell his Country, do they think

ſ

May 23, 1740. he is ſuch a Fool to furdiſh Evidence a

: . . gainſt himſelf? In this Manner he may

_ºmmonsenſe, May 24. No. 173. Plead guilty, and bid Defiance to Juſtice
if hi. M...a...' - at the ſame Time. In ſuch a Situation.

of his Majeſty's journey to Hanover, &c. it is eaſy to gueſs what will be the ge.

H; :::::::::::::::::s (ſays apo- ºft. baſe Rabble whom he
litical writer) by being born in a free H has ſcrap'd together from various Parts,

Country:-That, as a private Man, I. and whº have iiſted themſelves to be his
not accountable 2. the greateſt Man in Gºa. du Corps —Their cant will be,

England formy Aëtions; but the greateſt theM– muſt not be made uneaſy,

—how
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-how can the great Man purſue the pub
lick Buſineſs if he be diſturb’d 7 º

One muſt agree ſo far with theſe fine

Gentlemen as to own, that a Man who

is put in Fear of his Life cannot poſſeſs .

that Freedom of Mind neceſſary for put. A

ting Schemes either for or againſt his

Country in Execution.—I believe no

Invention, in any Art or Science was

ever made in a Storm at Sea.—If a

Rope was tied, one End te the Weather

cock at the Top of the Treaſury, the

other End to that over the Houſe of

Commons, and the great Negotiator

himſelf was obliged to walk from one

End to the other (not to mention the

Danger of the Breeches falling down) I

conceive, that while he was in Peril

ºvery Step, of breaking his Neck, he,

would hardly be able to weigh the Ba

lance of Europe ſo nicely as he has done; C

nay, even to form the Plan of ſo, excel

lent a Convention as our laſt,--which,

I muſt confeſs, is ſome Reaſon why a

Miniſter ought not to be diſturb’d. . . .

This inquiſitive Temper ſo natural to

the People of this Iſland will, as I take .

it, ſoon be at an End; they may,§: D

tified, that all Affairs both Abroad

at Home are now as good as ſettled up;

on ſuch a Foot as we could wiſh, an

that we ſhall ſoon ſee ourſelves in amo

perfeit State of Tranquility; this we

.i ſure of by his Majeſty's going
r0 - -

We deſired a War, and we have it; E

but, let not the Diſaffected therefore ſay,

that his Majeſty leaves us in a War.—

Out Miniſters, who are ſo famous for

diving into the Secrets of all the Cabi

nºts of Europe, are certainly ſatisfied

that no Foreign Power has any Deſign of

diſturbing us at Home by Invaſion, or F
9.herwiſe. It is notğ. with his

Majeſty's heroick Charaćter to fly from

Danger, and leave his People without a

Head to oppoſe their Enemies. . If a

War ſhould break out in the North, his

Majeſty, who was always ready to ex

Pºſt himſelf for our Sake, will have an

9pportunity of expoſing himſelf Abroad: G

Therefore, I ſay, we may be ſure, that

*Very Thing is in a proſperous Way.

We ſhall ſoon ſee this vaſt Standing

3rmy reduced—Let them turn their

§yoids into Plowſhears—Let the Land

rines be ſent to the Plow, from

Whence they were taken, where they

may be of ſome Service to their Coun

tº and let their new Pay-maſter be

caſhier'd. What if the Place was crea

sign Purpoſe for him, tho' I hope it is

*tto, and he might be the moſt devoted

M A Y, 1740. 1.47

and moſt obſequious Servant of the great,

Man, the Nation does not at preſent.

ſeem to be ſo over-abundantly rich, as

to ſtand in Need of new Placemen for.

drawing the publick Money into private

Pockets. - - -

His Majeſty's Subjećts of Great Britain

have been bleſs'd with his Majeſty's Re

ſidence a great while, his Šubjećts of

Hanover have a Right to expc&t a little.

of his Company in their Turn,--thoſe

poor. People ſuffer'd by the severity of

the Winter as well as we; our Gazetteers

and Evening Poffs gave us an Account of

his Majeſty's great Goodneſs towards,

them. .(See p. 216) . . -

. Theſe poor People having been redu

ced by the Severity of the Seaſon, may,

be very glad to be chear'd with his Ma

jeſty's Royal Preſence; and tho’ the moſt

neceſſitous Part of them have already.

been reliev'd, and the Rents of the Reſt

abated, yet it will do them no Harm to.

have Part of the Revenues of that Elec

torate ſpent amongſt them, which, no

Doubt, have been ſpent amongſt us, not

withſtanding any Thing which diſaffec

ted Men may inſinuate to the contrary:

Beſides, his Majeſty's Preſence"may be of

Conſequence in other Reſpects, The laſt,

Journey his Majeſty made to thoſe Parts,

it is well known, a confiderable Acquiſi.

tion was made to his German Domini

ons by the Purchaſe of Steinhurſt, and

alſo the Revenues of the Poſtage of the

Ele&orate, for about a hundred and

thitry thouſand Pounds Sterling: Perhaps

an Opportunity may, offer of inlarging

thoſe Dominions farther, by ſome new

Purchaſe, which muſt make us appear

very powerful in the Eyes of Europe

It is true, there happend a little Squab
ble in Relation to Steinhurſt, but it was

ſoon terminated to the Satisfaction of all

the Parties concern'd ; and our cxcellent

Miniſter hath taken Care to prevent the

like Miſunderſtandings for the future, by

making a Convention with Denmark, by

which we oblige ourſelves to maintain

(I think) fix thouſand of their Troops

quartered in their own Country, by which

we are effečtually ſecured againſt any At

tempt of Spain from the North. .

- #Happineſs, Security, and Power con

ſiſt in º'. of Armies, I think

this Nation never was ſo powerful as it is

at this preſent Writing, fince we have

now (as I am inform'd) a greater Number

of natiºnal Troops upon the Eſtabliſh

ment than we had at any Time the laſt

War in Great Britain, Flanders and Spain

put together, with this peculiar Circum

#ance, that in the preſent War there has
- not
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not been a Man of them employed, ex

cept the new-made Pay-maſter. , ,

* As his Majeſty poſſeſſes a much larger

Revenue than any of his Royal Predeceſ.

fors ever did, he has it more in his Power

to exerciſe Aéls of Generoſity and Muni

ficence,—his Subjećts of theſe King

doms have ſuffer'd by the Severity of the

Weather, as well as thoſe of the Electo

rate, they are loaded with the Expences

of a War, in which thoſe of the Elečto.

rate have no Share, an Expence that has

amounted to vaſtly more than any Man

in the Kingdom expećted it would have

done, there being no leſs than four Mil

łions to be raiſed this Year for that Pur

poſe, in which the Sums appropriated for
the Payment of the Intereſt. ub

lick Debts, the Civil Liſt, and the forty

thouſand Pounds given for the Portion of

the Princeſs, are not included: Beſides

which, they are burthen'd with an infi

rite Number of Placemen, a heavy Bur

then, which his Subjećts of the Electorate

are ſo happy not to feel—Upon all which

Cońſiderations his Majeſty, upon his Re

turn, will think of ſome Method of eaſin

and comforting the poor Subjećts of theſe

Kingdoms, as he hath already done thoſe

of the Ele&torate. - " - . . . . " "

* Her Majeſty QueenANNE, to eaſe her

Subječis, contributed largely towards the

Expence of the War, out of a Civil Liſt,

extremely ſmall in Compariſon of what

hath been granted ſince : — In one

Year ſhe gave 100,000 l. Sterling for that

Purpoſe; I am very ſure his preſent Ma

jeſty will equal any of his Predeceſſors in

Aćfs of Generofity. ... * . -

. If the public Tranquility (as there is

Reaſon to preſume by his Majeſty's going

Abroad) be as good as ſettled, there may

be great Savings out of the Money grant

ed for $ Service of this Year, by disbanding

the uſeleſs Land Army :— There are

Encampments taik'd of, but if theſe En

campments ſhould be attended with any

+xpènce to the Nation, it is to be hoped

they will not take Place, ſince, whether

we have Peace or War Abroad, Encamp

ments at Home are look’d upon as meer

-Raree-Shews:– Be that as it will, I

hope there will be no Room fºr another

Fºrage Contrač; And if Affairs have taken

the happy Turn, which there is Reaſon

: toiº. there will be ſuch Savings in

the public Expences, that a certain Per

*ſon's Negroes may be diſappointed of the

Jobs for which they are gaping like ſo

imany greedy Sharks 3 -–for when we

were moſt eager for War, it was not for

the Love of War, but becauſe it was

plain a ſafe and honourable Peace could
not be obtain'd without it. ' - - - -

From the unibeifal spectator, May 24,

What was the Snakey-headed Gºrgon
Shield * - .

A That wiſe Mineryaware,unconquer'd Virgin,

Wherewith ſhe freez'd her Foes to congeal’d

Stone, - * * * *

But rigid Looks of chaffe Aufferity,

And#. Grace, that daſh'd brute Ptolence

With ſudden Adoration and blank Awe: . .

- - * , Milton's Mask.

I. is with particular Pleaſure that I

publiſh the following Letter; for it

not only does an Honour to the fair Sex,

but gives an inſtructive Leſſon to the gay

and youthful Part of them. As a high

Senſe of Virtue and Honour is a Wo
man's#.Ornament'and Safeguard, it

cannot be too ofteninculcated; nor would

C I have any young Lady ſo preſumptive to
think any inſtigations to Chaſtity unne

ceſſary for her Condućt, there being too

many fatal Examples of what prevailing

Power the Arts and Treachery of one Sºx

have over the Frailty of the other,

p : *śric. . . . . .

ſ I AM the youngeſt Daughter of a Gen.

* *itleman, who having more Gaiety in

his Temper than QEconomy, ran out the

greateſt' Part of his Fortúñe, and dying

when I was about twelye years old, leſt

me and two Siſters very ſlenderly provid:

ed for : But tho' my Mother did not flat

ter herſelf that we ſhould make that Fi
E #. in Life which ſhe 6therwiſe might

ave thºught equal to her Birth; yet ſhe
did not omit the leaſt Care to'have ºur

Eäucation as accompliſh'd, as if we ha

nothing more was her Tenderneſs and

Anxiety ſhewn, than in giving our Minds

F & ſtrongeſt Impreſſions of Religion and Vir.
tue : The Manner of her la º before

our Eyes the Effeóts of our }: Devia

tion from Honour, were, beſides being

juſt, very moving: Her Talk never fail'd

‘to touch our Hearts, nor did ſhe move

our Paſſions only 3, her own wonld riſe at

the Diſcourſe, and Tears ſtartº
G from her. -How often has ſhe look’d

earneſtly on us, and then with a Sigh

broke out “My dear, dear Girls,

... I wiſh it had pleaſed Heaven you had not

been of a Sex, which is expoſed to ſo

many Dangers and Difficulties before you

can be ſettled in the World; you will

H have more perſonal Accompliſhments

than Temptations of Fortune: But re

member, that tho’ Beauty may have

many Admirers, few of them may be

Men ºf real Hongur: Carefully ſhun what

the World calls innocent Gallantry; there
- -- aré:

.*. Fortunes to depend on. But in
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are unforeſeen Dangers in it, which young

People had better avoid than run, the

Temptation of ; a "d depend on it, you

will always find that to be virtuºus is to

be happy”— When confirm'd in theſe

Sentiments, I was recommended to a A.

Lady of Diſtinétion, as a Companion for

her Daughter, who was much about m

own Age. She being acquainted wit

my Reidrions approved of me, nor was it

loſg before the young Lady did me the

H. nºur to grant me a large Share in

her Friendſhip: Suppoſe me to have liv'd a

… about a Year in this Scene of Life, and to

have attained ſome greater Degree of

Knowledge, and elegant Accompliſh

ments, as well as additional Improve

ments in my Perſon, when the young

Gentleman, who was the only Son of this

Family, returned home from his Travels.

In ſhort, it was about fix Months ago C

that Bellamond (for ſo ſhall I call the

young Lady's Brother) came to England.

from the Tour of Italys. He had not made

that Tour merely to #; he had travelled,

but to ſhew what Improvements a rati

onal Mind may receive from Travel : He

had been educated in an Engliſh Univer

fity, and might give Foreigners a better

Idea of Engliſh Gentlemen than they

commonly conceive. – You ſee I am wil

ling to give him an amiable Charaćter,

but my Partiality ſhall not carry me be-,

}; the Bounds of Truth; what more

ſhall ſay of him, I chuſe ſhould rather

be in ſome cf Shakeſpear's moſt antique F

Words, than my own. -- . .

SHA K E s p E A R E’s Lover's Complaint,

printed at the End of his Somets.

Each Eye thatſaw him did enchant the Mind;

ºr on his Viſage was in little drawn,

What Largeneſ; thinks in Paradiſe was ſawn.

His Qualities were beauteous as his Form,

**** he was, and therefore

free’s “ • -- ~~~ : . . . -- -

Yet, ifMºn mov’d him was he ſuch a Storm,

As oft’twixt Mayand April is to ſee,

When Winds breath ſweet, unruly tho'they be;

His Rudeneſs ſo with his authoriz'd Youth

Did livery Falſeneſ, in a Pride of Truth.

Sººn the Tip of his ſubduing Tongue G

#! kind of Arguments, and Queſtion deep,

All Replication prompt, and Reaſon ſtrong,

For his Advantage ſtill did wake and ſleep,

Tomake theweeper laugh, the laugher weep;

He had the Dialeši, and different skill,
Catching all Paſſions in his craft of will.

Such was Bellamond, when ſuddenly H

after his Arrival he took anopportunity to

make his Addreſſes to me: fºróok them

§nly for a modiſh Gallantry, and paid no

Regard to them; but his Importunity and

Männer of Speech ſoon convinc'd me he

lad further Views than I at firſt ima

tual.

ordinary Fondneſs for me.
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giaed. Be it ſufficient that I ſay his De

ſigns were far from being honourable,

nºr could I, conſidering my State and

Fortune, expect they ſhould be ſo. I

ſtudiouſly avoided all Cpportunities of

private Converſation, which he as indu

itriouſly either found or made. On this

I expoſtulated with him in the moſt ear

neſt Manner, which he endeavoured to

put off with a genteel kind of Raillery;

and if I argu'd, he laugh’d : Frequency

of Converſation gave a greater Boldneſs

to his Expreſſions as well as Mind, and at

length he fairly offer'd in his Phraſe to

take Care of me, and ſettle three Hundred

a Year on me for Life.— I rejected his

Propoſal with ſuch Indignation and Scorn

for his Treatment, that he became ſenſi

ble this Method would never prove effec

me alone in his Siſter's Chamber, and be

gan to be rude and boifferous, but on my

running to the Window and ſcreaming

out, he left the Room : It was now I

thought it too dangerous to truſt myſelf

to his Importunitics, and was reſow'd to

leave the Family; I acquainted the young

Łady of my Reſolution, and was forc’d by

her and her Mother's Entreaties to tell the

Cauſe : The old Lady deſir'd me to re

main eaſy a little time longer, and ſhe

would take ſuch Meaſures as ſhould pre

vent my future Diſquietude : I ſtay’d with

ſome Anxiety, and the next Day I could

not help obſerving that Bellamond fre

quently look'd on me in a ſtedfaſt Manner,

which ſeem'd to ſpeak Concern. I attri

buted, it to ſome Compuhction of Mind,

on having his baſe Intentions diſcovered

to his Mother, who had taken. an extra

After Dinner

Bellamond, his Mother, and my young

Lady, retir’d together, and I went to my

own Apartment: . As I was fitting there,

oſt in a melanchcly Meditation, Bella.

mondenter'd, and approaching with much

Reſpešt, deſir'd me not to be confus'd :

He ſaid he came by his Mother's Orders

to make Reparation for the Injury, he

had offer'd, which was, if I thought

proper, to accept me with Homozr.

I was in ſuch a Confuſion, ; at firſt I could

give no Anſwer; but recovering a little,

ãºreihijº'hºnadºs;
of his Gallantry, not to make me that of

his jeffs. – He vow'd he was in Earneſt.

and ſtepping out of the Room, introduced

the Ladies as Witneſſes of his Sincerity.

His Mºther immediately bid me look on

her as my own Mother, for as her Son

really lov'd me, all other Objećtions in.

regard to her entirely ceas'd.

Farther Deſcription of my Behaviour

- . . . . . would

In a few Days after he found .

*
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would be tedious; I could not give a De

nial to ſuch a Propoſal, and Bellamond

had in reality engaged my Heart, and

my Senſe of virtuous Honour was his only

Obſtacle in his Amour; but tho’ that A

mour has ended in Marriage, it was A

what I could never have flattered myſelf

with : I ſhall in Gratitude endeavour to

make his Life a continued Scene of Feli

city and Content, having in an uncommon

Männer experienced, that to be virtuous is

to be happy. HoNo RIA.

I ſhall make only the following Com- B

ment on this Letter from Milton's Comus.

Some ſay no evil.Thing that walks by Night

In Fog, or Fire, by Lake or mooriſh Feº,

Blue-Meagre Hag, or ſtubborn, unlaid Čhoſt,

That breaks his Magic Chainsat CurfewTime;

No Goblin, or ſwart Fairy of the Mine -

Hath hurtful Power o'er Pirginity.—

So dear to Heav'n is ſaintly Chaffity,

That when a Soul is found fincerely ſo,

A thouſand livery’d Angels lacquey her,

Driving far off each Thing of Sin and Guilt,

And in clear Dream and ſolemn Viſion

Tell her of Things that no groſs Ear can hear,

Till oft’ Converſe with heav'nly Inhabitants,

Begin to caſt a Beam on th’ outward Shape,

The unpolluted Temple of the Mind, ID

And turn it by Degrees to the Soul's Eſſence,

Till all be made Immortal,

From the limite?fai &pectato2, Ne. 604.

- S I R

I Frequently ſee Female Epiſtles to you

but have not obſerved any of our Sex

fend you any Poetry, I have therefore ſent E are rººted as are by

the following Song of my own compoſing

and inſiſt that you will inſert it as a No

velty. I muſt tell you it was occaſioned'

by a Converſation I was lately engaged in

on Conſtancy in both Sexes, and that the

Turn of it has more Gaiety than Reaſºn.

Yours, PHAEBE SoNNET.

DAMon and CHLoe. A Paſtoral Ballad.

DA. ºfY OME, Chloe, to my Arms,

At laſt to Love be won,

Now yield to his Alarms,

Nor longer Pleaſure ſhun;

Now all your Fears give over,
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But this I vow ſincerely,

All to be vow’d by Man;

Chloe, I’ll love you dearly,

- As long—as love I can. -

CH. You Men, when muſt you're kind,

Still for a Change will plead;

And to Love's Feaſt we find

A tedious Faſt ſucceed.

But this Ivow ſincerely,

What ſhould tº Man befall,

When you won't love me dearly—

Why then

Why then—another ſhall.

A D V E R T I S E M E. N. T.

L4% we are very ſºnſible how much the

entertaining Performancer, as well in

Proſe as Verſe, which have been tranſ.

mitted to us by Perſºns of Genius and

Learning, have contributed to recommend

C ºr Mºnthly Collešim to the Regard of the
* Publick, it is never without#: regret

that we diſappoint our Correſpondenti, by

ſºft. their Pieces, or elaying the

Publication of them.

But ſuch is the Nature of our Under

taking, and the Number of our Contribu

tors, that we are often obliged to lay aftde,

ſeveral that well deſerve to be communica

ted to the World. Sometimes the conſtituent

and eſſential Parts of our Magazine ſwell
beyond their uſual Limits, .#leave little

room for caſual Correſpondence; ſometimes

in the Pieces which we receive, though

written with great. Accuracy, ſuch Subjeśr

no means agreeable to

the bulk of our Readers. Sometimes the

Produšions which we rejº have nº other
Fault##º ofº; The }.
teſtty ariſt?!g frºm 107e 0r other of theſe

£3.5% ias often obliged as#:
th Apolo ies, as, we hope, have given

Jame $###. to our Correſpondent: ;

but we have top ſtrong a Senſe ºf our Ob.

ligations to them, to think were Apolº

gies a ſufficient Acknowledgement... We

therefºre Propoſe, as the beft Expedient to

gratify them, the printing an Occaſional

Pamphlet independent of the Magazine,

conſifting of ſuch Pieces as cannot conveni

Which ºnce your Heart poſſeſs'd; G emity beinfºrted in it at length, or proper:
Now kindly view your Lover,

º And make him truly bleſs'd.

CH. With what enraptur'd Joy

. . You Men at firſt affail;

But ſoon your Pleaſures cloy,

Too foom your Love will fail.

: When once your Hopes are over,

When once your Pain's redreſs'd,

You quite forgot the Lover,

Nor ask to make you bleſs'd.

DA. My Fair, from Pauſe of Joy . .

More heighten’d Biiſs we reap,

Nºr w; the frolick Boy

Eternal Revcıs keep.

º; This Pamphlet, which will

e of conſiderable Bulk, we ſhall Advertiſe

at one Shilling, and ſhall enumerate, in the

Magazine, the Compoſitions contained in it;

That the Authors may have early Notice ºf

the Publication of their Performances, by

H whom we hope it will be candidly accepted,

that we Prºpoſe upon the receipt of a Nºf

written in ; ſºme Hand with any off Diſ.

ſertations to remit the Authorzoat the Price

# 12-We ſhall get a proper Perſon to St.

ečf the Papers, a Catálogue of which will

be in our next, and perhaps ſºme ºf the

Mathematical Pieces will be brought into it.

**

-
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Charaćter of the Memoirs of a Man of Quality.

-S 1 R,

I hope for the Sake of Juſtice that you

will give Room for a few Lines, which I
imagine in ſome Meaſure relate to the

Publick, as well as concern your humble

Servant. I ſhall ſtate the Matter as ſhort

as it is poſſible. , Propºſals I am told are

publiſhed for Printing by Subſcription

MEMOIRS of the Life and Adventures

wfa FRENCH Nobleman retired from

the World. Written Originally in French,

and now done into Engliſh.

The following Charaćter of the Work is

given in the ſaid Propoſals.

TH: Book "may be compared to the

Archbiſhop of Cambray's TELEMA

cHus, with this Difference, that Mr. Fe

nelon condućts his Hero through a Courſe

of imaginary Adventures, whereas our

. Author ‘the Marquis de Bretagne” (after

many Singular Adventures of his own) is

at laſt prevailed upon to abandon a Retire

ment, where he had reſolved to paſs the

reſt of his Days, in order to accompany

the Duke of Harcourt's Son in real Tra

vels, which preſent us with ſuch Variety,

that ſcarce any Accident can happen to a

Traveller, but what he may here find a

parallel Caſe, and a Pattern ſet before him

to regulate his Condućt.

#. cur Author's own Adventures, the

Reader will ſee a brave Man ſtruggling

with the Storms of Fate, Virtue oppreſſed

but never over-power'd; and Villany pro

A
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tisfačtion ariſing from Villany tranſitory
and deluſive, and the virtuous Man riſing

in the Home-felt Joy of Mind and Con.

ſcience, in Proportion as he ſinks in the

Eyes of the Vulgar and the Mean. In

ſhort, the Tranſlator may venture roaf.

firm, that, of all the numerous Produc

tions of this Kind, no Author has equall

found the Secret of reconciling; Marveſ.

lous with the Probable, the Pathétick with

the Noble, and Variety with Uſe. The

Great may here view how tranſitory

their State may prove; the Oppreſſed ma

learn, that there is no Condition of Life

ſo abjećt, but that Virtue and Patience

may ſoften and retrieve: The Lover may

perceive, that nothing but Merit can lay

a ſolid Foundation for Happineſs,and every

Man, be his State and Condiion of Life

ever ſo low or high, may obſerve, that no

thing is ſo valuable 25 Sincerityand Truth”.

° I take leave to add, ; Reader may ſee

that the foregoing Charašter is taken al

moſt Verbatim from the Preface to the

firſt Volume of this Work, which is alrea

dy Publiſh'd, in large 12mo, pr. 3 s. bound,

by k WILFORD, behind the Chapter

houſe, London, With this Title,

PMEMOIR sofa MAN of Quality.

ſperous,but never happy. He will obſerve E
that the principal Ingredient of Happineſs

does not lie in exterior Circumſtances, but

in the inward Compoſure of Mind. As

this is the great Maxim which eur Authºr

lays down, there is ſcarce a Page of his

Book, but what proves this important

Truth, and, at the ſame Time, that the

%ritten Originally in the French Tºngue

by himſelf, after his Retirement. Now

firſt Publiſhed in Engliſh.

The Remainder is to be brºught into
one other Volume of the ſame Size:

Whereas the Undertakers above propoſe

to make their Edition, if it goes on, double

the Price, viz. three Volumes in Očiavo.

We beg Leave of our Readers to men

tion another Book to fill up this Page.

In the new Hiſtory of the Bible, lately

publiſh'd, written by the Rev. Mr. Thomás

beſt and the moſt virtuous Paſſion may F Stackhouſe, is given a plain and eaſy Nºr

border upon Vice, when carried too far,

and when not direéted by Reaſonand Re

ligion. It will be eaſily diſcerned that

“the Marquis de Bretagne” has been a

Man of Paſſions ſo ſtrong, that he has been

ſometimes tranſported i.eyond the ſtrićt

Bounds of both; but ſtill it muſt be admi

red, how, amidſt ſuch a Multitude ofE

vents, and ſuch Variety of Preſſures, he

ſhould always have found Reſources in his

own Courage and ſuperior Capacity, which

have extricated him out of Difficultics, un

der which a Man of leſs Virtue and Pa

tience would have ſunk, or, by yielding to

the Torrent, have exchang'd the ſºlid H and ſacred Hiſtory
Pleaſures of Virtue for the gy Trappings

of Vice. Th; Moral that is convºy'd us

by every Incident of his Life, is ſuch as

ºy be expeãed from a Philoſopher and a

Chriſtian.” we every where find the Sa

G

rative of the Matters contained in the Holy

Scriptures, from the Beginning ºf the

World, to the full Eſtabliſhment of Chri

ſtianity: In the Notes indigefied the Senſe of

the beſt Commentators, in order to explain

the ſeveral difficult Texts, retrify the

Miſ-tranſlations, and reconcie the ſeeming

Contradićtions, that any where occur : In

the Ojcółions all the ºsterial Exceptions

which are made to the Facts recºrded in

each Period of Hiſtory, are fairly flated and

anſwer'd: And in the Diffirtations, whicſ,

attend each Chapter, the mºſt remarkable

Paſlages are illuſtrated, and the prophane

all along come:#ed.

The Whole is adorſed with proper Maps

and Sculptures, and all Matters refºrred to

in Scriptural, Chronological, ariſ Alpha

betical Tabler. -

Sold by S. Auffen in St. Pat's Churchyard.
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A S O N G. Set to Muſick by Mr. SIMON STUBLEy.

AND A N T E AL L E G R o.

g

SY M P Ho NY. Cupid! inſtruct an am’rous

ſwain, Some way to tell the nymph his pain, To common youths un- ;

iſſ

#.

known: To talk of fighs, of flames and darts, Of bleeding wounds and º
7 —e—? }_º ſa lºſſ.
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º
broken hearts, Are methods vulgar growr, Are methods i.

.
vulgar grown.
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- When Phaebus does his beams diſplay,

what need'ſt thou tell ? (the god reply'd) To tell men gravely that 'tis day,

That love the ſhepherd cannot hide, Is to ſuppoſe them blind,

The nymph will quickly find. - Is to ſuppoſe them blind,

- - ----" - §ſ

###################################################:
- \tº

I N C E R T A I N TY: A Son c. ºl

|LOVE, thou trifier, ceaſe to teaze me ! “ Jealous, baſhful, idle creature, |

Ch I. or never will conſent: * (Love reply'd) diſmiſs thy cares, - º

Friendſhip only now can eaſe me, “Let fond hope explain each feature, - º
Ceaſe thou trifler to torment 1 “And no longer truſt thy fears.” º t

Airy DA Mo N’s varied graces, Shall I credit the deceiver ? º

Sharm the fair I thought my own, Or my charmer loſe for life? . º:
In her yes ſuſpicion traces Oh confirm me a believer, - "iſ

Smiling joy for him alone. Deareſt Ch Lo E, and the ſtrife. E. L.

-

-

-
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Poetical Essays ;

Tº fºllºwing Poem is taken from Mr Browne's

Wºrks lately ſubliſh'd, and is reckon'd the beft

Imitation of Mi L to N’s Lycidas that has yet ap

peard. By his Succeſs in this difficult kind of Poetry,
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But thou, than ſavage kind more cruel grown,

Prey'ſt on a heart which love had made thy own.

O cold as morning dews, as mid-day bright,

And more than primroſe ſweet, than daiſy white,

Softer than dºwn that on the thiſłłe grows,

Which ripe September gives the frclick wind,

And cruel as the thorn that arms the rºſe!

Muſt I unpity’d ever wail my woes : -

Thy lips all pouting, and thy brow ſevere !

While, ſcornful of my fate, and abjećt pains,

You to my grief withold a ſoft’ning ear.

All ignorant l ah, little doſt, thou know,

H. w gods have ſuffer'd rural toils below,

And goadſes have ſtoop'd to humble plains.

Phaebus and Bacchus, each a pow'r divine,

the Publick may judge of that agreeable Variety of .

which his Volume conſiſts.

From Mr Browne's Piſcatory Eclogues.

E C L O G U E V.

RE NO C K’s Deſpair. An Imitation of Mil

ton's Lycidas. Inſcrib'd to the Right Honour

able the Counteſs of H E R T For D.

Nce let my reed ambitious ſtrains rehearſe;

O lend thy aid, ſwect Lycid's peerleſs Muſe ! .

That Hertford with approving ſmiles may hear.

If She approve, let envying criticks blame;

Her ſnik is fºrtune, and her notice fame :

If She commend, what cenſure canſt thou fear *

Begin, and not ungrateful be the verſe 1

And you, where moſt delight the Theſpian maids,

With the free hours and dallying loves, to uſe,

Your ſuccours lend---ye gliding rivers clear,

Bright ſunny plains, and woods embrown tº ſhades,

And whatſoever may my ſong adorn:

Ye flower-enamel'd meads of various hues,

Freſhmorn, and ſcorching noon, and midnight dews.

Begin—A lowly ſwain, of mind forlorn,

Young Renock he, a hapleſs fiſher ſwain,

Umpity'd pin'd for lovely Stella coy.

Deſpairing pin'd the fišed, abſent boy,

For ſhe was of the haughty city train,
And of her hate he thus began complain : 2O

* While ſtreaming Soar (a) This filver current led

. Faſt by his cave, and all his ſhores along,

The gentle echo bore the mournful ſong.

And now hot noon her ſultry banner ſpread,

And to the woods were hy'd the rural throng :

But ſolitude he choſe to ſooth his pain;

Too wild his pain for ſolitude to ſooth,

Such was his love, and ſuch was her diſdain.

O Stella fair! of faireſt moſt unkind,

And I of trueſt Lovers moſt diſtreſt,

Towhom ſhall I my ruthleſs fate deplore ?

Thou far away art ſenſeleſs to my care,

While hopeleſs thy unſoft'ning ſcorn Irue,

And figh my wild plaint to the ſcatt'ring air,

And hurrying flood--yet theſe more melt than you,

Theſe with kind ſympathy my woes return :

-Air can lament in winds, can weep in dew ;

The hurrying flood in murmurs brings relief,

In pitying murmurs, from his troubled trn :

But thou art cold to love, and deaf to grief. 49

All in this ſtream my luckleſs fate I view ;

My luckleſs fate, which never ſhall amend

As he the flying Trent does ſtill purſue,

... While ſhe flies faſt in her coy-winding maze,

And to new loves her dallying arms diſplays;

So I in fruitleſs ſearch my life diſpend.

Yet neighbouring nymphs me not uncomely deem,

Nor of my fiſher-peers for tuneful lays

Am I unfam'd ; by flowing Thames's ſtream,

ićy native ſtream, oft heard with kindling praiſe.

Unhappy me, that ever there I came !

Q: view'd thy face, and fed this hopeleſs flame.

Thº' thou unmindful oft haſt ſpoke me fair,

And ſeem'd to love, ah me deceiv'd how well

Than wolf or pike more fell - *

With lives of fºes their brutal rage they tame;

By fields of Ida tended woolly droves.

Adonis, tho’ to fleecy flocks uptrain'd,

The queen ºf love enchanted with his grace :

And young Iaſius, and Endymion fair,

Each ſhar'd a lovely deity's embrace,

Nor lovely deities the bliſs diſdain'd.

For him bright Ceres left her harveſ care,

To ſport in twilight ſhades of ſecret bowers;

And oft the moon came down from courts above, 89

To meet her darling ſwain in midnight hours ;

Careſs'd, was claſp'd, and mix’d in mutual love.

On ſtately oaks neglečted acorns grow,

While the priz'd ſtraw-bery lurks in buſhes low :

And coſtly pearſ; oft ſhrowd in coarſeſt ſhells.

The little loach (b) the barble-tribe exºei's

For wholeſom uſe, and more intrinſick grace,

Tho' mean his form, and they a comely race.

Too fair 1 miſdeem it not employment rude,

In ſhapely rods to fit the cany reeds;

With ſlender fingers oft the web to ply,

And weave in filken folds the mimic fly.

To twiſt in equal links the knotty lines,

And chaſe the graſhoppers on dewy meads.

Or might the tendance of my wormy brood

Thy cares engage, to mark when ſickly ſigns (c)

The little tr.bes approaching fate foreſhew,

To ſee their mºſſy paſtures oft renew'd,

And drop the balmy cream's all-healing dew.

Here what ſoft pleaſures might thy youth detain

With thouſand charms the ſhade of thick-wood

groves, -

Smooth plains, and gently-ſloping hills around;

The crew of fiſhers, and their harmleſs loves ;

The fountain-falls, and rivers murm'ring ſound,

And all the treaſures of their finny droves,

(a) A River in Leiceſterſhire, riſing near the

anrient Roman Way, and paſſing by Mount-Soar

Hill, the Scene of this Eclogue, into Trent. .

º The Stone-Loach, ſo ſmall and inconſiderable

in Appearance, has been effeem'd by Phyſicians ſo

much fºr its innocent and nutritive Food, as to be

allºwed to Perſºns in Fevers, and other dangerous

Diffempers. The Barble, on the other and, is not

ſo good as be ſeems, having, in bis \pawning Seaſon

-º proved ſo hurtfºl as ſometimes to have

endanger.d the Lives of the Eaters. .

(c) When the Knºt, which is in the Middle of the

Brandling, or Red-Worm, begins to ſºwell, be is

ſick and near dying; then a little Cream dropt on 'em

at times, about a Spºonful in a Day, will recover

ther, (their Miſs being ºften clarged ; ), an Egg

beaten in the Cream, and boil"d in it, will both pre

ſerve 'em &g, and fatten 'em. -

.i. I i That

6 *>
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That in the clear flood's branchy windings ſport,

And bowery chambers of his oozy court.
The tench, and here the‘ſpeary perch delight,

Envermill'd all with finns of rºſy red;

And pike inchas'd with ſpots offive. White,

Brown grayling, and theČ.wand'ring trains,

With flaunting trºut, beſet with gaudy ſtains;

And eels with pearly creſts, and wavecoats green.

Nor Proteus ſelf beneath his coral rock

Rul’d fairer ſtreams, or fed more numerous flock.--

Me every kind amid the wat'ry float

Familiar know; accuſtom'd to my call (d);

Who from my hand will take their us’d répáſt.

Woe's me...what bitter griefs my life enthral

Whilon all pleaſure did my mind intrance, Izo

The moon-tide ſong, the evening's mirthful dance,

Or on the Lea the ſporting fiſh to note;

For otterfoes the weedy ſpell (e) to ſet;

To bait the hooks, and ſpread the tangling net;

Gr with my ſmall oar drive my ruſhy-boat.--

Now never more ſhall mirth, and mixt delight,

With dalliance free, my eaſy hours deceive,

The ſong at noon, the dance at leiſure eve,

Or fiſh diſporting on the wat'ry Lea; -

To feed my fry, and watch their haunts by night,

Or drive myriſh-boat with ". ſlender oar,

The hooks to bait, to ſpread the tangling net,

Qr weedy ſpells for otter-foes to ſet,

Paſt mirth, and usual ſports, can pleaſe nomore .

* [7%e Remainder in our next.]

(d) Pliny writes of Fiſh that weuld appear when

call’d by their particular Names. It has been re

ported by an hºn. Gentleman of great Peracity , na

Credit, that Carp would repair to ſome Paris of a

Pond, where they have been us’d to be fed, at the

Sound ºf a Drum, or the ringing ºf a Bºll. Mar
tial, lib. Epig. 30. Confirms Pliny’s Affºrtion,

... ſpeaking of the Emperor's Fiſh-Pond.

Piſcator, fuge, ne nocens recedas, , ,

Sacris Piſcibus hae natantur Undae,

Quinorunt Dominum, Manumque Iambunt

Iłłam,

Quid quod nomen habent, & ad Magiſtri

Vocem quiſque ſui venit citatus,

Raſh Angler here thy guilty Sport fºrbear,

Theſe finny natives are a Mºnarch's Care.

The gentl, Kind obey his known Command,
...And feed fami far from his ſporting. Hand;

Each has his Name, which ſºverally they bear,

And to their Owner's Summons ſtrait appear.

(e) The Herb Benione hung near the Otter's

Haunts is thought to drive him away, the Sene of

this Creature being ſo very exquiſite, that, if we

may credit Geſner, be can ſmel, a Fiſh 4o Furlongs

under Water. See more of the Otter, Eclºg. 3

Anſwer to ABN 13 MA in our lºft.

GAºing, 'tis certain, took its riſe

From idleneſs and avarice;

Contempt and poverty rewards

The feol that waſtes her life at CA R ps.

Gay Celia, if ſhe had her will,

Wou'd never leave her dear quadrille ;

Bat were her ladyſhip my lot,

Good hours muſt never be forgot,

Elſe kings and knaves ſhou’d ſoon be parted,

And into matches be converted ;

... Which is the only way we find

* To make them uſeful to mankind. Gama tr.

Aid to his pow'r with pride and joy fibrºit.

Bºt unconteſted is in ſong th; &ay ;

S1 R Bath, May 7, 1

If the flºwing Lines beººº,

Place in the Magazinefºr this Month, it wiſh a .

particular Pleaſure to yºur bumi. Servant, &c.

ADVI cr to DAM on.

*, no more implore the fair,
Nor hope a breaſt like hers tº IIlove =

Vain, hapleſs Damon, is th Care, 5

Vain all the ſtratagems of ſove,

Knºw, Harrington whom ev’ry charm,
Whom ev’ry ſofter grace adorns,

Hears all thy vows without alarm,

Thy too aſpiring paſſion ſcorns,

Will ſhe, whom nature's laviſh hand

Form'd over All mankind to reign ;

Will ſhe, negle&tful of command,

To One alone her pow'r reſtrain P

'Tis hers, to raiſe in All deſire, -

Unmov’d hºrſelf, and ſtill the ſame; |
'Tis hers, each breaſt with love to fire, f

Her own ſuperior to the flame. .

To Mr. HAN DE L. |

On bearing AL Ex A N DE R's Feaſº, L'Allegro ed -

ill Penſeroſo, &c.

If e'er Arion's muſic calm'd the floods,

And Orpheus ever drew the dancingwoods $

Why do not Britiſh ſeasº id foreſts throng :

To hear the ſweeter notes of Hander's ſong * i.

This does the falſhood of the fable prove, - \
Or ſeas and woods,when Handelharps,wou'd move, i.

If muſic was to touch the heart deſign'd, -

To eaſe the pain'd, or charm the chearful mind ;

And has the ear in this n2 other part,

Than as it opes a paſſage to the heart; -

How comes it we thoſe artleſs maſters bear, º

Who ſlight the heart, and only court the ear? -

And when they uſe a finer term, they cry
'Tis air, and into air they let it fly.

But Handel's harmony affeds the ſoul,

To ſooth by ſweetneſs, or by force controul;

And with like ſounds as tune the rolling #ers,

So tunes the mind, that ev'ry ſenſe has ears.”

When jaundice jealouſy, and carking care,

9; tyrant pride, or homicide deſpair,
The ſoul as on a rack in torture keep,

Thoſe monſters Handel's mafic lºst, ſleep.

How, when he ſtrikes the keys, do we rejoice

Qrwhen he fills a thouſand tubes with voice,

9, gives his leſſons to the ſpeaking firing,

And ſome to breathe the flûte, and ſome to ſing;

To ſound the trumpet, or the hornto ſwell,

Qr brazen cylinder to ſpeak compel ;

His art ſo modulates the ſounds in all,

9ºr paſſions, as he pleaſes, riſe and fºſſ ;

Their hºld of us, at his command they quit,

Thou, ſovereign of the lyre, doñé, excel,

Who againſt thee, againſt thy art rebel.

Thee all the nations where 'tis ºftoºn obey:

Pen Italy, who long uſurp'd §: lyre, .

$º: to learn thy precepts and admire.

What harmony ſhe had thou thence did'ſ; bring

And imp'd thy genius with a ſtronger wing;

ºform,thee, talent, travel, art, combine,
Andall the powers of muſic now are thine. -

w • Wr

- * *
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Poetical Essays ; M A Y, 1740.

A C R O S T I C K.

1 sthere ableſfing left in ſtore for me *

Such, bounteous heav'n, as this---that bleſſing be.

A female friend to ſoften ev'ry care,

3 riſk, yet diſcreet, lovely, but not too fair ;

Eaſy, obliging, faithful may ſhe prove,

Let ev'ry thought and every word be love;

Lettrifles ne'er her gentle mind perplex,

A verſe to all the foibles of the ſix.

M ore I butone thing aſk--the whole to crown,

40 necommon ſoul both the bodies own;

Long as they live may all their thoughts agree,

Edward the man be call'd, and Bella ſhe.

Hoh, March

25, 1740.

A C R O S T I,C K.

Continual war I wage without expence;

A gard’ner's ſpade I uſe in my defence ;

Relieve the fick; the troubled mind appeaſe ;

1) elight the clergy; and the devil pleaſe.

Search theſe five lines, my name you'll find

with eaſe.

Spittk-Square,

May 12,

E. B.

C. J.

Tº the Royal Society.

A Qu er y, on the Diſcovery of the Perpetual Mo

tion, now demoºratively found out. \

AY, ſons of art | what premium is aſſign'd?

N or may be hop'd to him who firſt ſhall find

That rare machine (as yet a ſecret held)

At once impelling, and at once impell'd :

And (not requiring adventitious aid) * -L.”

whoſe working-weight is by itſelf out-weigh’d.

Thus, ſelf-recruited, by commutual force,

Perpetual motion muſt reſult of courſe, c. c. c.

An Anſwer is deſir'd by the Magazine.

- S A R U M. A Por M.

FROM high Severia, “proud of Roman fame,

That from Severus took its ancient name ;

where the great Edgar dwelt, andfame relates

The Norman oſt conven'd th' aſſembl’d ſtates;

Imperial ſeat! the trav’ler now deſcries

In vales beneath a new Severia riſe, -

Since Sarum call'd, remov’d to milder plains;

The mother-town a waſted heap remains.

Here fiſhy Avon bends his limpid waves;

And ev'ry ſtreet with branching current laves;

Charm'd with the ſcene, reluctant glide the

ſtreams,
While the ſweet town another Sulmo ſeems ;

By itsinhabitants illuſtrious made, -

With courtly buildings, and a wealthy trade...,

Lo! where its chief-ſtgrace, of matchleſs height,

The lofty ſpire + attracts th'aſtoniſh'd fight; .

A coſtly frame, which beauteous ſtill appears,

Not feels the changes of five hundred years.

This, and its *:::::::: beneath, impart

The founder's bounty, and the builder's art.

* The Cºunty was named Provincia Severorum;

f This Spirº is 410 Feet high, twice the Height

ºf the Monument in London, and reckoned the high?

in England. It is too weak to carry Bºk, and thrº

%. isi. Fifty ºrded at a little Diſſanceſ” tº

||rſt, ---- -

… ---
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Its double iſles that croſs in lengthen’drows;

Its arches that the lofty roof compoſe ;

Its windºws, pillars, gates, four wonder raiſe,

And mix with awe our wonder as we gaze;

The conſecration of this hallow'd place

Did our third Henry with his preſence grace.

Erečted nearby like religious hands,

Of vaſt extent its curious clºyſter § ſtands,

Whoſe rival vainly ſhall we hope to find,

While Britain ſhows no equal in its kind.

Near this the biſhop's ſtately palace joins,

Which more by jewel's name ennobled ſhines,

Who for munificence as learning prais'd -

(With authors ſtor'd) a liberal/ruffure rais'd,

And for his clergy's uſe their chapter fam'd.

Nor muſt the decent college paſs unnam'd.

Which miter'd hºard, our church's other boaſt,

For Churchmens Widows rear'd with pious coſt.

Theſe curious piles are in the city found,

But Sarum ſtill more wonders have renown'd.

Without its walls an eaſtern hill aſcends,

Where neighb'ring Clarendon its parkextends,

Here twenty groves, as many miles in ſpace,

May the pleas'd eye in opening proſpect trace;

Nor muſt the worthy Owner | paſs un-nam'd,

Friend to the town, for friendly virtues fam'd.

More to the north outſpread its boundleſs plains,

Where a ſtrange fight the viſitor detains :

Rude heaps of maſſy ſtones ||confus'dly fland,

Their uſe unknown as whoſe the raiſing hand,

Which oft the vain enquirer have amus'd,

And the deep-learn'd in various ſtrife confus'd.

Here the check’d muſe, unable to purſue,

Retires with the exhauſtleſs theme in view.

- Lucius.

1 This Church contains as many Window; as there

are Meeks, Pillars as there are Days, and Gates a

there are Months in the Year. -

§ This noble Cloyſter is 160 Reet ſquare, with

thirty large Arches on each Side, and a Pavement

32 Feet wide.
| Peter Bathurſt, Eſq; (Brother to Lord Ba

thurſt) Repreſentative for this City.

| Theſe bºge unbezon Stones are called Stone

henge, and areplaced in fºur Circles; the outward

Circle is about foo Feet diameter, the Stones are 4

%ards bigh, 2 broad, and I thick; two rard; and

a balf within this Circle is a range%. Stones ;

three rard fºrther are two irregular s ºf Stones,

29 Feet high, 2 Yard, broad and 1 rard thick ;
theſe are coupled at To Iarge tra'ſ m Stones

#. &ng, . about #.º.º. ſº ; jº,

this was a Range of effer Stones 6 Feet high. In

the inmoſt Part ºvas fºrmerly a Stone 4 Feet broad,

and 16 Feet long long lying travard; the Eaft.

B. H. M US GRAPE, ob. Prid. Kal. Mail,

4. C. 1740. natus annos 12.

Lloquio blandus, formam virtutibus ornans,

Ultra annos pius et doćtus, ſpes magna tug

rum, -

Angelico e cºetu poteras veniffe videri :

Mors hominem, dilećte puer, te ſola fatetur.

Ipſe fibi dicendus eram, fi fata dediſſent

Te ſupereſie mihi, longa o dignitiae vital

Sed nunc praereptus, cape dona extrema magiſtri,

Carmine qui lugens meritum teſtatur amoren,

*
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4n Erit A PH on an unfºrtunatejoung Lady.

ERE reſts what once had ev'ry charm,

.* The eye to pleaſe, the breaft tº warm,

The faireſt, ſofteſt, ſweeteſ: maid, -

That eer was number'd with the dead,

Hurried untimely to the tomb

By grief, in life's gay vernal bloom.

Scarce had ſhe reach'd her twentith year,

When love ſubdu'd th’ unhappy fair.

A virtuous youth the flame inſpires,

Whoſe boſom burnt with equal fires.

Each heart with rapture hº o'erflow’d,

But ah! her fire their bliſs withſtood.

The fair eſſay’d each moving art,

To melt his too-obdurate heart.

But when each moving art had fail'd,

fºr Prayº, nºr ſighs, nor tears prevail'd ;
When ſtill her ſire her ſuit deny'd,

The gentle maid deſpair’d, and dy’d. AM As I & s.

Anſwer to the ZEN i GMA, p. 193.

f Aſt week thy Magazine, Sy 1 v A N us

The nymphs perus'd, and none but thine,

Where, ſtriving ſtill to entertain us,.

Gay Cupid and ſtern Pallas join.

At length a ſhrewd ZEnigma riſes,

Which baffled all their boaſted ſkill;

But while they ſat in deep ſurmiſes,

Pert Chloe cries, “’Tis dear Quadrille.

Fierce at the word my anger catches,

And I my paſſion thus expreſs:

“O, were but cards all turn'd to matches,

My love might hope to find redreſs.

But as it is, nor cares nor croſſes,

Nor Aenus' ſelf thy breaſt can move;

&uadrille. along each thought engroſſes,

And reigns unrival’d in thy love. LY c1 D A s.

A wister's Day. Irritten by a Scotch Cler

gyman. Correàed by an eminent Hand.

* OW, gloomy ſoul! look out---now comes

thy turn ;

With thee, behold all rayagºd nature mourn.
Hail the dim empire of thy darling night,

. That ſpreads, ſlow-ſhadowing, o'er the vanquiſh'd
light. -

- L.; out, with joy; the Ruler of the day,

Faint, as thy hopes, emits a glimm'ring 1ay :

Already exil'd to the utmoſt ſky,
Hither, oblique, he turns his clouded eye.

Lo! from the limits of the wintry pole,

Mountainous clouds, in rude confuſiºn, roll:

In diſmal pomp, now, hov'ring on their way,

To a ſick twilight they reduce the day. • *

Ard hark impriſºn'd winds, broke looſe, ariſe,

And roar their haughty triumph thro the ſkies.

While the driv'n clouds, o'ercharg’d with floods of

- rain, , -

And mingled lightning, burſtº the plain.

Nºw ſee ſad earth---like thine, her alter'd ſtate,
Like thee, ſhe mºurns her ſad reverſe of fate

Her ſmiles, he wanton looks, ---where are they
now * - - -

Faded her face! and wrap'd in clouds her brow

No more, th’ ungrateful verdure of the plain;

Nº more the weath-crown'd labours of the fain;

Theſe ſcenes of bliſs, no more upbraid my fate,

Torture my Pining thought, and rouzemy hate.

l -—

t

The leaf-clad foreſt, and the tufted grove

Fre while, the ſafe retreat ºf;:
S.rpt of their honours, naked, hºw appear;

Thisis, my ſoul the wine.f their yearſ’’

The little, noiſy ſºngſters of the win 3.

All, ſhiv'ring on the bough, forget tº fing.

Hail, rev'rºid filenceſ with thy awful brow 1

Be muſick's voice for ever mute---as now:

lºt no intruſive joy my dead repoſe

Piſturb---no pleaſure diſconcer. Woes.

In this moſs-cover'd cavern, hopeleſ, laid,

On the cold clift I’II lean my aking head,

* Pleas'd with winters waii. unpitying, ſee
All nature in an agony with me !

Rough, rugged rocks, wet marſhes, ruin'd tow’rs,

Bare trees, brown brakes, bleak heaths, and ruſhy

moors, - -

P:ad floods, huge Cataraćts, to my pleaſed eyes

(Now I can ſmile !) in wild diſje riſe:

And now, the various dreadfulneſs combin’d,

Back melancholy comes to doz. my mind.

See i. wiſh'd-ſhades riſe, ſpreading through

the air,

And the lone, hollow gloom for me prepare

Hail! ſolitary ruler of the grave

Parent of terrors from thy dreary caveſ

Let thy dumb filence midnight all the ground,

And ſpread a welcome horror all around.

But hark ---a ſudden howſ invadºsmy ear!

The Phantºms of the dreadful hour alºn.
Shadows, from each dark cavern, now combine

And falk around, and mix their yells with mine,

Stop; flying time ! repoſe thy reſtleſs wing;

Fix here---nor haſten to refore the ſpring:

Fix'd my ill fate, ſo fix’d let wint. be,

Let never wanton ſeaſon laugh at me !

AN A creon, ODE 37. The Spring. ".

By Ch A. Ch est ER, M. D.

*Pwinter's paſt, the ſeaſons bring
S $of breezes with returningſpring 5

At whoſe approach the Graces wear

Freſh honours in their flowing hair :

The raging ſeas forget to roar,

And ſmiling, gently kiſs the ſhore :

The ſportive duck in wanton play,

Now dives, now riſes into day;

The cranes from freezing skies repair,

And ſailing float to warmer air;

Th' enlivening Suns in glory riſe,

And gayly dance along the ſkies.

The clouds diſperſe, or if in ſhow’rs

They fall, it is to wake the flow’rs :

See verd re cloaths the teeming earth I

The olive ſtruggles into birth :

The ſwelling grapes adorn the vine,

And kindly promiſe future wine:

Bleft juice already I in thought -

Quaff an imaginary draught.

An o DE to cr to ..

SEE | Ch Lor, tender heav'nly fair,

See how the envious ſummer's flown,

So...harmer, ſhall thy life appear,

When threeſcore fleeting years are gone.

Soon threeſcore fleeting years ſhall fly,

Let's not th' extatick joy delay:

Alas! we both to-morrow dye, º

0 let us live and love to day !
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Parliament omitted in our

( Haft(See p. 292) are, An4;

# fºr preventing the Déſiruc

N. tion of Coalworks.--

Turnpikes—for ſecuring th

#º:::::::::::::::
Stamen—45 fºr qual,

4:#for enlargi

ſº sº

Hiſtorical Chronicle
He Ziks ºf the aff, ef quied. The Captain himſelfcommanded

, in Perſon, and did not go from the Quar

§ 2; ºr puniſhing Perſons

aft. A downwards to the Hold, and a Pump cut,

ter-deck all the time of the Aćtion, which

laſted about ſix Hours and a half, two of

which the Kent fought her Yard Arm to

Yard Arm. Two Guns were pointed

not with an Intention to fink the Ship, as

fying Freeholders.-- reported, becauſe they might have done

the Powers of the Gover- it inſtead of ſtriking, but probably with a

mººfthe#for Fºundlings.-4:# Deſign to leave the Men no hopes of eſca

tº give further Powers to the Commiſſioners

ºf buildingº;: fºr

The Maintenance of Stains Bridge.-4:#for

repairing the Rºads from Dunchurch in

5the

Aff fºr repairing the Road, from Stoken

Church-hill &c.—Aſif for making the

iMedway Navigable in Kent and Suſſex.

4:# for enlarging the Harbour of White

Navigable the Channel from the Hithe at

ping unleſs by their Valour. The Oxford

and Kent had each about 8 Men killed,

the Lenox 1, and about 40 wounded in the

three. The Lenox loſt her Foremaſt and

County of Warwick to Merridon-Hill.— B. Bowſprit,and the Kent was much damaged.

The Spaniards had no more than 33 Men

kill'd and Ioo wounded, tho’ the Publick

Papers cut off no leſs than 2.co of them;

they loſt their Main-Maſt, Mizen-Matt and

haven in Cumberland—4:# for making , foré-top-Maſt. This Ship is ſaid to be creilāſ;

of the fineſt belonging to Spain, her Guns

Cºlcheſter, to Wivenhot.—And to eleven cywere very large and moſt ºf them Braſs;
private Bills. -

In the A&t to reſtrain exceſſive Horſe

-Racing are the following Clauſes, viz.

That after june 24, 1740, none ſhall ſtart
or run any Horſe but what is his own Pro

perty, and to enter but one at a Time, for

the ſame Plate, on Penalty of forfeiting

ſuch Horſe—That no Platébe run for un

fºr sol, Value, on the Penalty of zool,

Five Year old Horſes to carry io Stone,

Six Years old 11 Stone, and ſeven Years

gld 12 Stone, any carrying leſs Weight to

be forfeited, and the Perſon entering to

forfeit zool. Races to be begun and ended

in One Day-Matches to be run at New

*market and Black Hambleton only, and for

not leſs than $ol, Value, under the Penal

ty of 200l, one Half to the Informer, the

other to the Poor of the Pariſh, except ºn

†† where one half is to go to

the Hoſpital at Bath. , - - -

, ... Thur spa Y, May 1. "

As we delay’d relating the Particulars

of taking thejº, the Spaniſh Man

of War, till the Accounts dº the Ac.

tiºn ſhould appear to be Authentick, we

ſhall now give the following Circumſtan

Cés, which beſides what we mentioned in

ºur laſt, may be depended upon. The

'ºntenant who was Shot was not an

iſhman, as was at firſt#. out, but a

I he any hand in

the Engagement, more than his Duty re

D

G

She was of the following Dimenſions, viz.

:Breadth by the Beam so Foot 4 Inches

and 152 Foot, long by the Keel, which

is 4, Inches Broader, and 2 Foot longer

than ourFirſt Rates; She is 166 Foot 3 in

ches on the Gun Deck, and draws 26 Foot

Water abaft, and 23 and a half before, tº

is a great deal more than our Firſt Rates.

-'Tis ſaid, there was another Ship of so

Guns, but the commander Steer'd a wrong

Courſe, tho’ doing his Duty might have

been a brave Shipin his King's Pocket. No

doubt he is puniſhed, like the Governºnr

of É.i. for his Coward:ce. Such

was the Engliſh Diſcipline. Admiral Blake

in Juſtice to his Country, once diſchar.

. from commanding a Ship, his own

rother for Misbehaviour in fight, thº’
he afterwards left him his Eſtate.

Remarks made on board the Orfºrd, April

8, 1740, during the Time of the late En

F gagement with the Spaniſh Man of War,

T Nine ſaw a Sail, gave Chace, came

up with her, and found hcr to be a

Spaniſh Man of War of 68 Guns, and 6cs

Men, called the Princeffa ; at Eleven we

began to engage the Spaniſh Ship on her

Starboard Quarter, about half a Cabie's

diſtance. The Lenox, gave her firſt

Fire about a quarter of a Mile on his

Weather Beam; the Kent run then pretty

cloſe to Leeward, and gave hº *::
* Jºº."

7
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Broadſide, ſome of whoſe shot flew very

near us. We exchanged three Broad.

- fides, at which time the Main-Brace Bow

lings and Main-Topmaſt Stay, being ſhot

away, and we bringing the Ship to the

Wind to Fire the third§º the

Main-Top Sail flew back, º occaſioning 5

Ship to Face a Stern, we put our Helm

3 to Weather, and were ſo lucky as to take

him fore and aft, with our Starboard Guns,

and afterwards hawled our Wind again,

*and before we fell out of Gun-ſhot, ex

changed another Fire with them. The

Lenox had by this Time ſtretched a head

and tacked, and cameand gave her Broad-B.

ſide paſſing him, which brought down'

her Foretop-Maſt. The Kent, who had

gone, before the Lenox, tacked and run

on the Princeſſa a Larbºard Quarter, and

‘ſhot down her Enſign Staff, and were a.

gain a-ſtern of him. ... We by this time

thought he will have above 600 wej

of Bone. He has kill'd ſeveral º:

*.

-

eſterday the D. of Argyle reſignedall his Places, except that g).H.

Maſter of the King's Hou

A land, which has a Salary of 2000 i. per

flintº nºd to it. . . This gave Octa
fion to the following Lines. * *

what could our gracious K-g do more ?'

All he could give was thine before ;

Ribbands, Titles, Riches, Place,

Every Honour but Diſgrace. . .

--> SATURDAY 3. -

...Were executed at Ivelchefter, Somerſet

. Madam Branch and her Daighter for the

Murder of jane Butterſworth their Ser

vant. ... They were to be executed, at

their own Requeſt, about 4 in the Morn

wing, and were condućted to the Place of

hold in Scot

clew'd our Main-Topſail up, and reev'd C. Execution on Foot in a private Manner,

new Maintop. Bowlines, and haw'd our T without either Under-Sheriff, Officers or

Main-Tack on board, and ſhot out by him: Hangman, attended by none but the

and cxchanged our Fires, tho' at a great “Keeper and 3 or 4 others; but when they

Diſtance; as ſoon as wehad got far enough came there the Gallows was carry'd away;

a head to Weather him, we tack’d and

gave him our Starboard Broadſide, with

in Piſt. I ſhºt of his Weather Bow paſting

him, which he return'd : As ſoon as we got

two Cables length a-ſtern,we tack'd again, ,

and run up cloſe under his Stern, and gave

him our Larboard Fire, and ſhot out a-head

on his Larboard Bow,where we back'd our

Main-Tops and ſailed; the Lenox ſhoot

ing away our Foretop Gallant Maſt. The

Kent ſtood a-head of us towards the Spa

ºniards, upon which we fill'd and tacked

again; as ſoon as we found we could wea

aher her, which we barely did, and ex

changed our Fires, in which he ſo ſhat

ter'd our Rigging and fplinter'd our Bow

ſprit, Fore. Maſt and Fore. Yard, that we

were obliged to lay by for half an Hour;

The Kent followed us and gave his Fire

likewiſe on his Weather-Bow ; then we

fii,’d, ſet out Foreſail, and ſtood after him,

and upon our coming about Musket-ſhot

from him, he ſtruck his Colours. We

ſent our Boats aboard and hoiſted an Em

gliſh Jack on the Remains ºf the Enſign
Staff; the Capt. ſent to deſire Lord Au

guſtus to come on Board and receive his

Commiſſion; which he did accordingly.
rº -

Mr Richard Chaplin Brother to Lieut.

Samuel Chaplain, decd. who diſcover'd

Whalefiſhing in the Bay of Killybegs in

Ireland, killed this Day a largé. Whale

meaſuring fom Head to Tail above so

foot, and 45 foot in thickneſs; his Tongue

—a new-faſhion'd Gibbet was ſoon erected

-in preſence of the Criminals by fixing

two ſmall Trees. After Players, they

P aſcended steps made fºr the Purpoſ.
Whilſt the Halter was fixing about the

Daughter’s Neck ſhe fainted away; but

the Mother help'd to fix the Rope, and

then ſettled her own, and died without

the leaſt ſeeming Ejaculation or Concern;

ſhe was aged 67, and her Daughter 24.

E. –The whole Country ſeem'd to rejoice

in the Condemnation and Suffering of

theſe unhappy Perſons on account of the

..extraordinary Cruelty uſed to the decd.

- who being ſent for ſome Bran , with

out Money, the People ſaid they had none,

and the Miſtreſs and her Daughter con

cluding ſhe had not been at the Place,

whipp'd her with Twiggs till ſhe run with

º, Blood, beat her with Sticks and the Heel

of her Shoe, breaking her Scull, and bruiſ.

ing her Arms and Hands, Thighs and

Legs, ſo that ſhe could hardly ſtand or ſtir,

yet urging her to work, and when un

able threw her down, and the Daughter

G put Salt on the excoriated Parts. ‘Amme

... james, fellow-Servant ofthe decd, was the

* Chief Evidenee, and there was anAttempt

to prove that james had quarrell'd with

her aud beat her, and that her falling on

a Pail might cocaſion her Death.-Mrs.

Branch was the Relićt of Mr. Benj. Branth

an Attorney, and the Daughter of one ||

Parry, Firſt a Surgeon, afterwards Maſter ſº

of a Ship; She had zoool. to her Fortune, ſº

The Country Newspapers ñys that the lº

Corps, which had been bury'd with9: §

along filed 4 º: and a half

with Oyl, and his Cod one; and it is

letting
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letting any one ſee it, was taken up again,

on a Light appearing over the Grave. But

this Story was quite diſregarded here.

W E D N Es D A Y, 7.

The Merchants of London Petition'd

his Majeſty that a ſufficient Number of

Men of War might cruiſe off St Sebaſti

an’s to prevent the Ships of this Nation

from being ſo frequently taken and car

ry'd into that Port. -

Were executed at Tyburn, john Sawney,

Thomas Clements, john Hide, john Moor,

Parker, and jn Singleton(See p. 142, 199.)

THURSDAY, 8. -

Were celebrated at St James's Chapel B

in a Splendid Manner the Eſpouſals of the

Princeſs Mary with the Prince of Heſſe,

the Duke of Cumberland being his*.
on which Occaſion was a grand Ball,

which was opened by his Royal High

neſ;andher Highneſs the Princeſs of Hºffé.

SAT U R D A Y, Io.

The Ld Mayorand Aldermen of London C

waited on the King, and afterwards on

the Princeſs Mary with their Compli

ments on the Eſpºuſals of her Royal

Highneſs with Prince Frederick of Heſſé,

when john Strange, Eſq; their Recorder,

made the following Speech to his Majeſty.

May it pleaſe your moſt excellent Majeſty D

Tºpermit the LordMayorand Aldermen

of your great City to approach your

Majeſty with their humble and ſincere

Congratulations upon the Eſpouſals of

her Royal Highneſs the Princeſs Mary

with his moſt ſerene Highneſs Prince Fre

derick of Heſſe. This happy Event your E

loyal Subjećis confider as a farther Inſtance

yyour Majeſty's ſteady Attention to the

Honour and Intereſt of your Crown and

Kingdoms, and of your Care and Regard

for the Proteſtant Cauſe.

The Subjećts of Great Britain can never

ſufficiently adore the Divine Providence, F

for thoſe numerous Pledges of their fu

ture Security, which your Majeſty and

theſe Nations are ſo happily bleſſed with,

and which, to all human appearances,

promiſe a laſting continuance of your

Royal Houſe: But ſuch, Sir, is to them

the Importance of ſtill adding Strength
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and of an Education received upon the

true Principles of Liberty.

This, Great Sir, is undoubtedly owing to

$ illuſtrious Pattern your Majeſty and your

late Royal Confort }. before them; and

may God grant that your Royal Houſe

may for ever ſupply the Great Proteſtant .

Families of Eurºpe with ſuch invaluable

Bleſſings, as are now ſecured to his moſt

Serene Highneſs the Prince of Heſſe.

To which his Majeſty was pleaſed to re

turn this moſt gracious Anſwer.

“ T Return you my Thanks for your du

tiful Congratulations upon the Eſ...

“ pouſals of my Daughter with the Prince

“ of Heſſe. You may always depend

“upon my Favour and Protećtion.

They all had the Honour to kiſs his

Majeſty's Hand.

They aſterwards waited upon her Royal

Highneſs the Princeſs Mary, being intro

duced by Robert Dingley and William

Granger, Eſqrs. Gentlemen Uſhers; when

the Recorder made the following Speech

to her Royal Highneſs.

May it pleaſe your Royal Highneſ,

HE Lord Mayor and Aldermen of his.

Majeſty's Great City, beg leave to ex

f; the Joy they feel upon your Royal

ighneſs's Eſpouſals with his moſt Serene

Highneſs Prince Frederick of Heſſe: This

Alliance ſo wiſely calculated for the fur

ther Security of the Proteſtant Intereſt

cannot fail to excite in his Majeſty's faith

ful Subjećts the humbleſt Acknowledg

ments to the Divine Providence, and the

º grateful Senſe of his Majeſty's Good

neſs. -

Your Royal Highneſs is now going to

meet a Prince of a moſt illuſtrious Houſe,

whoſe Anceſtors have worn both the Im.

perial and Royal Diadem, and who to all

this can add the Luſtre of the higheſt per

ſonal Accompliſhments; a Prince, who

muſt and will own, that it is to Great

Britain he is indebted for his future. Feli

city, and who is now impatiently waiting

to receive that#. of earthlyBleſſings,

a Conſort emulating the Virtues of her

Royal Parents.

cº

to this Security, that they would ill deſerve G Permit theſe, Madam, to expreſs their

theBleſſings they enjoy, if they did not up.

on this and every ſuch Occaſion teſtify,

with the utmoſt Gratitude, their unfeign

cd and moſt dutiful Rejoycings. And what,

Sir, is it; G. Britain may not promiſe her

ſelf from ; glorious Proſpećt ; is now be.

fºre her? Your Majeſty’s Arms,ſo remark

ably ſucceſsful in vindicating the Rights

of Great Britain; and§ Royal Progeny

; forth the brighteſt Examples of a

Mind formed by Religion and Virtue,

firm Aſſurance, that in the midſt of all

your Greatneſs your Royal Highneſs will

never forget this the Land of your Na

tivity: And tho' Great Britain is thus by

Degrees deprived ofher Daughters; yet

it will be her Conſolation to ſee them ſh

deſervedly placed at the Head of the moſt

confiderableProteſtantRamilies in Europe.

We moſt earneſtly implore the Giver

of all good Gifts to bleſs your RoyalHº:
cit
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neſs with a numerous O& ing, and his

moſt Serene Highneſs and them with the

long Enjoyment of ſo ineſtimable a Trea.

ſure, as his Majeſty has now beſtowedup
on them.

To which her Royal Highneſs was

pleaſed to give the following Anſwer.

I Am very thankful to you for your Con

gratulations upon this Occaſion. You

may be aſſured of my fincere Wiſhes for
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Admiral

on of a new Sedan Chair, to carry one,

two or ºmore Perſons too Miles a Day.

- ONDAY, 19.

Came Advice by Capt. Mitchell ſrom
A Qporto that 9 Spaniſh Men of war an: 3.

Frigateſ, from Cadiz arrived at Fºrrº the

6;h of 4pril; that in his Paſſage he met

alchen near Cape Finiſherre, and ,

acquainting him therewith, hē propoſed

tº cruize between the Cape#. and

Uſhant with his Squadron, confiſting of the

the Welfare and Proſperity of the City B Ruſſel, Norfolk, Grafton, Dunkirk, Dept.
of London. * * - -

They had likewiſe the Honour to kiſs

her Royal Highneſs's Hand.

A Grant paſſed the Great Seal to Sir

Nathaniel Curzon, Barr, and his Heirs for

ever, of a Market, to be held upon Mon

dayſ, Wºdneſdays and Fridays, at Brook

fºld by May Fair, in the Pariſh of St

George, Hanover Square. --

- Mo NDAY 12.

The King in Council declaring his In

tention of going out of the Kingdom for .

a ſhort time nominated the following
Perſons to be LordsJ. for the Ad.

miniſtration of the Government during

his Majeſty's Abſence.

john Ld Archbiſhop ofº:

Philip Ld Hardwick, Ld Charcelſar.

Spencer E. of Wilmington, Ld Preſident.

..john Ld Hervey, Lorº Privy Seal.

Lione!Cranfield D. of Dºrſet, LdSeward.
Charles D. of Grafton, Ld Chamberlain. :

CharlesD.oſRichmond,Maſter of$Horſe,

Charles Duke of Bolton.
w/m D. ofDevonſh. Ld Lieut of Ireland. E

john D. of Montagu, Maſter General of

the Ordnance. •

Thomas D. of Newcaſtle, one of his Ma

jeſty's Principal Secretaries of State.

Henry E. of Pembroke, Groom of; Stole.

Archibald Earl of Ilay.

Wºn Lord Harrington, one of his Ma

jeſty's Principal Secretaries of State.

Sir Robert Walpole, firſt Commiſſioner

of the Treaſury. And º -

Sir Charles Wager, Kt. Firſt Commiſſi

pner of the Admiralty.

- TU ESDAY, 13.

His Majeſty ſet out for Graveſend in

ford, and Severn.

WED NEspay, 21.

One Creak was committed to Goal in .

Southwark on Suſpicion, having offer'd in

Payment a zol. Bank Note taken out of

one of the Mails; And

THURsp AY, 22.

One Kitſon of Henley upon Thames, was

taken at the Caſtle Pitcadilly, on suſpici.”
9p cf rºbbing the Wºffers Máil, and after

ſome time conteſſed the Faà. charging.

Creak, who is his Brother in Law, as an .

Accomplice.

; SATURDAY, 24.

Ended the Seſſions at the old Baily
when john Clarke and Arthur fift

D for the Highway, and ºne 3rmſtrong

for Stealing a Silver Tankard receive:

Sentence of Death. Robe Brigg fºr
marrying 3. Wives wasburnt in thºhand,

His Majeſty having been detained by

the E. W. did not get to Holland til th;

Morning.

SATURDAY, 31.

Letters frºm Vice Admiral pºrnon, da.

ted Feb. 20, give an Account that he put

out of Pºrt Royal with 5 Men of War,
and all the Fire-ſhips, Bomb-veſſels and

Tenders; and he was to be join’d by a

nother Ship ſent before with the Loºn

Convoy at a certain Station, and had or

flººd th; Burfºrd and Torrington to fºllow.
him as ſoon, as got ready. Commojº

Bººne, with ſeveral Mén of war was
left at Port Royal.

Pºtºs from Rear Admiral Haddict,
dated May 7, adviſe that on the 5th he

diſpatch'ſ 3 Men of War to join Šišić.
Ionºp Ogle's Squadron at Gibralter, which

priºr to embark for Holand in his Way G R.'...i. atPort Mahon with
to Hanover.

- WED NESDAY, 14.

The Corporation of the Governors and

Guardians of the Hoſpital for Expoſed

£hildren, came to a Reſolution that 60

ſuch Children be taken in, with pro

per Officers, Nurſes and Servants.

- SATURDAY, 17.

A Grant paſſed the Great Seal unto

Jºhn Tul, his Heirs, &c, of the invent}.

will then conſiſt cf. 12 ſtout ship; "Ti. º

the reſt of his Squadron, ſending out º
Ships to cruize on the Coaſts ofºilº, º

and Italy. *

&Q

N.P. ºeingenious Author of a voyage ºf
from Ruſſia in blº;źº §

*gh; to us thiſ ºff, might #5 j

fººd tº lºt us knºw, foºjima º

7:44ire it, how to driff'toº."" §§
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List of Births, Marriages, Promotions, &c. 261
A List ofMax R 1 Ages for the Year 1740. Duke of Marlborough—Colonel ºf the ſecond

- º, ºf Horſºuards, in room of Earl ºf
May 1. QRP Noel Somerſet, Brother tº #}} 3. of the Royal Regiment .

tº pºke of Beaufort, marriº of Horſe-guards blue, if
a.a.º.º. ºfthe Vie A. gºus, in enºu-ple
cºunteſ, Herefºrd. Mjor Gift. Hawky—Cºlonel ºf the Regi

garl of Holderneſt,---to Lady Caroline Sack- - - - -i. only Daughter to theDuke ºf Dorſet, . #prº- late the Duke of Mari -

sº*Żºłºś. Ejº interville — Lord Lieutenant of
rfolk,----to the 1 z - la#. Hill, º of Weſtminſter,7-to a Bºgºte: :* nd, and Town of Newraffle on

of?iam Noel, Eſq; Mººr for Stamford. Henry Viſcount Lonſdale

6. Stephen Hºfthº of Holiport, Berks, Eſº B "cºmberlandand Wºjimorland.
º:ºia ºf Tºmas Ward of Britwell, “ Chris Lord Cornwallis-Cºnſtable of the

Bucks, Eſq; - - - Tºwer of London, and Lord Lieut. ºf th:
9. bn Ta lor, Eſ; ef Sheen, surrey, to Tower Hamlets, i. room of the late Earl of

Miſs Fogg with 29,000 I - º
13, Hon. and ſº. —Dawney, Son tº sirº Rich–Governor of Chelſe. Qollºgº.

vſ.D." to the eldeſt Daughter of Sir Mr. Wright—Commiſſary-General for Fo

Tºmas D'Aeth, Bart. iff of K. rage for the three Camps tº be formed at .

17. M. Wººllet, Under-ſheriff of Kentº-to a Nºwbury, Windſor, and Hºunſlºw-beath.

*: ofº: lateº: sºn. of Harble- C -Dyſon—Colonelof a Company in the .

º, Kent Eſq; with 5900ſ. . . . - - e

Žin priº, Eſq; fondon Merchanti-ſº §:* of Foot-guards, late the E. of

Lord. Lieut. of

the Relićt of joſhua Nutt of Ponder's-end, Fºlj Robert houglas, Eſq; Col, of a Company in

with 20,000l. • t the ſaid "Regiment, late Col. Moreton's.
... Hon. Philip Tork, Eſq; ºn and Heir to Col. Ogilvy § Co. ofa Company in the ſame

thºod chancellor, --to the Hºn. Miſs Camp- Regiment, late Col. Wolfe's.

ill, only Daughter to thººdyº. Glºgº. capt. Carr——Capt. Lieut of the firſt Reg. of

# join &omyns of Lincoln s-Inn, Eſq;--to foot-guards, in room of

MišHalt of Ormond'ſ rest. D capt. Lieut. Littler—Colonel ºf the Compa
Alist of PR omotions fºr the rear 1749. g i.º: in the ſaid Regiment, late

- * - olonel Herbert's.

TN Arl of§§ appointed Chief Juſtice in Capt. CharlºFº. Thetford---

Eyre on this Side Trent. - &l, of the Company in the aforeſaid Regi

for Sidney Beauclerk, : Privy Counſellors. ment, late Col. Fuller's.
Charles Lord Cornwallis, Charles Spencer, Eſq;-Capt. in St. Clare's

Hon. Harbottle ôjinº-standard-Bearer, Regiment of Foot.
in room of - Capt. Beecher—Capt. Lieut. i. oom of

sººn jºyme—Lieut. of the Band of E. &. Lieut. Boyle—-capt. of Wyºard's Reg.
Gentlemen Penſioners. of Marines.

pi, º, jºoney-Geneº and capt. §oly- Commander of the Live!y,
$ohn Strange, Eſq; sjºceneral, knighºº. Capt. Coates—Capt. fthe Line.

3. }. #º jº ºf Chrift's- Š.º-º:jiºn,

Hºſpital, in room 0 20 Gun Ships.Sir#. Child, deceaſed. - ps - -

Mr. johnsº. of the *** Ecclesiastic at PR E FER M g N T S.

in the General Poſt-Office, in,roº.” - Ev. Dr. Alured Clarke, deputy Clerk of the
Mr.sºfan–cº. of the Kent Road, in F R §:": Dean of%. room of

room 9 - Dr. Gilbert Biſhop of Landa, ; ºneous v.

*º:ſº-cal of the North i.º#.to;*

oad, in rop - s p. Butler, Biſhop of Briſtol, made Dean of St.
*ś,#.ºº Road, in d ººnfoom of Dr. Hare,

o - • * * - ecealed.

Dr. William Shaw* Prºfeſſor of the Theory G

Thomas Burnet, ºr...” in Mr. Smalbroke, Son to the Biſhop of Lichfield

room of Mr. Serjeant tº - and Coventry—Prebendary of Lichfield, in

of Phyſic to the Prince of Wales. S - bºº#. ofWa*—

jºinciaud and Andrewston- ecretaries Reāor of Barkhamhead, Hertfordſhire.

to the Lords Juſtice: - Dr. * - -

Lieutenant-General Honeywood appointed Go- ºº; ſº.sº#:
L vernor offººt G f Hull Ferns in Ireland.

ieut. Gen. __-Governor of flºº. . -3. Wh.."gº, of Berwick and H. Dr. Perriam Prebendary of Sarum.

Holy Iſland. A List of Deaths fºr the rear 1749.
Dºlton—Capt. of** of Gen- April 21. Tho Tickel, Eſq; Secretary tº the Lás

tlemen Penfioners, in 99% Juſt of irºland. Hºwa.º.º.º.º.
Duke of Montague Maſter General ºf the nº hoſen fellow of Queen's Colºg: ; he tran

ordnance, in room of the Duke ofArgyle i. & Book of Homer' É 3.

§§ºfiñº Regiment ofH* Fºias…of Hºur, liº ºf
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ſeveral other Pieces of Poetry, which are much

eſteemed. When Mr Addiſºn was made Secre

tary to the E of Sunderland, Ld Lieut of Ireland,

he employ'd Mr Tickel, and left the Publication

of his Works to him.

26. Mr Edmund Dayrell, Attorney at Law,

at Lampton, Bucks, a Man of the ſtrićteſt Juſtice -

and Integrity, never known to be concerned in

a dirty Cauſe. He had retir'd from Pračtice for

near 30 Years, but as he would not lie uſeleſs,

he gave Advice gratis to all that conſulted him,

compofiug Differences, and deciding whatever

was referr'd to him with the greateſt Candour

and Equity.

May 1. Rev. Mr Anneſſy, L.L.D. Reāor of
Winwick, Lancaſhire, the richeſt Benefice in

England, valued at 14ool perAnn.

Gerard Bourk, Eſq; formerly Counſellor at

Law to Queen Anne.

5. Denbam, Hammond, Eſq; Comptroller of
Londºn, a Place worth 3600 l. two thirds of

which belong to the Lord Mayor, and one third

to the City. -

MWiſław, Cecil, Eſq; only Brother to the Earl

ofº at Montpellier in France. -

7. Lieut Col Wyvil, of the Royal Reg of
Horſe-guards.

Thomas Auſtin, Eſq; of the Iſle of Ely.

8. Dr Inglis,
Affiſtant-Maſter of the Cere

monies to the King, and formerly Phyſician in
Ordinary to K Wm III and Q Anne

12. Dr Mills, Biſhop of Waterford and Liſ
more in Ireland 33 Years ; being open'd there

was found in hisBladder aStone of above 70unces.,

º is: Mr Ephraim Chambers, of Gray’s-Inn,
Author of the Cyclºpædia. He made for him

ſelf the following Epitaph :

Multis
pervulgatus,

Paucis Notus,
Suivitam inter Lucem et Umbram,

Nec Eruditus mec idiota,

Literis deditus, tranſegit, ſedut Homo

Qui humani nihil a ſe alienum putat,

Vita ſimul et
Laboribus funèus,

Hic requieſcere voluit,
EPHRAIM

CHAMBERS.

In e NGLISH thus:

Heard of by many,

Known to few, -

who jed a Life between Fame and obſcurity,
Neither abounding nor deficient in Learning,

Devoted to Study, but as a Man -

who thinks himſelf bound to all Offices of Humanity,

Having finiſhcd his Life and Labours together,

Here defires to teſt
EPHRAIM

CHAMBERs.

ge, Bebrens, Eſq; an eminent fury Merchant
Mr Penketbnan, a celebrated Comedian.

17. Colonel Cavalier, a brave old Officer, at
Chelſea.

24. Brook Bridges of Hatton-Garden, Eſq;

21, Mr. Henry Palmer an ancient and
eminent Weſt India Merchant. He was a perſon per

featly accompliſhed as to his Profeſſion, aud ſtriðly ho
nourable in his Dealings with all Men. But his pri

vate charaćter was the moſt amiable that can be ima

gined; for he was every Day doing ſome Ad of Bene
ficence and Charity; a Father to his Servants, and a

ſure Friend to every one in Afflićtion and Neceſſity: The

Serenity of his Temper, and the Piety and Temperance

of his Life, were the Means of prolonging his Days to a

vigorous and an honourable old Age, as they ferv'd to

render his Loſs much regretted by all that had the Hap

pineſs of his Friendſhip.

---

Ld Dudly and Ward, Baron Dudley of Dud

lºy Caffle, and Baron Ward of Birmingham. He .

is ſucceeded in the former Title, and Part of

The GENT L E MAN's
MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

his Eſtate, by Ferdinando Dudley Lee of the
Grange, Shropſhire, Eſq; and in the Title of

Baron Ward, and the antient Family Eſtaffe, by

jobn Ward, of Sedgeley Park, Staffordſhire, Eſſ;
A.

22. Rev. Mr Fotherby, Chaplain to E. Pauler.

24. Mr Hill, a Quaker W India Merchant.

Wife of Peter Delme, Eſq; of the Small-pox
in Chilbed.

25. Rev Dr Harris, an eminent Diſſenting
Miniſter.

Mr Alex. Forbes, London Merchant, of great

Worth and Reputation.

2a. Leonard Smelt, Eſq; Member of Parlia
B ment, &c. King of Pruffia's Death notify'd.

NE w ME M B E R.

Sir Hugh Smithſon, Bart. elected for Middleſex,

in room of Sir Francis Child deceaſed.

FO REIGN A FF AIRS, … .

Stockholm. T Wo Medals have been

ſtruck here on the Events

during
theContinuance and ſince the fitting

of the laſt General
Dyet,wherein were two

Faćtions, one called the Night-Caps, and
compoſed of the former Miniſtry, who

were of the Ruſſian Party, and had this

Name becauſe they met their Partiſans ſe

cretly in the Night. Thoſe of the other

Cabal, who were in the French Intereſt,

were, for the contrary Reaſon, meeting

ublickly in the Day-time, called the Hatf.

his Fačtion having gained a Superiority
in the". ſtruck a Medal repreſenting

on one fide a Night-Cap upon the Ground

turned upſide down, and on the other ſide

a Hat exalted in the Air, with the Motto

E Der Lohn der Tugend. The Reward of Vir

tue. The Face of Affairs afterwards

hanging, and $ Diſcarded Miniſtry com

ing into play, another Medal has been

ſtruck, on one Side of which is repreſent

ed a Night-Cap mounting in the Air; on

the other, a Hat on the Ground, with the

Crown
downwards, upon the Brim of it

F a Cock befouling the Inſide thereof, and

theſe two Lines.

Der Teufel hohl den Habn,

Der da; in Huth getham,
i.e. The Devil take the Cºck, he has Sh—t

in the Hat.

Parif. A
fewYears ſince

ſomeGentlemen

obtained a Licenſe from the King to make
Diſcoveries of Iron Mines in the Govern

ment of Trois Riviors in Canada, and

being almoſt ruin’d in purſuit of them

the King advanced the ſaid Gentlemen

20 oool, to improve for zo Years without
Intereſt, and at the End of the Term to

pay Intereſt, 'till the Principal was diſ

charged. . By the King's Generoſity they

have made ſuch Progreſs, as to run daily

4ool of Iron, and the King has ſent thi

ther all Sorts of Workmen, and has built

two Men of War a Year, and intends to

build as many more every Year at Quebec.

G

H

t !)
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Prices of STOCKS, &c. MAY, 1740. 263

& To C K S. Monthly BILL of Mortality, from April 22,*º 27.

8.8, Stock Ioo: ckname: Males 741 & 1452 within the wall, 310

--Annu, 1 # Femal. 71 i : “” wº.ji, 1o 14

New Annu. 112. , |Buried Males º:3399. : In Mid. and Surry 'g:

3 per C. Ann. Iol #1. Femal. 2027 City and Sub. ºff 864

Bink 14; 3 ºf Died under a Years old.- 1522 399,

--Circui 57, 54. Pr. Between z and 5 ---- 438 . . .

Mil, Bank 116. || Between 5 and io ---- i.25 + ... weekly Burial.”

India 162. || Between 16 and zo----, 13% " ' " April 29.7876

—Bonds 41, 181. Pr. Between zo, and 30 ---- 259 - . . . . *.*:::::

African Io. ºn Between 30 and 40 ---- 313 . . . . . . . ::::::

Royal Aff, 9o. || Between 40 and 50 --- 338 tº 27. --- $31

Lon. ditto il # || Between 50 and 6o ---- 295 :º ——i.

7?.C.Em:Loan in 1 #| Between 60 and 70 ---- 225—
7p. C. Ditto 93 # | | Between 7o and 8o ---- 220 Peck Loaf, Wheat.-2s. 34

Eng. Cop. 31. 1 of." Between 8o and 90 ---- 96 *:::: j.*.
Welſh ditto 1.5 s... " || Between 90 and too ---- it º: 3l.*

Lott, Tickets 52. If... . . . 1oo and 107 * Coal iſ of per Öhaldron.
. . .

- jº

F O R E I G N

Scheme of Peace, from Paris, May 2. '

Tº: de St. Pierre, well known

* by the ſeveral Schemes he has publiſh

td, has juſt given one for eſtabliſhing a

perpetual Peace between Spain, and Eng

land upon the following Conditions:

* That firſt of all there ſhall be a Suſpen

“fion of Arms and then a Truce ſhall be

“concluded for three Years, during which

* Term Trade ſhall be carried on between

‘both Nations; and that the Contraband

Commerce with the Spaniards ſhall be
tF. to the Engliſh by ačt of Par

‘liament, under the Penalty of forfeiting

‘Ship and Cargo to the King of England

ſº is the Utrecht Gazetter's Stile] if
‘ he catches them in that illicit Pračice,

‘ and to the King of Spain ifthey are taken

‘by the latter: That a Contraband Trade

with the Engliſh ſhall be alike prohibited

to the Spaniard; by the King of Spain,

‘ under the ſame Penalties as above, to the

‘ Profit of the Prince by whom the Offen

‘ders ſhall be taken: That theplaces and

* Ships taken on both Sides after the Date

of theſe Articles, ſhall be reſtored :

* That both Parties ſhall diſarm their

* Fleets and when the Mediators ſhall

have judged this Article performed as

before the War, then Spain ſhall pay

the King of England theNINETY. Five

‘THousAND Pou ND's ſtipulated in the

Convention ofthe 14th ofJanuary, 1739:

* That their reciprocal Prétenſions, ſuch

as the 68,000 l. due by the South-Sea

* Company, ſhall be proviſionally adjuſted

‘within two Yeats, by the Deputies of

t .

-*.

* .* 399.

HIS TO R2. * .

eight Sovereigns, at the Hague, by a

: Majority of Votes: That thoſe eight

* Sovereigns are to be, the Emperor,

* the Kings of France, Sweden, Denmark,

“Portugal, Sardinia, and the two Sicilies,

* with the States General of the United

* Provinces: And that in regard to the

: definitive Deciſion, it muſt be given by

* a Majority of three Parts in four of the

* Deputies of a General Dyet of Europe,

: which is to aſſemble at Utrecht, in order

* to terminate all future Differences, either

* by Mediation or byº ment of 2.

* perpetualArbitration.” “ſo this Plan the

Abbe de St. Pierre adds ſome Ecclaircí

ſements, viz. “That for the future the

* Engliſh Ships will not be liable to be vi

ſited but by their own Fault, that is,

‘when they *: the Limits which the

* Umpires will mark out for them; and

* that they will be ſure of meeting with

* upright Judges who will not fail to pu

* niſh the Spaniards for any future Infrac

* tions, &c.” But to the End this Peace

way be render'd perpetual, the Abbe

! ſays it is abſolutely neceſſary, there

“ſhould be an European Dyet, for termi

“nating all futureDifferences, in the ſame

: Manner as the Sovereigns in Germany

decide theirs by the arbitral Judgment

of the Dyet of Ratisbon." -

I. Paris. The Cardinal has afreſh aſſured

the Miniſters of the neutral Powers, that

his Maſter will obſerve a ſtrićt Neutrality

in the War between England ard Spaii
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I. KH AN. Printed for 3. Wilcox,

8vo. Price 6 d. . . . -

, a. The Tryal of William Patrick, for

robbing the Briſtol Mail, at Reading Aſſizes.

Printed for E. Cave, at St john’s Gate. ..

- 2. An Encomium on Amber Beer. pr. 6 d.

3. A ſatirical Epiſtle to Mr Pope. price 6 d. '

. Plain Truth; or downright Dunſtable.

afe. printed for j. Roberts, price I s. . . .

e 5. The Ruin and Recovery of Mankind.
price 53. Hett. -

** 6. The Chriſtian Free-Thinker. Printed

for j. Roberts, price I s.

"7: The True Doºrine of Repentance win
_dicated. By Benjamin Hollºway, L. L. B.

iPrinted for T. Cooper, price 1 i. 6 d.

8. The Euchariſtical Service. By S. john

ºfºn, A. M. price i s. 6 d. , Rivington.

.9. The Principles andº of natu-,

ral and revealed Religion. ,

Sykes, D. D. 8vo, price 6 s. Knapton.

ſo. A Prištical Effy concerning Chriſtian ſº
Peaceableneſ. By H. Brooke, M.A. Printed

for C. Bathurſt, price I s. 6 d. , .

11. The Bºise Authority of the old-and- 4°. The W.
New Tcſtament aſſerted. By ºf Leland, D.D.

Vol 2. Printed for R. ##$!.:º 6 d

a 12. An Hiſtorical Catechiſm. By Abbe

Fleury. Sold by T. Cooper, price 13, 2.4.”

13.A #; from a Counſeller, of the

‘Parliament of Paris to the King. Printed
sfor P. Vaillant.” price i t . . . . . ...?

14. A supplement to Great Britain's Mi
flakes, printed for T. Cooper, price 6 d. , ,

15. The Condućt of his Grace the Duke ºf

Argyle. Sold by W. Webb, price 1 r. ...

16. A State of the National Debt, pr.6 d.

. 17. The importance of an uncorrupted
Parliament. Sold by G.Gorbet, price 6 d. . .

... 18. The Hiſtory of Thamas Kymli Kgn,80.

phy of Perſia. Izino, price 1 r. 6 & Primº.

19. The Life and Glorious Aëtions of Ed

ºward Prince of Wales. By 4. Callins, Eſq;

Printed for T.0;horn, 8vo, price 5: iº
* zo. A Colle&tion of the Lord Burleig 's

“Papers. Now firſtP. by S. Hayne;

A. M. and delivere to the Subſcribers by 3,

#hifton, Folio. . . . . . . . . . . .

!, af. A true and genuine Hiſtory of the twº
laſt Wars againſt France and Spain. E. Symbº.

…, 22. A true and impartial Hiſtory of the Life
and Adventures of Somebody. . . R. Higgins.

... 23. 2. Horatii Fiacci Poemata, ex ºffigº
tionibus Bentleii, &c., price 2 s. ... Noºſe,

24.§º: Tranſlated into
Engliſh Proſe. No. 4. pr. 1 ... sº. Davidſºn.

35. A Copy of a effierkable Journal lately
found by Capt. Mawſºn, pr; 6 d. f. fenkins.

26. An Apology for the Life of Mr Calley

cibber. 2d Edit.8vo. price 5 f. W. Lewiſ.

27. A ſecond Letter to the Rev. Mr Bate,

M. A. price 6 d. . . . E. 30mins.

28. The Tryal of Mrs. Eliz. Braweh and

her Daughter: price 6 d. 9. Standen. :

29. The Works of Sir Wm Temple, Bart.

with his Life and Chara&ter. In two Vols, in

Folio. price I l. to s. 6d. - - - -

ſº. Woodfall.… ºri

y A. Aſhley.

--
HE-ãº of TAHMAS Kuti º **. to all Perſons,º: their

3. ... Weſ.

* Health and ‘....; 9 d.

31. The Impertinence and Impoſture of

modern Antiquaries diſplay’d prlcé is.

32. The Inſtitution of a Prince. From the

French of the Abbe Dºguet. Printed for

R. Dodſley. In 2. Vols. 8vo. price 8s.

33. A...}} By fames Graif.

fineau, Gent. Sold by 3. Wilcox, 8vo. pr. ; ;

, 34. The General Laws, of Eſtates; or the

FreeholdersCompanion, 8vo, pr 5s. A.Ward

* 35. Matho; or, the Coſmosheoria Puerilis.

A Dialogue. In 2. Vols. 8vo, pr. 10 s. Millar.

36. Antoniº Muſa's Chara&er repreſented

by Virgil. A Diffºrtation by Bpºrary.
Printed for Q. Corbet, price i s.

37. Tracts and Serºons. By the late Rey.

Mr Venn. Delivered to Subſcribers by H.

º yº -

. . .38. An irregular iſſerta ion, occaſioned

- by reading ;H.*ś, of China.

Printed for j. Roberts. price I s. 6d.

39. G. Martinii, Mfs, definilibus Ami.
malibus & Animalium calore. Libri duo

Proſtant apud 4. Millar, 8vo. price 4 s.

-
orld in Miniature; or, the eff

º Traveller." price 5; Corbet.

41. The Männers and Cuſtoms of the R

mans, Tranſlated from the French. Printed

for j. Knapton; 8vo. Price 5. . -

'', 42. The Mythology and Fables of theAn

tients. By the Abbé Banier, Vol. 2, Sold

by A. Millar, 8vo., price 63, ' ' ' '..."

- 43. Liberty re-gain'd. “A Poem. In Imita

:tion of Miltin, Sold by M. Doda, price it.

-*- #. Hardyknute.” A Fragment." Printed

for R. Dodſley. Price is. : : … . .

43. Mºſcºw's Heſiod, with Notes: sºld
by’ī. Wood. tºmo, pice 3s.”

1, 46. Verſes to the Memory of the Right
Hàº; ...”
.47. Seaſonable, Admonitions. A Satire,

**::, . . . . . . . . . . .
* 48. Admiral H—'s Ghoſt. A Ballad,
price 6 d. , . . . . . . . . . . .

49, Satirical and Panegyrical Inſtrućtions to

.Mr. Hogarth, on Admiral Vernon's taking Por

to Bello, Printed for H. Gorebam, price is.

* 59. A Vindication ºf Revealed. Religion a

gainſt Mr. Glubb. By join Phelps. Printed for

*ś. … " , - . . . . "..,51. An Eſſay towards a demonſtrative Proof

of the divine Exiſtence. By Benjamin Heath,

. . Eſq; Printed for S. Birt. price I s. 6d. ' ' ',

-- i. An Eſſay towards an Inſtrućtion for#:
‘Indians, with ſuitable Prayers. By the Biſhop

of Sodºr and Man, Printed for 9. Osborn,
price 2 s. 6d. . . . ."

53. An Eſſay on the Sabbath. By: Robert

£ºw. Printed for j. Noon. price 1 s:

54, Salvation by Faith in the Blood of Chriſt.

Printed for 3. Lewis. ice 4 d. -- " -

... 55. The Goſpel Sanétuary. By P. Gardak,
Printed for 7. Noon, 8vo, price 3 s. 6d. -

56. Free Grace indeed! A#: to the Rev.

Mr. gº ºv. Printed for j. Oſwald,

Price 6 d. , v
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D. in the Senate of Lilliput con-
tinued - 267

Speech of Hurgo Sarkbrug concluded ib,

Speech of the Hurgo Bruſiath ib.

What the Houſe of Hurgoes may do and

has done in addreſſing tºe Throne 268

His Majeſty’s Speech not to be reconciled

with the Declaration of War . . ib.

Speech of the Hurgo Tili ih.

The Nation never leſs/unanimous than at

this Junéture 2.69.

The Liberty of ſpeaking and writing rai
ſes Animoſities ib.

Ill Effects of leaving out the Words except

ed againſt ih.

Motion of Hurgo Hixilaf ib.

Addreſs propoſed in the Houſe of Clinabs

by Hymiret Arech, Urg; ib.

Speech of Urg; Pulnub 27 1

Seceſſion juſtifica by the Declaration of

, War 2.72.

If the War is now neceſſary it was neceſ.

ſary before the Convention ib.

To take and hold the only Methods 273

Advantages of a Bill to encourage Con

queſts in the Iberian Idnies ib.

Since the Conduct of the Miniſtry is chan

ged all Animoſities are extinét 274

; of the Prime Miniſter. *

'o reaſon to boaſt of the Effečts of the
* Seceſſion º , 275

Declaration of War the Conſequence of the
Iberians refuſing to do Juſtice, ib.

His Majeſty's Caution againſt Animoſities.

proper on this Occaſion . . . ib.

The Iherian Inſolence encouraged by the

Diviſions in Lilliput. . . . . . . . . 276

The War ſo ſucceſsful and ſo vigorouſly

carried on, as to leave no ground for Re-

fle&tions. . . . ib.

§§ of the Hurgolet Branard 276 :

'he War not carried on with that Vigour

and Succeſs as might have been expcéledº
. . . " … " . . . . .277.

co Gun Ships not provided tho’ of moſt uſe
- - 20.

Too ſmall a Force in the Weſtern Idnies ib.

Trade has ſuffered for want of Ships ſtati

oned in proper Piaces . . ib.

The Eſcape of the Aſſogue Ships proper to

be enquired into ºb."

Speech of the Galbet Werga 2.78

The Aſſogue Ships eſcape accounted for £b.

Number of Ships in the Weſtern Idaics #.

Speech of the Hurgolen Gumdah.m., 27

Lilliput has been negotiated into a War #.
Review of the Differences with Iberia from

the Reign of Chorl, II. ib.

An evident Inconſiſtency in the late Nego
tſations 284

Motion to addreſs his Majeſty never to treat

of Peace, without the Preliminary of a

free Navigation 2.85

Speech of the Prime Miniſter ib,

ib.

A

He is the Deerfingled out for the Sport 286
There is no more in this Motion than has

been in every Addreſs upon this Subjećtik.

The preſent Differences with Iberia not the

ſame as in the Reign of Chorlo II. ib.

No Rights given up by the Convention 2.87

The Iberians Opinion of the Lilliputian

Diviſions ił.

Speech of Łd V-t G—ge for the Place
Bill - 283

Speech of Ld P−t G—ge againſt the Ré

giſter-Bill 290

This Bill tends to enſlave freeborn Subjeć's

and to give the Crown a Power of in
fluencing Ekétions ił.

The Duty ofa Prince 291

Sir Richard Steele's Letter to the Lord

Treaſurer Oxford 293

Charaćter of the Duke of Epermon *::
His Letter to the King of France ib,

His Reply to Henry IV. 295

Obſervations on Exchange in France :

Extračis from Books inſerted in the Magd:
zine Promoted their Sale * 297

Gods Inflitution of Baptiſm where to be
found : ik.

An Optical Experiment accounted for. 298

Admiral Pernon's Proceedings fince the ta

king of Porto Bello, , , 2.99

The Life ofAdmiral BLAKE 3OI

His Behaviour to the Portugueſe: , , . É
{He with zo Ships made the Dutch retir

with 45 - . . . . . 39;

He Defeats and Purſues the Dutch #:
He nt a great Diſadvantage engages the
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PRoceed INGs and DEBATEs in the Senate of LILLIPUT.

* Continuation of the Speech of the Hurgo the preſent Diſpoſition of the Nation

:: * Sarkbrug, from p. 227. in general ; but his Lordſhip, I think,

º: - has been fully anſwered by the noble

g §: HUS, my Lords, I have Lord who ſpoke laſt, except in one

§ §§ given you my Thoughts A Particular. The noble Lord who fits

# § on this Occaſion, with- on the Woolpack ſaid, that as his Ma

% ºf out taking any Notice of jeſty has mentioned Heats and Animoff

º tº: § what has been delivered ties in his Speech from the Throne,

by the noble Lords who have ſpoken and has caution'd us to avoid them,

iſ on the other Side of the Queſtion ; be-- we ought to take ſome Notice of that

tº cauſe I conceive that what was ſaid by B Part of his Majeſty's Speech; and that

§ them ſtrengthens the Objećtion againſt “it has always beeen thePračice of the

: the Words in Diſpute, ſince every Senate ſo to do: This was the noble

* one of their Lordſhips expreſſed the Lord's Meaning, if I am not miſtaken.

# fulleſt Satisfaction at the preſent Mea- My Lords, I ſhall not take upon me

# ſures. So that I don't ſee what weare either to give an Account of, or to de

# debating about. We are debating whe-, fend the Pračtice of this Houſe, with

* theraThing exiſts, which every Lord C regard to Speeches from the Throne,

: who has ſpoken in the Debate abſo- becauſe I know we have in late Se:

i. lutely diſclaims; then how, my Lords, nates confined ourſelves to return

# can we infinuate to his Majeſty that it an Addreſs preciſely in the very

: does exiſt, fince it is ſo very hard to Terms of the Speech: But I know

| fix where it is to befound 2 very well, that in former Senates, this

2 - ... . . . . . D Houſe and the other too, has frequent

; Some Silence follºwing upon this Speech, ly taken no Notice of ſome Parts of

* ... it was thought that the Word, ex- the Speech from the Throne, when

~ cepted againſt would be left out. they conceived there was any thing
.ſ. At left the Hurgo Bruſtath ſpoke to thrown in to ſerve the Ends of a Mi.

the fºllowing Purpoſe : miſter. The Words in his Majeſty's

; * - nº. 1 - - - - . . . . . . - E Speech which have given Occaſion to

My Lords, - - the Words excepted to in the Motion,

. . . Fºr what has been ſaid on one could never be calculated for any other

; Gentleman's Magazine.
J U N E, 1740.

ſº Side, and admitted on the other, Purpoſe but to give his Majeſty ano.

| cannot ſee what Foundation there pinion that we are not unanimous, and

..for any longer Debate upon the to raiſe the Importance of the Mini

Words in Queſtion. The noble Lord F ſter to his Majeſty's Service. Now,

"...he Woolpack has endeavoured to my Lords, if we ſhould leave out the

diſtinguiſh them into a bare Compli. Words excepted againſt, we ſhould

*nt to the Crown, without the leaſt do nothing new, becauſe the ſame

.*fisétion upon the Houſe, or upon Thing,
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Thing has been often practiſed by other

- Senates, and we ſhall give his Majeſty

a ſtronger Aſſurance of our Unanimi

ty than even the Words as they ſand in.

The Report athe Motion can expreſs.

The GENT LEMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. x. ------

Juſtice, which no Miniſtry but out

own would ſo long have neglected.

Was it the Murmuring of the People,

my Lords, that encouraged Iberia to

plunder the Subjećts of this Empire for

of this Day's Debate, my Lords, will " theſe 18 Moams paſt 2 Did the Heats

contribute very much to that Purpoſe,

by which it will be known that this

Houſe was ſo jealous of every thing

that ſeem'd to carry the leaſt Refle&tion

upon their Unanimity and Zeal for

‘ſupporting his Majeſty in this great "

and neceſſary War, that they choſe to

take no Notice of one Part of the

Speech from the Throne, becauſe

it contain'd ſuch Refle&tion, and be

cauſe they thought it was put in there

by the Miniſter. . .

My Lords, Senates have gone far

ther in former Times, much farther

than ſuch an Omiſſion as this. The

Conſtitution underſtands,my Lords, that

we may go muchfarther. There would

be nothingunſenatorial, nothing uncon

{titutional, nothing unprecedented, my

and Animoſities in the Nation occa

fion either the making or breaking the

Convention fºr Tranſactions equally

ignominious to this Empire | | Was

it becauſe of our Heats and Animo.

ſities that the Iberian Miniſter in

ſolently preſcribed the Courſe of

the Lilliputian Navigation in Colum

bia, as appears by a Letter which laſt

Seſſion lay before yourLordſhips ? No,

my Lords, if the Heats and Animofi

C ties of this Empire had, orwere to have,

any Effect upon the Condućt of the P.

berian Court, they muſt have diſpoſed

them to have granted us good Terms,

becauſe they were occaſioned only by

our having had bad ones. The Court of

Iberia, my Lords, never could ſuppoſe

that our Miniſtry could be diſtreſſed b

Lords, if we went a Step farther than " a War with them ; nay, it was evi

a bare Omiſſion of any Notice of this

Part of the Speech; if we addreſſed

dent to common Senſe, that nothing

could ſo much ſtrengthen the Hands

...the Throne to know by whoſe Advice of his Majeſty and the Miniſtry is

ſuch Words were put into his Maje- ſuch a War. They muſt know

fly's Speech.— Don't miſtake me, E too, that as nothing was wanting

my Lords,--I don't mean, that we but ſuch a Meaſure to render is

are to do ſuch a Thing at preſent—

I don't mean to make any Motion—

J only ſpeak of what a Houſe of Hur

gocs may do, and what they have for:

amerly done. My Lords, I think it will

be ſufficient, on this Occaſion, not to

º take any. Notice of the Words at

, all. —And indeed, my Lords, when

. I conſider the Words in his Majeſty's

Speech, and compare them with the

Declaration of War, I know not how

ates, that we have gone to War only

becauſe the Court of Iberia was encou

i raged to deny-us Satisfaction on ac

count of the Animoſities that ſubſiſted

here, whereas I ſee by the Declaration,

that we had a great many other very

ſubſtantial Reaſons for going to War;

: Reaſons, my Lords, better than any

People ſo able to vindicate themſelves

perhaps ever had Î Reaſons ariſing from

unanimous, ſo nothing but Unani.

mity, is wanting to render us vic

torious." Give me Leave now, m

Lords, to ſee in what Manner t

Addreſs will run, if we leave out the

Words in diſpute. Joining therefore

the Words, whatever is neceſſary#.
the Proſecution of it, to the Word:
fince all your Majeſty's Subjeć’s muft be

convinced, I think the Sentence is con-

to reconcile the one with the other. G

. The Speech from the Throne infinu

nected, and the Senſe quite compleat.

The Hurgo Yali ſpoke next, in Subſtance,

- tº as follows:... *

- My LoRDs, -

A Great deal has been ſaid in

this Debate, which, asking your

Lordſhips Pardon, might have been

ſpard. But one Thing has been

ſtill taken for granted by the noble

Lords who have ſpoken againſt the

Words as they ſtand in the *::::
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Enemies, if we ſhould leave out theſe

Words, is indeed evident.

beginning of a War, we ſhou'd dire

gard the Royal Advice, and omit what

has of late, by the Conceſſion of the no

ble Lord whoſpoke laſt, been conſtantly

pračtis'd, it will incite the Publick to

inquire into ſuch an Omiſſion ; the E

That the Nation is unanimous at this

Junăure. , My Lords, I believe it ne

ver was leſs unanimous ; and my Rea

ſon for thinking ſo, is the Effect which

the ſeditious and ſcandalous Libels

upon his Majeſty and the Miniſtry, ſo

conſtantly publiſhed, cannot but have

had upon the Minds of the People, ſince

A

laſt Seſſion. There is ſcarce a Word,

myLords, which Lords ſpeak in this,

Houſe, that is not carried from your

Galleries or Bar, and perverted to the

vileſt Purpoſes of Sedition and Faction.

I will give your Lordſhips one In

ſtance that has happened fince we met

laſt. A noble Lord, in the beginning

of his Speech, having ſaid, That the then

preſent Time was more fit for Medi

B
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If, at the

nemies of his Majeſty and the Nation

will ſurgeſt, that it proceeds from a

Miſunderſtanding between his Majeſty

and his Senate; and who knows where'

thoſe Suggeſtions may end ? As it is ſo

late, and as the Queſtion has not by any

Lord been thought of Importance e

nough to be formed into a Motion, I

ſhall trouble your Lordſhips no farther

than with declaring that I am for

tation than Diſcourſe, another noble C keeping within the Words.

Lord, from whom nothing ever falls

in vain, alluding to what had been ob

ſerv'd by the noble Lord who fits near

me, ſaid, That it was a Time fit not only

fºr Meditation but for Aïion too. Theſe

Words, my Lords, were carried out

of this Houſe, and in a Pamphlet,

The Hargo Haxilaf ſpoke next to the fal

- lowing Purpoſe.

My Lo RDs,

I am not yet convinced that the Words

excepted againſt ought to ſtand part

of this Addreſs. I think, my Lords, it

D is on all Hands agreed that this Houſe at

which I have read, they are inſerted, .

with an Infinuation as if that Time

never would come. What Effect muſt

ſuch an Infinuation have had upon the

Minds of the People, but to create a

Diſtruſt of his Majeſty and all whb

have the Honour to adviſe him?

From ſuch Liberties of ſpeaking and

Writing all the Heats and Animo

fliesproceed; and, whatever Lordsmay

fly, I am convinced the Nation, tho’

it may be unanimous in defiring to

have a War with Iberia, is not una

himous in ſupporting the Meaſures of

his Majeſty and his Miniſtry. Your

lordſhips are not unanimous in your

Sentiments about the Convention, and

*"en the ſo much approv'd of Declara

tion of War has produced Reflections

"Pºn the Meaſures that preceded it.

Lords ask what ill Effect can ariſe

fom leaving out the words excepted

*gainſt? Give me leave to ask, what ill

Effect can ariſe from keeping them in

What ill Effºa can beproduced by aſſur. H

ing his Majeſty of our Reſolution to

Purſue an Advice which he has given us

leaſt is unanimous; why then ſhould we

inſert any thing which may make his

Majeſty and the World think that we are

divided ? But as the Noble Lord objećts

that no Motion has been made upon this

Queſtion, I have taken the Liberty to

E draw out a Motion for an Amendment,

F

which I hope will meet with your Lºrd

ſhips Approbation. ... I humbly move, my

Lords, that the following Words be in

ſerted as part of this Reſolutiºn, That it

aen repreſented to your Majeſty that any

§.ſº Animoſities% in this

; We effure your Majeſty that we are at

$." us inexpreſſible Concern, that it has

preſent all of one Mind, and that we will

jhew it, by unanimouſly ſupporting your Ma:

jeſty in the vigorous Prºſecution of this juſt

and neceſſary War.

[But the Forms of the Houſe requiring
that the firſt Motion without the Amends

G ment ſhould be _put, it was agreed to

"the moſt affectionate Manneſſ. That

*Advantages may be taken by our

without Diviſion.] -

On the ſame Day the Climabs, being re

turn'd to their Houſe, the Preſident

reported to them his Majeſty's of cºcº,

on which Hynrec Arech, Urg; ſpoke

as fºllows :

S I R, -

s his Majeſty has been plea 'd to

declare in his moſt gravious

-- ", "- Li Speech

I
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Speech from the Throne, that he has

call'd us together ſo much earlier than

uſual, that he might take the imme

diate Advice of his Senate at this cri

tical and important Conjunéture ; give

me leave, Sir, to expreſs the Joy and

Satisfaction which I have in beholding

ſo full a Houſe upon this Occaſion,

and particularly in ſeeing ſome Gentle

men here again, whoſe great Talents

and Experience have render'd them ſo

able, and I hope I may now ſay

they are—no leſs willing, to diſcharge

this great Truſt and Duty to their

King and Country.

Sir, the great Cauſe of Debate a

mongſt us the laſt Seſſion is now at an

recourſe to Arms, the ſame Zeal and

unwearied Pains which had been be

fore employ'd for eſtabliſhing Peace

and publick Tranquillity, have been

exerted in Military Preparations, and

Armaments by Sea and Land, in order

to annoy our Enemy in the moſt ſen

fible Part: And all Degulia muſt be

now convinc'd, not only of the Juſtice

of our Cauſe, but they will judge from

our Condućt that we have enter'd in

to the War with Temper, and are

carrying it on with the Spirit and Re

ſolution of a brave and provok'd Na

tion. And 'tis with Pleaſure, Sir, that

every true Lilliputian muſt now behold

the Naval Strength and Power of his

end: We are now engag'd in an open C Country, the Lilliputian Fleet ſent

and declar'd War againſt a haughty,

inſulting. Enemy, whom neither Ju

ſtice, nor Humanity, the Law of Na

tions, nor the ſacred Ties of Treaties

cou’d reſtrain from committing unheard

forth to avenge our Wrongs, ſpreading

Terror round the Coaſts ef our Ene

my, and aſſuming the Sovereignty of

the Sea without a Rival. On the o

ther hand, were we to view the Situ

of Violence and Cruelties upon our Fel- Dation of our Enemy, he who ſo lately

low-Subječts, and even daring to in

ſuit the Imperial Flag of this Nation.

During theſe Provocations we were

not inſenſible of his Majeſty's Zealand

Impatience to engage in the glorious

Cauſe of vindicating the Honour of the

Lilliputian Crown, and aſſerting the

Rights of his injur'd Subjećts; but, like

a common Father, and Preſerver of

his People, tender of their Lives and

Welfare, and graciouſly regarding the

Advice of his Senate, he was plea

ſed to interpoſe his Royal Endeavours

with the King of Iberia, in order to

obtain, without the Effuſion of Blood,

or Calamities of War (which is the laſt

of all Remedies when other Tryals fail

of Succeſs) that Juſtice and Satisfaction,

which nothing but the amazing Perfidy

and Baſeneſs of the Iberian Nation

cou’d have refus'd. -

And give me leave, Sir, to ſay, that

in this was ſhewn true Fortitude and

Greatneſs of Mind ; for 'tis Ambition,

'tis Wantonneſs, and military Folly that

§elights in Conqueſts and Laurels' true

uſurp'd a Power over our Ships at Sea,

preſcribed a Courſe to our Navigation,

and vainly laid Claim to part of his
Majeſty's Dominions at Land, to what

is his Pride reduc’d not daring to

venture out his Fleet at Sea, he creeps

for Safety within' his Ports, whilſt

the Lilliputian Cannon is roaring for

Vengeance upon his Coaſts.

In this Situation we cannot but ex

preſs our Satisfaction in his Majeſty's

Wiſdom and Condućt, and in the Wi

gour and Steadineſs of his Reſolutions;

nor can we, without Ingratitude, for

get his Royal Clemency and Modera

tion in time of Peace, and the tender

and affectionate Concern which he has

ſhewn for his People; Virtues which

will always endear a Prince to his Sub

jećts, and make him no leſs amiable in

Peace than formidable in time of War.

And iſ ever there was aTime which

call'd for the warmeſt Expreſſions of

Duty and Affe&tion to the Throne,

this ſurely is the Time; whilſt we are

engag'd in a War abroad, and re

Valour knows to other Aim than the H proach'd, even by our Enemies, for

Peace and Happineſs of Society: But

when ſuch Meaſures did not ſucceed,

when it was found neceſſary to have

our Diviſions and Animoſities at home.

Who is there. Sir, that can read the

King of Iberi..'. Manifeſto without the
* ... -- - - - - uº.
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utmoſt Concern and Indignation : Lil

liput troubled with inteſtine Diviſions !

There is the Source and Spring of our

Misfortunes ; 'tis from thence that our

Enemies have drawn their Hopes of

Succeſs againſt us, and form'd ſuch

deſpicable Ideas of our Strength and

Power, as to dare to contend with this

Nation. But, Sir, 'tis not yet too late,

we have it ſtill in our Power to diſap

point their Views and Expectations:

Let us ačt with Union and Harmony

amongſt ourſelves ; let us join in the

common Cauſe of our Country, and

ſupport his Majeſty with Vigour and

Unanimity; and we ſhall again make

the Arms of Great Lilliput dreaded

271

his Crown, in aſſerting the Rights ºf his

People, and in procuring juſtice to an

injur'd and provoked Nation.

'To beſeech his Majeſty tº accept the

Aftrongeſ and moſt affe?ionate Aſurances,

that in Defence of his Majeſty'ſ Dami

, mions, and in Support of the Common

Cauſe of our Country, we will raiſe

ſuch effectual Supplies, and with ſuch

Chearfulneſ; and Diffatch, as will fºr

B ward and give Spirit to his Majeſty's

Preparations, and enable his Majeſty to .

carry on the War with Vigour.

To aſſure his Majeſty, that we being .

truly ſenſible of the fatal Conſequences of

inteſtine Heats, and Amimoſities, will,

with a Zeal becoming the Repreſenta

throughout Degulia, and put a ſpeedy C tives of the People in the Senate, endea

End to the War by a glorious and ho

nourable Peace ; and therefore I ſhall

beg leave to move, -

That it be reſº'v'd, that an humb'e

Addreſs be preſented by this Houſe to his.

Majeſty, to beg Leave to return Thanks

fºr his moff gracious Speech from the

Throne, and to expreſ; our entire Satiſ.

Jaślion in his Majeſty's Declaration of

War againſt the Crown of Iberia: A

War which the repeated Violences and

Depredations committed by the Iberian
Nation upon the Trade and Commerce of E.

this Empire, the notorious Violation of
their mºſt ſalemn Engagements, their ob

finate Refuſal of making Reparation

fºr paſt Injuries, and ofgiving Security,

%ainſt the like for the future, have

*nder'd juſt and unavoidable.

..Tº aſſure his Majeſty, that with the

higheſ;Senſe of Duty and Gratitude this,

Houſe acknowledges his Majeſty's Wiſdom

ºnd paternal Care of his People, in ma

King!ſe of the Power granted to his Ma.

Jºy by the Senate, for the Security and

Defence of this Empire, for the Protec

tion ºf our Trade, and for the diſreſſing

*d annoying our Enemies in the moſé

Jenſible and effe&ual Manner; and that

ºthing/hall divert or deter us from ſu

faining, with Satisfaction and Chear

Jülmeſ, any extraordinary Expences and

Inconveniences that muſt inevitably at

tend the various and extenſive Services

*ich his Majeſty/all find neceſſary to

*dertake in vindicating the Hºnour Af

vour to compoſe thoſe unhappy Diviſions:

which have ſº long prevail'd among his

Majeſty's Subječis ; and that nothing

ſhall be wanting on the Part of this.

Houſe, to reſtore to the Empire that U

D mion and Harmony which may effe?ual

ly defeat and diſappoint all the vain,

Proječís, Hopes, and Expečiations of

your Majeſty's open and ſecret Enemier,
both at home and abroad. .

This Motion being ſeconded, the Urg,

Pulnub roſe and ſpoke to the follow

ing Effect.

S I R, - º

H E honourable Gentleman,

who made the Motion, has ſaid.

F ſo much in praiſe of the Wiſdom and

Propriety of his Majeſty's and his Mi

niſters Condućt, that he has left little.

or no Room for me to add any thing

to his Panegyrick. As to his Maje:

ſty, I know that when he is honeſtly in

form'dof the State of the Nation, of the

Diſtreſſes of his People, and the Cauſes

that produced them, none, even of thoſe

who labour under the Evils, are more

defirous of ſeeing them redreſs'd : As

for his Miniſters, I have always, when

I had an Opportunity, endeavour'd to

do them. Juſtice ; I wiſh that to do

H them. Juſtice and Honour had been

more frequently the ſame. But, Sir,

before I take any Notice of the Mo

tion made by the honourable Gen

- -- - tieman,
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tleman. I ſhould ſpeak a little with

regard to a Step taken by ſome of

my Friends and myſelf laſt Seſſion,

which we thought neceſſary, as Affairs.

then flood, for clearing our Charaćters

to Poſterity from the Imputation of fit

Iberians wou'd fulfil their Part of the

Stipulations ; but this was a Reaſon

that cou’d have no place before that

Condućt was enter'd into and approv’d.

It is therefore evident that if the War

be now neceſſary, it was neceſſary be

ting in an Aſſembly, where a deter. A fore the Convention: Of this Neceſſity

min'd Majority gave a San‘tion to

Meaſures, evidently to the Diſgrace of

his Majeſty and the Empire.

This Step, (however it has been

hither:o cenſul’d, y will I hope for the

future be treated in a different Manner,

for it is ſo fully juſtified ºy the Declara

tion of War, ſo univerally approv’d,

that any further Vindication will be ſu

perfluous. There is not an Aſſertion

maintain’d in it that was not aimoſt

in the ſame Words inſiſted upon by

the Gentlemen known, however im

properly, by the Name of Seceders,

were then fully convinced. They ſaw,

inſtead of that Ardour of Reſentment,

and that Zeal for the Honour of Lilli

put, which ſuch Indignities ought to

have produced, nothing but Meanneſs,

andTameneſs, and Submiſſion,and their

natural Conſequences, a low, tempora

ry Expedien, a ſhameſul Convention,

a Convention which, had the Iberians

not madly broken it, muſt have ended

thºſe who oppo ed the Convention. C in our Ruin, muſt have thrown our

Every Sentence in it is an Echo of

what was ſaid in our Reaſonings a

ainſt that Treaty ; and every poſitive

Truth, which the claration lays

down, was denied with the utmoſt

own Navigation into the Hands of our

Enemies, To ſuch a Condućt as this

they cou’d give no Sanétion; they ſaw

that all Oppoſition was ineffectual, and

that their Preſence was only made uſe

Confidence by thoſe who ſpoke for the Jof, that what was already determined

Convention. Since that Time, Sir, there

has not one Event happen'd that was

not then foreſeen and foretold: But

give me leave to ſay, Sir, that tho’ the

Treatment which we have ſince re

ceived from the Court of Iberia may

might be ratify'd with the plauſible .

Appearance of a fair Debate. They

therefore ſeceded, if that Word muſt

be uſed on this Occaſion, and refuſed

to countenance Meaſures which they

could neither approve nor defeat.

have ſwelled the Account, yet it has E. The State of Affairs is now chang'd;

furniſhed us with no new Reaſons for

declaring War; the ſame Provocations

have only been repeated, and nothing

but longer Patience has added to the

Juſtice of our Cauſe. The ſame Vio

the Meaſures of the Miniſtry are now

alter'd, and the ſame Regard for the

... Honour and Welfare of their Country,

that determin'd theſe Gentlemen to

withdraw their Countenance from ſuch.

lation of Treaties, the ſame Inſtances F a Condućt as they thought had a Ten

of Irjuſtice and Barbarity, the ſame

Diſregard to the Law of Nations,

which are laid down as the Reaſons of

this Declaration, were then too fla

grant to be denied, and too contem

dency to deſtroy them, the ſame has

brought them hither once more, to give

their Advice and Aſſiſtance in thoſe

Meaſures, which they then pointed out,

as the only Means of aſſerting and re

Hºuous to be born ; Nor can any one G trieving them. -

Reaſon be alledg'd for juſtifying our go

ing to War now, that was not of equal

Force before the Convention. After

that was ratify'd, Sir, and after the Ad

dreſs of the Senate to his Majeſty on

that Head, there was indeed ſome ſort

of Pre-ext for not commencing Hoſti

lities, becauſe you had laid yourſelves

under a kind of Obligation to ſee if the

Having ſaid thus much, Sir, in Vin

dication of that Step, I ſhall not at pre
ſent give myſelf the Trouble of en-

quiring into the Effects with which it.

was attended; or whether it had any

Influence in producing this Declara

tion of War. Neither ſhall I take,

any Notice of the Unwillingneſs with

which a certain Right Honºr
ter
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weak and inconſiſtent Condućt, has

Depares in the Senate of L I L L I P.U.T.

Terſon, I have now in my Eye, is

ſaid to have enter'd into this War. I

ſhall only take Notice of the Motion

for an Addreſs now made.

Here, Sir, I am very willing to a
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in the Lilliputian Annals ; but diſtin

guiſh’d by no thing more than the Suc

ceſs of our Arms and Counſels againſt

that Power which has now ſo long in

ſulted us. It was, Sir, to private Ad

gree with the Honourable Gentleman , venturers that all the Succeſs of Sir
in what he obſerv'd, with regard to A Friſian Dekra was owing; and till that

the Wiſłom and Neceſſity of the De- - Spirit is reviv'd, till we take and hold

claration of War, and the Inſults and we never can expect to ſee any Advan

Injuries we have received from that tage ariſe to the Nation from this War:

Nation which is now the Ojećt of our For which Reaſons, Sir, I hope to ſee,

Reſentment; I am very glad to hear before the end of this Seſſion, a Bill

theſe Sentiments from that Quarter. B brought in, with proper Clauſes, to en

But, Sir, I have ſomewhat to add about courage, not only his Majeſty's Forces,

the Means of making it conducive to but his Majeſty's Subjects to make Con

the Honour and Intereſt of this Empire. queſts in the Iberian Idlies. In the

Give me leave to obſerve, Sir, that laſt great War with B/efºſcu, Sir, this

there is one Meaſure, which, if con- was thought a very proper Condu&t ;

ſtantly and reſolutely purſued by us, C and when one Bill for that Effect was

will make this War of moſt laſting Ad

vantage to the Nation, and that is, Sir,

to take and hold. Let us attack their

Settlements in the Weſtern Idnies, with

ſuch a Force as cannot be defeat

ed: And, Sir, let us put it cut of the

Power of any Miniſtry to give up the

not found ſufficient to anſwer every

Objećtion that might ariſe, another

Bill was paſſed a very little time after,

more full and more explicit.

Perhaps, Sir, I have infifted a little

too long upon this Subject, and what

I have ſaid would have come much

Conqueſts we ſhall make ; we ſhall

then put the Trade and Navigation of

this Empire beyond all future Violation.

more properly from my honourable
Friend who fits near me, or ſome other

Gentleman in the Adminiſtration ;

And here I beg leave to obſerve, but I thought myſelf oblig'd, Sir, to

that all the Empire has juſt Reaſon to a ſay thus much in Vindication of my

get the Miſcarriage of a Bill which * own Conduct when I brought in that

I had the Honour to bring in two Seſ. Bill, and of the Arguments I then

ſons ago, by which his Majeſty's ad- made uſe of to enforce it. Another

venturing Subjects might have been Reaſon, Sir, why I have inſiſted ſo

encouraged to attempt Conqueſts upon much upon it, is to do Honour to his

the Enemy. If it had paſſed, Sir, I Majeſty, who, in his Speech, certain

make no doubt but before this Time Fly points to this Conduct, and to ex

We ſhou'd have ſeen the good Effects of preſs my Readineſs to ſupport the Mi
It for nothing, Sir, next to our own niſtry in that and all other Steps that

- ſhall be taken in order to carry on this
$ontributed more to the Iberian Inſo- War with Vigour and Advantage to

knce, than a Notion which they enter- the Empire. I dare ſay, Sir, that all

ºil, that we neither can nor dare at G my Friends are of the ſame Opinion

ºk them in their moſt ſenſible Parts. with myſelf; I can venture to anſwer
f th. Bill had paſs'd, this Nation for them, that there will be no other

Yºu'd ſoon have done itſelf ample Ju- Conteſt on this Occaſion, but who ſhall
ſtice upon the Iberians, without putting be moſt forward in affiſting his Maje

• Government to one Grull of Ex fly to act with the Weight that becomes

ºnce. We have an Inſtance, Sir, of tº the Dignity of his Crown, and the Suc

*Spirit and Power, with which the “ceſs anºwerable to the juſtice of his
Pºvate Adventurers of this Empre can Cauſe.
aë, in the Reign of the Empreſs Eſla ; Having ſaid thus much, Sir, I am

à Reign, Sir, of diſtinguiſh'd Glory naturally led to confider ſome Expreſ.

- --- ſions
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fions both in the Speech and Motion,

which I muſt own I could not, at

firſt, hear without Concern, and to

which longer Confideration has not

yet reconciled me. His Majeſty men

tions Heats and Animoſities. Sir, I

den't know who drew up this Speech ;

but whoever he was, he ſhould have

fpared that Expreſſion: I wiſh he had

drawn a Veil over the Heats and Ani

moſities that muſt be own'd once ſub

fifted npon this Head, for I am ſure B

none now ſubſiſt. Was, it the Effect of

theſe Heats and Amimoſities (to uſe the

Words of the Speech) induſtriouſly ſo

mented throughout this Empire, that I

#eria, for twenty Moons, treated us with

tion had been made of Heats and Aní. ,

, moſities; and I think we ſhould more

conſult the Reputation and Dignity of

this Houſe, if in our Addreſs we ſhould

take no Notice of that Clauſe of the

Speech. * , )

The Anſwer was by the Prime Miniſter, -

to the following Effect.

S I R, w - -

Fter what paſs'd laſt Seſſion, and

after the repeated Declarations

of the honourable Gentleman who

ſpoke laſt, and his Friends, I little ex

pećted that we ſhou'd have this Seſſion.

been again favour'd with their Company.

all the Inſolence, Barbarity, and In-C I am always pleas'd, Sir, when I ſee

juſtice that cou’d have been practiſed Gentlemen in the Way of their Duty, ,

upon a Nation conquer'd and enſlav'd and glad that theſe Gentlemen have

Was it the Effect of our Heats and A-, return'd to theirs ; though, to ſay the .

nimoſities that our Miniſtry concluded: Truth, I was in no great Concern left.

a Treaty with that Crown, which at the Service either of his Majeſty or the

Nation ſhou'd ſuffer, by their Abſence. ,
once gave up all the Trade and Navi- -

gation of this Empire to her Mercy * I believe the Nation is generally ſen

Was it owing to our Heats and Ani

moſities, Sir, that this Treaty was ra

tified, approved of, and muit have

been now in force, had not the Iberians

themſelves broke it No, Sir, if there

were Heats and Animoſities, they were E only to oppoſe and perplex, I ſhall not,

occaſion'd by the Miniſtry's no: purſuing

thoſe Meaſures they have now failem

upon.

happily changed, all Animoſities are

extinct; nor will they ever diſturb us.

again, till, a Conduct, as much to the

15 ſcredit and Diſhonour of the Em

pire as that which gave riſe to them,

ſhall make it neceſſary to revive them.

Therefore, Sir, I ſay it again, that

whoever drew upthis Speech, he ſhould

have ſpared this Expreſſion, For if,

we are not unanimous, Sir, it will be

the Fault of the Miniſtry alone, be

cauſe it is now in their Power to re

move every Cauſe of Diffenſion, and

to gratify the juſt Reſentment of an

injur'd People by a vigorous Proſecu

tion of the War.

I will make no Motion upon what I

have ſaid : only I muſt repeat it once

more, that I heartily wiſh, for his Maje

ſty's Honour and Service, that no men

But fince their Conduct is.

fible, that the many uſeful and popular

Aëts which paſs'd towards the End of

laſt Seſſion were greatly forwarded and

facilitated by the Seceſſion of theſe

Gentlemen, and if they are return'd

at all be ſorry if they ſecede again.

The honourable Gentleman, who

ſpoke laſt, ſaid, That they took that

, Step becauſe he and his Friends con

ceiv'd that Meaſures were purſued,

which tended to ruin the Honour and

Intereſt of this Empire; and that they

have return d to their Duty, becauſe

theſe Meaſures are now at an End.

Sir, I don't remember any, one Step

which was taken in the whole of our

Tranſactions with Iberia that has not

been fully canvaſs'd in the Senate, and

as fully approv’d. The Senate can

beſt judge what is fit or not fit to be

done, and while I have the Honour of

bearing any Share in the Adminiſtra:

tion I ſhall ſtill think myſelf ſafe, and

Hmy A&tions compleatly juſtified, if they

are, after mature Deliberation, ap

prov’d by a Lilliputian Senate. The

ſtale Argument of Corruption never

ſhall have any Weight with me *
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has been the common Refuge of the

Diſappointedand Diſaffected ever ſince

Government had a Being; and it is an

Accuſation, that, like all other Char

ges, tho’ unſupported by Proof, if ad

vanc'd againſt the beſt and moſt diſinte

refled Adminiſtration, and puſh'd with

a becoming Violence, a pretended Zeal

for the publick Good , will never

fall to meet with Applauſe among the

Populace.

that the honourable Gentleman and

his Friends have found any Reaſon to

boaſt of the Effects, produced by their

Seceſſion, upon the Minds of the Peo

ple; for it was a very new Way ofde

fending the Intereſts of their Conſti

tuents, to deſert them when they appre

hended them to be endanger'd. I ſhou'd

not have touch'd ſo much upon this

Subjećt, had I not been, in a manner,

call'd upon to do it by what fell from

the honourable Gentleman who ſpoke

laſt. I ſhall now proceed to take ſome

Notice of what he further advanc'd.

The Declaration of War againſt I

beria, Sir, is neither more nor leſs than

the Conſequence, which, as his Majeſty

again and again inform'd this Houſe,

wou'd ariſe from the Iberians perfiſt

ing in their Refuſal to do Juſtice to his

injur'd Subjećts; and what the honour

able Gentleman has ſaid upon that

Head amounts to nothing more than,

that after the Iberians had abſolutely

refuſed to do that Juſtice, his Majeſty

'proceeded to thoſe Meaſures which he
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neither ſee how his Majeſty's not iſſuing

this Declaration of War, when they

were pleaſed to require it, was a good

A Reaſon for their running from their

Duty ; nor how its being iſſued at laſt

is any Apology for their Return.

The honourable Gentleman has

dwelt long on a Meaſure which he ap

pears to be very fond of, and that

is, attacking the Enemy in Colum

I cannot, however, believe B bia, and veſting the Property of what

ſhall be conquer'd there in his Ma

jeſty's Subjećts. Sir, I don't think

this a very proper Time to come to

any Explanation upon that Head; if

it is a Step proper to be taken, the

Wiſdom of his Majeſty and Senate will

certainly not omit it ; and in that Cafe

I think the leſs it is talk"d of before it

is put in Execution, the better it will

be for this Empire, as the more likely

to ſucceed.

As to the honourable Gentleman's

favourite Bill, which he has men

Dtion'd, and which was, I think, with

great Juſtice thrown out two Seſſions

ago, I can ſee no Uſe it cou’d have

been of, ſince, tho' it had paſſed then,

it cou’d not have taken place before the

Declaration of War. And if that Bill

E ſhould be thought proper, we can now

paſs it, and let it immediately take

Effect.

The honourable Gentleman made

ſome Remarks upon that Part of his

Majeſty’sSpeech which mentions Heats

and Animoſities, and ſeem'd to think

had then more than once promiſed to F that they are now extinguiſh'd. Sir, I

take. Sir, I am ſorry that the ho

nourable Gentleman ſhou'd ſo far diſ

truſt the Royal Aſſurances, as rather to

abſent himſelf from his Duty, as a

Member of this Houſe, than put any

Confidence in his Majeſty's Promiſe.

cou’d wiſh they were, but I think it

is evident to every common Under

ſtanding, that they are not. But tho’

all former Heats and Animoſities were

now extinguiſhed, the Caution and Ad

vice given by his Majeſty are very pro
But give me leave to ſay, Sir, that, G per upon this Occaſion, becauſe but

from the well-known Charaćter of his

Majeſty, this Declaration of War is no

more than what the honourable Gen

tleman and his Friends had not only

Reaſon but a Right to expect, even at

the time of their Seceſſion, if the Con

tinuance of the Iberian Injuſtice ſhou'd

make it neceſſary to have recourſe to

*ims. So that, upon the whole, I

very lately they roſe to a very great

Height, to ſuch a Height, Sir, as in

ſome meaſure even to diſown the Au

thority of the Supreme Legiſlature;

for what Conſtrućtion can I put upon

the A&tions of Gentlemen who retire

from the Service of this Houſe, becauſe,

as they pretend, the Proceedings of

the Houſe are contrary to Law and the

Coil
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Conſtitution, though it is plain, that

both the Law and Conſtitution of this

Empire have no other Foundation than

the Determinations of the Senate

Sir, I will not ſay all I can upon this A
Head. The honourable Gentleman

demanded whether the Heats and

Animoſities of the Empire made you

bear with the Inſolences of Iberia for

twenty Moons P If Iberia treated this

Empire with Inſolence, if ſhe injur’d B

his Majeſty's Subjećts, her Inſolence

was encourag'd, and her Fears remov’d

by our Diviſions. For while ſuch

Heats and Animoſities againſt an Ad

miniſtration ſubſiſt, no Government

cou’d be imagin'd ſo mad as to ruſh in

to a War, and expoſe thémſelves to fo

reign and domeſtic Enemies at once.

If theſe Diviſions appear to be laid a

fleep at preſent, 'tis only becauſe the

Fačtion think they cannot, with the

leaſt Shew of Decency, continue their

Clamours, ſince they have been grati

fy'd in their favourite Meaſures. The

honourable Gentleman blamed the

Convention, Sir, I ſtill think as well

of the Convention as ever I did; and

I believe the Wiſdom and Moderation

ſhewn by his Majeſty, in accepting of E

the Convention as a Preliminary to a

Peace, have produced this happy Effect,

that you have at preſent only Iberia to

contend with It was this Inclina

tion for coming to Terms, if Terms,

in any degree equitable, cou’d have

been obtain'd, which his Majeſty had

all along ſhewn, that has convinc'd all

Degulia that the Inſolence, Injuſtice,

and Obſtimacy of the Court of Iberia

were the only Cauſes of the War.

Upon the whole, Sir, I think the

- very Objection which the honourable G

Gentleman has made is ſome part

of a Proof, that Diviſions ſtill ſubſift;

for it is no great Sign of Unanimity

that ſuch Infinuations and Objections

are ſtarted on the firſt day of the Seſ.

: ion ; eſpecially as the War has been

hi-herto ſo ſucceſsfully and ſo vigour

ouſly carried on, as not to leave the

leait Ground for reflecting either upon

his Majeſty or the Adminiſtration,

Therefore, Sir, I am entirely for as

greeing to the Motion.

The Hurgolet Branard ſpoke next toth

jollowing Effed.

S I R,

S I attended my Duty in this

- Houſe all laſt Seſſion, and as I

am reſolv'd ever to do ſo while I have

the Honour to be in Senate, I can

with the greater Freedom declare my

Sentiments with Regard to what has

paſs'd between the two honourable

Gentlemen who ſpoke laſt. -

As to the Step that was taken by

the honourable Gentleman and his

C Friends, in abſenting themſelves from

the Service of this Houſe, I have no

thing more to ſay, than that I am con

vinc'd the Gentlemen themſelves ačied

from good Motives, and thought it for

the Service of his Majeſty and the Em

D pire. This, Sir, I ſay, from my per

ſonal Knowledge of theſe Gentlemen,

and of their Zeal in the Service of

their Country. But whatever were

the Motives, Sir, to their taking that

Step, I am perſuaded that they now

no longer ſubſiſt ; and that as the

Declaration of War has render'd us all

unanimous, ſo nothing is now neceſ,

ſary to preſerve our Unanimity but a

hearty and vigorous Proſecution of it

on the Part of the Miniſtry. -

The honourable Gentleman wh

ſpoke laſt ſaid, towards the End of his

Speech, That the War had been hi

therto ſo ſucceſsfully and vigorouſly

carried on, as to leave no Grounds for

reflecting either upon his Majeſty of

the Miniſtry. Sir, I believe there is

not a Man in the Nation who wou'd

refle&t upon his Majeſty in whatever

Manner it is conducted; but I fear,that,

as it is, great Numbers are diſſatisfied

with the Miniſtry. As I have the Ho

nour, Sir, to be a Repreſentative in

this Houſe for the moſt populous City,

and a City of the greateſt Trade in

his Majeſty's Dominions, or perhaps in

the World, it is my Duty to declare,

that I don't think the War has been

car
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carried on with that Vigour and Suc

ceſs that might have been expected:

I ſhall take the Liberty, Sir, to point

out a few Inſtances wherein it appears

to the trading Part of that City, that

there has not been the beſt Manage

ment. - .

To the Trade of this Empire all

Adminiſtrations ought to have the

principal Regard ; and every Step,

every Meaſure they take ought to be

with a View of protećting or improving

it. But how does it appear, that the

Security and Encouragement of Trade

has been, in the Courſe of this War,

attended to ? Inſtead of building ſmall

twenty Gun Ships, the only Ships that

was indeed ſent out, and it is gene

rally thought he is gone to the Weſtern

Jānies, but we have not yet heard that

the Fleet he has with him has becn able

a to do any thing ; and indeed we have

no great Reaſon to expect that he will

do much, as he carried out no Land

Forces with him, nor any Stores that

are commonly uſed in attacking or de

moliſhing Forts, which is the Buſineſs

that muſt be firſt done in thoſe Parts.

B Another thing which the Merchants

have very much at Heart, is the ſtati

oning his Majeſty's Ships in proper

Places for protecting our own Trade,

and annoying that of our Enemy.

They obſerve that our Trade has fuf

can moſt effectually curb the Iberian c fered very much for want of Ships fla

Privateers, we have equip'd ſcarce any

other than great, pompous Ships of

70, 80, or Ioo Guns, which, though,

for ought I know, they may be very

ſerviceable in an Engagement, I ap

prehend, are almoſt uſeleſs for the Pur.

poſe I have mention'd. It is, Sir,

from their Privateers only that we have

anything to dread; the Iberian Fleet

is not at preſent, nor can be for ſome

time, in any Condition to face ours;

therefore the principal View, Sir, of

tioned at proper Places ; and that ex

cept by the Capture of two Karacoa

Ships, the Iberians have ſuffered very

little. - - -

From theſe Conſiderations I am a

fraid, Sir, it will appear that upon bal

lancing the Accounts betwixt us and 1

beria ſince this War has commenced,

the Diſadvantage is on dur Side. There

was, indeed, one Opportunity, which

if we had been vigilant and ačtive in

the Uſe of it, might have gone, far to

thoſe who have hitherto had the Di- E wards repairing our Loſſes ; and that

rection of this War, ought to have been

the Protećtion of our Merchant Ships

from Privateers, by a ſufficient Num

ber of Twenty-Gun Ships. If the

Government, Sir, had wanted ſuch

was the intercepting the Aſſogue Ships:

But that, like many other Meaſures,

has, it ſeems, proved unſucceſsful.

Perhaps, Sir, before we boaſt too much

of the Vigour and Succeſs with which

Ships, they might have bought as F the War has been carried on; it may be

many as they wanted ready built ;

and, in my Opinion, Sir, the public

Money would have been laid out to

much greater Advantage than we have
ſeen it. - - -

There is another Point, Sir, in

which I think there has been a confi

derable Defect in our Management of

the preſent War; and that is with re

§ard to the ſmall Number of Ships
ſent to the Wºffern Idaier. It is

There, Sir, as my hon. Friend upon

expedient to enquire by what Means

theſe Ships eſcap'd, eſpecially as it

was known that they were on their

Voyage, and as the Courſe which

they actually held, was that in which

our Admirals and Captains might moſt

reaſonably have expected to have met

them.

As to what the hon. Gentleman

ſaid, with regard to our Diviſions,

really, Sir, I am of Opinion, that

whatever Diviſions are among us, muſt

the Ficor well obſerv'd, that we can H be charged upon the Miniſtry, who,

9nly hope to diſtreſ, the Enemy, and

*Was there alone that the whole, or

the greateſt Part of our Force, ought

"have been employed. An Admiral

whether they have raiſed them or not,

may now eaſily extinguiſh them by ſuch

a vigorous Proſecution of this War, as

may convince the Nation that they are
M. In All

2.
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in earneſt. At leaſt I can venture to

anſwer for the great Body of which I

haye the Honour to be one of the Re

preſentatives, that they will think no

Expences they ſhall contribute, too

large, they will think no Teſtimonies

of their Duty and Zeal for the Admi

niſtration too ſtrong, if this War is

proſecuted with as much Vigour as it

has been undertaken with Juſtice.

He was anſwered by the Galbet (or Ad

mira!) Werga, to the following Effect :

S I R,

Did not think that I ſhould have

| ſpoken upon this Occaſion, but as

Iome Things have fallen from the hon.

Gentleman who ſpoke laſt which it is

my Duty to anſwer, . I ſhall give the

Houſe what Satisfačtion I can with re

gard to the Management of the pre

ſent War.

As to our being greater Sufferers by

Captures than the Iberians have been,

that, Sir, I believe is very true, and

there is ſufficient, perhaps invincible

Reaſon for it, which is that we have

a great deal more to loſe than they.

The Sea is cover'd with our Ships,

and the Extent of our Trade gives the

Iberians the Advantages of very fre

quent Captures. They have but very

little Foreign Commerce in Degulia,

and the little they have is carried on in

other Bottoms than thoſe belonging to

themſelves ; ſo that that the Flag of

other Nations protećts their Property.

As to their Columbian Commerce,

but a few Ships are employed in

it, and the great Diſtance of the

Voyage, with the Wideneſs of the

Navigation, renders the intercepting

them very uncertain. The hon. Gen

theman mentioned the "Courſe of the

Aſſogue Ships. If I could conceive it

neceſſary, I could eaſily convince every

Gentleman here, that it was not owing

to any Defečt either of Zeal or Prü.

dence in the Adminiſtration, nor to

any Negligence of the Admirals who

lay on thoſe Coaſts, that they were not

taken, but meerly to an Accident of

their having met with an Advice-Boat

ſent from their Court, which it was

fifty Chances to one they would not

have met with, and which made them

alter their Courſe. The hon. Gentle

man infinuated that we had not a ſuffi

cient Number of Ships employ'd to

protećt our own, and to annoy the E

nemy's Trade in the Weſtern Idnies. I

don't, know, Sir, what Gentlemen

mean by a ſufficient Number, but to

the beſt of my Remembrance, we

have at preſent four and thirty Ships,

* great and ſmall, employ'd in that Ser

vice. I believe, Sir, if Gentlemen

will be pleaſed to refle&t, they will

find that we have ſeldom or never had

ſo great a Number in thoſe Seas, and

that in the preſent State of our Navy,

we cannot ſpare a greater Number

C without neglećting the Service in other

Places.

The other Objećtion raiſed by the

hon. Gentleman to the Management

of the War, was founded on a ſup

poſed Error of the Miniſtry in not em

D ploying a ſufficient Number of Twenty

Gun Ships. Sir, I own that Twenty

Gun Ships are of very great Service

in the preſent War. But at the ſame

Time Gentlemen will pleaſe to re

member that the Twenty-Gun Ships

in the Service of the Government,

were not ſufficient to ſupply all the Ser

vices which the particular Circumſtan

ces of this War required. Beſides that,

a good Number of them had been

found unfit for Service, and, muſt

therefore be rebuilt. The hon. Gen

F theman ſaid that the Government might

have bought Ships from private Perſons

for that Purpoſe. This very Method

is now purſued, ſome have been al

ready purchaſed, and ſeveral Contračis

are now depending for purchaſing more;

but ſtill there is required ſome Time to

fit them out, and to render them ſer

viceable as Ships of Force.

Upon the Whole, Sir, there is no

Manner of Doubt that ſome of the

Merchants, and trading Part of the

H Nation, have been Sufferers fince the

Commencement of this War, and poſ.

fibly they may ſuffer ſtill more if it

continues: But this, Sir, was often

fore
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foretold in this Houſe before the War

was declared. It is what the Mer

chants ought to have foreſeen, and

preſuppoſed ; and if they have begun

ſo ſoon to complain, I think there A

is very little Reaſon to hope that

all our Heats and Animoſities are ex

tinguiſhed.

The Queſtion was hereupon put, and a

greed to without any Diviſion.

On the ſixth Day of the Seſſion, after.”

the Buſineſ of the Day was thought :

to be over, a very conſiderable Affair

was brought on, which gave Riſe to

feveral important Speeches, of which

we ſhall here give an Account. The

Motion was made by the Hurgolen C

Gumdahm (See his Charađer p.

229) who ſpoke to the following

Effe?:

S 1 R,

HE Motion I have in my Hand is

of ſo great Importance to the Ho

nour of his Majeſty, to the Dignity

of this Houſe, and to the Intereſts of

this Empire, that I believe I ſhall be:

eaſily excuſed for taking this Opportu

tunity without any previous Notice to

the Houſe of bringing it in. I own,

Šiº, I cannot, without ſome little

Vanity, reflect that I have the

Honour to be the Author of a Mo.

tiºn, which, if agreed to, as doubt

lºſ; it will, muſt retrieve the Glory of

ºis Nation from all the Infamy and

iſgrace with which a long Train of

Yºak unſucceſsful Negotiations, incon

ſent Treaties, and ridiculous Expe.
ditions, have clouded it. In one

Word, Sir, it is a Motion that muſt

have that Effect, becauſe it will put it

out of the Power of thoſe who have

been the Authors of ſomuch Diſhonour G

and Diſgrace to this Empire, any

longer to make ſo bad a Uſe of their

Influence. But, Sir, as the Motion is of

an unuſual Nature, I think it my Du- .

ty to make the Neceſſity and Expedi

°ncy of it as clear to the Houſe as it is

poſſible.

! believe, Sir, there is ſcarce any

bºy at preſent ſo little acquainted

with publick Affairs, as not to be ſenfi

ble that we are now involv’d in a War,

becauſe thoſe who have had the Ma

nagement of the National Affairs for

theſe twenty Moons paſt have not known

how to make Peace. If they had, 'tis

impoſſible that the Terms and Limits

of the Lilliputian Trade ſhould have

remained undetermined ; at leaſt, that

Branch of the Weſt-IdnianTrade, which

ſupports and feeds all the others. But

for want of Knowledge in the true In

tereſt of their Country, the firſt Step

to Miniſterial Reputation, we have

been negotiated into an unneceſſary but

expenſive War.

Where there is a viſible Advantage

in protračting a Peace, or delaying a

War, which is often the Caſe, an Ad

miniſtration, Sir, would be blameable,

if, from an ill-tim'd Precipitancy, they

ſhould hazard that by a doubtful War,

which they have a moral Aſſurance of

obtaining by an honourable Peace. This,

Sir, is the Sum of all that can be ad-:

yanced for our late pacific, I may ſay,

uſillanimous Diſpoſitions. But, Sir, a

very ſhort Review of the Affairs of this,

Empire will be ſufficient to convince

Gentlemen, that. by delaying the De

mands of Satisfačtion, we increaſed

the Difficulty of obtaining it.

I am very unwilling, Sir, to trou

ble the Houſe with any thing that has

been ſaid before on this Subječt, and

therefore ſhall avoid it as much as poſ

ſible. But as the Nature of the Mo

tion, I have in my Hand, requires ſome

ſhort Review of the Hiſtory of our

Differences with Iberia; as ſuch & Re

view may, perhaps, conduce to the In->

formation of thoſe who may be in

truſted with the Condućt of future Ne

gotiations, and as I have not the Ho

nour to be entitled to deliver my Sen

timents on this Head in another Place,

I hope to meet with the Indulgence of

the Houſe.

The great Point, Sir, that from the

Beginning of our. Differences with 1.

beria (which, I think, may be traced

- * back as far as the fifth Moon of his late

Majeſty's Reign) was inſiſted upon by

the Lilliputian Nation, was, “ an ab

~ $olute
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folute Renunciation, on the Part of

that Crown, of all Claim to ſtop or

fearch the Ships of this Empire on the

high Seas.” The Juſtice and Neceſſi

— if the Iberians had no Right on

any account to ſearch our Ships in thoſe

Seas, why did we not, at that time

oblige them to renounce that ciam}

ty of our obtaining ſuch a Renuncia-A. And it was inferred, That our not doing

tion, was ſo fully ſaid down by my ho

mourable Friend, over the way, two

Seſſions ago, that I ſhall ſay nothing

on that Head, becauſe I can ſay no

thing that he did not ſay much better

before... All I would obſerve is, that

this great Point ſeems to have been

either entirely unknown, or wilfully

neglečted, by thoſe who have tranſ.

afted our Affairs with that Crown.

The Claim, Sir, of ſearching our Ships,

under Pretence of their carrying on an

illicit Trade with the Iberian Settle

it then, or ſince, was a Proof that we

looked upon it as juſtly founded.—Sir,

I will not pretend to apologize for e

very Meaſure of that Reign , but I be

lieve it will be found, that there were

many Reaſons, and thoſe ſtrong ones

too, which might prevail with our

Court, at that time, not to inſiſt on

ſuch a Renunciation. In the firſt

Place, Sir, till the 18th Year of Chorl,

If... there was one continued Struggle

betwixt our Court and that of Iberia,

for opening the Iberian Ports in Colum
ments, has been but very lately avow- C bia to a free Trade with this Empire.

ed by that Court. But the Pračtice

is of ſo long ſtanding as Charlo II.

The Iberians, however, in that Prince's

Time, paid very dear for thoſe few

Inſtances of Injuſtice and Oppreſſion

I cannot, Sir, bring a ſtronger Proof

of this than by an Extračt which I

have in my Hand from the Hnſtructions

delivered by our Court to the Hurgo

len Ricardo Faſºnaw, ſent from hence

then committed ; but which our long D to negotiate a Treaty of Commerce

Forbearance under them fince ſeems to

have given them almoſt a Title to the

Pračice of . In the Minority of one

of their Princes, the Intereſts of Iberia

were ſo far miſunderſtood by a violent.

but weak Woman, who was then Re-E

gent, that ſhe iſſued out ſeveral Sche

Žulas, authorizing the Iberian Subjećts

in Columbia to make Prizes of our

Ships which ſhould be found within

{uch Diſtances of their Settlements.

But we ſoon found Means of making

them repent this Step, for our Mer

chants made Repriſals at their own

with, Iberia.

Inſtraćtion. -*.

“Part of the Twelfth Inſtruction runs

in the following Words: “That it

will likewiſe be neceſſäry, that our Sub

jećts may diſcern that our Engagement.

for that Crown will be attended with

ſome general Benefit and Advantage to

Trade, in lieu of what they ſhall be

deprived of by ſuch our Engagement;

and therefore you ſhall require, that

we may have a free Trade into the

Charge; the Iberians concerned in theſe F Ianies, at leaſt for ſuch a Number of

Captures were treated as Pirates, and,

without putting the Publick to the

leaſt Expence, that Crown was forced

into a good Behaviour: The Schedulas

were recalled, and if I am not miſta

ken, ſome of their Governors were pu

miſhed, and we carried on that Trade

to a Degree, that, in a ſhort time, made

us as much the Subjećt of the Envy of

Degulia as we are now of its Contempt.

I have heard it asked, Sir, even

Ships as ſhall be agreed on; in confi

deration of which Liberty we will be

obliged, at Seaſons of the Year to be a

greed on, to deliver ſuch a Number of

Negroes at ſet Prizes; and will like

wife be obliged, in our own Ships, to

deliver, in any Port of Iberia, their

Plate or our Cargoes, in ſuch a Man"

ner as ſhall be adjuſted: And without

ſuch Liberty aforeſaid, of a free Trade

and Commerce into thoſe Dominions of

within theſe two Mooms, in this very H his Iberian Majeſty you do conclude,

Houſe (I don't know if the ſame Ob

jećtion was not made in another Place)

there can never be a ſtrićter Alliance.

between us and Iberia than hath been
w v. v . , t → : - aC

I ſhall, Sir, take the

Liberty to read to the Houſe Part of

the Twelfth, and Part of the Fifteenth
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£cuſtom'd to preſerve the mutual Traf.
fick and Commerce between the two

Nations.” - - - -

Part of the Fifteenth Article of that

Gentleman's Inſtructions, Sir, runs thus:

Trade is ſo free, at leaſt none in Degu

lia that I know of, betwixt any two

Powers, but that ſome certain Commo

dities are ſpecifically excepted, both

from Exportation and Importation.

* With this and other Occaſions, re-A This, Sir, neceſſarily implies a mu

ſuming the Diſcourſe of the Diſadvan

tages under which they lie in their

Commerce to the Wºffern-Idaics by the .

Weakneſs of their Maritime Power,

and the Neceſſity incumbent on them

to provide, betimes, for ſome Securities

tual Right to ſearch. But as in the

Caſe betwixt us and Iberia, there can

can be no Objećt of Search, becauſe.

all Trade is prohibited; where there,

is fió Objećt of Search, there can be no.

Right to ſtop and moleſt our Merchants.
towards that Navigation, leſt the want B under Pretence of Searching.

of them, in ſome of thoſe Accidents

which now threaten the Monarchy of

Iberia, ſhould oblige thoſe of the Weſ:

tºrn-idlies to open their Ports them

From theſe Conſiderations, Sir, I

think it ſufficientlyappears, that while

we were in hopes of obtaining a Liber-.

ty to trade with the Iberian Idºlics, we,

ſelves to all Nations: Whereas that could not inſiſt on any ſuch Renuncia-,

Liberty being treated by conſent with tion But why was it not inſiſted on af
uš, and indulged to us alone, (tho' it C terwards, when this mutual Prohibition.

their own Rules in that Government

might remain entire ; and we ſupport

were but for a certain Number of Ships)

it with Advantage enough to ourſelves,

in a State to preſerve the whole Monar

chy upon its own Foundation; where

eaſy accounte

was Hipulated, as it was by the Trea--

ty of the 18th of Charlo II, and the
Columbian .." * This, Sir, may be

for too. Our Court,

which at that time was ſtill ſtanding in.

need of Money, found it their Inte
as without it, any of thoſe Accidents D reſt to wink aſ the Iberian Depreda

ºppening, it muſt in all Probability, tions, becauſe it gave us a Handle of
diſſolve.”" .

Theſe Authorities, Sir, I think are
ſificient to prove, that our Court at .

that time did not think the Excluſion of

making ſuch Repriſals upon the Ibe-,

ºrians, as this Crown found the Sweets,

of For it appears, Sir, that our Court.
privately connived at our Governorsa

all ºther Nations from a Right to trade Ebroid, and ſhared in the Booty. The

With the Iberian Settlements abſolute-’ Governors, on the other hand,

ly neceſſary to the Repoſe of Degui

fia; 3 Dočtrine, Sir, that of late has

Sir,

made ſo good Uſe º that Connivance,

that at one particular Junčure their.
been very much infifted on, for what "Repriſals on the Iberiani.
Firpoſes"is no hard Matter to judge.

But, Sir, the principal Uſe I intend to

make of theſe Paſſages is, to accºunt ſor F

the Reaſons why we did notififiſt on a

enanciation of their Right to ſearch

our Ships. Such a Renunciation, Sir,

while we entertain’d any Hopes of our.

having a free Trade allowed, is to

theirSettlements (which, is plain, our

roſe to ſuch a Height as almoſt to make

it a national Quarter betwixt us and

Bºſſu. Beſides, Sir, the Depreda

tions commited by Iberia at that time,
were but petty ones, there were not a-.

ºbove halfa dozen Inſtances in all, and,
the greateſt of theirs not to be compa

red with the ſmalleſt of the many

which our Merchants have proved at
Ambaſſador was to have principally in G the Bar of this Houſe,

---
--

View) muſt have been unjuſt and un- Having ſaid thus much, Sir, I ſhall,

ºnable, becauſe contrary to the not trouble the Houſe with a particular
Right which every Sovereign has to , Detail of our Affairs with Iberia in

Prevent all illicit Trade betwixt his tº the three following Reigns. Some

§wn Subjećts and thoſe of a Foreign, thing, however, it may not be amiſs

Power, when a Trade is free. For, to obſerve on that Head. In the Reign

gºt me leave to ſay, Sir, that nó of the Emperors jacomo and Mingul,- Cº- "----- -
- - - -

- we
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we find few or no Inſtances of the I

#erians ſeizing our Ships in Time of

Peace; and this laſt Prince, Sir, had

it always in View either to make us

Maſters of a large Part of the Iberian

Dominions in Columbia, or to oblige

the Poſſeſſor, whoever he was, to allow

us a free Trade with their Settlements.

This, Sir, he might certainly have

obtain'd had the Partition Treaty taken

effect: But, Sir, the ambitious Views

ſecure it. Nothing could have madé

our inſiſting on a Renunciation neceſſa

ry, or indeed ſo much as expedient,

but repeated Proofs on the Part of I

beria, that ſhe thought herſelf entitled

by thatTreaty to ſtop and to ſearch our.

Ships, a Pračtice which ſhe had not

then pretended to avow.

There was no Neceſſity therefore of

requiring her to renounce what ſhe had

never claimed;but as ſhe has now claim

of Bleſiºſa, which then threatened the Bed this Right for many Years, inſiſted

Repoſe of Degula, and his ruling Paſ

fion to reduce her Power, made Iberia

a neceſſary Ally to him. For this Rea

ſon, and by the Caution which Ibºria

took to avoid what might give Offence

to our Court, there was no expreſs Re

gulation made with regard to the mu

tual Intereſts of the two Crowns in

point of Commerce, during his Reign.

Every body knows what happen'd af

terwards, and that the Iberian Idnies

have fince continued in the Hands of

the preſent Prince, with whom we

were at open War for about 13 Moons,

and therefore during that time there

was no room for Treaty. -

Gentlemen, Sir, will not, I believe,

on her Claim with the utmoſt degree of

Inſolence, and proſecuted it not only

with the Violence of War, but with

Cruelties to which even War is a Stran

ger, it is now juſt and neceſſary that

ſhe ſhould be obliged to renounce it.

After the Treaty of the 9th of his

late Majeſty the Iberian Depreda

tions in Columbia may be properly ſaid

to have commenced. But what was

our Methodof Negociation, Sir We

did not at once deny the Claims of the

Iberians. We did not tell them, You

have no Right upon any Account to

ſtop the Ships of this Nation on the

high Seas. You have no Right to
ſearch them, to ſeize them, or to con

|º

be very forward in juſtifying the Peace fiſcate them. No, Sir, we admitted

of Ultraſt, and therefore if ſuch a Re-E their Right in every one of theſe Re

nunciation as I am ſpeaking of was not ſpećts; we admitted it, Sir, by the

at that time obtained, it will not, I, very Manner in which we treated; we

hope, be brought as an Argument why admitted it by allowing the Legality

it ought not to have been obtained ſince. of theſe Captures to be examined ; we

But really, Sir, bad as that Treaty is admitted it by ſuffering the Court of I

repreſented to be, our Intereſt in the F beria to pronounce that this Ship is a

Degulian Trade was by no means en- lawfuller Capture than the other was,

tirely overlooked by its for the Co- becauſe this Ship was taken in ſuch a

Jumbian Treaty, Sir, is therein con- Latitude ; this Ship was laden with

firmed, which is more than has been, ſuch and ſuch Commodities. It was in

done in ſome Treaties made ſince by this manner, Sir, that our Rights were

thoſe who have been loudeſt in their negotiated away, for the Conſequence

Cenſures. Here, Sir, give me Leave º’ of our treating in that manner was,

to make one general Obſervation in

Defence of thoſe who made that Trea

ty; That it being impoſſible to foreſee

that the Iberians would ſeize our Ships

in Time of Peace, the Negotiators per

haps judged very right that the Confir

mation of the Columbian Treaty was

a ſufficient Security to our Columbian

Trade. Give me leave to ſay, Sir,

that Treaty, rightly underſtood, would

that a great deal of Time was taken

up in inquiring into Fa&s which ought

to have been cut off by this one Sen.

tence on our Part; “We admit of

every thing you ſay to be true, yet

Htheſe Captures are illegal.” This, Sir,

would have put it upon a ſhort Iſſue #

we muſt then have fallen upon inquir;

ing, not into the Intricacies of diſpºt

Facts, but into the Truth of a plain
- - Obvious
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obvious Maxim, Sir, which if the I- But, Sir, to come nearer to the

berians had denied, they muſt have Point : I ſhould be glad if any Gentle

likewiſe denied our Right to a Freedom man, who has a good Opinion of that

of Navigation. If they admitted it, Treaty, would tell us what Benefit the

Sir, they muſt have admitted all that A Intereſts of the Nation could have re

could ſecure it. ceived, even tho’ our Merchants had

But not only Debates and Ne- obtain'd full Satisfaction at the Court

gotiations, Sir, but Treaties them- of Mardit, if the Iberians ſtill main

felves have, I am afraid, contributed tain their Claim to ſearch our Ships.

not a little to making the Iberians i- A few private Merchants might have

magine that they had a Right in ſuch a perhaps been relieved, but the Nation

and ſuch Circumſtances to ſtop and * in general muſt have ſuffer'd by ad

ſeize our Ships. The Treaty of Seb- mitting a Claim, which in effect de

fule, Sir, refers to the Deciſion of ſtroys the Freedom of our Navigation,

Commiſſaries all the diſputed Captures The ſame Principle, Sir, which induc’d

betwixt us and Iberia. This, Sir, us to make the Iberians Judges of the

was going a Length which we ought , Damages we were to receive, muſt

certainly to have avoided; becauſe, as C have made us acquieſce if we had re

I obſerved before, it placed the Affair ceiv'd none, or but very little ; for

in Diſpute betwixtus upon a falſe Sup- in all References the Parties are oblig'd

poſition. It gave the Iberians an Op- to ſubmit to the Deciſion of the Judges.

portunity of diſputing and wrangling It is true our Commiſſaries were joined

about every Faët, and to protraćt the with thoſe of Iberia, but that we ſee

Negotiations of the Commiſſaries till D did not mend the Matter, for they

their Point which they had in View in could do nothing by themſelves, how

that Treaty was gained, then they re- ever willing, and it was the ſame thing

newed their Depredations, and laugh'd to the Sufferers as if no Commiſſaries

at us. from us had been there, nay much

• Sir, I ſay nothing upon this Head, worſe, becauſe the Nation was at a

in which I am not warranted by poſi- E confiderable Expence in maintaining

tive Faëts aſſerted in the Papers lying “ them to no Purpoſe.

upon your Table. There, Sir, we Thus, Sir, I think it appears very

e Remonſtrances, & Memorials, given plain, that the Treaty of Setſule gave

by your Miniſters to the Court of I us no Proſpect for ending the Diſputes

beria, upou the Subject of Depredati- betwixt us and Iberia to our Advan

ons, but not a ſingle Word in them tage, even ſuppoſing that Iberia had

all of what ought to have been the F punctually fulfilled aii the Engagements

chief, and even the only Subject of we enter'd into by that Treaty; be

them, an abſolute Denial of all Right cauſe the principai Point, an abſolute
claimed by the Iberians to ſearch, ex- Renunciation on the Part of Iberia to

cept in their Ports and Harbours. E- her Claim of Search, was neither

yen the Deciſion of our Differences by granted nor demanded. But our Ne

Commiſſaries, which Commiſſaries G gotiators, Sir, may ſay for themſelves,

were to reſide at Mardit, and the Re- Where was the Neceſſity of infifting

frence of the Claims of our Merchants upon the Renunciation of a Claim

to their Diſcuſſion, was at leaſt adding that never was made : The Iberians

a great Hardſhip to their former Loſſes did not claim any ſuch Right, why

and Sufferings, ſince it oblig'd them to ſhou'd they renounce it? I think, Sir,

* Very expenſive, troubleſome, andAir I have heard an honourable Gentle

finitieſs Method of Solicitation: A* man, over the way, ſay, that our ob

Method of which the Inconveniences liging them to renounce it by the

Were rightly foreſeen, and plainly fore- Convention, wou'd have been, in ſome

‘old in the Proteſts of the other Houſe, meaſure, to have admitted it. I hope

* which from the Beginning had that I have ſaid enough already to an
* Proſpect of better Succeſs. - - - - ſwer

.”

\
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fwer the former of theſe Objećtions,

and my honourable Friend's Obſerva

tion anſwers itſelf. But, Sir, I come

now to a Period wherein that Claim

was ačtuálly, in expreſs Terms, made

by the Iberians, in Terms equally a

expreſs refuſed by our Miniſter, and yet

afterwards admitted by that very Mi

miſter, though direéted, by the Reſolu

tions ofboth Houſes of the Senate, not to

admit it. This Conſideration alone,

Sir, is ſufficient to prove the Expedien
cy, may the Neceſſity of the Motion I B

am to make.

In the Letter, Sir, from the Iberian

Miniſter to Urg; Knee, we find that

Court inſiſting poſitively upon a Right

to ſearch all Ships which ſhould be

evident by , the Papers upon you?

Table, and from many Inflances proved

at the Bar of your Houſe, ſhew

that our Miniſters, whether from

Ignorance or Deſign I ſhall not ſay, have

oftner than once admitted this Claim.

But I believe, what I have already ſaid

on this Head will be ſufficient to con

Vince Gentlemen that we never can obtain

a Peace with Iberia that will ſatisfy this

Nation, without previouſly obtaining an

abſolute Renunciation of all her Claim to

ſearch our Ships on the open Seas. Such

a Renunciation muſt not admit of being

debated on by the Miniſters of either

Court, or by any Mediating Power; it

muſt be obtained previouſly to all other

Negotiations.

I ſay, Sir, it muſt be previous to all

Negotiations about a Peace, becauſe this

Nation has oſten had melancholy Proofs

found to have without Neceſſity (of C how much ºur Neighbours are our Supe

which Neceſſity the Iberians are to

judge) chang'd their Courſe ſo as to

approach any of the Iberian Settle

mentS.

Here the Claim, Sir, is fairly made,

and our Court in a Copy of a Lettercom

municated to this Houſe, as intended to

be ſent to the Urg; Knee, who was to give

it to the Iberian Miniſter as the Anſwer

of his Court to 3 Marquis De la Kadre's

Letter, flatly denies it, and very rightly

tells that Court, that it was a Claim un

reaſonable,even upon the Suppoſition that

the Crown of Iberia was poſſeſſed of the E ces, ſhould they be revived. The

Sovereignty of the Columbian Seas; and

never would be admitted by his Lilliputi

an Majeſty. Sir, I don't know whether

this Letter ever was deliver'd to the Court

of Iberia, but this Houſe is to preſume

that it was, and if it was, by what means

did it happen that the Convention was

afterwards concluded, in direčt contra

dićtion to all that is with ſo much Reaſon

aſſerted in it. For by the Convention,

the Claim of the Iberians Right to ſearch

our Ships is in reality admitted, as

the Deciſion of the Legality of the

Captures is referred to the Diſcuſſion

of Plenipotentiaries. Thus, Sir, we ſee

an evident Inconſiſtency in our Negotia

tions, which can be accounted for only

by one of theſe Suppoſitions: That in the

intermediate Time betwixt the delivery

of the Letter I bave laſt mentioned and

the Convention, they found means to per

riours in all Affairs of § Cabinet. When

our Intereſts come to be negotiated, they

are given up; the Minute I hear of a

Difference that is to be amicably adjuſted,

or a Meaſure that is to be deliberated be

twixt us and other Powers, I immediately

conclude that we muſt ſuffer by the one,

and be outwitted in the other. I am ſorry

to ſay, Sir, that I have not for 20 Moons

paſt, once obſerved that I have been de

ceived in this Obſervation; and the Em

pire, Sir, has had ſo many repeated Proof;

of unſucceſsful Negotiations, that I trem

ble to think what may be the Conſequen

ar;

Sir,we are now engaged in cannot be pro

ſecuted without an immenſe Expence, an

Expence, Sir, that will require many and

réat Advantages to repay. The Con

dućt of this War, as far as we can hitherto

judge, has not been ſuch as to give either

this Nation, or the reſt of Degulia entire

Satisfaction that we are in earneſt; nor

can I, forbear to expreſs my Apprehenſ.

ons, that while our Counſels in time of

War are direéted by the ſame Perſons who

negotiated our Intereſts in time of Peace,

it will be very difficult, if not impoſſible,

to make either the one or the other be

lieve that we are ſo. What muſt be the

Conſequence of that, Sir, but to create

Diſſatisfaction at Home, and to make us

ſall into utter Contempt Abroad 2

But there is, Sir, yet a Method by

which we may retrieve the Glory of the

Lilliputian Name; by which we may

ſuade our Miniſter of the Reaſonableneſs of H make his Majeſty the Sovereign of a great

their Claim; or that our Miniſter, to faci

litate the Concluſion of the Convention,

-voluntarily withdrewthe Obječtionsto it.

I could, Sir, from many Fa&s, made

and a glorious People; and that is, by

the Senate's interpoſing in the Manage

ment of this War. We have long tryed,

Sir, what can be done by Miniſters; :
u
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us how try what can be done by Senates.

Let us begin with ſecuring the great

Point about which I have taken up ſo

much of your Time. The Effects of this

Condućt, Sir, will be great to the Nati

on: It will, ſtifle all Suſpicions that a

make is built upon the very Words of his

Majeſty's Speech the firſt Day of the Seſ.

ſion. In the very firſt Sentence of that

Speech, Sir, we have his Majeſty telling

us that he has called us together ſooner

than has been uſual of late Years, that he

£cret Negotiation is on foot, in which A might have $ immediate Advice and Aſ

this great Point is to be given up; Suſ:

picions, whichº now to ſpread wide,

to be entertained byÉ. Numbers, and

which may ſoon ſwell fromWhiſpers into

Clamours. It will give Iberia to under

ſtand that ſhe has no longer thoſe to deal

with who gave her ſo many and ſo great

Advantages in the late Negotiations, and

that ſhe is now deprived of all manner of

Hopes to ſucceed by Chicanery, So

phiſtry, or ambiguous Expreſſions. It

will, Sir, have another Effect, which is,

that the reſt of Degulia will be convinc'd

ſiſtance cf his Senate at this critical and

important Junéture. It is our Duty, Sir,

to render öur Advice to the Crown upon

this Declaration from the Throne, and if

anyGentleman can think of any Advice of

greater Importance than the Motion I have

in my Hand, I ſhall readily agree to it.

The Motion I have to make, Sir, is,

That an humble Addreſ ée preſented to

his Majeſty, aſ a dutiful Return to his gra

cious Deſire #the Advice of his Parlia

ment at this critical and important junc

ture; and as a farther Tºftimony of our

that our Meaſures are now alter’d; ſuch firm Reſºlution vigorouſy to ſupport his

ofthem as, incline to be our Enemies will CTMajeſty in the Proſecution of the War a

take care how they engage raſhly in the

preſent Quarrel; and they, if there are

any ſuch, who are really our Friends, will

be encouraged to ſtand by us, and perhaps

to join in forcing Iberia to do us Juſtice.

There is indeed one, and but one, Way

gain:# Iberia, humbly to beſeech his Majeſty

never to admit of any Treaty of Peace with

that Crown, unleſ, the Acknowledgement of

our matural and and ubted Right to navi.

gate in the Columbian Seas to and from

Any Part of his Majeſty's Dominions, with.

by which the Intention of the preſent D out being ſeized, ſearched, viſited, or flop.

Motion can be defeated, and that is, by a

weak puſillanimous Management of the

War. But the Senate, Sir, may enquire

into Miſmanagements; if there ſhall be

any in this War, they cannot be imputed

to ſortune but to Choice or Ignorarce,

and whatever the Event may be, it cannot

be more ruinous than that of our Nego

tiations. No Peace, Sir, to which this is

a Preliminary, can be bad; and no Peace

by which it is given up, or left even

doubtful, can be good. This, Sir, is our

All, it is worthy the Care of a Lilliputi

an Senate, and a Lilliputian Senate, Sir,

ped, under any Pretence whatſoever, ſhall

have been firſt obtained as a Preliminary

thereto. -

He was anſwered by the Prime Miniſter, to

the fºllowing Eſéč . -

S I R, . . . . .

F the hon. Gentleman knew with what

l Indifference the Motion, which he has

taken ſo much Pains to introduce, has

been heard on this ſide of the Houſe; if he

knew tº whatWillingneſs it will be agreed

to, I believe by all preſent, he would not

have given himſelf the Trouble to re

has a Right to adviſe his Majeſty, and to F commend it ſº ſtrongly as he has done.

direét and controul a Miniſtry, at leaſt to

puniſh them, if they ſhould injure their

Country. . . ~

I have but one thing more, Sir, to add,

which is, that our agreeing to the Motion

I have in my Hand will be very much to

the Honour of his Majeſty, who, we are

all ſenſible, will never put the Advice of

a Miniſter into the Balance with that of a

Senate. Our agreeing to this Motion,

Sir, will prove that his Majeſty is not, is

ormer Emperors have been, under any

Influence of his Miniſtry, ſince the Senate

is now thought fit to interpoſe, and to

The hon. Gentleman's Speech, Sir, wants

nothing of an Impeachment but the ne

ceſſary Forms; it has all the Air of one,

and, were the Houſe convinced of the

Truth and Juſtice of the Faëts he has ad

vanced, it might, for ought I know, have

all the £ffeš. -

I will not affect, Sir, to ſay that I am

unconcerned in the Charge the hon.

Gentleman has thrown out; I know, Sir,

that it is levelled at me, and that it is de

ſigned to render me unpºpular. . The

hon. Gentleman, at the ſame time, knows

that this is a Mºtion againſt which nothing

take $ Management of this great Affair, H can be objećted, and that its coming from

in ſome meaſure, out of the Hands of the that Quarter will give it an Air as if it

iniſtry. -

Give me leave, Sir, only to add one

thing more: The Motion I am now to

was a thing diſagreeable to the Miniſtry,

but that they were forced to let it paſ;.

becauſe they could not tell how to oppoſe
N n 15
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it. And thus the Party will have a fair

Opportunity of magnifying their own
Zeal without Doors for the Intereſts of

the Nation, and of boaſting how artfully

they have enſnarcd the Miniſter. Had

the Miniſter, Sir, as much Power and In

his Friends, why we are now at War? Is

it not becauſe the Iberians have preſumed

to ſet up a Claim that we will not admit?

Is it not becauſe we apprehend that their

ſearching our Ships is contrary to Treaty,

and that the Loſſes our Merchants have

fluence in this Houſe, and as ſtrong Incli- A ſuſtained have been injustious to the Ho

nations to a bad uſe of that Power, as the

hon. Gentleman and his Friends ſuppoſe

him to have, the Tendency of this Moti

on, Sir, would be a ſufficient Inducement

to him to throw it out. But Attacks of

that kind, Sir, are no new thing to me;

and the hon. Gentleman is miſtaken if he

imagines that I feel, any Pain from his

Motion. No, Sir, the Attempt is ra

ther to be deſpiſed than dreaded. There

is nothing to be inferred from it but that

the hon. Gentleman and his Friends have

a mind to take a little Diverſion, and have

fingled me out as the Deer for the Spºrt

B

nour as well as Intereſt of this Empire?

Has any ſingle thing been advanced by the

hon. Gentleman, as it relates to this Mo

tion, which is not already ſaid in the very

Declaration of War which his Friends

have been often heard to approve of 2 Is

one Sentence of all he has ſaid, that is

not in the Declaration of War, anything

to the preſent Purpoſe 2 -

The hon. Gentleman, Sir, took great

pains to prove that in ; Time of Chorlo II.

the Iberians were very ill treated by our

Court; for that, Sir, is the Sum of all

he has ſaid upon that Head. I hope, Sir,

of the Day, Bºlt they may find, Sir, that C we ſhall neither follow the Maxims, nor

I am not ſo eaſily hunted down as they

imagine. I have lived long enough in the

World, Sir, to know that the§ of

a Miniſter lies in his having; Approbation

of this Houſe. Former Miniſters, Sir,

neglected this, and therefore they fell; I

have always made it my firſt Study to ob

tain ir, and therefore I hope to ſtand.

Having ſaid this much, Sir, which I

could not avoid ſaying, conſidering the

Tendency of the hon &ntleman'. Speech,

I ſhall, now ſpend a little time in expoſ.

ing the Arguments he made uſe of to in

troduce his Motion. For, tho’ I am not

at all againſt the Motion, yet the Reaſons

upon which the hon. Gentleman has

founded it appear to me very inſufficient.

In the firſt Place, Sir, he took great Pains

to magnify the Impºrtance of his Motion.

For my own nart, Sir, I don't think that

it is of the leaſt Conſequence whether we

agree to it or not. My Reaſon for ſaying

ſº, Sir, is becauſe theſe is nothing in this

Motion which has not in effect been in

every Addreſs you have made upon this

Subjećt, and in every Anſwer his Majeſty

has given to theſe Addrcſſes. In the Re

ſolutions you came to immediately after

the Merchants had been examined at the

Bar of this Houſe, the Lilliputian Right

of a free Navigation to and irom our own

Colonies is as ſtrongly aſſerted as Words

cºuld expreſs it. In his Majeſty's Anſwer

to your Addreſs on that Occaſion, he ex,

preſly gives you the very Anſwer which

we may expect to have upon this Addreſs.

This is the Subſtance of that Addreſs,

and this our Negotiators have in all their

Condućt, with the Court of Iberia had

principally in view. Give me leave, sir,

fo ask of the hon, Gentleman, or any of

imitatc the Pračtices of that Reign. There

was, Sir, at the time, which the hon.

Gentleman mentioned, a perpetual Juggle

betwixt the Court here and their Gover

nors abroad; the one play’d to the other's

Hand, and the whole was no other than

D a mean Combination to ſupport and main

tain a Crew of Pyrates. The hon. Gen

tleman is miſtaken if he thinks that the

Differences betwixt the two Courts in

that Reign proceeded upon the ſame

Grounds they do now. At that time,

Sir, our Pirates, ačtually in time of Peace,

invaded and plunder'd the Iberian Settle

ments; and that Court very juſtly en

deavoured to ſuppreſs them. At preſent,

Sir, our. Differences are founded upon a

Right which we claim of ſailing as near

their Coaſts as we pleaſe, without being

liable to be ſtopped or ſearched. Give

me leave to ſay, Sir, that the hon, Gen.

F tieman will never be able to produce one

Inſtance before the preſent Reign of a y

Complaint that ever was made on the

Part of Great Lilliput becauſe the Iberianſ

ſtopped and ſearch'd our Ships on their

Coaſts; and I will venture to ſay farther,

Sir, that had it nºt been that the Iberi

Gans made a bad Uſe of that Power, by

confiſcating thoſe that were not concern'

in an illicit Trade, we never ſhould have

heard it queſtioned. Ali that can be ſaid,

Sir, is that the Danger of their confiſcar

ing without Cauſe, is greater than the Iº:

juſtice of denying them a Right tº ſearch

H when they have Suſpicions of an illic:
Trade. ºr. Reſolutions, Sir, which

both Houſes have already come to, 8°

farther; there we ſee that not only to

confiſcate our Ships is againſt; Treatiº,

and againſt the Law of Nations, but“.
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to ſtop and ſearch them, be the Grounds

of Suſpicion that they are carrying on an

illicit Trade ever ſo ſtrong. Therefore,

Sir, the Point of Time from which our

Government was to begin their Endea

vours to bring Iberia to renounce that

Claim, is after it was proved to the Sa

tisaćtion of this Houſe that ſhe had made

a bad Uſe of that Right which ſhe pre

tended to have. Sir, I will be bold to

ſay that this has been as much the Care

of our Miniſtry ſince that Time com

menced, as it was poſſible in the Circum

flances we were in, by not having any

other Power in Degulia to ſupport us in

our Demands, tho' for the ſecurity of

" and to retire from that Court.” Thus,

Sir, we ſee that the Government has been

before hand with the hon. Gentleman in

his Zeal for the Commerce and Naviga

tion of this Empire; and that they have

done the very thing which by this Motion

is only propoſed to be done. -

What Effect, Sir, had this Declaration?

I’ll tell you, Sir, the Iberian Court would

not hear ofa Renunciation, and the Com

quence was, our Miniſter, according to

his Orders, left that Court. And upon

this, Sir, the beſt, the moſt juſtifiable,

and the wiſeſt Meaſure that remain’d to

B be taken, was taken: An Edišt was iſſued

to permit the Subjećts of Lilliput to
- their Trade they were equally intereſted make Reprizals upon the Enemy...The

º with us, to inſiſt upon ſuch a Renunciati. Iberians, on the other hand, publiſh a

ſº on. The hon. Gentleman himſelf men- like Edićt; they fill all the Courts of De

tioned a ſtrong Proof of what I advance, gulia with their Complaints, and Mani- º,

in the Letter tranſmitted from our Court feſtocs. The two principal Points on \ |

to the Urg; Knee to be given in by him c which they infiſt are; Firſt, that we have

ſº as an Anſwer to the Letter of DºnKºe. “no Right to carry on an illicit Trade upon |

The hon. Gentleman endeavoured indeed their Coaſts without being ſubjećt to be |

|g to give a very odd Turn to that Letter. viſited and ſearched; Secondly, that the |

* How comes it, ſaid he, that this Claim of Diviſions and Animoſitics in this Empire

ºf the Iberiage, after it was ſo abſolutely are ſo great that it is next to impºſſible
denyed by our Miniſter, was afterwards that Matters could be made up without a

* by the ſame Miniſter admitted at the rs War. The Court of Iberia, Sir, ſeems
º figning of the Convention? Sir, I per P to think that the Faëtion here gives Law º

* emptorily affºrt it was not admitted of by to the Government, and that it would | |

tº the Convention: By the Convention in therefore be in vain to treat any longer,

deed, we referred to Plenipotentiaries to becauſe they are reſolved to force his Ma- -

... decide the Rights of our Navigation as jeſty into a War at all Events, even tho’ |

ſº ſettled by all the Treaties ſubſiding be. their own Terms were granted...I am -

* twixtus and Iberia; and we aded very ſorry, Sir, that any Number of Lilliputi

** wiſely in ſo doing; but by the Conventſ. E an Subjećis ſhould by their, Behaviour
tº on we did not give up one Right which give foreign Courts Reaſon for entertain

º we had claimed before, or have claimed ing ſuch Thoughts. But, Sir, the Ene

- ſince. Nay, Sir, it evidently appears that mies of the Empire may be deceived in
: it never was the Intention of the Miniſtry the Hopes which they build upon our

to do ſo; becauſe as ſoon as the Plenipº. Diviſions; they imagine, it ſeems, that

* tentiaries had met, our Miniſter démand- if a War were enter'd into, thoſe Gentle

tº, in the ſtrongeſt Terms, the very is men who are ſo loud in their Cries for it,
º Thing which is contained in this Motion. * would be the firſt to diſtreſs his Majeſty

** By his Declaration then made, he inſiſted by oppoſing the neceſſary Supplies for

not upon; Affair of the Pacific Sca, carrying it on.
-

... "Pon this great Point, which the h9). The Remainder of th; Specch, and this
* Gºleman has magnified ſo much. He *... ofFº: Debates to
* inſiſted in his Declaration at Mardit, not *: .** ---

li on & D.--> <-a" : “”, be continued in 0%r next. - -

tº ºily upon ‘that Prince's executing with: - -

ºutfarther delay the Engagemenčheen. G In the beginning of the Debate on the
tº terºd into by the Convention, but like- Emperor's Speech (p. 279) wº,oniº
sº ‘wift, that hé ſhould renounce the Right 'ted an Obſervation of Mr Gulliver's,

* he pretends to of ſearching the Lilli- viz. It may not be anneceſſary to obſerve,

# *patian Ships in the Weſt Idnian Seas;” that as the Time of the Seſſion drew near

* With this remarkable femandikewiſe, it was generally reported, that thoſe

i. that this Renunciation ſhall be inſerted Members who had ſeceded from the Hºuſe
& ‘in the new Treaty to be made betwixt the Seſſion before, upon Account of the

* 'thetwo Crowns. At the ſame time de- Conv–n, did not deſign to attend ºxy

#3 claſſing it theſe Preliminaries were not more. Hºwever, they all came andfrik

* : *cepted ºf, he and his Colleague would their Seats again, and made a fall •
tº be obliged to break off all Cºnferences, Hºſe as had been knows. ...: to cº-º-º:

As

** *
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As we extraćted from the Gazetteer (ſee p. 56.

to 69) a State of the Arguments for and againſt

the Bill to limit the Number of Place-Men

in the Houſe of Commons, and having not yet

found a Counter-State of that Affair in the

public Papers on the other Side as promiſed,

our Readers might juſtly think us partial, if

we did not inſert the Speeches, which are

come to our Hands, in behalf of that Bill.

The Speech of the Right Hon. the L–d

P–t G—GE, for the Place Bill.

S I R,

A° the noble Member, that ſpoke laſt,

ſeems ſo much diſpleaſed with the

Reflećtions thrown, as he thinks,upon the

Qfficers of the Army and Placemen, by

thoſe that have already ſpoke in this De

bate, as Perſons bilaſs'd by their Employ

ments; I ſhall therefore, to oblige him,

begin by ſaying that, to be ſure, they

are all Men of great Honour, great Pro

bity, and always vote according to their
Conſciences.

I ſhall now endeavour to anſwer the

Objećtions made to this Bill, by the hon.

Gentleman that ſpoke immediately before.

And hope he will pardon me, if I ſay he

has not given one Reaſon, that can con

vince any unprejudic’d Perſon, that a Bill

for the Limitation of Places in the Houſe

of Commons is not neceſſary.

As I have always voted for both Place

and Penſion Bills; ſo I hope, whatever I

ſhall ſay in ſupport of the Queſtion will

not be# to a Spirit of Contradic

tion, or that I mean any Reflection on any

one whomſoever: But ſhall beg; Indul

#. of the Houſe for a few Minutes, to

ew the Danger that may attend this

Nation, if ever there ſhould be an in

fluenced Houſe of Commons, the Proba

bility of its ſoon being ſo, and the Neceſ.

fity to find out, if poſſible, a Remedy to

prevent it.

No Body, Sir, will deny that, in former

Parliaments, this Houſe has been filled

will mercenary Wretches, who ſold their

Birth-rights, and from being born frce,

became Slaves to their Purchaſers; and,

if it cannot be denied that former Parlia.

ments have been corrupted, future ones

may; and therefore it is the Duty of a

§: Parliament to provide Laws, iſ poſ.

ible, to prevent whatmuſt ſap the Found

ation of our Liberties, and deſtroy the

very Being and Intent of Parliaments,

To tell the Gentlemen of this Houſe of

Commons, that a large Number of Places

may not create an Influence, would be to

impoſe upon their Underſtanding, part:

£ularly when the Members hold them, no

Honger than they vote according to the

Diºrates of the Miniſter. No, Sir, Gen

tlemen know, that to receive from $ool.

to 2 or 3oool, per Ann, muſt be a Bia

over Members Votes, unleſ; in a Parliń.

ment of equal Virtue with this ; and, if

as many Places remain to be diſpoſed of

amongſt the Members in future Parlia

ments, as there are now, with the pecu

niary Influence that might alſo be added,

what may not be the Conſequence, if

ever England has the Misfortune to have

a bad King 2

Then, Sir, if there be a wicked and

ambitious Miniſter, the Diſtributer of Cor

ruption, he might raiſe himſelf a Faàion,

that would ſcreen and ſupport him and his

deſtructive Meaſures, to the Ruin of their

Country: For no Controul on his Aćtions,

or Juſtice on himſelf for his Crimes could

be hoped for, when thoſe that were to be

his Judges, were Partakers of his Booty,

and ſhared with him the Spoils of their

C Country.—Parliaments then, Sir, would

only be ſummoned to grant Money; but

its Miſapplication could never be made

out, or any Redreſs of Grievances ex

pećted, when every Light, or Proof, that

might be, called for, would be ſure to

meet a Negative.

What Difference would there be (as to

9 any Advantages the Nation could reap by
it) between a Parliament of Great Britain

and thoſe of France, if the Members of a

Britiſh Parliament, by ſelling themſelves

fºr the Lucre of their Places, became

equally ſubſervient to the deſpotick Will

and Pleaſure of the Prince on the Throne?

E. We then ſhould be told here, as they are

there, in Anſwer to all Attempts of Ad

vice or Remonſtrances to the Crown for

the Gºod of the People, Sic volo, ſº ju

beo, flat pro ratione voluntas.

If ever, Sir, there ſhould be ſuch a

Parliament as I have been mentioning, as

there ſurely muſt be ſooner or later, it

Court Influence is to prevail in it, what

then beeomes of all our boaſted Liberty,

all thoſe valuable Privileges, that were

ſupported at the Expence of ſo much

Blood and Treaſure ?

: Tho' I muſt own, were we always ſure

of as good and grácious a King on the

G Throne as we are bleſt with at preſent,

or that his Succeſſors would equal the pre

ſent Heir apparent, who, by the many

princely Virtues and Qualifications he #

endowed with, preſages the Happineſs

we may expe&t one Day or other to en

jºy under his Reign, there would be no

fear of our Conſtitution being endanger:

ed. But as our Liberties may notº

be as ſecure as at this happy Junétuº

this Bāl is to prevent, in fifure Timº,

thºſe Influences, thatmay be their º:

H

ig

ºliº
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And I will venture to ſay, there never

was a Bill more wiſhed for by the People

of England in general, than this; they

well know how far Corruption has and

may hurt this Nation, nor are they igno

iii., rant how much larger Number of Place

º, men there is in this I Houſe of Commons,

than ever was in any former, nor what it

coſt the Nation to ſupport them, and that

hiſ it is ſtill increaſing. Not but that I am

perſuaded,they are as throughly convince

it ed as I, and every Gentleman that hears

(, me, that Places have no Influence in this

it. Houſe of Commons.

miſſ The Nature of this Bill is ſo well un

# derſtood, and has been ſo well explained,

diº by the Gentleman that moved for Leave

C. to bring it in, that I need ſay very little

:::: upon that Point; it being no Ways in

tended, if it comes into the Committee,

in this Houſe, and enjoy the Offices

of State, Treaſury, Adiniralty, Board of

ſ: Trade, and what other Places the Com

mittee may judge neceſſary to have the

Blanks in the Bill filled up with.

I will now take Notice of the two chief

Objećtions made by the hon. Gentleman

againſt this Bill. As to the firſt, where

he ſays, that preventing the Places being

diſpoſed of amongſt the Members of the

Hºuſe of Commons, would be throwing

them into the Houſe of Lords, and there.

by make that Houſe too powerful; it can

have no Foundation from what fell from

bring in the Bill; for they propoſed that

abºve too of the great Places ſhould re

main in the Houſe of Commons as at pre

ſent; and therefore, thoſe that make up

the 200 now in the Houſe, intended to be

excluded by this Bill, would be ſuch as

none of the Lords would accept of.

Hardſhip that a Gentleman who, thro'

." his Mefit, might be preferred by the

W! Crown to a Place czéepted by this Bill

tº ſhould be debarred the Service he might

do his Country in Parliament, when by

ſº the Laws now in heing, after his accept

he can ſit; I Anſwer firſt, that there is

nºthing new in the Legiſlature deciding

by Law, who is proper or not proper to

fit in the Houſe of Commons; for let a

Man be worth a Million of Money, unleſs

he has 3col, a Year in Land, or iſſuing

ont of Lands, he is debarred a Seat in

this Hºuſe; which, conſidering the great

Property, and Merit he might be Maſter

of may be thought a Hardſhip. -

The ſame Hardſhips may be complain

tº of by the Commiſſioners ºf the CH
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ſtoms and Exciſe, as well as ſeveral other

Officers who hold Places, and by Law are

debarred a Seat in this Houſe; and as the

Fear of Influence was the Occaſion ofthoſe

Exceptions, why may it not be as rea

ſonable now for the Parliament, for the

ſame Cauſe, to paſs a Bill to prevent a

Houſe of Commons being filled with a

much larger Number of Placemen, than

were ever heard of in former Times?

And as to the ſecond Part of this Ob

jećtion, I can only add, that the Legiſla

ture which enaćted, that a Member who

B accepted of a Place, ſhould be re-choſen,

to be ſure, meant well, and, by the by,

ſhews that it thºught a Place might in

fluence the Member that accepted it, and

therefore judged it not fit he ſhould any

longer ſit in the Houſe, unleſs thoſe who

had formerly entruſted him to repreſent

but that People of Merit may have Seats C them, and were ſuppoſed beſt to know

his Honour and Integrity, could rely on

him afterwards. -

But alas, Sir, how far does this anſwer

the Intent, when moſt of the Placemen

may be choſe for Boroughs they never

ſaw, and where their Names, till the

Time of the Election, were never heard

of by their Ele&tors, or elſe for ſuch venal

Boroughs, that would prefer a Placeman,

thinking he would be beſt able to bribe

them

I ſhall beg Leave, in a very few Words,

to give one farther. Reaſon why this Bill

is even more neceſſary at preſent, than in

the Gentlemen that moved for Leave to E former Times, and that is, becauſe Par

liaments are choſen for 7 Years; and, I

think, I may draw my Argument from

an Obſervation I have made on a Policy

uſed in the military Governments abroad,

which may equally ſerve for the preſent

Queſtion.

There, whenever a Prince gariſons a

As to his ſecond Objećtion, that it is a F fortified Town, whoſe only Security in it

is the Troopshe has placed there, he never

entruſts them to ſtay above 2 or 3 Years

at fartheſt, well knowing the Danger that

might enſue, if they and the Towns-men

ſhould grow too intimate: So, Sir, a Par

Hament, that is deſigned as a Guard to

ing the Place, he is to be re-choſen before G the Liberty of the People, againſt any

Encroachments of the Crown, is much

more liable to be corrupted when choſen

for 7 Years, than it could have been, as

fºrmerly, when annual, or but for 3

Years. For in that Lergth of Time, the

Crown may find Ways of being more in

timate with its Parliament, than conſiſts

with the Safety of the People.

I finall add but one Reaſon more, wh

I ſhall be for this Bill, and that is, becauſe

I am required by my Conſtituents, who,

“I think, have a Right to direčf thoſe that

repre
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repreſent them; and, as they themſelves

are above being corrupted, ſo no wonder

they ſhould wiſh to ſee a Bill paſs, that

they hope may prevent Corruption: And I

am not aſhamed to own, that the In

#rućtions I have in my Pocket will

weigh, with me, and don't in the leaſt

doubt but that thºſe Gentlemen, who op

pºſe this Bill, will find the Weight of
theirs in their Pockets.

If a Bill of this Nature is never to paſs

I will fretel,—That as under the Shew

and Mask of Religion, the moſt wicked

Things have been executed, ſo under the B Trowmen,

£peciºus Name ºf Parliament, no longer

the Guardian of the People but a Miniſte

rial Tool, England will be enſlaved.

The Speech of the Right Hon. , the L–d

P-? G–G E, againſ? the Bill for

Regiſtering of Seamen.

S I R, ,

} HAVE attended to the reading of

this Bill, and am confident, that did

the Gentlemen, who brought it in, ſee the

Conſequences of it in the fine Light as I

do, and indeed almoſt every Body, that

ever I heard ſpeak of it, they never

would have done it.

The Bill is no more than almoſt an ex

aćt Copy of the Ordinances for the Sea

Service, made uſe of in a neighbouring

Kingdom, without conſidering the diffe

yc mt Effects of its Operation in a free

Country and an arbitrary one.

them; but alſo, thereby tº give the

Čºwn a further Power of influencing ºf

the Eiffin, throughºut England. Both

which points, beſides the ditreſſing, of

aii Trade, which muſt ruin the Natiºn,

I ſhall endeavour to make out from the

A Bij.

To prove that the Scope of this Bill is
toº ſuch a Number of his Majeſty's

free-born Subješi, 'twill be ſufficient to

quote the véry Words of it, which ſet

forth, That all Seannen, Fiſhermen, Ligh

termen, Bargemen, Keelmen, Boatmen,

ºttermen, and ALL of HER

his Majeſty's Subječts within the King

dom of Great Britain, &c. who get their

Livelihood by going to Sca, or by follow

ing any Buſineſs upon the Water, being,

as I ſuppoſe is intended by this Bill, of

the Age of 13 Years or upwards, but un

cder the Age of 49, ſhall be regiſtered,
in Purſuance of this Act, and obliged

to ſerve his Majeſty, his Heirs, and Suc.

ceſſors, in the Royal Navy, when, and as

they reſpectively ſhall be ſummoned or

wanted thereto, by the reſpective Offi

cers appºinted and to be appointed, by

Virtue, and in Purſuance of this Aét.

Not ſatisfied, Sir, with the Arbitrari

neſs of this Clauſe, the Bill goes on far

ther, and ſays, That if any Perſºn re

quired, or liable to be regiſtered, in Pur.

ſuance, or within the Meaning of this

4é, ſhall negle: or refuſe to be regi
ſtered accordingly, within the Times

I have ºfcn been in France; and by E herein after limited; every Perſºn ſo offend.

niy Acquaintance there, with thoſe who
afé at the Head of Marine Affairs, had

Opportunity of making myſelf thoroughly

Maſter of cne of the fineſt regulated

Plans for an arbitraryCountry; which is,

their Method of legiſtering their Seamen

and manning their Fleets; andtho'no Man

there is to regiſter himſelf, as preſcribed

by this Bill, ºr is ever impreſs'd, yet; if

2: any Time the King of France gives his
Orders to have his Fleet mann'd, in ſix

Wecks Time, with 20 or 3oooo Seamen,

*'s perfºrmed to ; very Day: But this pro

ceeds from the good Uſage and Encou

raggment the Sailors meet with there.

As to the Bill before us, give me Leave

to ſay, it is the waſ flagrant barefac'd

Attempt upon the Liberties, of his Maje

ity’s Subjećr throughout all his Dosii

NioNs, that ever was brought into Par

liament: But I ſhali ſpeak of it only as

it relates to England.
r

"Where, in the firſt Place, it is not only H

to enſlave, for the beſt Fart of their Lives,

upwards ºf one hundred and fifty thou

ſand free-born Subječ, and to inveſt the
CRowN with an abſolute Power over

ing ſhall be puniſhed with DEATH (be

ing the Puniſhment, I ſuppoſe, intended

by this Bill) ſo that theſe poor People are

to be hanged, if they do not come of

their own accord to be enrolled Slaves.

Now, Sir, I would defy even Kouli Kan

to ſend a more arbitrary Mandate to any

of his conquered Countries, than this

Bill would be, if paſſed into a Law. But

lºt us lay aſide the enſlaving Part, and

conſider the Conſequences that would
ariſe from the Bill. -

In the firſt Place, all our Seafaring

Men, who are naturally of a roving Diſ:

G pºſition, will, when under ſo ſevere a

Bondage, let no Oppºrtunity eſcape them

of , running away from theſe Officers,

and of taking Réfuge in foreign Coun

tries, where there are no Laws to confin

them to an involuntary Serviçº. -

In the next Place, it.#eff &tually

deſtroy all future Nurſeries of Seamen;

for what Parents will bind out their hil

dren to ſea aring People, or to thoſe who

fºllow any Buſineſs on the Water, when

they know It is the infallible Means to

£7/?ave, them for the beſt Part of their

Lives,
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1.ives, and, poſſibly, to deprive them

ſelves of Support from their. Children,

Thould they want it in their old Age 2

By theſe Means, and the Reſtraints

likewiſe, by this Bill laid on Merchant

Ships being fitted out, not only the great- A

eſt Part of our foreign Trade might be

loſt; but alſo all our inland Trade on na

vigable Rivers, muſt ſuffer from the ſame

Reaſons. And,

In Time cf War, I dare ſay, no Mer

chant Ships wºuld be mann'd, without

the owners firſtbribing one of theſe new

appointed Officers: Nor, would any one B

of theſe poor enregiſtered Slaves ever be

able to obtain Leave to go any Voyage

for the Supprt of themſelves and Fami

lics, without firſt paying a Gratuity; the

Bill ſaying, they are not to move from

their Places of Reſidence, without Leave

of their Officers.

But now, Sir, let us conſider what a

Sct of Officers, (the chief of whom, I

ſuppoſe, will be brought into Parliament

to add to the Number of Placemen) are

to be diſperſed throughout every County

in England, as well as in the ſeveral Di

ſtrićts of caeh County, who would be as

abſolute there as any of the Grand Signi. D

or's Baſhaws ; and then ſee, whether this

will not make out my ſecond Objećtion

to this Bill, viz. the Influence they muſt

have on Elections. For,

*The Bill ſays, . That all the Dºminions

of the Crown of Great Britain ſhall be

divided and diſtinguiſhed into different E

and diſtinét Diviſions, and that each of the

ſaid Diviſions ſhall be ſubdividcq into ſo

many inferior or ſubordinate Diſtrićts, as

theÉ. High Admiral of Great Britain,

or Commiſſioners for executing the Office

ºf Lord High Admiral of Great Britain,

by Inſtruments or Writing under the
Seal of the Office of Admiralty, ſhall re- F

ſpectively order and appoint. This, Sir,

confirms what I ſaid, as to the Number

of Officers that, would be diſperſed

throughout the Kingdom.

.Now, Sir, I ſhall ſhew you from the

Bill, under whoſe Command they would

have been ; it being therein declared, G

That the ſeveral CŞfficers to be ap

pºinted as aforeſaid, ſhall from Time to

Time, and at all Times, be ſubjećt to the

Government, Dire&tion, Superintenden

cy, and Controul of the Lord High Ad

miral, cr Commiſſioners fr executing

the ſaid Office; and that it ſhall be lawfu

for them, at all Times, to nominate, ap-H

pºint, remove, diſplace, and ſubſtitute

ſuch Officers and Servants, as ſhall, to

tºm, ſeem neceſſary and expedient.

This, Sir, plainly proves, that the

Admiralty muſt have; abſolute Command

over the Officers deſigned to controul theſe

poor enregiſtered Slaves; and as nobody

can deny, but that the Miniſter, or at

leaſt the Crown, has the entire Command

of the Admiralty, of Conſequence the

Crown would have the Power to influ

ence moſt of the Ele&tions in England, by

cauſing thoſe who are enregiſtered, and

have Votes for any County or Borough,

to be either ſent abroad or kept at home,

as may beſt ſerve its Purpoſes. By what

I have ſaid, I think I have clearly demon

ſtrated the Power this Bill gives the Crown

over all the Elećtions in England.

The Bill, indeed, ſays, that theſe Offi

cers ſhall always ſelečt and make Choice

of thoſe, who, from Teſtimonials and

Certificates, ſhall appear to have been

longeſt out of the ſaid Service : But what

C Penalty does the Bill fix on the Officer, if

he does not ? Why, none at all. But,

Suppoſe there was a Penalty,- what

would it ſº ? Would not the Officer

eaſily avoid it, and for the ſake ºf a Gra

tuity, or with a View to Ele&tions, let

them ſlay at home, whoſe Turn it was to

go abroad, under the Pretence of being

fick or lame * The Truth of which, if

enquired into, would always be confirmed

by the Perſons favoured. Thus he would

be ſcreen'd, from the Neceſſity he ſhould

lie under of ſending his Quota of Men,

by ſupplying the Deficiency ºf theſe oc

caſional ſick and lame Men, from among

ſuch as were not in Turn to go into the

Service. And then, Sir, every Man who

had a Vote, or who he knew would give

it contrary to his Direáions, would cer

tainly not be forgot to be ſent out of the

Way.

I have taken the Liberty of troubling

this Houſe with only two Objećtions to

this Bill; but were it not for treſpaſſing

too much upon their Patience, I cºuld

oint them out twenty others; tho' what I

ave already obſerved, is morethan ſuffici

ent to determine me againſt # committing

of a Bll, the Baſis ºf which is the Sia

very of free-born Sulješff.

N. B. As our Readers may deſire to ſee what

could be ſaid for ſo extraordinary a Bill, in

Anſwer to the above Sprech, we hºpe next

Month to gratify their Curioſity.

*:::::::::::::::::::###############

common ºne, june 7. Nº 74.

Political Extrati: from The Inſtitutiºn of

a Prince. (Se: p. 54.

THE Author, ſpeaking of the Chargéler

of Royalty, and the Duty of a Prince,

hath the following Scºtinents : A
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A Prince truly deſerving to govern, is

the moſt valuable Preſent which Heaven

can make to the World.

On the other ſide, Princes are rarely

inſtrućted in their Duty; they give them

felves up to the Pleaſure of governing,

without informing themſelves of the juſt

Bounds of their Authority. Pride, the

ſecret Poiſon of Sovereign Power, hinders

them from ſeeking good Counſel, or

from following it when it is given them:

They adopt the Errors of thoſe who flat

ter them ; they grow indifferent towards

Truth, or perhaps look upon it as their

Enemy ; they prefer the Tinſel and out

ward Shew of Royalty, to the true and

ſolid Grandeur thereof: Thus they ſink

under the Majeſty of the auguſt Place they

fill, and ſhew nothing but the external

,Trappings which belong to it : They live

and die without knowing the original

Deſign or lawful Uſe of their Power; C to the Eyes

they are Strangers, their whole Lives,

both to their own Dominions and their

sown People, of whoſe Wants they are

3. whoſe Good they neglečt, whoſe

Complaints they deſpiſe, and, being oc

cupied only with themſelves and their

own private Intereſts, neglect all other

Duties. - ... D

The Author cites a Paſſage of Şulius

Vopiſtus, in his Life of the Emperor Au

relian, concerning thoſe Cauſes which

render Kings bad, viz. too much Li

berty, diſhoneſt Favourites, fooliſh and

qhe GestleMan', MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

of his Elevation, he will find, that his

Grandeur is no Part of himſelf; that it is

only an external Thing lent to him; that

he hath not the Property of it within

himſelf. He will find out, that the higher

A he is rais'd above other Meh, the leſs does

that Elevation belong to him; becauſehe

hath nothing he can call his own, but
what is natural to other Men: He will

know, that Royalty is a Condition ſº

reign to him, and that he muſt be greatly

deceived, if he ſhould make a Judgment

of himſelf, by what is ſeparated from

B him. Theſe Reflections will produce

others : He will know, that Royalty can

give a Man no Advantage eitfier ofMind

or Body; that it is not the ſame Thing as

Merit; that it is not always accompanied

with Virtue and Wiſdom; that it mends

no Faults: On the contrary, it ſerves of.

ten to multiply them, and expoſes them

ºthe Publick; and that this

Grandeur, which raiſes him above all

Men, brings him below great Numbers of

them, when he hath nothing great be.

longing to him but his Power. -

A Prince ſometimes carries an affected

and ſtately Out-ſide, to cover a poor and

miſerable Mind within: This falſe Ap.

paratus may ſerve to deceive himſelf, but

deceives nobody elſe. Whoever is worthy

to rule ſhould always bear in Mind that

Maxim of Alexander Severus, one of the

greateſt of the Roman Emperors, Imperi

um in Pirtute effº., Virtue and Merit gºve

infamous Courtiers, and an Ignorance of Dignity to Sovereigns. Princes are often

publick Affairs. too full of their Grandeur, they neverlay

To be a Sovereign, is to belong to the E aſide the Air of Command, they never

People or to the Commonwealth. He

that is born to govern, is born for others;

for no Man has a Right to command o

thers but for their Good (who would ex

pe&#ſch Sentiments from a French Author

And a Prieſ; 2) It is the Baſis of a Prince's

Eſtabliſhment not to belong to himſelf; F
the Charaćier of their Grandeur confifts

in belonging to the People. . We may ſay

of them as of all great Luminaries which

are placed on high, that they may give

Light to all Things. It is doing them an
Injury to confine them within the narrow

deſcend from the Throne. Theſe haughty

Manners ſhut up the Heart, and confine

the Thoughts. Where there is no Li.

berty, there can be no Confidence; and

when a wiſe and diſintereſted Man is kept

in Awe, he may be apt to think that he

is looked upon as a Lacquey, not as a

Friend. Princes are ſometimes better

pleas'd with a Man that they can treat as

ill as they pleaſe, than tº a generous ſell

fible Man who cannºt bear ill Uſage:

They are offended at the Delicacy of the

laſt, which they miſtake for Pride. To

Bºunds of their own Perſonal Intereſt; G cringe and conſent to every Thing they

...they fink into the Obſcurity of a private

Condition whenever thcy extend their

.views to any Thing leſs than the univer

ſal Good of the State; they muſt defend

the Weak from Oppreſſion; they muſt

; find out Virtue and Merit, and draw it

out of thoſe Obſcurities where Providence I

hath ſometimes placed it, and puniſh the

Pride and Injuſtice of the Great and

Powerful.

If a Prince will look into the Principics

like, they conſtrue to be Obedience: They

are offended at a contrary Diſpoſition, not

knowing that it proceeds from Virtue.

Can-thoſe have Friends who do not love

others, or do they deſerve to have any?

It is more fºr Want of Friendſhip, that

Princes cannot have Friends, than becauſe

they are not to be found. When they

have no Views but to their own private

Intereſt, they deſerve to be ſerv’d by

nonc but theſe that imitate them. . ,
- Prince
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Princes rarely come at Truth, becauſe

they do not ſeek it with Care. Thoſe

abºut them conſpire to hide it from them,

becauſe their Intereſt lies in their Miſ

takes, and they are combined with thoſe

who find their Profit in blinding their

Eyes, or that they are afraid of truſting

aSecret to his Prudence,upon which

they cannot rely; theſe laſt Conſiderati

ons reſtrain the Tongues of Men of Senſe.

Thus Princes rarely hear any Thing pro

fitable right, or ſalutary: All the Ideas

which are preſented to them are falſe,

God and Evil change their Names in

their Preſence, the moſt ſeducing Diſ

courſes are fortified with the moſt ſedu

cing Examples, all the Avenues leading to

Truth are ſhut up, the Prince contributes

to deceiving himſelf, and others are oblig

ed to leave him in his Error.

How ſhould a Prince,who conſults none

but his Miniſters and Courtiers, avoid

thoſe Snares laid for him by a Kind of

Conſpiracy of thoſe in the firſt Employ

ments, who are obliged to keep Terms

with one another, in order to conceal

from him what he ought to know. In

Spight of their private Jealouſies, their

ſecret Hatreds, and little Intereſt, they

will unite to engroſs Affairs, and confine

all Favours to themſelves; ſo that they

keep him a Kind of Priſoner within that

ºw Circle where they have encloſed

III].
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Tº the Right Hon. the Lord High Treaſurer
of GREAT BRIT A 1 N.

My Lord,

A I Preſume to give your Lordſhip this

- Trouble, to acquaint you, 3 having an

Ambitiºn to ſerve in ; enſuing Parliament,

I humbly deſire your Lordſhip will pleaſe

to accept of my Reſignation of my Office

as Commiſioner of the Stamp Revenue.

I ſhould bave done this ſooner, but that

B I heard the Commiſſion was paſſig with

out my Name in it, and I would not be

guilty of the Arrogance of reſigning what

I could not hold: But having heard this

fince contradićted, I am oblig'd to give it

up, as with great Humility I do by this

preſent Writing. Give me Leave, on this

Occaſion, to ſay ſomething as to my late

Condućt, with relation to the late Men in

Power, and to aſſure you whatever I have

done, ſaid or writ, has proceeded from

no other Motive, but the Love of what I

think Truth. For, merely as to my own

Affairs, I could not wiſh any Man in the

Adminiſtration rather than yourſelf, who

D favour thoſe that become your Depen

dants, with a greater Liberality of Heart

than any Man I have ever before obſerv’d.

When I had the Honour of a ſhort Con

verſation with you, you were pleaſed not

only to ſignify to me, that I ſhould re

main in this Office, but to add, that if I

That Princes may not be deceiv'd in E would name to you one of more Value,

the Choice of Friends, the Author gives

the Charaćter of one, viz. He will not

ask, or make Pretenſions for himſelf, his

Family, nay, not for his Friends. Favour

will not change him, the Confidence

which the Prince places in him will leave

him juſt the ſame Man it found him, nor

will he endeavour to preſerve that Favour

by any other Methods than that by which

he merited it at firſt.

From Common Senſe, June 14. Nº 175.

Tº the Author of CoMMon Sense.

Have often wonder'd how Men that

pretend to paſs for good Husbands,

fº Fathers, and good Neighbours,

ould become the Tools of a wicked

Miniſter:-I think it cannot be accounted

fºr; but either by a corrupt Heart, or the

Want of Commón Senſe.

While I was thinking of this, I met
with a #: written by Sir Richard

Štětle to the Lord Treaſurer oxford, which

| here ſend you, and beg you will pub

liſh it, for the Uſe of our preſent S:t of
Cèmen.

which would be more commodious to me,

you would favour me in it. . I am going

out of any particular Dependance on your

Lordſhip, and will tell you, with the

Freedom of an indifferent Man, that it is

impoſſible for any Man, who thinks, and

F has any publick Spirit, not to tremble at

ſeeing his Country in its preſent Circum

ſtances in the Hands of ſo daring a Genius

as yours. If Incidents ſhould ariſe that

ſhould place your own Safety, and what

ambitious Men call Greatneſs, in a Ba

lance againſt the general Good, our All

depends upon your Choice under ſuch a

G Temptation. You have my hearty and

fervent Prayers to Heaven, to avért all

ſuch Dangers from you. I thank your

Lordſhip for the Regard and Diſtinčtion

which you have at ſundry Times ſhew’d

me, and wiſh you, while you ſtudy your

Country's Safety, all Happineſs and Pro

Hſperity. Share, my Lord, your good

Fortune with whom you will, while it

laſts, you will want no Fricnds; but ifany

adverſe Day happens to you, and I live to

ſee it, you will find I think myſelf obliged

to be your Friend and Advocate. This is

talking in a ſtrange Dialett from a private
Q o - Mary

Bloomsbury. Square, june 4, 1713.
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Man to the Firſt of a Nation ; but to de
fire only a little, exalts a Man’s Condition

to a Level with thoſe who want 3 gºat

ideal. But I beg your Lordſhip's Paidon,

and am with great Reſpect, - -

My Lºrd, - -

Tºur Lordſhip’s moſt ºbedient

and mºſt humble Servant,

RichARD STEELE,

The craftſman, June 14. Nº. 728.

TH: Ward Government ſignifies a goºd

Order andCommand exerciſed by Fewjor

the Service and Prote:#ion,0ſ. the Whole.

Ry:Governors I do not mean the ſimple and

ńdividual Perſºn of the Prince orfirſt Ku

jºys in his or their Natural Capacity, but

branched out into Miniſters, with all the

iºuriant Excreſcences calºd Placemen, with

their ſubordinate Ramifications and Twigſ

of office. The firſt Rºſler and his immed.

Ate "Mºnifiers are obliged in Honour and

Conſcients, without Regard to Affinity or

private Views, to depice the Mahºgetherit

ºf public Affairs to ſuch Men wider them,
Jºſe Charačer fºr Prudence, Honour and

intºgrity, has rénder'd them exemplary in
private Life. I conceive, further, that the

%igh Emplºyments ought to be kept fººt and
independiet of each other,and that a Chan

ceiðr, Treaſurer, General, Admiral, Se

cretary, ought to diff ſeparately and diſtinë
ºly, and that no one ought to have 4 Preke

ºminence over the reſt, unleſ; what

State, which will not often happen where the

Picº are fil’d with Men ºf the great
Abºlitieſ. Were we to ſcrutimize into the

Conduff of a Miniſter who would advance

h; Authority in prejudice to that Equili

brium which ought fobe preſerv'dºft
-counſelors, it may perhaps appear that he
doth not advance his own Authority ſo much

as he debaſes that of otherſ. Fºr allowin

º, Endeavours to be crowned withº:

ºil he be left a free Agent? Or, ſhould
it be poſſiblejor him to repent, and have it

## inclinations to do good, which is ab:

ſurd toſuppoſe, can he have it in his Power?

He may indeed borrow Power from his Ma

fter to oppreſs, and miſlead him into arbi

%rary Meaſures; Aut ſet Deffrºm threaten

in any Shape, dire he diſpute againſt abſº

it cºmmands & Dºrff a Wolſey or a Maž3

rine provoke the Alger of their Monarch by

ºring, unpleaſing Coxmſelf? Wºere would

. ... the Åſen of Charačer, the high Officers

of State, to aid andanºmate, to remonſtrate

ind enforce? I have been more immediately

led into theſe Thoughts (ſays M. D'anvers)

by rºading over ſome French Memoirſ,

written at the beginning of the laſt Century,

Wiſdom.

and Experience may give in a Council ºf

relating to the Catafirophe of that9”#; the Dukeº: [See Pºl. W.;

#23.j, but particularly a Letter ºriº.”
the Duke of Epernon to Lewis the 13th, a

little before the other's Exit. -

Tººferrer is written with ſº wºrth/4

Spirit, with ſo true a Dignity, and ſº bold
A Dºcency, that it would be injuffice tº the

noble Author to mention it, without régiº

ingºt. But it may not be improperſºftº
give a ſhort Charāfter of that great Man,

from the Hiſtory of his Life.

"The Duč of £fternon was of the Houſe ºf

B la Valette, one of the moſt illuſtrious Fami

lies of Gaſcony; ſ antient that it wa; ſºft

ſinued by a Tůain ºf Anceſtors in the Male

Line for five hundred rºars; many of whº

aftinguiſh'd themſelve; by their nobleA

chievements. Aſ to his perſonal Endºw.

ments, He was temperate, wiſe, and hravº,

even to an extremity. He had a natural,

and expreſſive Eloquence; ſo that in him

were fºund all the Requiſites to form a great

Man. He was early bred to Arms, 4

continued long in the Uſe of them; fºr War

was the Science, which beft ſuited his high

Genius. By Turns he was the Favouritº

rather, by Turns he was in Favour with ſº

Dºveral ſucceſſive Princes; and if we may give

any Credit to the Author, who write; his

Life, no Nobleman was ever more courted

by different Adminiſtrations than he waſ,

But his Nature was ill-faſhioned for the

Erwnings of a Court; and no Miniſter cºuld
engagehim in Meaſures derogatory to his H

E mour, or what he thought deſtraffive to the

real Intereſt ºf the Crºwn, in the Service of

which he had ſhed much of his Blond, thºugh

'at different Period, he was, by the natural

gall of Self-Defence, forced tº arm him.

ſelf againſ; various Štate Attacks. Th;

Regard he had to Truth will be maniff

F fº his open and undiſguiſed Sentimentº,
1 which he would ſcarce haveº in

ſuch plain Terms to his Sovereign, had he

not been well affired of his Faff. We like

wiſe ſee that no Name could daunt him,
from making proper jº"; where

he found his Right invadéd. The Perſºn

allided to in the Letter, was the Dukº ºf

G Angres, a Perſon widely different from the

Duke of Epernon, in ibndſ every Q.

cation; yet had that Minión of Powº, by

his Tricks and Cabals, ſo far prevailedº;
to drive the Perſons of the ºft Rank

from the º Preſence, even the Print:
of the Bloºd—I will nºw produce the

H Lºtter itſelf, as tranſlated by Cotton.

‘. ... I have hitherto, Sir, preſerved
Hands clean, my Conſcience ancorrupt,

my Reputation entire, and my Fºliº

“without Reproach; I have never cºnſpirº

‘ but to do you Service. Neither dº I
‘mſelf
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" myſelf guilty of the leaſt Thought diſtom
g# to the Duty I owe toº:§

‘ and your Crown; and although I am not

‘ ‘ſed with that Equity, nor rewarded with

‘ that Gratitude, which (without Preſum

‘ption) I conceive, I have deſerved, and
g w

that every Day I find ſomething attempt.

‘ edupon my Qftees, by the Diminution and

“cutting off their juſt andº: Privileges

• (which were ever preſerved inviolable to

‘me, during the Reign of the late King your

: Father) yet nothing Sir, can prevail with B

“Me abºve my Duty; neither is there any

‘ſ ill Uſage, nor ſo ſenſible Unkindneſs, that

* can hinder Me from perſevering to do well,

‘ being reſolved to the laſt Hour of my Life,

to cºnquer any juſ Reſentments.I mayhave,

‘to forget all thoſe Injuries, for which I
‘ can obtain no Satisfaction, but at the Pub.

* lick Expences, a Reſºlution, Sir, in which C

‘ Iam infinitely fortify'd# the firm Belief

A

* I have, that all the Diſgraces I receive,

‘ and all the foul Play continually prac

‘tiſed againſt Me, proceed from nº Diſaf.

* fºom your Majeſty hath conceived againſt

“my Perſon, I know, Sir, that being natu

* rally quick-ſighted, to diffinguiſh between

‘your#.Sirvants, andyour true, you have D

“ever honoured me with your Favour. But

: I have this Obligation to thoſe who are

| Enemies to your Crown, that they have

upºn all Océaſºns diſcovered Themſelves

: to be particularly ſo to Me, and have en

deavoured, by their Artifice, to repreſent

* Things otherwiſe to your*#. than they

: really are, tº refrain the Liberty of your E

own Royal Diſpoſition from obeying the

* natural Inclination Tºu have to love and

... thºriſh goodMen, that as much as in them

lies, They may alienate your Majeſty's good

9pinion from ſuch, as by their long and

... faithful Services have deſerved the beſt

Room in your Heart. ... I hope, Sir, never

theleſ, that Truth will one Day prevailin

... your Rºyal Breaft over thoſe little Arts,

... and that your Mäjeſty will then he pleaſed

to diffingºſh your true aud faithful Ser

“vants from ſuch as, authorized by your

, Name and Pretence, oppreſs your People,

invade your4; and continually

. diffurb joir Majeſty's Peace, by their inor

‘dinate and unruly Ambition.

The Writer of the Duke's Life, in the Pa

G

I have the rather inſerted the expreſ;

Wral of this Letter, that you may ſee ºf:
ter what manner the Duke tºok hiſ P. f.

‘grace, and how he behaved himſelf for
‘ward; his Enemies, notwithſtanding they H

‘ carried the whole Favour and Sºgy, of

the Cºurt; the Mareſthal d'Ancre being

: manifftly pointed at in the Diſpatch'. . .

... Perhapſ, it may be ſºme Safi fatiion º
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the Curioſity of People unacquainted with

the Hiſtory of France, to know how theſe
two Noblemen endedtheir Days. Th:Maré

ſchald'Ancre was not long after bºtheking's

Command, aſſiſſinated within the Gaº

of the Louvre; by which Faà, though the

King relieved his Subjeńs from the Oppreſ

ſon of that wicked and rapacious Miniſter,

he denied them the Satisfi'iism, of calling

him before aTribunal of jiffice; ſº that as he

died by an avow’dBreach of L'berty as any

He himſelf had adviſed, his illegal Death

could be of ſmall Conſolation to the Subjeś,

though it is an admirable Leſſon to thoſe

Slaves of Power, who are willing to make

all Things bend to the Pleaſure of the Prince.

The Duke of Epernon died in the 88th rºar

of his Age, in a ſort of honourable Impriſon- .

ment by Richlieu, and his Son was bâniſhed

the Kingdom. -

Though I have already brought this noble

Dake to his End, I cannot leave him with

ont relating another Circumſtance of his

Life; for I am never more delighted, than

when I can ſhew what the Condità of No

blemen ought to be by their own Behavioar,

he took an Opportunity of complaining to

Henry the 4th of Francé, of the partial

Diſtribution of the Finances, with regard

to ſome Stations and Garriſºns under his

Command, which provoked the King to the

following ſevere Reproof.

‘ rou are perverſe and importunate, and

‘ſeek all Ofcaſins to diſpleaſe ºne. And

you would have done mé a greater Kind

‘ meſ; to have kept ſtill at the Diſtance yºu

‘ was at, than to come into any#.

‘ only to effºnd Me, and I have long obſerv'd

‘ that you do not love me.”

Tö which the Duke inflamtly reply'd,

* Sir, Your Majeſty hath not a more faith

• ful S.bječ than myſelf in your Kingdom ;

‘ and I had rather die than do any Thºng,

“ the leaſt Particle, contrary to my Dºty.

• But, Sir, for what concerns. Friendſhip,

“ your Majeſty knows very well That if a

“Thing not to be acquired but by Friend

ſhip. -

The QPaiip &^36tte‘, June 14,

As a Letter dated at Tom's Coffee

Houſe, Cornhill, from S. Export,

containing ſome valuable Cbſervations

on Exchange in France, which he info

duces with a few Remarks to this Effººt :

That as our Commerce with Spain filſ:

niſhed us with Bullion to not only diſ
charge the Ballanoe of Trade, which, is

neceſſarily againſt us in ſome Countries,

as France, Sweden, and Norway, but to

turn the Courſe of Exchange in our tº:
voſīr, ſo he hopesº offlºwSº

ar; - a ſpeedy End to the W* *
periors wº puta ipecay bctor
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before the enriching Current of the Spa.

miſh Trade be wholiy in Poſleſion of our

Rivals. * .

OF EXC H A N G E,

Extraffed from a French Book, intitled,

Eſſai Politique ſur le Commerce, which

the Engliſh Reader may aptly apply to

Air own Country.

E.g.: is a Manner of remitting Mo

ney from one Place to another by Bill,

which direéts how 'tis to be paid.—The

Par of Exchange confiſts in receiving at

mies. Thus ſuppoſe that the Exchang'; .

with Holland ſhould become diſadyāºr

jo us, either by ſome national Diſºrs:
dir, as aforeſaid, or uſurious Loans, then

ji the Art or Management of Exchanges
would prove ineffectual,º detri

mental; and in ſuch Caſe

beſt Remedy could be to pay off the Debt

in Specie. •

Theſe Propoſitions, viz. That the Aſt

of Exchangers ought never to be recºrd

to for ſupporting Exchange, and, That
Moncy in Specie ought to be ſent abroad,

the Place of Payment as much Coin of the B will I ſay be controverted; the firſt, by

ſame Weight and Fineneſs as is paid for
the Bill. -

Thus he who at this time (1730.)

for Three Livres given at Paris receives in

Amſterdam Fifty-four Peniers Groſ, or in

Iondºn Thirty Pence Sterling, receives as

much as he paid. If he receives leſs, he

loſes; if more, he gains.—The Searcity

of Bills obliges the Remitter to pay more

than he is to receive at the Place of Pay

ment, then is the Exchange diſadvantage

ous; but when there is plenty of Bils, the

Remitter pays leſs that he is to receive;

and then the Exchange may be ſaid to be

advantageous.

The advantageous Exchange then ariſes

from a greater Plenty of Bills of Excharge

than aré wanted. Now a Trader draws

not upon a Foreign Country, but becauſe

he hath a Fund there; wherefore, if there

are more Bills than are wanted, there are

certainly more Dealers that have Funds E

in the Country to be drawn upon, than

there are that want to pay their Debts

there, and conſequently the Country upon
which the Bills are offer'd is Debtor.

From whence this Concluſion is obvious :

That Exchange doth not render a Country

either Creditor or Debtor, but is only an

Indication which of the two it is.

There may be an Exception to this Ge

neral Rule, but it can be of no long Dura

tion; that is, when upon any ſudden na

tional Diſcredit every Man is in Haſle to

ſend his Eff.ćts into another Country, for

the better Security of his Fortune. In

ſuch Caſe, without being Debtor to a

Country, the great Demand for Bills will

occaſion a great and ſudden Fall in the

Exchange; but as ſoon as the Panick cea

ſes, the Riſe of Exchange will exceed the

Fail, becauſe the Country to which the

Bills were ſent becomes thereby more in

debted.

IF in the late Reign the Exchange with H

the Dutch was always to our Diſadvantage,

it proceeded from the uſurious Loans by

them to the Farmers of our Revenue, and

to thoſe who undertook to ſupply our Ar- . Natiºns of Europe.

ſuch as don't ſee beyond the preſent; the

other, by thoſe, who, being unacquainted

with the Principles of Exchange and Com

merce, fancy that Money ſo ſent to a ſº:

reign Country is loſt to France. We will

endeavour to anſwer theſe Objećtions.

The Art of Exchangers, or Management.

upºn the Exchange, can conſiſt in nothing.

ciſe than the offering Bills upon Terms

advantageous to Remitters. This is the

only way to ſupport the Priceof Exchanges

But this, far from diſcharging, the Debt

due from the Nation, will render it, yet

further indebted for the Overplus of the

D Par of the Bills. . We muſt always return
to the Balance of the Account.

As to the ſecond Propoſition, it muſt be

remembred, That the Éxchange is diſad

vantagecus to us, only becauſe we arg

Debtors; and we muſt continue ſo till the

1)ebt is diſcharged. Now the Payments

can't be made by Bill, becauſe that would
be but continuing the Debt; or rather a

Transfer of the Debt from the Taker to

the Drawer of the Bill. So that the Ex

change will continue to our Diſadvantage

till the Debt be paid either in Goods or

Mº - -

And ſuppoſing Holland, during the Time

of our ſending the Amount of the Debt, in

Specie, ſhould take Goods from us equal

in Value to the Debt, yet that Country

would become Debtor to us for all the

Money ſent thither, and muſt be obliged

to return it back again, or the Exchange

would always be to the Diſadvantage of

G Holland.

'Tis evident, that the Balance of Trade

between two Nations cannot be made

even but by Goods or Money; and if it be

ſuppoſed that one of the Nations, by the
Hºly of its Inhabitants and Fertility of

its Soil, furniſh more Goods, the other

muſt of NeceſſityP. theBalance in Money.

;Spain and Portugal are the only
Countries capable of ſupplying this Mºney ſº

neceſſary for carrying on Trade, and for 4d.

juſting a general Ballance between the other

the only and ,



LETTER to the

Let us add a Word or two about ſend

ing Money into a Foreign Country, which

moſt People look upon as hurtful. Do

they imagine it is given away for nothing?

If the Balance of Trade be againſt us,

we can’t diſcharge that Balance by any o- A

ther way than this. If the Account be

even, the foreign Country becometh eur

Debtor or Tributary, and the Exchange

will always be in our Favour. One would

think, that to remove this Prejudice, it

were ſufficient to ſhew the Abſurdity of

it, and yet it ſtill ſubſiſts, &c.

- S. ExpoRT.

THE kind Letters, and condeſcending Meſſages,

ſent in compliance with our Requeſt in p.

183, D, are very acceptable, and call for our grate

ful Acknowledgements. Tho' the real End of

that Requeſt was deſignedly not mention'd, we

find that moſt of our Correſpondents truly gueſſed
it to be on occaſion of the Extračt from Dr Trapp's C

Sermons; and as it appears, that ſeveral have

bought thoſe Sermons purely on account of ſeeing

the Extraćt in our Magazine, and Advice of

many more may, 'tis hoped, yet arrive; it be

ing our Deſire to come at an equitable Method of

doing Juſtice, evenwithout Compulſon, we beg

a Line from ſuch of our Readers, if there be any,
who have been hindred from buying thoſe Ser- D

mons, by the Extract publiſh’d in the Ma

gazine, z

The following Letter, on this Occaſion, from

a Gentleman who is an intire Stranger to us,

containing other Particulars, we think ourſelves

obliged to publiſh.

Mr URBAN, May 31, 1740. E

INyour Magazine for April laſt, p. 183,

yoſ, deſire any Gentleman to inform you

whether he has purchaſed Pere BouéE

ANT's Amuſement, &c. upon Occaſion of

#he Extraffs you have given of it.

Itampt ſay That ; but I can, and do ſay,

that I bought Mr Harte's Sermon on the F

Union and Harmony of Reaſon, Mo

ºality, and Revealed Religion, purely

becauſe of the + Extraff I found in your .

Magazine; for I love to know ſome thing

ºf c Book before I buy it. And I affire

jou. I bºught Dr Trapp's four Sermons

ºgainſ being righteous over-much, after I

had read yºur Extrati from them.

Sir, in the ſaid Mag. for April 1 alſo find,

P, 190, one who ſtiles himſel; Berean, de;

fring to be ſhewn where we may find

God's own Inſtitution for Baptizing In

fants; and I dire&# him to Matt. xxviif.

19, and 10 John iii. v., as it is in the

Original, is tº tie, &c. and let him

tºrtfally and honeſtly read Mr Wall's Hi

ſºry ºf Infant Baxtiſm, and his Defence

t See the ſaid Extraº in Auguſt Magazine,

737, which we have the Pleaſure to fird was fºr "

fººting diſagreeable to the Authºr,
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of it. This, Sir, is the firſt Time Ihave
*

correſponded with you, who am
Your Well-wiſher

W. P. P. of C. in Com. W. .

A P R O B L E M.

Foº, Children in four ſºveral?tars were

b -orm,

And each upon a diff'rent weekly Morm :

rt ſo it happens, which is all the Wºnder,

Their Birth days now are juſt three Weks

aſunder.

B The ſame Day of the Week ſuit; all the four,

And will do ſo till Time ſhall be no more.

Come, Oedipus, declare, how this can be,

I'll try at any Time to dº as much for thee:
• 1 s "

The Pieces to be contained in the Occa

final Pamphlet, promiſed in our Maga

zine for April, are as follows: .

ON the Controverſ, concerning Immºr

fim.

A Letter from Philo-Mag.

Another from Tho. Crosby.

On the Power of the Magiſtrate to inftā

Capital Puniſhments.

A Letter from C. C. Aberdeen.

A ſecond£, the ſame.

Concerning Preſcience. .

A Letter from M. N.

A Letterfrom Iſaac Thompſon.

Concerning the Peopling of the Wºrld.

R. Y's Anſwer to Philo Hiſtoricus.

Remarks on R. Y’s Account.

R. Y’s Anſwer. -

fiº Letter in Defence of Mr White

Concerning the Methofifts, from T. J. ... .

J. S. Letter in Defence ºf the Methodiſlº.

A Letter on the Education of young La

dies. By Phillogures.

Sºme Aironomical Obſervations and an

Anſwer to Mr Weaver. By D. Slik.

On a Tračí of Mr Chubb’s. By S. K.

Some Remarks on difficult Paſſages in the

Original of the Old Tºffament, and the

preſent Tranſlatioas. By A. B.

Anſwer from Exeter to a ſºuery concern

Ging the Prºphet of Judah, ſºlin by a Lion.

1 Kings xiii. By J. H.

Upon MATHEMATICAL Subjećls.

A Differtation on a Retrograde Syſtem ºf

the World, and its ineffimable Uſe in Na

vigation and Aſtronomy. By Mr FA CIo.

A Pindication of the Retrograde Syſtem,

from the Obješion drawn from the Motion

H of Comets, with an Accoline of their Big

nieſ, and how greatly their near Shocks or

Paſſages are to be feared. By Mr FA.go.

Íñth ſºveral Mathematical Qaeftions

and Anſwerſ,
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A# tºREAN, - - *

HEmany curious Experiments of Mr Martin, relating to the ºptical Phenome.

non, which iſ propºd in your March Magazine, render a deciſional Solution ex

tremely perplexing and difficult. -

*Twas abºut 13 years ago; I firſt accidentally diſcovered a Plurality of Speetſuº
in the common Mirror, but at that Time being unacquainted with Qptics, drop'd the

Experiment, and have lately with great Pleaſure and Surprize reſum’d it. . -

fºrcely own with Mr Martin, that many Difficulties attend the moſt rational Solu

lution that may at preſent poſſibly be given it, eſpecially in all the experimental Variety
eaumerated by that Gentleman.' I ſhall therefore only content myſelf with endeavour

ing to illuſtrate in general how any common Mirror may exhibit a Plurality of Images,

and leave the reſt to be proſecuted by more able Proficients in that Science, if haply I

have hit on the true Cauſe. - .

1. All Obje3s ſeen thro' a refračing Medium terminated with parallel Surfaces, will

appear in the ſame Size and Shape, and retain the ſame Situation with reſpect to each

oisier, as ºf ſeen direétly, yet their Places will be more or leſs altered in general, with

regard to direct View, according as is the Denſity of the refračting Medium. .

hº All ſuch Surfaces both refrač; and refle&t Objects agreeable to the Situation of

the Eye. -

3. Some Rays, 'tis evident, are reflečted by the firſt or upper Surface of refračting

Subſtances, and that at any Angle of Incidence how ſmall ſoever. * . . -

4. Qn the contrary, ſome Rays are refle&ed by the ſecond or lower Surface, on the

fame Terms ; and in Angles of Incidence that are ſufficiently oblique, there will be a

total Reflection of all the Rays from the ſecond Surface.

S. Moreover, if a Ray is deny’d exit at the lower Surface of a refraćting Medium,

by Means of a reverberating Subſtance, it will be returned to the upper Surface again,

moſt ſtrongly in an Angle equal to its Incidence. - -

6. The more oblique this incident Angle is, at the greater Obliquity will the Rays

be returned, and the different Spectrums will appear at greater Intervals.

7. But the Diſtance of theſe Spectrums depends not altogether on the Obliquity of

tlic incident Angle, but alſo very much on the Denſity of the Speculum.

8. If the Speculum therefore be very thin betwixt theSurfaces, and doubly poliſh'd,

no Plurality of Images can be in that Caſe exhibited, § ſeveral Agles being too near for

raiſing diſtinét Spectrums, unleſs the Rays be czceedingly oblique, and even then they

may be too much in a Cluſter to appear ſingly. . . .

9. The firſt Image then ſeems to be reſlećted near the upper Surface of the refiaćting

Medium, and for that Reaſon will appear beſt defin'd, as being firſt reflected.

Io. The ſcoond Image may be refle&ted near the lower mercurial Surface of the

Speculum, and from the apt Lucidity of Quickſilver to reverberate the Rays, will

therefore be moſt ſtronglyj . . . . .

-

11. The third Spectrum is again at the upper Surface of the refraćting Medium, but

more langu'd than the preceding ones, becauſe the conſtituent Parts of no one Medium

are perfectly homogeneal, and the Image conſtantly loſes each ſubſequent Refraction,

till it becomes altogether extinét. º - -

12. The Spectrums are generally at equal Intervals on the Surface, becauſe the op

poſite Surfaces are nearly parallel, at leaſt§ to be. ſo. -

ly better appre13. The Meaning of all this may be proba lended from the following

Figure, where

ABCD repre

fents the Spe

culum ; S, a .

luminous Bo

dy. ; i, the

firſtSpećtrum 5

1, 2, a re

fraćted Ray 5,

2, the ſecond

S rum ; 3,

; and

iſo on according

to the Nume

ºrals.

Note. If the

Speculum be to

r£icker rºast

n t CD, the I- -- - ----

mºges will ſalſ too clºſe to exhibit diffin: Speirºmi,
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14. Tho' theſe Spectrums be repreſent

ed as directly at the Surface, by the Fi

gure; yet I ſuppoſe with Sir Iſaac, that

they are merely aerial; it being impoſſi-.

ble for Rays impinging on ſolid Particles,

ever to be refle&ted, and that the whole

Buſineſs of Refle&tion is performed ex

tremely near both Surfaces in a Sort of

aerial Curve. .* -

15. I am not poſitive that this is the

true Reaſon of the Piurality of Spee

trums exhibited by common Mirrors, ris

only a conjećtural Attempt towards a bet
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ther that the whole Fleet was diſperſed,

and out of 13 Sail no one got in with us

but the Commodore, and he with a Spring

Main Maſt. The Exprefs Snow, and the

Norwich her Convoy, were both oblig'd

to put into a Port belonging to the French

in Hiſpaniola to refit, ſo that I imagine

ſhe is hardly yet arrived in England. The

Strafford and Angleſea came in together

two or three Days after us ; this with a

Jury Main-Maſt, and that with 4 ſprun

Forc. Matt. The Worceſtº, the Diamond

the Windſor, the Lohiſa, the Aftea and

ter, becauſe many Experiments are yet B Triumph, whereof the two laſt were

wanting to confirm it. -

ié. I know not whether Water, lying.

parallel to the Bottom of a Veſſel, aptly

qualify'd to reverberate the Rays of Light,

will not be endowed with the ſame Pro

Spºnſº Mct of Wr Ptizes, were all ſo

diſtrčis'd in their Maſts, Yards and Rig

ging, as to be reRdered incapable of pro

ceeding in the Voyage, and ſo were com

pelled to make the beſt of their Way

perty ſuitable to its own Nature of Re- back to Porto Bello Harbour in order to
fraćtion. refit. As they were all ſhort of Proviſions

17. Whether, when the oppoſite Sur. C the Admiral order'd out ship in four

fices of refračing Mediums are not pa.

rallel, the Interval of the Spectrums will

not be greater on one Side than t’other.

18. It may be here very pertinently

asked, why all Bodies have not a Pluralí. ,

ty of Spectrums as well as luminous ones?"

Days to put to Sea in qfict of them, with

all neceſſary Storºs, and to look into

'Garthºgena, "Grand and Little Broughs,

Iſle of Forta, Raftimentos, &c.; all along

the Ceaſts down to Portº Bello, left ſome

of them might have fallen ſhort of miſ

I anſwer they have; but their Opacity D carry'd in their Deſign of making that
renders them not ſo well defin'd. This

will be plain, if you hold a Piece of Sil

yer, or anything white, at ſome Diſtance

from the Mirror, where at leaſt two

Spećirums will appear, and the want of

a third is not owing to the Objećt, but

FIarbour, For this Purpoſe we ſet out a

'ſecond time (but withont the Admiral)

for the Spaniſh Main, when moſt un

fortunately, Ön the 15th of fanuary, we

ran upon the Coral Rock, two Leagues to

the Leeward of Great Point Canoe, and in

the Inſufficiency of Light to illuminate a r. Sight of Carthagena. We were ſtanding

Bºdy that has none of its own. . . . .

I ſhould be exceedingly glad if Mr

Martin, or any other ingenious Gentle

mān, will point out wherein this Account

fails of a deciſional Solution, and ſubſti

tite a better in its room, being very ſoli

citous to have ſo odd a Phaenomenon re

duced to the preſent eſtabliſhed optical

... G. S., Fºzard that he would man all the Boats,

* and doubted not to take the Ship with

them. The ignorant Villain declar'd po

Principles. 2%urs, &c. -

4 Lºtter from Jamaica, by the Author

- of that in p. 144.

- Port-Royal, March 7, 1740.

p.s.º.ºn tº

Hº formerly given you an Ac.

-

'ih for a Spaniſh Prize lying at Anchor,

and were then within Gun Shot of her

when this unlucky. Accident happen'd to

cus ; which was entirely owing to the Ig

:Horance of the Pilot, who was ask'd ſc

-veral times by our brave Captain, whe

ther there was any Rock, Rief, or Sand

to take us up; if there was the leaſt Ha

iſitively that there was nothing to diſturb

rus, and that we might ſail up to her

-Broad-ſide, but had ſcarce ſpºke the

-Woºds when we found our Ship a grºund,

in 15 Fºot Water a Midſhips, ſhe drawing

count at large of our Proceedings G no leſs than 19 Foot . It is impoſſible

at Porto Bello, I flatter myſelf that it

will not be diſagreeable to you to be ac

quainted with what has paſſed of Moment

ſince the Date of my laſt, either regard

ing the Publick of myſelf— I think I

wrote to all my Friends, I am ſure I did - - - -

to you, in our Paſſage from Porto Bello to H. Mitſute, and every Knöck the receiv'de

jamaica, by the Captain who brought

ºver the News to the Government. In

two or three Days after the Date of my

lºtter; we met with ſuch blowing Wea

for me to deſcribe the Confuſion, Sur

prize and Terror, that appeard in every

Countenance, every Soul (552 Men) were

on the Quarter Deck in a Momčar, whilſt

the poor Veſſel tore along, all the Shea

thing and falſe Kcci flying about in a

throwing us off our Feet flit upon the

Deck. Our Captain behav'd more like

an Angcl. than one born with human Im.

, perfººtions
-**
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perfeótions through the whole Scene.

Yog could view no Diſmay, no Appre

henſions in his Face, but all was calm,
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ſo ſoon as the other Ships could be got

ready, and with 13 sail, of which two
were Bombs, two Fire Ships, and three

all ſerene and quite undiſturb’d. , Hc or- A Tenders, he ſail'd, as is believ'd, for
der'd the Helm in a Moment hard a Wea

ther, and commanded Silence and Atten

tion to his Direáions ; and if by an un

lucky Miſtake they had not been miſ.

underſtood, we ſhould have tumbled off

in half a Minute. Whilſt the Captain

was forward one of the Midſhip-Men

came aft and ordered the Helm to be B

ſhifted hard a Lee, as if by the Captain's

: Direction, ſo that we fell farther upon

the Rock juſt as ſhe was going off; which

the Captain perceiving came running aft,

asking how the Helm was, and finding

it ſhifted, fear'd we were utterly undone:

And moſt unavoidably we muſt have

Boko Cheko, a ſtrong Fort at the Mouth of

the Harbour of Carthagena, where Ad

miral Don Blaſt lies with four Men of

War to guard the Galleons. We cannot

ſuppoſe an Attempt will be made to take

the Town, or any other Forts of Cartha.

gena, with ſo ſmall a Force; but as Don

Blaſ, has ſent the Admiral a moſt imper

tinent Letter ſince our taking Porto Bello,

in which he tells him, he hopes to have

the Pleaſure of meeting him before he

leaves theſe Seas ; and as I heard the

Admiral ſay, that in order to ſave Ex

pence in ſending, a Meſſenger with an

Anſwer, he would carry it very ſoon

ſuffer'd, had it not pleaſed God that the Chimſelf in Perſon, I make not the leaſt
Wind ſhould ſhift off Land, when the

Captain ordering the Sails to be back'd

off of all, wc roll'd off in about 15 Mi

nutes. This great Deliverance, among

many others, I ſhall ever be particularly

thankful to Almighty God for.

Doubt but he is gone thither, and will

do all in his Power towards burning,

taking, or ſinking his Fleet.

In heaving down our Ship now in the

wharf, we find her ſolid Keel knock'd

off even with the Planks, for 22 Foot a

We thought no more of our Prize, but D Midſhips, and 10 Foot a Head , ſo that

immediately enquir’d how we ſtood af.

feated as to Leakage, which we found to
be no leſs than two Foot an Hour. It

was reſolved however to proceed on our

Voyage, which we did for ten Days, in

hopes by the Oakums ſwelling the Leak

might grow leſs ; but to our great Sur

priſe, after very hard Weather near Porto

Bello, and not being able to reach it, it

increaſed to double the Quantity. We

then concluded it quite unſafe to ſtay a

Moment longer, and ſtretch'd over di

realy for the Harbour, where with the

utmoſt Difficulty, we arrived ſafe on the

6th of February, and found, all the Crip

one Knock more (which ſhe providential

ly eſcaped) muſt inevitably have ſunk her.

Here he takes occaſion to make grateful

Mention of ſome remarkable Favour;

received frºm the Admiral; then goes on]

We have had the moſt ſurpriſing Succes

imaginable againſt the Pyrates, our.Priº

vateers coming in almoſt every Weck

with two or three towing at their Sterns,

and common Fellows ſharing 500 l a

Man ; a ſmall one brought in Goods the

other Day to the Value of 12,220 l ano

ther 40,000 l. and a third took ſeven on;

after another, to the value of 80,000 l.
Sterling. We hope the Admiral will call

pies got in but the Triumph, then given F at St. §ago de Cuba as he returns, ºn
over for loſt. Two Days ago her Crew

arriv'd all ſafe, after having bech ten

ijays in their floats about the Gulph of
-Dºrith, and taken up on the Point of

ſtarving, by a French Veſſel, which turn'd

them over to a Dutchman, who put them

: on board a Sloop belonging to this Har

bour. The Triumph founder'd near Sam

bala Keys, but the Lieutenant who gom

manded her, a worthy Gentleman of my

Acquaintance, and her gompany of 82
the 'beſt Men colle&ted from every Ship

in the Squadron, being all ſav'd, will be

very agreeable News to the Admiral

demoliſh the Forts there, being a Ne

of Spaniſh Privateers, who have only *

yet taken one poor sloop belonging to

this Iſland. It have inclos'd you two

Lines as formerly, which relate to our

#. Affairs, for the ſame Reaſon as

inted in my laſt, and am, with the
G greateſt Reſpéét and Afteåion, Dear Sº

rºur moſt oblig'd humble Servant,

W. RichARD so N.

P. S. A Sloop juſt come in here bring:

an Account of the Admiral's having been

before Carthagena and thrown 359 Bºmbs

into it, which almoſt demoliſh'd therlace;
when he hears it, who was under the H and that he has burnt ſome Ships therº,

greateſt Uneaſineſs about them.

The Admiral finding himſelf diſap-.

pointed of going out in our Ship (as fie

intended immediately upon our Arrival)

by reaſon of the Misfortune we met with:

he hoiſted his Flag on board the Strafford

and is now ſailing for St jago de C4% in

order to attack that Fortification. If nº

by this time Don Blaſ, repents his Sa"
cineſs.

March 20, 1740.
.4
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The f. IFE of Admiral B L A KE.

* 4 Time when the Nation is engaged in

a War with an Enemy, whoſe Inſults,

Ravages and Barbarities have long

called for Pengeance, an Account of ſuch

Engliſh Commanders as have merited

the Acknowledgements of Pofferity, by

extending the Power, and raiſing the

Honour of their Country, ſeem to be no

improper Entertainment for our Readers.

We ſhall therefore attempt a ſuccinæ

Narrative of the Life and Aëtions of

Admiral Blake, in which we have no

thing farther in View than to do ſuffice

367

In 1640 he was choſen Burgeſs for

Bridgewater by the Puritan Party, to

whom he had recommended himſelf by

his Diſapprobation of Bp Laud's Violence

and Severity, and his Non-compliance

with thoſe new Ceremonies which he

was then endeavouring to introduce.

When the Civil War broke out, Blake,

in conformity with his avowed Principles,

declared for the Parliament; and, think- .

ing a bare Declaration for Right not all

the Duty of a good Man, raiſed a Troop

of Dragoons for his Party, and appeared

to his Bravery and Conduş, without in. B in the Field with ſo much Bravery, that

tending any Parallel between his At

chievements and thoſe of our preſent 4d.
miral.

The LIFE of Admiral B L A K E.

O BER T B LA K E was born at

he was in a ſhort time advanced, without

meeting any of thoſe Obſtrućtions which

he had encountered in the Univerſity.

In 1645 he was Governor of Taunton,

when the Lord Goring came Lefore it

with an Army of Io,ooo Men.

Bridgewater, in Somerſetſhire, in Auguſt CTown, was ill-ſortified, and unſupplyed
1598, his Father being a Merchant of that

Place, who had acquired a confiderable

Fortune by the Spaniſh Trade. Of his

earlieſt Years we have no Account, and

therefore can amuſe the Reader with

none of thoſe Prognoſticks of his future

Aëtions, ſo often met with in Memoirs.

with almoſt everything neceſſary for ſup

porting a Siege. The State of this Gar

riſon .#. Col. Windham, who

was acquainted tº Blake, to propoſe a Ca

pitulation; which was rejećted by Blake

with Indignation and Contempt: Nor
were either Menaces or Perſuaſions of

In 1615 he entered into the Univerſity D any effect, for he maintained the Place

of Oxford, where he continued till 1623,

though without being much countenanced

or careſſed by his Superiors, for he was

more than once diſappointed in his Endea

vours after Academical Preferments. It is

obſervable that Mr Wood (in his Athenae

Oxºnienſes) aſcribes the Repulſe he met E

with at Wadham College, where he was

Competitor for a Fellowſhip, either to

want of Learning, or of Stature. With

regard to the firſt Objećtion, the ſame

riter had before informed us, that he

was an early Riſer, and ſtudiour, tho’ he

ſometimes relieved his Áttention by the

Amuſements of Fowling and Fiſhing. As F

it is highly probable that he did not want

apacity, we may therefore conclude,

upon this Confeſſion of his Diligence, that

he could not ſail of being learned, at leaſt

in the Degree requiſite to the Enjoyment

*f a Fellowſhip; and may ſafely aſcribe

under all its Diſadvantages, till the Siege

was raiſed by the Parliament's Army.

He continued, onmany other &ºns.
to give Proofs of an inſuperable Courage,

and a Steadineſs of Reſolution not to be

ſhaken; and, as a Proof of his firm Ad

herence to the Parliament, joined with

the Borough of Taunton in returning

Thanks for their Reſolution to make no

more Addreſſes to the King. Yet was

he ſo far from approving the Death of

Charles I., that he made no ſcruple of

declaring, that he would venture his

Life to ſave him, as willingly as he had
done to ſerve the Parliament.

In February 1648-9, he was made a

Commiſſioner of the Navy, and appoint

ed to ſerve on that Element, for which he

ſeems by Nature to have been deſigned.

He was ſoon afterwards ſent in purſuit of

Prince Rupert, whom he ſhut up in the

his Diſappointment to his want ofStature, G Harbour of Kingſale in Ireland for ſeve

# being the Cuſtom of Sir Henry Savil,

then Warden of that College, to pay

much Regard to the outward Appearance

ºf thoſe who ſollicited Preferment in that

Society. So much do the greateſt Events

•wº ſometimes to Accident or Folly!

e afterwards retired to his native

Place, where he lived, (ſays Clarendon, H

without any Appearance of Ambition to be

* @reater Man'than he was, but inveighed

*ith great Freedom againſt the Licent of

the Times, and Power of the Court.

ral Months, till want of Proviſions, and

Deſpair of Relief excited the Prince to .

make a daring Effºrt for his Eſcape, by
forcing thro’ the Parliament's Fleet: This

Deſign he executed with his uſual Intre

idity, and ſucceeded in it, tho' with the

; of 3 Ships. He was purſued by Blake

to the Coaſt of Portugal, where he was

received into the Tagus, and treated with

great Diſtinétion by the Portugueſe.

Blake coming to the Mouth of that

River, ſent to the King a Meſſenger ro

P p inform

The'

--~~~
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inform him, that the Fleet in his Port be

longing to the publick Enemies of the

Commonwealth of England,he demanded,

Leave to fall upon it. This being refuſed

tho’ the Refuſal was in very ſoft Terms,

and accompanied with Declarations of

Captain, when he came, was asked by

him, whether he was willing to lay down

his Sword, and yield; which he galiantly

refuſ-d though in his Enemy's Power:

Blake, ſcorning to take advantage cf an

Artifice, and deteſting the Appearance of

Eſteem, and a Preſent of Proviſions, ſo A Treachery, told him that he was at liber
exaſperated the Admiral, that, without

any Heſitation, he fell upon the Portu

gueſe Fleet, then returning from Braſil, of

which he took 17 Ships, and burnt 3. It

was to no purpoſe that the King of Por

tºgal, akarmed at ſo unexpected a Deſtruc.

tion, ordered Prince Rupert to attack

ty to go back to his Ship, and defend is at

% as he could. The Captain willingly

accepted his Offer, and after a Fight of

two Hours confeſſed himſelf conquered,

kiſſed his Sword, and ſurrendered it.

In 1652 broke out the memorable War

between the two Commonwealths of

them, and retake the Braſil Ships. Blake B England and Holland; a War, in which

carried home his Prizes without Moleſła

tion, the Prince not having Force enough

to purſue him, and well pleaſed with the

Opportunity of quitting a Port where he

could no longer be protećted.

Blake ſoon ſupplied his Fleet with Pro

the greateſt Admirals, that perhaps any

Age has produced, were engaged on each

Side, in which nothing leſs was conteſ.

ted than the Dominion of the Sea, and

which was carried on with Vigour, Ani

mofity, and Reſolution proportioned to

viſions, and received Orders to make Re-C the Importance of the Diſpute. The
priſals upon the French, who had ſuffered chief Commanders of the Dutch Fleets

their Privateers to moleſt the Engliſh

Trade; an Injury, which, in thoſe Days,

was always immediately reſented, and, if

nºt repaired, certainly puniſhed. Sailing

with this Commiſſion he took in his way
a French Man of War valued at a Million.

How this Ship happened to be ſo rich we

are not informed, but as it was a Cruiſer,

it is probable the rich Lading was the ac

cumulated P'under of many Prizes. Then

following the unfortunate Rupert, whoſe

Flect by Storms and Battles was now re

duced to 5 Ships, into Carthagena, he de

manded Leave of the Spaniſh Governor to

attack him in the Harbour ; but received

: ſame Anſwer which had been returned

efºre by the Portugueſe: That they had
a Right to protećt ãi Ships that came in

to their Dominions, that if the Admiral

were forced in thither, he ſhould find the

ſame Security, and that he required him
not to violate the Peace of a neutral Port.

Blake withdrew upon this Anſwer into

the Mediterranean, and Rupert then leav

ing Carthagena entered the Port of Ma

laga, where he burnt and ſunk ſeveral

Égliſh Merchant Ships. Blake judging
this to be an Infringement of the Neutra:

lity, profeſſed by the Spaniards, now made G Months.
no ſcruple to fall upon Rupert’s Fieet ;
the#. ofMº,. having d:

º 3 ofº jº obliged him to
uſt the Sea, and take§ Court. Sanétuary at the

. In February 1650-1, Blake, ſtill con

tinuing to cruiſe in the Mediterranean,

ºf with a French Ship of conſiderabi:
Force, and commanded the Captain to

come,on board, there being no War de

clared between the two Natiºn." The

were Van Trump, de Ruyter and de Witt,
the moſt celebrated Names of their own

Nation, and who had been perhaps more

renowned, had they been oppoſd by any

other Enemies. The States of Holland

having carried on their Trade without

D Oppoſition, and almoſt without Compe

tition, not only during the una&tive Reign

of james I, but during the Commotions

of England, had arrived to that Height

of Naval Power, and that Affluence of

Wealth, that, 3 the Arrogance which a

long-continued Proſperity naturally pro

Educts, they began to invent new Claims,
and to tréat other Nations with Info

lence, & nothing can defend but Supe.

riority of Force. They had for ſome time

made uncommon Preparations at a Va

Expence, and had equipped a large Fleet,

without any apparent Danger threatning

them, or any avowed Deſign of attack.

Fing their Neighbours. This unuſual Aſ

mament was not beheld by the Engliſh

without ſome Jealouſy, and care wº
taken to fit out ſuch a Fleet, as might

ſecure the Trade from Interruption,

and the Coaſts from Inſults; of this

Blake was conſtituted Admiral for 9

In this Situation the two Natiº

ons remained, keeping a watchful Fº

upon each other, without actual Hoſtii.

ties on either Sidé, till the 18th of Mºſſ,

1652, when Van Trump appeared in.jhº

Downs with a Fleet of 43 Men of Wa.

Blake, who had then but 20 Ships, "Pºº

the Approach of the Dutch Admiral fºr

luted him with 3 ſingle Shots, to reº.

that he ſhould, by ſtriking his Flag, ſhº

that Reſpect to the Engliſh, which is dº
to every Nation in their own Dºminº;

º
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it.
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But the Dutch, inſtea

-tº: O

ºut perceiving early the next Morning

The LIFE of Admiral B L AKE.

To which the Dutchman anſwered with a

Broadſide; and Blake, perceiving that he

intended to diſpute the Point of Honour,

advanced with his own Ship before the

reſt of his Fleet, that, if it were poſſible,

a general Battle º be prevented.

of admitting him

to treat, fired upon him from their whole

Fleet, without any regard to the Cuſtoms

of War, or the Law of Nations. Blake

for ſome time ſtood alone againſt their

whole Force, till the reſt of his Squadron

coming up, the Fight was continued from

between 4 and 5 in the Aſternoon till 9 at

Night, when the Dutch retired with the

lºſs, of 2 Ships, having not deſtroyed a

ſingle Veſſel, nor mºre than 15 "Men,

moſt of which were onboard the Admi.

ral, who, as he wrote to the Parliament,

was himſelf engaged for 4 Hours with

the main Body of the Dutch Fleet, bei

the Mark at which they aimed; and, # C
Whitlºck relates, received above a thou

find Shot. Blake in his Letter acknow

ledges the particular Bleſſing and Preſer

Vation ºf God, and aſcribes his Succeſs to

the Juſtice of his Cauſe, the Dutch ha

ying firſt attacked him upon the Engliſh

Qaſt. It is indeed little leſs than mira
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but the Dutch, inſtead of tacking about”

hoiſted their Sails, ſteered toward their

own Coaſt, and finding themſelves the

next Day followed by the whole Engliſh

Fleet, retired into Goree. The Sailors

were eager to attack them in their own

Harbours, but a Council of War being

convened, it was iudged imprudent to

hazard the Fleet upon the Shoals, or to

engage in any importantEnterprize with

out a freſh Supply of Proviſions.

That in this Engagement the Vićtory

belonged to the Engliſh is beyond diſpute,

fince, without the loſs of one Ship, and

B with no more than 40 Men killed, the

drove the Enemy into his own Ports, took

the Rear Admiral and another Veſſel,

and ſo diſcouraged the Dutch Admirals,

who had not agreed in their Meaſures,

that de Ruyter, who had declared againſt

hazarding a Battle, deſired to reſign his

Commiſſ.on, and de Witt, who had in

-ſiſted upon Fighting, fell ſick, as it was

ſuppoſed, with Vexation. But how great

the Loſs of the Dutch was is not certain

ly known; that two were taken they are

too wiſe te deny, but affirm that thoſe

two were all that were deſtroyed. The

Engliſh, on the other ſide, affirm that

culous that a thouſand great Shot ſhould D 3 oftheir Veſſels were diſabled at the firſt

nºt do more Execution, and thoſe who

will not admit the Interpoſition of Provi.

dence, may draw at leaſt this Inference

from it, that the braveſ. Mani; nºt always

in the muſt Danger.
In faly he met the Dutch Fiſhery Fleet

with, a Convoy of 12 Men of War, all

which he took, with 100 of their Her.

ing Buſes. And in September, being

ſtationed in the Downs with about 63

Sail, he diſcovered the Dutch Admirals

# Witt and de Ruyter with near the

#me Number, and advanced towards

Encounter, that their Numbers on the

{econd Day were viſibly diminiſhed, and

that ºn the laſt Day they ſaw 3 or 4 Ships

ſink in their Flight.

De Witt being now diſcharged by the

Hollanders as unfortunate, and the chief

Command reſtored to lºan Trump, great

Preparations were made for rétrievin

their Reputation, , and repairing their

Loſſes. Their Endeavours were aſſified

by ; Engliſh, themſelves, now made fac.

tious by Succeſs, the Men who were

intruſted with the civil Adminiſtration

them; but the Dutch being obliged, by , being jealous of thoſe whoſe military

Reft of their Rivers, to build their ships

in ſuch a manner, that they require leſs

Depth ºf Water than the Englift; yeſis, .

tººk ...; of the Form of their

Shipping, and ſheltered themſelves behind

'*. Hiſt, called Kentiff-knock; ſo that the

Engliſh,† ſome of their Ships a

liged to alter their Courſe;

the Nature of their Coaſt, and Shallowſ. F Commands had procured ſo much Ho

nour, left they who raiſed them ſhould

by eclipſed by them. Such isgenerally the

Revoltrion of Affairs in every State;

Danger and Diſtreſs produce Unanimity

and Bravery, Virtues which are ſeldom

unattended with Succeſs; but Succeſs is

the Parent of Pride, and Pride of Jea

louſy and Fačion; Faàign makes way for

, Calamity, and happy is that Nation whoſe

that the Holländer; had fºrſaken their Calamities renew their Unanimity. Such

Station, they purſued them with all the

Speed that the Wind, which was weak

iſºl uncertain, allowed; but found them.

ſºlves unable to reach them with the

is the Rotation of Intereſts, that equally

tend to hinder the total Deſtuation of a

People, and to obſtrušt an exorbitant In.

creaſe of Power.

Bulk of their Fleet, and therefore detach-H Blake had weaken'd his Fleet by many

ºd ſome of the lighteſt Frigates to chaſe

them. Theſe came ſo near as to fire up.

on them about three in the Añernoon;

-

Detachments, and lay with no more than

£o Sail in the Dºwns, very ill provided

both with Men and Ammunition, and

eyyeding
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expe&ting new Supplies from thoſe wheſe

Animoſity hinder'd them from providing

them, and who choſe rather to ſee the

Trade of their Country diſtreſs'd than

the Sea-Officers exalted by a new Acqui

ſition of Hºnour and Influence.

tion may

appears at the firſt View more to deman

ing, he ſoon after periſhed in attempting;

There are ſometimes Obſervations and

Enquiries, which all Hiſtorians ſeem to

decline by Agreement, of which this Ac.

ord us an Example: Nothin

Van Trump, deſirous of diſtinguiſhing A our Curioſity, or afford Matter for Exa

himſelf at the Reſumption of his Com

mand by ſome remarkable Aëtion, had

aſſembled 8o Ships of War and Io Fire

{hips, and ſteered towards the Downs,

where Blake, with whoſe Condition and

Strength he was probably acquainted,

was then ſtationed. Blake not able to

reſtrain his natural Ardour, or perhaps

not fully informed of the Superiority of

his Enemies, put out to encounter them,

tho' his Fleet was ſo weakly man'd, that

half of his Ships were obliged to lie idle

without engaging for want of Sailors:

The Force of the whole Dutch Fleet was

mination, than this wild Encounter of

22 Ships with a Force, according to their

Accounts who favour the Dutch, three

times ſuperiour. . Nothing can juſtify a

Commander in fighting under ſuch Diſ."

advantages, but the Impoſſibility of re

treating. But what hindred Blake from

retiring as well before the Fight as after

it? To ſay he was ignorant of 5 Strength

of the Dutch Fleet, is to impute to him a

very criminal Degree of Negligence, and,

at leaſt, it muſt be confeſſed that, from

the time he ſaw them, he could not but

know that they were too powerful to be

therefore ſuſtained by about 22 Ships. Coppoſed by him, and even then there was

Two of the Engliſh Frigates, named the

Vanguard and the Wićiory, after having

for a long time ſtood engaged amidſt the

whole Dutch Flect, broke thro' without .

much Injury, nor did the Engliſh loſe any

Ships till the Evening, when the Garland

Time for retreat. To urge the Ardour

of his Sailors is to diveſt him of the Au

thority of a Commander, and to charge

him with the moſt reproachful§
neſs that can enter into the Charaćter of

a General. To mention 5 Impetuoſity of

carrying 40 Guns was boarded at once by D his own Courage, is to make the Blame

two great Ships, which were oppoſed by

the Engliſh till they had ſcarcely any Men

left to defend the Decks, then retiring in

to the lower Part ºf the Veſſel they blew

. their Decks, which were now poſſeſs- .

& by the Enemy, and at length were

nverpower'd and taken. . The Bonaven

ture, a ſtout well built Merchant-ſhip,

going to relieve the Garland, was at

tacked by a Man of War, and after a .

ſtout Reſiſtance, in which the Captain,

who defended her with the utmoſt Bra

very, was killed, was likewiſe carried

ºff by the Dutch. Blake in the Triumph,

ſeeing the Garland in diſtreſs, preſſed for. F

ward to relieve her, but in his way had

his Foremaſt ſhatter’d, and was himſelf

boarded, but beating off the Enemies he

diſengaged himſelf, and retired into the

Thames with the Loſs only of twoShi

Force, and 4 ſmall Frigates, but with his

whole Fleet much ſhattered. Nor was

the Vićtory gained at a cheap Rate, not

of his Temerity equal to the Praiſe of his

Valour; which ſeems indeed to be the

moſt gentle Cenſure that the Truth of

Hiſtory will allow. We muſt then ad

mit, amidſt our Elogies and Applauſes,

that the great, the wiſe, and the valiant

Blake was orce betrayed to an inconfide

rate and deſperate Enterpriſe, by the re

fiſtleſs Ardour of his own Spirit, and a

noble Jealouſy of the Honour of his

Country. - -

It was not long before he had an Op

portunity of revenging his Loſs, and re

itraining the Inſolence of the Dutch. On

the 18th of February, 1652-3. Blake being

at the head of So Sail, and aſſiſted, at his

own Requeſt, by Cols. Monk and Dean,

eſpied Van Trump with a Fleet of above

1óo Men of War, as Clarendºn relates, of

of 70 by their own publick Accounts, an

3oo Merchantſhips under his Convoy.

The Engliſh, with their uſual Intrepidity,

advanced towards them, and Blake in the

withſtanding the unuſual Diſproportion of Triumph, in which he always led his

Strength, for of the Dutch Fagſhips one

was blown up, and the other two diſabled.

A Proof of the Engliſh Bravery, which

£hould have induced Pan Trump to have

Fleet, with 12 Ships more, came to an

Engagement with the main Body of the

pºffFleet, and by the Diſparity of their

Force was reduced to the laſt Extremity,

ſpaſſed the Inſolence of carrying a Broom Hlº received in his Hull no fewer than

at his Topmaſt in his triumphant Paſſage

thro’ the Channel, which hejš.

a Dºclaration, 3 he would ſweep the seas
ºf the Engliſh Shipping ; this, which he

7co S

came to his Aſſiſtance. -

Engliſh Fleet now came in, .# Fight

* . . . - was continued with the utmoſt degree O

#4 little Rátºniºtikofºccº. v."....". º:

cts, when Lawſon in the Fairfix
The reſt of the

gayº
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gave the Dutch an Opportunity of retir

ing, with the Loſs of one Flag-ſhip, and

6 other Men of War. The Engliſh had

many Veſſels damaged, but none loſt.

On board Lawſon's Ship were kill'd Ioo

Men, and as many on board Blake's, who
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great Dexterity and Addreſs eſcaped the

three Engliſh Admirals, and brought all his

Ships into their Harbour; then knowing

that Blake was ſtill in the North, came

before Dover, and fired upon the Town,

but was driven off by the Caſtle. -

... loſt his Captain and Secretary, and him- A Monk and Dean ſtationed themſelves

ſelf received a Wound in the Thigh.

Blake having ſet aſhore his wounded

Men, ſailed in purſuit of Pan Trump, who

ſent his Convoy before, and himſelf re

tired fighting towards Bulloign. ... Blake

ordering his light Frigates to follow the

Merchants, ſtill continued to harraſs Van

Trump, and on the third Day, the 20th

of February, the two Fleets came to an

other Battle, in which Van Trump once

more retired before the É. and

making uſe of the peculiar Form of his

Shipping ſecured himſelf in the Shoals.

The Accounts of this Fight, as of all the

ters themſelves confoſs that they loſt

8 Men of War, and more than 20 Mer

chant-ſhips; and it is probable that they

ſuffered much more than they are willing

to allow, for theſe repeated Defeats pro

voked the common People to Riots and

again at the Mouth of the Texel, and

block’d up the Dutch in their own Ports

with 8o Sail; but hearing that Pan Trump

was at Gores with Izo Men of War, they

ordered all Ships of Force in the River

and Ports to repair to them.

On June 3d, the two Fleets came to an

Engagement, in the beginning of which

Dean was carried cff by a Cannon Ball,

yet the Fight continued from about 12 to

6 in the Afternoon, when the Dutch gave

way, and retreated fighting.

On the 4th, in the Afternoon, Blake

came up with 18 freſh Ships, and pro

others, are various; but the Dutch Wri- C cured the Engliſh a complèat Vićtory,

nor could the Dutch any otherwiſe pre

ſerve their Ships than by retiring once

more into the Flats and Shallows, where

the largeſt of the Engliſh Veſſels could

not approach.

In this Battle Van Trump boarded Vice

Inſurreàions, and obliged the States to D Admiral, Pen, but was beaten off, and
ask, tho' ineffectually, for Peace. t

In April following the Form of Go

vernment in England was changed, and

the Supreme Authority aſſumed by Crom

well; upon which Occaſion Blake, with

his Aſſºciates, declared that, notwith

ſtanding the Change in the Adminiſtrati

on, they ſhould#

from Inſults, Injuries, and Encroach

ments. “It is not, ſays Blake, the Buſi

“neſs of a Seaman to mind State-Affairs,

be ready to diſcharge F.

their Truſt, and to defend the Nation

himſelf boarded, and reduced to blow up

his Decks, of which the Engliſh had

gotten Poſſeſſion. He was then entered

at once by Pen and another, nor cºuld

poſſibly have eſcaped had not de Ruyter

and de Witt arrived at that inſtant and

reſcued him.

However the Dutch may endeavour to

extenuate their Loſs in this Battle, by ad

mitting no more than 8 Ships to have

been taken or deſtroy'd, it is evident that

they muſt have received much greater

“but to hinder Foreigners from fooling Damages, not only by the Accounts of

“us.” . This was the . Principle from more impartial liſtorians, but by the

which he never deviated, and which he F Remonſtrances and Exclamations of their

always endeavoured to inculcate in the

Fleet, as the ſureſt Foundation of Unani

mity and Steadineſs. “Diſturb not one an

Admirals themſelves, Van Trump declar

ring before the States, that without a

numerous Reinforcement of large Men of

other with domeſtick. Diſputes, but re- War he could ſerve them no more, and Že

member that we are Engliſh, and our . Witt crying out before them, with the

Enemies are Foreigners. Enemies; which natural Warmth of his Charaćter, . Why

let what Party ſoëver prevail, it is equal- > ſhould I he ſilent before my Lords and Mā

ly the Intereſt of our Country to humble ºffer:# Tke Engliſh are our Maſters, and by
and reſtrain.” . . . . conſequence Maſters of the Sea. ... "

After the 30th of April 1653, Blake, In November, 1654, Blake was ſent by

Mºnk, and Dean ſailed out of the Engliſh Cromwell into the Mediterranean with a

Harbours with loo Men of War, and powerful Fleet, and may be ſaid to have

finding the Dutch with 7o Sail on their received the Homage of all that Part of

own Coaſts, drove them to the Texel, and the World: Being equally courted by

took so Doggers. Then they ſailed H the haughty Spaniards, the ſurly Dutch,

northward in purſuit of Pan Trump, who and the lawleſs Algerines. . . . -

having a Fleet of Merchants under his In March, 1666, having forced 24!giers

Sonvoy, durſt not enter the Channel, to Submiſſion, he entered the Harbour of

but ſteered towards the Sund, and by ſimi, and demandedRºad,§ the

3: . . . . . . . .” --- - - - - - - - - * . ObbèTiê5
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Robberies pračiſed upon the Engliſh by thority, but that if the Prieſ were not ſent
the Pirates of that Place, and inſiſted that within 3 Hours, he would burn the Tâm,

the Captives of his Nation ſhould be ſet The Viceroy then ſent the Prieſt to him,

at liberty. The Governour having planted who pleaded the Provocation given by the

Batteries along the Shore, and drawn up Seamen., Blake bravely, and rationally

his Ships under the Caſtles, ſent Blake an anſwered, that if he had complained to

haughty, and inſolent Anſwer, There are A him, he would have puniſhed them ſº

our Caſtles of Goletta and Porto Ferino, verely, for he would not have his Men

ſaid he, upon which you may dº your worff, affront the eſtabliſhed Religion of any

adding cther Menaces and Inſults, and Place; but that he was angry that the

mentioning in Terms of Ridicule the Iñ. Spaniards ſhould aſſume that Power, for

equality of a Fight between Ships and he would have all the World know that

Caſtles. Blake had likewiſe demanded an Engliſhman was only to be puniſhed by

leave to take in Water, which was refuſ. ... an Engliſhman. So having uſed the

ed him. Fired with this inhuman and B Prieſt civilly, he ſent him back, being

inſolent Treatment, he curled his Whiſ ſatisfied that he was in his Power. This

kers, as was his Cuſtom when he was Condućt ſo much pleaſed Cromwell, that

angry, and cntering Porto Ferino with his he read the Letter in Council with great

great Ships diſcharged his Shot ſo faſt up. Satisfaction, and ſaid, he hoped to make

on the Batteries and Caſtles, that in two the Name of an Engliſhman as great as

Hours the Guns were diſmounted, and ever that of a Roman had been.

the Works forſaken, though he was at c In 1656, the Protećtor having declared

firſt expoſed to the Fire of 60 Cannon. War againſt Spain, diſpatched Blake with

He the ordercq his Officers to ſend out 25 Men of War to infeſt their Coaſts,

their Long Boats well man'd to ſeize 9 of and intercept their Shipping. In purſu

the Piratical Ships lying in the Road, ance of theſe Orders he cruiſed all Winter

himſelf continuing to fire upon the Caſtle. about the Streights, and then lay at the

This was ſo bravely executed, that with Mouth of the Harbour of Cales, where he

the Loſs of only 25 Men killed, and 48 r, received Intelligence that the Spaniſh

P Plate:Fleet lay at Anchor in the Bay ºf

fight of 74mis. Theice ſailing to Tripoli Santa Cruz in the Iſle of Teneriffe. On

wounded, all the Ships were fired in the

he concluded a Peace with that Nation, the 13th of April, 1657, he departed

then returning to Tunis he found nothing from Cales, and on the 20th arrived ºf

but Submiſſion: And ſuch indeed was Santa Cruz, where he found 16 Spaniſh

his Reputation, that he met with no far- Veſſels. The Bay was defended on the

ther Öppoſition, but colle&ted a kind of northfide by a Caſtle well mounted with
Tribute from the Princes of thoſe Coun- E Cannon, and in other Parts with 7. Forts

tries, his Buſineſs being to demand Re- with Cannon proportioned to the Bigneſs,

paration for all the Injuries cºffered to the all united by a Line of Communicatiºn

Engliſh during the Civil Wars. He cx- manned with Muſqueteers. ...The Spani

atted from the Duke of Tºſcany 60,000l. Admiral drew up his ſmall Ships under
and, as it is ſaid, ſent home 16 Ships the Cannon of the Caſtle, and ationed

laden with the Eff &ts which he had re- 6 great Galleons with their Broad-ſides to

ceeived from ſeveral States. - F the Sea: An advantageous and prudent

The Reſpect with which he obliged all “ Diſpoſition, but of little Effect againſt the

‘Foreigners to treat his Countrymen ap- Engliſh Commander; who determining

tºrs from a Stºry related by Bp Burnit. to arrack them, ordered Stayner toº.

When he lay befºre Malaga, in a time of the Bay with his Squadron, then poſting
Peace with Spain, ſome of his Sailors ſome of his largeſt Ships to play upºn thc

went aſhore, and meeting a Proceſſion Fortifications, himſelf attacked the Gal

of the Hoſt, not only refuſed to pay any leons, which after a gallant Reſiſtanº

Reſpeši to it, but laughed at thoſe that Gwere at length abandoned by the Sºd.
did. Thé People, being put by one of niards, tho’the leaſt of them was biggº

the Prieſts upon reſenting this Indignity, than the #. of Blake's Ships. The

*ſell upon them, and beat them ſeverely. Forts and ſmaller veſſels being now .

... When they returned to their Ship, they ſhattered and forfäken, the whoſe Fººt

complained of their ill Treatment; upºn was fºr on fire, the Gajeons by Blakº,
which Blake ſent to demand thé Pieſ: and the ſmalleſt veſſels by Stayner, th;

who had procured it. The Vicerºy an Engliſh Veſſels being ... ſhattered

ſwered, that, having no Authority over “in the Fight to bring them away. Thus

the Prieſts, he could nºt ſend him; to was the ºle pºdºſirºyed, and

which Blake replied, that he did not en- tº Spaniards, according to Rapin'...}º

*ire intº the Exºtif ºf the Piceroy's ºf mark, failed a great Loſt ofi:
- - - - - - - - - - #éº,

iii.
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Mºney, Mim, and Merchandiſe, while the

Engliſh gained nothing, but Glory. As if

he that increaſes the military Réputation

of a People did not increaſe their Power,

and he that weakens his Enemy in effect

ſtrengthen himſelf.

The mhole Aśion, ſays Clarendon, was

ſº incredible, that all Men, who knew the

Flace, wondered that any ſober Man, with

what Courage ſoever endged, would ever

have undertaken it, and they could hardly

#. themſelves to believe what they

ad done: While the Spaniards comforted

themſelves with the Belief, that they were

Devils and not Men who had deſtroyed

them in ſuch a Manner. So much a ſtrong

Reſºlution of bºld and courageous Men can

bring to paſt, that no Rºſſiance or Ad

vantage of Ground can diſappoint them ;

and it can hardly be imagined how ſmall

a Loſ; the Engliſh ſºftained in , this un

parallel'd 4:#ion, nºt one Ship being left

behind, and the Killed and Wounded not

exceeding 200 Men ; when the Slaughter on

board the Spaniſh Ships and on Shore was
incredible. The General cruiſed for ſome

time afterwards with his vićtorious
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ed by him to make a Noiſe only, and to .

fright thoſe, who could rarely be hurt by

them. He was the first that infuſed that

Proportion of Courage into Seamºn, by ma

king them ſte, by Experience, what mighty
Thing; theyſº do if they were reſolved,

and tagght them to fight in Fire as well as

upon the Water; and though he has been

very well imitated and followed, was the

firá that gave the Example of that kind

of naval Courage, and bºld and reſolute
Archievementſ.

To this Atteſtation of his military Ex

cellence, it may be prºper to ſubjoin an

Account of his moral Charaćier from the

Author of Lives Engliſh and Forcign.

He was jealous, ſays that Writer, of the

Liberty of the Subječ, and the Glory of

his Nation; and as he made uſe of no

mean Artifieſ to raiſe himſelf to the high

C eff Command at Sea, ſo he needed no In

terest but his Merit to ſupport him in it.

He ſcorned nothing more than Money, which,

as fift as it came in, was laid out by him?

in the Service of the State, and to ſhew

that he was animated by that %rave, pub

lick Spirit, which has ſince been reckoned

Fleet at the Mouth of Cale; to intercept D rather romantick than heroick. And he

the Spaniſh Shipping, but finding his Con

ſtitution º: the Fatigue of the

laſt 3 Years, determined to return home,

and dyed before he came to Land.

His Bºdy, was embalmed, and having
lain ſome time in State at Greenwich

Houſe, was buried in Henry VII's Chapel,

with all the funeral Solemnity due to the

Remains of a Man ſo famed for his

Bravery, and ſo ſpotleſs in his Integrity;

nor is it without Regret that I am oblig

ed to relate the Treatment his Body met

a Year after the Reſtoration, when it was

taken, up by expreſs Command, and

buried in a Pit in St Margaret's Church

yard. Had he been guilty of the Murder

of Charles I. to inſult his Body had been

a mean Revenge; but as he was innocent,

it was, at leaſt, Inhumanity, and, per

haps, Ingratitude. Let no Man, ſays the

.." Proverb, pull a dead Lyon by the
£4?’d. .

But that Regard which was denied his

Bºdy has been paid to his better Remains,

his Name and his Memory. Nor has

any Writer dared to deny him the Praiſe

of Intrepidity, Honeſty, Contempt of

Wealth, and Love of his Country. He

was the firſt Man, ſays Clarendon, that de

tlined the old Track, and made it apparent

that the Sciences might be attained in leſs

Time than was imagined.—He was the

firſt Man that brought Ships to contemm

Caſtles on Shore, which had ever been

tººght very formidable, but wire diſcover

was ſo diſintereſted, that though no Matt

had more Opportunities to enrich himſelf

than he, who had taken ſº many Millions

from the Enemies of England, yet he threw

it all into the pāblick Treaſury, and did

zot die Soo I. rāher than his Father left

s him ; which the 4thor avers from his

perſonal Knowledge of his Family and their

Circumliances, having been bred up in it,

and often heard his Brother give this Ac

count of him. He waſ religiouſ according

to the pretended Purity of theſe Tºnes, but

would frequently allow himſelf to be merry

with his Officers, and by his 7&ndermeſ;

and Generoſity to the Segmen had ſo en

deared himſelf to them, that when he dyed

they lamented his Lºſs as that of a commott
Father. /

Inſtead of more Teſtimºnies his Cha

raćter may be properly cºncluded with

one Incident of his Life, by which it ap

pears how much the Spirit of Blake was

G ſuperior to all private Views. His Bro

ther, in the laſt Aćtion with the Spaniards

having not done his Duty, was, at Blake's

Deſire diſcarded, and the Ship was given

to another, yet was he not leſs regardful

of him as a Brother, for when he died he

left him his Eſtate, knowing him well

H qualified to adorn or enjoy a private For

tune, though he had found him unfit to

ſerve his Country in a publick Charaćter,

and had therefore not ſuffered him to
rob it. - -
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Remainder of RE No cr's Deſpair, from Mr. I go your pleaſures never more to view 3.

Browne's Piſcatory Eclºgues, p. 254.

All as a ſwain who, ſcorch'd with ſummer-heat,

Seeks the kind ſtream of ſome cool river clear,

Ifchance the flow of limpid brook he meet,

With bord'ring ſhade, and waters murm'ring ſweet,

Where ſhining pebbles through the waves appear,

Leaps in, and thinks the treach'rous bottom near,

But findsno reſt for his deluded feet; I4 I

So I, by love betray'd, and fortune croſt,

Never, O never ! ſhall we meet anew"

Ah me! that ſcreaming raven rung my knell,

I'll to ſome ſteepy cliff tranſport me ſtrait, º

And from its height mA hated body throw,

Qr in the floods deep down convey my woe,

Qr on ſome tree ſuſpend my wretched weight,
For never can I bear ſo cruel fate. -

Yet ſhall my ghºſt not reſt j at midnight ſtill,

With loud lament the lonely groves I'll fill.

The lonely groves, and you, where'er you lie,

Deep vales, and ev'ry river-ſkirting hill,

Hear and be witneſs true,

Ye pearly ſprings, and falling fountains blue, ,

Ah! witneſs how for Stella's ſcorn I die.

So up he roſe him by the moon-beams pale,

while º hoarſe flood kept moan, and echóng
night, t -

His ſteps faſt bending to the wat'ry dale.

And now the morn with ſtreaks of ſaffron light

On the tipt mountain's brow 'gan ſlow to play,

And the prime lark ſung out her ſprightly lay,

And noon had broughther mirthful hour of day,

Yet nought might him to gentle peace excite,

*Till with unwilling ſleep he ſunk oppreſt—

Ceaſe, my rude pipe, thy ſtrain, and let him ſweet

ly reſt. 22.I.

O DE 50. The bappy Eff:ffs of Wine.

By CH A R L. Es CH est Er, M. D.

SE; ſee the jolly god appears -

His hand a mighty goblet bears: --

With ſparkling Wine full-charg’d it flows

The ſovereign cure of human woes.

Wine gives a kind releaſe ſrom care,

And courage to ſubdue the fair; -

Inſtrućts the chearful to advance

Harmonious in the ſprightly dance: ,

Hail, goblet ! rich with generous wines |

See round the verge a vine-branch twines,

See how the mimic cluſters roul,

As ready to re-fill the bowl

Wine keeps its happy patients free

From ev’ry painful malady ;

Our beſt phyſician all the year,

Thus guarded, no diſeaſe we fear,

No troubleſome diſeaſe of mind,

Until another year grows kind,

And loads again the fruitful vine,

And brings again our health new winé,

Op E 56. By the ſame.

Las the pow'rs of life decay :

My hairs are fall'n, or chang'd to grey !

The ſmiling bloom, and youthful grace

Is baniſh'd from my faded face |

Thus man beholds, with weeping eyes,

Himſelf half-dead before he dies.

For this, and for the grave I fear,

And pour the never-ceaſing tear !

A dreadful proſpect ſtrikes my eye,

I ſoon muſt ſicken, ſoon muſt die.

For this the mournful groan I ſhed,

I dread —alas ! the hour I dread'

What eye can ſtedfaſtly ſurvey

Death, and its dark tremendous way 2

For ſoon as fate has clos'd our eyes,

Man dies—for ever, ever dies'

Never, ah! never to return. s

|}º

º

º
!

Truſt to her charms, and in the ſnare am loſt.

Yet nought knew I her ſmiles ſuch woe foretold,

Or that ſuch falſhood wore ſuch fair array. '

when ruddy wincopipes (f) their leaves unfold,

They ſure betide the ſwain a ſunny day.

Black clouds the rain, and ſhades the night foreſhew.

Ah now I read my hapleſs doom too true !

For as I late freſh flow'rs in garlands bound,

For thy unwilling broºvy, from left-hand groves,

Thrice croak'd th’ ill-boding crow with luckleſs

– ſound,

And every tree betray'd our dying loves.

This elm, ſo ſtrait, on which Igrav'd my name,

And on its circling ivy mark'd out thine,

Now with'ring hangs his head, now droops his

leaves,

And in his aſh-pale trunk his ſick arms folds.

Yet ſtill the ivy green her freſhneſs holds,

Nor from her buſband's grief wan change receives.

Too ſure you do our deſtinies divine,

For ſuch her eaſe, and ſuch diſquiet mine.

See from the cottage tops the curling ſmoke

Of evening fires enwroaths tha quiet air.

While labour'd hinds, expećting ſupper food,

At eaſe are ſet beneath the broad-ſeer-oak,

Or vacant ſport with many a free nymph fair.

The kine unkok'd o'er their graz'd paſtures brood,

And ſheep bleat low within their wicker cotes :

All with the ſetting ſun make haſte to reſt.

Ah can he leave me only thus unbleſt

No blith birds ditties thro’ the ſtill wood ring,

Save where the nightingale, with ſolemn notes,

Charmsthe late eve from her nigh villaw bough:

Me near reſembling in her plight diſtreſt,

And much too like, alas ! our hard fates now,

While our ſad lovcs all night we darkling fing.

Mean time to the merk gloom trip faſt along

The wood-nymph bevy, and fivart fairy bands,

And the elf-urchin throng, . . ". . .

With each drear ſhape, that lives in mildew blight,

And ev'ry blew fogg of the ſpongy air.

Oft do I view ‘em from the hilly lands,

Ere the fled cock rings his ſhrill matin clear ;

Or toiling hind loath leaves his dawn-woke dream :

But death ſhall finiſh ſoon my woe ſevere,

And gently lead me with his cold, kind hand.—

Nor ſhall Î long without a grave be laid,

The birds, I know, will ſpread a friendly ſhade;

The little robin, with a decent care,

Shall in his beak the leafy cov'ring bear,

With kind regard, and piteous plaint ſhall ſtrew

The mournful willow, and deep-ſhading yew :

There ev'ry eve the nightinga #, forlorn,

Shall ſadly to the neighb'ring echo mourn.

Yefiſher ſwains and river maids adieu ;

And all ye finny dºvesa long farewel.

(f) A ſmaš Flower with red Leaves, mention'd

Sir Francis Bacon in his Natural Hiſtory, which,

f open in the Morning, is taken fºr a sign of All pale, all ſenſeleſs in the urn?
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Poetical Essays ;

At the fºllºwin Poem is very well timed, we make

no doubt of its eing agreeable to our Readers. Nor

dº we think it requires any Apology from the 4

thor fºr the burry of the Compoſition,
E.

V C T A.

4; ºf . Iſle of Wigh r. In a Let

terto MrJ–N S---c L--R of Edinburgh.

Two tedious years, by wayward fate, remov’d

from nativeſhades, from thee, from all I lov'd

The Muſe ſtill mindful of the beſt of friends,

And fond to pleaſe, a ſouthern pićture ſends.

while haply you the calm retreats explore,

where of your converſe bleſt the ſocial hour;

with wonted ſmiles the grateful lay receive,

Tho' poor the pledge, 'tis all the Muſecan give.

from where Auguſta crown'd with towers ap

rS,

And sº ſkies the Dome 1 majeſtick rears! Io

where oozy Thames into her boſom pours,

The richeſt produćt of remoteſt ſhores;
Thro' towns and villas we purſued our way,

where art with nature vies, profuſely gay;

Tall hedges fence the cultivated ground,

Andone continued garden blooms around!

Now, open to the view the heathy plains, (a);

where the extended camp the eye detains;

See, ſportive in the breeze, the colours play,
The whitening tents in regular array; 2 C.

Behind obſerve the proud pavilions riſe,

While each in ſplendour with the other vies;

with dignity elate the martial ſteed,

shorts: he treads, impatient to be feed!

The warlike impléments a diſtance keep,

Theamonpointed—but their thundersſleep.
Not ſo the ſons of Mars in Anna's days, -

Enjoy'd the ſweets of luxury and eaſe;

Intrºd to toils, diſdaining idle ſhow, 29

They hurl’d red vengeance, dreadful, on the foe!

Next paſſing Colebrooke, Windſor's towering height,

with rºyal pride, attraës the raviſh'd fight !

Here to a campisform'd-her;we ſurvey'd

The countleſsbeauties of the happy ſhadº;

Here bloom--but Muſe forbear! toohigh thy aim,

Thºſºngthy impulſe---Pope forbids the them";
Smiles in his verſe that theme for ever £ay,

Hechim the praiſe—but Phabus lent the lay.

Now leaving Windſor's bleſt retreats behind.

Aſandy ſoilthin-ſpread with heath wº find; (b) 4o

How chang'd the ſcene----all nature ſeems detac'd,

And wide extends the ſolitary, waſte;

*Till Farnham, rich in riſing hops, APPº,
Reveals her gardens, and the Proſº chears 5

Abºve the Town a prelate's (:) palace flands,

The lofty pile a diſtant view commands;

ith groves ſurrounded and encloſures fair,

Anadieriſhaby the kindly ſouthernºr.

To Aion, hence, a lovely valley leads,
Where Wey meandersthrº the verdantmeads; 59

Płońſe of fragrance bloom the opening flow’rs,

The neighbºring heights are crown" with beechen

bow'rs.

Now blending charms the fertile plains adorn,

Here tufted groves, these ripening elds of corn;
while interſpers'd the ſmoaking hamlets riſe,

Joy to the heart, and pleaſure to the eyes!

1 St. Paul's. (a) Hounſlow-heath...(b) The

His near Bagſhot (c) Biſº ºfWincheſt-r.

~ :
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But firſt in beauty, dignity, and Émº,

The Muſ; hiefºgariºt Alford (d) claim ;

Placá on an eaſy hill's aſcending ſide.Its ſtreets well pav'd, and regular, and wide, 6o

Inform a croſs; the building neataPPº,

Above the church its ſtately Fabrick º’s i
Below a ſtream, with fiſhãº, flows,

Thetown refreſhing, as it murm'ring#2%;
Here ſnowy ſwans diſplay their graceful pride,

There fibe coots along the ſurface gº";

The chryſtal lake, ſhy tinčtur'd, ſhines between,

while mingling dye diverſify the ſcene.

Hence over chalky downs wº take our way,

Tº are and wild, ſome fertile ſpots loºk sº; 7°

This ºn thick vapours all the Welkinſhº",
A gladſome gleam divides the breaking cloud.

Southampton rears her venerable head,

Her trade, her grandeur, and her wealth decay'd;

The key commodious, buthºr forts and wall

By time impair’d, ſeem nºdding tº their fall.

Nºw flºa with a mild propitious gale,
we to the breeze expand the ſwelling fail;

The andºf the veſſel ſeems tº ſlººp,
smooth-gliding o'er the ſurfaceof the deep; $o

Near and more lear, advancing Wºłº mº"

Along her ſhorts the eye delighted royes;

Sºfrom fºrms here lies the circling bºy,

Fair uſaïviewsaſcending from the ſea;
There low'ring rocks a threat'ning ruin ſhow,

And here the daſhing ſurges ragebºow.

Here, guarded by a fort, ariſes Cº.

where tothe parent main the rive; flows;

i.e. there the foreſt brightens to the eye,

wher: the Marine in ſong encampment tº 9°

The hardy band with eager vengeance glows,

And are to feel and mourn Britanniºs.”: ;
Unlike, whom late I view’d, the uſeleſs train, ,

That teads, diſdainful, Windſºr': burthen'd plain;

spread to the ſun the human inſe&ts lie,

Bºrn but to rob, to glitter, and tº*.
Heroes”, farewell-º-ye winds, tº ſails befriend!

Anºguaia them, ſaw'sing powers,ſº Hoſier's end.
Henºnwereach'd,where water''}} the ſtream,

Stands Newport, chief in ſplendour, riches, name;

Hither repairing the induſtrious ſwains, loſſ

Exchange theirãores, and reap the honeſt gains.

Soon as the dawn the roſy light diſplay'd,

Eaſtward, along the Iſland's ſid: "º ſtray'd j

Tººl ſeſ, fertile, beauties leſs abound,

For few the ſca's, and unimprov'd the ground.

At Rideſ arriv'd, the ſayiſh" fight explores

The whitening cliffs of 4lbiº's neighb'ring ſhores;

Hence twice ten Miles remov'sSouthampton ſhow'd,
H. mºe wrapt ſpires, juſt piercinº, thro' the

cloud; 1 Io

Stokes Bay(e) appears, by Gaſºle ſweetly ſung;
But clos'd his eyes, and mute his tuneful tongue

with ſtreamersfiying, in majeſtick pride,

Triumphant, view the royal ſº ride ;

waving, behold, her far-famº fag diſplay'd :

Guardian of Commerce, by the world obey'd 3

The ſtrength, the glory & the weſtern main,

The dread of nations, and the ſcourg" of Spaint

# The M rines then prº
(d) Or Alresford.

| The ºwn where they landparing to embark.

from Portſmouth.
g, 263. - , - . *A.

(e) See that Poem, Vol. IX

6
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Hark, o'er the deep, the burſting thunders roar, Ş

While rattling pealsreſoumi from ſhore to ſhore; 1zo

Thick flaſh the fires---the wreathing clouds ariſe,

And veil the pompous proſpect from our eyes!

Portſmouth ſurvey, beyond the ſmoky ſcene,

Her Ramparts riſing from the watry plain.

Lo, far remote, the lab’ring fight deſcries,

Cicºffria's gothick ſpire invade the ſkies; . .

The Suſſex downs a ruflet line extend,

Till blending clouds the fading landſcape end.

Hence, to St. Helens, we the road perſu'd,

Along the margin of the glaſij flºod; 133

The ſun declining, and the heav'ns ſerene,

Mild breath'd the Zephyr o'er the trembling main;

Here bounteous nature ſtrows, with careleſs hand,

Her beauteous ſhell-work, o'er the level ſtrand; .

Here ebbing tides the wither'd lea-plant leave ;

There faintly murm'ring curls the wanton wave;

Here ſports the fiſh, there hoy'ring ſcreams the mew;

The ſhining canvaſs yonder ſwells to view.

Thro' Brading, pleafing village, leads our way,

Next we arriv'd at Sandºwn's friendly bay; 143

Where, tho’ decay’d, a noble fortreſs ſtands,

Befends the landing, and the bay commands.

O'er hills, and dales, and many a mazy ſtream,

To worſley's park (f), a paradiſe, we came :

(Worſley, in whom the generous Sºul we trace,

And alſ the virtues of his ancient rate)

Hence from a mount, tranſported, we ſurvey'd,

The iſland's lovely landſcape wide diſplay’d ;

Stately and neat the ſtone-built towns ariſe,

Farms, ſeats, and villas draw the wandering eyes;

Softſwells the hill, as ſoft ſubſides the tale, 151

. Its artleſs beauties willing to conceal ;

Here woody wilds extend the darkling ſhade,

There to the day expands the chearful glade,

And, joy to all, chief to the labºring ſwain,

The ripening harveſt waving o'er the plain.

Here fragrant fields with new-cut hay o'erſpread,

There paſture meads in bloomy pomp array'd;

The airy downs with verdant herbage crown'd,

In fleecy flocks, their proper wealth, abound; 16o

Whence limpid rills in gentle purlings play,

The foil enlivening in their winding way.

Neptune, almoſt, the iſland twice divides,

And from the north pours in his rolling tides;

Enamour'd with fair Večia's blooming charms,

He in her boſom thruſts his eager arms.

Southward direčts his fond-invaſive courſe,

Till from the rocks retires the wat'ry force.

Caresbrooke its tottering pile, deſerted, rears,

An air of grandeur ev’n in ruin wears ; , , 17o

Still awful, on a tow'ring ſummit plac'd,

Its ſtrength decay’d, its battlements defac'd;

Here craggy fragments, in rude heaps, o'erthrown,

And there the ivy graſps the mould'ring ſtone.

The royal Captive, (g), ev’n in woe ſedate,

Here, thirteen moons, bewail'd his people's fate;

His guiltleſs Soul, wing'd by devotion, roſe,

Superiour to his ſuff’rings and his foes?

Again to Newport come, we weſtward turn'd,

Where ſmiles the vale, with rows of elms adorn’d;

In filver mazes here the river glides, 131

Diffuſing freſhneſs o'er its flow'ry fides; -

The grounds enclos'd; and with unuſual care

The hedges dreſt, in leafy pride appear,

Š The Salutes paid Admiral Norrison bis Arrival

** cºmmand this Fleet, (f) At Apton-Combe.

(e) King Charles I. " ' -

Paſſing the Downs, Freſhwater-Bay we reach,

Cliffs huge and rugged nodding o'er the beach;

When genial mildneſs breathes the vernal air,

Unnumber'd fowls to neſtle here repair; . . .

Hung o'er the dreadful ſteep, the dauntleſs ſwain,

Of culls the ſamphire, nor his labour vain. 190

To Yarmouth next a pleafing way we trace,

A fort it boaſts, and claims the ſecond place.

When the low vales a ſummer deluge floats,

This ſure preſage, unclouded ſkies denotes.

If weſtern breezes fan the ſultry day,

By night the eaſtern reaſſime the ſway.

To view the Needles (b) now we launch again, .

Borne on the boſom of the placid main;

A neck of land herejets into the ſea,

Which, long and narrow, forms a ſpacious bay; .

From Albion nigh to Veča reach the ſands, zot

And on the utmoſt point Hurff-caſtle ſtands;

Ofold both ſhores, perhaps, united ſtood,

Till the weak iſthmus ſunk beneath the flood,

In proſpe’t chief the Pinacle we keep,

A lengthen’d gloom proječting o'er the deep;

Tho' imall its.. aloft in air it tow’rs,

While round its rooted baſe the billow roars;

Here ſhoot the plants, and there the cliffs extend,

And there the ſhelvesto fowls protećtion lend; zìo.

Where, for their young, the moſſy beds they plan,

Beyond the reach of all-devouring man.

From this the coaſt the wond'ring eye detain'd,

With checquer'd veins of red and yellow flain'd.

Now to the ſouthern ſide we ply our oars,

Where high and ſteep aſcend the rocky ſhores;

Here art, neglečted, no defence beſtows, -

By nature guarded from invading foes.

Such is the beauty, ſuch the fruitful ſoil,

So gay the proſpects of this pleaſing iſle; 229

Where art and nature mutual powers exert,

Art aiding nature, nature aiding art!

In youthful prime, fair Flora revels here,

And decks with laviſh hand the ſmiling year;

Their native charms the fragrant fields diſcloſé,

And, breathing ſweets, the ſoft elyſium glows!

** Her lov’d retreat here Ceres ſeems to chuſe,

And golden plenty from her horn effuſe;

Ev’n midſt the rocky wilds her gifts ariſe,

And one year's crop the iſland ſev’n ſupplies! 232

Nor leſs indulgent, here Pomona pours,

Around the orchard, her delicious ſtores;

With pendent fruitage bend the loaded boughs,

And ºft. the leaves th’ empurpl’d bounty glows!

Celeſtial Health her balmy bliſs ſupplies,

And, roſy-ſmiling, breaths along the ſkies;

O'er hill and dale, o'er man and beaſt ſhe ſways,

Enlivens life, and lends a length of days

While thus profuſely heav'n its bleſfings ſheds,

Ev’n tranſport o'er the brute creation ſpreads; 249

In mirthful mood, the fatted herds are ſeen,

With aukward gambols, friſking o'er the green;

The lovely lambkins, innocently gay,

Skip round their dams, andjoin in ſportive play;

While on the hill the hollow lowing gains,

The chearful bleatings echo to the plains !

Hark, thro’ the grove the melting muſick rings,

'Tis joy inſpires, andjoy the warbler fings

While man ſurveys the whole ſupremely bleſt,

The catching rapture kindles in his breaft'. 250

(b)j. Range of Rocks ſaidfrºm tidrºharp

fle/s, . . . . . . . -
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Poetical Essays ; JUN E, 1740. 3 ºr

Not,”ffa, be thy generous ſons unſung, Why, let them for a witty ſong

To whom the manly gracesai belong; . . . . Goro their signiora's. * *

Cºurage to ačt, and prudence tocontroul, And now methinks I’ve done my do,

The ſocial temper, and the friendly ſoul; - And have nought left to ſay,

Their language pure, their ſentiments *find, But that flowſ. top to toe

Nºr leſs complete in perſon than in mind 5 Sly Dolly night and day.

9fcomely ſhape; to health, to vigour known
* , - . ith the wires Agº-l...rr..... ." So fly, my doleful ditty fly -Uninteå with the vices of the Town. . . . j thy work it'ſſºn 3.

e.View in thy daughters, fair Prºportion riſe, Then tell ſly Doly with a figh

The ſnowy boſom, and the ſparkling eyes; 260 Poor Corydminiºn. "“”

And midſt the bloom ofbeauty and of youth, y -

Mild modeſt virtue, and unſally’d truth; . . a J ,

Adorn'd with every nameleſs, artleſs art.' - AN A c R Eo N, O p E 15. Happy Life.

Tº charm the ſenſe, and captivate the hirt 3.
By Ch A. CH E S T E R, M. D.

lºss round them ſport, in innocene. they ſmile,
- HE wealth of Gyges I deſpiſe."And crown the glories of the happy iſle - T 1nS areº:º.

Thusſar, my friend, themuſºhºbje rhimes Gold leave, and ſuch vain things

* ſing the beauties of theſeſºuthe.j ; : To the low in j pride of kiº. "
But all their Plenty, pomp, and pleaſure join'd, 59 °

ºr my hair with unguents fi.Shillne'er effice fair Lotbin from my mind: 270 ith roſy garland - '.

Edina oft my wand'ring thought detains, ” With roſy garlands crown my brow 1

º

tº

º
|, |

- - The preſent moment I enjoy, -

ºny waſts me to my native plains; Pºd in the next, perhaps, to die! ... •

The lonely vale oft, devious, I ºfte, - Then while the hour ſerenely ſhines, -

And oft Park-end ariſes to my view Toſs the gay dye, and quaff thy wines:

Ev’n thus I chear the night, divert the day, But ever, in the genial hour

fl. . the gloomy ...;..# To Bacchus the libation pour, -

iſº's gloomy cares or. Fortune ever flies - - 2.

But ſtill my hearther ſcorn, her ſpite defies. > Leſt Death in wrath approach, and cry,
Ontheeſh: ſmiles---long may herſmiles be thine,'. Man taſte no more the cup of joy:

9mmeſhe frowns---theviñºfheav'n be mine, 230

june 2.52, 1740. - 7° 44'ſ C—N— of Suffolk, -

! - FOnd Muſe! thy fooliſh hopes give o'er, -
* To the Mºnth of May, I74O. - F Nor think, with all thy littie ſtore"? .

&#antum mutatus abilº I Virg. Of trifling ãº, tº paint a fice - --

Aº how chang'd thou month ofMay! . #.º:... ºnce. - -

That us’d to ſmile ſo flyeet, ſo gay, Enri ;" ith s ãº. *.1 - º

Nipt by the chilly eaſtern blaſts, ºnrich'd with wit, withſºnſ, refin'd. -

A fullen gloom t y brow o'ercaſts; #. §.is prove . weak and faint, * -

Fºch flow'rethang its drooping head; . . . I y ‘.. ry c ...h. Paint. , -

The trees their verdure ſlowly ſpread, 3. gen º On%. e ſhown •

#º eventhe warblers ofthe groves, o muchpº ion met in one. •

Unſeeling, faintly, fing their loves ; More beauty ſure neer nymph foſſeſs :

The blooming nymph whoſe Panting breaſt More truth ſure ne'er ſuch beauty bleſs'd.

With thee unwontº warmth confeſt, All that s good, and all that s fair,

Now chill'd, no ſoft defire ſhe knows2 - In height of luftre ſhine in her. -

Normore than frigid Veſtal glows, ; Make, gracious God, this wonder mine,

§º herſelf will ſoon decay, - With joy I’ll other joys reſign. T. H.,
nleſs th • -- ! m tº We -

villes ou ſmirſ, O! month of May. H. . 4. N I G M A.

- FRe the foundations of the world were laid4 N E W S O N G. E Or the blue canopy above diſplay'd, • .

--0 Corydon, Corydon, quae te dementia Or heav'nly ſeraphs tun'd immortal ſtrains, -

cepit 1 Virg. #.. i.jº. .*

TO get in bri • ut, when th' Almighty form'd this pendent ball

T. #.tº.lº,e **Confuſion heard his awā'i. 2

Quick on the wings of pack-horſe fly, At his command I wing'd my downward flight,

ºr Corydon is undone. - And broke the gloomy reign of ancient night.

** when you've gotten printed there, #. the.º: my court**, -

A neat is any ji.“ wº.iº, a .

.. ºrk, and make the fair - * : * And give the rainbow all its various dye : y *

Now ; es begin to fing. , - - . Nºt yet in heav'n along am I enthron'd,

ºiffor lack oftune that's good, . . . . . . Alike on earth my wide dominion's own’d 5. . .

T :*-ey'd creatures flare, . . . bid the ſpring its annual veri. wear, . . . .
Tell ºn, the twa poor babes ºtb’ wood And ev'ry tree in ſprightly green appear;

trim 'em to a hair.. Deck'd by my Pow'r, bright ſpangles ſtrew the

But ſhould my dirge ſeem dull and long, , , , grºund, • * r *, * * y

Woe's me and unſonorous, - ' ' And ºra's gay creation ſmiles around: The

* * * - - - - - ---- - * - - - - - il
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The gaudy tulip, and the violet blue,

By me are dreſs'd, from me derive their hus;

The blooming lilly, and the bluſhing roſe,

Their diff'rent timétures by my help diſcloſe :

Nay, ev'n the brighteſt nymphs from me derive

Thoſe various charms which none but I can give ;

If I withdraw my help, each beauty flies,

No roſes grace their cheeks, no lightnings point

their eyes.
-

And oft when Phaebus wheels his fiery throne

To weſtern ſkies, and night advances on

With ſolemn pace, amid the gloom I'm ſeen

In vivid ſplendors on the humble green.

O'er ſea and land Ibear extended ſway,

“Give beauty to the ſun, and pleaſure to the day.”
TEL Ar 1 us.

On the preſent Expedition.

Maſk'd a courtly Polititian,

“What means th’ intended Expedition * *

* That is a ſecret,’ fir, ſays jo.

“Right, replies Tim.—% and will be ſo.”

Philes,

P H A R A 0 H's DA u G HT K R.

Preſented to the Right Honoarable — Earl of

Exeter. By Mr R. Heigh, late of St. John's

College, Cambridge.

AST by the margin of her native flood,

F Whoſe fertile watersarewell-knowntofame,

Fair as the bord'ring flow'rs the princeſs ſtood,

And rich in bounty as the gen’rous ſtream.

When, lo! a tender cry afflićts her ear,

The tender cry declares an infant's grief;

Soon ſhe, who melted at each mortal's care,

With tend’reſt pity ſought the babe's relief,

The babe adorn'd in beauty's early bloom;

But to the laſt diſtreſs expos'd, appears;

His infant ſoftneſs pleads a milder doom,

And ſpeaks with all the eloquence of tears.

The kind Egyptian gaz'd upon his charms,

And with compaſſion view'd the weeping child;

$he ſnatch'd the little Hebrew to her arms, -

And kiſs'd the Infant---the ſweet Infant ſmil’d.

Again ſhe claſps him with a fond embrace, ,

. Yet more ſhe pities the young Stranger's woe;

She wip'd the tears that hung upon his face,

Her own the while in pious plenty flow.

Now, cruel father, your harſh law I ſee,

And feel that rigourwhich the Hebrews mourn;
O! that I could reverſe the dire decree, w

Which dooms the babe a wretch as ſoon as born

But that, alas! exceeds my ſlender pow'r:

And muſt this tender innocent be ſlain P

Poor harmleſs babe ; born in a luckleſ, hour;

Yet ſweet as ever ſooth'd a mother's pain.

Muſt thou, poor undeſerving Infant, die?

No! in my boſom ev’ry dangerſhun 5

A princeſs ſhall thy parent's loſs ſupply,

And thou artworthy to be call'd her ſon.

And now let conſcious Cecil view the piece

Where virtue in her lovelieſtlightisfiewin;Let this unfiniſh'd tale in part expreſs, y

Your great forefather's bounty:--and your own.

Q ſºuld I equal thoſe immortal lines,

Which flow from Moſes in the ſacred page 5

As in his book the bounteous princeſs ſhines, .

So ſhould your Fame deſcend to ev'ry Age,

But this vain thought is empty as a dream,

Yet happier Bards ſhall Cecil's honour raiſe;

Theº unborn ſhall bleſs the generous name,

And endleſs favours find an endleſs praiſe,

HORAC E, Opr VIII. Lib. IV. Imitated.

THE ſnows are gone, and genial ſpring oncemeta

New cloathes the meads with graſs, the tre+

with leaves;

And the proud rivers that diſdain’d a ſhore,

Within their banks now roll their leſſen'd waves,

The Nymphs and Siſter-graces, ever gay,

Dance naked now beneath a warmer ſky:

The rear, the rapid Hour that whirls the Day, ”

Deſcribe our ſtate, and tell us we muſt die.

Soft Zephyr's breath unbinds the frozen Earth,

And Summer treads upon the heel of Spring;

Then fruitful Autumn pours his plenty forth,

And Winter next returns with ſluggiſh wing.

Luna her monthly loſs can ſoon ſupply;

But we, alas! muſt mingle with the dead,

Where good AEneas, Tullus, Ancus lie,

Reduc’d to crumbling duſt, and empty ſhade.

Who knows if heav'n, propitious to thy pray'r,

Will to this laſt adjoin another day

And what thou ſtill art ſcraping for thy heir,

May ſlip his greedy hands and fly away.

For when thou once art paſt the Stygian lake,

And Minos has pronounc'd th’ impartial doom,

Nor birth nor eloquence can bring thee back,

Nor heav'n-born piety unſeal the tomb.

Ev’n to releaſe the chaſte Hippolytus

From hell's black ſhades, Diana ſtrives in vain;

Nor can the ſtrength of mighty. Theſeus looſe

His dear Piritbous from th’infernal chain.

May 26, 1740. TEL AR 1 us,

Onaladyſinging at the Muſick-meeting in Norwich.

( "Eaſe, charming Delia, too harmonious fair,

_I Such ſounds gives extacy too great too bear ;

The heav'nly bliſs for mortal ſenſe to high, .

O'erpow'rs our ſouls, while we admire we die.
-

Illuſtriſme Principi Mariae ad Hafliam navi.

gantt.

Sºſiade,pukbra. Thalamos petiiſe Leander

Fertur, & AEgeum noãe natare frctum. -

Errantem quem ne raperet violention aftus,

Lampada praetendit blanda puella dueen.

Cafter 0 1 mec pulchra minus Maria, per undar

Ad ſponſum properas, Regia Virgo, tuum.
Non opus bic mºre eft. Talºm .# cernere clara

Luce ſalutatrix Haſſia laeta Nurum.
Barum, June 11, 1740. R, L,

Wºrſes by a young Lady, on ber ſeeing his Grace tº

Duke of Argyi fift#.º.º.

HEN.conqu'ring death ſhall raviſh from

your eyes,

Thoſe trifling glories that the courtiers prize;

When crowns ſhall fall, and empire ſhall be loſt;

And all that's mortal be diſſolv’d in duſt; -

Then ſhalt thou live immortal to thy ſame, ... ."

And future ages ſhall extol thy name.
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Poetical EssAys ; J U N E, I740.

A P A S T OR A L.

en April bloſſom'd, when the flowry plain

Proclaim'd indulgent Flora's vernal reign,

where ſpreading woodbinecrowns the ſhady grove,

A ſoft receſs for friendſhip and for love, . . .

Two ſwains, whoſe boſoms were by Cupid fir’d,

By Ceres lov'd, and by the Muſe inſpir'd,

Thus in alternate notes prolong'd the lay,

Whilſt the ſmooth ſtreams in ſoft meanders play.

- -
ST R EP Ho N. -

Begin, my Daphnis, now the rural ſong,

To thee, my friend, ſublimer ſtrains belong; .

The ſoaring Larks ſhall warble in the air,

Whilſt thou attempt to celebrate the fair.

DA P H N Is.

Firſt then Aurelia wake the drowſy lay,

On whom ſoft nature darts her keeneſt ray;

When ſhe appears the trees new bloſſoms wear,

And an eternal verduree crowns the year.

ST R EP Ho N.

Now let the Muſe the blooming beauties trace

Which ſhine exalted in Florella's face,

Or let her flight to Clelia's breaſt repair,

Andjoin the Graces that inhabit there;

Forthere with wanton joy the Cupids ſport,

And blooming Venus keeps her airy court.

Florella's air with awe ſubdues the plains,

And Clella's aſpect charms admiringſwains.

Whatj. can ſecure the lover's heart,

Whilſt with united force they aim the dart 2"

DA PH N I S.

To fair Cecilia next the verſe belongs,

Whilſt the ſweet Syrensjoin our ſylvan ſongs;

Yet to her voice the Syrens all muſt yield,

And all the winged ſongſters in the field.

When with her ſnowy hands ſhe ſtrikes the lyre,

The fanning Zephyrs breath poetic fire ;

Nor can our Muſe the harmony dićloſe,

Which in her numbers eloquently flows.

- - ST R EP Ho N. " ... -

As gentle Nile its fertile deluge pours,

And laviſhly ſupplies the want of ſhowers;

As Sol fromi.Olympus glads the fields,

And to the drooping roſe new odour yields,

So Meliora guards her fleecy care, ſº

Where cooling ſhades diffuſe ſerener air.

0 woul" ſhe thus revive her dying ſwains, .

Thus eaſe their care, thus mitigate their pains.

* -º . DA Ph N 1s.

But now,ye Muſes,higher flights explore,

Flights which the Mantuan ſwan alone can foar.

See with what ſweets the crimſon roſes blocin'

See how the hyacinth exhales perfume !

* comes, ſhe comes! to grace the lovely ſcene.

The ſmiling fields diſplay a brighter green; -

The myrtles ſhake applauſe; the birds on high

With acclamations rend the vocal ſky. -

When nature ſuch a blooming verdure wears,

Oh! need I ſay Hermione appears

ST R E Prio N.

3 13

Mr UR B A N, june 20,

A Few Days ſince, at the requeſt of a Friend, ..

I accompanied him to Mr Baudin's, a Pain

ter, (in Durham-yard, in the Strand) and the

Publiſher of the Views of V E N 1 E. c in twelve

beautiful Prints. He received us with much

Politeneſs and Civility, and in juſtice to the

excellent Artiſt I muſt confeſs I was moſt agree

ably entertained. - - - - - -

-The maſterly Manner in which the Viſties

are executed, and the exact Likeneſs they bear to

the Originals kad ſo good an Effect, that I almoſt

imagined myſelf to be once more taking a Turn

, about Venice, which I left but three Months ago.

The admirable Variety and juſt Diſpoſition of

the Figures and Buildings; the Boldneſs with

which they prºječt and meet the Eye; the De

licacy of the whole Performance, where nothing

is crowded and confuſed, but all ſo free and diſ

engaged that the minuteſt Things appear to view,

and not a ſingle Objećt is loſt; the Richneſs,

Livelineſs, and Strength of the Colouring; and

-

the judicious Intermixture of Light and Shade,

which ſo mutually aſſiſt cach other that they

breathe an Air of Sweetneſs and Softneſs on eve

Piece, exceed all Deſcription, and diſplay ſu

eminent Proof of Genius and Art, as the Con

noiſieurs in Painting and Archite&ture will, I

Fº: myſelf, behold with equal Surprize and
caſure. For my own part, the more I dwelt.

on theſe beautiful Views the more I admired

them.; and there is one Particular I muſt not o

mit to obſerve, which is, that tho’ they muſt

doubtleſs have coſt the ingenious Artiſt infinite

Labour, yet they ſeem to be executed with A

bundance of Eaſe—“ and finiſh'd more thro”

Happineſs than Pains.” - - -

Asyou have on all Occaſions diſtinguiſh’d your

ſelf by paying a due Regard to Merit, 'tis hop'd

you will give this Letter and the following Lines

a Place in your Magazine; which will be giving

another'Piècf of your Diſcernment and Difin

tereſtedneſs to the Publick, beſides conferring a

fingular Obligation Cn, Sir, 1%ir, &c. A. Z.

‘Is Mr BA up 1 N, occaſioned by a Sight of the

Views of V E N 1 c E.

O H! bleſt with genius and unrival’d art, , ,

What wonders do thy culious Views impart,

What matchleſs graces from thy Pencil flow,

How does each finiſh'd piece with beauty glow !,
Thy copies with th' originals may vie,

And little leſs they charm the ſkilful eye . . .

Here a huge Gothic file tº its length extends, '

And there its arch the fam'd Rialto bends;

Beneath it ſmooth the limpid current flows,

And the gay gondola its boſom ploughs,

Here lofty temples rear their ſummits high,

There ſtately domes attract the gazer's eye.

Here mingled crowds in wild diſorder ſtray,

And there the maſquers ſport along the way.

Likeneſs in every wifts flands conflit,

And all of Venice art can leſ:4 expreſt. -

Oh! cou’d my numbers like thy Paintings

Free as thy pencil, as thy fancy war:m, {charin,

A more exalted praiſe ſhou'dſt thou receive 3

Put what my verſe denies thy Piews will give ;

Theſe late ſuceeding ages ſhall admire,

And “breaſts to rapture warm'd applaud your fire."

+ ºte Page's Palace. Že greatBriče.

Enough, my Daphnis, ſee the cooling breeze,

With greater violence, attacks the trees;

Deſcending S.1 a feebler ray reveals,

And larger ſhades obſcure the verdant fields.

et us condućt our Lambs to yonder fold,

tº Luna veil the ſky with borrow'd gold.

*ieu the Muſe, adieu the flow'ry plain, .

*ditu each Nymph, and eachinchanting ſtrain.

\ .

7



Hiſtorical Chronicle. 7ame, 1740.

Evening. Poff, &c. thundered againſt the

Scurrility, the Indecency, and Impudeuce

of the Gazettters, who replicq that their

Adverſaries, who treated much greater -

Names with equal Freedom, had little.

TU EsDAY, June 3.

TT H E Parliament met, and was fur

ther prorogued, by Commiſſion.

from the Lºrds of the Regency, to fuly 8.

The St Sabaſtian, of 12. Guns and I 12

Men, (which, with other Spaniſh Priva:

teers, had been ſo ačtive, that 42 Engliſh

Veſſels were carried into St Sebaſtian).

was met by the Deptford Man of War,.

Captain. Pocklington, and brought into

Plymouth.

FRIDAY, 6. -- -

The Court of King’s Bench granted a

Rule againſt the Publiſher of the Craftſ. B

znan to ſhew Cauſe why an Information

ſhould not go againſt him for publiſhing

ſome time ſince in the ſaid Paper a moſt

notorious and ſcandalons Libei highly re

flºting on the honourable the Commiſſio

ners f the vićtualling Office relating to

Right to theſe Exclamations.—Such,

and ſo important are the Controveries

that employ at preſent the Pens of the

Public Writers for which, if our Rea-,

ders prefer them, to the Subjećts this.

Month ſeleãed for their Entertainment,.

we ſhall allow more room in our future

Collections. . . . . .

WEDNESDAY, 18, . -

At a Court of Common Council at .

Guild-hall, it was agreed to return the

Thanks of that Court to the four worthy

Repreſentatives of London for their faithful.

and diligent, Attendance in Parliament,

particularly while the late Place-Bill was

their ſupplying the Navy with bād Pro-C depending in the following Manner,
Willon. -

The Princeſs of Hiſ embark'd at

Greenwich for Holland in her way to.

Caffèl.

*RIDAY, 13.

The North Mail was robbed by a ſingle.

Highwayman, who carried off the Pe:

terhoroagh, Boſton, Loath, Horncaſtle, end D

Spalding Bºgs. A Reward of 20c l is

offered by the Poſtmaſter. General for ap

prehending him. -

SATURDAY, 14. . . º

The Gazetteer of june 12, having given

a-relation of Captain Hall's Expedition to

Porto de la Plata, ºf which he made

himſelf Maſter, by procuring Admiſſion,

with fºur Followers only, into the Fort,

under Pretence of inciing the Governor

to an advantagecus Traffic, prºceedcd to

draw an ironical Parallel between the Suc

ceſs of the immortal Cºpt. Hall and the

Ağion of Admiral Parmon at Porto Bello ;

and ludicrouſly aſſerted, that the Commºn F

cºncil of London were preparing an Ad-

dreſs to his Majeſty upon this wonderſal

Archieveme, t, that the glorious Captain

Hay was to receive rhe Freedom of the

City in a Gold Bºx, and was alſo intended

to ſepreſent them in the enſuing Parlia

ºnent. By this Raillery ſome Perſons

were ſo much exaſperated, that they

afted up the Paper at the Exchange, and

in ſome Coffee-fi uſes ſentenced it to the

fire. Nor did the Reſentment crid her; ;

the Authors of the Craftſman, Lºndon

W W TE the Lord Mayor, Aldermen and

Commons of the City of London,

in Gommon Council aſſembled, return you'

our Thanks for your faithful and diligent

Attendance in Parliament, particularly.

while the Płace-Bill was depending º
Seſſions; being ſolicitous, that the Rights.

and Liberties which this Nation has hi

therto enjoyed, ſhould be cºntinued to la

teſt Poſterity, and conſidering, that thoſe

Bleſſings can alone be ſecured by the In

dependency of Parliament, do moſt ear

neſtly require of you to renew your En

deavour in prºcuring a proper Bill for

reducing and limiting the Numyer of

Placemen in the Houſe ofCommons.—

As we apprehend that our Expečtations

laſt Seſſions were in a great Méaſure diſ.

appointed through the Åbſence of a few.

Members from Párliament, we cannot but

entertain the ſtrongeſt hopes of Succeſs.

the next Year, not doubting but thoſ:

Gentlemen, being at length convinced

that a diligent Attendance in the Houſe.

o, Commons is of the utmoſt Conſequence.

to the Nation, will not add a ſecºnd Loſì

of this Salutary Law, ſo immediately ne

ceſſary to preſerve the Freedom of our

Conſtitution, to reſtore Unanimity among

& the Peºple, and eſtabliſh that Cânfidence

in his Majeſty's Meaſures as may affed!"

ally enable him, at this important Junét.

ture, to aileir the Honour of his Crown.

and Kingdom. - ſº

• - - FRI



fi IST OR ICA L

* - FRIDAY, 20. . . -

Complaint having been made to the

, Lords of the Admiralty that the Gunpºw

der uſed by the 3 Men of War when they
took the Princeſſa was weaker than the

Powder taken in the ſaid Ship in Propor

tion of 7 to 12, it was thought prºper to

make a publick Tryal; in order thereto

ſome Gunpowder was taken out of each of

the above 4 Ships, put into 4 Boxes at

Portſmouth which were ſeal’d up by ſome

Officers of the Navy and Ordnance, and

ſent to Town, and this Day try’d at Woºl

with before the D. cf Montagu Maſter Ge

neral of the Ordnance, Sir Charles Wa

ger, Lord Were Beauclerk, General Bor

gard, ſome Captains of Men of War, Óc.

in three divers Ways. 1. By raiſing a

Weight of 20l. 7 Ounces with two Drams

of Powder. 2. By firing a twelve Pounder

ſhot Shot out of a 5 # Inch Mortar with a

Quarter of an Ounce of Powder. 3. By

firing a half-pounder Shot cut of a Swivel
Gun with two Drams of Powder. In the

firſt Experiment the Engliſh Powder ra:

ſed the Weight from four Inches to ſix

and ſome tenths, and the Spaniſh no high

'er than one Inch and 9 tenths: In proving

by the Swivel Gun the Engliſh Powder

threw the Ball 15 # Foot at an Elevation

ºf 61 Degrees, and the Spaniſh had not
Strength enough to throw it out of the

Gun; and the Tryal by the Mortar turn’d

out equally in ſavour of the Engliſh

Tºwder.—[Nitwithſtanding the above

&count, many Perſons who have been at

Portſmouth affirm that the Shot of the E

Princeſla were much Sharper thrown than

thoſe of our Men of War, ſome of hers going

thrºugh the Sides of our Ships, when ours

fluck in her Halfway. -

TU Es DAY, 24.

The Aśts for prohibiting Commerce

with Spain and ſuppreſſing Horſe-Races
took Place.

... At a Court of Huſtings held at Guild

hall, Henry Marſhall and Richard Hoare,

Eſqs. and Aldermen, were choſen Sheriffs

ºf London and Middleſex for the Year en

ſuing.—The Gentlemen nominated

by the Lord Mayor this Year to ſerve

that Office were.

/

*,
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Mr. U R B A N, - -

YoUR g eat Readineſs to publiſh whatever

- may be of Service to the Publick, encou

rag'd me to ſend you this Occultation of 7%i

A ter by the Moon, which will happen Ottºber

27, in the Morning, I diſcovered that there

would be n Occultation about the latter End

of laſt Auguſt, and made a Delineation of it in

.Plans a little while after, but let it lie by me,

with Hopes that ſome one elſe, might commu

nicate it. I have at laſt prevailed with myſelf

to ſubmit it to the Examination of the Inge

nious. . -

B "The Requiſites for inveſtigating the Phoeno

mena, and the Type are as follow.

Apparent Time of the true 3 of YL and

the Y at Oxfºrd. -

0.52%r 27, 1740, 237 54" paſt 3 h. in the

Morning.

C

D

77

Elong. ) a Sun - 234 I5 3

X and Y. Place , gº, IO I9 39

D Latitude Bor, 24 16

Y! Latitude Auſt. 9 21

X, Horizontal Parallax 56 25

Her Semidiameter I5 27

Her Horary Motion. 31 28

Jupiter's Declination 22 55 42.

F His Right Aſcenſion Yor 13 29
h. w ar

Jupiter in the Meridian at 15 39
ç. Wy

Thomas Snell, Eſq. Draper.

Thºmas Legender Eſq. Ditro.

Win. Davis, Eſ). Statiºner.”

Chº, Egleton, Eſq. Salter.

4%l Aldridge, Eſq. Currie.

Benj. Devink, Eſq. Girdler.”
Edward Halſy, Eſq. Sador.

Jºhn Eaton, Eſq. Mercer.” and -

Hºrton'Eſq.froiderer,who ſwore off.

Thoſe thus maſk'd have paid their Fºlc.

o

Viſible Inclination of the Earth's /

Axis to the Axis of the Eclip. 4 26 55

Angle of the X) Way 5 : 5 29

From hence the Times of Immerſion a d

Emerfion were deduced by a very large ortho

graphic Projection, and I find that Jupiter wilſ

be juſt covered by the Moon at 45”.31’ paſt

2'h. in the Morning, and that he will emerge

again from behind the dark Part of her Diſk

at 427 paſt 3 h. The Moon's Place, I calculated

from Sir Iſaac Newton's Theory, and I have

ſome Hopes the whole Proceſs may be depended.

upon ; for which Reaſon I ſhall recommend ſhi
- H Occultation to the Obſervations of ſuch Perſons.

as are beſt acquainted with its. Uſes for deter--

mining the 15ifference of Meridians, and cor

r &ting the Lunar Theory.
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eſºrption of the Spaniſh Privateers beA Deſ:#. t() gº Sebaſtian.

1. A Thréº Maſt Ship, about 150 Tuns,

13. Guns, and about 159 Men, a Lion's
Head painted Yellow,Red Quarter.cloaths,

fºr sides turpentin'd, ſmall Badges on her

Quarters, two Top-gallant Yards i.
aloft, her Mizen Topmaſt and Top-gallant

Maſt both in one, a low long Snug

hip. - -S ſ A Three Maſt Ship, about 120 Men,

a Lion’s Head, her Stern and Quarters

ainted Blue, her Sides tarr'd, ſtreight

#. two Top. Gallant Yards rigg’d a

loft, her Mizen#. and Top-gallant

Maſt both in one, and very much reſem

bles a Liverpoºl Ship.

The GE * * L E M A h's MAGAZINE, vol. X.

14, Wm Richardſon, Eſq; London Agent, and

Member of Parliament in Ireland—to a Siſter

of Sir john Eyles, Bart. 14oool.

15. Rev Dr Bateman, Archdeacon of Lewis

to Miſs Smallbroke, Daughter to the Biſhop

of Litchfield and Coventry. -

26. Duke of Leeds—to Lady Mary, Daugh

ter to the Earl of Godolphin. , -

Princeſ, Mary—to Prince Frederick of Hºff,

at Caffèl. -

A List of DEATH's for the Year 1740.

B May zo, FRºriº William, King of Pruſ.

ſia, Marquis of Brandenburg,

Arch Chamberlain and Ele&tor of the Holy R

man Empire, Prince of Magdeburg, Cleves, &c.

Born Aug. 4, 1688, and came to the Crown

Feb. 26, 1713. He marry'd in 1706: Sophia

Dorothea, only Siſter to the preſent King of

A

3. A Bilander, about ſoo Tuns, Io" Great Britain, his couſin-German, by whom

Guns, and two on her Quarter-deck, and

about 120 Men, a ſingle Horſe-head, and

rigg’d the ſame as our Hºlland Traders,

her Sides turpentin'd. , N.B. She was for:

merly a Brigantine and probably is turned

into that Trim again, and is the ſame that

took Capt. Fowler the 3d Inſtant.

4. One taken and carried into Plymouth

by the Deptfºrd Man of War. And there's

a Lugg.ſail Boat that reſembles a French

Fiſhing-boat.

A List of B1R T is for the rear 1740.

june 3. H Ady of Lord Were Beauclerk de”

* } , liver'd of a Son. •

9. Counteſs of Gainsborough—of a Son.
12. Lady of Sir Cecil*; Bart.---of a Son.

16, Junior Dutcheſs of Mancheſter— of a

: Daughter:

27. Lady of Hon Col Fielding---of a Son.

L1s T of MA R R 1 A GE s fºr the Year 1740.

june 1...Q.4m. Robinſon, Eſq; marry'd to thº
- j - (S Relićtº#. of Iiverton”

Devonſhire, Eſq; .

Mr Robinſon at the Poſt-Office

Andrews of Ormond-Street.

2. Hon Heneage Legg, Eſq; eldeſt Son to the

Earl of Dartmouth—to Miſs Fogg, Niece to Sir

Yohn Barnard, with 20,000l. -

Sir Robert Clifton, Knt., of the Bath, and

Member for Eaſt-Retford– to the eldeſt Daugh

ter of the late Sir Thomas Lomée, 4o,oool. '

jobn Crawley, Eſq; Member for Marlborough

--to a Siſter of Sir jeremiah PanackerSam

Broke, Bart. . . . -

Sir Edmund Thomas, Bºrt. (lately) to the Re

lićt of Wm. Northey, Eſq; ,

5. joſeph Smith, Eſq; Barriſter at Law—

to Miſs Barney of Lime-Street, Io, ooc/

8. Rev Mr Llºyd, of St George in the Eoff---

to Miſs Petre, nearly related to Lord Petre.

, Adolphus Meetkerk, Eſq;— to Miſs Hºſ.

Hint, 15cool. -

yo, Joſiah Burchett, Eſq; Secretary of the

to Miſs

Admiralty—to the Relić of Mr fºod, a

Spaniſh Merchant

- it 2 ... . . . .

he left 4 Sons and 5 Daughters, four of theſe

C latter marry'd. On the Day he died he cauſed

an Aćt to be drawn up, in Subſtance ‘That as

he had but a few Hours to live, he recommended

his Soul to God, and reſigned his Dominions to

the Prince his Succeſſor, declaring him King

from that Inſtant forth;’ and being fully ſenſible

of his Duty to God in his laſt Moments, he

ſaid to the Perſons who attended him, being the

Royal Family and the Prince of Anhalt Diſſau,

D Call upon the Lord that he may receive my Soul,

and then expired. He is ſucceeded by his eldeſt

Son, Charles Frederick, bornjan. 1712.

28. john E of Glaſgow, at Kelburn, Scotland.

The Counteſs of Aylesford. -

Lady Sophin Keppell, Daughter to the Earl
of Albemarle. ,

30. Arthur Acland, Eſq; a Portugal Merchant

Philipps, Eſq; at Comgwsley, near Car

E marther. - -

jºure 2. Lambert Blackwell, Eſq; at Bethmall
Green. - -

3. Capt Merchant of the Horſe-Guards.

Major Goſling, of Anſtruther's Reg of Foot,

Capt Técºiſon formerly Commander of the

Bºyne Man of War, aged to2. -

5. Thomas Onſlocu, Lord Onſlow, Ld Lieut.

of Štrºy, a Teiler of the Exchequer, and Uncle

F to the Speaker. He is ſucceeded by his only

-; Richard, Member for Guiſºrd, now Lordn/lºv. - I

Henry de Grey, Duke and Earl of Kent, Mar.

quis Grey, Earl of Harold, Viſcount Goodrick,

Baron Grey, and Baron Lucas of Crudwell, Ld

Lieut of Bedfordſhire, one of the Privy Council,

and Knt of the Garter, Chief of the antient

G and illuſºrious Houſe of Grey, from which de

ſcended the Barºns ºf Roſºftºld, Codnºre, Wil

tºn, Ruthin . Groſy, and Rugemont Viſcount

Liſle, Earl of Stamford, Marquis of Dorſet, and

Duke of Suffolk, aſ of the Na.e of Grey. His

Grace by his firſt Wife had one Son and three

... Daughters all deceaſed ; of theſ: the eldeſt, An

H labella, marry'd Ld Viſcount Genorchy, whoſe

Pughter, marry'd laſt Month to the Hon Mr

2%rk, is by Letters Patent, on the Failure of

the Duke's Male Iſſue, now Marchioneſ, Grey,

and the Pignity of Marquis Gry is to deſcend
to her Male iſſue. -

- - Mrs
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*Mrs Hallam, an excellent Aétreſs.

6. Ld Waiāngford, Member for Banluy. -

7. Yohn Lawton, Eſq; of Law ºn, Cheſhire,

Mémier for Newcaſtle under Line. His An

ceſtreſs was Lady Heffer Temple of Stoºg in Bucks,

recorded by Fuſer, as having 12 Children, and

fººd to ſee 7oo Deſcendants from her own Body.

Shedv’d in 1654. -

}}}}}} Viſcount Galmoy, Earl of New

caffe, a Peer of Ireland, Firſt Gentleman of

the Bedchamber to james II. and Lieut Gen

in the French Service, aged 88, at Paris. His

Title deſcends to james Butler, his Nephew, a

Capt in the Iriſh Reg of Bulkeley, but his Eſtate

in Ireland was forfeited upon his Attainder.

MrsMinſhull, Auntto the Dutcheſ of Norfolk.

8. john’smith, Eſq; High Sheriff of Kent,

and a Gov. of St Thomas's and Guy's Hoſpitals.

john Ruffºl, Eſq; nearly related to the late

E of% and Juſtice of Peace for Cambridgeſh.

9. William Barnard, Eſq; near Shrewſbury.

13, jobn Bignal, Eſq; Filazer for Surrey,

Suſſex and Kent, -

Samuel Holden, Eſq; Governor of the Ruſſia

Company, a Drečtor of the Bank, and Member

for Eaſikºv, Cornwall, worth 80,000l. He left

two maiden Daughters. -

Mr jobſºn, a great Wºff-India Merchant.

14. Toomas Stapleton, Eſq; of Oxfºrdſhire. . .

Hon Mrs Farmer, Aunt to the E of Pomfret.

16. Capt Wentworth, of a Company of in

valids, wholoſt a Legat the Rebellion at Preſton.

Gorge Oughton, of Broadwood, Herefordſhire,

Eſ; aged 94.

17. Capt. Mazan, of the 1ſt Reg. of Foot

Guards. -

Corbet Kynaſton, Eſº; Member for Shropſhire.

Sir William Wyndham, Bart. Member for

Somerſetſhire, which County he repreſented in

the three laſt Parliaments of Q_Anne, and ever

fince. In the Reign of that Princeſs he was

Maſter of the Buckhounds, Secretary at War,

Chancellor of the Exchequer, and of the Privy

Council. The Deceaſed was allow'd by his

Adverſaries in Politicks to be an able Stateſman,

a finiſh'd Orator, and ſo much a fine Gentleman,

that all People of Taſte who knew him, en

deavour'd to form themſelves by his Example, F Man of War.

Mr Pope mentions him with Honour thus:

NextWyndham arm'd fºr Freedom andtheºrone,

The Mafter of our Pſions and bis own.

He marry'd firſt the Lady Catharine Seymour,

ſecond Daughter to the Duke of Somerſet, and

2dly the Marchioneſs of Blandfºrd; by the lat

ter he had no Iſſue, but ſeveral Children by the

former. He is ſucceeded in Honour and Eſtate G

by his eldeſt Son Charles, Member for Bridgewar.

(See the firſt Charaćter, p. 229.)

18. Rev Mr jefferies, Leóturer of St Bar

thºlºmew behind the Royal Exchange, call'd the

Golden Leółure, it being the beſt in Condºn.

19. Capt Maffy, formerly, of the Namure.

Capt Marſham, of Hºward's Regof Foot:

Mr Mann, Deputy clerk of the Crown under

&ephen Biſs and Thomas Bray, Eſqrs.

21. Sir Peter Heaver, at Harrow on the Hill.

Kendal Fynes, Eſq; by a Fall with his Horſe.

22. Lady Gough, Wife of Sir Henry Gough,

Bart. Member for Bramrer in Suſſex. She was

one of the Daughters of Sir jobn Harpur, of

Calke in the County of Derby, Bart. . .

26. Miſs Capel, Daughter to the Earl of Eſſex.

A L1st ofPromotions for the rear 1740.

E*: of jerſey AP Pot N T E D Warden,

T, Chief Juſtice, and Juſtice in Eyre, of the

King's Foreſts, Parks and Warrens, on the

South Side of Trent, in ooom of Lord Cornwali,

who reſign'd. . -

jobn Reynolds, Eſq; late Chief Juſtice of the

Common Pleas in Ireland, made a Baron of the

Exchequer.

Edward Willes

º

Serjeant at Law.
B cº, id Cornwalls—Keeper of the Rºlls

within the Hamlets of the Tºwer of London.

Maſter Lee, aged 14, Son to the Lord Chief

Juſtice, appointed by his Father Maſter of the

King'sBenchOffice, in room of Ed/entris, Eſq;

decd, a Place of 12ool per Ann. Two are ap

pointed to officiate during his Minority.

Charles Cotterell, Eſq;-Deputy Maſter of

C the Ceremonies, and Marſhall ºf the ceremo:

nies in room of Dr Inglis, decd.

Mr Dutton Seaman, Attorney in Queen-ffreer

-Comptroller of Londºn, in room of Denham

Hammond, Eſq; decd. He purchaſed this Place

of the Ld Mayor for 4cool. -

Mr. Wm. Rawlins—one of the 15 Coal

Metºrs of Londºn, and paid a Fine of 46101 and

D Iool. perAnn. for a Leaſe of 21Years ofthe ſame.

Mr Piddington—Bridgemaſter.

john Douglas of Hever—High Sheriff of

Kent, in room of john Smith, Eſq; decá.

Dr Lee, Member for Brackley—Official of

the Archdeaconry of Rocheſter.

Wm Strickland, Eſq; of Glouceſterſhire—a

Commiſſioner of Exciſe in Ireland.

Wm Kent, Eſq; principal Painter to the

King, in room of Charles jervaiſe, Eſq; decd.

Capt Bludworth Groom of the Bedcham

ber to the Prince of IPales.

Gen. Wade appointed Field Marſhall of all

his Majeſty's Forces, in room of the D of Argyl.

Capt Eston—Major of the 1ſt Troop of

Life-guards, in room of Ld Wallingfºrd, decd.

Capt. Whitney Commander of the Piężory

Ld George Grabam—Capt of the Lark, of

4o Guns. -

Mr Hux'ey, Son to George Huxley, Member

for Newport, Hants Lieut of the Cambridge.

Mr O Brian, Son of the preſent Admiral of

the Ruſſian Fleet---Capt of a new 20 Gun Ship.

Ec c L E S 1 As T 1 c A L PR E F E R Mº N T s.

REyd Walter Walker Ward collated to Bid.
denden, Kent.

`john Stirling, Chaplain to the Duke of Gor

don—Vicar of Great Gaddeſden, Hertfºrdſhire.

Dr Fowle— Chancetºr of Briſtol, in
room of -

Dr Reynolds---Biſhop of Down and Connor in

Ireland.

Mr Edmund Keene, Brother to Benj. Kecue,

Eſq;-Rećtor of Stanhope, Durham, 7ool.

per Ann. void by the Reſignation of the Biſhop

of Briſtol. -

Dr. Knºwler—Rečtor of Great-Bodington,

Northamptonſhire,

-



Prices of STOCKS, &c. JUNE, 1740. 31:

S q O C K S Monthly BILL of Mortality, from May *::: june 24,

S. &. Stock, to 1 + . Chriſtned? Males 546 1069 withinãº, 18

--- Anau. I 1.2 : 2 Femal. 523 Without the walls ;

New Annu. I I # Buried § 4. Io;9 }*s In Mia, and Surry 969

3 per C. Ann. 101 #| 2 Femal. 1166 City and Sub. Pºff, 187

Bank 43 + Died under 2 Years old--- 804 , 22:25

-- Circui. 37. 1;;. Pr. Between 2 and 5 ---- 232
*fiſ. Bºrk 16. Between 5 and io ---- 81 Weekly Burials.

frºz 164. Between Io and zo---- 66

—Bonds ;... 12, Pr. Between zo and 30 ---- 158 jung –619

Afric:... 1 o. Between 30 and 40 ---- 184 # I:

Hoyal Aff 96. Between 40 and 50 ---- 204 24. --- 558

. 1 on. d:tto i z Between go and 6o ---- 196 –––

7 p.C. Em.Loan 112 || Between 60 and 70 ---- 134—

5 p. C. Ditto 91 Between 70 and 80 --- 108 Peºf. Wheatº, ſº

Eng. Cop. 3 / Io s. Between 80 and 90 ---- 53 *:::: †:".

We//, ditto 5 s. Between 92 and ico ---- 5 dº. 3. sº."

3,0tt. Tickets 52. I 3. * - Coals I l. 1 r. per Chaldron,

- - 2225 in the Pool.

F O R E I G N H IS TO R2.

HE Death of the King of Pruffa,

and the different Temper of his

‘Succeſſor ſeem to portend ſome Alteration

in the Affairs of Europe, and excite the

publick Attention. That Prince died be

fore he had time to compaſs two Thing,

that he ſeem'd to have laid to Heart :

the firſt was a Re-eſtabliſhment of a good

Correſpºndence with the Court of Great

£3r'rºn, which in ſºme of his laſt Mo

rnents he gave Orders about ; the other

that hovered over his Borders on the ſide

of Swediſh Pomerania and Ruſſia, as alſo

over jaliers and Berg were blown over,

it were more adviſable to defer the Re.

dućtion of the Army. Upon this the King

ſeen’d very thoughtfui, and after a few

Minutes Silence, only ſaid, with very

great Marks of Cºncern, How them can I

eaſe my Peºple of their Burthens —His

Majeſty paſſing between Potſdam and

Berlin was accoſted in the Road by 1000

was the Petermination of the Succeſſion B. little Boys from 5 to ſo Years old, who

to juliers and Berg, in relation to which

he publickiy, and privately gave it in

Charge to his Succeſſor nºt to offer any

{}iminution of the Army till that Affair

ſhould be brought to a happy Iſluc : this

he urged the more, , as knowing the

Prince never affected the call Grenadiers

or indeed the Army.-At a Grand Council

the new King propoſed, J.That a Miniſter

, thou]+ immediately be ſent to his Uncle

the King of Great Britain, in order to

re.cſtabliſh the Friendſhip and Commu

nication of Counſels between the two

C. urts. 2. To offer his Mediation to the

after Acclamations of Long lºve Frederick

owr gracious Lºrd, encompaſs'd his Coach

and cry’d out, Merciful Lord, deliver tº

from our Slavery. The King promiſed

them their Liberty, and next Day they

had it. Theſe poor Children were all en

rolled by order of the late King, and

wore a red Cravat as a Badge that their

Parents had nothing to do with them,

which Cravat they call'd the Collar of

Slavery; but the King has order'd his

recruiting Officers to ſtrike them out of

the Roll, and to take off the ignominious

Ornament frºm their Necks; he has a

Empreſs of Ruffia, and King of Sweden,D boliſh'd the Cuſtom introduced ſome

in order to preſerve the Peace of the

North. “I ſhall be ſorry, ſays he, that

any Blood ſhould be ſpilt in my Neigh

boarhºod, if I can hirder it.” Laſtly, he

propoſed a ſpeedy Redućtion of the Forces

from 7o'coo, their preſent Number, to

Years ago of regiſtering Children as ſoon

as they were born, in order to make them

ſerve in the Army when grown up. Sº

veral Tall Men being preſented to his

Majeſty he order'd them to be ſent back .

to the Regiments from whence they had

30 or 40,000 Men. The two firſt of theſe E been draughted, ſaying that extraordinary

Propºſitiers were applauded by theCoun

cil, but touching the 3d it was bumbly

remonſtrated that till the heavy Clouds

Stature in a Soldier was what he little re

garded, and order'd that the higheſt

ſtandard for Recruits ſhould not cycéed 5
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F O R E I G N

t to Inches (about 6 Feet 4 Inches

Žº and ãº a Man of that Stature

ſhould not receive above 80.9r Foo

Crowns Engliſh Money. The King has
alſo ordered, that the Queen Dowager

... ſhall be ſtiled gueen Mother, and that in

+ ſtead of Majeſty (as has been uſual) ſhe

ning is as remarkable as his Piety, his

tº Majeſty having deſired M. Rollin at Paris.

to continue his Correſpondence with him. .

We have a more unexpe&ted Affair

from Rome than Berlin. The Chevalier de

St George weary of ambitious Prºjećts (or

the Remainder of his Days in a more ſet

— tied State, has made a Reſignation of his

Rights to his eldeſt Son, at the ſame time

ſignifying to the French Embaſſador his

Hopes that what the Princes his Friends

ſº had ſhew'd themſelves diſpoſed to under

in take for him, would at a proper time be

remembred in favour of his Son. . . . .

The French, remain in an unreſolved

Condition. At an extraordinary Council

held at Marly, a ſtrong Party was for de

claring War againſt Great Britain; but

Cardinal de Fleury ſteadily oppoſed it al

ledging that there was nottº: Neceſ.

Engliſh made no Conqueſts from Spain in

America. His Eminence it ſeems may

have full Powers, and a Sort of a Chart

Blanche, on the Part of Spain to treat of
an Accommodation with Great Britain.

But there is no likelihood ofaMediation of

Peace between the two Crowns, it being

very apparent that France is previouſly

engaging the Emperor, and the King of

Pºrtugal to ačt in ſuch Mediation as ſhe

ſhall direét; and that if afterwards Great

Britain will not accept of the Terms pro

poſed by the Mediators, the French will

then declare in favour of Spain.-What

eyer their Intentions be, their Fleet at F

Tºulon, conſiſting of 16 large Ships, be

ſides ſmall Craft is ready to put to Sea.

Their Breſt Fleet alſo confiſts of 16 Men

of War, viz. 4 of 7o Guns, 2 of 66, one

of 64, I of '60, 2 of 56, 1 of 59, I of 42,

2 of 40, 1 of 36, 1 of 32, beſides 2 Fire

and I, Hoſpital Ship, having in all near

9900 Men on board.

Madrid. Accòrding to a Liſt publiſh'd

by the Court, our Privateers have taken

37 Engliſh Ships during jam. Feb. March,

and April laſt, which including their Car

goes are valued at 625, 175Pieces of Eight.

and Türks was ſign'd at Conſtantinople

D.C. the 22d laſt, containing 9 Articles.

1. The antient Friendſhip is confirmed.

2. The two Powers agrée to aſſiſt one.

ſhips, 2 Bombs, 4 Sloops, 2. Storeſhips, G

H I S T O R 2. 3.19.

another with their Counſels whenever

Ruffia undertakes any thing againſt either

of them in violation of Treatics. 3. The
Parties mutually promiſe to obſerve this

Treaty.

twº Powers, the contraćting Parties ſhall

only call him Šon. His Regard fºr Lear- A firſt endeavour to prevent a Rupture; but

if they can't ſucceed in it, they ſhall

jointly attack that Power, and make their

utmoſt Efforts to procure Satisfaction.

5. If Ruffia attacks either Sweden, or the

Ottoman Empire, ſuch Hoſtility ſhall be .

deem’d an Attack upon both the Parries. .

vain Expediatiéns,) and deſirous to paſs B 6. If Rºffa attacks the 9ttºman Empire.
Sweden ſhall immediately declare War

againſt her; the Grand Signior ſhall do

the ſame whenever Ruffix attacks Sweden,

and neither Party ſhalſ enter into ſeparate

Negotiations, or make a ſeparate Peace ; ;

but if Peace be made by Conſent of both

Parties, the Defenſive Alliance ſhall fub

ſiſt as before. 7. Other Partics are in- ,

vited to accede to the Treaty. 8. Sipcdeº

having concluded a Treaty with Algiers

and Tºmis, and being in Negotiation with:

Tripoli, theſe Regencies ſhall be bound to .

conform to what is Stipulated between

Sweden and the Porte. 9. The Treaty of

ſity for taking that Courſe, ſo long as the D Commerce and the *f; granted .

e Ottamazzthe Subječts of Sweden in t

Empire, are confirm’d.

The preſent Situation of Kuli Khan is

differently repreſented according to the

different Intereſts and Wiſhes of thoſe

who convey the Accounts. The Ruffins

pretend that he is returned to Iſpahān, at .

the Head of his Army, crown'd with

Vićtory; and threatens the Turks with an

Attack upon the fide of Armenia and

Egypt. On the other Hand, the French,

Swedes and Tºrks, ſay, that the Indian:- -

falling upon him, on the Banks of the In

duº had greatly weakened his Army, up

of which the Aghuans to the Númber

of 60,000, the People of Camdahar and

other Malccentents taking Advantage

were in Arms againſt him. Advices ſº.

contradićtory are beyond our Skill to re

concile, what appears genuine of this

Warrior to the time of This invading the

Moguls Dominions we ſee in a Six penny.

Pamphlet, printed for j. Wilcox, of which .

erhaps we may ſome time give our
Readers an Epitome.

jamaica. Captain Lºſº, a Privatcer of .

New Yºrk, brought in two Spaniſh Sloops

ſo rich that the Men ſhared each 4.5

Pieces of Eight, beſides the Cargoes; he

A Defenſive Alliance between 5 Swedes H likewiſe took out of a French Ship a Spa

miſh Gentleman with his Effects wºrth

atove 22, oco Picces cf. Eight. April Io:

the Shoreham took, near Tºrtuga, a Spa

wiſh Privateer ºf . , Guns and 17 Meu.

4. Whenever it is perceived
Ruſſia is about to break with either of the
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Mºrºiºid price s.

HE Conſequences of his Majeſtv's
Journey to Hanover. Printed

for C. Sympſon, price 6 d.__

2. An Account of the Riſe of

the war with Spain in 1718. Printed for j.

Roberts, price 1 º' -- -

3. A Letter from Gallipoly to his Friend

I.

Sejerus, on the preſent $, ate of Affairs in

sweden. Printed for T. Cooper, price 64.

4. A Letter on a Point of Condućt very

material and concerning, price 6 d.

5. A Geographical Deſcription of the Coaſts

and Harbours in the Weſt Indies :

spaniſh Manuſcript, by the Editor Caleb

Smith, price 3 s.

6. A new Hiſtory of jamaica.

for 3. Hºdges, 8vo. Price 5 s.

7. A Topographical Survey of the County

of Down, in Ireland. Printed for T. Bort

man, price I s. -

Printed

in Guildhall, Vol 2. Printed as before, pr. 4d.

9. Memorials and Charaćters of eminent

and worthyPerſons. Numb. XXVII. Printed

for 7. Wilford, price 1 s.. . .

15. Memoirs and Confiderations concerning

the Trade of the Britiſh Colonies. By j.

—Aſhley, Eſq; Price 2 s. 6.d., C. Corbet.

11. The Anti-Logarithmic Canon. By

james Dodſon. Numb. 1. 2. Printed for 3.

Wilcox, price I sº each.

12, New Maxims concerning Education.

Printed for T. Cooper, price 2 s. . .

13. Satan turn'd Moraliſt. price I s. Curl.

14. The People called Quakers defended.

By j. Foſter. Printed for #. Sowle, pr. 1 s.

15. The Tryal of Mrs Branch and her

Daughter. Printed for j. Roberts, price 6 d.

16. Refle&tions on the Charaćter of Iapis in .

Wirgil. Printcd for Tho. Trye, price z º.

17. A ſevanth Letter, which finiſhes the

From a -º

8. The Hiſtory of the two famous Giants :

Vindication of the Eſſay on Man. By Mr

Warburton. , price 6 d. 3. Robinſon.

[M. Crouſaz’s Examination ºf Mr. Pope's

Eſſay on Man, is ſºld by A. Dodd.
18. The true Spirit of&#. “Sold

Pºrts. By the Biſhop of Glouceffer. Sold by
by L. Gilliver, price 1 º' -

19. The Quaker and Methodiſt compared.

Sold by C. Corbet, price is. . . . -

20. A Treatiſe upon Money, Coins, and

Exchange. By Mr Hewit. Printed for T.

Cox, 8vo. price 3 +
21. A new Aſſlyſis of the Briſtol Waters. -

.

By 3. Shebbear, Chemiſt. price i s. T. Cox. .

An Account of God’s Dealings with

- Hutton.

23. An impartial Relatiºn of the barbarous

Murder committed by Mrs Branch and her

Daughter. Sold by T. Cºoper; Price 6 d.

2.2.

... woman unmask'd and diffe&ted. A -

Satire.

price I s. 6 d. -

2.5- - -
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Proceed INGs and DEBATEs in the Senate of LILLIPUT.

Continuation of the Prime Miniſter's

Speech, from p. 287.

; our Enemies Hopes, and

% this is the plain and ge

nuine Language of their

ãºš Manifeſtoes and Decla

tions; and, Sir, give me Leave to

ſay, that, judging by Appearances,

we can't at all blame them. The

Writings and Papers on the Side of the

Oppoſition have repreſented that

Party as the only conſiderable Men

for Riches, Probity, and Numbers,

#HIS, Sir, is the Sum of *

Weakneſs. But, Sir, this is a Miſtake;

for the Government here is not weak.

I don't ſpeak of its Strength in the

Number of Troops, or the Greatneſs

of its Revenues; theſe, Sir, are now no

Part of the Queſtion ; I mean with re

gard to the Friends of the Adminiſtra

tion, as to their natural Intereſt in the

Empire. Sir, I will venture to ſay, ſet

ting aſide all Confiderations of Poſts,

Places, and Penſions, which have been

ſo much cry'd out againſt, that thena

tural Intereſt of the Friends of this

Adminiſtration is greater than that of

their Enemies.

But, Sir, were one to give entire

thro' the whole Empire ; and Stran- C Credit to what is advanced by the

gers, who have no Opportunity of

knowing anything of our Affairs but

from theſe Writings, muſt think the

ſame. It is no wonder, therefore, Sir,

that the Iberians have been obſtinate

hon. Gentleman and his Party (not to

mention the Writers of the Faëtion) he

muſt believe that the Friends of the

preſent Government of Great Lilliput

are not only inconſiderable in their

in their Refuſal to do us Juſtice. This D Numbers, but likewiſe deſpicable in

the hon. Gentleman may thank his

Friends for ; and, indeed, what Na

tion upon Earth would fear to go to

War with a People whoſe Government

bears daily Inſults, and whoſe Prince

meets with daily Provocations Such

indeed is the Tenderneſs of the Laws,

and ſuch the Clemency of the Sove

reign, that the one is overlook'd, and

the other pardon'd. But Foreigners,

Sir, who live under arbitrary Govern.

their Abilities. That they confiſt of the

moſt notorious Fools in the wholeEm

pire, who neither know how to make

Peace nor War; a Phraſe that has

come lately very much in Faſhion.

This, Sir, was what the hon. Gen

tleman meant when he ſaid, that this

Nation has had often melancholy

Proofs how much our Neighbours are

our Superiours in the Cabinet. Yes,

Sir, the Proofs are melancholy in

ments, and who don't know what F deed, witneſs the Effects of the Trea

Liberty the Subjećt enjoys here, put

another Conſtruction upon this Con

duć; ; they miſtake ſuch Lenity for

- *

--~~~~~.

ty of Ultraſt ; a Treaty, Sir, that has

been the Source of all the Diviſions

and Diſtraćtions in Degulia ever fince ;

3.
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a Treaty that has laid the Founda

a tion of the Blefuſtudian Greatneſs,

which the hon. Gentleman and his

Friends affect now to tremble at. Will

the hon. Gentleman, Sir, defend this A

Treaty Will he ſay 'tis a good one

I believe he cannot produce ten Men in

the Empire that are of his Opinion.

Will he own it is a bad one * Will he

ownthat it gave up all the Honour, all

the Advantages' that we had a Right B

to expect from a glorious and a ſuc

ceſsful War : Will he fairly and ho

neſtly own all this Let me then ask

him who were the Authors of that

Treaty Who were then in the Ad

miniſtration Who then poſſeſs'd thoſe

The hon. Gentleman ſays that we

have been outwitted by the Powers

with whom we have negotiated.

There is nothing ſo eaſy, Sir, as ge.

neral Charges ; nothing ſo true, Šir,

as the old Maxim, Throw out your

Calumnies with Aſurance, and ſºme

of them will find Credit... I could ſay

twenty times as much, Sir, were I to

run into general Terms in Favour of

the Miniſtry, or, if the hon. Gentle

man will have it ſo, in Favour of my

ſelf; I could then be as laviſh of Pa

negyrick as the hon. Gentleman is of

Cenſure. Outwitted, Sir give me

Leave to ask how orwhenwe havebeen

outwitted? Have we given up any one

Poſts that are now ſo much coveted by C Branch of our Commerce to our

the Oppoſition ? Let the hon. Gentle

man anſwer this, and I will under

take to anſwer for every Article, for

every ſingle Clauſe of every Treaty

that has been made for theſe zo Moons

paſt, which the hon. Gentleman has

found ſo much Fault with. I will an

ſwer for it, Sir, at any Bar, in any

Manner, and under any Penalty that

the hon. Gentleman and his Party

ſhall propoſe.

Has this Nation ever ſince ſeemed

to be divided from her beſt and moſt

natural Allies The Treaty of Ultraſt

laid the Foundation of theſe Differen

ces. It was this Treaty, Sir, that

gave Riſe to thoſe Diffenſions which

the Makers and Abetters of it have

ſince endeavoured to improve to the

Ruin of this Nation. If Bleſiaſcu has

attained ſuch a Degree of Power as

puts her again in a Condition to diſturb

the Peace of Degulia, is it not to be

imputed to that Treaty 2 Thus, Sir,

Gentlemen who once were Miniſters,

and who, by a Series of Blunders,

Neighbours? Have we made any one

Treaty that ſo much as ſeems totakea

way the ſmalleſtAdvantagewe enjoyed

by former Stipulations I will venture

to ſay, that the Trade of Great Lilli.

£ut is at this inſtant more flouriſhing,

her Ships more numerous, and her

Navigation better protected, than ever

was known in former Ages. Are

theſe, Sir, Symptoms of a weak Ad
miniſtration ? Are theſe Proofs that

we have been outwitted

And here, Sir, I will once for all

join Iſſue with the hon. Gentleman

who, with his Friends, are perpetually

expatiating upon that exhauſted Subječ

of inconſiſtent Negotiations, and diſ.

honourable Treaties. What Trea.

ties, Sir, or what Negotiations have

either been diſhonourable or inconfi.

* ſtent for theſe zo Moons paſt? I know
the hon. Gentleman and his Friends

are ready to anſwer, the Treaty of

Hanevro. By that Treaty, ſays he,

you deſerted your natural Allies :

you aggrandized the Power of Ble:

have laid their Succeſſors under a Ne-G fuſºu, and you rendered all the reſt

ceflity of retrieving them by Mea

fures which perhaps they would wil

lingly avoid, did not the Miſcondućt

of their Predeceſſors lay Conſtraints

upon them, are the firſt to call out for

Juſtice upon the ſucceeding Miniſtry, ,

tho' they can't be ignorant that every "

Step that theſe Gentlemen have taken

was in order to reëtify the Errors

which the former had committed.

-------------

of Degulia jealous of you. No, Sir,

ourAllies deſerted us; the Allemannuan

Court formed Alliances, and entered

into Schemes that muſt have been fa

tal not only to the Trade, but to the

Liberties of this Empire. Such

Schemes as I tremble at the Remem

brance of ; which, if not timely diſco

wered by the Vigilance of his lateº
Jé

-------------- - ---
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DEBATES, &c. in the Senate of LILLIPUT."

jefly and the Adminiſtration, muſt

have forced the Redneterp upon us.

But, Sir, if our natural Allies treated

usinthis perfidious Manner, what were

we to do Were we not to preſerve

ourſelves in the beſt Manner we could

Accordingly a favourable Opportunity

offered, and we ſeized it ; a Diſguſt

given to the Court of Iberia by the

Blºfuſcudians threw her into the Arms

of the Allemannuan Emperor. Thus,

Sir, the Intereſts of Blºftſºu and I

beria were divided ; thoſe of Iberia B

and Allemammu were connected. Were

we, Sir, to ſtand fingle Were we to

ſuffer Blºfiſºu to enter into the Alli

ance, and then to make it triple, ex

cluſive of us No, we joined with

Blºfiſºu, and we did wiſely ; , becauſe C many Negotiations,

and Conventions afterwardswe were ſure that while this Syſtem

that was formed by the Allemannuan

and Iberian Courts continued, it was

the Intereſt of Bleft/ºu to be faithful

to us; for ſhe, Sir, had a great deal

more to apprehend from the firſt

Treaty of Weanni than we had.

Thus, Sir, the Treaty of Hanevro

was the beſt and wiſeſt Step that

could be taken at that Junéture, and

the vigorous Preparations which we

made in order to ſupport it, broke all

3.25

the Odžen Trade, which mºſt have

given a fatal Blow to the moſt valuable

Branches of our Commerce. Theſe,

Sir, are ſo many Proofs of the Alle

mammaan Gratitude for all the Benefits

which this Empire has conferred upon

that. And, Sir, in the laſt Place,

by our Neutrality at that Juncture, we

reaped the Sweets of an unrival’d, un

interrupted Commerce for ſeveral

Moon; ; a Confideration, Sir, that, of

all others, ought moſt to influence the

Condućt of a Trading People ; a Con

ſideration, Sir, that, give me Leave

to ſay it, was ſingly ſufficient to juſtify

our Condućt. -

But, ſay the hon. Gentlemen on the

other Side, why did we enter into ſo

Preliminaries,

I an

ſwer, Sir, in one Word, that we did

not enter into any by which the Na

tion ſuffered, and thoſe we did enter

into, were in order to preſerve the Be

nefits of a flouriſhing Commerce. With

this View, Sir, it was that his Majeſty

thought fit to conclude the Treaty

of Sºſule : A Treaty, which, tho' it

was not attended with all the good Ef

fe&ts that we could deſire, yet was ſtill

infinitely preferable to a War, not

the deſtructive Schemes of the Alle- E withſtanding the Clamours raiſed about

*annuam and Iberian Courts. But it is

asked, Why did we not ſupport the

4llemannuan Emperor when he was ſo

diſtreſſed by Blºftſºu ? Why did

We not lay hold on that Opportunity .

to reduce the Bleftiſcudian Power 7 F

Sir, I think we acted very wiſely in

not interpoſing in that Quarrel at all

In the firſt Place, the Balance of De

£ulia was not in Danger, whatever the

Event of that War had been. If

there were any Grounds for the leaſt

Apprehenſion, Sir, it was not from
the B/fuſcudian but from the Alleman

nian Greatneſs. In the next Place

the Allemannuan Emperor had been

Very ungrateful to this Nation. It

* well known, Sir, what Treatment

this Treaty, as if the Intereſts of our

Merchants had been entirely given up

by it, and as if it had laid the Foun

dation for all the Diſputes that have

ſince happened with Iberia.

As to the Condućt of Iberia, with

regard to our Merchants, I own, it

will admit of no Defence ; but nothing

is more unreaſonable than to impute it,

or any Neglect of their Intereſts, to

the Miniſtry, whoſe Care in this Trea

ty was very evident ; for it contain'd

a Foundation not for further Diſputes,

but for putting an End to our Differen

ces. If the Iberians hindered the good

Effects of it by Breach of Faith, I am

afraid they were too much encouraged

by the Diſpoſitions which they obierved

We received from him, even in that H to prevail among a certain Party here.

ºble Iſle which our Arms conquered

for him. It is well known how ſtre

"ouſly he perfilled in the Scheme of

It was with a View of avoiding, if poſ

ſible, a ruinous War, that the Nego

tiations of the Commiſſaries on both

S ſ Sides,

I
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Sides, in Conſequence of this Treaty ſay, that the Advice of his Majeſty's

of Sebfuſe, were continued ſo long.

And give me Leave to ſay, Sir, that

however ſome private Perſons might

ſuffer, with whatever Reaſon they

might call out for Juſtice upon Iberia,

yet our pacific Forbearance was the

fafeſt and the wiſeſt Condućt for the

general Intereſt of a trading People.

I have lived, Sir, long enough in

the World to ſee the Effects of War on

this Nation ; I have ſeen, Sir, how B

deſtrućtive the Effects, even of a ſuc

ceſsful War have been ; and ſhall I,

Sir, who have ſeen this, when I am

admitted to the Honour to bear a Share

in his Majeſty's Councils, adviſe him

to enter upon a War while Peace may C Safety of the Empire.

be had 2 No, Sir, I am proud to own

it, that I always have been, and al

was ſhall be, an Advocate for Peace.

I would, Sir, ačt the ſame Part over

again I have already ačted. I would

give the ſame Advice to his Majeſty,

I would make the ſame Oppoſition in

this Houſe that I have ever done, to

thoſe who delight in Bloodſhed and

Confuſion, and who can be happy

only in the Miſery of their Country.

But, Sir, when it was found that

our Commerce was no longer to be pre E

ferved but by a War, when the Ibe

rians by a flagrant Breach of Faith re

fuſed to fulfil the Stipulations they had

entered into, the ſame Confiderations,

Sir, which had hitherto dićtated to me,

that Peace, if poſſible, wasto be preſerv-F

ed, then determined me in my Acqui

eſcence to the Advice of a vigorousWar.

I ſhall trouble the Houſe, Sir, with -

very little more. The hon. Gentle

man talked of a ſecret Negotiation

that was ſuſpected to be on foot ; a

Suſpicion that, I believe, has never

entered into any Man's Breaſt without

Doors; for whit Reaſon it is menti

oned here I leave the hon. Gentleman

to anſwer. The hon. Gentleman ſaid

that a Senate may puniſh a Miniſtry,

ſhould it act amiſs, and that the Ad- H

vice of a Miniſter ought not to be put

in the Balance with that of a Senate.

To all this I readily agree, but,

Sir, can he, or any Gentleman

Miniſtry and Senate have ever been

inconſiſtent with one another? Can he

pretend that the Miniſtry have diffe

garded the Senſa of the Senate It

is with a very bad Grace that the

hon. Gentleman and his Party pay

any Compliments to the Senſe of the

Senate. They, it is well known,

have ever diſregarded, have ever op

poſed the Proceedings of this Houſe.

They are ſtill calling for Queſtions

that this Houſe has not thought proper

to paſs : They have ſtill been oppoſing,

for near theſe 5o Moons paſt, Mea

ſures that this Houſe has thought abº

ſolutely neceſſary to the Peace and
But ſuch is

the Condućt of thoſe who uſurp the

Title of Patriots ; a Term, Sir, in

itſelf venerable, but by the Abuſe of

it now become ridiculous ! When

they want to magnify the Importance

of a favourite Meaſure of their own,

the Senate muſt be complimented, the

Importance of the Legiſlature diſ

play'd, and the Dignity of this Houſe

inſiſted on: But when that very Se

nate gives the Queſtion againſt them,

they are then, with theſe worthy Gen.

tlemen, no better than a pack'd Aſſem.

bly, and a corrupted Majority.

The hon. Gentleman has ſaid, that

the Addreſs propoſed by him is built

on the Words of his Majeſty's Speech,

But how Why, Sir, becauſe his

Majeſty told us in that Speech that he

had called us together to have out

immediate Advice and Aſſiſtance.

Does not his Majeſty call us together

every Moon for the ſame Purpoſe, tho'

our Advice and Aſſiſtance happens to be

now more immediately neceſſary than

uſual But when his Majeſty expreſs'd

himſelf ſo, I believe he imagined we

were only to adviſe him, not to pre

ſcribe to him. However, as his Ma:

jeſty has ſo great a Regard for this

Houſe, as to take in good Part our Ad.

vice, in whatever Manner it is com

municated; as there is nothing in this

Motion that has not been over and

over again repeated, both in our for

mer Addreſſes and his Majeſty's An:
ſwers ;
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* ſwers; I will ſofar diſappoint the hon, can object nothing, a Motion which I am

* Gentleman who made the Motion, as ſure every Man in the Kingdom will

* not to oppoſe it. applaud, as propoſing the only Means

# - - to ſecure the Intereſts of this Nation

* The Reply was by the Urg; Pulnub, to A from being again negotiated away; it is

º: the following Effed : very ſtrange that the right hon. Gen
: jº S tleman ſhou'd look upon ſuch a Motion

ºf I R, as an Impeachment of his Condućt.

º: HE Air of Ridicule and Con- The right honourable Gentleman,

* ... I tempt, with which the right Sir, ſays that this Queſtion, tho' he

§ honourable Gentleman who ſpoke laſt owns that nothing can be obječted to

# has treated this Motion, when he had B it, is deſign'd to render him unpopular."

º nothing to objećt to it, and the Re- Really, Sir, I am ſorry to ſay that,

ñº flections he has thrown out againſt a I am afraid he has very little Po.

& Gentleman eſteem'd and belov’d by pularity to loſe. But if the Queſtion

º; every Man in the Empire but him- can affect him in its Conſequences

# ſelf and his Dependants, call upon me without Doors, it muſt tend to give

iſ to ſay ſomething in Defence of both. C him a little Popularity, ſhould a Mat

hº. The Modeſty with which my honour- ter, ſo much for the Credit and In

º: able Friend introduc’d the Motion he tereſt of the Empirº, be propoſed

!" has made, and the ſtrong Arguments and paſs in this Houſe, without

Tº he advanced to ſupport it, might, I being thrown out by his Influence.

tº think, have induced the right honou- It is indeed ſomewhat very un

tº able Gentleman to have ſpared him- p uſual, but the honourable Gentleman

iº ſelf the Trouble of an Anſwer, and “ has himſelf very well accounted why

# ſav'd me that of a Reply; but fince the it ſhould be ſo; he is fºrt'd to ſet it

ſº one has made the other little leſs than paſſ, becauſe he does not know how to op

# neceſſary, if any thing diſagreeable to poſe it. Had I, ſays he, that Power

tº him ſhall fall from me, he muſt impute and Influence in this Houſe, and thoſe

#3 it to the Manner in which he has Inclinations to make a bad Uſe of them

iſ treated his Opponents, the honeſleſt E that are imputed to me, I ſhou'd throw

# and wiſeſt Men in the Lilliputian Em- this Motion out. No, Sir, I have more

nji pire. regard for the Charaćter of the right

§ - It was very remarkable, Sir, in the honourable Gentleman's Friends, than

& Beginning of his Speech, that he at- to ſuppoſe that his Influence with them

tº ſetted to talk of this Motion with the is ſo ſtrong as to make them throw out

# utmoſt Indifference; he own'd there F a Motion ſo unexceptionable, ſo ſena

Aº was nothing in it that was not per- torial, and ſo agreeable to the Inten

tions of his Majeſty and the Legiſla

ture as the right honourable Gentle

man has allow'd this to be, and that

too without debating it; for Debate it

can admit of none. -

But the right honourable Gentle

& fºlly agreeable to the former Senſe of

sº this Houſe, and yet he ſeem'd to think

it was intended as an Impeachment.

I hope that Word does not haunt the

gº fight honourable Gentleman; I admit

it has been very terrible to bad Mini

ºf fiers in former Times, who have

thought themſelves as well ſecur'd in

# their Power as the right honourable

& Gentleman thinks himſelf in his; but

hope, Sir, he will have no occa3%

tº tead in their Steps. It appears, in
ºff deed, very ſuſpicious to me, Sir, that

# the right hon. Gent. ſhould be thus

• *ſūlished with a Motion to which he

man has not yet done with his Com

pliments to this Houſe. He has told

you, Sir, that he perceives himſelf to

be the Deer ſingled out for the Sport

of the Day. I do indeed think that

ſon to dread their Fate, if he does not H this is a Compariſon a little too ludi

crous for the Dignity of this Aſſem

bly, but ſince the honourable Gentle

man has introduc’d one Simile of the

low Kind, give me Leave to attempt

to

*
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to give you another. The right ho

nourable Gentleman has for twenty

Years paſt jockey'd the Nation,

and it is now Time to unſaddle him.

lent at Reply, when he tells us that

there is in this Motion nothing new,

nothing that was not contained in for

mer Addreſſes and Reſolutions of this

I ſubmit it to the Houſe, Sir, if this A Houſe.

is not a more proper Compariſon than

his. He won't be ſº eaſily hunted down.

Really, Sir, I don't know if the Game

is worth the Pains, were it not for the

Diverſion that the Chace might afford.

But may it not be asked, if this is ſo

weak, ſo trifling, ſo inſignificant a

Motion, why it ſhou'd give the right

honourable Perſon ſo viſible an Unea

fineſs Why ſhou'd he take ſo much

His great Strength, it icems, lies B Pains to vilify, to ridicule, to diſcou

in his having the Approbation of this

Houſe to all his Meaſures; in that

conſiſts his Safety, and from that ariſes

his Confidence. But, Sir, will the Ap

probation of the Senate attone for the

Ruin of the Nation ? Is the Senate in

fallible, or has it been unanimous in C

its Approbation : Have thoſe who

have no Dependance upon you, who

Jave nothing to hope or to fear from

you, approv’d of your Conduct Has

the voice of the People, a People op

preſs'd and inſulted, but yet unen- D were negotiating about.

ſlav'd, given the laſt great Sanction to

the Suffrages of the Senate Is it

impoſſible, Sir, for a ſucceeding Senate

to have another Opinion of thoſe Mea

fures which now ſeem to be approv d?

He ſays that former Miniſters fell, be: E

cauſe they had not the Approbation of

this Houſe. Sir, I can name Mini

flers whoſe Meaſures were far more

generally approv’d in this Houſe, than

thoſe which now plead that Approba

tion, and yet this Houſe has afterwards

rage it? Sir, it is plain to me that this

Motion is of the utmoſt Importance,

and were I in doubt about the Bene

ſits of it, the Manner in which he has

treated it would be ſufficient to con

vince me that it will promote the Ho

nour of the Nation. But indeed, Sir,

the Importance of the Motion ſpeaks

for itſelf. We have been four or five

Times upon the Brink of being nego

tiated out of all our Rights by Mini

ſters, who did not underſtandwhat they

We have

ſeen the plaineſt, the moſt obvious

Senſe of Treaties wreſted to the Ruin

and Loſs of the moſt valuable Branches

of our Trade. Did we not ſee At.

tempts made by the right honourable

Gentleman and his Friends, to explain

away the Meaning of the Reſolutions

which the Senate came to, about two

Seſſions ago? Did we not ſee the ſame

Attempt on Occaſion of the Conven

tion ? When that Treaty came to be

confider'd here, and when it was ob.

thought thoſe very Meaſures worthy of * jećted that it cou’d not be a good one,

an impeachment. He knows this,

Sir ; he himſelf had a large Share of

the Management of an Impeachment

againſt a very great Miniſter, who had

the Approbation of this Houſe for

what he did.

honourable Perſon's Conduct were to

be canvaſs'd by this Houſe, I am afraid

that the firſt Article that would fall

under our Confideration wou'd be, by

what means ſuch Approbation was ob

tained. º -

The right horourable Gentleman,

Sir, has thro’ the whole of his Speech

evidently affected to depreciate the Im

portance of my worthy Friend's Moti

Sh, and applauds his own happy Ta

/

/

becauſe it was inconſiſtent with the

Reſolutions of both Houſes, was it

not anſwer'd that theſe Reſolutions

were never meant to reſtrain the Mi

niſtry from making a Treaty with lbe

But, Sir, if the right G ria, before ſhe had abſolutely re

nounced all Claim and Pretenſions to

a Right of ſearching our Veſſels? Sir,

if theſe Reſolutions were explained in

that Manner, have we not very good

Reaſon for ſuſpecting that the ſubſe.

quent Addreſſes and Aéts of the Se:

mate may be explain'd in favour of any

"diſhonourable Peace that the Miniſtry

ſhall make May not the Declaration

of War itſelf be taught’ to patroniſe

Cowardice, and implore Peace? But
. . . . - ul
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. But this Motion ſeems ſo drawn up

as to defy the utmoſt Efforts of mini

ſterial Subtilty, this will admit of no

Conſtrućtion unworthy of the Lillipu

329

of Iberia. It was broken by the Iberi

ans refuſing to pay the 95,000 Sprugs.

This, Sir, I remember very well, was

the Senſe of another Aſſembly, where

tian Senate. This, Sir, is all that is A the Convention was look’d upon no

intended by the Motion, and this, I

believe, is the chief Reaſon of the Un

eaſineſs it produces.

We are ask'd, Why are we now at

War with Ibéria P And inform’d, That

it is becauſe they have refuſed to grant

us the Claim mention'd in this very Mo

tion. Give me leave to ſay, Sir, that

there are other Reaſons why we are

now at War with Iberia; and had it

not been for theſe other Reaſons, this,

I believe, wou'd never have been men

tion'd. The chief Reaſon is the Breach9

of the Convention ; that Convention

which does ſo much Honour to our

immortal Negotiators.: Had not the

Iberians, by the Breach of that Con

vention, broke all the Meaſures of our

longer to exiſt ; and this the veryWords

of the Urg; Knee's Memorial, as repre

ſented to us, plainly expreſs. He there

tells theCourt of Iberia, that ſhe was not

only to execute the Engagements ſhe had

entered into by the Convention, but to

comply with other Demands. Now,

Sir, the Queſtion is, whether if that

Court had, without farther Delay, ful

filled thoſe Engagements, we ſhould

have heard any thing of thoſe farther

Demands. I am afraid we ſhould not,

Sir. The very Nature of the Con

vention forbids our inſiſting upon, as a

Preliminary, the Renunciation deman

ed, with Regard to ſearching our Ships.

We ſee by the firſt Article, Sir, that this

was to be regulated by Plenipoten

Miniſtry, we ſhould probably have D tiaries, who were to examine into

ſeen a Peace concluded without any

Stipulation of a free Paſſage thro' the

Columbian Seas. But the Iberians,

inſtead of making us the leaſt Concefli

on, were determined to carry their Ar.

Treaties, and to determine this im

portant Affair. Whoever confiders

this, Sir, will find that we really had

mo Right (if we ſuppoſe that the Con

vention had any Validity) to inſiſt upon

rogance to the utmoſt Height, and to E making that a Preliminary, which was

add one Inſult to another, in Hopes

thatthe ſame Meanneſs of Spirit which

admitted the Convention, would ſuf

fer the Violation of it. This, Sir, is

the chief Reaſon, whatever may be

aćtually the Thing in Diſpute. So

that, Sir, either the Convention was

of no Weight, or this Demand upon

the Iberians to make a Renunciation

of their Claim to ſearch our Ships, a

urged to the contrary by the miniſte-F Preliminary, was not the Thing which

rial Advocates, for the War we are en

gaged in, unleſs it can be proved to the

Houſe that the Convention contain’d a

poſitive Stipulation, that the Demand,

requir’d by this Motion to be a Pre

liminary of any future Treaty with

Iberia, ſhould be a Preliminary of the

ſucceeding Negotiations. But that, I

believe, will not be attempted.

. This being rightly confidered, Sir, all

that the righthon. Perſon has ſaid about

the Zeal of himſelf and his Friends,

broke up the Conferences. If the

Money had been paid, the Iberians

had a Right to proceed in the Treaty,

and the Plenipotentiaries a Power to

conclude it.

From this Conſideration Gentlemen

may ſee what a Precipice this Nation

has eſcap'd, and diſcover the Impor

tance of the preſent Motion for guard

ing us againſt the like Danger in Time

to come. I ſhall therefore now beg

Leave to make a few farther Obſerva

in breaking off the Negotiations becauſeH tions. Great Pains have been taken,

the Terms contain’d in this Motion

were not complied with, falls to the

Ground: For the Convention was ac

tually broken before the Urg; Knee

preſented his laſt Memorial to theCourt

Sir, to repreſent the Court of Lilliput

in Chorl, the Second's Time, as guilty

of very great Injuſtice in their Pro

ceedings with the Iberians in Columbia.

I ſhall be far from juſtifying all the

- ' ' ' Maxims
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Maxims or Pračtices of that Reign ;

yet I wiſh, Sir, that in ſome following

Reigns the ſameSpirit, corrupt and un

juſt as it was, in ſome Parts of its Con

dućt, had been imitated, for pre

ferving our Intereſt in Columbia.

We don't read, Sir, of idle Me

morials being preſented at that Time

from our Miniſters to

Iberia ; we don't read that.the Iberi

ans ever dar'd to inſult us without ſuf

fering for it; and give me Leave to

fay, Sir, that I cannot diſcover, from

our Hiſtories of theſe Tranſačtions,

that our Court was chargeable with ſo

much Injuſtice as the hon. Gentleman

repreſents. The Court of Iberia once

indeed gave Orders for diſpoſſeſſing us

mits this Claim to be diſcuſs'd by the

Plenipotentiaries before the definitive

Treaty ſhould be made : Now how

reconcileable theſe two are to one ano

ther, I leave the Houſe to judge. As

to the farther Demand made by our

Miniſter, I have already ſufficient

ly diſcuſſed it, nor ſhall I trouble the

thoſe of Houſe with any thing more on that

Subječt.

With regard to the Condućt of our

Court upon the breaking up of the

Conferences, I think it had been far

more prudent in the right hon. Gen

tleman not to have mentioned it at all;

for it evidently condemns all that we

had been doing for 10 or 12 Moons

before. If the right hon. Perſon had

of a Settlement which we apprehend-C any Hand in the vigorous Meaſures

ed we had a Right to by the Treaty

of the 22d of Chorla II. and we were

in reality diſpoſſeſs'd: We ſoon retook

it, and perhaps thought it neceſſary

to puniſh their Preſumption with ex

emplary Reſentment; but how was

that againſt the Principles of Juſtice

They likewiſe ordered our Ships con

cerned in the Logwood Trade to be

ſeized ; we juſtly contended that we

had a Right by the ſame Treaty to

that Trade ; and if we made Repri

then taken, I congratulate him on the

Change of his Opinion, but I think at

the ſame time, that by defending and

apologizing for the Meaſures that pre

ceded the Edićt for Repriſals, he

gives a very ſtrong Proof that he had

very little Share in thoſe Councils.

Give me Leave to ſay, Sir, that al!

the Merit of the Declaration of War,

of our entering into wiſe and vigorous

Meaſures, is to be aſcribed to his Ma

jeſty himſelf, whom it was impoſſible

fals beyond the Value of the Loſs, was E to amuſe any longer with formal De:

there any thing in this Proceeding.

repugnant to the Law of Nations :

No, Sir ; if we had ačted ſtill in the

fame Manner, if the firſt Injury had

been warmly reſented, we ſhould ne

wer have heard of their Claim to a

Right of ſearching our Ships, nor

have been engaged in the preſent War.

The right hon. Gentleman menti

oned the Letter tranſmitted from the

Urg; Knee to Don Kadre, and en

deavoured to reconcile that Letter with

the Convention. , Sir, the very Words

of the Letter itſelf when compared

with thoſe of the Convention, will be

fufficient to clear up that Point. The

Urg; Knee affirms in that Letter that

the Iberian Claim of Searching was

never heard of by any Emperor of

Lilliput, and would never be admitted

by his preſent Majeſty. The Conven

tion on the other Hand expreſsly ad

clarations, and empty Aſſurances. I

dare ſay the right. hon. Gentleman

will not pretend to arrogate any Part

of the Praiſe to himſelf.

It has, Sir, been more than hinted,

that the Gentlemen in the Oppoſition

had by their Condućt encouraged

Iberia to treat us with the Inſo

lence and Injuſtice ſo much complain'd

of Indeed, Sir, I own I never had

a bad Opinion of the Oppoſition, but

I never knew the good Éifečts of it ſo

well as now ; for it was, it ſeems, by

Means of our Oppoſition that theEm

pire has been driven into this War,

and I will maintain, that, had ſhe con

tinued to be miſled with pacific Plans,

ſhe had been irrecoverably ruined.

But pray, Sir, were there no former

H Inſtances of Iberian Inſolence, even as

great as their refuſing to pay the

95,0co Sprugs Did they never roº
and
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and plunder us while it was not ſo

much as pretended that the Oppoſition

interpoſed I agree, Sir, with the

right hon, Gentleman, that the War

had its Riſe from the Condućt of the

Oppoſition, but differ with him when

he attributes the Iberian Inſolence to

the ſame Cauſe. That, Sir, we muſt

attribute to the Pufillanimity of our

Counſels, and to nothing elſe. If a

juſt Regard had been ſhown to the O

pinion of the Gentlemen who have

the Honour to be in the Oppoſition,

more vigorous Meaſures would have

been taken long ago ; and the Nation

would thereby have eſcap'd all the In

famy ſhe has incurr'd, all the Loſs ſu

ly avoid all perſonal Refle&tions, not

withſtanding the right hon. Gentle

man's Aggravations, and ſhall therefore

put the Merits of his Miniſtry upon

this ſingle Fa&t, Whether in the Que

ſtions that relate to himſelf, the Ma

jority in his Favour have not Poſts,

Places, and Penſions under the Crown 2

And I deſire no farther Satisfaction

than a plain and poſitive Anſwer.

I come now, Sir, to conſider a

little the Encomium which the right

hon. Gentleman has made on his own

Adminiſtration. In the firſt Place, Sir,

I think he did not pretend to juſtify

all the Treaties and Engagements we

ſtained from the mean ſcandalous Con-C have entered into during theſe 20 Moons

ceſſions made on every Occaſion. The

right hon. Gentleman, Sir, not ſatiſ

fied with charging the Oppoſition with

encouraging the Iberian Inſolence,

has ventured to inſinuate that the Gen

laſt paſt, except by ſaying, that if there

were any Inconſiſtencies in them, they

were occaſioned by the Treaty of Ul

tralt ; and here he took an Opportu

nity to enlarge on his darling Topic,

tlemen engaged in it would take an D and reproach the Miniſtry who made

Opportunity to diſtreſs his Majeſty's

Arms by oppoſing the Supplies neceſ

ſary for carrying on the War. Sir, I

don't believe that there is one Gentle

man in the Oppoſition, who does not

deteſ the very Thought of ſuch a Pro

cedure. There may, perhaps, be

Gentlemen in another Intereſt, who

would be very glad of any Pretence,

from the Condućt of the Oppoſition,

to excuſe the Slowneſs and Inefficacy

of our Arms : But, Sir, I will take it

that Treaty ; a Treaty, which indeed

I ſhall be far from vindicating. But

how did that Treaty affect the Treaty

of Hanevro 2 Or how could it lay the

Foundation of thoſe Differences which

divided us then from our beſt Allies,

and which we have never yet been a

ble to reconcile 2 Was the Treaty of

Ultralt the Reaſon, Sir, why we en

tertained the ridiculous Panic which

prevailed upon us to conclude that

of Hanevro P Did it dićtate the Sugge

upon meto declare, that they ſhall have F ſtion of a ſecret Treaty betwixt the

no ſuch Excuſe.

The Numbers, Sir, of whom the

right hon. Gentleman was pleaſed to

boaſt, as concurring with his Meaſures,

I muſt confeſs, with Sorrow, are in

deed too great, though with regard to

the Figure they would make, if di- G both Houſes.

veſted of what they enjoy thro' his

Favour, I will be bold to ſay that it

would not be very conſiderable. When

was there any Queſtion that concerned

him, fince he came to the Head of the

Adminiſtration, carried otherwiſe than

by a Majority of thoſe who had an

immediate Dependance upon his

Smiles, and owed Part of their For

tunes to his Favour I would willing

f

H Intereſts

Emperor of Allemannu and the Iberian

Monarch in Favour of the Redmeterp 2

A Deſign not only ſuſpected and whiſ.

pered, but ſolemnly declared from a

Place which ought to be the Fountain

of Truth, and ſtrongly maintained in

Can the right hon.

Gentleman ſay, Sir, that the Event

juſtify'd the Declaration Or that there

afterwards appeared the leaſt Founda

tion for it Can he pretend that the

Treaty of Hanevro was a Meaſure cal

culated for confirming Allies in our

The Boruſſian Mo

narch, , Sir, who was an original

Party in it, took the firſt Opportunity

of deſerting it; and ſuch of our Allies,

- RS
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as were notoriginal Parties, were bought

into it at a vaſt Expence ; an Expence

that might have been complained of

as unneceſſary, had it purchaſed Secu

rity, but certainly to be juſtly cenſured

as it procured nothing but Contempt.

The Belgians did not accede to it till

eleven Months after it was concluded

at Hanevro, and then with very large

Reſtrićtions. The Crown and King

dom of Swede were bribed into it at

the Price of 50,000 Sprugs a Moon

for 3 Moons. The King of Danecram

had a large Subſidy paid him for four

Moons. The Lords of Hyèſe Cle/a

received upwards of fifteen hundred

thouſand Sprugs of our Money for

keeping up a Body of Troops which

was not of the leaſt Service to us ; and

the Nardac of Wolentoffe had five and

twenty allowed him for four Moons, as

the Price of his important Acceſſion.

Now, Sir, let Gentlemen conſider

how much this importantTreaty, which

the right hon. Perſon has attempted to

defend, coſt the Empire, and then let

them determine if it is probable, or

indeed poſſible, that a Treaty, made

for the common Intereſt of Degulia,

could have coſt us ſo mnch in procuring

Allies to it. I believe it will be found,

Sir, that there is no Neceſſity of bribe

ing any People into a Meaſure that is

for their own Advantage.

The right hon. Gentleman likewiſe

mentioned the vigorous Preparations

made in order to diſappoint the ambi

tious Deſigns of the Allemannuam and

Iberian Courts. I remember very

well, Sir, that at that Time we did,

indeed, ſend out three Fleets, but I

think the Event very fully proved,

that we might have ſpared ourſelves

the Trouble and the Expence. For

when one of our Fleets was ſent to the

Coaſts of Iberia, in order to prevent

the Execution of an Attempt deſign'd,

as was ſuſpecied, by theſe two Courts

in favour of the Redmetrep, it was

plainly proved in this Houſe from the

Letters of the Admiral who com

manded that Fleet, that the Iberians ſo

littie dreamt of any Hoſtilities, that

when he came upon their Coaſts, all

the Troops they could bring together

did not amount to 3ooo Men, and

theſe very ill provided, and in a very

bad Condition. Nor, did the Na.

tion ever receive the leaſt Proof of

any ſecret Treaty that was made by Ibe

ria and the Allemannuan Emperor, tho'

it was merely on a Preſumption that

ſuch a Treaty exiſted, that this Fleet

was ſent out. Nay, a little Time af.

ter, our Miniſters themſelves own'd

that this Treaty was only ſuſpeãed,

and that they had no Proof of any
B ſuch Deſign. Another of our Fleets,

Sir, was ſent to the Northern Seas, to

prevent the Projećts of the Mauſºuettan

Court from taking Effect, and to hin

der that Princeſs from dethroning the

Swedian Monarch. But it is very re

C markable that the Mauſaueetans and

the Swedians had, before this Fleet ar.

rived on theirCoaſts, concluded a Peace.

Thus it is plain that this Fleet was not

of the leaſt Service to the Empire. It

is with ſome Reluctance, Sir, that I

mention the Intent of the third Fleet,

which was under the Command of the

Galbet Hozeri, becauſe it awakens to

the Memory of the Houſe the Fate of

that unfortunate Commander, and of

the brave Men who were ſuffered to

periſh at Sea, and pin'd away for

E want of Orders to do Juſtice either to

themſelves or their Country. The

Pretence for ſending it out, was the

protećting the Trade of his Majeſty's

Subjećts to Columbia, and to prevent

the Return of the Plate-ſhips to Iberia.

But were either of thoſe Ends an

ſwered No, Sir, the Iberians went

on plundering our Merchants in thoſe

Parts, while our Fleet lay ineffettu.

ally before their Harbours, till almoſt

all our Seamen, and three of our

Captains, died ingloriouſly without

an Enemy. We might have eaſily

taken their Fleet, but when Hozerº

Inſtructions were examin'd in this

Houſe, it was found that he was not

ſent to fight but to perſuade. And,

what is ſtill more extraordinary, Sir,

H the ſaid Plate-/hips, moſt richy laden,

were ſuffer'd to eſcape under the very

Sterns of our Ships, which were then

- lying
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lying on the Iberian Coaſts, under the
Command of an honourable Gentle

man, who fits by me, who, I believe

no body doubts, would have very wil

lingly perform'd any Service in which

he cou’d have been warranted by his

Inſtructions. -

The Iberians alſo were ſuffer'd to

carry Proviſions and military Stores

to their Army before Grablitra. After

that Siege was begun, Sir, did we re

ceive the leaſt Aſſiſtance from our new

Allies? No, not one of them ſo much

as offer'd to arm in our Quarrel; they

confider'd the blocking up the Gal

leons in the Columbian Harbours, as

the firſt Aét of Hoſtility, and conſe

quently judged us to be the Aggreſſors;

every Ship we ſent out to our own Co

ºlonies was in danger of being taken and

plunder'd by our Enemies!

We have had lately ſo much of the

Convention, that I ſhall not troub e the

Houſe with any Remarks upon what

the Right Honourable. Gentleman has

ſaid abouf the Treaty of Sebſule, and

the rather becauſe he touch'd upon it

in ſuch a Manner as if he were incli

ned to give it up. But I cannot ſo eaſi

ly paſs over his Diſtinčtion betwixt

private and publick Loſſes. I con

ceive, Sir, that many private Loſſes,

and many muſt be own'd to have been

fuſtain'd, amount to a publick, a gene

ral Loſs. When ſeveral private Per

ſons ſuffer by carrying on any Branch

upon which Preſumption they conclud-C of Trade, as was the Caſe with our

ed themſelves free from all Óbligations

to aſſiſt us, becauſe their Alliance with

us was only defenſive. . In the mean

time, we tamely ſuffered that Siege to

be regularly carried on by the Iberians,

and truſted to the Bravery of the Gar

riſon, without endeavouring with our

Fleet to bombard one of their Towns,

in order to make a Diverſion : And

Thanks to the Valour of our Troops,

they bravely repelled the Beſiegers, elſe

we might have ſeen, that important

Place now in the Hands of our Ene.

mies, notwithſtanding both the Strength

of our Fleet, and the Friendſhip of

our Allies. . . . * *

... Such, Sir, are the Triumphs which

this remarkable Period of the Right

Wºff Idnian Merchants, it diſcourages

others from carrying it on, and that

Branch muſt of courſe fall to decay.

... I ſhalljoin, Sir, in any Encomium that

can be made upon the Benefits of Peace

to a Trading Nation. I am ſenſible

how carefully we ought to avoid War,

if Peace can be:had upon ſafe and

honourable Terms. But, Sir, if the

Terms upon which it is preſery'd are

deſtructive of Trade, the very ſame

Reaſons that ought to prevail for con

tinuing Peace ought to take place in

favour of War. We have for many

Moons had a Peace more deſtrućtive than

War itſelf; a Peace, Sir, that has im

pair'd the Health and Vigour of this

Nation, only becauſe the proper Reme

Honourable Gentleman's Adminiſtra. F dy was diſagreeable to the Miniſtry. I

tion has afforded, and ſuch the Sub

jećt of the labour'd Panegyrick he has

made on his own Conduct. If I have

not kept to the Motion now before the

Houſe, I hope Gentlemen will excuſe

me, as I was forc’d into the Digreſſion

by the Neceſſity of following the Right

Honourable Gentleman. But, conti

nu'd he, during all this time we enjoy'd

the Benefits of an uninterrupted Com

merce. How uninterrupted our Com

merce was, Sir, the ſuffering Merchants,

whoſe Claims were given in to our

Commiſſaries appointed by the Treaty

of Setſule, can witneſs; and I ſhould

be glad to know the Benefits and Feli

city that attend Commerce, wherein

believe no Man, Sir, wou'd willingly

take nauſeous Medicines; but if the

State of his Health abſolutely requires

them, if he muſt languiſh with an ir

recoverable Conſumption, or be cut off

G by a violent Fever, the moſt nauſeous

Draught will no longer be reješted.

. The Right Hon. Gentleman men

tion'd the laſt War. I own, Sir, the

laſt War is now very heavy upon this

Nation ; but why Not becauſe of the

Expence it then coſt us, but becauſe

the Debt we incurr'd by that Expence

has not been paid off. Had a proper

Oeconomy been obſerv'd, had the e

immeliſe Suns been ſaved, that have

"I t * been
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been expended upon ſuperfluous Offi- not : . They dare not, becauſe they

ces, Standing Armies, and idle Expe- would, by ſo publica Deſertion of their

ditions, the Nation, Sir, had now felt Country, pull down upon their own

no bad Conſequence of thatWar. But, Heads the Reſentment of the whole

Sir, it is eaſy for a laviſh Miniſtry in time A Nation of an incenſed, injured People.

of Peace to bring upon the Nation all They wou'd open his Majeſty's Eyes,

the Inconveniencies that attend aWar. and thereby diſcover the Means by

It is eaſy, by ſquandering the public which his Honour and the Nation's

Money, to continue the Debts of the Intereſt have ſo long ſuffered. To con

Nation, to perpetuate her Impoſts, and clude, let us be unanimous, or let the

to increaſe her Taxes. It was not a Motion be drop'd, and, if it be poſſi

the late War, it was our later Manage- * ble, forgotten.

ment, that has brought the Inconveni

encies upon the Empire the Right Ho

nourable Gentleman has ſo quick a

Senſe of. The late War, Sir, was un

dertaken in defence of the Liberties of

this Nation, and of all Degulia ; the C ſºft being over, the Hurgolen Gum

preſent War ought to have been under- -

taken long before it was, in defence of ; roſe, and ſpoke to the fillwig

ourTrade and Navigation; for if Trade

and Navigation ſuffer, our Liberties S I R,

muſt ſuffer alſo. . -
T is ſo unuſual for me to congratu.

I am ſenſible, Sir, how much I have D 1 late this Houſe upon carrying any

faid that might have been ſpared ; but Queſtion that comes from me, or any

my Zeal for a Motion, upon which of the Gentlemen with whom I have

ſo much of the Dignity and Intereſt of the Honour to vote in National Points,

the Imperial Crown and the Empire that I am very much at a loſs. how to

itſelf depends, is ſo great, that I thought expreſs myſelf at preſent. I am the

it my Duty to remove, as much as I, more embarraſſed, 'Sir, on this Occa:

I cou’d, all Pretences for Objećtions. * fion, as my Sentiments of Pleaſure and

If we are not unanimous in our Agree- Gratitude crowd ſo faſt upon me, that

ment to it, if there ſhould be the Ap- my Expreſſions quite ſink under them.

pearance of Diviſion, if there ſhould be Pleas'd as I am, Sir, that this Em

a Debate upon it, I ſhall willingly pire, this Empire once ſo dreaded,

agree that my honourable Friend oncé ſo courted, of late ſo deſpiſed,

ſhall retract it. - For I would much F trampled on, and inſulted, has now 4

rather ſee it quite dropt, than not a- near Proſpect of being in a Condition to

greed to unanimouſly...What an En- aſſert her Rights, and revenge her In:
couragement, Sir, would it give to the juries: Grateful as I am, Sir, that I

Enemies of this Nation, if they ſhould have been ſo happy as to meet with

diſcover there was a Party in this Em- the unanimous Čoncurrence of this

pire, a Party in this Houſe, Sir, ſo G Houſe in the Motion that draws this
much their avow’d Friends, as to make agreeable Proſpect ſo near, how much

any Objection to a Motion, which ſhou'd I be wanting to my Duty, to

propoſes the only Means left us for the Empire, toj and to my”

obtaining Rºdreſ of the many Inju- ſelf, if I ſhould ſtophere!
ries and Inſults offered to this Crown The Unanimity we have new tº

and Empire! I have the Satisfadion, reſs'd, Sir, is enough for this Houſe,

Sir, to believe, that none within this [. not enough for the Honour of his

Houſe will be ſo weak or ſo wick- Majeſty, the Empire, or the Digity

* * tº oppoſe it. The Friends of of the Senate, "we are to go a Sºp

the Nation will univerſally applaudit, farther, before we can acquit ourſelves

and the Friends of the Miniſter dare - -

- - -
of all we owe n this Occa

not appear againſt it. I ſay, they dare We to them upo ſon.

The Queſtion being then put, it was

unanimouſly agreed to; which the Pre

ſident took great care ſhould be inſerted

in the journals of the Houſe.

-
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fion. This Houſe, Sir, has the Glo

ry of having firſt agreed to the Motion;

but let us confider, Sir, that we are

but one Houſe, and nothing but the

collective Dignity of the whole Legi

ilative Body can give it its proper

Weight. The good Wiſhes, the Pray
ers, and the Acclamations of the Peo

ple it will certainly obtain, the Encou

ragement and the Thanks of his Ma

jelly cannot be doubted: But, Sir, it

muſt have the Concurrence and Coun

tenance of both Hurgoes and Climabs to

produce the Effects deſired in the reſt

of Degulia, to ſhew foreign Courts that
Negotiations are now at an end, that

the Senate has again reſum’d its Au

thority in his Majeſty's Councils, and

that they are no longer under the In

fluence of his Miniſtry. Let us, Sir, do

our Duty on this Occaſion; let us invite

the other Houſe to a Share of the Glory

in preſenting this Reſolution to his Ma

jeſty. If they ſhould refuſe to join us,

which I am far from ſuſpecting, if

Hurgoes a Copy of the Reſºlution which

the Clinabs had come to, beginning in

this Manner: Wiz. It is reſolv’d by

and Climabs in Senate

aſſembled, &c.

Upon which the Climabs withdrew

to their Houſe, and the Hurgolen Gum

dahm reported to the Houſefrom the Com

mittee of Conference what they had done.

Next Day, being the 8th Day of the

Seſſion, a Meſſage came from the Hur

goes, deſiring a Conference with the Cli

nabs. Upon which the Conferencewas or

der'd, and the ſame Managers who ma

maged the laſt, appointed for this. TheMa.

magers then went to the Conference, and

the Prolocutor of the Hurgoes acquainted

them that they agreed to the Reſolution,

and hałł accordingly fill'd up the Blank

C in the Copy of it, which the Clinabs had

#. the Day before, with the Words,

urgoes Spiritual and Temporal. This

being over, the Managers return'd to the

Houſe, and the Hurgolen Gumdahm re

ported what had paſs'd, ſpeaking at the

they ſhou'd not be ſo unanimous as we Djame time to the fºllowing Effe&;
have been, let the Cenſures of the Na

tion, and of Poſterity fall upon them,

but let us do our Duty.

Therefore, Sir, give me leave to

make another Motion, which is, That

this Reſolution be communicated to

the Hurgoes, and their Concurrence
deſired thereto.

This being likewiſe reſolved unani

hºuſy, he made another Motion, That

a Conference be deſired with the Hur

goes upon a Matter of the greateſ. Im

fºrtance to the Honour of the Imperial

Crown, and the Navigation and Com

*erce of this Empire.

This being likewiſe reſºlved; the Pre

fident put the Queſtion,

That a Committee be appointed toma

wage the ſaid Conference; which was G
ordered likewiſe, and the Prime Mini

Jier and his Brother, the Urg; Pulnub,

the Hurgolen Gumdahm, the Hurgown

Yegon, the Hurgo Polgárth, the Urg;
Snodſey, the Hurgolet Branard, and

Jºveral other eminent Clinabs were ap

pointed Managers, who being come to

* Place of Conference, the Hurgolen

Gumdahm deliver'd to the Committee of

S I R,

HEN we firſt agreed to this

great and important Reſolu

tion, I congratulated this Houſe upon

its Unanimity ; now, Sir, I congratu

late his Majeſty, the Senate, the Em

pire, and the Miniſtry, upon the Con

currence of the other Houſe. Let

our Miniſters, Sir, carry this Reſolu

tion to the Court of Blefiſcu, that ſhe

may know what ſhe is to expečt if ſhe

F ſhou'd interpoſe in favour of the Ene

mies of this Empire, either with her

Mediation, or her Arms. Let them

carry it, Sir, to every Court in Degu

Jia that has not yet declared itſelf, to

let them ſee, Sir, that we are at length

rouſed from our Lethargy, and deter

mined to demand and infift upon the

moſt rigid Juſtice. This will teach

ſuch of them who are inclined to take

the Part of our Enemies what they

may expect, and will convince our

H Friends that our Eyes are at laſt opened

to our true Intereſts. –— It will con

firm our Friends, and intimidate our

Enemies, - -

On
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On the twelfth Day of the Seſſion, the

Urg; Polgarth (then a Climab) ſpoke

to the Houſe in Words to the fºllow

ing Purpoſe: -

S I R,

IS Majeſty, in his moſt gracious

- Speech from theThrone, having

recommended Unanimity to this Houſe,

I think we cannot give a ſtronger and

a better Proof that we are unanimous,
than by our promoting every thing B

that is for the Intereſt of the Nation,

as the only Means of doing Service to

his Majeſty. For this Reaſon, Sir, I

ftand up to make a Motion, which I

am ſure will not be oppoſed by any

miſtry, indeed, is ſeldom ſenſible of

the Hardſhips which the People under

go, and therefore it is, that we have

often ſeen Schemes, calculated for their

a Eaſe and Relief, prove abortive thro'

the Oppoſition of Miniſters. But the

Motion I have now to make, will,

I hope, meet with an entire Appro

bation from all Gentlemen who have.

the Eaſe of the Subjećt at Heart; and

tho' there be ſome who are ſway'd

by another Intereſt, yet I preſume

when they hear how much it will.

conduce to the Benefit of the Public,

they will be aſhamed to oppoſe it. For,

this End, Sir, before I read it, I think

it will be proper to introduce it with.

Gentleman who has the leaſt Regard C ſome Obſervations.

for his Majeſty's Advice, and I hope

will therefore meet with the unanimous

Concurrence of this Houſe.

We are now, Sir, entered into a War,

and how or when it may end, no Gen

tleman can take upon him to pro

nounce ; and therefore every Gentle

man has, from his own private Intereſ,

fuficient Reaſons to make him wiſh to .

ſee the great Concerns of the Empire

managed, at leaſt, with more Fruga

lity in Time of War, than they have

of late been in Time of Peace. If

the chief Inducement, Sir, that pre

vai'ed with his Majeſty to call us toge

ther ſo much ſooner than uſual, was,

that he might have our Advice and Aſ.

fiſtance at this important and critical

Junéture, we cannot adviſe him bet

ter than by laying before him the

Means of conducting this War in

a Manner the leaſt burthenſome to his

Subjets. This, Sir, is giving him

effectual Aſſiſtance ; fince every Grull

ſaved, is ſo much Money put into the

public Treaſury. Beſides, Sir, we

ought to eonſider, that in this War we

have neither Allies to aſſiſt us, nor a

Proſpect of any ; our Commerce, is

daily ſuffering by the War, our Mer.

chants have been farther diſtreſſed by
a long and ruinous Embargo. All

this mºſt greatly and neceſſarily tend

tº the Prejudice of Trade and public

Credit, and will be ſenſibly felt when

the tºxigencies of the Government call

ºr the annual Supplies. The Mi.

His Majeſty, Sir, when he opened

this Seſſion, very wiſely, in my Opi.

mion, propoſed the raiſing a Body of

Marines. It is, indeed, by our naval

Armaments alone that we are to ex

p pećt Succeſs in this War ; and I muſt

take the Liberty therefore to ſay, Sir,

that all the Forces which are more

than neceſſary for the Preſervation of

his Majeſty's Perſon, and for Guards

and Garriſons, are an uſeleſs Expence to

the Nation, unleſs a Method can be hit

E on of employingthem to diſtreſs the E

nemy in themoſt ſenſible Part. We have

a happy Proſpect at home: The whole

Nation is united againſt the Enemy, as

well as in Affe&tion to his Majeſty's Per

ſon and Government. We have nothing

F to fear from abroad. The Blºfuſcudianſ,

the only People that can give us Di

ſturbance, reliſh the Sweets they

draw from their Neutrality too well

to break it ; but were they diſpoſed tº

do it, we have a Fleet not only ſufficiº

ent to guard our own Coaſts, but tº

G diſappoint the Attempts of all the M*.

ritime Powers in Degulia united againſt

us. On this Fleet, Sir, our Safety
depends, yet, without Oeconomy and

Frugality, we cannot long be in a Con

H. dition to ſupport it. - ir.

* This Article of Frugility, Sir,

brings me to confider a Methodº;
furniſhing a Body of Marines. and

even leſſen the preſent Expence of the

Nation. If the Land Forces, ſº

*** * * * * uſeleſs º,
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Stroke very ſoon, either in Deguſia or .

vice, the Buſineſs would be effected;

for by having fewer Land-Officers,

which ſeem to me not neceſſary on

board his Majeſty's Ships of War, a

confiderable Sum might be ſaved. In

naval Armaments, when a Body of

Marines are on board the Fleet, the

Commander of the Ship has Authority

over all in it, and he again muſt obey

the Admiral or Commodore. Thus,

Sir, the Officers of the Marines have B

no Authority but in Time of Aëtion,

and even then they muſt receive their

Orders from the Sea-Officer, their

Buſineſs being only to ſee his Com

mands punctually obey'd. Thus, Sir,

I hope thereappears little Neceſſity, or c

even Occaſion, for putting any Gene

ral Officers at their Head, who, I be

# lieve, have often been more inconve

nient than ſerviceable ; ſince it has

been known that a Jealouſy, Punétilio,

:: Or Difference of Opinion, have contri

buted to the Miſcarriage of the beſt-laid

Scheme. However, Sir, I don't ſay we

- ought to have no General Officers on

board thefleetinanyExpedition againſt

the Enemy: I hope, Sir, our Fleet and

our Troops too will be ordered upon

Services that require our ableſt Officers E

to command them. I only mean that

the Body of Forces, which are to be

raiſed under the Name of Marines,

while they are on board the Fleet, ought

to have as few either General or Field

Officers, as poſſible ; and that all the F

Ends for which they are raiſed may

be anſwered with very few, or perhaps

none at all.

There is, Sir, another Obſervation.

that I muſt trouble the Houſe with, re

lating to the preſent Situation of the

War with Iberia.

true, but very lately entered into this

War, and therefore our Miniſters, who

have been ſo long accuſtomed to Peace,

are excuſable, if ſome Overſights have,

been committed on their Part. But it

*

the Idnieſ. In Degulia, Sir, I ſee no

Diſpoſitions making for it : We have,

indeed, had a Squadron for ſome Time

blocking up the Bay of Cazid, but o

therwiſe it ſeems to be a very harmleſs,

civil Fleet, fitted outwithoutany bloody,

or deſtrućtive Intention. Beſides, Sir, to

ſay the Truth, this Nation is to ex

pećt no great Matters from anything

we can do on this Side of the Globe.

In Columbiawe have another Squadron,

commanded by a brave Officer, who

I am ſure will do his Duty: But then,

Sir, he has not Forces on board for

any great Undertaking ; and without

Forces, Sir, Courage and Condućt

will avail but little.

there is a Neceſſity now to be expedi

tious in our Proceedings, and to make

up by our Diligence what we have loſt

by our Delays. But I ſhould be glad

to know how we can be expeditious, if

there is not a Man yet raiſed to be.

employ'd in that Service. Granting

that moſt or all of them were raiſed, I

believe no Gentleman can imagine that

raw, unexperienced Men are fit to go

upon any Undertaking, or that they

can be ſo ſoon diſciplin’d as the Nature

of the War with Iberia requires; and

to ſend thesn out before they know a

little of their Buſineſs, might be of

the very worſt Conſequence to the Na

tlCIl.

I preſhme, then, that the proper

Conſideration which preſents itſelf to

this Houſe is, in what Manner this

Defect is to be ſupply'd. Now, Sir,

as we have at preſent a very numerous

Body of ſtanding Forces, great Part of

which are quite unneceſſary to the Na

tion, the wiſeſt, as well as the moſt

We have, it is G frugal Method we could take, would

be to make a Draught out of theſe

Forces, and employ the Men ſo

draughted, as Marines on board the

Fleet, or wherever the Service of the

Nation ſhall require them. By this

is plain, Sir, to a Demonſtration, that H Means, Sir, a confiderable Sum muſt

if we proceed as we have begun, our
rº- - • * - -

Trade muſt be ruin'd without putting

our Enemy to any other Inconveniency

than that of fitting out a few Privateers.

Šºhat, Sir, we muſt ſtrike ſome bold

be ſav'd to the Public, as theſe Men

could be commanded by their own

ſubaltern and other Officers ; and

being train'd in all the Exercie of

Wai,

Therefore, Sir. .

r
º

!
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War, except the Experience of it, they vigorous Proſecution of this War. And

are much more proper for an Expedition

than any Body of raw, new-raiſed

Men. I foreſee, Sir, the common

Objećtion will be made here, that it

will be improper to leave the Nation

defenceleſs, and that we ought rather

to increaſe than diminiſh the Forces

now in the Empire. To this, Sir, I

anſwer, that I believe no Gentleman

will pretend we are in any Danger, ex

cept from an Invaſion, of which there

is, at preſent, no manner of Probabi

lity. His Majeſty may, however,

upon the leaſt Appearance of Danger,

replace theſe Men, and tho' it be done

with unexperienc'd Recruits, as the

will be incorporated into diſciplin'd

Troops, they will ſoon become ſervice

able. This is ſo eaſy, ſo expediti

ous, and ſo proper a Method of raiſing

Marines, that I dare ſay his Majeſty

will be extremely well pleaſed, that

this Houſe has fallen upon a Method

leaſt burthenſome to his Subjećts, al

ready groaning under a Multiplicity

of Taxes and Impoſts, and moſt pro

per for carrying on the War with Ex

pedition and Vigour, whence only we

can have the ſureſt Proſpect of Suc

ceſs. I have only to add, Sir, that

the Motion I am to make does not

proceed from any Deſign to weaken

the Government at home, by ſending .

abroad any of the Forces that may be

neceſſary for the Security of the Em

pire: I do declare that I ſhall very

readily concur in enabling his Majeſty

to fill up the Regim nts from whence

theſe Men ſhall be draughted, and I

dare ſay no Gentleman here would op

poſe the granting a Supply for that

Purpoſe. My Motion, therefore, is,

That an humble Addreſ, be preſented

to his Majeſty, to lay before him, as the

Advice of this Houſe, that he would be

p'eaſed to give Dire?ions that the Bo

dy of Marines, intended to be raiſed,

may be done in the moſt frugal Manner,

*d put upon the leaſt expenſive Efta

*%ment, by having as many private

Men and as few Officers as the Nature

ef the Service will admit, Oeconomy at

firſt ſetting out being abſolutely neceſſary

* enable us to ſupport his Majeſty in the

as Draughts from the preſent Regiment,

of Foot, which are all equally proper to

be employ'd either by Sea or Land, will

A be attended with the leaft Expence,

as well as be more expeditious fir any

immediate Service, humbly to recommend

that Method to his Majeſty, in compaſ.

fºom to his People already burthen'd with

many heavy and grievous Taxes. And

to aſſure his Majeſty whenever he ſhall

judge it neceſſary to fill up the Corp;

from whence ſuch Draughts are made,

that his faithful Commons will mºſt

readily enable him to do it, being fall,

convinc'd that their Safety and all that

is dear to them conſiſts in the Preſerva.

tion of his Majeſty and the legal Su
C ceſſion.

The Motion being read by the Preſident, F.

the Hurgolen Yegon roſe up and ſole

to the following Effed :

S I R,

DT Can ſcarcely believe that the noble

I Lord was quite in earneſt when he

propoſed this Motion, that we might

have an Opportunity to give a Proof

of our Unanimity and Zeal in his Ma

jeſty's Service. If ever any Motion,

E Sir, was thrown out to divide this

Houſe, if ever any Motion was calcu

lated to diſtreſs his Majeſty's Service,

this certainly is ; and notwithſtanding

what the noble Lord ſaid about the Pro

bability of our agreeing unanimouſly to

it, I dare ſay his Lordſhip does not ex

pećt that it ſhould paſs. -

Frugality, Sir, is a Virtue that in

* Government may be eaſily miſtaken;

it is, indeed, a noble Subječt to expati.

ate upon againſt Miniſters; but I hope

never to ſee thoſe great Intereſts of the

Empire, which the noble Lord ſpoke

G of, injur’d by an ill-judg’d Frugality;

Not, Sir, that I am againſt ſaving all

that the State of the National Safey

will allow ; but I am againſt making

the Nation ſuffer that it may ſave.

The noble Lord ſaid, and indeed Ye

ry rightly, that we are without Allies

H in this War; but that confideration,

Sir, ſhould induce us to take all Prº

cautions, to uſe all our Efforts, ".
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... , therto increaſe than diminiſh our For- how can they ſave Money enough to
º, ses, in order to ſhew the World, that corrupt ; But theſe, Sir, are all looſe

Rift, Great-Lilliput if ſhe cannot procure, Charges, that have been again and a- - º

fºr does not ſtand in need of Allies. This, gain repeated every Seſſion for theſe

* has been the Aim of the Govern- twenty Moons, and as often refuted.
* ment ever fince the Commencement of A [The Remainder of this Speech, and

** the War, and was the Cauſe o: the this Account of Proceedings and De

* Embargoes which were mention'd by bates, to be continued in our next.]

** the nobie Lord to have brought ſuch

* Hardſhips upon our Merchants; Hard- #########################

* ſhips not inflićted thro' Wantonneſs,

** as has been infinuated, but brought

ſhſ; upon us by Neceſſity | Hardſhips that

* the Merchants might have foreſeen,”

# and which they ought to have conſi.

* dered when they were ſo importu.

* mate for a War. It may, indeed,

# be ſuppoſed that their Importunity pro

§ ceeded from a Preſumption, that War

was ſuch an Inconvenience to the Mi

, , , miſtry that they would at any Rate a

... void it. But ſince the War has been

entered upon, the Enemies of the Go

vernment, both at home and abroad,

º

have found, to their Diſappointment,

tº that the Miniſtry durſt declare War,

tº and have hitherto carried it on with

W: Wigour and Succeſs.

* : , I don't know whence it happen'd

# that the noble Lord was led into Re

ſº fle&ions upon Miniſters. If the Mini

# ſity have any Friends in this Houſe,

Wºº as they certainly have, theſe Reflec

The Speech of the Right Hon. Edw—d

S—w—ll, Eſq;(Memberfor the City

of B-ll) againſ; the Place-Bill.

Mr SPEAker,

HE preſent Motion is for a Bill

of ſo great Conſequence, ſo ar

dently deſired by the Nation, that I

think myſelf obliged, not only to

give my bare Aſſent to it, but muſt

venture on the hard Task of betraying

my own Inability, rather than fit fit.

lent in a Point whereon, I think, the

Freedom and Independency of Parlia

ment, and the very Being of our Con

ſtitution depend. A Point which

muſt, in Effect, determine whether

we are really to be a free People or

not, and whether the Commons of

Great Britain are to be properly re

preſented in this Houſe.

It would ill-become me, Sir, to

dare to infinuate the leaſt Reflection on

§§ tions cou’d not be the Means of cul-E any Gentlemen who have the Honour

# tivating Unanimity and Harmony

tº here, eſpecially as the Nature of the

# Motion did not require them. But,

5: Sir, I cannot ſee how a Miniſter does

not find his Account by doing the Bu

tº fineſs of the Nation in the moſt frugal

to be employ'd in his Majeſty's Service,

or to be diſtinguiſhed by his Royal
Favour. - Their Rank and their

Station claim a due Reſpect, and I

have ever paid them ſuch as becomes a

Freeman. As Individuals I have

tº Manner, as well as a private Man in F a Regard for 'em, but as Legiſlators,

yº the Management of his own Affairs.

ſº What Service, Sir, cou’d it do to a

ºf Miniſter to laviſh away the Publick

tº Money He muſt account for it ; he

# (annot put it in his own Pocket; and

why ſhould he venture the Publick

Cenſure by doing what can be of no

Service to him # If, as we have of

ſº ten heard, the Miniſtry does every

; Thing by Corruption, if Money is the

º file Agent they employ, then ſurely

it is their Intereſt to manage Things

* With as much Oeconomy as poſſible;

ºr if they are laviſh and prodigal,

*

and as an aggregated Body, I muſt

own, their Numbers, their Power, and

their Influence, may give juſt Grounds

of Jealouſy and Apprehenſion here:

and eſpecially if there ſhould ever

happen an Union, or Coalition of their

ſeveral Intereſts, for their mutual Sup

port, as in one common Cauſe, when

ever the State of our Army, or our

Navy, of the Treaſury and Revenue,

or of the Nation in general, ſhall come

under the Confideration of this Houſe.

We juſtly value ourſelves on the

- Wiſdoza

|
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Wiſdom and Equity of our Laws, for

the Trial of the Life and Property of

the meaneſt Subjećt by impartial Judg

es, and diſintereſted Juries; and ſurely,

Sir, this grand Council, which is en

truſted with the Happineſs, the Pro

perty, and Purſe of the Nation, de

mands, at leaſt, equal Care and At

tention ; and the Guardians of the

Laws, Liberties, and public Intereſt

ought, above all Men, to be indepen

dent; free not only from the Imputati

on, but even from the Suſpicion of the

leaſt pecuniary Biaſs whatever. . . It is

abſurd in private Life for any Man to

fit as Judge, Jury, and Party, in his

own Cauſe ; and in this Houſe, where

our All is at Stake, it may be de

itrućtive.
-

The Gentleman near me allows, by

the Bill, an Exception of 1.5o in

Places; a Number ſurely ſufficientſ :

The manyWars this Nation has been

obliged to enter into, for the juſt De

fence of our Religion, our Laws, and our

Liberties, have engaged usin immenſe

Debts: They ſtill ſubſiſt, and have

had one fatal Conſequence, that while

they have ſettled the Balance of

Europe abroad, I fear they have al

tered the Balance of Power at home.

They have raiſed a numerous Swarm

of Revenue and Exciſe-Officers, and

Tax-Gatherers, which have overſpread

the Nation. It is well known what

Influence they have, and, I may ſay it,

it is well known what Uſe they make

of it.

We are again engaged in a juſt and

neceſſary War, whereby our Fleets

are become more numerous, our Land

Forces are greatly increaſed, and

more and more Levies of Marines are

raiſed; and if hereby it ſhould poſſi

bly happen that any more Weight

of Power ſhould be thrown into that

Scale, which ſeems already to be

charged beyond its due Proportion,

the Freedom of Parliament, and

the Freedom of our Conſtitution,
would'till be more endangered.

This, Bill, Sir, ſeems the only ſure

Method to a lay theſe Jealoufies, and

to prevent theſe Dangers ; it would

not only reſtrain and limit the Num

ber of Placemen in Parliament, but it

would alſo ſoon leſſen their Number,

and their Expence in general: New

Places would not be created, many old

ones would be aboliſhed, no more Of.

A ficers would be employ'd than were

abſolutely neceſſary, and I verily

believe, no more would be allow'd

them than they ſtrićtly earn'd: A

ſmall Salary would then ſatisfy a

Clerk in an Office, who might now,

perhaps, reject it, as a Member of

this Houſe ; and Men might well af.

ford to ſerve for half Pay, who had no

Intereſt to ſupport, and no other Me.

rit neceſſary for the Poſt they enjoy,

or the Poſt they aſpire to, than the

bare Qualification for that, and that a

Clone. They would then become Men

of one Calling, and of one Buſineſs;

they would be more diligent in the

Diſcharge of their Duty, and moſt

cautious of being called to Account.

{

. The Nation, Sir, grows daily more :

Djealous of its Liberties, and more

zealous for the Security of them by

the Succeſs of this Bill; and therefore

I hope that, at leaſt, ſo much Deſ:

rence will be paid to the Voice of the

People, as to admit their Repreſents:

tives fully to debate the Merits of this

important Cauſe.

The Voice of the People is well

worthy the Attention, the ſerious At

tention, of a wiſe Legiſlature;

it is a Voice that firſt or laſt will be

heard, and will have its Effečt; it is a

F Voice that is not to be filenc'd, that is

not to be ſmother'd, much leſs to be ||

rejećted with Contempt. -

Therefore, Sir, in Duty to his Ma'

jeſty, that he may reign happy in the

Hearts, in the Affections and Confi º

G dence of his People, which alone can
render him powerful at home, and

formidable abroad ; in Juſtice to my

Country, that theſe valuable Right
and Privileges, deriv'd to us from Our

Anceſtors, may be tranſmitted down

to Poſterity ; in Diſcharge of my

own Conſcience, and of the great

Truſt repoſed in me by my Conſtit".

ents, I do moſt heartily join for tº

important and moſt neceſſary*i.
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A Letter to the Gentlemen Merchants in

the Guinea Trade, particularly addreſſed
to # Merchants in Briſtol and Liver

pool. -

GENT LEMEN,

AM induced to conſider the Nature of

I the Guinea Trade, as well with re

gard to the Welfare and Happineſs of the

Britons, as of the Negroeſ. For it is a

Maxim with me, that whenever a Man

aä's wrong, I mean knowingly, he aëts

contrary to his true Intereſt; and if he

ač’s wrong ignorantly, it would be better

if not enervated with Luxury, and worſe,

work, if but a little, in our c whl’lanta

tions. Moreover, is it not natural to

think, that the great Number of Blacks

we now have there, thro’ proper Care

and Affection, would now be ſufficient,

and by their Offspring continue ſo for

Ages; and ſo not enſlave more Souls for

Life, and make them unhappy for ever.

The Cheariulneſs the Negrees ſhew in

dying, proceeds not ſo much from Igno

rance as from a natural Nobleneſs of Soul,

and the baſe Uſage they meet with a

both for the Public and himſelf, that he B mongſt thoſe (tho' very improperly)

were rightly informed.

I take it to be undoubtedly true, that

all Mankind are brought into the World

with a natural Right to Liberty, and that

a Man cannot.# his Right to Liberty,

but by attempting to take away the Pro

perty of another unjuſtly, in which I in

clude his Life, Liberty, and other Valu

ables; and that a Parent's meriting a

Loſs of Liberty, is no Reaſon why a

Child, the Deſcendant frem that Parent;

ſhall loſe its Liberty: But do not Perſons

in the Guinea Trade deal in Men, Women, ºr

called Chriſtians. Some, I am not

ignorant, objećt againſt all Trade, in or

er to vindicate the Guinea Trade; for,

ſay they, if you deal in Linnen Checks,

or Cotton Goods, or any thing elſe ſent

abroad for the Uſe of the Negroes, you

are an Encourager of the Guinea Trade.

But might not theſe Gentlemen with e

qual Reaſon objećt againſt having to do

with Wine, or Ale, becauſe ſome who,

are not in an honourable Way of Life,

make uſe of theſe Things -

I could heartily wiſh ſome Gentlemen

and Children?—Moreover, in doing would give the Public their Reaſons why

this, it is evident they encourage the Ne-D they carry on this Trade; for I doubt not

groes to A&ts of Hoſtility; nay, to take

and enſlave thoſe with whom, perhaps,

they had no Cauſe to be uneaſy. ... .

Children are made Slaves for Life who

were not in a Capacity of loſing their Li

rty; and is it not in vain to urge the

there are wiſe and

it *: Which Reaſons, if good, will con

vince the wiſe and unprejudiced Part of .

the World.

ood Men concerned in

But if they have not good

Reaſons, I would beg of them to confi

der the Folly of ačting unworthily for a

Sentiments of thoſe from whom they buy E. little Gain, tho. I had almoſt given it an

them, or to aſſert that they would de

flroy, or eat them For, I don't doubt

other Term ; for in Milton's Paradiſe Re

gain'd, there are ſome Lines to the Pur

the Blacks are more civilized than they poſe very juſtly admir’d in our Saviour's

are generally repreſented, and it is very Anſwer to the Devil, when he had been

certain, that with ſome Pains they might

come much more ſo.— Beſides,

they are beyond Diſpute, in general, in a

more innocent State in their own Coun

try than they are afterwards; for, as I

takeit, #Countries they goto, have leſs of

true Virtue and pure Religion than their

own, and doubtleſs to die when leſs vicious,

is more a Mercy than to have Life, Exi

ſtence here, profonged in Vice and Wick

edneſs. The hard Uſage # Negroes meet

tº in the Weft Indies is alſo very ſhocking;

A Pint of Corn and a Herring is all

their Food for a long, hot, toilſome Day,

where the unavoidable Loſs of Spirits

#; much more Refreſhment than

in England; and with Sorrow be it ſaid,

this Herring and Pint of Corn ſometime;

eſcape them.—O how ſhocking.'

-Have Men now quite put of their

Nature ? Is Humanity no more ? But to
ſorbear. Our own Countrymen, or

thoſe who are brought up theré, might,

G

tempting him with Power and Riches:

Extol not Riches then, the Tºil of Fools,

F The wiſe Man's Cambrance, if not Smare,

more apt

Tº ſacken Virtue, and abate her Edge, .

Than prompt her to do ought may merit

Praiſe. -

I am,

With a hearty Deſirefor the

Happineſ of all Beingſ,

Gentlemen,

Tºur very humble Servant,

MERCAT© R Ho NEs TUS.

* See the Caſe of the Blacks, Vol. V.

p. 21 and 91.

MrUR B A N, july 7, 1740.

THE Reaſons which Eugenius [See? 52 j

has further offer'd in defence of a Differer ce.

in the state of Infants after Death, are, as I coºr
ceive, ſtill groundleſsand inconcluſive. He has aſ

fºrteá, That the Children of wicked Parent".
U u not

3
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net in the ſameCircumſtances, don't bear the ſame.

Relation to God, as the Children of pious ones;

and has brought ſeveral Paſſages of ſacred Scrip

ture, to eſtabliſh and confirm his Aſſertion.

But, your diſcerning Readers have, I doubt not,

already obſerv'd,how inſufficient thºſe Paſſages are

for his Purpoſe; that, they ſolely relate to thepar

ticular Diſpenſations of the Deity to the Iſraeliter,

his temporal Protećtion of them his diſtinguiſhed

People; and bear not the leaſt, the moſt diſtant

Reference to the future eternal Condition of

their Children. In the reſt of the ſacred Wri

tin s 1 kewiſe, there is no Rule, Precept, nor

Example, to give Countenance to the Baptiſm of

Infants; or which intimates the leaſt Diſcrimi

nation to take place in the Condition of the

whole Species of them aſter Death. Nor is it

to be wonder'd, that ſo divine a Syſtem of Mo

rals ſhould contain nothing of this Nature; when,

had it been inſerted, it would only have appear'd

the Invention and Impoſition of Man, and not,

like the other Parts of it, to have proceeded from

a divine Original. “For whatever is contrary to

• Truth, and Rećtitude, can never come from

an all-perfeót Being. ** And, though I am far

from aſſerting that the Reaſon of Man can com

prehend the whole Circle of Truth, or judge

with Certainty of the Divine Proceeding in infi

nite Caſes: Yet, that it can diſcern ſome Truths,

is doubtleſs a ſelf-evident one. To ſuch Reaſon

then, there is nothing more clear and undenia

ble, That to make a Diſtinétion in the State of

Infants after Death, muſt be utterly incongruous

to an all-perfeót Being, when ſuch Infants, in

Life, were diſtinguiſh’d by no Ideas in moral

or religious Qualifications; were the ſame help

leſs, harmleſs, unreflečting Creatures; and alike

fubječt to Miſery, Pain, and Mortality. Fur

ther, that poſitive Inſtitutions can be of no a

vail to eſtabliſh the Difference which Eugenius

cantends for, is demonſtrable upon the Principles

himſelfhas laid down. He ſays I ought to con

fider, “ That ſuppoſing theſe Inſtitutions as me

ritorious in themſelves, &c. is a Suppoſition no

Perſon who pretends to argue upon this Point e

ver made.” If then theſe Inſtitutions are not in

herently meritorious, if they poſſeſs no objećtive

intrinſic Efficacy,ºbe of a moral Nature,

and have ſuch, or ſuch-like moral, and religious

Benefits annexed to 'em, as my foregoing Letter

more largely ſpecifies. It direétly follows from

this, That thoſe Agents only, who are a&tually

endow’d with the Faculty of Reaſon, and capable

of receiving moral and religious Benefits, can be

at all advantaged by ſuch Inſtitutions. Eugenius

will allow, I am perſuaded, That Infants are in

capable of ſuch Advantages. Therefore his Opi

nion of a Difference in the State of Infants after

Death, founded upon the Efficacy of poſitive In

ſtitutions, muſt unavoidably fall to the Ground.

I need not ſay any thing in anſwer to the abſurd

Dočtrine he maintains, That the Virtue ofgood

Parents, may, conſiſtent with rectoral wiſdom,

make an Alteration in the eternal Condition of

their Infants. Cleomenes (beforehand aware of

this) very juſtly obſerv’d, ſº. Pol. IX. p. 178.

F] That ſuch Virtue cou’d not make an Infant

* Balguy’s ſecond Letter to a Deiff,

more rewardable; fince it wou'd infer a Supere

rogation of Merit, in ſuch Parents, and b; the

ſame Abſurdity which we ſo juſtly condemnin

the Church of Rome...When Eugenius has given

this Obſervation of Cleomenes a ſuitable Anſwer

and prov'd the Poſſibility of transferring MºſtA

from one Agent to another, I: give you the

Trouble of another. Letter. Till when I re

main, 2%urs, &c. S. W.

S I R, -

Was the other Day reading, in one of MI Addiſon's Spectatorsº, ſ: Remarks lf

B on the incomparable Poem, Paradiſe Lºft. Af.

ter ſeveral fine Qbſervations upon the Exordium

of that Poem, he ſays that #. nine Day, Aſia.

niſhment, in which the Angel, lay entranºd, aft.

ter their dreadful Overthrow, and Fall from Hà:

wen, befºre they cou’d recover either the Uſe ºf

Thought or Speech, is a noble Circumſtance, and

very finely inégined. But it appears pretty phin
to me (and I don't remember it has been re.

mark'd before), that Milton ſtruck this beautiful

Circumſtance out of Homer's -

Eymºre Azºy ayat spalov, &c. -

And indeed he has open'd it in the ſame Words,

that is, in reſpect to the Time,

Mine times the ſpace that meaſures day andnigh
To mortal men, - -

and has confin'd this Affoniſhment to the very

ſame Space of Time, that Homer has his Plague,

Who firſt ſeduc’d them to thatful revolta

. Th' infernal Spirit 5 ine 33.

is a plain Copy of

Titº'º apa's Seay ºpidº florinks aaxoşa;
Antec kau Ato: vior.

And indeed he has never fail'd of following H

tner where the Plan of his Poem would permit

him. It is to be wiſh'd, that ſome who try

their Talents in your monthly Collettion would

ftudy this, and the other great Maſters of Po

etry a little more than they ſeem to have

done...You would not then have ſo many elabº

rate Trifles ſent to you.' 'I am ſorry" to ſee

your Correſpondents beſtow their Time on A

otoſticks; it forbodes the Decay of true, and Re

vival of falſe, Wit. Should the latter again liſt

up its Head, and the preſent War continue, we

may expect, if you’lſ admit them, to ſee Poe

tical Swords, Battle-Axes, Drums, &c. exhi

bited in Verſe: , But I hope the Encouragement

which you are known to give to the Followers.

of true Wit, and your inſerting this gentle Re

proof, will prevent the importunate Applicatiº

tions to you to uſher ſuch Amuſements into the
World. PH1 Lhom E Ross

# No 303, Voi. 3.

S I R, - .

H The following Anſwer to the laſt Riddle, will 1.

2. not,: ſomeofº:

RE, Sir, your Riddle once I'd read,

The gloomy Shades of Darkneſs fled :

And ev'ry Line appear'd ſo bright,

I ſhut my Eyes, and ſaw 'twas Light.

graftſmall
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&lraftſman, July 12, N° 732.

A Dmiral Vernon hath given me a freſh Op

Portunity of congratulating my Country

bn his hate Succeſs in taking and demoliſhing

the Caſtle of Chagre, gutting the*::::
e

which was full of rich Goods for lading t

Galkons, then burning it to the Ground, and

finking two Guarda Coſta Ships in the River.

I look upon the Aétion of Chagre, to be of

more Importance to this Kingdom than even

that of Porto-Bello, itſelf; for having demo

liſh'd the Caſtle, which commands the Mouth

of that River, he hath open'd an eaſy Commu

nication with Panama, from whence all the

Treaſure of thoſe Parts is carry'd down to Por

tº-Beh. If therefore the%; Hands had

been ſtrengthen'd with fifteen bundred or two

thºuſand Land-Forces, and a few more Ships of War

had been ſent round to the South-Sea, Panama

hight have fallen as eaſy a Sacrifice as Porte

Hellº, Nay, it is probable that he might have

taken Cartagena; but, for Want of ſuch a Sup

ply, he found himſelf unable to take the Place,

without hazarding his Majeſty's Ships, and the

Lives of many i. Seamen. He therefore

º retired, and was obliged to content

imſelf with the taking Fort Chagre, which

hath open'da Paſſage to Panama, of which he

might have moſt undoubtedly made himſelf

Maſter, had it not been for the Reaſons before

mention'd But it is not yet too late to correót

º, and enable him to purſue his Con

queſts,

I ſhall conclude this Head, with obſerving

that Admiral Vernon behaved at this Place with

the ſame undaunted Bravery, accompany'd with

the ſame generous Humanity, as he did at Por

tº-Bell, ; for when the Governor hung upa Flag

of Truce, he order'd the Firing immediately

to ceaſe, and granted him an honourable Capi

tulation. -

: We have likewiſe taken, during the Courſe of

the War, three large and rich. Prizes, beſides

Privateers and other ſmall Veſſels, which it is

hoped will counterbalance the Loſs of our Ships

taken by the Spaniards; and when the new

twenty Gun Ships are all ready to put to Sea, and

Properly ſtation'd, our Coaſts may ſoon be

tleår'd from thoſe inſolent little Dons, who have

been ſo long ſuffer'd to cruize in our Chamnel.

There is likewiſe a large Squadron ready to

. with Land-Forces on Board, .."*#:

xpedition, generally ſuppoſed, to the Wºſt-In

dies; from'§. '. º: reaſonably expect

that ſome important Enterprize is concerted, and

in all human Probability will meet with Succeſs.

In the mean Time, the formidable Arma:

ment, under the Command of that brave and

experienc'd Officer, Sir jobn Norris, is ſuffici.
ent to quiet all our bug-bear Apprehenſions of

an Invaſion from the Sºaniards, though France

ſhould join with them'; for I believe he would

prove himſelf more than a Match for both their

Fleets united. The Spaniards, in particula:

have much more Reaſºn to apprehend a Yift
from our Squadron, which is ſtrong º; to

do them infinite Damage in their ſtrong'ſ H*,

and to maintain our ancient and undoubted S0

*
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vereignty of the Narrow Seas, as Admiral Ver

non hath aſſerted our Right to a free Naviga

tion in the American Seas.

A But if either the Spaniards, or the French,

or bºth united, ſhould have Dexterity enough to

equip a Fleet ſufficient to invade England with

out any Notice, and to ſteal them aſhore in a

fºggy Night, or by the Help of a favourable

Wind, as was formerly apprehended by the mini

fierial Writers; have we not a very numerous

Standing Army, encamp'd and quarter'd in diffe

rent Parts of the Kingdom, who may be ſoon

B drawn together, and be ready to ſtop their Pro

greſs wherever thcy ſhould happen to land P

There are, indeed, ſome well-meaning Peo

ple, who are terribly afraid of the French Power,

and think we ſhall be ſwallow'd up at a Morſeſ,

if they ſhould be provoked to join with the

Spaniards. But this is all a Panick; there be

ing no Occaſion ſor our making War, on the

Continent, unleſs France ſhould attack the

Dutch, or any other neighbouring Powers; then

we may be ſure of their Alliance. As for our

ſelves, we are guarded with a powerful Fleet at

Sea, and a much more numerous Army at

Land, than was ever ſeen here even in the

Times of the hotteſt Wars.

Let us therefore rely upon Providence, as we

muſt always do, and pray for the Succeſs of our

D ſeveral Squadrons, which will ſoon humble the

proud Spirits of the Spaniards, and bring them

to our Terns, inſtead of ignominiouſly ſtooping

to the Dićtates of France.

The illníčerſal ºpertator, July 12.

Tº the Author of the Univerſal Spedator.

E S I R, -

S you hinted a Deſire of having the

cº: of the Ladies tranſmit.

ted to you who compoſe the Scandal Club,

I ſhall deſcribe the Members of our So

ciety according to the Order they ſtand

in my Regiſter:. . .

F Mrs Abigail Perjuice, Preſident.— Mrs

Abigail is an old Maid, in the fifty-third

Year of her Age; when ſhe was young

ſhe had, according to her own Account,

Beauty ſufficient to draw a great Number

of Lovers after her; but that ſhe thought

Love was a very fooliſh Affair, and, in

ſtead of giving Way to ſuch an imperti

Gnent Paſſion, ſhe became an errant Man

Hater, and is reſolv'd to continue ſo to

her Life's End. – But the Truth is, ſhe

was rather homely than charming, and

forward than reſºrv'd; yet was ſº unhap;

py as to live to her forty-ſixth Year; and
héver once had the Queftion ask'd. her,

H neither on a Gallant, or Matrimonial Ac

connt She values herſelf highly for her

diſcreet Condu& thro’ Life, and that her

Honour ſtands unimpeach'd; This is nº

figh great Merit, for you know, Mr

Stonecaſtle, 7%ay

*
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That the}% may be chaffe who never

| was try’d.

I believe in her forty-ſixth Year a

-- Match was propos'd to her by a Widower

i , of eighty-four, which ſhe reječted with,

| : Contempt, and has remain’d a thorough

Man-Hater ever ſince. The particular

Province ſhe has in the Society was con

º ferred on her for her eminent Talent in

* † Scandal, which is always levell'd againſt

º young Ladies for a Miſcondnét in their

Amours: As ſhe is a rigid Reformer of

Female Manners, ſhe is ſure to give ſuch

an Interpretation to the Aćtions and Be

haviour of a young Lady who may bein

nocently engaged in an Amour, and ad

dreſſed by a Lover on the moſt honoura

ble Terms, as to raiſe a Suſpicion on her

Pirtue : But her being cenſorious on ſuch

Ladies may be attributed to an Imagina

tion of how ſhe herſelf might behave on

ſuch an Occaſion, and from a Conſciouſ

neſs of herown Frailty, ſhe ſuſpećts; ſame

Kind of Diſpoſition in others. Beſides

theſe Qualities of whiſpering away Re

putations, and inveighing againſt the

Condućt of the young Women of the

ećtor and Diſperſer of authentic Scandal.

If a young Lady makes a Trip within

the City and Suburbs, no one is ſocner in

form'd of it, nor has any one more admi

rable Talents to divulge it : In ſhort, as to

hear Scandal isº of her Life, to make

it known is the Buſineſs of it.— N. B.

She promiſes herſelf much Satisfaction

from the Society's Correſpondence with

you, and has ſome curious Anecdotes to

tranſmit for your Publication.

Miſs Fanny Freelove is almoſt a contraſt

Character to Mrs Verjuice : Miſs Fanny is

a great Lover of Gallantry, Amours,

Intrigues, Maſquerades, &c. She knows,

indeed, that Ladies may have their Er

rors, yet looks not on them with a Prude

like Severity, and attributes them not to

their Paffions or Fallies, but their Fate, and

on this Öccaſion ſhe never fails quoting,

For if weak Women go affray,

Their Stars are more to blame than they.

She is a Prédeſtimarian in Gallantry, and

affirms, when a Woman engages in an

Amour, nay let her Amous change as

often as they will, that ſhe was born for

thoſe individual Purpoſes, and that there

was a Neceſſity, ſhe ſhould conſent to

them. From theſe gay Principles ſhe

ation, which are of great Amuſement to

9ür Society; and ſhe will go great

i.engths to obtain them, for ſhe will not

ſcruple to relate fiáitious Accounts of

reſent Age, ſhe is a moſt faithful Col. D

her own Amours to draw out thoſe of o

thers, and there are many of our Sex

weak enough not to keep a Secret, even

when 'tis their own.—But ſhe needſel

dom be reduced to that Dilemma; for

from her eighteenth Year to her preſent,

which is about her thirty-fourth, her Life

has been one continued Courſe of Gallan

try and Intrigue; and ſhe had ſo good

an Opinion of the Honour of the Men,

that ſhe believedº thing they ſaid to

B her, and tho' they ſtill deceiv'd her, as to

Marriage, ſhe had Faith enough ſtill to

believe on.— As ſhe lives at the polite

End of the Town, and keeps the beſt

Company, her Intelligence may make

your Spečiator as hiſtorically entertaining,
as the ſecret Memoirs of the famous Ata

lantis—She has a new Story of the

C P 3 of ***** and my L–d

***** to ſend you, which is equal to

that of the Satten Bed in Mrs º:

Mrs Saintly is the Wife of a worthy

Citizen, Mother of ſeveral Children, and

Miſtreſs of a large Family; but with all

theſe Avocations, from her Indulgement

of idle Obſervations on the Conduá of

others, nothing gives her greater De

light than to find out her Neigh".

bours Errors, and to cenſure them;

Tho' this Love of Scandal is predomi,
nant in her, ſhe pretends the Motive of

it is Religion, and that ſhe only likes to

hear other Peoples Errors and Vices that

ſhe may pray for them, and communi

E cates them that we may do the ſame like

wiſe. 'Tis true, indeed, that hºr

Husband cannot ſleep, for her .#
Hymns ; ſhe ariſes early to go abroad fºr
hér Devotional Exerciſes; ſhe leaves the

Care of her Children and her Family to

Servants; her Thoughts, ſhe ſays, are

better employ'd than on Worldly Affairs,

F —She is not a good Wife, a good Mo

ther, or a good Neighbour; but ſhe is,

what overbaliances all other Conſider."

tions, a ſtrenuous Diſciple of Apoſtle

º ; a pious Follower of the an:

gelic Brethren, the Weſleys ; and, tº ſum

up all, a true and orthodox Methodiſk

She can furniſh you with many Memºiº

of Religious Scandal, which will with

great Zºal be interſpers'd with many ex;

&lamatory Ejaculations, and Scriptural

Quotations.-Wou'd ſhe be really

ſerviceable to you, ſhe certainly might

communicate ſome private Hiſtory neceſ.

ſary to be known, E. fhe is a Memberof

ains many Confeſſons in frank Conver. H the ſelect Committee among the Metho

diſts, where the holy Brethren ſalute the

holy Siſters with a Salutation, of Loyº,

and give them all the Conſolation, the

Strength of their spirits will allo";
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-I muſt not omit what ſhe has

been heard to confeſs, with joyful

Emotion of Heart, that ſhe has often

ſtole from her Husband's Bed with great

Heavineſs of Soul, but the Salutation of

her dear St John [Weſley]
her in the Spirit, and % receiv'd great

§ from the Senſe he gave her of the

ork of Regeneration.

Miſs Lucy Finical has a Taſte for Scan
dal of a different*...; loves ſelling

Reputations; but then xes a Wo

man's *:::::: by her Dreſs, or Ap

pearance ſhe makes at public Places, or

private Viſits: And tho’ you may think

ſhe could not have much Succeſs in this

trifling Way, ſhe has, I aſſure you, done

much Execution at Bath, Tunbridge,

Scarborough, the Theatres, Ridettos, O-.

She kill'd a

poor young Country Gentlewoman at

Bath, by praiſing her Night Gown; for

after ſhe had made many Encomiums

on it in a full Company, ſhe added,-—

'Tis very pretty, but it muſt have been pro

digious pretty at firſt ; pray, Madam, hºw

often has it been ſtowered 2 – At Scarbo

rough ſhe ruin’d another, by diſcoverin

at a Ball that her Necklace was falſe

Stones inſtead of true Brilliants. –At a

private Viſit in London, by givng a Hint

that "a certain Gentlewoman's Cloaths

were bought of Lady Modiſh's Chamber

maid, ſhe has occaſion'd ſuch ſheering

# on the Gentlewoman’s Elegance of

aſte, that ſhe was forced to drop the

Acquaintance. As to her own Dreſs,

Malice itſelf can find no Fault with it ;

ſhe lives elegantly, keeps good Compa:

my, and a neat Equipage. —- But Truth.

ſays, all this is ſupported by Mr Gripéall,

a City Scrivener, who will ſcarce allow

his own Family *::::: -

Widow Brisk is a Woman of a ſpright

ly Temper, and tho'ſhe has not exceed

ed her Thirtieth Year, has bury’d her

third Husband; She is no profeſs'd Hater

of Love, but an avowed Enemy againſt ,

Marriage; and frankly ſays, no one Man

ſhall ever be Maſter of her Fortune and

Joyntures, tho’ ſhe may diſpoſe of her

Perſon as ſhe thinks proper; –With

this free Way of thinking, in relation to

herſelf, ſhe is very ſevere on the Con

dućt of other Widºws.-She looks upon

them all to be mere, Lady Brompton; in

Sir Richard Steele's Play, and that their

Scene of Sorrow is meer Grief Alamode:

pera, and Aſſemblies.

And having been herſelf a Widow ſo of H

ten, ſhe is often advis'd with by her AC

quaintance when they come into the ſame
State. How true her Accounts may

* I will not venture to affirm, but the

Intelligence ſhe brings to the Society is

F was ſomewhat privy to the Amour.
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very ſurprizing, in relation to the Con

dućt of young Widows—She has ſeveral

Modern Stories which far exceed that of

the Epheſian Matron. She hopes, if

ſhe ſends you the Particulars, you will

has quicken'd A take Care to pen their Story, that it may

make as great a Figure as that of Anti

quity.

Now, Mr Stonecaſtle, I am entering on

the moſt difficult Part of an Hiſtorian,

that is, to talk of Myſelf; out of Modeſty

I ſhall therefore chaſe to give my Cha

raēter, as that of a third Perſon, and as

impartially as the preceding ones. -

Mrs Martha Tittletattle, Spinſter, is in

or about the fortieth Year of her Age;

was the Laughter of Mrs joan Tittletat

tle, of Norwich, which joan was eſteem’d

a Woman of as voluble and acute Way

of ſpeaking as any in the City: It was

C by ſome ſaid indeed that ſhe was a Scold,

but it was only her haſty and loud Way

of ſpeaking :º ſhe was firmly

attached to, and ſhe was without doubt

the beſt private Hiſtorian of the City ſhe

liv'd in. Mrs Martha inherited all theſe

amiable Qualities of her Mºther, and

came to London with Recommendations.

to be a Lady of Quality's Woman: She

was accepted, and ſoon became agreeable

to her Lady from the Colleštions of pri

vate Scandal ſhe was Miſtreſs of: She was

in a female Charaćter partly what Mar

plot in the Play was in a Man’s; but with

out his Blundering ſhe had his Curioſity of

knowing every Family's Affairs, and eve

ry Perſon's Concerns. , 'Tis reported,

{{at her Lord, having had an Intrigue

with her, wou'd have pop'd her off upon

the Chaplain, but ſhe having a Tèndre

for his Palet de Chambre, a Propoſal was

made to him, and rejećted, becauſe he

Be

ing thus diſappointed in Love ſhe was re

ſolv’d not to marry, except to a Gentle

man of Family and Fortune, which ſhe

now for everãº, of therefore is ſtill

a Companion to an elderly Lady, who

loving much Tittletattle and much Scan

dal, ſhe has full Scope to indulge her

own Inclination, which gave her an Op

portunity of being .. by a Set of

Ladies Secretary to the Laudable and Ho

Bourable Society call'd the Scandal Club.

An Anſwer to Mrs Tittletattle ſhall be

inſerted in our next. - -

&Ionini ºn Sernft, July 19. No. 18s.

On the approaching Elešion.

Mr CoM Mon SEN's E,

S the Seaſon is near at Hand, when

the lahabitants of the different
Coun
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Countries ſhall be called together for the Accidents may happen, and ſºch a Spirº

Service of each; it will be highly neceſ may ariſe, as the Powers of Corruption

ſary to put them in Mind that the Time will not be able to reſiſt. But, 2dly, as

alſo approacheth, when the Liberties and every Day widens the View of paſt Miſ.

Properties of the whole muſt be ſecured managements, and expoſes innumerable

by ar. tºº Parliament, or irre- A Difficulties and Dangers which lie before

trievably loft in the gathering Torrent * us; there are many now ſtartled into a

of what is called Miniſterial Corruptioa. Senſe of their Duty, who before either did

The Eyes of the Nation are ſufficiently not ačt at all, or ačted with the Betrayers

open on the Dangers that threateu us, the of their Country; ſome who indulged a

uſes lie obvious to every Capacity, and ſlothful Eaſt, ſome who would earn Al

their Efteås are feit in every Station; it vantages to themſelves by Condeſcenſing:

is therefore more neceſſary to exhort which they did not think abſolutely de

than to inſtruś, and it may be of greater B ſtrućtive, and others who, from a ſuper

Uſe to ſhew a Probability of Succeſ; if ficial Glance, or from an Error in forming

we ſhould ač, than the Neceſſity that a general Judgment on particular Inſtan

there is for afting. Deſpondency and De- ces, imagined the whoſe Controverſy to

ſpair, more often ariſe from Sloth and be rather about Perſons than Things...To

Taſillanimity, than from a real Im- theſe we may add a fourth Set, who fom

prºšicability in Things; there are many a Senſe of the Difficulties which now en

eſources in human Nature unknown to Cviron a weak and unpopular Miniſter, or

Mān, until call'd forth by Aëtion; many perhaps from a Knowledge of the no leſs

familiar Remedies have been diſcover'd crazy Conſtitution of their Chief, will

by Experiment, which were overlook'd withdraw their Hope; and Fortune; from

by long and diffant Reaſºnings; and the ſo ſlender and weak a Support. With theſe

Chapter of Accidents is of ſo various additional Succours, the old and ſaint

and extenſive a Nature, as to render it ri- Friends to Liberty will renew the Conteſt

dieulons to pronounce aimoſt anything , , for a free and uninfluenced Repreſentative;

ſºpračicable, however ſtrong the ſpeci.P and as their Numbers will certainly be

lative Impoſſibility may appear. t if much greater than they have formerly

it ſhould be obječted, that various Eſſays been, no Argument brought from what

have been made without Succeſs, and has alreadyi. can be concluſive

that the Experience of many Years, ſpent againſt the Probability of Succeſs in af

in a fruitleſs Oppoſition, proves all En- tºre Attempt. It is not long ſince theAb

deavours for that Purpoſe to be ineffectu- ſurdity has been diſcover'd of Men's di

al; I anſwer, firſt, that even the Efforts E ſtinguiſhing themſelves by invidiouſ A*.

alteady made, however, they may have pellations, who have but me real Interth

fail'd in many Articles of great and effen- and who in Truth mean but one andthe

tial Conſequence, have been far from uſe- ſame Thing. The Advantages which the

leſs, iſ they have, in ſome Iñſtances, de- common Enemy drew from this, Diſniº

feated the moſt permiclous Sehemes, and became at length apparent to all, and the

perhaps have prevented manyº; wiſeſt and beſt informed of the two imº.

that would have been ſorm'd of a like gºy Parties cloſed in together, an
7&ndiney. Where Deſigns for Déſiručion F join'd their Endeavours for the ſame gº

are earrying on, their Authors will be en- Purpoſes. But as old and inveterate Pit.

terprizing in Proportion to the Strength judices are not eaſily rooted out, evenby

which ſupports them i, a ſlender Majority, the ſtrongeſt Reaſons, and moſt cogen;
however corrupt, will be cautious how Neceſſity, this Union was neither ſo

they venture upon bold Plans, ſince the hearty and ſincere as it ought to have

Defe&tion of a Few may be fatal to them ; been, nor did it obtain, to any conſider."
and thoſe who ſerve merely with a View G ble Degree, among the remoter Multi

to privăţi, Advantages, may, from the tude. The Juſtice and Expediency

fame ſelfiſh, Principle, which prompted mutual Aftānces were owned by ſome

them to 4&t againſt their Country, ači general Réſons were form’d, and general

fºr, it, when a Piobability appears of Schemes agreed upon; but when partitº

making that Party the ſtrongeſt whom lar Plans were offºrd, and Men were ſº
- whey ſhall eſpouſe. In the Cauſe of Liber. quired to ačt agreeable to them, them

ty every Inch, of Grºund is worth diſpu-ri imaginary Difficulties were ſtarted, rea

fing, to avoid a total Defeat is next to aH. aggravated, and Things were tº K

Victory, and has often produced it; while cluded imprađicable, which only appeal

there is Debate the Scene is left open to ed to be ſo from never having been,”

Events, a Struggle creates and preſerves tempted. Thro' ſich a Condućt of ſº º

*Spirits”&ſºry to ſupport it, and ſuch Chief; in each Party, veryise;

i
s
i
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hoped from thoſe who form'd their Judg

. and A&tions upon theirs: The Mul

titude ſlept, and the Few who did aº,
roceeded upon ſeparate and uncºnnéed
khemes, in which each conſulted his

own individual Eaſe and Security in pár

ricular Places, and to them often ſacrific

ced, by unjuſtifiable and deſtrućtive Cºm

poſitions, a more important and general ſh;

#eft. Theſe Effects evidently proceeded
from the ſame Cauſe, the great and ge

neral Objeći which ſhould emplºy theAt
tention of All not being duly conſider'd, or

being confider'd in different Lights, there B
was no common Principle of A&tion to in

fluence one Side, while one and the ſame
Motive ačtuated and united its Opponents;

nor ſhould it be wonder'd at, that Men

in theſe
Circumſtances, a looſe and ſtat:

tered Crowd, ſhould not be able to refiſt

well paid, welld'Étº and well con

duffed Legions.
valency of theſe Cauſes it is, that ſome
Countier have been eſteem'd the moſt ob

ſequious to Miniſterial Influence, where the

avow’d Principles and the Spirit of the

Peºple have run higheſt againſt it, while

the abandon'd Profligacy of a few, want

ing and mercenary Wretchés, has, by

theſe means, been ſufficient to ſtigmatiſe

the whole with the Brand of Venality and

Corruption. But altho' this Charge be

º laid, yet are they not free from an
other, of almoſt as heinous altho’ not of

ſº ſhameful a Nature, who from Ina&ivi

ty, private Picque, or a too ſparing Care

of their particular Intereſts and Fortunes,

permit ÉMen and ſuch Matives to pre

wail, as never could otherwiſe become

formidable. Would the colleåive Body

§ in each County, and particular
Men in their ſeveral Diſtrićts, exert, with

Sincerity and Warmth for the general

Cauſe, that Influence which their Family

D Throne, which hat

greater Eaſe, and at much leſs Expence
to Individuals, than, without ſuch an u

niverſal
Concurrence, can be hoped for

from any other Method; and this ſingle
Scheme, if properly executed, would in

A fallibly procure an hºneſ and fair Repre
ſentative, without which this Nation may

perhaps be ſtill called free, but will is

Reality be as much enſlavod as the wooden

Shod Subječis of any Grand Monarque.

I am, Sir, &c.

The ſtaftſman, July 26. N*734.

On the auſpicious Acceſſion of the preſent

King of Pruſſia to the Throne.

IT wasjuſly obſerved by a late nºrthy
Prelate, who lived to a good old

uuder ſeveral Reigns, that all of them

BEGIN well; but that no right judgment

can be form'd, from the firſt gracious De`rom a particular Pre-C clarations of a New KING, how He will

behave when the Crown is ſettled upon his

Head, any more than We can depend spon

the Courteſy and Hoſpitality of a YouNg
HEIR #.come to a good Efate.

Theſe Thoughts were occaſion’d by the

preſent King of ºft. Acceſſion to the

given his Subjećts
ſuch an happy Proſpe&t of a mild, graci
ous and3. Reign; for He hath not

only made the uſual ſolemn Declaration

that their Intereſts andHº! 3 ſhall be

inſeparable from his own ; but that if any
Competition ſhould happen to ariſe between

them, the Good of His People ſhould

E have the Preference.- This is worthy of

a great, a good, and wiſe Prince. Nor
hath He confined Himſelf to bare Words

and Aſtrances only, but ſeconded them al

ready, if We may give any Credit to the
publick Accounts.

What I ſhall mention firſt, becauſe I

think it of the higheſt Importance, is theand Fortune procure them, and by their F diſcarding and baniſhing of his late Fa

Example and Exhortation raiſe a like Spirit

in others, it is not poſſible that the Power;

of Corruption ſhould be long able to ſtand

before them. The Tradeſmen and other

Dealers, who have Votes in Boroughs,

would no longer be induced to ſell them

fºr a few inconſiderable Places or ſmall

ther’s chief Favourite and Privy Counſel

lor, who had betray'd his Maſter, and ab

uſed his Truſt, to the great Prejudice and

Scandal both of the Prince and his Peo

ple — Nothing can be a better Omen of

a good Reign than diſmiſſing ſuch wick

ed Miniſters, however They might haveSums of Money, when they were made G found Means to inveigle Themſelves into

tº
underſtand, that ſuch a Proſtitution

ould be properly reſented by thoſe, to

* whom, thro’ the nearneſs of their Situa

on, they are indebted for a ſure and con

ſ: Support. A laudable Zealand Emu

*tion would be raiſed among all Ranks

the Favour and
Confidence of an indul

gent Maſter, contrary to the general. In
clinations, and Intereſt of their Fellow

Subjećts.
--

The next Point worthv of
Conſidera

tion, and a natural Conſequence of theºf Men, would operate where no ſpecula- H former, is, that the King takes Cognizance

tº Reaſoning can now diſcover any Pro

bability of Succeſs, and the whole, or the

*jºr Part, would be made ſequre with

of every Thing, and determines HIMs ELF

what ſhall be done in the mºſt impºrtant
Affairs of Government – If all *...;

wou
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would follow this Example, and not blindly

follow the Dićtates of a ſelf intereſted, and

perhaps a corrupt Miniſter, They would

have the hearty Affections, Concurrence,

and Eſteem of their Subjećts, inſtead of A

ſecret Murmurs, Diſcontent, and ſome

times open Oppoſition, when all other

Meaſures are found to be ineffectual.

The Liberty, which his Pruſſian Ma

jeſty hath granted to the tall Grenadiers,

who conſiſted chiefly of forced Men, to re

turn into their native Countries, unleſs

They chuſe to continue in his Service, is

another Inſtance of a truly magnanimous

‘Spirit; and his Orders that no Recruits

ſhall be admitted for the future, whoſe

Stature ſhall exceed five Foot ten Inches,

is a Proof that He confiders the proper

Uſe of an Army more than the Pageantry

of it. But what I think the moſt glori

ous Inſtance of his paternal Affection, un

der this Head of military Affairs, is his C

ſuppreſfing the Cuſtom of REGISTRING

Infants, as ſoon as They are born, for ob

liging Them to ſerve in the Army, when

They arrive at a proper Age—This muſt

put every Man of the leaſt Knowledge

and Refle&tion in Mind of a late Bill for

a compulſive Regiſter of all our Sea-D ple.

men and Sea-faring Men, from one certain

Age to another, which would have con

verted Them from Free-born Subječís into

the moſt abſolute Slaver.--

Thé Aſurances, which his Pruſſian

Majeſty hath already given to all his Pro

teſtant Subjećts, whether Natives or Fo

reigners, that They ſhall be protećted in

their Religion, are happy Prognoſticks

that He is a Friend to Liherty of Conſci

ence, an Enemy to Perſecution, and free

from the venomous Taint of Enthuſiaſm

and Bigotry.

His tender Regard and Compaſſion for

the Diſtreſſes and Calamities of his Sub

jećts, appear ſufficiently from his having

Pruſſia, and confer'd on the Most uns

DESERVING of Mankind.

The Protećtion and Encouragement,

which He hath promiſed to learned Men,

muſt be gratefully acknowledged by all

Thoſe, who have had the Happineſs of a

#;" Education, and made a good Uſe

of it.

I hope the Reader will excuſe my ta

king Notice of one Circumſtance more,

upon this new Reign; for as I have the

Honour to be a Free Maſºn, I cannot o

mit paying my poor Tribute of Thanks to

his Pruſſian Majeſty for that gracious To

leration and Indulgence, which He hath

granted in his Dominions to our ancient

And honourable Fraternity. This Inſtance,

as ridiculous as it may ſeem to ſomePeo

ple, is a Proof that He is not poſſeſſed

with thoſe mean and groundleſs Jealou

ſies, which have drawn a Perſecution up

on our Brethren in ſeveral Kingdoms and

States of Europe. . . .

In ſhort, what He hath already done,

and the farther Regulations, which He

ſº. to make in the Adminiſtration of

is Government, have juſtly gain'd Him

the Hearts and Affe&tions of all his Peo

I am yery cautious of flattering

Kings, or anſwering for their futureCº

duš; becauſe very few Courts are with

out ſnchEar wigs and Sycophants, who too

often ſucceed in their wicked Deſigns, 4

gainſt the Intereſt of the People and their

Royal Maſter; nay, ſometimes to the ºt:

ter. Ruin and Deſtrućtion of Both. But

when a young Prince hath diſcover'd ſuch

an early good Diſpoſition to render hiſ

People happy under his Gyvernment; an

to make their Intereſt inſeparable from hit

own; nay, even to give his Subjeff the

Preference, whenever their reſpeñive hº

§: may happen to claſh;"in ſuch

Caſe, I ſay, it is a Sort of Duty incum

bent upon all true Friends of Libert),

order'd all his Magazines and Granaries to F in whatever Station They are, to ac:

be ſet open for Relief of the Poor, who

have been Sufferers by the Scarcity of

Corn, ſince the late ſevere Winter.

We are likewiſe told that there having

been an Order in Pruſſia, intitled the Or.

der For FAYou R, which hath made the

Gentility very common, the ºft King

hath inſtituted another, the Badge of

which is a golden Croſs, and a Crown o

verif, with this Inſcription, FoR MERIT.

—This new Order is certainly founded

on Virtue, Juſtice, and good Senſe; for

MER IT ºught to be the ſole Recommen

dation to all Titles of Diſtinčtion and Ho

knowledge his Pºrtues and Prudentſ, as

an Encouragement to purſue the ſam;

laudable Meaſures, and for ſetting a good

Example to other Princes, who may herº

after ſucceed to the Royal Dignity. ,

[MºD'Anvers conclude; his Paper with
a Paſſage or two from a Pamphlet juſt

publiſhed, entitled, ASerious Exhortatiºn

to the Ele&tors of GREAT BRITAIN.

“ The Bulk of the People (ſays that

Writer) blindly hurry’d by Reſentmº
of paſt Uſage, reſemble the Horſe in the

Fable, who, to gratify his Revenge, ſº

ceiv'd a Rider on his Back, and everal"

nour; tho' it is notorious that the Order H terbecame the Slave of his pretended Dº

fºr FAyou Rihath been ſcandalouſly pro
ſtituted in mºre Courts than that of

w

iverer. Thus the zeal of the Whiº ||
the Proteſtant Succeſſion, has caſt" | ||

them
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Dººm Weekly Essays

--- them into Meaſures much more deſtruc

tive to Liberty than any thing which the

, frantic Notion of the Tories could ever

have accompliſhed. . The Eſtabliſhment

|\ of the preſent Royal Family ſecures our

Civil and Religious Liberties; yet I muſt

conſider them as called to the Crown not

/N ſor their own Sakes, but the mational Ad

/_ wantage : Therefore the Security of a
Succeſſion ought not to be ſupported by

N Means dangerous to thoſe Ends for which

alone that Succeſſion was effabliſhed. But

~ in reality this can never be the Caſe, for

the true Intereſ of the King and the Na.

tion muſt be the ſame; or, were it poſſible

to be otherwiſe, I dare pronounce, That

of the People ought to prevail, who have

not only a Right to guard againſt Innova

tions upon the Conſtitution, but to demand

Amendments of the Conſtitution. For in a

_2^\ mixt Government, wherever a Court is,

it will in its Effe&ts reſemble the Sea, or

/ ſome rapid Stream, that will always en

croach on the adjoining Land, which is

no ſooner defended by proper Mounds in

, one Place, than the Current undermines it

in another, which ſoon requires the ſame

Precaution of Defence.”]

t

Tº the Author of CoMM on SE Nse, July 26. D Li

E. is tranſmitted to you a Copy of the

Inſtrućtions given by the Grand Jury of

the County of Bucks to the two Knights of the

Shire, and likewiſe others from the Town of

Buckingham to their. Repreſentatives ; which

Examples will be followed by the other Bur

roughs of this County, remarkable for having

3 JULY, 1740.

Bills, to ſecure Members of the Houſe of Com

mons, and thoſe who have a Right to elečt

them, from being under any undue Influence, is

an Expedient abſolutely neceſſary for ſecuring

the Whole, and we recommend it to you, as

far as you regard our Opinion and Favour, to

employ the moſt effečtual Methods the Con

A ſtitution will admit of, that ſuch a Bill, or

Bills, may paſs into Laws. It is with great

Satisfaction that we have ſeen the Parliament act

with ſo much Unanimity, Vigour, and Zeal,

-in ſupporting the War. Four Millicns granted

to his Majeſty for that Purpoſe this Year, a

Hundred Thouſand Men by Sea and Land in

the Pay of Great Britain, and the Difficultics

B under which our Trade has laboured from the

Means made uſe of for manning our Fleet, are

Burdens we chearfully bear for the Defence of

our Rights, and the Honour and Dignity of his

Majeſty's Crown. And as the Spirit of Parlia

ment hasbeen ſhewn in an extraordinary Manner,

we have Reaſon to expečt that their Vigilance

will appear in the ſtrićteſt Enquiries, how theſe

C Supplies and theſe Forces have been applied and

managed ; whether all the Savings are made to

the Publick, that the real Exigencies of the

War will allow, and whether there has been

ſo timely and prudent an Exertion of the

Strength we have given, as to procure to the

Nation all the Advantages they had a Right to

expe&t.

K. are ready to ſacrifice our Fortunes and

ves to his Majeſty's Service : But we cannot

hope to ſee his Government proſperous, nor his

wiſe Intentions properly anſwered, nor the Ends

of the preſent happy Eſtabliſhment fully ſecured

to us, if all ſuch Influence be not removed as

may ever deſtroy the Independence of Parlia

ment, without which the Balance of our Conſti

tution cannot ſubſiſt. As you have concurred in
in all Times moſt eminently diſtinguiſhed itſelf E proper and ſalutary Methods for reſtraining ſuch

in Defence of the Conſtitution and its juſt Rights.

To the Hon. Sir William Stanhope, and Sir

Thomas Lee, Bart.

Ethe Grand Jury, &c. of the County of

-
Bucks, aſſembled at Buckingham on Thurſ:

day? 17th of july, 1740, in our Name, and at #

Requeſt of great Numbers of Gentlemen, Cler:

gy, and Freeholders, our Neighbours, do lay

hold of this publick Occaſion to declare our Sen

timents to you. -

... We are convinced that all our Liberties de

pend upon the Freedom of Parliament, which

intirely conſiſts in that of the Ele&ted and of the

| Eletters; and we obſerve the Number of Place.

men, Civil, and Military, to have been greatly

increaſed in the H– of C for theſe

many Years paſt, as well as the notorious Influ

ence uſed by the M , in Elečtions, o

wer all his Dependants; we therefore cannot but

entertain great Apprehenſions that theſe Pro

ceedings may, in their Conſequences, tend to

eſtabliſh in the C a Power above all Con

§ troul from the two other Parts of the L e,

Sº and induce the P t itſelf to ſupport thoſe

Grievances, which, in the Plan of our excellent

| Conſtitution, it was deſigned to redreſs.

d We therefore think that a proper Bill, or

N

Influence, you deſerve the Truſt of your Con

ſtituents, and Thanks of your Country. But

fince the Bills of this Kind, which have been

hitherto unſucceſsfully attempted, are only ſo

many melancholy Proofs of the Neceffity of

them, we think it the more incumbent upon

us to declare our uanimous Sentiments, That

whoever, upon the late enormous Encreaſe of

Placemen in Parliament, does not promote any

Bill, or Bills, tending to the leſſening ſo growing

and dangerous an Evil, will be juſtly reſponſible

to the lateſt Poſterity for every other Grievance,

Miſchief, and publick Diſhonour, which, in

future Times, according to the Courſe of human

Affairs, muſt attend the Corruption of Parlia

G ments, and the Impunity of Male-Admini
ſtration. -

To Richard Grenville and George Danton, Eſqrs.

E the Bailiffs and Burgeſſes of Buckingham

being very ſenſible of your z alous Endea

vours in promoting a Bill, for limiting the ex

ceſſive Number of Civil and Military Placemen

H in the Houſe of Commons, upon the Succeſs of

which Endeavours our Liberties and Properties

abſolutely depend, deſire to return you our fin

cere Thanks, in the moſt publick Manner, fºr

your paſt Scivices; and to expreſs our Cºnſ:

-- -
X x - - dence
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dence in you, that you will ſteadily perſeverein

the ſame. The principal Gentlemen of the

Country have, with a moſt laudable Zeal, de

clared their Opinion of the Neceſſity of procu

ring ſuch a Bill ; and the Sentiments which

they have ſo fully expreſſed are exačtly conform

able to eut own.

them with his own Ship and the reſt: 'That.

Capt. Knowles got to an Anchor by Three in

the Afternoon, and began bombarding and can

nonading that Evening, and by Ten o’Clock at

Night he got alſo to an Anchor with his own

Ship the Strafford, and the Falmouth and Prin

ceſs Louiſa that followed him, the ſame Night;

A and continu’d bombarding and cannonading with

From the London Gazette, 3p ºntgority.

Whitehall, june 29.

HIS Day Mr Thomas, Purſer of his

Majeſty's Ship the Strafford, arrived

here with Letters from Vice-Admiral Ver

non, dated Porto Bello April 5, to his Grace

the Duke of Newcaſtle, one of his Majeſty's

Principal Secretaries of State, with the following B

Account, viz.

That on the 25th of February laſt he ſailed

from Port Royal in Jamaica with a Squadron

of his Majeſty's Ships, and having a favourable

Wind, got Sight of the high Land of St. Martha

on the Spaniſh Main the 1ſt of March : That

he order'd Capt. Windham in the Greenwich to

ply up in the Night, and lie to Windward of C

the Port, for intercepting any thing that might

be coming in there the next Day; and himſelf

bore away with an eaſy Sail for Carthagena.

That the 3d at Noon, he was joined by the

Falmouth, Capt. Douglaſs, off Point Canoa, and

that Evening anchor'd with the Squadron before

Carthagena in nine Bathom Water, in the open

Bay call'd Playa-Grande ; and on the 6th, he

order'd in all the Bomb-Ketches, and the ſmall

Ships and Tenders for covering and aſſiſting

them, and continu'd Bombarding till Nine in

the Morning: That the Squadron receiv'd no

Damage from the Town, but the Shells fell

into the Town pretty ſucceſsfully, particularly

into the principal Church, the Jeſuits College,

the Cuſtom-houſe, and beat down ſeveral Houſes

between them, and a Shell that fell into the

South Baſtion, ſilenced a Battery of ten Guns

there for a long Time. That he drew off his

Bomb-Ketches and ſmall Craft on the 9th, and

weigh’d with his Squadron on the Ioth in the

Morning, and making the Signal for the Line

of Battle, he coaſted the Shore toward Boca

Chica: That they fired at him from the three

ſmall Caſtles without Boca Chica, but none of

their Shot reach'd him : And that having left

the Windſor, Capt. Berkeley, and the Green
wich, Capt. Windham, to cruize off the Port

of Cárthagena for twenty Days, he made ſail

for Porto Bello, to repair there the Damages the

ſmall Craft had received; and on the 14th, an

chor'd with his Squadron in Porto Bello Har

bour, detaching his Cruizers from time to time G

to lie off Chagre, to block up the Enemy; and

having got his Ships water'd, put, to Sea on the

22d with his Squadron, except the Louiſa and

Falmouth, which had not completed their Wa

tering, but had his Orders to haſten it, and fol:

jow him; but an Accident in the Fore: top-ſail

yard of his Ship the Strafford, retarding her

Progreſs, he ordered Capt. Herbert in the Nor

wich to make all the Sail he could in before him

with the Bomb-Ketches and the Fireſhips and

Tenders under his Orders, and Capt. Knowles,

as Engineer on board the Bomb-Ketches for

three Ships, firing leiſurely only from their lower

Tire till Eleven o’Clock on Monday the 24th,

when the Spaniards hung out a Flag of Truce

from the Fort, and he anſwer'd it from his own

Ship, and ſtopt all Firing as ſoon as poſſible, and

ſent Capt. Knowles on Shore, who ſoon return'd

with the Governor; to whom having granted

the Capitulation hereto ſubjoin'd, he ſenthima

ſhore again with Capt. Knowles, whom he ap

pointed Governor of the Caſtle for his Majeſty,

and ſent a Garriſon along with him of five Lieu.

tenants and a hundred and twenty Men, and all

the Boats of the Fleet to land them, and by

Three o’Clock that Afternoon Capt. Knowles

enter'd the Fort with his Garriſon, The ſame

Evening Capt. Knowles ſent and placed a Guard

upon the Cuſtom-houſe on the oppoſite Side of

the River Chagre, and Vice-Admiral Vernon

went on ſhore himſelf by Day-break the next

Morning to give all neceſſary Orders, and found

the Cuſtom-houſe full of Goods for the Lading

of the Galeons, ſuch as Guayaquil Cocoa, Jeſuits

Bark, and Spaniſh Wool, and gave immediate

Orders for their being ſpeedily ſhipp'd off. The

Number of Serons and Bags of the ſaid men

tion'd Goods amounted to 4300 ; that the two

Guarda Coſta Sloops in the River (which were all

the Guarda Coſtas that were left in thoſe Parts)

were ſunk juſt above the Cuſtom-houſe, Car

penters having been order'd to break up their

Decks, and entirely deſtroy them. The Cuſtom

houſe being entirely clear'd by Friday the 28th,

E was fill'd with combuſtible Matter of the neigh

bouring Huts, and ſet on Fire that Evening, and

it burnt with great Fierceneſs all that Night

On the 29th in the Morning, the Braſs Cannon

being embark'd, which were eleven Guns and

eleven Pattereroes, and a good Part of the Gar

riſon, the Mines were ſprung under the lower

Baſtion, which entirely demoliſh'd it. Then

F two Mines were ſprung to blow up ſome of the

upper Parts of the Works, and afterwards all the

inner Buildings of the Caſtle were ſet on Fire,

and were burning all the Night of the 29th. On

the 30th Vice-Admiral Vernon put to Sea with

his Squadron, and on the 1ſt of April in the B

vening got to the Mouth of the Harbour of Por

to Bello, and was join'd there by the Windſor

and Greenwich juſt return'd from their Çnº
off Carthagena; and on the 3d was join’d alſº

by the Burſord, which he had left at Jamaica to

be repair’d. d Wer

Articles of Capitulation granted by Edward’”

mon, #. }...}of#Blue, andCom
mander in Chief of his Britannick Majºy's Ships

and Wºffºls in the Weſt Indies, to ſº. 7.
Carlos éutierez de Zañollos, Capt. of Fºº.”

caffiliano of the caffle of St. Lorenº, * *

Mouth of the River Chagre.

* I. That upon his Britannick Majeſty'sgº
being put into immediate Poſſeſſion of the St.

H

placing them to play on the Caſtle, and to coyer,
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St. Lorenzo, at the Mouth of the River Chagre,

the ſaid Caſtillano, and all his Garriſon, be at

free Liberty to march out without any Moleſta

tion, and may retire into the Village of Chagre,

or where elſe they pleaſe.

II. That the Inhabitants of Chagre may re

main in all Safety in their own Houſes, under a

Promiſe of Security to their Perſons and Houſes

III. That the Guarde Coſta Sloops be deliver

up to the Uſe of his Britannick Majeſty, in the

Condition they are, and the King of Spain's

Cuſtom-houſe.
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miral of Spain, with regard to the

Squadron of Sir Francis Drake, lying at

the Iſles of Bayona in Galicia; written

in Lisbon, Ośīober 16, 1585.

Lº que pareſce que podra hazer el Arma

da Ingleſe, en caſe aue quiere paſſar a lar In
dias, &c. -

HAT appears to me that the Engliſh

Armada may do, if it goes to the

Weſt-Indies, and enters the South-Sea (as

IV. That the Clergy and Churches in the B Drakehas once before done) itconſiſting of

Town of Chagre ſhall be protećted and preſerved

in all their Immunities.

Given under my Hand on Board his Britannick

Majeſty's Ship the Strafford, at Anchor before

the River Chagre, this 24thof March, 1739.

E. V E R N O N.

The High Admiral of Spain's Memorial.

THE Preparations for attacking the C

Spaniard, by means of the Fleet un

der Sir john Norris, and that which is to

tranſport Lord Cathcart and the Marines

encamped in the Iſle of Wight, are the

chiefDiſcourſe of theſe Nations, and give

no little Diſquiet to our Enemies ; who

are making, as far as the King's Money

will go, the neceſſary Diſpoſitions to de

fend Cadiz and Ferrol. His Catholic Ma

jeſty's Cabinet alſo is, no doubt, conſulting
F. Meaſures to ſecurce his Poſſeſſions

in the Weft-Indies. As we cannot pretend

to gueſs at one Step they can take to any

Effect, unleſs it be that of calling in Fo

reign Aſſiſtance, we ſhall not venture to

make Conjećtures, but give our Readers

a Tranſlation of the Advice of the High

Admiral of Spain to his Catholic Majeſty

on alike Occaſion; which it may be pro

per juſt to mention.

In the Summer of the Year 1585 Prepara

tions were made in England by Sir Francis

Drake for an Expedition againſt the Spa

niards, and having got all Things ready

by the 12th of September, he embarked at

Plymouth with 23oo Soldiers and Mariners

on board 25 Ships and ſome Pinnaces, and

ſailing the 14th, he arrived at the Iſle of

Bayona, on the Coaſt of Galicia in Spain.

He ſtay’d here ſome time for want ofa fa

vourableWind, and took ſeveral Veſſels, a

mongſtthe reſt one laden with; Furniture

of the principal Church at Pigo, to the

alue of 30,000 Ducats, with a large Sil

wer Croſs finely wrought and double gilt.

We ſhall not at preſent take any farther

Notice of this renowned Admiral's Expe

§ition, but content ourſelves with remark- H

º the Conſternation which the Court

of Spain was put into, and inſerting the
curious Piece above-mention'd, viz.

The Opinion of Don ALvAro BAzAN,

Marquis of Santa Cruz, and High Ad-.

E janeiro they may ſail in 4oDays, which

* So that if their Fleet remains all Ośīober

F with a ſufficient Number of Gannon will

3o Ships, and Galleons, and many Pinna

ces, and Shallups with Oars, and (as the

People of Bayona conjećture) 5,0co Sol

diers, is as follows. They may fail to Ris

de janeiro, on the Coaſt of Braſil, in the

23d Degree ſouth of the Equinocłial Line;

which is a very capacious and ſale Har

bour, and where is Plenty ofWater, Wood,

and Cattle; and they may have Corn

of Maiz in a Town call’d St. P'incent,

two or three Leagues from the foremen

tion’d Port. And becauſe this Courſe lies

by the Iſles of Madera, the Canaries, and

Cape Verd, Drake may plunder thoſe I

flands, if he can ſpare the Time. From

Bayona to the Maderas, with a N. Wind,

which will begin to blow after the We

ſterly Winds that now bring Rain on the

Spaniſh Coaſts, their Fleet may run in 6

Days, from thence to the Canaries in 4,

and from thence to , the Iſles of Cape

Werd in 8, in the whole 18 Days, and

he may ſpend as many in plundering the

Iſlands. From Cape Perd to the River of

added to the reſt makes about two Months.

on the Coaſt of Galicia, it may be in the

River of janeiro at the end of December.

At the Entry of the Bay of janeiro is a

flat, low Iſland, where Drake may eaſily

ere&t a Fort, capable of 5oo Men; whe

command the Bay, and the Place cannot

well be attack'd, becauſe on the Northern

and Southern arc two Channels, by which

the Ships enter the Harbour. Here Drake

may take in Refreſhments, and leaving a

ſufficient Force, may ſail with the reſt For

the Streight of Magellan, which is 55o

Leagues from janeiro, and in the Lati

tude of 52. Degrees and a half South: He

may be all the Month of February paſſing
this Streight into the South-Sea, and after.

wards go to the City of Lima, otherwiſe

called the City de los Reys, a Sea-Port,

with 2000 Inhabitants. who being unus’d

to Arms, and the Place ill-fortify’d, and

unprovided, the Admiral may eaſily make

himſelf Maſter of it and the Country, and

all the Shipping in theſe Seas, after which

- our
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make up the Number of 40 great Ship; the

our People can have no Succours by Sea; they were for the Terzera Fleet. Alſo

and 'tis very probable alſo he will be able that 6000 Soldiers be levy’d 5 giving Or

to take Panama. - ders to preſs a greater Number, that there

If he does not approve this Way, he may be Opportunity to pick the Men.

may divide his Squadron into two Parts, Beſides it is needful that 20 Pataches

..yſack the Iſles of St. Domingo [Hiſpa- be brought from Biſcay, and 20 Azabras

migla, J and Puerto Rico, and the Coaſts A from Caffro; that the firſt be from 50 to

of Tierra Firma [the Continent,J from ** 60 Tons, and the others like thoſe uſed in

Cartagena to Nombre di Dios [ſince mo- the Expedition to Terzera : That ſuffi.

ved to Porto Bello..] And from the River cient Proviſions be made of Artillery,

of Chagre, which is 15 Leagues from Powder, Match, Lead, Fuſees, Muskets,

Nombre di Dios, he may ſend his Foot in , and choice Pikes, to guard the Coaſts. It

Shallops with Oars, and Veſſels that car- will be convenient alſo to have an Arma

ry Goods on the River, of which are a-, ment of two Ships of 400 Tons, and four

bout 5o up as far as Wenta da Cruzas, * B of 200Tons, four Pataches, and 1000 Ma.

is within is Leagues of Panama, and be- rines, beſides Sailors.- Having ſeen and

ing an unwalled Town may eaſily be ta-, conſider'd how then Engliſh, with their

ken. The Havanna will alſo be in great Merchant Ships only that navigate theſe

Danger, which tho’ it have a Fortreſs, it Seas, have made ſuch Havock in two

is but ſmall and weak, ſo that if Drake Months, and that it is to be thought they
can land his§ he may very eaſily

take it. Beſides all theſe Damages it will C #9 and come from the Indies, it is expe

be none of the leaſt to interrupt the Na- ‘dient, that as by Order in Time of Peace

vigation to the Indies, or take the Weſt- the Fleet hath an Admiral and Vice-Ad.

India Fleet, if it comes in his Way. miral, that now it ſhould have two more

at leaſt in each Fleet, and yet be convoy'd

What Meaſures are to he taken to prevent home by a Squadron of Men of war. In
all theſe Miſchief. yº all#.§ ought to

diſpatch Advice. Boats with all e taken againſt the Engliſh Armament

I ‘...;.%. D and the reſt of the Ships fitted out in that

and Gºvernors of the Indies, that they Kingdom. Alv. de S. Cruz.

may be provided for the Armada. But - - a- - -

ãº. the Number of Ships ſet forth HAying the Satisfaāion to find that the

out of England, I aſſure myſelf, that ſome Account of Admiral BLAKE in our

of them are gone for Newfoundland, for laſt Magazine was not diſagreeable to the

the jenii; tıken ſpecial Care to ſend Publick: We Propºſºn ºftº:
... inºcept the Ships of the Fiſhermen Eºin.º.º.º. with the Life and Ac

that go to Baccalao: ; And it is to be . tions of Sir FRANCIs DRAKE, including

thought that ſhe has done the like for in- ºof the moſt memorablejº.
tercepting the Fleet of the Indieſ. of the Reign ofQueen Elizabeth, in whic

- ing t our long continued Wars with the Spa.

rº*:::::::::::::::•. niards laid the Foundation of that ſettled,

jºides prºfe’s Armada have been . Animoſity, which yet, onlinº between

}. it is neceſſary that his Majeſty the twº. Nations. The†: #

hºuld fit out another Armada, to go in F DRAKE’s Expeditions, and the .
ueſt of the Engliſh Squadron, and fight of his Reputation ſufficiently appear †
§ ... f. thººd, tº give Órders that the ſºng Memorial, which though

the Galleons which belong to the Crºwn ...”. ſtrićtly belonging toº
of Portugal, and thoſe of his Majeſty which we thought it not proper ºdelay. h i;
i. in tº River of Sevile, be fitted up to ... only to his Military Virtues t #

d againſt them, and that they may be Country owes Reverence and Gratitude.
º:. tº bin a condition for any ; Fortitude inºP.

:* l-a • and encountering Dangers of a difier

jº;; ;Kjºº an which is compleatly arm'd and and his Reſolution in proſecuting hº

j with Cannon, and lately ſail’d deſerve to be propoſed to the'. :

f Alicant towards Cadiz ; and to .#. and we are more inde the
rom All iſ&overer than the Soldier, as

wh ch are to be had in B? cay and Guipu - Na ion OWe leſs of its Wealth and Power
- ‘e t ſ: M º; 2 º s - * - - -

. * that being#. arm’d, .#. Hto 1TS Arms than to its Navigation

>

good Condition, they being vićtuall'd for N.B. Some Pieces in the public Pape" wors

; Months; and that Iocº Seamº Cata- thy particular Notice, which we wer."

----------> iſed and diſtrib - - - - * nºr flººr

Hºt ######"

will do the like againſt the Fleets which
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"ſt, fºllºwing Imitation was occaſion'd by the Death

#!; Wife of Lyttelton Poyntz Meynel, ſ
ſadley in Derbyſhire, Eſq; which#;

22d of laſt Month, to the inexpreſſible Regret{
all who knew her Merit. Our Obligation to the

ingenious Author is the greater, becauſe we were

particularly deſirous ºfA wº our Regard to

the Memory of this Lady.

Hic At 1ss A to H1 LAR 1 A, on the Death 0

their Friend. Horace, Book the 1ſt, Ode the 29th,

Quis defiderio, &c. Imitated.

(1)W HAT eye too many tears can ſhed,

That weeps our dear Maenilia dead 2

(2) Muſe, ſtrike the hoarſe-reſounding ſtring,

And lamentable numbers bring;

Bring notes that murmur as they flow,

And loudeſt plaints, to ſpeak our woe,

See, where in death's cold arms ſhe lies l

(3) How found a ſlumber ſeals her eyes!

Ye Gods, quite ſenſeleſs in the Urn!

Departed—never to return!

(4) The virtuous world laments her fall;

(5) But thou, Hilaria, more than all:

To grief and rage abandon'd, Thou,

With Tears, that never ceaſe to flow,

(6) Invok'ſt the Gods in fruitleſs cries,

(7) “Juſt heav'n, reſtore her to my eyes!”

Alas! not all the weeping * Nine,

Not verſe like Sappho's, or like Thine,

Nor Orpheus, with his tuneful moan,

Shall wake to life what's dead and gone,

Or t charm relentleſs fate, to ſend

Again our poor departed Friend!

Never muſt wit, myſt wonted grace,

(9) And ſmiles, reanimate her face,

Freſh lillies ne'er thoſe cheeks adorn,

Or roſes, bluſhing, like the morn!

Oh! then ſuppreſs that riſing tear !

What heaven ordains, 'tis ours to bear;

(10) With refignation to endure

(ii) Thoſe evils, which we cannot cure.

No more we'll mourn her early doom,

But grave theſe praiſes on her tomb:

‘To thouſandscharming was her life,

* The beſt of friends, the gentleſt wife!

‘Sweetneſs was her's, and native eaſe;

* Not taught, but form'd or born to pleaſe!

(2) For modeſt condućt, free from blame;

: I.Truth, honour, and unſpotted fame,

‘ Her equal here thou ne'er ſhalt find,

* Reader, 'mongſt all ſhe left behind. '

Derby, july 26, 1740. H. E.

(1) Quis deſiderio fit pudor aut modus tam chari

ºpiti º (2) Praecipe lugubres, &c., (3) Perpe

* ſpor urget. (4) Multis —jº occidit.

(5) Nºll flebilior. (6) Fruftra pińs. . (7) Poſtis
9&infilium Deos. * Muſes. (8) Quodji Threi

*; &c. t. Non lenis precibus. (9) Non vanae
redeat anguis imagini. (10) Levius fit patientia.

(11) 2uicquid corrigere eft nefas. (12) Cui pudor,

&juſtifialſº f Incorrupta fides, mudaqué veri

*; hand, ullam inveniet paren P

f I choſe to reſerve thºſe Lines till the laſt, and

*ºnention them as part of her Chara&ter, by way

of Epitaph.

º TE LA R 1 us on bis Riddle, p. 311.2

I YE read your Riddle, and 'tis plain, you write,

Inſpir'd by Phabur, god of verſ; and light. j.G.

Poetical Essays in J U L Y 1740.
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The MoD E R N co Q U E TT E.

THE life wou'd you know of a modern coquette

From morning to night ſhe is found

At th' auction, park, play, at quadrille or picquet,'

With croud of young fellows around: -

There ogling with amorous languiſh,

To her lure ſhe her foplings can draw

Their hearts to enthral; ſhe will ſmile on them all,

Then laugh out with a Ha, ha, ha, ha!

When gayly ſhe boaſts all her power to charm,

A very fond ſwain ſhould ſhe meet,

She tries all her arts his ſºft ſoul to alarm,

Then glories in triumph compleat:

His careſſes return'd with careſling,

Mad with pleaſure he baniſhes awe;

But juſt on the brink to do what you may think

He is daſh'd with a Ha, ha, ha, ha!

At lºſt the coy heart of this maiden ſo nice,

To love's gentle paſſion complies,

In a critical moment when aſk'd, in a trice

To a rake or a fop ſhe's a prize ;

Then ſome doating blockhead ſhe marries,

And mends of her honour the flaw ;

But horning the brows of the fond fool her ſpouſe,

Still coquetts with a Ha, ha, ha, ha!

When even by time all her beauty decays,

And no longer her gallantry alarms;

Yet with feign'd airs of youth ſhe frolics and plays,

And by art wou'd revive her dead charms;

Tho' her glaſs will too fatally tell her,

No lover’s can artifice draw,

Yet ſtill to be ſeen, what in youth ſhe had been,

She dies a meer Ha, ha, ha, ha!

Dublin, July 20. June the 1ſt being the Anniver

Jary ºf the Battle of the Boyne, in which our glo

rious Deliverer K.William catirely routed the Air

my of the late K. James, andgavethe fatal Stroke

tº Pºpery and Slavery, the Rev. Dr. Sw I FT, to

few his Love of Liberty and his Zeal fºr the

I’roteſtant Religion, had the largeſt Bonfire that e

wer was ſeen in Dublin; which ºccºſion'd the mºſt

bearty Acclamation, and became the Subječ ºf the

Lines following. ... v.

On the B E A N’s Bonfire, &c.

TH E fickle vulgar proſtitute applauſe,

As paſſion prompts, unconſcious of the cauſe,

To vice and virtue equal rites perform,

Led by the motions of a ſudden ſtorm.

By Cato warm'd they kindle to be free,

Or, ſooth'd by julius, bend the willing knee,

Now joy with Brutus o'er the Tyrant's doom,

Then weep with Anthony upon his tomb.

Their Acclamations are, in truth, a jeſt,

Or but a blind idolatry at beſt. -

But when the wife and virtuous add their voice,

It gives a ſančtion to the publick choice :

By words or ſigns their approbations raiſe

Supplies, to feed the Hero's growing praiſe.

This periſhable; beſtow'd by Swi FT

To N AssA u’s honour, is a greater gift,

Than if a Senate its decree ſhould paſs,

To bid him breathe in animated braſs.

No ſordid views the breaſt ofSw I FT could move,

And well might he the godlike Manapprove;

Well H E, who taught a Nation to be free,

Applaud that hero, who had reſcu'd Three.

Yy
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As no leſs than the Happineſs of a young Lad
ſeems % ſome Meaſure f depend upon a ſº

Anſwer to the fºllowing Letter and Caſe, we

bope our poetical Readers will not take it amiſ;

that we make room for it in this Place,

- To Mr. URBAN,

/Muſt beg, Sir, that you’ll be ſº kind as to

Inſert the incloſed Epiffle in your next

Magazine; delay may be of Conſequence. I

could not well make it ſhorter, therefore I

hope they whom it does not concern, will

over-look or pardon it.

If any Anſwer is returned, pleaſe to in

ſert it in your Magazine, and perhaps you'll

ladden the Heart of a Perſon who really
#. erver!. Care. But, however, you’ll

greatly oblige, Tºurs, co’c.

july 20 1740. AIM w.E.LL.

FTER a thouſand Perplexities and Fears

A what will be the Event of my declaring

the Sentiments of my Friend, I have prevail’d

on myſelf to do it. As I am of Opinion her

Uneaſineſs proceeds rather from ſome unforeſeen

Accident, than a thorough Change in the Heart

of him whom this Epiſtle concerns: And as I’ve

the moſt difintereſted Regard for my Friend, I

ſhould think myſelf happy in removingthe Fears

and Doubts ſhe now labours under. -

The young Lady I ſhall beg Leave to call In

diana, her Circumſtances I ſhall ſoon deſcribe.

Some Time ſince ſhe admitted of the Addreſſes

of a Gentleman who was every Way accom

liſh'd to charm the female Sex, and engage the

riendſhip of his own. He ſaw Indiana, lik'd

her, and declar'd that her Sentiments ſo much

reſembled his own, that he could not avoid lov

ing her, and in the moſt honourable Manner

made known his Paſſion. Alas! Indiana be

came ſenſible of his Merit, and of the high Ho

nour his Addreſſes did her; and as her Notions

of Happineſs are vaſtly different from the giddy

anthinking Part of her Sex, ſhe, deſpiſing all

the little ſelfiſh Arts which they make uſe of,

deliver'd her Sentiments with a modeſt yet ge

nerous Freedom, imagining him, in whom ſhe

put her Confidence, free from Hypocriſy, and

that, as he appear'd, he really was adorn'd with

all thoſe Virtues and Accompliſhments which.

never fail to command Eſteem : There was ſtill

ſomething more prºticularly charming in his

Addreſſes to her, which awaked the warmeſt

Gratitude in her Breaſt. But on her remonſtrat

ing to him the many, Inconveniences which

would attend a Union, his Affečtion ſurmounted

that, as it did all other Difficulties, and he

vow’d the moſt ſincere Paſſion and unalterable

Friendſhip. Indiana more and more was con

vinced that till now ſhe never ſaw a Perſon wor

thy of her Love; but, alas! an Affair oblig'd
him to take his leave of her for ſome Time,

but not without repeated Vows and Promiſes

of inviolable Love and Conſtancy, and whatever

happen'd, begg'd ſhe would be eaſy and reſt aſ
ſur’d that he was, and ever ſhould be, entirely

hers. Indiana reſolv’d, as ſhe found it effºntial

to her Peace, to put confidence in him ; there

fore would not harbour one Thºught which

doubted of his Truth or Honour. In this Se

curity ſhe liv'd till the Time was expir'd for

his Return, but, to her unſpeakable Perplexity,

he has never been heard of fince; which has

occaſion'd this Epiſtle: But I would not have it

thought this is to preſs him to fulfil his Pro

miſes. No, if they were made only in order to

deceive, the Loſs of ſuch a Perſon can never af

feót Indiana's Heart; for I know ſhe diſdains all

other Ties except thoſe of Inclination: And he

needs only wiſh to be free, and he has his Li

berty, but firſt ſhe inſiſts on his declaring, with

out any Reſerve, his real Sentiments; this

much any unprejudic'd Perſon muſt think he

owes her. And as for his Perfidiouſneſs, ſhe

will as induſtriouſly conceal that as the Wiſe

would their own. Folly. But if his Condućt

(by which his Truth muſt be try’d) convinces

her that he really poſſeſſes the many noble En

dowments which ſhe aſcribes to him, her Re

gard for him, as Telemachus ſays of Antiope, ‘is

* not an amorous Phrenzy, it is Judgment, it

* is Eſteem, it is Perſuaſion.” A Regard thus

founded on Reaſon, neither Time or any Acci

dent in Life can alter, and I may call it an ever

Haſting Friendſhip. But if his future Condućt

blots his former Virtues, let him know this,

that tho’ I am ſenſible there is no reſiſting Love,

yet this I am fully aſfur'd of, that Indiana his

Courage and Firmneſs of Mind enough to treat

him as he deſerves. For ſhe will never ſuffer

her Paſſion to over-rule her Judgment, and I
am almoſt confident that the Moment ſhe is

convinced that he is chang'd, it will be the laſt

voluntary Thought ſhe will ever beſtow on him.

And if one may believe an injur’d Woman, it

is the only one of his Sex that ſhall ever impoſe

on her Innocence: For never more will ſhe hope

to find Happineſs in any thing ſo variable as Af
fe&tions.

P. S. I hope, if this Epiſtle is anſwer'd this

Way, the Perſon will take great Care to deliver

his Sentiments in ſuch Terms as may be under

ſtood by none but her whoſe Intereſt it is to

know them. -

R. L’s. Illuſtriſimae Princ, &c. p. 312, Engliſh'd,

Eander nightly croſs'd th’ AFgean wave,

Fir’d with the hopes of lovely Hero'scharms,

The gentle Nymph the daring Youth to ſave,

With pendent lights direéts him to her arms.

You, fairer beauty, with a chaſter fire, -

To meet your Conſort o'er the billows haſte;

The ſhades unwiſh'd; lo! Heſſia's all deſire.

In the full day to hail the Royal Gueſt. Philº,

To Mr. URBAN, on ſome late ſºurribus A*

vertiſements.

HILE new and uſeful plans you form,

Publick regard you claim,

From Aftly's pack expect a ſtorm,

They’ll bark you into fame.

Tho' you're attack'd, confider this,

Themſelves the curs expoſe,

Take not the ſacred rule amiſs,

... Forgive and love your foes.”

If of their rancour yoa complain

Your monthly care give o'er,

Aſſur’d, if once you this refrain,

They’ll ſnarland bark no more, -

º,
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Hiſtorical Chronicle. july, 1740.

N the 9th paſt, began a great Rict at

- Newcaſe upon Tyne, on Account of

the Dearneſs of Corn; the Militia being

raiſed, and Mr Alderman Ridley promi:

fing the Rioters (after he had conſulted

the Faëtors,) That they ſhould have Corn A.

at a much lower Rate, they were paci

fy'd. Next Day the Faëtors ſet a Price

on their Grain, and declar'd that all who

apply'd ſhould have it at the Rate fixed:

Of this the Alderman, at the Head of the

Militia, gave notice to the Multitude,

who received it with Satisfaction and Ap

plauſe. On the 21ſt, the Pitmen, Keel

men, and all the Poor of the Town made

Application for Corn at the Price promi

ſed; but the Factors kept their Shops

ſhur, and moſt of them abſconded for

Fear; upon this the Mob plunder'd the

Granaries. The next 3 Days nothing ma

Beat of Drum enliſted above 5oo Men,

with whom they march'd to Upwell, the

chief Rendezvous of the Rioteis, where

they took above 40 of them, who, with

others, in all above 60 were laid in Irons,

and by this Means Peace was reſtor'd.

Several Tumults having happen'd on

account ofexporting and engroſſing Grain,

the Lordsgº in conſideration of

the Dearneſs of Corn, on the 26th of laſt

Month publiſh'd an Order againſt all In

groſſers of that Commodity, when it is
above the Prices mention'd in the A&ts

B 5 and 6 Edward VI, whereby they are,

upon Convićtion, to ſuffer Impriſonment

two Months for the firſt Offence, half a

Year for the ſecond, and for the third to

be pillory'd, forfeit all their Goods and

Chattles, and be impriſon'd during the

King's Pleaſure: At the ſame time order

terial, happen'd but the Diſcovery of a C ing the Commiſſioners and Officers of the

Veſſel going off with Rye, which was

ſtop'd, and ſome of the Grain ſold to the

Poor at the Price fixed. On the 25th the

Militia were imprudently disbanded, and

the next Day the Rioters aſlembled on the

Sand-Hill; upon which the Mayor, the

above Alderman, and ſome other Gentle

Cuſtoms at the Ports, to take care, when

any Corn or Grain ſhall be enter'd for Ex

ortation, to inform themſelves of the

ames and Places of Abode of the Perſons

bringing or entering the ſame, of the

Places whence brought, and the true

Owners thereof, and whether it be really

men, met at the Guildhall to conſult: D the Growth of the Land of the Perſon ex

But the Mob growing more outrageous,

the Aldermen propoſed to defend $ Rye.

Ship while the Poor were ſupply'd, this

being agreed to, and the Gentleman ven

turing among them to let them know it,

was knock'd down and much wounded:

porting, or bought of any other Perſons,

and to give an Account immediately of

ſuch Particulars to two or more of the

neighbouring Juſtices of the Peace, that

ſuch Perſons may be proſecuted, in caſe

they ſhall not appear to be within the

which provoked ſome Gentlemen to fire, E Caſs excepted out of the ſaid Aét.

whereby one of the Riote:s was killed,

and ſeveral dangerouſly wounded. The

Rabble then ſell upon the Gentlemen in

the Hall, wounded moſt of them, ran

ſack'd the Place, and the Court and

The Baltic Merchant, of near 3co Tons,

16 Guns, and 20 Men, laden chiefly with

Rice, was taken within view of Scilly on

the Engliſh Coaſt, after a Fight of 4 Hóurs,

by a Spaniſh Privateer of 16 Guns, com

Chambers, deſtroying the Public Wri- , manded by a Frenchman, and mann'd with

tings and Accounts, and carried off near

1850l of the Town's Money. After this F

they patroll'd about the Streets, all the

Shºps being ſhut, and threaten’d to burn

and deſtroy the whole Place; but in the

Evening 3 Companies of Howard's Regi

ment enter'd the Town and diſperſed the

Rioters, forty of which were committed.

79 Frenchmen and 56 Spaniards. Two En

gliſh Sailors were killed in the Fight, and

others wounded, and Col. Braithwait,

who with his Lady, two Children, and

two other Ladies, Paſſengers for Ez

gland, after boarding and Quarter given,

was barbarouſlyſhot through the head by a

French Sailor, who was clapt in Irons for

About Wiśch, in the Iſle ºf Ely, onSun- G it, and committed Priſoner to the Caſtle

day the 29th paſt, a Mºb aroſe, and en

tering the Town broke the Corn-Mer- -

chants Windows, ſeiz'd above 25 Laſts ºf

Wheat, and forc’d Waggons to carry it

off, ſold ſome for 1 d. a Buſhel, and ſome

for 4d. They then demanded Money of H

the Shop-Keepers, and colle&ted above

30 l. This alarm'd the Gentry and richer

Sort of Traders, who, at firſt, thought

themſelves unconcern’d ; they met the

1ſt Inſtant, ſubſcrib'd near zool, and by

of St. Sebaſtian.

- WE Dr. Esp AY, July 2.

The Preſident and Fellows of the Col

lege of Phyſicians met in Warwick-lane at

the requeſt ofthe Lords of the Admiralty,

who defired their opinion, Whether the

uſe of Vinegar with the ſalt proviſions on

board the Fleet was wholeſome, or con

tributed to the Propagation of the Scurvy;

and they gave it as their general Opiniºn,

that it might in ſome meaſure prevent it.
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FRIDAY, 4, ...

The Duke of Cumberland, who had been

ſome time at his Poſt in the Camp at

Hounſlow, left it on a ſudden, and arrived

at Portſmouth, unexpected...He immedi

ately embark'd on bºard a Shallop for the

Iſle of Wight, and having review'd the A

Marines encamped there, came back in the

ſame Veſſel, and went aboard the Vićtory

Man of War as a Volunteer.

The E. India Company received Advice

confirming the loſs of the Reſolution Capt.
Bagwell on the Braces off Bengall, and that

the Capſ. and all the Crew periſhed; as

THURSDAY 17.

Was held a General Court of the S. Sea

Company, when a Dividend of 1 1-half

per Cent, was declared due at Midſummer

aſt, on the Capital Stock, for one Year,

payable the 8th of Auguſt,

The Fleet under Sir john Norris return

ed to St. Hellens, having the Night before

met with a ſad Diſaſter off Portland, by

the Lyon Man of War running foul of the

Višiory, and carrying away her Head, and

doing her other Damage; the Lyon loſt

her Bowſprit, and 28 Men who were

thrown over by the Shock, which was
did thoſe of the Grah Vāory, on board of B very alarming even to the oldeſt Mariner;

which was Capt. Rigby,

july 7. A Rabble at Norwich began to
be tumultuous, and affix’d a Note on the

Door of every Baker in the City, in theſe

Words, Wheat at ſixteen Shillings a Comb.

Upon this the Court ºct at the Hall in

the Market-place, and call'd a Guard of

Dragoons, and diſperſed printed Adver
tiſements, to inform the Multitude that

they were determin'd, to the utmoſt of

their Power, to put in Execution the Pro

clamation of the Lords Juſtices for pre

venting the Exportation of Corn. About

8 in the Evening the Mayor committed 3

or 4 diſorderly Fellows to Priſon, which

ſo incenſed the Mob that they broke open

the Sea poured into the Višory till by the

immediate Order of Sir john§ it was

ſtop'd. The Duke of Cumberland appear.

ed very compoſed, and was complimented

by the Admiral for ſo much Reſolution in

ſo young a Sailor. Three Lieutenants are

ſuſpended in order to be try’d for this Ac

cident. . A few Hºurs before, the Superhe

was foul of the Suffolk, and broke her Cat

head, and carry'd away the Stock of an

Anchor.

WED NEs DAY 23. -

Sir john Norris having hoiſted his Flag

on Board the Boyne, ſet ſail with his Fleet

again from St. Hellens.

SUNDAY, 27.
the Priſon and releaſed their Companions, D Sirj. Norris's Fleet in Torbay windbound.

and ſtill growing more furious, provok'd

ſome to fire among them, whereby 3

Men, 2. Women, and a Boy were killed,

and many more dangerouſly wounded.

At Derby, Northampton, and Welling

borough, the Populace roſe alſo.

TU ESDAY, 8.

The Parliament was by the Lords of the E and the Mºſie next Montº.
Regency further prorogu'd to Aug. 19.

SUNDAY, 13.

This Day Lºrd Carteret was pleaſed to

go on board a Ruſſia Ship at Graveſend;
on which all our News-Writers gave him

a Commiſſion to execute ſome important

Affair at that Court, and Numbers of

People, who pin their Faith on theſe petty

Hiſtorians, make no doubt but that his

Lordſhip is got many Leagues of his Voy

age. But this being entirely falſe, they
ihould in Regard to their Readers, have

inſerted, as is uſual, another Paragraph to

undeceive them, Since therefore they

have not done it, this Article in our Chro

nicle is excuſable, if not neceſſary.

Mo NDAY, 14. - -

Sir john Norris in the Vićtory, on board

of which was alſo the D. of Cumberland,

ſa'ed from St. Hellens with his Squadron

of 20 Men of War, attended by Admiral

cavendiſh and Rear-Admiral, Ogle, and

leaving behind him Vice-Admiral Bal

chºn and Stewart with 14 Sail,

Mr. U R B A N, July 28.

This Day was rehears'd, at Drury-lane Theatre,

a Maſque entitled Altred, in order to be repreſented

befºre the Prince and Princeſs, at Cliefden -houſe,

on the Firſt of Auguſt, athen the fºllºwing Song

is to be introduced. I believe it will not be un

pleaſing to your Readers, if you inſert it nºw,

Tours W. C.

OO plain, dear youth, theſe tell-tale eyes

My heart your own declare;

But for love's ſake, let it ſuffice ’

You reign triumphant there.

Forbear your utmoſt pow'r to try,

No farther urge your ſway;

Preſs not for what I muſt deny,

For fear I ſhould obey.

But could your arts ſucceſsful prove,

Wou'd you a maid undo

Whoſe greateſt failing is her love,

And that her love for you.

Say would you uſe that very pow'r,

You from her fondneſs claim,

To ruin in one fatal hour,

A life of ſpotleſs fame *

Ah! ceaſe, my dear, to do an ill,

Becauſe, perhaps, you mayº,

But rather try your utmoſt ſkill,

To ſave me, than betray.

Be you yourſelf my virtue's guard,

Defend, and not purſue ;

Snce 'tis a taſk for me too hard

To ſtrive with Love,– and Yoº
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The Prince William, Tho. Cauſar Maſter,

in her Paſſage from Oporta to Dublin, was at

tack'd by a Spaniſh Privateer, with whom,

tho'ſhe had but fix ſwivel Guns, five Men and

a Boy, he fought an Hour, when the Privateer,

having ſeveral Men kill'd and wounded, made

off—'Tis remark'd that many Ships much ſu

perior in Force to this have been taken with

out firing a Gun.

Extraº of a Letter from Capt. Cow P E R, of
the Townſhend Packet.

N the 24th of june, O.S. in Lat. 48. 48.

O the Lizard then bearing E. N. E. Di

flance 62 Leagues, at ſeven in the Morning, at

the clearing of a Fog, ſaw a Sail to Windward,

about a League diſtant: I ſaw immediately he

edg'd towards us, at which Time I call'd all

Hands up, and clear'd Ship, and made what

fail I cou’d from him; but to my great Misfor

tune he came up with us faſt (tho' when we

came out of Liſbon his Majeſty's Snow the Fly

came off the Coaſt with us, and we wrong'd

him every way) about ten in the Morning his

Chace-Guns reach'd us, and by half an Hour

º twelve was within Musket Shot, when we

egan to engage, and held it till fix in the Even

ing, the laſt Hour not half Piſtol Shot Di

flance; he endeavour'd to board me once, but I

prevented him ; I ſoon found him a Ship of

Force, by the Volleys of ſmall Shot I receiv'd;

but all my Hopes was to diſmaſt him; for if f

had been ſo lucky as to carry away a Topmaſt

of a Yard, I had haul’d upon a Wind and got

clear of him. I killed the Enemy's firſt Boatſwain,

and wounded ſome of his Men, at which Time

they hid under the Long-Boat, wrung their

Hands, and went to Prayers, and had it not

been for the ſecond Captain, would have left me.

(This one Capt. Douglaſs inform'd me, who

ya, abºard; taken in Lat. 49, three Days before)

I ſhot his Main-top-gallant-maſt half through.

*—This was a new Ship call'd NS. del car

theſ, 4has las Animas, mounts 24 Guns, and

had on board zo Guns, all Six-Pounders, and

fºur of ºne Pound each on the Quarter-Deck,

with 130 Men, 50 of which were Soldiers,

fºr the ſmall-Arms. By this Time I had two

killed, and fix deſperately wounded, and three
Cowards that never were at their Quarters, the

Sunner one of them, who I think deſerves to

be hang'd, for I wanted ſeveral Stores that were

in his Cuſtody; my Sails and ſtanding Rigging

all ſhot to Pieces, 30 Inches Water in her Hold,

and could ſpare no Body to pump, main Chan:

Hels and every Port ſhot away, and the Hull G

beat to Pieces; and now he attempted once more

$2 board me, and having no Strength to refift

him, Iordered the Mail and Lord Tyrawley's

Diſpatches to be thrown over-board, and then,

with great regret, ſtruck, having on board up

wards of 11oo Moidores. This Ship is not

ſ: Months old, and has taken eight Prizes in

the Channel, and near Ireland, and brought them

into this Port of St Sebaſtian's; here are two

more of 12 Guns each; theſe Ships have taken

ºrady 56 Sail, moſt of them large Ships.

My wounded Men are in the Hoſpitaj, and the

*thers in the Caſtle, where there are 15o Mén

in one Room. I and my Mate have Liber,
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to lodge in the Town, but not to ſtir without

Leave. St Sebaſtan, july 16, N. S.

The Bonetta Sloop, Capt. Yºung, in her Paſ

fage from Oporto, met with the Spaniſh Priva

teer that took the Townſhend Packet, and en

gag’d her above four Hours, in which the

A fivateer loſt a great many Men, and was ſo

damaged that it is believ'd ſhe founder'd before

ſhe got into Port. The Privateer had zoo Men

and the Sloop but 40. -

A L1st of B1R T H s fºr the Year 1740.

Tune* V Iſcounteſs Fauconberg delivered of

a Son.

july 1. Lady of Sir Thomas Drury, Bart.—

of a Daughter.

7. Wife of Harry Earl, Eſq; – of a Son.

Lady, Frances Harpur, Siſter to the D. of

Rutland, --- of a Son.

1 1. Lord Gower's Lady of a Son.

17. Lady of the Biſhop of St Aſaph — of
a Son. -

C

L1 t of MA R R1 Ages fºr the Year 1740.

july I.T ARL of Clanrickard married to the

A youngeſt Daughter of Sir Henry
Vincent, Bart.

3. Atwell Lake, eldeſt Son of Sir Bibye
Lake, Bart. to the only Daughter of

D Capt. James Wister of Stepney.

8. Mr Sam. Sharp, a Surgeon to Guy's Hof.

pital, to Miſs Baynes, of Hatton-Garden,

with 10,000 l.

Io. Tho. Kendall, Eſq; – to Miſs Floyd,

ofºff.

Myſe Harriſon, of Lincoln’s-Inn, Eſq; Bar
riſter at Law, to Miſs Wilſºn. And

Mr Buchanan, Virginia Merchant,—to

her younger Siſter.

12. Hon. john Wallop, Eſq; eldeſt Son to

Lord Viſcount Lymington,—to the Daughter

and Heireſs of late john Conduit, Eſq; with
6o, oool.

16. Sir Maltus Ryal, to Widow Włł.

Member for

ting, with 50ool.

zo. Sir Hugh Smithſon, Bart.

to Lady Betty Seymour, Daugh

ter to the Earl of Hertford.

E

F Middleſex,

A L1st of DE AT Hs fºr the rear 1742.

june 26. HE Lord Huntingtour, eldeſt Son

- of the E. of Dyſart, of the
Small-Pox. *

29. Richard Farmer, Eſq; in Welk'ſ-Sz.
Juſtice of Peace, formerly Governor of Št D4

vid, and Fort Mnrlborough in the E. Indies.

Capt. john Stanley, of the Tiger Man of War.

july 1. Rev. Dr Warren, Vicar of Hamp

ſtead, and Rector of Bow near Stratfºrd.

76bn Grimes, Eſq; lately arrived from New

England, of the Small-Pox,

Sir john Hatton, Bart, of Huntingdomſhire.

Cºl. Webb, Lieut. Col. of Fielding's Reg. of
Invalids.

2. John Pawlett, Eſq; Major of Ponſºnby's
Reg. of Foot.

Thºmas Green, Eſq; the greateſt Brewer in

England, impenſely rich. R

ev.

H
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- Rev. Mr Baker,

tiquities of his Country.

3- jobº Hºckell, of Pºcklington, Tºrſº. Eä;
Capt. Millet, Juſtice for 44 daleſex, ſuddenly.

195, withoutMrs Pinn, near Soho, aged

any ſeeming Impair of her Sinſes.

4. Th9. Biſley,

- Huntingdon -

5...Sir. Yeºmy Wanacker Sambroke, Bart.

Member for Bºffºrd. His Title, with cool.
per Annum, goes to his UncleJeremy Sambroke,

Eſq; of . Gabóins, Bedfºrd/ºir. . Aſ Eſlate of

zooo !. per Annum, deſcends to his 3 Siſters.

Robert Smith, Eſq; J. of Peace for Durham. B in room of

july 5, O. S. The firſt Queen Dowager of

Spain, Mary-Anne, of Mewbourg, Widow of

Charles II. aged 72.

6. Geºrge Sainerville, Eſq; Nephew to Lord
Somerville.

43rian Mºore, Eſq; a rich Lawyer, above 90.

Clºdius 4ºyand, Eſq; King's principal Sūr

geon, from a Bruiſe by a Fall, as he was walk

ing in Greenwich-Park the Day before. -

. . 7. Hon. Maſter Charles Lee, youngeſt Son to

the Earl of Litchfield.

Richard Duke, Eſq; of Otterton, Devon.

8. Hon. Joſeph Crawford, Eſq; Nephew to

late Viſcount Garnock, lately arrived from his

Travels, aged 25.

Io. Sir Charles Criſp, Bart. of Oxfºrdſhire.

He was Great Grandſon of Sir Nicholas Criſpe,

Bart, who ſpent Ioo,000 l in the Service of K.

Charles I. and II. He took out a Commiſſion of

Array for the City of London, for which the

Parliament offer'd rooo 1. Reward to bring

him alive or dead. The City of London ſent

him Commiſſioner to Breda, to invite over K.

Charles 11, who took him in his Arms, and

kiſſed him, and ſaid, “Surely the City has a

Mind highly to oblige me, by ſending over my

Father's old Friend to invite me.” He was the

firſt who ſettled a Trade to the Coaſt of Africa.

. . Mr Jacob de Fonſeca, a Jew-Broker, of Ex

change-Alley, worth 30,000 l.

12. Wife of Col. Lee, in Childbed.

... Sir join Stombouſe, Bart. Son of Sir George

Stonhouſe, who was diſinherited ; dying un

married the Title is extinét.

. Geºrge Whirton, Eſq; at Richmond. .

13. Capt. Hamilton, of Bowles's Dragoons.

15. Edward jefferys, Eſq; eldeſt Son of the

late Sir jºffery Jeffeºys, Knt.

17, Hon. Jºhn Graham, Nephew to the
Earſ of Monteith.

Mr Kennedy, Nephew to the Earl of Caffä. G

18. Rev. Mr Scºtt, Leóturer of Ijjington,

19. Rev. and Hon. Mr Broderick, Nephew

to Lord Viſcount Brodrick, of Ireland.

. 20. Major Crºpp, of the Royal Reg. of Fuzi

leers, a brave Officer, near 40 Years in Service.

23, Hon. Sºſamºah Bridges, nearly related to
the Duke of CZand's.

25. 7” Pºvºrth, Eſq; aged 20, Heir to H Yacht, in room of

a very large Ellatc.

I 1st of Pro Mor 1 on s for the Year 1740.

0}{N Fyº, Eſq; appointed Warden of the

Fleet Priſºn, in room of jºbn Gatº, Eſs

<

J

Eſq; Juſtice of Peace for

The GE NTL E MAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

- Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge, . Author of the Aftexions upon

*čarning ; and a ſtudious Searcher into the An

john Keene, Eſq; —Waiter in the Porto

London, in room of Henry Helvy, Eſq; decd.

E. of Crawford— Knight of the Ordero.

the Thiſtle.

Mr L. 1 T A R Y PR E FE R M E N T s.

A Ord Mark Kerr, appointed General of the

Ordnance in Ireland, in room of the Mar.

... quiſs de Montandre, deceas'd. -

james Glenn, Eſq; Governor and Vice-Ad.

miral of South Carolina, Colohel of a new

rais’d Reg. of Foot in that Province.

Capt. Twiſdale, – firſt Brigadier of the firſt

Troop of Life-Guards under the Lord Delawar,

Capt. Hawker, Exempt, in room of

Capt. Eaton,— firſt Major, in room of

Lord Wallingford, deceas'd.

The Officers appointed under Lord Cathcart,

General and Commander in Chief in the in.

tended Expedition, are, Two Aid de Camps,

Charles Whitefºrd and jobn Stewart, Eſqrs; one

Major-General, Alexander Spotſwood, Éſ; and

his Aid de Camp. Three Brigadiers, Thomas

Wentworth, jobn Guiſe and William Bhºy,

Eſqrs; Three Majors of Brigades, Anthony Har.

man, William Rufane and the other not nam'd,

Guarter-Maſter-General, Alexander Spotſwoºd,

Eſq; Adjutant-General, Edward Wºff, Eſ;

Judge-Advocate, james Abercrombie, Eſ;

Secretary, to the Commander in Chief, High

A'hiteford, Eſq; Chaplain, the Rev. Mr. jºin

Lowcock. Phyſician-General, George Martin,

M. D. Surgeon General, Mr. Thomas Maffe,

with two Mates, Mr. George Colquhoun and Mr.

joſeph Darby. Commiſſary of the Muſters,

-james Piteber, Eſq; Commiſſary for Stoß, ,
Davidº Eſq; Provoſt-Marſhal, Mt.

jobn Cavallier, with two Men. “ſh

Lieut. Osborne, – Capt. of the Affanº,

of 50 Guns, in room of

Capt. jolºff, Capt. of the Montagu,

of 6o Guns,

Lieut. Swayſland— Capt. of the Slw;

Sloop, in room of -

Capt. Limeburner, --- Capt. of the Sea-Hºft,

Hon. Mr Powlett, --- Capt. of the Portmakº,

Licut. Pett, --- Capt. of the Bridgewater,

Lieut. Frankland, --- Capt. of the*: -

Lord Montagu Bertie, --- Capt. of the Lyn, ſº

The five laſt are 20 Gun Ships, ||

Lieut. Aſurray, - Capt. of the Trial Sky,

in room of Capt. Cowper, who reſign'd,
Capt. Mitchell, - . Capt. of the Parl ºf

4o Guns, in room of -

Capt. Legg, Capt. of the Severn.

Mr Ruffen, --- Firſt Lieut. of the Luk

low Caſtle Man of War, in room of Lord Banff,

Capt. Forbes, --- Capt. of the Tyger, in room

C

{}

of Capt. Stanley, deceas'd. º
Capt. Urry, ---- Maſter of the Wºłoty, *:

Capt. Sº, --- Capt. of the Scarbºrº. łº,

Lieut. Williams, – capt. of the Churkº *

%aſſes Wager Purvis, – Capt. of the s

Gibraltar, a 20 Gun Ship, -

Lieut. Hay, ---- Capt. of thestrºmiul F.
ſhip, in room of Capt. Laºſºft, who reſ." d.

Pºtºſ.
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Pattriburg,TÉ 8th Inſtant, july, M. half way in, on the North Side, is Fort st;
º Wolinski, who was at #: ; mounts 160 g"; and *

:* Conſpiracy, which ſeems old a Garriſon of above 2000 Men; on thetº the Head of a piracy, other Side are two ſmall Fovts of 20 and 3o

to have grown out of that of theº:
*2. - -2 - - Guns, theſe three Forts form an Angle; when

rucki’s (ſee Vol. IX. p. 663) received his you isſ theſe, you come into a ſpacious Har

wn. Sentence; which was, That having ren- - -

- !: ãºihimſelfworthy $fixath fºr Breach Aº:*;º:Yº:º nſt $

... of Truſt, endeavour'd to raiſe a Rebelliºn s s º e É'. .. thg. º §.”

in the Empire,§ to betray the Mi- ºŠiš ;: "... -

gº niſtry, and embezzled confiderable Sums, d he Caſt P
º he was to be degraded from his Poſt of ãºeº* hº: ..

º, Miniſter ºf State and other Employments, §§††º:

.. :º#º:ºº: B ters about it. Notwithſtanding theſe Pre

broke alive upon the wheel, and his . º: .#. *::::::::::::::
Head fixed upon a Pole. But the Em. hºº!nº loº, hºº.º. º.
prºmitigateſ the Rigour of the Exc. Hiſ #:; Conduët ºf of

{ija heidi fight Hand. Gºnºlºgistºrpe. Sºme Ships juſt al.
off and was then beheadej. Two of his fived ºg, Acºunt that he has made

Accºmplices were alſo beheaded, and 3 himſelf Maſter of it: And tho’ they don's

others whip'd, and baniſh'd to Siberia. ſay in what Manner, there is not much

The Empreſswept when ſhe figned the C dºubt to be had of its being by his
Warrant" of Execution, and orāśā the time, in Qºr Hands ; and the rather be

Commiſſaries who trya them ... ſeij. cauſe his Majeſty's Ship the Phºenix, the

how far ſhe might exerciſe her Clemen. §pent Slººp. and the Tranſports, with
tº cy; but their Report and that of the Troops, Mortars, and Ammunition had

* Synod was, That according to the divine ſºlº abºut the beginning of May from
** and human Laws the Criminals i.ives gharlº Town, to aſſiſt in the Siege; the

- Garriſon began to want Neceſſaries, and... could not not be ſpared, but that her Ma. !.. - -

... jeſty might ſoften the Rigºur of the Exe- “...? their great Diſappointment Capt. War
cution; which ſhe did as before, and ºr ren had taken their Agent and 2030 Pieces

.* > > of Eight, in a Sloop bound for Cuba to buy

Proviſions. The Captain was attack’d by

º der'd the paternal Eſtate of Wolinski, tho’

6 Half-Galleys in a Calm, but made them .

* forfeited, º: left to his Heirs, and a
tº: ----> - ilº #....ºade for the Chil all fly. Gen. Oglethorpe with the Land

Jº Caſel, july 2. Nºs. The firſt Inter. ... Forces muſt have been, before the Place
, view between Prince Frederick and the E-ſome time, for the laſt Letters ſay, that

* Priceſ; Mary of England was at Zºnº. on fººthºfºriſ M. Eyre, Capt. Brºwn

, thal, whithet the Pºnce went to mºther, ºld Capt. Hºlmes arived ther; with a
accompanied by his father Prince iſºam. Party ºf 9%trokee Indians, and ſeveral of

a the Prince aná Princeſ of orang, the their ºf Warriors, who had more than
" Princeſs of Heſ; his ſiſter, and the Princes 9. killed 29 or 30 Men each with their

* Maximilian and George his Brothers. Af. 9". Hands in Battle. Theſe join’d the

* terthe firſt Compliment, the Princeſs Mary F General near Savannah, and they, ad

* embraced the Princeſ of orange with very" Yanº, tº the Spaniſh,Fºnties. Where
great Tenderneſs, and then made a pub mºś from the Uchees, Chickſaws,

#. entry into this City with the greateſt andTºſº, were tº comei. His re;
º, Splendor. Being condućted to her A- ported, that in their Way thither the ſaid

* partment in the Caſtle, ſhe changed her Auxiliaries had an Engagement with Q

Cloaths, and after having a Crown put ther lºans, going to alſº the Sºaniard,
upon her Head, ſhe was cºnducted by fix nº killºf them: Cºpt. Bºſcarci',

Ladies of Honºur into the Grand Agarº G in his Majeſty's Ship the Shoreham, ºd
ment, there received by Prince William brought into Charles Town a Spaniſh Pri.

and the Pºncé foºing, whº leãº iſ ºf#8 ºn and ºn tº the
; : to the great Hall, where a Calviniff Mi- Side of Cuba, where he had ſent his Licu

niſter fiemniz'd the Marriarge' tenant on ſhore and burnt a great Quanti

- - ty of the King of Sºain's Ship-Timber.
Extrač ofa Letter from an Engliſh Priſºner at Every Ship from the ſºft Indies brings, that

Fºr Rot, July 10. This Harbour is one the Privatees belonging to our Colonies conti
of the ſtrongeſ in all Spain. It has ſo narow , , nue taking Prizes of great Value. It is ſome

an Entrance, that but one large Ship can ſail in H thing ſtrange that the Bºiſei Men do not, as

at a time, and only with a Wind that blows uſual, come in fºr a Share. -

'directly in, the Hills being very high on both Letters from New England bring, that Com

Sides. On each Side of the Páſſage are ſeveral modore Brown, being ſent with 4 Ships by 3.
finall Batteries, which hold 20 and 30 Men, mirar Pernon to Le Gwira, º thecº of Ca

fome made of clay, others of Stone; about racias, had taken and deſtroy'd that Town.
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Prices of STOCKS, &c. JULY, 1740.

Monthly BILL of Mortality, from june *4, t gº 22.
uried.s: T O C K. S.

. S. Stock to 1 # - Males 540

--- Annu. I 12 # chimned:#. :::: io94 §::::::::, ;
New Annu. I to # Buried Males 904 7. 1826 in dia, and sary 8,

3 per C. Ann. Ioo # Femal. 922 City and Sub-ºff._4;

Bank 142 # Died under 2 Years old--- 654 1826

-Circul 54.17s.6d. Pr. Between 2 and 5 ---- 182
Mil. Bººk i 16. Between 5 and to ---- 104 Weekly Burials,

India 159. Between 10 and zo---- 52
—Bonds 5ſ. 21. Pr. Between zo and 30 ---- 136 july;:

African Io. Between 30 and 4o ---- 174 ..I;
Royal Aff. 92 + Between 4o and 50 ---- 162 22. --- t;

Lon. ditto 1 1 # Between 50 and 6o ---- 139 1825

7p.C.Em.Loan 108 #| Between 60 and 70 ---- I ol -

5 p. C. Ditto 90 : Between 7o and 8o ---- 77 Peck Lºaf, Wheat..:”, 84

Eng. Cop. 3 2 10 s. Between 80 and 90 ---- 4o ":††*

We/ ditto 15 s. Retween 9° and roo ---- 4 #. 1. *
Lott. Tickets 54.6 d. 1 Between Ioo and 107 --- I coal.jdiº,

1826 in the Pool.

REG IS T E R of B O O K S in JULY.

-

15. The Hiſtory of Adam and Eve, Ill.

fºrated with 5 Copper Plates. Printed for 0,

Payne. Folio. Price Is. 6d.
I. N Abridgment of the ſecond Volume

in Folio, of the Gardener's Dićtiona

ry. By Mr Miller. Printed for C. Rivington,

8vo. Price 6 s.

2. Methodiſts Impoſtors.

Curl. Price Is.

Printed for E.

3. A full Confutation of Dr jurin's Reply.

By Mr Robins.

I s. 6d.

Printed for j. Nourſe.
Price

16. An Univerſal Hiſtory, from the earlieſt

Account of Time to the preſent. In five Wo

lºme; in Folio. . Printed for E. Symon, j, |-
Wood, and T. Osborne. Price Iol. 16.6%

47; Memoirs of the Duke de Ripperda. The

2d Edition, with Additions and an Appendi. ſ

Printed for D. Browne, 8vo. Price 5 s. 64 ||

18. The Britiſh Admiral, a Poem. In ſh

4. The ſecond and laſt Volume of Miſcella- - -
-nies. By Mr Bellamy. Printed for j. Hodges. ſcribed toAdmiral Pernon, Printed forj ( : ['ll

Price 2 s. 6d. Born. Price 6 d. Hj

5. The Sailors Compaion and Merchants . . 19. An Experimental Enquiry on ſome Piſt ||

Convoy. Printed for T. Coºper. Price 2 s. 6d. ºf the Animal Structure. By 6. Wintrigun, i.
6. Memorials and Characters of eminent and jun. Printed for 7. Wakhoe, 8vo. Pritc; I Mi

worthy Perſons. Numb. XVIII. Printed for 22. Mr William Seward's Journal. Soliy i.

j. Wilfºrd. Price I s. J. Oſwald, &c., Price is. ||
7. The Compendious Aſtronomer. . By Mr 21. Social Religion exemplified in ſeveral D. "A

Charles Brent. ‘Printed for j. Robinſon and Z, alogues. Printed for?. Buckland, 8vo. P. g.º. ſt

Payne, 8vo. Price 5 s.6d. 22. Dr Felton's Sermons at Lady Myer's ºn

3. The Art of Angling. Printed for 7. Lectures. Sold by C. Rivington, 8vo. Pr. 6; ºf
Watts, 12mo. Price 3 s. 23. Dr Morrice's Sermon onjune 11. Sold in

9. The Reports of Čaſes argued and deter- by 7. Brotberton. Price 6 d. .., || W:

mined in the Court of Chancery. By W. Peere 24. Dr. Grºſvenor's Sermon on Dr Harriº || l

Williams, Eſq; , Printed for T. Osborne. Price Death. Printed for R. Hett. Price 64.
2 / 16 s. Set by the Judges. In 2 Vols. Folio. 25. Mr Lardner'ssermonon the ſame. Piellº

10. A Letter to Dr Trapp occaſioned by a - |

late Pamplet, entitled, the true Spirit of the |º: #. S y, Eſq; Sold
- Whitehall, juſy 30, º

by T. Cooper, Price 1 s. - PATENT Gºdf double Shaff-lſº
- - - paſs'd for a double

I* º; of Colley Cibber, Comedian. Pie {A, ed., and, Split-Pole. Two- Wheel º

12. An Apology for the Life of Mr Theophilus . CHAISE, made to go with twº #. (ii
Cibber. Printed for j. Michell. Price 2 s. a-breaſt. This Ingenious Machine is o *

- 13. A collection of Chirurgical Traas. By well calculated, that not only in Pºint:
*. Mr Becket, 8vo. Price 4 s. Curl. Convenience, Expedition, and Lightneſſ

** 14. The Jewiſh Spy: Vol. 3, 4.5, which but alſo in Safety and Neatneſs it exceedil]
compleat the Work. Printed for R. Hett, Izmo. any thing of the like Nature that everyttſ). O

Price 3 s, each. - appeared. f | }

- iſ

*
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I. Prºceepings in the Senate bf great
Lilliput, continued. Speech of the

l], Hurgolea-regon upon the Method of

* #2 raiſing Marines concluded. Speeches of

º, Urgs. Dranevi, Puhub, and the Prime
Miniſter." Speech, and Motion of the

| Hurge Pºlgarth forsº his Ma

rimés in the third Moon of the Empreſs

Nana, be laid before 5 Houſe. Speeches
of the Hürgolen ºgon, Urgs. Pulnu%

| Shadſ, &c. . - - -

II. LetTERs, Diſſertations, &c. viz.

tion againſt the Spaniards in 1670 and

167 f.” On Ihſant Baptiſm. Remarka

ble Queries, &c." - -

III. LIFE of Sir FRANCIs DRAKE.

IV. Select Eſſays from the Papers, viz.

| Quaker's tetter to the Craftſm

tion of Common Law to Common Senſe.

Bºokſellers in Town and Country.3.9

ſmºk mºuntity, and greater entietº, than anºoch of the timb and prict.

jeſty that the Eſtabliſhment of the Mā

and Bledna, the Prime Miniſter, Urg;||

º the Princeſs Mary, on her Voyage to

4| Account of Admiral Morgan's Expedi: |

VII. LIsrs of Births, Marriages, Ört.

an. Pe-il.

E. s. Fz 77 nºvs wºrn 2 N, Gent.

- - : Printed by E. CAVE, jun, at St ori N’s GATE, and Sold by the
L O N Do N: Printed by F. } whom # be had any former Month,

alſo complete Scts in nine Vols on Royal or common

H. N. I N G,

Objećtions and Anſwers to the Place.

: Bill. On 2 Parallel drawn between Cecill

º, and a modern Prime Miniſter. S. Ex.

* . tº: Defence of the Miniſtry, with

Regard to ſome Branches of Trade.

‘V. PöBTRY. Mr Poltaire's Letter to the

“. King of Pruſſia, with a Tranſlation.

An Improvement of the "Squire's Tale

of Chaucer, in the Manner of Spencer.

Enigma. An Angling. Song. Qde t

the Earl of Chefférfield. Song, by the

late Lord Molfiverth, ſet to Muſick.
To Dr. Watts.” On Clio. Enigma. To

Heſ;. Latin Epigrams, &c. -

VI. HIsToR1cAL. Chronicle. Account

of Mr Greenwood's Tryal. Addreſſes

to the Duke of Argyl, &c.

4}loticeſtºr : : -

VIII. Foreign Affairs. Election of a

Pope. .

XI. Regiſter of Books.

Paper, beginning with 1731.

*.

------ *-*
*u
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rNEBATE's in the Senate of Lilliput Moon of the Empreſs Nana, product it

- continued from p. 339 363 Speech of the Hurgolen 2:gon
Speech of the Hurgolèn Yigon concluded #. This Eſtabliſhment not to be found i}

Management of the War vindicated ib Speech of he Urg; Pulub 3%

Ships not waiting for a Convoy occaſions Speech of Mºzar Bledna, Urg; ih

their being taken ib Speech of the Prime Miniſter iſ

Th: Inſignificancy of ſending few Troops to Tendency of the Mºtion to create Delays ſh

The Papers mov’d ſo, not neceſſary 38;
Columbia - 304 -

The Impoſſibility of ſending them alsº Speech of Salvem Snody, Urg; it
4 with the Admiral f §:ſeeing the Papers ih

The Words of the Motion no Complement The Marines to be now raiſed very different

: to his Majeſty - 365 from thoſe of the Empreſs Nana 382

The Marine Service requires manyOfficers ió Speech of the Hurgo Polgarth 38;

Opinion of a great General as to Officers ib Preſents a Copy of the Eſtabliſhment if |

The Motion comes with a bad Grace 366 Nature and Uſe of it i

Jndiſciplin’d Men in an Army of dangerous Speech of the Urg; Pulaub ..i.

: , Conſequence - ib Military Policy of Blefuſca imitated in this

Speech of Urg; Dranevs. 367 Eſtabliſhment - 38

A land Sºldier and Marine compared to 3 Account of Admiral Morgan's Expedition .
* : Fox and an Otter gainſt the Spaniards in 1670 38;g

Speech of Urg; Pulnub for the Motion, ió Expences and Delays of the Law 38

The Miniſtry and not the Oppoſition diſtreſs . Petition of Common Law to Commo

º Service of the Crown . . 368 - Senſe - - . . ib. and 3

The Emperor to judge from the Informa: Life of Sir Francis Drake ; , , 38%

tion of the Senate not of the Miniſtry i. He takes Nombre de Dios " ... . ;

Frugality can never be ill-tim'd it. His Attempt upon Carthagena "4. 3

Why the Land Service is the Favourite of His Fortitude in Difficulties ;

... the Government ... . * - - - - -# 6)fjº. * * 3

Hºjº', have miſcarried by Miſunder- Rei } };

ſtandings between Land and Sea Officers-Am madab's Letter to the Craftsman 3

...~...--- - -----, -, -, -, 379–Summary of Obječtions and Anſwerstot

The Marines ſeem to be deſigned as an Ad; Place-Bill 39

...dition to the Land Forces it. On a Parallel drawn between Cecil and

Why the Houſe is divided upon the Que--- modern Prime Miniſter

* , ſtion . . . . . . . . . . '• #7. Remarks on ſome Branches of Trade 4:

An Invaſion not to be mention'd with a . . . . . . . . . .hº… . . . . . . .

; grave Face ... . . . . . . . . iſ PQ ETRY... An Improvement in th

Acorrupting Miniſter muſt be rapacious that Squire Tale of Chaucer. tº : 4

* he may be profuſe ". . . . 373 Qn Angling. A Song,ºcs, . . . . 4

Neceſſity for making the publick Service Epitre au Roi de Pruſſé, par M. Voltair. #
* more agreeable to Sailors . . ib ſame tranſlated . . . . . . . . . . 49

Speech of the Prime Miniſter ... 374 Qde to the Earl of Chefterfeld,

iſ judged Frugality often attended with . A§y the late Lord Moleſworth, ſet

great Expence . . . . . ib. . Muñck. . . . . . . . . . .

: Why the Charges of the Government are To Dr. Watts. , Qn Clio. Enigma .. 4

3, greater now than formerly . . . .375 Tranſlation of M*Owen's Epitaph. To

The Motion not diſagreeable to the Mini- Princeſs Mary on her Yº; to Hºff.

* ſtry, ſuppoſing them corrupted 376 - Latin Epigráms. To the Enigmatºil
'Gentlemen º;§.2%; - 3% Decyphereſs A a 4
, Marines and Land Soldiers different i - ~ . . ~~~~~~ : j :

The fºrmer no Addition to the latter; if HISTORICAL CHRONICL !

The Advice in the propºſed Addreſs beyond Account of Mr. Greenwood's Trial 4.

, the Limits of the Duty ofthe Houſe 378. Marriages, Deaths, Prºmºtions, . ##

, Speech and Motion of the Hurgo Polgarth Ele&tion of a Pope - - - 4

for having the Eſtabliſhment of the third Price of Stocks. Regiſter of Books 416

Remarkable Queries ºr )

- ... ----------- - - --------

|- - - -

*

Note. A: We have received more than oneAnſwer to the Lady’s Letter in our laſt, p. 354, we ||

have Reaſon to ſaſpeć, that ſome Perſons have wantonly endeavour'd toperſonate the ſº

Gentleman meant, or that there are more Ladies in ſuch a melancholy Situation. ſ

any comeſ with fironger Marks ºf Genuinemeſ; we ſhall give it a Place. Mean time, # *

is a Barbarity, not to be paralleled, to play the Impoſior in ſo tender a Caft, , §§
º

N. B. Page 379 is to be read next to Page 338.
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* PRoceed INGs and DE BATEs in the Senate of LILLIPU T.
, ſº -- . * , . . . . . . . . . . . . … ºr L = 3; i

iº -1; - º “ . . . . . 15 or 20 Days ſoonerſ than ano

; : Continuation of the Speech of the Hur- ther, ſhe can ſell her: Cargo, 25 or
|W& " golen Yegon, from p. 339. 30 per Cent, to more Advantage than

". 2 º' t - A thoſe which come ſo long after ; an

x H E Management of

the War with Iberia

is another Subjećt of

H. *: Lord ſeems to think

is that hitherto the Loſs

Cenſure. The noble -

Evil at this Timeworthy,the Confide

ration of the Legiſlature. However,

this 'be, Sir, I have often obſerved

that where there is the leaſt Shadow

for ſuſpećting that any Abuſe proceeds

B from the Miniſtry, Propoſals are of.
º: H * is on our Side ; but, fered, and Bills brought in immedi-

Sir, according to my way of thinking, ately for the ſuppreſſing, reforming, or

Gli the War has neither been ill managed, puniſhing the Abuſe ; tho' when the

nor has the Enemy Reaſon to boaſt . Abuſe or Evil proceed from the Mer

* of any Advantages. It is true, Sir, chant or Dealer, we hear of none of

gi we have loſt ſeveral Merchant Ships, otheſe reforming Propoſals. It is not to

but theſe Loſſes are ſuch as cannot *-be ſuppoſed, Sir, that the Method

... be prevented ; for if, from an avari- of preventing any of theſe Abuſes can

ºf cious View, or any other Motive, a be ſo eaſily diſcovered by any Gentle

Maſter of a Veſſel ſhall ſail before the man in this Houſe as by thoſe who are

4. Convoy appointed is ready, muſt : concerned in Trade; and, Sir, if
".. the Government be blam'd if that any of theſe:Gentlemen will propoſe

Ship be taken by the Enemy I be. Pany Method for preventing the Loſſes'

| lieve, Sir, it will be found upon En- by Captures which happen for want

* quiry, that this has been the Caſe of of a Convoy, I ſhall willingly agree

* every one of our Ships taken by the to it, as, I dare ſay, every Gentleman

| Enemy fince the Commencement of , in the Miniſtry will. . . . . .

Clſ the War. There is one Inducement,’ & As to the Condućt of the Lilliputian

| Sir, that tempts our Merchant Ships E Arms fince the Commencement of this

to ſail without a Convoy, which I wiſh War, I think, Sir, it has been unex

with all my Heart could be remedied ceptionable. His Majeſty has ſent to the

" by the Senate, and that is, the great Middle Sea an Admiral every way

• Advantage which the Ship that firſt qualified for the Command he is en

ſº arrives at a foreign Market makes in ... truſted with, a Man whom I dare

diſpoſing of her Cargo. This is more * ſay no Gentleman in this Houſe has

particularly the Caſe in our own Set- the leaſt Objection to . He has block'd

ºtlements in Columbia. I have been up the Iberian Ships of War, and

told, Sir, that if a Ship arrives there
* have

which were, to

--ſ "..

: their Trade Ships,
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have been ſent to Columbia, are alſo and if they ſhould be of Opinion tha

at this Inſtant rotting in their Ports.

This is the only effectual Way to di

ſtreſs them in Degalia; for I think it

is on all hands agreed, that it would

be Folly and Madneſs to attempt the

making any Conqueſts upon them in

theſe Parts ; and, Sir, as the Iberian

Monarchy ſubſiſts by the Treaſure

ſhe draws from Columbia, it is very

eaſy to be imagined, that our only

Way to diſtreſs her is to prevent her

feceiving that Treaſure.

What Succeſs we have had, Sir, in

attacking their Columbian Settlements

I cannot take upon me to ſay, becauſe

we can yet have no Account from that

a few Thouſands might have been ſent

out without immediate Danger to the

Nation, give me leave, Sir, to ask

what could ſuch a handful of Men

havedonein Columbia? Could they have

made any confiderable Conqueſts? Or

maintain'd them, if they had made

them, againſt the whole Power of 1.

beria on that Continent No, Sir, if

we are to make Conqueſts; if we de
B fign to diſtreſs the Enemy in the moſt

ſeiſible Parts, let us make them with a

Force that may effectually ſecure them:

Let us not be obliged to quit any Placº

that we may; ourſelves of Such

a Step, Sir, would expoſe us to the Ridi,

Quarter; but if we are to judge of our c cule and Contempt of all Dagulia, and

Succeſs by the Bravery of the Com- encourage Powers who have hitherto

mander whom his Majeſty has ſent to

thoſe Seas, I believe the Gentlemen in

the Oppoſition, will readily admit

that there is the ſtrongeſt Probabi

been neutral to take the Part of ourEne.

my. Beſides, Sir, they that talkinthi ,

Strain forget how much Time is re. [...

guir'd to embark even a ſmall Num. [.

ber of Troops for ſo long a Voyagº, ſºlity that the Expeaations of the Em' D

and , the Admiral ſent into thºſe [...pire will not be diſappointed. But, ſays

the noble Lord, Courage and Conduct

cannot do alone: That Commander has

no Land Forces. Pray, Sir, whence

tou'd he have had them Should his

Majeſty, immediately upon declaring

War with one Power, encouragean In

vaſion from another, nearer, and more

formidable, by leaving his Empire de

£enceleſs Was he to ſend away thoſe

Forces that are, in their Number, but

barely ſufficient to guard againſt do

meſtic Diſturbances, in order to make F ment in ſo, ſhort a Time, as be

foreign Conqueſts, while his Crown

and Empire might be attack'd by a

powerful Enemy juſt at our Door:

Wou'd that have ſhewn Wiſdom or Wi

gliance For my Part, no Views of them, to embark Troops, even ſup:

Popularity ſhall hinder me from de- G poſing you ſhould take thoſe already

claring, that had any Miniſter been ſo

imprudent as to give his Majeſty ſuch

Advice, I ſhould have been the firſt

Man in this Houſe to have mov’d for

his being call'd to a ſevere Account. I

wiſh, therefore, that Gentlemen wou'd

more ſeriouſly conſider the Conſe

quence when they ſpeak on this Sub- H pleaſed to give Dire&tions that the Ma: §

-rines intended to be raiſed ſhould be §jećt. Let them confider what Nuin

ber of Forces could have been ſpared

out of this Empire for any Expedition;

Seas had a very important Commiſſion [...

to execute, which did not admit of a ſº.

Moment's Delay. I believe, Sir, the *

wº,ſº
was. I dare ſay it is no Secret that he #!

E was order'd to intercept the Aſſºgº º

Ships : And it might be as publickly ſº

declared, that nothing but an unfort ºf

ſºn Accident preſerved them. Nº ||
Sir, I ſhould be glad to know how º

it was poſſible for the Goº ſº.

twixt the Commencement of Hoſtilitig

and the Day on which that Admin ||.

was obliged to ſail, to provide Traº ;
ſports, to vićtual them, to ſheath § :

3.
raiſed, and to provide Cloathing, with :
every thing neceſſary for their Voyag, §
and Aćtion. (;

Give me leave, Sir, now to conſ' s

der the Motion that has been made by §
the noble Lord. It is that we ſhould

adviſe his Majeſty, That he would be º

put upon the leaſt expenſive Eſtabliſh: §

done in the moſt frugal Manner, and !

měſt,
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ment. Theſe words, Sir, however they have more Duties to learn, and a

interpreted, carry no extraordinary greater Variety of Difficulties to en

Compliment to his Majeſty ; to me counter. Land Forces, have, their

they ſeem to infinuate nothing leſs than Duty confin'd to one Element; they

that the Advice of this Houſe is neceſ. A muſt be either in the Field, or at a

ſary to diſſuade his Majeſty from giving Siege, and the preciſe Number of Of

Directions that they ſhould be raiſed in ficers that are requifite to command

the leaft frugal Manner, and put upon them is known: But the Service of

the moſt expenſive Eſtabliſhment. Do Marines is more extenſive ; they are

Gentlemen imagine, Sir, that ſuch an obliged to ſerve on board as Sea For

Infinuation can be agreeable to his ces, and upon any A&tion at Land,

Majeſty Or, that, tho’ even without B ſuch as beſieging a Caſtle or Fortreſs,

any ſuch Addreſs, his Majeſty would cutting off Relief, or attacking an E

neglect to give Directions that they nemy, they are likewiſe to do all the

ſhould be raiſed in the Manner that is Duty of Land Forces. So that it is

leaſt burthenſome to the Subjećt? The plain, Sir, it would be contrary to all

Method by which this End is to be ob- the Rulesof good Policy, ſhould we put

tain'd, according to his Lordſhip, is C his Majeſty under any Neceſſity of em

to have as few Officers, and as many ploying a ſmaller Number of Officers

private Men, as the Nature of the Ser- on this Occaſion. I have not ſpoken

vice will admit. . This is a very am- on this Head from any Knowledge or

‘biguous Expreſſion. The ſubſequent Experience in War ; there are ſome

Part of the Motion ſuppoſes that few things ſo plain that common Senſe, and

or no Field-Officers are neceſſary in this r, unprejudiced, tho’ uninſtructed, Rea

“Service; and the noble Lord in his ‘’ſon may eaſily diſcover them. If I

Speech appears to be of that Opi- have been miſtaken, Sir, there are

ºnion. I can, Sir, eaſily agree to many Gentlemen in this Houſe that

‘this Part of the Motion, of having as can ſet me right: But, it appears to

many private Men, and as few Officers, me, that not only the Advice now

'as the Nature of the Service will ad-, propoſed to be given to his Majeſty is

'mit; but then I believe the Nature of F liable to unanſwerable Objećtions, but

the Service will require a great many that to adviſe him at all on this Head

Officers to very few private Men. At

leaſt, Sir, the Purpoſes for which Ma- For whatever may be the Loyalty, the

rine Forces are raiſed require as many Abilities, and Integrity of many Gen

Officers as any other. The Opinion of themen in this Houſe, it will be no Di

a very great General, who once ſat in F minution of their great Experience,

this Houſe, was, That Officers are no that his Majeſty knows what Number

is both unneceſſary and improper.

more to be ſpared than private Men.

'He often declar'd, That was he to be

ſent upon an Expedition, he would

# much rather chuſe to be put at the

Head of a ſmall Number of Troops,

of Officers, and what Manner of Diſ

cipline this Service will require, better

than any Man in the Empire. I ſpeak

this, Sir, from repeated Experience of

his Majeſty's Talents as a General,

well officer'd, than to have a great co which no Gentleman here has greater,

Number of private Men, and but few

Officers. This Opinion ſeems found

ed on Reaſon, and is, I believe, con

firm'd by Experience: If we look into

the Hiſtory of our late Wars, we ſhall

find reaſon to attribute all the great Ac

or perhaps ſo great Opportunities of

obſerving; and gin convinced that we

can propoſe no better Meaſures than

his own Penetration will eaſily ſuggeſt

‘to him. It is enough that ſuch a Mc

tion is made ; it will give his Majeſty

tions rather to the good Diſcipline H a juſt Senſe of the Care and Concern of

than to the Number of our Troops.

More Officers, Sir, are neceſſary to

- the noble Lord who made it for the

* Good of the Nation, and if it is dropt,

Marines than to Land-Force, becauſe Sir, it will alsº Majeſty of #.e
ſ - - - - Z e

I
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Reſpe&t which this Houſe has for his

Perſon, and our Dependence on his

Wiſdom. -

However, Sir, I cannot help obſer

ving, that this Motion does not come

plied with freſh Recruits. I make nº

doubt of his Lordſhip's. Zeal for his

Majeſty's Service, but I have often

heard Aſſurances of that kind given,

and have as often ſeen that ſome Pre

with a good Grace from that Side ofthe A text was invented, ſome Evaſion
Houſe. Certain Gentlemen have af.

fečted to enlarge upon the Neceſſity of

attacking Iberia vigourouſly by Sea, as

the only Method of making her ſenſible

of our Power ; at the ſame time they

have taken occaſion to depreciate the B Gentlemen have oppoſed the Augmen

Importance of Land Forces to this Em

pire. But what can Gentlemen mean

when they propoſe that we ſhould at

tack Iberia by Sea Do they imagine

that we can do it by an Army of Sea

men Muſt we have no other Forces

on board Are there no Places to take

from the Enemy 2 And can that be

done by Seamen without the Help of

Marines If the Sea is theſe Gentle

mens favourite Element, why ſhould

they make any Motion that may ob

ſtrućt our Succeſs upon it Let a Num

ber of Land Forces, without proper Of.

ficers, as this Motion propoſes, be hur

ried on board our Navy, they will be

of ſmall Uſe, when the Enemy has per

haps on board a Body of veteran, well

diſciplin'd, and well-officer'd Marines. E Sir, who have agreed in one Seſſion tº

I expećted, therefore, if any Motion

#hould come from that Side of the

Houſe, that it wou'd have been to ad

viſe his Majeſty to ſpare no Expence,

or Number of Officers, that might con-

tribute to render the Marine Regiments :

the moſt ſerviceable, the beſtdiſciplin'd,

and the moſt formidable Body of For

ces upon the Eſtabliſhment.

The noble Lord has ſaid, he fore

faw that the common Obječlion of an In

vaſion would be made to ourweakening

the Army now on Foot by any De

tachment. I confeſs, Sir, that this is

a common Objection ; but that it is of

leſs Importance, for being obvious, I

can by no means grant.

The noble Lord concluded his Speech

with aſſuring the Houſe, That if his

Majeſty would condeſcend to follow the

Advice contain'd in this Motion, that

he ſhould very willingly give his Con

ſent that the Regiments ſhould be ſup

Devery Year when the Bill relating to

• Number, becauſe they thought them

ſtarted, to excuſe Gentlemen from per

forming their Promiſes. I haveknown

when Tenderneſs for the Subject had

prevailed with the Crown to reduct

the Number of Land Forces, that

tation ofthem however neceſſary. No ||

doubt, Sir, that will again be the Caſe,

if his Majeſty ſhou'd comply with this

Motion. Nothing cou’d be more eaſy

than for the noble Lord and his Friends

to pretend that there was no Neceſſity

for any ſuch Augmentation; that they

had given their Promiſe only in caſe

there ſhould be ſuch a Neceſſity, and

that any Augmentation wou'd be bur.

thenſome to the People, and dangerous

to their Liberties. This is the Queſtion

the Army is to be paſs'd ; it is not dº.

nied that a Body of Troops may be

ſometimes neceſſary, but the Queſtion

is when that Neceſſity is to be acknow ſº

ledged. I ſee many Gentlemen herº, ſí,

the keeping up a certain Number of

Soldiers becauſe they thought them nº

ceſſary, and next Seſſions have oppoſi ºn

keeping up the ſame, or indeed any s
º

unneceſſary. So that, Sir, unleſs Wº His

can all of us agree, which I fear We lººr

never ſhall, as to the Situation of the lºſ.

Nation which renders it neceſſary 10 || |

augment the Army, the Government ºf

can have no Aſſurance that the noble lº

Lord and his Friends will not oppoſethat ſil;

Augmentation whenever it is moved, Wig

Beſides, Sir, I think it is no leſsab #

ſurd to have part of our Army conſiſt" |ig
raw undiſciplin'd Men, as it muſt do f ji

the Motion is comply'd with, and # 35

Majeſty be afterwards under a Neceſ lºi

ty of recruiting his Regiments, thin" | **

ſend undiſciplin'd Men out of the En ºl

pire: If the Marines are immedia'ſ lº
raiſed and employ'd in their Exerciſes,

as certainly they will be, we *:: ill



r

lº, Reaſon to doubt of their being well diſ.

ań ciplin'd before the Seaſon of the Year

## will permit them to enter upon Aćtion. Year to lay on eight Shillings inſtead

ift. But after his Majeſty has weaken'd his a of four; and our Taxes are already, |
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This could only end in boundleſs Ex- |

pence, and we muſt be oblig'd next |

# Army, if any ſudden Alarm, or imme- * in my Opinion, ſufficiently burden

* † diate Neceſſity ſhould oblige him to re- ſome,

1ſt cruit it, how can the new Levies be in I look upon the Difference betwixt |
# , a Condition to oppoſe a well-diſciplin’d a Land Soldier and a Marine to be the

§ Body of the Enemy What can pre- ſame as betwixt a Fox and an Otter.

ºr ſerve us from certain Ruin: Theſe, The firſt keeps always at Land, the

ºf Sir, are ſome of my Reaſons for be-B other's Element is Land or Water, juſt

## ing againſt the Motion; and I have in- as his Occaſion calls him : But, Sir, it |

in deed many others, but I am ſatisfy'd is Inſtinét that gives the Otter this Ad- |

tº that theſe alone will juſtify me in con- vantage. I know of no Inſtinét that

- Men have, which can fit them to |pºrt demning it. -

bºrº ſuch a Service. It is Art and Diſci- |

&# The Urg; Jefippo Dranevs ſpoke next to c pline only that can qualify them with .

II.M. º. , the following Purpoſe. the Abilities of an Otter. Therefore, | ||

1: - - Sir, I think it will require a good deal º
S I R, of Application, and a great many Of- - *

•, t

(iii -

& TT is very well known that a Coun- ficers to bring the Men to be expert in

wº try Gentleman, ſuch as I profeſs this Service; and however his Maje- |

ſº my ſelf to be, has the utmoſt Antipa-, fly may think fit to draw the Marines

sº thy to a numerous ſtanding Army; Fire * from other Regiments, I dare ſay he

and Water are not more at variance ; will not think fit to ſend them out| ſº

; : and nothing cou’d make me wiſh to without General Officers. In ſhort, Sir,

gº ſee a Red coat in the Empire, but the I am abſolutely againſt our agreeing to

tº ſame Reaſon that prevails with a Pa- this Motion. -

sº tient to take a nauſeous Doſe of Phy- . -

tº ſick, in order to prevent a greater E- E Wimgul Pulnub, Urg; ſpoke next as

tº vil. If the noble Lord could give me follows.

\º his Word and Honour that our Ene- -

tº mies abroad will never be ſouncivil as S I R,

w to invade us, nor our Malecontents at H E Time has been when a

home ſo unmannerly as to diſturb us, Motion of this kind would have

I ſhould be very eaſy tho' there were F met not only with the Concurrence,

not a Soldier in the Nation; but, till I but the Applauſe of this Houſe; and

am certain that neither of theſe can be when no Gentleman wou'd have been

ºf ºur Caſe, I muſt beg to be excus'd if found bold enough to have oppoſed a

: I am for keeping up the full Number Propoſal that tended to the Eaſe, as

of our preſent Army; and I ſhall think well as the Service of the Nation. But,

the Nation very happy, Sir, if nothing - Sir, I am ſorry to find that theſe Days

fhall fall out that may make it neceſſary ‘’’ ſeem to be over ; and that ſome Mo

… to increaſe it. tions of this kind have of late been

; : As to the Neceſſity of Frugality in coldly receiv'd and dropt, by the In

raiſing the Marines propoſed, I readi- difference which Gentlemen, whoſe

a ly admit it. I am not fond of pay- Buſineſs it was to have encourag'd

5 ing high Taxes, and would be as glad them, have evidently diſcover'd. O.

V to ſave, tho' it were only a Shilling, of H thers, Sir, I have ſeen fruſtrated, and,

a the Publick Money as his Lordſhip, tho' not thrown out, defeated by the

becauſe I am equally intereſted in the Clogs that have been invented to de

Expence. But I ſhould be ſorry, Sir, ſtroy their Efficacy when they have

if our Frugality were ſuch as to defeat been pretended to be admitted. And

all the Ends propoſed by the Service. others, Sir, as in the preſent Caſe,*
. See

º:

r:
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been by the Strength of Numbers ab

ſolutely rejećted. That, Sir, muſt be

the Caſe, whenever Power is in the

Hands of one or a few : They muſt be

ſuch Occaſions, if his Abilities are

urg’d as too great for the Advice of

the Parliament, if he knows better

how to aft than we how to adviſº, I

fupported, though in order to ſupport A don't ſee what Buſineſs we have here.

them the Nation is plunder'd by every

Art of Profuſion, every ſhameful Ex

pedient that can produce any Acceſſion

of Power, or the Means of Corruption.

If this, Sir, is not our preſent State,

then no Gentleman who hears me has B

any Reaſon to apply to himſelf or

his Friends any Part of what I have

faid ; but if we are fallen into that

State of Miſery, as that this Houſe is to

be determin'd by the Influence of a Mi

niſter, the Obligation I owe to my

Country, Sir, the Duty I owe to my

Prince, oblige me to declare my Senti

ments in the ſtrongeſt Terms. I know

how invidious a Diſtinčtion has been

of late created, and how induſtriouſly

it has been propagated, as if the Gen

tlemen who have oppos'd the Meaſures

of the Miniſtry ſought to diſtreſs the

Service of the Crown ; but, Sir, it is

to the Miniſters themſelves, and to

their Condućt alone, that the Crown can

owe any Diſtreſſes, and not to the Gen

tlemen in the Oppoſition: Their Aim,

Sir, is to build his Majeſty's Great

neſs upon the Happineſs of the Pub

lick, and to reconcile the Meaſures of

his Government to the Affečtions of

his People. It is, Sir, by conſulting

the Means of eaſing the People, that

the Service of the Crown is beſt pro

moted ; and ‘whatever Meaſures are

enter'd into, to add unneceſſary Weight

to the Burthens of the Nation, they

are oppoſite both to the Happineſs of

his Majeſty and his People.

It was with Concern, Sir, that I G

heard his Majeſty's Perſonal Qualities

urg'd in this Debate. His Name, Sir

ought to be brought as little as poſſible

into the Debates of this Houſe: "There

is not a Gentleman here, Sir, I be

lieve, who does not bear his Majeſty as

inviolable a Reſpećt as the Honourable

Perſon who firſt oppoſed this Motion

and who will not be as ready to ãº

Juſtic; to all his Royal Virtues. But

Sir, if his Majeſty's Name is uſed .

If we fit here, Sir, to give ourAdvice,

we are taking a great deal of Trouble

to no Purpoſe. There is notaQueſtion

that comes before this Houſe, Sir, of

which his Majeſty cannot judge as

well as any Gentleman here, when he

is rightly and honeſtly inform'd: But,

Sir, it is our Buſineſs to give him that

Information; it is from his Senate, Sir,

and not from any Miniſter or Mini-

ſtry that an Emperor of Lilliput is to

form his Judgment of the true Intereſts

of his People; and I have Reaſon to

believe we have exerted this Right too

ſeldom.

The Honourable Gentleman affec;

ted to think, that the Noble Lord did

not ſuppoſe that this Motion would be

P carried. I think we may conclude,

that if it is thrown out, it will be a

Proof that no Motion, which has the

leaſt Tendency to a frugal Manage.

ment of the Publick Revenue, wille.

ver be regarded. The Reaſon why I

ſay this, Sir, is becauſe I never heard

any Motion made in this Houſe, that

was, in my Opinion, more juſt and ſº

tional: The Expediency of it ſpeak

for itſelf, and it muſt at firſt Sight,

upon reading the Words of the Mo.

tion, ſtrike every Man with Convićtion.

Is there any thing more juſt, moſt

ſenatorial, or more neceſſary at this

time, than to inform his Majeſty We

expect that the Forces at this Jundu:
to be raiſed, ſhall be raiſed in the moſt

frugal Manner P Is there any thing,

Sir, in theſe Words, that could make

the honourable Gentleman ſuggeſt "

the Houſe, as if the noble Lord whº

made the Motion intended by an il.
tim'd Frugality to diſtreſs his Majeſty's

Service? Frugality, give me leave tº
H ſay it, Sir, never can be ill-tim'd : It

is Frugality alone that can enable.")

Miniſtry to carry on an expenſive Wai,
ſuch as this muſt be. If a Miniſtry,

Sir, is laviſh upon one Branch of hº

Service, the others, and perhaps .
- - m
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is: moſt uſeful, muſt be neglected. It is,

* Sir, by Sea alone that we are to ex

* peã Succeſs in the preſent War; and

** ſhall we for another Service, which

* cannot be of equal Conſequence to the

* Nation, rob the Publick of that M. A

diſº nºy, which, if wiſely and uſefully ap

* Pſyd, might command succeſſ;
ſº The Land Service is, I know, the

*# Favourite of the Government, be

** cauſe in the Land Service Muftitudes

º of Poſts and Places fah to the Diſpoſal

*h of the Miniſter. This ſtrengthens his

* Party, by his taking Care to fift the

* Vacancies up with his own Creatures,

liki whoſe Merit is only a ſteady Adhe

* rence to his Intereſt, or whoſe Friends

* have ſupported him in oppoſition to

iii; the Nation. - -

Motive of Oppoſition to this Mojon.

* For if the Expence of two of the

* hundred Poſts and Commiſſions are fa.

at ved to the Publick, conſequently the

* Miniſter is depriv'd of an Opportunity

le ºf LILL IPU T. 36,

*Ptºn Shore, will be of any Service to,

the Nation in this war;" No, Sir ;

and I dare ſay that the honourable

Gentleman who firſt oppoſed the Mo

tiºn, however he might'affat, mag

nify the Danger of an Invaſion, has too

muchSenſe to fear it. The Forcesthere

fore, Sir, that we are to augment are

our Sea Forces, which we can do no

way ſo effectually, or ſo frugally for the

Nation, as by making our Land For.

ces ſerviceable at Sea. Thi, is the

Intent of the Motion, and it lies on

the Gentlemen who oppoſe it to prove

that raw unexperienc'd Men, who are

brought from Shops and Ploughs upon

a military Eſtabliſhment, are fitter for

the great and important Services that

This, Sir, is the great c muſifall "Pon the Marines, ſhould his

War continue, than Men who have

been long train'd to and already know

the Uſe of Arms,

But, ſays the honourable Gentle

man, the Marines Service is amphibiit iſ of providing for two or three hundred D ous ; they muſt know how to behave

# Dependants.

g!!!. I am ſorry, Sir, that I ſhould be

* oblig'd to ſpeak thus plain, but fºuji

* not avoid it after what was thrown out

tº by the honourable Gentleman who

# iſ oppos'd the Motion, as if it was

by Sea as well as Land. The honoura

ble. Gentleman, sir, may know theſe

Things better than I ; but I have con

vers'd with many Officers, who are

Men of Experience and Probity, who

have aſſur'd me that the Duty of Ma

* , Mºtion calculated to diſtreſs his Erines, as it . Practis'd towards the

Majeſty.

The honourable Gentleman was

Pleaſed to take notice that Great Lilli

: Pºt, if ſhe has no Allies, ought rather

to increaſe than to diminiſh her For

*rtaken from Motives that afteå Our

Neighbours equally with ourſelves; I

leave that Task to another Gentleman,

who, if he pleaſes, I believe, can

'º well explain, our ſtanding thus
ſingle: All I ſhall obſerve is, that if

fºr this Reaſon we are to increaſe our

Forces, they ought to be thoſe Forces

# which can moſt annoy our Enemy,

ind not the forces that ºve only to

birthen ourſelves. Can any Gentle

3 ºn, Sir, give me one good Reaſon

#y he bºlieves our Land Forces, if

End of the late War, differs in nothing

from that of the Land Forces. Now,

Sir, what Reaſoncan there be for raiſing

*wº new Men when you may have a

ready Supply of well train’d Soldiers,
;: Cºs. I ſhall not take upon me, Sir, F without any additional Burthen to the

!.

People Ás to what the honourable

Gentleman ſaid about their being well

9fficer'd, I can't ſee the Neceſſity of

having any Field Officers. It is well

known that when Marines are on

bºard there can be . Occaſion for

Field Officers, for they are there ºn.

der the Command of the Admiral, or

9aptain, in whoſe Fle. ... Ship they
are. So that in *y Engagement, or

in any other Emergency, they have no

more to do but to receive their Orders
from their Subalterns, with regard to

‘Yºy Thing that concerns their own

Diſcipline; and their Subalterns re

*ive their Orders from º Sea Of.

- - - ficers,
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ficers. And here, Sir, I cannot but

take Notice of what I have many times

heard very much complain'd of by

Sea Officers, who have told me that

when they receive any Number of

Men on board, with their Field Offi

cers, they look upon theſe laſt as ſo

much dead Weight upon them ; and

it is a common Obſervation, Sir, that

ſome of our beſt deſign'd and beſt con

certed Expeditions have miſcarried

merely by the Miſunderſtanding that B
has ariſen betwixt the Land and Sea

Officers. This, Sir, is what any Man

who either reads or converſes upon theſe

Subjects may eaſily perceive, and not

withſtanding all the Precaution which

The GENT L E M A N’s MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

does that in the leaſt deſtroy the Ex.

pediency of drawing them from the

Standing Regiments In that Caſe,

Sir, you have, by the hon. Gentle

man's own Confeſſion, the Advan

tage that they are acquainted with at

leaſt half their Duty ; they know the

Land Service, and I apprehend that

this very Knowledge will enable them

more readily to attain that of the Sea

Service. But, Sir, if we ſhall raiſe

raw, unexperienced Men, they will have

both Services to learn. The hon. Gen

tleman ſeems to own that there is a Ne

ceſſity of having them trained as ſoon

as poſſible ; if there is, Sir, ſuch Ne

ceſſity, can we heſitate the leaſt Mo

the Government has from time to time C ment, to employ thoſewho have by the

taken, to diſtinguiſh the Nature of hon.Gentleman's ownAccount, already

their ſeveral Commands, yet we ſtill

find they claſh, and this Claſhing ends

in the Ruin of the Expedition.

The hon. Gentleman ſaid that there

was a Neceſſity of having Marine

Forces both better diſciplin’d and bet

ter officer'd than Land Forces. He

likewiſe ſaid that he thought himſelf

obliged to give his Reaſons for hisO

pinion, but I have not yet heard them.

He taik'd, indeed, that they might

learn'd great Part of their Exerciſe

But, Sir, I happen to be of Opini.

on, that the hon. Gentleman and I

both have hitherto talk'd a good deal

in the Dark upon this Subjećt. I am

afraid, Sir, we are debating upon a

Subjećt to which neither of us have

applied proper Terms. This, Sir

might very readily ariſe from the

Words of the Motion, which pro

poſes, That an humble Addreſ be prº

be employ'd in forming Sieges, and F ſented to his Majeſty, &c. That he wºul!

ſent on Land, as well as Sea Service ;

but the hon. Gentleman, Sir, ſeems

greatly to miſtake the very Nature of

the Marines. When Sieges are to be

form'd, or Battles ſought, there are

pleaſe to give Direáions that the Bağ

of Marines intended to be raiſed, &
This Expreſſion again, Sir, might

very readily occur to the noble Lord

who made the Motion, from tº

always a proper Body of Land Forces F Words of his Majeſty's Speech, where

put on board who go upon theſe Ser

vices ; but the Duty of Marines, pro

perly ſpeaking, is confined to Ship

board. I don't deny, Sir, that ſome

times it may be proper to ſend them

on ſhore. I know in the late War they

perform'd very ſignal Services on ſhore,

and for that very Reaſon I think it

would be proper that they ſhould be

drawn out of the ſtanding Regiments

here, eſpecially as we have not yet

been inform'd wherein their Service

will differ, while on board, from what

it was when on ſhore. But granting

all that the hon. Gentleman contended

for, that they had a double Duty to

Perform both as Land and Sea Forces,

his Majeſty makes uſe of the ſame
Term Marines. Now, Sir, will th:

hon. Gentleman who oppoſes this M*
tion agree with me in an Addreſs to

his Majeſty, that a Body of Mariº

G ſhall be raiſed Sir, I dare ſay, if tº

hon. Gentleman were acquainted wº
the Nature of the Eſtabliſhment of

Marines, he would have given tº:

Forces he ſpeaks of another Denom!

nation. I'don't know, Sir, whº
viſed his Majeſty to uſe that Word in

his Speech ; but I have Reaſon (9 be.

lieve it was inſerted there with **, I

ſign to impoſe upon the Nation, ".
to ſteal a Body of 7 or 8000 Men, 4

an Addi:ion to our Land Forcº, *
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der the plauſible Pretence of raiſing a

Body of Marines. Marines, Sir, are

a quite different Body of Men from

the Land Forces ſerving on board the

Fleet ; and tho' we had lately a Gene

*

of L I L L I P.U.T. 37;

The Gentlemen, Sir, who are a

gainſt this Motion, think that if we

hould go about to ſupply this Service

with Troops that are already raiſed,

they and their Friends will be depriv'd
ral Officer under the Title of the Ge-A of an Opportunity of confirming

neral of the Marines, yet we have not

had a Regiment of Marines upon the

Eſtabliſhment theſe 3o Moons. I ſay

this, Sir, becauſe I have look'd into

the Eſtimates, and I can eaſily per

thereby new Dependencies, and filling

their Pockets by all the Perquiſites

and Poſts which muſt be created by a

new Levy. As I believe many of

them have no View of enſlaving their
ceive by them, that his Majeſty, the B Country, ſo they can form no Notion

Public, and the Senate, are groſsly im

poſed upon. That Eſtimate, Sir, is

an Eſtimate of a Body of Land Forces

whoſe Commiſſions are to go thro' my

hon. Friend's Office ; each Company

is to conſiſt of as few Men, and as

many Officers, as any other Regiment

on the Service; ſo that it is evident

that they are deſign'd as an Addition

to our Land Forces.

Having ſaid thus much, Sir, I be

lieve it will require no great Sagacity

how any Man can be ſo wicked as to

form any ſuch Project. But, Sir, I

hope Gentlemen will conſider that no

Man can anſwer for the Conduct of

another; nay, Sir, we have Inſtances

upon Record of many great and

well meaning Officers, who by their

Poſts in the Army, and the Duty which

military Law oblig'd them to diſ

charge, were rendered, againſt their

own [ntentions, the Inſtruments of al

tering the Form of our Government,

to find out why the Houſe is divided Pand deſtroying the very Fundamentals

upon this Queſtion. Gentlemen who

are for the Queſtion, are of Opinion,

that inſtead of increaſing we ought to

reduce the preſent Number of our

Land Forces. They think, Sir, that

of our Conſtitution. Therefore, Sir,

give me Leave to ſay, that no Man

who is obliged to act by military Laws,

by Laws, Sir, that are independent

on thoſe of his Country, and in many

in our preſent War with Iberia we E Reſpects inconſiſtent with them, can

ſhall have no Occaſion for any Land be ſure of himſelf, nor anſwer for his

Forces, except thoſe that ſerveon board

the Fleet ; perhaps too they are of O

pinion that the preſent Number of

Land Forces may be dangerous to the

Liberties of the Nation, and that the

beſt Way to avert that Danger would

be to give them ſome Employment

that may at leaſt make them uſeful.

For my own Part, Sir, I will not go

the Length of thoſe Gentlemen, who

maintain that all Land Forces are uſe

leſs in this War; but I will venture G

to affirm, that if they are entirely uſe

leſs to the Nation, it will be our own

Fault. We have here a fair Oppor

tunity to render them of uſe ; if it is

neglected, Sir, if they are to remain

here idly, without doing any thing for H

the vaſt Expence they are of to the

Public, how can we anſwer for it, ei

ther to our Conſtituents or to our Po

fierity

own Condućt, if by an Authority ſu

perior to his own he ſhall be obliged

to execute Orders that may affect the

Liberties of the People. I am not,

Sir, now entering into a Debate about

the Number of Forces that are to be

kept up for the Service of the current

Year, I am only ſhewing what may be

the Conſequences of keeping up that

Number without the leaſt Employ

ment, that I know of, beſides powder

ing and dreſſing themſelves. Idleneſs,

Sir, has been obſerv’d in private Life

to be the Inlet of all vicious Habits,

and I believe the Obſervation will hold

much more juſtly in public Bodies, ei

ther civil or military.

While the Romenians were employ'd

in ſubduing foreign Nations, while

their Campaigns were hard and labo

rious, and their Enemies formidable,

we find no Attempts made by their

Army
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Army upon the Liberties of their

Country. The few Attempts that

were made, proceeded from thoſe who

remain’d at home, while their Fellow

Subječts were employ'd in Conqueſts

abroad, and generally they were quell'd

by the laborious uncorrupted Army.

The Romenian Liberties receiv'd their

firſt Blow after their Troops had no

longer any powerful Enemies to en

counter; when they were become uſe

leſs to their Country, they ſoon be

came deſtructive to it.

Gentleman who ſpoke firſt againſt the

Motion affected, indeed, to treat the

old worn-out Story of an Invaſion

with a very ſerious Air. He ſaid that

it was not the leſs important for being

Common.

Reaſon the hon. Gentleman may have

for thinking the Objećtion important,

but ſure I am it is ſo common, that

our Fears of an Invaſion are become

roverbial ; I don't believe there is a

iMan of Senſe in the Kingdom who can

mention it with a grave Face. But,

Sir, if an Attempt ſhould be made to

invade us, give me Leave to ask,

Whether Gentlemen think that our

Land Forces would not be more uſe

fully and wiſely employ'd in prevent

ing than in repelling it.

on, Sir, is calculated to make our

Land Forces uſeful, if any Power

ſhould attempt to invade us. On board

the Navy they may be uſeful, and ne

vercan be dangerous; for what Danger
can happen from the Navy Whereas, F body who cannot be uſeful to him # ,

sir, if they are not employ'd, if they

are ſuffered to remain here in Idleneſs,

it is very much to be apprehended,

that they may in Time be as danger

ous as they are already burthenſome.
Having thus, Sir, endeavoured to - Miniſter, Sir, is ſeen in proportion; isſ

ive the Houſe as clear a View of the ‘’ his Demands to the indiſpenſible Nº. .

#. Queſtion as I could, I ſhall

now beg Leave to make a few Obſer

vations upon the other Parts of the

hon. Gentleman's Speech. If, ſaid

he, Money is the ſole Agent that our
Miniſtry employs, then ſure they will H ſelf from all Enquiry into

take Care to ſave as much Money for

the Ends of Corruption as poſſible ;

for, continued he, if they are laviſh.

how can they ſave Money to corrupt:

The hon. B Corrupted and the Corruptor are eager;

Sir, I don't know what C no inconfiderable Part of a Mini

This Moti. E vagance.
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Sir, I think the hon. Gentleman's

Friends were not at all obliged to

him for this Apology: There was no

body here accuſing the Miniſtry ofCor

ruption, and thereſore I know not why

the hon. Gentleman ſhould think they

wanted a Defence. But, Sir, I am

afraid the Unſeaſonableneſ
s of the De

fence is not its only Defečt. Money

alone, mere immediate Money, is not

the only Means of Corruption; there

is ſomewhat elſe, for which both the

and that, Sir, is Power. Now, Sir,

as Money begets Power, ſo Power

now-a-days reciprocally produces Mo

ney. To finger Money, as an hon,

Friendof mineuſed to expreſsit, makes

ſter's Authority. I ſhall therefore,

Sir, very readily ſuppoſe that our Af.

fairs will be managed by the Miniſtry

with great Qeconomy, and for the

very Reaſon the hon. Gentleman has

aſſign'd, which for Decency's Sake I

ſhall not repeat; but, Sir, that which

may, if we regard the Intereſts of a

Miniſter, be accounted very good 0.

conomy, will, I am afraid, if we re

gard thoſe of the Nation, be very

often accounted Profuſion and Extra

A Miniſter, Sir, after

Taxes are laid on, may take very great

Care how theſe Taxes are apply'd, he

may take Care that the Perquiſit;

that attend the Receipts and Payment;

of the Public Money ſhall belongton.

an Election, or a Jobb, and that non:

but his faithful Creatures ſhall ſhare in .

the Spoil; yet what, Sir, is all this, i.

with regard to the Public, but Wak

and Profuſion ? The Frugality of a §

ceſſities of the Public; the Profuſion Rºſſ

of a Miniſter, in running theſe Dº. º

mands to an extravagant Height, and ſº

then employing that very. Mºſ

which he receives, in skreening him" |

the Manº | .

in which it is employd. If we ºl.

had theMisfortune to have a bad M.

niſter, do Gentlemen think that?" §

7ooo new-raiſed Troops would .
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beaconſiderableAddition to hisPower

This, I ſuppoſe, no body can deny.

Therefore, Sir, it is not for the Man

aer in which the Money that ſhall be

granted, and in which the Commiſſions

that muſt be created by this new Le

vy, ſhall be diſpoſed of, that a Mini

ſter is to be charg’d with being la

viſh: No, he will take Care to diſ

poſe of both frugally enough for his

own Intereſts; but the very Demand

itſelf is perhaps extravagant.

be extravagant in us to agree to ſuch

an Augmentation ; and then, Sir,

however carefullytheMoney and Power

is diſpoſed of by the Miniſter, it is cer

tain the Publick is robbed. A corrup
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men who manage it than any that is

recorded in our Hiſtories. We hear,

indeed, every day of great Ships ta

ken, great Gallantry exerted, and

immenſe Booty acquired. We hear of

great Advantages gain'd, and are fre

quently amuſed with new Subjećts of

Triumph. I ſhall admit, Sir, that

our Admiral was ſo happy as to have

two valuable Ships fall into the

Mouth of his Fleet, and that they had

It may B 1 oo,ooo or 150,000 Strugs on board ;

but will all this indemnify this Nation

for what ſhe has ſuffer'd ſince the Com

mencement of the War No, Sir, our

Loſſes are of much greater Value ;

not only Ships and Cargoes, but our

ting Miniſter never can be frugal of C Men, the only Support of our Naviga

the publick Money, becauſe ſuch is

the Nature of his Station, that his De

mands upon the Publick riſe in propor

tion to the Difficulties that perplex his

ill-got Power, and theſe Difficulties

muſt every day increaſe. Thus, Sir,

the moſt frugal Manner in which he

can manage for himſelf, muſt be laviſh.

! for the Publick : he muſt be rapa

º, cious, that he may be profuſe.

I ſhall now, Sir, beg leave to put

$ in a Word or two about the Ma

: nagement of the War, becauſe the hon. E expreſs my Wiſhes that the Condućt

Gentleman who firſt oppoſed this Mo

gº, tion was pleaſed, in very high Terms,

# to extol the Meaſures we have taken.

: I am unwilling to make Refteåions

# upon any Gentleman, but Encomiums,

Obſervations that may give Offence.

, If, to ſee our Ships taken everyday al

moſt within Sight of our Men of War

tº and of the Forts upon our own Coaſts :

* if, to ſuffer the moſt profitable Branches

% of our Commerce to be invaded and

º engroſſed by our Neighbours, and the

Navigation of our Merchant-men to be

founcertain and dangerous, as to re

º quite an Inſurance that devours all the

º Profits of the Voyage ; if all theſe,

Sir, are the Marks of a vigorous and

ſucceſsful Proſecution of a War, I will

Venture to ſay that this War will re

fled more Honour upon the Gentle

tion. Iberia, Sir, can ſoon, from the

Mines of the Weſ: Idnies, recruit her

loſt Treaſure, but we ſhall find it dif

ficult, if, from the Want of Hands, or

any other Inconvenience, a Branch of

Commerce ſhall ſuffer, to retrieve it.

I ſhall not take upon me, Sir, to

condemn neither ſhall I venture to

juſtify our late Embargoes, as I don't

know how far the Neceſſity of the Go

vernment might require them ; but it

will be, I hope, eaſily allow'd me to

of our Maritime Affairs might not

oblige us to uſe thoſe violent and

oppreſſive Methods of manning our

Fleet. I likewiſe wiſh, Sir, that a

Bill might this Seſſions be brought in

; where the Subjećt neither requires nor F for that End, and that the Seamen may

!!! will admit of them, have always this

: diſagreeable Effe&t, that they provoke

have ſome farther Encouragement

granted them by the Legiſlature ;

that the Difficulties and Hardſhips

they meet with may be remov’d, and

even a Diſcharge allow'd them after

they have ſerv'd a certain Time in

G the Navy. But though theſe are very

proper Meaſures to be taken by

the Senate and Government, yet the

Captains themſelves muſt do their

Duty ; they muſt learn to diſtinguiſh

between Arrogance and Authority, be

Htween Tyranny and Diſcipline; and

ſtudy to make themſelves belov'd by

the Sailors, or you never will be able to

man the Fleet without Compulſion and

Violence. I know ſeveral Captains

- A a a whe

2
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who can, in three days time, get their

full Compliment of Men, all Volun

teers, while others may ſtay as many

Moons without being able to prevail up

on a ſingle Sailor to enter their Ships. A

There is, therefore, Sir, an abſolute -

Neceſſity for confidering of ſome Me

thods to make the Publick Service,

more agreeable to our Sailors, otherwiſe
we ſhall have but one continued Embar

go throughout all this War, ſo the en

tire Ruin of Commerce. The hon. Gen- B

tleman who ſpoke firſt againſt theMo

tion, ſaid, That our Ships which were

taken by the Iberians were ſuch Ships

as ſailed without a Convoy, from an a

varicious View of foreſtalling the Fo

reign Markets. I have look'd, Sir,

into our News-papers, and talk'd with C

Merchants and other Sea-faring Per

ſons, and I cannot find that any of

the Ships taken cou’d have had a Con

voy, had they waited longer. It is I

believe very true, Sir, that ſome Cap

tains will, run É. Riſques to get

a good Market, but it is alſo a Truth,

that moſt Maſters will chuſe the Ha

zard of being taken by the Enemy; ra:

ther than the Certainty of ſtarving both

themſelves and their Crews by lying

idle in Port. This, Sir, I am afraid.

has been too often the hard Caſe of

thoſe ships which are taken; but...! &

believe none of them wou'd have ſail'd

without a Convoy had it been poſſible

for them, in fourteen Days to have

got one. . . . . . . . . . . .

* The honourable Gentleman, Sir,

thought it ſtrange, that this Motion F

ſhou'à come from the Quarter it did ;

ºf floºd have thought it trange, if a

Motion ſo well calculated for the

Good of the Publick had come from

another Quarter. But if a Motion
which propoſes a Method for, imme- G

diately ſtrengthening the Naval Power

of Geat Lilliput, and for eaſing the

Burthens of her People, is to be treated

with the leſs Regard on account of its

being made and ſupported by any par

ticulār Gentlemen, all that I can ſay H

farther may, for the ſame Reaſon, be

without Effect.

The Prime Miniſter ſpoke next to the

fºllowing Purpoſº, ".

S I R, - . . . .

HE Diſadvantages which he is

to ſtruggle with, who ſpeaks

with little Premeditation, upon a Point

that has been already labour’d by thoſe

who come prepar'd, are very great.

The hon. Gentleman who ſpoke laſt

ſet out, as uſual, with a very populat

Strain, the Praiſe of Frugality; and,

indeed, Frugality is a Virtue, which, if

not miſtaken, is in the higheſt Degree

neceſſary to a State, nor can the Want

of it be ſupply'd by Induſtry or Abili:

ties. But, Šir, as my hon. Friend

who firſt oppoſed this Motion obſerv'd,

Frugality is a Virtue that may be eaſi

ly miſtaken, and if miſtaken, may be

productive of the very Ills which it

was intended to prevent: An ill-judg:

Frugality has been often ſeen attended

with an Expence vaſtly greater than

all that was ſav'd ; and, Sir, notwith:

D winding what the hon. Gentleman whº

fpoke laſt has advanc'd, I am of Ork

nion, that ſhould we agree to the pre

iſent Motion, we ſhould only confirm

this Maxim by a freſh Inſtance. We

might for the preſent, perhaps, ſave

three or four hundred thouſand Spr;

by ſending ſome Land Forces to ſupply

the Place of Marines; but, Sir, it”

very probable that this Parſimonymº

occaſion to the Empire the Expence ºf

as many Millions ſoon after.
The hon. Gentleman who ſpoke laſ,

has uncontrovertibly proved, that pro

fuſe Miniſters never will be frugal; for

this, Sir, is the Sum of all he ſaid."

the Subject of Miniſterial Profuſº.

This is an Aſſertion which will not t

diſputed; and if he had carried.”
Invečtives againſt , corrupt Miniſters

farther yet, I ſhould not have either rt

garded or oppoſed him. For though

it is eaſy to diſcover whom the hoſ,

Gentleman meant to paint, it would,

I believe, be very difficult for the moſt

diſcerning Judge to find the leaſt Re

ſemblance between his Pićture and the

Original. I therefore would *:
}
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PRoce EDINos, &c. in the Senate of LILLIPUT.

him to keep it by him, and perhaps,

when his own Inclination ſhall be gra

tfied with Power, he may meet with

an Original which it will repreſentwith

out Alteration. For my own part, Sir, I

º
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it the greateſt Curſe that can befall a

People. If Great Lilliput at this

time had leſs Liberty, ſhe would have

leſs Wealth, if leſs Wealth ſhe wou'd

have leſs Luxury, and if leſs Luxury

am conſcious that all which can be ſaid Aleſs Corruption, and conſequently more

upon that Head, if intended to injure

me, muſt evaporate without Effect: If

the Charges of the Government, while

I have the Honour to ſerve his Ma

jeſty in the Adminiſtration, are greater

than they were formerly, it is ow

-ing to the great Alteration that has

been lately introduc’d in every Arti

cle of Living, which is now grown

ſo expenſive, that Men neither can nor

will be contented with the ſame Al

Virtue. But Heaven forbid, Sir, that

Liberty, becauſe it is abuſed by ſome,

ſhould be denied to all. No, Sir, F

never ſhall have any Share in Counſels

that have ſuch a Tendency. I may

venture to affirm, Sir, that I have,

from the Abaſe of Liberty, met with

more Attacks both upon my Perſon

and Charaćter than any Man that e

ºver before had the Honour to ſerve the

Crown; but I have ſtill taken care, by

lowance and Wages which their Pre- the Impunity of my Enemies, to con

deceſſors, in the ſame Offices, formerly C fute every Suggeſtion that I have the

enjoy'd. This, Sir, is more viſible in leaſt Deſign, to ſubvert, by an unlaw

the Navy than any other Branch of the ful Uſe of Power, the Liberty of the

Publick Service that I know ; and if . Subjećt. It is upon this Principle, Sir,

only five and twenty thouſand Sprugs that the moſt notorious Licenciouſneſs

are iſſued out now for a Contingency, againſt the Government has paſs'd

which, perhaps, fifty or threeſcoreMoons D unpuniſhed, becauſe Licenciouſneſs

ago, did not require above twenty is the Daighter of Freedom. "If

, thouſand, the Government, inſtead of the Miniſtry is chargeable wi h. the

being call'd profuſe, may be praiſed for Corruption of the People, the only

.its Frugality, , º, . Circumſtance by which they are ac

ug. As to Corruption, Sir, the other ceſſary to it, is, by preſerving the Peo

far of the hon. Gentleman's Charge, g pls in the full and uninterrupted En

... I make no doubt that it has arrived at "joyment of their Liberties, their Trade,

.#yery great Height; but can a Sub- and their Wealth, which is the great

jećt of Great Lilliput be corrupted no • Nurſe of Luxury and Corruption.

ºther way than by Miniſterial Money? Thus much, Sir, I have thought fic

. If Men, Sir, will be corrupt, can a Mi

niſter force them to be honeſt ? If the

. Places and Offices which ſome enjoy,

and others deſire, ſhall prove Baits

, and Temptations to them, is a Mini

fier to be blam'd on that Account If

a vaſt Increaſe of Trade and Riches,

under an Adminiſtration, has intro.

duced Plenty, and Plenty Luxury, is

the Adminiſtration to be rail'd at for

the Happineſs which the People en

joy Affluence and Liberty, Sir, are

the Means of Happineſs, and if they

are produćtive of Evil, it is only thro'

the vicious Inclinations of Mankind.

The Enjoyment of Liberty, Sir, is, ei

ther to a private Man or a State, the

moſt valuable Bleſſing that Heaven has

beſtow'd upon Life but the Abuſe of

to ſay in anſwer to the hon. Gentle

man's Obſervations upon the Cor "

ruption of Miniſters. I ſhall trouble

the Houſe very little in anſwer to his

Charge of Profuſion.

The hon, Gentleman who firſt op

poſed the Motion obſerved, very juſty,

that a Miniſter who does all by Mo

G ney, ought to ſave as much of it as

he can, in order to have the more

for carrying on his Deſigns. The hon.

Gentleman who ſpoke laſt endeavours

to evade this by proving, that, in a

Miniſter, Profuſion and Frugality are

H the ſame. I own, Sir, I don't know

to what Form of Reaſoning I can re

duce this Argument, but I am ſure

that if Money were ſo neceſſary to

me, as a Miniſter, that I could not

| have
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have, nor keep a Friend without it,

I ſhould think it too valuable a Com

modity to ſquander away. It is cer

tain, Sir, the more Money is ex

pended upon the neceſſary Exigencies

, in the Hands of any Miniſter for car

rying on any dark Jobbs of State. If

A this Obſervation, Sir, were apply'd to

, the preſent Motion, I make no Doubt

but I could prove, to the Satisfacti.

on of the Houſe, that it would be

fuppoſing them corrupted and laviſh,

that this Motionſhould paſs. If it ſhould

not paſs, Sir, then a certain Number

of Marines muſt be raiſed. The Ex

pences of raiſing them, their Pay

when raiſed, their Cloathing, and

Gentleman in this Houſe: So that if

the Miniſtry ſhould be extravagant in

their Demands, they could be eaſily

hon. Gentleman, many Poſts of great

Profit fall to the Diſpoſal of the Mini

ſter by theſe new Levies., Yes, Sir,

if the Miniſter has the Diſpoſal of theſe

Poſts; and ſo there would even, if this

Motion ſhould be agreed to. For as the

War is zealouſly and vigorouſly entered

replacing theſe Men into the Corpsfrom

which they are by this Motion to be

- draughted. Thus, Sir, the Mini

ſter would have in his Diſpoſal a great

by raiſing a freſh Body of Marines at

this Junéture, ſince I believe the mili
tary Gentlemen would much rather

chūſe to ſerve in old ſtanding Regi

ments, than in new-levied Marines,

which may be broke in a ſhort i ime.

{ee Gentlemen catching at the moſt re

mote Circumſtances relating to a Que

ſtion, and making a Handle of them

for perſonal Reflections. All that has

on, and Power of Miniſters, has , no

Relation to the preſent Queſtion. That,

I think, may be reduced to this fin

detcćted and expoſed. But, ſays the

been ſaid upon the Avarice, Profuſi- H

gle Conſideration, Whether the preſent

Situation of the Empire makes it pru

dent for us to adviſe his Majeſty to part

with any of his Land Forces for this

Service f This Confideration, Sir, I

of Government, the leſs muſt remain A ſay, ought to determine the Queſtion,

If Gentlemen ſhall be of Opinion that

this Empire at preſent has no Reaſon

to expect any Attempts being made

here by our Enemies, if they ſhall

... think that the Affe&tions and DH

tifulneſs of the People at home will

moſt for the Intereſt of the Miniſtry, B be Security enough to the Government

- in Caſe of an Invaſion ; if they ſhall

be of Opinion, Sir, that after the

* Draught propoſed by this Motion is

- made, the Land Forces that remain

will be ſufficient to defend the Empire

againſt all Attacks either from abroad

every thing that belongs to them, is C or at home; then they will certainly 4.

perfectly well known to almoſt every gree to this Motion. But on the other

hand, I believe, many Gentlemen

are, with me, of Opinion, that as

... we are engaged in a War with one

bigotted Prince, we have the ſtrongeſ:

Reaſons to be upon our Guard againſt

another, who is his Friend, Relation,

Neighbour, and Ally. And further,

all Alliances, which formerly ſup:

ºported us againſt any Attempº

from abroad, muſt be now wanting,

Gentlemen, Sir, know that the Bil.

into, there is the ſtrongeſt Probability E.gians ſeem not at all either able orwik

that there would ſoon be a Neceſſity of ling to come into this Quarrel; that

the Allemannuan Emperor is diſabled

from doing it, tho he were inclin'd;

and that the Forces ſtipulated by the

Treaty with Dankram are too few,

many better Poſts than he could have F and at too great a Diſtance, for us to

have any Dependance upon them on

Occaſion of any ſudden Emergency.

. The Neceſſity therefore of our keep

ing on Foot a conſiderable Body ºf
Land Forces ſeems to me unavoid.

able. Gentlemen, Sir, may ridicule all
But, Sir, I am always ſorry when I G Apprehenſions of an Invaſion 4;

much as they pleaſe; but it...i.
plain, from Experience, that this Na.

tion never yet had a Rupture with ei

ther Bleftiſºu or Iberia, but they ºn.

deavoured to invade us. The firſt

Thought that occurs to our Enemiº

is, that we are too ſtrong by S*

for them to ſucceed on thatEkm.
- - Ilexſy
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next, that we have no Poſſeſſions on that the Forces to be raiſed as Marines,

the Continent, therefore the only are no better than an Augmentation to

Way to diſtreſs us, is to invade us; the Land Army, ſtolen upon the Na

this Way of making War upon us, -tion, and that they are properly not

• Sir, is, I am afraid, too much encou- A Marings. Sir, I wiſh the hon. Gen

raged by the Diviſions and Diſtraćti-, tieman had acquainted the Houſe in

“ons, which ſo unhappily prevail, and are what reſpect the Forcesnow propoſed to

ſo carefully fomented among ourſelves. be raiſed, differ from thoſe command

I have known ſome Gentlemen ed by the Hurgo he mention'd under

of a different Opinion upon this Sub- the Denomination of General of the

jećt; nay, even in the other Extream. B. Marines. I believe, Sir, the Forces now

I remember, Sir, when certain Gentle- * to be levied are as much intended to

menwere for keeping up as largea Body be Marines as any that ever were in

of Land Forces as we have now on foot, this Nation; and that this is the firſt

becauſe we were engaged in a War Time that the Diſtinétion betwixt

with Iberia, tho' at the ſame Time Marines, and Forces ſerving on board

we were in Alliance with Blefuſca, his Majeſty's Fleet, ever was laid

‘whoſe Army had ačtually commenc'd 2, hold of. I believe indeed, Sir, that

Hoſtilities in the Heart of Iberia. We “towards the Beginning of the laſt War

were likewiſe, Sir, then furniſhed with there was a different Regulation, with

a Body of Auxiliary Belgians, and . Regard to their Pay and Subſiſtence,

the Allemannuan Emperor was our from what is now propoſed ; but I

Friend and Ally ; yet all this was, can't imagine what Reaſon the hon.

in thoſe Days, inſufficient to ſecure Gentleman has for ſaying, that the

us without a large Body of , Land D Marines now propoſed are a quite dif

Forces: Nor were we leſs powerful at

Sea. At that Time, Sir, we had a

Fleet commanded by able Admirals,

ferent Body from thoſe that we for

merly had, and that they are an Ad

dition of ſtanding Forces ſtolen upon

ſame with that of the Land Forces.

a Soldier at Land. I can't ſay, Sir,

on the Subječt, but I always under

who ſoon after ruin'd the naval Strength the Nation. Whatever the hon. Gen

of Iberia. Let Gentlemen compare -tleman may think, Sir, I am firmly

this Situation with our preſent, and E of Qpinion that they will be continued

they will, I believe, find it very ex- no longer than abſolute Neceſſity re

traordinary, that any Gentleman, who quires, tho' I hope never to ſee the

was for our keeping on foot an Army Nation without a Body of regular

at that Time, ſhould now be for re- Forces in her Pay. . If Gentlemen

ducing it. * . . . . are of Opinion that they will be kept

I ſhall take up very little of your up in time of Peace, and when there

Time in anſwering the other Parts of is no Neceſſity, I can't blame them

the hon. Gentleman's Speech. He , for giving their Aſſent to this Motion ;

... "waspleaſed to ſay that he had talk'd " but if, on the other hand, Sir, they

with ſeveral Officers of Experience, can repoſe any Confidence in his Ma

who aſſured him that the Exerciſe and jeſty, if they have the leaſt Con

Duty of the Marines was much the fidence in their own Integrity, that is,

Sir, if they think the Senate will not

'Sir, I don't pretend to any Skill in G continue unneceſſary Burdens on the

Military Affairs, but I think it vary People, they will be againſt it.

ſtrange if the Duty of a Marine on The hon. Gentleman who ſpoke

board a Ship is the ſame with that of laſt, Sir, was very angry with my

-worthy Friend for ſaying that his Ma

-jeſty underſtood theſe Matters as well

as any Man in his Empire. Really,

flood that they were quite different. H Sir, Í ſee no Harm in that Expreſſion,

The honourable Gentleman open'd a and I believe it to be very true : nor

Very ſtrange Diſcovery to the Houſe, do I think, Sir, that it would *:::

A

that ever I converſed with any Officers
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my Enemy an Opportunity of making

a mortal Thruſt at my Heart. I ſhall

378

leaſt Inconvenience to us, if we left

the Whole of this Affair in his Maje

ſty's Hand. Not, Sir, that I am a

gainſt our frequently exerting our Pri

vilege of adviſing the Crown, which

‘I have always as warmly aſſerted A
as the “hon. Gentleman himſelf;

but I don't conceive that the Advice

contain'd in the propoſed Addreſs, is

properly within the Limits of our

Tuty. We, Sir, are to determine what

Money we will grant for maintaining

fuch a Number of Forces ; but after

that Number is regulated, it is unuſual

to preſcribe the Nature of their Ser

vice, or in what Manner they ſhall

be raiſed. This, Sir, is left to the

proper Officers, and all that my hon.

only add, that our agreeing to this

Motion may be attended with the very

worſt of Conſequences, and that is,

Sir, the Difference it might create be

'twixthis Majeſty and his Senate. Who

can ſay, Sir, that his Majeſty may

not think ſuch an Addreſs both offici.

ous and ill-judged on our Part And

if he ſhould, what Notion muſt our

Neighbours have of our Unanimity and

B wiſdom? 'Tis only by their Opinion of

theſe, Sir, that we can keep our Credit

with them ; when we loſe this, the

Conſequence will be, that we ſhall be

neglected by our Friends, and deſpiſed

by our Enemies. For theſe, and many

Friend meant, is, I believe, what no C other Reaſons, I am againſt our a:

*Gentleman, who has the Happineſs of greeing to the preſent Motion.

knowing his Majeſty's perſonal Qualifi

cations, will deny, that he is as good a

Judge of military Affairs as anyone of

his Subječts. Now, Sir, as I have

never yet heard either the Neceſſity of

having Marines, or the Number pro

poſed, diſputed, I ſee no Reaſon why

we ſhould invade the Imperial Prero

gative, or Province of the Officers of

the Army, to preſcribe the particu

lar Service upon which ſuch or ſuch a
º - 'i

Body of Men ſhall be put. -

Upon the whole, Sir, as it ſeems to

be the unanimous Wiſh of every Gen

tleman of this Houſe, that the War

might be carried on with the utmoſt

Vigour and Reſolution, I think it

The Queſtion being put, the Houſe was

divided, and it was carried in the Ne

gative. Yeas 95.—Noes 177,

D N.ext 10ay the Hurgo Polgarth ſole in

Subſtance as follows :

S I R,

TNHE Determination of this Houſe

ſhall always be regarded by me

with the higheſt, Veneration, nor ſhall

* I everthin; myſelf at Liberty to ſº.

new a Debate on a Subjećt that has al.

ready been decided here. Yeſterday,

Sir, the Houſe was pleaſed to rejed 4

Motion which I am perſuaded every

Gentleman, who voted for it, thought

M. not be prudent in us to do any F was for the Eaſe and Intereſt of the Nº.

thing that may give thoſe to whom the

Management of the War is commit

ted, the feaſt Shadow of Excuſe, pro.

vided they ſhould be wanting in their

Duty. Another Inconveniency, Sir,

that this

is, that it would publiſh to the Ene

my, and all our Neighbours, how

weak we are at home. They know,

Sir, what Number of Forces we ge

nerally have on the ordinary Eſtabliſh

ment, and who can ſay to what At

...tempts any Redućtion may encourage

tion: You thought otherwiſe, Sir, and

we acquieſce. I now, Sir, ſtand P

to make a Motion that may, perhaps,

open the Eyes of ſome Gentlemti,

and put the Affair of Yeſterday in 4

Motion muſt be attended with, G very different Light. An hon Gentº

man, whom I have in my Eye, Yº!

juſtly took Notice, that the Mariº,

as they are propoſed to be raiſed"

this juncture, are very diffeº

from the Marines that were raiſed.”

the Beginning of the laſt War, and thiſ

the Forces that are to be now hiſ

under that Denomination, are ink

them For my Part, Sir, I ſhall

never, by defending a Limb, put my

ſelf ſo far off my Guard as to give

no other than an additional Nunº

of ſtanding Troeps. It is, Šin *:
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der to clear up that Point, and to

put the Houſe upon a Method of ren

dering our Marine Forces as ſervi

ceable, and as little burthenſome to

379.

if Gentlemen were not informed of,

might perhaps raiſe ſome Suſpicions of

a Deſign to ſecrete ſome of the Papers

mov’d for by the noble Lord. Sir, I can

the Nation, as it is poſſible, that I now A affure the Houſe there is no ſuch De

up.

Pl believe, Sir, the moſt ſanguine

Advocate for the preſent Adminiſtra

tion will not deny that the Affairs of

this Empire in the late Empreſs Nana's

Time, both on the Civil and Military

Eſtabliſhment, were on as good a Foot-B

ing as they have ever been ſince. A

glorious Proof of it was the Succeſs

which attended our Arms, till thoſe

Councils under which that War was

begun, and ſo bravely carried on,

fign, for it would give me great Satisfac

tion to meet with this Eſtimate. But,

Sir, ſince I came into the Office where

I have now the Honour to ſerve, I

have been very aſſiduous in ſearching

for the Eſtabliſhment, but never could

be ſo-lucky as to find it. This,

Sir, I can account for no otherwiſe,”

than by ſuppoſing when the Gentle

man, who was then Under-Secretary of

War, had the Misfortune of having

his Houſe burnt, together with moſt of

were ſet aſide, and gave place to others C his Papers, many of them relating to

of a different Tendency. The Con

dućt therefore, Sir, of that Miniſtry,

which had to do with a much

more formidable Enemy than we

have at preſent, ought to be a Di

rečtion to us. At that Time a wiſe

and diſitereſted Miniſter, Sir, whom,

for his Honour, I may name, the

Hurgo Golphinda, raiſed the Power

and Reputation of this Empire to ſuch

a Height, as rendered it the Arbiter

of the Affairs of Degulia. This, Sir,

public Affairs, this Eſtabliſhment, Sir,

was deſtroy'd ; for I am certain,

had it been among the Papers of

the Office where I am concern'd,

I muſt have found it. Therefore, I

think that, by agreeing to this Addreſs,

we ſhall only delay an Affair which

requires the moſt immediate Diſpatch ;

ſince if it ſhould be preſented, I doubt

not but his Majeſty would give Orders

for laying the Papers before the Houſe.

This, Sir, might take up a great deal

he accompliſhed by that now-deſpiſed E of Time, to no Purpoſe.

Virtue, Frugality, Frugality in every

Branch of the Revenue. Amongſt o

ther wiſe Regulations, then made

by the Government, was the Eſtab

liſhment of Marines. But as it would

be irregular in me to defire the Houſe

to take my Word upon that Head,

: I ſhall beg Leave, Sir, to make

the following Motion, viz. That an

humble Addreſſ be preſented to his Ma

jeffy, that he will be graciouſly pleaſed

that the Eſtabliſhment of the ſix Regi

ments of the Marine Forces, for the 3d

Moon of the Empreſ; Nana, be laid be

fore this Houſe.

The Hurgolen Yegon ſpoke next to the

S following Purpoſe :

1 R,

THE Duty of my Poſt under his *

Majeſty obliges me to riſe, not

tº oppoſe this Motion, but to inform

the Houſe of a Circumſtance, which,

If, therefore, Gentlemen are zea

lous and unanimous in the Proſecution

of this War, they will not propoſe any

Addreſs, or go into any Meaſures that

may procraſtinate our Preparations for

carrying it on. The noble Lord who

ſpoke laſt, expreſs'd a very great De

ference to the Senſe of this Houſe,

and I make not the leaſt doubt of it;

but I cannot help thinking, Sir, that

if the Eſtabliſhment which he has been

pleaſed to move for, were diſcovered

and laid before us, all theUſe that could

be made of it, would be to give Riſe

to a Debate of the ſame Nature with

that of Yeſterday. The noble Lord,

Sir, mentioned our great Succeſs in

the late War, and I can join with him,

Sir, in all the Encomiums on the wor

thy Miniſter whom he named : But I

ſhould be ſorry, Sir, to find that any

Obſtrućtions were thrown in the Way

of the preſent, which were unknow.to

that
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that Adminiſtration, and ſhould be ſtill

more ſorry were it done with a View

to make the preſent Miniſter unpopu

lar, whom,I am perſuaded,his Enemies

would be glad to diſtreſs, even at the

Expence of the Nation.

The Urg; Pulnub ſpoke next as follows :

S I R,

T is very ſtrange that the moſt fair

and reaſonable Motions that are

made in this Houſe, if they are not

to the liking of certain Gentlemen,

are immediately ſaid to be concerted

with a View to diſtreſs the Admini

ſtration. The hon. Gentleman who

ſpoke laſt tells you that he does not riſe

up to oppoſe the Motion, but he tells

you, at the ſame time, that he thinks

it a very frivolous and unneceſſary one.

But what Reaſon, Sir, does he give

for all this He has, it ſeems, been

at great Pains to ſearch for the Eſta

bliſhment moved for, in his own Office,

and becauſe he could not find it, he

concludes that it muſt have been burnt

amongſt the Papers of a Gentleman

who had been Under-Secretary of War.

I had the Honour, Sir, once to be in

that Poſt which the hon. Gentleman

now ſo worthily fill, and I had a great

many Occaſions to look out for Papers

of this Kind, it being at a Time when

they were very much wanted. But,

sir, I don't recollect ever to have miſſed
any one Paper through that Gentle

man's Misfortune, or that any public

Paper of Conſequence was conſumed

when his Houſe was burn'd. I, Sir,
had Occaſion to ſearch for Papers, that

bore Date before the Seſſion mention'd

in this Motion, that bore Date in the

very Moon, and after it, but I found

them all in regular Order, and with

reat Eaſe. -

I am far from ſuſpecting, Sir, that
the hon. Gentleman did not ſearch

very narrowly for this Eſtabliſhment,

and I am far from ſaying that ſuch a
Paper is in his Office, but if it is not

in his Office, that is no Reaſon. why

it may not be in another, nor is it any

Reaſon why we ought not to addreſs his

Majeſty in the Terms of the preſent

Motion. For my own Part, Sir, I me.

ver heard of this Motion before it was

A made by the noble Lord, but I think

it would be very irregular in us to diſ.

agree to it, merely becauſe the honoura

ble Gentleman was ſo unfortunate as

not to find that Eſtabliſhment in his

own Office.

B Mintar Bledna, Urg; ſpoke next to the

fºllowing Purpoſe.

S I R,

I Am old enough to remember when

the Eſtabliſhment moved for by

the noble Lord was made, though I

I am not able to inform the Houſe of

9 the Particulars, any farther than that

an Officer was appointed under the

Name of a Commiſſary, who had

the Care of that Eſtabliſhment, and,

I believe, deliver'd his Papers into

the Secretary of War's Office : So

D that, Sir, if they are not to be found

there, we may deſpair of finding them

at all. But, Sir, there is an hon. Gen

tleman, a Member of this Houſe, who

was Pay-maſter to thoſe Marines, and

who muſt know ſomething relating to

that Eſtabliſhment. I don't ſee the

E hon. Gentleman preſent, but if he

were, I dare ſay, the Houſe would re

ceive much Satisfaction from his Infor

Ination.

The Prime Miniſter ſpoke next, in Sub

fiance as follows.

F S I R,

Shall not oppoſe any Motion that

may ſerve to ſatisfy the Houſe;

but it ſeems ſurprizing to me, after this

Affairs was ſo fully debated yeſterday,

to renew it to day. I can eaſily ſee,

G Sir, that the Tendency of this Motion

is to raiſe Difficulties, and to gain Time.

No other Tendency it can have. Ye:

ſterday a Motion was made, Sir, for ha

ving the Marines drawn out of the

ſtanding Regiments. That Motion
H was rejećted. To day another Motion

is made for having an Eſtabliſhment

laid before the Houſe, which no bºy
knows
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knows where to find ; and, which

tho' it were exiſting, as probably it is

not, muſt take up much Time before it

can be diſcover'd. Had the firſt of

theſe Motions taken place, we ſhould

have heard nothing of the Virtue and

Difintereſtedneſs of a former great Mi

miſter, whoſe Memory I believe e

very body has a great Veneration for.

Should the preſent Motion, Sir, be

admitted, all the Reaſons brought for

converting ſome of the ſtanding For

ces into Marines, muſt fall to the

Ground; but ſtill, Sir, both Motions

have this Conſequence, that they keep

up the Spirit of Diviſion and Debate at

a Time when we have the greateſt

Reaſon to be unanimous. I ſhall

therefore ſubmit it to Gentlemen, how

prudent, how dutiful it is in us, after

his Majeſty has recommended to usfrom

the Throne to provide Subſiſtence for

the Marines, to fit here debating up

on Queſtions, that can have no Ef

fečt, but either to procraſtinate or en

tirely to diſappoint his Royal Endea

vours for the Service of the Nation. If

Gentlemen are of Opinion, that the

Eſtabliſhment moved for is abſolutely

neceſſary to be ſeen, before we can

grant the Supplies for the Subſiſtence

of the Marines, let us immediately

agree to the Motion. But, Sir, I am far

from thinking it neceſſary: I fear the

bad Conſequences, that may attend our

Delays in this Affair, will over-balance

the Benefits we can receive from ha

wing thoſe Papers laid before us; and,

Sir, I muſt be of that Opinion until I

ſee Reaſon to alter it.

Salvem. Snadſy, Urg; ſpoke next, as

follows.

S I R,

HE Crown and Publick have,

doubtleſs, the higheſt Reaſon to

repoſe the moſt unlimited Confidence

in the Capacity and Diligence of their

would be of no Service to us. We are,

I find, to have at leaſt the Pleaſure

of Variety, and to ſee our Forces,

if not upon a good, upon a new Eſta

bliſhment, ſince not one of thoſe con

Acerned in this Affair knows, or even

pretends to know, the Regulations

made on the like Occaſion almoſt in

the laſt Reign. I always thought,

Sir, that Precedents were proper Di

rećtions for a Miniſter to form his

Condućt upon, in Caſes exačtly paral

Blel. I conceive, Sir, we are to have

a Body of Marines raiſed without delay;

are we not * If we are, is it

not very proper that we ſhould know

the Footing upon which our former

Marines were ſettled * We had more

Money at that Time than we have

c now, and therefore we have now

more need to be frugal ; we were in

much greater Danger then than we are

now, and therefore the Government

in that Reign was under much ſtronger

Obligations not to ſacrifice Safety to

Parfimony. "Tis true, Sir, we have bet

ter Miniſters now than they had then,

and a juſt Dependance on their known

Abilities ought to lay all our Appre

henſions aſleep. But I muſt beg Leave

to ſay, that, however knowing in

other Particulars, they don't ſeem to

underſtand one Word of what they have

ſaid or been told either Yeſterday orTo

day upon this Subjeće. Indeed, the

hon. Gentleman might have waſted

many of his valuable Hours before he

had found this Eſtabliſhment in his

Office; for what Relation had theMa

rines to the Secretary of War But

., what the hon. Gentleman does not

* ſeem to know, I will inform him of.

He ought to have gone to the Admi

ralty Office, and there he might have

eaſily found it. The Marines, Sir,

that were raiſed in the 3d Moon of the

Empreſs Nana, were under the Di

rečtion of the ſord High Admiral,

Miniſters and Officers, not one of G they were commanded by him, and

whom knows how to find a Paper

hen it is wanted, one ſays it is burnt,

another is of the ſame Opinion, and a

third, who ought to know better than
both, thinks iſ a Matter of Indifference

whether it is burnt or not, for it

had nothing to do with the LandOfficers.

Therefore, Sir, an hon. Gentleman,

tho' he did not think proper to ex

plain it, had very goºd Reaſon for
ſaying, yº,that the Forces now

- B. b -
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to be raiſed under the Name of Ma

rines were a quite differet Species of

Troops from thoſe that were raiſed in

the 3d Moon of the Empreſs Nana.

They, Sir, were properly Marines,

their Buſineſs was at Sea, and they were

very ſeldom or never ſent upon Land

Service. Another Thing, Sir, I muſt

acquaint Gentlemen with, leſt they

ſhould happen not to know it is, that

the Government, in the Reign of that

Empreſs, thought ſome Regard ought

be had to the Trade of this Nation ;

they ſaw very plainly (what ſeems, in

deed, not hard to diſcover, tho' it has

hitherto eſcaped the piercing Eyes of

our preſent Miniſtry) that if every Ship

which came home was to be deprived

of her Seamen, and left without

Hands to bring her into Port, in a

ſhort Time no Ship would go out,

and an End would ſoon be put to our

Navigation. What new Notions have

been of late advanced, I know not, but

it is whiſpered, if not clamoured, that

ment, but as I cannot depend upon my

Information, I ſhall not repreſent it to

the Houſe. However, this be, Sir, it is

certain that the Government under the

Empreſs Nana look'd upon this as a

very oppreſſive Method, and which

call'd aloud for Redreſs. For this

Reaſon, Sir, they very wiſely choſe to

ſupply the Number of Hands that

were impreſs'd from a Ship, byMarines,

who were inſtrućted in the Art of Na

vigation, and obliged to navigate the

Ship they were put on board of, into

Port. This, Sir, had an excellent

Effečt upon our Commerce, as there

were 6 or 7000 Marines upon the E.

ſtabliſhment, who were all able Sailors,

and very few Accidents happened from

the Impreſs. That Number, under a

proper Management, was found ſuffi.

cient for all the Purpoſes of the Na.

vy, and ſupplied all the Neceſſities

of our Merchantmen: . But will the

Right hon. Gentleman affirm, that the

Marines now intended to be raiſed,

the Commanders of our Ships of WarD are to be under the ſame Regulation?

aćt in a very illegal, arbitrary Manner.

I don't ſpeak, Sir, of the Pračtice of

#. tho' I think it a very

candalous one, and contrary to the

Privileges of a free Subjećt ; I ſpeak

of their leaving not above the Maſter,

his Mate, , and a Boy, to bring a

homeward bound Ship of perhaps 2, 3,

or 4ooTun to Port, thro' a very danger

ous and difficult Navigation, as that

upon our Coaſts is known to to be. I

have indeed heard, Sir, that the Cap

tain of a Man of War has been ob-F

liged to lend the Maſters, whoſe Men

have been impreſs'd, Sailors ſufficient

to bring their Ships into the Harbour.

But, Sir, I have heard at the ſame

Time that they commonly put on board.

ſuch Ships the worſt Hands they can G

fix upon, tho’ that Part of Navigation

requires the greateſt Judgment and Ex

perience. Therefore, Sir, the Maſters

of the Veſſels, who have the Misfor

tune to fall into their Power, receive

little Recompenſe for the Loſs of ſer

viceable Men, in ſuch worthleſs Sup

- F. ſuch Mock-Aſſiſtance. I lately

eard, Sir, of a very melancholy Acci.

dent that happened by this Manage.

No, Sir, I believe he will not.

There are other very apparent Diſ.

ferences betwixt thoſe and the Marine

we are now to have, which will be

beſt explained when the Eſtabliſhment

E is laid before the Houſe, I ſhall trol.

ble Gentlemen no further than to ob.

ſerve that there can be no Danger ºf

any Delay, tho' we ſhould agree to this

Motion, ſince the Gentlemen in the

Adminiſtration know now to whatOf.

on which the Houſe may require; no.
would there, Sir, have been any Oc.

caſion for this Motion, had the Mo.

tion of Yeſterday been agreed to,

The State of the Queſtion is plainly

changed ; the Motion of Yeſterday

ºrded rather the Body of Force
that are to ſerve onboard his Majeſty's

Fleet, and not properly Marines; but

. we have beeni. that the

*Propoſed to be raiſed are ine.

H very Reſpect Marines, this Motionbe.

i. neceſſary ; for unleſs the

: ºt be produced, the Houſ.

a M *** regular Information what

** is, and we muſt take every

thing

fice they are to apply for the Satisfid; "|
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thing upon Truſt from the Gentlemen

in the Adminiſtration. Therefore, Sir,

I hope the Motion will be agreed to.

The Hurgo Polgarth ſpoke next to the

following Purpoſe. -

S I R,

THINK it is not proper, at this

Junéture, to keep the Houſe any

longer in Suſpenſe ; therefore, left I

ſhould not have another Opportunity,

I will now inform Gentlemen that, for

my own private Satisfaction, I have

procured a Copy of the Eſtabliſhment

mov'd for, which I now have in my

Hand ; and as the Gentlemen over the

Way appear all ſo very much at a Loſs

about thoſe Matters, they are welcome

to look into it, which if they ſhall

pleaſe to do, I believe they will very

readily own it to be an authentic Copy.

By this Eſtabliſhment, Sir, it ap

pears that the Body of Marines, men

tioned, were a very uſeful, frugal Body,

conſiſting of a great Number of pri

vate Men, and few Officers. Every

Company, inſtead of fifty-ſix or fifty

effective Men, with a great Number

of Officers, contain’d one hundred

Men, with very few Officers. Thus

it is evident, Sir, you had more Men

at half of the Expence which the

Body of Marines now propoſed to be

raiſed muſt coſt the Nation. I don't

know, indeed, whether this Frugality

is any Recommendation of the Eſta

bliſhment to certain Gentlemen, but I

think it is very evident, that if we

don't follow that Eſtabliſhment, the

Forces we are now to raiſe are not Ma

ºnes, but Land Forces ſerving on board

bis Majeſty's Fleet, and therefore they

are an Addition to our Standing Army.

With what View ſuch an Addition is

383

we can hope to appear formidable to

the reſt of the World. If therefore

we are reſolv'd to do anything effectu

A al againſt Iberia, we ought to beguided

by that Eſtabliſhment ; but if we

mean only to gain a plauſible Pretence

of increaſing our Land Forces, already

too numerous and burthenſome, it

may be very proper to have no regard

to it. I hope, however, the Gentle

men in the Adminiſtration will be ſo

ingenuous as not to deceive the Public,

by giving the Troops that are to be

raiſed the Denomination of Marines,

ſince they will bear no manner of Re

ſemblance to Marines.

Wimgul Pulnub, Urg; ſpoke next to the

following Purpoſe.

AM glad, Sir, that it is now no

longer poſſible to conceal from

the Houſe the great Importance of the

preſent Motion, to which we ſhould

ſtill have been Strangers, if the noble

Lord who made it had not procur'd a

Copy of this Eſtabliſhment; for it is ea

ſy to ſee, from what has already paſs'd,

that we ſhould not have had it any o

ther Way. But, Sir, I cannot but

, think it very extraordinary that Gen

tlemen ſhould take it upon them to

inform the Houſe, that they believe any

Paper which is moved for, as of Conſe

quence to the Public, cannot be had.

This has not been hitherto the proper

Place for ſuch an Anſwer, unleſs it be

s delivered by way of Meſſage from the

* Crown ; and even then, Sir, I believe

there have been Inſtances when this

Houſe would not have been quite ſa

tisfied, if, upon an Addreſs for a Paper

which they thought neceſſary, the

Crown had return’d an Anſwer that it

made, Sir, I leave Gentlemen to judge. G was miſlaid or deſtroy'd. However,

| am ſure our Land Army is ſufficient

ly Provided for already, with regard
to all the Services which the Nation

can require in this War. If we are

to increaſe our Forces, Sir, it ought to

-- Theſe, Sir, the

Nation never can be jealous of, becauſe

they are her beſt and moſt natural Se

turity, and it is by theſe alone that

Sir, I have juſt now look'd into that

Eſtabliſhment, not without ſome Sur

prize to find that there is ſo great a

Difference betwixt the Forces that are

H to be now raiſed, and the Marines in

the 3d Moºn of the Empreſs Nana.

I knew there was a Difference, but

did not think it had been ſo conſidera

ble ; for I find that there was not cnly

a met:
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tion as is poſſible. This, Sir, ſeems
I know, Sir, it is not very regular in

| ||
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| almoſt double the Number of Men in prove very tedious andºf:Now, in

a Company, but that there were fewer Sir, is it not plain that if I ſhall ſpend ; ſº
Office d thoſe upon a more Grulls while my Antagoniſłlays out but 3, |tſ,

cers, and even e upo that my Purſe muſt be exhauſted ſooner tº,

ſparing Allowance. A than his, and conſequently that Judgment in

Sir, it is very well known that I A ºil go againſt me, or if it ſhould not, rºl,

never have yet been a Friend to Ble- that when it is ended, I ſhall be ſo much |:0

fuſcudian Maxims of Government, the poorer than myAºi.º aſ: º:

they are calculated only for a Nation upon the Brink of a War with Blºfuſº

f Sla d however ſafe and pro- ſhe has, by along Series of well-conduć- #of Slaves, an f p ed Meaſures, raiſed her Power, and ex- -

fitable they may be for the Governors, tended her Commerce, and conſequently |

however they may contribute to the Bij pušº mºb heavier that j

Security of a Tyrant, they are cer- whoſe commerce, upon which our Power º

tainly deſtrućtive of all the Happineſs depends, has been ſolongdeclining. º !.

that ariſes from Liberty, of all the granting her Purſeºº§ :

Privileges of a rational Being. Their ºf we ſpºndºnº in. :- !!!

3. - -- - the War, our Purſe will be ſooner drain'd, ºn

Government is military, as all other . therefore we muſt ačt uuder great |ffy

Governments built, not upon the C Diſadvantages. "I know it willbººi, iſ

Choice, but Fear of the People, muſt Sir, that the expending a little Money *

neceſſarily be. But, Sir, tho’ I would §. 2ºº º: º:
ing int Syſtem ime, may ſave a great deal upon 0. º:

ºdº;§. ther Occaſions, and at other Times. But º

... ...'...'... that ºntºnhºnowº, sis:º 1t. e.. . "... unleſs Gentlemen can prove that. 1S ſºil

Cella"Y 4.9 Prugºt to imitate them in , a proper Occaſion, that it is much better

their military Policy, becauſe their D º: Marines upºn the*:

Government depending upon it, we of Land Forces, than, upon that whic t

may preſume i. they have ſtudied the noble Lord moved for ; which, tho' ºt

it more than we, and left no Means I have many Proofs of their Courage, º

untry'd to bring it as near to Perfec. I believe they will not attempt. º:

ill

me to advance any Faët in this Houſe, un- |º

leſs it is unqueſtionable, or capable of im. | !)

mediate Proof; therefore, Sir, what I have ſºft,

to mention, is ſubmitted tothe Houſe, and |º

it's not to be doubted that if I ſhould ad. ſº.

to have been the Notion of our Mini- E

ſtry at the Time when the Eſtabliſh

| 1 ment mov'd for was ſettled ; for I find

it indeed no other than a Tranſcript

- - vance any Thing contrary to Truth, there iſ:# of the B'.*sºM of the will not be winting either Abilities or |{

| Marine, who, by the frugal Manage- i.i..., confute me.
- I have heard, ſº

ment laid down there, are enabled to
- F Sir, that his Majeſty was adviſed to inſert § º

l furniſh a Body of Marines at leſs Ex- * the Mention of the Mines in his Speech, Kºi.

º pence than they can the ſame Num- after all their Officers were nam'd and §

º ber of Land Forces, and the Frugality had receiv'd their Commiſſions. ºn ſº
of their Plan conſiſts in nothing more ſorry, Sir, to think that any Miniſter, º

however uſed to triumph over oppºſition, º

ſhould ſº far preſume upon the Apprº lº
tion of this Houſe to any Plan, to ač as ||

if we had actually agreed to it. But this

Practice, Sir, has of late been too cuſtom.

*Y., and,may in time creep up ſo as to lº ?

£nder the Advice and Affºnt of this |. |

tº: ū.#. previouſly concerted

e Miniſter, only e i.
dle Ceremony, y empty Form, and i

Some Gentlemen

themſelves, my View

to the Nation.

been follow’d in r

are the Subject o

than in aſſigning but few Officers to a

great Number of private Men.

Now, Sir, as the hon. Gentleman and G

ſº his Friends have again and again infinu.

- ated by their Fears that we may be ob

liged to break with Blefuſcu , for it

was almoſt ſolely from that Apprehen.

fion that they drew their Arguments

Yeſterday, I, ſhall only give you a

lain Reaſon, drawn from common Life H

why we ought to adopt this Regulation.

Let me ſuppoſe, Sir: that I am to go to

Law with another Perſon who owes me

a sum of Money, and whoſe Purſe is e.

qually weighty with my own ; that the

graſp at Power fºr ||

sarºtogive Strength ||º
The Method that has lºº

aifing thoſe Forces that

four Debate, certainly

º

- : e. - was the moſt pr ... lº §

| ilaw-ſuit, as Law-ſuits often are, will taining the*::::::tº: º

| down lºš
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down by the Eſtabliſhment, now mov’d

for, is the only Means of producing the o
ther. I ſhalf trouble the Houſe no far

ther, Sir, ſince I believe every Gentle

man, by looking into this Eſtabliſh

ment, is convinc'd of the Propriety of the

there is a proper Time for the doing it

when it is regularly communicated to the

Houſe; in the mean time, I hope there

will be no farther Debate upon the Mo

tion.

: Motion, and if Gentlemen have anything A The Reply of the Prime Miniſter, and this

* to objeć to the Method thereinlaid down,

*: Mr. URBAN,

|

: by Virtue of a Commiſſion granted unto

º, Admiral Henry Morgan, Eſq; by his Excel

... lency Sir Thomas Mºdfºrd,Eart, Gºyer.

. . nor General of his Majeſty's Iſland of

º, jamaica, with the Advice and Appro

º bation of his Majeſty's Honourable Coun

flº cil there fully aſſembled; the Proſecution

... of which I humbly preſent to your Read
º ers, if it may be thought worthy of a

... Place in your Magazine at this Junéture.

mº: I am your conſtant Reader, &c.

ſº SE
MICIRCULUS

º His Commiſſion bears date july 22,

* 1670, the Tenor of which was to fight,

** take, or deſtroy, all $ Ships he ſhould meet

*... withal, belonging to the Subjećts of his P

f Catholick Majeſty in the American Seas ;

- º as alſo to land on the Iſland of Cuba, at:

º tempt the City of St jago upon the ſaid

* Iſland, if he himſelf and the Commanders

ſº find it feaſable, and furthermore, to land
ſlº in any of the Dominions of his ſaid Ca

... tholick Majeſty in America, and to a:

Arms, any of his ſaid Catholick Majeſty's

he ſhould, by any Intelligence, be adviſed

that they were ſtoring, or making Maga

... zines of Arms, Ammunition, or Proviſions,

* or levying any Men for the Propagating

or Maintaining of the War againſt his

º, whereunto, we ſailed from Port-Royal,
lſ, º the 14th of ºff. 1670, with 11 Sail of

Weſſels, and 603 Men, and having round

º ed the Iſland, we arrived at the Iſle of

ſº. Aſh, the Place of Rendezvouz the 2d of

º September following: . From whence, we

* having no Advice of the Courſe of the

| Enemy, or their Deſign, we diſpatched

** away Vice-Admiral Cºllier, the 6th of the

ſº ſame Month, with 6 ſail of Veſſels, and

º, 350 Men, to go for the Courſe of the

º, Main, to get Priſoners for Intelligence,

tº for the better ſteering our Courſe, and

º managing our Deſign the moſt for his

*

W I Here ſend you a true Account andRe

lation of the laſt Expedition againſt the

Majeſty's Iſland of jamaica.-In Order F

Debate concluded in our next.

******###############################################
Majeſty's Honour and Service, and the

Safety of
jamaica.--The laſt Day of

September, came to us, at the Iſle of Aſh,

Capt. john Morris, who brought withSpaniards, in the Years 1670 and 1671, B him Immanuel Rivers in a Veſſel of 8

Guns, who burnt the Coaſt of jamaica,

having taken him on the Coaſt of Cuba,

and on board her 3 original Commiſſi

ons, 2 of which were ſent to his Excel

lency. The 7th of Ośīober following ſo

violent a Storm happened in the Harbour,

that drove all the Fleet aſhore, (then con

ſiſting of 11 Sail) except the Admiral's

Veſſel: All which except 3 were got off

again, and made ſerviceable. In this

Month arrived here 3 French Veſſels, and

conditioned to ſail under our Flag, and

in November arrived 7 Sail more from

jamaica. Now being of Force enough

to attempt St jago, we examined ſome of

our own Men, who had been lately Pri

ſoners there; and alſo thoſe Spaniards.

that were taken with Immanuel Rivers :

One of our Men, in particular, Captain

Richard Powell, Capt. of the Prize that

was Rivers's Ship, who had not been

above 30 Days from St, jago, declared,

that the time of Year being Winter, and

being but one landing Place ; and thatº tempt, take, or ſurprize, by Force, of E ſtrongly fortified, it was impoſſible for us

Cities, Towns, Forts, or Fortreſſes, where of the whole Party, and the certain Loſs
to attempt that Place, without the hazard

of moſt, if not all our Veſſels, by foul

Weather; all the knowing Priſoners ex

amin'd, affirming the ſame ; upon which

we relinquiſhed that Deſign.—The 20th,
of the ſame Month Admiral Collier re

turned from the Main with gºod Quanti.
ties of Proviſions, and 2 of the Enemies

Veſſels, one of which, called the Galar- .

deeme, was Aſſiſtant to Rivers in burning.
the Coaſt of jamaica, and cn board her

were 38 Priſoners, who were examined

the 21ſt of the ſame Month; two in par
ticular of the moſt ſenſible of them de

poſed upon Oath that the People at Car

thagena were all in Arms offenſive againſt

the Engliſh ; and that ſeveral Spaniſh.
Ships have had, and now have Commii

fions from the Preſident of Panama, and

that they have actually, taken ſome Eng
liſhmen.—Whereupon the 22d of No

-

‘verabër,
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tember, the Admiral ordered all the

Captains on board him, being 37 in num

ber, and demanded their Advice what

- Place was fitteſt to attack for his Majeſty's

Honour, and the Preſervation of jamaica,

and to put the gteateſt Curb to the Inſo

lences of the Enemy's in anſwer to A

which they all unanimouſly agreed on

Panama, to which the Admiral conſent

ed: And having call'd the Captains on

board again, to conſult of the Manner of

º on that Attempt, and whereby

to find Priſoners to be Guides for Pana

na, it was voted that Providence, being B guard the Caſtlé and the Ships, 300 Men,

the King's ancient Property, and moſt of

the People there being ſent from Panama,

that no Place could be more fit. Ac

cordingly we ſailed, December the 8th,

and arrived the i4th, by eight in

the Morning, at Providence, and by two

in the Afternoon were poſſeſſed of

the great Iſland without Reſiſtance; the

next Day ſcnt a Summons to the Gover

nor, to deliver up the little Iſland, who

willingly ſubmitted, ſo that he might

have good Quarters, and Tranſportation

to any Part of the Main, which was

granted. and duly perform'd ; but four of betook ourſelves to the wild Woods,

his Soldiers took up arms with us, and D where was no Road or Path for 24 Milei,

became our Guides: And by them under

ſtanding the Caſtle of Changra [the ſame

which is now call’d Chagre, I believe]

blocked up our Way, the Admiral called

a Council of all the chief Captains,

wherein it was determined to attack the

Caſtle of Changra or Chaugre, and forth

with there were diſpatched 470 Men, in

three Ships, under the Command of

Lieut. Col. Joſeph Bradley, with three

Captains, and tour Lieutenants; and upon

the 27th of December we ſafely landed,

within four Miles of the Caſtle, by 12

o'Clºck; and by two made our Approach

within Sight of the Enemy, and by three F bark all the Goods that come from and gº

into Trenches, where we continued fight

ing till eight the next Mornirg, and then

had returned, re infecta, if in playing our

£3, anadoes we had nºt by gocq Fortune

{et a Guard-houſe on fire, that ſtocd upon

the Walls, which cauſed a Breach, where

eur Men courageouſly ſtorm’d, and the

Enemy as bravely defended it, to the

laſt Man, refuſing Quarters, which coſt

them the Lives of 300 Men; and on our

Side was loſt out-right 30, one Captain,

one Lieutenant, and 76 wounded, whereof

the brave Bradley was one, with two

Lieutenants, who died in ten Days after

of their Wounds, to the great Grief cf

all in general.

rived with the whole Fleet, and under

ft od that the Enemy lay with Forces to

endeavour the retaking of the Caſtle,

whereupon he gave Orders for the Fleet

to follow them into the Harbour; but

the Ship that he was in, and four more,

had the ili Fortune to be caſt away, but

ſaved the Men: The reſt being all come

in, they prepared to go up the River,

where they underſtood the Enemy had

entrenched themſelves, and had fix ſeve

ral retreating Breaſtworks upon the Ri.

ver. Whereupon the Admiral gave Or.

ders that ſeven Sail of leſſer Ships ſhould

be rigged to go up the River, and filkd

with Men and great Guns; and left, to

under the Command of Capt. Richard

Norman. Monday the 9th, we began our

March, 1400 Men in the ſeven Weſſels,

and 36 Boats and Canoes. Upon the

12th we got to the firſt Intrenchment,

which the Enemy had lately quitted, and

fet all on fire, as they did all the reſt,

without ſtriking one Stroke for it.

When we had ſailed up the River as fºr

as their uppermoſt Entrenchment, we

there were forced to leave our Ships and

Boats, with 200 Men to guard them, un:

der the Command of Captainbelander, and

but what we cut. The 14th we arrived

within two Miles of Venta Cruce, which

was the landing Place, where was a try

narrow and dangerous Paſſage, and where

the Enemy thought to put a Stop to Our

further Proceeding; but they were prº

fently routed by a Party commanded by

Capt. Thomas Rogers, the reſt of Our

Men never firing a Shot, and without ºn

Loſs, ſaving three Men ſlightly wounded
but the Enemies Loſs we could never

learn. jan. 15, we arrived at Kºlº

Cruce, which was a very fine Villagº,

and the Place where they land and ºm"

to Panama. Here we thought we migº

be relieved, having marched three Diº

without Viduals, but ſound it as the ſch

all on fire and forſaken.

marched again, the Enemy conſtant

galling us with Ambuſcades and ſmil

Parties, and we ſtill beating them offſ,

a League together, altho’ they had

the Advantage that could be againſt;

the Way being ſo narrow that we cºlº

march but four a breaſt, and ſuch a dº?

Hollow, that the Enemy lay over ºn

Heads; about Noon that Day we gºt tº

the Savanes ſafe, with the Loſs of thº
M - - -

jan. 2. the Admiral ar. H en killed, and fix or ſeven wound:;

and of the Enemy 20 killed, and tº

Captain, befides many wounded. W.

marched three Miles further, and took'ſ
our Quarters to refreſh our *: an

tilă

The 16th WB sº
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thanked them for that Day's Service.

The 17th we began our March forward,

but had no Oppoſition, and about nine in

the Morning ſaw the deſir'd and much

wiſh'd for Place, the South Sea, and like

! wiſe a good Parcel of Cattle and Horſes;

# whereupon the General commanded a

i Halt to be made, and our Men kill

º ed Horſes and Beef enough for them all; .

* About four in the Afternoon our Men ha

§ wing refreſhed themſelves, we marched a

ain, and the ſame Day about 5, came with

$ inSight of the Enemy, who lay in Battalia,

# with 2 ico Foot and 6oo Horſe; but find

* ing the Day far ſpent we thought it not

tº fit to engage, but took up our Quarters

º, within a League of them, where we lay

* very quiet, not being ſo much as once a

ſº larm'd. The nxet Morning, being the

17th of jan, the General gave Orders to

accordingly perform’d, and they were

drawn into the Form of a Tertia. The

Wan-guard was led by Lieut. Col. Law

rence Prince and Major Gen. Morris, being

innumber 300 Men, (the Body containing

600.) The Right Wing was led by the

General, and the Left by Col. Ed. Collier;

the Rear-Ward of 3oo was command

ed by Col. Bledry Morgan. After having

viewed our Men, and a little encouraged

them, the General commanded the Offi

cers every Man to repair to his Charge;

the Enemy being drawn at ſuch Advan

.they ſtill kept their Station, and altho’
0key W.

º: their Ground.

ºf ceived, and gave Orders that our Men

jº ſhould wheel their Bodies to the Leſt,

fºr and endeavour to gain a Hill that was

tº hard by, which, if gained, we ſhould

ºt have forced the Enemy to fight to their

This the General per- .
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draw our Men into Battalia, which was C Flight to the City, where they had 200

ten provoked, yet would not ſtir from E Town, altho' on Fife, with no more Loſs

tº Diſadvantage, by Reaſon he could nº: F urbs there was ſaved two Churches and

º bring out of his great Body more Men at

ºf time tº fight than we could out of our

gº little Body, and likewiſe we ſhould have

** the Advantage both of Wind and Sun. —

tº Qur Officers putting this Command in

gº Execution, and theHilland a dry Gut ac

* cordingly gain'd, the Enemy was forced

º: Room to wheel his Battle, by reaſon of a

łº Boggthat was drawabehindónpurpoſe(as

ſº hethought) to entrapus, but we taking an

gº other Ground, in the End it proved a

º Snare to himſelf: One Franciſco Detarro

* gave the Charge with his Horſe upon

º Sur Wan-guard, and ſo furiouſly that

*; he came upon the full-ſpeed ; we having

º, º Pikes, the General gave Order to
. double our Ranks to the Right, and

* Clºſe, our Files to the Right and Left
º Ward, to cloſe Order; but his Career could

: 1.

sº

º: º, to fight upon his º: March, having not G and Gold that come from the Mines of Perº,

not be ſtopt till he loſt his Life in the

Front Rank of our Van-guard. Upon

this their Horſe wheel'd off to the Right,

and their Foot advanced to try their For

tunes, but it proved like their Fellows,

A for we being ready with the Main Battle

to receive them, gave them ſuch a warm

Salute, and perſued them ſo cloſe, thate

very one thought beſt to retreat; but they

were ſo cloſely plied by our Left Wing,

who could not come to engage at firſt by

Reaſon of the Hill, that their Retreat

s cameºdownright Rºnning. Although
they did work ſuch a Stratagem that had

been ſeldom or never heard on, which

was, when the Foot engaged the Flank,

they attempted to drive 2. Droves of Cat

tle, 1500 a-piece, into the Right and

Left Angles of our Rear; yet all came to

one Effect, and ſerved only to cover their

freſh Men, and two Forts, one with ſix

Braſs Guns, the other with eight, and the

Streets barricaded, and great Guns in every

Street, which in all amounted to 32 Braſs

Guns; but inſtead offighting, the Governor

commanded the City to be fired, and the

chief Fort to be blown up, which was

done in ſuch Haſtethat heblew up forty of

his Soldiers in them. We followed into

the Town, where, in the Market-place,

they made ſome Reſiſtance and firing ſome

great Guns, kill'd us four Men, and wound

ed five.——At three of the Clock in the

Afternoon we had quiet Poſſeſſion of the

on our Side in this Day's Work than five

Men kill’d, and ten wounded, and of the

Enemy about 4oo... We attempted to ex

tinguiſh the Fire, but all to no Purpoſe,

for by 12 at Night all was conſum’d that

might be call'd the City; but of the Sub

about 300 Houſes. Thus was conſumed

that famous and ancient City Panama,

which is the greateſt Mart for Silver and

Gold in the Univerſe, for it receives all

the Goods into it that come from Old

Spain in the King's great Fleets, and like

wiſe delivers to the Fleets all the Silver

and Potozi. — Here in this City we ſtaid

28 Days, making daily Incurſions upon

the Enemy, for 20 Miles round about,

without having ſo much as one Gun

ſhot at us in Anger, altho' we toºk near

H 3??? Priſoners of all Srts, and kept

likewiſe, Barks in the South Sca, qui

ſing, and fetching of Priſoners that had

fled to the Iſlands with their Goods and

Families.—Feb. 14th we began our March

towards our Ships, with all our Priſoners;

and the next Day came to Pºata Cruce, a
- 2ut
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bout two in the Afternoon, which is from

Panama five Engliſh Leagues, where we

ſtaid refreſhing oárſelves till the 24th ;

the 26th we came to Chagre, where the

Plunder was divided among the Soldiers

and Seamen, which amounted to about

30,000 l. The fixth of March we fir’d

the Caſtle, ſpiked the Guns, and ſet out

on our Voyage for jamaica. The Rea

ſon that there was no more Wealth, was,

becauſe they had two Months Notice of

us, and had embarked moſt of their Trea.

fure, in Ships, and ſent them to Lima in

Cauſe, if he is not able to go throughthe

Expence of the Suit?—A Man that

has not Strength to hold out to the End

of his Journey, had better ſit ſtill, and

ſave his Money and his Conſtitution:--

But theſe Grievances, like many others,

have gained Strength by Time.

Among the Turks, where Juſtice bº.
tween Man and Man is done in a conciſe

and ſummarv Way, there are no Advo

cates or Pleaders allow'd; it cannot enter

into their Heads, that when the Plaintiff

hath produced the Proofs of his Right,

Peru; two Ships were laden with Silver, B and the Defendant own'd or denied thoſe

Gold and Precious Stones, one of 7oo

Tons, and another of 3oo.

P. S. By this, Sir, it appears, that the

Taking of Pangna is not ſo laborious a

Task as it is generally imagin'd to be.

From Common $enſe, Aug. 2. Nº 182.

MO N G, the numerous Correſpon.

dents who have been ſo kind to fa

vour us with Letters and Hints for the

better carrying on this Paper, we hav

received not a few from Perſons complain

ing of the Expences and Delays of the

aW.

Many of them ſpeak with ſo much

Feeling upon this Subjećt, that I can

plainly perceive they have been Snfferers

themſelves: One particularly is ſo

frank to own, that he has got the better

in ſo many Law-ſuits, that he has been

obliged to mortgage a very good Eſtate

to pay the Expences; and he may truly

ſay, like Hannibal, a few more ſuch Vic

tories would undo him.

Another tells me very pººl; that

he hath now the good Fortune to have

feen an End of a Chancery Suit, which

had been no more than thirteen Years

depending ; that the original

Sum in Diſpute , was three thouſand

Pounds, and that having a Decree in his

Favour, , and having receiv'd his Mºney,

he is ſo iucky to be no more than a thou.

ſand Pounds out of Pocket; which juſt

anſwers Hudibras's Deſcription of a Law

Suit.

He that by Injury is griev'd,

And goes to Law to be reliev'd,

1; ſillier than a ſottiſh Chouſe -

Who when a Thiej has robb'd his Houſe,

Applies himſelf to cunning Men

Tö help him to his Goods again:

When, all he can expe&# to gain

I, but to ſquander more in vain.

A little German Prince may as well

go to war with the Grand Monarch, as a

pºor Man cºntend with one who is very
rich. What avails the Clearneſs of a

Man's Right, and the Juſtice of his

Proofs, that a Man talking for an Hour

cither one Way or the other can be of

any Uſe to the Juſtice of the Cauſe,

Formerly one or two Counſel was

thought ſufficient of a Side in this Na.

tion; but now they are encreaſed to ſuch

a Number, that, if it goes a little farther,

we may expečt to ſee the whole Bar, in

every great Cauſe, drawn up in Battle

array, like two Armies againſt each

other, and I believe the Expence will be

very little ſhort of that of an Army,

If the Cauſe, like a Battle, was to be

decided in one Day, it would not be ſo

D bad for the poor Clients; but the Miſ.

chief of it is, the Suit often laſts as long

as the contending Parties have Money to

go on with it; which, I think, is truly

and pleaſantly ridicul’d by the Author

laſt quoted.

For Lawyers, left the Bear Defendant,

E And Plaintiff Dog ſhould make an Endm',

Do ſtay and tail with Writy of Error,

Reverſe of judgment and Demurrer,

To let them breath a-while, and then

Cry Whoop, and ſet them on again:

Until, with ſubtil cobweb Cheats,

They're catch'd in knotted Law, like Netſ,

In which, when once they are embrangº,

The more they ſtir the more they're tangld:

Fºr while their Purſts can#.
There's no End of th’ immortal Suit.

The Laws aré for the moſt part gºod,

—-the Abuſes and Grievances have

crept into the Pračtice.--I cannot bel.

ter illuſtrate this Matter than by the fol.

Glowing Petition, which was lately ſtill

me by a Correſpondent. -

The humble Petition of Common Lawſ, ſº

Cummon Senſe, ſheweth,

THAT your Petitioner is deſcended

from the ancient and venerable Soci. I

ety. of the LAws, a Norman Family,

which firſt came into this Kingdom with
William the Conqueror.

That he has been inform'd by ſeveral

aged. Perſons of very good Charade,

that in his Infancy he was cºmma; º
," 1, .

ſº
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The LIFE of Sir FRANCIS DRAKE,

Fº D RA KE was the Son

of a Clergyman in Devonſhire, who

being inclined to the Dočtrine of the Pro

teſtants, at that Time much oppoſed by A

Henry VIII. was obliged to fly from his

Place of Reſidence into Kent for Refuge,

from the Perſecution raiſed againſt him,

and thoſe of the ſame Opinion, by the

Law of the Six Articles.

How long he lived there, or how he was

ſupported, was not known, nor have we

any Account of the firſt Years of Sir Fran

ci; Drake's Life, if any Diſpoſition to

Hazards and Adventures, which might

have been diſcovered in his Childhood,

or of the Education which qualified him

for ſuch wonderful Attempts.

We are only informed, that he was put

Apprentice by his Father to the Maſter ofC

a }. Veſſel that traded to France and

the Low Countries, under whom he pro

bably learned the Rudiments of Naviga

tion, and familiariſed himſelf to the Dan

gers and Hardſhips of the Sea.

But how few Opportunities ſoever he

might have in this Part of his Life for

the Exerciſe of his Courage, he gave ſo

many Proofs of his Diligence and Fidelity, D

that his Maſter dying unmarried left him

his little Weſſel in reward of his Service;

a Circumſtance that deſerves to be re

membered, not only as it may illuſtrate

the private Charaćter of this brave Man,

but as it may hint to all thoſe who may

hereafter propoſe his Condućt for their I

mitation, That Virtue is the ſureſt Foun-E

dation both of Reputation and Fortune,

and that the firſt Step to Greatneſs is to

be honeſt.

Iſ it were not improper to dwell longer

On an Incident at #. }. View ſo incon

ſiderable, it might be added, That it de

ſerves the Reflečtion of thoſe, who, when
they are engaged in Affairs not adequate F

to their Abilities, paſs them over with a

contemptuous Neglečt, and while they a

muſe themſelves with chimerical Schemes,

and Pſans of future Undertakings, ſuffer

every Opportunity of ſmaller Advantage

to flip away as unworthy their Regard.

They may learn from the Example ofG

Drake, that Diligence in Employments of

leſs Conſequence is the moſt ſucceſsful

Introdućtion to greater Enterprizes.
After having#. for ſome time his

Maſter's Profeſſion, he grew weary of

3 narrow a Province, and having ſold his

little Veſſel, ventured his Effe&ts in the .

new Trade to the Weſt. Indies, which

aving not been long diſcovered, and very

little frequented by the Engliſh till that

Time, were conceived ſo much to abound

in Wealth, that no Voyage thither could
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fail of being recompenſed by great Ad

vantages. Nothing was talked of among

the mercantile or adventurous Part of

Mankind, but the Beauty and Riches of

this New World. Freſh Diſcoverics were

frequently made, new Countries and Na

tions never heard of before were daily de

ſcribed, and it may eaſily be concluded

that the Relaters did not diminiſh the

Merit of their Attempts, by ſuppreſſing or

diminiſhing any Circumſtance that might

produce Wonder, or excite Curioſity.

B Nor was their Vanity only engagéd

in raiſing Admirers, but their Intereſt

likewiſe in procuring Adventurers, who

were indeed eaſily gained by the H ºpes

which naturally ariſe from new Proſpects,

though thro’ Ignorance of the American

Seas, and by the Malice of the Spaniardt,

who from the firſt Diſcovery of thoſe

Countries confidered every other Nation

that attempted to follow them, as Inva

ders of their Rights, the beſt concerted

Deſigns often miſcarried.

Among thoſe who ſuffered moſt from

the Spaniſh Injuſtice, was Capt. john Haw

kins, who having been admitted by the

Viceroy to traffic in the Bay of Mexico,

was, contrary to the Stipulation then made

between them, and in Violation of the

Peace between Spain and England, at

tacked without any Declaration of Hoſti

lities, and obliged, after an obſtinate Re

ſiſtance, to retire with the Loſs of four

Ships, and a great Number of his Men,

who were either deſtroyed or carried in

to Slavery.

In this Voyage Drake had adventured al

moſt all his Fortune, which he in vain

endeavoured to recover, both by his own

private Intereſt, and by cbtaining Letters

from Q. Elizabeth; for the Spaniards deaf
to all Remonſtrances either windicated the

Injuſtice of the Viceroy, or at leaſt for

bore to redreſs it.

Drake thus oppreſs'd and impoveriſh'd,

retain’d at leaſt his Courage and his In

duſtry, that ardent Spirit that prompted

im to Adventures, and that indefatigable

Patience that enabled him to ſurmount

Difficulties. . He did not ſit down idly to

lament Misfortunes which Heaven had

put it in his Power to remedy, or to repine

at Poverty while the Wealth of his Ene

mies was to be gained. But having made

two Voyages to America for the Sake of

gaining Intelligence of the State of the

Spaniſh Settlements, and acquainted him

ef with the Seas and Coaſts, he deter

mined on a third Expedition of more Im

portance, by which the Spaniards ſhould

find how impruden:ly they always act,

who injure and inſult a brave Man.

On

4.
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On the 24th of May, 1572, Francis

Drake ſet ſail from Plimouth in the Paſcha

of ſeventy Tons, accompanied by the

Swan of Twenty five Tons, commanded

by his Brother john Drake, having in

both the Veſſels ſeventy three Men and

Boys, with a Year's Proviſion, and ſuch

Artillery and Ammunition as was neceſſary

for his Undertaking, which, however in

credible it may appear to ſuch as conſider

rather his Force than his Fortitude, was

no leſs than to make Repriſals upon the

moſt powerful Nation in the World.

The Wind continuing favourable they

MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

eſcapedd from the Tyranny of their

Maſters in great Numbers, Hai ſettled

, themſelves under two Kings, or Leaders,

on each Side of the Way between Nombre

de Dios and Panama, and not only aſ:

ſeited their natural Right to Liberty and

A Independence, , but endeavoured to re.

venge the Cruelties they had ſuffered, and

had lately put the Inhabitants of Nombre

de Dios into the utmoſt Conſternation.

Theſe Negroes the Captain ſet on Shore

on the main Land, fo that they might, by

joining theSymerons, recover their Liberty,

or at leaſt might not have it in their
entered june 29, between Guadalupe B Power to give the People of Nºmbre d.

and Dominica, and on fuly 6th ſaw the

Highland of Santa Martha, then conti

nuing their Courſe, after having been

becam’d for ſome time, they arriv'd at

Port Pheaſant, ſo named by Drake in a for

mer Voyage, to the Eaſt of Nombre de Dios.

Dios any ſpeedy Information of his Inter

tion to invade them.

Then ſelecting fifty three Men from his

own Company, and twenty from the

Crew of his new Aſſociate Captain Rauſt,

he embarked with them in his Pinnaces,
Here he propoſed to build his Pinnaces, § C and ſet ſail for Nombre de Dioſ.

hehad brought in Pieces ready framed from

Plimouth, and was going aſhore with a

few Men unarmed, but diſcovering a

Smoke at a Diſtance, ordered the other

Boat to follow him with a greater Force.

Then marching towards the Fire, which

was in the Top ºf a high Tree, he found

a Plate of Lead nailed to another Tree, D

with an Inſcription engraved upon it b

one Garret an Engliſhman, who had left

that Place but five Days before, and had

taken this Method of informing him that

the Spaniards had been advertiſed of his

Intention to ancbor at that Place, and

that it therefore would be prudent to

make a very ſhort Stay there.

But Drake knowing how convenient

this Place was for his Deſigns, and con

fidering that the Hazard and Waſte of

Time, which could not be avoided in

ſeeking another Station, was equivalent to

any other Danger which was to be ap

réhended from the Spaniards, determin

£d to follow his firſt Reſolution; only, for

his greater Security, he ordered a kind of

Paliſide, or Fortification, to be made, by

felling large Trees, and laying the Trunks

and Branches one upon another by the

Side of the River.

On july 29, having built their Pinnaces,

and being joined by one. Capt. Rauſe,

who happened to touch at the ſame Place

with a Bark of so Men, they ſet ſail to

wards Nombre de Dios, and taking two

Frigates at the Iſland of Pines, were in

formed by the Negroes which they found

in them, that the Inhabitants of that

place were in Expectation of ſome Soldi

ºrs, which the Goyenor ºf Panama had
romiſed, to defend them from the Syme

roms, ºf fugitive Negroes, who having

On july, the 28th, at Night, he ap:

proached the Town undiſcovered, and

dropt his Anchors under the Shore, in

tending, after his Men were reſreſhed, to

begin the Attack; but finding that they

were terrifying each other with formida.

ble Accounts of the Strength of the

Place, and the Multitude of the Inhabi.

tants, he determined to hinder the Panic

from ſpreading farther, by leading them

immediately to A&tion; and therefore or:

dering them to their Oars, he landed

without any Oppoſition, there being only

one Gunner upon the Bay, tho' it was

E ſecured with fix Braſs Cannons of the

largeſt Size ready mounted. But the

Gunner, while they were throwing th:

Cannons from their Carriages, alarmed

the Town, as they ſoon diſcovered by the

Bell, the Drums, and the Noiſe of the

People,

Drake leaving twelve Men to guardth:
Pinnaces, marched round the Town with

no great Oppoſition, the Men being more

hurt by treading on the Weapons left on

the Ground by the flying Enemy, than

by the Reſiſtance which they encoun.
tered.

At length having taken ſome of the
G #!". Drake commanded them to

ew him the Governor's Houſe, where

the Mules that bring the Silver from Pa;

mama were unloaded; there they found

the Door open, and entering the Room

where the Silver was repoſited, found it

heaped up in Bars in ſuch Quantities as

H almoſt exºsed Belieſ, the Pile being, they

Sonjećtur'd, ſeventy Feet in Length, ten

in Breadth, and twelve in Height, each

Bar weighing b -
d forty

five Pounds, g between thirty and forty

- ſt
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It is eaſy to imagine that at the Sight

of this Treaſure, nothing was thought

on by the Engliſh, but by what means

they might beſt convey it to their Boats;

and doubtleſs, it was not eaſy for Drake,

who, conſidering their Diſtance from the A

Shore, and the Numbers of their Ene

mies, was afraid of being intercepted in

his Retreat, to hinder his Men ftom en

cumbering themſelves with ſo much Sil

wer as might have retarded their March,

and obſtructed the Uſe of their Weapons;

however, by promiſing to lead them to

the King's Treaſure-houſe, where there B

was Gold and Jewels to a far greater Wa

lue, and where the Treaſure was not

only more portable, but nearer the Coaſt,
he perſuaded them to follow him, and

rejoin the main Body of his Men then

drawn up under the Command of his

Brother in the Market-place.

Here he foundhis little Troop much diſ. C

º: by the Imagination, that if they

ſtayed any longer the Enemy would

gain Poſſeſſiºn of their Pinnaces, and that

they ſhould then, without any Means of

Safety, be left to ſtand alone againſt the

whole Power of that Country; Drake,

not indeed eaſily terrified, but ſufficiently D
cautious, ſent to the Coaſt to enquire the

Truth, and ſee if the ſame Terror had

taken poſſeſſion of the Men whom he had

left to guard his Boats; but finding no

Foundation for theſe dreadiui Apprehen

fions, he perfilted in his firſt Deſign, and

led the Troop forward to the Treaſure

houſe. In their Way there fell a violent E

Shower of Rain, which wet ſome of

their Bow-ſtrings, and extinguiſh'd many

of their Matches; a Misfortune which

which might ſoon have been repaired,

and which perhaps the Enemy might ſuf.

fer in common with then, but which

however on this Occaſion very much em

barraſs'd them, as the Delay produced by F
it repreſſed that Ardour which ſometimes

is only to be kept up by continued Ac

tion, and gave time to the Timorous and

Slothful to ſpread their Inſinuations, and

propagate their Cowardice. Some, whoſe

Fear was their predominant Paſſion, were

continually magnifying the Numbers and

Courage of their Enemies, and repre- G

ſented whole Nations as ready to ruſh

upon them; others, whoſe Avarice min

gled with their Concern for their own

Safety, were more ſolicitous to preſerve

what they had already gained, than

- and others, brave

in themſelves, and reſolute, began to H

doubt of Succeſs in an Undertaking in

which they were aſſociated with ſuch

cowardly Companions. So that ſcarcely

x
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any Man appeared to proceed in their En

terprize with that Spirit and Alacrity

which could give Drake a Proſpect of
Succeſs.

This he perceived, and with ſome

Emotion told them, that if, after having

had the chief Treaſure of the World

within their Reach, they ſhould go home

and languiſh in Poverty, they could

blame nothing but their own C wardice;

that he had performed his Part, and was

ſtill deſirous to lead them on to Riches

and to Honour.

Then finding that either Shame or

Convićtion made them willing to follow

him, he ordered the Treaſure-houſe to

be forc'd, and commanding his Brother,

and Oxenham of Plymouth, a Man known

aterwards for his bold Adventures in the

ſame Parts, to take charge of the Trea

fure, he commanded the other Boğy to

follow him to the Market-place, that he

might be ready to oppoſe any ſcatter'd

Troops of the Spaniards, and hinder

them from uniting into one Bºdy.

But as he ſtep'd forward, his Strength.

fail'd him on a ſudden, and he fell down

ſpeechleſs. Then it was that his Com

panions, perceived a Wound in his Leg,
which he had received in the firſt En.

counter, but hitherto concealed, left his

Men, eaſily diſcouraged, ſhould make

their Concern for his Life a Pretence for

returning to their Boats. Such had been

his Loſs of Blood, as was diſcovered upon

nearer Obſervation, that it had filled the

Prints of his Footſteps, and it appear'd
ſcarce credible that after ſuch Effuſion of

Blood Life ſhould remain.

The Braveſt were now willing to re

tire, neither the Deſire of Honour nor of

Riches was thought enough to prevail in

any Man over his Regard for his Leader.

Drake, whom Cordia's had now reſtored

to his Speech, was the only Man who

could not be prevailed on to leave the

Enterprize unfiniſh'd, . It was to no Pur

poſe that they adviſed him to ſubmit to

go on board to have his Wound dreſſed,

and promiſed to return with him and

compleat their Deſign; he well knew

how impračticable it was to regain the

Opportunity when it was once loſt, and

could eaſily foreſee that a Reſpite, of but

a few Hours, would enable the Spaniards

to recover from their Conſternation, to

aſſemble their Forces, refit their Batteries,

and remove their Treaſure. What he had

undergone ſo much Danger to obtain was

now in his Hands, and the Thoughts of

leaving it untouch'd was too mortifying

to be patiently born. - -

However, as there was little Time fºr
\ Conſultatio
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Conſultation, and the ſame Danger at- of Time,came to anchor, Auguſt 13, be:

tended their Stay in that Perplexity and tween Chareſha and St. Barnard's, two

Confuſion, as their Return, they bound Iſlands at a little Diſtance from the Har

up his Wound with his Scarf, and partly a bour of Carthagena; then paſſing with

by Force, partly by Entreaty, carried “ his Boats round the Iſland he entered the

him to the Boats. in which they all em- Harbour, and in the Mouth of it found a

bark'd by Break of Day. Frigate with only an old Man in it, who

Then taking with them, out of the voluntarily inform'd them, that about an

Harbour, a Ship loaded with Wines, they Hour before a Pinnace had paſſed by

went to the Bâſlimenter, an Iſland about with Sails and Oars, and all the Appear.

a League from the Town, where they ance of Expedition and Importance, that

ſtayed two Days to repoſe the wounded R as ſhe paſſed the Crew on board her bid

Men, and to regale themſelves with the “ them take care of themſelves, and that

Fruits which grew in great Plenty in the as ſoon as ſhe touched the Shore, they

Gardens of that Iſland. hear'd the Noiſe of Cannon fired as a

During their iº. here there came Warning, and ſaw the Shipping in the

over from the Main Land a Spaniſh Gen- Port drawn up under the Guns of the

tleman, ſent by the Governor with In- Caſtle.

ſtructions to enquire whether the Cap- The Captain, who had himſelf heard

tain was that Drake who had been before c the Diſcharge of the Artillery, was ſoon
on their Coaſt, whether the Arrows with convinced that he was diſcover'd, and

which many of their Men were wounded that therefore nothing could be attempted

were not poiſon'd, and whether they with any Probability of Succeſs. He

wanted Proviſions or other Neceſſaries. therefore contented himſelf with taking

The Meſſenger likewiſe extoll'd their a Ship of Seville, of two hundred and

Courage with the higheſt Encomiums, forty Tons, which the Relater of this

and expreſſed his Admiration of their Voyage mentions as a very large Ship,

daring Undertaking. . Drake, tho’ he D and two ſmall Frigates, in which h;

knew the Civilities of an Enemy are al- found Letters of Advice from Nombre de

ways to be ſuſpećted, and that the Meſ: Dios, intended to alarm that Part of the

ſenger, amidſt all his Profeſſions of Re- Coaſt.

#. was no other, than a Spy, yet Drake now finding his Pinnaces. of

Knowing that he had nothing to appre- great Uſe, and not having a ſufficient

hend, treated him with the higheſt Ho- #. of Sailors for all his Veſſels, was

nours that his Condition admitted of; deſirous of deſtroying one of his Ships,

in anſwer to his Enquiries, he aſſured E that his Pinnaces might be better mann'd:
him that he was the ſame Drake with This, nectſſary as is was, could not eaſily

whºſe Chalaćter they were before ac- be done without diſguſting his Company,

quainted, that he was a rigid Obſerver whohaving made ſeveral proſperous Vºy

§f the Laws of War, and never permitted ages in that Veſſel, would be unwilling

his Akrows to be poiſon'd; he then diſ. to have it deſtroyed. Drake well knew

miſſed him with conſiderable Preſents, that nothing but the Love of their Lea

and told him that, tho’ he had unfortu- ders could animate his Followers to en:
nately fail'd in this A tempt, he would F counter ſuch Hardſhips as he was about

never,defit form his Deſign, till he had to expoſe them to, and thereſore rather

ſhared with Spain the Treaſures of Ame- choſe to bring his Deſigns to paſs by A.

rica: tifice than Authority. He ſent for the

They then reſolved to return to the Carpenter of the Swan, took him;

Iſle of Pines, where they had lef their into his Cabin, and having firſt engaged

Ships, and cºnſult about the Meaſures him to Secrecy, ordered him in the mid:
they, were nºw to take, and having ar, die of the Night to go down intº the

rived, 434,1, at their former Station, G well of the §. and bore three Holeš

they diſmiſſiºd Captain Rouſe, who judg: through the Bottom, laying ſomething

§ ºe, tº ſtay any longer on the againſt them that might hinder the Bub.
Cºaſt, deſired to be no longer crgaged in bling of the watºom being heard.

their Deſigns. - To this, the Carpenter, after ſome E.P.

..B. Pºść nºt tº be diſcouraged from filji, º, and the next Night
his Purpºſe by a º's Diſappºintment, performed his Promiſe. - -

afterºº . . Nešº, whºm H In the Morning, Aug. 15, Drake gºiá

he i". *** * Nºmºre de Dios, the out wiſhi. Finºcé à fiſhing rowed up

#. sº §ºttºments, a d weakeſ tº th: Swan, and having invited his Bro:

'art of the Cºfi, reſived to arrack j. ..., partake of his Diverſion, enqº,

Carthºgº; a d [..tting ſil without Lºis with. hegligent Air, why their Baſk*

it
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ſo deep in the Water; upon which, the

Steward going down returned immedi

ately with an Account that the Ship was

leaky, and in Danger of finking in a lit

tle Time. They had Recourſe immedi

ly to the Pump, but having laboured

till three in the Afternoon, and gained

very little upon the Water, they willing

ly, according to Drake's Advice, ſet the

Weſſel on Fire, and went on Board the

Pinnaces. * -

Finding it now neceſſary to lie con

ceal’d for ſome Time, till the Spaniards

ſhould forget their Danger, and remit their

Vigilance, they ſet ſail for the Sound

of Darien, and without approaching the

Coaſt, that their Courſe might not be

obſerved, they arrived there in fix Days.

This being a convenient Place for their

Reception, both on Account of Privacy,

as it was out of the Road of all Trade,

and as it was well ſupplied with Wood,

Water, wild Fowl, Hogs, Deer, and all

Kinds of Proviſions, he ſtayed here 15

Days to clean his Veſſels, and refreſh his

Men, who worked interchangeably, on

: Day the one half, and on the next the

Other,

On the fifth Day of September, Drake

left his Brother with the Ship at Darién,
and ſet out with two Pinnaces towards the

Rio Grands, which it reached in three

Days, and on the ninth were diſcovered

by a Spaniard from the Bank, who be

lieving them to be his Countrymen, made

a Signal to them to come on Shore, with

which they very readily complied; but he

ſoon finding his Miſtake abandoned his

Plantation, where they found great

Plenty of Proviſions, with which having

laden their Veſſels, they departed. So

great was the Quantity of Proviſions

which they amaſſed here and in other

Places, that in different Parts of the Coaſt

they built four Magazines or Storehouſes,

which they filled with Neceſſaries for the

iſ ſº Proſecution of their Voyage. Theſe

... they placed at ſuch a Diſtance from each

* other, that the Enemy, if he ſhould ſur

... Prie one, might yet not diſcover the reſt.

. In the mean time, his Brother, Captain

john Drake, went, according to the In

ſtructions that had been left him, in ſearch

* 9, the Symerons or fugitive Negroes, from

whoſe Aſſiſtance alone they had now any

Proſpect of a ſucceſsful Voyage, and

tºuching upon the main Land, by means

ºf the Negro whom they had taken

from Nombre de Dios, engaged two of

them to come on Board his Pinnace, leav

|Pg two of their quwn Men as Hoſtages

tº their returning. Theſe Men, having

iſſured Drake of the Affectiºn of their

ſtºrſ:

|ſº

;Cº.

º
tº

wº

ić.

º:

wº

ſº ſº.

º

-

*
*
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Nation, appointed an Interview between

him and their Leaders. So leaving Port

Plenty, in the Iſle of Pines, ſo named b

A the Engliſh from the great Stores of Pr

viſions which they had amaſſed at that

Place, they came, by the Dire&tion of

the Symerons, into a ſecret Bay among

beautiful Iſlands covered with Trees,

which concealed their Ship from Obſer

vation, and where the Channel was ſo

narrow and rocky, that it was impoſſible

B to enter it by Night, ſo that there was no

Danger of a ſudden Attack.

Here they met and entered into En

gagements, which common Enemies and

common Dangers preſerved from Viola

tion. But the firſt Converſation in

formed the Engliſh that their Expectations

were not immediately to be gratified, for

§. their Erquiries after the moſt pro

bable Means of gaining Gold and Silver,

the Symerons told them, that had they

knºwn ſooner the chief End of their Ex

pedition, they could eaſily have gratified

them, but that during the rainy Seaſon,

which was now begun, and which conti.

D nues fix Months, they could not recover

the Treaſure, which they had taken from

the Spaniards, out of the Rivers in which

they had concealed it.

Drake, therefore, propoſing to wait in

this Place till the Rains were paſt, built,

with the Aſſiſtance of the Sjmerons, a

Fort of Earth and Timber, and leaving

Part of his Company with the Symeron,

ſet out with three Pinnaces towards Car.

thagena, being of a Spirit too ačtive to

lie ſtill patiently, even in a State ofPlenty

and Security, and with the moſt probable

Expectations of immenſe Riches,

n the 16th of Ośober, he ancher'd

within Sight of Carthagena without land

Fing, and on the 17th, going out to Sea

took a Spaniſh Bark, with which they

enter'd the Harbour, where they were

accoſted by a Spaniſh Gentleman, whom

they had ſome time before taken, and ſet

at Liberty, who coming to them in a

Boat, as he pretended, without the Know.

ledge of the Governor, made them great

Promiſes of Refreſhment and Profeſſions

of Eſteem; but Drake having waited till

the next Morning without receiving the

Proviſions he had been prevail'd upon to

ºxpect, ſound that all this pretended
Kindneſs was no more than a Stratagem

to amuſe hin, while the Governor was

raiſing Forces for his Deſtrućtion.

Oãob. 20, they took two Frigates com

ing out of Carthagena without Lading.

Why the Spaniards, knowing Drake to lie

at the Mouth of the Harbour, ſent out

their Veſſels on purpoſe to be taken, des

C

110C
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not appear. Perhaps they thought that,

in order to keep Pöſſeſſion of his Prizes,

Žhº would divide his Company, and by

§: Diviſion be more eaſily deſtroyed.

In a few Hours afterwards, they ſent A duce each other. He had not ſailed more

out two Frigates well mann'd, which

Drake ſoon fºrced to retire, and having

ſunk one of his Prizes, and burnt the o

ther in their Sight, leaped afterwardsa

ſhore, ſingle, in Defiance of their Troops,
which hover'd at a Diſtance in the Woods

and on the Hills, without ever venturing

to approcah within Reach of the Shot

from the Pinnaces. -

To leap upon an Enemy's Coaſt in

Sight of a ſuperiour Force, only to ſhow

how little they were feared, was an Aćt

that would in theſe Times meet with lit

tle Applauſe, nor can the General be ſe

riouſly commended, or rationally vindi- C probably never dream of an Enemy.

cated, who expoſes his Perſon to Deſtruc

tion, and, by conſequence, his Expedition

to Miſcarriage, only for the Pleaſure of

an idle Inſult, au inſignificant Bravado.

Ail that can bourged in his Defence, is,

that, perhaps it might contribute to heigh

ten the Eſteem of his Followers, as few

Men, eſpecially of that Claſs, are philo- D Things neceſſary for its Defence. The

fophical enough to ſtate the exačt Limits

of Prudence and Bravery, or not to be daz

zled with an Intrepidity how improperly

ſocver exerted. It may be added, that

perhaps the Spaniards, whoſe Notions of

Courage are ſufficiently romantic, might

look upon him as a more formidable E

nemy, and yield more eaſily to a Hero of

whoſe Fortitude they had ſo high an Idea.

However, finding the whoſe Country

advertiſed of his Attempts, and in Arms

to oppoſe him, he thought it not proper

to ſtay longer where there was no Proba

bity of Succeſs, and where he might in

time be overpowered by Multitudes, and F

therefore determined to go forwards to

Rio de Hcha.

This Reſolution, when it was known

by his Followers, threw them into Aſto

niſhment, and the Company of one of

his Pinnaces remonſtrated to him, that

thº’ they placed the higheſt Confidence

in his Cordust, they could not think of

undertaking ſuch a Voyage without Pro

viſions, having only a Gammon of Ba

gon, and a ſmall Quantity of Bread for

feventeen Men: Drake anſwered them,

that there was on Board his Vcſlel even

a greater Scarcity; but yet, if they would

adventure to ſhare his Fortune, he did H from Port Diègº.

nºt dºubt of extricating them from all
their Difficulties.

Such was the Heroic Spirit of Drake,

that he never, ſuffered himſelf to be di.

verted from his Deſigns by any Difficul

ties, nor ever thought of relieving his Ex:

igencies, but at the Expence of his Ene
IIlićS.

Reſolution and Succeſs reciprocally pro

than three Leagues, before they diſcoverd

a large Ship, which they attack'd with

all the Intrépidity, that Neceſſity inſpires,

and happily found it laden with excellent

Proviſions.

But finding his Crew growing ſaint and

ſickly with their Manner of Living in the

Pinnaces, which was leſs cºmmodious

than on Board the Ships, he determined

to go back to the Symerons, with whom

he left his Brother and Part of his Force,

and attempt by their Condućt to make

his Way over, and invade the Spaniard

in the Inland Parts, where they would

When they arrived at Port Diego, ſo

named from the Negro who had pro
cured them their Intercourſe with the

Symerons, they found Capt.john Drake,

and one of his Company dead, being kill.

ed, in attempting, almoſt unarmed, to

board a Frigate well provided with all

Captain was unwilling to attack it, and

repreſented to them the Madneſs of their

Propoſal, but being overborn by their

Clainours and Importunities, to avoid the

Imputation of Cowardice, complied to his

Deſtruction. So dangerous is it for the
chief Commander to be abſent :

Nor was this their only Misfortune, ſº,

in a very ſhort Time, many of them

were attacked by the Calenture, aº:
nant Fever, very frequent in the hot Cli.

mates, which carried away, among ſº&
ral others, joſeph Drake, another rother

of the Commander. -

While Drake was employed in taking

Care of the fick Men, the Snºrm,

who ranged the Country for Intelligenº,

brought him an Account; that the Spai

Fleet was arrived at Nombre de Dioſ, ſhº

Truth of which was confirmed by a Ph.

nace, which he ſent cut to make Obſer

Watſons. - -

This, therefore, was the Time for thiſ
Journey, when the Treaſures of the A

merican Mines were to be tranſport

from Panama, over Land, to Nºmir, º

Dios. He therefore, by the Directiºn i
the Symerons, furniſhed himſelf with

Things neceſſary, and on Feb. 3, ſet."

Having loſt already 28 of his Compº

and being under a Neceſſity of lºš

ſome toguard his ship, he took with hi.

only 18 Engliſh, and 30 Symeron,whº

only ſerved as Guides to ſhow the W.
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iº,

iii.

ſº

tiºn

* reſted near ſome River till twelve, then

Mºſt

miſſ

|iſ

hi:

, ſº

ſº

but as Purveyors to procure Proviſions.

Thry carryed not only Arrows for

War, but for Hunting and Fowling; the

Heads of which are proportioned in Size

to the Game which they are purſuing ; A

for Oxen, Stags, or wild Boars, the

have Arrows, or, Javelins, with . Heads

weighing a Pound and half, which they

diſcharge near Hand, and which ſcarcely

ever fail of being mortal. The ſecond

Sort are about half as heavy as the other,

and are generally ſhot from their Bows; B

theſe are intended for ſmaller Beaſts.

With the third Sort, of which the Heads

are an Ounce in Weight, they kill Birds.

As this Nation is in a State, that does not

ſet them above continual Cares for the

immediate Neceſſaries of Life, he that

can temper Iron beſt, , is among them C

moſt eſteemed, and, perhaps, it would be

happy for every Nation, if Honours and
Applauſes were asjº', and

he were moſt diſtinguiſhed whoſe Abili

ties were moſt uſeful to Society. How

many chimerical Titles to Precedence,

how many falſe Pretences to º
would this Rule bring to the Ground !

Every Day, by Sun-rifing, they began

to,march, and having travelled till ten,

D

travelling again till four, they repoſed all

Night in Houſes, which the Symerons had

either leftſtanding intheirformer Marches,

or very readily erected for them, by ſet-E

ting up three or four Poſts in the Ground,

and laying Poles from one to another in

Form of a Roof, which they thatched

with Palmetto Boughs and Plantane

Leaves. In the Valleys, where they were

ſhelter'd from the Winds, they left three

or four Foot below open; but on the Hills, F

where they were more expoſed to the

chill Blaſts of the Night, they thatched

them cloſe to the Ground, leaving only a

Door for Entrance, and a Vent in the

middle of the Room, for the Smoke of

three Fires, which they made in every

Houſe.

In their March they met not only with G

Plenty of Fruits upon the Banks of the

Rivers, but with wild Swine in great

Abundance, of which the Symerons, with

out Difficulty, killed, for the moſt Part,

as much as was wanted. One Day, how

ever, they found an Otter, and were about

to dreſs it; at which Drake expreſſingH

his Wonder, was asked by Pedro, the

chief Symeron, Are you a Man of War,

ºnd in Want, and jet doubt whether this

be Meat that hath Blood in it 2 For which

Qrake in private rebuked.him, ſays the

Relator, whether juſtly or not, it is not

yery important to determine. There

“ms to be in Drake's Scieple ſomewhat
a'
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his Strength ;
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of Superſtition, perhaps not eaſily to be

juſtified; and the Negroe's Anſwer was,

at leaſt, martial, and will I believe be ge

rally acknowledged to be rational.

On the third Day of their March, Feb.

6, they came to a Town of the Symerons,

ſituated on the Side of a Hill, and en

compaſſed with a Ditch and a Mud Wall,

to ſegure it from any ſudden Surprize;

here they lived with great Neatneſs and

Plenty, and ſome Obſervation of Religi

on, paying great Reverence to the Croſs;

a Pračfice, which Drake prevailed upon

them to change for the Uſe of the Lord's

Prayer. Here they importuned Drake to

ſtay for a few Days, promiſing to double

but he either thinking

greater Numbers unneceſſary, or fearing

that if any Difference ſhould ariſe, he

ſhould be overborn by the Number of

the Symerons, or that they would de

mand to ſhare the Plunder, that ſhould

be taken, in common, or for ſome other

Reaſon, that might eaſily occur, refuſed

any Addition to his Troop, endeavouring

to expreſs his Refuſal in ſuch Terms as

might heighten their Opinion of his

Bravery. -

He then proceeded on his Journey

through cool Shades, and lofty Woods,

which ſheltered them ſo cffectually from

the Sun, that their March was leſs toil

ſome than if they had travel’d in England

during the Heat of the Summer. Tour

of the Synergns, that were acquainted

with the Way, went about a Mile before

the Troop, and ſcatter’d Branches to di

rečt them; then fºllowed twelve Syme

rows, after whom came the Engliſh, with

the two Leaders, and the other Symerons
cloſed the Rear.

On Feb. 11, they arrived at the Top of

a very high Hill, on the Summit of

which grew a Tree of wonderful Great

neſs, in which they had cut Steps for the

more eaſy Aſcent to the Top, where

there was a Kind of Tower, to which

thcy invited Drake, and from thence

ſhew’d him not only the North Sea, from

whence they came, but the great South

Sea, on which no Engliſh Veſel had

ever ſailed. This Proſpect exciting his

natural Curioſity and Aidcur for Adven

tures and Diſcoveries, he lifted up his

Hands to Gºd, and implot’d his Bléſſing

upon the Reſolutiºn, which he then form

§: of ſailing in an Engliſh Ship on that
Ča. -

Then continuing their March, they

came, 2fter two Days, into an open, levé!

Country, where their Paſſage was ſome

what incommoded with the Graſs, which

is of a peculiar Kind, conſiſtingsº
- ta:
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Stalk like that of Wheat, and a Blade,

on which the Oxen and other Cattle feed,

till it grows too high for them to reach;

then the Inhabitants ſet it on fire, and in

three Days it ſprings up again; this they

are obliged to do thrice a Year, ſo great

is the Fertility of the Soil.

At length, being within view of Pa

nama, they left all frequented Roads, for

fear of being diſcover'd, and poſted them

felves in a Grove near the Way between

Panama and Nombre de Dios; then they

ſent a Symeron, in the Habit of a Negro

of Panama, to enquire on what Night

the Recoes, or Drivers of Mules, on

which the Treaſure is carried, were to

ſet forth. The Meſſenger was ſo well

ualified for his Undertaking, and ſo in

i. in the Proſecution of it, that he

{oon returned with an Account that thc

Treaſurer of Lima, intending to return to

Europe, would paſs that Night, with eight

Mulés laden with Gold, and one with

Jewels.

Having received this Information, they

immediately marchedtowards Penta Cruz,

the firſt Town on the Way to Nombre de

Dios, ſending, for Security, two Symerons

before, who, as they went, perceived,

by the Scent of a Match, that ſome Spa

niard was before them, and g ing filent

ly forwards ſurpriſed a Solder aſleep upon

the Ground. They immediately bound

him, and brought him to Drake, who,

upon Enquiry, found that their Spy had

not deceived them in his Intelligence.

The Soldier having inform'd himſelf of

the Captain's Name, conceived ſuch a

Confidence in his well-known Clemency,

that after having made an ample Diſco

very of the Trcaſure that was now at

hand, he petitioned nºt only that he

would command the Symerons to ſpare his

Life, but that when the Treaſure ſhould

fall into his Hands, he would allow him

as much as might maintain him and his

Miſtreſs, fince they were about to gain

more than their whole Company could

earry away.

Drake then ordered his Men to lie

down in the long Graſs, about fifty Paces

from the Road, Half on ore Side, wih

himſelf, and Hal; on the other, with Ox.

eithan and the Captain of the Symerons,

ſo much behind, that one Company

might ſeize the foremoſt Recoe, and .

rise other tºe hindermoſt, for the Mules

ºf thºſe k-cots, or Dr vers, being tied

together, travel on a Line, and are all

guided by leading the firſt.

N. B. In the Next we ſhall conclude the

Account of thi: Expedition, and enter apon

the 4ºut, ºf Dále's celebrated Pºyage
round the Globe. -->

To the Gentleman who ſubſcribes W. P. p.

of C. in Com. W. in the Magazine for

une, p. 297.

S I R,

Coording to your Direétion, I have

A A. confider'd Mat. xxviii. 19, and john

iii. 5. In the Firſt, the Subjećts of Bap.

tiſm, appear to be ſuch who are firſt

taught, or diſcipled, which Infants are

uncapable of, and in the Laſt there is no

Mention of Baptiſm; conſequently, here

is no ſuch Thing as God's own Inſtitution

B for baptizing Infants; neither can I find

it in Mr. Wall's Hiſtory of Infants Bay.

tiſm, and his Defence of it. . I have alſo

ſearched Antiquity, and find no Proof of

baptizing Infants for near 300 Years after

Chriſt, nor enjoymed as neceſſary till

about 4oo Years after Chriſt. Magdeburg,

Hiſt. Cent. v. p. 835. Danver; on Buff.

C tifºn, p. Ioy. io9, Iož, IoS, Io9.

I am more doubtful that this Pračice

wants divine Authority to ſupport it,

which to me appears abſolutely neceſſary

to juſtify ſo ſolemn a Performance in the

Name of the Father, of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghoſt.

D Sir, if God’s own Inſtitution for tip. -

tizing Infants can be produc’d, I ho

you, or ſome other Gentleman, will fl.

your the preſent Generation with this

kind Service, and particularly

Tour Humble Servant, BEREAN

E Mr. URBAN,

E pleaſed to inſert the following Qi.
B; &c. when you have a blin;

Corner, for the Benefit of your unleaſed

Readers, who may expečt to ſee them

anſwerá in your Mag, or Books referred

to where it is alreody done. º

... Quer. I. Whether the Benefit which

P the World receives from Government,

be ſufficient to make amends for the ſº

lamities which it ſuffers, from the Foliº,

Miſtakes, and Male-adminiſtration ºf

thoſe that manage it?
Quer. II. How a Sinner may know

when he hath ſufficiently repented "

any Sin? -

G Quer. III. If no Pre-Adamitči, why

ſome Mortals are naturally White, *

ſome Black *

N. B. The ſºft Remark of Philºmº

p. 342, concerning Miltºn imitºti; 0°

mer, is judg’d by two Correſpondem; 4º

ry trifting ºne, 4, it is founded ºnly." l

Words, Nine Days, and, aſ Juch Priº

Paffigº rºund in thetwº

withºut Nºbºr.” Him anſwered tº

Sing heavenly Muſe, &

liſt 3|
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jº

Perfºn, known by the Name of Rečia

Ratie; but this ſaid Guardian happen'd

to die when your Petitioner was ſo very

young, that he freely owns he does not

ſo much as remember him.

That ſome Time atter the Deceaſe of

his ſaid Guardian, your Petitioner had

the Misfortune to fall into the Hands of

one Serjeant Chicane, an old Pračtitioner

in the Profeſſion, who, with a very bad

Charaćter, #: a great Eſtate, and roſe

to the higheſt Preferment in the Law.

mº, Essays in AUGUST, 1740.
the Guardianſhip of a reverend and wiſe
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From the QT2aftſman, Auguſt 9, No. 736.

Ov wroxiºusy roi; ºx360s,

That is to ſay, We fight not with our Ene

mies, as ſpeaketh one of the Fathers,

commonly ſo called.

Tº the Man called the CRAFT'sMAN.

Friend Caleb,

Oraſmuch as I have been a conſtant

Reader ofthy Lucubrations, and have

hitherto admitted one of thy Papes into

! That the ſaid Serjeant Chicane hath B mine Houſe weekly, under a Péiſuaſion,

taken, all the Methods he poſſibly could

to embarraſs and perplex his Affairs, and,

by various Tricks, hath almoſt ruin’d

your Petitioner's Credit and Reputation

in the World. -

That he hath, for, many Years, em

that thou didſt endeavour toreform our Do

ings, and make ſtrait the crooked Ways of

the Men called Politicians; ſo I found it up

on my Spirit to withſtand Thee to thy Face,

for that I now underſtand Thou art walk

ing in the Counſel of the Ungváy, and

loy'd an infinite Number of Serjeants, Cfandeſt in the Way of Sinners.
Barriſters, Attorneys, Bumbailiffs, Solici

tors and Hangmen, in your Petitioner’s

Affairs; by which, honeſt People are ſo

intimidated, they are afraid to keep him

Company.

' That he hath not only wheedled and

cajoled your Petitioner, but even ſome

times tortured him, in order to oblige

him to appear as an Evidence in ſeveral

Cauſes in Weftminſter-hall, on the Side

where the ſaid Serjeant Chicane was re

tain’d as Counſel.

That by the Arts and Contrivances of

the ſaid Serjeant Chicane, your Petitioner

It grieveth Me to obſerve, that Thou,

with the reſt of thy Craftſmeu, haſt been

envious of the Peace of thy Brethren, and

doſt accompany with the People, that de

light in War.—Verily, Caleb, Thou art

carnal minded, and loveſt the Things that

belong unto the natural Man. Thy Com

muning, if not for Peace; Thou deviſºft

deceitful Matter againſt them that are quite

in the Land–As to our Rulers, it is not ſo

with Them, who day and night ceaſe not

to pray for the Peace of jeruſalem. They

do now at leaſt perceive, We have held

forth the Truth, ſaying that Revenge and

hath ſometimes made ſo ſcandalous a Fi- E War are not of the Fruits of the Spirit;

ure, that many well-meaning People

ave quite renounced him, chuſing to loſe

their Right rather than have any thing
to do with him.

That your Petitioner hath heard, by

the Report of many Travellers, that

there are two Relations of his ſtill living,

who are in a very flouriſhing Condition?

tho' one in Denmark, the other in Savo

or Piedmont, who are call’d in thoſe

Countries by the Name of Equity, and

are Branches of the ſame Family.

He thereiore defires to know the Opinion,

and have the Advice of Common Senſe,

whether he had not better retire to one

of thoſe Cºuntries for Protećtion?

That if you ſhould not approve of

your Petitioner’s Deſign of leaving his

own Country, his moſt earneſt Requeſt

is, that Common Honeſly (whom he hears
to be atFº in your Service) may be

appointe his Guardian, in the place of

and the Light, which hath of late ſprung

up in their Hearts, hath ſo inclined Them

to our Ways, that tho’, through the Inſti

gation of the wicked one, our late moſt

godly.Attempt to aboliſh the Tithe Offer- .

ing did not attain unto its Completion,

We now conceive great Hopes, that We

fhall not only at length-be delivered from

that Abomination, but likewiſe that all

They who are ſet over us will, in the ap

pointed Time, become not only almoſt but

altogether ſuch as We; for they have already

received our wholeſome Dočtrine of Peace,

and, in reſpešt to Wars and Fightings, are

become Quakers in Deed and in Truth.

Knoweſt thou not that the Weapons of

our Warfare are not carnal 3 But the Wea

pons of thy Warfare are very carnal, as

Thou mayft learn, by calling to ºthy Re

membrance, that they are Muſquets and

Cannons, ofwhich, Caleb, there is verily no

mention made in the Armour deſcrib'd by

Serjeant Chicane, who, having thruſt ... Paul.-This our Rulers know.—Go to the

himſelf into this Employment without H City of our great King; mark well the

your Petitioner’s Conſent, ought, he

thinks, to be removed from all Power,

Truſt, and Authority over him.

: Aid your Petitioner ſhall evez pray.

5.

Tower thereof. Are not all carnal Wea

pons laid up there, ſecure from Thee and

thy Craft? Do not the Forms and Figures,

in which they are ſo ingeniouſly *:::

N. B. This Page is to read next to P. 388.
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fied, declare unto Thee the peaceful Incli- ing? Have We not had Trials of trut! |_
*ations of our Sion & . ... ' ... Mackings and Scourgings, of Bºnd; and bº. 1"

fame; reſtified unto Us, that Wars and priſºnment # And have nót our chriffin ||

Strife come from the Lufts, which war in Rulers bore it all without any Retaliation tº

the Members of Carnal Men.—Therefore, A or Satisfałion, which is certainly more |*.

Caleb, by thy Faits We know thee. It is “ evangelical to give, than to receive? They lº
Luft, the#; Luſt of Power, as Thou have ſhewed their Magnanimity by theft |%

hºſt been often admoniſhed, which war- Patience; and ſeem to be of opinion, that ||

reth in thy wicked Members, and ma- the Britiſh Lion will be the more reſpešad "
keth thee thus to ingender sºft the nearer it approacheth to the Lamb, ſº

Peradventure, Thou wilt tell Me, that Have not even our warlike Preparation,

Defence is a natural Right. Alas, thus been peaceful ?–Have we not fitted out }}

dreameth the natural Man! Verily, Caleb, whole Fleets at an immenſe Expence, |"

Thou haſ no Rights at all. Didſt Thou B with a ſeeming. Deſign—to d, " " " " |

not deliver them into the Keeping of the * * *-Have. We not ſent one Squadron º:

Men of Stephen's Chapel, who bow the after the Galleons, with full Pºwers to lt |*

Knee to Haman? Behold, They have given them * * * ** And diſpatched another ||
them to the Man whom the King delighteth after the Aſſºguer, with as full a Commiſ. §§

tº honour; and if Thou requireſt to know ſm— not to * * * * * * * ****
what he hath done with them, Friend Pi. * * * * * Thus do We demonſtrate our ||
ſtol will Thee, He hath kick'd'em o'er the Gharity for Thoſe, who hate Us, diffitº ki

Moon. - Cfully uſe Us, and perſecute Ur; Thoſe, who ||
If thou ſayeſt that we are only pro- call Themſelves the Sons of Peter, though &T

hibited private Revenge; but not forbid- They follow his Steps in Nothing, exce s
den to defend our Country, when the Magi- it be in cutting#: Ear. |º

ſtrate commandeth; Lo! This is the Cant But let not the mention of this Indig. 1"

of Prieſts, and the Gloſs of Patriots. Ve-, nity excite in thy cruel Breaſt the Thongſ: .
rily. I ſay unto Thee, if thy Magiſtrate be ofRevenge.—It was ſaid, indeed, by Thoſ: §

a Chriſtian, He will obey that Command, of old Time, an Eye for an Eye, and a Tºth ºLove thine Enemies; and how then can p for a Tooth 5, and Thou, like unto Them, tilt

He command Thee to kill Them, which, * art continually crying out, an Ear fºr ſº #.

I wot, is not loving Them. But what Ear; which verily, Caleb, doth bººk

availeth this Plea unto Thee, peradventure Thee to be an unregenerate Man-Is it

it were true? Did thy Magiffrates com- not ſaid, whoſºever ſhall compel Thee tº

mand Thee voluntarily, to go to War? I a Mile, go with him twain'? Why thin

trow nor. No, Caleb, it is Thou, that of contendet Thou with the Men of Spain,

malicious Wickedneſs haſt ſtirred up the to fix the exaš Number of League, whid

People, to demand Leave by War to de-E. They may compel Thee to go? I makeſ."

fºnd their Country, which Thou knoweſt, Doubt but that our Benjamin is a bºttº:
yea all the World knows, was a Thought, Chriſtian, and hath aſſured Them, that iſ

which never harbºured in the peaceful They ſhall compel Us to go with Thºm

Breaſts of our moſt chriſtian Magiſtrates. one eague, we will go with Them Twili

It therefore ill beſeemeth Thee, to make and that if They ſhall be ſo gracious as Iº.

Them a Party in thy blood-thirſty Inten- cut off but one of our Ears, verily, likegº ||

tions; for if thou hadſt abſtained from Chriſtians, we will turn uuto Them the ſº

War, until thy Magiſtrates had of their F other alſo.-Alas, for this chriſtian Proct: ſº
ºwn Free-will commanded Thee, verily dure, how haſ: Thou threatened pººl tº

I do believe, Thou hadſt ſtaid even until Benjamin' Thou didſt talk of Blººdy R. Yº

the Day ºf Pº-It is true, Friend Per- venge, which is an unchiſtian Saying, and lº

tiºn, by the Inſtigation of Thee and thy favoureth much ofthe heathen Man, ſº ſº

bloody: minded ºraternity, was ſent into had occupied the Place of the ſaid Brºſ. #,
the ºffern Iºa, wher. He hath been min, befºre I had ſigned the cºvenantſ

plundering, and making Havock of Tºwns peace, I would havč begged the Favº. #.

and Caffleſ, which Thou vainly calleſt re. of them to cur off both my Eart, wº #
trieving the Hmour of the Britiſh Flag.— only to diſappoint Thee of thy Threatning || ||

But ar; thou a Maſter in Iſrael, and know- which Tijñtº the ºrth, to fixº ſº.
eit not that it cauſeth great Sorrow of H Knot under one of Them. ſº

Heart that this deſtroying Angel is abroad? O - - |tivat: "º
- - - ur Rulers were induſtrions to cult º

Is it not notorious, that thy Better, diſap- Peace with the Man, that fitteth." the º

prove of his Pyracies, and had much ra- Throne of Spain. He gave us his Cºw: ;
ther; : left his Ears, than taken Por- ºr of Peace, and we did acceptº. §:

º,ºney,not famous all over the "whatmºthen theſe rumour ofWilsº
World, for their Patience and Long-Suffer- and why are the People riſen up as an; {{

m)
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and thy Craft, our Rulers ſee

Weekly Essays in A

my? What mean the neighing of the Horſes

I hear in mine Ears 2 And why are They

gone forth to encamp upon the Plains, to

the great Terror of L. Pigs and Poultry?

-

-

* , * *
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enſe it, and their ſole Piew, in which They

exerciſe Themſelves Day and Night, is to

have Peace within the WALLs, and Plen:

teouſneſs within the PALACE. In ſpite of

-Thou Hypocrite! Thou haſt broken the A Thée, We ſhall have another Covenant of

Covenant, and when thy Wora, were

ſnouther than Butter, War was in thine

Heart.—But Oh! Conſider what Deſtruc

tion thou art bringing upon thy Country,

yea, upon thine own Self—When Thºu

ſhalt ſee the Abomination of Deſºlation

drawing nigh, peradventure Thou wilt re

ent—Friend Caleb, deſpiſ not Prophecy.
hen the Men of Spain, thoſe Sons §he

great Whore, ſhall paſs over the many Wa

terſ, Woe unto Thee Caleb, in thoſe Days :

For behold! Thoſe carnal Men will nei

ther ſpare thy beloved Daughter Tabitha,

nor Suſannah the Wife of thy Boſºm.

Perädventure, Thou wilt ſay, that We C

are mighty and ſtrong Men for the War.

But They, who are wiſer than Thou, have

thought fit to acquaint the World, that .

Thon art a Lyar, and the Truth is not in

Thee. Knoweſt Thou not the Man få

mous for the Cleanlineſ of his Hands &
Doeſt Thou underſtand our Situation better

than He, who hath pulled up his Breeches

in all the Courts of Europe? Verily, that

Adverſary of Thine hatfi written a Book,
wherein He holdeth forth unto Us, that

our Moab is ſpoiled; that He hath Himſelf, .

to his own Knowledge, negociated Us out

of all our Allies, inſomuch that we have .

none left, no not one. Did not alſo the Le. E

vite of Peace declare unto Us the ſame

ing, in another little Book of the like -

wonderful Kind For which peaceful Per

firmance, We ſhould never have denied

Him our Tthe Offering, even to Mint and

Cammin—But He is gone to his own

Place. F

I know Thou ſayeſt in thine Heart, that

there ſhall be yet no Peace unto the Wicked;

and, in the Bitterneſs of thy Soul, loveſt to

liken our Covenant of Peace unto thoſe

** .É. of Peace, mentioned by Ezekiel the
ro

phet, which are there compared unto

a Wall daubed with untempered Mortar,

which was therefore to fall, and cruſh the

Builders thereof—But, Friend Caleb, un

* derſtand that tho' there might perchance ,

be a ſmall Flaw in the Wall, which was

lately built, yet none are more dextrous

º ºf flopping Holes, than They who ſit in the

King's Gate; and, to make Amends for the

wntempered Mortar, lo! our Daubers, are

now tempering new Mortar, and it ſhall

$9me to paſs that They ſhall daub the

Wall with that impenetrable Cement, that

Catholicon for all Breeches, the moſt cele-

brated Plaiſter of Paris.-Inſpite of Thee
| Peace and

Peace.—Our Ships ſhall go again to Ophir

for Gold, and no more be broken at Ezion

Geber.—Our Solomon ſhall have Peace on

all Sides round about.—He is a Man of Reft,

his Name ſhall be peaceable, and maligre all

thy crafty Machinations of War, We ſhalf

have Abundance of Peace, ſo long as the
Moon endureth.

Thine (if thou turneft to the Ways of Peace)

AMINADAB.

cºmmon enſe, Aug. 16.

A Summary of the Obješions and Anſwers.

in a late Diſpute upon the Place-Bill.

Olješion. RE Gentlemen leſs capable

A or leſs worthy to ſerve

the People, becauſe they are intruſted,

by ſomé Place or Preferment, with the

more immediate Service of the King?

Anſwer.] This Queſtion is beft anſwered

by asking another; Have there been In

ſtances at any Time, or rather are there not,

Jöme of a very modern Date, ſiroſig enough

to induce a Belief that Places depend on
Potes ? . . . . -., - .

Obječí.] We ſhall, gondemn ourſelves

by paſſing ſuch a Bill into an Aćt.

Anſ.J. We are either guilty, or mot; if

guilty, it is a falſe Modèlly that make; ºr:

mcéal our Crimes in order to ſin on ; if we

are not guilty, there is no better Way of

proving, and perhaps no other Way of ſc-,

curing our Integrity, than by removing

what is but too juſt a Reaſon for ſuſpe:#.
ing it. -

%#) There are not ſo many Place

mea as the World imagines.

Anſ.] I ſpeak to my own Knowledge,
there are two hundred.

Obječ.] The Bill takes it Original from

ſeditious Inſtrućlions. -

Anſ.] Tho' the Poople have no Right at

G all to uſe thoſe Compulſories of require and

inſiſt, yet they have an undoubted one to

inſtručf their Repreſentativeſ.

Obječ.] To deſire the Abolition rather,

than the Continuation of Parliament, if

Place-men fit in it, muſt be imputed to:

an incautious Zeal.

Anſ] Any Government is preferable to

that which deſtroys the Community under

the venerable Appearance of Law, and ac

cording to 43 of Parliament.

Obječ.] This Place-Bill is of dangerous

Conſequence, becauſe it ſeparates the In

tereſts of the King and People. Anſ.]
111.
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Anſ.] This is an Erratum, and for

King we muſt read Miniſter. The true In

tereſts of the King and Peºple are inſepa

rable: Whoever is a Friend to either, is

conſequentially to both.

Obječ.] What is the Reaſon that this

Bijl is ſo much inſiſted on now 2 Is any

Thing apprehended from his Majeſty,

that makes it neceſſary, and as ſuch

urged with ſo much Vehemence?

Anſ.] Every Body is not ſatisfied that

no Mºſchief has been done; ſuppºſing none

has, a great deal may : . But this is not a

it. 'Iis ſomething like the Champion's

throwing aom the Gauntlet in Weſt in-,

fter-hall, which no Man dares take up. If

the Queſtion be ſtated fairly, not whether

the Kºng or Parliament have done wrong,

who in Truth cannot, but whether the Mi

nifter has, I ſay 7:3. -

Obje?..] This is a Scheme of the Gen

tlemen in the Oppoſition, to ſupplant the

preſent Miniſter.

Anſ.]. This is an Objećion made uſe of

by Gentlemen in the Adminiſtration, and

By conſtant Uſe grown thread bare; but

Meyer ſo miſapplied as in the preſent Caſe.

The GentleMan's MAGAZINE, Vol. x.

illuſtrious Names of Antiquity, had been

buried in Oblivion.

It is by Compariſon we know the true

Worth of Things;– an indifferent

Face placed near a worſe may appear to

lerably handſome ; but an ugly Woman

muſt nºt come near a great Beauty, nor a

Friend of theirs near a Cecil.---. Sooner

ſhall you find a Complexion to make a

Black-a-more look fair, than find a Foil

for the Man whom you are hired to flatter.

They tell us, that Cecil had ſome Ene

mies who, envying the Favour he was in

proper ºueſtion,£: no Mandares anſwer B with his Miſtreſs Queen Elizabeth, en

deavoured by ſeveral Miſrepreſentations

to deſtroy him in her goºd Opinion, to

effect which they made uſe of a ſimple

Sort of a Lord;——that this fimple

Lord very often inſinuated Things into

the Queen's Ear to the Prejudice of Cecil,

[See Pol. XI. p. 589.] -

Suppoſe all this to be true, how does it

anſwer the Purpoſe of a Gazetteer? Fort

proves, that the Queen liſten’d to th:
Things, gave Attention to them, examin'd

them, and when at laſt ſhe found them

to be groundleſs ſhe cenſur'd the Ac

cuſers : In all which ſhe acted the Part

What an intºrted Piece of Policy is it to D of a prudent and wiſe Queen. By liºn

deffrey a great Part of that Power which

º hope one Time or other to be poſſed

If an unhappy Situation of Afflirs ſhould

at any. Iime forebode the incºtahle ap

proaching Ruin of one Min, or three King

Žoms con an Snſe will point out the Al.

ternative we ought to choſ.

Commºn ºcuſe, Aug. 23. No. 18;.

of the Gazettee's drawing a Parallel be

between CECIL and a modern Prime

Min,iter. - r

U R Mercenaries were never more

out in their Lives, than when they

tpok it into their Heads to draw Paralleſs

betwixt ſome of the illu tºious Dead, and

their mott renown'd Pay-maſte.

What a Devil have th y to d, with the

Charaćter of the great Cecil! Doti.e. fan

cy that all the World will be ſilent,

they are profaning the Aſhes of a Man

whoſe Name does Honour to his Country

by a vile Compariſon 2 No! Indignatiº

will riſe in every honeſt Breaſt when Ver.

tue is ſo affionted, and as much as they

who cºmmit this Affront are deſpiſed

that Indig ation will force Men to ſpeak

in order to reſcue an honourableN.
- out of ſuch dirty Hands,

It would be extremely for the Intereſt

of the only Man upon Earth that would

employ theſe Sons of Dulneſs, that all the

ing, and examining what could be ſaid.”

gainſt him, ſhe ſhºw'd that if any Man

would ſpeak Truth her Ears were ºpen to

receive it; for I take it t r granted, that

when once a Prince is ſo infatuated 35,10

reſolve to hear no Complants againſt his

EM niſters, that either He or the People,

or both, are near their Ruin. It ſhºw;

next, tº at Cecil did nºr plant a Pack.ºf

h's ºwn rols about the Perſon of his

Queen, to ſerve him in the dºuble tºpi"

city or Spes and Guards upon her Perſon;

—a. Spies to wateh ner Wºrds, na),

her very Looks; as Guards tº hinder."

F very Man from coming near her, whº

had Ho City ºr Reſolutiºn e ough to tell
her Truth. - - - - -

Alowing the Faà to be true (which is

more than the e is Authority in Hitºy

for ſuppoſing) that Cecil had Enemiº

who ideavºured to ſupplant him with
while G the Queen, what was it more than499.

tention betwixt a few for Superiority 9

Place, in which the People ſtood neurº 5

a little Court Intrigue that went no tº

ther than the Wails of the Palace :-T

Can any Similitude we diawn betwº
this, and the Caſe of a Man tº whom

perhaps his Brother Place-men may bº

H ſubſervient as ſo many Spanicle; nº:
is not ſimply envied by a few, but .
by all Men, and who has a Party 48*

him no leſs than a whole Nation *...

Had Cecil, by a long Series of in.
". - - toil;
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tous Meaſures, made a whole People his

Enemies, he would have been under a

Neceſſity of barring up all the Avenues,

byj, Intelligence might be convey’d

to the Ears of his§. —What

ever Clamours might be heard without

the Palace, nothing, with Regard to him, A

ſhould be ſeen within but Adulation and

Flattery: The Back-ſtairs would be

f; not a Mouſe muſt creep but by

is Permiſſion, and he might have made

himſelf ſafe againſt a Court Intrigue by

ſuffering no Perſon whatſoever to be a

Servant to bis M ſtreſs that was not baſe

enough to be his Slave:–He would

have placed ſuch a Crew abºut the Queen

that ſhe would have been little better than

a Priſoner in her own Palace. But Ceci

had the Nation for his Friend, his Aétions

could ſtand the Teſt, and an Enquiry

would have done him Hon ur; he fear'd

no Informations, and therefore was not

reduced to thoſe villianous Shifs.

Cecil was but one among many Coun

ſellors; Leiceſter, Walſingham, Eſſex, Raw

leigh, and others in equal Authority, were

his Cotemporaries; for he did not uſurp a

Dominion over all other Servants of the

Crown, and ſet himſelf up for a grand D

Vizier, a Power inconſiſtent with the Na- .

ture of a free Government, and which,

as we elſewhere obſerv’d, [See Vol. IX, p.

342.] would not be born in Conſtantinople,

were it not that they are every now and

then ſacrificed to the Call of the People.

Tho' Cecil never pretended to controul

others, either in the Council or the Se- *

nate, yet Hiſtory takes Notice, that he

was the Projećtor and *::: of that

Convention with the States General, by

which they were obliged to pay this Na

tion eight hundred thouſand Pounds for

Protećtion; and alſo, that an Engliſh Am-

baſſador ſhould fit, and have a Negative

Voice in all their Councils.-If the Gazet-F

teers had thought it for their Purpoſe to

make a Compariſon betwixt this Conven

tion, and another made fince, why

did they not do it?

While Cecil continued at the Head of

the Treaſury, we read of no Deficiencies

pretended in any Supplies: But we read,

that Money granted for the Dee ce of the

Nation one Seſſions of Parliament, was re

turn’d again the next, for by his Wiſdom

and Occonomy, as well as Honeſty, it

was neither ſquander'd in rid culous Pa

rades, nor ſunk in private Pºckets.

. It is true, Cecil had not the Manage

ment and Diſpoſal of the ſecret Service

Money, and why ſhould he He might

as well have pretended to have command

cd the Fleet, and the Army;— It was

4OI

Walſingham's Province, as Secretary of

State, to procure Foreign Intelligence 3

which appears to be managed with ſo

much Skill and Addreſs, that he had an

early Knowledge of the moſt ſecret Coun

cils of all the Courts of Europe, and that

at an Expence ſo ſmall, that there has

been a Time ſince when the Nation paid

forty Times as much for the ſame Ser

vice, and nothing more hath been known

of the Cºuncils or Deſigns of their next

Neighbours than of what was doing in

the Empire of the Moon. , Cecil had not

B the Arrogance to invade the Province of

any other Miniſter; but he was doubly

diligent in his own : He knew thatSuc

cefs in Affairs Abroad, as well as Plenty

and Content at Home, depend upon an

honeſt and frugal Management of the

publick Money; to which Point he gave

fo conſtant an Application, that not only

his Sovereign, but every Subjećt in the

. Natiºn was the richer for his admirable

Oecºnomy. , Had he taken all the Buſi

neſs of Truſt frºm the Secretaries Oſfice,

as well as other great Offices, and tranſ

ferr'd it to ſome low Tools under his Noſe,

we ſhould rever have heard of Walſing

ham, Rawleigh, or any other of thoſe

great Names who are an Honour tº this

Nation; for they, nor no other Man of

Honour or Capacity could, or would have

ſerv’d under ſuch Affronts and Indigni

ties; and of Conſequence all the great Q5.

T who were no Place-men : – —They

H in his Grave, and not to attempt to tarn

… into ſuch Company before. .

fices of the State muſt have been fill'd

with ſuch in whom a mean and ſervile

Proſtitution, and a certain Inſignificance

of Charašter ſupplied the Place of all Me

rit whatſoever; and this Adminiſtration,

which now makes the moſt ſhining Fi-

gure, would have made the moſtcontemp

tible of any in the Engliſh Hiſtory.

If theſe mºſt ingenious Writers had

fancied they could ſhew us the Linea

ments and Features of a Friend of theirs,

by holding out the Pićture of a Cecil,

why do they draw a Veil over his great

eſt. Beauties 2 They give us to un

derſtand, that he was envied by ſome

Place men; but ſay nothing how much

he was honoured and beloved by thoſe

tell us, indeed, that he had Enemies with

in the Palace; but don't tay a Word of

h's Friends or his univerſal Popularity

without the Palace. I think it had been

more prudent in them to let him lie quiet

iſh that Fame which a Century and a

half hath beſtow'd upon him:—Or, if

I may ſpeak to them more familiarly,––

ſpare poor Cecil, for he never was brought
ºw a
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From the Sºailp Öayetteer, July 29.

In anſwer to a certain antiminiſterial
Writer.

THE Proſperity of Great Britain, ſays

he, depends chiefty on the Improvement

of Land, the Employment of the Poor; and

our Foreign Trade, or Exportations. If in:

ſtead of the Disjunctive Or, he had placed

the Copulative And, this Definition had

been more true and proper, it being cer

tain, that Fºreign Trade and Exportation are

dependent on each other. But there is

one other Bleſfing no leſs eſſential to the

Proſperity of this or any other Kingdom,

and that is Unity; which it were to be

wiſh'd had been more affectionately pro

moted than it has been of late Years, by

thoſe who inveigh moſt againſt Things

done, and Things omitted.

one of thoſe great Crimes of Omiſſiºn

is, That in the Year 1738, a Bill brought

into Parliament for taking off the Draw

backs on foreign Limens exported to the

Britiſh Colonies did notº into a Law.

Before I examine the Utility of ſuch a

Law, Juſtice requires the Publick ſhould

know, what this Writer hath not thought

proper to inform them, that this Bill was

oppos'd by a great many of his own

Patrons, who, on other Occaſions, pique

themſelves upon differing with the M-r,

upon whom alone he would caſt all the

Odium, if any there were, of dropping

the Bill.

Tho' no Man living wiſhes more

warmly the Improvement of the Scotch

and Iriſh Linnen than I do, yet I cannot

agree that we ſhould ſacrifice our whole

Trade to Hambourgh and other Ports of

Germany, in Complaiſance to our Bre

thren of the North and Weſt, who in ſuch

caſes would not fail to make England pay

what Rates they pleas'd for this Manu

fačture. But this would be the leaſt Evil

#.8 ſuch a Prohibition of German

innen, as was intended by the Bill. If

we deal with the Inhabitants of Sileſia,

Saxony, Bohemia, and Poland, whence

alone we have all the Linnens call'd Ger

wan Linnen, we muſt be contented to

barter our Woollen and other Manufac

tures, our Eaſt India Commodities, and

the Growth of our Colonies, for their

Linnens, for they have neither Bullion,

mor, other Commodities; and either wé

muſt give up the whole Trade, or make

eur Returns in ſuch Goods as that ex

tended Country affords. There is ſtill

another Conſideration which ſhould in.

cline us to let Things ſtand as they are

at leaſt tili the Scotch and Iriſh Manufº.

tures are more extenſive and improv’d

than they are at preſent; and that is,"

a very conſiderable"that we ſhould loſe

Branch of our Trade with the Spaniard;

in America, which would inevitably fall

into other Hands, if the Draw-back on

A German Linnen was taken off. Moſt of

the German Linnen imported here, is diſ.

pos'd of in a certain Munner, which, ex

cept in ſuch aJ. as the preſent,

ought never to be revealed: Nor is it a

leſs known Truth, that this lucrative

Trade would run into another Channel,

B if the Encouragement of the foreſaid
Drawback were not given. The Scotch

and Fri

É. no Duty here, and there is a greater

emand for them than they can ſupply.

It will be Time ehough to diſcourage the

German Linnens for good, when our Fel.

C low-ſubjećts ſhail be able to ſupply all our

Wants.--— For theſe few Reaſons, and

many more, which every intelligent

Reader will naturally deduce from them,

I hope it will appear, that the drºpping

the aforeſaid Bill was ſo far from being;

Crime, that it ſhould be rather reckon'd

D one, if the Bill had paſs'ds

Another Omiſſim charg’d upon the Al

miniſtration is, that the Prohibition of the

Wear ºf Eaſt India Good is not to tºtind

to Ireland and our Plantations. -

Trade is in its Nature free, finds it:

own Channel, and beſt directeth its own

Courſe; all Laws to limit or circumſcribe

£ it may ſerve the Ends of particular Pêr

ſons, but are ſeldom ofſº Utility,

I have been and am ſtill -- - - -

many that apprehend that the Prohibition

of Eaft India Goods, even as it ſtands at

preſent, is not only injurious to the Com

pany in particular, and an Encour*ś.

F ment to foreign Rivals, but eſſentially

injurious to the Staple, that is the Wºol;

len Manufaāure, of this Kingdom: And

therefore am ſo far from thinking it aſ

omiffon not to have extended the Prºhi.

bition, that I rather think it one not {0,

have repealed the Law by which it ſub
ſiſts.

Laws to compel ---

ſome Commoditiºs, and prohibit the Uſ?

of others, may be of Úſe where Trade

is forcd or artificial; but in free Colſº

tries, inclin’d by Genius, and adaptºlº
it by Situation, ſuch Laws are needleſs,

they are unnatural, and can never hº
Hany Effect conducive to the public Gocd.

For this Reaſon I have often wonder'd P.

on what Motive the Legiſlatureſº -

occaſins indeed a Conſumption ºf Wool, -

in tº e for burying in Woºlieſ.

; but ſuch a Conſumption as produce; "
- Conſumpt pi manſkr

*

ſh have all the Encouragement

they can reaſonably deſire; their Linnens.

one of very,

the Conſumption ºf -
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manner of Advantage to the Nation in

eneral. Were it not demonſtrably more

advantageous that this Wool manufac.

tured were exported, ſº for, and wore

by the Living abroad, than laid in the

Earth here at home 2 And were it not

better that the Common People, the

great National Conſumers, ſhould be bu
Fied as formerly in an old Sheet, or other

uſeleſs Piece of Linnen, than in ſo much

new Wool, which is thereby utterly loſt?

The naturalWay of promoting the Wool

len Manufacture is, not to force its Con

ſumption at home, but to contrive that it

may be made ſo cheap as to command Fo

reign Markets. What is conſum’d at home

of our own Manufacture never enriches

the Nation in general ; but what goes cff

abroad is clear and certain Profit ; there

fore it is our Intereſt that our Home Con

ſumption be of a cheap, foreign Growth, C
and that our own dearer Manufactures be

conſum’d by Foreigners. The prime Coſt of

India Stuff, ſuch as were worn before

the Prohibition, was not a Fourth Part of

what our own Stuffs ſtand usin; ifthen the

Exportation of our own Manufactures

would be increas'd by the Uſe of India

Stuffs, and that it is decreas'd by the Pro

hibition, how ever Particulars may have

gain’d by the Diſuſe of India Stuffs, we

are Loſers on the general Account. For

Inſtance, -

Suppoſe that for Ioo,oool. ſent to India

we ſhould make a Return of ſuch Goods

as might be worn here inſtead of our own

Manufactures to the Value of 400,oool.

(a moderate Computation) 'tis plain that

the Nation would thereby gain 309,000 l.

annually; ſince it cannot be deny'd that

the Home Manufactures, uſed inſtead of

the India ſtand us at leaſt in 300,oool. an

Weekly Essays in A U G US T, 1740.
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off, till Gentlemen turn their Thoughts

more upon the general State of our Com:

merce, than upon oppoſing the Meaſures of

their Prince, and depreciating thesºft
of his Miniſters. But 'tis to be hop'd, til

thoſe happy Days come, that the true

Friends of the Kingdom will never think

in an Omiſſion, not to have extended the

Prohibition. º -

Ancther, Omiſſion charg’d upon the

M—r, that the Turkey Company if not

disfranchis'd, and their Trade laid open.
If he had ſhewn us that the Diſſolution of

the Company would contribute to an In

creaſe of our Exports to Turkey, he would

prove ſomething; but without ºffering any

thing like it, to exclaim againſt a Gentie-.

man for not doing what would be a fla

grant Injuſtice to attempt, is ſure ſuch a

Preſumption as no modeſt Man would care

to be guilty of . I fancy this Writer does

not know that any Merchant or other

Perſon may be of the Turkey Company that

will, at a trifling Expence of a very few

Pounds and may trade as largely as he

leaſes to the Turkiſh Dominions. This

eing true, I would be glad to know how

rade would be mended by laying it as

open as he ſeems to contend for, to thoſe

not at all vers'd in it? .

Another Article of Omiſſion is, that the

M—r has not encouraged the Growth and

Manufaāure of Madder in this Country. In

ſome future Paper one may ſuppoſe, from

this Author's extraordinary }. that the

ſame M–r will be chaiged with omit

ting to encourage the Growth of Mace and

Nutmegs. In regard to this Commodity.

Madder, the Legiſlature has already eſ cou

raged the Importation of it as far as poſ.

fible, by taking off all Duties whatſoever,

as has been of all other foreign Ingre

ually, and that our Exportation would be F dients uſed in our Woollen Manufacture;

o much the more increaſed as our own

Conſumption decreaſed. Again ; if

100,000 l. prime Coſt to India purchaſe

ſo many Goods as ſtand in the ſtead and

ſupply the Room of 400,002]: of our

own Manufaātures, the Prohibition can

never be advantageous; ſince ’tis an un

doubted Truth, that 400,000 l.

our native Goods ſold abroad adds more

to the Nation's general Stock and Wealth,

than Fºrty Millions worth of our Home

Produćt conſum’d in the Kingdom. If

we examine the true Reaſon of the great

Wealth of Holland, it will be ſound to ariſe

chiefly from this Frugality, of conſuming at

home what is cheap or comes cheaply and

carrying abroad what is rich and ºil yield

mº Mäney. However injurious this Pre

: hibition iſ to our Manufactures and to the

Company, I don't expečt to ſee it taken

worth of G

but whether a M →r ſingly, or in Con

junétion with the King, Lords and Com

mons, can oblige our ſtubborn Engliſh Soil

to produce all foreign Roots, Weeds, Fiow

ers, Berries and Fruits, is more than I dare

affirm, or I believe any one elſe.

- I am, &c.

S. ExpoRT,

: The following Perſes are taken from the Publick
- Papers.

On the modern Method ºf guaging Naval Wars in

Europe,

Rom Cadiz to Malon ſee Haddock goes;

From Cadiz to Ferre/proceed our fees :

alchen from Plymouth for Ferr. I then hies;

Again from thence for Plymouth back he flies :

Forth from Farrol then flreight the Spaniards

creep;p

"Say, ehildren, is not this your play, Bo Pe*P*
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jome ofyour Readers to preſent them wit

S I R, - -

AS tº is a very noble Editiº of the Prince 2

our Engliſh Poets, in a modern Dreſs, #.
paring for the Publick, it may not be |#. le to

a Speci

nen of that Undertaking, which I bope the generous

Editor will forgive me for, as it proceeds fro an

Apprehenſion you may receive the Part I ſend you,

more incorreà from another Quarter. Iam, ir,

yours, &c. AL c ºf us.

The Cb racier and Speech of C os s o e s the

Meds. An Improvement in the Squire's Tal:

of CH a u c ER. In the Manner of SP E N s E. R.

Inſcrib'd to George Ogle, Eſq;

AR G U M E N T.

Cambuſcan (King of Tartary) baving received an

inchanted brazen Horſe (with other Preſents)

from the Arabian Caliph, and a Diſpute ariſing

about the ſecret Cauſe of his 924alities, the King

fends for Coſroes, a Perfian Philoſopher, whoſe

Character andSpeech follow.

Ean while between the princes *roſa debate,

About the wond’rous ſteed the Syrian

brought, -

4garſfe urging not devoid of heat,

he motion ſome informing genius wrought :

But calm Camballo, with a ſceptic air,

Seem'd to believe the ſecret lay within,

That hid remain'd the wheels of ačtion there,

And mov’d or ceas'd directed by the pin.

Each brings new proofs the other to confute,

Till to the monarch's ear arriv'd the warm diſpute.

Silent a while the king refle&tion made,

And ſaw the point not eaſy to decide;
Till kind rememb’rance offer'd to his aid

A hoary ſage, whoſe ſkill he oft had try’d,

Of Median birth, but whoſe enquiring fight

The travell'd regions of the eaſt had known ;

Wildom, ſole obječt of his calm delight.

And every art and ſcience was his own,

Nor read in books alone, his generous mind

Embrac'd with cordial zeal the good of human

kind.

The various faiths the peopled world divide

Truly impartial had his thoughts ſurvey'd ;

Reaſon his ſtandard ſtill, and truth his guide,

Nor paſſion, prejudice, or intereſt ſway'd :

The Magi's antient laws, the Beacbmin's lore,

Th’ Egyptian character, and jewiſh rite,

The chriſtan faith intended to rcſtore,

But now defac'd by ſuperſtition quite : . .

With the wild plan th’Aralian prophet drew

O'er 4ſia now which ſpread as new religions do!

He ſaw that nature thro’ her wide command

O'er all her works had ſpread one equal ſmile;

Nor kept the bounties of her laviſh hand,

Confin'd to this or that peculiar ſoil:

He knew, that vain was every art deſign'd

To curb the native freedom of the will ;

That by a thouſand motives ſway’d, the mind

Stood firm to virtue, or declin'd to ill;

And in th’ extended ſcene of human race,

As diº were the thoughts, as varied was the

aCe

* The King's two Sons.

Hence Coſroes (ſuch the reverend ſage's name)

This healing principle refle&tive drew;

Candid to Judge, devoid of ſelfiſh aim,

And calm the paths of wiſdom to purſue;

Pleas'd with the little nature juſt requires,

Wealth, honours, pleaſures, titles he diſdain'd ;

Few were his wants, as moderate his defires.

The happy maſter of himſelf hereign'd:

Ajoy to all but purer minds unknown,

Beyond the pride of crowns, or ſplendors of athrone

By Oxus' bank, along the winding ſhore

Inclo'd with wood a little ſpot he found;.

There had he fix'd his reſt, and greatly poor,

Liv'd on the fruits of his domeſtic geound:

Oft had Cambuſcan, tir'd with cares of ſtate,

Delighted ſought the refuge of his Cave,

There philoſophic held the cool debate,

Nor ſcorn'd the councils which the hermit gave,

Whoſe life reveal'd the value of his art,

And "... learned head conjoin'd the friendly

eart,

For him, immediate then thc monarch ſends,

His ſeaſonable preſence to require.

The honeſt ſage the meſſenger attends,

And comes obedient to the king's deſire:

His head with age's froſt was filver'd o'er,

Yet on his cheek ſtill bluſh'd the temperate roſe,

Decent, tho' plain, a flowing robe he wore,

And manly dignity his perſon ſhows:

For ſuch his carriage ſeem'd and gentle port,

As if his life had been converſant with acourt,

The Syrian knight (for ſo requeſts the king)

The nature of the caliph's gifts explains;

The hºrſe, the ſwold, the mirror, and the ring,

And points the qualities which each retains;

When thus the prince---' It ſuits thee to declare,

‘....Wiſe Coſroes, for thy knowledge can impart;

“Whence boaſt theſe preſents their perfections rare?

* From nature flows their virtue, or fom art?

“Or animates the ſteed ſome power divine

* Or do mechanic ſprings direét the bold deſign?

To whom the ſage---‘Not, mighty prince, Iboaſt

‘ Of ſuch myſterious things to judge the cauſe

* Leaſt knows the wiſeſt mind in knowing moſt

* Of matter's properties, and motion's laws;

Form'd of two principles diſtinguiſh’d quite,

* Compºs'd we find our own corporeal frame;

We know that ſpirit and earth in one unite, .
* Yet ſearch in vain from w.ence the union

came,

* Or where ſubſiſts inviſible the tye'?

That Life itſelf maintains, and failing which,

we dye

What gives commiſſion to the wintry war,

“When the loud ſtorm enchaſes the troubled

deep 2

Or ſooths to peace the elemental jar,

“And huſhes the relenting winds to ſleep?

What bids the filver moon's revolving light

* By turns repleniſh and by turns decay ?

Fair as ſhe glides along the face of night,

* Shaping through many a cloud her pathleh

&

&

g

g

g

way. -

Or whence thoſe clouds themſelves unſeen ariſ?”
To *:::: with figur’d robes the ever-changing

ies |

g

4.

All the pºintmena of boundeſ air,

* That ſtrike with wonder the unlatº,
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* The meteor's flaſh, the ruddy comet's glare,

* Or the loud thunder burſting from the ſkyl

* The dark eclipſe, when o'er the lamp of day

* Its gloomy blot prevailing darkneſs bends, .

* The painted bow, whoſe variegated ray ... .”

* O'er thepale cloud its glittering arch diſtends:

* All theſe, in vain, enquiry would purſue

* With narrow ſchemes of ſenſe, and ſyſtems ſtill

untrue. -

* Yet ſcience ſees direct---far as it may,

* While ignorance its dubious paſſage pores;

* Safe walks the ſage as reaſon lights the way,

* One ſovereign cauſe diſcovers and adores! :

* The more in nature's road he thoughtful treads,

* He ſees eternal wiſdom rule the whole :

* The more the book of heav'n intent he reads, a

* He feels that wiſdom penetrate his ſoul. . .

* And what the world beholds with careleſs eyes,

“Silent he contemplates with reverence and ſur

priſe! . . ; º

* Matter heviews ſtill ſtruggling to a birth, ºr

* Through all her elemental forms aſpire ; .

* Earth riſe from water, air refine from earth,

‘...To purify itſelf at laſt in fire:

* Fire!---the fix’d principle whoſevital ray, ..

...Heat, motion, ačtion, and ſenſation breeds,

* Which, ſhed eternal from exhauſtleſs day; . . . .

‘...Wakens to life the dull material ſeeds, sº

* That to itſelf attraćtive all invites, aº ºf

* Tillin its radiant cauſe each parti eunites,

“Hence would it ſeem, that this myſterious horſe,
g iº to ſemblance. mold,

s taught by ſym to guide his courſe -

...And ačt{{...} §. wonders tºid': º

‘Thisſure we know, that matter has its Laws, ,

‘. By which impell'd the ſtubborn maſs obºys;

* That this hid pow'r, and undiſcover'd cauſe, C

.*‘...; in nature raiſe: ; 3.

As the Greek Pegaſus is fam'd to bear ...' ...;
* The bold Belle thro' fields of trackleſ, air,

“Hence taught, in matter can the ſage infuſe . .

g New qualities, as ſuit his juſt deſign; . . . . ;

San ſhape the form ſubſervient to hisviews, ºf

...And ſtamp the workmanſhip with ſkill divine.

“Thus, in the honour’d caliph's precious ſword,

...Oppoſing virtues may their influence ſhed; ".

“The ſalutary hilt a balm afford, , , , , . . . . . .';

‘. Tº healthe cruel hurt the edge had made; "
* As the bruis'd ſcorpion preſs'd upon the wound,
g*. proper gall and leaves the patient

Ound. ! --- **.

& - - t - - -- -

Thusmay the myſtick mirror and the ring ...,

* The gentle knight's deſcription well maintain,

From planetary figns their virtues ſpring, ºº

* Which only deep-read ſcience can attain.”

‘Asger affrighted Miſraim's fruitful and . . .

The word of Mouſaf once deſtrućtion ſpread,

& Q: grac'd the ſignet Solomon's right hand,” . .”

wº power could wake the ſlumbers of the
€30 - Tº - ---. **

* Could from the eyeremove the veil of night,...
* And* worlds unſeen before th'aſtoniſh'd

12.ht. . ; : , ,

But whether thou, great king, exalt thy head

... ." In peaceful ſway and foreign friendſhips bleſt;

t Moſes. - . . . . iv -

i All the Eaſtern People believe the Seal ofSolo

mon could command the Powers of Earth and air.

• Remember heav'n, that all thy grandeur ma",

• Norlet vain pride pollute thy royal breaſt'. .
* All that we ſee in life's deceitful dream,

* Like us, the thin beholders, glides away, ''

• Only great Oroſmanes if ſhines the ſame " . .

“ Unwaſting fountain of eternal day!

• *. The centre, where creation fondly tends, . .

• Whence every being ſprings, in whom all be-,

ing ends ! -

* He ceas'd---attentive as the Syrian knight

* Heard the ſoft accents iſſue from his tongue,

• Such mild inſtructions ſweeten the delight, -

* He had not thought a midnight audience long.

* Cambuſcan thanks return'd, th’ applauding crowd.

‘. With common juſtice ſpoke the ſage's praiſe.

* Sleep now began to ſpread his gentle ſhroud, - -

* And ſummon nature to her wonted eaſe. . . .

* The king aroſe---the court retire to reſt, º

* And thro’ the palace wide—deep filence reigns

i confeſs'd.

it Under this Name the ancient Perſians adºred

God. ... . . tº - *f

---

t

On A N G L IN G. A. So N G.

[Tune, All in the Downs, &c.] . .

LL in the fragrant dawn of day,

... Ere Phaebus ſpreads around his beams,

The early Angleftakes his way - -

irºº; of cryſtal ſtreams.

alth, content, and peaceful muſing charm, -

What ſport, likeº, #. ... diſarm *

There every ſenſe delight enjoys;

.2ephyr,with odours loads his wings,

Flora diſplays ten thouſand dyes,

And varied notes the warbler fings,

If health, content, &c.

. There on the flow'ry margin plac'd,

Pleas'd, he beholds the finny brood

Thro' the tranſparent fluid haſte, -

Darting along in queſt of food.

If bealth, content, &c. --

The ſkilful Angler opes his ſtore, --

Paſte, worm, or fly, his hook ſuſtains; .

And quickly ſpreads the graſſy ſhore 5 *

“With ſhining ſpoils, which crown his pains,

If health, content, &c. - - -:

If ſome fierce ſtorm in ſhowers deſcends,

: A gloomy grave's thick ſhade is near,” “”

Whoſe grateful umbrage ſafe defends . . . . .

Tillmore inviting ſkies appear. . . . . . . .”

If health, content, &c. *
-

- . . . . . ."

There peaceful thoughts his mind engage, sº

To crowded, noiſy ſcenes unknown3: ... Yº

Wak'd by ſome Bald's inſtructive page, º 'º.

Or calm Reflections all his own. Tº . . . .

Ifbealth, content, &c. ; :... .

1. Thus whether fields or grove he rºams;

Or by the ſtream his Angle tends, ". ,

Pleaſurein new ſucceſſion comes, *** * * * *

And the ſweet rapture never ends, -

Ifhealth, contint; and peacefulmuſing charit, ..."

What ſport, #ke A"gfing, can our ãºffſ,24.

A. B. The Riddle figh'aº; G wiłł ſoºnhº
Place, with ſeveral other Piccºs, as deſir”,

for which Room is now wanting.

º

in 3

-- 1: …, -: *
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Mr g R B A N, h

Aving tave Days age mgt zuith a Muntiſcript Copy of the

# celebrated## s Epiſtle to the King of# a, I

could npt reſiſt attemping it in Engliſh, botb becauſe Ibelieved,

it# be nº diſagreeable Entertainment to jour Readers,

and becauſe it is a Pleaſure te ſpread the Praiſes of a Prince

zwho deſarves ſo well of Mankind. As you will, I doubt not,

choºſe to inſert the French, the Reader will eaſily ſee I have

talen ſome Liberties met ſtrictly belonging to a franſlator. For

this I can flead no# , but that ſhope tbey are not inton

# with his Plan, and are intended tº give him a more na

ural Engliſh Dreſs. I am, Sir, -

Aug. 28. 2ſour conſtant Reader and Admirer, -

AL CAEU S.

Epitre a ſa Majeſte FR E D E R 1 c II. Roy dep Pruſſe. Par M. Voltaire. -

ſ) U O I, vous etes monarque, et vous m'ai

mez encore,

· Quoi, le premier moment de cette heureuſe aurore,

Qui promct a la terre un jour ſi lumineux,

Marques par vos bontes met le comble a mes vœux?

O cœur toujours ſenſible, ame toujours egale ! .

Vos mains du trone a moy rempliſſent l'intervale ;

Et philoſophe roy mepriſant la grandeur,

Vous m'ecrives en homme, et parles a mon cœur,

, Vous ſcavez qu'Apollon, le dieu de la lumiere,

N'a pas toujours du ciel eclaire la carriere : ,^

Dans unchampetre azile il paſſa d'heureux jours,

Les arts qu'il y fit naitre y furent ſes amours.

#l chanta la vertu, ſa divine harmonie, *

Polit des Phrygiens la ſauvage genie ; •

Solide en ſes† ſublime en ſes chanſons, -

Du grand art de penſer, il donna des lecons. . '

| Ce fut le fiecle d'or, car malgre l'ignorance,

L'age d'or en effet eſt le fiecle ou l'on penſe.

Un paſteur etranger, attire vers ces bords,

· Du dieu de l'harmonie entendit les accords,

A ſes ſons enchanteurs il accorda ſa lyre,

Le dieu qui l'approuva prit le ſoin de l'inſtruire :

Mais le dieu ſe cachoit, et le ſimple etranger

Ne connut, n'admirat, n'aimat que le berger.

Je ſuis cet etranger, ce paſteur ſolitaire, -

Mais quel eſt Apollon, qui m'echaufe et m'eclaire?

C'eſt a vous de le dire, O vous qui l'admirez,

Peuples qu'il rend heureux, ſujets qui l'adorez !

A l'Europe etonnez, annoncez votre maitre,

Les vertus, les talens, les plaiſirs vont renait

Les ſages de la terre appelles a ſa voix, -

Accourent poor l'entendre, et recoivent ſes loix.

Et toi dont la vertu brillia perſecutee -

Toi qui prouver un dieu, mais qu'on nommoit

athee ; - º -

Martir de la raiſon, que l'envie en fureur,

Chaſſa de ##† la main de l'erreur, .

Reviens, il n'eſt plus rien qu'un .
· craigne, - 9 : • • phyloſophe

Socrate eſt ſur le trone, et la verite regne.

Cet or qu'on entaſſoit, le pur ſang des etats

Qui leur donne la mort en ne circulantPas,

Repandu par ſes mains, augre de ſa prudence,

:

Va ranimer la vie, et porter l'abondance

La ſanglante injuſtice§ ſous ſes pieds.

Deja les rois voiſins ſont tous ſes alfies ; 2

# ſujets ſont ſes#† homme eſt ſonfrere,

es mains portent l'olive, et s' - -

· guerre. 2 s'arment pour la

Jl ne recherche point ces enormes ſoldats

Ce ſuperbe appareil inutile aux com§!

Fardeaux embaraſſantes, coloſſes de la #uerre

Enleves au prix d'or au deux bouts de la t§

Il veut dans ſes guerriers la zele et la l§ "

Et ſans les meſurer juge par le cœur "º

Il eſt heros en tout, puiſqu'en tout il eſtjuſte, , ,

Il ſcait† de ſage on a ce titre auguſte

#ar des ſoins bienfaiſans, plus que par des exploits,
Trajan IlOfl loin de Gangeenchaina trente rOIS, , -

A peine at il un nom fameux par la victoire, .

9onnu par ſes bienfaits, ſa bonte fit ſa gloire. .

3'eruſalem conquiſe, et ſes murs abattus,

N'ont point eterniſe le grand cœur de Titus.

Il fut aime, voila ſa grandeur veritable |

9 vous qui l'imitez, vous ſon rival aimable,
Effacez ce heros, dont vous ſuivez les pas,.

Titus perdit un jour, et vous n'en perdes pas

).

• •

-, --

-

- - , f : , '

Mr. Vo L r A 1R E's Letter to bis Pa uss1Ax

· · · Majºy. Tranſlated. • Y

Kind Pr » c E ! whom theadmirirgvº
ſt own -

- By truth and† to grace athronet !

ike the ſolar ray,

--

†#empire !

earS ha Nortb with hopes oflaſtingday
Receive the homage which†# j

Their#º ! their guardian ! and thtit

s " frien -

AR Eyou inthron'd ?---Anddoes yourgº
Tº ovn neſs deign , ,-,

to own your ' and regard his ſtrain ? .

ð# dear auſpicious grace ! .. ,

Does##ºs* . ſmile my wand'ring fitº

faCe -

Dºes bis great ſoul poſſeſs'd ofwiſdom'sbalm, '
(Ever benevolent, and ever calm !) ! -

, Leave all the dignity of ſtate behind, ' )- º»

††#of mankind ?

nd can your hand the royal giftim |

T6 ſtyle me friend of† -# -

Fame ſays of old, ## enly bright

Q'et the wide world who ſpreads the living light,

So3ove ordain'd--ºhis ſplendid car reſign'd, "

Tolivebelow and humanize mankind ; -

No more his brows their wonted rays reveal'd,

A ſhepherd'sform the exil'd god conceal'd ; .
In Pbrygian wilds to an unletter'd race, •

He ſung with ſuch divinely-pleaſing grace,
The ſavage nation in their† hearts, -

Receiv'd the love of virtue and of arts ! '

The rudeſt breaſts theſtrong perſuaſion felt, , ,

Were taught to think, toreaſon, and to meltt

Themſelves to know, the ſociaftye to own,

And learn they were not made to live alonel ,

3Then every uſeful ſcience ſprung to birth,

And peaceful labour bleſt the ſmiling earth : ,

Men now united loſt theirantient rage, , ,

Nature rejoic'dand bleſt hergoidew age ; )

n age by heav'n deſign'd forman no more,

Unleſs a FR E D E R 1 c x ſhallibatage reſtore! ,

It chanc'das thro' the woods# ſtray'd,

#re gathering numbers peopled halfthe ſhade i ,
As near the cooling ſtream he paſs'd the day

ºndwak'd the golden lyre to wiſdom'slay !

Attentive to the ſound a ſtranger ſwain, -

His reed attun'd to# ſtrain ;

#he god well-pleas'd the ruſtick genius ſpy'd,

Apprºv'd his aim, and deign'd to be his guide !

^idº his trembling hands totouch the ſtring,

Yºhiſper'd the words,andſnew'dhimbow to fi#!

#hefwain improving bleſt the care beſtow'd,

Horin the maſteryet p§eiy'dthegedi

- -
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*tal Soldiers tº Fº.

#4. . . . .

Pºlical Essays, AUGUST, 174c: , 407.
Not knew the immortal flamehis boſom fir’d,

But like a ſhepherd lov’d him, and admir’d *

In me, great prince, the image flands renew’d,

I feel myſelf with kindred warmth indu'd ;:

Astothy praiſe I tune theconſcious lyre,

laik whence draws my breaſt the noble fire?

Tell what inſpires me, happy people tell ? .

Beneath myFR F D'Rick'sorientſwa whodwell:

from rapid Rhine to filver-ſtreaming Meine,

The peaceful ſubjects of his placid reign f

Or ye on *ruſſia's amber-yielding ſhore,

Whºleſ, his name, and flail his guardianpower!
Kºślands his virtuesTº !

And fame with er tongues repeat his praiſe!

Whoſºſºpter ſhall Affriº.º:
And bidº: * figh no more.

As ºnce direéted by the voice offame -

Tº wiſdºm's king the ſouthern princeſ came ;

#Fºr p = 5 I cr's call---ſee, raº, obey,

The ſons ºf learning take their chººl way ;

'o hear that ſenſe which ſtill attention draws;

*leſs that goodneſs whichdireº, laws;

Cloſe by his throne Phil, ºphy ſhall ſmile,

View her prince approve her children's toil?

While Science joys to ſee his kind regards

Inſpire the Muſe, his bounty ſtill rewards;

Not diſtant far calm Charity ſhall ſtand,--

$ºhing to Piety her ſociáihand."
juſtice ſhall baniſh arºitrary might,

And Commerce chearful Plenty ſhalf invite tº

But Goodneſs chief---in form angelic dreſt,

jºrial) ** . *

-* the Right Honou ałº the* ºf chºs.
th her wings ſhall bid the worthy find

#.i.iº: that vexº: ; :

iend of truth, fraud or malice hurl’ā

ough all theº a faithleſsº: - -,

Whom envy Perſºcutesandbigots hate,"
Shall here *jºy an undiſturb’d retreaſ; -

With him, who ſcornsthe empty pride of blood,

ºffires his grandeur with thewiſe and good!

Bºwitching gold, which circling throfa ſtate, .

tives its value, and deſervºir. weight !

**obſtructed, like the areaºf life,

*war, and want, and diſcontent, and ſtrife;

on Far Dr. Rick’s hand new ſplendorſhall re.

0 bid his ºple wiſh his lengthen’d reign. (gain,

Nº more finiſheighbºri. {tates from Prºffa's arms
r†. or dread alarms:

ºr leſs ſhall foreign leagues his empire move,

- nited people's love; *

#hºly Eurºpe's king th; courtſhip bend,
To him who makes no foe, nor quits a friend;

What tho’ his Prušence guards the chance ofwar,

His mildneſ: eyes the miſchief from afarº

* hisarms might Cafar's laurels find,
The *ful olive ſuits his greater mind:

Yet ſºn all events the ſtorm he views,

In peace or war,…the darling of the Muſéſ

alike inſur'd ſucceſs,`

"...all his aim is to defend and big,
Yet while

Hearms for
- war;--but arms without a dread'

'Nogiant Jºrms f compoſe a vain parade,

No glitte‘īngjiº, of the warrior-trad,

* This alludes to the new Order inſtituted by his,

ºnMº, i. º.º.º.º.º.%.
Medal withºff: Inſcription, For MER ºr "

f This alludes tº #:º ºllºwing Liberty to

fºrced into his Ser

impending clouds their darkneſs ſpread,

Yººhºº, withºth: pomp of art, &
And riſes on the ſervice of the heart : : - -

He boaſts it all his glory to be juſt ,

(A pride beyond the title of Auguſ; 1) • - Z-- *

Which time ſecures, theº,
And guards his name till nature feels her endſ

So when beneath the curs’d Caeſarean race

Rome felt the horrors of her firſt diſgrace 5

Great Trºjan roſe with every virtue bleſt, l

To give the weary'd world the fiveets ofreſt:

No blood, no conqueſt mark’d his ſpotleſs reign,

'Twas goodneſs form'd th’ inviolable chain;

E’en India's kings receiv'd the willing yoke, .

For goodnefis a band no ſavage brokei

Not Salem's walls defil’d with wilful blood,

A crime, her vićtor'sclemency withſtood; . .

Notallher houours levell'd with the duſt,

$ty'd Titus good, or merciful, or juſt:

Love knit the charm on which hisgreatneſs roſe

A harm -not worlds united can oppoſe fºr

Bºhold the glorious pattern majº your riſe 1

Nor quit the ſteps by which hº gaind the ſkies : .
Try to ſhrpaſs!!-- but heav'n his fate refuſe !) .

#: a day !—which Yoº will never lifet

N. B. * Fºramai. Piz Ozz #.
Subječi mention'd in the Ayews-Paper,

. Mr. Voltaire's Name, .

ºffer'd ºf its being genuine######; j.

fºregoing

appear'd

*t as we are not

and as the Compoſition'

- we forbear tranſlating or
: . . . . * * -inſerting it., ºr

- * - *******p, *.

~~~ O D. E. .~

ºrturºuſe ºft
Intaminati;füge; boráriºus.”

T.* for the public we-a! - ~ *

- $ºſiº, my Logºsi tºº. le ſtrife =
think, while Bºº,§. ſtrife;º,

Thy fiends and Briúil.i. life! . . "

Thy generous, free exalted mind. - -

-: iºd with 2. nº ſacredime, . ...}

Glows with ſuch Warmth for human kind,

Th. *implistiyº,fame fº = - * A

Happy the man, whom reaſon draws . .

- º:: in the golden mean: i. " -

* Who ſcorns fan it fortune's laws *.

And laughsº: 's ... train. . . .

wº;from virtue's hight --- º
*ſºning pomp ofcourtsºvs, - .

Or, like the bes, with happy#
--Amidſt the ſweets of beauty plays! . . . . .

Thus have I at the noon-tide hour º -- ~,

nſºnates ſeen t tº:r, -- . . . .”

Ere night reclin'd, beneath th: bow'r, * > .

"Repeat thyvows in 7Mira's earl

*śrºtºnderer above-.
-...(The rebel ſons of earth fuppre-fi'd). :

W. On wer plumes of love – “… .

To find repoſe on Leda's breaſt.

********Mawwal. 2.,
as this Month, ſº %. fift, which .ſº
*y us two rears, is . naºſeous a £)iſh to be

agreeable to our Readers. -- ~ ***** -

Hor,

Mr.
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S O N G, by the Right Hon. JOHN, late Lord Viſcount

M O L E S W O R. T. H. - s

TUNE, by Mr John Alcock, Organiſ; ºf PLYMoUTH, i

- - -

- -
- :

A 1 M E R 1 A's Face, her “ , ” Shape, a her Air, with i
-

-

-

:

i

Charms re - ſiſtleſs wound the Heart; In - |

fence prepare, When from her Eyes Love ſhoots his Dart. Sº

i w t i

º

*N -N.

ſtrong, ſo ſwift, the As -- row flies, Such ſure De - fruitiºn

flying makes; The bold Op - po - ſer quick -ly dies, The

- - - - - - - 1:

Fu - gi - tive it o -- ver -- takes. º:

ū.

hº

º,

-

!

|

Nor §atagem; nor Force avails, For ſuch the Magick of her Armi,

No ſeign'd Submiſſion ſetsyou free 5 And wounding, ſhe does ſo allure;

One Look º'er all your Arts prevails, The unexperienc'd court their Harms, ".

There's no way ſafe, but not to ſee . . . The wounded never wiſh a Cure. l,

F L J fº
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F L U T. E.
:*

#Frrºs-ºs-i:
Tºº TººLº *º

I Tººl -

*=

=w:&

Mr Us A AN,

IT is with great Pleaſure that I ſend you the

following new Tranſlation of the Wekh Epi

tºph on Prince MA Do C.

It is the extempore Performance of a young

Lady, who is excellently accompliſh'd in all the

amiable Beauties of Mind, Perſon, and Conver

ſation. The Graces, the Muſes, and the Vir

tues are her own. I ſhall not paſs any Cenſure

upon the other Tranſlations which you have

publiſh'd; becauſe theſe Lines, like all the reſt

of the Lady's Accompliſhments, ſhine with too

diſtinguiſh'd a Spirit to need any Foil to ſet off

their Luſtre. She is the Daughter of a late

learned and juſtly celebrated Divine of the Church

of England, who was great in Preferments, and

greater ſtill in Abilities; whoſe Sermºns will al

§ ways be read, admired, and extoll’d. She is mar

}: :

%

ried to an agreeable young Gentleman of Gl---r

º§ of a noble Fortune, who has alſo made a
Latin Tranſlation of theſame, which I havehad

the Misfortune of lofing; but which (if he will

be ſo good as to favour you with it) will, I dare

warrant, be very acceptable to you and the
Public. Tours, &c. R 1 v FR 1 vs.

EP I TAP H.

E RE lies the mighty Owen's Heir

In glorious Deeds, as well as Birth.

I ſcorn'd of Lands the menial Care, -

Andſought thro' Seas a foreign Earth.

The three following Epigrams were ſent us as Prize

Epigrams in 1736, but were miſlaid.

In Th. Hearne Antiquitatis notitia percelebrem.

TE affra lar atas merito mirata, coºvum
Dum vider effe ſuum, Rix tamen ºffe put it.

Nempeita teamtigua enarrantem ſaecula cernie,

Credere te ut pºſint vix minus iſla ſuum.

In librum ingenioſum de Termino Mignitudinis.

SEki; hº fºrtur dixiſ. Minervallel,
Iłic ºffo humani Terminus ingenii.

In ſenem perdite amantem.

NU; tandem Latio credas: vix unica amanter:

Diffare amenti littera Calve, facit.
-

Tº the Illuſtrious Princeſ; M.A R r, on ber Voyage

to Hess E, &c. (See the Latin, p. 312.)

H R O' the fam'd Helleſpont Leander ſwam,

* In filent night, to his fair Seftian dame;

Whilſt the fond girl a flambeau held, to guide

Her vent’rous lover thro’ the rapid tide.

O royal Maid! as Hero fair, but chaſte,

O'er ſeas to thy illuſtrious Bridegroom haſte.

Wait not for night : Let Phaebus' brighteſt ray

To Hºff her Prince's charming Bride diſplay.
./

Tº the ingenious, fair enigmatical, Decypherſ,
DE 1, 1 A-Zus 1 E.

* T HAT’s this my charmer, ſkill'd in fate:, .

Declare, for you alone have ſkill.— .

Love not, it loves; but love, it hates;

And dies for love it lives to kill.

Ingenious Laffe, tell m'again,

O tell! for you alone can tell,

Whence love and hate ſeem one in pain,

Yet this a heaven, as that a hell? “

My pearly jewel, ſay once more,

O ſay ! my oracle of love,

Why pleaſes inoff, what moſt deplore?

! What pleaſures thoſe which pains in prove *

Ten thouſand queries ſwell my pen, -

And each a riddle twinn’d in you :

Is not my Delia a riddle then 3

Reſolve me, Delia, Delia do.

If vows are fetters on the will,

Friendſhip an adamantine chain;

And love a tie more ſacred ſtill,

As what does othar ties contain ; ,

Then what are all conjar'd in chºr - -

Reſolve-me, Delia, this ; then, then I’ve done.

Pz to Belle, june 5, 1743. YN Q. Qu u R.

Iºſºriled to D, C L E at Glouceſter.

‘PHiland. in a bleſ alcove, -

- Sacred to Wit, to Mirth, to Love 3

With youth-reviving beauty fir’d,

And ſoft tranſporting joy inſpir’d,

Gaily tunes his amourous lays,

Aºd courts ſweet ſmiling Calia's praiſe.

Thus in his bow'r Anacreon ſurg,

The ſhades with melting muſing rung;

Penh; approv’d his heav'nly ſtrain,

The happy bard grew young again.

Birmingham, …g. zo, 1740. -3. M.
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Mr URBAN, - - - - • * ~ *

A” I would endeavour to maintain a Charašer in Life

ºf.from that of a Poet, I make no Pretenſºns to one ;

ºr ha? I a ſufficient Ground for an Excuſe to appear among

the Priters of Perſe ; but as every Man is allowed ſome 4.

ziuſements for an Hour of Leiſure, I have often confined mine to

reading an inſtrušfive Poem, and now and then, I conſeſ,

have indulged myſelf in writing an innocent% ºf Verſes.

As you have been pleaſed to favour me with the Publication of

ſºme of the firſt Fruits of º; en, I - turt to ſend you the

following Piece, and tho' it may be too incorreà, I imagine you

will fºurgii, receive any thing that is an Attempt fowards

diſplaying the Merit and tranſcendent Virtues of that excellent

#. who has bleſſed and adorned eur Nation and our Age.

...And as I could not eaſily avoid mentioning that referend and

worthy Gentleman, to whºm thºſe Perſes are addreſſed, I muſt

rely on his known Generoſity, and Candour, to fºrgive a Compli

ment ſº much inferior io his Merit. If you think them worthy

inſerting in yºur Magazine, pleaſe tº allot them a Place in

jºur next, and you will oblige, Sir,

B-—wd----y; Worceſterſhire, 2%urs, &c.

July 18, 1740,

To the Reverend Dr. WAT ts on his Publication

of Mrs. Row E's Devout Exerciſes of the

Heart, after her Death.

- O thee, the humbleſt, wiſeſt, beſt of men,

The laſt, dear relicks of her matchleſs pen

Immortal Rowe, whoſe fame unſpotted ſhines,

Mov’d by thy judgment and thy worth, conſigns.

And lo! by thee revis'd, the work appears,

The bleſs'd memorial of her pious years'

What ſtrains devout ! how much the ſacred page

Shames the looſe condućt of an impiousage,

Where vice, in robes of honour glaring, reigns,

Nor ought of ſolid piety remains.

Here, ſtill preſerv'd, her generous thoughts we find,

Here ſtill we trace the progreſs of her mind.

'I'hat mind, ſo great that ſcorn'd to be confin'd

To earth's dull ſcenes, with nobler joys refin'd,

O ſay, if thou her wond’rous mind cou’dſt ſcan,

Sure ſomething more thanwoman--more than man,

What heav'nly raptures the dull clay inſpir'd,

What tranſports rais'd her when devotion fir’d

Behold her riſe to worlds of glory ſoar,

And all the beauties of the ſkies explore!

Now rapt’rous mount beyond the ſolar way,

And paint the glories of celeſtial day,

Unfold the ſcenes cf heav'n to mortal eyes,

And half diſplay the wonders of the ſkies.

How ot that glºrious truth her pen cou’d move,

The wond’rous myſt'ry of redeeming love;

Now pleas'd ſhe views, with joy and wonder mix’d,

Ere yet the confines of the world were fix’d,

Ere time began, the ſacred plan deſign'd

In the great volume of theternal mind;

Her extafies beyond expreſſion riſe,

And ſilent meditations reach the ſkies.

Ah! weep ye virgins, and ye matrons mourn

Your ſex's gºide thro' ages yet unborn ;

9 keep the glorious pattern fill in view,

let the bright faint for ever live in you.

'Twas her’s, with elºgance of thought refin'd,

‘i’ inculcate virtue, and ſublime th: mind,

To paint thoſe ſcene, where endleſ, pleaſures riſe,

And point the fair one to th’ immortal Prize.

O*WAT T s! who weli can'ſ:

teli, -

What feels the breaſt that holy raptures fHad ſh: a lingering diſeaſeº well,

Nor, favour's with her pray'rs, f ſo ſudden flown,

J. W.

* Hºr Dicaſe was judg'ſ to be an Apoplexy.

* The ºils of her Life obſerves, thātī; Mauuſcript

Bºok of Devotions contains ficquent Petitions to it..'.

-. - for

Had ſhe with gradual anguiſhment been ty'd,

And calm and peaceful as Burſa “dy'd,

What Muſe but thine cou’d fing, or numbers

paint

The joys extatic of the expiring ſaint, -

And, while juſt marching off the verge of lif.,

And feeble lungs prolong the mortal ſtrife,

With what ſerenity her moments re?,

What bliſsful proſpects open to her ſoui;

But ſudden ſee the tyrant hurls his dart,

And inſtant pangs aſſault the mortal part,

Proſtrate ſhe falls to earth, ther ſpirit flies,

And mounts exulting to her native ſkies.

for a ſudden Removal to the Skies; and that the Sudden.

neſs of her Death might be interpreted as a Reward ºf

her fingular Piety, and a Mark of divine Favour in Ali.

ſwer to her Prayers.

** Mrs Elizabeth Bury, an illuſtrious Example oft.

common Piety and Virtue, on whoſe Death Dr Wii,

wrote an ingenious Elegy, annex'd to ſome Memoirs of

her Life... + Mrs Rowe, the Evening ſhe was taken ill, re.

tired to her Chamber about 8 o’Clock, in perfed Heſh;

about Ho ſhe was found in her Room, fallen off herChai:

on the Floor, ſpeechleſs, and in the Agonies of Death,

and notwithſtanding the immediate Afiſtance of a Phyſ.

cian, and Surgeon, after having given one Groan, ſheer.

º: a few Minutes after 2 on Sunday Morning, Feb.1%

1730-7.

On C L I. O.

O CL 10 ſacred be the muſe's ſong,

Clio to whom the ſofteſt ſtrainsbelorg;

See loves and graces deck her angel form,

And native ſweetneſs brighten every charm;

Not lightly gay, nor rigidly ſevere,

She ſcorns the haughty ſelf-important air,

'Tis hers with artleſs elegance to ſhine,

And brilliant wit with ſolid judgment join;

Hers the ſublimeſt faculties to pleaſe,

To think with ſpirit, and converſe with eaſt,

She ſpeaks---attention rules the filent throng,

Tranſported with the muſick of her tongue,

Good-nature ſoftens all the charmer ſays, .

And 'tis her pleaſure and her pride to praiſe,

Her ſentiments with mild reſiſtleſs art,

Inform, convince, and ſteal into the heart.

Yet of herſelf the modeſt doubt is ſhown,

And all, except herſelf, her merit own.

When virtue thus to beauty lends her rays,

They move our wonder, and tranſcend our priſº,

Ceaſe then, advent'rous muſe, nor equal deem

Thy lowly numbers to the lofty theme:

B: thine ſuch worth to copy and admire,

To praiſe it juſtly claims a Serapb's lyre.

AE N I G M A.

Am a bitter, but a wholeſome good,

Were but my virtues better underſtood;

For many things, impoſſible to thought,

Have been by mé to full perfečtion brought.

The daring of the ſoul proceeds from me.

With prudence, diligence, ačtivity,

Sharpneſs of wit and fortitude I give,

And teach the patient man to better live.

When men, once frange to me, my virtues Pº"

Themſelves I make thm know and Him abº

The flatt’rer from the friend I give to know.

In me a fair poſſeſion lies, but (ch'.

The childiſhneſs of men) all me refuſe,

B cauſe I'm plain, and gaudy trifles chuß.

I'm made the ſcorá of eºry foppiſh fool,

Iºſulted, hated, turn'd to ridicule.



Hiſtorical Chronicle. Auguſ, 1740.

F RI p A Y, Auguſt 1. Ruſſil Man of War, at Spithead, at which

º:AS performed in the Gar- were preſent Admirals Balchen and Stéº
# dens of Clifden in Com: art, and 19 Captains of Men ºf War, for

# memoration of the Acceſ: the Trial &f Capt. Ambroſe, Commander

fion of his late Majeſty, and A% the Greyhound, on the Complaint of

in Honour of the Birth of * ſome Mechants at Liſbon, when the

º:

, ſº the Princeſs Auguſa, the Capt. was honourably acquitted.
t; Prince and Princeſs of Wales, with all . FRIDAY, 15.

... their Court, being preſent) a new Maſque INSTRUCTIONS from the GENTLE

of two A&s, taken from the various For- MEN, CLERGY and FREEHoLDERs,

º, tunes of Alfred the Great, by Mr Thom- in the County of Somerſet, to their Re

ſm and Mr Mallet; alſo a Maſque cf Mu- preſentative.

§º the,Jºgº,º, by BT, Thomas Sri ANGEways HoR

... Mr Dryden; and concluded with ſeveral

scenešout of Mr Rich's Pantomime Én. ... Nº Eſq.

tertainments. We the High Sheriff, Grand Jury, Gentle

SATURDAY, 2. men, and Clergy of the County of Somer:

Mr Bartholomew Greenwood, a Gentle- ſet, aſſembled at the Aſſizes and General

º, man of an Eſtate, and Rider to his Maje- Meeting at Bridgewater, on Friday Auguſ:

Mā º: firſt Troop of Horſe Guards, a Place, the 15th 1740; take this Opportunity of

ºf near zool, a Year, was tried at King. ‘" declaring how ſenſible we are of the Ne

ºn Aſſizes upon an Indićtment for rob- ceſſity of promoting a proper Bill for li

ing Mr. Wheatley, a Gentleman of a con- miting the Number of Placemen in Par

tº fiderable Fortune, in a Field near Camber- liament. We are convinced that the Se

** well, june 5, at half an Heur alter 9. Mr curity of cur Liberties is entirely founded

* Wheatly pºſitively ſwore to Mr Green- upon the Independance of our Repreſen

** woºd's being the Robber, and brought ſe- titives; and we think the noto

Veral Gentlemen of Fortune and Reputa- Drious. Influence uſed by the Miniſter

tion, to give Evidence in behalf cºf his over his Dependants,if not timely prevent

... own Charaćter; which they did in a very ed, muſt prove fatal to thoſe Righ's which

extenſive Manner. On the other hand, we are determined to enjoy curſelves, and

* Mr Greenwood brought Witneſſes ºf equal to tranſmit to Poſterity. Therefore, we

as Sredit, who prov’d, that he was in a dif. require You, to employ the utmoſt of your

tº ſerent Place at theTime of the Robbery,gi. Eſdeavºurs to prºmote ſuch a Bill, as will

wing a diſtinét Detail how he paſſed the tº effectually put a ſtºp to this growing Evil.

* Qºy till 11 at Night that he went to Bed.” And farther we enjoin You, according to

* He likewiſe brought Perſons of the fift the ancient Uſage of Parliament, not to
º Rank toº his Charaćter, which give your Aſſºnſ to any other Money Bill,

they did in the ſtrongeſt Terms. As the ºr Supply, until the Grievance abovémen.

Circumſtances appeared in Mr Green. tign'd be fully and effºlually redreſſed.

wººd's Fayour, and the concurrent Teſti. The like Iºſiručions were given by the

º

|E

º mºny of ſeveral Witneſſes being of great. Grand j4rieſ, &c., at Stafford, ſerby,
ºf: .er Weight than a Single Evidence, the Jury F Cornwall, Öºc, to their Repreſentatives.

... acquitted the Accuſed. Various Conjec. TU Es DAY, 13.

* 'lºs are ſtill made about this Intricate The Parliament, by Commiſſion from

Affair. Mr. Greenwood has promiſed to the Lords of the Reger.cy, was further

* give the Publick his Caſe, and no doubt prorogued to the 3oth of September next.

Mr. Wheatley will be cbliged likewiſe to FRIDAY, 22.

windicate himſelf. Sir John Norris with the Fleet under

w Mo N D A Y, 4. - his Command ſail'd fom Torbay.

Arrived at Spithead from jamaica, Mo NDAY, 25.

* Capt. Knowles, of the Diamond Man ºf Admiral Balchen, with the Men of War

War, in Company with the Torrington, and Tranſports, having on Board the Ma

... ‘apt, Knight, and 25 Merchant-men un- lines commanded by Lord Cathcart; Alſo

… der their Convoy. G Commodore Auſon, with the Ships and

3. The Troops commanded by Lord Cath. Forces deſigned for his Expedition, were

a tart were all emba k'd on board the drºve back to St. Hellen's, whence they

Tranſports, and ſailed to Spithead. ſalied the 23d, by contrary Winds.

. TU E S D A Y, 5. Willian Creak, a Liñnen Draper of

Was held a Court Martial on board the - - Henley

-

º*- * **::.*2

* ****sº
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Henly upon Thames, who was condemn'd in Parliament for this City, they ſhalluſ,

the 2d at Kingſton Aſſizes, for robbing the their beſt Endeavours to have ſuch an one

Weſtern and Portſmouth Mails, was exe- choſen, as ſhall execute ſo great a Truſt

cuted at Bagſbot Heath, and afterwards , with Reſolution and Fidelity”. His Grace's

hung in Chains near the Place where the * Anſwer was to this Purpoſe-– “Gen.

Robbery was committed. He was appre: termen, ſince you areº to think me

hended in the Borough, upon putting ºff your Friend and Servant, permit me to

forme of the Notes which he fºund in the give you this Advice, which I think is an

Mails, when he ſwallow'd (as he after- honeſt one: Behave vourſelves with the

wards cºnfeſs'd) four, so and two zol. greateſt Duty to the King, with the ſtrič.

Notes; Kitſon, a Malſter of the ſame eſt Regard to the Laws of your Country,

Town, whoſe Siſter, he marry'd, firſt B and give your Aſſiſtance in your Elečijis
prompted him to the Crime, was his AC-" to ſuch Perſons only, who you are perſua

complice, impeach'd him, and was Evi- ded will ſerve their King, and Country

dence againſt him. He had the Charac- with truc Zeal, unallay’d with private In

ter of an honeſt Man among his Neigh. tereſt.—The like Anſwers were given tº

-b urs, and thoſe with whom he dealt; the reff,

but having given too extenſive a Credit, -

and not being able immedia ely to ſatiſ- A L1s r of B1R THs fºr the Year 1740."

fy the Demands of his Creditors, he, in - hon delivedhopes of retrieving his Affairs, was ſe- C july 27. tº: Hamilton deliver

duć'd to commit this Robbery, which he 30. Lady ºf Sir Robert Groſvenor, But,-

affirm'd to the laſt was the only one he of a Daughter,
was ever concern’d in. • Aug. á. wife of William Berner, Eſº of

SUNDAY, 31. Newnan-Hall, Eſſex,— of a Son.

Sir john Norris having advanced ſome 21, wife of čharles Clarke, Eſq; Member

Leagues beyond the Start on the 24th for Huntingdonſhire, I-9ſ a Sºn.

- :*. -- º V; - 22, wife ºf William Woolaſton, Eſq; Mem:
met with a ſtrong Sºuthweſt Wind, which D ber for Ipſwich, of a Son,

oblig'd him to return to Tºrbay, where he -

... • * , , - - Countéſ, of Stamford,– of a Son, ,

triº the 26th, and continues Wind. . .."...t Sir%. Wºlſely, But in
bound. - - - Staffºrdſhire, — of a Son and Heir.

Extraff of a Letter from Jerzey, Aug. 7. the Year 1740

The Spaniſh Privateers are all round List of Mar R1 a GEs fºr .

our Coaſt, they have taken a Boat and 7uly 31, Q IR ſº. Hay, Bart.º:
two Skops on the Norman Coaſt, treated E B - the Relićt of George, late

{{..., - ----- iroft. -

tle Paſłęigers in a barbarous Manner, and °. Mr Cowlſhaw, to the Siſter ºf

left they quite naked, a Woman in par- alcollege, $13,0.0%

ºtcular they uſed moſt cruelly. Theſe Pºº:
Rovers have no more than 40 Men in a Coll º, Miſs Guillaume, 35%
Bjat, but they row with ſixteen Oars, "º. Eſq;-- to the Relić of

and arc upon you as ſºon as they are Tºmas Bates, of Hollºwell, Northumberland, På

ſeen. - o,cco /. d

Several Incorporations of Trades in the F 4. 5. jobn Putland, Eſq; of St#.
gº Edinburgh waited cn the 1). of f';º of join Grwº

Agyle with their Addreſſes of Thanks fºr Eſq; of Jºſal, ºt. - -

his conſtant and ſteady Attachment to the Hon. Mr D.vereux,º:

Cauſe of Liberty. The following is the ſºil; ºn and º.º.º.º.
Surgenns Addreſs “My ińrd We fºrd (lately) to the Hon. Miſs Prº

• co- * \s. J & 2 Y ---> * - irºn ...

depºt.cd by the Corporation of Surgeon- *::::::ºn Eſ;--

Apothecaries ºfEdinburgh, to wait on your to 1. ...; º; rj to the atºlº

Giacº, are inſtrusted to expreſs the grate-G ji, ºf sºn, Sºmeſtºre.

fil Senſe they have cf, and Obligations 7. Mr Éafton, an emiren: Quaker T

they lie under to your Grace, fºr your to Widow Hºp, with 4cool. iſ, Crº.
- iłeadyA.º p the Cauſe of Libérty, William Howles, Eſq;— tº Miſs

the true iſ tereſt of your King and Couñí endem, 500c ſ. -

try, and in particular for. great d kºv. Mr Fytch, Prehendayº
vigorous Endeavours to maintain the pºſſ to Miſs Gatchel.of ſº";Sº,
vieges of this City. They heartily wº 15. Hºy iſºth, of ººº.

i º -- " y heartily wiſh ſ iſ, 'If...ºrg, of Some jej”
a!! Merrhers of Parliament were poſſeſs'd H Eſq, to Miſs Farºrg,

-

- -
* * * * ^ .. -

-

of ſuch Principles, and would follow your wºin Holden, of Eſh.Grifts, E;

Grace's Exampie. And
**: • *d as their Deacon - to widow it iſ bron, with 42%,

has a Pºtº Jouncil, and a Vote in filing jº. -- jº, E. of ºf:

it ug, as alſo in chuāng a Repreſentatiº . to a Daughter of Sir jºin Lº, Aſ;

with near 1 cc,cco I.

l -



List of DEATHs, PRoMotions, &c.

. Mr Short, Merchant, — to Miſs Carter,

of Spittlefields, 5oool.

26, Stephen Downes, Eſq;-

the Coheireſſes of late james Tully, Eſq;

4 List of Dr. A this for the Year 1740. A

june 7, (YOL. Spotſwood, General of the

- new-raiſed Forces in Wirginia.

july 25, Sir William Stanley, Bart, at

Hooton, Cheſhire, ſucceeded by his only Son,
now Sir RowlandStanley, Bart.

* 30, George Baker, Eſq; Receiver-General,

and Juſtice of Peace for Kent.

oſeph Miſaubin, formerly Lieut. Col. of
Horſe. |

31. Joſeph Ireland, Eſq; at St Mary le Bon.

Hon...john Dawney, Eſq; Son and Heir of

Lord Viſcount Down, of Ireland. t

Sir William Cunnignham, of Caprignton, Scot
land. .

... 4 g. 2,Col. Mºrgan, of a Company of
Foot at Gibraltar.

. 4, Colonel Fleming, formerly Member for

Southampton,

6. Charles Pitfield, Eſq;

8. Clark, Eſq; Sub-Brigadier in De
Iawar's firſt Troop of Life-Guards.

Lady Roſcommon, Siſter to Lord Bruce at E.

dinburgh.

9. Mrs Eyre, related to late Lord Chief Ju
ſtice Eyre, aged 104. -

Io. Peter Marſh of Dublin, Eſq; of a Con

ceit that he was mad. Four Months before, as

he was riding out, a Horſe in the Staggers took

hold of him by the Breeches, ſhook him, and

laid him on the Ground, withoutthe leaſt Harm.

Three Weeks after, being told that the Horſe

Was dead of the Staggers, he ſaid “ The Horſe

£y'd mad, and I ſhall-āie mad too”. In this

Perſuaſion he perfiſted to his Death, tho’ he had

h9 other Symptom of Madneſs, nor ſign there.

of in his Body when opened.

12. Widow of Sir Arthur Kay, Bart. and

Mother to Lady North and Guildfºrd.

Archibald*†: Eſq; near 30, Trea

ſurer of the Middle-Temple, Eſq; formerly

Member for Haftings, and famous for his calcu.

lations on the public Debts.

15. Lane#. of Perivale,

Eſq; of the Small Pox.

}. Trevanion, Eſq; aged near 80, at car

hºis, Cornwall. He was Member for Tregony

the firſt Parliament after the Revolution, a 'd

for Cornwall in the 3d, 4th, and 5th. By his

24 Wife, Daughter to the Lord Berkeley, of

Str tton, he has left a Son, aged I5, . Heir

to 4000 l per Annum, and a Daughter.

Sir John Wynte, of Halſwell, Somerſetſh, Bt.

I6. Simon Parker, Eſq; of Bedfºrdſhire.

17. Høn, Miſs Obrian, eldeſt Daughter of the
Earl of Inchi?uin, of Ireland.

*illiam Tºwnſhend, Eſq; a Director of theSouth-Sea Company. t

, 3. Hon. Henry Temple, Eſq; Son and Heir

to Viſcount Palmerſion, of Ireland. -

19. Capt. Woolridge, a Half-pay Officer.

Sºl Slºan, Eſq; formerly High Sheriff
for§:

- * Richardcoxeter, of the Inner-Temple, Eſq; fleſhire, 7ool per Annum.

413

Tho. Frederick, Eſq; Member for Shºreham,

- :5.º. #: a Direćtor of the Eaft

to one of India% formerly Member for Shoreham.

27. William Frogmore, Eſq; at Highgate.

Promotions fºr the Year 1740.

MEkki; Guy Pºke. appointed Miniſter at

the Court of Pruſſia.

Sir john Thompſon, choſe Governor of the

Ruffa Company, in room of Samuel Holden,

Eſq.; deceas'd.

Rev. Dr Shaw, F. R. S. Author of Obſer

vations on Barbary and the Levant,— Princi—

pal of Edmond Hall, Oxford, in room of late Dr

Felton,

Mr Ruſh, Chief Clerk of Chelſea College.

Mr Frewen, - Deputy King's Waiter, in
room of . . .

Mr John Keene,– King's Waiter in the
Port of London. -

º, Prince Frederick, of Hºſe,-Knight of
the Garter.

The Cºarina has conferred the Order of St

Catharine on the Princeſs Mary of Heſſe.

Mr LIT A R Y Promotions.

Borge Gregory, Eſq Member for Burrough

Yº bridge, appointed 'Clerk of the Ordnance,

*ºom of Leonard Smek, Eſq; decea.

Commodore Leftock, late of the Bºyne,–

D Captain and Commodore of the Pićiory.

E Capt. Cotterell,-

Middleſex, F

Capt. Gedder,

7o Guns, *...} launch'd.

yCapt. Clelan Capt. of the A

Man of War, in roomº - ular.
Capt. Oſborne, f Capt. of the Diamond, af

4o Guns, in room o

..Sapº Knowles,– Capt. of the Litchfield,
of 50 Guns. -

Capt. of the Naſſau, of

tain of the Liof 6o Guns, in room of p att,

Sapt. Smith, who reſign'd.

Mr Pellat, firſt Lieut. of the Canterbury *

Captain of the Pukan, Fireñº. >

Lieut. Marſhall, Captain of the St

4ntonio, a Spaniſh Prize, 19 Guns.

Sir William Hewitt, Éart. And

Capt. Pºlkinghorne, --~ corº. nders , ofBombketches.” 3. Iſlanders , o

PR E FER MEN Ts Eccleſiaſtical.

Mr. Rocks Rećtor of Harbrandſºn -

brokeſhire, worth zoo). per Ann. iſon, Pem

Mr. Hunter, preſented by the Dean and Chap

ter of St. Paul's to Hanworth, Middleſex.

Rev. Mr Langhorn %arren, preſented vicar

of Hampſtead, Middleſex.

Mr Parker, Senior Fellow of Brazen-noſe

Sollege, Oxfºrd, - . Rećtor of Stratford
Ie #.",yº. 390.1 per Annum. -

- ***, collated to the vica

hºge and ſhundrieh, in the Dioceſe ofºf
Mr ºf atſºn, made a Prebºndary in the Colle

giate Church of Brecknºck.

Dr Thomas, –
Dean of Peterborough. iroom of Dr Lockier, roorough, in

deceas'd. -

*...*. H Rºtor of Boſwºrth, Leice

Paris,
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tures whic

HE E. of Walde

L. grave had late

ly an Audience of the King at Compiegne,

when he made the following Declaration,

and deliver'd a Copy of it. “His Britan

nick Majeſty having received the Over

have been made to him by

his moſt Chriſtian Majeſty, for procuring

an Accommodation between G. Britain

and Spain, he has thought proper to in

form his Council at London thereof, to

the end that he may have their Advice

thereupon. . In the mean time, his Bri.

tannick Majeſty did not think it conveni

ent to retard the Departure of his Fleet,

being perſuaded that ſo conſiderable an

Armament could ſcarcely fail of giving

Weight to Negociations, if any ſhould be

enter'd into.”—ThePićtures of 2 Centena

rians are brought to Compeigne. The firſt is

the Pićture ofjohnRovin, aged 172; and

Sarah Deſſen, aged 164: They were born

in the Banyat of. Temeſwar in Hungary,

where they ſtill live. They have been

married near 147 Years, and have two

Sons and two Daughters living; their

youngeſt Son is 116 Years old, and has

two Great Grandſons, one 35, and the o

ther 33. The 2d Piòure iſ that ºf Peter

Zorton, a Peaſant in the ſame Bamyat,

who died jam. 25, 1724, aged 185. His

youngeſt Son is ſtill living,

Petersburgh, july 20. The Day after

the Execution of M. Wolinski (See p. 359.)

Count Muffin Puskin was carried beforé

the Commiſſaries, and convićied of ca

lumniating the Empreſs and the Duke of

Courland; having publickly ſaid, that the

Favourite and his Miſtreis would not live

always, but that their Tyranny would

ſoon be put to an End. Whereupon the

fame Sentence was read to him as had

been paſs'd on Wºlinski. He utter'd on

Paris, Sept. 3. N. S.

this Occaſion ſuch violent Inve&lives a.

gainſt the Empreſs and her Miniſters, that

the Court was oblig'd to order him to

be gagged, tº make him hold his Tongue.

Soon after which Prince Trubetskoj came

and told him that, tho’ he was utterlyun

worthy of any Favour, yet the Empreſs

thought fit to grant him his Life, but that

he was ſentenced to have his Tongue

pluck'd out, and afterwards to be banſà.

cd into Siberia. At that Ingant appºd
an Executioner, whº, with the Aïtance

of five or ſix People, executed the ºr

Paſt, of the Sentence. So lºng as he

- could defind hiºſeii, and had the Fac.

{y of Specch, he inc ſtatiy threw , ºr .

invºlives againſt the Luke of Couri.

and Count d Oſlermºn. The Empreſs has

given the lºfter ºf theſe Miniſters, ºrd

to protect him from Inſults tºrcarnº in

anºnymous Lettes, ſuch as Āſīāſānājo.

and burning him and all his Houſe, if he

concern’d himſelf in any further Enquiry

of this kind. ...The Guard of the Priceſ;

A Elizabeth is alſo augmented with 13 Men,

Some miſchievous Perſon had lately the

Inſolence to break into the Empreſ; win.

ter Palace, to cut in Pieces the Päures in

the Gallery thereof, which were of the

moſt exquiſite Sort, and coſt immerſ:

Sums, and to put inſtead thereof Repre
fentations of Racks, Gibbets, and other

B Inſtruments for the Puniſhment of Cº.

minals.--This Court and that of Stock.

holm having accepted the Mediation offic

Emperor and the King of France, it's not

doubted but the Treaty of Neuffad; will

be renew’d with ſome favourable Condi.

tions for the Swedes. Count Munich has

C had a very dangerous Sickneſs, the Cauſe

whereof was ſuſpected to be Poiſon; but

he is pretty well recover'd. -

Berlin. The King continues to give

freſh Inſtances of his Humanity, Magna.

nimity, and excellent Senſe. He has writ

to the City |Magiſtrates and Country

Bailiffs, “That his Will is that they take

1) the utmoſt Care to relieve the Neceſſities

of the Poor; that if the Funds appropri,

ated for that Uſe are not ſufficient, he

3rmits them to ſupply that Deficiency

with the Crown Revenues, and that in

the Diſtribution of theſe Charities they

ſhall give to the Poor not only Bread bit

Money and Clothes.” -

E written to M. de Maupertuis, Member of

the Royal Academy of Sciences, and of

the Royal Society at London, in theſe

Terms; “I have had, Sir, the ſtrongeſ:

Deſires, from the firſt Moment of myAC.

ceſſion to the Throne, to have you give

the Academy of Berlin ſuch Form as it

can ºnly receive from you. Come then

F and inoculate on the wild Stock the Grait

of Sciences. You have * diſcover'd to the

World the Shape of the Earth, now com:

municate to a King the Pleaſure of ha.

ving you in his Poſſeſſion, &c.” The

King has reſtor'd to the Lutheran Clergy

the Liberty they formerly enjoy'd, of .

G ſing certain Hábits and Weſtments intº
Choir, and certain Ceremonies in Divinº

Service. The Preachers of the Frthſh

Cºmmunion are likewiſe ified to reviº

their Cuſtom of mounting the Pulpit in

Gown. [See the Poem, p. 406.

Hagge. The 24th Iñitant the Stº

General have determin’d to augment their

Troops with 12,000 Men, and equip 1%

Men of War.

Hanºver,

* Here ſeems a Nºg gence or Miſtake in the

King's Expreſſion, becauſe Malpertº only

went to prove what si ſaac Newtºn º

covered. See Yo L., ix. p. 33.

His Majeſty has
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anover. By a Subſidy Treaty con
aftºG. Britain andºCaffel,

for four Years, the latter is to keep 4,8oo

Foot and 1,200 Horſe in Readineſs for his

Majeſty's Service, for which he is to pay

250,000 Bank Crowns per Ann.

Rome, Aug. 17. N. S. The Conclave is A

at laſt broke up, and Cardinal Lambertini, -

Archbiſhop of Bologna, is declar'd to be

elečted Pope. People were much ſur

priz'd on this Occaſion, becauſe he had

never been propoſed in the Conclave.

But his Ele&tion is look’d upon as a Me

dium to content two Parties; one ofº,

call'd the 2ealots, who are for maintain. B

ing what they call the Independency of

the Qonclave, were as firmly reſolved a

gainſt Cardinal Aldobrandi, as the other

Party was not to abandon him. While

Matters were in ſuſpenſe, that Cardinal

ained a Vote in the Scrutiny of the 12th

i. fo that having 33, he wanted but

ºne Vote more; and the three following

Day; his Party did their utmoſt to get it,

but in vain. The 16th and the followin

Night was ſpent in negotiating, till at lai

Matters were ſo order'd that Cardinar

Lambertini had this Morning the 34 votes
neceſſary. He has taken the Name of

Benedić XIV, to ſhew his Veneration for

the Memory of Benedi: XIII, who raiſed

him to the Purple. The Lambertini Fa.
mily has always been confider'd as one of

the mºſt illuſtrious in the State of Bologna,
and allied to the greateſt Families in Italy.

The new Pope, while Archbiſhop, gaind

the Love of all the People, by his Áffibi.

He

has compºſed ſeveral Theological Picces,

E.

. §eatly eſteem'd for their Candour and

Moderation. He is aged about 65, and of

ſtrong Conſtitution, which make us

ºpe he will live long enough to apply a

Rºmedy to the Calamities of the Écºfi.

aſtic State. . Nepotiſm, ſo much cry’d out

*šinſt, is a Thing not to be apprehended

f inder the preſent Pope, for he has no Re.

lations to promote.

From Madrid, That 30 Batalions and

#9 Squadrons are marching towards the
Coaſts to prevent a Deſcent from the En

&liſh. Orders are ſent to Cadiz to fit out G

12 Men of War there.

ther Effects in the Lisbon Packet Boat, ta

ºn by a Privateer, are to be ſent hither.
The whole Cargo is valued at 5oo,000

º

The Gold and o

£ces of Eight. On the other hand, the

Nºtre Dame du Roſhire, a Regiſter Ship,

gºing from the Câmaries to the Havam.

fºll into the Hands of the Engliſh. . An

Advocate with ſeveral Accompliées have.

b:en lately hang'd at the Groyne, for cor

415

reſponding with the Engliſh Conſul at 0:
º,.# Deſcent in Gal

licia. They had received large Sums o

Money, one of them in particular jobs

Guineas, to facilitate the Execution of this

I'Oject. - . . . . ~~~~P#. Charles-Tºwn, S. Carolina. Gen

Oglethorpe has reduced Fort St. Diego, fi

tuate ſeven ſmall Leagues from St.Augu

fline: The Garriſon ſurrender'd Priſoners.

Upon the Redućtion of this and two other

ſmall Forts in the Neighbourhood of the

Place, the Townſmen retired into the

Caſtle; but Letters of july 4, from thence,

relatº that a great Detachment of the
Garriſon fell upon 130 Men poſted in a

Fort near the Caſtle, at too great a Di

ſtance from the main Body, and cut moſt

of them to Pieces, , . "

From Gibraltar, That the Spaniards be

fore that Place have received a Reinforce

C ment of 2 or 3000 Men, and erected a Bat

tery of Culverins of 18 Feet long, with

which they annoy all the Ships that come

into the Bay by the Old Mole, ſo that the

§ are oblig'd to anchor in the New
€.

* * * - - -

Extrač of a Letter from Amſterdam. ,

*E Very Body’s Attention is at preſent

* fix’d upon the Motion of the'º
now §. to Sea by Great Britain; and

moſt People make their Conjećtures about

the Deſtination of Admiral Nº. Fleet,

and of the Squadrons of Lord Cathº.

and Commcdore Anſon. The moſt recei

...Qpinionis, that Lord Cathcarºš.
dron is already to join the Forces already

in America, under the Command of Ad

miral Vernon, and will endeavour to make

themſelves Maſters of the Iſland of Cuba,

which, it's ſaid, is to be attempted with

twenty Men of War, and twelve thouſand

Land Forces; during which, Commodore

Anſon,with his Squadron,wiisai.

Buenos Ayres, in order to executºf.

Enterprize in thoſe Parts; and from thence

will go to the Coaſts of the South Sea,

from Lima as far as California, in queſt,

amidſt other Deſigns, of the rich Aquapul

So Ship. Whilſt theſe Things ſhall be do

ºš in America, Admiral Norris will be

9bſerving, upon the Coaſts ºf Spain, the

Motions of the Ferro and C. Squi

digns, and watching fºr an Qpportunity

of burning them, which it’s aſſured, he his

Qrders to do. Our Politicians pretend,

that if the Expeditiºn againſt Cuba ſhould

ſucceed, Peace would immediately follow,

fºr that the Engliſh would ºn Haj.
their Power to oblige the Spaniards to

comply with their Tºms, - -
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S T O. C. K. S. Monthly# of Mortality, from july *:::4; 26.

S.S. k - -- - Males 2 tºuried. "--

*:::::::: |citº. §1376 wº, ſº
*New Annu. of Buried {{...}. 2064 in Midºndº, 9%

5 per C. Ann. Lol #| || . "Femal. 1 oz.3 y City and Sub. Wºff. 44%

*ſank iº , . P. under 2* old--- 772 2004

-Circul,62.2s. 6d. Pr. Between 2 and 5 ---- 237 ... a n wº

Mil. Bank 1 16 # Between : 5 and 10 ---- 127 . Weekly*

India 100 # Between 10 and zo---- 72 July 23, -456

--Bonds 5.3%. 4d. Pr. Between 20 and 30---- 144 °º-;
African Io. Between 30 and 4o---- 182 . . . :::::::

Royal Aſi. 92 # Between 40 and 50----, 169 —“:*

Lon. ditto i i ; Between 50 and 6o---- 137 Ticº

7p.C.Em.Loan 11 o #| Between 60 and 70 ----, 103 – —-

5 p. C. Ditto 92 ; Between 70 and 80 ---- 92 *ś*::::.81

Eng. Cop. 3 1. 10 s. Between 8o and 90 ---- 25 #.#ić.: ".

Welſh ditto 15 s. Between 92 and roo --- 3 a.ſ. i.p. 3. s.

Lott. Tickets 5A 2, ..] Between iod and Iol --- coal, 11.3, p. ciliºn,
2064 in the Pool.

REG IS T E R of B O O K S in A U GUST.

HE dangerous Voyage of Capt. Thºiaas

T james, in his intended Diſcovery of a

Northweſt Peſſage into the South-Sea. Printed

for 0. Payne, 8vo. Price 2 s. 6d. -

2. A Preſent for a Papiſt; or, the Hiſtory of

Pope foan, price I s. 6d. O. Payne.

3. The Hiſtory of the Life and Death of

David. Printed for E. Curl, price 3 s. 6d.

4. A brief Hiſtorical Account of the primi

tive Invocation, or Prayer for a Bleſſing upon

the Euchariſtic Elements. Sold by T. Cooper,

price : s. 6d.

5. Biographia Claſſica ; or the Lives and

Chara&ters of the Claſſic Authors. In two

Pocket Volumes, price 6 s. D. Browne

6. A modeſt and ſerious Defence of the

Author of the Whole Duty of Man. Printed

for j. Roberts, price 6 d.

7. The Conſequence?, of Trade, as to the

Wealth and Strength of the Nation. Printed

for T. Cooper, price 6 d. ".

8. The third Volume of the Moral Philoſo

pher. Printed for T. Cox, 8vo, price 5 s.

9. Propoſals for raiſing a Supplemental Pro

viſiºn fºr the Poor. Printed for T. Cºper,
price 6 d.

...g., Some Conſiderations on the Neceſſity and

Uſefulneſs of the Royal Charter for the Hoſj

tal for Foundlings. Printed for if: Meadows,

price 6 d.

#'.*. and Chara&ers of eminent

and worthy Perſons. Numb, XIX. Printe*... "...º.º.º.º. X. Printed

I2. £9mpendious Library of the Law.
Printed for j. Oſborne, 12mo,º º W.

#3: A Serious Remonſtrance" to the Public.

Printed for 7. Roberts, Price I s.

14. The Rat-Catcher of Chelſea-Collge. A

Tale. By john Woodman. Printed for the

Author, price. I s.

15. A Collečtion of Letters from the Rey,

Mr. Whitefield, &c. price 6 d.

16. The Livery-Man ; or plain Thought

on public Affairs. Printed for j. Smith, price

Is

i. Eſſays Medical and Philoſophical. By

George Martin, M. D. Printed for A. Mill,

, 8vo. price 5 s.

18. The Tryal of Mr. Bartbohmew Grº"

wood. Printed for T. Robins, price 6 d.

19. An impartial Account of Mr Grº.

wood's Tryal. Printed for j. Standen, Priº

6 d

20. The Britiſh Admiral. A Poem. Sº

by 'f. Oſborne, price I s.

21. The Letter from Don Blaſ, to Don Gº

rallino verſiſy'd. Sold by T. Gardner, Piº

6.d - - - - -"

22. At Ft. Ep. A Masqur, . B.M.

Thomſon and Mr Mallet. Printed for A. Millſ,

price i s.

23. Forty-two Sermons by the late Rº:
Mr Eiſha Smith. Printed for j. Hoče. In

two Vols. 8vo. price ios,
24. Two Sermons at Hartfºrd Aſſizs, Bf

CAarles Browne, A. M. Printed for T. Cºp",

price 6 d. each. -

p 25. A Viſitation Sermon in the Cathedral

Church of Clºgher. By jobn Cºpping, Pº of

chºr. Printed for #: Rºbert.' pric; 6%

26. A sermonatities;ſº.
By j. Partington, A.M. sold by 7. Bº

fone, price ( d.

#.
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|I. Proceepings in the Senate of Greatil IV. LIFE of Sir FRANCIS DRARF ºr

| || Lilliput.continued., 1; Speech of the tinued.
w pºº Miniſter on the Eſtábliſhment of vſ. SELEcT Eſſays from the Pººrs.

-' Marines in the 3d ofthe Empreſs Nana.|| Craftſman's Addreſs to the Freeholders,

3. Number of Standing Forces #-||VII. Poet RY. M. Lyttlerº tº Mr

ſolved on. 3. Speeches of the Urgs Poyntz. Ode of Horace. Qn a Fa

Putnub and Skeiphen thereupon. 4.ll vourite Dºg: Lancaſhire Ballad, Epi

Speech, and Motion of the Hurgolen grams. Enigmas ſolved. Epilogue.

* || Gºmdahm for examining the Condućt| Elegy on Thady Madden, Eſq;. To Chloé.

|| of the Miniſtry in the Negotiations on’Éindman's Buff. On the Tranſ

with Iberia. 5. Speeches of the Hur- lation of Chaucer. Cupid's Revengº:

golen rigºn and Hurgº Polgarth on Muſing by ºver. Invitation to Miſs
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Dº. in the Senate of Great Lilliput,

continued from p. 385 4%
Speech cf the Prime Miniſter ih.

Why the Marines ſhould not be on the ſame

Eſtabliſhment with thoſe of the 3d of the

Empreſs Nana ib.

That Eſtabliſhment made in Complaiſance

to the Empreſs's Conſort ib.

How Gentlemen change their Opinions as

to Blefuſcudian Maxims of Government

- 42. I

Dilliputian Marines cannot live on ſo ſmall

Pay as the Blºfaſcudians ib.

Our Trade and Wealth greater now than

ever 422.

In what Points we ought to be jealous of

Blefuſca - 42.3

Why the Officers were named before the

Marines were voted ib.

None of the Officers advanced on a Senato

rial Recommendation . . 424.

§. for maintaining 3 Marines ib.

Number of Standing Forces reſolved on 425

Speech of the Urg; Pulnab ib.

Why he does not oppoſe the Reſolution ib.

Speech of the Urg; 'Skeiphen 426

No Occaſion for Land Forces in this War ib.

No Invaſion to be feared 42.8

Sr. and Motion of the HargolenG.
772 20.

Condućt of Iberia conſidered ib.

Her Obſtinacy enquired into 42.9

Papers proper to be called for 439

Speech of the Hurgolen Yºgon ib.

Condućt of Iberia may proceed from an

impolitic Ambition ib.

But our rather from Diviſions 43.1

Why Blefiſeu might encourage Iberia "ib.

The preſent Motion unſeaſonable 432.

Secrets may be diſcovered by agreeing to it

Speech of the Hurgo Polgarth *}}
The Miſmanagements of the national Af.

fairs make the Motion neceſſary 434

Arguments againſt it ridiculous ib.

Speech of the Urg; Pulnub 435

Miſchievous Conſequences of the Treaty of

Sebfule 436

?ower of G. Lilliput rendered una&tive, and

its Inhabitants diſpirited by, the Cowar

dice of the Miniſter - ih.

Squadrons in the Middle Sea and the Weſtern

Idnies, reſtrained from acting 437

Miniſter glad the Aſſogue Ships had eſcapéd

ib. G

Motion for an Addreſs 438

Speech !of the Prime Miniſter againſt the

Motion, and in vindication of himſelf i.

Secrecy in military Affairs the ſureſ: Means
of Succeſs 439 F

-Apply'd to the Condućt of the War 439

ketters relating to a Lady's Café 4:42

Reaſons for a Difference in the State of In:

fants after Death, } Exgenius 44!

An Infant not rewardable,

the Parent rewarded in him 442.
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Proceed NGs and DE BATEs in the Senate of LILLIPUT.

e The Prime Miniſter ſpoke next to the . The hon. Gentleman who ſpoke

& following Purpoſe. laſt but one, ſeemed to value himſelf

‘. . s I R. - upon having been able to inform the
lºſſ. “ y Houſe where the Eſtimate mov'd for

iſº S I begin now to diſcover * is to be found. If I or my Friends

the Tendency of this Mo- had imagined that any Gentleman

tion, I do not riſe to op- would have mov'd for that Eſtimate,

poſe it ; for I do not we ſhould probably have been at the

º think it of any Conſe- ſame Pains to have informed our

#. whether we agree to it or not ſelves as the hon. Gentleman. When

If Gentlemen, at a Time when Una- we were informed by his Majeſty's

nimityand Diſpatch are not only in the B Speech that he intended to raiſe a Body

moſt affectionate Manner recommend- of Marines, I don't believe that there

}: ed from the Throne, but required in was a Gentleman in this Houſe, or

a more particular Manner by our pre- even in the whole Empire, who could

º ſent Circumſtances, will throw in Mo- imagine that theſe Marines were to be

* tions that can ſerve for no other End upon the Eſtabliſhment of the third

lº but to produce Diſcord, Contention Moon of the Empreſs Nana. It is

iſ and Delay, let them anſwer for the C very well known, Sir, that that E

ºf Conſequences. For my Part, Sir, I ſtabliſhment, as much as it has been

tº have *:::: been ſo tender of ſetting recommended by the hon. Gentleman

aſide any Motion which Gentlemen who fits near me, from the Example

thought regular, that I have ſome- of Bleft/ºu, was found attended with

º, times, when the Conſequences ap- ſuch Inconveniencies, that four Moons

peared not very formidable, forborn after it was quite laid aſide. The

- to oppoſe Motions very much contra- Marines were appointed for the Safety

ry to my own Sentiments; for it never D of the Leeward ſands, and our other

ſhall be ſaid, with Truth, that I will Settlements in Columbia, where they

oppoſe a Motion that is not irregular were Regimented, and where they

º; and improper, merely becauſe it is in- ſtill continue and inſtead of them

º ſignificant, or may be inconvenient Land-Forces were appointed to ſerve

to particular Perſons. Every Gentle- on board the Fleet. Theſe Land.

§ man has a Right to call for what Lights E Forces, Sir, were commonly called

he thinks proper, as a Member of this Marines, as well as thoſe who were diſ.

A Houſe, and I perceive Gentlemen have charged, and were regulated exactly

º, a Mind to ſtretch that Right to its full according to the Eſtabliſhment in:
Extent. " . - teñded

º º

ºº- ºº:
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tended for the preſent Marines, as to lors, and the Sailors for Marines;

the Proportion between the Number and thus the Public ſuffered on both

of Officers and private Men. Be- Hands. . This, with a great many 0.

fides, if thoſe who favour the preſent ther Reaſons, was ſufficient to induce

Motion had condeſcended to conſult the , the Government to make an Altera

words of his Majeſty's Speech, it *tion of that Plan, and to put the For.

would have ſet them right upon this ces ſerving on board the Fleet upon

Head, and ſhown them that the Mi- the Eſtabliſhment of Land Forces.

miſtry did not intend, by any Equivo- The Government and Miniſtry that

cation, to ſteal upon the Empire an made this Alteration were the ſame

Augmentation of the Standing Army, who projećted the Eſtabliſhment of the

as has been in plain Terms aſſerted by B third of the Empreſs Nana, and if

the hon. Gentleman. His Majeſty, their Authority be ſufficient to recom

therein, indeed, does mention Ma- mend that Eſtabliſhment, it muſt be

rines ; but then he gives us to under- of equal Weight to juſtify the Altera

ſtand that theſe Marines were to be tion, which was not made but upon

Soldiers, and not Sailors, as the hon, juſt and weighty Reaſons. But if I

Gentleman ſays the Marines were in cmight be indulged in a Conjecture, I

the 3d Moon of the Empreſs Nana. ſhould be apt, Sir, to think, that the

Therefore, Sir, I think his Majeſty, Government, in agreeing to the Ea.

or, (if Gentlemenwill rather have it ſo) bliſhment of the third of the Em:

they who adviſed his Majeſty's Speech, preſs Nana, did it chiefly with a

dealt very plainly with the Publick ; View of pleafing the Conſort of that
for had there been any Intention to e-, Empreſs, who was then Lord High

quivocate, they would have kept to PAdmiral. The new Marines which
the general Word Marines, and then were to be under his Command, or

Gentlemen would have had ſome Sha- that of his Admirals and Deputº,

dow of Reaſon to pretend that they was a very latge Acceſſion to his

had been impoſed upon. But give Power ; but I imagine that the Gen.

me Leave to ſay that theſe Gentle- tiemen who now ači as Commiſſion;

men are very much miſtaken, if they E in the Office that was then totally

imagine that there is ſo great a Diffe veſted in him, will not expect that?")

rence betwixt the Expences of the E: ſuch Compliment ſhould be paid them

ſtabliſhment that is now propoſed by the Legiſlature.

and that in the third Moon of the The hon. Gentleman, Sir, whº

Empreſs Nana. Mention is indeed ſpoke laſt, brought an Argument."

made in that Eſtabliſhment of one - Favour of the Établiſhment of tº

hundred Men to one Company ; but," third of the Empreſs Nana, that !
Sir, there is nothing better known to did not expect to hear advanced in this

Gentlemen, who are old enough to re- Houſe by a profeſſed Advocate fºr the

member the Forces on that Établiſh- Principles of Liberty. The Blſº

ment, than that thirty, or five and dians, ſaid he, are, or ought to be, *

thirty Men were always deficient in Patterns, and they take Care to Pº

evrey Company ; ſo that the effečtive G a hundred Men into every Company"

Men amounted but to ſixty-five or ſe- their Marines. But, Sir, if they ".
venty atmoſt. The Money, Sir, that was to be our Direćtors in this Piece of

allowed by the Senate for raiſing theſe military Policy, why ſhould wº º

shirty Men, was ſwallowed by their copy from them their whole Syſtem.

Qficers ; and nothing was more eaſy The hon. Gentleman inſiſts poº
than, by a knaviſh Confederacy be. H that they are the beſt Judges of mili.

twixt the Officers who commanded the tary Affairs, and that we ought their

Marines, and the Officers who com- fore to imitate them. But I beliº

snanded the Sailors, to make the Sir, if the Miniſtry were to extend the

Marines upon Occaſion paſs for Sai- military Powers, and were to bis, *
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a Bill into this Houſe for making the

: Authority of a Field-Officer as great

as that of a juſtice of the Peace, and

ſupported it with no better Argument

for doing it, than that it was pračtiſed

among the B/efuſudians, who under

ſtand military Diſcipline better than

any People in Degulia, I appeal to

the hon. Gentleman himſelf, if he

would not be the firſt in this Houſe to

- 421

Power, but if we be, I ſee no Rea

ſon either for adopting any Part either

of her civil or military Policy into our

Syſtem. If that is to be done in the

Caſe of the Marines, I ſhould be

glad to know why it ought not to be

done in the Caſe of Land Forces too.

If the military Policy of the Elºfſºu

diars has been brought to ſo great fer.

fection, why are not all our military

oppoſe ſuch a Bill How would the Exerciſes copied from them : Why do

Miniſtry then be charged with being B we not procure Tranſcripts of the E

theTools of Degulia, and accuſed of a

Deſign to introduce Blefiſcudian Max

ims of Government 1 I obſerve that

Gentlemen, in their Oppoſition to the

Adminiſtration, make it their Bufi

neſs to colléét Precedents and Exam

ples from our Neighbours, and if they

can find any thing parallel to them

pračtiſed by the Government, let it be

never ſo reaſonable, then it is always

the univerſal Clamour, that the Go

vernment immediately deſigns to re

duce the whole Conſtitution to the Ble

faſudian Form, that they may make

themſelves arbitrary. But if ſome

Gentlemen have a favourite Meaſure in

View which correſponds with any thing

practiſed by the Blºfuſcudian Govern

ſtabliſhment of every Regiment in

their Service, and regulate ours by

the ſame Plan Why don't we ſettle

the Pay both of our Officers and Sol

diers according to their unexceptionable

C Example This, -Sir, would be Fru

gality indeed, and were this done, Sir,

the hon. Gentleman's Argument would

receive its full Force : but we find it was

diſregarded all the Time of the War

under the Reign of the Empreſs Nana.

At that Time, Sir, the Expences we

went to, were much greater than thoſe

of the Bleft ſcudians ; Our Officers of

every Rank were paid, I believe, a

third more than thoſe of the Enemy ;

therefore it would have then appeared,

according to the hon. Gentleman's

ment,thatAgreement is ſofar from being E Way of Reaſoning, that tho' our Purſe

a Reproach to it, and a Reaſon why it had been equal to that of Blºftſcu, yet

ought not to be purſued, that it is re

commended ſolely on that Account.

The Blºfiſcudians are, then, an ex

tremely wiſe and polite People, their

Governours underſtand the Intereſt

of their Country, and nothing but

; Corruption and Prodigality, hinder us
from following the ſame Meaſures.

The hon. Gentleman was pleaſed to

give us, what he called, a plain Rea

fon drawn from private Life, why

we ſhould adopt the Blºftſºudian Sy- G

ſtem of Marines. If I ſhall go to Law,

ſaid he, with a Purſe equal to that of my

Antagoniſt, and ſhall ſpend more than

he does, then my Purſe muſt be ſoon

eſt exhauſted, and I ſhall certainly

it muſt have been much ſooner ex

hauſted. But, Sir, I never heard that

any Gentleman was ſo public-ſpirited,

as to riſe up and declare in this Houſe,

that the Nation muſt be ruined, if the

military Policy of the Blºftſºudians

was not adopted here. But will

any Gentleman, Sir, in this Houſe

ſay that reducing the Pay of our Ma

rines to the ſame with that of the Ble

fºſºudians will be pračticable 2 Is

not every Body, who knows the leaſt

of the Blºfiftudian Nation, ſenſible,

that a Lilliputian Officer or Soldier

would ſtarve upon the Allowance on

which the Blºfuſcudian would ba luxu

rious ; -

ſuffer in the Iſſue. But, Sir, I don't H. Let the hon. Gentleman then, Sir,

ſee how the Application is juſt in Caſe

ºf a War betwixt us and Blºftſu. I

don't deny but that it is poſſible we

...hay be engaged in a War with that

f

Bleftiſtadians, and then, Sir, the

firſt alter the Manners of the People i

let him render Lilliputians equally ab:

ſtemious, ſober, and temperate yº

G gg …
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fuſcudian military Policy would not

at all be impračticable here. There

are Gentlemen in the Houſe, Sir, who,

I dare ſay, have had ſome Opportunities

of knowing in what Manner the Ble

faſudian Soldiers lived in the Time of

the late Scarcity which prevailed in

that Empire. They received no more

than theirordinary Pay, which amounts

to little more than three Grulls and a

half of our Money, and Proviſions of all

Kinds were twice as dear as uſual ; yet,

Sir, they never mutinied, nay, they ap

peared to be much more happy than

the other inferior Sort of People, who

were all forced to go a begging, and

were ready to tear their Superiours in

Pieces. -

Upon the Whole, Sir, I can ſee but

one Way of recommending the Ble

fºſºudian Syſtem, and that is, by the

Miniſtry deſerving the Charaćter which

he and his Friends are pleaſed to give

us. We need, Sir, only throw aſide all

Concern for Trade, all Regard for the

Intereſt and Honour of the Empire A

broad, all Care for the Eaſe and Safe

ty of the People at Home; in ſhort,

Sir, we need but introduce Blºfuſcudi

am Maxims of Civil Government, and

we ſhall be ſoon under a Neceſſity

of adopting thoſe in their Military.

Riches and Trade introduce Luxury,

but a poor and an oppreſſed People

muſt live as their Poverty and their

Oppreſſijn will allow them.

We have heard a great deal of the

Virtues of the B/ſºftudian Miniſter;

and, Sir, I am ſo far from detracting

from them, that I think it would be

for the mutual ſntereſt of Bleftiſºu and

Lilliput too, if ſuch a Miniſter were

always at the Head of the Bleſúſudi

an Government: But Gentlemen talk

as if the natural Intereſt of Lilliput

and Blºfuſcu were abſolutely incompa

tible; therefore they would infer, that

every firſt Miniſter in Bleft/ºu, if he

fincerely conſults the Intereſts of his own

Country, muſt ruin and undermine thoſe

of Lilliput. Sir, in my humble Opi

nion, it is very poſſible for a Miniſter

of Bleſuſcu, as the preſent Miniſter

does, to make the People of Bleſºftu

* -

as happy as the Form of their Conſti,

tution and Government will admit of,

and yet give Great Lilliput no juſt

Grounds for being jealous that he does

A it at the Expence of her Commerce.

I appeal to Fa&s, Sir, admitting the

Increaſe of the Blºfuſcuºian Commerce

to be as great as it has of late Years

been given out to be ; yet how can

that affect us, if we are ſenſible that

our own Commerce is in a more flou.

riſhing Condition than it was when

that of Blºfuſºu was precarious and

obſtrućted : "Can Gentlemen pretend

that we have failed in any Branch

of Trade without riſing proportioni:

bly in another Can they pretend

that we employ a leſs Number of Ships

now than formerly? Can they ſay that

there is leſs Money in the Nation now

than there was formerly I belieſt,

Sir, it might be made appear to a Dº

monſtration, that our Exports at

greater than ever were known; and it

D is only by the Exports of a Nation tº

the State of their Commerce can

examined. It can be made appeal,

Sir, by the Experience of every Man
in Trade, that our Credit daily gain;

Ground; and I believe there is nºt.”

, Gentleman in this Houſe who, if *
E ſpeaks his real Sentiments, , willº

own that he never knew ſuch Abum:

dance of Money in the Empire.
Why then are we to make any A.

teration in our military Policy?...",

cauſe, ſay Gentlemen, we can't aſºn.
to ſpend more than Blºfitſu. I will

venture to ſay, Sir, that we aſ: al

F preſent in a better Condition than

we were towards the End of."

C

laſt War, and yet I heard of no ſº [.

Propoſals at that Time. But, ſº º

the hon, Gentleman, the Blºſſuſ" ſº

are very much increaſed in

now than it was then. Sir, if*

Trade is increaſed, ſo is Quº "

what Proofs have we of

creaſe of their Trade at isºmº,
H ſuppoſed Does it appear from t

great Number of their Ship.

they employ No, Sir, I belie"will

ſuch an Ir º

which ſº

e It º

Trade Flt

ſince that Period, and tºº. :

Purſe muſt be much more Wºº [..."
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... they have had. But, Sir, I ſay it a- herMonarch from Blood and Relation,

... gain, tho' the Blefuſcudians had of late to be jealous, if we ſhould be too ſuc

ºr received this great Acceſſion of Power ceſsful againſt Iberia ; but I know at

... and Trade, is that any Reaſon why the ſame Time, Sir, it is in our own

... the Lilliputian Miniſtry ſhould be li. P. Power, if weare ſteady in our Counſels,
... belled and traduced ; 'Is it any Rea- and united among ourſelves, to defeat

º ſon, Sir, why the Government here the Attempts of both, The Know

: ſhould be blamed for not declaring ledge of this, Sir, makes me declare

... War, or at leaſt breaking with Bleſuſ: againſt every Meaſure that may weak

ºf tu º Has ſhe done anything inconſi- en us at home, even tho' it ſhould be

& ſtent with Treaties : Has ſhe in- attended with a little Saving to the

i yaded any of our Pöſſeſſions Has ſhe C Nation,

a. broken any Stipulations that were I ask Pardon of the Houſe for

ſº made in our Favour No ; if ſhe has taking up their Time thus long upon a

W!!! increaſed her Power and Trade of late, Point that does not indeed admit of

º, he has done it by Means which we Debate, fince I believe there will not
ſ:% have no Reaſon to complain of there. be a ſingle Negative to the Motion.

... fºre it would be unjuſt as well as im- D But when Gentlemen throw out Re
{{ politic to break with her upon that Ac- flećtions and Suggeſtions, they are apt

ºg ºnt, I ſhould not have mentioned to triumph, if no Notice is taken of

º this here, Sir, had I not for ſome them. . - - -

º Time obſerved, that Gentlemen ne- * I ſhall now, Sir, only ſay two

... ver mention the Power and Com. Words in anſwer to what was further

º, merge of Blºſſu but with a Deſign galledged by the hon. Gentleman. He,
... to depreciate that of Lilliput . With * was pleaſed to remark, and to inforce.

º how much Juſtice, Sir, I'leave every his Öbſervation with great Warmth of

º: inprejudiced Examiner to determine. Language, that it was an intolera

* 'fiftu can never violate any of our ble Indignity to the Honour of this

º Rights of Commerce, unleſs ſhe has a Houſe, that the Officers of the Marine

. Power at Sea ſufficient to ſupport her; Regiments were appointed before this

* but while that is covered with our Ar- F Hoiſe had agreed that the Levies

gº
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will be found upon enquiry, that in

all the Branches of Trade which they

have improved, they employ Lillipu

tian Veſſels as Carriers, and that there

has been but a very inconſiderable

Addition made to their Shipping, not

withſtanding the long Peace they have

enjoyed, and the great Opportunities

maments, the Intereſts of this Empire

muſt be ſafe. Had Eleftiſºu, during

3:

the long Peace ſhe has enjoyed, been

ſº $ºncerting Meaſures for rendering her

º ſelf the Rival of our naval Force, then,

º, indeed, the Government here might

*... have found Reaſon to look upon her

º with a jealous Eye. But, Sir, the

8. Qaſe is quite otherwiſe ; ſhe is not near

** Pºwerful now by Sea as ſhe was in
* the laſt War, and our Power is in

º ereaſed.

**ed the moſt convincing Proof, that

* he has no ambitious Views to the Pre
|* judice of this Empire, and that if ſhe

had, they may eaſily be fruſtrated.

But while I ſay this, I am far from

thinking that we have nothing to dread

from Blºftſcu; I know, Sir, how for

midable ſhe is on another Element,

where we ſhall be unable to oppoſe

her, without a ſtrong Army of Land

Forces; . I know what ſtrong Mo.

tives that Nation has from Intereſt, and

ſhould be made. Sir, I believe there

is not a more fundamental Maxim in

all the Lilliputian Conſtitution, than

that his Majeſty may provide for the

Safety of the Empire whenever he con

ceives it to be endangered ; and this,

Sir, he may do by raiſing whatever

Number of Troops he thinks proper.

It is true, the Senate is to judge how far

it was neceſſary in ſuch an Exigency to

raiſe theſe Troops, and to determine

This is a plain, and in- H whether the Nation ſhall pay them or

not. This Power in the Sovereign, Sir,

informerTimes, whenSenateswereſel

dom called, or, if called, imm*;
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diſmiſſed if they were not obſequious to but if we were to advance nobody

the Court, was dangerous in the Hands: who had the leaſt Relation or Depen

of a weak or ambitious Prince ; but, dance upon any Gentleman here, ºr

sir, there is no Danger now that any A in another Place, I am afraid that the

bad Uſe can be made of it. His Ma. Nation would loſe ſome of her beſt

jefly every Moon gives the Senate an and moſt promiſing. Officers. The

opportunity of oſtering him their Adº sum, therefore, of what the hon. Gº
vice, or of approving, or diſapproving, tleman has ſaid on this Head is, that

the Meaſures of his Miniſtry. During his Majeſty ought never, on any Ac-.

our Receſs, he entered. into, a War, count, to make the leaſt Addition to

urged, to it by theunanimous Advice P his Land Forgºň without conſulting

of his injured People. This War was him and his Friends ; or if he dº.

to be ſupported with Vigour. Was, that they at leaſt ſhould have the No.

his Majeſty to delay the raiſing the mination of the Officers. This, Sir,

Marine Regimen still the Mecting of according to him, would give Strength

the Senate, and then delay it longer tº the Nation, but it would be ſuch:

till all the Forms of this Houſe and . Strength as would only operate, in
the other are gone thro' in ſettling Miſchief, and tear in Pieces the Con

their Allowance No, Sir, he was to ſtitution. . . . . . .” º

ſhew the Enemy that he had a juſt Upon the Whole, Sir, I am far

Confidence in his People, and that he from oppoſing this Motion, I only

was reſolved to obtain satisfaction for think it has provoked Gentlemen to

their Injuries, by making the moſt vi- uſe, a grº. harſh Expreſſions,

gorous and effectual Preparations. Had and to advance a great ma") Faàs

i.e delayed nominating the Officers, he'D that might better have been ſparel.

muſt have likewiſe delayed to levy Had the Motion been made as: ough:

the Troops, fince it is well known tº have been, and Gentlemen 9"

that this is the Buſineſs of the Gificers; their Reaſons for it, withoutº

and this is a Delay that might have. into what was quite foreign, I ſhould

been attended with very deſtrućtive neither hºſe given the Houſe nor”

Conſequences. º - ſelf this Trouble. . . .

But what the hon. Gentleman ſeems Emoſt offended at, is, that the Commiſ- The Queſtion being puff, the Motiºn

fions on this new Eſtabliſhment muſt was agreed tº : accordingly an Adlºft
create a great many friends to the Mi in the Terms of the Moti", being prº

niſtry, or, if he will, the Miniſter. ſented to his Majeſty, --

Sir, I believe every Gentleman will Mr Comptroller, on the 14th Daſ ºf

readily grant, that if they can be of any the Sefton, reported to the Houſe, tº

Service to the Miniſtry, it muſt be be- F the ſaid ºft had been priſº
cauſe either themſelves or their Friends his Majeſty, and that his Majeſty had

fit in this Houſe. Now, sir, I have commanded him to attºº” the

looked over the Liſt of the Pro- that he would give Direáions act"

motions that have been made of the ingly. - - ºMarines, and I can't find that any one Next Day, the Hurgolen Wergalai

of the Officers that have been newly , before the Houſe ſi,jaid Effinal,
ºnade, either ſits himſelf, or has any G the 3d of the Empreſ; Naná, and "

Friends that fit in this Houſe ; at was order'd to lie upºn the Table. ,

leaſt, Sir, I will venture to ſay that The Houſe then came tº 4 Reſºlutiº

not one of them have been advanced that the Sum of 118,” + Sprug *
upon a Sºaterial Recommendation, granted fºr maintaining 6 Regimentº

and will defy the hon. Gentleman to Marines, confting ºf 4890 *:::::::

ouſ*

Prove the contrary. - - 1zommiſſion (2/

1 - ..., - - H the Commiſſion and Noh."f is poſſible, indeed, Sir, that ſome ficers fºr#º. including 3% Daft

of their Friends may fit in this Houſe, already paſs'd, 04
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Debates in the Senate of L I L L I P U T.

On the 14th Day of the Seſſion, the

Urg; Feaucks reported the Reſºlution

of the Committee of the whole Houſe

upon a Supply to be granted to his

. Majeſty; which Reſºlution was to

the fºllowing effect, viz. That it is

the Opinion of this Committee, that

the Number of effective Men to be

provided for Guards and Garriſºns,

fºr the 14th Moon of his Majeſty's

. Reign be (including 2141 Invalidi,

and814 Men, which the Regiment con

ſºfts of for the ſafety of the Highlands)

28,852 Men, Commiſſion and Non

Commiſſion Officers included. This

Reſºlution being read, the Urg; Pul

nub ſpoke as follows. -

S I R,

Don't riſe up, on this Occaſion, as

I have often done, to oppoſe this

great Number of Land Forces, which

by the preſent Reſolution are to be

raiſed for the current Service of the

Moon. I am, and ever have been, of

Opinion that when this Empire is en

gag'd in an ačtual War with any of

its Neighbours, and that too without

being ſupported, or having a Proſpect

of being ſupported, by any other Pow
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Hope, Sir, and relying on the Aſtur

ances which his Majeſty has given,

that this War ſhall, in all its Branches,

be carried on with a Vigour ſuitable to

A the Juſtice of our Cauſe, I agree to this

Reſolution.- But, Sir, the Occaſion of

my ſtanding up now is to put Gentle

men in mind, that, as I do not oppoſe

our Agreement to ſo great a Number

of Men, when I think they may be

of Service to the Nation, and when the

B preſent Junéture renders ſuch an

Number of Men expedient, yet my

preſent Aſſent ſhall never preclude me

from oppoſing our keeping up the ſame,

or indeed a much fewer, Number of

Land Forces, when no ſuch Danger

C threatens, and no ſuch Expediency can

be ſhown. -

But the Danger, that ariſes to the

Liberties of the Nation, is not the on

ly Inconveniency that attends a numer

ous Army. We are at preſent engag'd

in an Expenſive War, and the People

groan underan almoſt intolerable Bur

then of Taxes and Impoſts, in order

to defray its Expences, and to diſcharge

ſome part of an immenſe national Debt.

The Number of Land Forces, Sir, that

we now are to keep on foot, re

er, we may have occaſion to employ Equires, according to the Eſtimates.

Land Forces. I ſhall not at preſent

enter, or propoſe our entering, into any

Enquiry, whence it proceeds that we

ſtand in this War unſupported and a

lone; ſo as to be oblig'd to employ a

Number of Land Forces, which, if a

Peace were concluded, would be more

than ſufficient for effecting the moſt ar

bitrary Purpoſes. An Enquiry of that

kind, Sir, may be proper hereafter ;

but my Duty to my Country, and my

Zeal for the Honour and Safety of his

for their Maintainance, no leſs a Sum

than 1,092,390 Sprugs. This, Sir, is

but loy,61o Sprugs leſs than what was

thought an extravagant Appointment

to a Lilliputian Emperor for defraying

F all the Expences of his Family, and all

the other Charges of his Government,

either Naval, Civil, or Military. Yet

that Sum, Sir, which was no more

than : zooooo Sprugs, when given by a

profuſe Senate to an Emperor, was by

the beſt Friends of the Nation thought

Majeſty, dićtate to me, that I ought G too much to be intruſted out of the

to concur in every Meaſure for provid

ing againſt the preſent Danger.

An Army of 33,742 Men, in the

Hands of the People; and their Opi

nion was juſtify'd by the Event. If

the Expectations of the Nation, Sir,

Heart of this Country, under the Di \, are anſwer'd in the Proſecution of this

rećtion of the Government, is ſo dan

gerous to the Liberties of the People,

that nothing but the Hopes of ſpeedy

Satisfaction for the Injuries and Inſults

of an haughty Enemy could prevail

uponus to admit it. Encouraged by this

War, there will be Employment e

nough for a great part of our Land

Forces in thoſe Parts where the Enemy

is moſt ſenſible, and where we can moſt

eaſily wound him. In that Caſe, the

Service they do the Nation will º

tflin
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than over-pay the immediate Expence us under that Inconveniency; I don't

of keeping them up. And it is with ſee them very raſh, either in their

this View only, that I agree to this good Offices, or their Preparations.

Reſolution; but if the Expectations of Therefore we may reaſonably con

the Nation are not anſwer'd, if our A clude, that, for this Moon at leaſt, we

Land Forces are of no other Uſe than

they have been of theſe zo Mooms paſt,

which is to be a Burthen to the People,

and to appear once a Moon upon a Re

view, Gentlemen, I hope, will not

make my Concurrence with this Re

folution a Reaſon why I ought not to

move for an Enquiry into ſo palpable

an Abuſe of the Power and Money of

the Nation.

The Urg; Skeiphen ſpoke next, as fl
09.03. -

- S I R, - -- r

Now ſtand up to make my anni

verſary Oration againſt a Standing

Army.' I have made one and twenty

already, of which fifteen were never

ſeconded, and this will probably be

the fixteenth. -

The hon. Gentleman who ſpoke

laſt, Sir, and I, are generally of the

fame Sentiments in Queſtions that come

before this Houſe; and what I ſay

now is not with any Intention of re

Hećting upon any Part of his Speech,

for I only diſagree with him in his

fuppoſing that we can have any Occa

fion for Land Forces in this War. I

know the hon. Gentleman's Senti

ments and mine are the ſame with re

gard to Standing Armies in general,

with this Difference, that he thinks

there is a Poſſibility that Land Forces

may be of Service to the Nation, and

I think they can be of Service only to
the Miniſter.

. The War we are now engag'd in,

Sir, is, as I take it, a Maritiſme"War ;

and our Sea Forces alone are proper to

carry it on, and end it, to the Glory

of his Majeſty, and the Advantage of
the Nation. It can be rendeºd a

Land War only by our being oblig'd to

take part with the Belgians, if they H

ſhall offend Blºfuſºu by declaring in

our Favour. But, Sir, I don't ſee there

is the leaſt Appearance that our good

old Allies are very much in haſte § Put

are ſafe on that Side. What makes me

the more confident of this, Sir, is the

Delay which the Forms of their Go

vernment require, before it can take

the leaſt Step with regard either to

ºn Peace or War. No body, I believe,

will ſay that they have taken any as

yet, and every body knows that be.

fore they can, the Seaſon for Aëtion

next Moon will be over. For even af.

ter the Augmentation of their Troops,

and refitting of their Navy, that we

Chave heard of late ſo much of, ſhall

take place, which can't be ſooner than

the middle of the next Moon, ſome

Time muſt be ſpent before that Aug.
mentation is compleated, or the neceſ.

ſary Preparations made. And we may

D give them a longer Time for deli.

berating, and ſettling their Scheme ºf

Aétion. By that time, Sir, no Army

can take the Field, and we may ſº

all, or the greateſt part of near a Mil.

on of Money, without putting the Em:

pire to the leaſt Inconveniency, or*

E poſing it to the leaſt Danger. Th;

Sir, is a very large Sum, and might

if honeſtly apply'd to the Service ºf:
Maritime War, put an end to all Our

Differences before the End of neº

Moon. -

F But Gentlemen may ſay: we have

Blºftſu to deal with. What if wº

ſhould be invaded ? What if ſhe hoºk

attack the Belgians 2 What if ſº

ſhould raiſe other Diſturbances on tº

Continent? Indeed, Sir, I don'tthink

that we have the leaſt to fearfi"

Bleft/ºu, for this plain Reaſºn, that

ſhe gains more by her Neutrality º:
is poſſible ſhe can by taking par."

our Enemies. Nay, Sir, I willi

ture to ſay that if ſhe is diſpoſed, whic

I don't at all queſtion, to favour *

Enemies, ſhe cannot do either them.”
herſelf more effectual Service, than by

perſeveing in her Neutrality. Pº
we ſee, Sir, that ſhe is calºg On 66

their Trade for them? Don't *:

tº
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that the River is now cover'd with

Blefiſcudian Veſſels, which convey

our Commodities, that ought to go in

our own. Bottoms, to Iberia, and to all

Parts of the World? The Iberians

can't ſubſiſt without our Commodi

ties, and they would have no way of

receiving them, if there were not a
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tentions. We have lately had a Proof

of her Diſpoſitions to Peace in her Con

dućt to the Allemannuans and the Ko

ranbecs, when the former were ſo much

A reduc’d by a Series of unfortunate

Campaigns. Had the Prime Miniſter

of Blºfuſcu deſign'd to have enbroiled

the Affairs of Degulia, he had here a

fair Opportunity, when the Affairs of

the Allemannuam Emperor, his old and

moſt formidable Enemy, were ſo much

B diſtreſſed.

Theſe are ſome of the Reaſons why

I think that the Expence, to ſay no

thing of the Danger, that muſt at

tend our keeping on foot ſo great a

Number of Land Forces, is very diſ

proportion'd to the Service they can

C do us againſt the Power which we have

the greateſt Reaſon to dread. The on

ly other Reaſon that I can ſuggeſt at

preſent is, that it is poſſible we may

have Occaſion to employ them againſt
Iberia herſelf. -

To anſwer this Argument, Sir, we
up a Land Army of near 40,000 Men, D are to confider, that we muſt employ.

neutral Power, ſuch as Blºftſºu and

* Belgia, to import them. Bcfides, Sir,

* the Prime Miniſter of Blºfuſºu is grow

* ing old; he does not love War, he

* can't bear the very Thoughts of it, and

tº there has not a Difference happen'd in

* Degulia thoſe 12 Moons, that he has not

tº endeavoured to make up, if he could

ſº not improve it to the Intereſt of his

º own Maſter. Do we not every Day

it hear, Sir, that he is charitably inter

tº poſing his good Offices at the Court of

ºf Great Lilliput, to decide the Differences

tº betwixt us and Iberia P

* As for the great Force which they
ſº may bring in to the Field, which is the

tº only Reaſon pretended for our keeping

º

tº beſides the 12,000 Men upon the Ier

itſ nian Eſtabliſhment, they can never af.

tº fººt us as long as they ſtay on the o

tº ther fide of the Water; and if we

ºf ſhould ſuffer them to land on this fide,

ºf that will be our Fault, unleſs they can
º:

Sº

bring a ſuperiour Naval Force to fa

your their Invaſion. But we have very

gº lately heard, Sir, from a very unſuſiſ. -

g; ſpected Authority, that the Blºftſºudi

'ams are our faithful, Friends and well

sº meaning Allies ; that as long as we

them either in an offenſive or a defen

five War. If in an Offenſive, it muſt

be by attacking them either in Degu

Jia or Columbia ; if in Degulia, for

mer Experience has convinc'd us how

ill grounded all our Hopes of Succeſs

from ſuch an Expedition muſt be ; be

ſides; I don't ſee any Attempt that

could be made, of Importance enough

to defray the certain Expences the Na

tion muſt incur, even on a Suppoſition

that it ſhould be ſucceſsful. if then.

ºf don't fall out with them, they will not F we ſhould attack our Enemies in Co

tº interrupt us, and that they have no

ºf naval Force in readineſs that can give

ºf us any Apprehenſions. Then why

tº ſhould we be uneaſy on account of Ble

ºfuſºu, ſince we are ſo well aſſur'd that

… ſhe neither can nor will hurt us? -

As for her falling upon any of our

º Friends and Allies on the Continent, I

i. cannot prevail upon myſelf to think

… that it would be our Buſineſs at preſent

to make ourſelves a Party if ſhe ſhould;
,

º

been very liberal of their good Offices.

But, Sir, we have not the leaſt Reaſon
aſ to

lumbia, where it is our Intereſt to at

tack them, and where our Attacks

cannot fail to ſucceed, much fewer

Forces will be ſufficient, and theſe,

Šir, give me Leave to ſay it, ought to

"have been ſent thither long ago. I

believe, Sir, there is no Gentleman,

who has made it his Buſineſs to inform

himſelf of the preſent Condition of

the Iberians in Columbia, who is not
ſenſible that they are very weak; and

º for our Neighbours have not lately H that if we had made a vigorous Puſh

there, before they had had Time to

have put themſelves on their Guard,

we might now have congratulated each

other

*
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other on our Succeſs, inſtead of de

bating about the Manner of obtaining

it iſ can't ſay, Sir, what is the Con

dition, of the brave Admiral, who, I

hope, is by this Time on thoſe Seas ;

but if he had three or four Thouſand

iand-Forces to ſupport him, I ſhould

have had a much better Opinion both

of the Succeſs of this War, and the

wiſdom of our Miniſtry. It is by

doing ſuch a Piece of Service tº the
Nation as that would be, that Land
Forces can be rendered either uſeful B

or ſo much as tolerable here. That

service has not been conſulted, and if

it ſhall, a much fewer Number of

Forces will be ſufficient than this Re

ſolution propoſes.

The GENT LEM an’s MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

S I R,

HE great Expence in which the

Nation is involved by the pre

ſent War, gives us a Right to know

by what Means, and by whoſe Encou

ragement, an Enemy, that is; in Ap

pearance, by no Means equal to the

Strength which this Nation is able to

exert, has ventured to provoke us.

War, Sir, is a terrible Evil, eſpecially

to a trading People ; and even the
preſent War, if it could have been a

voided without forfeiting all the Ho:

nour, without ruining all the Intereſts

of this Empire, ought not to have

been declared ; but it is a War, Sir

of Neceſſity, as every War ought tº

be, and not Choice ; it is a Wariuſti.
The other Manner in which we C fiable by every Maxim of Govern

could have Occaſion to employ our

Land-Forces, and which I have al

ready mentioned, is, by defending

ourſelves. But from whom, Sir : Where

is the Enemy who is to attack you ?

Are the Iberians able to do it? No,

they are ſtarving at home; they can't

find Subſiſtence in their Quarters; How

then will they be able to vićtual or to
equip a Fleet and an Army for ſuch

an Éxpedition ? Beſides, Sir, where

have they Ships ? Where have they

Tranſports for carrying over ſuch a

Number of Men as could give us Un

eaſineſs, tho’ they we had not. five

hundred ſtanding Forces in the whole

Empire - -

Having thus given my Reaſons, Sir,

why I am for recommitting this Reſo

lution, I ſhall not at all be diſappoint

ed if I am ſingular in my Opinion ;

I am reſolved, and I ſhall always adhere

to that Reſolution, that I will not ne

gle&t my Duty, which is to oppoſe e

very Burthen that may be heavy, or

dangerous to the People, but more ex

pecially That of a Standing Army.

The Urg; then walk'd out of the Houſ,

- without ‘waiting to know the Succeſs

of his Speech, and the Reſolution was

agreed to.

On the 15th Day of the Sefton, the Hur

golen Gumdahm ſpoke to the fºllow

ing Effe?. - . . .

G nor ſo. much as warrante

H poſſibly may now, that t

ment, by every Principle of Self P*

ſervation ; a War in which every

thing that is dear or valuable. is em.

dangered. But, Sir, the ſtronger the

Reaſons were which forced us intº

this War, the more worthy the Atten:

tion of this Houſe is every Step Wh

led us into the Neceſſity of declaring

it. The world, Sir, has hither"

been very much at a Loſs with R.

gard to the Management of the maſk

§nal Intereſts at the Court of lº
If we are to judge by Appearanº f

we are to truſt our own Senſes, tº I.

berians have either received Veſy%

Encouragement, or Veſy inſiſtiaº

Provocation; for their Condudi, "

to be accounted for, if we don't ſº

F poſe that one of theſe has happend

or that they are totally deprived
Common Senſe. For how.cºm." tº

imagined, Sir, that they would beſ

tenacious of a Claim,that is nº founded

upon any one Principle of Reaſon,

d by Pradº

Reſentment ºf
as to pull down the -

to ruin themPeople undoubtedly able t r

beyond Recovery, by ſeizing the wº

Source which ſupplies their Strengº

and ſupports their Inſolenº; e. I

I know it has been ſaid, Sir, 4

he Obſtina'ſ

of Iberia has been produce. by*:

cauſe; I mean her Expedº". hi

Affiliances ºf being ſupport**W f

l;

3
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War by a neighbouring Power. But,

Sir, conſidering the Diſpoſition which

that Court has ſtill diſcovered for pro

moting an Accommodation, there is

little Reaſon to think that ſuch Expec

tations of Aſſiſtance are built upon A

any Aſſurances, or upon any Encou
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War, or, if they were, that that War

ſhould be ſo managed, as that Iberia

ſhould have no Reaſon to complain of

being too hard puſhed. And indeed,

Sir, if we may be allowed to judge by

Appearances, they have had no ſuch

Reaſon yet ; for the War has hitherto

ragement which ſhe received from been managed, as if we were afraid left

that Court.

the Differences betwixt us and Iberia,

and our ſuperior Strength by Sea, muſt

dićtate to the Court of Blefuſºu pacific

Sentiments. That Court, Sir, has

always been noted for underſtanding

and purſuing her own Intereſts, often

in Oppoſition to all the Tyes of Ho

mour, Gratitude and Religion: And

can we ſuppoſe, Sir, that ſhe will not

The very Nature of they ſhould think us rude and unpolite.

Therefore, Sir, as we may venture :

to affirm it impoſſible that this Obſtira

cy, on the Part of Iberia, can ariſe

from the Hope of being ſucceſsful a

gainſt the Power of Lilliput, if ſhe

ſtands alone, and unaſſiſted ; as we

may venture to pronounce it highly

improbable that ſhe ſhould be encou

raged in this Obſtinacy by Bleft/ºu, the

conſult them now, when ſhe can do it C only Power in Degulia from which ſhe

conſiſtently with all theſe ? What,

Sir, could Blefuſeu propoſe by foment

ing and encouraging a Difference be

twixt us and Iberia P. Give me Leave

to ſay it, Sir, ſhe herſelf muſt be a

could expect Aſſiſtance, we may rea

ſonably conclude that this Obſtinacy

proceeds from other Motives than any

that have been hitherto diſcovered.

When two Seſſions ago a Motion

more conſiderable Sufferer than the 1-D was made to addreſs his Majeſty for

berians, if this War is puſhed with a

Wigour anſwerable to the Expectations

of the Public, and the Greatneſs of

our Injuries. Our Superiority at Sea

will give us an Opportunity to ſtrike a

Blow that muſt wound her Intereſts in E

the moſt ſenſible Part, and cut off for

ever the annual Supplies of a Treaſure,

that is the chief Inſtrument of herGo

vernment, as well as ſtrongeſt Support

of her Power. I ſay, 'Sir, it is owing

to the Sums received by Blºfuſºu every

Moon, which amount to ſeven ninths

of the whole Treaſure that comes from

Columbia, to Iberia, that ſhe is now

enabled to make ſo formidable a Fi

gure; and it has been, it is now, in

our Power to cut off that Communica

tion. This is ſo naturala Conſequence

of a War betwixt us and Iberia, that

the Blefuſtudian Court muſt be infatu

ated if they do not ſee it, and endea

vour to prevent it.

Thus, Sir, it is highly improbable

certain Papers relating to our Nego

tiation with Iberia, it was pronounced

highly unreaſonable ; becauſe by ſuch

an Addreſs we ſhould have taken a de

pending Negotiation out of the Hand

of the Miniſtry, and ſhown Diſreſpect

to the Perſon of his Majeſty. Theſe,

Sir, with certain other Arguments c

qually cogent, determined the Houſe to -

rejećt the Motion.

I am afraid that, by reječting that

Motion when it was made, we have

contributed to draw upon his Majeſty,

after a long and fruitleſs Series of Ne

gotiations, the Neceſſity of appealing

to the Deciſion of the Sword. Had

we been at that Time thoroughly in

formed of the State of Affairs between

Gus and Iberia, had we known ſo much

of the Tranſačtion as to have been a

ble to give his Majeſty our Advice, I

am perſuaded that this War might have

been prevented, as well as the inglori

ous Circumſtances with which it has
that Bleft/ºu would foment Differences H been carried on.

betwixt us and Iberia, unleſs we can

ſuppoſe ſhe had poſitive Aſſurances

from Lilliput itſelf, that Things never

ſhould be carried to the Extremities of

Now, Sir, all Negotiations are at

an End, and it neither can be detri

mental to the Nation, nor diſreſpect

ful to his Majeſty, if this Houſe exerts
H h h itS
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its Privileges of calling for the Papers

that may give us a Light in the Mea

ſures that preceded the Breach betwixt

the Courts of Great Lilliput and Ibe

ria ; and as it may be objećted that

fome Papers are of too tender a Na

ture to be communicated to the Public

fo ſoon after the Declaration of War,

I ſhall confine the Motion I have to

make, to the Period betwixt the Con

cluſion of the Treaty of Sebſule and

the twelfth Moon of his Majeſty's

Reign. This, Sir, will take off the

Force of all Objećtions of that Kind,

and give the Houſe, I believe, a ſa

tisfactory Information, with regard

to the Nature of our late Negotiations.

It is, Sir, with the greater Confi

dence that Imāke this Motion, as I

am convinced, that the Gentlemen

who are in the Adminiſtration can have

no Reaſon to oppoſe it, but on the

contrary will be fond of joining in a

Propoſal, which, if they have ačted

a fair and an impartial Part for the In

tereſt of their Country, cannot fail to

eſtabliſh their Credit amongſt the Peo

. . ple, and diſſipate all Miſrepreſentations

of their Condućt ; it cannot fail to

reétify the Miſtakes of the Miſin

form’d, quiet the Suſpicions of the

Wavering, and increaſe the Alacrity of

- the Confident. Let it not give Of.

fence, Sir, I will be ſo plain with

Gentlemen as to ſay that the Public is

not without Suſpicions that there are

ſome Deſigns yet undiſcovered, and

that the Intereſt of the Nation, if

conducted by the ſame Hands in the

Time of War as in the Time of Peace,

will not be very ſolicitouſly attended

to, or zealouſly proſecuted. This,

Sir, contributes much to depreſs the

Spirits, and obſtruct the Éforts of

many dutiful and honeſt Subjects; and
this Enquiry muſt either bring the ſe

ºtActors in the Scene of Iniquity to

*ght, ºr it will remove the Feafs of
, the Public.

Therefore, Sir, I take the Liberty

to move,

7%at an humble Addreſ. He are &Żfé

#2 *is Majeſty, that he woºd beº:
& pleaſed to give Directions, that there
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be laid befºre the Houſe Copies, or£4

tracts, of ſuch Memorials or Refreſºrts:

tions as have been made either to the

Iberian Monarch or his Miniſters, from

the Treaty of Sebfule (to a certain

A Day named, which was 250 befºre

the preſent Seſſion) relating to any

Loſſes ſuſtain’d by his Majeſty's Suljiš.

by Depredations committed by the Iberi.

ans, in Degulia or Columbia, whith

have not yet been laid before this Houſe,

* He was anſwered by the Hurgolen Yt.

gon, to the following Purpºſe.

S I R,

Could have wiſhed that a Motion

of this Importance had been made

C in a fuller Houſe, and when Gentle.

men, who are beſt able to expoſe tº

Unreaſonableneſs and Impropriety ºf

it, had been preſent. I ſhall, howevº,

endeavour to convince Gentlemential

our agreeing to it muſt be attended

D with great Inconveniencies.

The hon. Gentleman,whomadet,

Motion, was at great Pains to find cº

the Reaſons why the Court of hº
had put his Majeſty under the Neceſ.

ty of declaring War. But canºſ

better Reaſon be given for the C*

dućt of a Court, when it is irrecord:

able to common Senſe, and is viº

Intereſts, than that it is puſhed on?

an impolitic Ambition, or that ".
Counſels are carried on by weak and

wicked Miniſters ? If this, Sir!." th:

F Caſe with Iberia, are the Miº

here to be anſwerable for herº

Are they, Sir, to be arraigºdº

that Monarch or his Empreſs will"

fºllow the Advice and Direáions."

the Oppoſition here Sir, I* ſy

G it was not for want of being P.
Mind both of their Intereſt and Pº

ger, by our Miniſtry, that the º

Court have puſhed Thing toº $

tremity ; but if they were nºt ſo wi.
we would have them, is the Blºº" f

laid on our Miniſters : The Hiſtory :
all Ages, and of all Countries, gves t

Inſtances, frequent Inſtances. " º
Effects of raſh Ambition : and º

Hiſtory of no Country is mº"*:

i

Aſ

|

|

I.

i) (;

tº

§:

à,
§:
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hant with thoſe Inſtances than that of

Iberia. Gentlemen may remember,

that, not much above zo Moons ago,

this very Court drew upon herſelf the

Arms of the three moſt powerful Mo

narchs in Degulia, I mean the Empe

rors of Allemannu, Great Lilliput, and

Blºfiſºu. All theſe Powers attack'd

her with confiderable Fleets and Ar

mies at once ; and had it not been for a

the Defeat we gave her by Sea, ſhe

was in a fair Way, Sir, of creating

great Perplexities to them all. I was

then in Senate, Sir, but I did not hear

any Lilliputian Stateſman accuſed of

having, by his Counſels, encouraged 1

beria to Meaſures that made this War

neceſſary. It was univerſally allowed to

have proceeded from the dangerous

Schemes of an ambitiousl’rieſt, then at

the Head of the Iberian Counſels; and

why may not a like Reaſon be aſſign'd

for her preſent Condućt

of the Iberian Court is not founded

upon ſuch unreaſonable, precarious

Views, as every Lilliputian would wil

lingly ſuppoſe. They tell you them

ſelves, Sir, that the Madneſs of the Peo

ple here has puſhed Things to this Ex

tremity; andwhy ſhould we go farther

to ſeek a Reaſon for their Condućt

They had a Miniſter, Sir, who was

an Eye-witneſs of the Violence and

Diſreſpect, with which the greateſt

Chara&ers in the Nation were treated,

if they did the leaſt incline to bring

about an Accommodation. It was

very natural for this Miniſter to inform

his Conrt of all this, and as natural

for them to think, that in a Country

where Animoſities and Heats run ſo

high, one of theſe two Things muſt

happen ; either that if a Peace were

made, it would be obſerved no longer

than the Faëtion had Strength enough

to come into the Adminiſtration ; or,

that from a Country ſo divided they
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leaſt, becauſe it coincides with our own

Knowledge and Experience.

As to what the hon. Gentleman

*ſaid about the Improbability that

Blºfuſºu ſhould ever ſuggeſt warlike

Counſels to Iberia, or encourage her

to come to a Rupture with us, I wiſh

that his Reaſoning, ſpecious as it ſeems,

may not befounded on a Miſtake. For

tho I am far from thinkingthat Ble

fuſcu would willingly venture the great

Share ſhe has in the Treaſure imported

in the Iberian Galeons, yet I am very

much convinced, that ſhe would be

much better pleaſed to ſee the Poſſeſſion

of the Mines from which theſe Trea

°ſures come, and the Keys of the whole

Trade, in the Hands of Iberia than

in thoſe of Great Lilliput. Nay, I

will go farther, Sir, and ſay, that if

ſhe is of Opinion, that a clandeſtine

Trade has been encouraged and car

Dried on by our Merchants on the Coaſts

But I am afraid, Sir, the Condućt of Iberia, ſhe will look upon that

Trade as detrimental to her Intereſts,

as well as inconſiſtent with Treaties,

and therefore be very reapy to join in

every Meaſure that may check it. Be

ſides, Sir, we are yet in the dark,

tº with regard to the Reception which ſhe

gave to the Reſolutions of this Senate

on that Head. We don't know whe

ther ſhe may not be of Opinion that

our Aſſertion of a Right to beexempted

from all Search upon the Columbian

Coaſts is inconſiſtent with the Exclu

fion of all other Nations from trading

with the Iberian Weſtern Idnies, and

that it may open ſuch a Door for frau

dulent Tranſactions, and give ſuch Op

portunities to Smugglers on that Coaſt,

as may utterly defeat all the Intent

9 and Meaning of the moſt poſitive Trea.

ties... I hope, Sir, this is not the Caſe,

but if it is, we have a farther Reaſon

for the Obſtinacy of Iberia.

But to proceed now, Sir, to the Pro

Priety of the hon. Gentleman's Motion.

ſhould meet but with a faint Reſiſtance. H He was pleaſed to obſerve that none of

Thus, Sir, the hon. Gentleman might

have found the greateſt Part of his

Speech anſwered by the Iberian Mani

feſto, of which we have no Reaſon to

doubt the Truth, in this Particular at

the Reaſons, that induced the Houſe to

give a Negative to this Motion two

Seſſions ago, could now ſubſiſt. Sir,

I ſhall very readily admit that our

Affairs with Iteria are in a very dif

- ferent
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ferent Situation now from what they which have been preſented to his Ma: m

were in at that Time: But, Sir, that jeſty, or delivered to either of his Ma- |

is no Reaſon why other Circumſtances jeſty's Principal Secretaries of State, r

may not have rendered it highly im- A ſince Midſummer laſt, together with \

proper for us to agree to this Motion. Copies, or Extračis, of ſuch Memorial, t|

In the firſt Place, Sir, we have alrea- or Repreſentations, as have been made, |

dy had all the Papers laid before us, either to the Iberian Monarch, or his

in which it was poſſible for us to . Miniſers, and of the Letters written to :

receive the leaſt Information ; for the his Majeſty's Miniſter at Mardit relate. In
| Motion which , the hom. Gentleman n ing to the ſaid Depredations. i.

| ſays was rejećted two Seſſions ago, was Thus far the Houſe at that time ||

only amended, by being limited to a thought fit to comply with the Terms |t.

certain Period, becauſe the Circum- of an hon. Gentleman's Motion; and {{

ſtances of that Junéture rendered it tho' another hon. Gentleman, laſt Seſ tº

* improper that all the Papers mov’d for ſon, thought proper to make the Mo ;
ſhould be laid before the Houſe. tion we are now upon, yet the Houſe i

The preſent, Sir, is the moſt unfit c very wiſely rejećted it, and I hopeſhi jº

Junéture that Gentlemen could poſſibly Motion will meet with the ſame Fate, 3

have pitch’d upon for a Motion of this Not that I am againſt any Meaſure, |#

Nature. It is in his Majeſty's Choice which would conduce to the Informa tº.

to anſwer this Addreſs, ſhould we agree tion of the Houſe, did I think that ||

to it, in what Manner he pleaſes; and ſuch an Information could promote ||

how can we expe&t a favourable An- the Intereſt of the Nation: But were ||

ſwer to an Addreſs, that can ſerve no D I not acquainted with the Candor and |º

other End, but to expreſs the Diſtruſt of Wiſdom of the worthy Gentleman ||

this Houſe, not only with regard to his who made this Motion, I ſhould be ||

Majeſty's Servants, but himſelf? While apt to think that it proceeded either |&

Negotianions were depending, Gentle- from Curioſity or Revenge, the firſt a tº

men had ſome Reaſon, at leaſt an Ap- Motive too trifling, and the other too ºf
pearance of Reaſon, for Motions of cruel for me to charge any Gentleman §

this Nature ; but fince the Nation has E with upon mere Suſpicions. Yet, Sir, ſº

- now received all the Satisfaction on the what can Gentlemen expect, or hºpe ||

Part of the Miniſtry that ſhe can de- from this Inquiry, except it is to ſa, ſº
fire, ſince his Majeſty has now comply'd ſome new Obječtion to the Condućt of lº

with the Voice of his People, and is the Miniſtry, and increaſe the Ch: ||.

vindicating his own and the national mours of the Oppoſition, tho'at the ſame tº

Honour by a vigorous Proſecution of a time that Condućt has always had the jº

a juſt War, what Shadow of Reaſon, " Approbation of his Majeſty and tle

What Pretext can be given for our cal- Senate, and has, fince the Declaration |
ling for thoſe Papers? Can we pretend of War, been juſtify’d by, what Gem- || ||

that we want Information : No, Sir ; themen have of late affected to extolà |{{

We have already had all the Papers the Teſt of Merit, the ſoice of the Pººk, ſº

that are neceſſary for our Information, Had the Miniſtry, Sir, trifled with the ſt

fºr in the eleventh Moon of his Maje: G Nation, had they meanly truckled " |º

#y's, Reign the following Reſolution the Court of Išeria, and delay'd ºr ||

ſtands on your Votes, viº. deny'd a War, then indeed Gentlemen ſº,

ºf an Humble Addreſ be preſent- might have had ſome Reaſon ſº ſº [sº

(,”, ºfty, that he will be gra- ſpºđing that there were ſome Deſgº ſº
*Pleaſed to give Direáions º be yet undiſcover'd, that this Houſe was lººd

laid before this Hºuſe, Copies, or Ex-r, impoſed upon by the Miniſtry, and the lº

* **, ºf the ſºveral Petitions, Repre- "Nation betrayed. - º:

Jºžations, Memorials, and all ºr " But there are Čonfiderations.Sir.” º

4 afters, relating to the Iberian Depre- ing from the Nature of the Motion it. º

** * Lilliputian Sujº, ſºft, which are fiftint to dº. *
II]
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me to give it my Negative. We are

- now engaged in a War with Iberia;

ji, but that War was preceded by a long

#: Negotiation, by which his Majeſty

ing to Matters of Commerce preſented

to the Iberian Court In private Dif

ferences, Sir, Gentlemen know that a

great many things paſs, which vary

tº endeavour'd to avoid the Calamities A according to the Humours and Views

that attend War. This Negotiation,

Sir, paſs'd thro' ſeveral Hands, it was

attended with various Difficulties, and

no Man can take it upon him to ſay

how far other Powers may have been

tº intereſted, and how far they may i

#l magine themſelves injured, ſhould

ºf every thing relating to them be laid

open to the public View. I call it the

public Wiew, becauſe it is next to im

: tº poſſible that the Nature of Papers, ex

ºlº poſed to ſo numerous an Aſſembly as

º of the Parties, and which, after the

Differences are ſettled, the Authors

would be diſpleaſed to hear ſo much as

mentioned. I may be piqu'd at a Man,

and treat him very roughly, perhaps

ſend him a ſharp Letter, or complain

of him privately to our mutual Friends;

yet it is poſſible that our Animoſity

may be ſucceeded byFriendſhip, I may

be convinced that Juſtice was on his

Side, or that I was impoſed on by

falſe Reports ; and then I ſhall per

tº this is, ſhould remain long a Secret. Chaps be aſham'd for ſome things, that

º It is, or ought to be, the Wiſdom of I thought both juſt and prudent for

#: the Adminiſtration to avoid every Step

ſº that can give B/fuſºu, or any of our

iſ: Neighbours, the leaſt Umbrage at pre

iſ ſent. If Iberia is the only Enemy that

tº the higheſt Probability that this War

is will be attended with Honour and Suc

ºf ceſs; but if other Powers ſhould diſ.

tº cover Secrets from Papers laid before

is this Houſe, and be ſo far enraged by

the Affront as to reſent it by taking

part with our Enemies, it is hard to

ſay how far the Flames of War may

... ſpread, or when they may be extin

2 guiſh'd.

Whoever, Sir, conſiders the Nature

of our Negotiations after the Treaty

me do, while the Miſtake was yet un

diſcover'd. Perhaps if the Perſon ſhall

know I took theſe Steps, he will break

with me again. But the Caſe is much

we ſhall have to contend with, there is D harder in public Affairs: A Miniſter,

| Sir, can't purſue the Dićtates of his

own Inclinations, he muſt follow thoſe

of his Conſtituents; and a Miniſter,

like ours, at the Court of Iberia, who

is ſoliciting for Redreſs for a great Body

of Men, cannot be ſo thoroughly ac

quainted with Faëts, as not ſometimes

to be impoſed upon ; and an Affair

will carry a very different Aſpect,

when the Circumſtances attending it

are alter'd.

Upon the Whole, Sir, I think this

of Sečfille, and the various Interrupti- F Motion entirely uſeleſs for the Infor

ons and Perplexities that they met with mation of the Houſe, tending to create

from the fluêtuating Situation of Af. Difficulties and Diſtruſts where none

... fairs in Degulia, may eaſily conceive

... that there are Papers among thoſe

, moved for by the hon, Gentleman by

no means proper for our Inſpection.

Sometimes we were in good Terms

with Bleft/ºu, ſometimes at variance.

Perhaps we might interfere now and

then in a private Affair tº the Begians,

for they had their Differences to adjuſt

as well as we ; ſometimes with other

Powers. Now, Sir, would it be pru

dent in us, at a time when we ought

... to court, or at leaſt preſerve, a Neu

trality with all theſe Powers, to ex

poſe all the different Memoria's relat

j

º
ſº

ought to ſubſiſt, and may be danger

ous in its Conſequences to the Intereſts

of the Nation in the preſent War.

s Therefore I hope Gentlemen will vote,

with me, that it ought not to be agreed

to.

He was anſwer'd by the Hurgo Pol

garth to the following Effect.

S I R,

F Gentlemen ſhall determine to re

jećt this Motion, I don't ſee to what

purpoſe we fit here. If upon every

Occaſion that we ſhall exerciſe our

- unl"
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undoubted Privilege of calling for

Papers from the Crown, which may be

of ſervice for the Information of the

Houſe, we ſhall be told that the Mo

tion proceeds not from Regard to the

Public, but from a Spirit of Revenge

or Fačtion, I believe Gentlemen will

be very backward in expoſing them

iſelves to ſuch a Treatment. It has

ever, Sir, been the Pračtice and Privi

lege of this Houſe to call for Papers

believe he was ſerious in what he ſaid;

and that all he wanted was not to gain

a little Time, and to quaſh the Motion

after ſome Appearance of a Debate?

Why don't Gentlemen rather declare

in plain Terms that they rejećt a Mo.

tion becauſe it diſpleaſes them? It

would be ſhewing, Sir, a greater Regard

for the Honour of the Houſe, than, after

keeping up the ſolemn Farce of a ri

diculous Debate, to give a Negative

from the Crown, even when Affairs of B to a Queſtion againſt the Convićtion

fmall Conſequence were before them.

And ſhall not we exert that Privilege

w, when the Nation has been by

notorious Miſmanagements, long con

tinued, and openly defended, even in

of their own Minds, and every Princi.

ple of Common Senſe.

Could the hon. Gentleman imagine

the Houſe thought him in earneſ,

when he ſaid that the Faëtion here

her Honour as well as Intereſt almoſt C had encouraged the Iberians to con

deſtroyed, and is now engaged in a

War, the neceſſary Effects of theſe Miſ.

managements Sir, I will be ſo free

with the hon. Gentleman who ſpoke

laſt, as to ſay, that I am for agreeing

to this Motion, not barely for the ſake

of that Information which Curioſity

may expect from theſe Papers, but of

that which my Duty to my Country,

my Zeal for his Majeſty's Honour, and

my Concern for the Dignity of this

Houſe require. All theſe are Incite

tinue their Inſolence till they made it

neceſſary for his Majeſty to have re.

courſe to Arms ? The Faćtion here,

as he is pleaſed to call the whole Body

of the People, and almoſt every inde.

pendantMan in the Empire,have always

declar'd for a War with Iberia; they

have dreaded nothing, they ſtill dread

nothing, ſo much as a Peace: Then

how conſiſtent is it to imagine that the

Iberians would ſo far gratify their open
Enemies, the Body of the Nation, and

ments,that influence me to ſecond every E ſo far diſoblige their ſteady Friend,

Motion that may contribute to detect

the dark Tranſaćtions, and mean Prac

tices,that have brought ſo much Miſery

upon the Nation. And we can ſuc

ceed in this no way ſo probable as by

the Miniſtry, as to force us into a Wai,

notwithſtanding the unweariedEfforts:

their kind Adherents! There is ſomº

thing, Sir, ſo ridiculous in this ſal:

Argument, that it is ſurprizing a Gen.

feeing the Papers and Materials that Ftleman ſhould either hear it, or repeat

havegone thro’ the Hands ofthe prin

cipal Agent.

I am ſorry, Sir, to ſee that there is

at preſent ſo little Probability of ob

taining this Satisfaction, and that the

Nation has ſo ſmall a Proſpect of being G

able to bring the Authors of all her

Misfortunes to Juſtice. I am ſorry to

ſee Gentlemen preſume ſo far upon an

indulgent Majority, which they have

łecured to their own Intereſts, as to

advance Arguments in this Houſe,

which they themſelves muſt be conſciº

ous have no manner of Foundation,

either in Reaſon or Fact. Can the

hon. Gentleman, who ſpoke laſt, ima.

gins that the Houſe was ſo weak as to

-

it with a grave Air. The Iberi"
Manifeſto indeed does uſe the Expº

fion mention'd by the hon. Gent:

man, but it is very eaſy to percº"

with what views. It is, Sir, inº
to palliate their own Injuſtice and their

open Contempt of our Miniſtry.”
they repreſent it as the Effect of the

Clamours of the People herº,
that

both the Nations were forced in”:

War. Sir, I believe, if we conſult a

Hiſtories,even thoſe ofthemoſtsº
Empires, we ſhall find no People evº º

ſuffered greater Hardſhips, ever."

them more patiently, or ever hiº.

courſe to more dutiful and legal M* º

ſures for their Redreſs. It was º
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# Sir, upon the loweſt Claſs of Men,

º; upon the Scum of the People, that

gº theſe Hardſhips fell, but upon Men of

1). Reputation, and Fortune; Men, Sir,

## to whom the Nation is more indebted

#1, for every Shadow ofAdvantage that ſhe

tº enjoys, than to the Miniſter, with all his

& Auxiliaries, Followers and Dependents.

ºf They had recourſe to the Senate ; the

tº Senate came to Reſolutions in their fa

tº vour,which forced the Miniſtry upon the

! (ºf

tº their Schemes in direét Oppoſition to

theſe Reſolutions, or of making War

tº upon Iberia, who continued obſti

air nate in her Refuſal to do us Juſtice.

… The firſt, Sir, was a Meaſure which

º, they durſt not venture upon, therefore

againſt their Will they were dragged
into the other.

As to what the hon. Gentleman

ſaid about the Probability of our diſ.

obliging Blºfiſcu, or any of our Neigh

urs, if we ſhould agree to this Mo

tº:

an Argument, proves either nothing at

all, or it proves too much. For why,

Sir, ſhould we be afraid to aſſert or

exerciſe an undoubted Right, left it

ſhould provoke any other Power? The

Service we do to his Majeſty, by de

teāting0ffenders, ought to take place of

all other Confiderations; and if we ne

wer ſhall take a Step before we are ſure

them to ſend over an Intendant, who

ſhall direct and controul our Counſels.

º s

*... was, I remember, a main Argument,

very frequent with Gentlemen, to prove

that we ought not to enter into this

War at all. Neceſſity however got

the better of our Fears, and we don't

find that Blºfiſºu reſents it, at leaſt ſhe

does not appear diſpoſed to declare her

Anger. And if we risk’d her Friend

ſhall we be afraid that ſhe will reſent

lutely neceſſary to the Service of the

Nation ? Sir, I don't ſee any one Que

ſtion that can come before this Houſe,

that it will not be diſagreeable to Ble-

flºu, we had as good humbly deſire F

Our Fear of offending Blºfitſu, Sir,

ſhip upon the Declaration of War, .

to which this Argument may not be as

properly apply'd as it is in the preſent

Caſe ; for I believe we can do nothing

more offenſive to Bleſu/u, thanto pur

ſue the true Intereſt of Lilliput.

As to the Objection which ſuppoſes

that the Papers contain ſeveral Paſſages

which may be improper to be expoſed

to the Obſervation of the Publick;

this Argument is of a Piece with the

other. If we knew, Sir, what they

perplexingChoice of either carrying on B contain'd, we ſhould not be under ſuch

a Neceſſity of calling for them. But

how is it poſſible, Sir, that any Power

in Degulia, unleſs ſhe is obſtimately

bent to quarrel with us, ſhould take it

amiſs that we call for the Papers that

have paſs'd thro’ the Hands of our Mi

niſters, and been laid before thoſe of

Iberia : How can that affect them 2

The hon. Gentleman ſure could not

be in earneſt, when be brought an In

ſtance from privateLife to prove that it

might; therefore I ſhall be at no pains

tion, that Argument, if it can be called P to anſwer that Part of his Speech, be

cauſe I am perſuaded that neither he

nor the Houſe expećt I ſhould. In

ſhort, Sir, the Motion is ſo reaſonable,

and ſo indiſpenſable with our Duty,

that I ſhall ſay no more but that I hope

Safety of the Nation, Sir, and the E the Majority of the Houſe will agree,

with me, that it ought to be admitted.

... The Houſ was now become much ſuſ.

Zer, and the Q:/eftion being put, it was

carried in the Negative,

Noes 172. 1eas 98.

The Diviſion being declar'd, the Urg;

Pulnub ſpoke to the fºllowing Purpoſe.

S I R, .

Am ſorry to ſee the laſt Motion re

jećted by ſo great a Majority; it

gives me but a melancholy Proſpect of

the Event of any future Attempt that

ſhall be made, by either myſelf or any

other Friend of our Country. For

how, Sir, ſhall we diſcover Truth, if

ſuch a Majority ſhall always interpoſe

to ſcreen the Guilty This Expreſſion,

our deſiring ſuch Papers as are abſo. H. ſevere as it is, may be pardon'd on

this Occaſion, ſince Innocence never

refuſes the Teſt of a fair and imparti.

al Enquiry; and nothing elſe was intº
- - y
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by the laſt Motion. The Right of

calling for Papers has, till of late

Years, never been deny'd to any Mcm

‘ber that requir'd them, tho’ but for his

private Satisfaction. After ſuch a

Queſtion has been carried in favour of

the Miniſter, can any Gentleman be

blam'd for deſpairing that his Preſence

in this Houſe can have any other Ef

fečt, than to give a kind of Sanétion to

Meaſures which he cannot approve of

But left Gentlemen, Sir, ſhould ſay

that I judge too haſtily, and that a

particular Caſe may happen to be at

tended with Inconveniencies, that may

render it improper to be expoſed to the

Eyes of the World, I ſhall take the

Liberty to make another Motion,

muſt have, in a ſhort time, ended in

the tetal Ruin of our Columbian Trade,

almoſt the only advantageous Branch

of Commerce yet remaining. But

whoever reflects upon our Behaviour

under this Treatment, he very natu.

rally concludes that they were injuries,

which we either durſt not, or would

not reſent. If we durſt not reſent

them, Sir, it muſt have proceeded,

either from our want of Courage, or

want of Power. As for the Coung

of Lilliputians, I believe it never was

doubted, before a Train of inglorious

Meaſures had depreſs'd our Spirits, and

clouded our Reputation. The Courage

of the People, Sir, is ſeen, and prov'd

on every Occaſion, where they can

which may give Gentlemen an Oppor-c exert it confiſtently with their Duty;

tunity of retrieving that Credit with

out Doors, which this Deciſion muſt

certainly impair. For I am afraid that

when it is heard by the Publick that

this Houſe refuſed to look into the

Papers that could be the only Vouch

ers of our Miniſter’s Condućt at the

Court of Iberia, the World will be

apt to ſuſpect that it has been ſuch a

Condućt as dares not ſtand an Exami

nation, and that the only Service that

ſome Gentlemen do their Country by

and the Courage of our Admiralswas

ſhown, even when the Cowardiſe of

the Miniſtry had ſhackled it, in dating

to ſacrifice their Lives rather than 10

diſobey their Orders. A brave Ad.

miral, Sir, at the Head of a gallant

Fleet, when he was ſure of meeting

with a feeble Oppoſition, gave an ill.

ſtrious but melancholy Proof of this

kind of Courage,when he expir'd, with

too quick a Senſe of his Country's Diº

grace, in fight of that Fleet and Town

their Seats here is, in this and other E which he was able to have deſtroyed

Inſtances,to ward off ſuch an Examina

tion. Gentlemen may have, by agree

ing to my Motion, a fair Occaſion to

wipe all ſuch Aſperſions from their

Charaćter; and that the Houſe may

be fully informed of both the Nature

and Neceſſity of it, I ſhall beg leave

to introduce it with a few Obſervati

OnS.

Gentlemen, I believe, need not to

be informed that the Treaty of Seb

Jitle was the fruitful Source of all the

Calamities and Inſults which the Sub

jećts of this Nation have fince ſuffered

from Iberia. The Conceſſions made

by that Treaty, on our part, firſt gave

the Iberians a Pretence for inſiſting up

on a Right to Search our Ships, and

As to the Power of Great Lilliſi,

Sir, it muſt be owned that the Peº

are encumber'd with Debt, and ºf

preſt with Taxes; but theſe are Gº

ances which the People alone ſº

The Government is more powerfulº

Majeſty is better ſupported, than */

of his Fredeceſſors ever were, whenº

Enemy was more formidable and th:

Empire more flouriſhing. He hasal

along had the Voices of anº
I had almoſt ſaid, an obſequioiº.
ſubmiſfive Senate, to vote, the Heart;

and Hands of a willing People, ready

to perform, whatever may be neceſſ)

for procuring either Revenge or 8.
ration. Yet how can it be acco”.

how can it be anſwered for, the

in the Exertion of that pretended Right Hall theſe Advantages we have yº

they committed Barbarities, that, had

not the Voice of the People rouſed the

Senate and his Majeſty to their Relief,

- - ſ

obtain’d neither Our Fleet; h.
f

uſºleſ, Incumbrance upon the º: -

our Army remain’d an idº Spºº" º

t with 1:
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upon the Land, our Flag was the Scarn

of our Enemy, and Friendſhip a Proverb

among our Neighbours.

Very neceſſary it is for us, Sir, very
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the Honour to command our Navies.

I know they will do their Duties, if

they have proper Inſtructions. But is

there not Reaſon to preſume that they

worthy the Dignity of a Lilliputian Aare reſtrain'd from A&ion, when we

Senate, to inquire into the Cauſes of

this ingſorious Imad?ivity. Perhaps,

Sir, ſuch an Enquiry may yet vindi

cate the Honour of the Empire, by

ſhewing that it was not to be charged

either upon Prince or People, but to B

the Condućt of one Man, who tamely

facrificed the Honour of his Country

that he might ſecure his own Power.

Even after this Houſe had enquired

into the barbarous Injuries and Inſults

committed upon the Perſons of our

Sailors, and the Commerce of the Em

pire, and when the Miniſters them

felves made a Show of being rouſed

to a juſt Senſe of their Country's

Wrongs, what was the Conſequence

A Squadron was ſent to the Middle

ſee that the Aſſogue Ships, which we

ought to have intercepted, that we

might have been reimburſed ſome Part

of the Expences of this War, were ſuf

fered to eſcape, and the Port in Ibe

ria, where it was next to certain they

were to land, left unguarded and un

obſerved

There is another ſtrong Proof that

we are to expečt but little Satisfaction

for our Injuries, while the Manage

ment of the War remains in the ſame

Hands which carried on our Negotia

tions of Peace, and that is, our Admiral,

who was ſent to the Weſtern Idnies,

carried no Land Forces with him ; ſo

thatwe may deſpair of ſeeing anything

effectuul performed there, tho’ the

Sea, under a brave Admiral, who p Miniſtry have been again and again in

continued una&ive upon the Coaſt of

Iberia, while that Power was daily of

fering freſh Inſults to the Honour of

this Empire; and, notwithſtanding the

Terrors which uſed to attend the Lilli

putian Thunder, we meanly ſubmitted

to an infamous Convention. Since that

Convention has been broke, and Ho

ſtilities commenced, we have had many

Opportunities of at leaſt ſhowing them

that we had not yet entirely loſt our

naval Power. What is the Nation,

Sir, to expect, when the Perſon, who F

is in the Secret of all this Condućt,

and is known to be the main Spring

that ſets our whole political Machine

a going, has declared in plain Terms

in this Houſe, and in this Seſſion, that

formed that it is there alone that we

can hope to ſucceed. Some Excuſe

might be advanced for this, Sir, if

the Nation were unprovided with

Troops, and did not feel the Burthen

of a numerous, well appointed, but

otherwiſe uſeleſs Army, which is main

tained at Home upon the Sweat of the

induſtrious Farmer and Merchant. But

inſtead of furniſhing that brave Admi

ral with a ſufficient Number of Land

Forces, and inſtrućting him to ſail di

rečtly for the Weſtern Idnics, that he

might ſeize the firſt Opportunity of

ſtriking a deciſive Blow, we find he

was firſt ſent upon another fruitleſs Ex

pedition ; as if our Miniſters had been

afraid left the Iberians in the Weſtern

he was glad the Aſſogue Ships had e-G Idnies ſhould be unprovided for his

ſcaped. And indeed, Sir, the whole

of our Condućt, ſince this War com

menced, has been ſuch as gives the

Nation great Reaſon to ſuſpect that we

are ſtill afraid to ačt in earneſt, that

we are ſtill waiting for an Opportuni

ty to invent ſome other little Expedi.

ent, that may defraud the Nation of

her juſt Expectations. -

I do not intend in theſe Reflections

to detract from the Admirals who have

Reception. Had he ſailed with a ſuf

ficient Body of Land Forces, it is hard

to ſay what might have been the Con

ſequences, fince we are informed from

very good Authority, that he muſt

have ſurprized the Iberians wherever

he had attacked them. But now, Sir,

we may naturally imagine that they

have reinforced their Garriſons, and fe

cured their Coaſts, and if he is ſucceſs

ful, it can be aſcribed only to his ºwn
I i i Coº

3
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Courage and Fortune. . . . . in treating the ſcandalousand undutiful

Theſe, Sir, are a few of the Rea. Behaviour, of which they were guilty

ſnns that determine me to make this laſt Seſſion, with no other Severity than

Motion, viz. A a juſt Contempt, ought to have influ

That an humble Addreſ; he preſented enced them to Gratitude and Reſped,

to his Majeſty, that he would be graci- rather than have encouraged them to

ouſly pleaſed to give Direáions that infinuate that they are ready, if not

there be laid before this Houſe Copies; or gratified in their unreaſonable De

Extraffs, of all Letters ‘written, and mands, to Pepeat the ſame Condućt.

Inſtructions given, by the Secretaries of I have no Apology, Sir, to offer for

State, or Commiſſioners for executing B my own Condućt ; I think it requires

the Office of Lord High Admiral of none, becauſe I never entered into any

Great Lilliput, to any Commanders in Meaſures that had not either theprevious

Chief of his Majeſty's Shifts of War, or Sandžion, or the Approbation of this

his Majeſty's Miniſler in Iberia, or his Houſe. I am ready, Sir, on this Oc

Conſiſ; in Degulia, from the Treaty of caſion, ſtill to give the ſame Satisfadi,

Sebfule, to a certain Date 320 Days C on I have ever done, and ſhall plead

befºre the preſent Seſſion, relating to the for no Favour, unleſs it ſhall appear

Loſº, ſºftain’d by his Majeſty's Sub- that I have made the Intereſt of my

jeśs, by Depredations committed by the Country the Foundation of my Con’,

Iberians, that have not yet been laid be. dućt. And, Sir, however, the hom

fºre this Horſe. Gentleman may flatter himſelf thath:

- * . has the Voices of an inconfiderate Muk

The next who ſpoke was the Prime Mi-D titude, ſpirited up by the Arts of Fac.

miſfer, and to the following Purpoſº. tion to ſecond him. I ſhall always be

S I R, - ſatisfied with the Approbation of the

Cannot but declare my Satisfaction Calm, Conſiderate, and Unprejudiced.

at the general Diſapprobation of Before I produce any Argument *

the laſt Motion, which was rejećted gainſt this Motion, I will begleave toob.

in my Abſence; and I hope this, and . Viate any Miſrepreſentation of the Faà

every Motion that proceeds from Par- F mention'd in ſupport of it, by the hon.

ty, Pique, groundleſ jealºuff, and diſ. Gentleman, becauſe I ſee ſeveral Geir

appointed Ambition will meet with the tlemen preſent, who had no QPPort"

fame Fate. All theſe, Sir, I plainly nity of knowing what paſs'd ºn tº

perceive, have concurred to produce Débate, in which I am charged wº

both theſe Motions; for, could they the expreſſing more Regard for tº

have been ſupported with ſolid Argu-, Iberians, than my own County.

ments, Gentlemen would not have F When in bringing in the Capt.
had recourſe to perſonal Reflections. Bill, he touched upon the Eſcape of

That the Speech of the hon. Gentle: the Aſſogue Ships, almoſt in the ſamt

man who roſe laſt was full of ſuch Re- Terms which he has now made uſe *

flections, I could venture to appeal un- I happened to ſay that as both tº
to himſelf, and the Houſe muſt judge Aſogue Ships and Carracºa Ships Weſt

how far a Motion, proceeding only expected on the Coaſts of Iberia, ſº

from Malice and Reſentment,ought to 9 as there was no great Probability tº
be regarded. I doubt not but this we could intercept both, I ſhould

Motion will be treated as it deſerves, be much better pleaſed,had the Caº.

and if the hon. Gentleman and his ca ships been of equai Value withº
Friend ſhall again ſecede, I ſhall not Aſſogues, that the former rather than

!ament their Abſence; for if they are the latter had fallen into our Hands,

here, Sir, for no other End than to ... I never ſaid, Sir, that I was g

embarraſs and imbroil, our Councils, H Aſºgue Ships had eſcap'd; I ſaid that?

they may very eaſily be ſpared. I Carracca ship was a Prize of much

think, Sir, the Lenity of the Houſe greater Value to the Nation tianA:

lad the |
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Aſſogue Ship with the ſame Cargo,for

this unanſwerable Reaſon, that the

Merchants of this Empire have a large

Share both in the Inſurance and Pro

perty of the Aſſogue Ships, but I am
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Scheme of his Operations Was ever

ſuch Policy heard of before ? We have

now ſent to the ſame Seas another

Officer, ſuperior in Command to the

Urg; Buron. If this Motion is con
well aſſur'd they have no Concern in A ply'd with, his Deſigns may be diſ
theGarracca Ships, they belonging ſole
ly to the}.M. nging

the Carracca Ships, the 4/gues eſcaped

us, and indeed we could ſcarce hope

to intercept both, which however I

fincerely wiſh d. This, Sir, was all

that I ever ſa or meant on this Sub

jećt ; I appeal to Gentlemen who

were preſent if I ſaid more, and leave

the Houſe to judge with what Views

my Meaning is miſrepreſented. '

As to the Motion itſelf, Sir, I think

it one of the moſt extraordinary and C
unreaſonable that ever came before

this Houſe. Gentlemen have been

for theſe ten Moons puſhing the Go

vernment into a War with Iberia, and

now the War is enter'd upon, and vi

We took.

covered, and his Expedition made

wholly ineffe&tual. Can we be cer

tain, Sir, that the very Plan upon

which he is to proceed againſt the

Enemy, is not contained in the Pa

pers moved for If it is, I am ſure
Gentlemen, ſo zealous in their Profeſ

fions againſt Iberia, never could

forgive themſelves for affording her

an Opportunity to defeat all our Mea

ſures. We have another Admiral,

Sir, in the Middle Sea ; he has been

there near two Moons. As the Go

vernment very wiſey, I think, did

not enter upon open Hoſtilities with I

beria till within theſe 3 Months, he

had no Opportunity of a&ting offen

fively. But can Gentlemen take it
gorouſly proſecuted, they are for laying Dupon them to pronounce, that when

..open all its Operations, all the Plan of

our future Condućt. Is it poſſible for

Gentlemen to be ignorant that the In

ſtructions given by the Secretarles of

State, or the Lords of the Admiralty,

tº the Commanders of his Majeſty's

Ships, may not be yet put in Executi

on, and that by calling for them unſea

Succeſs we have promiſed ourſelves. I

believe, Sir, it was never denied that Se

Crecy in military Affairs is the ſureſt

this Admiral went out, he had not all

his inſtrućtions with him, as well how

to act, if War ſhould be declared, as in .

Time of Peace and Negotiations :

Sir, if we were to lay all the Inſtruc

tions, he has received upon this Head,

open, we don't know, but that ſtºria

might be in a Condition to deſtroy
É. may obſtrućt all the glorious - him, before we could ſend him Notice

s

to be upon his Guard. Even the beſt

Officers depend much upon the Igno

rance of the Enemy, and regulate their
eans of Succeſs, and that if we were F Condućt upon that Suppoſition. If an

in this Houſe to expoſe the Inſtrućti

ons given to our Admirals and Com

manders of our Ships of War, they

* Would in ten Days be carried to the

Court of Iberia.

conſider that the principal Scene of Ac- G

Let Gentlemen

tion will probably be in the Wºffern
Janies. We have had a Commodore

there ſome Time ; his Inſtructions,

Perhaps, were not to take any Place

till after the Declaration of War be

'twixt Iberia and us. It is little more

than two Months fince the War was

ºaſed; and ſhall we, by agreeing to

this Motion, give the Iberians an Op

Pºrtunity of counteracting all the

Enemy were apprized of every Do
tachment that an Admiral ſhall ſend

from his Fleet, they might ſurprize the

Remainder, and gain a compleat Vic

tory. I know that the Iberians are at

préſent in no Condition to put to Sea

a Fleet equal to ours, were it to act in

one Body; but they might Perhaps

put out a Squadron ſuperior to ours,

when weakened by Cetachments and

Convoys.

The Remainder of thi, SPEECH, and

this Account of PR oc E EDINGS 47'

Debates, will be contaued ºn

next. - :
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Mr. URBAN,

T PO N reading the Letter, and

Lady's Caſe, in your laſt Magazine,
figh’d Aimwell, I was immediately con

vºcºd, by every Circumſtance, (except A
that I was the Perſon to

my own Praiſe
ireéted; nor ſhou'd I havewhom it was

had the vanity to challenge ſo great a

Chara&er, were I not perſuaded that
my Name' and Perſon are Sºcres to all

tº my dear Indiana; and likewiſº, thā.
the judicious (as ſhe is circumſtanc'd) will

allºw ſome Indulgencies in her Deſcrip.

tion of me.

Therefore, as her Friend is pleas'd to

fay that an Anſwer may, perhaps, contri.
bute to her Satisfaction, I beg the Favour

that, by your Means, ſhe may peruſe the

inclós'd, and you’ll infinitely oblige, Sir,

Yºur conflint Reader, and humble Servant,
Aug. 9. 1740. TRoIL U.S.

S I R, Sept. 13, 1740.

AM concern'd to find that my Indiana

muſt ſtill remain a Prey to thoſe

Donbºs and Perplexities, in which ſhe is

involv’d.—As it wou'd be a Prodigy in

Nature for ſuch a Variety of accidental

Circumſtances to be ſo exačtly parallel’d

in another Lady and her Lover, I think

I may juſtly pronounce any one elſe ºn

Impoſłór who wou'd convince you he

was the Perſºn meant. I am fully per

ſuaded that, had you thought proper to

have publiſh'd our ſeveral Anſwers, my

Indiana wou'd immediately have diſtin

guiſh’d between the Sentiments of an

Heart ſhe is ſo well acquainted with, and

thoſe whoſe Nature and Dreſs declare

them aſium'd; for tho’, Sir, to you they

may appear equally real, ſhe, I am ger

tain, wou'd diſcover numberleſs little
Convićtions in my Expreſſions, that wou'd

fatisfy her they cou’d proceed from no

Perſon living but myſelf; nor was the

apparent Suſtableneſs of thoſe

Quotations I made uſe of the only Reaſon

of my introducing them. When two

Perſons have been long and intimately

converſant, they naturally retain each

other's peculiar Idioms, and favourite

Expreſſions, eſpecially in the Caſe of

Lovers, as their Converſation makes the

ſtrongeſt mutual Impreſſions; ſo, tho’

the Circumſtances in the Lady's Lette r

alone, inform'd me whom it concern'd,

twº the Expreſſions that thoroughly
..";:. my Indiana ſhoneº

riod, nor*º: wº any other Perſon

ter H once more aſſure you, Si -

what I ſay is with the .# łł. º:
gard to Truth and Sincerity, I ſhall leave
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to your own Diſcretion the contributing
to the Peace ofthat dear Lady, who is,

perhaps, the moſt deſerving of her Sex,

which i hope you will do, by communi;
cating to her the Epiſtle you receiv'd

from Sir, -

rī; conſtant Reader, and humble Sºrº,
TRoiLUS,

Dear Madam, •

IAMoblig'd to your Friend for putting ſo

favourable and juſt a Conſtruction"P."

my Condućt, nor could my dear Indi.

a fare imagine me ſuch a Monſterås.
ſlight a Regard, which I uſed my utmoſt

Art to raiſe, and which was my greateſt

Happineſs to ſupport; no,-I am certain

you was not more ſurpriz'd at my Manner

6fleaving you, than 1 really Wº: myſelf;

... which has ſufficiently forty'ſ and

prepar'd me againſt all the Vicilitudes

C(except your Disfavour) that are intº

to human Life. It has given nº lºº.

preſſible Concern, that my Affairs haſ
neceſſarily made my Behaviour appear

fuch, as a riſque what in th; World is

the End of my Deſires; but I hºp."long to have the Happineſs and Honº, ºf

perſonally explaining myſelf more toº.
Śājjīāſon. ‘Let this at preſent aſſiſt

you, that, with regard to yºu. dear Sel,

fan in the ſame; norist in the ".

of Time or Diſtance to leſſen you "."
Eſteem, an Eſteem, which is unded on

thoſe Principles, which only can make it

ãºble,"iſ to regard yºu as tº ".
agreeable Perſon of you; Sex; if to 1.

# Admiration of the ſame Thiº.

have hºme sentiments, Defilº

Averſions, be the only ſympathºlº",

tural, and laſting. Ties ofAſºº

âtre myſelf there's pºli.Heart can be more ſenſibly ſubdu'd b)

your Perfeótions, which are ſotº:

dant, that were I to give,” particl:
- • - - apablº

articular F D fºſſion of you in all hº aged.

Lights you appear, or rather were sº

.jå. .."ºcesandy§

tues in which you excel, I am§: -

I ſhou'd do Violence to you. º: !
nor wou'd you any longer be 1. º

In ſhort, Madam, Í acknowledg: ".

f, unworthy of your Loyº tºº.
beſtow'd it’on no other Ter”i. dº.

ºf equai Merit, I muſt flºº.
ſpair’d of it in common with all Man

- +s ſ:

But fince your Condeſcenſiºº
by which Heaven (I hope).”
§: on me its§ Bleſſing, |

ceive it with fingular.V.itſ
Gratitude. And were it rº; flow

frong a Principle, as that ºf...;

cou’d be ſo entirely exting"
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Of the State of INFANTs after Death: 44.1

as to make me reječt ſo refin’d an Happi

neſs, certainly ſuch a Behaviour wou'd

not only be an Inſtance of Folly or Mad

neſs, but of the greateſt Impiety: For,

(as the great Maſter of Poetry ſays in his

univerſal Prayer)

“. Thenjoy is to obey.”

Theſe (lovely Maid) are the Sentiments

of him, who is impatient to give you

ſtronger Aſſurance of them, and who

}.}juſtly conclude this Teſtimony of his

Paſſion with that of Cowley.

Gobid the Needle his dear Northforſake,

To which, with trembling Rev'rence, it does bend; B

Gobidthe Stones a journey upwards make i

(Go bid th'ambitious Flame no more#. t

And when theſe falſe to their own Motions prove,

Then will I ceaſe thee, thee alone, to love.

Mr URBAN,

Tº Enquiry into the future State

of old was. And, 2. That the mere Ap.

plication af Water, with any Form

Words, is not the only, nor the principal

Thing which conſtitutes Chriſtian Bap

tiſm, but the Faith and Devotion with

which it is perform'd: So that if a Child

hath Water applied to it in the Name of

the Father, Örc, without any Faith or

Devotion attending that Ceremony, ſuch

Child hath not received Chriſtian Bap

siſm; but if the Child be with true Faith

and 1)evotion dedicated to GoD, tho' it

hath not (thro’ ſome Scruple of the Pa

rent) the Ceremony of Water applied to

it, it is nevertheleſs, in the Eye of the

Chriſtian Law, confider'd as baptized.

Now the Child dying ſoon after this its

Dedication to GoD, may, I preſume,

conſiſtent with reëtoral Wiſdom, be placed

in happier Circumſtances in conſequence

of dying Infants has all along pro-C of it. My Reaſons are,

ceeded upon the Suppoſition that their

Baptiſm is a poſitive Inſtitution of Reli

gion ; but S. W. in his laſt (Vol. X. Page

342. B.) endeavours to ſhift the State of

the Enquiry, and not only roundly denies

the Baptiſm of Infants to be an Inſtitution

of Religion, but does it in ſuch Words as

ſhew him to be a Gentleman of very D

tranſcendant Aſſurance. In the Sacred

Writings, ſays he, there is no Rule, Pre

cept, nor Example to give countenance to

the Baptiſm of Infants—Nor is it to be

wonder'd that ſo divine a Syſtem of Mo

ral ſhould contain nothing of this Nature.

when, HAD IT BEEN INSERTED, it E

would, only have appeared the INyEN

TIo N AND IMP osIT Io N of MAN,

and not, like the other Parts ofit, to have

proceeded from a divine Original.

The Gentleman, you ſee, Sir, is im

regnably intrench’d within HIMsFL F :

is Averſion to the Baptiſm of Infants is

ſo determin'd, that no Precept, nor Ex

ample from Scripture, could ever ſo plain

ones be brought, ſhould be able to con

vince him ; no, he declares he would

treat it as a Forgery and Impoſture, and

deny it to be from Go D. I ſhould concern

myſelf no farther with ſo extraordinary an

F

Opponent, were it not that many of your G Matt. viii. 13.

Readers will, perhaps, deſire to have this

curious Subjeć farther confider'd.

The Enquiry then is—How far it is
conſiſtent with GoD's reëtoral Wiſdom

to make a Difference in the State cf In

fants after Death, upon the Account of

tiſm 2 -

Now here I take for granted, what

has all along in this Debate been ſuppoſed,

1. That the Baptiſm of Infants is a Rite

inſtituted by Gop, as their £ircumciſion

1. God makes, we ſee, waſt Diffe

rence in the Circumſtances of his intelli

gent Creatures, without any previous A&t

of Virtue at all, to merit or occaſion it.

For Inſtance, in the Circumſtances of a

Briton and a japaneſe ; or of Gabriel,

who appeared the firſt Moment of his

Exiſtence in the heavenly Courts, and of

a Tartar, bºrn in ſome ſalvage Corner of

this Earth. Now, if, without any Thing

previous to occaſion this Diſtinčtion, ſo

vaſt a one is made betwixt intelligent

Creatures, why may not the Faith and

Piety of a Parent, dedicating his Child to

GoD, be ſuppoſed available to procure

ſome advantageous Circumſtances in its

State after Death. Eſpecially, if we add,

2. That it is perfectly agreeable to the

Scheme of GoD's moral Government, that

the Virtue and Faith of one Perſon ſhºuld

prºcure great Benefits for another. The

Meſſiah, when he began to erect his King

doin upon Earth, diſpens'd many of its

chief Bleſſings according to this Plan.

He raiſed ſome from the Dead, and

wrought for others ineſtimable Cures,

not upon Account of their own Virtue or

Faith, but upon Accou t of the Virtue or

Faith of their Parents or Friends. Vid.

Luke viii. 5. Mark ir.

22. Matt. ix. 2. Abraham's Virtue and

Qbedience obtain’d a long Train of Bleſ

fings for his diſtant Poſterity, Gen. xxvi.

4, 5. God gave to Phineas's Offsprin

upon Account of a particular Aét of.

their having received, or wanted, Bap-H

the Covenant of an everlaſting Prieſthood.

which their Father perform'd, Numb.

xxv. 1 1. job’s three Friends were for

given, and accepted of God, not for the

Sake of their own, but of his Righteouſ:

neſs and Prayers, job xlii. 7, 8. And

Elijah's Virtué and Supplications procured
a - $ain,

|º
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not the Caſe of Infants after Death, the

the State thereforé into which

Rain, and its innumerable conſequent bably, like other intelligent Creatures,

Bleſſings, upon a guilty and famiſh’d both Angeis and Men, raiſed to a more

Land, james v. 18. Whether S. W. eſtabliſh'd and perfect State of Bliſs, I

will call this a Supererogation of Merit, or add, . . . . - - - -

e Transferring it from one Agent to ano- ; 3. GoD has been pleaſed ačtually to

ther, and rejećt theſe Inſtances as the A oblige himſelf to confer great Benefits

Invention and Impºſition of Man, I cannot * upon ſome dying Infants, which he has

fay: But this I will ſay, that the Al- not upon others: For Inſtance, to the

#". Rećtor in all this ačis in per- Infants of Abraham, and his Seed, (prior

feč, Congruity to moral Fitneſs and to, and independent of the jewiſh Diſ.

Right; or to the grand Deſign of his penſation), he promiſes to be. The IR

moral Government, which is to ENcou- GoD 5 and gave themº 3S3

RAs E VIRTUE : For when, in Confi- ſacred Töken or Pledge of it... But jeh.

dération of the Virtue of one Man, he B vah having engaged himſelf to be a

confers Benefits on others, he makes that GoD to ſuch Infants, ’tis evident, that if

virtuous Perſon a Benefačfor to thoſe they die in Infancy, they are hereby enti.

others; , he gives him a Power to tied to a Reſurre&tion from the Dead,

bleſ, and to do them good, which is the and to an Happineſs after Death. This

nobleſt Reward of Virtue, and the high- our Saviour hath plainly taught us to con

eſt Gratification to a benevolent and God- clude, Matt. xxii. 32. and the Apoſtle,

Pike Mind. - C Heb. xi. 16. Now JEHowAH having

To objećt, therefore, in the Caſe be. Sº lain himſelf under theſe Engagements to

fore us, that ſuch Virtue could not wake ſome Infants, whereas he has not tº

an Infant moré REwARDABLE–is quite others, 'tis highly reaſonable to ſuppºſ:

beſide the Purpoſe. No one pretends ſome Difference may be made in their

that the Infant is rewardable; no, 'tis the Circumſtances after Death.

Virtue of the Parent which alone is re- . I am, S I R, Tºurſ,

warded ; rewarded with the rational and Sept. 2, 1740. EU GENIUS,

noble Pleaſure of ſeeing himſelf the D . c

Means of placing his Child in ſuch happy In defence of Infant Baptiſm, in anſwerſ,

Circumſtances of Being. - BEREA N. See p. 396.

Nor can it be juſtly replied—That all -

the above mention'd Benefits were but of S I R, ---

temporal Duration; and therefore reach Th; Words in Matt. xxviii. 19, 2%
h are Goye—make Diſciptiº

Difference of whoſe State, if any there F Scholars, of all Nations by Baptizing them

be, muſt be ETERNAL. So S. W. talks “ —Teaching them. By which it's Pºiº

of my Abſurdity, in ſuppoſing the Pirtue of that the Subjects of Baptiſm were grº
a Parcnt may make an Alteration in the to be taught after they were made Diſti.

#TERNAi Conditiºn of their Ifant. pies by Baptiſm. john iii. 3. Our Lºſ
But this is an Abſurdity entirely ºf his aſſures Nicodemus, that except anyºn; be

own making, owing to his Inattention to born of Water, and of the Spirit, he tº
the Scheme he oppoſes. not enter into the Kingdom of GoD. To

All rational Creatures muſt, doubtleſs, be born of Water, has always been ".

ſome time or other, be put in a state of F derſtood to mean Baptiſm, which accº

Trial, elſe there could be no room for ingly the ancient Chriſtians called Rºžº

their Exerciſe of Virtue; but Infants be- ration. But our learned john Prith.

ing Part of the rational Creation, and not ſerved of the Anabaptiſts of his Time,

being, put in a State of Trial in this that they did n tunderſtand what Baptiſm
World, will, no queſtion, in the other; is. That it is a ſolemn Dedicatiºn of the

but a State of Trial muſt have an End, 2, Perſon baptiſed to the Service of the F.
and be ſucceeded by one of Recompence; ºther, Son, and Holy Ghoſt. That GoD;

f; Promiſe gives a Right to Baptiſm i, º,

paſs at Death, is by no means to be the Children of the Faithful have Riº
thought andlterable and eternal; but a to the Promiſe. Ever ſince GoD's nº

State in which they ſhall be capable of inga Covenant with Nºah, and appºiſ.
exerciſing thoſe Pºrtues, which, accord. ing an outward viſible Sign of it to Abra.

ºg to the Scheme of Divine Government, H him, their Seed, or little ones, we º
ſeem abſolutelyjºy to the enjoying “cluded in it. This was the Notiº":
§ºry, and Dominion in the ever afting even the Heathens had of it, either by

Kingdom of God. And when they haſ: Tradiºn from the Sons of Nºah, 9. by

#peſt a proper Time, and behaved well their own Reaſon, fince in the Repº,

in this State of Trial, they are then, pro. tations which we have of theirsº
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which was their Right of Covenanting,

we ſee not only Men and Women preſent,

but Children and Infants at the Breaſts of

their Mothers. So that if the Infants of

Chriſtians are excluded, and not allowed

to be Parties in the Covenant, or of the

ſame Religion with thcir Parents, Chri

ſtianity is the only Religion that ever was,

which makes this Difference; for which
Reaſon we might weli expečt, That Chriſt'

and his Apoſtles ſhould have forbid Wa

ter, that Infants ſhould not be baptized.

But where have they done this? It's no

where ſaid, Except any one repent and

believe, he ſhall not be baptized: Nor can

I find any Precedent of a grown Perſon

baptized, whoſe Parents were Chriſtians

when he or ſhe were Infants. . . . .

As to Antiquity,#. to the Ana

were baptized long before the Year 3oo, ,

• The German Anabaptiſts aſcrib'd its Ori

ginal to the Pope and the Devil. Our Eng

liſh Anabaptiſts have named the following

Popes as the Inventers of it, tho’ living

at above Iooo Years Diſtance. Hyginus,

A. D. 154. Eugenius, Nicholas, Inmºnt I.

4C2, Innocent III. 1215. Of the

theſe Platina tells us, that he ordered one

Godfather and Gndmother at leaſt to be

they call thoſe who held Infants whilſt

... they are baptized. This ſure is a full E

vidence, that Chriſtian Infants were bap

very frankly own'd, that, for ought he

could ever learn, it was the conſtant

Cuſtom of the pureſt and moſt primitive,

: Church to baptize Infants. -and, that

º, he could never find the Beginning and firſt

Riſe of this Pračtice. -

•., CHRISTIANUs.

* Sept. 11, 1740.

tº P.S. Berean refers to Danvers on Baptiſm,

a Writer of no Credit, tho' his Book be
the Common ...;

baptiſts, as appears by his affºrting, that

the Britiſh Churches and oir famous Dr.

Wicliff and his Fºllowers were againſt

Baptiſm of Infants. Notorious Falſhºdds.

Continuation of the LIFE of

Sir FRANCIS DRAKE, from p. 396.

Hen they had lain about an Hour

in this Place, they began to hear

the Bells of the Mules on each Hand,

sº upon which Orders were given, that the G

roves which came from Pºnta Cruz,

& ſhould paſs unmoleſted, becauſe they

º carried nothing of great Value, and thoſe

sº only be intercepted which were travelling

º thither, and that none of the Men ſhould

A him to the Way Šid, that theyº

B

firſt of D

preſent at Baptiſm. For ſo, ſays Platina,

to the Captain

tized before 154. Accordingly Ld Brooke E.

F

our Engliſh Ana.

G
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riſe tºp till the Signal ſhould be given.

But one Robert Pike, heated with ſtron

Liquor, left his Company, and ...#
upon one of the Symerons to creep with

ht

ſignalize themſelves by ſizing the firſt

Mule, and hearing the Trampling of

Horſe, as he lay, could not be...i
by the Symerºn from riſing up to obſerve

Whg was paſſins, by. This he did ſo im:

prudently, that he was diſcovered by th

aflènger, , for by Drake's Order, #:
hgliſh had put their Shirts on over their

Cºats, that the Night and the Tumult

might nºt hinder them from knowing

one another. - *

The Gentleman was immediately ob

ſerved by Prake to change his Trot into

à Gallop, but the Reaſon of it not ap:

baptiſts own Confeſſion, Believers Intants C pearing, it was imputed to his Fear

the Robbers that uſually infeſt that Road,

... Engliſh ſtill continued to expe:
1é Treature. , :

. In a ſhort Time one of the Recoes that

were paſting towards Pºnta Cruz, came

*} and was eagerly ſcized by the Eng
liſh, whoº: nothing leſs than

half the Revenue of the Indië, nor is it

taly to imagine their Mortification and

Pºrplexity when they found only two

Milºš ladºn with Silvér, the reſt having
no other Burthen than Proviſions. -

The Driver was brought immediately
- , and informed him that

the Horſeman, whom he had obſerved

Paſs by with ſo much Precipitation, ha

informed the Treaſurer of what he #:
obſerved, and adviſed him to ſend back

the Mules that carried his Gold and Jew

els, and ſuffer, only the reſt to prºceed,

that he might by that cheap Experiment

diſcºver whether there was any'Ambuſh
on the Way. -

...That Drake was not leſs diſguſted than

his Followers at the Diſappointment, can.

nºt be doubted ; bºt there was now no

Time to be ſpent in Complaints. The

whole Country was alarmed, and all the

Force of the Spaniards was ſummoned to

overwhelm him. He had no Fortreſs to

retire to, every Man was his Enemy, and

every Retreat better known to the Spani

ards than to himſelf.

This was an Occaſion that demanded

all the Qualities of an Hero, an Intrepi

dify never to be ſhaken, and a Judgment

nevº, to be perplexed. He immediately

conſidered all the Circumſtances of his

preſent Situation, and found that it af.

forđed him only the Choice of marching

back by the ſame Way through which he

£ame, or of forcing flis Paſſage to Penta

To

Craz,
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To march back was to confeſs the Su

periority of his Enemies, and to animate

them to the Purſuit; the Woods would

afford Qpportunities of Ambuſh, and his

Followers muſt often diſperſe themſelves

in ſearch of Proviſions, who would be

come an eaſy Prey, diſpirited by their Diſ.

appointment, and fatigued by their March.

On the Way to Penta Cruz he ſhould have

nothiug to fear but from open Attacks,

and expected Enemies. ... "

Determining therefore to paſs forward B

to Venta Cruz, he asked Pedro, the Leader

of the Symerons, whether he was reſolv’d

to follow him ; and having received

from him the ſtrongeſt Aſſurances that

nothing ſhould ſeparate them, com

manded his Men to refreſh themſelves,

and prepare to ſet forward.

When they came within a Mile of the

Town, they diſmiſſed the Mules which

they had made uſe of for their more eaſy

and ſpeedy Paſſage, and continued their

March along a Road cut through thick

Woods, in which a Company of Soldiers,

who were quartered in the Place to de

C

Town, in which they met with ſome

Plunder, which was given to the Syme.

roms, and treated the Inhabitants with

great Clemency, Drake himſelf going to

the Spaniſh Ladies, to aſſure them that

no Injuries ſhould be offered them; ſo

inſeparable is Humanity from true Cou.

rage.

Having thus broken the Spirits, and

ſcattered the Forces of the Spaniards, he

purſued his March to his Ship, without

any Apprehenſion of Danger, yet with

great Speed, being very ſolicitous about

the State of the Crew ; ſo that he al

lowed his Men, harraſſed as they were,

but little Time for Sleep or Refreſhment,

but by kind Exhortations, gentle Autho:

rity, and a chearful Participation of all

their Hardſhips, prevailed upon them tº

bear, without Murmurs, not only the Tºil

of Travelling, but on ſome Days the Pain

of Hunger. -

In this March he owed much of his

Expedition to the Aſſiſtance of ; Smirn,

who being accuſtomed to the Climate,

and naturally robuſt, not only brought

fend it againſt the Symerons, had poſted D him Intelligence, and ſhewed the Way,

themſelves, together with a Convent of but carried Neceſſaries, provided Widu: .

Friars headed by one of the Brethren,

whoſe Zeal againſt the Northern Hereſy

had incited him to hazard his Perſon, and

aſſume the Province of a General.

Drake, who was advertiſed by two

Symerons, whom he ſent before, of the

Approach of the Spaniards, commanded

his Followers to receive the firſt Volley

without firing.

• In a ſhort Time he heard himſelf ſum

moned by the Spaniſh Captain to yield,

with a Promiſe of Protećtion and kind

Treatment ; to which he anſwered with

als, and built Lodgings, and when any'ſ

thé Engliſh ſainted in the Way, twº ºf

them would carry him between them

for two Miles together; nor was their

Valour leſs than their Induſtry, after they

had learned, from their Engliſh Comº

nions, to deſpiſe the Fire-arms of

Spaniards.

When they were within five Leagº

of the Ships, they found a Town blº

in their Abſence by the Syntrum; "

which Drake conſented to halt, ſending”

Symeron to the ship with his Gold Tojº
Defiance, Contempt, and the Diſcharge F pick as a Token, which, though the Ma

of his Piſtol.

Immediately the Spaniard; poured in

their Shot, by which only one Man was

killed, and Drake, with ſome others,

flightly wounded; upon which the Signal

was given by Drake's Whiſtle to fall upon

them. The Engliſh, after diſcharging

their Arrows and Shot, preſſed furiouſly

forward, and drove the Spaniards before

them, which the Symerons, whom the

Terror of the Shot had driven to ſome Di

ſtance, obſerved, and recalling their Cou

rage, animated each other & Songs in their

own Language, and ruſhed forward with

iter knew it, was not ſufficient to #40

the Meſſenger Credit, till upon Examſ.

tion he found that the Captain, haſ:

ordered him to regard no Meſſage wi:
out his Handwriting, had engråVºnh;

Name upon it with the Point of his is

e then ſent the Pinnace up the Riº

* which they met, and afterwardsſº
Town fºr thoſe whoſe Wearineſs h;

made them unable to march farther. 9"
Feb. 23. the whole Company Wiś rcumſt

ed, and Drake, whoſe goºd or illº.

never prevailed over his Piety, celebrº"

their Meeting with Thanks tº God.

ſuch Impetuoſity, that they overtook H Drake, not yet diſcouraged, now".

them near the Town, and, ſupported by .

the Engliſh, diſperſed them' with the

Loſs ºf only one Man, who, after he had

recºiyed his Wound, had Strength and
• Reſolution left to kill his Aſſailant. -

* They purſued the Enemy into the

ed his Thoughts to newº º:
without languiſhing in melancholy -

fle&tions upon his paſt Miſcarriº, º:

ployed himſelf in formingi. 2C

repairing them. Eager of Aëtioſ.” ever

quainted with Man's Nature, ht º:

ſi.

º

!:
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füffered Idleneſs to infe& his Followers

§ Cowardice, but kept them from fink

ing under any Diſappointment by diverting

their Attention to ſome new Enterprize.

Upon Conſultation with his own Men

and theSymerons he found them divided in

their Opinions: Some declaring that be

fore they engaged in any new Attempt it

was neceſſary to increaſe their Stores of

Proviſions, and others urging, that the

Ships in which the Treaſure was convey

edÉ. be immediately attack'd. The

Symerons propoſed a third Plan, and ad
Wiſed him to undertake another March

over Land to the Houſe of one Pezoro

near Veregha, whoſe Slaves brought him

every Day more than two hundred

Pounds Sterling from the Mines, which

he heaped together in a ſtrong Stone.

houſe, which might by the help of the

Engliſh be eaſily forced. -

#. being unwilling to fatigue his
Followers with another |..."; deter

mined to comply with both the other

Opinions, and manning his two Pinnaces

the Bear and the Minion, he ſent john

Oxenham in the Bear towards Tolom, to

ſeize upon Proviſions, and went himſelf D

in the Minion to the Cabezas, to inter

cept the Treaſure that was to be tran

ſported from £eragua, and that Coaſt to

the Fleet at Nombre de Dios, firſt diſmiſs

ing with Preſents thoſe Symerons that de

fired to return to their Wives, and order

or Indian Corn. The Veſſel itſelf was

ſo ſtrong, and well built, that he fitted

it out for War, determining to attack the

Fleet at Nombre de Dior. --

On March the 21ſt he ſet ſail with th

new Frigate and the Bear towards, the

Cabezas, at which he arrived in about

two Days, and found there Tetu, a French

man, with a Ship of War, who after

having received from him a Supply of

Water, and other Neceffarics, intreated

that he might join with him in his At

B tempt, which Drake conſenting to, ad

mitted him to accompany him with 20 of

his Men, ſtipulating to allow them an e

qual, Share of whatever Booty - they

ſhould gain. Yet were they not withºut

ſome Suſpicions of Danger from this new

Ally, he having eighty Men, and the

C being now reduced to thirty-one. - .

Then manning the Frigate and two

Pinnaces, they ſet ſail for the Cabezas,

where they left the Frigate, which was

too large for the Shallows over which

they were to paſs, and proceeded to Rio

Franciſco. Here they landed, and having

ordered the Pinnaces to return to the

ſame Place on the 4th Day following,

travelled through the Woods towards

Numbre de Dies, with ſuch Silence and

Regularity, as ſurpriſed the French, who

did not imagine the Symeron; ſo diſc:cct

or obedient as they appeared, and were

therefore in perpetual Anxiety about the

ing thoſe that choſe to remain to be en- E Fidelity of their Guides, and the Probabi

tertained in the Ship.

Drake took at the Cabezas a Frigate

ºf Nicaragua, the Pilot of which in

formed him that there was in the Har

bour of Veragua, a Ship freighted, with
more than a Million of3. to which he

offered to condućt him (being well ac

quainted with the Soundings) if he might

be allowed his Share of the 'Prize ; ſo

much was his Avarice ſuperiour to his

Honeſty.

}. after ſome Deliberation, com

#. with the Pilot's Importunities,

ailed towards the Harbour, but had no

ſooner entered the Mouth of it than he

heard the Report ofArtillery, which was

anſwered by others at a greater Diſtance,

upon which the Pilot told him that they

were diſcovered, this being the Signal

ºppointed by the Governor to alarm the
Coaſt. º

Drake now thought it convenient to

return to the Ship, that he might enquire

the Succeſs of the other Pinnace, which

he found with a Frigate, that ſhe had

taken with twenty-eight fat Hogs, two

hundred Hens, and great Store of Miis,

lity of their Return. Nor did the Syme

roms treat them with that Submiſſion and

Regard which they paid to the Engliſh,

whoſe Bravery and Condućt they had al

ready tried.

At length, after a laborious March of

more than ſeven Leagues, they began to

hear the Hammers of the Carpenters in

the Bay, ic being the Cuſtom in that hot

Seaſon to work in ; Night, and in a ſhort

time they perceived the Approach of the

Recoes, or Droves of Mules, from Panama.

They now no longer doubted that their

Labours would be rewarded, and cwery

H Man imagined himſelf ſecure from Pö

verty and Labour for the remaining Part

of his lºſe. They, therefore, when the

Mules came up, ruſhed out and ſeized

them, with an Alacrify proportioned to

their Expcélatiºns. The three Droves

conſiſted of ºne hundred and nine Mijks,

H each of which carried three hundred

Pounds Weight of Silver. It was to 1 t

tle purpoſe that the Solders, order cd to

guard the Treaſure, attempted Reſiſtance.

Āfter a ſhort Combat, in which the French

Captain, and one of the Syneroar wºre
- & k k wounded,

4.
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wounded, it appeared with how much

greater Ardour Men are animated by In

zereſt than Fidelity.

As it was pºſſible for them to carry a

way but a ſmall Part of this Treaſure, af.

ter having wearied themſelves with hiding

it in Holes and ſhallow Waters, they de

termined to return by the ſameWay, and

without being perſued entered the Woods,

where the French Captain, being diſabled

by his Wound, was obliged to ſtay, two

of his Company continuing with him.

When they had gone forward about

two Leagues,the Frenchmen miſſed another

cf their Company, who upon Enquiry

was known to be intoxicated with Wine,

and ſuppoſed to have loſt himſelf in the

Woods, by negle&ting to obſerve the

Guides.

But common Prudence not allowing

them to hazard the whole Company, by

too muchSolicitude for a ſingle Life, they

travelled on towards Rio Franciſco, at

which they arrived April the 3d; but

looking out fr their Pinnaces, were ſur

prized with the Sight of ſeven Spaniſh

Shallops, and immediately concluded

that ſome Intelligence of their Motions

bad been carried to Nombre de Dios, and

that theſe Weſlels had been fitted out to

urſue them, which might undoubtedly

ave overpower'd the Pinnaces and their

£eble Crew: Nor did their Suſpicion

flop here, but immediately it cocur'd to

them, that their Men had been compell’d

by Tortu e to diſcover where their Fri

ate and Ship were ſtationed, which be

ing weakly manned, and without the

Preſence of the chief Commanders,

would fall into their Hands, almoſt with

out Reſiſtance, and all Poſſibility of e

ſcaping be entirely cut off.

Theſe Refle&ions ſunk the whole

Company intoDeſpair, and every one, in

ſtead of endeavoujing to break thro’ the

Difficulties y ſurrounded him, reſigned up

himſelf to his ill-Fortune; when Drake,

whoſe Intrepidity was never to be ſhaken,

and whoſe Reaſon was never to be ſur

prized, or embarraſſed, repreſented to

them that, though the Spaniards ſhould

The GentleMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X:

fore the Enemy, and dire& them tº

change their Station.

They were animated with this Diſ.

A courſe, by which they diſcovered that

their Leader was not without Hope; but

when they came to look more nearly in

to their Situation, they were unable to

conceive upon what it was founded. To

paſs by Land was impoſſible, as the Wa
lay over high Mountains, thro' §

Woods, and deep Rivers, and they had

B not a fingle Boat in their Power, ſo that a

Paſſage byWater ſeemed equally imprac.

ticable. But Drake, whoſe Penetrationim.

mediately diſcovered all the Circumſtances

and Inconveniencies of everyScheme,ſoon

determined upon the only Means of Suc

ceſs which theirCondition afforded them;

and ordering his Men to make a Raſt out

C of the Trees that were then floating. On

the River, offered himſelf to put off to

Sea upon it, and chearfully asked who

would accompany him... john Owen, juh,

Smith and two Frcmchmen, who were

willing to ſhare his Fortune, embarked

with him on the Raft, which was fitted

out with a Sail made of a Birket ſack, and

an Oar to direčt its Courſe inſtead of a

Rudder. , --, - ..

Thenº: the reſt with

Aſſurances of his Regard for them, and

Reſolution to leave nothing.unattempt

for their Deiverance, he put off, and ſº

ter having, with much Difficulty, ſailed;

Leagues, deſcried two Pinnaces haſtig

towards him, which, upon a nearer AP,

proach, he diſcovered to be his own.”

perceiving that they anchored behind:

Point that jutted out into the Sea, he pº

to Shore, and croſſing the Land on Fº
was received by his Company with that .

Šatisfaction which is only known to thºſ:

that have been acquainted with Dangº
and Diſtreſſes. -

F The ſame Night they rowed to 8.

Franciſco, where they took in the tº

with what Treaſure they had been,”

ble to carry with them thro’ the Wood;

then ſailing back with the utmoſt Expº,

tion, they returned to their Frigate, *.

foon after to their ship, where Draked:
have made themſelvés Maſters ofG vided the Gold and Silver equally between

their Pinnaces,they might yet be hindred

from diſcovering the Ships. He put them

in mind that the Pinnaces couid not be

taken, the Me examined, their Exami.

nations compared, the Reſolutions form

ed., their Vºſlels ſent out, and ; Ships ta-

ken in an Inſtant. Some Time muſt ne

ceſſarily be ſpent before the laſt Blow

could be ſtruck, and if that Time were

ºot regiigeniy loſt, it might be poſſible

for ſome of them to reach the ships be.

the French and the Engliſh. in fi

Here they ſpent about 14 Days in

ting out their Frigate moreº

and then diſmiſſing the Spaniſ.".their Ship, lay a few Days,amº the

H cabezºg,' whictwelve Engliſh and ſixtº

Sºmeron; travelied once more, intº ".

Country, as well to recover the ſº

Captain, whom they had le; wº.
ed, as to bring away the Treaſire whic

they had hid in the Sands. Drake,wº
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his Company would not ſuffer to hazard

his Perſon in another Land Expedition,

went # them to Rio Franciſco, where he

found one of the Frenchmen who had

ſtay'd to attend their Captain, and was
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ſeldom is without a Recompenſe, gave iſ

him with the higheſt Profeſſions of Sariſ

fačtion and Eſteem, Pedro receiving it

with the utmoſt Gratitude, informed him,

that by beſtowing it, he had conferred

informed by him, upon his Enquiries after A Greatneſs and Honour upºn him ; for by

his Fortune, that balf an Hour after

their Separation, the Spaniard; came

upon them, and eaſily ſeized upon the

wounded Captain; , but that his Compa

nion might have eſcaped with him, had

he not preſerred Money to Life; for ſee

ing him throw down aBox of Jewels that

retarded him, he could not ſorbear taking

it ". and with that, and the Gold which

he had already, was ſo loaded that he

could not eſcape. With regard to the Bars

of Gold and Silver, which they had con

cealed in the Ground, he informed them

that two thouſand Men had been em

played in digging for them. -

The Men, however, either miſtruſting

the informer's Veracity, , or confident

that what they had hidden could not be

fºund, purſued their Journey; but upon

their Arrival at the Place, fºund the

Ground turned up for two Miles round,

and were able to recover no more than

thirteen Bars of Silver, and a ſmall Quan

tity of Gold. They diſcovered afterwards

that the Frenchman who was left in the

Woods, falling afterwards fute the Hands

of the Sponiards, was tortured by them

till he confeſſed where Drake had con

cealed his Plunder. So fatal to Drake’s

Expedition was the Drunkenneſs of his

Followers.

hen diſmiſſing the French, they paſſèd

by Carthagena with their Colours flying,

and ſoon after took a Frigate laden with

Proviſions and Honey, which they va.

lutd, as a great Reſtorative, and then

failed away to the Cabezas. F

Here they ſtayed about a Week to

clean their Veſſels, and fit them for a long

Yoyage, determining to ſet ſail for Eng:

land. And that the faithful Symerons

might not go away unrewarded, broke up

their Pinnaces, and gave them the Iron,

the moſt valuable Preſent in the World

to a Nation whoſe only Employments

were War and Hunting, and amongſt

whºm Show and Luxury had no Place.

Pedro, their Captain, being deſired by

rake to go through the Ship, and to

chooſe what he mºſt deſired, fixed his

Eye upon a Scymerer ſet with Diamonds,

which the French Captain had preſented

£9 Drake ; and being unwilling to ask for

ſo valuablé a Preſent offered for it four

large Quoits, or thick Plates of Gºld,

Whºh he had hitherto concealed; but

*rake, deſirous to ſhow him that Fidelity

preſenting it to his King, he doubted not

of obtaining the higheſt Rank amongſt

the Symerons. He then perſiſted in his

Reſºlution of leaving the Gold, which

was generouſly thrown by Drake into the

common Stock; for he ſaid, that thoſe

at whoſe Expences he had been ſent out,

ought to ſhare in all the Gain of the Ex

pedition, whatever Pretence Cavii and

Chicanery might ſupply for the Appro

priation of any Part of it. Thus was

Drake's Charaćter conſiſtent with itſelf;

he was equally ſuperiºr to Avarice and

Fear, and through whatever Danger he

C might go in queſt of Gold, he thought it

not valuable enough to be obtain’d by Ar

tifice or Diſhoneſty.

They now forföok the Coaſt of Ame.

rica, which for many Months they had

kept in perpetual Alarms, having taken

more than two hundred Ships of all Sizes

between Carthagena and Nombre de Dior,

of § they never deſtroyed any, unleſs they

were fitted out againſt them, nor ever

detained the Priſoners longer than was

neceſſary fºt their own Security or Con

ceament, providing for them in the ſame

Manner as for themſelves, and protećting

thern from the Malice of the Symerons :

E A Behaviour, which Humanity dićtates,

and which, perhaps, even Policy cannot

diſapprove. He muſt certainly mect with

obſtinate Oppoſition, who makes it equal

ly dangerous to yield as to reſiſt, and who

leaves his Enemies no Hopes but from

Wićtory. -

What Riches they acquired, is not par

ticularly related; but it is not to be doubt

ed, that the Plunder of ſo many Veſiºłº,

together with the Silver which they

{eized at Nombre de Dios, muſt amouſ c

to a very large Sum, tho’ the Part that

was allotted to Drake was not ſufficient

to lull him in Effeminacy, or to repreſs

G his natural Inclination to Adventures.

They arrived at Plymouth on the 9th

of Auguſt, 1573, on Sunday in the After

noon; and ſo much were the People de

lighted with the News of their Arrival,

#. they left the Preacher, and ran in

Crouds to the Key with Shouts and Coil

gratulations.

An Account of Sir FRANC's PRA #E''.

pºorAG E round the World will be

in war next.
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From the £raftſman,

To the FREE Ho LDERs and FARMERS

of ENGLAND.

Addreſs this Letter to you, my Fel

low Countrymcm, as you are the People

leaſt corrupt in your Morals, moſt uſeful

by your Calling, and are likewiſe ſo

nearly concerned in the Buſineſs upon

which I am going to write. If others

are more wealthy than you ; from whence

do their Riches flow but from your In

No. 733, 740.

duſtry?—What would Land be worth,

without the Cultivation of the laborious

forms himſelf at how much in the Pound

Leather is tax'd; and he thinks the reſtis

eaſily done, by knowing the Quantity of

Leather he uſes in that Time. But he is

very ſhort in his Reckoning; ſince all

Exciſes magnify through every. Hand

Athey paſs, till they come to the laſt Cuſh.

mer, or Conſumer; for a Tradeſman muſt

enlarge his Profit, in Proportion to the

Money he lays out, and not only magnif

the Price of the Cºmmºdity, upon whic

it is laid, but by Circulation muſt inhance

the Price of all other Commodities, which

paſs through the Hands ofº
Farmer ?—Commerce, Rents, Penſions and B or Tradeſmen; for the dearer, the Nºttſ.

Salaries ariſe all from the Sweat of your

Brows.--In ſhort, your Good and the

Goºd of the whole Kingdom are inſepa

lably united.

He is a bad Husbandman, who ſuffers

the Honey of the induſtrious Bee to be de

ſtroyed by Drones ; and there may be a

Set of Men as deſtrućtive to the Farmer as

Inſ:#; and Vermin to the Bee-hive.—I

will endeavour to ſhew you who theſe

are, with the moſt proper Means to re

lieve your growing Diſtreſſes, and to pre

vent the like Dangers for the future.

I ſhall firſt deſire you to conſider how

greatly the Expences of Farming have

increaſed within theſe fifty Years. I don't

m an in Laxåries, but in the common Ne- D

cºſºries of Life. . I know it is ſaid that

Farmers live higher now than ſo merly.

If, by ſuch Management, more Farmers

aic ruin’d now than formerly, I am afraid

it is, becauſe Farmers are more eaſily

ruin’d now than in former Times; for I

2m ſure (thoſe within the Inſluence of the

Lºndon Markets excepted) they can't af.

ford to live ſo well. You are the beſt

Judges yºurſelves whether more of you

don't ſuffer for want of Neceſſaries, than

are uin’d by the Uſe of Supérfluities. I.

appeal to the Memory of the moſt antient

annºngſt you, whether the many Articles

in Häſe keeping, (that is, Cloathing,Work

*anſhip, Labourers and Servants Wages)

are not within theſe fifty Years advanced

a third or fºurth Part. Theſe Expences

have increaſed by ſlow Degrees, as diffe

rent Taxes and Exciſcs have been iaid on ;

and as they go away in ſmall Parcels, and

various Shapes, they don't make ſo deep

an Impreſſion as if iſſuing out in one Sum,

though the Sum is really the ſame, whe.

ther ſaid in one or twelve Months, or whe

ther paid in Gºinea, or Firth:ng.

Peºple, who are nºt uſed to think of

thºſe Things, are eaſily deceived in their

Computations.

&er bath a Mind to caſt up what Exciſe

he ſays upon Leather in a Year, he in.

c - -

If, for Example, a Far

ſaries of Life are made to theſe Peºple,

the dearer muſt they ſell their Goods

From hence we ſee that the poºreſt Man

pays his Proportion to the Exciſes of each

Tradeſman, with whom he deals, over

and above the real Exciſe upon the Thing

itſelf; and though he and his Family live

upon the coºfProviſions, yet Nothing,

eat or worn, is free from the Influenceſ

Exciſes. This is the real Cauſe, which
hath raiſed the Price of Servant; and

Labourers Wages, though the pººr Pºk

themſelves, perhaps, find it as difficult to

maintain and cloath themſelves now, as

fifty years ago, when their Wages were:

fourth leſ.

Graiz, Wºol, and Cattle are nºt excuſ,

ed; fºr the Miller, Malifier, Clothia and

Batcher pay Exciſes; ſo that the Firmſ'

can have nothing back prepared fºr

his own Uſe, without paying his Prº.

tion to the Exciſes of the reſtāī

Tradeſmen, with whom he deal;-ſº

this, perhaps, may be greatly owing:
E. Dearneſs of Meat, at a Time when Cattle

were ſºld by the Grazier as cheap as."
been known within the Memory 0 Man.

–To this very Cauſe is likewiſe, ow";

the great Decay of our Wºlen Mºlſº
tury; for if the Manufaāurer cant ſup:

poſt his Family by his Labour, he "

fly to ſome cheaper Country, where

a Wages and Proviſiºns are bette. Piº ‘.

F on 3, by witch. Means we ſhoul º:
our Manufaāurers; and, on he... i.
Hand, to raiſe their Wages muſt raiſe the

price of Clºº, in which the French."

derſel us at leaſt 15 l per Cent, atpººl.

To Exciſcº may be added the Poºl.
which doubtleſs hath been greatly*

mººd by the weight of them...”
G ſeeaking of a Faë, which will eaſily ap;

pear to any Man, by examining th:º
Books; and as far as myCº.;
led me, I find thi, Rate doubled " |

theſe fifty Years. The Fºrmtrº. cnly

pays iſ ºwn Poor’s Rate; but: Poºr':

tiſs, he pays his Proportion of the Rafe

-

as in Bºº.

*
# , ,

iº

..
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Rate of all the Tradeſmen he deals with ; ,

but I don’t ſee that, in Return, they pay

any Thing towards his Exciſes, or extra

ordinary Expences. Dealers and Artificers

proportion their Stocks according to the

Demand of their Cuſtomer; ; but the

Farmer muſt pay his Rent, and cultivate

his Land at any Expence, without know

ing to what Market he ſhall bring his

Cattle, or Grain. A plentiful Harveſ:

may ruin a Farmer, as well as miſſing of

Crops; for but Few can afford to ſay up a

Year's Produce, the Labourers Wages

being always deareſt in plentiful Harveſts,

as the Demands for them are then always

greateſt; and let Exciſes be ever ſo nil

merous, he can’t raiſe the Price of Grain

or Cattle, in Proportion to his Expences,

which hath been evident by the Cheap

meſ of Corn a few Years ago; for it is

Plenty and Scarcity alone, which muſt

regulate the Markets of the Fraits and

Produćioms of the Earth. Another me

lancholy Refleštion is; ; the Money ariſ.

ing from theſe Taxes is ſwept away to

Londºn, and Javiſh'd there upon foreign

tought Luxuries.

Under theſe Difficulties doth the Land.

£d Intereſt of England labour; and tho’
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and Queen Anne's Reigns, theſe Taxes

were raiſed to borrow Money upon ; and

after the Peace of Utrecht, the Debt of

the Nation was ſtated; when it appear'd

that the Money ariſing from iſ: Taxes

yearly overpaid the Intereſt of Money

borrow'd by the Publick. —This Overplus

A was firſt call'd the aggregate Fund, and

afterwards the ſinking Find, meaning a

Fund to take of the Exciſes in Time, by

paying off and ſinking the Debts of the

Nation; and had it been thus conſtantly

apply'd, inſtead of having our Debt; but

little leſſen'd, we ſhould by this Time

B have been freed from the greateſt Part of

them. It would be too tedious to enu

merate the many Applications, to which

this Fund hath been ſubjećted, ſince it

was firſt form'd ; but it is very evident,

in general, from the flow Operation of it,

that it hath been very much diverted

from the original Deſign. I ſhall there

C fore only give one Inſtance, which may

ſerve as a Specimen of the Sincerity cf

thoſe worthy Gentlemen, who are ſo fond

of ſerving their Country in the double

Capacity of Placemen and Senators. -

To leſſen the Debt of the Nation, and

to take off ſome of the moſt burthenſome

it hath been ſo evidently the general In-D Exciſes, was ſo notoriquíly the Intereſt of

tereſt of the Nation to have theſe Exciſes

taken off; though for above twenty Year:

running we have had ſuch a Number of

gracious Recºmmendations from the

Throne to conſider upon Means for leſſen

ing the publick Debts, which have been

anſwer'd by ſuitable Addreſſes, as if the

the Kingdom, and had been ſo long in e

very Body’s Mouth, that the Placement

thought proper to make a ſhow of yield

ing to the general Clamour of the Nati

on; and as the Salt Duty fell ſo heavy up

on the Conſumer, and brought in ſo little

to the Publick, in Prºportion to the Ex

Meaſure had been really intended ; not- E pence of Collešion, it was agreed ſpon

withſtanding the various Schemes, which

have been form'd for this Purpoſe by the

- ſucceſſive Miniſters ever ſince the Peace

9f Utrecht, yet none of our Exciſes have

been leſſen'd. On the contrary, moſt of

them have been augmented, by being

... put under more ſevere and penal Regula

tians, ſome new Ones have been raiſed;

and the mational Debts have been but lit.tº ſº

the diminiſh’d—This, at firſt Sight, may

§ appear ſurprizing; but whether it will

... not abate our Surprize, when we re

... member that there have been near two

... hundred Placemen and Officers in moſt of

... the Houſes of Commons, diring that Space

ºf Time, may be a Gueſtiºn wºrthy of

Cºnfiderºtion. Moſt of thºſe Exciſes were

laid on for 32 rºars, and would have ex

pired about this Time, had they not been

continued from Time ro Time, and at laſt

ºade perpetual, in order tº increaſe the

ſinking Find—ſt may therefore be pro- Hſentatives of a People under no gr; ster

... per in this Place, to infºrm you what is
ºf meant by the ſilking Fund.

During the Wais in Kirg William's

that the ſaidTax ſhould be taken off, and

a farther Promiſe was made, that more

Taxes ſhould be redeemed as faſt as the

ſinking Fund ſhould, make Way.—I muſt

here obſerve, that the Salt Duty was, at

that Time, Part cf. the ſvking Fund. It

was the firm Perſuaſion cf many People .

that this Tax ought not to have been laid .

on again, unleſs ſome very great Exi

É. of State ſhould make it neceſſary.

ut all this proved to be wrong Reaſon

ing; for the Man in Power were of a diſ.

ferent Opinion. . This Tax therefore was

taken from the ſinking Find and dropt in

the Year 1730; and in 1732 it was re

vived to ſave a Shilling in the Pound Land

Tax fºr that Year only.

I ſhall now, my Countrymen, ſpeak a

fw Words to you concerning the Qua

lification-A&#; for I think Nothing can

be more absurd than to have the Repre

Tye to the Intereſ ºf a Nation than bare

being born in it.--To prevent there:

#: ſuch a Defeči, the Laws of *::::
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have wiſely ordain'd that every Member

of the Houſe of Commons ſhould be quali

fy'd by a certain Progortion of Land; and

as the Intention of this Law is founded

upon the Principles of Reaſon and Ju

itice, I would have it carry'd into a more

effectual Execution.

As this Law now ſtands, I apprehend

that if a Man, whº hath not One Shil

ling a Year in Land, is return'd, without

having his gualification demanded within

fºurteen Days after taking his Seat, he is

£aſe from any farther Enquiry, during that

Parliament. — I cannot take upon my

felf to ſay of any one Member of the

Houſe of Commons, that he is not duly

qualify’d—Beſides, I profeſs to ſpeak in

general of Things paſt, or cf Dan

gers, which may happen, and may be

prevented. As to what hath been

done, I appeal to yourſelves, my worthy

Friends, whether it hath not happen'd,

within the Knowledge of moſt of you, C

that three or fºur younger Sons, or Brothers

of great Families, have got into Boroughs,

when in the Opinion of the World, if

Tradeſmen's Debts, and all Incumbrances.

were, diſcharged, the Family Eſtates

would not be worth redeeming—Is it

nºt proper for your Enquiry, if ſuch D

Things have ever happen'd within the

Knowledge of any of you, how ſuch

Gentlemen have been able to make them

felves welcome to Corporations; when,
i."; within two Hours Ride there

ave been twenty or thirty independent

Country Gentlemen duely qualify’d who

never thought of Penſions, Places, or E

Commiſſions 2—I would not be underſtood

to mean that it is any Hardſhip upon the

Publick, to have the younger Branches of

the Nºbility provided for, in the Navy,

Army, or civil Employments. On the

$ontral y, where other Things are equal,

I think Birth, ought to give the Préfer. F

*nce ; and it is, my Friends, the ſame

Thing to you, who are put into Places,

Prºvided approved Courage, Experience,

*pd Oeconomy, are their ſole Recommen.

dations.—But never let us be perſuaded to

$ompliment away our Liberties, nor ever

be prevailed upon to ſtuff our Houſe of G

Sºpreſentatives with ſuch a Number of

Placemen, as may render the Independency

of Parliament precarious, or with Perſºns

*dº qualiff'd, be they placemen crºſſ.

A Qºalification is a Pledge, which

$Very Member is ſuppoſed to have in his

ºntry, not only to ſhew his State ºf H

Iºdºpcºdency, but likewiſe to be a proof

that he is intereſled in the Welſage ºf ºf

People, whom he repreſents. TA §uali

#atiºn ther.fré is anciential Part ºf the

be uſeful.

Conſtitution, and ſurely ought to be eſta.

bliſh’d under the ſevereſt Penalties; ſuch

as would execute themſelves; and, upon

Dete&tion, the Perſon ought to be

rendered, incapable of any future Office.

This ought to be try’d, by a jury, in the

County, where; Return is made, and to be

examined, not only during the Sitting of
that Parliament, but even within a Year

after the Expiration of it.--Beſides the

Security of having this valuable Law put

into Execution, I ſhould be glad to have

the Qualification enlarged. A bare 4.

muity for ſome Lives may not be worth

above 15ool, which is a very ſmall Pledge

B for a Man's Integrity in ſo high acharge.

—A Member of Parliament is as much a

Truſtee for future Ages, as he is fºr the

preſent People who chuſe him. He theft.

fore ought to have an Eſtate deſcendable

to Pºiº -1

I ſhall here take Notice of an Ag:

ment often uſed againſt Qualificatim,

and againſt limiting the Number of Pliº

men in the Houſe of Commons, as if they

tended to take away the Freedom ºf £,

leftions; for if a Corporation iath a Mind

to chuſéa Perſon, who hath nºt the gºod

Fortune to have an Eſtate of Lºrd'ſ

hath the gocd Fortune to have a Pláſti,

is called a Reſtraint upon the Freedºm

Eleśions to prevent ſuch a Choice. .

If the Majority of that Corpºratiºn

were the only Perſons, that could ſuffſ,

I would not object to the Argument, ºr
when we conſider that the Fate of the

Nation may depend upon a fift Wºt,

and that many ‘Votes are retärn’d by."

very few Conflituents, We ſhall find;
Caſe greatly alter'd; for where the w

is concern'd, the whole ought to bendº

general Regulations. The Ögeſtion thº,

fore is, what Regulations are prºper;"

what is now contended for, is only"

add more Scope and Force to ſºmeº
which it is apprehended are notº § t!

enough to anſwer the Ends deſign".
As the Views of all honeſt Men mº"

center in the ſame Point, I have nºt ſ:

poſed pºpular Schemes, with in lº
ſerve private, or particular Purpoſeſ. 0.

have ſpoken for and againſt Fº
Perſons, and don't deſire to guardº:

eme Set of Placemen more than º: :

but againſt ſuch Placemenia generº#

may be dangerous, and cannº ſº." }

The Means I have ſº.
may not only prove a Scourity (9 º pr

jeni Zºº, but may extend to Pº: Oll

i cannot too often recommº.
to behave with Steadineſs and º:

ty, nºt only where you have ſº.

likewiſe where you have anylº.
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There is no Room to fear that the large

and trading Corporatiºns will readily con

cur in all juſtifiable Meaſures, which have

an immediate Tendency to ſupport Li

berty, ſecure Property, and enlarge Com

merce.—It is only from the Jobbers, in
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parable fromthe Intereſt of the Kingdom?

3. Whether heavy Taxes and Exciſes

muſt not be very préjudicial to the Far

mers, Manufacturers, Merchants, Country

Gentlemen, and Freeholders 2 -

4. Whether it may not be the Intereſt

ſmall Borought, (which a learned Prelate B of Placemen and Officers to have heavy

juſtly calls the rotten Part of our Conſtitu

tion) from which Danger may be appre

hended; but the more dangerous they

are, the more vigorous ought you to be

in exerting your Influence over them.—

Conſider your own Intereſt, and where

publick Spirit ſlackens, let the Advantage

Taxes, ſuperfuous Places, and a great

#ſº & -

5. Whether there is not at leaſt re

uired as much Integrity, Wiſdom and

$ºy to the Management of publick

Affairs, in War as in Peace # -

And now, my honeſ; Friends, from what

and Welfare of your Wives and Children Chath been ſaid, and from what you feel,

become Advocates for the Public. Few

Aáions in your domeſtick Affairs can

tend ſo much to your private Advantage,

as to have the Taxes and publick Money put

under a ſtrićt and fruga Management.

Were yū once agreed in the Purſuit of

Meaſures, which tended to the publick

Good, and would decline all Traffic

thoſe who would not concur with you,

what Bribe would make any Tradeſman

amends for your Scorn and Contempt 2–

Beſides, you often have it in your Power

even to alter Markets, and many other In

fluences; but Nothing_can be done with

out Temper, Steadineſs, and Concord.`

I ſhall now, with a few Queries, and

a brief Exhortation, take my Leave of

you. -

1. Whether the true Intereſt of the

Kingdom muſt not be the Intereſt ºf the
Farmer, Manufačiurer and Merchant &

2. Whether the Intereſt of the Country
Gentlemen, and Freeholders, is not inſe

Mr. U R B A N

with D

ou are as good Judges of the Circum

ances, which the Nation is in, as the

wiſeſt Men in it; and may judge as well

from whence all your Géod and Evil a

riſe. You know the Perſons, whoſe

ualifications muſt make your Infºreſt

inſeparable from their own. You know

the Perſons, whoſe Intereſt may be ſepa

rate from and deſtructive of yours. Don't

be abuſed by religious Pretences.—Of

what Religion do you think Placemen are:

—Religion teaches us to love our Neigh

bours; but no Religion cammands us to

ſacrifice ourſelves, our Wives, and our

Children, to Luxury and Ambitiºn. 2

The whole will ſoon be in your Power;

and that Reſolution, Wiſdom, and Unani

mity, may condućt your Aëtions, is the
earneſt Prayer of, Gentlemen,

Tºur moſt affešonate Fellow-Subječi

.* and Well wiſher,

- - AGRIConA.
-

.” ---

- -

º
…

-

!

… … • -
m. ». * . . . - -

º I. you think proper to inſert the following Particulars, relating to the Phºenomenon
- of diverssº by a plain Mirrour, propºs'd in Yours laſt March by G. S. per

tº hips it may be acceptable to ſome of your optical Readers; or at leaſt be a further

§ Illuminatioſ to what has been already done.

tº 1. When a Ray of Light arrives at the ſecond Surface of a tranſparent Subſtance,

|º with as great or greater Degree of Obliquity, than that which was neceſſary to make

gº a total Refle&tion, it will there be all returned back to the firſt; and if it proceeds to

wards that with as great a Degree of Obliquity as it did towards the other (which it

& will do if the Surfaces of the Medium be parallel to each other) it will there be re

flected again, &c. and therefore will never get out, but paſs from Side to Side, till it

be wholly ſuffocated and loſt within the Body.

2. When an Objećt is ſeen by Reflečtion from a plain Surface, the Image of it ap

pears at the ſame Diſtance behind the Surface, that the Objećt is placed before it, of

the ſame Magnitude therewith, and directly oppoſite to it, as has been already proved

º Writers of Catoptrics; andsº the five Spectrums ſeen in a Mirröur, will

ill be ſeen at the ſame Diſtance behind the Mirrour, that the Object is placed before it.

* This will perhaps appear more plain by the fºllowing Figure.

* . Let A B C D repreſent the Mirrour, and let E F be the Axis of a Pencil of Rays

flowing from E, a Point which here is ſuppoſed to repreſent any luminous Body, the

Rays of this Pencil will in part be reflected at F., in the Line F.G (according to the

| Nature of Refle&tion of Light); what remains will, after Refrađtion at F, paſs on to

H, from whence (on account of the Quickſilver which is ſpread over the ſecond Surface

of the Glaſs, to prevent any of the Rays from being tranſmitted there) will be ſtrongly
refle&ted
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refleśted to a, where Part of them will emerge, and enter the Eye at L: By this Means

one Repreſentation of the ſaid luminous B3dy will be framed in the Line La, pro

duced as at M. Secondly, another Pencil of Rays, whoſe Axis is E b, is firſt refleåed

at b, then at c, and afterwards at d, toº, where Part of it emerges and enters the Eye

at L. by which Means a ſecond Repreſentation of the ſaid luminous Body appears at

Q. Thirdly, another Pencil of Rays, whoſe Axis is E. f. after Reflection at the ſeve.

ral Points, fg, H, i, k, ſucceſſively, will exhibit a third Repreſentation, &c, at the Point

X. Fourthly, another Pencil, whoſe Axis is El, after Reflection at the ſeveral Points

1, m, n, c, 0, p, q, ſucceſſively, will exhibit a fourth Repreſentation, &c. at the Point Y.

Laſtly, another Pencil, whºſe Axis is E r, after Reflection at the ſeveral Points

r, ſ, t, u, H. w, x, y, z, ſucceſſively, will exhibit a fifth Repreſentation of the ſlid lu.

minous Body at the Point Z, And ſo you may proceed ad infinitum. . .

Both according to all the Obſervations that I have made, and this Solution, the

Spectrums will be faint, in Proportion to the Number of Reflections and Refraćtions

the Rays ſuffer in the Glaſs, before they can enter the Eye, as is evident from the for.

mer Part of the Anſwer, and the Manner in which Light is reflected. -

o

{<

t

I am apt to think, with Mr Martin, that ſeveral Difficulties do attend the §: .
-

of ..º.º. which muſt be accounted for otherwiſ. ... I have endeavour.”

to .”.”y common Mitrour may exhibit a Purity of spectrums.

Cheſhire, Aug. 1, 1740. . - ºr, &c. P. Woo”

#
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The Phaſis and Poſition of the Moon at . The Phaſis and Poſition of the Mºm it

LoNDoN, at the Time of the Im- LoNDoN, at the Time of the Emer
merfion of jupiter's Center, ſion of jupiter's Center,

- H. : I. - - J. it

Ośī. 27, 1740. XVI. 20 or oš. 27, 1740, XVII. 24 55

V D the Moon's Vertical Diameter. V D the Moon's Vertical Diameter. .

"-... • *** 41.2%

===F-*#4

-- HORIZON - 23

A N OTH E R C o M P UTAT I O N.
Oğober 28, 1740. in the Morning, Apparent Time - o 1 º'

The Moon's ſubſequent Limb will tranſit the Meridian of London, at 3 52 12

The Center of jupiter, — 3 57 29.

–4. 13
jupiter's Center cover'd by the Moon's Limb
The Center of jupiter's Emerges from the Moon. ammºn 5 15

****************######################"

Mr. URBAN, -- - - myſelf highly oblig'd to ſuch curious Ob.

IN your Magazine for june. I met with ſervers, as ſhall b: pleaſed º*
an occultation of jupiter by the cate their Obſervations 2 the Pu i. 2°

Moon, Ośīober 28, 1740, calculated by Mr Meridian of Birminghº. #.
...'...'s...}}."ºb.f.”; iii. 36' North and is iſ Weſt Long"

Sketch of the ſaid Öccultation the latter from London. eConjunäion

End of the Year 1737; in which Year I Apparent Time of the true ; ham

expeãed the ſamePláñet would have been 2.É. Moon and fugiº,* i.
covered by the Moon, but happen'd to Oğober 28, 1740, 38' 33 p # fin
make ſeveral Miſtakes in my Calculation, the Morning; aſ which Time |l n s

for which I was very rudely treated by of the Calculation to ſtand as follows:

the Writer of Partridge's Almanack for - b / tº

:*:::::: I ſuppoſe º:§#: sun's true Place is Scorpio 16 ° 45

ter. Reſolving to give the enſuing Cal- :* --> -

culus a.*.*. #. f : 7up#.§ºHi- Cancer I 49 37

had done the other, I ſet upon the Work A:#&ºtic: is 134 17 :

with the utmoſt Care, which done, on . Elong, from Sun . 125 15 48

comparing it with the Oxonian's, I find a %. Geocen- io go 57inán".
great Difference in the Accounts, and tho’ tric Place Cancer

this Perſon brags of his Abilities and large upiter's Heliocentric Lat: l

Orthographical *::::::::::: yet ſhop. 3-piter's Geocentric Lattitude 8 ° 55;

that what I here offer to the Cenſures to Mºon's tele Place is cancer io 3° 37

the Public, will be found pretty nearly to - -

anſwer the Phenomena, and ſhall think &

o 842 S. dec.

--

True

|.G:
º:

º
º

tº ;

it

lºm,
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Apogeum
True Place of Moon's §

Mom paſt her aſcending Node -

Inclination of Moon's Orbit
-

Moon's true Latitude North Aſcending -

—true Horizontal Parallax

Apparent Semediamiter of : jupiter

True Hourly Motion of the Moon is

True Hourly Motion of jupiter in Antecedentia
-

Moon's true Hourly Motion from*.— —- o 31

Moon's viſible Hourly Motion from jupiter

A P P A R E N T TIME S.
* *

Peripherical Conta&t of the Moºn and 3 upiter

Conta& of jupiter's Center and Moon's Periphery

jupiter entirely hid by the Moon

Middle — - 7

Viſible Conjunction -

Emerſion of Jupiter's Periphery –

jupiter's central Emerfion ...— ..T.- 5 9
Liſt Conta&of jupiter and Moon's Periphery, is at .

... Note, jupiter enters the enlightened, and appears

Occultation of Jupiter by the Moon.

Aſcending Node
-

the Moon

: jupiter covered §

455

---o -

37

47

3 16 - -

I 4 *

27 28; º

58
-

I5

o 15 … . . . .

* 31 -

o

Scorpio
Cancer

---

-

am

tº .2

18

5

5

5

o

o

O

o

o

o

* G - 22.

11 -

42. -

37.

22. -- -

#
3 I

I6

Io I 3

from under the dark Horn of the

Mºon, and will be wholly hid from our Sight, I H. 5' 9!" -

it is to be remarked, that the Mºon at this Place is tranſiting the Nonageſime Degree
at the Immerſion of jupiter; which is a very rare Caſe in ſuch a Phaenomenon, and

renders the Drawing of a fingleº:
noted, That as the Moon croſſes th;

very difficult and uncertain ; but this may be

onageſime Degree, at the Beginning or Immer

fion, both the enlightened and dark Part of the Moon (as is always the Caſe in that

Poſition) is ereà, or upright,

Place of Nonageſ|ime Degree

atviſible Conjunction, is, Cancer,

16°28' 24", and the Altitude

of it is 603 58' 32". Moon's

true Place,then Canterio”55'52".

Moon's viſible Place, then Cancer.

10° 50' 56”, jupiter's Geo

centric Place is then Retrograde

Cancer toº go' 56”. . Moon's

true Lat. then is 27' 51" N,A

ſcending. Moon's viſible Lat.

then 25”, S. deſcending. Parts . .

of Moon's Apparent Semidiameter

obſcur'd to the Weſt 9' 35"

Birmingham, Aug. 9, 1740.

Common senſe, Sept. 6. N° 137. -

Againſ; ſºme Gazettcers concerning Cecil.

T has been the Misfortune of theſe

Gentlemen never to have been uſed

to paint Beauties, and they have very tº:
lucky Hands at hiding Deformities :—The

in aments of Cecil are a little too deli

cate for their clumſy Pencils; howevº,

to ſhew that I am in ſome Charity with

them, I ſhall help them out a little upon

this Occaſion. -

iconceive it to be a ſtrong Preſumption

of cºif; integrity, that he did not beſiege

I ſhall only draw the following

SSS

- #. Latitude

om the Moon's vi

fibe Orbitat the Be

ginning is 7’52 *.

tºº.Ø o”

at the End ro' 40”

S. deſcending...

DAN. SILK.

#2,

his Sovereign in her Palace,—every Body

had Acceſs to her.

. A particular Inſtance is mentioned by

the Hiſtorians in the Caſe of one Caer

mardon, a ſenſible ordinary Man, by

whoſe Advice ſhe improv'd that Branch

of her Revenue which was under the

Management of Sir Thomas Smith, double

to what it had been before, without vex

ing the Subjećt in the Method of Collec

tion. Some of the filly Fellows about the

Court wonder'd that ſhe would liſten to

ſuch an obſcure Man, in an Affair that

ſeem'd to bear hard upon the charadº;
O
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of Sir Thomas Smith. To which ſhe an

fwer'd, That thoſe that accuſe the Coun.

cellors of Kings, without being able to

rove any Thing againſt them, ought to

{. cenſured; but thoſe that accuſed them

juſtly ought to be encouraged and re

warded above all other Men.

Why did not theſe Writers think fit to

take Notice of Cecil's Popularity, which

was not owing to any Arts, but was the

natural Conſequence of that Happineſs

which the Nation enjoy’d by the publick

Councils, in which he was known to

France againſt the League, in order to

maintain the Balance againſt Spain, at

that Time the moſt formidable Power in

Europe, and for the ſame Reaſon to ſuc.
cour the United Province, so that our

Hiſtorians have very goºd Authority for

#: that all the reſt of Europe was

aſtoniſh’d how Queen Elizabeth's Mini

ſters could do ſo many great Things with

fo ſmall, a Revenue, and ſo few Taxes,

confidering, that in our own Quarre

they defended us without Foreign Aſſiſ.

tance, left no Debts or Taxes upon Poſte:

have a Share; it was owing to his B rity, and extended Commorce in the mid
Oeconomy in the Management of the

publick. Treaſury; and, laſtly, his not
retending toº a Power of controul

ing his Fellow Servants of the Crown,

muſt have contributed not a little to

wards it.

Look into D'Ewe's journal of Queen

of Wars and Troubles beyond what it
had ever been before. -

W. takes a View of thoſe Times

may eaſily account for Cecil's Popularity.

But not only the he did, but

the Evil he forbore deſerves ſome Notice,

Cecil was called to publick Buſineſs by

Elizabeth's Parliaments, there you will C the deliberateChoice of his Miſtreſs, upon

ſee the great Officers of the Crown, de

bating and dividing againſt one another

in Parliament; where Opinions and Sen

timents are free, it cannot be otherwiſe.

But where Men are ſummoned to meet

for no other purpoſe but to approve and

applaud the Will and Pleaſure of a Grand

§: theCaſe is alter'd ; there can be no

Gpinion, there can be no Council, the

Prince is to be kept in Ignorance of his

Affairs, and nogoodAdvice can reach him.

A Man conſcious of his own Incapacity

may well be afraid of ſeeing his Opini

ons canvas'd ; Cecil was honeſt

enough to wiſh that his Miſtreſs ſhould E

follow the beſt Counſel, let it come from

what Quarter it will; and how can the

beſt Councel be known if all Opinions

are not freely examined? -

To conceive a juſt Idea ofthe Wiſdom

and Abilities of this Adminiſtration, the

great Difficulties with which they were

to ſtruggle ought to be conſider'd.— F

They were to reconcile the Nation to the

Eſtabliſhment of the Reform'd Religion,

which; conſidering the ſtrong Impreſſions

made by Education muſt be no eaſy

Work The changing the Religion

of a Country muſt leave the Seeds of Diſ.

affeótion behind it;-they were to

the Reputation he had gained for Wiſ.

dom, and Integrity.- He did not

purchaſe his Preferment at the Expence
of his Honour, nor did he introduce him:

ſelf by an infamous Bargain for skreen
ing a§ of publick Robbers.--His

Crimes did not drive him to a Neceſſity,

nor did it ſuit his Inclination to º:
himſelf y the Deſtrućtion of all pil

Spirit, and a Scheme of univerſal Corrup

tion.—He opened no Shop for nego

tiating Bribes, nor were ſº Ivided into

Shares, like Lottery Tickets in our Days:

The brave Men who had ſerv'd

their Country, at the Hazard of their

Lives, either by Land or Sea, were juſtly

paid all that the Nation allow'd them;

He did not endeavour to perpetuate

I)ebts upon the Nation to maintain 4

Swarm of Drones, call’d Placemen, in

; ; the Nation ſaw what they gave,

applied to their Defence, not in protećting

a Criminal in Power againſt them.

We don't find that he ever treated the

Citizens of London with Inſolence, or

even with Diſreſpect.

He did not adviſe his Miſtreſs to place

her Security either in a ſtanding Army,

or in an immenſe Revenue, he was

fixing it in its natural Situation, that is, in

recºncile them likewiſe to the Queen's G the Åffečtions of the People.

Title, which thoſe who were diſcontent

ed upon the Account of Religion might

imake a Handle for raiſing Troubles, ſhe

having been render'd illegitimate by A&

of Parliament. Scotland, a conſtant

Thorn in qur Side, was not then united

to England, and to be ſear'd as an Ene- H

my; add to this, a formidable Rebellion
in Ireland: Beſides which, it was

neceſſary to aſſiſt Harry the Fºurth of

He found the Nation poor and embºſ;

raſs'd with Difficulties; he left it rich and

at Eaſe: And the Hiſtorian has cloſed h;

$.".º:": º:
ong enqugh for Nature, long emºgº.jºr
awn Glory, # long enough†: try.

The other Papers of the Craftſman 4

&º nºt ſuáry#
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My URAAN, -

TH: Relation of Capt. Morgan's Ex

pedition (afterwards Sir Henry Mor

gan, and Deputy Governor of jamaica)

which was ſent you laſt Month, paſſes

over the Conqueſt of Chagre in too ſlight

vailed over all Obječtions, and made us

diſregard even Life itſelf. -

We therefore-advanced to the Caſtle

with our Swords in one Hand, and Fire

Balls in the other, while the Spaniards

poured both their great and ſmall Shot

a Manner. As it held out longer againſt A upon us, bidding us Defiance, and calling

Margan than againſt Admiral VERNoN,

tho' the Fortifications were then Stone,

which before were only Timber, it may

be proper to give your Readers a particu

lar Account of the A&ion, and the ſtout

Reſiſtance then made by the Spaniards.

As ſoon as we arrived within Sight of

the Caſtle of Chagre, called San Lorenze,

the Spaniards gave us a continual Fire

with their biggeſt Guns, but without do

ing us any Miſchief. At Night we an

chored in a ſmall. Port about a League

from the Caſtle. This Fortreſs ſtands on $

Topof a high Rock, and on the Eaſt Side

us Engliſh Dogs, Enemies to God and their

Ring. Having in vain attempted to ſcale

the Walls, we were forced to retreat.

§ advancing, and we being a little

feſted afterour Fatigues, wereturned tothe

Attack, propoſing 9 our Fireballs to burn

the Paliſades. But on this Occaſion, an

Accident happened which changed the

Face of our Affairs, and was the chief

Cauſe of our Succeſs. -

One of our Men being ſhot in the Back

with an Arrow, which pierced his Body,

inſtantly pulled it out at his Breaſt, and

wrapping ſome Cotton about it, ſhot it

of the Mouth of the River Chagre. The C back into the Fort, the Cotton kindling

Paliſades that ſurround it were filled with

Earth,and of greatThickneſsand Strength.

There is only one Entrance to it, by a

Drawbridge, over a Ditch thirty Foot

deep, which divides the Top of the Hill

into two Parts. It is§ with 4 Ba

ſtions towards the Land-fide, and two

towards the Sea. The Steepneſs of the

Hill on the South Side renders it wholly

inacceſſible, and theNorth Side is waſhed

by the River, which is there very broad.

At the Foot of the Hill ſtands a ſtrong

Fort monnted with 8 Cannons, and a lit.

tle further two other Batteries of ſix Pie

ces of Cannon each, which defend the E

Entrance of the River. They have two

reat Storehouſes at one End of the Ca

#le, well ſupplied with Ammunition, and

other warlike Neceſſaries, and near them

a ſteep Range ofSteps, hewnout of$Rock

reaching to $ Entrance of the Caſtle. On

in the Diſcharge, and the Arrow falling

upon a Houſe thatched with Palm Leaves,

ſet them on Fire, wich meeting with a

heap of Gunpowder before it was per

ceived, blew it up, to the no ſmall Sur

rize of the Beſieged. As they wanted

ter, they were the more bufied, and

perplexed in extinguiſhing it, and we
taking the Advantage, ſet Fire to the Pa

liſades in ſeveral Places at once, ſo that

the $ºirſ now ſaw themſelves ſur

rounded by the Flames. As the Pales

conſumed, the Earth fell into the Ditch,

and made ſeveral Breaches.

By Midnight the Paliſades were entire

ly burnt down, and our Men creeping

cloſe to the Fire, ſhot at the Spaniard,

whom they perceived thro’ the Flames

upon the Walls, and did great Execution.

When Day appeared, we fºund moſt

of the Earth that lay between the Pali

the Weſt Side is a ſmall Port affording F ſides, had fallen into the Ditch, by which

good Anchorage for ſmall Veſſels, and at

the Mouth of the River lies a great Rock,

or rather Cluſters of Rocks, which are

only ſeen at low Water. -

Early in the Morning, on December

27, a Party of us began to land, and

with great Difficulty marched through

the Woods by Two in the Afternoon,

and being now without any Shelter ex

poſed to the Enemy's Shor, loſt many of

our Men. Theſe Circumſtances added to

the natural and artificial Strength of the

Caſtle, and the Neceſſity of making the

Attack on 3 Side, diſpirited us extremely,

and left us ſmall Hopes of Succeſs.

here debated whether we ſhould perſue,

or for forſake our Enterprize, but the

Thoughts of Diſgrace, and of being re

proached by our Friends on board, pre

Means the Spaniards became as much ex

poſed as we were. - - -

The Governor having encreaſed the

Guard where the Ditch was moſt filled ,

with the Earth, and planted the Artillery

on the Breaches, the Firing continued

very hot on both Sides. The Spaniards

kept their Ground, and annoyed us with

Stink-Pots, filled with combuſtible Matter.

At Noon, we made ourſelves Maſters of a

Breach bravely defended by the Gover

nor himſelf and 25 Soldiers, and at laſt,

after an obſtinate Reſiſtance, entered the

Caſtle; upon which many Spaniards

We H choſe rather to caſt themſelves headlong

from the Top of the Hill into the Sea,

than to ſubmit. The Governor ſtill con:

continued to defend himſelf, and retreated

to the Corps du Guarde, but being ſhot
M m m thio.

º 6
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thro’ the Head, the reſt ſurrendered, t?

the Number of 30 Men, all that remained

out of 314, not ten of them unwounded,

nor one Öfficer left alive. -

Our Loſs was very conſiderable, having

above Ioo Men killed, and 7o wounded.

Upon Notice of our having Poſſeſſion of

the Caſtle, the Admiral came, jam. the

2d, with all his Fleet; but the Sailors

being elated with our Succeſs, and ne

getting their Courſe, five Ships.Ad

mira’s one) ſtruck upon the Rocks above

mentioned, but the Men and Goods were

all ſved.

The Gentleman's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

out further Queries, I propoſe"the follow

ing eaſy Method, which cannot occaſion

any ill Conſequence.

Let two Ounces of Lenitive Ele&uary,

and one Ounce of Cream of Tartar, be

mixed together ; the Quantity of a Wal

A nut taken every Nº. or every other

Night, going to Bed: The Doſe to be in

creaſed or leſſened, ſo as to procure two

Mºtions a Day.

If the Lady be not habitually coſtive,

ſix or eight Ounces of Blood ſhould be

taken away in the firſt Place.

Let her Breakfaſt on Mint Tea, with a

They ſeized ſome ſmall Veſſels in the B little Milk and Loaf Sugar, and a Toaſt

the River, which are uſed in carrying

Goods to Porto Bello and Nicaragua, and

generally mounted with great Iron Guns,

and four ſmall braſs ones; they likewiſe,

took four ſmall Ships, mounted with their

Cannon.

P. S. The Account of the killed and C

wounded on both Sides, and ſome other

Circumſtances, differ here from what

you gave us in your laſt. Theſe I cannot

pretend to reconcile. Thurs, Ó'c. R. T.

Agenuine Letter ſent to the Manager of a
- THEATRE.

S I R,

AM a Perſon of no ſmall Abilities in

the Theatrical and Poetical Way, but

my particular Province is Eiocution.—

I am Son to a Holland Trader. —My Mo

ther was a jew, and died in the Inquiſi

tion. —— She was reckoned the talleſt,

and beſt proportioned in Conſtantinople,

where ſhe went and took Poſſeſſion of a

ſmall Eſtate of 7 or 8 Pounds a Year,

when my Father lay dying at Amſterdam.

—That Fortune is now come to me,

but as I have little Regard to what is ge

nerally known by the Name of Money, I

would willingly ſacrifice my Intereſts to

my Inclination, which is of ſerving you.

You muſt know I have a double Voice,

or rather a Manner of expreſſing a Noiſe

two different Ways at one and the ſame

Time.— I can ſing two Tunes at once,

and make a Noiſe like the claſhing of

Swords: So that in Caſe of Battles, you

need not have ten or twelve People hack

- ing their Swords, and frighting them

{elves behind the Scenes; ſince, if you

have me, I ſhall anſwer the ſame Ends

with my Voice.— I can dance ſeveral

artificial Hornpipes, fantaſtical Jigs, and
am, Ö'c. - - - -

Mr URBAN, -

: O’ſº laſt I read the Caſe of -

M. S. in your Magazine for May, p. Calculus of amočultatiºn ºf J
245, which appearing to be genuine, "I

think deſerves Confideration," and with:

of Bread dip'd in it. Dine on the mildeſt

vegetable Food; uſe Red Wine and Wa

ter moderately, and Cyder for her com"

mon Drink: And ſup on Whey and a .
Toaſt of Bread. -

Let her uſe little Salt, and tefrain from

animal Food, Bºoths, &c. Malt Liquor,

and all ſpirituous Liquors. -

'Tis proper to take the Air Mornin

and Evenings, uſing a little Exerciſe at the

ſame Time. - -

If upon this low Regimen her Spirit;

flag, lêt her take thirty or forty Drºp ºf

Tinaure of Peruvian Bark with Oil of

Sulphur, in a Glaſs of Water with a Picº
of Loaf Sugar, about Eleven o'Clock in

the Morning, and at Four in the Aſter
noOne

When the Symptoms abate, the Cºlº
Bath is to be uſed; the River firſt, then

the Springs, during which the Eledu/

E is to be omitted.

After the Symptoms are gone cf. ºt

her return by degrees to her uſual Diº

and Company,

the Pračice of the great Dr Sydinhº,
will ſupport the Plainneſs of this Method -

againſt Contempt.

F P.S. Amafius, whºſe Latter waſiſ:
alſo, p.245, is of Opinion that the Caſ:

nºſº'dangerous as it appears to thi"
tleman.

To P H I L O.

YoUR Letter, Sir, cannot pro ºº

pear. . The Reſolution ofyº #.
G ſhire Lady to revenge the Infideliº,% h

firfi Love; on his whole Sºx, ſº º
dapper Loudoner has alread º
jºšim, is but the natural Effief of 4 º:

Imprºftºn on a tender Hºt.’ſsº
and will probably remain tillºmº orſm

more potent Charmer, ſhall efface it.

H N B. A Letter from 4 gº!
Oxford, ºffing ſºme Miffalº..."

upiteſ, "

une Magazine, ſhould have * inſºrſ;

laſt Month, but is miſſaid.



Poetical Essays ; SEPTEMBER, 1740.
Tº are great; obliged to our Correſpondent who Beauty alone can touch the heart with joy,

beautiful Pºem. Tho' be
ſent us the%.

wrote not a Syllable in the Cover to it

did not miſinterpret his Intentions, iy

conſigning it to our Magazine.'

we bºpe we

immediately

Mr LY T T L E To N to Mr Poy N T z.

H thou, whoſe friendſhip is my joy and pride,

ALJ Whoſe virtues warm me, and whoſe precepts

uide;

Thou to whom greatneſs, rightly unitial;

Is but a larger power of doing good ;

Say, Poyntº, amidſt the toils of anxious ſtate,

Does not thy ſecret ſoul deſire retreat

Doſt thou not wiſh the taſk of glory done *

That buſy life at length might be thy own,

That, to thy lov’d philoſophy refigh’d,

No care might ruffle thy unbended mind.

Juſt is the wiſh; for all that heaven can give,

9r favour'd man in recompence receive,

Is to reflect at eaſe on glorious pains,

And calmly to enjoy what virtue gains :

Not him I praiſe, who, from the world retir’d,

By no enlivening, generous paſſion fir’d,

On flow'ry couches ſlumbers life away,

And gently lets his ačtive powers decay;

Who fears bright glory's awful face to ſee,

And ſhuns renown as much as infamy.

But bleſs'd is he, who, exercis'd in cares,

To private leiſure publick virtue bears;

ho tranquil ends the race he nobly run,

And decks repoſe with trophies labour won.

Him Honour follows to the ſecret ſhade,

And crowns propitious his declining head ;

in his retreats their harps the Muſes ſtring,

‘And to the groves, by him frequented, fing;

Friendſhip and Truth on all his moments wait,

Pleas'd with retirement better than with ſtate;

And round the bow'rs, where humbly great he lies,

... Fair olives bloom, or verdant laurels riſe :

So, when thy country ſhall no more demand

The needful aid of thy ſuſtaining hand;

When Peace reſtor'd ſhall all her rights ſecure,

And Fačtion's ſelf ſhall own them fix'd and ſure;

Then to the ſhades of learned eaſe retir’d,

The world forgetting, by the world admir’d,

Amongthy books and friends thou ſhalt poſſeſs

Contemplative and quiet happineſs, -

Pleas'd to review a life in honour ſpent,

And peaceful labours paid with rich content. ..

Yet tho’ thy hours unclogg'd with ſorrow row),

Tho' Wiſdom calm, and Science feed thy ſoul,

One greater bliſs remains to be poſſeſs'd, -

Which only can improve, and crown the reſt.

Permit thy friend this ſecret to reveal, -

Which thy own heart, perhaps, wou'd better tell;

All we can aſk of guardian ſaints above,

Is to be truly lov’d, and fondly love; -

This is the charm that ſmooths the troubl’d breaſt,

Friend to our health, and author of our reſt;

Bids every gloomy, vexing paſſion fly,

And tunes each jarring ſtring to harmony.

Dull is the privilege of living free,

Our hearts were never form'd or liberty.

Some beauteous image, well imprinted there,

Can beſt defend them from conſuming care.

In vain to groves and gardens we retire,

And nature in her rural works admire ;

Tho' grateful theſe, yet they but faintly charm,

They may delight us, but they cannot warm,
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Wake every ſenſe, and every power employ.

The lovely ſex was made mankind to bleſs,

The bright diſpenſers of our happineſs.

May ſome fair eyes, my friend, thy boſom fire

With pleafing pangs of every gay deſire,

And teach thee that ſoft ſcience, which, alone,

Still to thy ſearching mind reſts faintly known.

Thy ſoul, tho' great, is tender and refin'd, "

To friendſhip ſenſible, to love inclin'd ; ; ,

And therefore long thou canſt not arm thy breaſt

Againſtthe entrance of ſo ſweet a gueſt:

Hear what th’ inſpiring Muſes bid me tell,

(For heaven ſhall ratify what they reveal)

A choſen bride ſhall in thy arms be plac'd,

With all th’ attractive charms of beauty, grac'd,

Whoſe wit and virtue ſhall thy own expreſs,

Only diſtinguiſh’d by their ſofter dreſs;

Thy greatneſs ſhe, or thy retreat ſhall ſhare,

Sweeten tranquillity, and ſoften care;

Her charms the taſte of every joy ſhall raiſe,

And add new pleaſure to renown and praiſe;

Till charm'd you own the truth my ſenſe wou'd

That Happineſs is near ally'd to Love. [prove,

The RA v I's H" D Low E R.

Arewel the world, and mortal cares!

(The raviſh'd Strephon cry'd,

As, full of joy and tender tears,

He lay by Phillis' fide.)

Let others toil for wealth and fame;

Whilſt not one thought of mine

At any other, bliſs ſhall aim,

But thoſe dear arms of thine.

Still let me gaze on thoſe bright eyes;

And hear thy charming tongue.

I nothing aſk to ſwell my joys,

But thus to feel 'em long.

Hor a ce’s ODE, Donec gratus eram tibi, &c.

... ‘To C E L I A.

Str.W H IL E I was to my Celia dear,

W., Nor ºther youth her heart poſſeſs'd;

While I was all her wiſh and care,

No ſhepherd ſure was half ſo bleſs'd.

Cel. While you admir'd no other charms,

Norvows were to your Che paid :

While I with rapture fill'd your arms,

I thought myſelf the happieſt maid.

Stre. Now Che all my thoughts employs ;

To her I fing, for her I figh.

'Tis ſhe's the ſov’reign of my joys,

'Tis ſhe for whom I'd gladly die.

Cel. Amintor now my heart has won,

Amintor, faireſt, kindeſt ſwain

Such fondneſs has the ſhepherd ſhown,

For him I'd die and die again.

Stre. What if I Che ſhould forſake,

And ſcorn the nymph with all her charms 2

What if again I Celia take, -

And once more wanton in her arms 2

Cel. Tho' fairer be than riſing day,

he joy of ev'ry virgin's eye;

The fickler thou than wind or ſea, º

With thee I’d live, with thee I’d die. .
- T.

The Solution to J. G.'s Enigma to Telatin,

required befºre it is inſerted. . -
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LO O K upon the Poetical Part of your Ma

gazine, as a ſort of Hotel Dieu, where your

private Sinners in Rhiming may drop their acci

dental Brats, which they either don't chuſe to

own, or don't think worth a regular Care. If

you’ll be ſo charitable as to inſert this Trifle, (the

Offspring of a Morning's Ride) you’ll have this

to alledge for its Infignificancy, that you have

oblig'd a conſtant Reader, &c. -

0 N a favourite L1 TT L E. Cu R.

Animula 1 vagula, blandula,

Hoſpes, comeſque W

TH E N C E Mopſy then my muſe employ,

Mopſy

Since Cloe frowns, my only joy |

opſy my conſtant, pleaſing care,

Companion when I take the air |

Now ranging wild o'er hill and dale,

Now friſking at my horſe's tail:

Her harmleſs yelp, and prick'd-up ear,

Now greet the paſſing traveller:

Then, left behind in idle chace,

How pleas'd my winding ſteps to trace |---

But hark I what terrible alarm 2

How fierce the cur from yonder farm I

Now low y couching at his feet,

See her th'outrageous tyrant meet ;

He lordly ſtruts, and ſpurns thc graſs,

But ſpares her ſex, and lets us paſs.

When Robin rings the dinner bell

(To hungry dogs a grateful knell)

Mopſy prevents the chaplain there,

As conſtant as the bread and beer:

Now ſhe begins her coaxing tricks,

And future bones in fancy picks :

She licks your hand, and thinks it hard,

She can ſollicit no regard;

With ſtretch'd-out paw, and look intent,

Importunate, impertinent.

Then * ſalient on her nether feet,

Extorts your very fav'rite bit.—

But now the flow'rd deſſert appears,

Madam the ſervants hall prefers.

If I retire from chat and friends,

Affiducus Mopſy ſtill attends:

Then patient, watchful at my door,

Whilſt I with Pope or Milton ſoar;

Or on a cuſhion dreaming lies

Of hunting mice and butterflies.

Oh! Mopſy, cou’d my numbers paint

Thy look inquiſitive and quaint :

Perplex'd when I or read or write,

Or idle verſe of thee indite:

Cou'd I but half thy virtues tell,

Or cou’d my art but half ſo well

Thy, ſpots and curious ſhades expreſs,

As they appear in nature's dreſs,

Cloe ſhou'd then thy captive be,

...And love my dog, tho' frown on me.

Sept. 6, 1740. - AE.

* Term of Heraldry.

4 Lancaſhire Ballad.

GW, aw me gud gentles, an yau won tarry,

Ile telhow Gilbert Scott ſoudn's mareBerry.

He ſoudn's mare Berry at Warikin fair;

When heel be pade, #. knows not, ere or nere.

Soon as hee coom whom, an toud his wife Grace,

Honup with kippo, an ſwathim ore th' face;

Hoo pickdt him oth' hilloc, wifick athwack,

That hoo had whel nia brokken his back.

Thou hooer, quo hee, wo't but lemme riſe,

Ile gi thee auth’ leet, wench, that imme lies.

Thou udgit, quo hoo, but wher dus hee dwelf

Belakin, quo hee, but I connan tel, -

Ituck him to be ſum gudgreſlmon's ſon;

He ſpent too penſe on mee when hee had doon.

He gin mee a lunch'n o denty ſnig py,

Anſhaukdt mee bith’ haundt moſtlowingly.

Then Grace, hoo prompdt hur, ſo neeatan ſo fine,

To War’kin hoo went, o Wenſlay betime.

An theer too, hoo ſtade ful five markit days,

Til th’ mon, with mare, wer coom to Raunky

AsGrace was reſtin won day in hurrowm, Shaw's

Hoo ſpydtth’ mona ridinoth'mare downthetown.

Bounce gus hur hart, an hoo wer ſo glopen

That outoth' windo hoo'd like fort lopen. [run,

Hoo ſtaumpdt, an hoo ſtar'dt, an down ſtairshoo

Wi' th' hat under th’ arm, an windt welly gon.

Hur hed-gear flew off, an ſo did hur ſnowd, ſwood.

Hoo ſtaumpdt, an hoo ſtar'dt, as an hoo'd been

To Raunley's hoo hy'd, an hoo hove up th’ latch,

Afore th’mon had teed th’ mare welly tooth'cratch.

Me gud mon, quohoo, frend, hee greetsyau merry,

An deſiresyau'd ſend him money for Berry.

Ay, money, quo hee, that I connan ſpare :

Belakin, quohoo, but then Ile hath' mare. [ſeen;

Hoo poodt, an hoo thromperdt him, ſhaum't be

Thou hangmon. quo hoo, Ile poo out thin een:

Ile mak thee a ſompan, haud thee a groat

Ile oth’r ha' th' money, or poo out the throat :

*Tween them they made ſuch a weariſon din,

That for t' intreat them, Raunº, Shaw coom in,

Coom, fy, fy, naunt Grace, coom, fy, anadoon;

What, deel, ar yau monkeen, or aryau woon

Belakin, quo hee, yau lane ſo hard on—[mon,

I think now that th' woman has quite ſpoildt th’

Coom, fy, fy, naunt Grace, coom, fy, an adoon;

Yauſt ha' th' mare, or th’ money, whether yau
won.

So Grace got th’ money, anwhomwtº gon,

Hoo keeps it aw, an gees Gilbert Scott non,

An EP IGRAM upon a young gentleman's refuſing

to walk with the*::::in§ Park, becauſe be

was not dreſs'd well. -

R I END Col and I, both full of whim,

To ſhun each other oft agree;

For I’m not beau enough for him,

And he's too much a beau for me. .

Then let us from each other fly,

And arm in arm no more appear ;

That I may ne'er offend your eye,
That you may ne'er offend my ear. G;

An E PI G R A M.

W H ILE Corydon with awkard grace,
And downcaſt modeſty of face,

Accoſts the pert Lycoris ;

She, who before was never coy, ,

With pride inſults the§ boy,

Nor heeds his love-ſick ſtories.

In vain his friends oppoſe his flame,

And tell him his diſdainful dame

Is but a very woman.

He ſwears ſhe is a goddeſs bright;

And ſhe, to fit her lover right,

Imagines he is no man. , , -
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Poetical Essays; SEPTEMBER, 1740:

Worceſter, Sept. 19.

A FEW Schoolboys here lettingſtheir Pop-guns,

ſome colliers were affronted, and uſed them

very harſhly. This other Boys of the School reſent

ing made them aſ Pardon on their Knees in, the

Dirt: On which Occaſion one of them penn'd the

fºllºwing Lines; and I believe it will be no ſmall

Encouragement to the young Author to ſee them in
your Magazine. Yours, T. U. -

Degeneres animor timor arguit.

HY all thoſe pale, imaginary fears?

Shall Phaebus' ſons inglorious quit the

- field 2

Purſu’d with oaken arms, and drown'd in ſ:
Thus vanquiſh'd fly, and thus beforc'd to yield?

Shall we be thus abus’d by vileſt tongues?

No ; let thoſe baſe, illiterate villains know,

We'll rouſe at laſt, retaliate all our wrongs,

And ſhew the world what Malvern boys can do.

Shall we degenerate from Old Albion's race r

No ; let us now proclaim inveterate war,

Our enemies with courage let us face:

Bleſs'd be that head that firſt receives a ſcar.

Arm'd with our truncheons, let us boldly go,

To vindicate our wounded brothers blood;

Tocurb the pride of our inſulting foe,

Full of revenge, we'll cauſe a crimſon flood. .

Methinks, e'en now, I ſee the bluſhing plain

Delug'd with blood, whilſt, in confuſion, ſtand

Erečted trunks ; e'en now the blood does ſtain

Each warlike ſon, each vindicating hand.

The blue-ey'd goddeſs, with refulgent ſhield,

Freſh as the ſpring, and as the morning gay,

Enters the liſt, and ranges o'er the field,

Minerva's favourites gain the glorious day.

The boys congratulate our ſafe return ;

Boys thº' confin'd with ſtrićt ſcholaſtick laws,

Yet with impatience and reſentment burn

Tojoin their friends, maintain their injur'd cauſe.

Hark! what rejoicing ſhouts proclaim our praiſe 1

Lo! hear, the ſuppliant cries of vanquiſh'd foes

Implore our mercy; conqueſt there diſplays

Her filver wings, and triumphs as ſhe goes:

Now loud huzzas fill all the regions round,

Token of love, byjoyful ſouls expreſs'd ;

Hark! Makwern hills return a grateful ſound,

Juſtice revenge! and injuries redreſs'd.

EP I Logu E for the Mock Doctor.

|H OW happy chance may alter one's condition,

Behold poor Gregory a rich phyſician

My ax is chang'd, and dwindled to a pen,

To trees once fatal, fatal now to men.

No more ſhall woollen caps theſe looks diſgrace,

9fſcanty bobs, full bottoms ſhall take place,

Beſpread my ramp, and dignify my face.

ladies, ſurvey me well, behind, before,

'm doćtor now, plain Gregory no more:

Declare your thoughts, are any of our tribe

. Better prepar'd to viſit or preſcribe

ºve got my dreſs, have taken my degrees,

par'd, at once, to kill, and take my fees.

Ay, but ſay ſome, this doćtor ſcarce can read ;

Does he knew when to bliſter, purge or bleed 2.

learning, 'tis true, like many more, I want;

But then, like many more, I prate and cant;
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For tho' my brethren may look wiſe and big,

Their knowledge lies not in the head, but wig.

If this is granted, all may plainly ſee,

That few in knowledge can compare with me.

(Strokes his wig.

This night a female patient try'd my ſkill,

And tho' I gave her neither ſlop nor pill,

By other means I ſoon perform'd a cure.

Miſs could not talk---no common caſe I'm ſure;

Punch I preſcrib'd, the beſt ſpecifick potion,

To oil the tongue, and give that member motion;

But ſoon as e"er I knew the maid's condition,

I thought a pimp more proper than phyſician:

In ſhort, I brought the lovers face to face,

The beſt preſcription, in a tickliſh caſe ; . . .

They married ſoon, and fell to bill and cooing,

Which op'd her lips, and ſet her tongue a going. .

Now, ladies, if you ſtand my friends, you're ſure,

If love's your caſe, to find a ſpeedy cure.

I'm always yours, employ me as you pleaſe,

pimp, or Phyſician, give me but my fees. G.

* Gº Nu in r Elegy, wrote on the Death of

TH A D Y MA DD E N, Eſq; Son to Col. Ma D

p = N, of the County of Limerick.

By Thomas Co N N or, an Iriſh Schoolmſter.

\Ounty of Limerick 1 and all the Barony,

A Do you know who of late was dye 2 (1)

It was gentle Cornelius Badden's ſon,

Who formerly to the wars of Flander, did run; (2)

He was of great and hugeous fame,

And Thady Madden was his name. (3)

In troth he was both warlike and ſtout,

And would combat till his puddings came out:

There he had like to be ſlain with a thing like a ſloe,

Which did almoſt thro' his body go ;

It war a bullet fling from a gun, (4) -

Had almoſt like to have kill'd Connor Madden's

But going to ſee his wife and ſhild,

Drown'd he was, by the waters wild,

At Carickamedy in the county of Cork, . . . .

Oroh!, plague light upon the ugly rock' [in him?

Curſe on you, Blackwater (5), what ſhare had you

Could you not let poor#% for his life for to

- ſwim *

Could not you let him travel all the world o'er, .

And then come home with his friends to vapour 2

The youth that was ſo delicate and neat,

Is now tranſlated to fiſhes meat:

But I do oath (6) the boy ſeven,

His ſoul's with Patrick now in heaven;

And now ſweet Thady is made a ſaint (7),

And to St Thady I will make my complaint.

Oroh--oroh, St Thady!—St Thady ? do you hear?

Poor Thomas Connor is drawing near !

It is I, who in the days of late,

Was making write your Epitate (3).

Oroh, pray for the author's ſalvation,

That he may never enter into damnation.

(1) This is a natural andfine Exordium, Horace

Jays, quem verum aut heroa (2) Gentle fig

nifies here noble, or well-born : Run is an admirº

be Epithet to ſhew the Eagerneſs of Valour.

(3) This is a true. Inſtance of the Anti-Climax.

(4) This Pºſcription ºf a Bullet is extremely poetical.

(5) The Name of the River. (6) It is a great

Oath amongſ; the Iriſh to ſwear by the Holy Seven;

they mean the Seven Sacraments of their Mother

Church. . (7) This Canonization of bis Hero is a

fine Concluſiºn, (8) Epitaph. -

{ſon : .
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- ... To c H L O E. L. Let thi v v 1. - -- -

IFº admire, or whining coxcombs toaſt So,;º:&mW.* -

he vain coquets the trifling triumphs boaſt : In vain th -My we begins. ſ

Proud to enſlave, they roll their conqu'ring eyes "wº e ſearching wit of manFond of the fame, tho’ careleſs of the prize : 2 I ould trace my being to its ſpring; (ſ

A nobler fame bégen'rous Chloe's care! %. ere time itſelf began, {{|
Empow'r'd to wound, how glorious 'tis to ſpare 1 val with th' eternal king. Th;|

º - The lucid orbs that roll on high -

- Anſwer'd by a Friend - p Wiſh!

- by e G. By me were built, on me depend;Aſ. my friend, when nature form'd the fair, I guide their courſes thro' the sk y

She gave her pºw'r to wound but none toſpare And ſhall at laſt their courſes º ' ' . ſº
can the bright orb, th - & e Hy

right orb, that rules and guides the day, No monarch -- - --

Contraćt at pleaſure, or expand its ray > Or i hº command like me, |

when chloe's eyes with careleſs glances rove, I... o f i.” wond’rous pow'r?In vain we arm againſt the pow'r of love : And. the foaming ſea, - A:

failers andwits no more her charms deſ. id the tempeſt rag; no more. ()Warrious, averſe to ſoftneſs, learn to figh'. Not all the ſplendors of the great - hy

while pitying ſhe laments the conqueſts won San make their haughty owners bleſti W

Her prºft has mercy, tho' her eyes have nºne. sº theyºº their ſtate, T}}

- or ought can pleaſe 'till I'm poſſeſt. }

Mo P sus. - - -

o Ps%iftºff."º: on Womankind. Yet when the rich addreſs ºf throne, I
y ty. Aug. 17, 1740. from all their vain purſuits I fly N

MOpſas, (a coward-ſwain) refle&ts Lik mpty dreams; but ſtill am knºwn - And

wº...] .fex, To bleſs contented poverty. ... A

et only knows the faulty Part : 1... • w

yº all;**;g:*, Fº º:5.... ſword; Min

reak thrº' trut 's or virtue’s rules - - - 2 Iº ſh

«º While plays and dreſs debauch the kart. Fº.ãº:lºi. word - ºff
So, if a goat from WA Les you lead * - - - - - * o #1;

To paſture in an Engliſh#. | Mº;;..";ğ.fy ll ; ... ºf

He thinks the iambs that round him play, Yet ſo myſteriouſ 'i #. a y *

Aswanton, vicious, rank a herd, - I’m hated, ſ ła § 3. |As all his brethren of the beard, , ſcorn'd, and lov’d by all.

That on Merwinia's mountains ſtray. S I R TEL ARIUS, TO

2 º

An Anſwer to the laſt EN 1 g M.A. I Have tranſcribed from 3 Wall, at an Inn in Brick- º

S Pov E R T Y is underſtood - hill, the following Verſes, written Extempº º
To be to mana wholeſome good, with a Pencil, under an ordinary Print called Blind. :

And that great ačtions do proceed man's buff. They ſeem tº be * of the traveling im

From the extremity of need, - Amuſements of .. ſame ingeniº &milman wº ſo;

why ſhould we grimble at our fate, left behind him, at the Gºgº|creſ, tº Liº, ºf

Sinºy day we're growing great? the King in Wºl. IX 6.4% ºft i. Rhiº, gill.

And all our enemies muſt own, am infºrm'd ºf Sir W.W. Bagot. Iſhalſº º
in this reſpect, they’re quite outdone. more ſuch, if I am ſo fortunate ** nºt with the :

r Graveſend, Sept. 18, 1740. GAM B L E • Your conſtant Reader and Admirer, J.S. i. £)

A Hy M N of King David to the Deity. Pſ. viii. Adies, this pourtrait's tidº.” explain, sº

ord, how illuſtrious is thy name, L Aſks not an Oediplº, 9. Sphinx's brain; º| , whoſepower both heavenand ºth proclaim! Mariº. ...we th’ important ſº.” 'a','

whºni the heavens, thy flºriº, jºinter ſys–Raſhyº. ... [**
The moon and ſtars diſpos'd by thee; jºini, a ſlave to beaº w'r, A:0

o what is man, or his frailrace, - Seeks the gay phantom in a luckleſs hour, She

That thou ſhould'ſt ſuch a ſhadow grace Eager ſteps on with youthful fire and force, She

Next to thy angels moſt renown'd, > But ſtrikes the knotty tre: of dire remorſe; Quit

with majeſty and glory crown'd? Thence comes the tumid front the ſprouting” An:

All that ºn éales and mountainsfeed Andall thoſe ilk which never toºd be born Whi

All that the woods and deſarts breed • fºr panting breaſt he ſeek tº tº morewºlº
whate'er thro' airy regions flees, > ...?juñonof the fight; Mºſt

#. in deep and flormy ſºa5, The honey’d dew that onhº he brings, º:
ou all beneath his feet haſt laid, +jºna,the bee of Hyblºſ.’ |b.

/ Perhaps ſome vixen, brooding o'er her ſpell, §:
§e

King of thy whole creation made.
Plots to transform his 'Paradiſe to hell. w

in takesfº ſº.
*: how illuſtrious is thy name,

ºf power both heaven and earth proclaim: T. ſºme ſucceeds, thejº. ta

Åºpus. Adieutº ºft, and fond deſ: . . ;
A Rrp D 1. E - #.jiºhº. fle, .

Addreſſed to M. j. G. &eep. 34. ...jºs” ºw

Agacious bard! whoſ :-. p. 342.) Now fair Pandora all her evils hatches, |||

Can thro' yºur .gº The gallant has-her loveidºſ ſpouſe--her ſºntº. §

ºº:::::::::::* #: it-lºOnce more your ſubtle wit nºes or part with real happineſ for £9 B-":

w engages - juy 19, 1749. - - .
r
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Poitial Essays: SEPTEMBER, 1749,
Tº the Author of theAEsigma, p. 410.

An extempore ANswer.

ºc JWANTis the ſcorn of ev'ry wealthy fool,

“’’ And wit in rags is turn'd to ridicule:”

Thus fings our famous bard, and hence we ſee,

With half an eye, thy riddle's Pover ty.
TE La R 1 us.

To ayºung Lady atH–Church, Aug. 10, 1740.

N pity, gentle Caelia, veil

I The blooming glories of that face,

And thoſe reſiſtleſs Charms conceal,

Or enter not this ſacred place. -

In vain my tongue attempts to win, j

With humble prayers, the deity :
To him the trembling ſounds begin,

But, ah! fair idol, end to thee. . . .”

Then teach me ſome myſterious art,

No more to doat and gaze on you ; º

And tho' you rob me of my Heart,

Ah! rob me not of Heaven too. -

Du N E L Mo.

Monſ". . . -
-

Tho' the Mato Wallºp was£" your own Reaſons

reješed, I’mA. ſiaded the ſame cannot be given

fºr the Refuſal of this, which is alſo left to your
. Option. (See the N. B. p. 407) AMI cus.

-

*

The Diſappointed M1 1 K M A 1 p.

In medio tutiſimus ibis, -

H%. poorly your Proješiors fare,

| That build their caffles in the air

Still tow'ring on from ſcheme to ſcheme,

They top Olympus in a dream: - -

But waking, find (nineteen ith ſcore,)
Themſelves far lower than before.

Of theſe the inſtances are many, . !

And this will ſerve as well as any. -

It happen'd on a Summer's day, ..

A country laſ; as freſh as May,

Deck’d % *:::::. ruffet gown,

Was going to next market town.

So blith her looks, ſo*:::: clean,

You'd take her for a May-day queen,

Save,"ſtead of garland (ſays my tale) t

Her head bore Brindy's loaded pail. -

As on her way the paſs'd along,

She hum'd the fragments of a ſºng,

She did not hum fºr want ºf thought, .

Quite pleas'd with what to ſale ſhe brought;

And reckon'd by her own account, - .

When all was ſold, the whole amount.

Thus ſhe---In time, this little ware.

May turn to great account with care.

# milk being ſºld for ſo and ſo,

I'll buy ſome eggs as markets go,

And ſett them-At the time I fix

Theſe eggs will bring as many chicks;
i’ll ſpare no pains to feed 'em well, r

They’ll bring vaſt profit when they ſell:

With this, I’ll buy a little pig,

And when 'tis grown up fat and big,

I'll ſell it, whether boar or ſow,

And with the money buy a cow.

This cow will ſurely have a calf,

And there the profit's balfin half;

Beſides there's butter, milk and cheeſe,

To keep the market when I pleaſe.
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All which I’ll fell, and buy a Farm, -

Then ſhall of ſweet-hearts have a ſwarm.
O! then for ribbands, gloves, and rings,

Ay! more than twenty pretty things:

One brings me this, another that,

And I ſhall have—the lord knows what?

Fir’d with the thoughts, the frantic laſ,

Of what was thus to come to paſs, -

Her heart beat ſtrong, ſhe gave a bound,

And down came milkpail on the ground.

Eggs, fowls, pig, bog (ah! well-o'-day!) -

ow, calf, and farm, all ſwam away.

- -- ---

VER's zs cºcaſioned by the Tranſlation of Chaucer

in your laſt Magazine.

A.Sº (ſaysOvid in his book)
** Medea takes in hand to cook.

Him in a kettle firſt ſhe fixes,

Then powerful charms and juices mixes,

Till warm'd all over up he ſprung,

Danc'd with his daughter, and was young!

Such Chaucer ſeems---The Muſe ordains,

This fate ſhould mark his endleſs ſtrains : . . . . .

That future bards who read his page, -

Shall ſpread his praiſe from age to age,

Not by their own inferior thought,

But by reſtoring what he wrotel

Thus in the hedge by Autumn ſhorn

Appears the bare unfightly thorn.

Its rugged ſtock, and prickly arms,

Afford no ſign of former charms;

At ſpring's return yet mark it bloom,

§ ſnowy flow’rs, and ſweet perfume!

And ſmiling virgins pluck the ſpray,

To grace the wreaths of chearful May. Vario.

C U P ID's Revenge. . An O D E.

- Eſerter from the power of Love,

...And bound by Hymen's pleaſing chain,

Myrtillo careleſs trod the grove, -

Or wander'd o'er the flow'ry plain.

Indifferent every nymph he ſaw,

Aminta ſole his heart poſſeſs'd ; , .

And with mild rule, and rightful law, §

Reign'd gentle ſov’reign of his breaſt!

But Cupid ſure revenge had ſworn,

And artful laid the treacherous ſnare:

As heedleſs, one inviting morn, -

The ſhepherd breath'd the wholeſome air.

The Zephyrs fan'd the ſkies ſerene,

While Phoebus ſhed his placid ray;

When bright Camilla croſs'd the plain,

And met Myrtillo's devious way.

Sudden from her inchanting eyes

The traytor ſent the deſtin'd dart;

“And there, rebellious youth (he cries)

“Deliver up your ſtubborn heart!’

Surpriz'd he ſaw the arrow vain

From the calm ſhepherd's breaſt rebound;

His baffled projećt gave him pain, .

Myrtillo had no heart to wound !

His angry looks his rage diſcloſe,

Thrice he invok'd his mothers aid "

Camilla ſpoke:–“ Yes, there it goes;

“We'll try the armour of your head!"

Vićtorious now, inſulting Love -

Cried, (pleas'd the ſhepherd's wound to find)

* My common darts the heart may prove,

“My nobleſt arrows Pierce the mind,”
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7H£ fºllºwing Poem contains Reflešions, at once

ſº ſolemn and pleaſing, ſo natural and mezv,

that we inſert it not only fºr the ſake of obliging our.

Readers, but ofº the Diffribution of

ºr Priº, which have fillen to this Author,

from the Charge of having been#ºa by any

other Motives than Regard to Merit.

M u s 1 N G by a R 1 v E. R.

To Mr LERPINIERE.

By Mr Brown, copy'd from bis work.

B’. Lea's dear banks, where join’d in play

Our yºutb's ſmooth hours ſtoleplaša away,
Late wand'ring, by reflection preſt, -

Thus taught thy friend the mental gueſ.

Şºse:ſteamſ where moſt thy haunts delight,

Whoſe ſcenes to ſºlemn thoughts invite;

May my calm Life reſemble thee,

Such pleaſure give, ſo uſeful be.

As paſſing ſtraws, and buoyant leaves

Thy yielding ſurface, but, receives,

While pearl; that lure, the ſearching eye

Pºp-treaſur'd in thy boſom lie;

May trifles ſuch reception find,

Float, meerly tranſient, on my mind,

While weightier thoughts admiſſion win,
Sink its.. depths, and reſt within.

As the large face the heav'ns expoſe

Thy pure refleeting microur ſhows,

Yet ſcantypaints terreſtrial ſcenes,

Some bord'ring flow’rs, or pendant greens,

So with reſemblances divine

My copying life direct to ſhine;

While eartb's faint forms grown diſtant---leſs---

Their fewer images impreſs.

Teach me thy conſtancy—to force

O'er barrs, thro’ ſtreights a ſtubborn courſe,

Not idly in ſuſpenſion held—

My path not chang'd, tho’ oft repell’d,

Thy patience teach my ruffled ſoui, , ,

When like thy waves its motions roll;

Who vex'd to foam, while paſſions fray,

Gentle, in ſmiles ſoon paſs away. ' -

Teach me thy rule of tempºrate bliſs,

Pleas'd, juſt thy flow'ry banks to kiſs,

Yet by no ſweet allur'd aſide

Till ocean ſtops thy reſtleſs tide.

Q may'ſt thou pattern wiſe diſpenſe, .

Mod’rate to taſte the charms offenſe;

Still preſſing to my wiſh'd abode,

Nor fix'd, till at my center—Go D.

Invitation to Mſ. B---T to walk in C–y Park.

SWººtnymph if you would happy be,
And joys on earth would prove,

Come venture out alo -g with me,

And taſte the ſweets of Love.

Away, to yonder verdant field, ,

To that delightful grove,

Planted by Venus' hand to yield

The charming ſweets of Love!

See there the gentle rifing hill,

And flow'ry mount above;

Where ſweets of Paradiſe diſtil,

To aid the ſweets of Lovel

GentleMAN's

Delights unnumber'd wait us thè; , , ,

nd chide our ſlow remove; ... .

- Away; my lovely charming fair,

Let's haſte to fields off ove, . . . .

The hours ſhall ſoftly glideaway,

The minutes ſweetly move;

Our free, unguided feet ſhall ſtray

* Thro' flow'ry paths of Love.

Wand'ring in mazes of delight,

From bliſs to bliſ; we'll rove; •,•

And vary'd ſcenes ſhall ſtill invite . . . .
To taſte new ſweets of Lovet *

In ſilent ſhade, or cloſe retreat,

On verdant ſweet alcove, , -

Unfiniſh'd raptures we'll compleat, .

And crown the feaſt of Love!

This fate decreed, this heaven deſign'd,

This all the world approve,

That we, and all things in their kind,
Should taſte the ſweets of Love. -

The pretty warblers of the air,

r elinnet, lark, and dove,

ath with his mate, a happy pai
Enjoy the ſweet of iº º

The bleating ſheep, the grising kine,

In ſportive flock, or drove,”
Conſpire in Nature's ſoft deſign,

And taſte the ſweets of Love!

Ceſar would give dominion o'er,

Or all his acts reprove,

If thoſewhich gave the ſweets of pow'r

Deny'd the ſweets of Love.

The awful pow'rs who rule on high,

4pello; Mars, and jove,

Have laid celeſtial glories by,

To taſte the ſweets of Love.

Thus ſlaves and kings, thus men and gods,

By ſtrong impulſe, are drove, -

In humble £ells, or bright abodes,

To ſeek the ſweets of Love.

Why, deareſt, then, ſhould you delay

Life's bleſfing to improve;
Let this be calfd the happy day,

That brought you ſweet of ioveſ cutlaw,

.70 a young Lady embroidering,

RAchAIF once, ill-fated maid, ,

- Daring Minerva to engage,

ºform was chang'd, her beauty fled,

She fell a vićtim to her rage.

Oh then, beware Arachne's fate,

Be prudent, fair one, and ſubmit,

For you'll more*: feel her hate, -

• Who rival both her art and wit. 6,

*.****A*H upon the celebrated clavor

Phi L.1 rs, uſician, who died very poor,

D#”, whoſe touch harmonious could r&move

The pangs of guilty pow'r and hapleſ love,

Reſthere, diſtreſſ'd by poverty no more,
Here find that calm, thou gav'ſt ſo oft before,

§º mºiſturb’d, within this pºſſinº,
Tillangels wake thee, with a note like thine, G.

º

ºf
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and Magiſtrates thereof, when her Privi

Hiſtorical Chronicle, September, 1740.

the Guild of Edinburgh,

and his Council attended

the D. of Argyle with the
Compliments of the whole

& Guildry in the following

My Lords,

Wºrs deputed by the Guildey of the

City of Édinburgh,to wait upon your
Grace with the Compliments of that

Body, and in their Name to return you
their hearty Thanks for the many Fa

vours which they owe to your Grace.—

They think it dòubly their Duty to give

you this publick Mark of their Gratitude;

24; Citizens of Edinburgh, for the Pro
tećtion which you gave in ſo generous

and ſo ſucceſsful a Manner to this City

leges, and even her very Being, as a Cor

porate Body, were in the utmoſt Danger ;

24; Britons, for your noble and ântereſted

Behaviour in
Parliament.—They are very

ſenſible how cloſely the real Intereſt of

the King, and Country in conneéied

with the Independency of Parliament;

N the 26 Ult. the Dean of Intereſt, by injurious Infinuations, to diſ

pute it. All Men muſt expečt to have
finemies. I heartily forgive mine, and

ſhall never endeavour to inflićt any other

Puniſhment upon them, than that of for

cing them to eſteem the Man, whom their

dirty pecuniary Views oblige them to
hate. Gentlemen, IthankGod, he has given

me Spirit enough, to deteſt and ſcorn all
views of Self. Intereſt in my publick Con

dućt; and, as one Evidence of my Since

rity, I heartily wiſh and pray, that every
Man may do what his Conſcience direéts

B him to think will conduce to the Service

of his King and Country, without the

leaſt Regard to his private Intereſt, or to

any Subject whatever, . For my ºwn Part

I hope I ſhall be able, by my future Con

dućt, to convince every Man, whº is capa
ble of Convićtion, that I moſt fincerely

c look upon Virtue to be its own Reward.
WEDNESDAY, 3. -

The Fleet and Tranſports under the
Command of Admiral Balchen, which

had ſailed the Morning before from St.

Helen's, were put back thither by contra

ry Winds.

THURSDAY, 4.that it is the Duty of every good Subjećt D The Fleet ſail'd again, but the ſame
and true Lover of his Country, to have

that in their View in all Ele&tions, and ſo

far as they have any Influence, it ſhall be

employed for promoting ſo valuable a

Purpoſe.

His Grace's Anſwer was as follows:

Gentlemen,

I. had ſerved my King, his Rºyal

1 Family, and my Country, with as

much Ability and Succeſs, as I have done

with Zeal and Honeſty, I might have de

ſerved ſome Share ºthe Applauſe you
are#". pleaſed to beſtow upon my F

good Intentions. I have undoubtedly
meant to do my Duty, and to that End

have ever ſteadily avoided all manner of

Dependance upon any of my Fellow-Sub
jećts in Power; and have never attempt

ºd, directly or indireétly, to bring any G

Man to the leaſt Dependence upon me.

I have ſtrićtly obſerved the Golden Rule,

ºf doing by others as I deſire they would do

X. me... But as careful as I have been by

all my A&tions to prove this Truth, there
*re, it ſeems, ſomé Perſons, tho’ pretend

ing to be my Friends, who find it their

Evening the Wind coming about to the

Southweſt, and blowing a hard Gale, was

forced to tack, and return to St. Helen's ;

and ſome Ships received Damage.

A Report was made to the Lords Jºſli

ces of 14 Malefactors condemned at Wiſ

E bech for a Riot $...frºß when two

C
ofthem were ordered for Execution the

Saturday follºwing, and the reſt to be
tranſported for 14 Years.

SUNDAY, 7.

Blew a Storm at Southweſt, which did

a great deal of Damage to the Ships and
Boats on the Thames, a Tidewaiter was

blown overboard and drowned, and ſome

Trees were blown down in St. Jameſ's

Park. The ſame raged with great Vio

lence at Newcaffle, finking Keels, and dri

ving Ships from their Moorings.

- W F D N Es DAY, Io.
-

His Majeſty's Royal Charter paſſed the
Great Seal to ere&t Hart Hall in Oxford

into a College, by the Name of Hrtfºrd.
College h the Úniverſity of Oxford, tº

confiſt of a Principal, º: Senior and

eight junior Fellows, and to appoint Biº
Aſſi Nºrton, D.D. and Principal of.”

N n n Hall

7
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Hall, to be Principal of the ſaid College; ſions for the Garriſon, and no ways bes

to hold in Mortmain not exceeding 5ool.

per Annazº.

SAT J RDAY, 13.

The Duke of Cumberland arrived at St.

Şames's from on board the Boyne in A

forbay. And Sir john Norris, at his

Houſe in Town about the ſame time. His

intended Expedition, which as reported,

was to attack the Spaniſh Fleet in Ferrol.

EDIN ERu GH, MosDAY, Sept. 15.

A Spirit of Patriotiſm prevails here,

and never was greater Keenneſs ſhewn

among all Ranks. The approach ing Elec

tion of Magiſtrates engroſſes all Converſa

tion, and even the meaneſt engage them

ſelves to promote the Intereſt of Men,

whom they believe to be uninfluenced.

—The Duke of Argyle has given Iool.

towards building the Royal Infirmary,

and 5ol. for the Poor's Workhouſe.

Tu Esp AY, 16.

Advice came of the ſafe Arrival of the

Rocheſter and Chefter Men of War, with

12 Eaſt. India Merchant Ships under their

Convoy, richly laden.

THURSDAY, 18.

The Squadron under the Command o

Commodore Anſons ſailed from St. Helen's

fºr the W. Indies; ſailed at the ſame time.

the Lark and St Alban, with the Merchant

Ships under their Convoy for the Medi

terrane 27t.

Was held a General Court of the Bank

of England, when a Dividend of 2 3 4th,

due at Michaelmas next, for the Half-years

Intereſt, was declared of the Company’s

Captai Stock, payable Ośīober the 16th

next.

THURSDAY, 25.

The Parliament was further prorogued

from the 30th Inſtant to the 18th of No-F

ember, when it is to fit for the Diſpatch

of Buſineſs.

New York. Capt. Meſſard, of the john,

was chaſed by a Spaniſh Privateer till it

was dark, when he ſet Fire to a Tar

Barrel, and putting it into a Tub, ſent it

adrift, and left the Privateer to follow it.

As the Streights, Oporto, and Leghorn G

Fleets were homeward-bound, under

Convoy of Capt. Lingen, in his Majeſty's

Ship the Argyle ; the Kennington Man of

War, Capt. Robinſon, at that Time alſo

in Company, off Carthagena they diſco

ver'd a Spaniſh Privateer hovering about

the Fleet, which the Kennington direétly

gave Chace to, but to no Purpoſe : The

Spaniard was as much too minible for her,

as a Plate Horſe for a Hackney Hobby.This

Capt. Spaworth ſeeing, who was between

the Privateer and the Shore in a Bermudas

sloop, bound to Gibraltar with Provi

fd

longing to the Fleet, he ſail'd boldly out

to him, clapp'd him on board, and in the

Heat of the Engagementº kill'd

the Spaniſh. Captain, obliged her to

ſtrike, tho’ ſhe had 70 Men. This he

roick Exploit was ſo juſtly admired by

Capt. Lingen, that when the Prize was

brought to him, he and his People gene

rouſly, and chearfully, with one Voice,

reſign'd their Shares in her to Spaworth,

and his little Company, for whoſe Uſe

fhe wat afterwards ſold, and divided

among them at Gibraltar.

At the Aſſizes at Waterfºrd in Ireland the

I6th paſt, nine were condemn'd, ſix of them

Brothers; they have been all ſince hang'd.—

In the County of Carlow, one Doran was taken

out of his Bed, by a Gang of Robbers, and carried

through Part of the Counties of Carlow and

C. Kilkenny, and into Kellimount Wood, where

they cut out his Tongue, cut off his Ears, and

pull'd out one of his Eyes.—It ſeems Doran was

the Occaſion of the hanging of the Father and

Brother of Darcy, the Head of theſe Robberi

The Kellimount Gang had ſo infeſted the Coun

try, that the Gentlemen, their Servants ard

Aſſiſtants, made a general Purſuit with Fire

Arms, &c. to their Holds in the Mountains,

took ſome, and kill'd Brenan their Captain,

after he had ſhot one Otway a Corporal. One

of the Gang took Breman's Wallet, Value 9Col.

in Rings, Money, &c, and quitting his Horſe,

cut off his Boots, and trudged along bare-foot,

up ſuſpected by the Purſuers. The Gentlemen

of Queen's County have ſubſcribed 4ool for

apprehending the reſt.

Five Men of War, diſpatch'd ſome time ago

to reinforce Admiral Pernon, are arriv'd at ja

maica, which, with two others that went Con

voy to Merchant-Ships, and were erder'd to

join him, will make up his Fleet 20 Sail;

enough to deal with the Ferrol Squadron, which

is ſuppos'd to be gone that Way.

The jamaica Merchants are fitting out the

Neſbit Gałley, Capt. Macky, 300 Tons, 24Six

Pounders, 16 Swivels, or Patteraroes, and 60

Men; the Lovely Betty, Capt., Waine, 180

ons, 14 Carriage, and 8 Swivel Guns; the

Robin Hood, Capt. Littlejohn, 400 Tons, 36

Carriage, and 4 Swivel Guns, 70 Men; and

the Henry, Capt. Marſhall, 2co Tons, IoSix

Pounders, 6 Four-Pounders, and 40 Menj

which Ships will ſoon ſail for jamaica with

Letters of Marque.

Extrač of a Letter from on board the

Suffolk in Torbay, Sept. 5, 1740.

FTER another ineffectual Attempt

to get out of the Channel, we are

a third Time driven back, and obliged to

return to this Harbour. Our Departure

from St Helen's (after the Lyon and Pīāo.

ry had ran foul) was the 23d of july;

we had a Wind toletably fair, but it be

ing, that Afternoon and next Day We

ſterly, we got but a little Weſt of this

*}
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Place, when the Wind blowing very hard

in our Teeth, obliged us to put in here.

We arrived the 26th, at 6 in the After

noon. The Wind continuing W. and S.

W. we remained till the 4th of Auguſt,

when we weighed and ſailed, Wind at

N. E. as far as the Bolt Head, next Day

within 6 Leagues of the Lizard, tho’ the

Wind had changed to the W. The 6th

it blew ſo violently S. W. that there was

no ſtanding againſt it, ſo we returned a

in to Tºrbay. The Wind continuin

§: S. and W. we lay till the 22d,

and then ſailed with an eafy Breeze from

the Eaſt for two Days, but did not get

up with the Lizard till the 25th at 8 in

the Morning, when ſuddenly there blew

fo rank a Storm from the S. that we

wondered the Admiral did not give the
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Signal for returning ; but at 8 next Day.

the Storm increaſing, he was obliged to

give Way to Neceſſity, and we put in here

a 3d Time on the 26th.

Theſe Diſappointments, which no hu

man Prudence can foreſee, or prevent,

have hitherto retarded this mighty Fleet,

which, with Merchant Ships, conſiſts of

180 Sail; and when Admiral Balchem’s

and Lord Cathcar's Squadrons join us, we

ſhall double that Number.

I ſend you below the Line of Battle,

but it ſince was given out, 6 Ships more

are ordered to jºin us with two Regi

ments of Foot. . The Fleet was fickly

ſome Time, but is now in good Condſ

tion, and we have in the Suffolk loſt but

one Man out of 48o.

A LIST of the Line of Battle of Sir John No Rris's F L E E T.

PRI NC E S S A M E L IA, Starboard, to lead.

TO R B A 2, Larboard, Tack aboard.

N. B. The above Ships, exce

thereto, compoſe Sir Chaloner

Rates. Ships. ... Guns. Men. Commanders. Admirals.

3 Prſs Amelia 8o 6oo John Hemmington"

4. Faulkland so 3oo John Qliphant Philip

* Blaze, Fireſhip. 3 Lenox 7o 48o Covill Mayne Cavendiſh, Eſq;

- 3 Prſs Caroline So Goo Thomas Griffin Admiral

3 Cambridge 8o Goo Tho. Whorwood of the Blue.

4 Lyon 6o 400 . Cotrerel

3 Kent 7o 480 Thomas Durell

4 Deptford 6o 4oo Chr. Pockāngtºn

: Fox ; zo 3 Orford 7o 4So Lord Aug. Fitzroy

wincheſſa ; Gun. . Superb 60 4oo Hon. Wm Hervey Sir JOHN

* Etna 45 M. & Fire- 3 Norfolk 8o 6oo Tho. Groves N OR R IS

Firebrand 459 $/hips 3 Boyne 8o 6oo Samuel Faulkner Admiral. '

Princeſs Royal, 3 Chicheſter 8o 6oo R. Garlington

Hºſpital, 92 Men: 4 Weymouth 6o 4oo —- Knowles

4 Dunkirk 6o 4oo Edward Baker

4. |...} 6o 4oo Edward Williams -

3 Pr. of Orange 7o 48o William Davis Sir Chaloner

& . . . 3 Shrewsbury 8o 6oo Rich. Townſhend O G L E,

*** **, 3 Elizabeth 70 485 Edw. Faulkinghamſ Rear:4%ira'

4 Auguſta 6o 4oo Tho. Lawrence of the Blue.

3 Torbay 8o 6oo Chriſt. Parker º

t, the 4 Sloºps thus * marked, with the following added

gle's Fleet for the Weſt-Indies,
there, the while will be under the Command of Admiral VERNoN.and upon their Arrival

Rates. Ships. Commanders. Guns. Men. Rates. Ships. Commanders. Gwns

3 Ruſſe – Denniſon 8o 6oo 4.ić —Osborne so º:
3 Cumberland7. $o 6oo 4.Nº. — Fox 5o 3oo

- -
Aubry 4 Aſſiſtance — Cleland O -Pr. Frederick Beauclerk : 7o 480 6 Seahorſe — : §

3 Grafton — Ricot 7o 48o 6 Scarborough 2O 92.

3 Buckingham – Gaſcoign 70 48o

3 Suffolk -Danvers 70 480 Scipio,

3 Rippon — Jolly 7o 48o Strombulo - - -

3 York — Cºates 7o 48o Veſuvius Fireſhips 45

3 Montagu – Chambers 70 480 Vulcan
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Mond AY, 29.

Came on at a Court of Huſtings at

Guildhall, the Election of a Lord Mayor

of London for the Year enſuing: All the A

Aldei men below the Chair, who had

ferved Sheriff, were, as is uſual, put in

Nomination, and the Common Hall re

turn’d two to the Court of Aldermen;

viz. Sir Robert Godſchall, Knt., Alderman

and Ironmonger ; and George Heathcote,

Eſq; Alderman and Salter. Then the

L ºrd Mayor and Aldermen withdrew, to

make Choice cf one of them ; and after

ſtaying a good while, came again to the

Huſtings, when, cºntiary to Cuſtom,

George Heathcote, Eſq; the Junior ºf the

two, was declared. Upon which he

made a Speech to this Purpoſe; He

thank'd the Liverymen for electin

the Year before, to the high_Office of

Sheriff, and for their further Favour of

returning him now to the Court of Alder

men; H n us that, he eſteem'd as great

as could be conferr'd on any Man; but,

that at preſent labouring under a Want

B
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Capt. Warren, of 20 Guns, and the Spence

Sloop, Capt. Laws, and the Wolf, Capt. Dan

dridge, join'd us. On the 2d, Col. Vander

Duffen, with 3¢o Carolina Soldiers, appear'd to

the North of the Town. On the 9th, Gene

ral Oglethorpe came, with about 300 Soldiers,

and about 300 Indians, by Sea, from the South

Parts of Georgia. On the Ioth all the Men of

War's Boats, mann'd and arm’d, carried them

aſhore, under the Cover of the ſmall Ships Guns,

They landed on the Iſland Euſatia, without

Oppoſition, and took the Look-out belonging

to the Spaniards. On the 13th, Capt. Warren

went in a Schooner taken by the Shoreham off

Cuba, and other arm'd Sloops and Pettyaugers,

into their Harbour, juſt out of Cannon-Reach,

and there anchor'd till the 26th, when the Sai

lºrs were employ'd in landing Ordnance and

other Stores, within Reach of the Enemy's

Cannon, at Noon-Day. The Boldneſ, which

him C the Britiſh Seamen diſcover'd on that Occaſion

was ſurprizing. The ſame Night two Batteries

were rais'd, one of four Eighteen-Pounders,

and two ſmall Mortars, the other of two Eigh

teen-Pounders, and one large Mortar, which

play'd with twenty Cohorns; but in my Opi

nion (for I was then aſhore) they were all too

far diſtant to do any ſerviceable Execution. The

o: Health, and having been in an Office D 27th, the Generaſ ſummond the Spaniſh Go

of great Trouble the preceding Year, he

hºpcd it would not be diſagreeable to

thena, if he deſired to be excuſed, and

for that Purpºſe he ſhould apply to the

Court of Aidermen : Not that he de

clin’d accepting the Office on Account of

the Trouble ; no, he was ready to ha

zard his Life in their Service : But as his

Conſtitution was at preſent ſo weak, and

as the Intereſt of the City could not ſuffer

by the worthy Alderman, who had the

H nour to be return’d with him, whoſe

Iategrity, and Regard for the Liberties of

his Fellow Citizens, entirely qualified him

for that great Office, he declined it, and

hoped to get himſelf excuſed.

Then the Liverymen cry’d out, Ex

cur’ā, Excus'd, Excur'd; and Mr Benn, a

Common. Councilman, made a Motion,

viz. “That the Thanks of the Common

Hall be returned to Mr Alderman Heath

cote, for his declining, in Support of the G

Libertics of the City, the Office of Lord

Mayor,” which being ſeconded and pro

claim’d at the Lord Mayor’s Command

by the Cryer, was anſwer'd with a loud

Huzza of Approbation. . So that the Con

cluſion of this Affair is deferr'd to another

Court. -

Extraff of a Letter from on board the Hector, in

Hampton Road, Virginia, July 24, 1740.

E ſail'd from Cape Henry the 12th of

April, touch'd at South Carolina, and

prºceeded to Auguſtine. June 1, the North

America flation'd Ships, viz. the Flamborough,

Capt. Pearſe; the **nix, Capt., Fenſhaw;

the Tartar, Capt. Townſhend ; and the Squirrel,

vernor to ſurrender, who ſent him Word, he

{hould be glad to ſhake Hands with him in

his Caſtle. This haughty Anſwer was octa

fion'd from a dear-bought Vićtory, which 500

Spaniards had obtain’d againſt 86 Highlanders,

who were ſurpriz'd in their Sleep, and, as two

Deſerters inform'd us, -50 of theſe latter were

ſlain, but, died like Heroes, killing at leaſt

three times more than their Number, but were

at laſt overpower'd. The Shipping loſt but

one Man, belonging to the Wºff, who was ſhot

by a Cannon. On the 29th, the Weather prov

ing bad, obliged the Men of War to cut and

put to Sea. Two Days before, the General,

with his Soldiers and Indians, paſs'd aº
F to be nearer the Town; but as we were oblig

to make the beſt of our Way to our Station, I

cannot relate his further Proceedings. The

Flamborough arriv'd three Days after us at Vir

inia, who inform'd us, that the Day they

ſail'd the General was perceiv'd to cauſe the Spa

niards, who made two great Sallies, to retreat

both timeswith Precipitation. St Auguſtine is

fituated by Nature very ſtrong, becauſe of ſhal

low Waters about it ; in which tey had Row.

Galleys of Force, under the Command of the

Caſtle Guns, and no Ship of Force can come

within three Leagues of either Town or Caſtle,

List of BIR + his fºr the Year 1740.

Sept. 6. N. S. Ueen of the two Sicilia,

deliver'd of a Princeſs.

9. Lady of Colonel Dives,---of a ſon and heir.

io. Wife of Chriſtopher Wyvil, Eſq; Auditor

of Exciſe of a Son and Heir.

12. Princeſs Anne, Conſort of Prince An

thony Ulrick, of W.offenbuttel,-ofa Son at the

Court of Ruſſia. * -

15. Lady of Sir Roger Burgoyne, Bt-i Son,

Wife of Lewis Way, Eſq; at Richmond,of a Son and Heir. ; : W

§

Sh

r",
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List of Deaths, Promotions, &c.
-

-

ProMoT1on s fºr the Year 1740.

N-AR L of Crauford -

E. of#; ” (“Created* of

of Strafford, the Thiſtle.

Nº Samuel Kent, Eſq; Member for Ipſwich, made

Purveyor of Chelſea College, in the room of

Henry Parſons, Eſq.; deceaſed, a Place of 5ool. A
fer Annum.

-

Dr Hoadley, Son of the Bp-Phyſician to

the ſaidCollege, in the room of Dr Smart, dec.

Wm. How, Eſq;-Land Surveyor in the
Port of London.

Mr Harris, Regiſter in the Stamp-Office.

* Rev. Mr Purnell, Fellow of New College,

Oxfºrd, eleēted Warden of the ſame, in the B

room of Dr Coxed,—Warden of Wincheſter

College. ,

-

Rev. Mr Daddo,--Maſter of the Free-School

in Tiverton, in the room of Mr Weſley, deceas'd.

M1 11t a R Y Promotions.

I D. George Sackville, made Lieut. Col. of

# Regiment of Foot.

Thomas Elton, Eſq;-Capt. of Invalids at

Sheerneſs.
-

Capt. 2'orke,---Capt. in Ld Pembroke's Horſe.

Philip Cavendiſh, Eſq; Admiral of the Blue,

—Commander in chief of all his Majeſty's

Ships and Weſſels, in Abſence of Sir jobn Nor

ris, Vice-Admiral of England.

Capt. Thomas Oſborn,-Commander of the

Prince of Orange, 70 Guns.

Capt. Martin,_-of the Litchfield.

Capt. Allen,–of the Rochefter,

Capt. Peter Oſbourne,—of theº:
Capt. Trevor, of the Chicheſter, 5oGuns each.

, Capt. Gaſcoigne,—"of the Princeſs Caroline,

Sapt. Griffin, of the Buckingham.

Capt. Mitchell,—of the Torbay. -

Capt. Gedding, -ofthe Panther, of 6o Guns. E

Capt. Ambroſe,—of the Rupert, ditto.

Ld Forreſter,--ofthe Biddiford, azo Gun Ship.

d Montague Bertie, -of the Lyme, ditto.

ieut. Gregory, Capt. of a Bomb-Ketch.

... Mr Obrian, (Son to the Admiral in the Cza

rina's Service, Commander of a Sloop.

D

List ºf M A R P 1 A G E s for the Year 1740. F

Sept. 2. WAºy. Wynne, Eſq; of Voilas, Den

- bighſhire, married to Miſs Clayton,

an Heireſs of 2000l. per Ann.

4. Mr Neale, Secretary to the Million Bank

to Miſs Matthews, 6oool.

, 11. Hon. Mr Pºrney, eldeſt Son of the Ld

Viſcount Fermanagh to the Daughter of

Henry Herring, Eſq; of Mincing-Lane, with G40,0col. , - Tw

David Richards, of Groſvenor ſtreet, Eſq; to

the Relićt of Charles Fotherby, of Taunton, Eſq;

15oool, - -

15. William Calvert, Eſq;-to the Relićt

of Peter Sampſon, Eſq; with 5ool, per Ann.

16. Ld Viſcount Barrington, Member for

Berwick, to the Widow of the eldeſt Son to H

Ld Viſcount Grimſtone, with 5oool per Ann. -

18. Henry Somerſet, of Harwich, Eſq; to

Widow Lewis, with a great Fortune.

21. Samuel Bell, of North Luffingham, Rut

landſhire, Eſq;-to the Relićt of –Pilliers,

Eſ; nearly related to the E, of Jerſey,

C to
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25. Sir Danvers Oſborne, Bart of Chickſands,

Bedfordſhire, to the Lady Mary Montagu,

Siſter to the E. of Halifax.

Ecc LEs I Ast 1 c A L PR EF E R M E N T s.

E.W. Mr. Ditton choſen Leóturer of St

Mary, Iſlington.

Mr Rutter, made Rećtor of Upwell, Nor

folk, 5ool, per Ann.

Dr Wilks,—Reátor of Grays, Oxfordſhire,

3ool. per Ann.

Mr Lacy—Prebendary of Weſtminſter.

Liſt of D.E.A.T. Hs for the Year 1740.

Aug. 28.} OH N. Harris, Eſq; of Gaywood,

Norfolk.

Charles Knowles, called Earl of Banbury,

ſucceeded by his only ſurviving Son, the Rev.

Charles Knowles.

Capt. Scott, of Ld Cathcart's Horſe.

30. Capt. Aldred, formerly of the Rocheſter

Man of War, and in 17 Io, Commander of the

Forces in Newfoundland.

Thomas Bºff, Eſq., of Chatham, Kent, Brewer

the Navy, worth near zoo,000l. leaving one

Son, and four or five Daughters, one of them

married to Admiral Vernon.

Arthur Pryſe, Eſq; at Shrewſbury.

31. Mr%. .::..
Wm. Leeſon, Eſq; Juſtice of Peace at Barnet.

Sept. I. Mr Bravo, a jew Merchant.

2. Capt. Higgs, formerly in the Royal Navy

*}. Cbicheffer, Member for Barnſ able.

-" ugh Smithſon, Eſq; ſeveral Times Mem

ber for Middleſex. His large Eſtate comes to his

great Nephew, Sir Hugh Smithſon, Bart. preſent

Member for the ſaid County.

Capt. Tomlinſon, formerly of the Royal Navy.

5. Mr Weſton, Clerk in the Exchequer.

Dr Henry Barker, Prebendary of Weſtminſter,

and Rećtor of Grays, Oxfordſhire, at which

Place he maintained 30 Charity Children.

Thomas Read, ſenior, Eſq; aged 96, at New

port in the Iſle of Wight.

heeler, Eſq; at Horſleydown.

7. Mr Alvaris, ajew Merchant.

8. Sir Robert Baird, Bart. of Scotland.

9. Henry Grey, Eſq; Member for Reading, of

a mortify’d Leg. He left no Iſſue, but a very

good Charaćter behind him, being a common

Parent to his Relations, and juſt and generous to
all Men.

Serjeant Cummyns, an eminent Lawyer.

ºro. Elizabeth, Widow of Thomas Brewer,

Eſq., of Poulton, Somerſet, aged 87, a Lady of

extraordinary Underſtanding and Piety.

I3. Morgan, of Cecil ſtreet, Eſq;

14. Capt. Watſon, at Hampſiead.

Rev. Mr Kidman, aged 77, at Dis, Norfºlk,

remarkable for his generous Principles, and Love

to Liberty. . He introduc’d the reading of Mr

Locke into the Univerſity of Cambridge.

, Sir Robert Fagg, Bart, Member for Stey

ning. Dying without Iſſue, his Eſtate goes to

his four Siſters, Coheireſſes, and his Title to a
collateral Branch.

17. Wm. Mackworth, Eſq; once Sheriff for

Surry. -

20. Capt. Williams, of Ld Cathcart's Horſe.

22, jacob Mer, an eminent jew Merchant.

25, Richard jackſon, Eſq; a wealthy Brewer.



470 Prices of STOCKS, &c. SEPTEMBER, 1740.

Monthly BILL of Mortality, from Aug. 26,#:$ºt. 23.
S T o C K S.

5. C. Stock 95 #

--- Annu, no Price

New Annu. 108 #

3 per C. Ann. Ioo

Bank no Price

--- Circul. 61. Pr.

Mil. Bank Books ſºuts

India no Price

--Bonds 3.1.6). Pr.

African Io

Royal Aſſ. 91

Lon. ditto 1 1 #

7 p.C.Em.Loan o8 #

5 p. C. Ditto 90 :

Eng. Cop. 32. Ios.

Welſh ditto 1 5 s.

-

Chriſtned?” 558
2. Femal. 524 Io82

ied 9 Males 844 & 16Buried ; Femal. 850 1994

Died under 2 Years old--- 718

Between 2 and 5 ---- 169

Between 5 and . Io---- 64

Between 10 and zo---- 56

Between zo and 3o ---- lo;

Between 3o and 40 ---- 15o

Between 40 and 50 --- 151

Between 50 and 60 ---- 124

Between 60 and 70 ---- 79

Between 70 and 8o ---- 53

Between 80 and 90 ---- zo

Between 90 and too ----

Within the walls, 144

Without the walls 434

In Mid. and Jarry 74%

City and Sub. Weſ. 324

1694

Weekly Burlali.

(Sept. 2.-442

9. - 389

16. -- 427

23. --- 436

1%

Peck Loaf, Wheat.--2s. 8d.

Wheat 27t. per Quar.

Hay per load 421.

Lot. Tick, 51. I f. 6d. Between 100 and 1 or --- Beſt Hops 31, 15.

* coal, los. percillon,
1694 in the Pool.

F O R E I G N H J S T O R r
Extraff of a Letter from Hiſpahan, dated

March 2. -

AST Month Thamas Kouli. Kan ar

L riv'd here from his Expedition a

gainſt Machmet Chach, Emperor of the

Moguls. In the Treaty concluded be
rween them, the Great Mogul gives to

Kouli Kan the Title of Schach Nadir,

Kºng of Kings, King of 77me, the Refuge

of the Mahometans, Pattern of Conquerors,

Succeſſºr and Imitator of Alexander. The
Preamble runs thus:

Schach Nadir having ſent me an Embaſ:

ſador to treat about ſome Affairs, I did all

that lay in my Power to diſpatch him as

ſoon as poſſible. The Schach would not

have been obliged to ſend to me Maho

met Kamtour Kan, had it not been for

the Negligence of my Miniſters, who al

ways delay'd giving an Anſwer, and re

rarãed the Embaſſador, rather chuñng to

embroilus, and ſow Diſcord between our

two States, than do what I order'd them.

º, was the Cauſe that Schach Nadir,
impatient at not ſeeing his Embaſſador's
return, reſolved to come into my Domi-,

ions. We ſought; Vićtory inclined to

; Side, and Fortune favoured him ſo

far as to make him.Maſter of my Em

pire. ...He enter'd Delly, and took it ; he

fºcur'd myPerſon and ſeiz'd all myJewels,

and moréover obliged me to lay before

ºn a Liſt of my Revenues: But Schach

Nadir having promiſed to ſet me again

tºn the Throne, I declare him lawful

... ſovereign Lord of all my Territories

“ The Great .

lying to the Weſt of the Country of

Noudbeck, the Sea of Snide, the River

Sangoro, Chaour, the Diſtrićt of Cabul,

the Mountains of Pattan and jat, the

Fortreſs of Texel, Condabat, and all that

depends on Patta and Tatta, reſerving

for myſelf the whole Empire of Indoffan”

—This Ceſſion includes the wholeCoun

try lying between Candahar and the River

Indus.--The following is an exaël Inven

tory of the Booty Kouli Kan has brought

home; viz. The Elephants, Camels, Ar

tillery, Tents, and Ammunition, amount

to the Value of three Courons; the Rou

pies of Gold and Silver taken out of the

Royal Treaſure, to 15 Courons; the

Rings and Jewels of all Sorts, to eight.

Coutons; the Emperor's Bed of State,
adorn'd with Precious Stones, to ſeven

Courons; an Imperial Throne, ſet with

Diamonds, to nine Courons; the Baſons

and other the like Utenſils, adorn’d alſo

with Precious Stones, to 11 Courons;

the ready Money and Jewels taken from

the Emperor's Wives and Children to 3

Courons; the Plunder of the City of

Delly, to lio Courons; the Ranſon im

poſed upon the Inhabitants, to Io Cou

rons; what was exacted from the On

quilt, and other Perſons in the Service of

the Omrahs, the Nabals, and the Rajats,

to Io Courons; what Camordi-Kan the

Emperor's Favorite was oblig'd to give

to 16 Courons; the whole, added to what

aroſe from the Eſtates of 4 other Mini

ſters and Favourites, who were H. §

Čáſ
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HDeath at the Deſire of Kouli. Kan, a

mounts to 11 1 Courons. The Couron is

valued at 1o Millions of Roupies, and e

very Rouple at $o Sols or Pence; $ whole

computed at 2775 Million of Livres; #

reckoning the Livre at 20 d. amounts to

231,250,000 Pounds Sterling. This would

hardly be credible, if the Wealth of In

daftan was not ſufficiently known, and
that its Manufactures and Commodities

did not yearly draw great Sums from Aſia

and Europe, which never go out of the

FI I S q’ O R 7. 471

the Miniſtry, headed by Count Gyllen

burg, are attached to theſntereſt of France;

and the oppoſite Party to that of Raffia.

A The latter have ſtrongly ſolicited the

Calling a general Diet of the States of

'the Kingdom, which the former oppoſed

... apprehending their Condućt would be

enquired into. But the King ſeeming in

clined for a Diet, and the Miniſtry being

by this means greatly embarraſſed, the

Count de St Severin, the French Ambaſſa

dor, adviſed them to be beforehand with

Country. Kouli-Kan has moreover im- B the others, Count Gyllenburg delighted

poſed an Annual Tribute upon the Great

Mogul of 3 Courons, which is 6,250,000 l.

He has alſo fixed the Maintenance of that

Prince's Court at about 9, 160,000l. Sterl.

—The bad Government of the Mogul’s

Empire occaſioned this ſudden Revoluti

on, which is ſcarcely to be parallel’d in

with the Expedient immediately talked

in another Strain, and firſt propoſed this,

Convocation of the Diet in the Senate

So ſudden a Change occaſioned a general

Surpriſe; but the oppoſite Party, per

ceiving this to be the Effect of Neceſſity

rather than Choice, think they have

Hiſtory. The People groaned under the C thereby gained a conſiderable Advantage.

Oppreſſion of the Grandees. Mahmet

Chach, a Prince little better than an Ideot,

and wholly taken up with his Pleaſures,

left thetº: of the Empire to

Candorem and Camordi. Kan, his two Fa

vourites, who minded nothing but amaſ

ing Riches. The State was without

Troops, becauſe the Generals charged to

maintain them, put the Sums deſtin’d for

that Uſe into their own Pockets. Rebels

from the Coaſt of Malabar and Coroman

del uſed to advance in a Body even into

Indoffan, where the little Reſiſtance they

met with ſhew’d how eaſy it would be to

invade that Empire. While Kouli-Ran

was extending his Conqueſts,in it with an

Army of 80,000 Horſe and 20.coo Foot

well diſciplin'd, and inur'd to War, fur

niſh’d with 25o Pieces of Cannon, Mah

anet Chach was at Delly, where he thought

himſelf very ſafe,# raiſing an Army.

of 200,ooo Horſe and soo,ood Foot, with

sooo Elephants equipp'd for Battle, and

8ooo Pieces of

Inequality . But the Mogul’s Amyr was

raiſed in haſte, and wanted all ſorts of

Neceſſaries. The Battle of the 22d of

February, 1739, in which Ioo,oco Men

and Part of the Emperor's Family loſt

their Lives, decided the Fate of that

Prince, and ſecured the Empire to Kouli

Kam, who reſtor'd it upon the Conditions

above-mention'd. The Conqueror during

his Stay at Delly, coined ſome Money in

his Name, with this Inſcription: Schach

Nadir born to be King of the World; the
King of Kings.--If fe Perſian ſhould, in

his Carrier of Conqueſt attack the Turk

he muſt expect greater Oppoſition from

the Europeans than from the Aſians.

Sweden has been for ſomé time, and

ſtill continues, divided into two Paſties;

annon; A very great F has partly told t

Mr Bºffichef the Ruſſian Miniſter ſpares

neither Pains nor Expences to advance

the Intereſt of his Court. He hopes by

an Alteration of the Miniſtry to have the

Peace with Ruſſia confirmed, the Troops

in Finland recalled, the Condućt of the

preſent Miniſtry examined into, and the

famous Alliance with the Turks annulled.

On the other hand the French Ambaſiador

is equally aſſiduous, and Count Gyllen

burg and his Partizans flatter themſelves,

with getting their Condućt approved by

the Diet, and obtaining the Conſent of

that Aſſembly to demand from Ruffie

Reſtitution of part of the conquered Pro

vinces. . In ſhort the Contentipn lies be

tween the French Louiſdors and the Ruſ:

fian Ducats, but, probably, the Intereſts

of the Nation between the Extremes of

both Parties. -

France ſeems now to follow other Mea

ſures than her promiſed Neutrality. Mr

Amelot, Secretary of State to the King,

Earl of Waldegrave,

that the Detention of the Galleons in A.

merica being a very great Inconvenience

to the French Merchants, the King his

Maſter would be obliged to procure their

Cargoes to be brought into Europe. The

French Squadrons are accordingly put to

Sea from Breſt and Tºulon. On which Oc

caſion “it is declared, that his Majeſty

deſigned to content himſelf with imploy.

ing his Mediation between England and

Spain, without granting any Aſſiſtance

to the Latter, if the Engliſh had con

tented themſelves with ačing only at Sca. .
But ſince they have threatened § their

formidable naval Armaments to ſhake

the Spaniſh Monarchy, he had ſent Squa

drons of Obſervation to America,not with

a Deſign to attack the Engliſh, but, as
Guarantee
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queſts there, and monopolizing ; Trade.”

And as his Majeſty muſt foreſee ſuch a

Step will not be agreeable to the *::::
Court, Dunkirk is ačtually going to be

repair’d, and 3 Batteries of so Guns to

be added, and 60,000 Troops are order'd
to that Coaſt.

Affairs in Turkey ſeem to be yet unſet

tled. The Devaſtations made by the

Ruſſian Armies having left the Crimea

: the adjacent Provinces deſtitute of Dragoons enter'd

Guarantee of the King of Spain's Domi

nions,to prevent them from making Con

to pay 4 per Cent. Intereſt till the Princi:

pal be diſcharged, he is ready to agree

upon this§ under a proper Guaran

ty, &c. .This did not ſatisfy the King,
who on the 10th publiſh'd a#ift. in

A which he charges the Bp with offering
him Violence and Affront,. his Mi.

niſter unworthily, and abuſing his Mode

ration in an outrageous Manner, Crc,

which neceſſitated him againſt his Wilito

have recourſe to Arms. TAccordingly on

the 13th 2000 º: Grenadiers and

e Barony of Herſal

Corn and Cattle, Proviſions roſe to an B where they live at Diſcretion.

extravagant Price in Conſtantinople, which

uſed to be ſupplied from that Country.

This Scarcity produced a general Diſcon. h

that
tent among the People; accordingly ſe

veral Tumults happened, which were im

mediately ſuppreſſed. However the Men

of the Law repaired to the Grandsignior,

and told him that, to reſtore the publick

Tranquillity, the Grand Viſier muſt be

depoſed ; whereupon he was arreſted and

ſent to Smyrna, but the Grand Signior

attended him to carry his Effects and

Treaſure along with him, and made him

Governor of Gedda A very mild Puniſh

ment in this Country, and perhaps would

not have ſatisfy'd the People, had not the

Surrender of Belgrade been proclaimed,

and the Imperiaſ Embaſſador's Entry

been performed with great Pomp. How

ever a new Oath was demanded of the .

janizaries, and all the Strangers, who

had reſided in Conſtantinople 4Years with

out marrying, were baniſhed the City.

The K. of Pruſſia havingſent a Commiſ.

ſary to Herffal and Hermale, to receive

the Homage of the Inhabitants of thoſe

two Places, they would not admit him,

refuſing to take the Oath of Fidelity,

under Pretence that they acknowledged

no other Juriſdićtion than that of the

Prince B'ſhop of Liege: This occaſioned

a Letter from the King the 4th Inſtant

to the ſaid Biſhop, complaining of the

Injury done to his Rights in the Barony

of Herffal, that the Seditious had been

countenanced by him in their Diſobedi

cnce, and demanding a categorical Ex

plication in two Days. The Bp in three

i)ays return’d an Anſwer, importing that

the Right of Sovereignty in the ſaid Ba

rony was granted to his Church by the

Emperor Charles V. under the Guaranty
of France and *:::: and had been exer

ciſed above an Age; that he had ſupport

cd his Rights and Poſſeſſion without the

leaſt Deſign to prejudice thoſe of Pruſſia;

that to finiſh all Diſputes he declares hat

the States of Liege having heretofore

propoſed tº purchaſe his Pruſſian Majeſty's

Right in Hºrſal for too.oco Crowns, and

uainted us & ſomePropoſals made if

ingdom, neither unworthy the No.

tice of our Readers, nor the Imitation of

A ...; in Ireland has ac,

§

Gentlemen of Fortune, and the fleuriſh.

C ing Societies in this. -

The firſt which we ſhall mention is

made by the Rev. Dr. Samuel Midden,

who, in order to encourage a Spirit of In

vention and Improvement,among otherBe

nefactions,hath givenan annualSum of ool,

to be diſtributed to the Inhabitants of Ire.

land only, by way of Premium, in the fol.

D lowing Manner; viz. Sol., to the Author

of the beſt Invention for improving any

uſeful Art or Manufacture; 25 l. to the

Perſon who ſhall execute the beſt Statue,

or Piece of Sculpture; and 2; l. to the Per.

ſon who ſhall finiſh the beſt Piece of Paint.

ing, either in Hiſtory or Land ſcape, and

which ſhall be approved of as ſuch by the

* Publin Society, on or before the 10th of

January next, and ſo every Year,

The ſecond is by the ſaid Dublin Society,

who, in order to promote ſuch uſeful Arts

and Manuflétures as have not hitherto

been introduced, or are not yet brought

to Perſečtion, in that Kingdom, intend to

encourage by Premiums, Annual Contribu

F tions, or other Methods, any Perſons who

are well skilled in ſuch Arts and Manu

factures, and will carry them on in the

moſt skilful Manner; and have invited Gen.

tlemen or others converſant in Husban

dry.Trade,or Manufactures,to favour them.

with theirAdvice, that they may be better

* enabled to judge what Improvements are

to be encouraged, what Encouragements

are convenient, and in what Manner they

º: beſt applied for the Benefit of the
ublic.

Such therefore as are inclined to com

H municate Materials of this kind, may, if

they pleaſe, ſend to E. Cave at St. john's

Gate, who will forward them to the S -

ciety, and if he ſees any thin

may perhaps next Year propoſe another

Premium or Premiums accordingly.

ſuitable,
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Proceedings and Depares in the Senate of LI LLIPUT.

The Prime Miniſter's Speech continued

ºw from p. 439. ,

£ºg DON'T ſpeak this,

$5 Sir, upon any certain

Knowkdge of our

Circumſtances ; I on

*ly ſay that there is a

Žſº greatProbability that

Soº's the preſent Reſoluti

on, if we agree to it, may diſcover to

guence to the Nation to be kept Se

cret. Let us conſider, Sir, how eaſi

ly the Taking the Carracca Ships

might have been prevented, had the

Enemy received the leaſt Intelligence

of our Admiral's Rout. As to the

Eſcape of the Aſogue Ships, Sir, I c

am free enough to declare to the

Houſe, upon my own Knowledge,

that there never was any Plan better

laid down than that was concerted for

taking them. . . . .

... The Gentlemen who are for theMo

tion, I believe,will not deny that the

that both the Aſſºgues and Carracca

Ships ſhould eſcape; and, as I ſaid be:

fore, it was merely accidental that both

were not intercepted. Therefore, Sir,

the Clamour raiſed againſt the Admi

niſtration on that Account is unjuſt,

not only with regard to the Miniſtry;

but to the Admirals who command

our Fleets; if they did their Duty,

I am ſure the Miniſtry did theirs, for

no Inſtructions could be more full and

the public what is of greateſt Conſe-B poſitive than what were ſent upon that
Occaſion.

Having thus, I believe to the Sa

tisfaction of the Houſe, clear'd the

Condućt of the Miniſtry as to this

Point, which the hon. Gentleman la

boured ſo much, I hope I ſhall be

forgiven if I attempt in a Word to an

ſwer what he has advanced about the

inglorious Inadiivity, as he terms it, of

our Fleets. I believe, Sir, when we

entered into the War with Iberia, no

Gentleman, who wiſhed well to his

Country, ever deſired that it ſhould be

come general. Our View, if I am

Admiral ſent upon that Service is e-D not very much miſtaken, was, or ought

very way qualified for ſuch a Truſt ;

but there are Accidents which no Pene

tration can foreſee, no Vigilance pre
vent: And had it not been, that the

Advice-Boat which was ſent from Ibé

to have been, to obtain Reparation for

paſt, and Security againſt future Vio

lations of our Commerce. “But how -

were theſe to be obtained Byº
Conqueſts in Old Iberia P. It was,

ria met with the A/ºgue Ships, they E think, never pretended we were to

had infallibly fallen into our Hands.

But the whole Scheme was ſo well

laid, that it was morally impoſſible

aćt offenſively upon theſe Coaſts. Then

what was to be done That our Trade

ſhould be protećted, and Graëlitra pre

- ſerved,
* * * * * * * * * • * ~ * -

- - - - - -- - - - -
- - - -

. . . . .
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ſerved, was abſolutely neceſſary, and In the firſt Place, Sir, we had none |

ºtherefore a Fleet was ſent to the Mid- to ſpare. The Marines, who are

"dle Sea. What was this Fleet to do º moſt proper for that Service, were not

beſides? No doubt, it was to block up then raiſed; the Regiments from Ier. i

|
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the Iberian Fleet in Cazid, and to a mia were not then come over; and all

obſtrućt their Navigation to, the We- the Forces that were then in Great Lil.

fern Iduits f Was it to be expetted, , liput did not amount to ſeventeenthou,

can Gentlemen affirm that it ought ſand, Men. In the next Place, Sir,

to have gone upon any other Ser- we were then but on the Brink of the

vice And has not that Service been War, which was every Day expeded

effectually performed? Has fidt your to be declared; and therefore it would li

Trade been protećted as much as it *have been highly imprudent, when we i.

was poſſible, conſidering its Extent, and were entering into it, to have weaken.

the Variety of its Branches ; Has not ed ourſelves by any Detachment of our

every Plan of the Iberians for the Reco- Forces, before we knew what Blºfift

very of that important Place. Grabhtra cu would determine. . . . . .
been defeated. And is not the Iberian. Let me ſuppoſe now, Sir, that wº th:

Government to the laſt Degree em- C had ſent three or four thouſand Men tº

barraſſed by cutting off the Return of to the Waſtern Idnies with Mr Wenrun; , ,

their annual Treaſure ? Has not all this do Gentlemen think that theſe would ||

been done? Then what would Gentle- have been ſufficient to have effºrd ||

men have more ? I hope they don't any thing that would have been dº |}

expećt that we were to declare War a ciſive in this War? Nothing but ful tº

gainſt all the Allies of Iberia, againſt p guine Ignºrance can imagine it, Fº ||

every Power in Degulia which ſhould “ of theſe four thouſand, which we lº

remain neuter? Can they point out, might in their Opinion have ſpati |*

or has the hon, Gentleman in all he one thouſand at leaſt, perhaps {fitti |}

has ſaid hinted at any one Service that hundred, muſt have either died, ºr "

has been negleåed But, it ſeems, a been unfit for Service, before they had *
Viðary without Blood is of little Va- ſeea an Enemy, or touched Iai. Wu

lue with ſuch martial Orators. If E The fickly, diſpirited Remmainder º

we don't fill the News-Papers with would have found themſelves in tº lº

long Liſts of Priſoners, and pompous Heart of the Enemy's Dominisms, lº

Accounts of Slaughter, our Aëtions are an unhealthy Climate, far from Rilić, Al

not worth mentioning; and if the Mi- deſtitute of Proviſions, and expoſed tº lº

miſtry and ourAdmirals don't wantonly ſudden Attacks, and *: tual Alarm, #

expoſe the Lives of his Majeſty's Sub- F in a Country to whic (i. and thiſ lº

jects, and their own Reputation, they Leaders were altogether Strangº *

are puſillanimous and corrupted. Might not this unfortunate Body ºf lº

It remains only, Sir, that I ſhould Men have been juſtly looked upon º

take notice of another Thing touched ſacrificed to Folly and Wantonneſs? ||

upon by the hon. Gentleman, becauſe And I may affirm that ſo ſmallanum" |

I know it will be echo'd without , of Forces would have had no other º

Doors, however groundleſ, and unjuſt G Éfathan to encourage our Enemič, Š

the Charge is. He ſaid that our Ad- ... But if we had ſent a larger Number; .

miral who was ſent to the hºſtern 14 Sir, eight, ten, or twelve thouſand..! .

*ies ought to have carried along with can't certainly ſay what the Cºnſ;

him a Body of Land Forces, 'Sir, I quence muſt have been, but I will tº

am very well apprized of the Service H Yº! what I think it might have been 1.
that both may be, and is, expected to "Blºfifta, whoſe Intereſts, undoubtedly W

be performed there. But many Rea- lead her to wiſh well to Iberia in this

fons, Sir, concurred to determine the War, would very probably have & 1.

Government againſt ſending any Num- parted from that Neutrality which the

ber of Land Forces with that Admiral. vigorous Preparations of Great Lili. "

- put

i

h

in

:

:
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gut have hitherto obliged her to ob

ferve. Iberia, likewiſe, muſt have

ſoon learned, Sir, that we had no

more than eight or ten thouſand re

lar Forces in the whole Iſland ;

any Number of Troops along with

him, as he was ſent upon this Service.

Gentlemen know how long a Time

Troops, even tho' we had had them

to ſpare, require before they can be

e muſt have ſoon been informed of, embark'd, and they may remember

the turbulent Spirit that has been ſo

induſtriouſly raiſed in the Common

People; and who knows, Sir, how

inviting theſe Confiderations might

have been to their attacking us, as the

Romenians of old did the Carthami

gians, in the Bowels of our own Coun

try, while we were puſhing uſeleſs

Conqueſts in the Territories of our E

nemy What in ſuch a Situation would

the moſt dazling Conqueſt we can

make in the Iberian Idnies have avail

ed, while at Home our Conſtitution,

our Lives, and Liberties were at the

Mercy of a powerful Enemy? But the

prudent Meaſures which his Majeſty

and the Miniſtry purſued, defeated

with what Expedition Mr Wenron's

Squadron was fitted out. Beſides, Sir,

how could it have been poſſible for

him to have taken ſuch a Number of

Tranſports, as eight or ten thouſand, or

even two or three thouſand, Men muſt

have required, and,at the ſame time, to

have made the proper Diſpoſitions

with his own Squadron for intercepting

the A/agueShips There needs but little

Skill in maritime Affairs to demon

ſtrate, Sir, how abſurd ſuch a Con

dućt muſt have been, and I dare ſay

that if Gentlemen will ſuffer them

ſelves coolly to reflečt, they will find

that the Government has omitted no

thing that could probably contribute to

every Scheme of that kind, ... Blefuſºu Dour Security, or the Annoyance of our

was over-awed into a Neutrality, and

Iberia trembled at her Danger.

e But, Sir, there is another Conſidera

tion, which made it impraćticable

for the Government to ſend out any

Number of Land Forces with Mr

Penron. If Gentlemen remember, he

Enemies. --

In the mean time, Sir, I entirely

agree with the honourable Gen

tleman that our firſt and moſt vigo

rous Efforts ought to be made in the

Weſtern Idnies; but I am of opinion

they ought to be made with ſuch a

ſailed at the Time when the Aſ: Number of Men, and in ſuch a Man

figue Ships were expected to return ºner, as not to leave the Succeſs doubt

to Iberia; and therefore it was thought ful. His Majeſty and the Miniſtry.

proper he ſhould try to intercept them. Sir, aim at ſtriking a Blow there which

For that purpoſe, Sir, it was neceſ. may be efféâtual and decifive, by the

the Carany Iſlands, after having re

mained for ſome time, to receive Intel

ligence, cff the Coaſt of Iberia. But

notwithſtanding this wiſe Precaution

the Iberiant, inſtead of ſailing, as they

ſary that he ſhould watch them off F formidable Armament that is now pre

paring to be put under the Command

ofa General, to whoſe Chara&ter I be

lieve there is no Objećtion. Should we

agree to the preſent Motion, Sir, who

knows that we ſhall not diſcover to the

had ever uſed to do, by the Carany G. Public, Orders that may be proper to

and Medaira Iſlands, where our Fleet.

muſt have intercepted them, held to

the Northward, where we never could

expečt to find them, and by this

means eluded the Vigilance not only

ofAdm. Wenron but of Adm. Hockadd,

be executed by that General, andthere

by render the whole Deſign abortive *

. No Man ought to be confident that this

very Expedition is not deſigned to ſup

ply our want of Force in the Wºffern

Idnies, and execute a Deſign which is

whoſe Ships were cruiſing off Capes G already form'd,and for which the proper

Fiftinerre and Wencint. I believe Genr

tlemen are now fully convinced how

impračticable it muſt have been for "

Admiral Wenron to have carried out

Orders are ačtually ſent before the Date

included in this Motion.

Upon the whole, Sir, I think, that

it will be a moſt unprecedented Thing

O o o -

I
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if we ſhould agree to this Motion, that

it hazards all that we can promiſe

Qurſelves from the Succeſs of this War,

and that it is made with no other In

tention than to embarraſs the Govern

ſo that the Operations of our Admirals

in the Weſtern Idnies can be expoſed to

no Obſtruction from this Motion, if

we agree to it. . . . . . . . .

: ‘The hon. Gentleman who ſpoke

ment, and create a Diviſion betwixt A laſt, has favoured us with a laboured

this Majeſty, and the Senate. There

fore I declare that I am for rejećling it.

Gorgenti whethtoc, Urg;ſpoke next to

the fºllowing Purpoſe.

S 1 R,

HERE is a great Part of the

hon. Gentleman's Speech who

ſpoke laſt, which I don't think pro

perly applicable to the preſent Queſti

-on. What he has ſaid tends rather to

B

(Vindication of the Meaſures which

were concerted for intercepting the

Aſſºgue Ships, and I am very wellin.

‘clined to believe that the Diſpoſitions

‘made, were as the has repreſented

them. But may it not be asked,withoit

much military. Skill, if it could be

imagined that theſe Ships would ſail

homeward in the common Courſe? It

was rational to ſuppoſe they would

change their Track, ſince they could

not, even without particular Informa

juſtify his own Adminiſtration, than to Ction, forbear to ſuſpect that the Lili.

ſhew the Unreaſonableneſs and Inex

ſpediency of this Motion. The whole

of his Speech, ſo far as it regards the

, Motion, may be reduced to this ſingle

Propoſition; That the communicating"

to the Houſe the Inſtrućtions that have

-been ſent to our Admirals,may fruſtrate

- the Execution of our Plan of Operati

-ons in the Weſtern Idnies. But, Sir,

-: admitting that both the Urg; Brewon

and Mr Wenron's Orders ſhould be con

tain'd in the Papers which by the pre

{ent Motion, we are to addreſs for,

- where lies the Danger, or how can it

, affect the preſent(\ueſtion? Mr.Brewon,

| Sir,has been for ſomeMoons in theſeSeas

and Admiral Wenron, in all probabi

putian Squadrons were waiting to

ſeize them. Tho'the Advice-Boat, Sir,

which, the hon. Gentleman ſays, made

them alter their Courſe, had not met

with them.; and tho' they had had no

D.Opportunities of knowing upon what

Terms our Court ſtood with theirs, it

is highly probable: that the Iberian

Court would 3 have direéted them

not to obſerve the ordinary, Courſe:

For it was evident to ſevery. Man, I

believe, both in Iberia, and Lilliput,

for ſome time before: their Arrival,

...that a Rupture was unavoidable be:

twixt the two Crowns... I cannot, in

.deed, preterd to ſay what Aſſurances

the Iberian Court might have received

liy, has been there forfeveral Weeks. ... from Lilliput that:Things ſhould never

If we agree to this Motion, the earlieſt F be puſh'd to Extremities, but I am

Intelligence that the Court of Iberia

can have of the Contents of their In

ſure, that, by the Rules of Common

: Senſe, we muſt have judged that they

ſiručtions,can't arrive there in leſs than had direéted theſe Ships not to keep

... 20 Days from this Day; . . They their uſual Courſe, eſpecially as Mr

, again can ſend off no Expreſs to their Hockadd's Squadron was blocking up

Settlements in Çoſambia, that can ar- c, the very Port which they commonly
a rive there in leſs than five Weeks after

it is diſpatch'd; ſo that no Diſcovery,

... that can be made out of the Papers

now mov’d to be addreſs'd for, can o

perate in leſs than two Months. Now,

made to. ------.' …

The hon. Gentleman has been no

leſs eloquent and copious, in his Apº

logy for ſending the brave Admin

Wenron out without any Land Forces:

Sir, I imagine that if either the Urg; H And indeed, Sir, that overfight tº
Brewon, or Admiral/enron, have had

any Orders for acting offenſively. a

gainſt the Iberians in Columbia, they

have executed them before this time;

--quires a great deal of Elouence tºº

- cuſe it. As to the Pretence of ſet ºf

- ing that Gentleman-to intercept tº

-ºgues, I think it would have been
3
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due Care has been taken to appointa much more proper Service for a Part -

Convoys, and ſecure our Coaſts? Let,
of Mr Hockadd's Squadron, who lay

uſeleſs and unemploy'd before Cazid,

Beſides, I ſee no Neceſſity of our ſend

ing ſo far as the Caramies, and thereby

loſing a great Part of Mr Wenron's

Time, fince we were equally ſure of:

meeting with them nearer home, upon

the Suppoſition, that they were to ob.

ſerve their uſual Courſe. As to the

Objection founded upon our not being

in a Condition to ſpare ſo manyForces,

it has been ſo often and ſo lately con.

futed, that I ſhall take no Notice of it.

I ſhall conclude with ſaying, that

the Nation expects to be ſatisfied by

what Means it has happened that,not
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Gentlemen caſt their Eyes upon any

common News-Paper, and they will

A find, that it is ſo far from being one of.

the firſt Cares of the Miniſtry, that

it does not appear to have had the leaſt.

Part of their Confideration. * * * *

I have now in my Hand a Letter,

'Sir, which gives me Reaſon to fear, left

the Fleets raiſed and ſupported at our;

Expence, are intended to make War

upon this Nation inſtead of Iberia. A

Lilliputian Merchant-Ship, Sir, com

ing from one of our Settlements in

Columbia, was accoſted by one of his.

Majeſty's Ships of War on our own

withſtanding the numerous Fleets and C Coaſt ; the Merchant-Ship, as, ſhe

Armies which ſhe now maintains, not

withſtanding the Alacrity of the Peo

ple, who are ready to ſupport the

Government, and notwithſtanding all

the Opportunities which have preſent

was not obliged to it, did not lie by

ſoreadily as the Commander of the Ship

of War expected 3-upon which he firſt

fired upon her with Shot, then board

ing her, immediately took out all her

ed of diſtreſſing the Enemy, we have D. Men, and having detained her for

done ſo little. Therefore, Sir, I hope

the Motion will be agreed to.

The Hurgolet Branard ſpoke next to the

fºllowing Effect.

S I R, -

Did not at firſt think of ſpeaking

on this Queſtion, nor did I, indeed,

imagine that it would be debated.

What I have now to trouble you with

ſhall be very ſhort, and I do it in be

half of the great Community which I F

have the Honour to repreſent.

Gentleman,Sir, I believe will not diſ.

pute that the firſt, if not the principal

Care of the Gentlemen of the Navy in

the Proſecution of this War, ought to

be the Protećtion of our Trade. It is

by Means of our Trade alone that we

can be enabled to ſupport the Expences

of a War ; for however Gentlemen

may flatter themſelves that they can

be ſupplied by the landed Intereſt,

they will find that if Trade were

ruin'd, the landed Intereſt could not

ſupport itſelf; therefore it is evident,

that our Trade ought to be our princi

pal View : But has it appeared, Sir,

in the Proſecution of this War, that

E

H

four Hours, ſent her adrift upon a dan

gerous Shore, where, in four Hours af.

ter, ſhe foundered, and with all her

Cargo was irrecoverably loſt, and the

Maſter, with two or three Boys left

on board, had juſt Time to ſave them

ſelves with the utmoſt Difficulty. This

Loſs was cauſed by the wilful Malice of

the Commanderwho detained the Ship,

and I am afraid there are too many In

ſtances of the ſame Kind that have

not come to our Knowledge

I am therefore, Sºr, entirely for

agreeing to the Motion, that the Houſe

may ſee what Inſtructions thoſe Men

have received, who dare thus invade

the Properties, and endanger the Lives

of their Fellow Subječts, and whence

they expect Protećtion, after having

plundered a Lilliputian, and inſulted a

Freeman.

He was anſwered by the AdmiralWer

ga, as follows.

S I R, -

F the Story be as the hon. Gentleman

has repreſented it, I muſt own that

the A&tion deſerves the ſevereſt Cenſure;

therefore I think the hon, Gawen;
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or the Friends of the ſuffering Party, the Reaſons, upon which that Treaty

ought to apply to the proper. Office, was oppoſed when it was laid before

where they need not doubt of having the Houſe. It was apparent, that it

Juſtice. But I have known, both be- ſubjećled, to the Diſcuſſion of Plenipo

fore and ſince I have had the HonourA tentiaries, the plain and undoubted

to fit at the Board of Admiralty, Rights of this Nation, which we ought

many Complaints of that Kind make never to have ſuffered to be brought

a Noiſe, and do very great Differvice into Diſpute. It gave up at once the

to the Gentlemen of the Navy, which Right which our Merchantshad of Re

when they were enquired into, fell all ſtitution for their Loſſes, and Repa

to the Ground, and ſerved rather to a ration for their Injuries. It endan

vindicate them. As the Hon. Gen.” gered a Poſſeſſion annexed to the Crown

tleman has his Accounts only at ſecond of Great Lilliput, which the Honour

Hand, I muſt beg Leave to ſuſpend of the Senate was engaged to main.

my Belief of it till it comes before me tain ; and our Miniſter, in acceptingit,

in another Capacity. conſented, that one of the chief Ad

The Queſtion was then put, and car- vantages we received by a ſolemn

ried in the Negative. No Diviſion. C Treaty, after a long and glorious War,

-
ſhould be ſet aſide. Theſe are Faës

The Urg; Welral ſpoke next as ſºl- that were all of them then inſiſted

- - Jows. . upon, and every Argument againſt the

S I R, -

Convention has been fince verified by

*NTOthing ſhall diſcourage or de- the Event. But, Sir, give me Leave

ter me from doing my Duty p to ſay, that thoſ no Oppoſition had
while I fit here, whatever may be my been made in this Houſe, tho’ no En.

Proſpect of Succeſs. The laſt was a deavours had been made in any Place

Queſtion which I, little thought to to have opened the Eyes of the Nº.

have ſeen rejected in a Lilliputian tion, the Condućt of the Miniſtry it.

Houſe of Clinabs, and therefore I ſhall ſelf muſt have done it. The Con

be the leſs ſurprized, if the Motion I., vention, Sir, muſt have been broken,

am now to make ſhould meet with the * and a War muſt have been entered

ſame Fate: into, tho' every Member of the Senate

. I have, Sir, with all the Impartia- had approved it, unleſs they had tº

lity and Attention I am capable of, ſolved to have ſurrendered tamely tº

examined the Progreſs of our Differ- the Court of Iberia the moſt valuable

ences with Iberia ſince their firſt Riſe ; Rights of the Nation. But the Con

but, after the trićteſt Enquiry, I find F vention, Sir, for Reaſons beſt known

myſelf quite at a Loſs to account for to the Majority, was at leaſt not diſº

many Steps of the Condućt of our Mini- proved of, and the Negotiations, in

ſters both Here and Abroad, but for mediately after the Time appointed,

|

mone ſo much as the ſigning the Conven- went forward.

tion. Had that Treaty, Sir, if it deſerves It is, Sir, upon our Conduct find

the Name, ſtill exiſted, had not the 2, theſe Conferences betwixt the Plenipº.

Conduct of his Majeſty, by entering” tentiaries of the two Crowns wº

into this juſt and neceſſary War, had opened, that I have founded the Mo

not the Declaration of Wär itſelf con- ton I have to make. We were tºº,

demned it as injurious and diſhonour- Sir, I believe from pretty good Autho.

able to Great Lilliput, I ſhould perhaps rity, that as ſoon as theſe Conference:

have been more reſerved than I find H opened, our Miniſter preſented a De

myſelf at preſent diſpoſed to be, when claration to the Iberian Secretary,

I mention a Step that once had an Ap- inſiſting, not only that the Engagº.

pearance of Approbation from both ments which the Court of Ileria hall

-
#. of the Senate. entered into by the Convention ſhould

Geatlemen, no doubt, remember be fulfilled, but requiring the immedi.

- 3tº
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ate Payment of 95,000 Sprugs, a pre

vious Renunciation of all the Claim

which the Iberiant pretend to have to .

fearch our Ships in the Columbian Seas,

of LILLIPU T. 481

us and our Kingdoms, and a Pračice

which muſt affect, in its Conſequences,

all other Princes and States in Degulia

poſſed of Settlements in Columbia, or

and an Acknowledgment of our Right A whoſe Subjects carry on any Trade

All this,

Sir, I think was very worthy of a

Miniſter from this Court.

Hereupon the Conferences were

broke up,andan Order for Repriſals was

publiſhed here, declaring That his Ma

thither: - -

Theſe Reaſons are a Tranſcript of

the Arguments which were made uſe of

in this Houſe againſt the Convention;

and a very flight View of that Treaty

will demonſtrate how inconſiſtent the

jefty, having taken the injurious Pro- B Stipulations contain'd in it are with the

ceedings of the Crown of Iberia, in not

paying the 95,000 Sprugs, and in ſuffer

ing its Subječs to commit Depredations,

into his ſerious Conſideration, he therefºre

permitted Letters of Repriſal to be

granted to ſuch Merchants as ſhould re

Words of the Declaration of War.

The Declaration of War infiſts upon

our Right to be exempted from Search,

as founded both on the Law of Nati

ons, and the moſt ſolemn Treaties.

But is this, Sir, the Language of the

quire them. Two or three Months af. CConvention ? No, the Convention

ter, a Declaration of War is publiſhed,

in which, beſides an Enumeration of

the ſeveral Injuries we had ſuſtained

from Iberia, we are poſitively told,

that the Evil; bave been principally oc

taſioned by an unwarrantable Claim and

ſays that theſe Rights ſhall be canvaſs'd

by an equal Number of Plenipotentia

ries on both Sides, that they ſhall exa

mine the Treaties (no doubt to find

whether ſuch a Right is imply'd in

them) that their Opinion ſhall be

*retenſion, ſet up on the Part of Ibe-D deciſive, notwithſtanding the Senate

ria, that the Guarda Coſtas, and other

Ships authorized by the King of Iberia,

may ſtop, detain, and ſearch the Ships

and Weſels of our Subjećis navigating

in the Columbian Seas, contrary to the

• Liberty of

Subjects have not only an equal Right

with thoſe of Iberia, by the Law ofWa

tions, but which is moreover expreſſly

acknowledged and declared to belong to

them by the moſt ſolemn Treaties, and

particularly by that concluded in the

had determined the Point before, and

that our Right of Poſſeſſion, as to

Gorgentia and Carolana, ſhould be ſub

jećted likewiſe to the ſahae Diſcuſſion.

From this View, Sir, ſlight as it

avigation, to which our E is, we muſt draw one of theſe Con

cluſions, That either our Miniſters, who

had opened the Conferences with thoſe

of Iberia, were wrong when they bro!e

them up ſo abruptly, and conſequently

our Declaration of War is founded upon

falſe Faëts ; or that the Convention

23d Moon of Chorlo the Second; and F was, on our Part, diſhonourable, and

‘whereas the ſaid groundleſ Claim and

Pretenſion, and the unjuſt Prašice of

Jíopping, detaining, and ſearching Ships

and Weſſels navigating the Colum

bian Seas, is not only of the moſt dam

gerous and deſtructive Conſequence to .

the lawful Commerce of our Subječis,

but alſº tends to interrupt and oftruć

the free Intercourſe and Correſpondence

&etween oar Dominions in Degulia, and

aur Colonies and Plantations in Colum

bia, and by Means thereof to deprive

as and our Suðjeć's of the Benefit of

thoſe Colonies and Plantations ; a Con

Aideration ºf the higºff Importance to

GHouſe will diſpute ;

diſadvantageous. But that our Mi

miſters werejuſtifiable in breaking off

all Conference, upon their being

denied the Renunciation they inſiſted

on, I believe no Gentleman in this

and I never

heard, either within or without Doors,

the leaſt Exception taken at the Rea

ſons advanced in the Declaration of

War: Therefore, Sir, it "...º.º.
follows, that whoever adviſed his Mä

jeſty to ratify the Convention, adviſed

him to a Meaſure highly inconſiſtent

with the Honour of his Crown, and

the Intereſt of his People. This
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This is not the only Light in which

the late Condućt of our Miniſters, and

ferve, Sir, is betwixt the Stipulations -

of the Convention, and the Demand

the Convention appear inconſiſtent. made by our Miniſter upon the open

The Manner in which the Payment of Aing of the Conferences, that his Lilli.

95,000 Sprugs ſtipulated by the Con

vention was demanded, is another In

ſtance. By a Paper, Sir, which was

laid before this Houſe, it is undeniable

that our Miniſter, when the Iberian

Miniſter ſign'd the Convention, admit

putian Majeſty's Right to Gorgentia and

Carolana ſhould be previouſly ac-,

knowledged by Iberia. Now, Sir,

I am humbly of Opinion, that this

Demand would have been more pro-.

perly, and more effectually made, at

ted of a Right veſted in that Court, B the Time of our entering into the

to ſuſpend the Aſiento Contrač. By Convention.

the ſame Paper, which was accepted

with reciprocal Accord, he admits that

the Pacific Company was indebted

in the Sum of 68,000 Sprugs to the

We had juſt as good a

Title to the Poſſeſſion of theſe two Co

lonies then as we have now. Yet I :

find by the Convention, that the Li

mits were to be fixed by the Plenipo

Iberian Monarch, and ſtipulates that C tentiaries, and that all further Fortifi

the Money ſhall be paid. Now,

Sir, I find in our Declaration of War,

that the Non-payment of the 95,000

Sprugs made one of the Infractions

on the Part of Iberia, tho’ nothing is

more certain than that the Declaration,

accepted by our Miniſter, made the

Performance of that Article depend en

tirely upon the Payment of the 68,000

Sprugs by the Pacific Company ; there

fore, Sir, it was very rational and juſt,

in the Court of Iberia, to tell our Mi

niſter, when he infiſted upon the im

mediate Payment of the 95,000

Sprugs, Sir, We made ſuch an Agree

ment in the Convention ; but when we

made it, we told you, and you agreed,

that not only that Agreement, but the

Convention itſelf ſhould be void, if

your Pacific Company ſhall reſiſe to pay

our Demands.

That this is no chimerical Conjec

ture, may be learned from the Mani

feſtoes and Declarations which the

Court of Iberia has ſo induſtriouſly

diſperſed throughout all Degulia; nor

can it be doubted that we have incurred

either the Contempt or Indignation of

every other Power, by agreeing one

Pay to a Treaty, next Day making

War in poſitive Contradićtion to that

Agreement, and by paſſing in our De

claration of War an open Cenſure on

the Condućt of our Miniſter. So un

cations on either Side ſhould ceaſe, by

Command of the reſpective Courts.

Theſe, Sir, are a few of the Rea

ſons I have for believing that the Con

vention was a diſhonourable and diſ.

advantageousTreaty to Great Lilliput,

and that it were highly worthy the

Care of this Houſe to enquire into

the Authority by which our Miniſter

was impower'd to conclude it ſince it

appears, from what I have ſaid, that

the ſubſequent Condućt of his Majeſty

and the Council here has openly diſ

avow'd it. Therefore, Sir, I take

the Liberty to move,

That an humble Addreſ be preſented

to his Majeſty, that he would be grafi

ouſly pleaſed to give Direáions that

there he laid befºre the Houſe Copies ºf

all the Inſtructions and Letters ſent to

Urg; Knee by his Majeſty's Miniſters, au

thorizing him to conclude the Conventi

on betwixt his Majeſty and the King

of Iberia.

He was anſwered by the Prime Miniſter

to thefollowing Effect.

. S I R, .

- Othing gives me greater Plea:

- fure than when I ſee the Mem

bers of this Aſſembly doing their Du

ty, and I, may truly affirm, that no

Part of their Duty is more agreeable

ſettled are our Counſels, or ſo fallacious H to me than that of calling for ſuch

our Promiſes -

The next Inconſiſtency I would ob

Papers as may ſet the Conduct of the

Miniſtry, and my own in particular,
lm

__
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in its proper Light. Were this Mo

tion, therefore, either regular or duti

ful, Sir, I ſhould, for my own Part,

imagine it intended to do me Honour;

but as it is inconſiſtent, both with the
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the Forces of Great Lilliput, both by

Sea and Land, far leſs numerous than

the Importance of a War, which was

perhaps to decide the Fate not only

of our Commerce, but of all Degulia,

Dignity of the Senate, and the Duty A requir’d. On the other Hand, Iberia,

that we owe to his Majeſty, I cannot

but oppoſe it, tho'. I am willing, if

the Houſe ſhould differ from me on

this Subječt, to have my Condućt ex

amined with the utmoſt Severity, ºf

… The Hon. Gentleman who ſpoke

laſt, and I, Sir, happen to ſee Things

in a very different Light. He ſays,

that the Convention appears now to

be a Treaty, diſhonourable to his

Majeſty, and diſadvantageous to the

Empire; I think, Sir, on the contra

if the Expreſſion be allowable, relied

upon her own Weakneſs ; ; ſhe knew

that it was the Intereſt of Bleſuſcu not

to ſuffer her to be overpowered ; it

was apparent that ſhe muſt be over

powered if ſhe ſtood, alone and un

ſupported againſt Lilliput, and therefore

ſhe obſtinately refuſed to agree to any

definitive Treaty. ... What was the

Miniſtry to do in ſuch a Conjunc

ture ? Were they to declare to all

Degulia their Intention of falling upon

ry, that it was highly honourable and C the Iberians, and attacking them in the

advantageous to both ; an Opinion in

which I am confirmed by the Senſe

and Approbation of this Houſe. The

hon. Gentleman has exhibited a very

partial View of this Affair : He has

moſt ſenſible Parts, before they had a

Force ſufficient to execute their Mena

ces? This,Sir,would have been evident

ly weak and ridiculous. But, ſay Gen

tlemen, were we to ſubmit to the In

ſet all the Objećtions againſt the Con- D ſults and Injuries of Iberia P. Were

vention, and the Condućt of the Mi- we to be intimidated by Blºftſcu, and

miſtry, in the ſtrongeſt Light, but has deterred from , aſſerting our juſt and

paſſed over; every Argument that de- undoubted Rights No certainly.

termined this Houſe to approve it. . . . But I think the Miniſtry had been

... Were there no Arguments urged, highly to blame, I think they would

for it, in this Houſe *. Or were the r have deſerved all that has been threat

... Arguments, Sir, here urged of ſo *ned to them, and more, if they had

little Moment as not to deſerve to be provoked Blefuſºu, or given Iberia a

mentioned? Then what were the Mo- plauſible Pretence for; calling in her

tives which could prevail with this Allies ; when we could, by a prudent

Senate, to give that Treaty, notwith- Forbearance, by which we gave, up

ſtanding all the Oppoſition made to it, none of our Rights, nor forfeited any

ſo full, ſo entire an Approbation? But, F of our Honour, gain ſo much Time

Sir, it is not my Intention, at preſent as to force: our Enemies to do us that

to windicate the Convention, but to Juſtice to which they could not be per

ſet the Houſe right, as to the Faëts

mentioned by the Hon. Gentleman,

and to, ſhew, how entirely conſiſtent

ſuaded. . . . . . . .

The next thing to be confider'd, Sir,

is, Whether the Convention did not

the Condućt of the Miniſtry has been, G ſacrifice ſome part of the Honour and

both before and after that Treaty

was figned. -- . . . . . . . .

Gentlemen, when they call to mind

the Convention, ought likewiſe to con

ſider the Situation of Great Lilliput at

that Time. Blºfuſeu and Iberia had

juſt run into one another's Arms; the

: Allemannuan Emperor was defeated

and diſtreſſed ; the Belgians incapable .

of giving any powerful Aſſiſtance, and

Intereſt of the Nation. The Honour

of a People, Sir, in my Opinion, can

ſuffer only by abreach of Faith,0r a tame

Reſignation of thoſe Rights to which

they are entitled either by Trea

ties, or, the Laws of Nations ; their

Intereſt is only injured by ſuch Mea

ſures as weaken the Hands of their

lawful Governours. But did the Con

vention, Sir, do either of theſe ? No:
- - The
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The People of Great Lilliput had a

Right to ſail from one Part of his

Majeſty's Dominions to another; their

Senate aſſerted that Right in poſitive

Terms; and their Miniſters were ſo

far from , giving this up, that they

broke up the Conferences about a De

finitive Treaty, becauſe the Acknow.

ledgement of it on the part of I

beria was not made a Preliminary.

This, Sir, is the true State of the

The Gantleman's MAGAZINE, vol.x.

lutely denying the Faë. I deny, Sº,

that the Convention ſubjećled any ºf

our Rights of Navigation or Poſſeſſion

to be diſcuſs'd by Plenipotentiaries; be

cauſe theſe Plenipotentiaries were by

that very Convention reſtrained to the

Words of former Treaties, which are

on all hands admitted to contain a full

and abſolute Aſſertion of theſe Rights.

The Convention ſays, Sir, that the

Whole of the Deliberations of the Ple.

Faćts, which whether the hon. Gen. B nipotentiaries ſhall be according to the
tleman who made the Motion has miſ

repreſented, let the Houſe judge. But,

ſay Gentlemen, why did you in the

Body of the Convention inſert an Ar

ticle that ſubjećted, to the Diſcuſſion of

Plenipotentiaries, Rights that the Se- C

nate had before judged to be clear and

undoubted

This may be anſwered, either by

partly admitting, or by abſolutely deny

ing the Faët. If we admit that the

Rights of our Navigation were not po

fitively ſtipulated by the Convention,

how can that affect the Miniſtry, as

the Convention was not a definitive

but a preliminary Treaty Or rather,

to what end ſhould we have inſiſt

ed upon an uſeleſs Renunciation,

Treaties in force; thoſe Treaties are

ſpecify'd, and it lies upon Gentlemen

to; them *:::::: to the

Nation, before they can attack the

Convention with Succeſs.

I believe it is now ſufficiently ap.

parent that the Convention was not diſ.

honourable ; and it requires, I think,

but very few Words to prove that it

was not diſadvantageous. It could be

diſadvantageous only by giving up

ſome Part of our Properties, or laying

Obſtructions upon ſome Part of our

Trade. But what Part of our Property

has been given up, or what Part of our

Trade has been obſtručted, let the E.

nemies of the Convention ſhew. I

challenge Gentlement to name, Sir,

up by the Convention. I

ſince it was ſtill in our Power to pre- E one Article whereby this Nation either

ferve our Right, and gain Time till did, or could, ſuffer by the Conven.

we ſhould be in a Condition to vindi- tion. “So far were we from ſurffering,

cate it Will Gentlemen ſay, Sir, that 'Sir, that we gained 2 or 3 Months

our Rights of Navigation were given Time for putting the trading Part ºf
think the Nation upon its Guard, and for

that has not yet been pretended; only r bringing home thoſe Ships that by a

that they were hazarded. And how precipitate Rupture muſt have been

hazarded ? By limitingand inſtrućting .

our Plenipotentiaries in ſuch a Manner

that they could not alienate them.

The Oppoſition may indeed ask,

Who knows that theirInſtrućtions were

thrown into the Enemy's Hands,

Having, I hope, Sir, made it ap

pear that the Convention was neither

diſhonourable or diſadvantageous, I

believecentlemen will eaſily credit me

ſuch? If Gentlemen have no Confi-G when I ſay that, were we again in the

dense in the Aſſertions of the Mini.

ftry, Sir, let them believe their own

Senſes. They ſaw by the Event, Sir,

that our Plenipotentiaries were ſo in.

ſtructed ; ſince they durſt not continue

ſameCircumſtances, I ſhould be for ač.

ing in the ſame Manner. I would to
morrow, Sir, give my Voice for *ma

king another Convention, and the

Day after ſubmit my Condućt to the

their Negotiations without obtaining H Examination of this Houſe.

this Acknowledgement as a Prelimit

nary.

The other Anſwer that may be

given to this Objection is, by abſo

The next Part of the hon, Gentle:

man's speech, which I think myſelf

oblig'd to anſwer, contains the gºt

Miſtake about our Admiſſion ºf *

- famous

|
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amous Declaration fom the Ilºriah

Monarch, relating to the Suſpenſion of

the Affenio Contračt, and the Pay

ment ofº eight thouſand Sprugs

your Pacific Company. As this

art of our Condućt has been ver

much miſrepreſented, and the Reaſons

of it, I think, never yet underſtood, I

hope an Attempt to ſet it in a proper
fight will †: with fº

from the Houſe.

... The hon. Gentleman ſaid, that the

Declaration made the Convention liable

to be ſet aſide. This, Sir, Ideny; for

no unauthentic A& could cancel the

Validity of an Engagement which had

received all the Sămăion that the con

tracting Parties could give it. The

"... Had ſhe really been in earneſt about

the ſixty eight thouſand Sprugs, Sir,

or had our Miniſter been directed to

purchaſe a Peace at any Rate, why

might not the Demand contained in

the Declaration have been inſerted in

the Treaty; at leaſt, why might it not

have been made a ſeparate Article 2

Becauſe, ſay the Objećtors, the Public

muſt then {.. opened its Eyes: The

Nation, Sir, is juſt as well informed of

that Tranſačtion as if it had been in

ſerted in the Body of the Treaty, or in

a ſeparate Article. The Truth is, evi

dently, that the Iberians knew we

never ſhould admit that Claim ; and

therefore took the irregular Method of

inſerting it in a Declaration made Po

Convention, Sir, was the Act of two C ſteriour to an Aćt more authentic.

Princes, each particularly ſtipulating

what he thought to be moſt for his own
Intereſt; and therefore it was inde

feaſable by any A& which has not the

fame Authority. No partial A&, Sir,

If, for Inſtânce, the Iberian Court,

after having agreed to, and figned the

Articles of the Convention, had order.

ed their Miniſter, (or if their Miniſter

had done it without Orders) to pre

ſent to our Miniſter a Paper, requiring E

'an inſtant Surrender of Grabhira, or

Gorgentia, or ſome other Settlement,

I don't conceive ſuch a Paper, tho’

given to our Miniſter, could have

Either defeated the Convention, or

obliged us to a Compliance.

... There is, Sir, another Mark of the

Nu ity of their Declaration, which

theMiniſtry here inſtantly diſcovered.

and were therefore eaſy as to the Con

ſequences; that is, the Suſpenſion of

- } one of the Powers could defeat it. D the Affento Contraćt, which is a pub

lic Treaty, not to be...}. any

Claim made on the part of the Iberian

Court, or by any Infraćtion of the

Pacific Company. If that Company

are indebted to his Iberian Majeſty,

he may inſiſt upon the Lilliputian

Court's ſeeing him indemnificq : But

no Miniſter of Iberia can ſay to that

Company, “Gentlemen, you are in

debted to my Maſter, and if you de

lay Payment any longer the Aſiento

The e Contraćt ſhall be void.” I ſay, no
Declaration, therefore, on the Part of F. Iberian Miniſter can talk in this Strain,

the Iberian Miniſter, that not only the

4ftento Trade, but the Convention it

ſelf, ſhould be ſet afide, is no way

obligatory on us, becauſe it no where

jº. that we made it a Condition

O

and expect to be regarded; becauſe the

Emperor of Great Lilliput in the 4A

ſenſo Treaty is the contračting Power,

and therefore the Treaty becomes na

tional, and the Trade itſelf is under

the Convention, that the fixty eight G the Protection of the Crown, and is

thouſand Sprugs was to be paid by our

Pacific Company. But if Gentlemen

would give themſelves time to reflect,

there are many Proofs to convince

them,that Iberia herſelf did notimagine

Declaration as obligatory upon us, and

that it was indeed no other than a

mean Expedient to elude a Treaty that

- ſhe thought too much in our Favour.

not to be interrupted or reſtrained on

account of any private Differences. So

that, Sir, the Declaration might as well

have pretended to ſet aſide a Treaty

- - with Belgia, with Blºfitſu, or any

that we would look upon her Miniſter's H other indifferent Power, as to ſet aſide

the Validity either of the Convention

or the Aſiento.

But, it has been ſaid, why did our

Miniſter accept this Declaratiº
P. pp . Did

º 2.
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not accept. He was not to return that

Did he not by that Aét own the Right definitive one, left us the ſame Li

which the Iberians claimed Sir, berty as we had before. The Defini

'I deny that our Miniſter did accept it. tive Treaty did not take Place; becauſe

No Miniſter is obliged not to receive A as ſoon as theConferences were open'd,

a Paper, whatever it be, that is com- we claim’d, by virtue of the former

municated on the part of another con- Treaties, which, according to the Con

tracting Power; but becauſe he re- vention, were to be the Baſis of our

ceives, it is not to be underſtood that Negotiation, aRight to free Navigation,

he accepts. That was the Caſe with a Renunciation of the Iberian Claim

our Miniſter; he received, but did n upon Gargentia, and the Payment of

B the 95,000 Sprugs. , Can Gentle

Paper before he looked into it, nor was men pretend, Sir, that theſe De

he after peruſing it to proteſt againſt mands were inconſiſtent with the

the Validity of it ; becauſe he knew Convention ? No, Sir, they were

it was of itſelf null and void. Had the proper Conſequences of it... The

our Court drawn up ſuch a Paper as Convention directed our Miniſter to

the famous Declaration, and infiſted 6 make ſuch Demands, and as they were

that if we had not a free Liberty of refuſed, his Majeſty took immediately

navigating and trading in all the Ibe- the proper Means of doing himſelf

rian Ports in the Weſtern Idnies, the and his Subjećts Juſtice. -

Convention ſhould be null and void, In examining this Procedure, it

can we imagine that the Court of Ibe- would be happy for the Miniſtry, for

ria would have thought herſelf under the Nation, and for themſelves, if

anyObligation to grant us ſuchLiberty? D Gentlemen would not determine before

Any of her Miniſters might perhaps re- they had enquired, if they would not

ceive ſuch a Declaration, and tranſ- receive Notions precipitately, without

mit it to his, Court. But by being bare- conſulting any thing but their own

ly tranſmitted it would receive no Ra- Paſſions. In all I have ſaid, Sir, I

tification, nor would our Miniſtry con- am juſtified by the Words of Trea.

ceive that they procured any Advan- ties, or by Facts, and plain Inferen:

tages, or obliged the Iberians to any E ces from the hon, Gentleman's own

Conceſſions. - Conceſſions. I have taken no notice,

Having thus, I hope, cleared up Sir, of what he urg'd from our De:

this Point, I ſhall add very little more claration of War, becauſe it contain;

in anſwer to the hon. Gentleman who no more than a bare Enumeration ºf

made the Motion.” He can't under- the Provocations and Reaſons whichin

ſtand, Sir, how our Miniſters could, a duc’d his Majeſty to make War, and
conſiſtently with the Convention, up- F which, as I obſerved before, nothing

‘on opening the Conferences for contained in the Convention could in

a Definitive Treaty, infift upon a validate, or did contradićt. ...

free Navigation, upon a Renunciati- As to the preſent Motion, Sir, I

‘on of the Iberians Claim to Gor- hope Gentlemen will without Heſita;

gentia, and the Payment of the ninety tion reject it. It may have many bad

five thouſand Sprugs. I think, Sif, G Conſequences, it can have no

theſe is nothing that can be more one. The Convention has been al

eaſily accounted for. The Govern- ready approved by the Senate, and by

ment here, from the Beginning of the approving it, theSenate ſuppoſe,that all

Negotiations, were fully determined the Inſtructions which the Gentleman

**gº up one juſt Right which who figned it, received from his Court,

* Nation ever enjoy'd. At the ſame a were regular and proper. To prº
ºne we were under a kind of Neceſ. *ſume that they were not proper, is an

fity of not being too precipitant ; we Arraignment of the Wiſdom of the
therefore made a preliminary Treaty, Senate as well as of the Miniſtry. This

which, if it was not followed by a Motion, Sir, tends to arraig, .
- - iſdom,
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Wiſdom, and therefore ought to be re

jećted.

But give me leave to ſay farther that

even tho’ the Convention had been a

bad Meaſure, it is irregular in us to

think of cenſuring it at preſent. Gen

tlemen oppoſed it, they harangued,

they voted, and they wrote againſt it; .

And why For no Reaſon, Sir, but

becauſe it prevented a War. But they

ſee now, Sir, that it has not prevented

a War; they ſee that the Government

has been as jealous of the juſt Rights

of the Empire as they themſelves af.

fečt to be thought; therefore their

great Argument againſt the Conventi-.

on falls to the Ground. Beſides, Sir,

I ſhould be extreamly cautious how I

gave my Voice for expoſing the In

ſtructions of any Miniſter who ſigns

a Treaty, to the Inſpection of ſo nu

merous an Aſſembly as this is. We

all know that while Negotiations

are depending, it has always in every

wiſe, Government been eſteemed a

neceſſary Policy to keep ſecret the In

ſtructions ſent their Miniſter, even after

they are concluded. Unleſs the Mini

ter had agreed to ſome very diſhonour

able, diſadvantageousStipulation, it was

never thought prudent to expoſe them.

That this was not the Caſe of the

Gentleman who negotiated the Con

vention your own Votes and Reſoluti

ons are Proofs; at leaſt, Sir, I think

we ought by no means to agree to a

Motion which has ſo great a Tenden
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It is very unneceſſary to attempt a
*

Vindication of the Sentiments of every

uninfluenced, every unprejudiced, inde

pendant Man in the Empire ; Senti

ments, which the general Reaſon of

A Mankind ſupports, and which are ap

T proved by the ſecret Senſe even of thoſe

who ſpeak and vote for the Conventi

on. I ſhall therefore refer the hon.

Gentleman to the Voice of the Pub-

The Nation, aslic, for an Anſwer.

with one Mouth, condemns the in f

* famous Treaty he has taken ſo much

pains to juſtify.

All the Eloquence he has exerted,

and all the Art that he has ſhewn, diſ

covers that the Convention was at leaſt

a Meaſure that requires great Abilities,

c and great Cunning, to call it no worſe,

to defend. A Meaſure that is for the

Good of a People is eaſily recom

mended and vindicated; for its Effe&ts

are ſelf-evident ; and a free People”

are as capable to judge of their Happi

neſs and Security, as they are ready

to complain of the Danger of their

Liberties, and Decay of their Trade.

Therefore, Sir, a Stranger who was to

hear that the People of Great Liſ

liput as one Man condemned the Con

vention, except only a few Perſons

E whoſe private Intereſt evidently in

clined them to an Appearance of Ap

probation; if he were farther told that

the Arguments againſt it are in the

Mouths of almoſt every body; but

that only one Gentleman was Maſter

cy to hurt our Reputation, and which F of the Arguments in its favour, and

is made with an Intent to cenſure a

Condućt which you ſo lately approv

ed of. I could eaſily produce many other

Arguments againſt this Motion, but I

forbear them, becauſe I think theſe

ſufficient to juſtify me, and hope they

will be ſufficient likewiſe to convince

others, -

The Hurgo Polgarth anſwera him in

-
the following Terms.

S 1 R,

T is very little that a fingle Voice

Tº can add to the univerſal and una

nimous Declaration of a whole People.

that it required the utmoſt of his Skill

and Addreſs in ſpeaking to makethis

Houſe underſtand what he would be at;

ſuch a Stranger, I ſay, would preſume

that the Convention had a Tendency

to diſtreſs the Nation, even before

G he heard any particular Argument a-.

gainſt it.

The hon. Gentleman, I muſt own,

has made the beſt Defence of that

Meaſure that I ever yet heard ; but

as a great Part of what he ſaid has

H been on different Occaſions anſwered

both in this, and another Houſe, I

ſhall take Notice only of one of his

Arguments, which to me is the moſt

extraº
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extraordinary that ever yet was ad- Miniſter had no Authority, no Inſtruc-,

vanced in an Aſſembly of Men who, tions for accepting it, he had then.

knew what Reaſon is. The hon.

Gentleman, who made the Motion

very juſtly obſerves, that the famous

Iberian Declaration, which was com
A

etº: his ownAdmi

niſtration ; the Thing muſt3. have

reſtedwº ought to reſt, upon the

Blunders of a Negotiator who tranſ

municated to our Miniſter, ſubjected greſſed his Inſtrućtions.

the Convention to be ſet aſide. The

hon. Gentleman ſays it was not, be-,

The hon. Gentleman who ſpoks

laſt, ſaid, and indeed I think very

cauſe our Miniſter did not accept, he rightly, that no Miniſter is obliged to

only received it.
Sir, I have talked refuſe a Paper that is communicated to

with the greateſt, and moſt learned Ci-B him by the Miniſter of another con

vilians in Great Lilliput upon that tracting Power ; but it is alſo to be

very Queſtion, and am to the laſt De- heedfully obſerved, that a Miniſter

gree confident, that the hon. Gentle

man will not find a Man, who under

ſtands the Law of Nations, in Degu

who receives a Paper where a poſitive

Agreement, and reciprocal Accord, al.

ledged to be made betwixt him and

#a, of Qpinion that the Urg, Knee, c the Miniſter who delivers ſuch Papº,

by receiving that Declaration in the or Inſtrument, is expreſsly mention'd,

Manner in which he did, did not ac- th - - - -

tually accept of it, and thereby, in , to proteſt. If he does not proteſt, Sir,

the moſt expreſs and ample Manner,

own the Nullity of the Convention, - - * > . - 1.I'

if the Terms of the Declaration were r that can excuſe him from being look'd.

not punétually comply'd with.

But to make this appear, Sir, there

is no Occaſion that we ſhould have re

courſe to any Diſtinčtions of Law, for

every Man of common Underſtanding.

may be convinced of it by once read- -- - -

It is E. he never had held any Conference;
ing over the Declaration itſelf.

there ſaid, Sir, 'twas by Order of the

Iberian Monarch, and in Conſequence.

of repeated Memorials and Conferen

ces, that had paſſed between the Urg;

Knee and the Iberian Miniſter ; and

that our Miniſter had ačtually agreed

that ſuch a Declaration ſhould be made,

and that

Court, and to the Pacific Company, is

unconteſted. Now will any Gentle

man ſay, Sir, that this was not a full

Acceptance of it on the Part of Great

Lilliput Will any Man ſay that the

Declaration was not an authentic

Deed, when accepted or received by a

Miniſter, who expreſsly mention his

Maſter's Orders as the Warrant he

atts by ? If the hon. Gentleman had

ſaid, what perhaps will be found to be

true, if we ſhall agree to this Motion,

that on the Part of Iberia the Declara.

tion was indeed authentic, but on the

Part of Lilliput it is void, becauſe her

he tranſmitted it to his

tho not obliged to refuſe it, is obliged

if he tacitly acquieſces, there is no

Law .# º§. or Nations

on as a contrading Party in the ſº.
#. and; to fulfil it.

Therefore, Sir, when our Miniſter re

ceived that Inſtrument," he ought tº

have told the Iberian Court, that their

Miniſter had impoſed upon them, that

upon that subjeº, that he knew ºf
no reciprocal Accord, with which he,

acted ; nay, Sir, he ought to havº.

even gone ſo far as to enter 4 Com

plain againſt a Miniſter whº had ºf

rfered ſº groſs an Inſult to his Cº.

raćter. Inſtead of that, Sº,

niſter acknowledged the Validity ;

the Declaration, and the Truth ºf

what was aſſerted in it, by not only

accepting it, but writing a Lºttº,
pknowledging the Receipt of it, and

promiſing, in Conſequence ºf Yº!
had paſſed betwixt him andthe Iberi

an Miniſter, to tranſmit it to the Gº.

vernment, and the Pacific ComPa/

here. . . . . . . . -

"This, Sir, leads me to the hºn.

Gentleman's Obſervation about

ſerting the Declaration as an†:
in the Convention, or making.º.º.

parate Article. Had our Miniſ”
- - rchaſe a

been directed, ſaid he, to Puſ Peace
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TT is the Happineſs of this Houſe

Body of the Convention. Butº that every Member has a Right.

- nd W.Sir, would not have anſwered the E ithout any Reſerve, to declare his

Miniſtry here ; for tho', as the . Sentiments. The noble Lord who

†: ºf red, the Tranſ A ſpoke laſt has declared his, and I now

aðion is now as well known as if it.

had been in plain Terms inſerted in

the Treaty, yet, if ſome Gentlemen

had had Influence enough with the

Pacific Company to perſuade them ſi

lently, and ſubmiſſively to pay the B

8, Ooo Sprugs,º:
tº: e Subjećt of public Debate,

or ſenatorial Enquiry. . . .

Here, Sir, I muſt beg Leave to.
Notice that every Argument which

the hon. Gentlemán has advanced to

prove the Nullity of the Declaration, 9

tº: equally to prove our Miniſter

blameable in accepting it. If, as he

contends, the Aſſenta is a public Trea

ty, and not to be cancelled by any

private Tranſaction, why did our Mi

;: ſubječt to be lled :uppoſed it ſubječt to be cancelled :

If: Convention was a Treaty of

the ſame Kind, why did he agree to

the Terms upon, which the Iberians

ſubſcribed it And why did he admit,

not only by his Silence, but his Com

pliance, that the Iberians had a Right

rj if theſe Terms

were not comply'd with ? . . . -

Therefore, Sir, as the accepting

that Declaration, admitting, what no

independent Nº. in Lilliput allows,

that the Convention was nºt diſgrace.

ful and diſadvantageous, is an inexcu,

ſable Blunder, I think, if the hon.

Gentleman be quite innocent, he ought

to be very well pleaſed to have this

Dpportunity of vindicating his own

riſe to make uſe of the ſame Privilege,

ºº who ſpoke a

inſt the Motion, ſaid that there wa

º: betwixt aº:
cepting, and receiving an Inſtrument.

#. noble Lord aſſerted in veryF.
tive, and indeed in very warm Lan

guage, that no Civilian in Lil ipu:

would be of Opinion, that the Urg;

Knee did not accept the Declaration,

Sir, I have talk'd upon this Point

with Civilians as well as the noble

Lord ; Civilians, who, I believe,

are as well verſed in theſe Queſtions as

any are ; and I found 'em of Opinion,

that the Urg; Knee did not accept of

that Declaration, or at leaſt not in

ſuch a Manner as to lay his Court

of an Inſtrument which D under any Obligation to fulfil it. But

there is no End of Altercations, when a

Subjećt comes to be canvaſſed by

Men of diametrically oppoſite Opini.

ons; therefore, this Affair muſt, I

think, give way to others, and every

E Gentleman muſt judge for himſelf, and

form his own Opinion upon his own

Reaſon. For my own Part, Sir, I

was fully of Opinion, before I talked

with any body, that the Urg; Knce

has not deviated from his Duty. Were

... he in the ſame Situation to receive Di

F rećtions from me, he ſhould again ačt

the very ſame Part ; and if I had

ſigned his Inſtrućtions for that Part of

his Condućt, I ſhould own it without

Scruple. , - - - -

*... But, Sir, admitting that the Urg;

Condućt. If, thro' his Influence, Sir, GKnee had temporized a little too much

this Queſtion is over-ruled, however

he may triumph in this Houſe, the

Nation, Sir, will know where to fix

the Blame of every, Miſery that has

been entailed upon us by that ignomi

nious Treaty. . . . . -* * *

fºliºl, Yºga Asi.next a ſk
pºwf.

Havery cheap Rate.

the Demands of the Nation had ben

in that Step, I ſhould be glad to know

of Gentlemen how he could have acted

with§. Prudence. There was

an abſolute Neceſſity that a little Time

ſhould be gained, and he gained it at

- ... If the Terms of

the Convention had been fulfilled ; if

a definitive Treaty, ſuch as his Majeſty

expected and required, had been made ;

fü'y
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fully ſatisfied. On the other hand, he

foreſaw that if the Iberians ſhould

make either the Declaration, or the

Omiſſion of any trifling Formality, a

Pretence for breaking their Stipulati

ons, we ſhould be in a Condition to

oblige them to do us Juſtice.

that upon the Whole, neither our Mi

niſter could be over-reached, nor the

national Intereſt be injured, even ad

mitting, with the noble Lord, that he

did accept that Declaration. For what

does the Declaration aſſert, but that it

is the ſentialand preciſe Means to over

come the ſº much debated Diſputes? What

does this imply, but that theſe Diſ.

putes muſt be renewed, unleſs the

Terms contain’d in the Declaration are

complied with ? The Diſputes, in

deed, are renewed, but at a Time

when we are able to command our

Terms, when we can give Law to any

Power who ſhall offer to ſupport our

Enemies in their Uſurpation, or deny

us the Poſſeſſion of our juſt Rights.

I could ſay much more, Sir, in Vin

dication of this Step, unpopular and

unprecedented as it is, did I not know

that the Gentleman employ'd in that

Negotiation can, and will, juſtify him

felf to the Satisfaction of the World.

I believe, Sir, no Prince in Degulia

can boaſt of a more faithful, or more

able Miniſter, and I will venture to

fay, notwithſtanding all the Clamour

that has been raiſed, never any Nego

tiation was condućted with greater Ad

dreſs, or more to the Honour of his

Maſter and the Nation, than that

tranſačted by him in Iberia. His very

Enemies have done him. Juſtice, and

owned, that no Miniſter ever diſcovered

greater Integrity, or greater Capacity.

fhope the Houſe will pardon me for

this ſhort Digreſſion in favour of a

Gentleman who is not here to anſwer

for himſelf, and who would not, if he

were preſent, want an Apologiſt.

I ſhall only beg Leave to ſpeak a

few Words upon the preſent Queſtion.

I know this Houſehas exerciſed a Right

of calling for the Inſtructions of Mini.

miſers, whom they ſuſpected of exceed

ing their Orders, or of betraying

Soº

their Country. But I ſhall be always

unwilling to give my Voice for an Ex

erciſe of this Right, except when

the Honourof his Majeſty, and the In.

A tereſt of the Nation, evidently demand

it. For, in my Opinion, to canvaſ

the Negotiations of a Miniſter after

they are over, by examining his In.

ſtrućtions, is needleſs Severity; fince

it is well known that in all Negotia.

tions much is left to the Diſcretion of

* the Miniſter commiſſion'd to carry

them on. Sometimes it has been

found expedient for a Miniſter to ex.

ceed his Inſtrućtions, ſometimes not

to ačt up to them. I can produce

from Hiſtory Inſtances of many Mini

C ſters, who have ſaved their Country by

making a happy Uſe of a diſcretions.

ry Power; who, if they had invio.

lably adher'd to the Letter of their

Inſtrućtions, might have loſt many

Opportunities, and given great Advan.

D tage to the People whom they were

treating with. §º, who are

acquainted with the preſent State of I.

beria,’ will eaſily be convinced, that

Addreſs, Dexterity, ſeaſonable Com

pliances, and ſudden Expedients, are

no where more neceſſary than there,

* where ſo much Pride is to be ſoothed,

ſo many Intereſts to be flattered, and

ſo few real Conceſſions to be made;

and that, whatever Miniſter we had

ſent thither muſt have watched all Op

tunities, and improved all Advantages;

F that it was impoſſible for the Court to

give him Inſtructions ſo adapted to the

various Circumſtances of Affairs, as he

might not ſometimes find it expedient,

may neceſſary, to depart from them,

Now, Sir, tho’ perhaps he did very

G rightly in this, and had the Appro

bation of the Government, who under.

ftood the Situation of Affairs, yet

it would be unjuſt at preſenr to exa.

mine his Conduct by their Inſtrućtions,

as we could not be proper Judges of

his Motives for deviating from them, .

H I don't affirm, Sir, that this is pre

ciſely the Caſe ; I ſay only, there is a

great P o bility it may, and therefore,

this Motion ought not to be comply'd
with. t I

:
4|
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... I am againſt the Motion, Sir, for an- Part of our Miniſtry, which we never

other Reaſon; which is, becauſe we heard of before, and which muſt have

ought to avoid any Meaſures that may effectually deſtroy'd our Trade. For

give, other Powers room. to ſuſpect Inſtance, Sir, I remember very well,

the leaſt Jealouſy betwixt the Senate A that while the Convention was under

and his Majeſty's Adminiſtration. Such ' Debate, there was a Report that Ad

an Suſpicion, Sir, might be attended miral Hockadd, upon ſigning that

with very bad Conſequences at this Preliminary, was to retire from the

Junélure; it might encourage ſome of Coaſt of Iberia with his Squadron.

... our Neighbours, who are now ſtand But a Right Hon. Gentleman at that

* Newter, to act againſt us. It is by a Time not only abſolutely deny'd, but

... Confidence alone, between Prince and * openly ridiculed this Report. . Tho' it

People, that a War can be carried on appears now that the Iberians have

º : Succeſs : But, in my Opi- filled all Degulia with their Remon

nion, the preſent Motion, Sir, has a

very great Tendency, if not to break,

et to weaken that Confidence, and

ſtrances and Manifeſtoes, charging

Breach of Promiſe and Violation of

Contračts upon our Miniſter, who, ac

give great Encouragement to the open 8 cording to them, had engaged upon

and ſecret Enemies of the Government.

Therefore, I hope the Motion will be

rejećted. . . .* * * * * * * * *** -

TheHugºlºBranard /* next to the

ſigning the Convention, that our Fleet

ſhould quit the Middle Sea, and leave

the Coaſts of Iberia unmoleſted. If

our Miniſter, Sir, engaged for this,

he has evidently injured either the

º - following Effect. D Honour or Intereſt of his Country,

" . S I R, . . . . . . . . . .” fince it was a Promiſe that could not be

... ſºEntlemen, in this Day's Debate, broken without Diſgrace, nor kept

s have aſſerted a Fact that I am without Danger. '* -

* very far from admitting. When the I think, therefore, we have ſuffici

º Meaſures of a Miniſtry, ſay they, are ent Reaſon, Sir, to ſuſpect that there

e conceived by the Senate to be injurious g muſt have been ſome proviſionary Sti

* to the Publick, then we ought to call “pulations (beſides thoſe contained in

* for their Inſtrućtions; but the Conven- the famous Declaration) inſiſted upon

* tion, it ſeems, was approved of by the by, if not granted to the Iberians,

Senate, and therefore to proceed now which have never yet been regularly

to cenſure it, would be acting inconſi– communicated to this Houſe. Whether

ſtent with yourſelves. But, Sir, I this Suſpicion be juſt, we can only diſ.

happen to be of Opinion, that the Se-F cover by agreeing to the preſent Mo

nate did not approve of the Conven- tion. We can by no other Means form

tion, ſo as to take away our Liberty a right Judgment of the Diſintereſted

to cenſure it, if not attended with neſs of the Miniſtry. The Publick,

thoſe Conſequences which the Nation Sir, will ſtill entertain Diſtruſts and

expećted from his Majeſty's Juſtice Jealouſies, which may occaſion an In

and Love of his People. We approv'd G terruption of that Confidence betwixt

* of it only as a Preliminary to a deci- his Majeſty and his People, which the

five Treaty, which was to give us hon. Gentenan who ſpoke laſt ſo

full Security for our future Navigation warmly and juſtly recommended. Fo.

and Commerce ; nor, indeed, can reign Powers, of whom the ſame Gen

any Preliminary Meaſures be approv'd titleman ſo ſtrongly declared his Appre

in any other Senſe. . This Security "henſions, will, unleſs we agree to this

neyer was obtain’d ; it appears that Motion, entertain but a very low Opi

the Iberians underſtood the Conven- nion of the Faith and Honour of our

tion in a Senſe different from that of Governours. The Iberians have

* Lilliput. It appears that they claim charged them with Breach of Faith.

º the Performance of Promiſes on the Here is a fair Opportunity to vindicate
... " * … , - - thein,
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ment can the Public form, than that

them, if their Conduct will admit of that this Inſolence, Contempt, and In

any vindication. But if one Gentle- juſtice has ever once awakened us to

män ſhould influence the Houſe to re-, Reſentment? Gentlemen affitted in

ject this Motion, what other Judg- deed to talk of the Spirit which out

Miniſters ſhew'd upon the opening of

the Miniſtry dare not ſubmit their “the Conference forādefinitive Teiy,

Conduct to a free and impartial En- but whence did that Spirit proceed

quiry I think ſuch Enquiry, however, Not from any previous#.
ought to be made ; and therefore, Sir, certed amongſt our Minifiers to ſp.

I am for the Motion. port the juſt Rights of the Nation.

. . " -
Theſe were given up by the Conventi.

TheUrg; Gorgenti Lettyltno, ſpoke next B on,and recovered only by the impºlitic

- to the following Effeff. Inſolence; that incited Iberia to treatus

S I R, - - -
with freſh Contempt by breakingan

HE Power of enquiring into the other Treaty. If our Miniſters diet.

Condućt of Miniſters has, ever fore atted with that Spirit, which the

fince this Houſe had a Being been its hon. Gentleman has ſuppoſed, it was,

diſtinguiſhed Privilege; and if our En-c becauſe they foreſaw, ;
quiries diſcover any wicked or trea- per of this Nation, from the perſºnal

therous Tranſačtions, it is our Duty to Concern with which his Majeſtyi.

impeach the Authors; a Duty, which tereſted himſelfinan Affairoffichton.

the more we practiſe, will the more ſequence to his Subjects,that it would be

£rengthen and ſecure us. To the Ne- impoſſible for them, everto forceupon

gleet of that Duty, now almoſt forgot-is usadefinitive Treaty equally prejudicial

ten, and to the Knowledge that ſome Pand equally diſhonourable with the

Miniſters have of their Influence in this Convention, They likewiſe ſaw,

Houſe, are our late deſtructive and from the Condućt of Iberia, from ht:

preſent unhappy Situations to be aſcribed. Backwardneſs to fulfil one of thiſ:

Can Gentlemen ſay, Sir, that this is mean precarious Stipulations, which

not a proper Time for our aſſerting had an Appearance of Conceſſions, that

every Privilege which the Conſtitution E they would be ſatisfied with nothing

has weſted in us for the Good of the leſs than an abſolute Surrender ºf

Pnblick. Will Gentlemen ſay, that all our Right to a free Navigation on

had we retain'd our ancient Influence the Columbian Seas; the Suſpenſion ºf

in the Affairs of Degulia, , we could the Aſhento Trade, and our Evacuati.

have fallen ſo low, that, in order to on of Gorgentia. All theſe, Sir, they

procure a poor, precarious Peace; F knew were Conditions that neverº

we ſhould be forced to ſubmit to all be born by the Nation, nor evenlyth

the Terms, which an inſolent, though Senate; and therefore, to make a Vir.

weak Enemy, was pleaſed to impoſe tue of Neceſſiry, they thought fit tº

What has been ſaid in Oppoſition do that at laſt, which they ought tº

to this Motion ? Has it been deny'd have done previouſly to the Col.

that the Iberian Court ſhuffl'd and vention. -

Jºcanºd. That they trick'd, and that G The Hon. Gentleman and his

they bullied us into a Compliance f is Friends call upon the Qºpoſition º
it not plain, even by the Conceſſions prove that they have been in th:

of thoſe whoſe Intereſt it is to grant wrong, with all the Confidence of §

nothing that can be denied, that the curity. How is it poſſible to Prº
.#eria; Declaration was the moſt ar- when they ſtifle the only Evidence by

bitrary, the moſt unjuſt Demand, ever tº which they can be try’d; If a Male

made by one Power upon another “factor at the Bar, Sir, ſhould put all,

is it not plain that the Iberians im- the Evidence againſt him in his Pocke,

oſed it upon us in an imperious, inſº- or ſecrete it ſo that it can't be produced

; Manner And has it been ſhewn and then boldly defire his Adº.:
-

pro

rom the Tem-

- §

0;

ſº

WQI
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proceed to try him, is that a Proof that public Affairs carried on with the Con

e is accuſed falſely Let us not be currence of every Member of this

impoſed upon by Inſolence and Defi. Houſe: I will be bold to ſay, Sir, that

ance, nor confound the Effrontery of
no Gentleman, who has the Honour

Corruption with the Intrepidity of A to repreſent his Country, will obječt

Innocence.

Therefore, Sir, let the Hon. Gen

tleman, inſtead of ſaying, the Houſe,

if it pleaſes, may try me, and at the

ſame Time giving his Voice againſt

producing the Evidence by which only

he can be tried, tell us, I am deſirous

to have my Conduć; inſpeãed by this

Houſe ; I will employ all my Intereſt,

that the Papers which muſt either ac

quit or condemn me, ſhall be communi

cated to the Senate, and am ready to

ſubmit to their Cenſure. Then, Sir,

he may talk of his Innocence and

Zeal for his Country ; but any other

Behaviour at a Juncture like this, de

ferves a Term that is too diſreſpectful

to be uſed here. Not a Man in the

to one Motion that tends to ſtrengthen

his Majeſty in the Proſecutiou of this

War. I am ſorry not to ſee that zeal

ous Attendance paid by the Members

of this Houſe, that our preſent Situa

tion deſerves. What may be the

Cauſe of this apparent Neglećt, I ſhall

not take upon me to determine. Per

haps ſome Gentlemen are afraid of

neglećting their private Affairs by too

intenſe a Concern for the Public, or

deſpair of being able to doany Service

C to their Country by their Attendance;

but whether the one or the other be

the Plea, it is evidently inſufficient to

juſtify their Condućt.

Their Abſence is the more danger

ous, as, I believe, it is no Secret all

Empire is ignorant of the hon. Gen. D over the Empire, that a Motion will

tleman's Influence in this Houſe, which be ſoon made in this Houſe, for a Bill

is ſo great, that it is vain to think

of carrying a Queſtion of that kind

in Oppoſition to him. But, Sir, his

of the utmoſt Importance to the Dig

nity and Independency of the Legi

ſlature: A Motion on which our Li

Diſapprobation of this Motion muſt berties and thoſe of our Poſterity may

have the ſame Effect upon the Mind depend. A Motion that will give e

of every wiſe and unprejudiced Man, E very Gentleman an Opportunity of

:

that an ačtual Diſcovery of Guilt from

the Papers moved for muſt be attend

ed with. -

I will ſay no more, . Sir, only re

commend it to the Confideration of

Gentlemen, what End, what Purpoſe

our Aſſemblies can ſerve, if we are
always to approve without examining,

and to conclude without reaſoning.

The Queſtion being put, it was car

ried in the Negative without Diviſion.

On the 33d Day of the Seſſion, the Urg; G

Gybnob roſe up, and ſpoke to the fo/

… lowing Effed :

. S I R, -

A S the Neceſſity and Juſtice of this

War require that his Majeſty

ſhould be well ſupported, it is

highly expedient that the Subjećts

ſhould be encouraged in their Endea

vours to ſerve his Majeſty by ſeeing the

ſhewing how little any mean, partial

Views mix with that Duty which he

owes to his Prince and his Country.

As I cannot but think the Houſe

ought to do its utmoſt to oblige Gen

F tiemen to attend on that important

Occaſion, I therefore take the Liberty

to move, º

That & Call of the Members of this

Houſe he appointed on the 52d Day of

the Seſſion.

The Motion was oppoſed by Eddraw

Thoſmon, Urg; in the fºllowing
Mammer :

S I R,

SEE no Reaſon for forcing thoſe

* Gentlemen, who were ſo fond laſt

Seſſion to leave the Houſe, out of their

beloved Retirement. Nay, Sir, the

Experience. I had of the Calmneſs,

Jnanimity, and Diſpatch with which

Q_q q We

3
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we proceeded in their Abſence, makes. Attendance, and who therefore date,

me aimoſt wiſh that none of them had not be abſent, are afraid of being out

ever returned. I have a very great number'd by the Independent and the

Regard for the hon. Gentleman who Uncorrupt Can any Harm ariſe.

made the Motion, as he has always from it to the Nation.? —That is

done his Duty; but I believe the Peo-, not ſo much as pretended: Then why

ple in general were ſo ſenſible both of * will you, by a wanton Exerciſe of

the unſºnatorial Step which the Seceders Power, rejećt that Motion, which now

took laſt Seſſion, and of the good Eſ- ſeems to be the only Refuge that is left

fe&s of the Laws in favour of Trade, for the Liberties and Independency of

and Navigation, made during their our finking Country. -

Abſence, that they will be very well His Majeſty, in his Speech from the

pleaſed if the Houſe is no fuller than B Throne at the opening of this Seſſion,
it was when they left us. Therefore, recommended Unanimity in our Pro

I hope you will put the Queſtion. ceedings ; but what Unanimity, Sir,

can be expected in this Houſe, as weThe ºueftion being put, it was carr3ueſ; g put, are now aſſembled, when but few of us

ry'd, after a Diviſion, in the Negative;

eas 82, N - - - - -Yeas 82, Noes I 13 Crity; themſelves P. Unanimity, Sir,

. The Diviſion being over, the Urg; muſt proceed from Men having the

: , and ſººk /... ſame Motives for ačting, which, in
Pulnub ſtood up, and ſpºke as follows this Houſe, ought to be the Love of our

S I R, Country , but if one, and perhaps the

Cannot but confeſs my Surprize, greateſt Parr of the Houſ, have other

# to find Gentlemen in earneſt re- Motives, other Views than to ſerve

jecting the laſt Motion ; I thought D the Publick, there can be no Unani.

my Friend behind me wanted only to mity while half a dozen honeſt Men fit

ſhew a little of his Wit, and diſplay in the Aſſembly. I hope, Sir, that

his Capacity to maintain a Paradox, many more may be found here; but

when he oppos'd it and I heard ſeve- if we ſuffer our Members to be abſent

ral Whiſpers round me, as if Gentle- at a Junéture like this, when we are

men had a mind to divert the Houſe E ſoon to determine whether this Houſe

with their Raillery, but little did I is to conſiſt of thoſe put in by a Mini

imagine that they wou'd have paſs'd ſter, or choſen by their Country, I

a Negative by ſo great a Majority. think we may, without more Debate,

A Call of the Houſe, Sir, never was ſurrender all our Privileges into that

yet refus’d to any Gentleman who Miniſter's Hands. The Honourable

mov'd for it; we have a Right, Sir, r. Gentleman's chief Reaſon, Sir, for

to require the Attendance of our own making this Motion, was, that the

Members: We have a Right to inſiſt Nation might have, at leaſt, once
upon this Houſe being as numerous as more a Struggle for having her Senſe

it is poſſible, becauſe the Members of the Senſe of this Houſe; or, in other

this Houſe are his Majeſty's great Words, might try whether there is a

Council, and their Abſence deprives Poſſibility of being fairly repreſented,
his Majeſty of the Aſſiſtance and Ad. G As the Houſe is now met, there can

vice of ſo many of his Counſellors; be no Struggle of that Kind with any
and when they are aſſembled in their Hopes of Succeſs, becauſe there ſeems

full Number, without undue Influence, to be a determined Majority of thoſe,

his Majeſty, and the Nation, have whoſe Inrereſt it is that no ſuch Inde- i.

ever found Honour and Safety attend- pendency ſhould exiſt: But, Šir.”

ing their Advice... Therefore, Sir, H ſoon as ſuch an Independency is elia;
wist can we ſuſpect, when we ſee Gen- “bliſhed, then Gentlemen will be united

tlemen afraid of a full Houſe? What in the ſame Views ; then may Wºº

but that thoſe who are paid for their pećt to ſee. Unanimity in our*:
... --> . 5

repreſent our Country, and the Majo
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ings, and then we may anſwer that

Charaćter which his Majeſty has ſo

earneſtly recommended. Till this is

done,' what can we expećt but an Op

poſition of the Nation, as one Man,

againſt a Majority in the Senate, di-A

reded and influenc'd by a fingle Per
ſon

- . .

This Day, Sir, an Honourable Gen
tleman mov’d for a Prohibition of

Trade with Iberia; but what will be

the Refle&tions of the Publick, if it

ſhall be told that this Prohibition was 5

moved for in a Houſe of Climabs,

where, inſtead of five hundred and

fifty, not above two hundred Members

were preſent? What Sentiments will

be produced in Bleſuſcu 2 What Dif.

Proceedinos, &c. in the Senate of LILLIPUT. 495

is groaning under other Taxes, loaded

with an immenſe Debt, and every Day

loſing ſome Part of her Commerce :

Yet, Sir, how few Gentlemen were:

preſent in this Houſe when that Sup

ply was granted I believe not quite

two hundred, and of theſe two. Thirds.

were Placemen ; I was far from being

againſt ſo great a Sun, but am of

Opinion that it wou'd more have inti

midated our Enemies, and been leſs

repin’d at by the People, had it

been granted (as I am ſure it wou'd

have been) with equal Unanimi

ty in a fuller Houſe The Nation.

wou'd have paid it with more Chear

fulneſs, becauſe they wou'd have been.

ſure that the independent Part of

fidence will be raiſed in the Belgians, C the Senate thought it neceſſary, and

or other States, who might have been

inclined to favour us in this War : Will

they leok upon the Nation as unani

mous, as univerſally determined to

ſupport his Majeſty, and to carry on

the War with Vigour

natural for them to conclude, that

the War is directed by a Faàion in the

Senate, ſince ſo few of the Members

choſe to be preſent, when the neceſſary

Reſolutions were to be agreed to, if

we deſign any thing againſt the com

mon Enemy ; if we wou'd make the

other Powers of Degulia ſenſible that

we are in earneſt, and that we are, in

all Events, determined to do ourſelves

Juſtice, our Number ought to be com

pleat, when Queſtions of Importance

relating to the War are under our De-F

liberation. A full Senate adds to his

Majeſty's Meaſures the Sanótion of his

People; a Circumſtance,which, while

we have any Shadow of Liberty left,

will be particularly regarded in Fo

reign Courts. Degulia has often ex

perienc'd what a Lilliputian Senate,

unanimouſly aſſembled in the Cauſe of

Commerce and Liberty, cou’d effect ;

and there never was a Time when

... ſuch Unanimity was more neceſſary.

To mention ſome Particulars, Sir ;

have we not laid a Land-Tax upon the H
People, which alone will amount to

two Million of Money : Have we not

done this at a Time when the Nation

It will be D

that it was not the Aét of thoſe wad

fatten upon Taxes, and are enrich'd,

by publick Calamities.

I am now looking all over the

Houſe, and I will venture to ſay, Sir,

that two Thirds of the Gentlemen who

voted againſt the laſt Motion poſſeſs.

Poſts under the Crown. When it

ſhall be told in publick, that the Mº

tion for a Call of the Houſe was re

jećted, is it not a natiral Queſtión,

How many were in the Houſe * When

it is anſwer'd, that not above two

Thirds of the Members of the whole

Houſe were preſent, and that of theſe

a Majority were Place-men, what

Concluſion muſt the Public draw, but

that we are now no better than a Ramp

of a Senate 2 The Rump Senate, Sir,
conſiſted of thoſe Members who re

main’d ſitting after the wiſeſt and

worthieſt Part of their own Body had

left them, and if two or three Gentle

men of Spirit and Chara&er remain'd,

they ſoon found all their Endeavours

uſeleſs, and either were forc’d to retire,

or retir’d of themſelves. Therefore,

Sir, unleſs we are fond of having that

Name apply'd to us, I hope the Houſe

will not repeat this diſhonourable Nega

tive, on Occaſion of the Motion I am

to make, which is, -

That there be a Call of the Members

of this Houſe appointed for this Day
Month, - -, -

| The
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The Hurgolen Yogon ſpoke next to the

following Purpoſe.

S I R,

Voted againſt the laſt Motion, and

I riſe up to vote againſt this like

wiſe. After the Houſe had fo fully

ſhewn its Diſapprobation of a Motion,

I don't think it is very regular for the

Hon. Gentleman to renew it in another

Form: The regular Proceeding now is

for the Order of the Day, but Gentle

men ſeem reſolved to amuſe the Houſe

with Motions, tho’ they know very

well before-hand, that they will be

rejećted, and rejećted juſtly. -

But, Sir, I wou'd give my Negative

to this Motion from a Principle of

Conſcience, tho' I had no Reaſons, as

I have many, ariſing from the Ten

dency of it. We all know, Sir, un

der what Engagements the Honourable

Gentleman, and his Friends, laid

themſelves laſt Seſſion, to leave, and

never more to enter this unpleaſing Aſ

ſembly ; and why, Sir, ſhou'd we de

fire Gentlemen to violate their Reſolu

tions, their private Engagements, per

haps their Conſciences, by attending it

again This, Sir, would be barba.
rºus, and utterly inconſiſtent with that

Liberty of which Gentlemen are ſo

fond and tenacious.

As for the Hon. Genleman who

•made the Motion, and his Friends who

have returned to the Houſe, I think

they are more inexcuſable, than the

Cimabs ſtill ab'ent. For theſe, Sir,
zél conſiſtently with their Reſolutions,

but thoſe who are returned without

being invited, or at all expected,

have ačed contrary to their open De.

clarations : They now, deſire, Sir,

that the others ſhould be obliged to

attend likewiſe, in order to counte
nance their condućt ; but I hope,

fºr once, thy will be diſappointed:
Not, Sir, that I am againſt the Call

ºf the Houſe ; I think a full Houſe

very deſirable, but I am againſt gra

tifying the Hºmºir of thoſe Gentle

rán who take Pe*, and run away,

2, #2 are here to 4), and away to

wło 23.º with 4 Call, and

\

marrºw ;

Sre gone with a Whiffle. Therefore,

Sir, if we agree to a Motion of this

Kind, I hope it will be made by ſome

- A Member who has regularly attended

his Duty here, and not by thoſe who

not only abſented themſelves, but were.

inſtrumental in perſuading others to

that ſcandalous, unſenatorial Step, the

Seceſſion. It is true, Sir, theſe Gen

tlemen now affect to diſcover ſome.

B Shame, and I can eaſily perceive that

the Hon. Climab who ſpoke laſt, has

an Alloy of it, notwithſtanding his

Wit: The very Motion itſelf, Sir, be.

trays them ; but I am for their giving

greater Proofs of their Repentance, be:

C fore the Houſe indulges them in Moti

ons of this Kind. -

It is not difficult to gueſs, Sir, what

End is to be ſerved by this Care of

having a full Houſe, this Solicitude

for the Honour and Dignity of the Se.

nate ; but, I believe, I may venture to

foretel that theſe Gentlemen will be

diſappointed in this View, as well as

in the other Points they have been la

bouring for theſe twenty Moons; and

if this ſhould be the Caſe, Sir, who

knows but they may take Pet again,

and ſecede?, Who can ſay, that upon

F the very firſt Negative, they will not

fill the Empire with clamourous Ad

dreſſes, and peeviſh Complaints againſt

thoſe who continue to do their Duty

But I think, Sir, we ought to prevent

theſe Defigns by reješting this Motion:

F As to what the hon. Gentleman

who ſpoke laſt advanced about Place

men, I am not aſham'd, Sir, to own

myſelf a Placeman, and in that Cha

raćter to anſwer him. I have, Sir,

fince I had the Honour to be concern'd

in public Affairs, obſerv'd that Place

men have behaved with warmer Zeal

for the Intereſt of their Country, with

more Duty to the Perſon of their So

vereign, and with greater Regard to

the Dignity of the Senate, than thoſe

who affect to be thought Patriots;

H but want to be Placemen. I never,

Sir, find myſelf under any Reſtraint

from my Place, that can hinder me

from doing my Duty as a Member of

this Houſe. If a Queſtion comei.

1 * : *
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Diſapprobation of the Houſe.

DEBATES in the Senate of LILLIPUT. 49 y

fare it, that in my Opinion might affect S I R,

the Liberties of my Country, or en- 'TNHE Hon. Gentleman whomade

danger any Part of the juſt Rights the Motion knows that I have

which Lilliputians enjoy, neither $ Fear received many Chaſtiſements from his

of loſing my Place, nor the Hopes of ſuperior. Wit, and therefore I am ſur

getting a better, ſhould prevail with A prized that he ſhould imagine I would

me not to oppoſe it. What I have preſume to play off any of mine a- .

ſaid of myſelf, Sir, I believe may be gainſt him. It is not Wit, but Rea

ſaid of all whom I know to poſſeſs ſon, that I would employ on this Oc

Places under the Crown ; and while I caſion. I have one "Reaſon, be

oppoſe this Motion, Sir, I am not a- fides thoſe mentioned by the Hon.

fraid to own, I oppoſe it both as a B Gentlemen who have ſpoken againſt

Placeman, and a Member of this the Motion, for oppoſing it; which

Houſe. -- - is, that it would at this Junéture alarm

º - the Nation. We all know, Sir, when

The Urg; Tryace ſpoke next to this any favourite Schemes are ſet on foot

Effeif. - by the Gentlemen who are pleaſed to

3 I R, - * * - - denominate themſelves Patriots, how

I Would beg Leave to put the Gen- many Tools are employ'd, in order

tlemen who ſeceded laſt Seſſion, to ſpirit up the People to inſult the

in mind of the Condućt of a Perſon, Senate and the Government, and a

whom, I believe, they would not wiſh larm the Public Creditors, tho’ perhaps

to imitate in any thing. , ſhe Perſon the mighty Mountain may at laſt be de

whom I mean, Sir, is the King of 1- is livered of a Mouſe. Should we, Sir, in

beria ; who took a Pet once, and * theTemper the People are in atpreſent,

retired from the Government, which agree to the Hon. Gentleman's Mo

he called an Abdication ; but ſoon tion, they would imagine that ſome

repented, and reſumed his Crown. mighty Évent was expected, and there

The Iberians, Sir, were more com- would not be wanting many to buza

plaiſant to their Monarch than the Lil bout, that all was endangered, and

ſiputians were to jacomo the Second, R therefore the Patriots had moved for a

who, after he had abdicated, was not Call of the Houſe. This could not

permitted to return. Now, Sir, I fail, Sir, of producing Swarms of In

think we ought, after this, to ačt as ſtructions and Libels, and might per

Lilliputians, and not as Iberian: ; and haps revive thoſe Animoſities which

if theſe Gentlemen ſhall take a Fancy the Care and Lenity of the Govern

to ſecede, fill up their Seats with 6. F ment have now laid aſleep. There- .

thers, and give them a total Excluſion. fore I hope you will treat this Motion

I think, Sir, that the Houſe ſhewed juſt as you did the laſt.

great Lenity in ſuffering them to re- .. - -

turn, and that they ought rather, by The Urg; Lettyltno ſpoke next to the ſº

a ſubmiſſive, quiet Behaviour, to ſhow Aowing Purpoſe.

their Gratitude for the Indulgence, S I R, - -

than by impertinent Motions endea- G - HIS Debate has proceeded as I

your to throw all into Confuſion again. expected. Gentlemen, when

I hope, therefore, that Gentlemen will they have not a Shadow of Reaſon to

hºw, proceed to the regular Motion, oppoſe againſt the Motion (for to com

which is the Order of the Day, with- pliment the Arguments that have been

but complying with a Motion that has brought againſt it, as having the Sha

but juſt now, in Effett, met with the dowof Reaſon, would be the laſt De

H gree of Weakneſs) have recourſe to

a Subject on which the full Freedom of

The Urg; Thoſmon ſpoke next to the Debate cannot be exerted. To ſay,
• . J%wing Effe?. . . . Sir, all that can be ſaid for the Stºe/

- - - :: ; . . . . . -- - 6%2.

-
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on, as it is called, may be dangerous ; Compariſon by any particular Deduc.

to ſay what we dare ſay, inſufficient. , tion of Faëts, but I believe the Pro.

It is improper to introduce that Subjećt priety of it is pretty obvious to every.

into our Debates. But however ſome body who refle&ts upon the Condition

Men may affect to triumph, however, of this Nation at the Time of the Se.

they may gratify their Pride by In- * caſion. Better Symptoms, Sir, ap.

ſuits, and diſplay their Imaginati-, pear now upon the Body Politic, and

ons by Ridicule ; that the ſmall Re-, the hon. Gentleman's Motion tends to

mains of our Commerce are yet pre- ſummon all the national Phyſicians,

ferved, and the moſt valuable Rights, that their Conſultations for her perſed

of Lilliput not yet tamely reſigned to Recovery may be as numerous, and

the Iberians, the Nation, I believe, B their Reſolutions as well weigh'd, as

owes to the Seceſſion. . . it is poſſible. Therefore, Sir, I hope

I hinted before, Sir, that I do not the Houſe will not deſtroy the Hopa

defend the Seceſſion with all the Argu- which the Patient may have of a Re

ments it will admit of; but I will give covery by rejecting this Motion. . .

the Houſe a very plain Simile, which - - - -

may ſerve faintly to repreſent the Opi- The Hargolen Juan Whind Kotnot ſº

nion of the Public with regard to that - next as follows. -

Step. The Nation, Sir, may be com- S_1 k, i --

pared to a diſeaſed Body, and we very Believe 3 oldeſt Member here does not

ly be called its Phyſicians. S remember a Debate of this kind. So
properly be caiſe yiicians. Some ſtrong an Oppºſition to ſo reaſonable a

Gentlemen, after repeated, but fruit- i. gives me --- -- me but a melancholy Pro.

leſs, Endeavours to recover the Pati- ſpectº: Succeſs of any. to be

ent, finding the Symptoms growing * made this Seſſion, for retrieving that Ho.

daily worſe, deſpaired of being able to nour, and that Independency which have

conquer the Diſeaſe, and unwilling to ſo long been neglected and ſacrificed.

diſgrace themſelves and their Profeſſion, Thehº was very merry§

honeſtly withdrew; while others greedy ºxhºle ºfts the Seceſſºn. He ſilk
Y-w - sº df Gentlemen's Reſolutions, private En.

of Fees waited on from Day to Day, gagements, and perhaps conſciention;

from Hour to Hour, and had they E. Scruples, & hindered them from attending

ſtill got their Fees, they would have theirº here; as if, when they retir

itill waited tho' upon a dead Carcaſe. ed from ſerving the Publick, there were

- an Engagement amongſt them not to it.
In the mean time, the Goodneſs of the turn. Sir, I know of no ſuch Engage.

Patient's Conſtitution, not the Reme- ment; I know only of a Reſolution taken

dies preſcribed by the mercenary Phy- by ſome Gentlemen to give the Pub;
ficians who remained, overcame the F ſºme Information that what was tranſ.

Diſeaſe, more favourable Symptoms aćting here they could by no means ap

ſeem'd to be a prove of, and therefore retired to theirappeared, and there ſee - Country Seats, where, I believe, they

Poſſibility of an entire..". have ſince lived as quietly and as inoffen.

on which the Phyſicians whº had re. Évely as any subjećis his Majeſty his

iºd, and who valued the Health of The Cauſe for which they retird is nºw
the Patient beyond their own, were removed, therefore the Eff.3 of thit

encouraged to return and offer their G Cauſe ought to ceaſe. But, Sir, I belº"

* . . " - hat they act this Motiºn will not affect thoſe Gentº
Services. This proves that they act men; moſt, if not all, of them are re

ed from no Animoſity, from no parti- turned, and are ready to do their Cºll:

al Pique, from no perſonal Diſaffºliº try aii the service they can. This Moti.
on, but upon juſt and rational Princi- on, Sir, is made to bring up thoſe Mem:

les. When they found that they bers of the Houſe whom their, Love ºf
ºf id ot effect the Cure, they left Na- H Retirement, their Indifference about pub.

COll nº it : and % Coº?iºution lic Buſineſs, or perhaps their Deſpair of

tare to do it; and *šº º being able to dº any'Good here, detain

sir, will recover ſometimes muaçu in the Cºunty. Geitemen by reječing

louſly. • 11 . . . this Mbtion ſay nothing elſ: in effº bº

I won't pretend to illuſtrate this this; We are afraid of the sºn;

-* -

i.

ºt
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ºf it injured Nation, we are afraid of the

Conſequences of our Gonduć, ſhould we be

ºutnumbered in a full Houſe, and that Ma.

jºrity on which we depend, and in conft.

dence of which we have ačied for theſe

twenty Mooms paſt in defiance of the Nati

on, fall away. I hope, Sir, to ſee ſuch Op- A

poſition as this entirely ſuppreſſed; to ſce:

this Houſe filled with Men who both can

and dare give honeſt Advice to theirRoyal

Maſter. I hope, Sir, we ſhall, be e

mancipated from that Influence which has

fo long directed every Vote, every Deli.

Atration of this Houſe, and made the Will

of one Man the Determination of the Sº

714té.

The Prime Miniſter's Brother ſpokenext, in

Effe8# as follows. -

... S I R, . . . . . . -

Think it unreaſonable thatGentlemen,

Ji who are always ſo merry upon ever

Man who differs from them, ſhould be ſo

much irritated when any one preſumes to

uſe the ſame Liberty with thcm. To

roaft a Mixiffer, or a Placeman, is their

common Diverſion; but once ſmile at a

Patriot, they are inſtantly in Arms; ſuch

a Breach of Decency and Good Breeding

calls for the loudeſt Outcries, and ſevereſh

Reſentment. - - -

I don't however riſe up to be merry

with the Gentlemen, for I would not in

ſult the Miſerable, or ridicule what de

ſerves Pity. That, after all the Efforts

nd Harangues they have made, all the

Papers and Pamphlets they have written,

they have met with nothing but the Diſ.

approbation of the Publick, and the Con

. and Neglect of this Houſe, is, no

doubt, a very ſenſible Mortification toMen

who expected that the Nation would take

a univerſal Alarm at ſeeing ſo many wor

thy, ſo many diſintereſted Patriots leave

...the Houſe, and throw up all farther Con

cern with the Buſineſs of the Publick. . .

The hon. Gentleman, Sir, who ſpoke

laſt but one, made a very doleful, tho’, I

think, a very proper Compariſon. He

ſaid, this Nation was a Diſeaſed Body,

and his Party were the Phyſicians: Thät G

finding the Patient was paſt Recovery,

they very prudently withdrew; but that

after they were gone berter Symptoms

3ppeared, and therefore they returned :

I cannot but mention on this Occaſion a

Scene of the Blefiſcudian Comic Poct:

A Sick Man, whé had been long under

the Hands of the Phyſicians, growing

- every Day worſe and worſe, at laſt the

• Phyſicians were all turned off. In a Day

or two a Friend comes to enquire after

him, expe&ting to find him, if not dead,

at the laſt Extremity. How does your

Maſter do º ſays he, to the Maid. Much

better, anſwer'd ſhe. Better, replys he,

how canthat be? Becauſe, ſays the Maid,

his Phyſicians have left him. Now, Sir,

Seſſion, we had indeed many ugly Sym

ptoms; but as ſoon as our Phyſicians left

us, we began to recover. No Gentle

man in the Houſe can, I believe, in the

Lillipatian Hiſtory, or in all his Reading,

oint out a Seſſion where ſo many popu

ar, ſo many ſalutary Laws were made,

B as we paſſed in the laſt Seſſion, after our

Phyſicians had left us. And indeed, Sir,

if we begin to relapſe into the ſame Sym

ptoms, I ſhall wiſh them to leave us

again.
The hon. Gentleman, Sir, who ſpoke

laſt, mentioned the Seceſſion as a quiet Re

C tirement of our Members into the Coun

try. If Members have a Right to throw

up the Buſineſs of this Houſe, and retire

whenever they pleaſe into the Country,

what Right have we to compel them to

ſtay 2 And therefore, Sir, tho' we ſhould

agree to this Motion, is a great Doubt,

D according to the hon. Gentleman's Prin

ciples, whether we could oblige, them to

attend ; but 'tis certain that, tho’ they

ſhould think fit to attend, we have no

Right to compell them to ſtay. Before

the late Seceſſion, indeed, it was always

thought that Members could not regu

larly retire from the Service of their

E Country without Leave from the Chair.

But theſe Gentlemen have favoured us

with new Light; we find, Sir, they may

retire and ſtay in the Country, when,

and in what manner they pleaſe. The

ſame hon. Gentleman ſays, likewiſe, that

he hoped to ſee Things otherwiſe. Sir,

F I hºpe never, to hope for thoſe Things

the hon. Gentleman hopes for. I hope

never to ſee what he hopes to ſee. I

hope, Sir, to ſee # preſent Majority, inſtead

of falling away, increaſe, and be able to

deſpiſe and baffle every Attempt to throw

- us into Confuſion.

The Hurgo Gega ſpoke next aſ follows,

S I R,

O W E V E R Gentlemen from a

Conſciouſneſs of the Superiority

of their Numbers may affect to triumph,

I am confident that the Seceſſion had all

the Effects which either the Seceders or

“ the Nation expe&ted from it. Had it not

been for the Seceſſion, Sir, we might

have been ſtill eptangled in the ſame

Labyrinth of Negotiation, in which th:
Intereſt

while our Phyſicians were with us laſt.
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Intereſt and Credit of this Empire have
fo long been loſt. Hadit not been fºr the

Seceſſiºn, Iberia had proceeded to add

one Inſult to another, and had preſcribed

Terms to us as to a petty Republick. That
the Empire, Sir, was alarm'd by the

Seceſſion is plain, from the ſadden

Shange of Meaſures which immediately

ſucceeded it. Had it not been well known,

Sir, that it put the Nation on its Guard,

thoſe Meaſures had never been pur

filed. An honourable Gentleman ſaid

that by agreeing to this Morion, we

ſhould alarm the Nation. A Call of this

Houſe is no new Thing, and therefore

can give no Alarm; but to reject a Mo

tion for it, is a new Thing, and therefore

may juſtly alarm it.

The honourable Gentleman who ſpoke

laſt, affected to ſay that the Seceſſion

was condemned by the Nation. I have

been in many Counties of Lilliput, I

have ſeen great variety of Company

where the Seceſſion generally, was the

Subjećt of Diſcourſe ; and during all

that Time, in all thoſe Companies, ne

ver heard a Seceder blam’d, or a Con

ventioner applauded: Nor indeed do I

believe that any Gentleman can, without

contradićting his own. Knowledge, ſay,
That the Seceijón was ever condemned

ºº: h , , ,The Queſtion being put, the Motion waſ

agreed;#.

This Account of. Proceepings mi
DE B At Es will be tintinued in twº

27.6%t.

*************#######################################

4 ſmall Treatiſe entitled the Conſequences

of Trade, &c. is lately publiſh’d by a

Draper of Lºndon, ſhewing the préſent

State of the Woollen Trade in England

and France, and the Danger which this

Nation is in of becoming a Province to

France, unleſs an 1 MMEDIATE ST op

be put to the Exportation of our Wool.

We are deſired to give an Extraff of it,

being a Subject of the greateſ Concern to
the Publick.

Th; Conſequences of the Woollen

Trade are more beneficial than any

other, even than all our other Bran

ches of Trade. We value ourſelves upon

the Strength of our Underſtanding and

judgment, and we cannot give a better

Inſtance of our Good Senſe, than by judg

ing rightly of our National Intereſt, and

purſuing it by the beſt Means. No Na

tion in the World enjoys ſo many natural

Advantages as God has bleſſed us with;

and no Nation is ſo inſenſible of their

true Intereſt. Our Situation, as an Iſland,

is a Security from foreign Violence. Our

Soil produces more of the Neceſſaries of

Life, than any other Country, and which

other Nations will have at any Price that

we ſhall ſet upon them; And as this Na

tion will purchaſe abroad Conveniencies

and Luxuries, it is right to ſuffer them to

be brought in cheap, inſtead of loading

them with Duties, which impoveriſh not

only the Subječ,but the King. Our Trade

thus condućted, our Imports would not be

of much Prejudice, becauſe we could ex

{...} many of thoſe Goods again, bring

ack profitable Returns, and be the Car-"

rier; cf Europe. Faither, by cmiarging our
-

-

Commerce, we increaſe our Shipping, and

provide Supplies for our Navy: "T's true,

Taxes muſt be raiſed to ſupport the Go.

vernment; but if we can make Freigntſ:

A pay them, we ſave ſo much Money, add

o much to our own Strength, and take is

much from them. - -

Qur Wool is a Neceſſary of Life, and pectſ.

liarly the Growth of our own County,

becauſe the middling ſort of Cloths, for

the Bulk of Mankind, cannot be made

without it, (nor any Sorts manufactur'd

B to Perfeition) therefore, if we manufac.

ture our Wool at home, we muſt ſerve all

the World with this kind of Woollen

Goods.

How profitable this Branch of Trade

would be, is eaſily prov’d.—I defiretht

Reader to remember that theWoolleN

Trade formerly enrich'd Flanders, and

now enriches French Flanaer; and

France; that 'the Woollen Trade enabled

U; to ſupport the late War, and at the

End to be richer than when we began;

and ; Woollen Trade was, during; Time,

in ſo flouriſhing a Condition, becauſe

France could not then have any ofour ſm.

manufactur'd Wool. -

The Nature of the Woollen Manufac.

D turies will ſhew us why the Advantages ºf

them are ſo ſuperior to thoſe of any other

Buſineſs.-Thé Riches of a Nation ariſe

out of the Labour of the People expºrted

to fºreign Markets. If our People can be

employd, and we can find Cuſtom abrºad

for the Goods manufactur'd by them, then

E the more populous we are, the richer wº

are ; but a'Number of People unemplºyed

are a Burthen. If our Wºol were manufact

tur'd at home, all our People might be erº

- - - .” ployd
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State of the Woollen Trade, &c.

imported in return for ſome ofour Wºol. :ploy'd,and their Wages paid by Foreigners

in the Purchaſe of the Goods. Three

Packs ofWool, weighing 720 lb. manufac

tur'd into Broad-Cloths, Camblets,Serges,

Hoſe, &c. on a Moderate Computation,

one Sort with another, employ 450 Per

ſons, (I might ſay 600,) who, one with

another, will earn 5s. a Week; the whole

amounting to 1 12 l. Io.s. Now the

Growth of Great Britain and Ireland's

Wool being above a Million of Packs, If

i. will employ 45o Hands, whoſe

abour produces i 12.1. ios. a Week, how

many a Million of Packs will employ, and

how much they will earn in a Week,

Month, or ??ar may be ſoon known.

The ſilken Buſineſs cannot employ ſo

many. Beſides, Silk not being of our own

Growth, a Quantity neceſſary to employ

an equal Number of Hands would carry

more Money out of the Nation in the Im. C

fºg of it, than the Wool which we

ell to Foreigners will bring into it: So

that the Difference of the Price of the Ma

terials would be ſo much Loſs to U.

We ought therefore to employ all the

Hands in the Woollen Manufaāuries, and

purchaſe Silken Goods manufacfar'd ; for D

the Labour of the Hands employ'd in

manufaāturing Wool, would be more than

we ſhould give Foreigners for their La

bøur in manufacturing Silk. , Beſides, the

Silken Goods, that we make at home,

are only for our own Conſumption, con

ſequently no Profit can ariſe to us from E
the Labºur employ'd in them.

To ſhew this Matter in another

Light—The higheſt Price of Wºoll is ;l.

a Pack, weighing 240 lb. The Produćt

of 29 Packs, exported unmanufaāur'd,

will be only icol. But 20 Packs, in

King Wºlliam and Queen Anne's Reigns,
ſold for 12 to 16l. a Pack. Taking it F

at 12l, a Pack, which Woolwould yield

in four, Years (if the Exportation were

ſtopped) the 20 Packs which now

ſell for Iool. would ſell for 240l, which

makes 140l. difference to the Sheep

Maſter.—The Labour in mauufačuring 30

Packs, at 3:... each Pound (tho' it really

comes to 5s.) amounts to ;2cl. ſo that G

the Loſs to the Nation is 860l. in every

20 Packs exported unmanufašur'd.

But this is not all. The Iool. for 20

Packs ofWool is not paid in Specie, but

in Silkſ, Brandy, &c. run into the Na

tion Daty-free. Now, if we give the

len Manufaāºre; 2. In the Levant Trade

to Turkey, and Italy (now almoſt loſt

to us, and in the Hands of the French)

we us’d to bring in return for Woollen

Goods, raw Silkſ, Cottom, &c. all paying

Duty. Theſe Goods would employ our

Poor in manufacturing them. And are

not ſuch Imports, manufactur'd by our

ſelyes, and applied to real Uſe, preſer

able to French Brandy? Beſides, we en

large our Commerce, employ our Ship

ping, and breed Sailors. But the Profits of

the Woollen Manufałłures will be ſet forth

under the next Head, from a Calculation

of Mr. London. Let us therefore attend

to the Condition of theſe Manufaffures,

here and in France, the great Loſs that

we ſuſtain, and the Profits which the

French gain.

1. Mr. Webber, in his Letters concern

ing the Importance of the Woollen Trade,

obſerves, that there can be no more

Wool manufačur'd than what is comb'd,

ſcribbl’d, and carded; and there is not a

fourth Part of the Combers, Scribblerſ,

and Carders, that, us’d to be ; from

whence it is plain there is not, a

fourth Part of the Woollen Goods now

made. . . -

2. From the Exports, Mr. London

computes that our Wool and Labour,

that goesabroad, does not amountto above

14 Millions. How much larger they were

in 1698, Mr. Webber has teſtified upon

his own Knowledge, at p. 17. He tells

us there, that at Briffol Fair, only, in

eight Days the Dutch and Spaniſh Mer.

chants bought 15oooo Pounds worth of

Wollen Goods; and obſerves that we

have Reaſon to think that Minehead;

Barnſlable, Biddeford, Tºpſham, or Ex

on; that along the South Channel, Lon

dom, Bocking, and Braintree, Norwich,

and Tarmouth, ſold proportionable Quan

tities for Exportation. -

We have no Dutch and Spaniſh.3.

Merchants and Fačtors going, as they us”,

to the Manufaāurers in the Country, to

buy in the Places where they manu

fačtured; nor any Inſtances of the Manu

facturers refuſing ready Money from Fo

reigners, and keeping their Goods in

their warehouſes fºr the Supply of their

Home Cuſtomers. On the contrary, they

are forced to ſend them to Blackwell. Hall,

there to pay Houſe-Rent, to give Diſ.

French, in every 20 Packs of Wool ex-H count Money to Faëtors, becauſe, they

ported unmanufaşiur'd, 860l. what muſt

be the Conſcquence of giving 'em ſo

many 100,000 Packs as we give 'em year

#: And what does the Government loſe in

the Duties upon the Goods, that would be

can't wait ’till the Goods are ſold, and

ſometimes to take Wool in lieu of Mo

ney. Theſe Faëts undeniably prove a De

cay of Trade. - - -

4. The State of Foreign Coin is ano

r r - ther
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been carried on, and he will ſee the moſt his Affeółions

ther Proëſ. In the Time that Mr. W.H. how accidentally do they change when

bek nientions, it was as current as our we leaſt expečf any Aſteration: Florio, ,

own, and now you ſee none, unleſs it be with his Lady, taking the Diverſion one

Portºgul Monéy; becauſe, by the Łoſs Evening at Barn-Elms, of a fine Concert

of our Wºollen Trade in other Nations, and Supper, the charming Sylvia ap-

the Balance is againſt us. In France, , peared in the Walks, with a Lady of her.

Engliſh Guineas are as common as Portu. A 'Acquaintance: Her Mien and Beauties

gal. Pièces here. . . . . . . . . . . ſoon made themſelves conſpicuous, and

3. It is evident by the Scarcity cf our the Charms of her Voice were no leſs.
own Göin. Many London Traders agree admired than the Accompliſhments of her

that they never knew any thing, like the Perſ n. My dear Florio, ſays Cordelia,

preſent Want of Money; for which Rea- obſerve that, beautiful Perſon, ſhe muſt

ſon feveral of thern leave off Buſineſs, . In ſurely captivate all that have the Pleaſure

many Parts of the Kingdom have had B of her Company: Let us try to engage

this melancholy Truth confirm'd by" her to our Entertainment. I’ll do my En

Gentlemen and Farmers. One aſſured nie' deavour, anſwers Florio. -

lately that he expe&ts to have his Eſtate He ſoon found her, and gave her the ,

upon his Hands; and queſtion'd whether, Invitation to his Tent; and after a Turn.'

when the King* there would be a or two in the Walks with Sylvia and her

Shilling in the Pariſh. In Town, there is Companion, he learnt her Name and

the ſame Complaint of Deadneſs of Trade,..., Place of abode, giving her the greateſt,

and Scarcity ºf Money; owing to the C Marks of his Affection till they jºined

Decay of the Wºollen Manufactures, which the Company, who paid her their cºm.
us’d to give Circulation to all other pliments; but Cºrdelih, in a more particu

Branches of Trade, by Importation of lar Manner, expreſs'd the great Eſtºn

Foreign Money, and having the Ba- ſhe had for her. They now reached the

lance of Trade on our Side, whereas Tent, and the Night was ſpent in a moſt,

now, our “Specie is exported for Foreign agreeableManner,while Sylvia inherTurn,
Goods:ºº * ' ". . . . D diverted theº with the Chºmsº

6. The Increaſe of our Poor ſhews it.” her Voice. In a Word, Florio loſt his

ſ

Mr. Wºbber tells us, upon the Authority Heart; Sylvia fill'd all his Thoughts,

ofa Peer, who was at the Expence of an he had nº Reſt but when he was in her.
Eltimate, that we had, four Years ago, Company, Sylvia was no leſs#. of

above a Million upon the Rates, capa- his§.º.º. which he

ble of working'; ... and every Pariſh daily made her, to a great Value, at length,

knows that they have increaſed ever, overcame her Virtue. Florio now provi

ſince. But . . . . . tº ded her a fine Hºuſe with the richeſt Fºr.

7. Let any one examine thoſe Towns' niture, and ſettled five hundred Foundsä,

where the Woollen Manufactures have Year upon her, continuing ſtill to ſhow
- - by rich Préſents. In the

flouriſhing reduced to Beggary. In ſome mean Time Cºrd:lia was ſenſible what

few the Woollen Buſineſs may have been ſhe had dºne in recommending Sylvia to

lower than it is at preſent, but it is not ſo Florio, and did not want thoſe of her Ac.

high as it has been, even in thaſ. Pla-F quaintance to inform her of the Intrigº,

ce; : Neither, would a particular. In- who, without much ſeeming Uneaſineſ;

ſtance ſignify any thing to the General would only anſwer, That if Florio loy'd

State of the Kingdom. . lvia it was no Surprize to her, for tha;

(The reſt in eur next), jerſelf had an Eſteem for Sylvia, and had

"…~- iftić, O6t. 4. been inadvertently the Occaſion of her
The utiliticºſal épectatºr, ust 4. Husband's Acquaintance with her: And

Hº. is one of the moſt accompliſh'd, for Sylvia's Love for Florio, ſhe freely ex

Noblemen of our Age. About one andG ...?her, for it was her Opinion, That no

twenty Propoſals were made him, to Woman who ever convers'd with him

eſpouſe the iady Cordelia, who poſièſs'd, could refift his Charths: And then, conti

beſides the invaluable Treaſures cf. Wit nues Cordella, I have that Affection for

and Good-Nature, a Fortune of an hun- my Lord, that I am always pleaſed when
dred thouſand Pounds; but was born ſome he pleaſes himſelf: I have ſeen ſeve

Years before him. The Marriage was ſeveral ofº: he has ordered ſº

celebrated in the moſt ſumptuous Manner H his Sylvia, and have frequently obſºryº
ly: Cordºlia lov’d her Flºria to Diſtracº his Chair at her Door; but I hear ſhe is

tion, and was never eaſy without his conſtant to him, and I am ſatisfied. .

Company, nor was Florio regardleſs of his But now comes on a new Scene: Flºriº,

Coralia's Fondneſs and Virtues, by Means of ſome unforeſ:en Law Suit”
But how uncertain are all our Joys, and - W2S

~

l
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was reduc’d to the loweſt Ebb of For

tune; his Lady Cordelia, indeed, #a her "

Jointure untouch'd; but on his own Ac

count, he found very little remaining;

which gave him a diſmal Retroſpect. Th

this melancholy Diſpoſition he went to

amuſe himſelf at the Chocolate-Houſe, ,

where. Col. Trueman, who ſaluted him

with the Tenderneſs of an old Friend.

Dear Florio, ſays the Colonel, what makes

inform'd of the whole Matter, and was

*ſo touch'd with the Cood-nature and ho

nourable Aët of Sylvia, that ſhe deter

min'd the Jewels ſhould be return'd, to

A her, andº ſhould all dić together

().
that Day, and ſºlicited the Colone! to

engage her if poſſible. The Colºnel. uſed

his Efforts, and at length, with great Re

º: brought Sylvia to the Lady Cor

glia; when after they had been a little

you ſo ſad? Can I ſerve you? Have you Time together, converſing with the lit

any Duel upon your Hands? Or can you B moſt Compliſance Lady Cardelia, intrö

want any Money? If... it is in my Power,

let me in Part return the Obligations I

cwe to your. Generoſity; , Florio, with

open Frankneſs, told him his Story, and

the Colonel as readily offered to furniſh

him with a thouſand Pounds immediately

if he would continue there while he ſtept

duc’d Sylvia to Florio, who, without the

Aſſiſtance of the Colonel, would have

been confounded at the Sight; I am, ſays

Cordelia, the Perſon that introduc’d you

into Sylvia's Cºmpany, I forgive Her ail

Offences committed againſt me; ſhe has

ſhewn her Regard for you in the Return

to his Lodgings: The Colonel made all C of your Preſents, which I cannot prevail

the Expedition imaginable, and by the

Meſſenger begg’d his Excuſe yet for Half

an Hour, while he would endeavour to

do him more Service. The Colone] .

knew the whole Intrigue between Sylvia

and his Friend, and concluded that if Syl.

wia had the ſame Value for Florio that D Colonelwas happ

ſhe uſed conſtantly to expreſs, ſhe would

then demonſtrate her Love for him; it .

was but bringing it to the Trial to be

convinc'd, and he took the Reſolution of

viſiting her upon the Occaſion. He ſoon

opened the Affair, when the good-natur'd

Sylvia appear'd inconſolable; but ſºon re

colle&ting herſelf, Good Colonel, ſays ſhe,

while I am in this Perplexity, I am not

without the Pleaſure of putting my dear

Florio into the Poſſeſſion of twenty thou

ſand Pounds; here, take this Casket of

Jewels, they are eſteemed 'worth ten

thouſand Pounds; and take this Box of

upon her to accept of; and as ſhë is re

ſolv’d now to retire from the World, let

us be as pleaſant as we can, and thank

the Colonel for his friendly Offices." Bát

this Meeting fill'd all their Hearts too full

to eat much, Sylvia took her Leave, the

inwhat he hadperform’d,

and Florio, with #. Cordelia, liv'd in Pica

ſure all their Lives afterwards.

Mr CA VF, - . . . . . .

N your Magazine for March, 1740,

you were pleaſed to inſert the Tibes

of the monies and coins of Europe, which

I ſent you with a view of procºring (on

a ſubjećt of univerſal uſe) ſomething that

might be readily co: ſulted, and ſafely

depended on. . . . . . . . .

In proſecution of that deſign, ... I beg

leave to trºuble you with the fºllowing

tables of the monies and coins of the reſi

Writings, containing his Settlement of F of the world; and to repeat my requeſt to

five hundred Pounds a Year upon me,

convey them to him as ſocn as poſſible,

and tell him I am proud of having bech a .

faithfill Steward for him; I only wiſh

that his Lady would excuſe my Hadver

tency, and I would inſtantly retire to a

Nu inery that I might never more offend

her. The Colonel took his Leave, and

with all Expedition waited on his Friend

Florio. There, my Lord, ſays he, is the

Value of twenty thouſand Pounds from

your Sylvia, ſhe infifts upon it, and you

muſt take them without Diſpute: A

ſurprizing and unparalled A&t of Gene

{Qſity . As they took their way to Florio's H - • * w

man's Fields, for whoſe kind obſervatiºnsHouſe, ſays the Colonel, The next

Happineſs. I ſhall enjoy will be the com

municating this Scene of Generoſity to

your Lady, for I perceive my Friend Florio

...at preſent a little diſcºmpos'd in his

*ind; Infine, the Lady Cordélia was ſoon

G Many: I cannot therefore but make my

acknowlegements to you, in a pºticular

manner, fºr the generoſity and pub ic

ſpiritedneſs, with which you have di

§ yourſeſ in procuring original

feces, as well for the inſtructiºn, as the

amuſement of your reader. -

Nor muſt I forget Mr Smith of Gºod

(in your Magazine for April). I deſire

you will return him my thanks; and le:

him know I have made the proper uſe ºf

them, fºr the advantage of my works
the benefit of my countrymen: - -

*****śāºri

the public, that thoſe who arc skilled in

theſe matters would commºnicate (by

your Magazine) ſuch ºbſervatiºns is may

correčt the errºrs, and ſupply the defects.

I am ſenſible how troubleſºme my

pieces are both tº compºſs and correół ;
and how void of entertainment to the

EENO* A -->.
--



MONIES and coins of ASIA and AFRICA.

1. 3CC0tttitgate kept

in AFR1cA by | Laree 24 || Fanam 12.

Macoute -No Io Rce . ,3o | Caſh , 15

Piece, or Bart I CALIcur(a). JAPAN.
ARA BIA. Rupee Io? | Ouban I44OO

Zecchin =q .384 Fanam 18,76 || Cockien 54oo

Dollar 268,8o Viz 1, 17 || Schuite 1325

Aſpre 3,84 CARwA.R - INDIA.

BANTAM. Pagoda 241,92 || Pagoda 1890

Pettie ,24 Tuttal 5,04 || Paru 756

BENcool EN. Pice ,84 Tanga 189

Rial 24O CHINA (b). Vintin 4,50

Sooco º 6o Pic 5 Izooo | Baſaruco s3O

Sateller 3o Picol 34 1760 || Catti 6400

BENGAL. Catti 5 i2O || Fardo 128

Rupee 12o Tael 3?o | Sapacou 16,60

Ana 7,50 Maiſe 32 | Santa 3,32.

Pice ,62. Canderine 3,20 INDOSTAN.

- BoMEAY. Caſh ,32. Lacre=N* Iooooo

Rupee 12.o . MochA.

Xeraphin 72 CoR MANDEL (c). Camaſhee 3,60

Quarter 3o Pagoda 432.

t Viz. A quantity of goods equal in value to a bar of iron. V. Moor's trav, p. 45.

(b) And Sumatra. V.(a) And Anjengo.

II. (IOffig tijøſt (ſaille,

Golp. 'St Thomas 9 || P. of Ogden 6 TIN.

Coupant–s. 132,50 || Ziam 5, 17 | P. of Péque. 18,45 | Cheda 7

Fano ,75 SILVER. . . . Tare ,5o | P. of Achem . ,0;

Golchut . 2025 || Blanquille=d. 2,25 CoppER. LEAD, &c.

Median (a) 2.58 || Cougant 54 || Burba =q. ,2O | Caxa ",01;

Merigal 18 Doubla 54 || Doudou ,36 SHELLs.

Mºtécal 4,42 Fano 1,25 | Felour I, I2 | Cacao 1,30

tº 2. Achem 1,25 | Fardo 32,50 | Fluce • II | Cauri . ,03

...) Japan 131,25 | Golghut 12 150 Kabeſqui 1,64 || Zimbi -

3% Macaſſar 1,85 | Naſara Peſſa 2. FRUITs.

§ & Siam 10,58 Pagoda 54 || P. of Japan ,53 || Almond ,03

Rubie 1,75 | Pardo 15 | P: of Ogden 2 | Pepper -

Rupee 31,50 | P. of Matoucha ,5o I Tael ,32. 'V. (PAPER) Anir.

(a) The Coins in Italic are African : The reſt are thoſe of Aſia. |

D I F F E R E N C E S.

Biggeſt, 84, the Middling, 44. Pich ºf

§º Ru P E E (new) of Maara!,

iceas, 35 d. of Sūrāt, 36,304.

(ólá) of Mudra, Í3d of Siam, 84 ºf

Surat, 24. TANGA of Bad-alloy, 384.

. Surat, 274. CHED A Round,

*. ºfTellichery 21,604,

fano the Smalleft, ºf MA MoU DA of

• Mazarateº 11 d. (ſmall) 5,50 d.

Pºopa of Ickarce 5,443. PessA the

Annot. japan.

29,500. of

D I V I S I O N S.

## Coup ANT. # Foa No. 3 Golchut. # KAB Esqui. Tº TAEL.

S Y N O N Y M S.

Leeth, lacre. Mace, maiſº. Malam, mayºn,

Mammed, Mam-odre-oud, mamoudi. Man.

toman. Oeban, ouban. Paradao, Xeraphin'

- }, abaſhee. Acre, lacre. Baat,

º baſaruco. Blackmoor's
teeth, cauris. Blankhill, blanquille. Budge

zºº, baſaruco. Cathe, Caº, ºaxa. Cati,

cºee, Catty, catti. Chaye, ſhahee. Cori,

dauri. Crown, tael. Cºpang, compant.

Diam, ziam.Dinar,dinar.Fanon,fano.Fame,

ano. Fºad, foang Goz, gaaze. Leam, tael.

Pecha, peſſa.

peſſa. Pitif,

Tecul, tical.

Thmein, toman.

(c) And Fort St George.

Pecul, picol.

l Cax3.

pee. . Seling, mayon.

Tela, cherafii.

Caveer 2,70.

Carrett ,51

PERSIA.

Toman 3240

Bowello 777,60

Or 324

Abaſhee 64,80

Larin 40

Mamoud 32,40

Casbaghi 16,50

Shahee I6,20

Biſti 6,40

Gaaze 1,62

Dinar 3.32.

SIAM.

Tical II?

Mayon 29,50

Foang I4,75

Sompayc 7,37

Bia 2,40

Peſtha,

Roup.ia it, ru:

Tail, Tale, tael.

Tºmond,

-

.
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A N N O T A T I o N s.

Ağı Along the Mediterranean

1 A ſea, ſeveral of the European coins are

surrent-From cape Verd to the cape

ºf Good hope, all exchanges and va.

uations of merchandiſe are made on the

foot of the matoute, and piece. Thus

(i) To eſtimate any purchaſe, exchange,
&c. they fix on the one ſide the number

of macoutes requir’d (e.g. for a negro), on

the other, for how many macoutes they

agree to receive each kind of merchan

dize requir'd for the negro: ſo that there

are ſeveral bargains made for one. Sup

poſe (for inſtance) the ſlave be fixt at

3500; this amounts to 350 macoutes. To

make up this number of macoutes in mer

chandizes they fix the price of each in

macoutes. Two Flemiſh knives (for ex

ample) are accounted one macoute : a

copper-baſon 2 pound weight, three, &c.

§ The piece, in like manner, ſerves to

eſtimate the value of goods, duties, &c.

on either fide. Thus the natives require .

ten pieces for a ſlave: and the Enropeans

put (for inſtance) a fuſee at one piece; a

piece of ſalampours blue, at four pieces,

&c.—In Guinea, Gambia, &c. their

chief dealing is by way of bartering.

For payments,they commonly make them

in ſmall pieces of gold by weight ; or,

where they have not the art of melting

it down, in gold-duff.-In the neighbour

hood of Mina, they pay in kacorawns,

which are ſmall pieces of gold wire.

In ſome places, in ſmall pieces of iron,

ſtampt with particular marks.

Ai. Mo ND's are chiefly uſed where

cauri; are not current. As the year proves

more or leſs favorable to this fruit; the

value of the money is higher, or lower.

In a common year 4o almonds are ſet a

gainſt a peſſa. -

In AMERICA.——Accounts are kept

as in the countries, whence the ſeveral

colonies were planted *—Currency, or

Paper-mony, i.e. Notes of hand, or Bills

of credit, are frequently given for ſo ſmall

a film as 53. and ſometimes under that

ſum. But this being ſubjećt to many ca

fualties, it cauſes a great undervalument

of their currency; it being ſometimes at

6 or 7oo, per cent. diſcount for ſterling:

nay, in Carolina and New-England, it

has ſometimes been known to be at above

8 or 9oo, per cent. diſcount. P. Mag. vol.

J. O. 9. Is I. -

, * For# Walue, at which foreign coins are to

paſs in the Britiſh colºnies and plantations inA

merica, it was enaëted, by 6-4, 3, that no Se

vile, Pillar, or Mexico pieces-of-eight (though

of the full weight of 17 dw. 12. gr.) ſhould be

taken or paid (under penalty of 6 months im

.# without bail, and forfeiture of Iol,

for every offence) above the rate of 6s. per piece:

the halves, quarters, and other leſs pieces of the

ſºme ºpin. in the ſame proportion. And all

otheriforeign ſpecies of the ſame or baſer alloy,

were to ſtand regulated, according to their weight

and fineneſs, in proportion to the rate ſet for

Pieces-of-eight. This currency was ſettled trom

a table of their real value made by the principal

officers of the mint, according to their weight .

and aſſays, as follows:

dw. gr. s. d. 7.

§ of Portugal II 4 || 2 Io I

Dollar, Croſs 18 o || 4 4 3

• Ducatoon of Flanders 20 21 || 5 6 o

Ecu of France 17 12 || 4 6 o'

3-Guilder-piece of Holland 20 7 || 5 2 r

cº ( (old plate) Peru. I7 12 || 4 5 o

‘5 Y— Seville I7 12 || 4 6 o

3 Knew plate) Mexico I7 I2 || 4 6 o

.: )— Pillar 17 12 || 4 6 3

a. Seville I4 o 3, 7 1

Rixdollar of the Empire 13 Iol 4 6 e

Now, to know the current value of the reſt,

ſay : As 4s. 6d. (the real value of the dollar)

to 6s. (the current value) ſo is the real value

(e.g. of the croſs-dollar, viz. 4s. 4,75d) to the

current value (of the ſame, viz. 5s. Iod, 1,334.)

Bou G E s is the name given, on the coaſts of

Africa, to the cauris.

CA u R is are white ſhells, dug out of the

ground by the Maldivians.

CAx As are made of lead mixt with the ſcum

of copper; and have holes in the middle,to ſtring

them on for the eaſe of numbering. The ſtring

(which uſually holds 200) is called ſanta. They

are ſo very brittle, that they never fall without

breaking into a great number of pieces; and, if

left all night in ſalt-water, ſtick ſo cloſe toge

ther that they cannot be ſeparated.

Do L L A R, in Arabia, is reckoned at 60 te

80 aſpres. - -

In J A P A N–They have a ſmall ſºver-coin,

in form of round beans, of no determinate

weight, uſually weighed by maiſes: the com

mon payment being by Iomaiſes, which make

one tael.—They have alſo ingots, which they

cut (like the Chineſe) of different weights;

chiefly 3: (1) the Largeſt, of the weight of 6.

reals, viz. 48 taels, the tael equivalent to 75

Dutch ſtuyvers (2) the Second, equal to 6,50

taels, (3) the Third,to # of a real, or 1 +, tael.

LAR 1 Ns are in fºrm of a round wire, or

cylinder,equal to the barrel of a pen; bent in two,

and a little flatted at each end, to receive the

impreſſion of ſome Arabic, or Perſian charaćters.

M ET 1. cA I.s (a kind of ducat) are of dif

ferent fineneſs, and conſequently of different

value; whence very confiderable difficulties in

commerce. The difference ariſes hence, that

there is no mint fixt, or regular coiners at Mo

rocco; but every Jew and Goldſmith ſtrikes

ducats, after his own manner, in open ſhop.

Po Ric E LA 1 Ns are a ſort of ſhells, found in

the Weſt-Indies; much like the cauris of the

eaſt, and nearly on the ſame footing.

SIAM. The filver-coins of this country are

ſhap'd like nuts, a little flatted at the ex

tremities; and are ſome of 'em cloven like

horſe-ſhoes. On two of the ſides are ſome

Siameſe letters.

21M s r. 20cozimbis make what the ne

groes call a macoute,
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Power where moff ſafely plat'd."

A
is, that Power ought not to be given toº

the People; nay, ſo dangerous may be the

Effects of popular Power, that even the

Repreſentatives of the People ought to be

attracted, by Places and Gratuities, into

a State of Dependance upon the Crown. .

The GENTLEMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

ſurp'd the Power ºf the Peºple, and invaded

their Liberties, which made itº:
for them to apply to fºreign Affiftance;

Principle of Politicks, which the pre-. - int" ir virne re

tended Friends to Liberty have .. A and this Neceſity proves that it was nºt

the Power of the Peºple, which brought

about that happy Event; for had it been

the Power of the People, it would have

operated ſooner, and prevented King

fames from carrying on his injurious Pro

ceedings, which not having Power enºugh

to do, rather than acquieſce under them

The firſt Obſervation I ſhall make up- B they chºſe to ſubmit their Lives an

on this Salutary Maxim of State is, that

it was never utter’d by any Man, who

was not more than ſuſpected ef-being

Himſelf corrupt. But as it is the chiefAr

gument, that has been ſet up againſt Free

dom and Independency in the elečied Se

mate, I thint, it cannot be too often expo-.

iſed; nor do I think an Engliſhman can,

fpend his Time better, at this Junéture,

than to enquire intº the Nature ºf Power,

and impartially conſider in whoſe Hands,

it may prove moſt dangerous; and where,

, it may be moſt effectual for the Securi--

ty of Liberty.

As to the firſt Point, I can name many:

States, where the governing and minife

rial Part have by Force, or, Fraud, at

fome Time or other, overturn'd the Liber

fies of the People, and ſet up abſolute Do:

minión. But as to the ſecond Point, I

think it will be very difficult to ſhew

where Liberty, and Plenitude of Power in

the People, have encouraged Them to di

iturb the Peace of their Country.

This Charge cannot be good againſt the

United Province: ; for, it was Oppreſſion.

which made them revolt. If We logK at

Home, I hope, without being thought to

jøſtify the grand Rebellion, I may ſay that

the Éxaćtion of Ship Money, the Proceed

ings of the Star Chamber, and the Impri
ſºment of Members, are very evident

Proofs, that it was not an Overflow of Lº

herty, or two great a Power in the People,

that excited them to rebel.

Were we to lock into the Governments

of Antiquity, they will ſtill afford. Pºor:

prºofs, in Favour of the People. I ſhall

only mention Rome, which was the great.

cit State we read ºf; and I believe we

ſhall find, upon the moſt exačt Scrutiny,

that every popular Cºmmotiºn was prége

ded by ſºme Aét of Oppreſſion from the

Senaté, and that the Power of the People was

always obſtrućted in its legal Opération,

before theyº to Army. It was

therefºre the Spirit ºf Liberty to regain

their Power, not a Wintomneſs of Power in

the People, that occaſioned ſuch Appeal.

This was likewiſe the Caſe of the late

Revolution in England. King.jame: u

Fortunes to the uncertain Chance of War.

It was therefore a Want ºf Power in the

People, which made the Revºlution neceſ:

ſary, not a Fºlmeſ of their Power, which

accompliſh’d it. It was the Act of a di.

{{4 People, not a free Peºple; for ſur:

y a State cannot be free, if the Pºple

C have not the Means of making themſelves

ſo, without committing Hoſtilities...l.i.

berty, therefore, cannot be eſtabliſh’d by
the Grace, and Promiſts of a Printe ;

ſince Aſſurances given from one Perſºn tº

Another, can only give a Clain, which I

preſume no body will call Pºſiſ”. . .

From hence it is very evident, that Li.

berty cannot be eſtabliſh’d upon any Powtſ

lodgºd in the Crown. On the contraſy,

Experience, as well as Reaſon, ſhews that

#. can never be ſecured without

odging a Power in the People ſufficient,
in fime of Need, to reſtrain, and limit

the Aºf, of the Crown. This Power muſt

# free, independent, and uncorrupt; nºt

ubjećt, by any Force, or Fraud, to be with:

drawn from the Service and Protećtion 0

Thoſe, for whom it was firm'd. Fº

thiſ Power did our Anceſtors fight; and

for the Eſtabliſhment of it, was the Revº

lation effected; nºt, a Right only to ſkit

our Liberty, (for that the Law of Natuſ:

gives to all Mankind) but a Meañs to, ſº

£ure them, which the People of England

F are in Poſſeſſion of; and this Power, by

the Conſtitution, is lodged with their Dº

legates, by whom alone they can ad.

Theſe Delegates have no Reſtraint upº
their Debates, by any other Power, or

upon their Determinations, form'd from
thoſe Debates. Till it is therefore ſhewſ

G that Treachery may not prejudice as much
as Piolence, it muſt be concluded, that the

People of England have as much Right to

the Integrity of the Minds of their Repre

ſentatives as to the Freedom of their Per

To preſerve this Right from Dangers,

H which ſeem to threaten it, the moſt con:

ſiderable Part of the Nation havethought

it expedient to inſtrućt their Røreſenta

tives how to behave upon this Qccaſion.
And here I muſt obſerve that the Free

holders of Great Britain have been

- - - -----. . . cautiºus



* -º-º: Weekly Essays in Octo BER, 1746. go;

: º, ºft.cº.that they chimed. If thereºſe the subſtance ºf
have generally choſen to fignify their In

mºſt ſlem Tribunal of juſtice; and as " faulty and as ºthº, -

º their Pºcºdings have been form'd with . §...§§iſ: |

ſº ſo much Zeal, and condnáed with ſo * We are nºther Bºggº no saves.". |

* much Temper, I think, in a free State, hºSigns both of wealth |

º they ºnot fail of, obtaining that addi- and Freedom than we ever had, and it is:

-
tional Security to their Liberties, which , equal I*pudence and Ingratitude to inſult:

º they ſo ardentlyº . . . . . i. -

Amitation which has procured.

Political QUERIES to the Freeholders, Pºº". -- ? - - - …--- . . .

* ... º.º.º.# Nº. 5 ºfPſºiſ; Scheme

... Plaintiff, and one Man Defendant, with ***.*. it in with a view of

... -Anſwers thereto extracted from the Ga-3 # was brought in .." a View of .

... ...itºrs ºfth, 1% and 3:... " " : º 'ºple. their Taxes, by lay-, -

'. -- ºx" - . ifig them more equally ; it was intended

* 1://Hºther, thºſe*ho have hitherto ſºld - to prevent Frauds in the Revent e, which,

º -- -- thi Potes,ºff"; the richer, in ſpite of all poſſible Care in '...} who

* fºr tha; Price ºf their liquity? and whº have the Cuſtoms in their Charge,

ſtrućtiºns, when ſummoned to aſſiſt at the *
this Query was true, then it would ſol

low, that the principal Patriots were as

ther they would not have been in much C were, and ſtill are too numerous ; it was

better Circumſtances, if by an honeſ, and “intended for the Eaſe, Benefit and Advan-,

rudent Adminiſtration, during a Thirty,’ tage of Fair-traders ; and laſtly, it was

ir peace Hºff the Šationaſ Debt had Îºught highly reaſºnable fºr the sake,
been diſcharged, and at leaſt Half the Taxes º ofour Countrymen ſettled in the Plan

taken off? Which night well have been... tations. The People have been taught.

The Malecontents themſelves are ſolely tº clamour againſt the moſt uſeful.

accountable for the Load of Deht; and r, things; as the Éiº. in King Wºl

Tºxes. They hinder'd theAdminiſłration Piºs *time ; and to clamour fºr. fúch

from finding an Opportunity of leſſºning Laws as were to oppreſs themſelves, ſuch

them, by contriving at Hºme and Abroad, as the Schiſm A&t in Q4teen Anne's

new Diſturbances. It is in vain tº flatter'

ourſelves with the Hopes of enjoying theſe

gºod things under an Adminiſtration, till:
ſuch Time as our Diviſions are healed,

and the Bulk of the Nation thorºughly E

ºf imited in the Purſuit of Nātionäl Intereſts.T.

2. Whether if they had not been cºrrupt

ed, they would have given one ſºngſe Hºte

Aſ they have done? And whether in their

Opinion and Conſciences they were nºt in

clined to have voted direğly contrary? .

Surely ſuch a Queſtion as this could

not be put to the Freeholders, but was de-, *

fign'd, as I ſaid before, for Members of

Parliament themſelves. . . -

ºther they think the Meafºres of

the Defendent can be goºd, when #0thing

but Coſruption can ſupport them?

This is one of the moſt begging Queſ

tions I have ever met with, and it ought G been more Mercy

to go a begging for an Anſwer. . -

...A., Whether luring the Twenty Tarr Ad.

miniſtration of the Lefendant, anyone ſigle

Majure has been taken for the Advantage

of the Publick & And whether, on the con

trary, his; in general could have

Time, and the famous Place-Bill at this,

Day. "And do we not remember as great,

a Camour againſt the 3 per Cent Scheme?

Let us have a Care then of the Ten

dency of ſuch Queſtions, which is no,

other than to ſubjećt us to Clamour in

ſtead of.Law. . . . . - -

6. With what Pſº the many Penal

aw; have been mºde § . . . .
To bridle the Vicious, to ſecure the

Government, and to root out evil Praç

tices. But the real Intent of this Qijeſii.

on is to inſinuate, that the Miniſtry have

procured theſe Laws in Order to ſubjećt,

impoverſh, and oppreſs, the Peºple :

Than which nothing can be more hºrrid

ly or more notoriouſly falſe. For one

may defy the keeneſt Enemies of this,

Adminiſtratiºn to deny that there hath

and Foibearance

ſhewn, in Reſpect to the Execution of

Penal Laws, in this than in any Reign'

ſince the Conqueſt. -

f ### what Diſgn was the Ginn bill

4/5 4 3 --- -p This ought to be ask'd of thoſe who

any other Tendency than to beggar and en- H brought in and promºted this Bill.

ſlave w; ?

... This Oppoſition is not above Fifteen

Years old. Before that Time thoſe at

the Head of the Malecontents were at the

Head of the Miniſtry; adviſed ſome, pro

Imoted many, and defended all the Mea

ures againſt which they have ſince de

8. With what Deſign ſuch great Armies

have been conſtantly kept ºp, when late Ex

peience ſhews they are not to be cºmployed,

abroad?... . . .

To ſupport the Government, daily

threaten’d by a reſtleſ, and malicious Fac

tion 5
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tion ; to protećt us in caſe of any Inva

fion from abroad, andto anſwer any other

legal Purpoſes. It is truly melancholy to

conſider the ſtrangc Proceedings of ſome

Madmen amongſt us, who have firſt A

prompted the People to ſhew ſuch a Con

temptof Government, as made the keep.
ing of Regular Forces on Foot, an indiſ.

penſible Meaſure, and then turn'd this

on the Adminiſtration as an Aćt of Ty

ranny. Yet to theſe Marks of Malice

they have added another, viz. Su geſt- B

ing, that theſe Troops were not,#.
ever preſſing the Occaſion, to be ſent

abroad. This too, after they had ſeen

them embark'd, and their Tranſportation

hinder'd only by contrary Winds.

9. With what Deſign Places are ſplit,

and multiplied, and only given to thoſe who

have Seats in Parliament 2 . C

This Queſtion ought to have been ac

companied with Proofs, there being a

Law in Force to provide againſt both

theſe Meaſures. From the Free Choice

of the People of theſe Kingdoms one

would be led to believe, that Members of

Parliament were Perſons in whom the

People confided; and yet by ſuch Queſti

ons as theſe one would take them for

Publick Enemies
-

10. With what Deſign all Abuſes and

Corruption in Offices.#Companies are not

only unpuniſh'd but protećied and encourag’d

by the Defendant :

A Miniſter capable of ſuch wretched

Condućt, would not be able to ſupport

himſelf a Single Year. But Men who E

have neither Truth on their Side not Ho

neſty in their Hearts, muſt fly out into

Stories, as groundleſs at the Bottom as

black in Appearance.

11. With what Deſign every Seafaring

or Water-man in the Kingdom was to have

been made a Slave? 2 . F

Might not any Man ſtart ſuch a gºeſ:

tion on any Scheme for manning the Navy?

How does it become theſe Pretenders to

Patriotiſm to call the Service of their

Country, Slavery?, Juſt ſo ſome Traders,
who ſmiled at all the other Inconveniencier

of War, thought it inſupportable to loſe a

few Ships.

12. Why the Merchants are denied Com

mon Protestion, embargoed, and inſulted 2

Their Legal Silence on this Head is a

ſufficient Anſwer. As to Unreaſon

able Complaints, there is no guarding

againſt them. In all the laſt War not a

Year paſſed, without Murmurs on this H

Head, and therefore preſent Grumblings

ought not to amaze us.

13. Why the City of LONDON is vil

ad, abuſed, and oppreſſed by the Defendant

and his Agent: 3 -
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It would be truly an extraordinary

Thing if any Single Perſºn in the King.

dom, or his Agents, ſhould vilify, abuſe,

or oppreſs the City of LONDON, it would

be 3 Thing as difficult to excuſe as toº.

rtal...The MINISTER is thélaſ Man in

theworldwhowouldattemptitif itcould be,

as it never can, his Intereſt. Indeed cer.

tain Perſons, open Enemies of the Go

vernment, would aſſume to themſelves

the Name of the City, denying their

Fellow-Citizens, who are true Friends to

the Conſtitution, a Share therein.

14. Why ſuch immenſe Suns have, fºr

theſe twenty?ears, been raiſed upon the Nº.

tion on various Pretences, which have cºn

fiantly proved to have been groundleſ?

Thus a Gentleman objećted to a Build.

er's Account, becauſe there was a Charge

in it for Scaffolding; and yet, ſays he, It

was taken away before my Face. Some

think themſelves cheated by the Inſurance.

Offices, becauſe, tho’ they have paid 20

Years together, yet they were never burnt

out. So ſome Politicians think they owe

nothing to God or the Government for

the Dangers they eſcape. -

15. Why the preſent War is carriedm

as it is 2.

This Enquiry belongs to a Parliament,

where a proper Anſwer will be given to

this Queſtion. But to ſuppoſe that a Pºint

of this Importance ought to be explained

in Publick Prints to every little Fºllºw

that asks it, is ſuppoſing our Government

diſſolved, and the Mob ready to fit in
º: on the Legiſlature. which

eems to be the gloriouſ Énd which ſome

of our Modern Patriots have in View; but

'tis hoped by the wiſer Part of the Nation

they will never, either by Fraud or Force,

be able to bring it about. Toreturn to the

Queſtion. The Miniſtry, it muſt hº

own'd, have condućted this War a lit::
oddly. Our Malecontents are in pain fºr

the Éngliſh Glory, and our Enemies abroad,

for the Spaniſh Monarchy. -

I6. Whether all or am #. theſe Thing

could have been done, y e Elºfors had

not been corrupted, and Place; and Pºſt

been given to the Élešed by the Dºſºndant?

Here it is openly aſſerted, that the

whole Britiſh Nation, Freeholders, Citi

zens, Burgeſſes and Gentry, are all co

rupt. It this was a Truth, then all theſe

&eries fall, to the Ground, for ſuch a

Nation could be governed no other Way

than by Influence, and what theſeº
repreſent as Crimes, would be nece

Meaſures. Thus do the Patriots abuſe a

alike, Prince and Parliament, Peers and

People, and for the ſame Qauſe,_th)

can’t rule them. --- Cºnfi

mň.

fi
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The LIFE of Sir Francis Drake.

* Continuation of the LIFE of

Sir FRANCIS DRAKE, from p. 447.

RAKE having, in his former Expedi

tion, had a View of the South, Sea,

and formed a Reſolution to ſail upon it,

did not ſuffer himſelf to be diverted from

his Deſign by the Proſpečt of any Difficul

ties that might obſtrućt the Attempt, nor

any Dangers that might attend theexecu

tion; Obſtacles, which brave Men often

find it much more eaſy to overcome, than

ſecret Envy, and domeſtic Treachery.

Drake's Reputation was now ſufficient

ly advanced to incite Detračtion and Op

poſition; and it is eaſy to imagine that a

Man by Nature ſuperiour to mean Arti

fices, and bred, from his earlieſt Years,

to the Labour and Hardſhips of a Sea

Life, was very little acquainted with Po

licy and Intrigue, very little verſed in the

Methods of Application to the Powerful

and Great, and unable to obviate the

Praštices of thoſe whom his Merit had

made his Enemies.

Nor are ſuch the only Opponents of

great Enterpriſes: There are ſºme Men of

narrowViews, and grovellingConceptions,

who, without the Inſtigation of perſonal

Malice, treat every new Attempt as wild

and chimerical, and look upon every En

deavour to depart from the beaten Track,

as the raſh Effort of a warm Imaginati

on, or the glittering Speculation of an

exalted Mind, that may pleaſe and dazzle

for a Time, but can produce no real or

laſting Advantage. -

Theſe Men value themſelves upon a

perpetual Scepticiſm, upon believing no

thing but their own Senſes, upon call

ing for Demºnſtration where it cannot

oſſibly be obtained, and ſometimes upon

olding out againſt it when it is laid be

fore them; upon inventing Argumcnts a

ainſt the Succeſs of any new Underta

ound, upon treating it with Contempt

and Ridicule.

Such have been the moſt formidable E

nemies of the great Benefačtors to Man

kind, and to theſe we can hardly doubt

but that much of the Oppoſition which

Drake met with is to be attributed; for

their Notions and Diſcourſe are ſo agree

able to the Lazy, the Envious, and the

Timorous, that they ſeldom fail of be

coming popular, and directing the Opini
ons of Mankind. -

Whatſoever were his Obſtacles, and
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fion from the Queen, by which he was

conſtituted Captain General ofa Fleet con

fiſting of 5 Veſſels, of which the Pelican

Admiral, of an hundred Tuns, was com

manded by himſelf; the Elizabeth, Vice

Admiral, of 8o Tuns, by john Winter;

the Marigold, of 30 Tuns, by John Tho

mas ; the Swan, 5o Tuns, by john Che

ſter; the Chriſtopher of 15 Tuns, by Thomas

Moche, the ſame, as it ſeems, who was

Carpenter in the former Voyage, and de

ſtroyed one of the Ships by Drake's Dº

rečtion. -

B . Theſe Ships, equipped partly by him

ſelf, and partly by other private Adven

turers, he mann'd with 164 ſtºut Sailors,

and furniſhed with ſuch Proviſions as he'

judged, neceſſary for the long Voyage in

which he wrs engaged. , Nor did he con

fine his Concern to naval Stores, or mili

tary Preparations, but carried with him

whatever he thought might contribute to

raiſe in thoſe Nations, with which he

ſhould have any Intercourſe, the higheſt

Ideas of the Politeneſs and Magnificence

of his native Country. He therefore not

only procured a compleat Service of Silver

for his own Table, and furniſhed the

Cook-room with many Veſſels of the

ſame Metal, but engaged ſeveralMuſicians

to accompany him; rightly judging that

nothing would more excite the Admira

tion of any ſavage and unciviliſed People.

Having been ăiven back by a Tempeſt

in their firſt Attempt, and obliged to re

turn to Plymouth, to repair the Damages

which they had ſuffered, they ſet ſail a

E gain from thence on the 13th of December,

1577, and on the 25th had fight of Cape

Cantire in Barbary, from whence they

coaſted on Southward to the Iſland of

Mogadore, which Drake had appointed for

the firſt Place of Rendezvous, and on the

27th brought the whole Fleet to anchor

in a Harbour on the main Land. .

ing, and, where Arguments cannot be F They were ſoon aſter their Arrival diſ

covered by the Moors that inhabited thoſe

Coaſts, who ſent two of the principal

Men amongſt them on board Drake's

Ship, receiving at the ſame time two of

his Company as Hoſtages. Theſe Men he

not only treated in the moſt ſplendid

Manner, but preſented with ſuch Things

as they appeared moſt to admire; it being .

with him an eſtabliſhed Maxim, to endea

vour to ſecure in everyCountry a kindRe- .

ception to ſuch Engliſhmen as might come

after him, by treating the Inhabitants

with Kindneſs and Generoſity; a Conduct

whatſoever the Motives that produced Hat once juſt and politick, to the Neglect

them, it was not till the Year 1577, that

he was able to aſſemble a Force proporti

on'd tohisDefign, and to obtain a Commiſ

of which may be attributed many of the

Injuries ſuffered by our Sailors in diſtant

Countries, which are generally aſcribed,
S ſſ rather

5.
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rather to thcEffects of Wickedneſs andFol

ly of our own Commanders, than the Bar

barity of the Natives, who ſeldom fall

upon any unleſs they have been firſt plun

dèred or inſulted; and in revenging the
Ravages of one Crew upon another ofA.

the Éme Nation, are guilty of nothing

but what in countenanced by the Exam

ple of the Europeans themſelves.

But this triendly Intercourſe was in ap

F. ſoºn broken, for on the next,

ay obſerving the Moors making Signals ,

from the Land, they ſent out their Boat,

as before, to fetch them to the Ship, and

…”
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wards the Iſles of º: Wºrd, and on jan,

28, came to anchor befºre Mayº, hoping

to furniſh themſelves with freſh Water;

but having landed they found the Town

by the Water's Side entirely deſerted, and

marching farther-up the Country, ſaw.

the Vallies extremely fruitful, and a:

bounding with ripe. Figs, Cocoes and

Plantains, but could by no means prevail.

upon the Inhabitants to converſe or traſ.

fick with them: However they were ſuſ.

fered by them to range the Country

without Moleſtation, but ſound no Water,

except at, ſuch a Diſtance; the St

one john Fry leaped aſhore, intending to B that the Labour of conveying it to their

become an Hoſtage as on the former Day,

when immediately he was ſeized by the

Moors, and the Crew obſerving great

Numbers to ſtart up from behind the

Rock with Weapons in their Hands, found

it. Madneſs to attempt his Reſcue, and ,

therefore provided for their own Security

by returning to the Ship.

Fry was immediately, carried to the

King, who being then in continual Ex

pečiation of an Invaſion from Portugal,

fuſpected th9t theſe Ships were ſent only

to obſerve the Coaſt, and diſcover a pro

er Harbour for the main Fleet; but be

ing informed who they were, and whi

ther they were bºund, not only diſmiſſed P

his Captive, but made large Offers of

Friendſhip and Aſſiſtance, which Drake,

however, did not ſtay to receive, but be

ing diſguſted at this Breach of the Laws
of Commerce, and afraid of farther Vio

lence, after having ſpent ſome Days in

Ships was greater than it was at that time

; fºr them to undergo, Salt, had

they wanted it, might have been obtained

with leſs Trouble,. by the Sea

upon the Sand, and harden’d by the Sun,

# in ſuch Quantities, thatduring the Eb - -

the chief Traffick of their Iſland is car.

Cried on with it.

jan, ; they paſſed by S. jagº, in
Iſland at that º divided between the

Natives and the Portugueſe, who firſt tº
terín

Traffick, by degrees eſtabliſhed them:

ſelves, claimed a Superiority over theori

inal Inhabitants, and haraſſed them

either to fly to the Woods and Moun

tains, and periſh with Hunger, or to take

Arms againſt their Oppreſſors, and ul:

der the inſuperable 5ſadvantages with

which they contended, to die almo

without a Battle in defence of their natu

ſearching for his Man, in which he met E ral Rights, and antient Poſſeſſions.

with no Reſiſtance, left the Coaſt on Dec.

31, ſome time before Fºy's Return, who

being obliged by this Accident to ſome

what a longer Reſidence among the Moors,

was afterwards ſent home in a Merchant's
Ship. - -

%; jan. 16, they arrived at Cape Blanc, E

havin

Spaniſh Veſſels. Here -

emplóying his Men in catching Fiſh, of

which this Coaſt affords great Plenty, and

various Kinds, the Inhabitants came down

to the Sea-ſide with their Aliſorger, or a

Leather-Bottles, to traffick for Water,

while Draft, was ,

Ambergriſe, and other Gums. But Drake

compaſſionating the Miſery of their Con

dition, gave them Water whenever they

asked fºr it, and left them their Commo

dities to traffick with, when they ſhould

be again reduced to the ſame Diſtreſs,

without finding the ſame Generoſity to H
relieve them.

Here having diſcharged ſome Spaniſh

Ships, º they had taken, ility ſet to: ,

- - -

# Thºaſ gº taken ſeveral F

Such Treatment had the Natives of &

jaga received, which had driven them in

, to the rocky Parts of the Iſland, frºm

whence they made Incurſions into the

Plantations of the Portugueſe, ſometim;

with Loſs, but generally with that Succeſ;

which Deſperation naturally procuſes;

ſo that the ſºft were in continual

Alarms, and lived with the natural Con

ſequences of Guilt, Terror and Anxiety;

They were wealthy, but not happy, and

poſſeſſed the Iſland, but not enjoyed it.

They then filed on within fight of

- ---- - - Fºgo, an Iſland ſo called from a Monº"

which they were willing to purchaſe with Grain, about the middle of it, continually,

burning,and like the reſt inhabited by the

Portugueſe, two Leagues to the South of

which lyes Brava, which has received º

Name from its Fertility, abounding, tho

uninhabited, with all Kinds of Fruits, ,

and watered with great Numbers ºf

Springs and Brooks, which would;
invite the Poſſeſſors of the adjacent Iſlands

to ſettle in it, but that it affords neither

Harbour nor. Anchorage. Drake after

- having

*

theſe Iſlands under the Show ºf

gº -

with ſuch Cruelty, that they obligedthem.

-

ti
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The LIFE of Sir FRANcis DRKKe. § 1 I

having ſent out his Boats with Plummets, long Voyage, and then ſtanding out to

was not able to find any Ground about Sea, he was again ſurprized by a ſudden

it, and it is reported that many Experi- Storm, in which they loſt Sight of the

ments have been made with the ſame Suc- a Swan. This Accident determined Drake

ceſs; however, he took in Water ſuffici. ^ to contrač, the Number of his Fleet, that

ent, and on the 2d of Feb. ſet ſail for the he might not only avoid the Inconveni

Straits of Magellan. ence of ſuch frequent Separations, but

Qn Feb. 17, they paſſed the Equator, eaſe the Labonr ºf his Men, by having

and continued their Voyage, with ſome more Hands in each Veſſel. - -

times Calms, , and ſometimes contrary For this Purpoſe he ſailed along the

Winds, but without any memorable Ac. ... Coaſt in queſt of a commodious Harbour,

cident, to March 18, when one of their B and, on May 13, diſcovered a Bay, which

Veſſels, with 28 Men, and the greateſt ſeemed not improper for their Purpºſe,

Part of their freſh Water onj was. & but which they durſt not enter till it was

toãi great; ſeparated examined ; an Employment in which

from them ; but their Perplexity laſted Drake never truſted any, whatever hight

not long, for on the next I# they diſ. be his Confidence in his Followers on 9

covered and rejoined their Aſſociates, ther Occaſions. He well knew how fa

. In their lòng Courſe, which gave 'tal one Moment's, Inattention, might be,

them Opportunities of obſerving ſeveral C and how eaſily almoſt every Man ſuffers

Animals, both in the Air and Water, at himſelf to be ſimprized by}. and

that Time very little, known, nothing Security. He knew ; the ſame Creditſity

entertained, or ſurprized them moré, that might preyáil upon him to truſt anº

than the Flying Fiſh, which is near of ther,º induce another to commit the
C

the ſame Size with a Herring, and has ſame Office to a third; and it muſt be, at

Fins of the length of his whole Body, length, ; ſome of them would be deceived.

by the Help of which, when he is pur. He therefore, as at other Times, ordered

ſued by the Bonito, or Great Mackerel, D the Boat to be hoiſted out, and aking

as ſoon as he finds himſelf updn the “the Line into his Hand, went on ſound:

Point of being taken, he ſprings up into 'ing the Paſſage till he was three Leagues

the Air,º flies forward as long as his from his Ship; when, on a ſudden, the

Wings continue wet; Moiſture being, as Weather changed, the Skies blackened,

it ſeems, neceſſary to make them iſ: the Winds whiſtled, and all the uſual

and moveable; and when they become Forerunners ºf a Storm began to threaten

dry and §: falls down into the Wa- them: Nothing was now deſired but to

ter, unleſs ſome Bark or Ship intercept E ºl.” the Ship, but the Thickneſs of

him, and dips them again for a ſecond * the Fog intercepting it from their Sight,

Flight. This unhappy Animal is not made the Attempt little other tha', de

only purſued by Fiſhés in his natural Ele- ſperate. By ſo manº
ment, º: attacked in the Air, where he is Prudence itſelf liable to be embarraſſed

hopes for Security, by the Don, or Spar. So difficult is it ſometimes for theº:
kite, a great Bird that preys upon Fiſh; Sagacity, and moſt enlightened Experi

and their Species muſt ſurely be deſtroy'd, ence, to judge what Meaſures ought to

were not their Increaſe ſo great, that the be taken! To truſt another to ſound in

young Fry, in one Part of the Year, Funknown Coaſt, appeared to Drake Folly

covers the Sea. . - and Preſumption; to be abſent from his

...There is another Fiſh, named the Cut- Fleet, tho’ but fºr an Hºur, proved nothing

ſtil, of which whole Shoals will ſ me- leſs than to hazard the Succeſs of all their

times riſe at once out of the Water, and Labours, Hardſhips and Dangers. . .

of which a great Multitude fell into their. In this Peºplexity, which Drake was nºt

sº r more ſenſible of than thºſe whom he

t length, having filed without Sight G had left in the Ships, nothing was to be

of Land fºr 63 Days, theylº, April omitted, however, dangerous, that might

5, at # Coaſts of Braſil, where, on $ 7th, ; cºntribute to extricate them from it. As

Chriſtopher was ſeparated again from them they could venture nothing of equal Va

by a Storm, after which they ſailed near lue with the Life of their General. Capt.

the Land to the Southward, and on the Thomas, therefore, having the lighteſt

14th anchored under a Cape, , which HVeſſel, ſteered boldly into the Bay, and

they afterwards called Capejoy, becauſe taking the General aboard, dropºd Ah

in two Days the Veſſel which they had chor, and lay out of Danger, while the

'loſt, returned to them. . reſt that were in the open Sea, ſuffered

Having ſpent a Fortnight in the River much from the Tempeſt, and the Mary,

of Plate, to refreſh his Men after their a Portugueze Prize, was driven away be
Ol'g
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fore the Wind; the others, as ſoon as the then retiring, ſaw the Indians advance,

Tempeſt, was over, diſcovering by the who taking what they found upon the

Fires which were made on Shore, where Pole, left, in Return, ſuch Feathers as

Drake was, repaired to him. they wear upon their Heads, with a ſmall

Here going on ſhore they met with no Bone about fix Inches in length, carved

Inhabitants, though there were ſeveral round the Top, and burniſhed.

Houſes or Huts ſtanding, in which they a Drake obſerving their Inclination to

: found a good Quantity of dry'd Fowls, " Friendſhip and Traffic, advanced with

and among them a great Number of O. ſome of his Cºmpany towards the Hill,

ſtriches, of which the Thighs were as upon Sight of whom the Indians ranged

large as thoſe of a Sheep. Theſe Birds themſelves in a Line from Eaſt to Weſt,

are too heavy and unwieldy to riſe from , and one of them running from one End

the Ground, but with the help of their of the Rank to the other, backwards

Wings run ſo ſwiftly, that the Engliſh is and forwards, bowed himſelf toward;

could never come near cnough to ſhoot at “the Riſing and Setting of the Sun, hºld.

thern. The Indians, commonly, by hold- ing his Hands over his Head, and ſº

ing a large Plume of Feathers before quently ſtopping in the Middle of the

them, and walking gently forward, drive ank, leaped up towards the M60ſ,

the Oſtriches into ſome narrow Neck, or which then ſhone directly over, their

Point of Land, then ſpreading a ſtrong Heads; thus calling the Sun and Moºſ,

Net from one Side to the other, to hinder , the Deities they worſhip, to witneſs the

them from returning back to the open C Sincerity of their Profeſſions of Peace and

Fields, ſet their Dogs upon them, thus Friendſhip. While this, Ceremony was

..confined between the Net and the Water, performed, Drake and his Company 4.

and when they are thrown on their Backs, }. the Hill, to the apparent Terror

ruſh in and take them. of the Indians, whoſe Apprehenſions

Not finding this Harbour convenient, when the Engliſh perceived, they pºº:

or well ſtored with wood and water, by retired; which gave the Natives ſº

they left it on the 15th of May, and on D much Encouragement, that they canº

...the 18th entered another méch ſafer, forward immediately, and exchangº
and more commodious, which they no their Arrows, Feathers, and Bones, for

ſooner arrived at, than Drake, whoſe ſuch Trifles as were offered them.
reſtleſs Application never remitted, ſent . . . Thus they traded for ſome Timº, but

Winter to the Southward, in queſt of by frequent Intercourſe, finding that n)

thoſe Ships which were abſent, and im- Violence was intended, they became

mediately after. ſailed himſelf to the r familiar, and mingled with the Engliſh

Northwärd, and happily meeting with * without the leaſt Diſtruſt. - -, - .

the Swan, condušted it to the reſt of the They go quite naked, except a Skin of

Fleet; after which, in Purſuance of his ſome Animal, which they throw •oyºt

former Reſolution, he ordered it to be their Shoulders when they lie in the 9p.
broken up, reſerving the Iron Work for . Air. They knit up their Hair, whi. i;

a future supply. The other veſſel which "very long, with a Roll of Oſtrich Fº:

they loſt in the late Storm could not be ... thers, and uſually carry their Arrº"

diſcovered. F wrapp'd up in it, that they may notº:

While they were thus employed upon cumber them, they being made Wii

an iſland about a Mile from the main Reeds, headed with Flint, and therefº
Land, to which, at low Water, there not heavy. Their Bows are about an

was a Paſſage on Foot, they were diſco. long, - - - - -

vered by the Natives, who appeared upon Their chief Ornament is Paint, which
a Hill at a Diſtance, dancing, and hold- they uſe of ſeveral Kinds, delineatinggº:

ing up their Hands, as beckoning the G'nerally upon their Bodies the Figºrº of

-É to them; which Drake obſerving, the Sun and Moon, in Honour of their

ſent out a Boat with Knives, Bells, and Deities. • - -

Bugles, and ſuch Things as, by their Uſe- It is obſervable, that moſt Nations,

fulneſs or Novelty, he imagined would be mongſt whom the Uſe of Cloaths is un

agreeable. As ſoon as the Engliſh land known, paint their Bodies. . Such wº
ed, they obſerved two Men running to- the Pračice of the firſt Inhabitan; of

wards, them, as deputed by the Compa- our own Country. From this. Cuſtom

ny, who came within a little Diſtance, H did our earlieſt Enemies, the Plä,0"?

and then ſtanding ſtill, could not be pre- their Denomination. As it is not probable

vailed upon to come nearer. The#|| that Caprice or Fancy ſhould be uniform,

therefore tied their Preſents to a Poſe, there muſt be, doubtleſs, ſome Reaſºn

which they fixed in the Ground, and for a Pradiceſ, general andpººl.

-

i
k
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diſtant Parts ofthe World, which have no

Communication with each other. "The

original End of painting their Bodies Wai,

probably, to exclude the Cold 3, an End,

which, if we believe ſome Relations, isſo

effectually produced by it, that the Men

thus painted never ſhiver at the moſt

jercing Blaſts. But doubtleſs any People

ôhardened by continual Severities would,

even without Paint, be leſs ſenſible of

the Cold than the civilized Inhabitants of

the ſame Climate. However this Pračice

may contribute, in ſome Degree, to defend
them from theº: of Winter, and in

thoſe Climates w

5 Pores, may be uſed with no great Incon
venience; but in hot Countries, where

Perſpiration in greater Regree is neceſſary,

the Natives only uſe Unétion to preſerve

them from the other Extream of Wea

ther: So well, do either Reaſon or Ex

perience_ſupply the Place of Science in

‘Savage Countires :

They had no Canoes like the other

Indians, nor any Method of croſſing the

Water, which was probably the Reaſon

why the Birds, in the adjacent Iſlands

were ſo tame, that they might be taken

with the Hand, having never been before

frighted or moleſted. The great Plenty

of Fowls and Seals, which crowded the
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chor in another Bay, not more than zo

Leagues diſtant from the Straits of Ma

gellan.

It was now time ſeriouſly to deliberate

in what Manner they ſhould act with re

gard to the Portugueze Prize, which

Ahaving been ſeparated from them by the

Storm, had not yet rejoined them. To re

turn in Search of it was ſufficiently

mortifying; to proceed without it, was

not only to deprive themſelves of a conſi

derable Part of their Force, but to expoſe

their Friends and Companions, whom

common Hardſhips and Dangers had en

here little evaporates by B deared to them, to certain Death or Gap

tivity. This Confideration prevailed,

and therefore on the 18th, after Prayers

to God, with which Drake never forgot

to begin an Enterprize, he put to Sea,

and the next Day, near Port julian, diſ

covered theirº, whoſe Ship was

now grown leaky, having ſuffered much

C both in the firſt Storm' by which they

were diſperſed, and afterwards in fruit

leſs Attempts to regain the Fleet. -

Drake therefore being deſirous to re

lieve their Fatigues, entered Port julian,

and as it was his Cuſtom always to ar

tend in Perſon when any important Bu

fineſs was in hand, went aſhore with

ſome of the chief of his Company, to
Shallows in ſuch Numbers, that they D ſeek for Water, where he was immedi

killed at their firſt Arrival two Hundred

of them in an Hour, contributed much

to the Refreſhment of the Engliſh, who

named the Place Seal Bay from that A

nimal.

Theſe Seals ſeem to be the chief Food

of the Natives, for the Engliſh often

found raw, Pieces of their

eaten, and leſt, as they ſuppoſed, after a

full Meal by the Indians, whom they

never knew to make uſe of Fire, or any

Art, in dreſſing or preparing their Vic
tuals. -

Nor were their other Cuſtoms leſs

wild or uncouth, than their Way of feed

ing ; one of them having received a Cap

off the General's Head, and being “ex

tremely pleaſed as well with the Honcur ,

as the Gift, to expreſs his Gratitude, and

confirm the Alliance between them, re

tired to a little Diſtance, and thruſting an

Arrow into his Leg, let the Blood run

upon the Ground, teſtifying, as it is pro

bāble, that he valued Drake's Friendſhip

above Life. , - -

Having ſtaid fifteen Days among theſe

friendly Savages in 47 Peg. 30 Min, S. Lat.

on June 3, they ſet ſail towards the South

, and ſix Days afterwards ſtopp'd at

another little Bay to break up the Chriſ?o

pher. Then paſſing on, they caſt An

leſh half. E

ately accoſted by two Natives, of whom

Magellam left a very terrible Account,

having deſcribed them as a Nation of Gi

ants and Monſters; nor is his Narrative

entirely without Foundation, for they are

of the largeſt Size, tho’ not taller than

ſome Engliſhmen; their Strength is pro

ortioned to their Bulk, and their Voice

oud, boiſterous, and terrible. What

were their Manners before the Arrival of

the Spaniards, it is not poſſible to diſ

cover ; but the Slaughter made of their

Countrymen, perhaps without Provoca

tion, by theſe cruel Intruders, and the

general Maſſacre with which that Part of

the World had been depopulated, might

have raiſed in them a Suſpicion of all

Strangers, and by Conſ' quence made

them inhoſpitable, treacherous and bloody.

The two who aſſociated themſelves

with the Engliſh, appeared much pleaſed

with their new Gueſts, received willing

ly what was given them, and very ex

aćtly obſerved every thing that paſſed,

G ſeeming more particularly delighted with

ſeeing Oliver, the Maſter Gunner, ſhoot

an Engliſh Arrow...They ſhot themſelves
likewiſe in Emulation, but their Arrows

always fell to the Ground far ſhort of his.

Soon after this friendly Conteſt came

another, who obſervingthe Familiariº,ef

-
is
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his Countrymen with the Strangers, ap

peared much diſpleaſed, and, as the En

gliſhmen perceived, endeavoured to diſ.

Huade them from ſuch an Intercourſe.

What Effect his Arguments had, was ſoon

after apparent, for, another of Drake's

Companions being deſirous, to ſhow the

third Indian a Specimen of the Éngliſh

Valour and Dextérity, attempted likewiſe

to ſhoot an Arrow, but drawing it with

his full . Force, burſt the Bow-flring;

upon which the Indians, who were unac.

quainted º their other Weapons, imagin-B and confuſed a Manner, that it is difficult

ing him diſarmed, followed the Compa

ny, as they were walking negligently

down towards their Boat, and let fly

their Arrows, aiming particularly at

Winter, who had the Bow in his Hand.

He finding himſelf wounded in the Shoul

der, endeavoured to refit his Bow, and

turning about, was pierced with a ſecond

Arrow in the Breaſt; Oliver, the Gun

ner, immediately preſented his Piece at

'the infidious Affailants, which failing to

take fire, gave them time to levelanother

Flight of Arrows, by which he was

killed; nor, perhaps, had any of them

eſcaped, ſurprized and perplexed as they

were, had not Drake, with his uſual Pré

fence of Mind, animated their Gourage,

and directed their Motions, ordering

them, by perpetually, changing their

Places, to elude, as much as they could,

the Aim of their Enemies, and to detend

their Bodies with their Targets; and in- E cularly relates, treated him with remark.

ſtrućting them, by his own Example, to

pick up, and break the Atrows as they

fell; which they did with ſo much Dili

gence, that the Indians were ſoon in

Danger of being diſarmed. Then Drake

himſelf taking the Gun, which Oliver had

fo unſucceſsfully attempted to make uſe

of, diſcharged it at the Indian that

firſt began the Fray, and had killed the

Gunner, aiming, it ſo happily, that the

Hail Shot, with which it was lºaded,

tore open his Belly, and forced him to

iſuch terrible Outcries, that the Indians,

tho' their Numbers increaſed, and many

of their Countrymen ſhowed themſelves G Accuſation, and ſummoned the Criminal,

from different Parts of the adjoining

"Wood, were too much terrified to renew

the Aſſault, and ſuffered Drake, without

Moleſtation, to withdraw his wounded

Friend, who being hurt in his Lungs,

languiſhed, two Days, and then dying,
was interred with his Companion, with H Perſons, after having conſidered the Af

the uſual Ceremony of a military Funeral.

They ſtayed here two Months after.

wards, without receiving any other Inju

ries from the Natives, who finding the

Danger to which they expoſed themſelves

by open Hoſtilities, and not being able

or what were his Views if his Deſign;

D. The Plot, as the Narrative affärts tº,

any more to ſurprize the Vigilance of

Drake, preferred their Safetyº:
But Drake had other Enemies to ºn. |

quer or eſcape, far more formidable than . .

theſe Barbarians, and inſidious Prääice;

to obviate, more artſ and dangº,

than the Ambuſhes of the hiº, fºr

in this Place was laid open a Défign

formed by one of the Gentlemen of the 0.

Fleet, not only to defeat the Voyage, º!

but to murder the General. i
This Tranſačtion is related in ſo obſcure ſ:

t

W

t

to form any Judgment upon it. The

Writer who gives the largeſt Account ºf

it, has ſuppreſſed the Name of the Cri.
minal, which we learn from a mºre ſtic. §

cinét Narrative publiſhed in a Colle&ion

of Travels near that Time, to have been y

Thomas Doughtie. What were his induct. º

ments to attempt the Deſtrušion of his §

Leader, afid the Ruin of the Expedition, R

had ſucceeded, "what Meaſures he had i

hitherto taken, whom he had ended- th

voured to corrupt, with what Arts, ºr º
what Sücceſs, wē are no wheretold. |

was aid ºthi bºrº, ſº

ind, and diſcovered, in its whole E. .

tent, to Drake himſelf in his Garden it .

Plymouth, who nevertheleſs hot only tº º
tertaincd the Perſon ſo accuſed as one ºf g

his Company, but, this Writer very part. i.

able Kindneſs and Regard, ſetting him º
always at his own Table; and lºdging H

him in the ſamegabbin with himſelf. Nº ||
did he ever diſcover the leaſt Suſpicion i.

of his Intentions, til they arrived #

this place, but appeared, by the Authº
ty with which he inveſted him, to cºnſ. º

Her him as one tº whºm, in his Alſº ſº.
he could moſt ſecurely intruſt the Dirt: º
tion of his Affairs. At length, in th: ſ

remote Corner of the World, he fºllº !

out a Deſign formed againſt his Liff, º

called together all his Officers, laid beft º

them the Evidence on tº he grounded tº º

who, fill of all the Hºrrors of Giº ||
and confounded at ſo clear a Detection f º

his whole Scheme, immediately cºnfeſſº ſº.

his Crimes, and acknowledged himſ; º

unworthy of longer Life: Upon whº ||

the whole Aſſembly, conſiſting of thirty .

fair with the Attention which it required º

and heard all that could be diged tº ſº
ntiation of his Offence, unanimouſly ºf

ſigned the Sentence by which he was coff $#

demned a ſuffer Death. Drake, how.

ever, unwilling, as it ſeemed, tofº
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either ºf being executed on the

Iſland, or ſet aſhore on the Main Land,
or being ſent to Bh land to be tried be-,

fºre the Council; of which, after a Day's

Confideration, he choſe the firſt, al

ledging the Improbability of perſuading

any to leave the Expedition for the Sakº

of tranſporting a Criminal, to England,

and the Danger of his future. State a-.

mong Savages and Infidels. His Choice,

I believe, few will approve: To be ſet a

ſhore on the Main Land, was indeed only

extreme severies, offered him his; e

what Mercy cºuld be expected from 9 Na

tives ſo incenſed, but $ inoſt cruel and lin- B

gering Death : #.wº he ſhould not ra

g ther have requeſted to be ſent to England
it is not ſo eaſy to conceive. In ſo long a

Voyage heº...łº, -

rtunities of elcaping, perhaps wit

º §§. ofº É.i. whoſe

º

: to be executed in a different Manner, for . .

º

º,

*

* their Negligence, as it is eaſy to believe,

they would, in Times of Eaſe and Re

º #. have remitted their Vigilance,

º, at leaſt he would have gained longer

* Life, and to make Death deſirable ſeems

ver, he was, as 'tis related, obſtinately

deaf to all Perſuaſions, and adhering to

his firſt Choice, after having received the

Communion, and dined chearfully with

the General, was executed in the After

oon, with many Proofs, of Remorie,

at none of Fear. -

ter having been acquainted with this

Man's Deſigns, ſhonla admit him into his

Fleet, and afterwards careſs, reſpect, and

truſt him ; or that Daughtie, who is re

preſented as a Man of eminent Abilities,

º engage in ſo long and hazardous

a Voyage with no other View than that

* of defeating it, is left to the Determini- *

3 tion of the Reader. What Deſigns he

# could have formed with any Hope of

* Succeſs, or to what Aétions worthy

* ofDeath he could have proceeded with

% out Accomplices, for none are menti

º; 9med, is equally difficult to imagine. G

* Nor, on the other Hand, tho’ the Obſcu

* rity of the Account, and the remote

* Place choſen for the Diſcovery of this

! wicked Project, ſeem to give ſome Rea

ſon for Suſpicion, does there appear any
| Temptation, from either Hope, Fear, or

|

Intereſt, that might induce Drake, or any H

Communiºr in his State, to put to death

an innocent Mań upon ſalſe Pretences.

(Tº be continued.)

… . . = .

not one of the Effects of Guilt. Howe- D

How far it is probable that Drake, af. E

... Mr URBAN, - - -

Chuſe to addreſs; following Thoughts

on a momentous Affair to you, hoping

they may by this means come to the

Knowledge of the Public. The generous

Spirit you have upon many occaſigns:

ſhewn, in ſo freely communicating .

whatever has fallen into your hands, that

appear d to be calculated to promote the

general Gºod, ſufficiently encourages me

to correſpond with you, the Matters I

generally treat being ſuch as claim uni

verſal Regard and Attention.

Having ſaid thus much by way of Intro

dućtion, I proceed to my Subjećt.

The Art of Medicine, Sir, is apparent

Advantage at heart, muſt be delighted to

ſee it conſtantly improving, and earneſtly

deſire to have all the Improvements made

- therein render'd as univerſally beneficial,

º Reſentment, muſt probably in Time have C as may be, Now, in order to this, 'tis

... given way to Compaſſion, or at leaſt by manifeſtly neceſſary, either that every

Acceſſion to the Art ſhould be publiſhed

from time to time by the Diſcoverer

voluntarily and gratuitouſly, which many

Perſons of eminent Abilities and Candour -

do with great Readineſs and Humanity, ,

or he ſhould be invited and encouraged

to it by the Proſpect of a ſuitable pecuni

ary, or honorary Reward, or compell'd

to it, in caſe of refuſal, by certain com

pulſive Methods, which the Legiſlature

ihall judge convenient to ordain. -

I have been led into theſe Refle&tions

occaſionally by the Reputation which Mr.

W–D's Medicines have lately gain'd,

and perhaps not undeſervedly; for not

withſtanding the Clamour that hath been,

raiſed againſt them, by ſuch as appear to.

be utter Strangets, both to the Medicines

themſelves and their Effects, they certain

ly have their Merit, and in the Hands of

Perſons properly qualified might do in
finite Service. - º

This being the Caſe, who would not

wiſh to ſee them made Public, that ſo

they might come into much more general

Uſe, and be applied to cure ſeveral inve

terate Diſeaſes, which it ſeems the Me

thods and Medicines in common uſe are

unable to eradicate 2

. I have heard that Mr W-D is not at all

inclin'd to make the Diſcovery, notwith

anding the Example Mrs STEP HENs.

has lately given him; whether it be that

he finds them too gainful Secrets to be

pºrted with, or fears they will not abide

the Teſt of ſo exact and rigorous an En

quity, or that no Propoſals have been yet

inade ſufficiently advantageous to induce

him to it, 'Tis probable he may beſwº
- - y

-
-

-

- -

ly ſo extremely uſeful to Mankind, that

whoever has their Pleaſure, Safety, and,
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by the firſt Motive, and would look on it

as an unexampled Hardſhip to be obliged

to diſcover them, to the conſiderable De

triment of his private Fortune.

I do not ſay that this Gentleman has

been applied to in a proper Manner for

this purpoſe, and conſequently cannot tell

how he might act in the Affair. But I

will venture to aſſert that whoever is

poſſeſs'd of a valuable medicinal Secret,

and refuſes to publiſh it in confideration of

ſuch a Capital, as ſhall annually produce

an Equivalent to the Profit ariſing from it

in any one Year (which I ſhould think is

the juſteſt Rule to be obſerved in the Præ.

mium to be aſſigned to the Inventor, or

Poſſeſſor) ſhould be oblig'd to it by certain

compulſive Methods to be provided by the

Legiſlature in ſuch Caſes. Something

parallel to this is frequently done in other

Caſes where the general Good is con

cerned, as, amongſt numbers, may be

inſtanc'd in a late A&t of Parliament, re

lating to the building a Bridge at Weſt

animſter; in order to which ſeveral Houſes

belonging to different Perſons are order

ed to be pulled down, and the Proprie

tors are obliged to ſubmit, and be con

tent with the Money they arc valued at,

how convenient ſoever they might ſtand
, for their Service.

I am ſenſible, however, it will be ur

ged in the preſent Caſe, that a Compli

ance with the Method I propoſe would

be exerciſing an exorbitant Aćt of Power,

and ought to be looked on as a flagrant

and notorious Infringement of the Liber

ty and Privilege of the Subjećt; the In

ventor having the ſtrongeſt Right to his

Diſcovery, which is as much his Proper.

ty as his real or perſonal Eſtate.

To this I reply, that if in all well in-,

ſtituted Governments, the Compačt en

tered into ſuppoſes that the Intereſt of a

Few is always to give way to that of the

Bulk of the People, as it certainly does,

where is the Injury done to a fingle Per

ſon by extorting a Secret from him,which

tends to the Safety of the preſent Age,

and of all thoſe which ſhall ſucceed, and

conſequently to the Preſervation of the

Lives of Millions : Has he any juſt Rea

{on for Complaint, provided an Equiva

lent be allowed him for the Diſcovery :

And have not the Public a natural and

undoubted Right to ſuch Diſcovery

There have been too many melancholy

Inſtances, where very valuable Secrets

have died with the Inventors, and Poſte

rity by this means ſuſtained an incon

ceivable and irreparable Loſs. "Now

what has happened may come to be the

Saſe again, unleſs it be prevented by the

Legiſlature's taking it into confideration;

MAGAZINE, Vol.x.

and why the Health of the People ſhould

be leſs deſerving their Attention, than

many other Affairs of much inferior Mo.

ment, which they intereſt themſelves

daily in, and with reaſon, I cannot ſee.

A. It was indeed too haſtily ſaid by ſome

in the Caſe of Mrs STEPHENs's Medi

cines, that ſuch a Concern was below the

Dignity of Parliament : But whoever

thoroughly confiders the eſtabliſhed

Maxim, that the Strength- and Riches ºf

a Nation principally depend upon the Num.

ber of it; Inhabitants, will readily per

ceive, that this muſt chiefly be meant of

the healthy and vigorous Part of them,

the ſickly and weak being rather a Bur

den than a Support to their Country:

Whence it follows, that too much Re

É. cannot be had to the Health of the

eople in general,and that all prudent and

adviſable Means ſhould be uſedto preſerve

Cit, or to reſtore it, when loſt.

”But the Legiſlature, ſome will *:
may well be excuſed from taking this ad

ditional Trouble to themſelves, as there

is a Number of Perſons, erected into a

Body, which is endowed with ſeveral
confiderable Privileges *, º a Power t0

licence Perſons to pračtiſe the Art, at

leaſt in this City, and to fine the Nº.

licentiates, tho’ every way well qualified

and even dignified with a Degree, &c.

whoſe proper Province it is to ſuperinten

whatever relates to Medicine, and to

whom therefore it belongs to enquire in:

to the Merits of every Diſcovery in the

E medicinal way, in order to direčf its Uſ:

and Improvement in the moſt eff:dual

manner, or to ſuppreſs it entirely.

•All this indeed is true, but whether

theſe laudable Ends be purſued by this

Body in ſo vigorous a manner, as the In"

portance of them demands, ſhould car:

fully be enquired into, and particularly

with relation to all Caſes of the ſame Nº.
ture with that under Confideration; and

if it ſhould be found defeaive in anº.

ing the Deſign of its Inſtitution, eith,

thro’ the Negligence, Qºſtinº.
ality, Envy, or private lucrative yiews:

fºmé of its Members, methinks it woul

be meritorious in the Legiſlature.[39.

G trive ſome other leſs exceptionable ºn

fürer Methods to anſwer theſe very val"

able Purpoſes; which is humbly ſ:
red to the deliberate and ſerious Conſ:

fideration of thoſe Perſons who comp"

, this illuſtrious Body.

Sir, your frequent Correſpºndent,

and moſt humble Servant,
july 23, 1740. AMASIV&

* The calls of Phyſicianſ.

th
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Common £rmſe O&.25.

on the Condua of the war. . . .

*HIS Authorjº. firſt, That the

whole Natiºn rejoyced at the Decla.
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O B. SK R VATIONS ºf the Occulta

tion of Jupiter by the Moon, taken in

--
Fleet-Street, London. *

Oägber the 27th, 1740.
ration of War, though it was then ſaid, if A H, 1 Il

it was to be conduited by the ſame wiſe

Heads that had negotiated, oftr Treaties,

every Ghild might artel the Sutteſt; and,

their Expediations were anſwered: We, ſays

he, whº have beenlongacquaintedwiththeir

Abilities, need :::::::::::::: the glori

phy Figure we make in ſent War; but

Strangºrr may perhaps wºnder that with

Jº ſmall a Fºrce at 166 Men of War in Com

#. we ſhºuld be able tº do ſuch great,

ing, in little , more than a 7tar,

again?a Power that can't fit out above.

23 Ships of the Line. After beſtowing

ſome. Paragraphs on their Prudence of

ſaying to ; Raw Fellows for Marines,

Fºrces, who were ready diſciplin'd, and

;" Pay-maſter, and Deputy Pay:

mafter for the ſaid Marines, perhaps

% Jhould not ſerve without ºne to them

ſilver; but really to make a new Place, and

A new Friend fºr a certain Gentleman who

*an't have ºne without Wages, He goes D
on as follows, - - ... . . ~ *

I ſhould have taken Notice, that before

the Declaration of War, ten, Regiments

were brought from Ireland into this

ingdom, the World wondred to what

urpºſe, and perhaps may have not fund

it out to this Hour ;– ſo much the

;” it proves that the Projeds of our F.
! —-are out of the Reach of human

Wiſdom; but ſince ſome of their Friends

have own'd it, I will venture to diſcover

what I have heard, That they were ſent

for hither in order to attack the Spaniards

inſtead of taking ſome of ºur ſtanding C

'15' 39 zo. Sirius paſſed the Meridian.

- $1 oz. The Moon's Centre paſſed the

" . . . Meridian. - -

32 287; Centre paſſed the M4
.* -

---

-

* ridian. -

;4 36 jupiter's third Satellite eclipſed by

... " the Moom. - -

16 do 31 Jupiter's ſecond Satellite eclipſed

by the Moon.

o8 25 Jupiter's preceding Limb im
merg’d.

Io 41 7. ſubſequent Limb im

-
merg’d,

1431 Jupiter's firſt Satellite eclipſed

' ' by the Moºn.

31 of Procyon paſſed the Meridian.

Theſe Immerſions were taken with an

exeellent reflecting Teleſcope which magnº

fy'd 120 Times. Clouds intervening, none

of the Emerſions could be ſeen. Whilſtź.
ter was immerging, the Sky was perfectly

ſerene; and at his neareſt Approach to the

Moon, he did not appear to alter his Figure

in the leaſt, nor to be ting’d with any priſ

matic Colours, neither did he, as has

been ſometimes obſerved thro refračting

Teleſcopes, ſeem to enter at all upon the

Moon's Body.

Of all the Computations in your Ma

zine, the anonymous one in that, of

eptember, . . 454. agrees much the beſt

with the Obſervations as to the Moon's and

3upiter's Longitude, the Moon's Tranſit

on the Meridian being exačtly the ſame,

and jupiter's but one Second too late, and

in Amerita. Let it therefore be an In

º: ſtruction to Stateſmen, yet, unborn, that

... whenever this Nation is at Varianº with

: the Cºurt ºf Spaiº, the moſt effºnal

... Mºod to bring that Nation to Reiſon

yet the ſame Computation makes jupiter's

Central Ingreſs 3° 27' too ſoon ; occaſi

oned moſt probably by aſſuming the Moon's

Latitude about 2' too much South. As to

the Computation ſaid to be done from Sir

will be, to drawfour troops from reland J. Nºtº's , Theºry and Leadbetter's Ta:

into this Kingdom, - let them be bles, it is Io'too late: Theie is an Error of

º, quarter'd fºr ſome Time in the Country the Preſs in the Time oftº inning ºf
... in order to ſeaſon them to the Climaté, ºft's ºffion, ſix. XV, h; 33' 39";
º then let them encamp in the Iſle of ſº of XVI h. 18' 39”, which would

White, after this, if they are ſhippºd off Gº, it wrong above half an Hour: Mr.

on an Expedition to Africa, they may lººp.a.iº ºf the Time of th: In
º in a few weeks make irºland again, iſ merſions of Jupiter's Limbs is only a Minute

ſº tº, º that Pattºº: ortwo too ſoon. • * j. B.

unlets-t a to Ockºot in the -

yº Channel, by gº.Weſt Winds, which N. B. We had deſigned to inſert a

Letter from j. B. Oxonienſis, and ſeveralº, commonly blow in Autumn. I believe - t--— ”

* - I ſhould have drawn this up by Way ofH others, but find that we are ſtraiten’d. -

iſ . Recipe, but, as I am no Quack, I ſhall

*

{j

gº

ſ:

$." to£". it in i. old I º R R ſº. ºrs,

Proverb,<-The longeſt Way about is n nur 455. line ºf for Scorpio
is the neareſ; Way Home. y read Pºrge. • pag- 4 * -- f. 2 - . . . º -

N
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Kind Mr Urban, ; , . . . . . . . (Encore.),

to U are deſired to print the follºwing Perſes in

your next Magazine, being the only way an un

happy Woman can complain without being knºwn by

any but the Perſon concern'd, and you will much:

oblige your conſtant Reader and unknown..., ,

- ... Humble ſervant, . . tº . . .

EMMA to TH E A N DE R, Sept. 27. being the

Day Twelvemonth after he parted from her.

If e'er the force of love THE AN p ER knew,

Theſe lines he, ſurely, will with pity view.

No ſtudy'd tale, but undiſguis’d by art,

*the reaſ produćt of an aching heart.

'Twas, my dear ſoldier! 'twas this fatal day,

re you and all my happineſs away; • *

with grief unutt’rable Ibade adieu,

And thought it worſe than death to part from you.

sure with leſs pain the ſoul cou’d take its flight,

And cloſe theſe eyes in everlaſting night: ; ;1

what comfort to ſupport me now remains !

º hour brings freſhlyariety of pains.: . . ;

y woes I cannot ſpeak, nor can you gueſs;

Your reaſon's ſtronger, and your paſſion's leſs.

No worth of mine can tempt you to return,

Or make you wretched EM Ma's abſence mourn.

ow many charming nymphs your fight employ, ,

--".

* *
--

And will not they, oh fatal thought deſtrºy".
All kind remembrance of a former love? | -

My fighs and tears perhaps too weak may prove

To raiſe a ſoft compaſſion in your breaſt, * * *

Tho' for your ſake a faithful maid's diſtreſt.”

• But if without a cauſe I now complain,” “ .

And this is all imaginary pain, " ... º. º. ºf i

s Forgive the fears of a diſtemper'd mind,... .º.º.

Ts melancholy thoughts and doubts inclin'd

... As a ſad traveller, that ſeeks his way.
In the dark night, impatient waits for day

Where-e'er he turns, new danger ſeems to riſe,

Yach noiſe alarms and fills him with ſurpriſe'; ...,

So when you’re gene, then all my cares increaſe,

TNo light appears to guide my ſteps to peace,

Till like the ſun benign you re-appear, "º.

The ſorrows f.your drooping love to chear, . .

And kindly with a ſmile her fears ſubdue, ºr to

- - - - -

Whoſe joys your preſence can alone renew.… *s
- - . . . . * : * : * '

To the Memory of a Mother. ... ',

HY ſinks my heart beneath a weight of woe?

w
flow f : . . . . ;

Why flies the ſlumber from my aching eyes? .

What prompts

- łkies 3 º' -

*Day's chearful orb, why hateful to my fight?

Why ſeeks my ſoul the mournful gloom of night 2

Aſk death the cauſe---too well the tyrant knows,

From his relentleſs hand proceed my woes. .

To thee, bleſt ſhade 1 ſchearleſs tune the lay

All, for thy love, my bleeding heart can pay 3

As now that love a ſad remembrance brings

The Muſe muſt weep---yet while ſhe weeps, ſhe

. How did her care, her tenderneſs engage [fings

The attleſs fondneſs of my infant age? .

“And when advancing in the years of youth

Teach me the ways of wiſdom and of truth **

The happy hours flew unperceiv'd along,

While native wit flow'd, tuneful, from her tongue:

Hergentle numbers charm'd the liſtn'ing ear,”

M El 1 ss A's name was to the Muſés dear, .

he figh when morning gilds the

N. B. As we have never been favour

The Genºr LEMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

Nature, in her, with care unwonted join'd

The beauteous frame and ſtill more beauteous mind;

Neither diminiſh’d by affected art, , , ,

Nor guile deform'd, nor pride debaſed her heart;

Above her ſex's foibles was her aim, ,

3. too good, to flatter or defame; . . . .

To friendſhip ever true, in converſe free,

And dear to all—but oh! moſt dear to me.” ‘’

With every virtue was herboſom warm, ' ' '

And pure religion brighten’d every charm.' "

But ſay, lamented ſhade, ſhould I repine - , ,

That thou has chang'd the mortal for divine? I

More than I’ve loſt in thee, to thee is giv'n: “.

, I've loſt a parent—thou has gain’d aheav'n".

‘With ſpotleſs Rowe you treadth' etherial plains,

And wake the golden lyre to heav'nly ſtrains; º

* Harmonious join the bleſt angelick choirs,...

God all the theme---while God the ſong inſid:

Long as I wander thro’ the maze of life, .

Amidſt deluſivejoys, and care, and firſt,

Fix'd in my breaſt thy mem'ry ſhall reſide, ".

Thy virtue fire me, and thy precept guide,” º

Thus ſhall I fearleſs feel the hand of death, , ,

: Like thee, in peace, reſign my tremblingbreath,

My ſoul exulting meet her pitying Gºd, v v.

Andjoin thy raptures in the bleſt abode ......

º . . . Carolina.

7, the Mºmºyºf M. B. tº

Iſribed tº Mr. Charlotte Bertºn,

º: To nobleſt ſentiments our ſorrowsiſ.i.

3. "I when bright diſtinguiſh'd merit ſº

Tº Virtue's ſelf the generoustº refine [i.

That flow, Mºffat o'er a fate like think

Oloff too early

---- - . . .

: º, . . . -

---- - *-* ; ºr

as too late acquir'ât.

Yet, ev'nº honour’d and admir’d º

Thºughby no forms of dºllacquaintantºp”,

Superior worth at once is known and lov”;
... At once*. full.º: appears,” º

*Nor waits the ſlow diſcovery of years: º ... [..

-‘.worth was her, not dreds the vulgar"
To be at once lamented and forgot;... .

hile in her lines, withbright unfadingbloom,

She triumphs o'erth' oblivion of thetomb, ,

Here ever new the fair ideas riſe, .. aniº

£ºhan with bºy, and with ſtrength ſº
United here the rival graces meet, " ...,

The force of judgment, and the fire of ºil.

while ſofter ſtrokes of more affetting art, , ,
... Why throbs my breaſt * my tars incellist. Flow from the gentler dićtates of thehº sº

” (The whole, with each engaging thanº deſign J

complats the laſtingpiāure of herº.
Töthee; her fonieſt care, heriſtºſt pride,

than by blood ally'd,
Beſt guardian of thy lov’d Meliſſa's fame,

The Muſe inſcribes this ſad pathetic theme. . .

'Tis thine, with happier knowledg; º',

- what theſe imperfečſketches faintly tº

o may her ſpirit all thy breaſt inſpirº,

The ſame; muſic harmonize thyº. ...".

And, while above, in yonether plains;

she tunes her voice to more exalted **".

Önthee may heav'n her ev'ry gifttºbelo* º

*śharm theſiſting work”

'd with *:::::::: -

ation of the remarkable fºekh epitaphºnº"..

:::::::: not knowingjſº
inſert the**** - - 1. . T ºnſlaticſ

o

Not leſs by genius,

--

B
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Tranſlation of the Wakh Epitaph, p. 105. "

I”; barres magni requieſcit Oeni, -

ºcónſſistantum mente mºnuſ; patrem ; ' ' '.

servºuri cultum contempfft ageſh, .
t petit terrasperftetalonga nova, I

T. T. E. L.A.R. Lys. . . .
*::: An Anſwer to hisRiddle. (See p. 462). Sº

. . . .

… patial Essays, OCTOBER, 1740.º

Ağ whoſe piercing fight 'ſ "
can thro' his eye-lids ſee the light, " . t

*Wou'd tell you in a minute, ; ..."

• The greateſt fool that eer cou’d be, -

tº Mightſhut his eyes and Nºthing ſee: ' '.

your tale has Norting in it. I.Q.

*º-º-º-º:rou’llaſt with great rtiality if you inſert t

.# follºwing Perſes; i.f;#3#.;
r1 |*fough Intimation ºf a rea end, to yºur.

* v. Rip D LEs. ... "
Hº you not known a ſmall machine
1, which brazen rings environ, ...?

In many a country chimney ſeen, , º

...tº Y-clép'da Tarring-iron * º

* Its puzzling nature to diſplay, * .

Each idle clown may try, Sir, - - -

Tho, when he has acquir'd the way,

He's not a jot the wiſer, ºr
tº -- -

* "Tis thus with him, who ſend of rhime

*

---

'In Wit’s low ſpecies piddless.' ...... *
And tires his thoughts, and waſtes his time tº.

In explicating Riddles.

Shall idle bards, by fancy led, -

(with wrathfuſzeal {ſpeak it). * : * : *write with deſign to plague my head, •

who have no right to break it? . . . .

He wrºtes the beſt, who, writing, can * *

Both pleaſe and teach together: º:

But 'tis the devil of a plan

That can accompliſh neither. ºr

Ye readers, hear! ye writers to?!

of are your darkling labours! ..."

For, tho’ they pleaſe, not prºfit; yºu;
They plague and Burt your neighbours, tº

Go learn of Pope; then judge aright,

which way to Fame's the ſurer; ºr

To put the truth in faireſt light, - -

or render obſcurer. S. S.

Mr S. S. has our thanks for attacking theſe trifling, a
mºments with to much ſpirit, eleganº. 444 judgment.

it was not in our power either to funpreſs or cenſure this
king of writing without giving oftenº,”, º, of out

readers and contributes. To ſay the truth, a modara's uſe

of enigmas was not only approved, but recommended by

ſome of our learned friends, as no. wholly improper for a
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-: The Lap 1 r.s PETITION. . .
From the Muſick-Speech, ſpoke at thePº Com

mencement at Cambridge, ſ. 6, 1714, by R. L.

T* He, humble petition of the ladies, who art

... all ready to be eaten up with the ſpleen,
To think they are to be lock'd ºpiº the chancel,

, , where they canneither ſee nor be ſeen. : -

Bºmuſ fit ºth' dumps by themſelves, ill ſtew’d

nº "............... c. . .
And ºn only peep thro' the lattice, hke ſo many

*ścºop; ºl, , ... ..
Wjiàºmmencement the ladies had a gal- -

--lery provided, near enough "... "

To ſee the heads ſleep, and the fºllow-commons"
take ſnuff.

"[...sir, evºy particular how 'twas“”.
ºf then we can’t ſo certainly know? . . .” --

Becauſe none of us can r member ſo long is fixteen

asagº. . . . . --- -y: we believe they were more civil to the ladies

ºn, andgºwhy,.....…
+...'...iiºd at home, your commen"."

would not be worth a fly.... . . . . fačt,

For at Oxfºrd laſt year this, is certainly matter ºf

That the ſight .#the ladies and the muſic made

... the beſt of the ačt. *

Now you ſhould confider, ſome of us have been at

very great expence - - - - commence,

To rig ourſelves out, in order to ſee the doćtors
we have been forc’d with our mantua-makers to

* hold many a conſultation,
To know whether mourning or colours would be .

- w: -i-, * * **

moſt like to be in faſhion, , ,
we've ſent to town to know what kind of heads

jºie wore, . . . >

And have raiſed the price of whale-bone higher

than 'twas before." . . . .
wºve got intelligence from hurch, thepark, the

front box and the ring; as . . . . . . . . .” -

...And to grace St Mary's nºw ſouldn'tmake our

Goaths up in the ſpring ...........
In flowers and furbelows many experiments ºf

been try’d, º ". . . [and dy'd;
And many an old gown and petticoat new ſcº, d

3.F.s, for this three months, have ſcarceº
- ..] tº beit *

able to reſt . . . . - -

For ſtudying what ſort ofcomplexion would becº

And ſeveral of us have almoſt pinch'd ourſelves to

Tº death with going ſtrait-lºº,That warnight look more fallin the cheſtand more

ºf general acceptance. We have ºh9. infert

ſlender in the waiſt. . . . . . -

And isnt it now intolerable, after all theſe pains
and coſt, , , , , , -" oſt P

Tº coop’d up out ºf fight, and have all our finery

Such croſs, ill natur'd doings as theſe are, ever.”

ſaint would vex, - own fºx.

To ſº a vice-chancellotſobal barous to thoſe ºf his

wºve endeavour'd to know the reaſon of this:

- to the utmoſt of our power, .
what has made the doctors contrive tº take usall

down a peg lower . . ...... º,

And we find"tis only becauſe laſt timethsir wiggs

were diſoblig'd by a warſh ſhower: -

Aºtortune,the ladies may ºn thank

the prevaricator, , , , ...... -

whº was ſo extremely arch, they were ready to V

ed one in twenty for which admittance was defired. And
ind… if we had not proceeded ſofar as º.º." room for

the above general reprehenſion, the publick Inight have

loſt an extellent leffon.

To Tza. AR;1 u s, occaſionediyſºveral Riddles ºftis.

•oo modeſt Bardſ with enigmatic veil
No longer let thy Muſehe charms conceal:

Tho' of the ſºn with clouds his face diſguiſe, .

still heiooks lobler when he gild; th: ſkies : hirſt thei -- --

#. thou, like him, avow thy native flame, º4, and caa very

urū thro' the gloom —and brightºn intºFº eaſily hold water,” “ . . . " ' ' ' ' ' .
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on our late TASTE in MU's Ic K. The temper of our ifle, tho' tºld, is clear;

*y a Gentleman ºfOxfor b. And ſuch our genius, noble tº ſº.

—Quia votis modul inane javaº ºur ºakſpear form'd the trifling rules of art,
wºmſenſuſºue numerique àquaris? . . But knew tº conquer and ize the heart!ww. - - viſcans - M1 L T on. in magic chains t * aptive thought to bind,

And fathom all the depths of humanking
- Bº:t away with the degenerate pack! Tºº long, our ſhame, the prºſtituted held

Yºsigºlºisback! ourſº.Enough has been in wildamuſements ſpent, Too long the;: h dº

Nº muſick onte could charm you hke your own, in ºn wilds now let them vi -

Then tuneful Robinſºn*, and Tºfts were £nown; #: by the charityº: rear ºf º

Then Purcell touch'd the ſtring, while numbers There let them wº tainted breeze,

tº - hung. . . - ! - Or ſing like widow' t

Attentive to the ſounds—and bleſt the ſong! . . There#:i.*tºº. |

#.º.º.º., ... Whºowºjº.
Beyond th’ enervate thrills ofRomán thrºats!...io 9r where Avernººnſhiji. round

*::::::. ºlºinſpirº, , , May echotºº. ſºnſ",
That animate the ſoul, and ſwell the lyre!' ' ' " As fair Alyonet, with anguiſh preſs'd,

Britiſh verſe and harmony content! - Have bask'd in luxury, and livá tº:

|

|

That mend, and not emaſculate our hearts, , , Brood, ºr iti in wi |

And teach the ſoye of freedom and of arts. * Beneath *::::::::§º: i

*...*.*.silºsouriſle, grºin...ie". ..; wift
Does heav'n averſe await the Muſes toil; Srateful like her, to nature, aid. juſt (

Cheriſh but once our worth of native race, In our domeſtick bleſfingslet us truſt.” §

The ſiſter-arts ſhall ſoon diſplay their face! . . . $ºp for our ſons fair learning's honºurg pin,

£ven half diſcourag'd thro’ the gloom they ſtrive, Till the world own the worth they now#!
Smile at neglect, and o'er oblivion live. 23 ... . .” r" |

See Handel, careleſs of a foreign fame, "º * Now Counte 5-dºwager ºf Peterbºrough, j

Fix on our ſhore, and boaſt a Briton's name: ' , t Vaux-bail, § Wide the Špačtator's liftºn T

While, plac'd marmeric#: vºcal grove f, Šamilla, ºol. VI.'... . . Mºcº

He guides the meaſures liſtening throngs approve. lately revived. ºf Seneſino bas built a film

- Mark filence at the yoice of Arne confeſſº, near Sienna on an ºffate wbiºcarries tº #.
- Soft as the ſweet inchantreſs, rules the breaſ; Marquiſate, butpºafºEngliſh gold, ſik

As when tranſported ſenice lent an ear, T., Kingfiſher. . . . .

Camilla's charms to view, and accents hear! $ - . . . . . . . . . . . " |
So while ſhe varies the impaſſion'd ſong, ... ', Hor a c e to a Caſk ofWine, revers'd; or an ar. T

Alternate motions on the boſom throng! fwer to the 2ſ 6d. of the 3d Bººk, In

As heavenly Milton | guides her magic voice, Ull author o' wars T

And virtue thus convey'd allures the choice. And im timentiar K

Diſcard, ſoft nonſenſe in a ſlaviſh tongue, wild parent Q’ .ſs a# º ** • * * Lt
• * * * ** * - ... - - 1 Iolly:

The ſtrain inſipid, and the thought unknown: §. blind to diſcerning, d A.

From truth and nature form th’unerring teſt; ; At always o'er-turninº', T

Be what is manly, chaſte, and good the beſt! The calmneſs of ſweet melancholy! - - K.

*Tis not to ape the ſongſters of the groves, . . . . . . .”. ºt

Thro' all the quiyerings ºf their wanton loves, 9 reſt in thy vault, - - Ph

*Tis not th' infeebled thrill, or warbled ſhake, ... Negleted, forgot, ... I

The heart can ſtrengthen, or the ſoul awake!' 40 Tho' twenty ſºn D'arf.ys oppoſe; .

But where the force of energy is found, - Nor ſwell the dulſpoet,” ) W

When the ſenſe riſes on the wings of ſound; ... (When unable to kilow'it). - F

when reaſon, with the charms of muſic twin'd, With jargon, and jingling low proſe, º §
Thro' the enraptur'd ear informs the mind; " Old Cato, 'tis known, ... -- .

Bids generous love or ſoft compaſſion glow, . That rigid, grave Don, - -

And forms a tuneful paradiſe below ! Was never but by thee miſ-guided: | Er

Oh Britons ! if the honour ſtill you boaſt, As the ſparkling deceit l

No longer purchaſe follies at ſuch coſt Flew up in his pate, - Of

No longer :.* Good ſenſe and ſound reaſon ſubſided. ‘. .

To viſionary ſcenes of falſe delight: . . º

When, º to ſenſe ! we ſee the hero's rage §:... thee t

Liſp'd on the tongue, and danc'd along the flage Grows humourſom, awkatãºd ſullen: *

Or hear in eunuch ſounds a Hero ſqueak, ,

while kingdoms riſe or fall upon a ſhake!

Let them at home to ſlavery's painted train

- With Syren-art repeat the pleaſing ſtrain :

Even wit runs aſtray, -

Flings her problems away,

And fickens like young, moulting pullen.

While we, like wiſe Ulyſſes, cloſe our ear By thee the poor ſlave \
To ſongs Which item; forbia, to hear With impudence trave, -

Keep, guardian gales, th’ infectious gueſts away, Treats danger with dull ridicule 5 $
To charm where prieſts direét, and ſlaves obey. 6o . Runs naked on arms, T

Madrid, or wanton Rome, be their delight; w Deſpiſing all harms, T

There they*: warble as their Poets write. And dies like a madman, or fool, W.
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Poetical Essays ;

% a Gentleman, who wasſº a Lady, with

-- a Guinea in her Mouth. " -

While* strappen longs, and pants and

... ſigns, - - - - -

And forthºt of his proud conqu'ror dies, ".

Before one penſive wiſh thy boſom knºw. -

what strephon wants, on you the fair beſtows;

jor grants alone what ardent Love deſire,

But even confers whatavarice admire?!
Let other ſwains be charm'd with balmy bliſs.

'Tis yours, alone, to boaſt the golden kiſs. f.G.

*Author ºf the lºſes mark'd [G] upon his 4n
. ſwer, to the Perſes tº CH to * }. p. 462.

YY I Hile artful you excuſe the dang'rous fair,

Avoid, too generous youth, the fatal ſnare!

--, -, *, *

“In vain, when Love's diſaſtrºus arrows rove,

* In vain we arm againſt the ſhafts of Love . . .

#jº were thy heart with adamant nº ſhield,

Reſtle; Love can teach it how to yield! . ."
One only way can'ſt thqu avoid the yoke, "

Submiſs the Muſes guardianſhip invoké! . . . .

ojºſhºn theºrea fire thy boſom warmi,

* Secure ſhalt thou behold even Chloe's charms.

And, borne upon the golden wings of Fame,

Beſpiſe the raptures of a meaner flame! ...
Then ſhalt thou know---that Beatty's rapid blaze

Which burns the world—is taught to *:::: :

Bays ". . . ;

Upºn M. Powry, a Tºoth-drawer. -

Pº,gy expert can draw your teeth, 'tis tºº,
tº But by his ſkill he draws your money too.

Thus if you like his art, it may be ſaid

in time fiell empty both your purſe and had:
Then, my dear friend, be rul’d byNature's laws,

Keep cloſe at once your pockets, and you.jaws.

Loſing your grinders awkwardly you’ll eat,

And vacant pockets cannot purchaſe meat. :

Then will the doëor even his trade diſown,

keep you your teeth, he may pluckoutbis own. E.

Prize-Ver's Es on Haifº, Death, Judgment,

Heaven and Hell. By a Youth ºf 7. '

What's LIFE Arough and dang'rousſº,

scarce ever calm, and ſeldom free -

from(*gufts, or flornlyº
Which ſink our hopes, */ it our ſails. . .

What's DE AT H --- . gaff we muſt ſhoot

through, , . .

Ere we can reach the port in view. ..., -

What's Ju D G MENT *--'Tis a juſt account

of our effés, and their allºt. ... . . . . . . . . .

wº.The market of our gains,

The end of all our toil and pains. . .

what's His E. –A deſp'rate lºſing ºyage *

Expect no more from one of "yºgº..., 2.,
- * * * *Lemuel Guliver.

" ... ºr

, 7, D F L I A. -

A Tou'd you, PE LIA, wou'd Yoºknow

what lends your charms their heighten’d

* glow * - .

º, not that form which Gods might win i

Tis not that ſnºwy tent of ſkin;

Tis not that pulpy pout of lips,

Whence Love his balmy odours fifs;

-- ºr *

october, 1740.

The notes in ſofter muſick float;

The ſordid ºretch, whoſe greedy ſtore ---

- To quit their ſtate,

The merchant, with affrighted tº -->

who ſees the gath'ring tempeſt riſe, . * /

Sighs to regain his native eaſe, - -

jºnomore to truſt the ſeas. -

Yet, when eſcap'd he finds the ſhore, *

so much he dreads the namº.of poor,

His ſhatter'd bark he fond repaiº,
And o'er the faithleſs ocea? ſteers.

3 ºil. Thefteåth the gelid gº;

→

'Tis not that with more graceful eaſe

You ſwim along th’ harmonious maze;

'Tis not thoſe eyes, which ſparkling ſweet

Shoot forth the very ſoul of wit ;

'Tis not, that, warbled from your throat,

But that theſe charms, and thouſands more,

By Poet never ſung before, i. - -

To Nature or to Art you owe,
Norſeem the dangerous truth to know.

Hor A c E, OD E I. Book I.

Inſcribed to James Douglas, M. D. F. R. S.

AEcemas I ſprung of royal blood,

- My firſt defence, my deareſt good!

it various cares our life emplºy! -

How different are our raftes for joy

The rapid car, that gains the prize, . . . . . -

whirls the vain racer to the ſkies. - º

Theftateſman who, by artfulwº
Aſpires to pow'r from vulgar praiſe; - ?

Amaſſes corn to cheat the Poor:

The farmer, whoſe induſtrious hand

Tills his paternal ſpot of land; ... . . . .

All theſe would Aſia's wealth diſdain,
or tempt the mains w

Tºlimábeneath the ſpreading ſhade,

Nº ſome clear fountain's bubbling head,

Eate with wine, with garlands gay,

The friend of Hºus waſtes the day !

dºs, impatient for the fight,

In camps and martial ſcenes delight. - -

Thiſ reaſis the ſprightly tº Warſ:$g

Tº fifts the mother with alºm. -

To freeze beneath the midnight air.

“The huntſman leaves the fighing fair,

ºpiº if his hounds the dººr purſue,

or hold th’intangled bºarjº".

Sºar happineſs is ſºng.”
A thouſandways—and mºve. caught.

-' For you, my lora*, the ivy cºº
(The critic's prize! and juſt renown !). --

iXoes round your honour'd templºtwiné, .#

And ranksyou withthe Gods divine!

whoſe haunt the Nymphs.and sity's loves

Enjoy the ſweets by verſe beſtow'd , , , -

Aiſlearn to ſcorn the fºnſºleſ, crowd:

Here, if the ſacred. Nº conſpire *

†.arm my breaſt, and tune” lyre

If the air siſters not diſdain -Tojº the thought, andgº the ſtraini

ºff taught by them the lyſis lays . - * :

Attraºyour ear, and Włº your praiſº, -

Near you exalted ſhall riſe. .
And gain a ſeat amidſt the ſkies. i -

* I fºllºw the late Bp ºf Chicheſter's judiciº
…ſº (which is*... right) ºf reading

ºf poſtarum, &c. fºr ME.

- * ~ *s-sa--------

7
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§§§HE Governors and Guar

tº Jians of the Hoſpital for

T ExpoſedChildren held their

§: _º quartery general Meeting,

:§º # at which they received the

fº Repº of thºë.

ºrſetling the Plan for taking in 33
Children, and opened a Book to receive

Sºbºriptiºns, for purchaſing Land, on

which to build the Hoſpital. -

-T U E s p A y, 7.

Several Perſons were convićted in the

Penalty of feel for retailing ſpirituous B
Liquors contrary to Law.

F R_i D A Y, to.

Was held a Court of the Lord Mayor,

Aldermen, and Common Counſilſ at

Guild-Hall, when the Affair of Lord May.

or for the enſuing Year was debated, and

after ſeveral Arguments, the Queſtion

was pet, That Mr. Alderman Heathcote

be compelled to ſerve the Office of Lord

Mayor for ...}.jº. - §:
ſtrongly oppoſed, and another Queſtion

. * That he ſhould be excuſed

from ſerving that Office” which latter

Queſtion, upon Debate, was rejećted,

and the former was almoſt unanimouſly

pur, and carry'd almoſt unanimouſly in

the Negative. . Then another, Queſtion

was put, That he be excus'd without an

Fine, &c. which was carry'd likewiſe

almoſt unanimouſly. The negative

Queſtion was put to prevent a Negative in

the Court of Aldermen.

Commodore Brown arrived in Town

from the Weft-Indier, and had a º
Conference with the Lords of the A

miralty.

M o N p A. Y., 13. ... .

The King, who arrived the Night be

fore in Margate Road, came on Shore

this Morning at 7 o’Clock, and ſet out

for St. jazner's, where he arrived this

Night at 9 o' Clock in good Health. ,

Änglication having been, made to the

Lord 'Mayor and Court ofAldermen that

the Pºrt of London might be opened for

the Importation of Oats, the ſame was

ordered accordingly. -

'ſ' U 3: Sº A. Y., , 14:, .

Came on at Guilá Hall the Ele&tion of

* Lord Mayorº next *;
* * city ºf Gºgº H. ºf cote, Eſq;

§º the ſaid offic;

aſ

Hiſtorical Chronicle, oãoler, tºo. - -

W E B N E s p a y, oft. r.

t "... -

Sir Robert Godſchall, and Humphy

Parſons, Eſq; were almoſt unanimouſly

returned by the Common Hall to

the Court of Aldermen. Who after a

Debate of near 3 Hours, put by Sir Rºbert

A Godlehall again, and return'd Hum hy

Parſºns, Eſq; being ſeniorAlderman above

the Chair, except Sir John Eyles, and Sº

Robert Baylis. The Lord Mayor º:
indiſpoſe

derman, took the Chair,

, Sir john Eyles, the ſenior A.

The following

Aldermen were preſent,

Sir john Eyles, Bart.

Sir Robert Baylis

Sir William Hillers

Sir jobn Williams

Sir jobn Thompſon

*Sir Edward Bellamy

º, Sir Harcourt Maſters

Sir George Champion

* Humphry Parſons, Eſ;

jobn#: # ; º;

Sir jobn Barnar

Sir Robert Godſall

George Heath, te, Eſ;

Sir jobn Lequeſne

* Robert Willinot, Eſ;

Daniel Lambert, Eſq;
Sir William Rous * Robert W. #. Eſ;

C Sirź. Hankey Henry Marſhall, Eſq;

William Baker, Eſq; . Richard Hoare, Eſ;

George Arnold, Eſq; -

Qf theſe, 12 were for Humphry Parſºn,

Eſq; and 11 for Sir Robert Godſ hall.

Thoſe marked * were not preſent on

Michaelmas Day.

.* : * * * THURSDAY, 18.

PThe Lord Mayor am court of Aldermen

preſented the following cºngratulatºry

Addreſ to his Majeſty on hisº: Return,

May it pleaſe your Majeſty,

ºT HE Cºurt of Lºrd Mayor and Aldermº

of the City of London moſ, humbly aſ:

knowledge the great Humour they receive in

being admitted into your Royal Preſent,

with their ſincere Congratulation, upon jºir
... ſafe; ft); . hThey are ſºn.

ſible of your Majeſty's Goodneſ; in making

ſ: ºff.: fbort as the ºf

yºur Affairs abroad would permit; an

F their now ſeeing your Majeſty thuſ in tº
ješ Health, is a Circumſtance for w ith

(among many otherº they have the

jłrongji Reaſon to be thankful to that Di.

vine Providence which watches, ºver ſº.

* Ayour Majeſty is now ºngºgd in a ſº.

enter'd into fºr preſerving the ſº f
theſe Kingdons, rheſe yºur Ma effy's Sul.

jčiš,; intereſted in the Event ºf it,
*%zoft chearfully bear their Part ºf ſº neceſ.

ſary a Burthen, and firmly rºſº your

Mijºſy's ſº condušing this great,4|iº

may beft accompliſh thoſe printh Pºwº -

the Pºrity ºf jºur Peºple and toº;

*

w



º

.
*

Historic AL CHR on IcLE, res
curity of their Trade and commerce, which Paper, he has ºbtained an and arāºri,

your Majeſty has always moff graciouſly ex*:::ºpurſu'd. tys moff g - ſº 2. '

... They cannot retire from your Royal Pre
ſince without expreſſing their ardent Wiſhes

that your% y may long continae to be

this great Bleſſing to your People, nor with

out givingA. Majeſty the ſtrongeſt Aſſº

rances of their Loyalty and Gratitude, and

of their inviolable Attachment to your Perſºn

and Government. . . * - -

" His Majeſty's Anſwer.

Iºke very kindly this Mark of your

: Affection to me and my Government:

The Zeal which you expreſs for the Sup

port of this juſt and neceſſary War, is very

acceptable to me. My Endeavours ſhall

never be wanting to carry it on with Vi

gour; and I doubt not, but by Bleſſing

of God, and the Support of my People,

they will be attended with Succeſs.

They all had #.Honour to kiſs his Hand.

*…* , WED NEs DAY, 22.,

Was held a Court of Common-Council

at Guildhall, when Humphry Parſons,

Eſq; Lord Mayor Elect, acquainted the

Court, that if it was their Defire, he was

willing to accept that Office for the enſu

ing Year; which Declaration was receiv'd

by the Court with unanimous Applauſe,

and thereupon the following Motion was

It was therefore

Account thereof as followſ. -

Humphry Parſons, Eſq; Lord Mayor E

Ječt, having acquainted the Court with

his Readineſs to take tºpon him the ſaid

, Office, a Motion was made by one of the

Commoners, (as above).

The Words printed in Italicks wereob.

jećted to, as no ways neceſſary, and tend

ing rather to keep up the preſent Diègr

bances, as the ſame contain’d Matter cf

B ambiguous Reflection, that would,by ſome

Citizens, be apply'd againſt theſe who, in

a moſt extraordinary Manner, influenced

, the Common Hall, laſt Year, to depart

from the Uſual Courſe of Eletting the

Lord Mayor; and by other Citizens, 2

gainſt the Aldermen who had, this Year,

rejećted Alderman Goaſthall; the Proceed

ings of that Year and this, however legal,

being equally extraordinary and unuſual.

propoſed, That the

Words objećted to might be left out ofthe

Queſtion: But thoſe of that Community

who court a falſe Popularity, and whole.

Credit among the Ignorant ariſes from a

Diſregard to the Decorums ofGovernment,

and a Condućt ad Captum vulgi, would

not conſent thereto, and while the Senſe.

of the Aldermen, whether thoſe Words

ſhould ſtand Part of the Queſtion, was ſe

pararely, taking, the Minority of their

made : “That the Thanks of this Court Body foreſeeing they ſhould be outvoted,

be given to the Right Hon. Humphry E raiſed a Diſpute thereupon; and, after a

* Parſons, Eſq; Lord Mayor Eleºt, for

“ accepting a ſecond Time the laborious

“ and expenſive Office of the Mayoralty,

* And thereby in ſºme meaſure reſtering

the Peace and Tranquility ºf this City,

“, which has been greatly diffurb’d by a late,

“...extraordinary and unuſual Proceeding.” F was put.

which Queſtion, after long Debates, was

agreed to by a very great Majority : But

an Amendment being propoſed by ſome

of the Aldermen preſent, and Sir john

Eyles and Sir Robert Baylis infiſting that

the Opinion of the Aldermen ſhould be

{ſº} taken thereon, the Lord Mayor.

tlečt and the reſt of the Worthy Alder

men who voted for Sir Robert Godſchall,

as alſo a very great Majority of the Com

mon-Council, withdrew, from Court, pro

teſting that the Aldermen had no Right

to vote ſeparately in the forming of a

Queſtion. After which the Aldermen, and

about Twenty of the Common Coun
cil Men that remained in Court return'd

tial Condušt in his Mayoralty.

*This Article is copy’d from the Engliſh

man's journal, but the Gazettee; ſays this

Prºceeding being miſrepreſented in all the

long Debate, all of them, except one, left

the Court, and withdrew in a very ex

-traordinary and unuſual Manner; and by:

their Example many of the Commoners'

alſo left the Court, before the Quef

tion of Thanks to the Lord Mayor Ele&"

- However theſe Meaſures,”

whatever, was deſigned thereby, had no

Effect; the Court proceeded, and the

Opinion of the Aldermen, whether the

Words objećted to ſhould ſtand in the

Queſtion, was taken; Twelve of whom

were in the Negative, and One only in

the Affirmative. Then the Lord Mayor

Elect receiv'd the unanimous Thanks of

the Court, for accepting the ſaid Office;
as did alſº the Preſin: Lord Mayor, for

his good Service during his Mayoralty.

And then the Court§. up.

Extrač of a Letter frºm the Rev. Mr

Richardſºn, Chaplain to Adm. Verºon,

H dated at Port Royal, Jamaica, July 22.

Thanks to the Right Hon. Sir John Salter

Knt. Lord Mayor, for his Wiſe and Impar

Mentioned in my laſt an Expreſs being

arriv'd from Lord Tyrawley to the Ad

miral, with Advice of the Cale's Squadrºn

being ſail'd for Carthagena, as ſuppºs'd :

In , Conſequence hereof, the Admiral, in

order to cut them ſhort before their Arriº
-- tº
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val, ſail'd for Santa Martha the 6th of

jurie, where the Wind blowing very hard,

and doing great Damage to the Rigging

of our Ships, and hearing no Account of

any Spaniſh Veſſels upon that Coaſt, they

- The GentleMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

ſ

after them, vowing$º againſt the

Spaniard, Being ſº lucky as to come
up with 'emº,* he burnt

one and took the other with Don Apslam

, kº. The Admiral at Portº-Bell, upbraid.

returned. When the Admiral left the ‘ing him, for his Cruelty, aſſured him,

Spaniſh Main, he order'd the Brig-Tender

to bear away for Carthagena, to look in,

The Brig. found all Things in flatſ, quo,
the Galleons and Men of War moor’d and

unrigg’d. In their Paſſage thither they

met with a French Veſſel, in which were

our South-Sea Factors, who at laſt obtained

Leave to come off in this French Bottom,'

upon a Promiſe of paying 3oo Piſtoles for

their Paſſage to Rio de la Hache; but by B

Accident they were frecd from their ex

penſive Voyage, and brought hither in

the Brig. They mention that Admiral

Don Blaſ, had a narrow Eſcape from be

ing kill’d by one of the Bomb Shells thrown

cloſe by him as he was at Dinner, and

that if he had known he had been

among thoſe that were taken, he

wºº have excepted him out ºf it

Capitulation; and at the ſame time bid

him take Care how he ever fell into his

Hands again, for then he was not to ex

p. the leaſt Shew of Mercy. He was

formerly Commander of the Guarda.Coſt

Snow which was ſent over with the

News of taking Porto-Bello; but I hºpe in

a ſhort Time will be ſect to#
ſo the Admiral ſaid Yeſterday). The

Shoreham Man of War return'd htty

from her five Months Cruize, having

taken a large Privateer belonging to the

Havannah; as did alſo the Spy Sloop, hi.

the vaſt Concern he is under for the Loſs C ving retaken a Veffel belonging to Phil.

of Porto Bello and Chagre, expecting in a

ſhort time to have the ſame Fate at Cay

thagena. Our ſºmall Ships are all out up

on cruize, but the Admiral’s, with the

principal Men of War here, will not put

to Sea till we are reinforc’d from Home,

delphia, from the Spaniards, it is doubt.

leſs a ſenſible Concern to the Admilal, as

it is indeed to all here who wiſh well to

the King and the glorious Cauſe we are

now defending, that the Stores of Cor.

dage, &c. ſo ſong expected and ſo much

and have a Supply of Stores and Ammuni. D wanted, are not yet arriv'd. — The

tion ſent us. There has been a ſmart

Engagement between two of our principal

Privateers, and two Sloops fitted out by

Don Rlaſs, with 3oo of his choſen Meñ,

and commanded by two of his firſt Lieu-,

tenants, one of whom is Don Apolanko,

the humane Gentleman who cut off fen

King's Ear.

teers are Bennett and Stewart. The firſt

having frequently nabb’d a Veſſel going

into Carthagena, provok'd Don Blaſ, ſo

highly, that he order'd out two Sloops'

compleatly mann'd. Whilſt they were

in queſt of Bennett, they met with Stew

art in a Snow of toGuns and 6o Men, who F

engaged the firſt that came up, and in

a ſhort Time killed the Commander

and all his Officers, with above Ioo

Men, and before the other got up,

rook and boarded her, not having

above 17 Men alive, whereof. J2 were

much wounded, and himſelf ſhot thro’ the G

Thigh and Shculder. , Don Applanko ſoon

beating down upon him, without firing

one Shot, run his Ship’s Head full in the

Hull of Stewart's Snow, and boarded him

with 180 Men inſtantly, and uſed his

poor Remainder very, barbarouſly, kil

jing ſeveral in cold Blood, begging for

Ojarter. A Frenchman who accidentally

ſaw the Engagement, met with, Bennett

upon the ſame Coaſt, and inform'd him of

Stewart's Fate, which ſo enrag’s him that

he hoiſted all the Sail he could make

H off Cape Mark, with 6 Men of

Falmouth has brought in a large Dith

Veſſel of 28. Guns, which was hired to

bring over the new Vice-Roy of Mexicº.

... The Wºrceffer and Filmouth took her tº

* Weſtward'of Cuba; but the Vice-Royeſ.

caped in a Sloop, who thro' Hurry in
Miſtake left behind him his Crown, and

The Names of the Priya- E Scepter, and other Regalia, together with

his Jewels, and Money in Specie, to the

Value in all of Too.cool. .

** By an Affidavit made Yuly 26 at jamata,

it appears that Capt. Bennet was aſſiſted by Cº.

Threſher in another Sloop...' ... . . . . .

: * FR I D A Y; 31. -

Several more Addreſſes and Inſtručians to

Members of Parliament againſt Placemen, ºr

ruption, &c. were this Monthºn. (See

p. 349.). And the ſame. -

at the Election of the Magiſtrates of Dingwall,

in Scotland, which went againſt a certain Cold

nel, his Soldiers treated the Townſmen vºy

barbarouſly; and firing upon an innocent Multi

tude, killed a Woman and wounded others.

Proviſions being extremely ſearce in Frº

and Spain, 12 French Shipscame to Cºrk in It"

land, and contračted for no leſs than 60,000

Barrels of Beef, but an Embargo being laid ºn

the very Day before they were ready to ſail,

prevented their Departure.

Commodore Anſon was ſeen $ºpſ. º
3ſ,

Latt. 44. Io, ſailing for Antrieſ.
Sir Chalmer Ogle's Feet (27 M. tf

War, and Tranſports) ſailed from

mouth the 26th, and purſued theirWº%

with a fair Wind.

Portſ.

; exerting itſ;

P.

k
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- LIST of Deaths,

L1st ºf Births in the Year 1740, .

- S.pt.Wi F E of jobn Owen, Eſq; Member

29. for Weſtlow, deliveréd of a Son.

Wife of Henry Weller,

*:: wº- of a Son. . .

: 03. 4- Wife of jobn Pollen, Eſq; Mem

for Andover, **::: a Son andÉ. - *
7. The Counteſs of Dyſart—of a Son.

11. Hon. Col. Byng's Lady—ofa Son.

13. Wife of Henry Barker, of Chiſwick, Eſq;

— of a Daughter.

List ºf Mars ages in the Year 1740.

ºpt. J/m Marwoºd, of Arundell, Suſſex, Eſq;

:39: " " ... ---to Miſs Hatton, 13,000 I.

- Berkeley, Eſq; of Bedfºrdſhire,

to Miſs Spencer, with 15,000 / " :
9:#; 4. Pavid Mitchell, Eſq;— to Widow

Marris, of Chatham, Kent, with zo,oool.

William Matthew Green, Eſq; – to Widow

Gumley, at Aéion, with 16,063). -

ºnFºº, ºf fºra wº,
*; ++ to Widow Bingham, 14%ool.

{8. Richard-Cheek, jun, of Chelſea, Eſq; –

to Miſs #"; Io,ooo !...
21. Mr Taverner, Scrivener, — to Miſs

Grºgory, of Botoff-Lane, 5opol.

- - --

.*.*- **
- -

-

: A Lts r of Dr. A rhs in the Year 1740.

.95. i.C OL, Ruſſel, formerly Governor

- - - sº D
- 4 of Bermudas.

.3, Sir Robert Corbet, Bart. a Commiſſionar

of the Cuſtoms, near 80, ſucceeded in Honour

and Eſtate

Member for Montgomery. - - -

Rev. Mr Barbery, a Nonjuror, and Author

of ſeveral political Writings, º

Pryce Devereux Lord Viſcount Hereford (the

firſt Viſcount of the Kingdom) aged 66. Suc- E

ceeded in Title and Eſtate by his only Son, Pryce

Devereix, Knight of the Shire for Montgomery,

4. The Earl of Kincardin, a Scot,.
foln Llºyd, Eſq; of Aftºn, near Shrewſbury.

“6. Mr Mead, a wealthy Guinea Merchant.

* 7. Lady of Sir W. Stančope, Memb, for Bucks.

Mr Harding, a wealthy Brewer.

Mr.joſ. Moore, an eminent Quaker, Mer

£hant, at Greenwich, worth 30,000 l.

... Wºm Richard Evans, Eſq; formerly Gentle

man Uſher to the Princeſs of Orange.

9. George Lyddel, Eſq; Member for Berwick,

and a Commiſſioner for Greenwich Hoſpital.

Dutcheſs of Saxe-Gotha, Mother to the

Princeſs of Wales, aged 59. -

, ro, Tºo. Aynſcombe, Eſq; Governor of the

ſeveral Hoſpitals in London, to which he has

'left handſome Legacies. " " ' " -

Capt. Seymour, of Legonier's Horſe.

George Beft, Eſq; at Hampſtead, aged 96.

1:. Rev. Mr Sturges, Preb. of Wincheſter.

14. Mr Evans, #. of Cuper's Gardens,

18. Samuel Robinſon, Eſq; formerly High

Sheriff of Bucks. - .

19. john Perry, Eſq; in Soutigate.

20. Sir Wm. Williams, of the County of Salºp,

Bart. Succeeded by his eldeſt Son, Pſathin Iſiſ,

jams Wynne, Member for Denbighſhire. "

Promotions, &c. -

Eſq; Member for r

his Son, William Corbet, Eſq;

h 52y

2.I., Charles Dubois, Eſq; Treaſurer to the
Eaſt-India Company. y ſh;

Richard, Viſcount Coote, Son of the Earl of

Bellºmont, and Captain in the Foot-guards.

jobn Effington, Eſq; Clerk to the Mercers

Company, ſuddenly, after eating Grapes. His

A Fortune, which is confiderable, goes to his only.

Daughter, Lady of the Earl of Kinſale.

24. Mr Clutterbuck, an eminent Confettioner

in St Paul's Church-yard.

The youngeſt Son of Admiral Pernon, aged

11, of the Small Pox.

L1st of Promot 10 Ns in 1740.

Eorge Treby, Eſq, appointed a Commiſſioner

B G .#.#. º: of George Bubă

Dºddingtºn, Eſq;. -jobn Naylor, Eſq; Fellow of King's College,

Cambridge,– Clerk Aſſiſtant to the Houſe

of Commons, in room of Mr Ayſcough, who

reſigned, a Place of 5ool, per Annum.

Meſſ. Harvey, Harriſon, Garnham, and Til

ſon, Senior Batchelors of Artsof Trinity College,

Cambridge, eleáed Fellows of that College.

C. Dr%. Preſident of the College of

Phyſicians, in room of Dr Pellet, who reſigned:

Drs. Bourchier, Cunningham, Horwood, and

Dawſon, : Cenſors; Dr Chauncy, admit

ted Fellow ; Dr Adams, Candidate; Dr Hody,

and Dr Lobb, Licentiates.
-

, Mr Ranly, - King's Serjeant Surgeon,

in room of Mr Amyard, deces'd,

Ralph Barnes, Eſq; Filazer for Surrey.

Mr Arnold, Tide-Surveyor in the Port of

Londºn, in room of Mr Vincent, deceas'd.

Enſign Forbes, appointed a Captain in the firſt

Regiment of Footguards.

, Tºomas William Gardener, Eſq; — Captain

in the Blue Horſeguards.

- Wm. Gould, Eſq; – Capt. in Crawfºrd's Foot.

Capt. Downs, -— Exempt in Lord Alºe

marle's Life Guards, in room of . ,

Capt. Otway, ſecond Major of the ſame.

Capt. Rutter, — Sub-Brigadier in the

D. of Marlborough's Life-Guards in room of

Capt. Dumont, Brigadier in the ſame.

Capt. Sºuthwell,—Capt
.
of the Aſſiſtance,

of 50 Guns. • * *

Čapt. Norris, Son to the Vice-Admiral,—

F Capt. of the Rºffel, of 89 Guns, in room of

Capt. Denniſon, — Captain of the Mºffat',

Capt. A court, -- Capt. of the Lightning, and

Lieut. Philict,— Capt. of the Furnace,

Bomb-Ketche
s.

-

Mr Norris, youngeſt Son of Sir jobn Nor is,

Captain of a zo Gun Ship.

Capts Bruce and Gage,

G of Sloops.

Fc c L Esr A's T 1 c A L PR E Fr. R M E N T S.

Rºy. Dr Niccoll, Head-Maſter of Weſtmin

er School, inſtalled Prebendary of Wºff

minſter, in room of Dr Barker, deceaſed.

Mr john Barker, preſented Rećtor of Church

Hove, Warwickſhire, zoo 1. per Annum. -

Biſhop Mawſon, tranſlated from the See of

Landaff to that of Chicheſter.

Mr. Reynell, made Precentor of the Cathedral

of Connºr, Ireland, 7oo 1. per Annum.
2
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526 Prices of STOCKS, &c. OCTOBER, 1740.
& T. O’C K. S. | Monthly

ºftºſ" Sept. 23,:* 28,

S.S. Stock or ; ---
ales 69

- -

*"... chrºnº. #35 ºf
New Ammu. Io9 # 1 Buried #. io967. 2297 in ºidºniº 1's

3 per C. Ann. 99 .
-

Femal. 12 i I
ºw.ndsºn ºf

Bank na Prize | Died under 2 Years old--- 823 * 2197

--Circul. 1 A. 12s. 6d. Between 2 and . 5 ---- 195 Weekly Burlali.

Mil. Bank 113 # Between 5 and to ---- 94
-

India 153. Between 1o and zo---- 77 Sept. 36. – 415

--Bonds 31.61. Pr. Between zo and 30 ---- 157 *:::::::
African io || Between 30 and 40 ---- 203 *- :

-

Koyal Afl. 89 : Between 40 and 50 ---. 228 .#
Lon. ditto I i. Between go and 6o --- 196 2197

7 p. C. Em. Loan 98. Between 60 and 70 ---- 153
—

5?. C. Ditto 80. Between 70 and 80 ---- 135 Peºtºſ.wheatº &

Eng. Cop, 3 2 12+. Between 80 and 90 ---- 39 ": ...3.
Welſh ditto 1 5 s. Retween 90 and too ---- 6 j 6l -

- - - ps 01. I54.Between 100 and to --
Lot. Tick, 5 ſ.

The fºllowing is ſaid to be theP;;
, which Lºrd Cathcart is to publiſh in

America. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

THºng of Great Britain, my Mafter,
having been obliged to declare War

againſt the King of Spain, and being de;
rººmin'd, with the Help of Almighty God,

tº take Wengeance for the Inſults and bar

barous Depredations committed on his Sub

jº, by which their lawful Trade and
Navigation were unjuſly interrupted; has:
orderº me to invade, attack and bring ºn

ºr his Dominion ſuch Colonies, Çiftles,

Places, and Kingáons or Provinces belong;

ing to the ſaid King of Spain ſº ſhill
ºšink moſt convenient : But his Majeſty be-,

ing at the ſame timeſº that the

ſid Injuries and Depredations are much

more owing to the Malice and Counſels ºf

ºne particular Perſons in Spaia and the

indies, than to the general inclination and

pºll of the Spaniſh Nation, between whºm

and his subješ; there has ſubſiſted (except

within theſe few ºars) a. Conformity of

intereſ; and Counſels, a contingal Commercé,

2nd friendly Correſpondence cultivated and .
ºn-aimed tº their mutual Benefit and Sa

rººfton; has, out of his Goodneſs, vowſh

|afti on this Oregſºn to temper the Cha

sizement with Mircy, and afford the Inno

ºnt an Opportunity to diffinguiſh them:

ſelves from the Guilty; Fºr which Purpoſe

ºf havé Order; from the King, my Maſter,

;, declare, as by theſe Préfºnts, in his

Royal Name, aſid by Pºrtue ºf the Autho

º, his Majeſty has delegated to me, I do

ºlize, offº áñd prºmiſt all Perſºns, Spa

...ardi, Mu'attoºs, Negroes, Freemen, Inc.

º, ºr any other Perſºn: whatſoevºr, bºth

- o Coals il, o&t, per Chaldron,

2297 in the Pool. .

Clergy and Laiety, that thoſe who, with.

in a moderate Term after the Publicatiºn

of this Declaration, and #: any Hºli.

lity reſpectively committed by them again?
the Armies or Sea Fºrces of the Kin

Maſter, ſhall freely and peaceably ſubmit
to his Protećion, and his mild Admini.

ſtration and Government, ſhall be receiv'd,

protećied and maintain’d in their Land, |

Houſes, Poſſions, and any other Effeff;

whatever, in the ſame Manner as if thy

were his own natural Subje:#; they ſhill

alſº have the free Exerciſe of their kill.

gion in the ſame Manner as they nºw tº.

19; plus frced -

They ſhall be freed from Impoſts, Alcº

valas, Duties, Aftſ. . all the 8

ther Oppreſſions they affually groan andr
from the Nature and Form ºf the Govern. |

ment eſtabliſhed in the Spaniſh Indies. The

Indians, in particular, ſhall be exempted

from , the Royal Tribates and Service;

which they are ſubješed to; they ſhall have

the Privilege and Right of Tºading di.
reğly with Great Britain and all the Bri

tiſh Colonies in America; and, in fine, ſº

all Occaſions, and in all Reſºeffi, they ſhall

be conſider'd, aſſifted, favour’d and triated

as the Natives of Great Britain, -

But on the contrary, ſuch Perſons as ſhal

refuſe,º or ſhall obſtinately delay accept.

ing theſe clement Offire, māft rank them.

ſelves in the Nimbir of the Guilty, and ex

pe:# nothing but the Severities exerciſed in

A juſt War, undertaken by a magnanimous

Prince, and an incenſed Nation, to re

venge theſe undeſerved Injuries and De

predation; they bore with ſo many*; i.

- -
AT!!,



The Port and Sluices of Đunkirk,

F O R. E. I.G N

HE Earl of Walde

e I grave, having in a

Memorial preſented to this Court, re

rmonſtrated that ſeveral thouſand Men

were employed in repairing the Fortifica

Paris, Oi, 20.

-

H I S T O R 7.

From VI ENNA. -

O#. 9, O.S. died CHARLE3 VI. Emi

peror, of Germany, aged 55, Years, 18

Pays. His diſtemper proceeded from an

Indigeſtion occaſioned by a Cold, which

127

tions of Dunkirk in manifeſt Violation ofA he neglected, and continued his uſual Di

the Treaty of Utrecht received the fol

lowing Anſwer from M. Amelot. f .

- “His Majeſty was much ſurpriz'd, Sir,

to ſee the Complaints that his Britannick

Majeſty makes of the Orders that are ſupr

#: aćtually given, for re

ſtabliſhing the Fortifications of Dunkirk.

verſion of Hunting, notwithſtanding the

Severity of the weather, which was ſo

ſharp as to kill the Vines about Pºina

The Diſorder increaſed till it threw hini

into a violent Colic, followed with a cºn

tinual Vomiting and Fever, which ended

in an Inflammation of the Bowels... that

Nothing can be at a greater Diſtance from B carry'd him, off the 11th Day of his Illneſs.

Truth, than the Reports which ſome

; affect to ſpread upon this Subjećt.
I aſſure your Excellency, that whatever is

inſerted in the Engliſh News-Papers, in

order to give Uneaſineſs about the Pro

jećts of France, is without any Foundation.
the

Town-Wall, and the Forts, which have

been demoliſh’d purſuant to the Peace of

Utrecht, and of the Treaty of Triple Al
liance, are now in the º: Condition

they were in immediately after the Dº;

molition. It is true, the King has caus'd
four Batteries of Guns to be rais'd, in or-.

r to oblige the Corſairs and Privateersd

which infeft theſe Seas, to keep at a due

HºmºČºft, and rºſecure thes States ºf the Empiºn

Inhabitants from the Inſults which they

were liable to from the ſmalleſt Ships :

But I leave your Excellency to judge,

whether this indiſpenſable and temporary

Precaution, which will ceaſe the Moment

that publick Tranquillity ſhall be re-eſta

bliſh'd, deſerves to be called a Contraven-E

tion of Treaties ; and whether his Maje:

ſty has not rather Reaſon to complain of

being, from ſuch ſlender Grounds, tax'd

with failing in his Engagements. If afte:

fo formal ºn Aſſurance as this, which I

have the Honour of making, you, any

Doub: ſhould ſtill remain with his Britan

nick Majeſty, concerning the Works which

have been reported to be carrying on at

Dunkirk, it will be very eaſy to comeat a

Certainty therein by ºnly ſending, if he
thinks fit, ſome Body upon the Spot.

This is the Anſwer that the King has grº
der'd me to make to the lºſer with

which yºur Excellency honour'd me,

Sign'd, . . . . A M E L O T.”

"It is plain, notwithſtanding the above

Letter, ha!”:#; d. of Bouffers and the

Marqui, j. Gevry with a great Number of
Workmen are very buſy at Dunkirk, and

the Engliſh theré aré order'd to rºtirº.

F $ Cauſe of their Chan

He marry'd Elizabeth Daughter of Leº

late Duke of Brunſwick Blankenburg, who

before her Marriage abjur’d the lutheran

for the Roman Catholic Religion. By

her he left Iſſue two Daughters, the el

deſt married to the Great Duke of Tāftānſ,

late Duke of Lorrain. On the Emperor's

peceaſe, this Lady was proclaimed Queen

of the Roman, Öueen of Hungary, and
Bºhemia, Princeſs of Tranſylvania, Arch

durcheſ of Auftria, and Succeſſor to alſ

the hereditary Dominions ºf the Houſe

of Auſtria, according to the Diſpoſition

made by the Emperor in 1713, by the

Name of rhe Pragmatic Sanktion, which

was approved by the Majority of the

1732, and is gua:

ranty’d by G. fiftain, the States General,

ână'Demark, but was ºppoſed by the

Eaors of Saxony, Bavaria, and ſome of

the Sovereign Biſhops of the Empire.

HE ROYAL ACADEMY of Polite
Literature, Scienceſ, and Arts at

Bourdeaux, propºſe, tº all the Learned gº

Prize, appropriated in Perpetº by the
jº. Buja Force; being 4.Gºld Medal

of 300 Livres Palae. The Šubječ for the

%ir, 1741. is the Phyſical Cauſe of the

Blackneſs of the Skin of Negroºs.; the Nå

ture, Kind, or Quality of their Hair, with

e or Degeneration
* , he rºar 1742, the like Prize tº him

who ſhall give the moſt Probable Account.
or Explication of the Cauſe and Effeds Cf.

Éléâcity-The Pieces to be gºt º'
; Zaºmy before the Firſt Pº of May,
S.S. cºar, either in French or Latin

"sºme sentence or Device, ſuch as the A4

thor thinks fit, ſhould be written at the

fººtam"ºf his fiftºtatiºn ; and the ſame

jeº, pºvić ſhould be ſealed “P, " +

Paper, apart, with the Author's Name:

2ñality, and Addreſs, that the Academy

Žay know hºw to direč for him withºut

ſt be paid byBut, if it be true, that they cannot reflore H Miftake. The Poſtage º: directed ºf

7tars, as ſome Engineers declare, they will

not proceed far befr; their real Deſign;

will be diſcºver'd, and we hope, obſtrºłęd.

the Harbour, and Fortificationſ under Go the Author. and the Pacqu -

Monſieur Le Preſident BAR BOT, Secrata C.

jºcademic, für les Faſci de Chapeaux

RCugè. --
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on the 34 pay ºf the sºftºn Wingſ,
º: U.rg; /poke to thefollowing

e . . . - - |- - -

* A 3. º, . . . . .

~... S I R, . . . … ...a A

tºg's War is at laſt de

§ clared againſt Iberia,

§ it will be very pro

pertöpaſ a Bill for

* encouraging our Sea

3 men." Thad the ho

%2%&9 nour to preſent one B

for that purpoſe two Seſſions ago, but

it had not the good Fortune to meet

with the Concurrence of this Houſe.

It was then objećted, that by E.;

º wemightinterruptth2Courſe

}%/ºz,

-

-

. . .ºO 24) T. H.

; : 1 …---, --,

The Urg; Plemahm, then-roft up an

--

--

• *,

*-*.
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titled, an As fºr the Enouragement ºf

Trade to Columbia, may be read.--

Which being accordingly done, the

ſaid Urg; defired that Leave might be

given to bring in 4 Bill For the more
effºrtual#, and encouraging the

lli - -'rade of'the Lil putian Subješ in Co

lumbia, and fºr the Encouragement of

Seamen to enter into the Emperor's Ser

vice. . . . . . . . .
tº sº ºf , ; ;

, ſºsº.

UR'Seamen are ſo neceſſary fº

U) aſſerting the Rights, and vind
cating the Honour of this Nation, háč

** *

- -

four Negotiations at the Court of . I declare with the utmoſt ſincerity,

#eria: This I preſume, was the chief C ſhall always be for giving them all º: -

Reaſon for which it was rejećted. But as

Negotiations with thatCourt arenow at

an end, I hope the Propoſal. I now

riſe up to make, will meet with no

Öppoſition. The beſt Method, Sir, for

making the War ſucceeſsful, is to car

ry 'it on with Vigour; if therefore

Encouragement in our Power,

therefore ſhall never oppoſe any rea:

ſonable Propoſal for that purpoſe:

What the hon, Gentleman intends to

offer in this new Bill, I do not know ;

but, if it is to the ſame Effect as the

Bill which he has mentioned, I think

any Laws or Regulations, have for-D his Motion a little too precipitate.

mérly been thought nºgeſſäry, they

ought to be revived. For this Reā

ſon, tº take the§§. move, that

the 6th and 8th Seáions of an A&

º, An A37 fºr the betterº º

the Trade of this Kingdºm by Cruizers
- and Convoys; and alſo the 2d Sečtion

of an Aći made in the ſame Year, in

ade in the 6th of the Empreſs Nana, , ,

The Emperor, Sir, has the ſole and

abſolute Property in every Ship and

Cargo taken from an Enemy by any

of his Majeſty's Ships of War; ſo that,

if any Share of a Prize is given, or

promiſed to the Captors, it ſhould be

confidered as a gracious Condeſcenſion

in the Crown, for their Encourage

ment. This, Sir, is the preſent Me.

w thod
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thod of encouraging or rewarding the however neceſſary for the public Ser:

Officers and Seamen in his Majeſty's vice, as it is yet but the ſecond Day of

Service; and as all A&ts of Grace and the Seſſion, I am ſure, it is neither

Favour ought to come originally from neceſſary, nor decent, for us to en

the Throne, I think, if any Regulati- a ter on the Confideration of it; on the

on be neceſſary for Diſtributing of “ contrary, I think, as it is a Propoſal,

the Prizes that may be taken from the which, in its own Nature, ought firſt

Enemy, or for giving the Whole or to proceed from the Crown, that we

any Share of them to the Captors, we ought to wait a few Days to give his

ought to wait till we have a Meſſage Majeſty time to communicate, by

from the Crown. If a Bill to this, Meſſage or otherwiſe, what he thinks

Purpoſe be brought into the Houſe be: B may be neceſſary for encouraging, not

fore we have ſuch Meſſage, it will, I only our Seamen, but every one of his

think, infer a ſort of Diſreſpect to his Subjećts, to concur and aſſiſt in a vi.

Majeſty, which, I am convinced, is gorous Proſecution of the War.

very far from being the Intention of For theſe Reaſons, Sir, I muſt think

the hon, Gentleman who has made the Motion now made, not only preci.

you this Motion. It may be ſaid, in Cpitate, but that we ſhould, in ſomeſort,

iſome degree, to foreſtall the Favours take Advantage of the Crown, by

of the Crown, and transfer from ordering ſuch a Bill to be brought in,

his Majeſty, to ſome of the Members of before we have paid our Duty to his

this Houſe, the Honour of beſtowing Majeſty, by an Addreſs, in Anſwerto

Rewards, and ſo intercept the Grati- ' his moſt gracious Speech from the

tude which will be due from our Sea-D. Throne. I hope, therefore, the hon,

men for the Encouragement that ſhall Gentleman will agree to poſtpone his

be given them. I cannot ſay that the Motion for a few Days; after which,

hon. Gentleman has any Deſign to if it is not recommended to us by his

deprive his Majeſty of this part of his Majeſty, we may reſume the Conſide.

Prerogative, but, I believe, thoſe who ration of it with a better Grace. Dur.

fhall be for paſſing ſuch a Bill, are not E ing the late War againſt Blºſſu, I

inſenſible of the Popularity which will “remember that a Bilſ was brought in,

reſult from a Motion, that has the Ap, and paſſed, for giving all Prizes taken

- rance of ſo much Kindneſs and from the Enemy to the Captors. I

Generoſity. Admit, Sir, that it may cannot poſitively affirm, but I believe,

be proper to give to the Officers that it proceeded from ſome Meſſage

and Seamen, in the public Service, the , or Intimation from the Crown, that

Whole of every Prize which they ſhall F ſuch a Law was become neceſſary for

take, his Majeſty can do it without the publicService; and tho' there ſhould

the Authority of a new Law; and if be now the ſame Reaſon for a Law of

any farther Powers are wanting for the that kind, yet I cannot ſee any im:

Encouragement of our Seamen, I am mediateNeceſſity, or preſſing Occaſion.

convinced, that his Majeſty will not The public Service cannot ſuffer by

omit to ſend a Meſſage to us for that poſtponing this Affair for a ſhort Spaſt,

End. If we had indeed ſpent a con; G and by ſo doing we ſhall avoid the

fiderable part of the Seſſion, and no very Appearance of Diſreſpect to our

fuch Meſſage had been ſent to us, there Sovereign.

might have been room for any Gen- I ſhall not at preſent, Sir, enter in

tleman, who has the Honour to fit in to the Merits of the Queſtion, but as

this Houſe, to propoſe what he thought the Poſt, which I have the Honour to

neceſſary on ſuch Occaſion, and if we enjoy, enables me to ſpeak on this

ſhould find his Propoſal reaſonable, H Subject from my own Knowledge, I

it would be incumbent on us to agree think myſelf obliged to inform; Houſe,

to it: But however reaſonable the that with regard to the Prizes al.

Propoſal, now made to us, may be, ready taken, Applications have :
- - - plaſſº b

?
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& cannot properly pe made tin the Pul-, expº, “... -, --, ….

comes regularly before us, and there- much better than the Emperor's, I do

A fore I ſhall not inſiſt on them. For as not wonder that many of them have :

* I entirely approve the Ends propoſed. not only declined enrolling, but with

ſy . the hon. Gentleman's Motion; if the Perii of their Lives avoided being

'he Bill be calculated effectually to an- X x X impreſs'd.
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it would be incumbent on us to agree think myſelf obliged toinform; Houſe,

to it: But however reaſonable the that with regard to the Prizes al

Propoſal, now made to us, may be, ready taken, Applications have been
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Debates in the senate ºf LILLIPUT, sº;
made to his Majeſty, not only by the

Captors, but the ſuffering Merchants.

The former think themſelves, from

Cuſtom, entitled to a very large Share A

of the Ships and Cargoes they have

taken : " The latter have ſuffered

greatly by the Enemy, and as Repara

tion is one of the Ends propoſed by this

War, think they have a Claim to have

. of their Loſſes repaired by the

Appropriation of ſome Share of *

thoſe very Prizes to that Uſe. As

both theſe Pretenſions are founded

on Juſtice, his Majeſty has graciouſly

anſwered, that when a Value is put

upon the ſaid Ships and Cargoes, both

ſhall be confidered. With regard there- C

fore to the Prizes already taken, we

ºnnot, conſiſtently with his Majeſty's
Promiſe, give the Whole to the Cap

tors; and, with regard to any future

Prizes, I am in great doubt whether

we ought to give them up by an eſta-,D

bliſhed Law. His Majeſty will cer

tainly beſtow on his Seamen all the

Encouragement which he ſhall think
they deſerve, as far as the Treaties be-,

tween us and our Allies, and the Ju

ſtice due to our injured Merchants, will,

admit. There is therefore no need of

new Laws. I am ſure, his Majeſty E

will never deſire the leaſt Advan

§ge to himſelf, from any Prize.

If a diſcretionary Power remains in the

Crown, the Captors may depend on Re-

wards according to their Merit, and

--

--

the Reſidue will be either applied to F.

#. public Service, or given to our Merº

hants. Whereas if, by an eſtabliſh

Ed and unalterable Law, we give the

Whole to the Captors, it may ſome

times be more than ought, either in

Juſtice or Prudence, to be allotted:
them; the Loſſes of our Merchants. -

... will be unredreſſed, and we may per

haps give ſome neutral Powers, who

ſhall have Effects in the Ships taken, a .

Pretence for joining with Iberia. . . .

" . Theſe are indeed Obječtions, which

cannot properly be made till the Bill

comes regularly before us, and there

fore I ſhall not inſiſt on them. For as .

I entirely approve the Ends propoſed,

‘. the hon. Gentleman's Motion; if

'he Bill be calculated effectually to an

l

ſwer thoſe Ends, I ſhall be ready to a

gree, not only to bring it in, but to

paſs it into a Law, as ſoon as it is

conſiſtent with the Reſpe&t that we

owe to the Crown, and with the

uſual Methods of proceeding. On the

whole, as I think, Sir, the Motion is

now premature,and as, I believe, there

are many Gentlemen preſent of the

ſame Opinion, I hope the honourcole

Gentleman will not, by inſiſting upon

it, lay us under a neceſſity of reječting

a Motion, which we ſhould otherwiſe

readily agree to, and which, ſhould it

be poſtponed but for a few Days, will,

I doubt not, meet with the entire Ap

probation of this Houſe. . . . -

*
-

º

-

*

Salvem Snadſy, Urg; ſpoke next to this

. . . . Purpoſe. . . . -

S I R, - * -

H E N I heard the Motion

yW made by my hon. Friend, I

did not apprehend that the leaſt Reaſon

‘‘could be urged in Oppoſition to it; on

the contrary, I thought every Gentle

man, in this Houſe, would have been

ſo glad to hear proper Expedients pro

poſed for encouraging our Seamen,and

effectually ſecuring our Trade to Co

Jumbia, which are Points of the ut

moſt Conſequence to this Nation, that

they would have immediately ordered.

ſuch a Bill to be brought in. Gentle

men may make Declarations of their

great Regard for our Seamen, and

for the Trade of his Majeſty's Subjećts,

and I queſtion not with great Sincerity;

but as this Trade has neither been fe

cure, nor the Seamen encouraged for "

theſe zo Moons paſt; they will not by

new Delays gain any Credit to their ,

Profeſſions. Nothing in time of War,

Sir, can be of more importance, than .

to have our Seºmen both ready and

willing to enter into his Majeſty's Ser

vice; but as they have been frequently

impreſſed into it, and diſcharged again

without the Advantages they might

expect, and as the Merchant's Pay is

much better than the Emperor's, I do

not wonder that many of them have :

not only declined enrolling, but with

the Peri of their Lives avoided being

X x x . impreſs'd.
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impreſs'd, I believe, Sir, there is not

a Man in the Empire but knows this

to be our preſent unhappy Situation:

Was it not then reaſonable to imagine

that every Gentleman in this Houſe

would concur in ſome Expedient to

relieve us? And can any Step be taken

towards it, till the Bill now propoſed,

or ſome other, be brought in for this

End? I am ſure, Sir, if the Bill menti

oned by my hon. Friend had paſſed two

Sefions ago, there would have been now

no want of Seamen. When they heard

that a Bill for their Encouragement was

reječted by this Houſe, might they

not reaſonably conclude, they ſhould

have little Share of the Captures they

might make And would not ſuch

Concluſion , increaſe their Unwill

ingneſs to ſerve in the Fleet The

Neceſſity therefore of applying a Re

medy to this Inconvenience, as ſoon

as poſſible, is ſo apparent, that, inſtead

of inferring a want of Reſpect to his

Majeſty, ſhould we endeavour to pro

vide one unask'd, it can only ſhew

that our Zeal for his Service wants

mo Incitement. The beſt way of ſhew

ing Reſpect for his Majeſty, is to take

the firſt Opportunity of doing our Du

ty, tho' it may be interpreted a Diſre

£a to the Miniſter.

me Leave to ſay, that if the Senate

ſhould be ſo full of Reſpect for ſome

Perſons, as not to enter on any Buſineſs

urtil directed by them, it would ſoon

loſe all Reſpect from the People: . In

which Caſe I do not ſee how they

could be governed, unleſs by a Stand

ing Army.

I muſt own, Sir, that ſome A&ts of

Grace and Favour, ſoch as Indemni

ties, are uſually mov’d in the Senate.

upon a Meſſage from the Crown ; butG

that nothing of a popular Nature ought

to be brought in without ſuch a Meſ

ſage, is a Doğrine new and ſurpriſing:
And if it ſhould become a Rule of

Procedure, no Bill of public Utility,

no Law for Redreſs of Grievances,

could be propoſed, till Leave is obtain

ed from the Crown. As every goodLaw

is attended with Popularity, the Pro

poſal of any ſuch may be called Fore

But, Sir, give E

ſtalling the Favour of the Crown, with

as much Propriety as in the preſent

Caſe. I hope, therefore, this Doc

trine will not prevail within theſe

Walls. I do not deny, Sir, that the

A hon. Gentleman has moved for bring.

ing in a popular Bill: But will not his

Majeſty have a proper Share of the

Popularity, by readily giving the Royal

Aſſent: Even the Miniſtry may, and

. I hope they will, partake of the Po.

pularity, by their chearful Concurrence

in carrying this Bill thro' both Houſes

of the Senate. If a wicked Miniſter

raiſes an Oppoſition to any good Bill, he

muſt bear the Conſequence of his Con.

duét, ſhould it expoſe him to the Ha

- tred and Reſentment of the People,

C . I grant, Sir, his Majeſty may, by a

Proclamation,without being authoriſed

by Parliament, give the whole of every

Prize to the Captors; and I believe, his

Majeſty himſelf would readily doſo But

where is the Diſreſped to his Majeſty,

.. Diminution to his Honour,

if he does by Law what it is ſuggeſted

he will do of his own Accord To do

it by an Aćt of Senate is a more ſo

lemnWay, and as it will add to the Cor

fidence and Courage of our Seamen,

I think ought not to be delay'd, eſ

pecially ſince no Encouragement was

promiſed to them, either in the Pro

clamation for Repriſals, or in the De
claration of War.

We all know that before the Ağ of

the 6th of the Empreſs Nana for the

F Encouragement of Trade to Columbia,

an Office was eſtabliſh'd for the Diſpo.

ſal of ſuch Prizes as were taken by his

Majeſty's Ships of War; but the Sums

ariſing from their Sale, being notori

ouſly embezzled by Clerks and Agents

in thatOffice, loudComplaints were oc.

caſioned, § had ſo much weight, both

by their Juſtice and Importunity, that

at laſt they produced that Law. Now

as this Office muſt be revived, unleſs

ſome other Expedient be found, I hope

the Bill propoſed will meet no further

H Oppoſition, becauſe by it the Grie

vances, which the Officers and Sailors

then laboured under, will be effec

tually removed.
As
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As it does not appear on ourjournals,

that either the Law for aboliſhing the

Prize-Office, or any of the Regulati

ons now propoſed to be revived,

proceeded from any Meſſage from

the Crown; I doubt if this Law

was ſincerely approv'd of, much leſs

adviſed, by the Miniſters of that Time.

LongBxperience has taught us,Sir, that

Miniſters in every Reign have been ſo

far from aboliſhing any Gffice where

they had the Authority of appointing

the Officers, that on the contrary they

have always tortured their Inventions

to deviſe new ones, and ſnatched the

firſt Opportunity of reviving ſuch Of.

º,
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taken by his Majeſty's Ships of War,
which then, I fear, would be but few:

And as nothing can more contribute

to a vigorous Proſecution, and conſe

quently to a happy Iſſue, of a naval

War, than the ſame Encouragement

that was given to our Seamen in the

laſt, I am convinced every wiſe Man,

amongſt our Merchants, will freely ſa

crifice the little Advantage he may ex

B pećt by ſharing in ſuch Prizes, to the

nobler Proſpect of Honour, Triumph,

and Supericrity, of a full Reparation

for paſt Inſults, and an abſolute Secu

rity againſt future; a Security, which

no foreign Nation ſhall dare to violate,

fices, if at any time they found them- C and which even domeſtic Corruption

ſelves under the Neceſſity of conſent

ing to the Abolition of them as uſeleſs

or corrupt. I think, therefore, when

a Law for aboliſhing or preventing the

Eſtabliſhment of an Office becomes ne

ceſſary, if we expećt a Meſſage from

the Crown for that purpoſe, we may

wait till the Nation is become a Prey

to Vulturs, and Corruption unreſiſted

has eaten out our Bowels.

Having thus, I hope, fully anſwer

ed the only Argument for poſtponing

this Motion, I ſhall next beg Leave to

Captors; and ſhall proceed, without

Apprehenſion of being thought an E

nemy to the ſhtereſts of our Merchants,

whoſe Loſſes are mentioned as the great

Objećtion to this Bill. That they now

begin to find ſomeRegard, I, with every

other honeſt Man, rejoice; had ſome

other Gentlemen ſhown the ſame early

Zealfor their Protećtion with me, their

Loſſes would not have required ſo much

'Conſideration. No Man can have a

'ſtronger Senſe of their Misfortunes

than myſelf, and for this Reaſon I

would give the Whole of every Prize

to the Captors, becauſe, I think, it is

sone of the beſt Methods for procur

ing them full Reparation, and perpe-Hand ſpeedy Iſſue.

tual Security.

It is from a vigorous Proſecution of

this War, that our Merchants are to

expe&t a full Reparation of their Loſſ's,

and not from a Share in the Prizes

ſhall not eaſily interrupt. -

I am convinced that what the h

Gentleman, who ſpoke laſt, mention

ed in favour of our Merchants, pro

ceeded entirely from hisCompaſſion for

their Sufferings; but, Compaſſion, as

it influences our A&tions, is virtuous or

weak; ſo ſuch Compaſſion as muſt ſet

them and our Seamen at variance,

can be of no Uſe either to them or

their Country, It is ſtrange we

ſhould begin to feel ſo much Compaſ

E fion for our Merchants now, when

zttempt an Anſwer to the Obještions.

againſt giving the whole Prizes to the

Home few of them, perhaps, may, by a

Petition, have ſet themſelves in oppo

ſition to our Seamen ; and that we

were ſo ſlow in relieving them, when

the only Oppoſition was between them,

F, and thoſe who plundered them, or who

tamely ſuffered them to be plundered.

- Beſore War was declared, we gave

no Proof of Compaſſion, but by ma

king fruitleſs Repreſentations to the

Court of Iberia; and though we are

now engaged in War, and ſeem indeed

° to compaſſionate, we are, I fear, far

from redreſfing them: For, certainly,

the moſt effectual Way of removing all

the Grievances complained of, is to

take every Step that may conduce to

wards bringing the War to a happy

But at the ſame

time that we ſhew Compaſſion for them

that have ſuffered, we ſhould think of .

thoſe that may ſuffer ; otherwiſe, our

future Sufferings may far exceed thoſe

that are paſt.
FGr
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For this Purpoſe, Sir, the Bill now

propoſed is abſolutely neceſſary. In

the preſent War, if proper Care be not

taken, our Merchants may ſuffer more

The GentleMAN's MAGAZINE, Vol. X.

aćtive and reſolute to throw out in that

which preceded it. There was Time

enough after the Breach of the Con

vention to have brought it in, and had

by the Enemy's Privateers, than they it paſſed into a Law before the Con

have hitherto by their Guarda Coſta's. cluſion of the Seſſion, thoſe who

* This we ought to prevent, by encou- * brought it in the Seſſion before, would

raging ourShips of War to attack, take, have been ſo far from envying others

or deſtroy thoſe of the Enemy. Every the Glory or Popularity of it, that they

one knows that the Capture of a Pri- would have readily joined them. Nor

vateer is an empty Triumph, and, -

therefore, we can hardly ſuppoſe that eria ſo much as by the Vote of

any of our Privateers, who are fitted B Credit, which was granted towardsthe

* out only to plunder, will attack them, Concluſion of our laſt Seſſion. If ſuch

unleſs they are incited to it by the a Bill had been paſſed inſtead of the

Proſpect of Gain. I know that his Vote of Credi, our Merchants would

Majeſty's Ships of War are obliged to have ſuffered far leſs, nor would the

attack Privateers, without"any other Enemy's Privateers, with ſuch Boldneſs

View than that of deſtroying them: o and Impunity, have infeſted the Seas of

But I fear ſome of our Commanders Degulia, and ſeized our Ships at the

will not be very diligent in looking Mouths of our Harbours.

out for them, or cruiſing where ſuch The Reward, Sir, ſo neceſſary for

only can be met with, unleſs we give encouraging our Ships of War to cruiſe

them ſomething more than they can, upon and take the Enemy's Priva

expe&t from the Capture. This we teers, his Majeſty cannot give without

ſoon became ſenſible of in the late D,the Authority of Parliament; at leaſt

War, and, therefore, by the Aét a- he cannot appropriate to that Purpoſe

bovementioned of the 6th of the Em- the Sums allotted for the public Service,

preſs Nana, a Reward of 5 Sprugs for He may, 'tis true, give it out of

each Man taken on board any Ship of the Civil Liſt Revenue, and accord.

War, or Privateer of the Enemy, was ingly promiſe it by Proclamation.

* given to the Captors, over and above E. And I wonder that 'Gentlemen, who

what they could gain by the Sale of ſeem ſo jealous of depriving the Em:

the Prize. This Encouragement was peror of the Popularity to be acquired
ºfound no leſs effectual than neceſſar i. Aćts of Grace and Favour, did

in the late War; and as the ſame is not adviſe him to do ſo. I own, that

“intended by the Bill mov’d for, I am", it might, by this Time, have amount

ſurprized to find a Delay propoſed by red to a large Sum, conſidering the

‘a’ Gentleman, who profeſſes, and I" Number of Privateers fitted out againſt

doubt not with Truth, a ſincere Ré- us, if our Ships of War had been pro

gard for his Majeſty's Trading Subjećts. perly ſtationed for intercepting them;

‘A Delay of a few Days, under pre- but, the more it had amounted to, the

tence of Reſpect to the Crown, may more Popularity would have been ac

cccaſion the Ruin of ſeveral honeſt quired, not only by his Majeſty, but

Merchants, to whom Delays and Re- G by thoſe Counſellors who had given

ºfuſal may be equaily prejudicial. One ſuch faithful Advice. The utmoſt it

Seſſion has been already loſt in Delays; could have amounted to, might, I be.

let as not delay to exert our Force till 'lieve, have been ſaved, by aboliſh

Vigour itſelf may become ineffectual., ing or curtailing ſome of thoſe uſeleſs

‘Our Miniſters certainly knew that the Penſions and Salaries, which are now

War was unavoidable, and, therefore, H ſo profuſely paid out of the ſame Fund;

it was their Duty to have brought in a Profuſion, which may add to the

that Bij} themſelves, before the laſt Number of his Majeſty's Servants, and

Seſſion was ended, which they were ſo the Miniſter's Flatterers, but never can

. . . - - - - benefit,

byſº it, could we have alarm

ed Ib

-
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benefit, tho' it may online to en

ſlave the Nation. -- . . .

| Such Reward, Sir, I ſay, his Ma

jefly might have offer'd without the

Senate; but as it has not been offer'd,

and I do not expect it will, we ought,

... as ſoon as poſſible, to provide it out of

the publick Revenue, by the Bill mov

ed for, which containing ſeveral other

Regulations, that can be made no

other way, and ſhould not be delay’d, B

we ſhall, by only bringing in ſuch a Bill,

give new Spirits to thoſe Seamen that

have entered, or been impreſſed, into

his. Majeſty's Service, and induce

thoſe who now abſcond, to appear and

enroll themſelves. Will Gentlemen

Sailors to do their Duty, yet I doubt

whether, the Aſſiſtance of the Se

nate is neceſſary on this Occaſion;

and therefore I am againſt bringing

in any new Bill. There is no Comº

plaint yet made of any Grievance,

and I believe all the Evils, that

have been ſuggeſted, may be prevented

by a due Exerciſe of that Power with

which the Crown is already inveſted.

In the Reign of the Empreſs Nana,

indeed, after the War had been carried

on ſeveral Moons, the Prize-Office was

found to be an intolerable Grievance.

both upon the Officers and private Men

in the Sea Service. I had the Honour

to command one of her Majeſty's Ships

then complain of the Difficulties in C of War, and having the Fortune to

manning the Fleet, yet, out of a pre- take a Prize, was ſo far from having

tended Punäilio of Reſpect to the any Advantage, that the Ship was

Crown, delay the moſt proper Method brought in Debt to the Prize-Office.*

we can take for removing them But,

fuppoſe we ſhould humour thoſe Gen

tiemen, by poſtponing this Motion for

This was not the only Evil which .

called for Redreſs.; it was found, by

Experience, that our Commanders

a few Days, are we ſure any Meſſage D were not diligent in ſeeking out, and

will come from the Crown F. Will not

the Argument for putting of the Mo

tion, on the Foundation of Diſreſpect,

be much ſtronger? For if we ſhould al

low that Pretence to be juſt, and af.

terwards order in ſuch a Bill without

attacking the Enemy's Ships of Force;

and this made both the Senate and

Government think it neceſſary to give

a Reward of 5 Sprugs for every Ene

my taken, as mentioned by the hon.

Gentleman. But as the A&t for this

a Meſſage from the Crown, I think it E Purpoſe, Sir, was to continue in Force

would ſhew not only a Diſreſpect but

a Contempt ; therefore, I hope, my

hon. Friend will inſiſt upon his Motion.

Aliaiweig, ſº mix ºth EA

* -- . feeſ. . . . . .

..". S I R, - º - -

T. Readily agree with the hon. Gen

A teman who ſpoke laſt, that it is

the Duty of this Houſe to contrive

and paſs ſuch Laws, as we think

..neceſſary for the public Service.

When a Grievance cannot be removed G on, to the Captors.

or prevented by the Laws in being, it

is incumbent upon us to make others :

But as unneceſſary Laws are themſelves

a Grievance to Society, if an Evil

can be remedied by the Laws in be

ing, to introduce an unneceſſary Law

would be but changing one Evil

for another. Thus, Sir, tho' I

am for encouraging our Officers and

1.

H Lilliput.

only during that War, I preſume that

the Senate thought it unneceſſary to

provide againſt Evils which might not

happen in another. As to the pre

ſent War, his Majeſty has already

reſolved to give ſuch Encourage

F ment, as will induceSeamen to enter on

board the Fleet. When any rich Prizes

are taken, as there will probably be

ſome he will, after a proper Share

for our ſuffering Merchants, give the

Remainder, without further Dedućti

If his Majeſty

ſhall find any further Powers neceſſary

for

- * This Kind of Villainy is not confined to

We have ſeen with Sorrow, and

heard with Indignation, the ſame Complaint in

the Britiſh Senate by a brave Commandºr on the

like Occaſion; and, indeed, it has been too .

often the Fate of their Country’s Champions a

broad to be malign'd, cheated, and traduced, by

Cowards, Knaves, and Taytors at home.
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for theſe Purpoſes, he will, I am ſure,

take the firſt Opportunity to acquaint

the Houſe ; and till that is done, we

fhould ſuppoſe no further Powers are

wanting. If we bring in a Bill of

this Sort, without Intimation from the

Crown, it may, on one hand, provide

for what is unneceſſary, and, on the

other, appear to be defective, and

may thereby occaſion two Bills to be

it, will contribute to a vigorous
Proſecutidn of the War. No Gentle.

man, Sir, can pretend that it is not

calculated for that End; it's declared

A Deſign is to ſecure our Trade, andeh.

gourage our Seamen. As, therefore, his

Majeſty's Speech is an Intimation bf

his Pleaſure, equally authentic with

any Meſſage whatever, 'Gentlemen

muſt think that neither our Trade

brought in inſtead of one ; which, B wants Protećtion, nor our Seamºn

were it attended with no ſort of Diſ.

reſpect to the Crown, ought always to

e avoided. I ſay, Sir, a ſort of Diſ

reſpect, becauſe as his Majeſty has,

by the Laws now in being, the

Property of every Prize, to diſpoſe of

that Property without the Conſent of

his Majeſty, previouſly communicated,

can ſcarcely admit a better Conſtruction.

To conclude, Sir, if this Motion be

poſtponed for a few Days, no Timewill

be loſt ; for we all know, that Billswell

conſidered before they are brought in,

ſooner paſs thro' the neceſſary Forms

of both Houſes ; and therefore I

hope the hon Gentleman will agree,

for the preſent, to withdraw his Mo

tlOil. -

The Hurgo Blatirome ſºok next in Sub

ſtance as follows.

S I R,

- HO' Gentlemen have inſiſted ſo

much on the Expediency of a

Meſſage, or ſome other previous In

timation from the Crown, I beg Leave

to obſerve, that it does not ſeem re

quiſite on this Occaſion, and conſe

quently the Charge of Diſreſpe&t might

have been ſpared. Does not his Ma

jeſty, Sir, in the very Beginning of his

Speech, graciouſly tell us, that he has

called us together for our immediate

Advice and Aſſiſtance at this criti

cal and important Conjun'ſſure ? And

that he makes no doubt but he/all meet

with a ready and vigorous Support in

this juſ; and neceſſary War P The pre

4ent Queſtion, therefore, is not, whe

ther we ſhall wait for a Meſſage

from his Majeſty relating to the Bill

propoſed, but whether the Regu

lations intended to be made - by

Encouragement, if they continue to

oppoſe this Motion. But as the Back.

'wardneſs of our Seamen to enter on

Board the Fleet, muſt be own'd to be as

great as in the laſt War, no doubt

the Remembrance of the cruel Op.

C preſſors of the Prize-Office at thatfie

muſt contribute to this Backwardneſs.

For unleſs the Bill mov’d for paſſes in.

to a Law, tho' his Majeſty ſhould give

the Whole of every Prize to the Cap.

tors, a Prize-Office muſt be ſet up.

And will the Clerks under the like

Temptations be more homeſt than their

Predeceſſors : There are more Proof;

of Degeneracy than Improvement;

and therefore I am afraid the Harpits

of a Prize-Office will be as much dread.

ed as ever, if this Motion ſhould be re

jećted. As to the Encouragement of

E our Sea-Officers, Sir, if an Aći for that

Purpoſe was thought neceſſary, in a

Reign diſtinguiſhed for martial Entet.

prizes, I am afraid it will not be leſsne.

ceſſary after an Interval of Indolence

and Inaćtivity.Can our preſentMiniſten

work greater Miracles with Reward;

and Honours, than the Miniſters who

humbled Bleſºftu, and raiſed the Glory

of the Lilliputian Arms by Sea and

Land If theſe took the Aid of all

Aćt of the Senate for encouraging by

Rewards the Commandersofthe Navy,

G why ſhould the preſent Miniſters ſeru:

pulouſly avoid ſo ſucceſsful an Ex

ample But granting, the Gentlemen

of the Navy want no extraordinary

Incitement to their Duty, it would ,

not be unneceſſary, while the Enemy

ſends out ſuch a Swarm of Privateers, .

to tempt alſo private Adventurers, on

our Part, to arm in Defence of them

ſelves and ther Fellow Subjects,

Of

ey

ſt:

T

P.

th



!º ſooner than ordinary to give it our vi

* gorous Aſſiſtance.

º ... I grant, Sir, that it is in the Power

tº.

* every Prize to the Captors; but it
# tº ſeems they are not to have the Whole :

* The Merchants are to be allowed ſome

* Part by way of Reparation. I am H

$º truly concerned, Sir, for their great

:* Sufferings, but I ſhali never agree to

* hazaid the Diſcouragement of our Sea

tº ºn...and cºnſequently the Succeſs of

* the War, on the Account of ſo ſmall

§§ -

DEBATES in the Senate of LILLIPUT, .

I apprehend, Sir, that the Regula.

tions, now propoſed to be revived, were

not made perpetual, for anyother Rea- A However, Sir, if it be right to give a

rº
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a Pittance as may come to the Mer

chants from a Diviſion of the Prizes,

ſon, than becauſe they could be no Share of the Prizes to the injured Mer

longer of Uſe than the War continued.

The Occaſion ceaſed, but the Prece

dent remains ; and as it was ſet us by

a prudent and ſucceſsful Government,

we cannot do better than follow it.

Beſides, Sir, to make a Law perpetu

al before the good Effects of it have

been experienced, would have been

contrary to the general Maxims and

Cuſtom of the Senate. Some Laws,

indeed, Igrant, never would have been

chants, it is wrong not to publiſh the

Method of Partition. Inſtead pf be

ing left in Uncertainty, the $eamen

Qught to have known what Share they

are to expećt in reward of their Cou-,

rage and Condućt. And fince no De

claration has been made of their Share

by other Authority, we ought to re

trieve this Negle&t, and without Heſſ

tation declare it by Authority of the

Senate. The diſcretionary Caution,

revived, if they had at firſt received Chitherto obſerved, muſt fill the Sailors

only a temporary Sanétion. But as

the Laws, for the Revival of which my

hon, Friend has moved the Houſe, are

of great Benefit to the Empire, and

not the leaſt Inconvenience has been

with Uneaſineſs, and diſpirit their Of

ficers, We find, indeed, that diſcre

tionary Power is the Darling of Mini

ſters; but ought ſuch ſordid Views ever

to ſtand in competition with the Safe

made appear during their Continuance, b ty ofTrade, the Honour of our Flag,

why ſhould we attempt to be wiſer

than our Predeceſſors Gentlemen in

finuate, that if his Majeſty finds the

Bill neceſſary, we ſhall have a Meſ

fge. I wiſh they would leave that

Name out of all Queſtions; we know

it is not his Majeſty, but the Miniſtry, *

that interferes, who are too apt to be

partial in Caſes relating to the Impe

rial Prerogative. This the Miniſters.

always think it their Duty to exalt;

but how great ſoever that Power is, it

and their own Reputation As to the

Captures already made, there is no

Occaſion to alter what his Majeſty has

ordered, but for all future Prizes, let

the whole be generouſly given to the

Captors. If their Vigilance is en

couraged, and their Valour rewarded,

the War will be ſooner at an end, and

the Merchants obtain the ſpeedier Re

paration. This is the Method which

was taken in the laſt War, the Neceſſity

of it has been experienced, and the

is plain from the Sečtions of the two F Advantage of it approved Had not

Aćts which have been read to us,

that there are ſeveral Regulations in the

Bill propoſed, which the Authority of

the Crown, cannot direct, and yet

they muſt be allowed to be neceſſary.

at a Juněture when we are called upon

of the Crown to aſſign the Whole of I cºnnot underſtand the Propriety of;

the Bill, Sir, now propoſed, been

confidered two Seſſions ago, a Delay

might have been ſeriouſly inſiſted on :

Or, if Gentlemen have obſerved

any Deſe&s in the former Bill, they

may offer their Amendments, which

will eaſily be ſettled. But to poſtpone,

in order to make Diſpatch in paſſing a

Bill, is a Method which in this Caſe

and therefore I hope my hon. Friend

will not depart from his Motion, which

ſhall have my hearty Affirmative.

The Urg; Hewo ſpoke next to this

- Purpoſe.

S I R, -

HAVE carefully conſidered his

Majeſty's Speech, and, ſo far as I
an
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Word in it that has the leaſt Relation

to the Bill now propoſed to be brought

in. The Speech, indeed, may be

the Crown, in relation to the neceſſary

Supplies for the current Service; but

in any other Reſpect it may as well be

called a Prayer as a Meſſage. 'Tis

true, his Majeſty has told us, that he

has called us together ſooner than uſual,

in order to have our Advice at this im

portant Junéture ; but this ſeems to

be a new and unprecedented Method,

to offer our Advice by bringing in a

Bill which makes a direct Encroach

ment on the Prerogative of the Crown,

am able to judge, there is not one need not much fear the Conſequences:

but leſt other States ſhould take Part

with her, I am for laying no Re

ſtraint upon the Power of our Sove

confidered as a ſort of a Meſſage from A reign, which the Circumſtances we

are in cannot juſtify, and of which

the little Experience we had of the Pre

cedent in the Empreſs Nana's Reign, aſ .

forded us no Opportunity to form a

Judgment; for after that Regulation,

ſhe carried on rather a Land than a

Naval War. But, Sir, were the Bill

moved for liable to no Objećtion,

there is no Occaſion for ſuch Haſte: It

cannot take Place till ſome time hence,

becauſe we are by Treaty obliged to

reſtore the Goods or Effects of our Al

as the Diſpoſal of every thing taken C lies, if taken on board the Ships of an

from the Enemy certainly is. I

muſt obſerve, Sir, as the Law now

ſtands, his Majeſty may propor

tion the Share of Prizes to the Merit

of the Perſons concerned in the Cap

ture, which is a great Encouragement D

both to the Officers and Sailors to di

flinguiſh themſelves by their Bravery ;

whereas, if the Bill now propoſed

fhall paſs, and the Whole be given at *

once to the Captors, it will be out of

the Power of his Majeſty, or the Pub

lick, to encourage Men according to

their Behaviour, ſince what is to be.

beſtow'd will depend upon the Chance

of War, which is very precarious and

uncertain. A rich Ship may eſcape

the moſt vigilant Commander, while

Enemy, in a fixed Time after the De

claration of War. Now, as War

is but juſt declared with Iberia, ſhould

the Bill propoſed be paſſed into a Law,

we cannot take upon us to give the

whole of every Prize to the Captors

till that Time is expired; and there.

fore I can ſee no Reaſon for hurrying

in a Bill which may carry the

leaſt Appearance of Diſreſpect to

*his Majeſty. . . We cannot make it

take Effect till fifty Days hence,

* bºfore which Time it ‘may be

thought convenient to paſs ſuch a

Bill,” even by thoſe who now op.

poſe it. This Bill, 'Sir, is certainly

%a Bill of Grace and Favour, and I

could heartily have wiſhed that ſome

a mere Accident may throw her in the F Meſſage from the Crown had been in

Way of a negligent one. In this Caſe,

as it would be hard that the Diligent

ſhould be deprived of all Reward, and

the Slothful enjoy it, I am afraid

it would have a very bad Effect on our

Officers and Seamen. ** -

It has been the Cuſtom among all

wiſe Nations, however jealous of their

Liberties, when engaged in a War,

to inveſt in the ſupreme Magiſtrate a

more extenſive Power than what in .

Times of Peace was thought confi

ſient with the Nature of their Conſti

tution ; and the more dangerous the

War, the more unlimited was that

Power. Indeed while we have only

Iberia to contend with, I grant, we
- --

timated to this Houſe before it was

moved for. The Seamen will, with.

out Doubt, think themſelves highly

obliged by it, and ſurely every Gentle.

man muſt agree that his Majeſty ought,

on that Account, to have been allowed

the Merit of propoſing it. The mak

ing of this Motion will, in ſome De-

gree, leſſen that Merit; but as I am

convinced that no Gentleman has a

greater Regard for the Honour and In

tereſt of his Majeſty than the hon,

Gentleman who made the Motion, I

hope he will endeavour to attone for

his Inadveriency by not infiſting upon

the Queſtion, which will prevent the

Motion from appearing in ourVº -

- 'ſº

-
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The Ug:Hºl. next, to the Eſ:

, , , , hºws
A 'S I. Zealouſly promoted the Bill

now moved for two Seſſions ago

be againſt it, in our preſent Situation,

which, I think, makes it more neceſſary:

Yet, I own, if the Motion had not

been made, I ſhould, for the Reaſons

that regard his Majeſty, have beena

A gainſt making it ſo early. But ſince

: the Motion is made, I hope no Gentle

! man will think of putting a Negative

on it; for tho' it ſhould not appear in

... our printed Votes, it will be known

without Doors; and as the Seamen in

: articular, will be informed of it, letus

... tonfider the Conſequences of their

... is rejećted. The War, which we are en

... gaged in, muſt require great Numbers

... of Seamen, and we find, whatever be

the Cauſe, that they enter with unwill

hearing that a Bill to encourage them C as lawful Prizes.

541

ſpect of enriching themſelves and their

Families by ſerving the Public, and re

move the Occaſion of that Complaint

of $Wantof Sailors, ſo frequently made

- - even by the Gentlemen who argus

t cannot be expected that I hºld A for poſtponing the Motion. Let us not

then do a real Injury to his Majeſty's

Service for the Sake of ſhewing an un

ſeaſonable, perhaps an imaginary Re

ſpect to him. y

As to the hon. Gentleman's other

Argument concerning the Effečts of

our Allies, I cannot ſee how it can be

made a Pretence_for_poſtponing the

preſent Motion, Our Seamen, Sir, are

not, by the Bill propoſed, to have any

Ship, or any of the Effects which they

ſhall take, except they are firſt con

demned in our Court ofº

‘....”...".
hinder the Bill from taking Effect a

ſoon as it ſhall receive thejºi
Aſſent # When Gentlement have con

ſidered theſe Conſequences of poſtpon

ingneſs into the Service, and ſhall we ing it, they will not, I hope, infilt on

... by poſtponing this Motion increaſe that D ſo lender á Panăilio of Repéét to the

... Unwillingneſs? They will not under

º ſtand the Reaſons for poſtponing it, or

... the Difference between poſtponing and

º rejecting; which may greatly retard if

| T. not diſappoint our Efforts againſt the

º Enemy. As I am convinced the Law

# tº: the Alacrity of our People, but intimi

º date our Énemies, I am ſorry to find

º mo Intimatiºn in his Majeſty's Speech

º relating to its being revived. Had

... .",E. will not only increaſe B

Crown, but allow the Motion to have,

the unanimous Approbation of this,

Houſe. - -

it. Harºla Branard ſpoke next to this

/ Effe?. -

S I R,

SHö'Gentlemen alledge Reſpect

for the Crown as the Cauſe

of their oppoſing this Motion, I muſt

obſerve moſt of them have thrown out

intº ſuch a Law been recommended to our ſeveral Objections againſt the Bill itſelf

º Conſideration from the Throne, it F intended to be brought in ; and as
... wºuld have convinced the World, of

: what I do not doubt, his Majeſty's.

"... Intentions to carry on the War with

#: the utmoſt Vigour.

* . . I muſt beg Leave, Sir, to differ from

º

§ Treaties, to take Place. I think, that

§ by merely agreeing to the Motion

º: we ſhall ſhow on Seamen that they

º, ºn they ſhall take, diſtributed a

sº heliave. Tiºwiſºdem. P.

. the hon, Gentleman who advanced, G being abo

are to have the Whole of every Prize H

... nong them by Agents choſen by

ome of them are of his Majeſty's

Council, I am afraid if we poſtpone

the Motion till we have a Meſſage

from the Crown, we may poſtpone it

for ever. For the Point in Diſpute

ut leſſening the diſcretionary

; : \! that the Bill can have no Effect till the Power of the Crown, I do not wonder to

*... time at which it ought, purſuant to, hear its Uſefulneſs infifled on, by thoſe

who are to ſharein the Exerciſe of it, or

by their Friends. I grant, Sir, diſcre

tionary Powers would be of great Ad

vantage to the Public, if they were al

ways to be exerciſed according to Ju

ſtice ; but as Juſtice alone ſeldom in

fluences Miniſters of State, I ſhall al

Yy y ways

2.
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ways be for truſting them with as few

of theſe arbitrary Powers as it is poſ

fible. The Crown has, I own, the ſole

Property in all Prizes taken from the

Enemy, but I muſt add, that 'tis in truſt

and without ſuch Reward it is not to

be expected that one Privateer will

attack another. Once, indeed, two

Privateers, a Blºfuſcudian and an

Iberian, then Enemies, ſail'd out of a

for the Public,and if improperly apply- A neutral Port on Purpoſe to engage;

ed, to be accounted for to the Senate ;

ſo that the Power of diſpoſing of the

Prizes being not altogether diſcretiona.

ry, I would not diveſt the Miniſtry

of it, if I thought it would be im

partially exerciſed for the Public

Service.

certainly be juſt to grant a larger Share

to ſome of the Capors than to others,

and ſometimes to give a Share even to

thoſe who were not immediately con

cerned in the Capture ; ſince it will

I admit this, becauſe it may

but it being a fingular Inſtance, was

eaſily accounted for by a perſonal Quar.

rel between the Captains. Another

Thing which can be done only by an

Aćt of the Senate, is encouraging pri.

vate Adventurers to attack the Iberian

Dominions. His Majeſty may, Sir,

, grant them a Charter, but that will

not authorize them to ſail within the

Limits of the Pacific Company, be:

cauſe an Aćt of the Senate declares,

that all who frequent the South Staſ,

frequently happen, that ſeveral who C except ſuch as are employ'd by the

have by Law a Claim on a Prºze,

may deſerve to be puniſhed rather

than rewarded. But ſince we find

that diſcretionary Powers are too

often abuſed to bad Purpoſes, I

* Company, ſhall forfeit Ship and Car.

go, beſides double the Valse; and I,

fear it will include our Privateers, not.

withſtanding his Majeſty's Commiſ

ſion. Since we cannot therefore pro. :
ſ

am for veſting the whole of every Prize D poſe to make any great Advantage of

in the Captors, and ſhall aſſign one

very good Reaſon, becauſe it would be

moreacceptable to the Officers andSea

men, eſpecially to thoſe of the greateſt

Merit. - -

ſhould, Sir, grant the Whole of

all Prizes to the Captors by Proclama

tion, yet without an Aćt of the Se

nate the Perſons concerned cannot

chuſe their own Agents, as the Minori

ty are not obliged to be determined by

the Majority. The Grievance of the

Prize-Office will for this Reaſon be re

vived, the Sailors will again ſuffer from

the Extortion of Clerks, and find their

Shares either diminiſhed by exorbitant

Fees, or quite eat up with Perquiſites.

Thus it was in the Empreſs Nana'sWar, G had then ſuch powerful Enemies, that

and thus it has been in the preſent

Reign ; for we find by a Public Ad

vertiſement, that a Prize was taken

13 Moons ago, and the Diſtribution is

not yet made. But beſides a Remedy

Now though his Imperial Majeſty E The Prime Miniſer ſpoke next to the

the War, without an Aćt of the Senate , || ||

to provide againſt all theſe Inconveni | }.

encies, I hope the Motion will not | tº
only be inſiſted upon, but agreed to aft

- º 3t

W.

following Purpoſée. th
. S I R, - - - - - - - - - Sj

ſk
A S his Majeſty has never made all

imprudent or improper Uſe ºf

his Diſcretionary Power, I cannot diſ.

coverany Reaſon why this Powerſhold

create more Jealouſy now than former

ly. Excepting a ſhort Space of the

Empreſs Nama's Reign, the Property

of all Conqueſts made, and Prizes

taken,haveremained in theCrown ever

ſince we had a Conſtitution. We

the Government judged it neceſſary 10

encourage, by a public Act of the Se:

nate, all private Adventurers to carry

on Hoſtilities, by giving them the ſºlº

Property in everythingthat they ſhould

in this Caſe, ſeveral other Regulations H take; bnt I do not think our Enemy #:

are intended by the Bill propoſed, which

cannot be made without an Aćt of the

Senate. The Reward of 5 Sprugs per

Man cannot be given any other Way,

now is ſo potent, as to make the ſame | ".

Meaſures neceſſary for us.

Sir, the Circumſtances differ: The J &
War had then been continued ſeveral

- ... " Moomſ

Beſides, ſt;

Wi

ă
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Moon, ; the preſent War is but juſt de-, pretend to be the propereſt Judges what

clared. So that (what could not be the

Caſe in the laſt War) our Merchants,

as well as our Allies, may now have

Effečts in the Iberian Ships which were

put on board before War was declared,

or they may have granted Policies of

Inſurance for large Sums; in either of

which Caſes it would not be juſt to put

them beyond Recovery, if ſuch Ships

ſhould be taken by our Adventurers,

or Ships of War.

, I grant, Sir, that the Court of Ad

are the moſt preſſing Services ; becauſe:

they muſt know, better than others,

not only the general State of the Na

tion, but all the particular, Circum

ſtances of it. However, Sir, if the:

Senate has any Diſtruſt of their Capa

cities, they ought to attempt a Change.

in the Adminiſtration, rather than te:

encroach on the Prerogative of the

Crown. I will mention ſome public:

Services to which the Produce of Cap

tures may be apply'd, -

º miralty could not declare the Goods of Firſt, to the Captors, to encourage.

gº our Friends to be lawful Prizes, if the People to take as many Prizes

# ſhip'd either before the War was pro- as they can. Secondly, to the Mer

claimed, or before the Time limited chants, in order to make them Repa

by Treaties ſhall require ; but if that cration for their Loſſes. Thirdly, to,

& Court ſhould ſtand peremptorily on defray part of the Expence of the

the Letter of the Law in all Caſes,

they might occaſion juſt Cauſe of Com

War, and thereby prevent any new

Taxes on the People. And laſtly, it

º plaint, without having any Power to may be apply'd towards Payment

... give Relief. The Inſurers, in parti- of the public Debts. So that if we are

... cular, may find themſelves obliged to D ſo fortunate as to ſeize any very valu

... pay, even to the Subjećts of Iberia, the ‘’able Prizes, it is my Opinion, that the

... Sums here inſured for them. So that Produce of them ſhould be apply'd in:

... to revive the Laws propoſed, ſo ſoon proper Proportions to theſe Purpoſes,

... after the Declaration of War, may be eſpecially to the firſt three. After all,

*" attended with many Inconveniencies Sir, I am, as far as Reaſon and Pru

!!! which they were not ſubjećt to at dence direćt, heartily inclin'd to en

ſ: their firſt Eſtabliſhment. Beſides, E courage our Seamen; and therefore,

" Sir, the abſolute Neceſſity of making when the Prize is not very confider

a ſuch an Alteration in our Conſtitution able, I ſhall readily be for giving

{{! in the preſent War does not yet ap- the Whole to the Captors. When the

* - §. I hope it will be a conſtant Value indeed ſhall be extraordinary, if

§ axim not to be departed from with- you give the Whole to the Seamen,

* out Neceſſity, that the Property of every F concern'd, I fear they will no longer.

... thing taken from a Nation with which be Seamen. Should a Ship, which now

º* Wººle atWar, is in the Crown, and the is expected from the South Sea, and

º: Diſpoſal of that Property in the Empe- is reputed worth a Million Sterling,

:tºº tor. I grant, Sir, that the Whole be taken only by one of his Majeſty's

... ought to be diſpoſed of for the public Ships, if any Miniſter ſhould give, or :

* Service, and that the Senate may call adviſe to be given, the Whole of it to

*... to account, and ought to puniſh any," the Officers and Seamen, he would

º Miniſter, who ſhall apply it otherwiſe, certainly be impeached for it by the

º Yet as there are ſeveral Services, occa- Senate. Can, it be proper, then, for

... ſonally more preſſing than others, the the Senate of Lilliput to do the ſame

º Appropriation of theWhole to any par- by an eſtabliſhed Law? Such an extra

is ticular Uſe, by an A& of the Senate, vagant Reward to one Ship's Com

a lay not be for the Service of the Pub-... pany would be an Act of Injuſtice to
lic; and I muſt beg Leave to ſay that H the Nation, becauſe Part of it ought

%

#* With the Management of our public Af.

º, fails, may without Breach of Modeſty

t

... thoſe whoareintruſted by our Sovereign to be appropriated to our injur'd Mer

chants, and Part to eaſe the Tax on .

our Landholders; both which Belº
- Q

|
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of People have as good a Title to our muſt think it will require ſome Time

Regard as that of the Seamen. The to confider them, and for that end I
Sandholders contributeº to the hope the Motion will be withdrawn. ”

Support of the War, and therefore, ** . . - *-* º

ought to ſhare in the Succeſs of it, and A ‘ſhe Urg; Gybnob ſpoke nºxt in Suk.

the ſuffering Merchants ſhould in Ho- . . . . . ſtance as fillºws,

mour and Juſtice have Reparation; at . S I R,

leaſt the 95,000 Sprugs, which they ºf "HE Objećtion at firſt made to

were to have had from the Iberians, if the Motion was that ſuch a Bilt

Hoſtilities had not taken Place, ſhould ought always to proceed from the

be paid them as ſoon as it is poſſible, a grown, Now the Bill itſelfi, con.

The Emperor, Sir, has given his * demned. I even ſuſpečted that poſt.

Sacred Word, that they ſhall be con- poning would be the ſame as re

fidered, when the Prizes already taken #m. Motion. For in ſuch Caſe

ſhall be diſpoſed of; but efwhich they I ſhaft not expect any Meſage from
could not have expected a Share, if the Crown to renew it. . " h

the Bill brought in two Seſſions ago Do we find Miniſters diſpoſed to

had paſſed into a Law: Nor can they C promote A&ts of the Senate, which

expect a Share of any future Prize, if will aboliſh a number of lucrative

we paſs the Bill now moved for. They Poſts to which they have the Appoint.

muſt then, Sir, be made to wait to the ment I do not think even ºi.

End of the War, and depend on the ſent Miniſters would adviſe their Ma.

uncertain Event of it for further Re- ſter to apply for ſuch an Aćt. That

paration. This being the Caſe, to me- p there is no Danger in continuing any

głećt 'our Merchants, and enrich our Power in his; Majeſty's Hands,

Seamen, is a Proceeding I cannot call is an Argument which their Deference

prudent or equitable. For if the for to his Majeſty ſhould reſtrain them
mer be diſcouraged, we ſhall ſoon have from advancing. A Sovereign of Lil.

but few of the latter. Iput cannot by the Conſtitution make

I wiſh, Sir, we had met with great- an illegal Uſe of his Prerogative, but

er Succeſs in this War, but if Gentle-E his Miniſters may, and this Houſema!

men conſider the Extent of the Sea cenſure them . . . . . . .

between Old and New Iberia, they The diſcretionary Power, Sir, in

will not wonder that our Squadrons' tended to be limited by the Bill prº

have not met with more of our Ene- poſed, was found a Grievance intº

my's Ships. But had not they ſent laſt War, and the Nature of Thing

out their Advice Boats, t diſcover the F being the ſame, will undoubtedly be

situation of our Squardons, and direct ſuch in the preſent. Clerks in Pub.

the Courſe of their Aſºgue Ships, and lic Offices will always extort Fº

had not Admiral Venron been detained and detain, if not embezzle, the Mo

by contrary Winds on our Coaſt, they ney that comes to their Hands, ther:

would, it is very probable, have fallen fore no Officej be unneceſſarily

in with his Squardon as well as the eſtabliſhed or continued. As the laſ:

caraºa Ships into Admiral Hocłada's, 9 war, Sir, was very Expenſive, thoſe

This Incident, Sir, will ſhew that we who condućted it, had a good Plea,

cannot depend on taking many of (which cannot be admitted now) for

their rich Ships, and therefore thoſe keeping great Part of the Prizes to eaſ:

which do falf into our Hands, ſhould the Burthen of the Land-holders and

be diſpoſed of in the beſt Method for H the People in general; but they affed.

the public Service. I dare undertake, ſº ed no Arts of that Kind, they deter.

that this will be particularly attended mined to animate their Seamen effec.

to, if the Diſpoſal be ſuffered to re- tually to proſecute the War, in order,

main in his Majeſty: But if new Re: to bring it to a ſpeedy Concluſion,

gulations ſhall be thought neceſſary, I. They cºuld not ſet any Advantage in

. . . . . . . * *** * * * * * * > . . . . . .”. continu.
---
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DEBATES in the Senate of LILLIPUT. 34;

ntinuing a languid War, and there- ... I am ſurprized, Sir, to hear the

ire were not ſo fond of diſcretionary, hon. Gentleman ſay, that if the Bill'

Powers to oppoſe a Bill for inſpiring had then paſſed, our ſuffering Mer

our Seamen with Ardour and Aétivity, chants could not have expected any

to them the whole of all}. aſſuri -

they ſhall take, and freeing them. A

from the Vexation of a Prize-Office.

... All that has been urged againſt

ſuch a Bill at this Junéture, has been

fo fully anſwered, that I am aſtoniſh'd

to hear it ſtill oppoſed ; but I am ſtill

Share of the Prizes already taken 3,

can he forget that the Bill was not to

take Effečt till ſeveral Weeks aſter the

Declaration of War But ſurely, a

Share in thoſe Prizes would have been

of ſmall Account in Compariſon of

the Advantage which the Nation

more aſtoniſhed to hear it inſiſted on B would have gained by our paſſing that

that the Bill ought not to be brought Bill, or the Advantage which the Mer

in without a previous Meſſage from chants themſelves might have made,

the Crown. . What a dangerous Doč- by aſſociating to fit out Privateers, or

trine is this The Bill, I grant, is de

fighed to ſuſpend or aboliſh one of the
Prerogatives of the Crown ; but, ſhall c

it be admitted in this Houſe that we

can make no Alteration with regard to

Prerogative, unleſswe have Leave to do

ſo from the Crown I hope, on the

contrary, it will be unanimouſly

declared, that all the Prerogatives p

of the Crown are under Cognizance of

the Senate, and that any of them may

be altered, ſuſpended, or aboliſhed,

by an Aćt of the Senate, if the public

Service or the Safety of the Conſtitu-

tion requires. If I did not approve

make Conqueſts; and therefore, Sir,

neither the hon. Gentleman nor his

Friends have any Pretence to exult in:

having thrown out that Bill ; and if

they ſhould hinder the preſent Motion

from taking Effect, I believe they will

receive no Thanks from the ſuffering

Merchants, or any Set of Men in the

Nation, except their own Dependents.

*

The Urg; Pulnub ſpoke next to the fºl.

- lowing Effect : - -

S I R, , -

S I did not expect the leaſt Op

poſition to my Motion, I chuſe

the Bill, Sir, I ſhould ſupport the Mo-E not to ſpend your time with offering

tion, only becauſe ſuch a pernicious

Dočtrine has been urged againſt it :

a Dočtrine, which, I hope, will

never, from any the leaſt ſeemingAp

probation, be drawn into a Precedent,

Arguments to introduce it, which

might be unneceſſary; but ſince it has

been oppoſed, and oppoſed by Gen

tlemen of no little Conſequence, I

now beg Leave to add ſome Reaſons

Granting, Sir, that Difficulties may F to thoſe ¥hich my Friends have been

ariſe in framing the Bill, will they be pleaſed to urge in its Favour. -

increaſed by ordering it to be brought I freely own...Sir, that if I had not

in Qn the contrary, the Attention of made you this Motion, I ſhould have

the Public being raiſed, Expedients

will be propoſed for leſſening thoſe

Difficulties. I cannot, indeed, ſee

any of the Difficulties which the hom. *

Gentleman ſuggeſted. The Billpaſſed

in the late War is a Rule to us, an

that bronght in two Seſſions ago wi

direct our Progreſs. Had it then

paſſed into a Law, perhaps we ſhould
not now have had awº *Sure I am,

Sir, there would have been one Diffi

guity leſs to encounter ; our Sailors,

inſtead of flying from an Impreſs,

would have crowded themſelves into

the Service. - -

willingly delayed it for a few Days, if

for no other Reaſon, to oblige theſe

Gentlemen near me, who have al

ways affected Delays in every Delibe

ration that tended to War. But when

I found they had ſo reſolutely declared.

War, I preſumed that they would have

promoted every Meaſure that might

contribute to the vigorous Proſecution

ºf it, without ſcrupulouſly adhering to

Forms, of proceeding, or hazarding

any Public Advantage for an imaginary

Punctilio of Reſpect to the Crown. .

The ſue of this Debate, and another

about the Navy in our next.
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... Mr. URBAN, , . . . . . . . . . . illegal Puniſhments inflićted, or other

H'. Majeſty having in his moſt graci- Hardſhips impoſed upon Mariners in his

- ous Speech earneſtly recommended. Majeſty's, Ships, will do their Country

to the Parliament to confider the Difficul-, a Šervice by tranſmitting them to the

ties which have been found in manning. Members of either Houſe, or to the Pub.

the Fleet, and the ill Conſequences ofAft by Means of the Preſs. In the mean

ſuffering our Enemies to be ſupplied with * Time, that the Seamen, and thoſe who

any Proviſions from hence, during the may bend their Thoughts to this Subjeć,

preſent Scarcity of Corn in ſome Parts of may know what has been† it

the Kingdom, it ſeems not improper for will not be amiſs to publiſh the Heads of

a private Perſon to offer his Thoughts on what has been already under Deliberation

this Occaſion. -- of the Parliament. -

As to the Scarcity of Corn, it will be One ...' ſº for theſe Dif.

eaſily in our Power to prevent this Nati- B ficulties was called the Regiſter-Bill, and

on ſuffering in that Reſpect, if public was entitled, A Bill fºr regiſtering all

Granaries be eſtabliſhed, as in other Coun: Seamen, Watermen, Fiſhermen, Lighter.

tries, and none exported in any plentiful men, Keelmen, Bargemen, and Seafarin

Year till they ſhall be filled. It has been Men, capable of Service at Sea, throug

ſhewn by ſeveral Authors, how theſe out his Majeſty's Dominion; ; , which was

Granaries might be eſtabliſhed, how fully confidèred and rejećted. See Lord

advantageous they would be to our Ma- CG–e’s Speech, p. 290.

nufacturers, as alſo to the Farmers, who, This Bill being diſapproved, another

in the commonWay of preſerving Corn for the better Encouragement of Seamen

in Ricks, and Barns, (it is computed) to enter voluntarily was brought in, and

loſe a third Part in four Years by Rats ſeveral Reſolutions agreed, to, but no

and Mice, and in the mean Time want great Progreſs was made in it. Howe

the Benefit of their Straw, Chaff, and ver, as I could wiſh that the Seamen

light Corn, for the Uſe of their Horſes, is might know every Article propoſed for

Pigs and Poultry. D their Benefit or Regulation, in order to

I ſhall not at preſent bint any Method their Approbation or Diſlike, if again

for removing the Difficulties in manning propoſed, I have tranſcribed the Reſolu

the Fleet, which his Majeſty has found ne- tions agreed to when the Affair was under

ceſſary to mention, notwithſtanding the Conſideration in the laſt Seſſion.

Aół for encouraging Seamen to enter into :

his Majeſty's Service, paſſed laſt Seſſion, 1ſt, That a voluntary Regiſter ºf Stamm

to give them the Whole of every Prize E will be of great Utility to this Kingdºm, .

that they ſhall take. It was expected # 2d, That it ſhall extend to all the Dumi

the Gentlemen who propoſed the Bill, nions of the Crown of Great Britain.

that ſo great an Encouragement would 3d, That the Fraternity of Trinity Houſe

effectually anſwer the End deſigned, and of Deptford Strond be intruſted with th:

the Gentlemen who were againſt giving Management of the ſaid Regiſter, with

them this Encouragement by Aët of Par: Power of appointing inferior Officers and

*. were not apprehenſive it would a servants, neceſſary for the Execution of the

ail, but that it might be top great. I F ſaid Truff. … -

doubt then there muſt be ſome confi- 4th, That a certain Sun of Money be

derable Diſcouragement, not provided a- paid to every Man who is willing to Re:

gainſt, to hinder ſo bountiful an Aćt from giffer.

faving Effeół. I cannot take upon me .3th, That every Regiſtered Man ſhall be

at preſent to propoſe any Scheme that obliged to give an Account of the Plate ºf

may remove theſe Difficulties, but ſhall his Abode to the Regiſter. Office.

content myſelf with hinting at the Cauſe, 6th, That the Régiffered Men ſhall be

and leave it to better Heads to propoſe, “’ divided into Claſſés. -

and to the Parliament to eſtabliſh, a more 7th, That a yearly Penſion be allowed to

effectual Remedy. I am afraid, Sir, every Regiſtered Man, who ſhall be diſabled

there muſt be ſomething, diſheartning in Fight, over and above ſuch Allowances

in the Treatment which this uſeful Body as are now given, and a yearly Penſiºn tº

f Peºple meet with on board his Maje- every Widow of a Regiſtered Man, ſain

#. Ships, and have heard Complaints in Fight, over and abºve the preſent 4.

on this Head, but am not ſufficiently ac: H lowances made to ſuch Widºw, and if the

Quainted with the Faëts, to ſtate them to Party leaves any Children, that each ºf
the Legiſlature. For this Reaſon, it is them have ayeary Penſion, until they ar

my Opinion, that thoſe wh9. can give an rive at the Age of fourfeen. . . . -

Account of any undue Severitics Prädiſed, º 8th, That ºvery Regiſtered Min beſ:
~ : " . . . . . . . . . . . empted
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empted from paying the King's or Pari

º: .#ſerving in any Pariſh Offices, |.
ſºils in or contributing toward; the Mi

it?a. r

9th, That none be preferred to be petty

Officers in any of his Majeſty's Ship; but

Regiſtered Men. . .

ioth, That all petty Officers in Mer

chants Ships, as Bºatſwains, Gunners, &c.

be choſen oat of Regiſtered Men.

11th, That all Men who!”; iffer

themſelves, do remain on the Regifter no

Jonger than to a certain Age. ---

12th, That all Men who ſhall have con

tinued on the Regiſter to a certain 4%, do

enjºy all the Advantages of Regiſtered

# during Life.

13th, That all Regiſtered Men ſhall have

the Preference of being admitted into

Greenwich Hoſpital. - - -

14th, That all Captains and Comman

fhal

take on Board any Regiſtered Men, and the

Men ſº taken on Board, ſhall from that

Time be deemed Part of the Ship; Company,

and receive Wager accordingly.
-

15th, That Regiſtered Men be allowed to

§ into the Merchants. Service, when the D

ervice of his Majeſty ſhall not require

them and that the proper Officers do give
themº for the ſame. . . .

16th, That Regiſtered Men be entitled to

receive their Wages in certain Proportions.

17th, That all Seamen now abſconding

in Foreign Parts, or at home on Account

#. running of Goods, who ſhall enter on

ward any ofhis Majeffy’ Ships, and claim

the Benefit of this Regiſter, ſhall be in

titled to their Pardon, except Perſons who

have been concerned in ačual Murther.

13th, That all Regiſtered Men, who

ſhall be ſummoned to appear ºn Board any

of his Majeſty's Ships, a

refuſe to#. ſame, ſhall be ſi

puniſhed as Deſerters.

19th, That all Foreign Seamen, who

ſhall claim the Beneft of this Régifter,

Jhall be entitled to all the Right; and Pri.

wiliges of natural born Subječís.

eč, to be

547

... 23d, That the Regiſter. Office ſhall on

the Receipt of an §.º: the Lord.

High-Admiral, or the Commiſſionerſ for

executing the Office of Lord High-Admi

ral for the Time being, for any number 0

Men contained on the Regiſter, iſſue out.

A their Order for the ſaid Number of Men to
appear according to the order irešed to

them,as aforeſaid. , - - - - -

4. Propoſal humbly offered to the Senate of
. . . . . . Great Lilliput. ” • ?

A s the Propoſer, from a profound
B. Deference to the Dignity of ſo Au

guſt an Aſſembly, would avoid offering

anything to the Conſideration of either

Hóuſe that may be diſagreeable to them,

or unworthy of their Regard: So he

reſumes not to propoſe to them to con

ider of Methods how to raiſe the Price

der of his Majeſty's Ships of War, who C of Wool, or to ſettle that of Corn, or

!£º#. ####. Jhall any ſuch impertinent and trifling Af-.

fairs which only concern the yulgăr

Part of Mankind, who are infinitely

below the Notice of Perſons in ſo ele

wated a Station, and utterly undeſervº,

ing ºf any ſenatorial Regatd. . . . . .

What the Propoſer has to offer is quite

of another kind; it nearly concerus their

own Intereſt, and therefore will probably

meet with a favourable Attention. It

is nothing leſs than the entire Demoli

tion (not of Dancram.) but of what has

been, and continues ſtill to be a greater

Thorn in their Sides, that ill-contivºd,

Figure of Rhetorick, called Irony (in

., plain Engliſh Sneer) a miſchievous Figure,

that 'has done more Damage to the ho

nourable M–y and Senate, than the

Enemies of our Nation have ſuſtain’d by

Joo Men of War and 4oooo Land Forces.

What a Shame is it that this Figure

Havock, or the Uſe of it ſhould be any

and|º or F ſhould be ſuffered to make ſuch terrible

ubj
-

"longer tolerated in this Kingdom ... Tſs

by the Means of this Figure' (ill be-,

tide the firſt Inventer and the Propagaters

of it ! ) that the Views of Miniſters are ex

poſed to the inconſiderate Multitude. Ifa

26th, That the Tºffee; of Charity. G few honeſt Members of the Houſe of Cli

Schools, for the Education of Boys, ſhall 6e

obliged to put forth Apprentice to the Sea.

Service ſuch as ſhall find Maſters willing to
take them. .

21ſt, That the Regiſtered Men ſhall wear

Jºme honorary Mark of Diſtinčion.

22d, That the Regiſter. Office be obliged

to give an Account to the Lºrd High 2d."

ºral, or the Commiſſioners for executing

; ºf the Lord High Admiral fº

the ſºme being, of all the Men that ſail

& Regiſtered.
-

nabs for their unſullied Fidelity and Attach

ment to the M–ry, inſtead of promo

ting the Good of thoſe that ſent them.

thither, are rewarded with a ſmall

Penſion, or accept of a Place fºom him;

of ſome Emolument to themſelves, thº'

of no Manner of Uſe to the Pušići".

Whyjº. theſe Ironiſts let all the

World know it by extolling their Integri

†Pºlº, and Independency. If

th. Adºliniſtration ſquanders away 'the
publick Money, and increaſes thº own,

theſ:
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theſe Sneerers take Occaſion to expoſe

them, by magnifying their Frugality

and goºd'Oeconomy. Tf great Fleets are

mann’d at Sea, which (for ſtrange Rea

ſons of State) have done, nothing; and

if a large Bīdy of Land Forces have

been kept up at a vaſt Expence, whoſe

utmoſt Exploits have been the Robbing

of a Hen-rooſt, or ſtealing of a Sheep, or

ſome ſuch. Feats of War, this they ri
dicule by cailing it a Nº. Proſecu

tion of the War. If a Legate be bam

boozled and outwitted, effecting nothing

for Years together, they wilſblaſt him

with their sneering Commendations of B

his Sagacity, Penetration, and Addreſs.

And ſo, in ſhort, all their Miſcondućt,

Foibles, and Vices, are laid open to the

publick View by theſe Meñs Encomi

ums.--'Tis true, the M–r him.

felf does ſometimes make Uſe of this

fame Figure, when he talks of the Plenty

ofall Things ariſing from the Lenity ofhis

Adminiſtration, and likewiſe when he

#: of the flouriſhing Condition of

rade, and his conſulting nothing but

the Eaſe and Intereſt of his Country, and

that his Condućt has been ſo irreproach

able, that it wants no Apology. Theſe
indeed are evident Ironiés : #1 dare

fay the M–r will readily compound

e Matter, with his Opponents, and

lay down that Weapon, provided they

will engage to do the ſame.

Wherefore confidering the manifold and

#reat Inconveniences ariſing to the Admi

#. and, if not to the better, at leaſt

to the greater part of the Senate, from

the Toleration of that inſupportable Fi

gure of Rhetorick, called ſrony (Sneer)

et there be a Senatus-conſultum for the

total Suppreſſion of it for the future

throughout all his M–y's Dºminions.

And to that End and Purpoſe be it en

aćted by the Authority of this ſhort-livº

Senate, whilſt the Power is yet in their

own Hands, That in all ſuture Editions of

Books of Rhetorick, of what Denomi

nation ſoever, the miſchievous Figure of

Irony(ºft Sneer) be totally, left out,

upon ſuch a Penalty as the Houſe ſhall

tººk proper for the Contravention there
C. T. B.

*

In the 9th Vol. of oºr Magazines, p. 594,

we inſerted a Letter from Sir George

Champion to the Liverymen of London.

We think it very conſiffent with our Im.

partiality to preſent our Readers with

one from Sir TR5bert Godſchall to the

fame Gentlemen, an a no leſ; remarka"

ble Occaſion. --

Gentlemen,

I .# Leave to return my moſt humble

and hearty Thanks, for the remarka

ble Affection with which you did me the

Honour to ſupport your Nomination of

me to be your chief Magiſtrate for th:

Yearº; s - * - " .

As this tº Mark of your

Regard to me moſt juſtly commands, ſ,

I aſſure yout it ſhall .# certainly meet

the ſincereſt Returns of Gratitude on my

Part, whenſbever I can be ſo happy as tº

have any Qpportunity of teſtifying the

high Senſe I have of your Goodneſstome,

I have been, 'tis true, deprived of the

reat Office for which you deſigned me,

É, a Majority of one Vote amongſt my

Brethren, the Aldermen; but the re

peated Honour of ſo unanimous a Choice

of my Fellow-Citizens, conferred on me

in two very numerous common Halls

ſufficiently recompenſes me for that

C Slight; and as the Honour you have done

me cannot be taken from me by any Per

ſons whatever, I ſhall always prize itini,

nitely beyond the Splendor of any Poſt,

ow eminent foever it may be... . . .

It muſt be, I think, no ſmall Satisfac.

tion to your worthy Body, to perceive

that this (I hope unmerited) §
with which I have been ſo remarkab|

diſtinguiſh'd, has induced ſeveral of thoſe

worthy Gentlemen, who have already

fili’d§ Chair # this§ with .

reateſt Dignity and Applauſe, generoul

; to.# to go ºthat high but ex

penſive and laborious Office again, when

E they ſhall be call’d upon by you, rather

that not ſhew their Diſapprobation ºf

§i. unuſual Oppoſition to your re
Olce. -

I hope that nothing which has hap.

pen'd in this. Affair will in any manner

diſunite the City, and thereby leſſºn the

Weight it receives from Unanimity; and

I ſincerely wiſh that no Citizen of Londºn

may henceforwards be diſtinguiſh'd by

any thing, but his unalterable Zeal and

ſteady Attachment to the Welfare of his

Country, and the Preſervation of the

Rights and Liberties of this great Capital,

I am, Gentlemen, you moſt obliged

and devoted hamble Servant,

." -- a

G

Ro E E R T GoDSCHALLs

College-Hill, Gä. 22, 1749.

Note. The Rénder is deſired tº correà a

very material Error, occaſioned by the ng:

ligence of an unfaithful Tranſcriber, whº

Hpºſed in part ºf theº:#. our laſt

p. 3oo col. 2. l. 15. inſtead, of the Motion

was agreed to, read the Mºtion was tº:

jºtºd.

al
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State of the Woollen Trade, &c.

Extrati of a Pamphlet, ſhewing the State

of ourWooll.ENTRADE, begun, pag.

$oo, concluded. -

- If we have loſt our Wºollen Trade, into

what Hands is it fallen That

France has the Bulk of it, appears by Mr.

Mun's Journal of the State of their Ma

nufacturies in the Year 32, which muſt

be improved ſince; and therefore to ſhew

our Loſs, and , their Gain, I ſhall tran

ſcribe a Calculation out of Mr. London's

Pamphlet.—According to a modeſt Com

putation the French have $oo,ooo Packs

of our. Wool yearly, unmanufałłur'd ;

with which they can work up twice as

much of their own. The Detrimenta

rifing from hence to us, and the ſtill

larger Profit accruing to them, he ſets

forth in the following Manner.

A Million Packs of Wool (for ſo much

is computed to grow here) as ſold, when

confined to our own Manufactures, at 16l.

per Pack, is 16,ooo,ocol. As now ſold,

to go abroad, 4,000,000 l. The Diſad

vàntage 12,000,000l. The Labour and Pro

fit in working it at ſuch Times at 40 l.

er Pack 40,000,000 l. The Labour and

rofit of 500,000 Packs manufaStur'd here,

under the Diſadvantages mention'd, at half

Wages, 20l.

Diſadvantage 30,000,oool. By theſeCom

putations it appears that the Nation loſes

no leſs than 42 MillionsSterling yearly, be

ſides what the landed Intereſt ſuffers by

the Poor, and Rates, which, by the Decay

ofour Manufactures, will become ſo nume

rous, that the Revenues of all the Lands

will not be ſufficient to maintain them. On

the other hand France, by getting

500,000 Packs of our Wool, can work up

a Million and Half, it being agreed, that

one Pack of ours is ſufficient to work up

two of theirs, and rekoning but 35 l, per

Pack for their Labour, the Labour o

1,500,000 of Packs, at 35 l. per Pack, a

mounts to 52,500,000 Sterling. And that

they doworkup ſo much may be ſuppoſed,

for they certainly will import no more of

our Wool than is neceſſary.

. It appears by the Töll-Books, that G t

there aré brought into Smithfield Market

to ſerve London 36,000 Sheep and Lambs,

weekly. Now allow 6000 to be Lambs,

and 30,000 Sheep ſlaughter'd one . Week

with the other, the reſt of England is

computed to contain ſeven Times as ina

ny Inhabitants as London within the Bills.

But ſuppoſing fix Times as many, and H we fifter the ºr;
zio.coo Sheep ſlaughter'd in England by#...; . enrich

weekly; and that 4 Years Sheep are

kept for Stock, or that there are always

in Being four Times more than are

per Pack, looooooo. The .

- ſlaughter'd, as Sheep-Maſters, Compute,

and allowing every Sheep, with another,

... to bear four Pounds of Wool, and every

Pack to weigh 242.1b, the yearly wool

of England, according to this Computa

tion º amounts to 728,000 Packs.

, ...º.º. 9ountry, People feed as much
on Fleſh as in Tºwn, and drinkingj

- *jmore. 5 *-i >>

*Sºmd is of leſs Extent, and

fruitful than England, aimi, b ..

A

349

Quarter Part of the Sheep in it, the

wº}}º: to 182,000 Packs.

As Ireland is not one Fourth.England, but is as fertile, h leſs than

jº%. Feeding, it hat

*:I to have near as many She

England ; but ſuppoſe'#*...

364,999. Packs, the whole is 274,33.

C wºº*ś is not included the
Ql of the Sheep ſlaughter" 21 rz

hº*:::}. ghter'd, cali'd Pel

all here ſubjoin a Calculatio

Share that Foreigner, whild pay ºº:
Profit.—250,000 Packs, the fourth Part

ºf the Grºwth of Great Brºſ. Ire

(and will cloath thirteen or fourteen

D Millions of People, which is m. than
Out: Inhabitants amount to ; ſo that three

Parts in four of our Manufactu. would

be exported, and bring home Money to the

amount of thirty Millions, for tº bare

Labour in manufacturing thoſe 75o, op

Packs, beſides the Value of the Wººf

unmanufactur'd, reckoned at twelve Miſ:

B

and taken up

h been judg-

/

E lions more, in all amounting to 4: Mij. .

lions, ariſing from one Bf

..º; the".‘.‘.
the Branches of Trade, belongi -

or any other Nation. elonging to This,

Some time ago our Poor amounted to -

1,429,009; the Decay ofour T. -

and the Severity of laſt Year .º:
increaſed them to two Millions. y

. The Diſpoſition of *ºnce, after ſuch

Attempts for Univerſif Monarchy, can

hardly be denied. hey are *

Preparations for openº..";
the Mask, will be taken off. The§
Thing to be conſidered is, their3.
y to put their Deſigns in Execution:

And what ſhould prevent the Execution
of their Deſigns, if inſtead of taking pr n

per Meaſures for our Safety, we#,
them with Means of accompliſhing it §

what Riches' ariſ.º

Riches and

they cannot carry

while we grow º:
We are fênſible of

and yet load 04rſelves

with

without our Leave,

by the Loſs of it.

Publick Debts,

3
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with Taxes, when we might make others

pay them; while their Finances are not

only diſincumbred, but their King, as

they are fond to boaſt, is continually put

ting Money into our Funds, and, by the

Help of our Wool, will ſoon ingreſs fo

large a Share of them, that by drawing .

out he will be able to leave us defence

leſs. Between their and our Forces,

what Compariſon is there to be made

For Number, there is none; for Condition

very little. Our only Security conſiſts

in our Naval Force, but Experience has

taught us, that the Winds can render, it

uſeleſs. However, for fear the Ele

ments ſhould be on our Side, we are

weakening our own Fleet, and ſtrength

ening that of the French. We are giv

ing up our Trade, which is its proper

Nurſery; we are giving up our Wºalth,

which only can maintain it. . The French

are increaſing their Trade and Riches, and

will ſoon be able to build, or buy and

maintain, as large a Fleet as they pleaſe ;

nay they are both buying and building Men

of War. Laſt Year they built 19, and

bought others.

exerciſe their Seamen, by ſending out a

Fleet; as they are preparing to do a

ain.—They have, as yet, no Här

abours on our Channel, but they have

been hard at work in making ſome, par

ticularly at Gravelines, which is as well

ſituated as Dunkirk. They are making

another at Cherburg, near La Hogwe.

In England we are unhappily divided

into Parties, ſo imbitter'd againſt one

another, that common Danger would

ſcarce be able to unite them againſt the

common Enemy. The Marks of Infamy

fêt upon Part of the Kingdom, for op

oſing ſome of the publick Meaſures,

}. occaſion'd Reſentments, and a ge

neral Diſcontent is the Natural Conſe:

quence of a general Decay of Trade. If

we were united, ſuch is the Diſpoſition

of the Nation, that we have not thoſe

Principles of Activity and Bravery, which

have heretofore animated our Hearts, and

ſtrengthened our Hand. The Loye of Li

berty, and a Senſe of Religion, in many,

are quite loſt, in moſt greatly, weaken;

ed. But this is not all. The French

ſeem to have a conſiderable Party here.

Mr. Webber aſſures me that an Officer be

longing to the Cuffoms has own'd with

great Concern, that he was oblig'd to

- fee Wool ſhipped, which he knew to be

bound for Fauce. How, and phy, JosIAS

THoMPso N was rendered incapable of

ferving his Majeſty, and afterwards run

thro' in Germain. Street, the ſame Perſon

inform'd me, and is ready to prove. I

jays been inform'd, that a certain Lord,

Laſt Year, they began to D

H

the Son of a certain Great Man, with of

ther Nobleman, gave an Order for $6

Suits of Clothes, at one Time, to be ſent

for from France.—Wales and Scotland.

A I know leſs of, but neither, I dºubt, are

fy well ſatisfied with their Condition, and

therefore leſs averſe to a Change of Go

vernment. But, while I ſay this, I hope

that God's gºod Providence will over

rule their Paſſions, and make Uſe of

them for our Safety, This is not a Time

for Diſcord, but for Affection amongour.

ſelves, Duty to his Majeſty, and Zéal for

our Conntry. In Ireland there are three,

if not four Papiffs to one Prăteſtant; not

divided, and headed by the Chief of,

different Parties, fighting againſt one aſ:

other : The Head; are no more, thoſ:

Parties are united by being reduced; aſid,

C in ſuch a State, that thcy think any

Change deſirable. They are indeed,

without Arms, or Militaryº;
º, but France and Spain have 15000 of their

Countrymen in Pay, who may both ca:

ry them Arms, and teach them the Uſe,

of 'em. The miſèrable Condition ofthat

Nation, which may make it ſo eaſy for

France to gain them over, has been ow

ing to Engliſh Policy, dićtated by Ava.

rice and jealouſy.

The Situation of Affairs Abrºad carries.

an Aſpect as unpromiſing as that at

Home. Tho' France is the Grand and Di

/igning Power, of which Europe ought to

E be jealous, ſhe has perſuaded Natiºns to

be directed by her Counſels, and carry On

her Scheme for Univerſal Monarchy.

The Cardinal has found out Means to

diſſolve the Alliance, which was a Cub

to their Ambition, and to weaken the

Parties. By his Intrigues the Emperºr

F has been ſtripp'd of Naples and Sicily, in:

volv’d in a War with the Turks, abus'd

in the Condućt of it, reduced to the Ne

ceſſity of purchaſing a Peace, and giving

up Lorrain to a Power too formidable bº.

fore, deluded and betrayed by his trea.

cherous Ally, and at laſt obliged to

throw himſelf into the Arms of the

French, the Hereditary Enemy of his Fa;

mily, after having given up to the Turk

the Bulwark of Chriſtendom, and thereby

left himſelf expoſed. -

To ſooth the Vanity of the Spaniſh

Queen, the French have made a petty

King cf her Son, and complimented Eng

land with the Expence of conducting him

to his Dominions, She has ſet Spain and

England at Variance, whoſe mutual In.

terett is to be Friends; that when they

ſhall have weaken'd each other, ſhe may

make a Prey ofthem both. France is 2

Spain, what Spain is to Portugal. §:
Ca



being ſent them. They

State of the Woollen Trade, &c.

cah hinder Portugal from having a Com

munication with any other Country by

Lºnd, and would have over-run her, had

ſhe not been protećted by the Britiſh

Jºleet. In the ſame Manner that Spain.

ſurrounds Portugal, France ſurrounds

Spain, can ſtop up her Communication

by Land, and have herat her Mercy, unleſs

ſhe has an Ally ſuperior to the French by

Sea. But if England be deſtroyed, what

Power can protećt her? -

Holland has been as wiſe as her Neigh
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cannot be done without putting a Stop

to the Exportation of our unmanafałfur'd

Wool. The only ſenſible Queſtion is,

-not whether it be neceſſary to do it im

-zaediately, but how it can be done. Some

Gentlemen were of Opinion, that we

might recover our Woollen Trade b

going to Market as cheap as the French,

tho' they get our Wool.-But 1ſt.

How can we work as cheap as the French,
unleſs our Poor could live as low as

theirs?—2dly. If we could work

hours, ſo long under the Influence of as cheap, we could not go to Market as

French Cºnſel; that ſhe is, in a Manner,

ſubjećt to French Gyvernment. 'Her B. Goo

Trade is decay’d, the Government poor,

the Nation torn with Factions, their Na

-vy reduced to Nothing. Their Weakneſs

is apparent enough #sº the late Lan

guage of the French, and the Silence of

the Batch. Thgir preſent Neutrality is

not the Reſult of their Wiſdom, or Com

plaiſance, but of their Fears. France has

menac'd, and Holland trembles. Their

Barrier Towns, which coſt them ſo much

-to keep in repair and to garriſon, wou'd

ſtand 'em in little Stead ; for, as the

French can pour Ioo,Co.) Men into the

-4ſirian Netherland, they can over-run

the whole Country; and, by getting

Poſſeſſion of that,# #arve thoſe

C.

becauſe being oblig'd to carry our

abroad in large Veſſels, we muſt

pay Duties; whereas France, by being on

the Continent, can run their Goods into

the Neighbouring Nations Duty free, and

ſave to or 12 per Cent. Beſides, the Wool

of France being not of half the Value of

Britiſh or Iriſh Wool, one Pack of which

works up two of , theirs, what Wool

our Manufacturers buy is paid for in Spe

cie, while what they draw from us

is paid for , in wrought. Silk, Teas,

Wines, Brandy, &c. by the Profits on

which it comes cheaper to them than e. .

ven to ourſelves ; the Advantages all to

gether amount, at leaſt, to 30 per Cent.

in their Favour. 3dly. If you lºwer

the Price of Labour, you lower the Waltre

§:S.

Garriſons, by hindering any Supplies from D of Land, and obſtrućt the Circulation of

can with eaſe do

this, by reaſon of the Diſaffection of the

Inhabitants. Theſe are weary of their

- Subjećtion to the Emperor, , who drains

them of their Mbney, but is unable to

otećt their Trade, while their Neigh

bours in French Fanderſ, by the Encou

ragement given to Their’s, are in a flou
- E

-riſhing. Condition. This has occaſion’d

an Inclination in thoſe People to change

their Maſter ; they ...; open their

-Gates to the French, ſhould they come

-with a Force ſufficient to proteć them.

Within theſe four Years, they form'd a

Deſign to revolt, if the Cardinal had

thought it a proper Time to receives

Commerce, ſince the lower their Wages,

the leſs Money the Labourers have to

purchaſe their Produćts of ; Earth; ſo #

either they cannot buy ſo many of them,

or cannotgive ſo much for what they buy.

—4thly. Why ſhould we contrive Means

of going to Market as cheap as the French,

and have the Price of our Goods beat

down, when we can hinder them from

going to Market at all, and, by having

the Market to ourſelves, fix our own

Price : Is it not better to have all the

Trade, than only ſome of it To employ

all our Poor, than only ſome of them?

To have a high Price for Gºods, than a

low or middling one —But how is all

them ; bºt the Emperor, England, and " this to be effeóted : A Scheme to pre

Holland were not ſufficientiy reduced. An

ºnačive, or, an unſucceſsful War, and

another Year's Crop of our Wool, may ri

pen their Projećts, and put them uponAéti

on. In Poland, Denmark, and Sweden, theſe

crafty People have inſinuated themſelves,

influenced their Councils, and creat.

vent the Exportation of Wool has been

form'd by Mr. Webber, and approv’d

not only by Merchants and Traders

of the greateſt Knowledge, not only by

ſeveral in both Houſes of Parliament, but

alſo by the Miniſtry; and whenever it

ſhall be put in Execution, it will not on

ed Diſturbances, to favour their own Gly eaſe Pariſh-Rates, prevent Pariſh

Schemes. Only Ruſſia has ačted inde

... pendently, and upºn wiſe and ſteady

-Principles. Yet this is the People we

ſerve with ſo much Zeal, and imitate

with ſo much Servility.—It will bet

ter become us to check their. Greatneſs,

and to recover our own Trade ; which

Law-ſuits, and ſuppreſs Vagrants and

Thieves, but will employ, them, and

open Ways to Commerce, by exporting

, their Labºur. . " - -

... In the Year 31, Mr. Webber applied to

his Majeſty, recommended by above
- 600000
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600000 Woollen Traders, (whoſe Petiti

ons lie now in the Duke of Newcaſtle's

Office) for a Charter to himſelf and Com

pany, to prevent the Exportation of un

manufačiūr’d Wool by an Univerſal Re

to ſee a further Inſtance of the Aus

thor's publick Spirit, who writes him.

ſelf a Praper of Londºn, we ſhall add

an Advertiſement at the End of his

Pamphlet, which is printed for T.

giftry. His Majeſty was pleas'd, with the A Cooper, pr. Gd.

Advice of his Céuncil, to grant hisRequeſt,

and gave Inſtructions to the then At

tºrney-General to report, or form a Char

ter for that Purpoſe: But he being of

Opinion, that, tho' it was the Preroga

-tive of the Crown to grant Charters,

and by Virtue of his Majeſty's Grant Mr.

Webber and Company might have put the B

Scheme in Execution, it was expedient

to have an Aći, of Parliament to weſt the

Patentees with further Powers, than the

Charter could convey to them, Mr. Web

ber was thereupon advis’d to apply to

Parliament, which he did Year after

Year without Effect, notwithſtanding

feveral of the moſt able. Men in the

Houſe of C. declared their good. Opi

nion of it, and their Perſuaſion that

we muſt be undone unleſs Wool be

ſtop'd.

After ſeveral Remarks on Mr. Web

ber's Zeal and Diſappointments, this Wri

zer conclude; thus: - -

Can the Parliament meet upon a Buſi

neſs of more Moment to his Majeſty and

the Kingdom Are 28 Millions, loſt b

a's every Year, and above twice as much.

gained by our Enemies, ſuch a º;
that we can let Seſſion aſter Seſſion flip

without putting a Stop to this fatal Evil? .

Did our Fore-fathers place Wºol-packs in
the Houſe of Lords, to remind thern of the

great Inportance of Wool? And is it nºw

fielow our Notice Is it indifferent to the

Nability and Gentry, whether, the Value

of their Eſtates riſes, or falls Whether .

the Taxes and Poors Rates be light, or

heavy Whether the Streets or Roads be .

peſter'd with Beggers, Thieves, and Rob. F

pears by the numerous Subſcriptions tºers; or whether we travel and live ſafe

jºimºiºd whether Induſtry

and Virtue, or Idleneſs and Vice pre

vail? Is it indifferent to the Merchants.

and Traders of all Sorts, whether they

haveagood or a badTrade? Whether there

be little or much Money : Is it indifferent

to the Biſhopſ and Clergy, whether the

be oblig'd to part with their};

and give up their Religion ? Whether the

Proteſtant Religion be preſerv'd, or de

ſtroy'd over all Europe & Am I warm 2
The Cauſe deſerves it. Our All is at

stake ; and, if loſt, can never be re--.

trieved.

We hope the above Extraćt will not be

unentertaining nor uninſtrućtive to our

Readers, and as they may be pleaſed

That this Pamphlet may not be unknown, 1

am determin'd to circulate, at my own

Expence, a Thouſand of them; and if any

oné be diſpoſed to give away anyinprºpe.

Places, he ſhall have a Dozen at half

Price. -

Common senſe, Nov. 3, No.1%

EXT to enriching the Nation at

Home, by Manufaëures and Com

merce, and aſſerting its Honour and Il

tereſt Abroad, it ſhould be the Care of c

very Adminiſtration, to adorn it, by the

Encouragement and Improvement of Li

Cberal Arts and Sciences, which have cº

ſtantly been the ſecond Care of every Go

vernment, that made the Honour and In,

tereſt of the Nation its firſt.

Auguſtus Caeſar left nothing to be id.

º ded, either to the Roman Empire, or to

Arts and Sciences; and even counted the

, beautifying of Rome among the Glories ºf

his long Reign; and that great Monarch,

Lewis the XIVth, acquired more Honour

to himſelf, and, Advantage to his King'

dom, by his generous Protećlion of Aſt;

and Sciences, than by his Conqueſts;

what tho’ Vanity might have been his

principal Motive, it was a uſeful Vani),
and aPride unknown to little Minds, who

conſcious of their mean inglorious Con

dućt, ſhun the Approach of ſuperior

Genius's, dread the Records of Letters,

and recommend their Ignominy to Obi

vion.

There never was a Time, in which the

Generality of a Nation was more inclit.

ed to encourage Arts and Sciences, as ap

whatever wears their Name. But I muſt

with Concern and Surprize, acknowledg:

that not one ſingle Inſtance of this Kind

has appeared in our Rulers; Arts an

Sciences, as well as Trade and Manufac.

tures, having been negleåed or rebuked;

in which Particular only, I think, they

have kept up the original Spirit of our
excellent Gothic Government.

I can therefore only ſuppoſe, that their

great Avocations to Politicks, Treaty

making, Hunting, War, Gin, Stockjobbing,

Armieſ, Exciſes, Conventions, Elektionſ,

Preliminarie; and Pot-A:#, have en

groſſed all their Time.

I know the Creatures of one particular

Perſon of the Adminiſtration boaſt his

- - - Patronage

w
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Patronage and Protećtion of Letters: But

this I can only admit in the literal Senſe,

and not in the metaphorical and common

Acceptation; the Works of his Authors,

in Truth, conſiſting only of the four and

twenty Letters fortuitouſly placed, ſo that

“this M–, drawn up in the Form of.

* Queries, with an Anſwer to each; as it

* will ſerve to give the preſent Age an

“Idea of thoſe Crimes which render'd.

“this Man ſo unpopular, I ſhall give it at.

* Length.”. After he had given the Que

it may more properly be called an En- A ries, and their Anſwer, it would be na

couragement of the Type-makers, than

cf Learning.

Another Inſtance in which I am aſſur

ed that this great Perſon manifeſts his

Love of Letters, is, the conſiderable Sa

laries, and Rewards, which he gives to

tural for him to make ſome Obſervations

upon it, which I fancy would be thus:

“The Anſwers to theſe Articles appear

“ſo weak, ſo low, and ſo trifling, that

* probably the whole Paper might be the

* Artifice of ſome Enemy of this Ma

certain curious and skilful Perſons, to B ‘who, by appearing in the Charašter o

examine, collate and tranſcribe, the ſe

veral Manuſcripts of that invaluable pub

lick Library, the Pºſt-Office : But this

Mark of his Attention, far from proving

an Encouragement, has, as I am inform

ed, been a great Check to Letters, and

diſcouraged the very beſt Writers.

As for a certain Junto of Perſºns of Ho-C

mour, who have of late obliged the Pub

lick with their Poetical Labours, ſuch as

incomparable obſcene Disfigurations of

Horace, Ballads ſeaſoned with Bawdry,

and other caſual Performances of equal

Emolument, I cannot look upon the

the Reward of their Poetical, but of

their Political Abilities.

They recommend themſelves to his

Favour, by the Monoſyllabical Performan:

ces, he being the generous and avowed

Patron of the Monoſyllables, or (as ſome

Critics write) the Mo N EY-sy LLABLEs,

and they peculiarly happy in the right

Uſe and Application of them.

I don’t §. whether the hon. Gen

tleman does, but I really do, lament that

he will not have fair Play with Poſterity

for his Reputation: His Gazetteers are ei

ther ſtilborn, or die before they have at

tained to Reaſºn, or Engliſh. So that

E’.

‘ a Friend, might hope to make it believ

‘ed that this was the beſt Juſtification

* that could be made for his Cºndućt;

‘ and ſo he might ruin his Reputation

* with the World.—If it was really de

“ſign'd as a ſerious Thing, and if the

* Perſon who wrote it was hired for that

“Purpoſe, (as is aſſerted by ſome Authors

‘ of thoſe Times) there needs no ſtronger

“Proof of that Ignorance, and want of

“Judgment with which this M–– is

“charg’d by all the Writers of that Age.”

When the ſame Hiſtorians come to

ſpeak of a War in which this Nation was

Share they enjoy of his Favour, as D engaged, at a certain Time, what will

they ſay? Perhaps they may make ſuch

Reflećtions as theſe. -

* By comparing the Strength of both

* Nations, at this Diſtance of Time, it

* appears that great Advantages might

‘have accrued to us by the War, had it

* been well condućted: The deſpicable

Figure which our Anceſtors made in it,

“is imputed by ſome to the vindićtive

‘and malicious Temper of one Man, who

“being forced by the Voice of the Nati

‘on (contrary to his own Inclination) in

* to the War, was reſolved to diſtreſs the

* People by it. Others attribute it tº his

‘total Incapacity for the Buſineſs of the

Poſterity will not receive one Scrap of F ‘State.

Paper in his Favour; whereas, on the

other Hand, many of thoſe Writings in

which he is not véry advantagiouſly deli

neated, will be preſerved and read, while

Wit and Learning are tolerated or taſted

in this Kingdom,

But ſuppoſe that by ſome Piece off
Fortune, one ſingle Paper ſhould fall in

to the Hands of a future Hiſtorian two or

threeCenturies hence, ſor inſtance, thatGa

zetteer containing the Champion's gueries

(See p. 507). which Freeman, under Pre

tence of anſwering, was ſo wiſe to pub. H

liſh a ſecond Time.—What can any body

imagine the Hiſtorian would ſay ºf it?--

I think he would ſpeak to this Effect:

• There is a little Traćt extant which

: contains Articles of Accuſation againſ

• However it is certain, that we ſuffer

‘ at this Day for the Miſtakes and Core

‘ruptions of thoſe Times.

Graftsman, Nov. 15. No. 750.

ood GExtraº from a Pamphlet, intituled. The

caſe of Dunkirk faithfully ſtated and

# conſiderd.

HETHER the Demolition of Dºn

kirk does, in a great Meaſure,

ſecure exactly Seven-ninths of the Trade

of England from the Power of Fºnſe aſ

Sea, as it has been aſſerted, I ſhall.nº
trouble myſelf to calculate, neither ſhall

I examine nicely how far this Pºrt nº.
juſtly be deem'd our Rival in Tºº,j
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Peace, by ſupporting ſome confiderable even the Stones of the Keys fºr ſhºt ſº

hBranches of the French Manufačtºries, and unſhipping Gºd, thrown intº thic. F.

and by carrying on a Trade to the Wºłº nal or Harbour, the more effiftually tº ſº

Indies, which has been inſiſted, upon the ſame and render it impraffitabli";

likewiſe. In general it will not be de-, the juture. They were to ſee the Chºi ºf

nied, that the French have annoy’d our of each Sluce filed up with Earth from th

Trade, and promoted their own ex- A next Ranpart, till it was made level with #

treamly, by the convenient Situation, “ the Streets. Nay they were to ſee tº !.

and other Advantages of the Port of Road, which lyes before the Entrance ºf ſº
Dunkirk. . the Harbour, ſpoil'd as much as pºſſi, #

The Foundation of a true Judgment in and the Reaſºn for this particuſ". #.

this Caſe, is contained in theſe Propoſi- ſtruction is there given, to prevent &

tions.— 1. The declared Senſe of the mach as poſſible any Ships coming inft ſº

Britiſh Nation, at the Time of making , the future. - !!!

the laſt Treaty of Peace with France, was B . The late King of Fance had tried,

that Dunkirk ſhould be no more either a his Miniſters at Utrecht, and even by: tº

fortified City, a fortified Port, or even an direét and ſtrong Application from him,

anfortified Harbour. —— 2. France con- ſelf to the late Queen, while the Treaty *

ſented to the Demolition of Dunkirk in was in Negotiation, to have the Rigºm º

this Senſe, and engaged never to re- of the Ninth Article, in ſºme Digit, #

fiore it again in any one of theſe ſoftened. He did not deſire that any

Reſpects. - cThing, which had been erºded tº #
Theſe Propoſitions are fully proved by tify ific Town, or make and preſervett || 0

the 9th Article of the Treaty of Utrecht ; Harbour, ſhould be ſpared, but hº |ſ;

by which Great Britain required, and and preſſed that the Queen would allºw

France conſented, that all the Fortifica- offe Sluce to be left, which had been t- à

tions of the City of Dunkirk ſhould be raz reëted, as it was then pretended, by it .
ed; thoſe tewards the Sea in two Months, People of the adjacent Country, k. ig

thoſe tºwards the Lºnd in three Months. A fore he fortified the Place, to carry ºf ºf

Thus far the Article ſtipulates the De- Dthe waters, and ſave the Lºw Landsſºn || ||
zzolition of Dunkirk, as a fortified City Inundations. Even this Application ºf Of

and as a fortified Port, and if no more cd fruitleſs. The Article was init: E.

had been intended, no more would have upon, and was accordingly pºſſed will P.

i>een ſaid ; but the Article ſays a great out any Exception. f

deal more ; it ſays expreſly that the Har- Not diſcouraged by this, the Inlº,

£our ſhall be filed up, and that the Slaces or tants ofÉſent overa Depuy, wº || |

Moleſ, which ſerve to cleanſe the Harbosr E was warmly ſupported by the Ainºiſ. ;

flail be levelled. The naked Harbour it.: T dor of France. Several freſh Inſurº

£elf was therefore to be deſtroyed as well were made, and all Endeavours wº

as the Fortifications towards the Land, uſed to move the Queen's Compºſiº,

and towards the Sea, Aſter all theſe by deſiring, as a Grace, what they pº

Stipulations follºw this expreſ; Condition. tended no Right to by Treaty, that ſh

That the ſaid Fºrtifications, Harbours, Slace of Furnés at leaſt might be priſº

Moles, or Slaces be never rººf again. p. ed., to carry, the Waters off from tº
So that France has never had, ſince the F Country, and to preſerve the Townſon

p

d

(

W

t

3.

Treaty of Utrecht, nor can have, while Filth, Stench, and the Conſequeſ, 9

that Treaty ſubſiſts, any more Right to thcreof, Infečtion,

open the Harbour of Dunkirk, than But the Queen, who was reſolv'd tº l
ſhe has to rebuild the Fortifications of Dunkirk ſhould have neither a frtift t

that City, and to render it in every Port, nor even a naked Harbour, knºw f

reſpect what it was before the De- by the Reports of the Commiſſiº || |
‘molition. - G that Mr. Armſtrong, one of their Num ſ

The late Queen Anne was ſo ſolicitous ber, abſolutely denied the Neceſſity." t

to have this principal Part of the Article, preſerving thoſe Suces, in order to dº t

for ſuch it was then eſteem’d, effectually charge the Waters of the Conntry. Sº
if rm’d, that when ſhe ſent her Con- was informed likewiſe by the Report tº t

iniſſioners to Dunkirk to fee the Demoli- the ſame Commiſſioners, that if any (

tion of that Place executed, ſhe gave the Sluces remained, it would be imſºft |

them the moſt particular. Inſtrućtions ... ble to prevent the Harbour from being tº |

imaginable on this Head. They were not H open ; whereas if they were all diffry; |

- only to ſee the Moles, and, jettees, and a ſmall Space of Time would eff:ffffalºft |

Keys, and Slaces demºliſhed, but they up the Harbour. She continued thertº
wºre to ſee the Stones belonging to them, inflexible, and beſides ſeveral *: An.

- - ... [WCŞ



State of the Harbour of Dunkirk.

## ſyers to the ſame Effečt given to the

; Fremeh Ambaſſador, and to the Deputy

of Dunkirk, upon theſe Occaſions, a

:* - Secretary of State was ordered, upon one

of them, to write to the Britiſh Miniſter

ºrs at Paris, to acquaint that Court, that

! ºr

u - ſº

* *

# º

the Queen will inſºft that, by the Treaty,

: all Things are to be deſ: oyed, quae eluendo

Portui inſerviunt, which ſerve to cleanſ?

the Harbour.— That no Diffinäion is

therein made of what contributes acci

dentally and what direğly to this Pur

poſe. ---That the French Miniſters had

- rk. . . . 555

Fºnte, ſoon after his Acceſſion to the

Crown. ... -->

This Miniſter proceeded on the Prin

ciple eſtabliſh'd at firſt, and hitherto not

oice departed from. The trite Senſe of

the Treaty of Utrecht, ſays he, in one of

his Memorials, and the Intention of Great

Britain is, That Dunki, k ſhall never have

a Port again. From whence he argues,

that ſince the Port of Mardyke, is in its

Uſe a Port to the City of Dunkirk, as

much as the old one was, the King of

Great Britain would have liked as well

inſified at Utrecht to have ſuch an Ex- B to have had this ſubſiſt, and only the

céptian inſerted in the Treaty; that it was

pºſitively refuſed, and that they ſub
mitted. – That under a.# §:

tence of ſaving the Country, the French

wºuld ſave the Harbour. --— In ſhort.

that he muſt let Monſieur de Torcy feel, and

him the King that the Queen

plainly the Correſpondence between the

Officers and the Peºple of the Tºwn, who

are unwilling to loſe their Harbour.

... Such was the Iſſue of the firſt Diſputes

abºut Dunkirk, a little before the Death

of the late Queen. The French were ob

liged to proceed to a total Deſtrućtion

of it, after havin

Multitude of Artifices, and a Multitude

of Pretences to avoid the ſtrict and full

Execution of the Treaty of Utrecht in this

Point. They turned themſelves there

fore to another Method, and began to

cleanſe and widen the Canal of Mardyke.

*Pretences of doing it were the ſame

as had been urged in order to ſave the

Port of Dunkirk, under Colour of ſaving

the Country from Inundations. But the

plain Deſign of this Work was to open

a new Harbour at Dunkirk, and a new

Communication with the Sea. As the

Work proceeded, this Deſign became

Name of it changed, as to ſee another

Port, larger and more convenient, open'd

at a League to the Weſtward. . .

The Anſwers which the Court of

France made to all theſe Repreſentations,

were very far from giving Satisfaction;

Jets c but the Firmneſs which the Earl of
* Stair ſhewed, and perhaps the declining

State of Lewis the 14th, prevailed on the

French Counci's to ſtºp the carrying ou

theſe Works, probably with the ſame

Views as they have acted ſince, to quiet

the preſent Clannour, and to begin again

upon the firſt Occaſion.

in vain employed a D . Such was the Iſſue of the ſecond Diſ

putes about Dunkirk, when the late King

of France died. The French neither de

parted from their Pretenſions, groundleſs

as they were, nor ruined the Wºrks they

had made at Mardyke. They kept one

alive, and only ſuſpended the other.

The late King therefore, inſtead of

dropping this Affair, continued to puſh

it, and to ſhew that he was determin'd,

at any Rate, to have another Sort of Sa

tisfaction than he had yet received.

This Satisfaction he obtain’d ſoon after,

by a proviſional Agreement made with

the Miniſter of France at Hampton-Court,

every Day more evident, by the Breadth F in the Month of September, 1716, and

and Depth which were given to the Canal

of Mardyke, and by the enormous Size

of the new Sluce, larger than that at

Dunkirk, and vaſtly beyond any Propor

tion that could be pretended neceſſary

for carrying off the Waters, or even for

receiving Fiſhing Veſſels, and other

ſimall Craft. As the Deſign became more

evident, the Repreſentations againſt it

became more frequent and ſtrong. But

the French drew the Affair into length,

by the common Arts of Negotiati

on, and in the mean time purſued their

Enterprize with all the Vigour and Diſ

patch imaginable, till the late King, re
łºg not to ſuffer ſo manifeſt a Vio

lation of the Treaty of Utrecht, ſent

1. ).

the Earl of Stair' to the Court of

inſerted in the Triple Defenſive Aſiance

concluded at the Hague between Great,

Britain, France, and the States General

in january, 1717. -

The Duke of Orleans was now Regent

of France. His political Intereſt led him

Gº? deſire the Friendſhip of the late:

King. This Diſpoſition was cultivated

and improved on our Parts, and the Uni

on between the two Courts grew to be
extreamly intimate. But as Great Br'º

H tain and France asted in concert like

Friend, ſo they acted together like
Equals. If we uſed their Help, we lent

tiºn ours. The Dependance was at lºſt

mutual, and when our ſeparate Intereſts

came into Competition with theirs, ºf
from fearing º aſſèrt .."; º:

iſob!}ge 11&ICŞ,

we ſhould diſoblige our tº caſt
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Country with

Manner, and on the Conditions on which

it was made. - - -
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treated with them, like an independent

ation, who knew that it is, or may be

always made the lintereſt of France to

keep Meaſures with Great Britain, as

much as it can become, at any time, the

Intereſt of Great Britain to keep Mea

fures with France. -

... This appeared very remarkably on the

Occaſion we were mentioning. The Re

gent was not, I ſuppoſe, more ſcrupu

lous than the late King of France, nor

leſs deſirous of regaining any Advantage

which had been loſt, or given up ; and
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This being conſented to on the Part

of France, his Majeſty conſented that the

little Sluce on the Canal of Mardyke,

ſhould remain, provided the Breadth of

it was reduced to fixteen Foot.

All theſe Stipulations were made with

A the greateſt Clearneſs poſſible, and the

moſt exačt Specifications of every thing:

neceſſary to render them effe&ual, are

contain’d in the Treaty,

Such was the Iſſue of the Diſputes as

bout Dunkirk, in the Time of the late

King ; and ſurely , there was good

et he was forced to yield to all that we B Reaſon to hope, after the Settlement

inſiſted upon, for the effe&tual Execution then made, that we ſhould hear of them

of the Ninth Article of the Treaty of no more. The French were gratiſy’d in
U.recht. as a • - -

His late Majeſty did indeed at this

Time conſent, that the Canal, open'd at

two Points, for which alone they con

tended, at leaſt avowedly; and Dunkirk

was reduced to be no more a fortified

Mardyke, ſhould ſubſiſt, for carrying off Tºwn, a fºrtified Port, or even an un
the Waters, and for the little Commerce

neceſſary to Fº that Part of the

roviſions. . This was a

Conceſſion which had not been made

before, and which the French had

not ſtrićtly any Right to expect. But

furely it was wiſe to make it in the

As long as a King of France had the

plauſible Pretence of ſaving his Subjećis

from drowning, or ſtarving, to cover his

Deſigns, it was obvious enough, by all

that had paſſed, that the Peſign of re

ſtoring Dunkirk, under this Pretence,

would never be laid aſide. The late

King, therefore, in order to defeat the

Deſign once for all, reſolved to take the

Pretence entirely away. -

‘By the Fourth Article of the Triple

Alliance, the great new Siuce made at

Mardyke, and all the jettees erected a

long the Strand, , are to be deſtroy'd,

and not to be made uſe of for any Port, F

Haven, or Sluce at Dunkirk, or at Mar

dyke, or at any other Place within two

Lºagues Diſtance of either of theſe ; the

Intention of the contračing Partier, and

, the End which they propoſe to themſelves

by this Treaty being, that no Port, Har

tour, Fortification, Sluce, ºr Baſon, ſhall

be made or built at Dunkirk, at the Sluce

of Mardyke, or at any other Place whatſ.

ever upon the Coaſt, within the Diſtance

before mentioned.

By the ſame Article it was ſtipulated

likewiſe that the Digues or jettees, on

both Sides of the old Canal or Port of

fortified Harbour.

But to the great Detriment and Miſ.

fortune of our Nation, ſo it is, that we

have greater Reaſon than ever to renew

theſe Diſputes. What the French were

not ſuffered to attempt by that Admi

niftration, which Sir Richard Steele cal

led the French Adminiſtration, they have

D been lately ſuffer'd to do. Inſtead of

not executing one Treaty fully, they have

publickly violated. Two. They ačtually

enjoy the Benefit of the Canal of Mar

dyke, which was indulged to them, that

there might remain no Colour for ever

opening that of Dunkirk ; and in the

midſt of this Enjoyment, they have O

pen'd, they have repair'd that of Dun.

kirk, and contrived their Work ſo, that

whenever they ſhall think proper to fi

niſh it, Dunkirk will be at Önce a better

Harbour than it was, when it ſtood the

Glory of France, and the Terror of

Britain.

The graftſman, Nov. 22. Nº 751.

The State of the Preſ, and Hardſhipſ ºf
Printers.

Nec Temere mec Timide.

HE great and extenſive Uſefulneſs of

the Art of Printing is allow’d by

all civilized Nations; and without the

Liberty of the Preſs, under very moderate

Limitations, the Art of Printing itſelf

would be of little or no Uſe to Mankind,

in Matters either of Religion or Govern

772é77t. t

To this we entirely owe the Reformas

punkirk, ſhould be entirely demoliſh’d H tion of Religion, not only in Prºteffant,

down to the Strand, and that ſome other

Things ſhould be further done, which

#. be neceſſary to the more compleat

Deſtruction of the Harbour.

but even in Popiſh Countries. Nay, our .

own Church hath been additionally re

form’d, even ſince the firſt, great Refor

mation, in the juſt and prudent Explicati

- Qn
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tiºns, the Repāration of Dunkirk, and another Sort of them, who ſeem to have

other Points of the ſame Nature, theſe a Toleration for défrauding it; I mean

worthy. Sages are ready to prove thein G the Printers and Publiſhers of thoſe learn

perfeótly agreeable to right Policy, and , ed and uſeful Lucubrations, intitled the

abſolutely neceſſary to ſecure our Liber- Halfpenny and Farthing. Pºs, which are

ties. In ſhort, the Revºlution, accord. publickly vended about the Streets, in

ing to their Way of Reaſoning, was de-, Defiance cf Law and the Penalty annex

fign'd only to tyé up our Hands and even ed to it. I am inform'd that Application

cloſe up our Mouths for ever, or at leaſt hath been made at a certain Qffice for put:

as long as their Patron continues in his H. ting a º to this daring Pračice, and

preſent Grandeur and Monopoly ofPower. bringing the Offenders to Juſtice; but

Nothing gives theſe modeff Gentlemen have nºt yet heard what Satisfiction º:
more Diffºrtance than the Liberty of the Complainants received. It is ſaid, intº

A a a a
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bn of her Doğrines, the moderate Exer- Preſ, though they exerciſe it themſelves

ciſe of her Power and Diſcipline, and an to a Degree of Licentiouſneſs never prº.

extenſive Charity to all ºr diſinting tiſed befºre, and directly contrary to £ºw;
Proteſtant Fellow. Subjeś-This hath been. Whilſt all Advantages are taken againſt
rincipally, if not entirely, owing to the thoſe, who write on the other side. The

ight, which the#. hath diffuſed a-A leaſt Miſtake in Matters of Fact, or the

mongſt all Ranks of People. . . . leaſt Inaccuracy of Language, is ſuffici.
Civil Government hath received the ent to involve us in a vexatious and ex

ſame Benefits and Advantages from the penſive Proſecution, though the commºn

Preſ; in all Nations, where the Liberty of . Forms of Decency and good Manners are

it hath been allow'd in any Degree; for ever, ſo carefully chſerved. Of this I

though all People are naturally free, yet could #: a Multitude of Inſtances; but

- content, myſelf at preſent with
§ the Ambition of ſome Men, and the p I, ſhal
O3rruption of others, moſt of them ſoon

loſt their original Liberty, I need go no
higher for inſtance of this, than to the

antient Greeks and Romans; who from the

moſt free and flouriſhing States, at laſt be-,

came the moſt abject and miſèrable Slaver,

whilſt their oppreſſºrs wanton'd in all the
Exceſſes of Vice and Luxury.

obſerving that by frequent Warrant, 2.

inſ; ſeveral Peºple at a Time, (even ſo

ow as the poor. Devil of the Preſ) Coºn.

mitments, finding Baiſ, Seizuré of Pa

pers, Tifli by Information, ſpecial juries,

, Contiºchs, Impriſºnments, and Fºne.

the Proprietors, of this Paper only have

been put to at leaſt two thouſand Pound,
All the Governments of Eurºpe, except CExpence, beſides other perſial Hºrdſhip,

our own, have long ago loſt "the great

rivileges of their antient Conſtitution; :

andº may give Credit to the miniſte

rial ... we have no Right to it Qur

ſelves; for they are eternally repreſent

ing all Oppoſition to the Meaſures of a

* Inconveniencies; whilſt the miniſtrial
Hirelings are not only protećted in the

groſºft. Abuſe, but rewarded for it, at the

publick Expence, in a moſt extravagant
and ſcandalous Manner.

ºf therefore think our modern Sydney,
Court, and all Struggles to ſupport our D Exports, and Freemans have no Reaſon tº

Liberties, as ſo many Inſtances of a ſedi- complain of a little Liberty, on our Side,

tious Spirit, and unwarrantable Invaſions

of the Prerogative. If we put them in

Mind of the glorious Oppoſition, which

brought about the late Revolution, and

gave as a new Charter of our Liberties,

their conſtant Anſwer is, that K. James

indeed was juſtly oppoſed, becauſe, he

purſued arbitrary§ and endea

vour'd to deſtroy our Conſtitution both in

Church and State; but that all Oppoſiti

op ſince, except during the foºr laſt ſtars

of Queen Anne, hath been unjuſtifiable,
andº only to private Piqué, Reſent

ment, and Ambition, ſince our Liberties

have been inviolably perſerved in the

ſtriëteſt and moſt religious Manner. If

we ſpeak to them abºut ſeptennial Par

liaments, crowded with Placemen, Exciſe

Schemes, flanding Armies in Times of

Peace, pacifick Fleets, inglorious. Conven

tiºns, the Reparation of Dunkirk, and

other Points of the ſame Nature, theſe

-

ſince they cannot have the Vanity to ima.

gine that any, Miniſter would think it

worth his while to employ ſuch a Parcel

of Reptiles in his Service, with any other

View than to throw Dirt, and béſpatter
thoſe, whom he cannot anſwer. When

Eever the Liberty of the Preſ, is intirely

deſtroy’d, they will be immediately laid

aſide, like uſeleſs Scaffolding, and the

poor Poſt-Horſes would be diſcharged

from the heavy Burthen of diſtributing

their Rubbiſh through the Nation. Í.

have often given them this candid Hint,

and once more earneſtly beſeech them to

confider who would be at the Expence of

buying their Works, when ſo very few

People will now vouchſife them a Read.

ing, though they are ſent to them gratiº.

But as theſe Men are known to be ſtºp

ported by the publick Revenue, ſo there is
another Sort

a Toleration for defrauding it ; I mean
worthy. Sages are ready tº prove thein G the Printers and Publiſhers of thoſe learn

perfečtly agreeable to right Policy, and ,

j,; to#. our Liber

ties. In ſhort, the Revºlution, accord

ing to their Way of Reaſoning, was de

fign'd only to tyé up our Hands and even

cloſe up our Mouths for ever, or at leaſt

as long as their Patron continues in his

preſent Grandeur and Monopoly ofPower.

Nothing gives theſe modeff Gentlemen

more Diſturbance than the Liberty of the

ed and uſeful Lucubrations, intitled the

Halfpenny and Farthing-Pöfts, which are :

publickly vended about the Streets, in

Defiance cf Law and the Penalty annex

ed to it. I am inform'd that Application

hath been made at a certain Office for put

ting a Stop to this daring Pračtice, and

bringing the Offenders to Juſtice; but

have not yet heard what Satisfaction the

Complainants received. It is ſaid, indeed,

Aa a a that

them, who ſeem to have

4.
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that as the Perſons concern'd in theſe Pa

pers are peer floº Wretcher, who either live
withia the Rules of the Fleet and other

rte Gentlemas's MAGAZINE, Vol. x:

tion and Return of all Writs belong to

him; by Virtue of which he is not only,

Returning. Officer in the Election of

Priſºns, or conceal themſelves in the moſt Knights of the Shire, but in ſome Mea:

Čure Corners of the Town, it would ſure in the Elećtion of every Citizen and

be a very difficult Matter to diſcoverthem.

But if the worthy, juſtices of Middleſex,

and their Under-Agents, would be pleaſed

to make Uſe of the ſame Vigilance and

Aſſiduity to dete& theſe º: as they

have lately done againſt the

Spiritsaus Liquors, they might ſoon fer
ret them out of their lurking Holes, as

Bitrºeſs in the whole County. He can:

A haſºn or delay ſending the Writ to

the proper Qfficer of each particular Ci.

ty or Borough; and if there is any Diſ.

pute who that Perſon is, he can deter

etailers of mine it by direáing the Writ to which

he pleaſes. So that there is no Officer

in whom greater Truſt, is repoſed, than

well as they did the Others ; for it is in B in the Sheriff, eſpecially in an Eleftiºn

their Power to take up the Hawkers of

theſe Papers, who are equally culpable,

and oblige them to diſcover where they

had them, or ſend them to Bridewell.

Why this hath not been done, I will nor

take upon me to ſay; but if Common-Senſe

and the Craftſman, or any other Papers,

not in his Hoàour's Service, were to be

rinted and publiſh’d in the ſame fraudu

t and audacious Manner, I am very

ſure that the Commiſſiºners of the Stamp

Dzties, and other Officerſ of the Crown,

would be ſoon upon ourBacks,with all the

Weight and Authority of the Law.

Žiar. But at and her Time, when there

is no particular Job to ſerve, notwith

ſtanding it is an Office of great Truſt

yet as it is likewiſe attended with Hazar

and Expence, it is generally conſider'd as

a Burthen. Therefore it will not be

improper to give ſome Account of the

C Männer in which theſe Officers were

anciently appointed ; and the Manner in

which they ought to be at preſent.

Sheriffs by the common Law were

choſen by the Freeholders, as were all

other Officers and Miniſters, who were

inſtituted either for the Preſervation of

Upon the whole, I have ſome Reaſons D the Peace of the Counties, or for Execu

to ſuſpe&# theſe illuſtrioustºº.
are incorporated amongſt their Brethren,

the Gazetteers; and that inſtead of being

ſpread about the Kingdom gratif by the

#3; they have obtained a Promiſe

of Indemnification, from Somebody or

Other, to propagate their learned Works

themſelves Duty-free ; in which Caſe,

they are put upon the ſame Footing with .

the Printers of the King's Speeches, the

Pater of the Houſe of Commons, and the
Lºndºn Gazette.

Qne of my Reaſons for this Suſpicion

is, that a certain, eminent Court-Agent

hath lately dropt a broad Intimation that

theſe little Tranſgreſſors of the Law will

not be proſecuted, in Hopes that they do

fome Hurt to the Property of ſeveral

other Perſºns, who punétually comply

with the Law, but happen not to be in

the good Graces of his Patron.

In this Caſe what a formidable Alliance

and Confederacy is there form'd againſt

as poor Writers, who have Nothing to

withſtand them but Truth, and a little

Pºpularity, which muſt ſoon be ſwallow.

ed up in their Torrent of Wºt, Humour,

and Argument ' '

Common senſe, Nov. 22. No 198.

Sheriff, how to be appointed.

• HE Cuſtody of the County is com

T mitted to the Sheriff; the Execu.

F

G

tion of Juſtice. For ſuch, formerly was

the Happineſs of Engliſh Subjećts, that as

ng Law could bind them but by the

Conſent of their Repreſentatives in Par

liament, ſo nºlaw could be put in Exe.

cution againſt them but by Perſons of

their own chooſing. But upon Pretence.
that inſufficient Perſons were ſometimes.

choſen to be Sheriffs, this Power of No.

mination was by 9 E. c. 2. taken frºm

the People, and placed in the Chancellor,

Treaſurer, Barons of the Exchequer, and

the reſt of the Juſtices, But this Statute.

was far from remedying the pretended'

Evil, for no ſooner was the Power taken

from the Freeholdiers, but the Kings

uſurped it to themſelves, from which

there aroſe a real Inconvenience: For the

Kiºgs were frequently perſwaded tº

make Grants te Sheriffs of their Baili

wicks for Term of Years, “ by which,”

as is recited in the 14 E 3. c. 7. ‘the

‘ were encouraged to do many Oppreſii

* ons to the People, and evil Service to

the King and his People. It is there

fore by that Statute eſtabliſh'd, that “no

* Sheriff ſhall tarry in his Bailiwick over

* one Year, and then another conveuient

ſhall be ordained in his Place, thatH . hath Land ſufficient in his Bailiwick,

‘ by the Chancellor, Treaſurer, and Chief

Baron of the Exchequer, taking to

them, the Chief Juſtičes of the one

* Bench and of the other, if they be

preſent;
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* preſent; and that ſhall be done Yearly

* on the Morrow of All Souls at the Ex

* chequer. And by 12, Ri, c. 2. The
• Châncellor, &c. are to be firmly ſworn

* that they ſhall not ordain, name, or

* make Juſtices of Paece, Sheriff, &c.

* for any Gift of Brocage, Favour or

“Affection; nor that none that purſueth

* by him or by other, privily or open

“ly to be in any Männer of Office

.# be put in the ſame Office, or any
* other.” - - -

Thus ſtands the Law at preſent in

Regard to the Nomination of Sheriffs, B

but the Pračtice is different. The ſeve

ral Groat Officers, who have the aſſign

ing of Sheriffs (and others, who º:
have not that Power) meet at the Day

and Place appointed by the Statute, and

there, being ſworn, make a Liſt of three

Perſºns for every shire, out of which C next Year they

they leave it to the King to chooſe one for

each County. - - -- -

This is not exačtly conformable to the

Statute, yet as it is done out of Defer

ence to the Crown, and as the Election

made by the King out of ſuch Liſts may

in Law be conſidered as an Aſſignment

by thoſe great Officers, it is not liable to

much Objećtion. But, there is another

Pračtice crept in, which of late Years

bas greatly increaſed, with Regard to the

Nomination of Sheriffs, that has not the

leaſt Colour of Law to protect it ... and

that is, appointing another to be Sheriff, demn'd, King Henry.

than one of the three Perſons affign'd E 34th Year of his Reign, had been per

º the great Officers. This in, the
ourt Stile is called, making a Pocket

Sheriff; and is either done as a Mark of

Reſentment, or to ſerve a particular

Turn.

... The Great Officers are bound by ſo

lemn Oath to make Sheriffs of the beft F

* and moſt lawful Men, and ſufficient to

* their Eftimation and Knowledge,’ but

thoſe who adviſe his Mrjeſty to neglect

their Liſt, and nominate other Petſons to

be Sheriffs, are under no ſuch Obligatt

on ; they may da it out of Favour or

Äſſäion, they may do it out of Ran

cour or Malice, and not be guilty of G

*::::::. Before the Great Qfficers were under

the Obligation of an Oath, they too fre

uently miſ-uſed the Power placed in

them by Parliament, by nominating ſuch

Perſons to be Sheriffs, as would be ſub

fervient to the Miniſter in Elečtions. But

this was too groſs an Abuſe to be longer H

ſuffered in thoſe Times. -

... In the 11th Year of R. II. Articles of .

Appeal for High Treaſon were exhibited

in Parliameut againſt Sir Robert freffiian

-

iand his Accomplices, the ºth of which

is. “That the ſaid Robert Trešlias, and

, other the Appellees, Traytors sº the

• King and Kingdom, had cauſed the

. King to dire& his Councel to make ºtº

, tain Perſons that were named to him

, by the ſaid Malefaëors and Trzygoss

, to be Sheriffs throughout Engisme. **

, the Intent that they might prºcure ſºrb

Knights of Shire; to come to Parlisºne

* as they liked of.” ºf

Sir Robert was ſolemnly called to ap

º and anſwer to the ſaid Articles:

ut he making Dcfault, was convićted

and hang'd as a Traytor 2nd Euemy to

the King and Kingdom. — Such a

Precedent alone, one would havethought,

would be a ſufficient Caution to all

ſucceeding Miniſters ; but the Parlia

ment did not reſt there, for in the very

paſſed that Aët, which
I have already taken Notice of, to oblige

the Great Officers to take an Cath to

make Sheriffs of the beſt, and moſt law

ful Mcn, and that without Favour or

Affečtion: But the Security given by that

'Statute is entirely evaded, if this Prac

pº of making Packet Sheriffs is to

prevail. . -

When this open Infraćtion of the Star

tute Law of the Kingdom was firſt in

troduced, I cannot take upon me to ſay;

however, this I find. It is a Prašice

which has been long ſince ſolemnly cº

the Sixth, in the

ſwaded to appoint a Perſon to be Sherift

for the County of Lincoln, who was nor

one of the three affign'd by he Great

Officers in the Exchequer. The Perſon

thus illegally appointed refuſed to ağ

in an Office of ſo much Trouble and

Expence, in dircét Contradićtion to a

poſitive Aët of Parliament. Upon which

the Lord Chancellor demanded of the

judges, ‘What them, ſeemed ſhould be

doon in this behalf.” And (according

to the Record in the Council Book) “the

* twoChief Juſtices the ſame Day came

* unto my Lords of the King's Counſel

‘ in the ſterred Chamber, and upon the

* aboveſaid Demand ſayde, that them

• ſeemed, and ſo it Éed unto the

* Remnant of the Juges, That the King

* did an Error, when that he made ans.

‘ ther Perſon Sherief of Lincolnſhire then

‘ was choſen and preſented unto hir High

* neſ;#. the Fet; of the Statut in %.
* behalfe made.’ And they further’add

that he could not be puniſh’d or flu'd

for his Diſobedience, as if he had been

one of the three Perſons chofen after the

Tenor of the Statute, .Here weº

2
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all the Judges of England unanimºuſly de

claring, That the King had erred in what

he had done." - - . .

After this ſolemn Determination it

might have been imagined no one would

would be treated as an Infidel amo

them who ſhould ſeem to doubt it: And

A et, to a Man who would exerciſe his

eaſon, this muſt certainly be either re.

ticles of the Patriots Creed, and he

:

ever preſume to adviſe his Royal Maſter ceived as a Myſtery, or rejéâed as an Ab.
to commit the like Error. Yet that this

Method of making Sheriffs ſhould have

been ſometimes made uſe of long before

the Revolution, when our Kings pre

tended a Right of ſetting aſide Aćts of

Parliament by their Prerogative, and to

moſt obſtante their Subjećts out of their

Liberties, ‘is not much to be wondred

at : But that the like iniquitous Pračtice

ſhould prevail after that Doğrine of

Slavery was exploded,º very ex

traordinary 5, nevertheleſs Cuſtom can

never be pleaded, in direct Oppoſition to

a poſitive Statute, and tho’ ſome Perſons

heretofore may with Impunity have ad

viſed their Royal Maſters to commit this

Error ; yet, doubtleſs, who ever pre

ſumcs to give ſuch Advice is guilty of

an High Crime and Miſdemanour, and

liable to an Impeachment, whenever a

Parliament thinks it worthy their En

qu'ry.

I am far from preſuming to ſay what

deſerves the Conſideration of that ſu

pream Court of Juſtice, yet certainly

we can never be too vigilant againſt In

croachments, which may affect the Li

berty of the Subječt. . . "

Caff) ºasettrºr, Nov. 18. No. 2690

4 ſhort H'ſſory of Oppoſitions. :

HERE is, perhaps, no Maxim, ei

ther in divine or human Wiſdom,

better ſupported by Arguments, or more

itrongly enforced by Examples, than

this, That Uuity beget; Strength, Yet ſo

it is, that in Coºplaiſance to a new Set F

of State Phil ſphers, it is ºf late ex

pećied that the whole People of Great

IBritain will take it for granted that the

Effence of Liberty fies in diſputing, and

that the greateſt Bleſſing in the World is,
never to be quiet. . . . . . . . . . "

. . The ſame learned Perſons aſſureſ us,

that what they are pleaſed to ſtile an Op

poſition, is abſolutely neceſſary to the

Woil-being of the Nation; becauſe, but for

this Cloud, the Beams of the Adminiſtra

tion would be too bright ; ſo that hence

forward, like Sun and Shadow, they

are conſtantly to go together ; and—

whatever King, whatever Miniſter we

have, we are never to want an Oppoſi

tion, The Authorities neceſsºry to prove

this Dočirine, are too many and too no.

torious to be cited. “It is one of the Ar

furdity. - - - -

It is indeed true, that Oppoſitions are

of an old Standing in England, and tha

their Chiefs, generally ſpeaking, talke

high ; but none of them ever ventur'

B upon this bold Aſſertion, that give them.

what you would, they would never

contented; ifthey had, I perſwade myſelf

that they would have got very little. No,

their Manner was to ſet down the Cauſes

of their Oppoſition; to expreſs a great deal

of Concern for being obliged to differ

with their Prince; and to promiſe many

c good Things, in caſe their Defires were

granted, and what they called Grievances

were redreſſed. With ſuch Men it was

eaſy to deal. . ... " -

But then, not to diſſemble, we have

Inſtances of Oppoſitions of another Sort,

where the Chiêis have conſulted privatc.

ly together for the Good of the Kingdom,

D as they ſaid; but however, always with

a reaſonable Reſpect at the ſame time

to themſelves ; and theſe filent Oppoſi:

ºtions have ſometimes had very ſhrewd

Conſequences. Thus when King Henry

.V. was on the Point of embarking för

- France, in conſequence of a Title to that

Crown, eſpouſed º Parliament, an Op

E poſition was ſet on foot in his own*
which the Writers of thoſe Days ſtile

buntly Comjaratio, a Conſpiracy , but

that brave, fighting Prince, th9 he was

extreamy merciful, took this ſo ill, that

he ſhorthed his Couſin, the Earl of

Cambridge, by the Head for it. And thus

... the Oppoſitiºn being quaſhed, the War

went on proſperouſly,

In the Reign of G. Mary, Daughter ºf

K. Henry the VIII. There was a cont.

nual Oppoſition, not ſo much on Account

df Religion. as from State ealºufic: ;

For Si Thoma; Wyatt died a Papiſt, the

... he made ſome Pretences to Liberty ofCon
G ſcience, in order to draw in hº Peo

p'e. We had aº War alſo in that

Regn, and a very bad Iſſue it, had

we loſt Calais, and that, broke tº

Queen's Heart." Thus of old, Oppºſi.

tions however condućted, whether with:
in or without the Bounds of the Law,

when they continued long, and Wºº

H carried to 'Eºf, did the people little

Good. . - -

*. In the next glorious Reign, grº.
tions were frequently sº.&:
- . Ely ew well ſh
great Q. Elizabeth kn ſequences

ſ

i
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ſº ef ſuffering the fundamental

aws of the Kingdom to come every

Day under Debate; ſhe therefore made

Uſe of that Authority veſted in her by

the Confidence of all her People, to ſtop

Motions, of this Sort at the very Begin

4.
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: During the Reign of King William we

had the modern Bleſſing of a conſtant

Oppoſition, which, in ſpite of all the

Care that could be taken by a wiſe, vi

gilant and active Prince, derived to us

conſtant Diſappointments, and did more

ning : And to this Condućt it was chief- A for the French than all their political Arts

ly owing that ſhe govern’d ſo ſteadily at

home, and maintained the Reputation

of her Crown ſo effectually abroad. Had

ſhe ačted otherwiſe, in all human Pró

bability, ſhe had fared no better than her

Predeceſſors; eſpecially confidering the

and their prodigious military Force could

do without. This is a notorious Truth,

witneſſed by the King's Speeches, all our

Hiſtories, and by a Variety of Pamphlets

written by the Patriots themſelves, So

: that there is no Room to doubt of the

mighty Difficulties ſhe had to deal with, B Truth of the Fağ, or of the Benefits

the formidable Power of the King ºf,
Spain, and the Intrigues of a Popiſh

Pretender to the Crown. -

One need not wonder that the Lovers

of Oppoſition were well enºugh pleaſed

with the Death of this Queen; in Con

ſequence of which we find them telling

her Succeſſor, that they bore with her

Humours, in conſideration of her Age

and her Sex. This was pleaſing to that

ill-judging Monarch, who by a Series of

{trange Meaſures nurſed an Oppoſition,

that grew to Man’s Eſtate in the Days

of his Son, and triumphed over all thoſe

which naturally reſult from ſuch Oppo

ſitions. . In thoſe Days the People un

derſtood this Matter ſo well, that they

could not help expreſſing their Con

cern on every Occaſion ; but the pre

tended Patriots cared alike for King and

People. - -

In the firſt Years of Queen Anne the

Minds of the People were pretty well

united. . A War. King William had pro

jected, becauſe he found it neceſſary, was

carried on with the utmoſt Vigour, and

with unexampled Succeſs. But by de

grees an Oppoſition was form'd, and, as

Laws and Liberties it pretended to pre- D it gathered Strength, our Credit ſunk

ferve. In thoſe two Reigns therefore we

made an indifferent Figure abroad, be

cauſe we were diſtreſſed" and divided at

home. - - -

... But when the Rump Parliament was

firmly fix’d in the Saddle, they ventur'd

on a War with the States, which they E.

carried on ſucceſsfully for a Time; at

length Cromwell and his Party form'd an

{Oppoſition, turn'd the Parliament out of

Doors, and clapp'd up an indifferent
Peace. After this Man became Protec

tor, he would bear with no Oppoſition,

but took moſt unjuſtifiable Methods to

fuppreſs them; however we have been F

over and over told he made a migh

ty Figure abroad, which was, entirely

owing to the bºld Steps he took to ſe

i. himſelf from being diſturb’d at
Ilome. -

In the Dutch Wars after the Reſtora

tion, particularly the laſt, there

ways a confiderable Oppoſition, and in

conſequence of this, they went on hea

.vily, and ended but indifferently; which,

confidering our Force at Sea, and the

many great Officers we then had, is nô

otherwiſe to be accounted for, than by

imputing more to domeſtick Diſtraćtions

abroad, our Lawrels withered, our Ge

|neral deſerted the Allies, and ačied in

Concert with rur late Enemies. Thus

the Adminiſtration, unoppoſed, had the

Honour of making a glorious War, and

thoſe who headed the Oppoſition, having

crept into Power, ſhew'd themſelves in

their Colours, by making a ſcandalous

and precarious Peace. This may be cal

ked a ſhort Hiſtory of Oppoſitions, and

from hence let any Man judge how ex

pedient they are while we are engaged

In a Foreign War of the utmoſt Impor

tance. - -

We are told by ſome of the wiſeſt

Men among theſe new-fangled Politicians,

that it is an undeniable Mark of Corrup

tion, when Numbers concur with

whatever an Adminiſtration propoſes. I

would be glad to know what Sign it is,

according to this Syſtem, when Numbers

as al-G combine to oppoſe whatever comes from

an Adminiſtration. If they ſay it proves

hothing, then they plainly unſay what

they ſaid before, and then we are juſt

, where we were 3 but if they are filent,

we muſt conciude it the effe&t of Con

vićtion, and a Self-conſciouſneſs that this,

as well as former Oppoſitions, is founded

than to the Force of foreign Foes. The H in the Opinion ſome buſy, brisk Men,

Reader will perceive, that I do not con

#. the Juſtice or Injuſtice of the Wars

ſpeak, of, but barely their Succeſs, and

she Cauſes thereof, and ſo I deſire to be

Jaderſtood.

have of their own Abilities, and an eager

Defire flowing therefrom to ſignalize

theſe Abilities in Places; neither is it any

Proof to the contrary, that they abſº
lutely
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lutely deny this, ſince Naturaliſts are long Gentlemen ºf the Houſe ºf comment,
- ; : Afſ

o agreed, that Women and Stateſmen I have ordered Eſtimates to be prepared, and . . .

::::::::::::::: thoſe things which they ######,º: j.; :
- y wiſh. " .. ways with Regret, that I askan imoſt vehemently wiſh i. Aids of my Pº, butj ;

- *e c. ye already mentioned, muſt be ſufficient to . .
The KING's SPEECH. ſatisfy you, that ſome Augmentatiºn. will be #

My Lords and Gentlemen, alºeſſary, nºt only for carrying on the preſent a

War with Vigour, but alſo to put Ourſelves

in a Condition of being prepared for ſuch E.

vents, as may ariſe in this new and uncertain

State of Eurºpe. , I thereforedependenyone.

perienced Zeaſ and Affection for me and my Go. tit

vernment, your Concern for your own Safety it

and the Support of the Common Cauſe, tº

trut

Acquainted you at the Cloſe of the laſt Seſ

I fion of Parliament, that I was making Pre

parations for carrying on the juſt and neceſſary

War, in which I am engaged, in the moſt

roper Places, and in the moſt vigorous and ef

#. Manner. For this Purpoſe, ſtrong Squa
drons were got ready, and order'd to ſail upon B

and to adhere to the

in order to the mai

Power, and the Liberties ºf Europe : -

Sºncert with ſuch Powers as are º:º:
Qºligations, or equally concerned tº preſerve the

fºllick Safety and Tranquillity, to act ſuch a

*’art, as may beſt contribute tº
- :e to avert the immi

sent Dangers, that may threaten them, -

Engagements I am under,

ntaining of the Balance of G
the united Deſires of your People, that it fills

our Hearts with the moſt grateful Sentiment.

As the Weſ; Indies has been the Scene of the

moſt outrageous Depredations and Violenº;

committed by the Spaniard; upon yourMajº
Subjećts; we hope and truſt, that, by the Bleſ.

ſing of God on your Majeſty's *:::
-

---- º

\

important Services, both in the Wºff Indies and grant me ſuch effectual Supplies, as may º
Eurºpe, with as much Expedition as the Na- requiſite for theſe great Ends. - - | W.

ture of thoſe Services, and the Manning of the My Lord, and Gentlemen, \, ', dR

Ships, would admit: A very confiderable Body The Scarcity of Corn which has happened lººp

of Land Forces was embarked, which is to be in many Countries of Europe... has induced ſº- "t

joined by a great Number of my Subjećts, raiſed veral Powers to make extraordinary Proviſions, ſºn,

in America; and all Things neceſſary for tranſ-,-, to obviate the ill Effects of that Misfortune; if

porting the Troops from hence, and carrying on Q and, tho' in many. Parts of this Kingdom, the th:

the deſigned Expedition, were a long. Time in Harveſt has proved more favourable, yet com- m.

Readineſs, and waited only for an Opportunity mon Prudence calls upon us to proyide, as fit (lite

to purſue the intended Voyage. as may be, againſt the Approach of ſuch a Cala. ing

The ſeveral Incidents which have happened in mity. Befides, in Our preſent Circumſtances, ind

the mean time have had no Effect upon me, but it would be an iºdſ: Negled, to ſuffº ºn

to confirm mae in my Reſolutions, and to deter- Our Enemies; to be ſupplied with any Kind of ºf

mine me to add Strength to my Armaments, Proviſions from my Dominions, and that even | |

rather than to divert or deter me from thoſe juſt D at the Hazard of my own Subjećts being di- ful

and vigorous Meaſures, which I am purſuing, ſtreſſed. -Let me therefore earneſtly recommend W

for maintaining the Honour of my Crown, it to you, to conſider of ſome good Law, to pre- ht:

and the undoubted Rights of my People. vent this growing Miſchief. " . . it.

- The Court of Spain, having already felt ſome . The Difficulties, which have been found in will

£ffećts of our Reſentment, began to be ſenſible Manning the Fleet, by the uſual Method; hi. til

that they ſhould be no longer able, alone, to de- therto pračtiſed, demonſtrate the Want of ſome #!
fend themſelves againſt the Efforts of the Bri- Parliamentary Remedy. I muſt therefore: º

*iſh Nation; and, if any other Power, agree- E it upon you, to loſe no Time in making ſt | in

ably to ſome late extraordinary Proceedings, Proviſions, in this Reſpećt, as whilſt we are bºr

fhould interpoſe, and attempt to preſcribe or H. engaged in a War, in Defence of the Com- 25

mit the Operations of the War againſt my de- merce and Navigation of this Kingdom, may pſt

clared Enemies, the Honour and Intereſt of my enable the Publick to avail itſelf of thoſe gºt r

Crown and Kingdoms muſt call upon us to loſé Numbers of Seamen, which make ſo valuable” hy

no Time in putting Ourſelves into ſuch a Con- Branch of Our Strength. . ‘. . . . anſ

dition, as may enable Us to repel any Inſults, The Importance of theſe Confiderations is ſº an

and to fruſtrate any Deſigns formed againſt us, F apparent, that I need uſe no Argument.” TM

in Violation of the Faith of treatie: "And f * convince you of the Neceſſity of the utmoſt Un: R

hope any ſuch unprecedented Steps, under what animity and Diſpatch in your Proceedings. is

Colour or Pretence foever they may be taken, as

will inſpire my Allies with a true Senſe of the The L. O. R D S A D D R ESS, B

common Danger, and will unite tis in the Sup- - . pr

Port and Defence of the common Cauſe. p- Mºſtº: ºſt dutiful and loyal nº

aft: and unhappy Event, of the Death §§.º:j.. .

Affairs*: #.ºr.... i..* G poral in Parliament aſſembled, beg#.º i. i

Powers may be immediately, or conſequential turn your Majeſty our humble Thanks tº Ot

cºne.” Hºº.'..". ...: your moſt Gracious Speech from the Thrºn: t

ºpiº". .. . . ..."...º.º.
*Yeral Courts may lead them to take in thi ed to expreſs, for carrying onº ". in "

critical Conjuncture. It ſhall be m c. ceſſary War, in the moſt proper Places, an ſo | y

ſtrićtly to obſerve and attend to thei # * the moſt vigorous, and effegual Manne, is | ?

* Motiºns, agreeable to your Royal Wiſdom, as well as tº



The LORDS and COMMONS Addreſ.

...?Proſecution of this juſt and neceſſary War, the Sup

port of my #; and Honour, and ti, É.

vation of the Balance and Liberties of Europe;

all which I have entirely at Heart,

A The COMMONS ADDRESS,

Moff Gracious Sovereign,

W E your Majeſty's moſt Dutiful and Loyal .

V. Subjećts, the Commons of Great Bri

tain in Parliament aſſembled, humbly beg Leave

to Congratulate your Majeſty on your ſafe and

happy Return to theſe your Regal Dominions,

and to return our Sincere Thanks for your Ma

jeſty's moſt Gracious Speech from the Throne.

Your faithful Commons, with Hearts full of

Duty and Gratitude, cannot but Acknowledge

your Majeſty's great Regard for the Honour and .

Intereſt of theſe Kingdoms, in Equipping ſuch

ſtrong Squadrons of Men of War, and Embark

ing a Body of Land Forces, to be joined and

ſtrengthened by a conſiderable Number of your

Majeſty’s Subječts raiſed in America, in order to

C carry on the War in thoſe Parts in the moſt vi-

gorous and effectual Manner.

We, at the ſame time, beg leave to expreſs

our moſt dutiful Senſe of your Majeſty's Firm

neſs and Reſolution, in not ſuffering yourſelf to

be diverted or deterred by any Incidents, from

purſuing the juſt and vigorous Meaſures in which

your Majeſty , is engaged for maintaining the .

Honour of the Crown, and the undoubted Rights,

of your People; and we aſſure your Majeſty,

that this Houſe will ſtand by and ſupport your

Majeſty againſt all Attempts made in Violation

of the Faith of Treaties, or tending to preſcribe

or limit the Operations of the War againſt your

Majeſty's declared Enemies.

Your dutiful and loyal Commons will, with

the utmoſt Chearfulneſs, grant your Majeſty

ſuch effečtual Supplies as ſhall be neceſſary, not

only for carrying on the preſent War with Vi

gour, but alſo to put your Majeſty in a Condi

E. tion of being prepared for ſuch Events as may

ariſe from the new and uncertain State of Affairé

in Europe. - - -

Your Majeſty's Tenderneſs and Concern for

the Eaſe and Welfare of your Subjects, in re

commending to the Confideration of Parliament

the great Diſtreſs, that may ariſe, from the

Scarcity of Corn, calls upon us in the ſtrongeſt

Manner to loſe no Time in taking the moſt

F prope: and effectual Methods of avoiding thoſe.

great and dangerous Miſchiefs, which ſo appa

rently threaten us, and of not ſuffering our £ne

mies to be ſupplied with any Kind of Proviſions

from any of your Majeſty's Dominions.

We will alſo take ſuch Meaſures, as ſhall be

thought moſt reaſonable and pračğcable, to en

able your Majeſty effectually to Man your

Royal Fleets, for the Defence of the Kingdom,

G for the Security of the Trade and Navigation of

your Majeſty's Subjećts, and for carrying on the

War with Vigour.

D.

º:

riº

tr;

tº

Arms, this Nation will, in thoſe Parts more

eſpecially, obtain that juſt Satisfaction for paſt

Injuries, and effe&tual Security for their Navi

tion and Commerce for the future, which

ave hitherto been refuſed, contrary to the

Faith of the moſt ſolemn Treaties. .

We muſt ever acknowledge it, amongſt the

many Inſtances of your Majeſty's Firmneſs, and

true Greatneſs of Mind, that you have notſuf

fered any Incidents whatſoever, to divert or de

ter yon from theſe Meaſures: And we doubt

not but your Enemies will ſoon be convinced,

that the Security of your Majeſty's Government

at Home, muſt be ſtrengthened in the Affec

tions and Support of your People ; whilſt

your Squadrons art ſent to diſtant parts of the

World, as well for maintaining their undoubt

ed Rights and Intereſts, as the Honour of your

Imperial Crown. ..

Under this deep Senſe of our Obligations té

your Majeſty, permit us to offer at your Roy

al Feet the ſtrongeſt Aſſurances, that if any

other Power ſhould attempt to preſcribe or li

mit the Operations of the War againſt your de

clared Enemies; ſuch an extraordinary Proceed

ing would not fail to create in us the higheſt

and moſt becoming Indignation, and to deter

mine us to concur in all proper Meaſures, for

vindicating and defending your Majeſty's Dig

nity and Honour againſt any Inſults, and for

fruſtrating any Deſigns formed againſt us.

“we are truly ſenſible, thet the Death of the

late Erhperor is an Event, which calls for the

vigilant Attention of all thoſe who ſincerely

wiſh well to the common Safety and Tran

quillity; and we beg Leave to aſſure your Ma

jeſty, that we will zealouſly ſtand by and ſup

port you, in adhering ro the Engagements you

are under, for maintaining the Balance and Li

berties of Europe on that important. Occaſion,

as well as in the vigorous Proſecution of the

preſent War.

To repeat the unfeigned Profeſſions, that we

have ſo often made, of our unalterable Fidelity

and Affection to your Majeſty's Sacred Perſon

and Government, and our Zeal for the Conti

nuance of the Proteſtant Succeſſion in your

Royal Houſe, may ſeem unneceſſary, when it

is demonſtrably our eſſential Intereſt, as well

as our Duty, to preſevere in theſe Principles.

But we ſhould be wanting to thoſe warm Im

preſſions, which we feel in ourſelves, if we did

not, in this Conjunéture, declare to your Majeſ

ty, and the whole World, the fixed and unſha

ken Purpoſe of our Hearts, to defend and

ſupport this glorious Cauſe, at the Expence of

our Blood and Treaſure; and at the ſame time,

expreſs our fincere and ardent Wiſhes, that all

your Enterprizes, for maintaining the Honour

of your Majeſty's Crown, and the Rights of

your People, may be bleſſed with the moſt

proſperous Succeſs.

. . His Majeſty's moſt gracious Anſwer.

My Lorps#, 3.

nkyou fºr this moſt dutifuland affäionate.
I Addrift. Nothing can be more agreeable tº

than tº Zial joi exprºft fºr the wigºrºus

N. B. The Tranſlator of Hor, Ode I.

in our laſt, requires the Gentleman, who

figns juſtin, to produce Authority, for his

- Remark on Tr and ME in that Ode.
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PER SEs written by a L11 L If u + 1 a n, on . ... The D R OU G HT in 1740, *

a Report that 6ooo Danians were to be tranſport- ; RITAIN lament, and let each •

-2- - - - > each ſtreamingeed tº L ILLIPU T. B Weep o'er the thirſty fields, and rain;

fºliº empty threats no more we fear, . . Thy fins have curs'd the ground, and ſhut the its;

..Sººº...º.º.º. Pare. Pº with thy oathſ of ºil.
Thoſe ſtout battalions train'd to war’salaris, The firmament denies its wat'ry ſtore, . . .

Shall guard the nation with well-purchas'd arms; T.j.irfatt'ning moiſture drop nomors,

The panic leſſºns, females talk more bold, Can the exhaling ſun no vapours raiſe -

The young miſcarry not, nor faint the old ; Ordrinks he all; nor yet his heat allays?

Who durſt aver we had not one ally, s . As late we ſeem'd on Zembla's coaſt to lie,

When generous Bancramgrants 3º * , so now on Liya's ſcorching findsºfº.
Suppoſe our Standing Armies fail to ſtand, . All in extremes, no tempºrate medium found,

Or rude militia diſobey command, The laſt year delug'd, and this burns the ground;

Auxiliary troops their poſts ſhall keep, , Too much, or none, or ſun, or rain, is giv'n,

And drive th' invaders headlong to the deep. | Such the juſt will of much-offended heav'n,

Now haſten, Ømrond, to Mardt repair, Harmonious nature's courſes out of tune,

Furniſh thy equipage, young Chevalier, The dog-ſtar now begins his rage in june;

Neither the old man, nor the boy we fear. , ), This ſcourge is new, old proverbs thus avow,

Invade us how while we command the ſea . Drought ne'er hurts England; never, ſay, tillnow,

Alas, a paſſage thro’ the air is free. - Once, and but once, when Ahab's wicked ſway,

'Gainſt all contingencies the wiſe provide, . . . vº. heavy rule, bade Iſrael's tribe obey;

And fence from dangers that may ne'er betide; , The earth was parch'd, as ours, the heavens braſ,

In war, as well as law, the rule will hit, And the proud monarch forc'd to hunt for graſs,
Cautela abundans non nocebit. --- - - Should the world's end, and fun'ral pile benear,

*Tis hard Digulia's arbiter muſt bend, . . . (Acertain day, tho’ ſome conceal their fear)

And borrow ſuccours, readier far to lend. All, all is ready ſcorch'd, and apt to burn;

I grant, in glorious days of empreſs Beſs, Alast how ſoon would duſt to aſhes turn'.

Iberia mightier, ſtanding forces leſs ; Of verdant meads the bards forbear to fing,

Jilliput ſole ſuſtain'd the adverſe ſhock, Or boaſt the beauties of the flow'ry ſpring;

Bold as a lion, ſtable as a rock. The ſummer's glory, autumn's gifts divine,

No}. Prinº. oºgº's hºp the Pray'd, Bjiri with whº, or pºſitiºnſ with wins;

Or Dancram's king ſollicited for aid; Seaſons no longer by their fruits are known,

But Tempora mutantur, now we ſee, • By other tokens differenc'd, or by none. -

That is, The Times are chang'd, and ſo are we, Nor March her winds, nor April had her ſhow'r,
Yet ſince we feel or fear the ſtroke of fate, . . Nor bloomy herbage, Maynor june her flow's

Thrice welcome any help ! at any rate ! The mob runs mad, their famine turn'd torage,

The tranſports come, pleas'd with a fight ſo new, They almoſt dare our well-fed troops engage;

Their flaming beards, and ſandy looks I view. T.'ſ...; life is broke, the naked fields

Hail friendly gueſts ſome centuries are paſt, , 6. forſakes, nor hope of harveſt yields;

Since the great honour of your viſit laſt 5 . Few ſtraggling ears faintly attempt to ſhoot

Your anceſtors to ours were ſorry friends, Above the ſurrow'd ſurface near a foot.

O make their poor poſterity amends ! - is did ſweating hinds ſuſtain the toil?

As we more peaceful, ye leſs bloody grow, ;: goaică oxplough up the fil?
In Pity ſave, nor cut our weaſons now. . Z. Ah! labour loſt, and vain —-

---- - --> ----- The rivers fink, and leave a barren plain,
AMr. Ur R A N, . - A waſte of gravel where before they ran ;

The fºllowing beautiful Epitaph was neverprinted, Nor fings the milk-maid when ſhe ſtrips her cow,

and I believe will be no Diſgrace royour Magg- But ſympathizes with the famiſh'd low.

aime. If you do not receive a Tranſlation of it by we ºwn the ſerpent's fate, his doom is iſ,;

fome ºf your ingenious Readers, I have ºf at But what have attle done, to lick the duſt:
your Service. ... Yours, M. G. Colin no more and Roſlinda play - --

..Their am’rous feats on cocks of new-mown hay,

-- - - - - . A virtuous hay-making this year ſhall prove,
SIST£gradum, e&tor, numeroſum perlege funus, Nor appetite, nor cover found for Love.t Higjacet Hippºcrates, kic 4vicenna jacet ; what griefs for you I feel, what anxious fears,

Mar T 1 N 1 AY lºw or T H 1 * Epitaphium. w

Oſſ, Diºſcoridis ſunthic, ſunt offa Galeni, Yewa like troopers, and fine grenadiers ! 7

Et ſimul Aylwartbum contegit iſle lapis. How-ſhall we forage get, and whence, andyº,

Anºt congeſtos uno mirare ſepulchro P- - - - Meat for the horſ, pºwder for the men? .

- At mirare magis--- Nempe tot unuserat. . Not powder made for murd'ring guns, but hair,

– - Not that which kills the foe, but kills the fair;

* D.&r Martin Aylworth, who before the Year. Of nitrous powder little uſe, I ween,

*59: " :lºw ºf New College, Oxfºrd, and sºon. The indies have the campments ſººn.
ºf the mºſt learned in his Proffton of that Age; If, without beef ſome nations hate to figh', -

ºf his Mºdefty neverſuffered bim to appear in Print. To idºr, and all his works we bid good night; .

%is Epitaph was ºr may rears agº from the Allow the maxim, poverty brings peacº,
Mouth of a Friend ºf bis, and who probably was And, without mediators, war will ceaſe.

th- *thor, tho’ be did not ºn it, or ſay whether - 3.

i." **Print, or inſcribed on any Mºnument for . N. B. The above was received in theSum"
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An O D E

of W A

By Mr V 1 c + c s.

Ight of the world ! with pureſt beams adorn

* Thefront of heav'n, and bleſ the happy morn!

Some from thy chamber in the eaſt,

In richeſt gold and purple dreſt,

brightasthe Royal Fait, who on is Day was born!

Say, in all thy glorious round,

Haſt thou ſo much ſweetneſ; fºund; -

Tho' Nature ſpreads for thee her charms,

Her varied ſtore of finiſh'd forms;

The radiant gem, the flowſ: race;

Haſt thou beheld ſuch perfect grace,

As great Auguſta's looks diſplay 2

Blºoming as rofie ſpringſ andfair as op'ning day!

What joy, 9 royal youth! was thine,

When you§#. mph divine,

Like Penus riſing from . #. !

Whilſt round officious Cupid play;

#Veptune confeſs'd his waves before,

orich a treaſure never bore;

Then huſh'd the noiſy wind; to ſleep,

And ſmooth'd the ſurface ofthe deep.

#men, quick, the lovers join'd,

Heart to heart, and mind', mind;

3 he nobleſt pair, that ever yet

In ſweet connubial tranſports met:

ove his rofie banners fpreads,

Wide in triumph o'er their head,
Here his golden ſhafts employs,

Tip'd with pleaſures, win: "with joys!

Deſcend, Urania, heav'nly maid t

Awake the conſecrated lyre

O Jend thy ſoft harmonio. aid,

Prophetic numbers to inſpire I

Rapt into future times, diſplay

§ race of heroes, wiſe, and great f

Unnumber'd bleſfings to convey

To.4bion's highly-favour’ā flate,

Which, that good hour, commenc'd their date!

As when the Sun awakes the year,

And bids the blooms their ſweets diſcloſe;

lºvernal luſtre rob’d, appear

The lily, and the new blown roſe : .

So from this pure, this hallow'd flame,

As fair the num’rous offspring riſe;

Of future bards the biff. theme,

• And tranſport of a nation's eyes!

Beyond our hopes ſupremely bleſ:

To heav'n be hymns of praiſe addreſt;

... By whom this union was deſign'd,

* Pledge of love to human kind:

*y the parent vertues him.

Sonfeſt, thro' all the royal line;

Preſerve this rich, this boundleſ. ſtore,

And grateful Britain asks. more.

76 Sir J. Nor a 1s.

Quid times 2 Caeſarem Webo.

- Omeward Q bend thy courſe, the ſeas are

On the Birth of her *ºyal Highneſs the Princeſ,

L. E. S.

- rough

To the land's enj who ſails, has ſail'd enough.

Sa Lor, Nov, 17, 1749,

j'
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Hile theſe ſad lines unhappy Emma writes,

She guides the pen, but pow'rful Love in
dites. . - -

Read this, my dear 7%ander, read, and know

When you are abſent what I undergo.

Preſaging fears fit heav on my breaſt,

Torment by day, at night fºrbid my reſt.

Now you the pleaſures of the Tºh enjoy,

$ºt, Park, or play your leiſure hou. employ,

Will not your rural Nymph forgotten be 2

Can you ſome moments ſpare to think on me *

My ſolitary path I mourning tread, … |
Since you are gone, and all my joys are fled.

Some ſkilful Muſe inſpire me with the art |

By ſºfteſt verſe to touch afidiºhit ! - - -

To kindle up Love's gentle fire again,

If unextinguiſh'd any ſparks remain.

Let Fortune where ſhe will her gifts beſtow,

9n thoſe that aſk them let her favours flow ;

Titles and weakh th' ambitious may perſue,

I center all my happineſs in you,

That heav'n, to whom no ſecret is conceal’d,

But ev'ry wiſh and thought muſt ſtand reveal’d,

Views not a flame mor: pure, or truer mind, .

Amongſt the various race of woman kind.

All other ill I calmly cou’d endure,

But your negleet wou’d wound, beyond all cure,

With grief no force ofreaſon ºn controul,

iſtraćt my mind, and tear my very ſoul,

My young affections early gain’d by you,

# as our years increas'd ſtill ſtronger grew,
Nº time, no diſtance ever ſhajiabate i

'Tis fix’d irrevocably ſure as fate,

4.GoD aſſerted from the work of the Creation.

4n OD E.

HAT there's a God, all nature cries,

The heav'ns and earth declare,

Who but a god the heaven's coºd build,

And frame this earthly ſphere:

He ſpread abroad the vaulted ſkies,

And bid the clouds to rolſ; -

he ſºn, by day his race to ſan,

And blaze from pole to pole.

The Moon in majeſty ſerene,

He gave to ſhine by night,

In the wide concave plac’īthe ſtars,

Which aid her pâly light.

Sceptic, no longer ſway'd by pride,

s Be obſtinately blind;

Let reaſon's voice be calmly heard,

And truth inform thy mind.

Aſſiſted by the teleſcope, -

Yon mighty orbs ſurvey,

How regular they whirl around, *

The planetary way. {.

Seºhou nºt there the footſteps plain
Of ſomeº; cauſe,

Who plac'd them there, and bid them move

By fixtunerring laws

He ſpoke—from chaos earth aroſe,

In native beauty gay; -

Confuſion heard his awful voice,

And owu'd his boundleſs ſway.

-

Loyº
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From nothing, inſtantaneous, lo!

A race of beings riſe, -

... That ſhew their maker.good and kind,'
. As he is great and wiſe.... . ºr

To faſhion ev'n the ſmalleſt mite,

*Rroud man haſt thou the ſkill P. “

And ſay thou could'ſt, to give it life

Haſ thou th’ effective will? .

In thy more noble form, behold

God'sſacred image ſhine ; , , , , , , ,

£xalted compoſition man, . . .

, Half human, half divine ! . . -

With conſciouſneſs art thou endow’d,

With reaſon to direét, - -

Freedom of will to chuſe, and pow'r,

f To put the thought in act. : : --dº -

worthy of thee, almighty lord!

Is all that thou haſt made ; ", , ;

The marks of wiſdom infinite sº -

Are in thy works diſplay’d,

Oh may I ne'er forget to thee . . . . .

My feeble voice to raiſe, -

Confeſs thy all-produćtive pow'r, 3 º' -

And ſing thy bounty's praiſe. . . . . "
. . . ." AMA's rus. A

-

-

-

*::: ! --

Occaſioned by hearing Miſs Lynch ſing. : :

Sweet echo+ vocal nymph, whoſe mimic tongue

Return'd the muſic of my Delia's ſong.

Oh! ſtill repeat the ſoft inchanting lay,

That gently ſteals the raviſh’d ſoul away 1

Shall ſounds like theſe in circling air be toff,

A d in the ſtream of vulgar noiſes loſt

Ye guardian . Sylphs, who liſten, while ſhe fings,

Bear the ſweet accents on your roſy-wings;”

With ſtudious care, the fading notes retaini

Nor let that tuneful breath be ſpent in vain

Yet if too ſoon this tranſient pleaſure fly,

'A charm more laſting ſhall its loſs ſupply.

While harmony with each attractive grâce

Plays in the fair proportions of her face,

Where each ſoft air, engaging and ſerene,

Beats meaſure to the well-tun'd mind within,

Alike her finging and her filence move, -

Whoſe voice is muſic, and whoſe looks are love,

- tº ELIZA. ."

, ; , tº ºf

Moses's Song. Exod. Chap. 5, paraphraſed.

SR = L attend the lord's triumphant name,

His works, his wonders, and his laſting fame

I fing; who,º his own all-powerful hand, -

Redeem'd and brought you from a Barbºrous land:

Q let the people thou haſt ſav'd from death,

While, Egypt's ſons lie bury’d by thy wrath,
The#. triumphs of thine arm diſplay,

And ſºund the hºnours of the ſignal day.

O thou, our ſaviour and our refuge ſtrong,

Cur matchleſs guide, our glory and our fong.
Who ſediſt our legions thro’ the wond roºs way

Receive the homage that thy people pay' " " ''
To thee, our great deliv'rer, ever near

Thy favour’d Iſr'el ſhall a temple rear >

Sacred to thee ºn hallow'd pile wei'aiſe
º father's; everlaſting praiſe! 2

y name we'll ſing to wond'ring realmsThe mighty honours of theº'. declare

-

Thy hand has rais'd us from the depths of woes,

Thine arm has ſav'd us and deſtroy'd our foes,

Thou led'ſt us ſafe thro' the divided waves, -

Where our proud enemies have found their graves;

While fierce they follow'd thro’ the parted ſea,

Thy powerful hand oppos'd their eager way, -

In &#. diſorder, loſt they backward run,"

But, helpleſs, flying, meet the fate they ſhun; :

Their ſcatter'd troops the cloſing billows ſweep,

And one fate buries in th’Arabian deep. -

Where the proud tyrant that defy'd thy rod,

And plagues on plagues whoſe harden'd heart with

ſtood
ºvº» -

Ev’n Pharaob, in his gilded chariot, dy'd,

The boiſt’rous waves overwhelm'd his regal pride.

There his proud chiefs their name and honour loſt,

The mighty leaders of his num’rous hoſt,

With all that follow'd of th’ Egyptian name, ,

As ſuch their enterprize, their end the ſame,

'Twas thou alone appear'dſton A'rºl's ſide,

Thy ſtrength has daſh'd in pieces all their pride,

Swift to deſtroy their flying armies came,

Bent to extirpate all the Hebrew name;

Fixt in our blood their guilty hands tembrue,

Now proud and boaſtful in their rage perſue. . .

But ſee, their bold preſumption yields to ſear!"

Thy liquid troops (a dreadful ...} appear, .

Th’ encircling waves th’ embattel'd lines ſurround,

And all their boaſts of vićtory confound,

Refiſtleſs now their wonted reign reſume, ,

And the whole trembling hoſt beneath entomb;

At once they ſink, juſt as the helpleſs ſtone,

Or ſolid lead, in peaceful waters thrown...:

Thus fell the foe who durft thy pow'r withſtand,

And tempt the vengeance of thy vengeſül hand;

No more the haughty monarch ſhall impoſe

His hard commands, and triumph in our woe: ; ;

No more his mighty legions in array

Shall ſtrike our hearts with terror and diſmay;

Mid'ſtarms, and ſteeds, and chariots driv'n around,

Sunk to the bottom of the dark profound, -

O who on earth with jacob's god can vie?

What dauntleſs mortal ſhall his pow'r defie?

What human force ſhall dare his wrath engage,

Nor dread the vengeance of almighty rage 2 -

Who can the glory of thy name declare 2

What heathen deity with thee compare 2

Thy matchleſsfaméthro' diſtant realms ſhall ſound,

And ſtrike deep terror thro' the nations round;

Trembling, confuſion, and amazing dread .

O'er Edon's dukes and Moab's chiefs ſhall ſpread;

Of Pagan princes all the num’rous band,

That ages long have ſhar'd the promis'd land,

With heav'n-bred horrors ſeiz'd, ſhall melt away,

And give at thy command thy people way.

For ever, bleſs'd with thy peculiar love, .

Shall we thy kind diſtinguiſh'd goodneſs prove.

Still the lov'd tribes of jacob's choſen race

Shall be the favour'd people of thy grace ; ,

To our vićtorious arms our foes ſhall yield,

While ſafely guarded by thy heav'nly ſhield,
Till thou at length, by thy all-powerful hand,

Condućt and bring us to th’ appointed land,

Where all thy miracles to Iſr'el ſhewn

From age to age, ſhall be tranſmitted down,

And children's children ſhall thy wonders raiſe,

whilſt realms remote haſ at # the diſtant priº,

B-ā-y, 21, 0:7, 1749. º º ſw.
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To ſoften her unyielding heart ; -

Poetical Essays ;

The fºllowing Song, written by MrW-y, was .

* by*:w E, at$º. Theatre,

for the Benefit of Capt. Peddie's Sailors. [See

p. 570. .* - - -- - - -

YOme, my lads, with ſouls befitting,

A , Let us never be diſmay’d, `.

Let's avenge the wrongs of Britain,

And ſupport her injur'd trade. . s

The true ſpirit of the nation, -

in our honeſt hearts we bring,

True, tho' in an humble flation, “..
To our Country and our King, tº

Spain no longer ſhall aſſume, boys,

The free ocean as her own ; . .

For the time at laſt is come, boys, "

We'll their topſails lower down ;

Tho' in politicks conteſting, . . .” “

Round and round they veer about, :

All their ſhips, andº . :

With our broadſides we will rout.

* Hark, the roaring cannons thunder, .

See, my lads, fix ſhips appear !

Ev'ry Briton ačting wonders, - “… "

Strikes the ſouthern world with fear. -

Porto Bello, fam'd in ſtory,

Now at laſt ſubmits to fate, . . . .

VER No N’s Courage gains us glory, … . . . . .

And his mercy proves as great. -

On our naval ſtrength dependings

Let us ſteer Old England's courſe, ºr ºn 1

When affronted, vengeance ſending, “ . . . . . . ;

Shew the world Old England's force. . . . . . .

Then loud peals of Britiſh thunder, - st

Rattling on each hoſtile ſhore, .. . . . .

Shall make haughty Dons knock under, . . . . .

Nor ſhall dare inſult us more.

May all Engliſh Tars, like you, boys, ...,

#.;. true hearts of;" -

To their king and country true, boys, -

And be neither bought nor ſold 5 -

Let the landmen, without party, -- i.

Aćt like brethren of the floºd, . . .

To one cauſe alone be hearty,

And be that their country's good.

Then thro' all the mighty ocean, t

Th’ Engliſh croſs ſhall honour find,

Far as wave can feel a motion,

* . . . . .

º'-º', ºr tº

Far as flag can move with wind. - . º

Then inſulting monarchs ſhowing -

, More regard, ſhall humbler be, .

This old truth of Britons knowing," "" " " ''

As they’re brave they will be free. . . . . . . I

* 4. the Acconnt of Admiral Vernon's Suc

eeſ, theſe eight Lines were added by G, our ingenious

Cºrreſpondent, p. 460, 461, 462. - - - .

On Capt. PE d d 1 E's Promotion, by Philo Nautus,

|BRaye Pz pp 14's Loſs, is Pepp i s's Prize,

He roſe to fall, and fell to riſe, : . . . .

". .…"

To Caelia's Busk. f

Hrice happy toy fº bleſt - -

When ſeated in thy balmy neſt!' .

O wouldſt thou change theFº with me,

How ſweetly raviſh'd ſhould I bel

So plac'd perhaps might find the art

i

NOVEMBER, 1740.

...And grant me love for kwe again.

To pity all my tedious pain,

But oh I rave—the promis'd bliſs

. Is all the fond deceit of wiſh :

Yet happy toy—while thus I mourn,

Hope not thy ſelf ſhalte'er return; - ~ *

No more ſhalt thou inſulting there

A favourite reſt, while I deſpair : - ' ' ---

My cheriſh'd captive ſhalt thou be, - - -

Only on this condition free: - -

That when departing from her breaſt,

At night thou leav'ſt thy balmy neſt,

To me thy ſtation thou reſign, --

And grant the joys for which I pine !,

, E Greco Ru F. -- .

£ai te videt beatus eff, -

* - Bration quite audiet, º

gui Ž. ſemideus eff, -

£ai te patitur ºff Deus. -

BU ch A N A n.

TÉefºregoing Lines paraphraſed,

By RichA R D SA v A GE, Eſq.,

Appy the Man; who, in thy ſparkling eyes

His am’rous wiſhes, ſees, reflecting, play;

Sees little laughing Cupid's, glancing, riſe, -

And, in ſoft-ſwimming languor, die away... I
- II --

Still happier hel to whom thy meanings roll. 2

In ſounds; which, love, harmonious love, inſpire;

On his charm'd ear fits, rapt, his liſt'ning ſoul i

'Till admiration form intenſe deſire. -

Halfdeity is he who warm may preſs; -

Thy lip, ſoft-ſwelling to the kindling kiſs; r

Ah, may that lip, aſſentive warmth, expreſs;

*Till love draw willing love to ardent bliſs: ".

Circling thy waiſt, and circled in thy arms; . .

Who, melting on thy mutual-melting breaſt, -

Entranc'd enjoys love's whole luxurious charms,

Is all a Go tº 1—Is of all Heav'n poſſ-fl. 1.
- * . * -:

Written on a Window at Montroſe near Aberdech.
Scotland, by AA R on H 1 i L, Eſq.- “e

Nce more, ONorth! I trace thy winding ſhores.

- Climb thy bleak hills, and croſs thy duſky

- moors,

Impartial view thee with a heedful eye,

And ſtill by nature not by cuſtom try.

England thy ſiter is a gay coquet,

Whom art enliveus, and temptations whet;

Rich, proud, and wanton ſhe her beauty knows,"

And in a conſcious warmth of fortune glows.

Scotland comes after like an unripe fair,

Who fighs with envy at a fiſter's air,

Thoughtleſs how ſoon ſhe’ll grow to have her day,

And be the toaſt when tºothers charms decay.

}/ritten on a Window in another Inn, in Scotland.

: By the ſame Hand. -

Bºek are thy hills, O North ! and wild thy

plains, -

Thy Nymphs unſoften'd,and untaught thy Swains:

Yet have thy fields a wealth which wants but art,

Thy ſons a rough ſincerity of heart. -

Here let me live then, for if nature ſmiles,

Art may be forc'd, tho' art alone beguiles. “ -
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s I R, - Where thusyoºr pow'rful charms diffenſe

...As I am always inclin'd to communicate any Plea- Their ſweet, their cheering influence,"

ſure which I receive myſelf, I am deſirous that the "Pleas'd Nature fmiles, the ſeaſon's gay 5

world, y your means, may ſhare with me in the fe- September brings the bird of May,

rºſal ofºfollowing verſes, and am yours &c. -

The RETREAT The MOD E R N HERO,
- e Pugnare Thracum ºff,

—Haeret Lateri letbalis Arunds. Virg.

Ail flow'ry lawns, and verdantº LH;º. ſeek barbarian dimal
And waving woods, and ſmiling vales, Hail! pa#.s#...tl.º:º,*

- Lº nd bleating flocks, and murm’ring rills

! Aº:º;#.ºiº; gies! %. however foul, are clean fiomºl.

º Hail pendent cliffs, and vaulted cells, #. theº º: tº didſt thou keep the him, |

Where peace and ſweet contentment dwells t ow would thy charaćter in annals ſhine!

| || Oh! that from gold, as ſteel thou couiſ abſtain,

| Let others court the pride of ſtate, ğverſe to war and as averſe to gain, |

! And barter happineſs for ſhow; No wrongs, no treſpaſſes provoke thine Ire,

To fools they ſcorn, and knaves they hate To make repriſals, orjuſt rights require,

| With ſervile expeºtation bow : As ſcripture bids, thou doſt forgive the foe, | ||

| || I range at eaſe this bleſt retreat, And turn the other cheek for t'other blow, | \

| To be content is to be great. #:3. Condućt by that maxim flººr ;
|| || - - at eye for eye demands or ear for ear,| || *;#:.* trace # different condućt thine. Divines allºw, W

*Fir’d with the wild fantahic chace Nºne love and ſpare the enemy, as thou, | W

Perplex the head, not mend the heart; Thro' thy whole life a courſe pacific runs, al

| ‘I view myſelf with humble eyes, Guiltleſs thy ſwords, and innocent thy guns: | P:

| To be content is to be zwiſe, Safe in whole ſkins encamp'd thy ſoldie; ſlº, (S

- - #. nothing kill, unleſs they kill a ſheep. i.
Let fools expect from flatt'ry’s voice ſwearving from thy rule, one darestºfºt, t

The pleaſing balm of life to find ; He's mark'd for ruin, and thou ſtarvāhim quilt, | P:

Or place their bliſs in guilty joys, - Fleets upon Fleets would ſeem to ſcour the main, aſ

- : More fickle, fleeting than the wind: - Hoiſe ſail, then tack about, and land again, (§

I court the ſelf-approving gueſt, So did Penelope her train deceive | PA

| To be content, is to be blºft. By booty labour and pretence to weave, W3

Yet ah! why beats my flutt'ring heart? Poing, undoing, nothing ever done, 30|

Why flows the torrent from my eye * Bach year concluding, as it firſt begun, diſ

What means thisi.” ſmart? h Sator, tº i.

ling limbs, this riſing figh 2 - -aſ:.#.#:; 1g Two Common CH A R Act Ers, *

Farewell content hail, ſoft direfil Fº.º.º. º
- *r I * - ? Ad wants no Inclination :

- *:::::: ...;;:it. *; .. *:: her paſſion ſºng, :
* * Nor aw’d by ſplendour from the throne, ut fears her eputatiºn. W.

- Nor yet eſcap'd in rural bow’rs, Betty, whoſeº; of face |

Oh! bring my fair-one to her ſwain, M; .###"... m
I’ll be content again. aintains the laſs is void of grace| And then *** ag R. I. And trembles to come high hºr. In

. . - - Oh! ſee, ſhe cries, the guilon the Stanzas ſigned Cuckow in the Magazine fºr Now ining º her sºft flame -

September. Some wanton thought ! oh fie for ſhameſ cil

º To — * . When will our ſex be wiſe º

ſº E not, my fair ſurpriz'd to hear Fly fin betimes, call vertue's aid, º
{ Unuſual notes ſalute your ear ; If vertue, yet is found, f

| The like, perhaps, you ne'er have known, Or eler could ſave a willing maid i.
| The Cuckow ſing, when ſummer's gone ! From falling to the ground. t

Shall I explore the wond’rous cauſe * *::::::::*:::::::::::: - i.
This ſeeming change in nature's laws 2 But all our true, ſubſtantiaibi, | M6

The pleaſing *::::.. purſue, From pure Religion flows.” | Ak

And find the cauſe, bright maid, in you. She reads her holy Whitfield o'er, in

The happy groves where you appear With inward feeling fir’d Q]

Have vernal ſunſhine all the year; Bid's Fanny try the preacher's power and

- There turtles coo, and warblers ſing, And be like her inſpir’d. tive

And autumn changes into ſpring. Yet, while ſhe thus ſets Fanny right, M.

Tho' Phaebus dart a fainter ray, She runs herſelf aſtray; .

Your brighter beams ſupply the day, Fetty'ſ oblige you, if 'tis night, §

with blooming beauty deck the plain, But Fanny tight or day, - Nit

... Make dying flowers revive again. - S.T.A. antcy,



mage is computed at 40,000 l.

SATURDAY.; November 1.
Moſt violent Hurricane did

much Damage in and about

Londºn, and the Eaſtern

the Kingdom. At Kenſing
Tºrºšº ton the Reverend Mr. Dor

anºr, who kept a Boarding-School, and his

Wife were killed by the Fall of a Stack of

Chimnies; one of the Spires of Weſtminſter

Abbey, and a great Part of Hide-Pärk

Wall were blown down; ſeveral Perſons

were caſt away on the River of Thames, -

abundance of#: broke to Pieces, the

Pr. of Orange, the Ship of Capt. Peddie,
(See p. 575) who a few Days tº: had

bravely defended her againſt a Spaniſh

Privateer off the Lizard, was drove

very extraordinary Manner, by Ringin

of Bells, , and publick Écº.º:

Places, &c. And in the Evening, the

greateſt Rejoicings, Bonfires, and Illu

and North-Eaſtern Parts of Aminations in London, and many other

Cities, that have been known for many

Years. Don Blaſs was burnt in ſome

Places, and at Chancery. Lane. End was a

Pageant, whereon was repreſented Adm.

Pernon, and a Spaniard on his Knees,

coffering him a Sword; a View of Porto

Bello, &c. over the Admiral was wrote

Penit, Vidit, Vicit ; and under him,

VERNoN ſemper viret. -

Came on the Ele&tion of an Alderman

for Alderſgate$. in the Room of

Richard Levett Eſq; deceaſed, when Wm.

"Benn, Eſq; an eminent Soap-boiler in

aſhore near Margate and daſh'd to Pie- Biſhopsgate-ſtreet, was unanimouſly cho

ces, and five of the Crew loſt. The C ſen. On this Occaſion an honeſt Pariſh

Paſſage-Boat from the Nore to Chatham,

was loſt with 1; Perſons. Between Lyn

and 2%rmouth above 60 Ships were

drove aſhore, and many of their Men

drowned ; the Coaſts of Suffºlk were co

vered with Wrecks and dead Bodies, and

~

Clerk made the following Diſtich; -

Hail happy Day let Britons ſay Amen,

That gave to VERNoN Birth—the Robe

- to BENN.

- TU EsDAY, 18.

His Majeſty went in State to the Houſe

the Damage on Land is #.": Doſ Lords, and open'd the Seſſion of Par

rtable. At Whitby in 20rkſhire, be

fides the Loſs of many Lives, the#.
he

Weſtern Parts felt but little of this Storm.

Being the ſuppoſed Birth-Day of Ad

miral Pernon, was obſerved in London and

many other Places with great Rejoicings.

T & E s D A Y, 1 i.

Was held a Court of Common Coun

cil at Gaild. Hall, when a Motion was

made, and the Queſtion put, That

the Court of Aldermen have the Power

of putting a Negative upon the Framing

of a Queſtion; which Motion paſſed in the

Negative; and it alſo paſſed in the Ne

gative in the Court of Aldermen, by a

Majority of Io to 4

Motionbeing made “That the Court of

Aldermen have not the Power of put

ting a Negative upon the Framing a

Queſtion, it paſſed in the Affirmative;

and the ſame paſſed in the Affirma

tive in the Court of Aldermen, by a

Majority of 11 to 4.

W E D N E s A Y, 12.

Being the Birth-Day of the braye Ad

Rinal Vernon, was diſtinguiſhed in a

6
--~~~~

liament with a moſt

which ſee p. 362."

WEBNEs DAY, 19.

The Houſe of Lords preſented their

Addreſs to his Majeſty. See p. 562.

Was a great Meeting of the Liverymen.

of London at Vintners-Hall, to nominate

gracious Speech,

E four proper Perſons for Candidates at the

next Ele&tion, of which Mr Deputy Naſh

was choſen Chairman. Mr Chitty pro

poſed Sir john Barnard for one; upon

which a Letter was produced, directed to

the Livery, returning them. Thanks for

the Honour they had done him in return

ing him for two former Parliaments, and

deſiring they would 'excuſe him from

After this a F ſerving them any longer than the preſent

Seſſion : Notwithſtanding which (ſuch is

the Regard of the Citizens for that

worthy Patriot) the Queſtion was inſiſted

on, and carry'd unanimouſly. After which

the following Aldermen were recom

mended, viz. Humphry Parſons, Eſq; Ld

G Mayor, John Barber, Eſq; Micajah Perry,

Eſq; , Sir Robert Godſchall, Knt. George

Heathcote, Eſq; and Daniel Lambert, Eſq;

who being ſeverally put up, a very great

- Majºrity
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Majority of Hands appeared for the Ld

ayor, Sir Robert Godſchall, Knt George

eathcote, Eſq; who were accordingly

declared, with Sir john Barnard, by the

Chairman, and it was determined to ſup

port the Nomination of the ſaid four

Aldermen at the enſuing Elećtion. . . .

A Liſt of his Majeſty's Ships of War,

which ſail'd from St Helens, Qāober 26,

1740, under the Command of Sir Char.

loner Ogle, Kt. Rear-Admiral of the

Blue, with a Fleet of Tranſports ha

-

Perſons of Ouality and Diſtinaion, made

him handſome Preſents, value near 3000l.

His Ships Crew had alſo on the 28th the Tem

peſt aćted for their Beuefit at Drury-lane Thé-

atre, preſent the Prince of Wales and a vaſt au

dience. They came on the ſtage and return'd

A their Thanks. SeeSong, on this Öccaſion, p. 567

*******'S A T-U-R p A-Y 22,

Being the Anniverſary of the taking

of Portº Bello by Admiral. Kermon, the

whole City was illuminated ; with all

the uſual Tokens of Rejoicing.

ving on board the Marines and Land ºp. M. o. N p & Y 74. ,

Forcescommanded by Ld Carthcare, B. Five Malefaāors were executed at

...”.” ". ...". “Tyburn, viz, Thomas Clack, William Murſ,

Ship: Names, gapºint. , Gunſ. Men. Margery Stanton, Eleanºr Mampman, for

Ruſſel, . i.ºte:98%; $o. 632 #7 urglaries and Felonies ; an:

Amelia, Hemmington, 8, 669º;º:#.
Boyne, , Leſtock, go 6&o ºdºš ºa Griffin at 4 º -

Carolina, º Griffin, 3: ... Bºdyof this laſt was 5taught to Sºgº.
Chicheſter, Trevor, 33 335. Hall to be anotomiz'd; but aſter, it wi:

Cumberland, Sºuj, , , § 6; C ſtripp'd and laid on#; and one ºf
Norfolk, Graves, - . 36. 336 the Servants was waſhing him in order tº

Shrewsbury, Townſend, 8s 6do to be cut, he perceived Life in him, and

#º. §§ºigne, 32 622 found his Breath to £omé quickº
Buckingham," Mitcheſ, . . 79.4% guicker; on w ich a Surgeon took ſome

Qrfºrd, , , Ld Aug. Fitzroy, jo 4% junces of Blood, from im # in two

;º: 3. Bºuclerk, º Hours he was able to fit up in#"Că,

;"; ; ;bºis***
#; Denniſon, 70 i. ****, u spay - a;

eptford, tvn, . * *o .. 4oo ... . . . . . . * * * * ** * * * */". . . . .

#. - 3. - - %. . Purſuant to the Additſ of the H. ſ

Jerſey, Lawrence, 6o 4oo .g.º.º. conſidering the King:
Lyon, ... Cotterel, . . " 60 400 Speech, an £mbargo was laid on il

Montagu, Chambers, 637400 Ships laden with Corn and other Prºff.

Rippon, Jolley. 6oi 400 e ons for Foreign Parts, . . . . . . .

Superbe, , #.: - 6o 4oo E º Su NDAY, 30. . . -

Weymouth, Knowles, $o 490 Reſolved on for next Year 40,000 $:

#.d 3.d. º: 432 men, ten new Regiments to be raiſº,
an - 2OO - - .a. 152, - -

- y Hoº Al-Ships. 5 s Land Tax 43. per Pound. -

Princeſ;Royal, Tucker, 95 A List of B1R T is for the Year 1740:

Scarborough, Carter, 95 Novem. IFE of William Gey, of Bº
F1 R r:SH 1 PS. - - - - mead, Bedfordſhire, Eſq; deli.

AEtna, Fenwick, 45 ° wered of ºcíº indº, ichiº

Phaeton, Kennedy, 45 and like to do well. . . . . .”

Strumbolº, Hay, 45 20. Lord Windſor's Lady–of a$on
Firebrand, Barnard, 45 : . 24. Counteſs of Winchéſea and Nottinghuº,

Veſuvius, Gay, 43 — of a Daughter. -

Vulcan, Peller, ..., 45 - in the Year 1740

return'd to Spithead Lys r of M A R RIAG Es in the Year 1740.
The Buckingham

the 16th, having loſt her Maſt in the Storm

on $ 1ſt infl. ſhe brought Advice that the

Superbé had loſt all her Matt but the Bow

{prit.— yet got to Lisbon.

H 17 R S D A Y, 29.

The Houſe of Commons waited on his

Majeſty with their Addreſs. See p. 563.

The Tragedy of Cato was atted at

the Theatre in Covent Garden, for the

Benefit of the brave, but unfortunate

Capt. Peddie, before a crowded Aſſem

bly. His Majeſty, ſent that Gentle

man 100 Guineas, the Dutcheſs ofMarl

&orough 20, and the Speaker of the

Houſe of Cozamans, with many other

of Sproghºoã. 23. S .7. Barker, Miſs First,

- . M A R R H F D to

of Eltham, Kent, 30,000 ſ, ,

- Nov. 3. Sir Edward Manſell, Bart.-"

Miſs Bay, of the Vineyard at Hertfº.
Mr Bayly, - to Miſs Langdon, Neite"

Sir Edward Manſell. - -

11. Richard Sutton, of Lincolº's In", E;

—to Miſs Ackland, Io,000l. .

i 18, Counſellorº f the Temple, -

to Miſs Lillingſton, of Cecil-ſiréet. -

Tho.#:: ; of Liffºrd, Nºrthº.
to Miſs §: &hly Child of Tºmº

, Spence, Eſq; late Serjeant at Arms...}º.
* 25. Rev. Mr Baldwin—to Miſs King."

Red Lyºg Square, 6oooº.

.



… List of Deaths, Promotions, &c. ºf 57.1

| * List ºfPºs in the ºar 1740. " Sir Thomas Robinſºn, Bart, Wm. Burton and 7.hn'
Ołober. Nſ||R.William Seward, formerly orgia, Eſºther with 2

ine Earle,
belonging tº the Tiºgin the Eß (in roºm of The ºld,º deceaſed)south-Sea Houſe; a Diſciple, and cloſe Follower '-' commiſſioners of Exciſe. .

of Mr Whitefield, - Robert Fenwick, Eſq; Member for Lancaffer,

-Margaret Finch, called the Queen of the - i. - Attorney-General of the Dutchy Court :

Gypſies, at Norwood, aged io9. fºL in room of ; * : -

*śraya,Ph. A *§º.*— Piń. Bron of
# Karatier, aged 19 Years,.8 Months, and the Exchequer, in ſoom of . * -

nths. . . He publiſhed, at the Age of eleven ing’s Be in room -

: Years, aT. from the#. and ar- Kº:;#." *_ Lord Chief Baron

rived at ſuch ºxcellence in Learning, that we of the Exchequer, f. room of Sir john Cº
believe his Life, for which we are procuring myns, deceas'd. . … --

: Materials, will be no diſagreeable Amuſement to Counſellor Eyre, called to a Serjeant at Law.
t the Pnblick. - Tho. Gordon, Eſq; Groom of the Bedchamber

#igh, Staffordſhire, and Earl of Cóñkhaven in George Stone, Eſq; appointed Recei -

| jºid, died at Paris. . By Elizabeth, Daugh- ral. Generalja. in..º.

* terto Lord árundel, of Wardour, he has left aji onſlºw, Eſq; elected for Guiñº
: two Sons and two Daughters, and isſucceeded by . º, . º: #:ora, Joint

ºf the eldeſt in Honour and Eſtate. -

Treaſurers to the Eaſt-India Company.

* , Aov. 1.jeremiah Tucker, Eſq; formerly Mr Marlow, made one of §. &n me. -

High Sheriff for Wilts. y : ... e. C of Londºn, by a Leaſe of 21 Years, purchaſed

!, Capt. Threlkeld, of Armſtrong's Reg of Foot. for 4102 i. 16. Fine, and 3ol. per Annum.

14. SirGeorge Cooke, Kt. late a Prothonotary in , Fanzi; Simpſon, L. L. D. and Maſter of

* his Son ſome Years ſince. . - - - Dr Tºffer, King's Phyſician,–Phyſici

!! ..Mr Stokes, City, Marſhal, aged 25. He pur- cheiß & #ºyncº-Phyſician
iſ chaſed his Place a few Month. before for 1800 l. to Chelſea College, in room of Dr Smart, decd.

two Thirds of which go to the Lord Mayor. - f M -

º :Philip Starks, Eſq; Counſellor at Law, at D“gº; MrAftºn, deci, -

Ware in Hartfºrdſhire. -
Pawlett ” ( appointed. Colonels of 3

5. Tho. Pawlet, Eſq; at Burleigh, Rutlandſh. * Mordaunt, y Regiments of Foot.

Colonel of late

;6. Tho. Middleton, Eſq; formerly, Governor Lord james Cavendiſh

Daſwey's Regiment of Dragoons.

of Flint Caffle. -

cººl, Senior, Eſq; at Harſtone, near

imbridge. º' - - -

.7. Dakway, Col. of Foot in Ireland. . *śl,
8. Iſaac Honeywood, Eſq; at Hampſtead.

baº º:gº.- - 'E ingham, returred back from the Fleet, on acº 2 ºf Levett, Eſq; Alderman of Al- E count ºf the Storm,- Capt. of the Argyle.

ra. - 'e — - -

º |. Sir jobn Comyns, Lord Chief Baron of The brave Capt. Peddie, Captain of the5: ...+3 ºr smyns, Baſilſ. Bomb-Ketch, in room of

the Exchequer; a Man of great Abilities and Sir William Hewett, Capt of the Col.

Integrity. He was was made a Baron of the cbſter, of 40 Guns.

* Exchequer in 1726, afterwards removed to be > ... -

tº a Jude of the ommon-Pleas; and in 1738 - Ecclesiastica L. PR = F x RMr N T sz

* ... º.º.º.º. º.º. r REV. Dr Giffºrt, ºleaed Biſhop of Landºff. .3 room of james Reynolds, Eſq; who reſigned.

º His Eſtate goes to his Nºw and Heir at

* Law, John Comyns, of Lincºln’s-Inn, Eſq;

gº 16. Abraham Spencer, Eſq; formerly High R.
Sheriff of Kent. - . . . , ..., , , , , Mr Deacon, late Fellow of Bennet College,

ſ: 1:# #º de la Creuze, Eſq; in Lincoln's- c.. "
-

tº Inn Fields. ---- - - . ... C Iſle of Wight, zoo 1. per Annum.

tº .2i. Mr Samuel Henley, eldeſt Son of Robert Jºſſ#,**{... of Woofton, Hants.

Henley, of Eſſex-ſtreet, Eſq; and Her to 8oool. G 4061 per Annum. " * ~ vºyzvºz 2

º: per Annum. ----- _* : * - - . . . . -

1 º' Mºti ##### Kingſey, Bucks, Eſq; N E w MEM B E Rs. . . . -

... Member for Oxfºrd City. Tº . . . - ºr . . . . ~~ -->4'- |

º\ r: #.3%effcombe, Eſq., of the Band of Sº Boteler Chernocke, of Hulote, Bedfºrdſh:

in room of Dr Mawſon, tranſlated to Chi

cheffer.

º #...” after an indiſpoſition, of eighteen M. Barºn Wright,— a Juſtice of the

ºutlet, Baron Audly; of #: #. Rºº,Eß.

º: the Corºmen Pleas, which Place he reſigned toº. Trini -Hall, Cambridge, choſe Vice-Chancellor. .

Mr Crumpe, - Clerk to the Mercers

Lord Lempſler,— Enfign in the 1ſt Reg.

'Mr Tindal, Tranſlator of Rapin, made

ećtor of Alverflock, Hampſhire, 406 1. per4 in. .

Reāor of Colourne in the

enſioners. - -- - " * - - - - - -- - - - - -

- ... M---- to ... jeremy Vanacker Sambroke, Bart. deceaſed.
º ſº Win Hucks, Eſq; Member for Walling--- Wºź. — ºciºd, in room

" Jºrd, and Brewer to the Houſhold. . . …..of . preſent Lord Onſlow. -- -

* - PR2Motions in the Year 1740. 5* *john Frederick, Eſq; —for New Shore

º RICHARD, Lord Onſlow, appointed Lord- baſh, in room of Thomas Frederick, Eſq; decd.:

º “* Lieutenant and CuſtosRotulorum for Sur- "The above were choſe without Oppoſition.

gº tºy, in room of Lord%. his Father, decd. William Stroud, Eſq; for Reading, in the room

... cºbarles Poibill, jobn Fowle, james Vernon, of Henry Grey, Eſq; deceaſe: ; ºppoſed

; Rºbert Eyre, and Horaţia Tºwnſhend, Eſqs. Dodº tº Tºº Tº “"“”

Bart elected for Éed ord, in room of Sir .

byMr.
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* Q Ince the Departure of the Breſt and

Toulon Squadrons ſo many different Re

ports have been ſpread, eſpecially in England,

concerning the Intentions of the King in the

preſent Circumſtances, that it has appeared ne

ceſſary to enable the Miniſters of his Majeſty in

foreign Courts clearly to make known the Prin

ciples of the Condućt which he has hitherto ob

ferved, and the End which he propoſes.

It was not without much Pain that the

King ſaw in 1733 the Seeds of Diſcord ariſing

between Spain and England: The Open'ng of

the Conferences at Madrid gave ſome Hopes of

Dictasarios on the part of FRANCE.
to all the foreign Miniſters who reſide at the

Court of France, and was renew'd as ſoon as it

was perceived that the Preparations againſt Ame

rica more evidently diſcover'd Projećts of Con

queſt: And the Ambaſſador of Great Britain

Anot giving any Anſwer upon a Sutjećt ſo inte

reſting, the King judged he ought no longer to

defer cauſing his Ships to be equipp'd, in order.

to put himſelf in a Condition to prevent a

Danger every Day more than other prefing.

England at length makes no longer a Myſtery

of her Intentions, after ſhe thought her Mea

ſures ſo effectually taken as to be impoſſible to

an Accommodation; but the unforeſeen Rupº B be therein defeated. She cauſed $ooo regular

ture of thoſe Conferences made it to be ſuſpečt

ed that England was very far from really enter

taining pacifick Sentiments; and the Hoſtilities

that the Engliſh Nation began in America be

fore the Declaration of War could be known .

there, left no room to doubt of its Intentions.

The King, however, thought proper to ſee

what would be the Conſequences of this War,

before he took any Part in it: The Views of

the Engliſh Nation were not yet fully manifeſt:

It was believed that the Warmth of ſome

"Tempers had hurry’d it into the taking of vio

lent§. that it had no other Deſign at

the Bottom than to do itſelf Juſtice for ſome

pretended Vexations of the Spaniſh Garda:

Ooſtas; and that after this firſt Ferment had

jubſided, both Sides would have fallen upon the

3Means of Reconciliation.

Not but that France bad, on her own Part, .

great Cauſes of Complaint againſt England, per

haps more confiderable than thoſe, which had

#indled the War between the Catholick King:

and the King of Great Britain : Many, French

ships had been ſtopt; viſited, and ſearch'd, as

weſi in Europe as in America; the Letters which

theſe Ships had on board taken and carried a .

way, againſt the Law of Nations, and the Faith.

offſeaties; and otherViolencesſtill more remark

able, whereof Complaints have been in vain.

made, might have been ſufficient to have exci

red the King to do himſelf Juſtice; but his

Majeſty has conniv'd at all theſe Infraction; not

having been at all inclined even to permit French

Privateers to help in any ſort to diſturb the Engliſh

Navigation: §§ more important Subjećts were

neceſſary to overcome his Moderation,

The Engliſh had hitherto, only made War

by sea, but they ſºon fºrm'd Enterprize,"poº
the Continent. The taking of Porte Bello and

chagria. The Demolition of theſe two Forts

open'd a Door to their counterband Trade, to

; Prejudice of the Commerce of all Nations;

and their Armaments encreas'd to ſueh a Degree.

as to give the moſt ſenſible Diſquietudes about

what night be the Conſequence thereof.

Since that time the Ambaſſador from Great

Britain was told, in the Name of the King,

that how patient ſoever France had ſhewn her

ſelf in Expectation of Satisfaction for the irre

gular ard violent Peoceedings of ſeveral Engliſh

officers, it was nct to be imagined that ſhe

could look with an indifferent Eye upon the

Enterprizes that the Engliſh Nation might form

in America; nor that the Kirg would ſuffer

it to make any Settlement in the Spaniſh Wºff

affer. This Declaration was made known.

Troops to embark, in order to join thoſe which

fhe had order'd to be rais'd in her Colonies,

The Nation, not in the leaſt doubting of Succeſs

foretold, as a Thing certain, the Conqueſt of

the Havanna. Admiral Vernon formally de

clar'd, by his Letter of the 8th of May liff,

to the Governor of the French Part of the Iſland

of St. Domingo, that he had Orders to take

C Cartagena; and the Manifeſto ſent by Lord

Cathcart to be publiſh'd in America, which no

Pains were taken to keep private, has evidently

demonſtrated the Tendency of thoſe prodigious

Armaments, of which never was the like ſeen,

It was then that the King knew he had nºt

a Moment to loſe in order to obſtrućt Projeć,

the Execution whereof would deſtroy all the

D Treaties and Conventions which have been

made, as well at the Congreſs of Utrecht 4

fince the concluſion thereof, for the Balance ºf

the Commerce of Europe. His Majeſty had

nothing elſein view than the maintaining oftheſe
Conventions. The Orders which he has given

to the Marquis d'Antin tend ſolely to this £º

his Majeſty having very expreſly enjoin'd him

E not to interrupt the lawful Commerce of th;

Engliſh Merchants, and to make known tº
the Commanders and Governors of the Fºrt

Colonies, that ſuch are his Majeſty's Intentions,

and that they muſt exactly conform thertº

-There have in the mean time ſome Precau

tions been taken on the Part of his Majeſty at

Port de l'Orient, and at Dunkirk, to prevent any

F Surprize from Éngliſh Pirates; the Inſults that

our'ships have undergone, even in the time ºf

the ſtrićteſt Impartiality of France, render at

this time theſe Precautions ſtill more neceſſrſ.

Such is, according to the moſt exačt Truth,

tho Condućt which has been hitherto obſerv't

on the Part of the King, againſt which nº

Reaſons can be alledg’d. The Court of Lºndº

G has nevertheleſs manifeſted the ſharpeſt Rº

ſentment at the Works pretended to be carriº

on at Dunkirk, as tho' France had fail'd in the

ſolemn Engagements ſhe enter'd into at Utrº.

“It’s eaſy to judge, after what has been ſºft,
geſted, on which ſide has been the Infraćtion of

Treaties, whether on the Part of France, whid

has contented herſelf with eſtabliſhing four Bºº

H teries at Dunkirk, without raiſing any Fortii.

cations, or making any ſort of Works, ded

ring at the ſame Time that theſe Batteriº

ſhould be deſtroyd as ſoon as Tranquility ſhoº!.
be eſtabliſh'd; or on the ſide of the Cºurt of .

London, which no longer conceals the Pº

that it has formed, of invading with openfue

the whole Commerce of the New World."

w
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remier T H E Czarina died here,

Ottober the 7th, N.S. ſhe

is ſucceededbyPrince john,Son of theLuke

of Brunſwick Lunenburg, and of the Prin

ceſs Ann of Mecklenburg, purſuant to an

Aćt in Form, which was ſigned by her

Majeſty the 5th ditto. . She alſo appoint

ed the Duke of Courland to be Regent

till the young Prince, who is about three

Months old, comes to be 17 Years of

Age, The Prince is declared Czar, the

Duke of Courland has taken Poſſeſſion

of the Regency, with an abſolute Pow
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the Duke went into the Empreſs's Cloſet,

where were the Counts d'Oſterman and

Munich, Prince Czerkaskoi, and four other

Senators; two of whom, and the Prince,

declar'd, that for their Parts they were

ready to acknowledge the Princeſs Ann

for their future Empreſs, and that they did

not doubt but that the reſt of the Senate

were of the ſame Sentiments, but that it

was much to be queſtioned whether the

ſame Facility would be met with in the

Nation in general: That the Princeſs

Ann was indeed Grandaughter of Czar

er, and every thing remains in perfect ... john; but her being born in another

Quiet.—The deceaſed Czarina, Anne B Country, and marry'd to a ſoreign Prince,

Iwanowma, Empreſs of Ruſſia, was the

Daughter of Iwan or john Alexowitz,

elder Brother of Peter I. called Peter the

Great, and for a Time aſſociate with him

on the Throne, but died in 1696. She

was born May the 28th, 1693, aud mar

would give the Malecontents a fair Op

portunity of ſtirring up the Subjećts a

gainſt this Diſpoſition of the Imperial

Crown. Theſe Reaſons had a ſtrong

Tendency, and ſeem'd to pave the Way

towards cauſing the#: Elizabeth to

ried in 1710, to Frederick William, Duke C be nominated; but no Body thought fit

of Courland (Nephew to the late King

of Pruſſia) who died in january, 1711,

aged ſº, as he was returning with his

Princeſs from Petersburg to his own

Country. She was proclaim’d Empreſs

on january the 29th, 1730, on the Death

of Peter II. her Couſin, and Grandſon to

Peter the Great. The late Empreſs hav

ing converſed much with Foreigners,

and underſtood their Language, pro

te&ted the Strangers that were invited

to Ruſſia by Peter I. favour’d Arts and

Sciences; and, in ſhort, govern'd ac

cording to the Maxims of that Great

to mention her. The German Miniſters,

who perceived what was aim'd at by this

Difficulty, ſaid it was eaſy to remedy the

Inconvenience hinted at, by ſetting Prince

john, Son of the Princeſs Ann, upon the

Throne. The Ruſſians had not Courage

Dºugh to make any Objećtion thereto.

They return'd into the Chamber of the

Empreſs, where the Duke of Coarland

acquainted her with the Reſult of their

Deliberations. This Princeſs, however,

could not immediately conſent to ſet aſide

the Princeſs Ann. In the mean time a

Meſſage was ſent to tell thePrinceſs Eliza

Monarch. Her Reign was remarkable E beth, that as the Empreſs was dangerouſ

by the Expulſion of King Staniſlaus out

of Poland, by the War againſt the Turks,

in which Aſoph, Perecop, Oczakow were

taken, and great Part of the Crimea de

ſtroy'd ; and alſo by the Diſcovery of the

myſterious Projećts of the Princes. Do

lghorucki, and Conſpiracy of Wolinski.

-A Letter from a Merchant at Peterſ.

burgh gives this Account of the Eſtabliſh

ment of the preſent Succeſſion, and the

Empreſs's laſt Sickneſs; “The Empreſs

ly ill, and as too much Care could not be

taken in preſerving the publicTranquillity

ſhe was deſir'd to give Leave that the

Guard of her Palace ſhould be augment

ed. Two. Companies were preſent

plac’d upon the Avenues thereof, ...}.

prevented that Princeſs from being in

Form'd of what paſs'd at the Imperial

Palace. On the 16th, in the Morning,

the Duke of Courland preſs'd the Empreſs

to come to a Determination. At length

not chufing to obſerve the Regimen pre- ſhe conſented that Prince john ſhould be

ferib'd ſome time ago by her Phyſicians, nominated her Succeſſor. The Inſtru

fell into a declining Way. On the 13th of ment for that Purpoſe having been drawn

Ośober ſhe was attack'd with exceſſive Gup, and ſign'd, Advice was given thereof

Pains, and a Retention of Urine. On the

14th it was obſerved that her Arms, Legs
atid Face were cover'd over with Pimples.

On the 15th her Pains encreas'd to ſuch a

Degree, that her Death began to be ap

prehended, and the Duke of Courland

to the Pr. of Brunſwick and his Spouſe the

Princeſs Ann. This laſt could not con

ceal her Indignation, upon finding her

Hopes of ſucceeding to the Imperial

Crown fruſtrated; ſhe therefore took the

Oath to her Son as if ſhe had been for

advis'd her not to deferregulating the Suc. Heed to it. The Princeſs Elizabeth, on the

ceſſinn. The Empreſs told him, there

needed nothing more to be done on that

Head than to prepare an Inſtrument in

Favour of the Prinčefi Ann. Upon which

contrary, did it with a very good Grace,

diſcovering in every thing ſuch Firmneſs

and Conſtancy, as ſeem'd to place her a

bove the Condition ſhe is in. On th:

- 17th
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17th in the Morning, Papers,were fix’d

upon the Doors of the Senate, the College

9f Juſtice, and the Admiralty, to the fol

lowing Purpoſe: Onr Tongue; may be tied,

and we may be forced to take Oaths that,

our Hearts diſavow, but 'tis Elizabeth on

ly that we acknowledge to be worthy the .

£hrone of her Anceſtºrs. Many of the

Riffans ardently wiſh that the Princeſs.
Elizabeth was Empreſs, and would mar

'ceſſion is at preſent a- , according tº

the Import of the Will; whereas it is

maintained, on the Part of this Court,

that the Succeſſion is not open, becauſe,

the late Emperor did not die without

lawful Poſterity. . . . . . . . .

France has made Declarations in very.

ſtrong Ferms, that ſhe will ſtriëly}}
the Engagements ſhe is under, by he

Guaranty of the pragmatick Sančion; and

ry ſome Perſon of diſtinguiſh’d Merit of that ſhe will keep clear of every Thing that,

their own Country. . . . . . .

Madrid, Ośī. 18. Five Men of War

Tately ſail'd from St Andero for the Weſt

Indies, having on board Izoo Foot and a .

º of Horſe. The King has already,

3o Ships of War there, five under the

Command of Don Blas de Lezzº, Gene

ral of the Galleons; five under the Com

mand of Commodore Pizarro; five more

which compoſe the Armado of Barlovento.

fifteen which ſail'd from Ferrol under the

Command of Don Rodrigu de Torres.

and on the 11th, of September N. S.

arrived at Porto Rico in their way to the

Havanna, having taken .# Ships.

The King has order'd one of 50 Guns and

another of 40 Guns to be built at the Ha-’

•vanna; beſides Guarda, Coſtas, and Pri

wateers. It is computed that the Number

of Troops lately tranſported to America,

amounts to about 6ooo. . . . . .

, Vienna. The Queen of the Romans,

B may reſtrain the free Choice ºf a new Em

perºr. However theſe extraoadinary Pro

teſtations are ſuſpected not to be ſincere,

and that the Cardinal's Scheme is to

divert the Attention of Europe, from his

Maſter's ambitious Deſigns. Did he

not uſe the ſame Sort of ſmooth Lan

cguage, when, all on a ſudden, he de

clared War againſt the Emperor, in or:

der to ſupport, the Invaſion of Naple, 3.

- Did he not talk in the ſame Strain, until,

he was in a Condition of cauſing his

Spuadrons to ſet ſail for America? And
pºſſibly when his Deſigns are ripe ſt

Execution, his Eminency may, in ſome

Degree, alter his Stile. For notwith

ſtanding all the Aſſurances of Friendſhip,

that France may make to the Court ºf

º Pienna, every body knows her Attach.

ment to the Duke of Bavaria, whom,

it is not doubted, ſhe will in a cladeſ.

tine Manner ań. in obtaining the ſm".

having wrote a Letter to each of the E perial Crown, as it may ſerve to reduce.

Ele&ors, to notify the Death of the Em-,

peror, her Father, and her Acceſſion to

the Throne of Hungary and Bohemia, - .

her Letter to the Ele&tor of Bavaria

was ſent back to the Miniſter of that

Prince, who returned it to the Queen's

Miniſter, declaring, that it was not poſſi-F

ble for his Maſter to acknowledge.

that Princeſs as Queen of thoſe King

doms, becauſe he himſelveſ had a Claim

theretofounded on the Wilſ of Fºrdinand,

I. of which the Extrač ſent by the

Court of Bavaria, imports “That the

Archdutcheſs eldeſt Daughter, of the

ll, lower, the Houſe of Auſtria, the

once powerful Rival to that of Bºurbºn,

Cºpy of a Letter from Captain Jºi.
*...is of thesº "...? ofblº,
from St. Chriſtophers, dated Downs,

OSt. 30. 1740. . . . . .

“T THIS comes to acquaintyóu of my

-_- ---- É'. in º:#. this

Morning at three o’ the Clºck, aſter a

very tedious Paſſage, beating five Weeks,

with an Eaſterly Wind, and on the 23d.

Month in Lat. 49%, 40', about 30
É.Emperor Ferdinand I, which ſhall be G Leagues to the Weſtward of Still), at

alive when the Succeſſion ſhall be open,

fhall ſucceed to the two Kingdoms of

Hungary and Bohemia, &c., in caſe there º Shot at him,

ſhall be no MALE Heir of any of the

three Brothers of that Emperor.” But

the original Will in the Archives of Au-,

half an Hour, paſt one, a Spaniſh Pri.

vateer, came* with us; We fired three

he hoiſted Engliſh Colours

and bore dºwn upon us; we taking him,

for an Engliſh Man of War made nº Re

iſtance. When he came under our

flaria, being conſulted ſays “That H Stern, we diſcovered him to be an Ene

the Arch-ducheſs eldeſt Daughter of Fºr

dimand I. living when the Succeſſion

fhall be open, ſhall ſucceed to the ſaid
Kingdoms, Črc, in caſe ºthere, ſhall be ſ

no L.Aw FUL Heir living of any of the

Emperor's three Brothers.” In ſhort, ,

the Eleãor pretends, That the Suc.

my: He pour’d in his Broadſide upon is

§ all#.ſmall Arms. OurÉ;
all wet below, we had nothing ready to

return him but our. Quarter-Deck Guns

i. ſmall Arms; I clapp'd the Helm

ard a Weather, and run him aboard

was quº, withia Ensº.
- . . . . " " " "rable
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ſhot 3 of them after they had e
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rable Damage. After he got clear he

ſhot a-head, and lay by a Quarter of an

Hour, by which Time we were all rea-

dy to receive him; then he bore down

pon us, and we gave it him pretty

########. and an Halſ,
when he bore away. I bore after him,

but finding he got from us, I clapp'd on

a Wind again. He was a Ship of 18

Guns fix Pounders, and I believe as many -

Swivels, and about 150 Men at leaſt, tho’.

I believe we leſſèned his Number before B

: went away. We loſt in the Aği

on the Boatſwain, and 3 more ; five

of our Sailors and a Negro Woman.
wounded. _ _ ºf j. Peddie.

º, Abster in the Daily Pº of the 26th,
dated from Charles Town in S. Carolina,

having laid the ill Succeſs at Fort St Augu- C

fine on the ill Condućt of —, ſome

Particulars of which are, 1ſt, That the

Cattle taken at a Cow pen of one Diego.

- the Town, May 12, were

nor diſtributed to the soldiery d. That

the People might have entered the Town

without oppoſition, but were not ſuffer
-ed. 3d, That the Men were needleſsly

º 4th, That Col. Palmer who

was ſent to Negro Fºrt, 2 Miles from the

Town, with 133 Men to alarm the Spani

ards was not ſupported by-, who

f; 6 or 7 Miles off. ºth, Thatc.
Palmer being attack'd by 5oo†:

Fort. , 6th, That Capt. Warren was the

Life and Spirit of the Cauſe. 7th, That

the Volunteers, ſeeing no Proſpect of

ſucceeding under ſuch mad Condućt, as

they called it, daily went off, the follow

Anſwer was publiſhed.

TPON ſeeing a Letter miſrepreſent

[ ] ing in the moſt falſe and malicious

Manner, the late Expedition againſt

St. Auguſtine; aiming thereby to defame

the Charaćter of a Gentleman, whoſe

unwearied Endeavours for the publick

Service, has greatly impair'd his Health;

and as I, whe am a Captain in General

Oglethorpe's Regiment, was preſent, and

aćted uponthat Occaſion asBrigadier-Ma

jor, and muſt know the whole Tranſaşti

ons, Ithink it myDuty to takenotice of it.

As to the Cow Pen it ſpeaks of, it is

a ſquare Fort, with 4 Carriage Guns and

guſtine without Oppoſition, it is entirely

falſe, and without the leaſt Foundation.

In regard to Colonel Palmer's Mif.

fortune, who was killed in the firſt Fire

from the Spaniards, he brought it upon

himſelf by diſobeying the orders he re.

Geiving, which poſitively enjoined his

keeped in the Woods, and avoidin;

Aºtion; and by ačting contrary to the Ää:
vice of the Officers under his Command,

fome of whom were preſent when he

received his Orders, and lodging himſelf

in the Negro, Fort Mooſa, where they

were ſurrounded and 'defeated ; the

Gates of which Fort, and the Houſe

within it, the General had before burnt.

With reſpect to the Carolina volun.

teers; that they did go away is certain,

without Leave given, or aská, and their

9aptain with them. A Captain of the

Carºlina Regiment alſo left his Command

in the Guard of the Trenches, without

being reliy'd, or asking any Leave, and
went with them. After ſuch Behaviour,

what Credit can be given to ſuch Men,

, tho’ term'd Perſons ofNote: "Tº

As to Sapt. Warren, whoſe Name is

mention'd to endeavour to throw an

Qdium elſewhere, I am convinced by

the perſonal Acquaintance I have with

him... that hé will upon all Occaſions,

do his Duty in the Service of his King

and Country ; as alſo Capt. Law and

ter'd the E Capt. Tºwnſhend, that were aſhore; him.

- The Morning after we landed upon the

Iſland of Anafatia, I ſtood by while Capt.
Warren read to General Qglethorpe a

Letter to Capt. Pearſe, then Çºmmodºre,

acquainting him of cur, landing without

any loſs, and the Spaniards withdraw.

* Fing from that Iſland, on which Capt.

Warren, ſaid, all that was now neceſſary to

ſtºre the Redušion of the Place, aſ the

taking of the Spaniſh Galleys, which tº.

dertaking he would himſelf head with

the King's Boats under the Connon of

the Fort, if he would glve him Leave.

Several Councils of War were held on

board his Majeſty's Ships by the Sea Cap

tains, but Capt. Warren's Propoſition was

not undertaken. (See the Platº.)

, Left malicious People ſhould ſuggeſt

that I might be ſent to England by Gene

ſal Oglethorpe on this Occaſion, I ſolemn

ly declare, that I came at my own De

4 Swivel. Guns, and, had a Garriſon in it H fire by his Leave, and had nº inſiºns

of 47 Soldiers of the regular Troops,

and 7 Negroes, who were all made

Priſoners of War. The Cattle found

there, and in Parts adjacent, were di

ſtributed to the King's Troops and the

Carolina Regiment. . -

In reſpećt to the Carolina Peoples be

ing º; to enter the Town of 44

from him, direétly or indirectly, con

cºrning this Affair ; but my Regard to
Truth, and Abhorance of all #3 and

malicious Reports whatſoever, have in

duced me to publiſh this, to which i fºr

my Name. Hugh Mackay.

... johnſºn's Court, Charing

Creſs, Nov. 29, 1740.
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1912 in the Pool.

R.T. ºf Books in November, ſº
3. RE theſe Things ſo *. Pricc 1 s. Yes

they are, in Anſwer to it. Price II.

Printed for T. Cooper. -

2. What of that | Price I s. . -

3. The Weather-menders. A Tale. Sold

by j. Roberts. Price s.

4. The French King's Declaration. In French

..and Engliſh, Price 6 d. Corbet.

5. The Leviathan hook'd ; or, his Honour

in Danger. Price 6 d. B. Cole. . .

6. An Account of the Riſe of the War with

Spain in 1718. Price 1 s. , , Roberts. -

7. Great Britain's Complaints againſt Spain
examin'd. Price I s. 6d. Roberts.

8. The Operations of the War for the firſt

twelve Months examined. Pr. 6d. Cooper.

9. French Influence upon Engliſh Counſels.

Sold by T. Cooper, price Is.

10. A Letter to a Member of Parliamenr

on the preſent State of Affairs. Price . s. Cooper.

11. "The Fa&tion. A Tale. Pr. 6 d. Roberts.

12. He has kept his Word. A Poem on Ad

miral Vernon. Price 4d. Richards

12. Truth in Fićtion. Price 4 d, Robins.

13. Mum. A new Ballad. Pr. 6d. Robins.

14. The Fair Thinker. A Satire. , Robins.

13. A curſary View of the Creation. By

Thomas Cooke, A. M. Price 4 s. Manby.

16. A new Edition of Perrot's Revolutions

in Rome. By Mr Ozell. 2. Vols. 8vo. Price Ios.

17. The Life and Death of Pierce Gavºſtone.

Printed for G. Bickham. Price I s.

18. Pamela ; or Virtue rewarded. Printed

for C. Rivington. In 2. Vols., 12mo. Price 6 s.

19. The Novels of Bandello, in Italian. In

4 Parts, 4to... Printed for S. Harding. Price 2.

Guineas the ſmall, and 3 the large Paper.

zo. The conciſe Pračtical Meaſurer. Printed

for Ward and Chandler. Price I s. 6d.

21. The Gentleman's Complcat Book-keeper.

By R. Hayes. Printed for j. Noon. Price 4 f.

22. Seven Conferences on Painting. Printed

for T. Cooper, Price.4 i.

tual Beings.

Printed for T. &ardner. -

; 39. A Compendious Hiſtory of England,
compiled, printed and ſold, by T. Gent in

23. A Treatiſe concerning the malignant Fº

wer in Barbadoes. By Dr Warren. Price it,

Soldby F. Gyles.

24. A new Deſcription of Maryland. Sli

by S. Dºdd, Price is. 64.

25. H. Boerhaave Praleãio publica de Caku
io. "Printed for W.Innis, Price Is.

26. Quinti Horatii Flacci Opera. In avery

neat Pocket Volume. Price 2s. 6d. Eirt.

27. M. Tyrii Differtationes, Greek and Latin,

Sold by C. Rivington, 4to. Price 14 s, in Shetti,

28. The principal Cauſes of ſome late Divi.

ſions in Diſſenting Congregations. By H. Mºrt,

Printed for R. Hett. Price 6 d.

29. The unfortunate Princeſs. By Mrs.

Haywood. Printed for T. Wright. Price 2 s.

~

30. An Appendix to a Diſſertation on the .

Civil Government of the Hebrews. By Mr

Lowman. Printed for j. Noon. Price I i.

31. Don john further diſplay’d ; a Supple
meat to the Confiderations on the Ameritat

Trade. Sold by j. Roberts. Price 6 d.

32. A Letter to MrThomas Coad, of Stºfºrd,

By S. Dampier. Sold by R. Hett. Price 6d.

33. The Popiſh Impoſtor. Price Is. Coºper,

34, Winter Evening's Entertainment, Sold

by T. Wright, and S. Birt, 8vo. Price 5 s.

34. The Biſhop of Ely's Charge. Printed for
F. Gyles. Price 6 d. w

35. Some Enquiries relating chiefly to Spiri:

By Vinc. Perronet, A. M. Sold

by F. Gyles, and 7. Knapton. Price 2 s.

37. The Expounder expounded ; or, Anno

tations on Mr. Whitefield. Price r s. T. Poynt.

38. The Tryal of Mr Whitefield's Spirit,

Price I s.

2%r& 2 Vols. Price 6 s. bond.

40. A.Sermon preached at Durham Aſſizes,

-
By R. Parker, A. M. Price 6 d. 7. Stagg.

41:- On Miracles, preached at Exº,

By H. Moore, Printed for R. Hett, Price 6 d.
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* continued from page 545 $79
tº: of Urg;§§Speech for a

Dº in the Senate of Gra, Lili. Häyyage and Adventures in the Siegº

Bill to encourage seamen, cº. ib

rºy of the Motion à Proof that it is
right: - 2

Why the Motion was made ſo early 58o

Meaſures taken in the late waſ ſhould be

imitated in this. ik

Such a Bill muſt contribute to a vigorous

Proſecution of the preſent war, tho' it
might not in the laſt ib & 581

Obještions to it anſwered 582.

No Diſreſpećt ſhewn to the Crown ib

Sonduct of the Empreſs Ezila 583.

Certain Advantage of giving the Whole of

every Prize to the Captors 4

Sourt of Iberia, why ſo obſtinate 584

Motion agreed to 585

A Reſolution of the H uſe of Climats #

Mr. Gulliver's Obſervation on the Conſtitu.

tion of Lilliput

Pébate...on, the Eſtimate of the Navy
from 585 to 598,

Speech of Hurgo Blatimore 585

Expence of the Articles confidered 586

Article of Moorage objećted to ib

Speech of Hurgålen Warga ib

The Articles vindicated ‘’ - 587

Anſwered by Urg, Smad3 - - ib

Speech of the Hurgº Polgarth ib

Neceſſity of enquiring into Eſtimates 58:

Qlerk of the Jºurnals ſuperfluous ibw

Anſwered by the Urg; duckerbutt ih

Speech of the#. Odnexen ih

Anſwered by the Ürg; Croteb . . 589

Motion of Hurgo Polgarth, for referring

the Eſtimate to a ſecret CommitteeTº

Commiſſioners of Väuäijing isia;
n - * * * iO.

Prºpºſal ºf the Hurgolen rigon to refer it.

tº the Committee of Supplies 59 I

Anſwered by the Urg; pilºš ió

Urg; Heagh juſtifies the Commiſſioners of

Viètualling . . . 592.

The Eſtimate referred to the Committee of
Sºpply, . . . . • ?

And at laſt agreed to as it ſtood ió

Epitaphs, their Antiquity .

§ules for compoſing them ió

Examples in that of coºley, Emiut, Zoſima,

ºpičetus, &c,... ." "T"; º;
Scheme of a Bill for recovery of ſmall

* Debts. - - -

- ib.

Queries relating to the Engliſh Shipping.

- --- 597

ºrages ºf the Dutch over them ’%
The Story of VETHRona; moral and em.

'tertaining, , ſhewing the Happineſs of a

lºts innocent and induſtrious Po.

erty. - - - - * - -

Cºntinuation of the Liſe of Sir Francis

drake -- " -- 6oo

393

of Magellan - * 601–2–3

pºp deſcribed 60;

Remarks on his Majeſty's Speech ib

State of Affairs at home and abroad ib

b French Faith with Regard to Dunkirk 604

The Civil-Liſt and Place-men ableſt to con

tribute towards the War . . 606

The Parliament in the Reign of Richard

II. refuſed Supplies, unleſs by *;
, the Rich l

Pr digious Amount ofSalaries 607

Obſervations on the Falls of the Grand Wi

zer and of Wolinski. I,

83. Of the Languages uſed in Treaties and Ne

gotiations . . - 608

Abſurdities of antiminiſterial Writers 610

Occultations of fixed Stars by the*in

174. I - II

Liºr john Philip Barretier, who was

Maſter of five Languages at nine, and
tranſlated a Book from the Hebrew at

eleven - 612

General Liſt of his Majeſty's Land. Forces
and Marines 613

Ranks of the ſeveral Corps, “ . . . iś

Number and Pay of the Half-pay Officerson

* the Britiſh Eſtabliſhment . . . . .614

P o E. T. R. Y. “

An Encomium on Enigmas Anſwe"

to S.S.-Upon Sir Philip Sidney–61;

Hººde 2 Book 3 imitated by Mr. ſillº:
Anſwer to it by Dr. Bentley—Two Speci.

mens of Mrs. Dixon's Poems. The look.

ing-Glaſs. On New-faſhioned Fans, 616

4haerºon,...Od. 49, 51. by Mr. Barry

Tº Eliza–F– A Prologue ſpoken:

Publin-Epitaph ºn Dr. Zīrmārānſ:
lated—To the Author of twº sneers, 67

- Tº Mr. Edward Stone—Epitaph

on Wan Tromp - To Miſs. Charl. Bºrtºn

- A metaphyſical Problem 618.

A School-maſter to his Scholars—Kitty

-Advice to a young Lady—On the Nativityof Chriſt young Lady

- ſ 619

Che to Emma-A Viſit to Zink—Ona Ré.

covery from Sickneſs .. 610

Hiſtorical Chronicle. 621 to 627

Generoſity of the Eaſt. India Company 62'ſ

Rice and Fiſh allowed to be tranſported ſº
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622-3

King of Pruſſia invades Sileſ, 624
His Speech4. Army. ºffa 625
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Empire 624
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PRoceed INGs and DEBATEs in the Senate of LI L L IPUT.

Concluſion of Urg; Pulnub's Speech.

-
(from p. 545)

sº AD I in the leaſt

ºf imagined, Sir, that a

º, Want of Decorum
ſº would have been im

! puted to me, formov

Theſe Arguments, Sir, it is not my

Buſineſs toreconcile: If we ſhouldpoſt

pone the Motion in expoétation of a

Meſſage from the Crown, I am afraid

it would produce a Diviſion in his

Majeſty's Councils; and, therefore, to

5); ing this Affair before

* the Crown had Time

to do it, I would, moſt certainly, have

given it an Opportunity to make

ſo popular a Propoſal ; but as I

have,withoutintending any Diſreſpect,

made the Motion, I cannot for fear of

the fatal Conſequence already noted, re

traćt it.

That the Motion is popular, is, iIn

my Opinion, a very ſtrong Proof that C

it is right; but this Popularity might

have been ſhared by the Honourable

Gentleman near me, and every Gen

tleman in this Houſe, if it had not

been oppoſed. The Diſagreement a

mong ſome Gentlemen, whoſe Senti

ments are generally the ſame, is very

remarkable on this Occaſion.

preſerve the uſual Unanimity of them

it ſeems proper, to enquire imme-.

diately into the Merits of the Bill.

For this End I ſhall lay before you,

B the Reaſons that induced me to make

this Motion, and anſwer ſome Ob

jećtions

gainſt it.

that have been raiſed a

In the late Empreſs's War, Sir, we

had ſo great Succeſs, and gained

ſo much Glory, that I think we

ought always to propoſe the Meaſures

taken at that time for our Imitation.

And therefore about two Seſſions ago,

when a War with Iberia became

unavoidable, I began to recollect the

Regulations that were then made. The

Support of a powerful Alliance upon

the Continent, I foreſaw, that we

Some D weremotnow to expect; and that, there

of them ſay, the Bill is ſo popular and

well concerted, that the Crown ought

to have the Credit of propoſing it ;

others tellus, that it is an unneceſſary

and dangerous Incroachment upon

the Prerogative, and that it cannot

Paſs without Injuſtice to our Merch

ants, our Land-Holders, and the

People, * . º
-

fore, it would be more neceſſary for us

to make the beſt Uſe of our own

Strength. Amongſt the other Methods,

taken in the laſt War, for animating the

Efforts ofourownForces, Iobſerv'dthat

E Laws had been made for encouraging

the Seamen, and for inciting private

Mentojoin together in Societies, for the

- - Sake
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Sake of making Conqueſts. As thoſe

Laws were in Force ouly during that

-War, I thought it would-be neceſſary

to revive them in a new War with

Iberia. For that Purpoſe, a Bill was’

brought in two Seſſions ago, but re

jećted, becauſe we were not come to

anactual Rupture. That Objećtion be

ing now removed, I thought it ne

ceſſary to offer the Bill again, to the

Houſe, by theMotion now under your

Conſideration. . * -

To encourage our Seamen to do

their Duty, and to unite private Men,

at their own Expence, to attack and

diſtreſs the Enemy, muſt neceſſarily

contribute greatly to a vigorous Pro-C

fecution of the War, which, if vi

gorouſly proſecuted, cannot be long.

As the Affairs of Degulia ſtand at

preſent, our very Being depends upon

bringing this War to a ſpeedy Con

being interrupted by the Enemy's Pri.

vateers. And for this Purpoſe, Sir,

what can we do better than encou

rage our Seamen, by a pecuniary

Reward, diligently to ſeek out, per

ſue and vigourouſly attack them

And as all their Treaſure muſt now

be brought from the Wºffern-I4.

nies, not in Fleet; and Squadrons, but

in ſingle Ships, we ſhall ſooneſt diſ.

treſs them, and compell them to

reaſonable Terms, by (ºrig

theſe golden Veſſels. And, Sir,

what can more effe&tually encou

rage our Seámen to be vigilant in

ſuch Expeditions, than an Aſſurance

by aj Aćt of the Legiſla.

ture, that whatever they takeſhåll be

their own. . . . . - - -

But, Sir, as this will not of itſelf

reduce Iberia to a ſpeedy Compliance,

and, as ſome national Advanta;

cluſion. There is a Spirit of late raiſed Dought to compenſate the great Chagº

in every Nation throughout this Part of of carrying on the War, which can

theWorld, for improving their Trade,

Navigation, and Manufactures, and not

only the two great Rivals of our Trade,

the Belgians and Bleſiºſcudians, but all

other Nations, except us and ...our E

Enemies, are in perfect Tranquillity.

What then ſhall become of us, if by

a languid Proſecution of the War

we allow our Trade to be interrupted

by Privateers under Iberian Colours ;

whilſt our Rivals are carrying on

theirs without any Diſturbance : By

the Difference of Freight and Inſur

ance, they will be enabled to under-ſell

us, and in afew Moons to engroſs all the

Markets in the World. Iberia has

no Trade to loſe or be interrupted,

only be gained by poſſeſſing or

ſelves of ſome of the Iberian Sett.

ments in Columbia, we ought to think

betimes of ſuch Projećts. That we

ought to ſeize the whole Iberian Cº.

Iumbia I cannot affirm, but if we

ſhould ſeize the Whole, or the greati

Part, which, I believe, is far from

impoſſible, we might bold it till the

Court of Iberia ſhould agree to given

Satisfaction for all paſt Injuries, and

Security againſt all future, Weogh

even to retain the Property of ſome

Parts of the Wºffern Idies, not ºf
as a Compenſation for all out Ex.

pences, but as a Security for our Tak

in time to come. -

except that between one Part of her G. This, in my Opinion, Sir, is the

own Dominions and another ; which

may indeed be ſuſpended, but cannot

he loſt. The Ibexians, therefore, can

loſe nothing by the Continuance of

the War, except what we take from

them; whereas, we may be undone,

even tho' we ſhould be ſucceſsful. For.

this Reaſon it is our Buſineſs to take e

very Method,that can bring theWarto a

ſpeedy, as well as honourable Conclu

tion, and in the mean-time to prevent

our Trade, by all poſſible Means, from

only effectual Method of putting?

ſpeedy End to the War. By which

while ‘we confine it to the Sea, ti,

Iberians can be no great Sufferers, hº

after all our Precaution will probabi

be Gainers; and, therefore, weſi

never be able by ſuch a War to ſolº

them into reaſonable Terms; but if"

ſhould, once turn them out of the

Poſſeſſions in Columbia, they will it

cover thoſe Dominions by any Cor

ceſſions, I am ſorry to find tha; "
- ſuch

ti

aſ

tle

th

R

tit

th



ſuch Meaſures were concertei before

; we began Hoſtilities, for with the Exe

cution of ſuch Meaſure, we ought in

Procerbings, &c. in the Senate of LILLIPUT. 581

Jealouſy, had not at that Time pre

vailed in this Part of the Iſle. It is ſuf

priſing that after the Union of the two

! good Policy to have opened the War, Crowns, the two Nations ſhould have

as no other Method of Proceeding can A continued ſo long in a State of Envy

procure us either Peace, Compenſation,

or Security. . . . . . . . -

• As it muſt be evident, Sir, to eve

: 3. Gentleman that confiders the

Xircumſtances of the two Nations,

that what I have now aſſerted, is true,

ought we not to encourage private

Men to aſſiſt the Publick, by making

Conqueſts upon the Enemies Settle

: ments? Would it not contribute to the

| Succeſs of any publick Expedition, if

rivate Adventurers,ſhould harraſs the

| nemy in one Place, whilſt his Ma

! jeſty's Squadrons and Armies were

... attacking them in another ? If it be

Conqueſts in the Reign of the Em

* preſs Nana, produced no Effect, let us

... remember, that the Advantage of put

* ting Money into the publick Funds,

* was then ſo great, that no Man

* thought of employingitany otherWay; I
; : , but is that Tſade is now leſs gainful,

** if the war be proſecuted with Vigour

, . by the Publick, and our Councils di- -

º rected by thoſe in whom the*: º

* can confide, I am convinced, this "

* Law may now be of great Advantage;

gº for why may we nºt expett, that"

tº privateAdventurers will unite to make

* * Conqueſts, if they be convinced, that

tº their Expences ſhall not be thrown a

#3 way, that their Attempts ſhall not be

*: fruſtrated by an unſeaſonable Suſpen

§§

crificed by a diſhonourable Conven

tº tion? . . . . . . . . . . .

# * We may remember, Sir, that ſoon

, iſ after the Revolution, there was a Cor

*% poration eſtabliſhed in the northern

* Parts of this Iſland, for making a Set

wº

ºf tho' without, the leaſt Shadow of

tº Right by the Iberian: ; That Corpora

gº tionaccordingly made their Settlement,

gi, after having by a fair Purchace, got

* a good Title from the Natives, and

sº would have kept Poſſeſſion in spite of

º the Iberians, if a very prepoſterous

and Variance. Two Nations inhabiting

the ſame Spot of Earth, ſeparated

from all the other Parts of the World,

ought ſurely not to have contented

themſelves with the bare Name of

Union ; but to have mingled their

Intereſts and extinguiſhed their Feuds,

that the northern Part might not be

an Inlet for an Invaſion upon the

ſouthern. And yet theſe jealoufies re

mained for ſome time after the Revo

lution, and occaſioned the Defeat of

that Projećt, which would now have

been of great Advantage to the whole

Iſland, If this Bill ſhould paſs, that

& objećted that the Law for encouragingD Society may receive; and be encou

raged to take Poſſeſſion of what belongs

to them, their Attempt would now be

powerfully aſſiſted by this Part of the

Iſland, and I hope would receive, from

and Encouragement.

“I hope, Sir, it appears, that the

Bill I have propoſed to be brought in,

muſt contribute towards a vigorous Pro

ſecution ofthewar,and conſequently to

wards an honourable and advantageous

Peace; nor do I think any Motion can

be made too early, that tends to recon

cile the Seamen to his Majeſty's Ser

vice. That we are in great Diſtreſs for

Want of Seamen, will not, I believe,

be deny'd by thoſe who have the Ho

nour to be employed in the Admi

the Government, all proper Support

ſon of Arms, nor their Conqueſts ſa- G miſtration. For they would not, ſurely,

have put ſuch a Stop to Trade, by

Impreſſes and Embargoes, if a ſufficient

Supply for his Majeſty's Navy could

have been procured, by any other
Means. - --

This Difficulty, Sir, I think it eaſy

tlement in a Part of Columbia claimed H to account for. Our Seamen have, for

theſe twenty Moons, been not only

neglečted but ill treated, they have

been upon every Occaſion, and often

without Occaſion, impreſſed and halled

like Slaves on board our Men of War,

without allowing them the Liberty of

chufing their Captain ; they have

D 3d d bees

I
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been diſcouraged from entring into his this Motion ſo early, I ſhall next beg

Majeſty's Service, by being ſent upon, Leave to take Notice of ſome of the

Expeditions, with ſuch Inſtructions, as Objećtions that have been raiſed againſt

ſometimes expoſed them to great it; attie firſt of which..
Hardſhips, and at all times diſabled prized. As I was conſcious of the

them from gaining either Riches or fºrc. of my Intentions, I could

Renown; they have been often diſ. A not but wonder at being accuſed

miſſed, before their Wages could an- of ſhewing Diſreſpect to the Crown,

ſwer the Charge of fitting themſelves by moving for ſuch a Bill, withouts

out, and at Ports, from whence they previousğ. for that purpoſe.

had many Miles to travel on Foot am no Miniſter, Sir, nor have any

and , without Money, before they . Share in his Majeſty's Councils, and,

could arrive at any Place where they B therefore, I cannottertainly know what

could expect, Employment from the may be agreeable to the Crown; but

Merchants or any other Buſineſs; as asº of this Houſe, I ſuppoſed

Theſe, and many other Inſtances of that a Bill for promoting the Service

injurious Treatment, drove ſome into of the Crown, would not offend it,

foreign, Service, made others leave, nor could I think it neceſſary to wait

the Sea and betake themſelves to ſome cſara. Meſſage,;when Icon:

Employment at Land, and diſcoura: fidered, that Bills of the ſame Nauſe

gedalſ from breeding their Chiliren a had before been paſſed into Law, with

to the Sea Service. By this Means out it. Nay, when the very Bilnow

our national, Stock of Seamen has intended, was brought in two Seſſions

been greatly diminiſhed, and, thoſe ago, was, the eaſt Complaint made

that remaia hayé conceiv'd ſuch pagainſt it, on that Account! Such a

in Abhorrence of his Majeſty's sº Piña; that rim., mº,

vice, that we find, they often de- ... thought premature, but now muſt be

cline it at the Hazard of Life ſit- * approved*...*.*. wiſhes to

ſelf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . a ſee the preſent War vigorouſly proſº.

From theſe Cauſes, Sir, our pre: cuted, and honourably concluded i

{ent Want of Seamen proceeds, and and for this Reaſon, I am ſure it will

as I think the Bill now propoſed, will E i. agreeable to his, Majeſty, if th:

be a great Encouragement, not only to Intention of the Bill be honeſtly and

Seamen but others, to enter into his "fairly repreſented to him, whatever it

Majeſty's Sea Service, I reſolved to may be to ſome of thoſe, that have a

move it. without, delay, becauſe I more free Acceſs to him than I can

was convinced that the very Motion boaſt of . . . . . . . . . . .

for ſuch a Bill, if agreed to, will con- F - Soº I thought myſelf obliged

tribute towards removing our preſent to ſay, Sir, in my Windication, but

Difficulties; but if it ſhould be either as this Objećtion has already been

refuſed or poſtponed, I ſhall be ſorry ſhewn to be only a Pretence, I have nº

to have made it : for to refuſe or poſt- Occaſion, I think, to take any further

pone ſuch a Motion, at ſuch a Junc- Notice of it: The other Oljºtions

ture, may produce fatal Conſequences; a ſtrike at the Bill itſelf, as well as 3.

it will diſpirit thoſe Seamen that are 9 gainſt the Motion, and were chiefly

already in the Service, it will prevent inſiſted on by the honourable Gentle.

our Seamen that are abroad from man that ſpoke laſt, on theotherSide

re.urning. Home, and may probably, of the Queſtion. The reſt inſided

incline ſome of thoſe that are now at principally upon the Unreaſonablene;

Home to fly into foreign Service, leit of the Motion, but he threw aſide all

they ſhould be impreſſed into his Ma-H Diſguiſe, and directed his whole Ar.

*

Fº Ships.

aving thus, Sir, laid before you the
tillery againſt the Billitſelf, and there.

fore I muſt add a little, to what has

chief Reaſon; that induced me to make been ſaid by my hon. Friend that

*

*

ſpoke

f
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-ſpºke laſt, in anſwer to his Obſeétions. Thing elſe, our Merchants may loſe

- The Honourable Gentleman en- fºr more than their Share of ſuch Pri

§eavoured, Sir, to ſhew a Difference zes as may be taken. And for our

between our preſent Circumſtances, Landholders, or any other ſet of

and thoſe in which ſuch a Bill as this “Men that may be relieved, by apply

was paſſed in the late War: Does he Aing a Part of the "Prizes towards de

think that if the Grievances had been “fraying the Expence of the War, if

foreſeen, which were afterwards felt, the honourable Gentleman has a real

thoſe Bills would not have been - Defire of relieving them, without in

brought in and paſſed, the very next terrupting the War, he ſhould agree

Seſſion after the Declaration of War tº to this Bill; that the War may be

The Inconveniences he has mentioned carry'd on, principally, at the Expenee

would not, I am ſure, have been B of private Men. It is remark'd by

thought of any Weight by that Ad- all Hiſtorians as a Piece of good Con

miniſtration. The Difficulty pretend- dućt in the Empreſs Exila, that ſhe

ed in reſpect to Goods put on board an often carry'd on the War againſt Iberia

Enemy's Ship before the Declaration of at the Expenceof private Adventurers,

War, or . within the Time limited, who did infinite Miſchief to the Eme

by Treaties, has already been fully Cºmy, without putting that wiſe Em

anſwered, and as to the Inſurancé,

I believe, all the Iberian Ships upon

which any Inſuranée was made, "be

fore the End of the Time limited,

are now arrived at their Port. H it

was made ſince, the Inſurer ought to

ſuffer, becauſe it was then evident

that there would be a War; but in

order to remove this Difficulty, and

...to gain the Honourable Gentleman's

Approbation ofthebill propoſed, which,

preſs to any other Expence, than that

of lending them a few of her Ships

of War. But I fear this Example

‘will not now be followed, for ſome

People are ſo fond of handling public

| Money, that they will not, without

the utmoſt Relučiance, ſuffer the

“War to be carried on, but with Mo

ºney that is to paſs through their

Fingers. . . . . . .”

I believe, no Man doubts that I

I believe, is very neceſſary to its Succeſs: rejoice at the Succeſ, we have alrea
I ſhall readily agree, that the Bill ſhall E. dy had, and which might probably

anot take Effect till ſo many Weeks in have been much greater, had C/ewm

Degulia, and ſo many Months in Co- ºrg's Example been followed. We

Humbia, after his Majeſty's Declara- “might have been now in Poſſeſſion

tion of War, as are ſtipulated by of ſome of the Enemy's Provin

Treaties between us, and any of our ces, as well as their Ships ; and if
:Allies. tº ; F proper Care had been taken, I am

As for our Merchants, Sir, that ſure our Merchant's Ships had ſuffered

‘ſuffered by the Iberian Depredations,

II wiſh we had long ago ſhewn Com

-paſſion to them, they would not then

have ſuffered ſo much, nor probably

have ſo long wanted Satisfaction. But

-we ought now to think of ſhewi

Compaſſion to our Merchants and

Trade in general, which muſt ſuffet,

-and be undone by a long Continu

ance of the War, of which a ſpeedy,

‘End ought therefore to be endea
: . . . . . .

-

woured. * *

ſº. This ought to be our principal Aim,

andif we allow ourſelves to be divert

“leſs : For, notwithſtanding our Sue

ºceſs, they are equal with us upon the

Ballance, at leaſt in the Seas of Dega

lia. In Columbia, which is not, ſo im

'mediately, under the Influence of our

“domeſtick Councils, the War may

perhaps be carried on with more Wi

gour. But of the future Prizes, I am

for giving the whole to the Captors,

whatever be theValue, it will,in whate

ever Hands, be ſo much taken from

H the Enemy, and added to the Wealth

of this Nation ; for what belongs

to private Men may be reckoned a

ted from this, by a Regard for any ‘Part of the public Stock. If it be di;
vided
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vided among our Seamen, it will ſoon Uncertainty of meeting with their

circulate, and if confiderable, may Ships at Sea, is an Argument for re

contribute to reduce the Intereſt of ſolving to attack them likewiſe at

Money, which will be an Advantage A Land; and that therefore, in order to

to our Trade, and to every private ſave the public Expence as much as

Man, except Uſurers and Pawnbrok-, poſſible, we ought to incite private Ad

ers. Granting that ſome of our Seamen venturers to make Conqueſts: So that

ſhould, by a rich Prize, get that this Uncertainty, inſtead of being an

Fortunes, and ſhould take ſuch Care Objećtion againſt the Bill, is in e

of what they get (which is ſeldom very Reſpect an Argument in its Fa

the Caſe) as may, prevent their going B vour. * * * -

to Sea any more ; inſtead of diminiſh- . Thus, Sir, I hope I have fully an

ing, it would increaſe the Number 2 ſwered thoſe Objećtions againſt the

of Seamen: For if we ſhould loſe two Bill, that was not before ſufficiently re.

or three Hundred Seamen by ſuch a moved by other Gentlemen, and

lucky Accident, their good Fortune ſhewn, that they are eitherofnoWeight

, would ſend to,ooo to Sea in their C or ſuch as may be effectually removed

Room ; ſo that the Nation can no by proper Clauſes and Expreſſions in

-way ſuffer, by giving the Whole of , the Bill, or by ſubſequent Amend.

every Prize to the Captors, and it will - ments ; and therefore if this Motion

... not fail to contribute towards a vigor. ſhould be rejećted, it will portendillto

ous Proſecution of the War. . . . . . our future Condućt in this juſt and

… However, Sir, as I am willing to a neceſſary War, and confirm what

again at any reaſºnable Rate, the Ho-Phis Mäjeſty has been pleaſed to

a nourable Gentleman's Approbation to tell us in his . Speech from the

a Bill, which I judge ſo neceſſary: Throne. It may be concluded that his

If he think it too much, to give the Majeſty has ſecret Enemies, not only

whole of a Galleon or Regiſter Ship at Home, but in his own Councils; and

to the Captors, we may eaſily pre- I fear, Sir, that the Obſtinacy of Iberia,

vent this Inconvenience by excepting and the Contempt with which ſhe has,

ſuch Ships out of the Bill, which I ſhall, E of late, dared to treat us, may

for the Sake of his Concurrence, agree more juſtly be attributed to this, than

to ; tho', I am afraid, that Exception to thoſe Diviſions and Animoſities that

may occaſion the Eſcape of ſome of ſubſiſted amongſt us before the War

thoſe Ships, which might otherwiſe broke out; for as thoſe Diviſions and

fall into our Hands, a Conſequence Animoſities were entirely raiſed by

doubly prejudicial, by adding to the F ſome of our People, who ſhewed tº

Wealth of our Enemies, and him- great a Fondneſs for Peace. She could

dering. the Encreaſe of our own ; from thence expect no Advantage

Swhereby they will be enabled to after a Declaration of War, unleſs ſhe

continue the War longer, or to had Reaſon to believe that thoſe Men

proſecute it with more Vigour a- would betray us into imprudent, pl.

inſt us. --> fillanimous and deſtructive Meaſures,

I ſhall readily grant, Sir, that, not: °in order to juſtify, by our Misfortunes

withſtanding the beſt Meaſures and , and ill Succeſs in the War, the Fond

the utmoſt Care, many of the Ene- meſs they had before ſhewn for an

my’s Ships may eſcape us by various infamous and ruinous Peace. -

Accidents or artful Management ; but I could add, Sir, many other Rea.’

this, in my Opinion, ought to be an ſons, but, left, I ſhould ſeem tedious,

Argument for our giving the greater H I will here, ſubmit the Affair to the

‘Encouragement to our Ships of War, Houſe, deſiring no more than that

to be diligent in cruizing ; nor can any every one, who has attended to this

better. Uſe be made of the Prizes. Debate, will ſincerely act according

To this I muſt add, Sir, that the . . . . .
- - - -- - - º - - - --- rº 2 g º - . (0

* -- .

- *

:
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to the Convićtion he has received in

his own Mind, - - - - -

Upon this, the Gentlemen, who had

fpoke againſt the Motion, thought fit

to drop their Oppoſition, and it was

agreed that the #. ſhould be brought

in, and the Gentlemen who ſpoke for it

were appointed to prepare the ſame. It

was accordingly brought in on the tenth
w º of the Seſſion, read a firſt Time,

a
ordered to be printed, and after B

§§ through the uſual Forms, in

oth Houſes, receiv'd the Emperor's Sanc

tion; and his Majeſty publiſhed aProcla

mation throughout the Dominiofls of Lil

liput, to let his Subjećts know that, pur

füant to the A&t of the Senate, he would

grant them ſeparate, or united, Çbar

ters or Commiſſions for the more effeółu

al enabling them to attack or deſtroy the

Ships, Goods, Faëtories and Settlements

of the Iberians, and to ſecure to them

and their Heirs the full and undoubted

Right, Property and Title, to what they

ſhould take, or cauſe to be taken from the

Enemy. - - - “ . . . . .

Another Inſtance of the laudable Spi

rit and Zeal of the Climabs, for ob

taining a happy Iſſue to the War, was

a Reſolution, agreed to on the 7th Day of

their Sitting, alreadyº 2.85,

in which they voted for an Addreſs to the

Emperor, That mo Treaty of Peace might

be entered into with the iberians, till they

had made a previous Acknowledgment o

the Right of the Lilliputians to navigate
in the Columbian Seat. -

* … a = i < *.

My Lords and Gentlemen,"

* I thank you fºr this dutiful Addreſs, which .

is ſo agreeable to your former Reſolutions. Tour
unanimous. and vigorous Support in carrying on

the War, will be the beft Means of procuring

Jafé and honourable Terms of Peace, and you may

rely on my Care and Endeavour to obtain effectual

Security for the juſt Rights of Navigation and

Commerce belonging to my Subječfs.

By this Method of Addreſs, though the

Ri i. of making Peace and War be one of the

j. Prerogatives of the Lilliputian

Crown, 'the Senate has in many Reigns ſecured

the Intereſt of their Country, from ſuffering by

the Unskilfulneſs of the Miniſters and Nego

tiators. For the Concurrence of the Senate be
ing neceſſary upon almoſtº Occaſion, tho’

their Advice is not ſtrićtly obligatory, it has

never been neglećted, without involving the

Court in great Embarraſſments. • *, *

- Mr Gulliver here obſerves the Excel

lency of thed; of Lilliput,

whereby the People may be ſaid to be ad

mitted, by their Repreſentatives, to ſhare

the Government with their Sovereign ;

ſo that a War cannot be carried on with

* which is on!
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out their Concurrence. This Privilege;

peculiar to that Pecple, not only ſecures

their Rights, and Properties, but endows
them with that noble Elevation of Spirit,

to be found where true Li

berty prevails. And hence it may rational

ly be inferred, that, after the Encourage

ments given them, they ſupported the

Charge, and underwent the Hardſhips of

the War with more Chearfulneſs, Con

ſtancy, and Reſolution, than the Iberi

ans, or even the Blefnſtudians could do :

both theſe Nations being long ago de

prived of...this Privilege and Happineſs of

remonſtrating to their Princes, with re

gard to a War, in which they may be

involved, at the Caprice of an ambiti

otis Monarch, or at the Will of a corrupt

Miniſter.

- D E B A T E ... r

On the Eſtimate, &c. of the Navy, as

it was laid before the Houſe on the

57th Day of Sitting.

he Hurgo Blatimoreſtood up, and after

having dwelt for ſome Time upon the

d Explanation of the Ordinary of the

Navy, (See the ſame for the Britiſh

Navy, Vol. VI. p. 372) andſhowed

- the Nature aud Meaning of the ſeve

ral Articles, proceeded in the follow

ing Manner. . . . . - -

S I R,

I HAVE dwelt thus long, Sir, upon

theſe Articles, not from Vanity

or Oſtentation of greater Knowledge

and Sagacity than other Gentlemen

are poſſeſſed of, but from a Convic

tiºn of the Uſefulneſs of the Subject,

and the Neceſſity of making it more

F generally ſtudied and underſtood, Gen

tlemen have hitherto continued Stran

gers to it, not that it requires any in

tenſe Application, or exalted Abilities,

but becauſe the Circumſtances of their

Lives, and Situation of their Affairs,

G have afforded them no Opportunity of

converſing with Seamen, or obtaining

any Information of Maritime Affairs;

and perhaps, as in every other Profeſſi

on, the Polly of ſome who could not,

and the Artifices of others who would

not explain them, have raiſed a Miſt

before thiseaſy Part of Knowledge, and

made what is plain and obvious in it

ſelf, appear difficult, intricate, and

unattainable, without long perſonal
- - - . . . . . . Praćtice
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-

Pračice and Experience. …But this

Ignorance, Sir, however excuſable, has

had very dangerous Conſequences, it

under the Diſguiſe of Frugality. The

whole Sum then demanded was but

31,000.8 and the late confide."

has given the Commiſſioners and Offi- A rable Diminution in the Number of

cers of the Navy an Authority without

Limits, it has given them a Power

which Majeſty itſelf has always been

denied, of diſpoſing of the Public

Moneygº. a Reaſon for their

nds, and without an Account of

Gentlemen - have B tention of the Houſe ; but one Parti.

Pema

their Expences.

been aſhamed to deny the Supplies

which were required as neceſſary,

without aſſigning a Reaſon for their

Refuſal, and have been afraid of at

tempting to reaſon upon a Subjećt

our Ships in Port, has not ſunk the

Eſtimate lower than to 24,600.

Every, Article, Sir, cannot be in.

ſiſted upon without an improper and

unneceſſary Expence of Time, or

without fatiguing unſeaſonably the At.

cular I cannot paſs over without ſome

Reflection, as, I cannot look upon it

without ſome Degree of Indignation,

The Expence of Moorage, which

was for the laſt Moon computed only at

which they had not ſtudied, and which c 21,000 Sprugs, is here eſtimated at

they might think impoſſible for them

to ſtudy with Succeſs. If I have con

tributed to diſſipate this artificial Cloud,

no leſs than 19,000, tho' a few Ships

remain in the Harbours : An im

menſe Diſproportion, which cannot

be imputed to Ignorance, or even to

Negligence, but ; a full Confidence

of blind Compliance. --

But for what End do we fit here

Is it to give a Sanétion to the wildeſt

if I have ſhown that this, like almoſt

every other Part of public Buſineſs, is

elear and eaſy in its own Nature, and

ebſcure only by falſe Repreſentations, P :

MI have done at leaſt ſome Service to my

Uountry. . . .

“But it # Time, Sir, that, having

explained the Articles, I ſhould ſay

ſomething of the Expence of each, as

Calculations, and grant Supplies with:

out asking how they are made Uſe of

When Schemes like theſe are laid be.

fore us, when Sums are ſet down at

it is here computed, for, to what o- E Hazard, and Demands made by Ca

ther. Purpoſe: are theſe Eſtimates laid price, it is at leaſt proper to examinº

before us? An Eſtimate admitted with

out Examination, is to us, and to the

Nation, nothing elſe than a general

3Demand Ecomplied with upon the

mere Credit of thoſe that make it.

* The Eſtimate of the Navy is, ac

cording to this Computation, lower

indeed than that which was laid before

us:the laſt Seſſion, and this Diminuti:

on, I ſuppoſe, is imagined ſufficient

to ſatisfy.us, as it is preſumed that we

ſhall be too much pleaſed with ſeeing 9

any Demand upon the Nation grow

ing leſs, to enquire minutely whether

it be leſſened in Proportion to the Ex

pence which it propoſes to defray.

For minute Examinations, there is,

the Demands, and if they cannot al.

mit a better Vindication than Ibelieve

this will be able to find, it is our DJ

to rejećt them ; whether, by rejecting
F them we do all our Duty, let the Ex.

ample of fºrmer Senates determint.

The Hurgolen Werga ſpoke next in tº

following Manner. -

S I R, , , º, . . . . . -

Muſt confeſs myſelf unable to diſ

I cover in the Eſtimate, now lying

before us, any Reaſon for ſo louds

Complaint, or ſo ſevere Reflections,

as it is always to be remembered that

theſe Eſtimates are not, infallible, or

{crupulouſly exact, they are not AC.

indeed, no Occaſion. Should the Num- H counts of paſt, but Computations

ber of Ships now in Commiſſion be

compared with the Liſt of laſt Moon,

it will be found, at the firſt Inſpecti

on, that the Computation is not in

the ſame Proportion with the laſt, ſo

that Profuſion is brought in upon us

future Expences, in which ſome Ak
lowance is made for Contingencie,

and Occaſions of Expence not lºgº

larly provided for, or always foreſter,

and it is generally thought ſide;

t

b

à

f

t

§
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if there appear no ſuch Enormity in Demand that Profuſion or Wantonneſs

the Calculation as evidently diſcovers ſhall make upon the Nation. Every"

an Intention to defraud, which I am Calculation, how fraudulent ſoever,

certain cannot be found here. . . . . . . when made for future Expences, will

: The Diſproportion between the laſt A admit of ſome general Defence, there.

and the preſent Eſtimate, will not be will always be ſome diſtant Poſſibility

found ſo great as it may appear, at firſt, that all the Sums demanded may be

to Gentlemen not skilled in Naval Af- neceſſary, and that Poſſibility may be:

fairs; when the Difference between repreſented as more or leſs probable,”

the Bulk of the Ships now remaining according to the Inclinations of the

on the Ordinary, with thoſe for which a Objećters and Defenders. It may al

the Eſtimate was made in the laſt Seſ- “ ways be ſaid, where Exaëtneſs is not

fion is confidered. - Few of the largeſt attainable, that a Computation is made

Ships are in Commiſſion, or employ'd according to the real Opinion of the

in the preſent War, which requires Calculators, or that no more is asked

Ships rather for Purſuit than Battle, than they believe they ſhall be able to

and therefore tho' the Number of Ships find Means of ſpending. "Butthe Pub

be leſs, we are not to expečt the C lick will not be ſatisfied with ſuch'

Charge to be leſ, in proportion; un- ". Accounts as theſe, they will not wil
leſs it can be#º lingly, and ought not patiently, to be

Ship is not more expenſive than a burieded with Taxes, to guardºa

fmall one. ". . . . . . . gainſt remote Contingencies, and de

... It is objećted, with much Appear fray conjectural Expences.

- * A hearer View of theſe Affairs is

Moorage is beyond all Proportion, top neceſſary, that theſe Expences may be

the Number of Ships now in the Har: * more exactly ſettled, nor will a nearer

bour ; but it is forgotten that Cables View be denied us, if thoſe who ma

and Čhains, lying in the Water, ſuf mage the Navy apprehend no Danger

- and demand from it. If therefºre they would give

to be equally repaired as well without a Proof, that their Innocence leaves

Ships#. thereto as with them, nothing to be feared from a regular En;

and the ſame..". ſame E quiry, let them deſcend from g neral

Expence.' " ' ' ' . - . * Terms, and enable us Country Gen:

*" in Defence of the$º Compui àemen, by a clear Explication, tº

tation it may be further anſwered, that, judge for ourſelves and our Conſtitu

new Veſſels are always to be built, and ents, and agree from Convićtion and

old ones,º, i. refitted, Knowledge to that, which, as the

... . . e done without . Rigi. H. Member whº fit

...; and Working will not F obſerved, we have hitherto bl indly

labour without Pay. ... "... . . . complied with, ºn

… sº . * * * tº 2- . . . : º Tº a i. . . . . . . . ." ---

The Urg; Shadſy replied in the fºllow- *** then ſpºke in this

ing. Manner. 4????e?".

S I R, * : * S I R,

H-HAVE liſtened with my utmoſt G T AM ſo far from being ſatisfied with

I Attention to the Hon. Gentleman I this Eſtimate, that the longer I

that has juſt ſpoken, whoſe Experiº confider it the more Reaſons I find to

ence in naval Armaments and Expen diſapprove it ; every new Enquiry

ges entitles him to be heard on ſuch produces new Grounds fºr Suſpicion,

Queſtions as this, with every Degree and every Article that falls under my

of Reſpect that may not border upon r Examination confirms me, that ino

lind Submiſſion, and am not with * thing can be more fallaciouſly drawn

t great Uneaſineſs to find, that he up than this Calculation. I have eisa

asurged nothing in Defence of this mined the Papers on the Table, and
ëſtimate, that may not be ſaid for any - - find
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find them all concurring to convince

us, that it is time to be no longer

tamely complying, or tacitly doubtful.

Gºne Compliance produces confident

Expectations of another, and Fraud at

lengthbecomes daring and open. Our

Jgnorance of naval Buſineſs has, in

deed, long expoſed us to the Mercy,

of thoſe to whoſe Care the Manage

ment of our Fleets is intruſted ; but,

they ſeem now to preſume too far upon,

our Weakneſs, and to grow ſufficient

ły exorbitant in their Demands to a

waken us to Vigilance, and provoke

us to Enquiries. For more than fift

Moons paſt, Sir, this Article of pub

lic Charge has been continually en

creaſing, and Additions have every

*Moon been filently made to it : c

and, with whatever Reaſon, or from

whatever Influence, for the greateſt

Part filently allowed. I am unwilling

to reflečt either on the Living or the

Dead, perhaps it might not appear in

a Time of Peace ſo neceſſary to en

quire, particularly, into theApplication

of every Sum granted by the Senate;

But that. Time of Negligence and

Plenty is now paſt, we are engaged

in a War which may demand all our

Force and all our Treaſure, all our Wi

y Frugality alone, Sir, can War

be ſupported, by Frugality alone can

we conquer witheut ſuffering by our

Vićtories, and without purchaſing Glo

ry and Influence at too dear a Rate.

... But, inſtead of Oeconomy and Par

imony, new Pretences for Expence are

daily invented, new Salaries paid, and

new Offices erected. That it was not

uncommon; for other Senates to vote

down ſuperfluous Offices, is well known,

and perhaps the new Office of Clerk

of the journals, with a Salary of G

zoo Sprugs, may be reckoned in that

Number.

If any Gentleman ſhall think theſe

Articles of too little Importance for a

Senatorial Enquiry, or the Sums too

ilance and all our Frugality: For, E

from his Opinion; the ſame Duty to

my Country that ſhall direct my Con

dućt in greater Affairs, ſhall make me

honeſt in leſs. . If we ſuffer anything

Ato paſs unexamined under the Appella.

tion of a Trifle, we may, in Time

perhaps, be taught to treat as Trifles,

Queſtions of higher Importance, and

reckon among other Trifles, the Ruin

of our Country. . -

iTo this the Urg; Cluckerbutt replied in

B . . . . the fºllowing Manner.

S I R,

NHOSE that are unacquainted
y T with the Buſineſs of the Admi

ralty, may, from a ſuperficial View,

eaſily be inclined to judge thoſe Off

cers ſuperfluous, which nearer Experi

ence has ſhown not only to be advan

tageous but neceſſary, of which the

Clerk of the journal will, I believe,

appear to be one, That I did myſelf

project and adviſe this Office, I am

far from denying or deſiring to con.

ceal, as I am confident it has pre

vented a great Number of fraudulent

Pračtices in Captains of Ships, which

were puniſhed, indeed, wheneverthey

were detected, but which were gent.

rally, continued with Impunity, be:

cauſe, till the Erection of this Office,

it was no Man's Buſineſs to dete&

them. No Captain can now receive

his Pay, till it has appeared by his

Journal, that he has followed his In:

ſtrućtions, and deſerved the Wages of

the Public. Such is the Benefit ariſing

F from this Office, an Office of which,

if it ſhall appear uſeleſs, I ſhall bº

very forward to vote the Abolition.

The Hurgola Odnexen then roº ºf

and ſaid:

D

I R,

DEBATE unconfined to any

particular Article, and carried

on in general Terms, may be continu

ed a long Time without Convićtion on

one Side, or Confutation on the other.

We have been either atcidentally, or

ſmall to become the Care of the Pub-n by Deſign, diverted from the Artiſ'.

lic, I ſhall freely confeſs that I differ

-

* Here he very minutely mentioned in

what Proportions the Sums had been en

creaſed every four Mºons.

of Moorage, to which I beg the Liberty

of recalling the Attention of the Houſe:

and inſtead of farther Controverſy,º
- - -- - - - - O
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find them all concurring to convince from his Opinion ; the ſame Duty to
1—- * 1 *T*-a-11-13
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offer an open and ingenuous Propoſal,

that if any Gentleman will ſay that

19,000 Sprugs can be expended in

oorage, I will agree to the other

Articles without further Examination,

after having received ſuch unexpected

Satisfaction with Regard to this,

The Urg; Croteb, then replied in Effed
as follows:

S I R,

. HIS Demand, which carries B

- ſuch a fair Appearance of Con

fidence, pacific Intentions, and Incli

nation to admit any reaſonable Satis

faćtion, is perhaps intended only to

lengthen the Debate, and make the
Eſtimate which is before us more lia

been made Uſe of as a general Head, or

Term of extended Signification, inclu

ding not only the particular Expence of

fixing the Ships in the Harbour, but the

Charge of ſurveying the State of this

Article in all Parts of the Kingdom.

With reſpect, Sir, to the hon, Gen

tleman's Obſervation, thatſome Officers

of the Admiralty have been voted

uſeleſs, I do not perceive the Conſe

quence which he ſeems to draw from

it, That no new one is neceſſary.

Surely there may be Superfluities in

one Part, and Deficiencies in another.

Even thoſe particular Votes have ſome

times been the Effects rather of Paſ

fion than Knowledge, of private Pre

judice, or perſonal Provocations, than

- That 19,000 Sprugs C

is expended in Moorage no Gentleman

will be found to aſſert, becauſe Moor

age has, in all Eſtimates of this Kind,

589

cer was not only diſmiſſed, but the Of

fice itſelf doomed to Abolition. But

it was not long before the Service of

A a Lawyer appeared abſolutely neceſ

ſary to the Board of Admiralty, for

the Preſervation of their Privileges,

and the Proſecution of Delinquents :

and therefore a Council to the Admi

ralty is now employed, who for a Sa

lary of 400 Sprugs per Moon, tranſač's

their Affairs without making any Bills,

or receiving any more than his ſettled

Allowance.

That Corruption may find its Way

into any Adminiſtration cannot be de

nied ; but if the Affairs of the Navy

ſuffer by any Frauds or Artifices, it

muſt be allowed not to happen for

want of Caution ; for all the Buſineſs

and Expence of the Navy has been,

of late, ſo exačtly and ingeniouſly re

gulated, that no Officer can fail in his

Duty without being detected by the

Accounts of another. Yet this Oeco

nomy, exačt as it is, cannot produce

any Certainty in general Calculations,

D which I cannot, without Wonder, hear

ſo micely examined. It requires no

long Reflection to perceive, that no

body can gain any thing by a low

or high Computation. If the Moor

age, computed at 19,000 Sprugs,

ſhould amount to 24,000, muſt it not

E be defray'd? And if it ſhould fall be

low 15,000, will not the remaining

Part be ſo much laid up for the Ex

pences of the next Moon P. If we could

regulate our Expence by our Calcula

tion, I ſhould be zealous for reducing

it ; but ſo it is, that our Calculations,

of calm and ſettled Peterminations ; F how deliberately ſoever made, muſt

and therefore, Sir, the ſame Offices yield to our Neceſſities: In providing,

have been ſometimes reviv'd, tho’, out

of Reſpect to the Senate, under differ

ent Names. Thus the Office of Sol

licitor to the Admiralty was voted

uſeleſs, becauſe the Man who ſerved it

under that Name, made it a Praćtice G

to bring in Bills for the Buſineſs he had

done, ſometimes to the Amount of

15,000 Sprugs in a Moon ; Demands

ſo exorbitant, that they were juſtly

cenſured by the Houſe ; and the Offiz

therefore, according to a higher Eſti

mate, nothing will be loſt, nor by a

lower will anything be ſaved.

The Hurgo Polgarth then ſpoke.

S 1 R,

Have ſtill, notwithſtanding theſe

Apologies, Objećtions to, almoſt,

every Article of the Eſtimate,

E. e. e e ant

2.
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am ſtill more convinced as the De

bate proceeds, that it is neceſſary to

refer it to a ſecret Committee; inwhich

we may, at leiſure, hear an Explication

of many Things, either naturally ob

ſcure, or induſtriouſly concealed. The

whole Calculation, as it now lies

before us, is to me a Heap of Con

fuſion, an unintelligible Collection of

Articles compriſing other Articles un

mentioned, as the honourable Gen

fioners of the “Admiralty have been

multiplied from five to ſeven; and the

Office, even of the honourable Gentle

mant that ſpoke laſt, has been erec.

ted fince the Regulation of the Navy,

which he ſo much extols.

Even among thoſe Officers, whoſe

long Eſtabliſhment may induce us to

believe them not, wholly, without

their Uſes, ſome Corruptions may

perhaps be diſcoverrd, which it may

tleman himſelf confeſſes: Such Intri- B be proper to reform, before they be.

cacies as theſe will for ever elude a

fuperficial Enquiry; ſhould it be prov

ed by all the Evidence of Teſtimony

and Demonſtration of Arithmetick,

that an Article is overcharged, it ma

be very readily replied, that the Ar- C

ticles included in it ſwallow up the Re

mainder ; ſo when the Multiplicity of

Officers in the Navy ſhall produce any

Cenſure or Objećtions, nothing can

‘be more eaſy than in general Terms

to aſſert, with an Air of Confidence,

their Uſe and Neceſſity. But the

Publick has now learned to diſtruſt

ſuch eaſy Vindications, and to expe&t,

other Proofs of the Reaſonableneſs of

the immenſe Expences ſupported by

the Nation.” - - -

... If the Money demanded is frugally

and honeſtly managed, if the Officers

employed in the naval Operations are -

really neceſſary, that Neceſſity will

appear to the Committee and by be:

ing ſhewn to the Nation will produce

Confidence in the Government, Chear- F

fulneſs under the preſent Load of Taxes,

and Alacrity in the Proſecution of the

preſent War.” ". . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .-------------

That the preſent Number of Off

cers is too high I do not pretend to

aſſert, having already confeſſed my

Ignorance of theſe Affairs ; perhaps

more Officers, may be proper,” nor

will it leſs becomé the Committee to

come by long Cuſtom, Part of their

Priviledges. The Pračtice of meeting

at a Coffee-Houſe, inſtead of their

Office, lately introduced among the

Commiſſioners for Vićtualling, doubt.

leſs for the Sake of being vićtualled

themſelves, may in Time, if not ani

madverted upon, plead Preſcription,

and become a new Article of a national

Charge. . . . . . .
I therefore move, that the Eſtimate

for the Navy may be referr'd to a ſº.

cret Committee. . . . .

* A Motion had been made for enquir

ing what new Commiſſioners have been

made for the executing any Office fince

the 4th of the Empreſs Nana; but it paſ'

ſed in the Negative. -

E # This"Clinab having a Salary alſo of

200 Sprugs{. Moon, granted by his Ma

jeſty's Sign Manual, for his officiating is

Secretary to a Commiſſion for Relief of

poor Officers Widows, a Motion was made

for vacating his Seat, as a Penſioner, but

it paſſed in the Negative.

- - - - -- * * * * * * * , tº

The Hurgolen Yegon then ſpoke a

-
fºllows. . .

S I R, . . . .

cNº. to me more

t

inconfiſtent with the Duty of a

Member of this Houſe, than to waſte

the Time, allotted to the Diſpatch of

publick Affairs, in uſeleſs Queſtions and

inſignificant Debates; that little can
erect a neceſſary, than to deſtroy a H be objećled to a Motion, is not always

{uperfluous Qfice. It cannot, however,

be improper to obſerve, that ſince the

A&t which prohibits the Erection of

new Offices was Pākd, the Commiſ.

a Reaſon for admitting it : for if no

more can be alledged for it, the Nº.

ceflity of ſparing Fime, is of itſelf,

a very ſtrong Argument for rédig
iſ,

ſº

g
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it. The preſent Motion, I think of

this Kind, the Public cannot indeed

fuffer by an Examination of the Eſti

mate in a ſecret Committee, other

wiſe than by the Loſs of that “Time,

º

ſº

º

Cº.

#:

#:

º

.#

ſ§:

º

iº

º

ſº

\;

which might have been much more

uſefully ſpent in other Enquiries; but

then, what Benefit can be expected

from it, equal even to that Conſidera

tion? If I may be allowed to judge

what will be the Reſult of the En

59 r

judge of Tranſačtions by the Perſons
that manage them, and who will ne

ver approve an Eſtimate, till they are

reconciled te the Calculator. Such

Men are always warm in their Deſires

of ſeeing the Offices filled with proper

Perſons, but are always determined

to think none proper but ſuch as them

ſelves ſhall recommend.

I cannot therefore but confeſs, that

to me, this Motion appears unſeaſon

guiries made by the Committee, from B able and unneceſſary, and that as a

the Report that was produced by the

laſt Examination of that Kind, we

ſhall only do, after Altercations and

Delays, what is now defired, and

what it will be more candid and ad

vantageous to do without them.

The laſt Committee, before whom

the like Computation was brought,

made no Diſcoveries of falſe Accounts,

nor produced new Schemes by which

the Navy might be kept up at leſs

Expence; Queſtions were asked and

Committee for this Purpoſe alone, will

ſpend Time, to no Advantage, at an

important Junéture. This Eſtimate

may, in my Opinion, be more pro

ºperly referred to the Committee of

cSupplies, where every Gentleman

may do what is propoſed by the pre

ſent Motion, where Enquiries may be

made without Interruption, and every

one may objećt, anſwer, or reply,

without Reſtraint. -

reſolved, Objections were raiſed and D The Urg; Pulnub then roſe up and

immediately removed, and ſuch doubt

leſs will be the Effect of another En

quiry. -

* . Nor do I ſee what can be done in a

Committee, which cannot be done

now, the Articles are all before us, E

and if any Gentleman has Obječtions

to them, let him ſet them in the

ſtrongeſt Light; how eaſily they will

be anſwered we may conjećture, by

the Succeſs of that which was made to

the Article of Moorage. The hon

ourable Gentleman who ſpoke the F

ſecond on this Queſtion, has unan

ſwerably refuted it, by ſhewing that a

greater Number of ſmall Ships may

be moored and kept in the Harbour,

at leſs Expence than a leſs Number

made the following Anſwer.

S I R,

N every Debate, whether in this

or any other Place, the firſt Re

gard is due to Truth, but very often

when that has been overborne by In

tereſt or Prejudice, ſome Reſpect has

been paid to Decency; and Men have

been reſtrained by Shame, when no

bler Motives have loſt their Power.

Decency ſhould, I think, prevail up

on Gentlemen to forbear, or drop all

Oppoſition to the preſent Motion, by

which nothing is intended but to gain

the Informations neceſſary for judging

of a Queſtion, which the Intereſt of

of larger, which require, even when G our Country requires to be well un

out of Commiſfion, many Hands

tº to do the neceſſary Buſineſs on board

\º them. -

& that many Articles require Explana

§ They complain, indeed, that they

do not underſtand the Eſtimate, and

sº tion; but Experience teaches us, that

* no Explanation will be ſatisfactory to

"º the prejudiced, There are Men who

º

derſtood; and which I myſelf, with

many others, are defirous to be fully

acquainted with. The Objećtions of

thoſe two noble Perſons, who have

examined it moſt, and who have

made naval Affairs either their Study

or Diverſion, deſerve at leaſt to

be confidered, and even the Anſwer

that was mad; to one of them,º
ll -
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large Ships, even out of Commiſſion,

require ſo large an Expence, why do

ſufficient Foundation for Enquiry. If Supply, it was carried in the Affirma:

tive 142 to 85, and the Comptroller

and Surveyor ºf the Navy were ardº

we build or maintain ſo many to im- A to attend them for Examination,

poveriſh the Nation, not to defend it,

never to be ſent out againſt our Ene

mies, and yet waſte our Treaſure by

being in the Harbour : Why have we

mot, inſtead of one of theſe Veſſels of

uſeleſs Bulk, four or five twenty Gun

Ships, that might chaſe the Pyrates

from our Coaſts, and follow them in

to their Retreats Why do we em

ploy in the preſent War, a War a

gainſt an Enemy equally inſolent and

weak, ſuch Veſſels as they dare not

attack and which can never at

tack them To ſuch Queſtions as

theſe, the Nation demands a clear

and ſatisfačtory Anſwer ; and if the

Demands of the Nation are thought

worthy of Regard, , this Motion, of

my noble Friend's, which I now

fecond, will not be rejećted.

Urg; Heagh roſe up in his own Win

aication, and ſpoke to this Effed.

OTHING is more reaſonable

than for every Man to windi

cate his Character from unjuſt Re

fle&tions, and therefore I riſe up in E

Defence of mine. I have indeed the

Honour of ſitting at the Vićtualling

Board ; but to make Uſe of the right

honourable Member's polite Expreſſion

was never vićtualled, nor ever taſted

any Proviſions prepared at the publick

Coaſt, €xcept to prevent Abuſes and *

judge whether it was ſuch as was fit

for the Navy: I am ſure I cannot be

charged with neglecting to pay the

neceſſary Attendance at the Office, yet

do not deny that I have ſometimes fign

ed Papers at other Places, nor do Ithink G

ſuch a Practice requires an Apology.

Ifthe State of the Navy be thought a

Subjećt proper for Examination, I

ſhall chearfully ſubmit my Condućt

to the moſt rigorous Scrutiny, with

D

out defining any Favour or any Pro- H

tečlion'

On a Diviſion whether this Matter

/ould be referred to the Committee of

Jør Harbour-Mooring and Harlºr.

- There was alſº referred tº the Jaid

Committee ſºme Papers which hadiº,

*edfºr by the Hugo Polgarth, &c.

to be ſaid hefore the Houſe, cºin;

the Accounts ſſeveral late Diibu'ſ.

* made, ºy the Treaſurer ºf ſh

Navy, to the Deputy Secretary ºf the

Admiralty, or fºr increaſed Šalaria,

ſºr the Charge of the Widualling off,

Naºy.9ffice, and to the Commiſm,

and Clerks therein, alſº fºr Wºma.

Aip, and Materials fºr the Repair ºf

Mooring-Chains, or Huo-Rojº, and

Åigging, and ordinary Repairs ºf his

Majeſty's Ships, Dock,#.
and ſºme other Papers containing #.

counts ºf what Money had been 4.

£5'd to the Payment of Taxes on ſhe

Salaries ºf the Admiralty, Navy, and

Pay-Offices, out of what Fund, and by

what Authority, and ſeveral frnir

Disburſements on the ſame Ottaſºns,

aſſo, the Debt of the Navy at the

End of laſt Moon. - -

But after all the Examination, 0}.

ječions, and Enguiries of the Genik.

men in the Oppoſition, the Sun ºf

199,700 Sprugs (as laid in the Efti.

*ate) was agreed to be granted fir

the Ordinary of the Navy (Ha!-Ha!

* Sea-Officers included) fºr the enſing

Moon. ... " -

4 Motion was indeed made, and aft

ter a like Debate, the Queſtion ful,

7%at to apply toward, defraying the ar.

dinary Charge of the Navy, ºwn aſ

Head contained in the Effimate herº,

any Sum of public Money, exceeding ſh

Sun granted by the Senate fºr that Pur

£oſe, is a Miſapplication, and oughts

ée prevented ; but it paſſed in the Nº.

gative. - -

This Account, of Proceedings and Debate;

in the Senate of LILLIPúT, to be coſ.

tinued in the Suppl. EMENT for the

Year 1742, to be publiſhed with proper

Indexes, General Titles, and Keys ſo

the Riddles, about the Middle of jº

muary next,
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Ess A v on E P.

An Ess'AY on E PITA PHS.

Tº. Criticiſm has been cultivated

in every Age of Learning, by Men

of great Abilities, and extenſive Know

ledge, till the Rules of Writing are be

come rather burthenſome than inſtruc

tive to the Mind; tho' almoſt every Spé

cies of Compoſition has been the Subjećt

of particular Treatiſes, and given Birth

to Definitions, Diſtinétions, Precepts and

Illuſtrations; yet no Critic of Note, that

has fallen within my Obſervation, has hi- B. "...ſ; are paid to t

thertothought Sepulchral Inſcriptions wor:

thy of a minute Examination, or pointed

out with proper Accuracy their Beauties

and Defečts. .

... The Reaſons of this Neglećt it is uſe

leſs to enquire, and perhaps impoſſible to

diſcover ; it might be juſtly expected that a

this Kind of Writing would have been

the favourite Topic of Criticiſm, and that

Love might have produced ſome

gard for it, in thoſe Authors that have

crowded Libraries with elaborate Diſſer

tations upon Homer ; fince to afford a

Šubiº fºr herºick poems is the Privi.
lege of very few, but every Man m- - - - - - - T - . D

expečt to be recorded in an Epitaph, and,

therefore, finds ſome Intereſtin providing,

that his Memory may not ſuffer by an

unskilful Panegyrick. . . . . - :

"if our Prºcºs in favour of Antiquity.

eſerve to have any Part in the Regula

tion of our Studies, EPITAPHs ſeem in

titled to more than common Regard, as

they are probably of the ſame Age with

the Art of Writing. The moſt ancient

Strućtures in the World, the Pyramids,

are ſuppoſed to be Sepulchral Monuments,

which either Pride or Gratitude ere&ted.

and the ſame Paſſions which incited Men

to ſuch laborious and e

of preſerving their own Memory, or that

of their Benefactors, would doubtleſs in

cline them not to neglećt any eaſier Means

by which? ſame Ends might be obtained.

Nature and Reaſon have dićtated to every

Nation, that to preſerve good Aëtions

E.

º: Methods F. ſelves,
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... An EPITAPH, as the Word itſelf im’

ilies, is an Inſcription on a Tomb, and in

its moſt extenſive Import may admit in

diſcriminately Satire or Praiſe, But ag

* Malice has ſeldom produced Monumen

of Defamation, and the Tombs hitherto

raiſed have been the Work of Friendſhip

and Benevolence, Cuſtom has contračted

the Original Latitude of the Word, ſa

that it ſignifies in the general Acceptation

an Inſcription engraven on a Tomb in Ho

mºur of the Perſon deceaſed. - . .

he Dead in or

der to incite others to the Imitation of

their Excellencies, the principal Intention

of EPITAPHs is to perpetuate the Ex

amples of Virtue, that the Tomb of a

good Man may ſupply the Want of his

Preſence, and Veneration for his Me

mory produce the ſame Effect as the Ob

ſervation of his Life. Thoſe EPITAPH's

are, therefore, the moſt perfeót, which ſet

Virtue in the ſtrongeſt Light, and are .

beſt adapted to exalt the Reader's Ideas

and rouſe his Emulation. - -----

... To this End it is not always neceſſary

to recount the Aćtions of a Hero, or e

numerate the Writings of a Philoſopher;

to imagine,ſuch Informations neceſſary, is

to detraćt from their Charaćters, or to:

ſuppoſe their Works mortal, or their At

chievements in danger of being forgotten.

The bare, Name of ſuch Men anſwers

every Purpoſe of a long Inſcription, -

* Had only thc Name of Sir? Is AA c

Newton been ſubjoined to the Deſign

upon his Monument, inſtead of a long

Detail of his Diſcoveries, which no Philo

ſopher can want, and which none but a

Philoſopher can, underſtand, thoſe, by

whoſe Direétion it was raiſed, had done

more Honour both to him and to them

. This indeed is a Commendation which

it requires no Genius to beſtow, but which

can never become vulgar or contempti

ble, if beſtow'd withfig.: ; becauſe

no ſingle Age produces many Men ofMe

rit ſuperior to Panegyrick, None but

frºm Oblivion, is both the Intereſt and 6 the firſt Names can ſtand unaſſiſted againſt

find no People acquainted with the Uſe

of Letters, that omitted to grace the

Tombs ofi.” wiſe Men with

panegyrical laſcriptions. . . . º

To examine, therefore, in what the

* : * : , ,

Perfection of EPITAPH's conſiſts, and

the Attacks of Time, and if Men raiſed

to Reputation by Accident or Caprice,

have nothing but their Names engraved

qn their Tombs, there is Danger lºſt in a

few Years the Inſcription require an Iñ.

terpreter. Thus have their Expediations

been diſappointed who honoured Picus:

: *º ..".be*.*.*.#: Mirandola, with this pompous Epitaph,”

& lin m, will be at leaſt of as much is , - - -- - - - -

º º: as other critical Enquiries; and for: Hic ſ: ºcus MIRANDola, tae:

#: gni iſnutſi. - f - -

º *...*.*...º.º. E: Tagus et Ganges, forſan et Antipodes.

§ {rong Reaſons may be pleaded, His Name then§º in the *:::

Ff f : - {&

*

3
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reſt Corners of the Earth is now almoſt

forgotten, and his Works, then ſtudied,

admired and applauded, are now moul

dering in Obſcurity,

Next inº to the bare Name is 2

{hort Chara -

without Exaggeration, Superlatives, or

Rhetoric. . Such were the Inſcriptions in

Uſe am ng the Romans, in which the

Vićtories gained by their Emperors were

cºmmemorated by a ſingle Epithet ; ; as

Caeſar Germanicus, Caeſar Dacicus, Gér

manicuſ, *::::: Such would be this

Epitaph, Is A A cus New To NUs, Na

turæ Legibus inveſtigatiº, hic quieſcit.

1. But to far the greateſt Part of Man

kind a longer Encomium is neceſſary for

the Publication of their Virtues, and the

Preſervation of their Memories, and in

the Compoſition of theſe it is that Art is

principally required, and Precepts there- C

iore may be uſeful.

: In writing EPITAPHs one Circum

ſtance is to be conſidered, which affe&s no

other Compoſition; the Place in which

they are now commonly found reſtrains
them to, a particular Air of Solemnity,

and debars them from the Admiſſion of

all jighter or gayer Ornaments. In this

it is that the Stile of an EPITAPH ne

ceſſarily differs from that of an ELEGY..

The Cuſtom of burying our Dead either

in or near our Churches, perhaps origi

nally founded on a rational Deſign of fit

ting the Mind for religious Exerciſes, by

laying before it the moſt affecting Proofs E. Temple.

of the Uncertainty of Life, makes it pro

per to exclude from our EPITAPHS all

Íuch Alluſions as are contrary to the Doc

trines for the Propagation of which the

Churches are erected, and to the End

for which thoſe who peruſe the Monu

ments muſt be ſuppoſed to come hither. F
-§§ and Youth, would make Age

an

Nothingis,therefore, moreridiculous than

to copy the Rºman Inſcriptions which,

were engraven on Stoncs by the High

way, and compoſed by thoſe who gene

raiſy reflečied on Mortality only to excite

in themſelves and others a quicker Reliſh:

of Pleaſure, and a more luxurious En}.

e Gment of Life, and whoſe Regard for t

Dead extended no farther than a Wiſh

that the Earth might be light upon them."

All Alluſions to the Heathen Mytholo

y are therefore abſurd, and all Regard.
#. the ſenſeleſs Remains of a dead Man:

impertinent and ſuperſtitious. One of
the firſt Diſtinétions of the primitive:

ing Garlands on the Dead, in which they

are very rationally defended by their Apó.

logiſt in M'natius Felix. We laviſh no

Fºr nor odºurs on the Dead, ſay; he,

-- - - -
- - - - --

- - - - -

- -

- -

ter ſimple and unadorned, A Epitaph on Cºwley,

Chriſtians, was their Neglećt of beſtow. Haddreſs the EPITAPH to the Paſſenger,

a Cuſtom which an injudicious Veneration

becauſe they have no Senſe ºf Fragrante ºf
Beauty. We profeſs to Reverence0

#. Dead not for their Sake but for out

OWn.

dignation or Contempt that I read the

It is therefore always with In.

- a Man, whoſe

Learning and Poetry, were his loweſt
Merits.

Aurea dam late volitant tua Scripta ºr
Orbem

Etfama etermum vivis, divine Poeta,

Hić placida jatea; requie, cuffudiatumum

B Cana, Fides, vigilenique peremi Lammad,
Maſe '

Sit ſacer’ile locus, met quis temérariatauft

Sacrilèga turbare manā venerabile buſium,

Intakti maneant, mancant perſecula duke;

CowLeil cinerer, ſerventh immºbil.
Sax#m.

To pray, that § Aſhes of a Friend may

lie nidiſturbed, and that the Divinities

that favoured him in his Life, may watch

for ever round him to preſerve hisTomb

from Violation and drive Sacrilege away,

is only rational in him who believes the

Soul intereſted in the Repoſe of the Body,

and the Powers which he invokes for its

Protećtion able to preſerve it. Tocenſure

ſuch Expreſſions as contrary to Religion,

Or as #. of Heathen Superſtition,

would be too great a Degree of Strei),

I condemn, them only as uninſtručive

and unaffečting, as too ludicrous for Re

verence or Grief, for Chriſtianity and a

That the Deſigns, and Decorations ºf

Monuments, ought likewiſe to beformed

with the ſame Regard to the Solemnity

of the Place, cannot be denied: It is ºn

eſtabliſhed Principle that all Orname:

owetheir Beauty to their Propriety. The

ſame Glitter of Dreſs that adds Gracts to

Dignity contemptible. , CHARON

with his Boat is far from heightening

the awful Grandeur of the initeſ.

|º tho' drawn by Angelº him.

elf; hor is it eaſy to imagine a greatºr

Abſurdity than that of gracing the Wall;

of a Chriſtian Temple with the Figure ºf

Mars leading a Hero to Battle, or Cupid
ſporting round a Virgin. The Pope who

efaced the Statues of the Deities, at the

Tomb of Sammazarius is, in my Opinion,

more eaſily to be defended, than he thiſ

eréâted them. º

* It is for the ſame Reaſon improper to

for Antiquity introduced again at the Rº:

vival of Letters, and which, º:

many others, Paſſératius ſuffered to ºj
- /

0.
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Rules for compoſing.

lead him in his EPITAPH upon the

Heart of Henry King of France, who

was ſtabbed by Clement the Monk, which

ſet deſerves to be inſerted, for the Sake o

ewing how beautiful even Improprie: -

ties may become, in the Hands of a good

Writer.

Adſia, Plator, et dile regum vicer.

Cor Regis iſło conditur§: marmore,

Qui jura Gallis, jurº Sarmatis dedit."

Těší, Cucullo hunc ſuffulit Sicarius.

Abi, Plator, et dole regum viceſ.

In the Monkiſh Ages, however igno- B yet, it ou

rant and unpoliſhed, the EPITAPHs were

drawn up with far greater Propriety than

can be ſhown in thoſe, which more en

lightened Times have produced.

r Orate pro Anima— miſerrimi Peccatoris

was an Addreſs to the laſt Degree ſtrikin

the Religion then believed, and awakened

in the Reader Sentiments of Benevolence

* for the Deceaſed, and of Concern for his

is own Happineſs. There was Nothing tri

tº fling or ludicrous, Nothing that did not

... tend to the nobleſt End, the Propagation

º of Piety and the Increaſe of Devotion.

º It may ſeem very ſuperfluous to lay it

; down as the firſt Rule for writing EPI

TAPHs, that the Name of the Deceaſed

is not to be omitted; nor ſhould I have

thought ſuch a Precept neceſſary, had not

the Praćtice of the greateſt Writers

Tº: ſhewn, that it has not been ſufficiently

jº regarded. In moſt of the Poetical Epi

... TAPHs, the Names for whom they were

º compoſed may be ſought to no Purpoſe,

º being only prefixed on the Monument.

*:: To expoſe? Abſurdity of this Omiſſion, it

-º is only neceſſary to ask how the EPI

º TAPās, which have outlived the Stones

*; on which they were inſcribed, would F
C. º: have contributed to the Information of .

*º º: had they wanted the Names

º of thoſe whom they celebrated.

º, In drawing the Charader of the Dº.
º º Čeaſed, there are no Rules to be ebſerv'd

*... which do not equally, relate to other
tú. Compoſitions. The Praiſe ought not to be

*. general, becauſe the Mind is loſt in the

... Extent of any indefinite Idea, and can

tº not be affected with what it cannot com

... prehend. When we hear only of a gºod .
** or great Man, we know not in what.

... Claſs to place him, nor have any Notion

º of his Charaćter, diſtinčt from that of a

tºº.

3. no Effect upon our Condućt, as we

#. have nothing remarkable or eminent to

º propoſe to our Imitation. The Epi

ſº, Tara compoſed by Ennias for his own

3
º and ſolemn, as it flowed naturally from C

& thouſand others; his Example can have H

EP IT A PH S. , 595.

Tomb, has both the Faults laſt mentioned,

Nemo me decoret lacrumis, met funer?,feta,

Faxit. Cur? volito vivu’ per ora viriºn

The Reader of this EP11 ApH receives:

ſcarce any Idea from it; he neither coh

A ceives any Veneration for the Man to

whom it belongs, nor is inſtructed by

what Methods this boaſted Reputation is

to be obtained. -
º,

Tho' a ſepulchral Inſcription is pro

feſtedly a Panegyric, , and, therefore,

not confined to hiſtorical lmpartiality,

ht always to be written

with regard to Truth. ... No Man ought

to be commended for Virtues which he

never poſſeſſed, but whoever is curious

to know his Faults muſt enquire aſte

them in other Places; the Monuments of

the Dead are not intended to perpetuate

the Memory of Crimes, but to exhibit

Patterns of Virtue. On the Tomb of

Mecenaf, his Luxury is not to be menti

oned with his Munificence, nor is the

Proſcription to find a Place on the Mo

nument of Auguſtus. -

The beſt Subject for . EPITAPHs is

private Virtue; Virtue exerted in the

Díame Circumſtances in which the Bulk of

Mankind are placed, and which, there

fore, may admit of many Imitators. He

that has delivered his Country from Op

preſſion, or freed the World from Igno

rance and Error, can excite the Emula

tion of a very ſmall Number ; but he

that has repell'd the Temptations of Po

verty, and diſdained to free himſelf frem

Diſtreſs at the Expence of his Virtue,

may animate Multitudes, by his Example,

to the ſame Firmneſs of Heart and Stea

dineſs of Reſolution. --->

Of this Kind I cannot forbear the Men

tion of two Greek Inſcriptions; one upon

a Man whoſe Writings are well known,

the other upon a Perſon whoſe Memory

is preſerved only in her EPITAPH, who

both lived in Slavery, the moſt calamitous

Eſtate in human Life. *

Zwaipºn h ºrgw teza worw to Coºl, *Xº,

Kaº to awwal, wu, very ºv'sgºw
t

Zoſima, qua ſolo fit clim Cºrpore Serva,

Corpore nunc etiam libera fatia fuit.

‘Zofima, who in her Life could only have

“her Body enſlaved, now finds her Body

‘ likewiſe ſet at Liberty. … . .

It is impoſſible to read this EpiTAPH

without being animated to bear the Evils

of Life with Conſtancy, and to ſuppºrt

the Dignity of Human Nature under the

moſt preſſing Allićtions, both by the Ex

ample of the Heroine, whoſe Gº; we"
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behold, and the Proſpect of that State in and, according to Evidence, either di

which, to uſe the Language of the in- miſs the A&ion, or adjudge the Debt

ſpired Writers, The Poor ceaſe from their be paid within ten Days, which Debt, if

abours, and the Weary be at reſt. — not diſcharged in that Time, ſhall be le.

The other is upon Epičetus, the Stoic a vied by a Warrant of Diſtreſs, under the
Philoſopher. . . A. Hº:#º: hink himſelf

awa. Fr. . . . . . . ‘.....--- If either Party ſhall think himſelf ag,

A&A6;**, za, Cowarzwn- grieved by the Determination of two;

60% : . . . º, , , , , ºº ſtices, he ſhall be at Liberty to appeal to
Kºzł Tewiny. Jé03, xz ſps?0; Abavºlotº. º the next Quarter Scſſions, upon giving

Servus Epićletus, mutilatur corpore, vixi Security to pay the Debt or Damagesiſ

Pauperiºque Irus, Curaque prima Deum.,,, the Determinatiºn, ſhall be confirmed,

‘Epićtetus, who lies he , a slave" and tº ſhall then be tried by:
*p, etus, who lies here, was a Stave jury whoſe Decifion ſhall be final; and if

... . . and agrippi, *... . *** *ggº it. tº deciſion be not complica"...i.
- .# Prviºr, and the Favourite ºf Wiſſegahediyā. Juſtices for

** Heaven. . . . . . . . * ... ... ſeizing the Goods of him againſt whom

• In this Diſtich is compriſed the nobleſt the Verdićt is given, and if it ſhallip.
Panegyric, and the moſt important In- pear, that the Gocds ſo ſeized†

ſtrućtion. We may learn from it, that C do not amount to the Sum required, ano

Virtue is impračticable in no Condition, ther Writ ſhall, at the Quarter ºffº,

ſince Epiéfetus could recommend himſelf next following, be granted for the Iſipi.

to the Regard of Heaven, amidſt the ſonment, of him againſt whom theVerdú

Temptations of Poverty and Slavºry : is given, till the Debt be diſcharged. If

Slavery, which has always been found ſo the Perſon for whom the Verdićtisgiven,

deſtrućtive to Virtue, that in many Lan- ſhall judge a Writ for ſeizing the Goºd;

uages a Slave and a Thief are expreſſed p &c. inſufficient for his Security, he ſhill

y the ſame Word. And we may be like- * be at Liberty to ſue out a Writ of Impri.

wiſe admoniſhed by it, not to lay any ſonment, immediately after having (b.

Streſs on a Man's outward Circumſtancés tained the Verdićt.

in making an Eſtimate of his real Value, . If, where there has been no Appeal

fince Epišetus the Begger, the Cripple, from the Determination of two ſºlº,

and the Slave, was the Favourite of the Goods ſold by a Warrant of Diſticſ,

Heaven, ſhall not be ſufficient for the Diſcharge ºf

E the Debt or Damages, a Writ of Impri.

Extraff of a BILL ſºmitted to the Mem ºf"y beſied at the next quitº
- - Seſſions.

! #...;###. the more eaſy . ... If the Goods of him againſt whom

Warr f Diſtreſs is granted, ſhall be

- #:º:; in;;Wº: º:
- * * * > º UOI!!NY,

been fºund tedious and expenſive. Beit F *:::::º: i.º i. may

enaëled, That where any Aëtion ofDebt be put in Execution. * .

will lye at common Law for a Sum not - - -

ºf than ten pºunds," or more than . . Fees before the two Justick"

fty, the Plaintiff ſhall apply to two ju- The Summons, Two Shilling,

ſliter for a Summons, requiring the Le- Adjudication, Four Shillingſ.

fendant to appear in Perſon, or by his Warrant of Diſtreſs, Fºur Shillingſ.

Attorney, before them ; , which Sum. / Execution of the War-R fºur Shillig,
mons, if the Defendant does not reſide G" rant of Diſtreſs, }

within the Juriſdićtion ofºff: * : Fees at the 2garter-ºffmſ.

to whom the Plaintiff applies, ſhall be . To the Counſel, Tºm Shilling:
indorſed by two other Juſtices, at the o the Counſel, % º, and 64

place where the Defendant ſhall be #. †:# , Thras:º 4

found; and this summons ſhall be **i. ; *} one shilling and 6

iſerved ººº:;º, 1.% er ury 5 d

nally (in anner of a Writ) or,by H. *** -f ºn... cz.:m: d 64,
t;§ a hiji place ºf Réfléché “ fºr$. 3f. Two Shillingſ an

ten jays before the "... for his. TÉir # * . . .

#::::::::::::::::::::::: "...#wsº
fices who granted the Summons, the ºr. * * *, Shillingſ,

####,"ääjºa; Tāsī; issºHaving

-

… . . . .”. … .

... 1

\

|



their Coaſts, and the Shallowneſs of their

- ny Copies 0Merchants, they can lie nearer the Shore a?y

Q_U E R IES relating to Shipping, &c.,

Having thus exhibited ſo the Publi;
a Sketch o
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Witl, regard to the French, and other

f the A& propoſed to be laid Nations, our Ships of War have another

before the Legiſlature, we cannot but Peculiarity;, the loweſt Tier of Guns
commend the Zeal with which Mr is ſo near the Water that they cannot be

Zamire has laboured for ſeveral Year; fired in a rough Sea. They may appear
to promote it; as worthy not only of A at the firſt View, better adapted being

Praiſe, but of Imitation. That the pre- * ſo placed to fink the Enemy's Veſſels by

ſent Method of recovering Debtsis a Grie- piercing them in the lower Parts ; but

vance and a Burthen too generally felt to this Confideration will, I believe, have

be deny'd, but whether the Hard; no great Weight with thoſe that have
thips will be removed by the Methºd been engaged in a naval fight, and there
here propoſed, well deſerves to be confi- fore know that the moſt fatal shots are

dered. It is hoped that thoſe who after
- - thoſe that break the Maſts or diſable the

Examination ſhall approve it, will re- B Steerage. -,

commend it to their Repreſentatives, and
- - - Therefore venture to enquire in thi

that thoſe who ſhall diſapprove it, will publick Manner, at a Tji. it' .
favour us with their Objećtions. . .

highly improper to negleå any navalim
--- - provements,

Two QUERIES relating to the ENGL1sh
1. What Advantages we receive from

SHIPP ING.
- the Form of our Ships, as it differs from

T is well known that the Dutch Ships C that of the Dutch Weſlels . -

are built in ſuch a Manner, as that 2. Whether it will not be proper in our

they require leſs Depth of Water to keep new Ships to place our Guns in the ſame

them afloat shan Engliſh Veſſels of the

ſame. Burthen, and that this. Form, to

Manner with other Nations. --

| - - - r - - -

hich they are obliged by the Nature of Mr Urban,
-

F the following Compoſition ſhould be
Harbours, produces many Advantages. - -They rºle s liable to be ſtranded, they D I known to be written by Mrs. Rowe, by

- . - - thoſe among your Readers, who have ſeencan enter Ports incommodious to our

it, or are entirely acquainted'
- - - - -- with her Sentiments and Style; if it canin a Storm. Theſe Conveniencies in Time }le ; if

- - - not be taken for the Produćion of any 0ofPeace, and in the common occurrences * M ... ſil. . )) ..." -

of Trade, they owe to the Form of their ther Pen, by ſuch as ſhall minutely dom

Shipping, which is yet more uſeful in pare it with her Letter; moral and enter

War, as it enables them to eſcape a ſu- Rºaining,ſou will highly oblige the World

- - ... * by publiſhing it. ..I doubt no; the Curioſity
º".º ...; ºf her friend, will beº *d,#. has

in their War with the Republick and neither been mentioned by the Writer of

Cromwell, they gave many Inſtances, and hº Lifeº;ſh;!#.ºft
*”, ...?... harmous P'olameſ. Bº : er wi

º*Aºi. certainlyceaſ, when they refleft, that as

Rain. (See Blake's Life, p. 303) Not ºf have -*::: ".ºj";

ºccº.*.*.*... . . .”., ;
bute to the Deſtrućtion of their Enemies' Me ins So, if the ha Priº, who were

than to the Security of themſelves, for - ºv, q h her ºpy ºf intº ld b

when they have diſperſed a Fleet, they †.º.# #º: th§

can purſue ſmaller§. with thoſe ºf Pº: - º Letters and Memoirs, asw§

greater Bulk and Force, which yet re- ºff. that have already at
ºuttº ſame bºth of water, ſº ſº. *::::::::::::::::: *...*.
that an Enemy can have no Shelter but Gºº. d %ºf...".,.
from Fortifications, on the Land. . By *; #...",ha*;fÉc
the Advantage.9; this pecular Conſtruć. Jºquín # > Partica

‘tion of their Veſſels they ſailed up the will ſuffer by the ſuppreſſion of any Parti
Medway to Chatham, and deſtroy'd ſome lar; that may#; § ###.
of our Ships there in the Reign of Charles Gharaffler, ; # ty her #f an pof

, the Second, and in all their Wars with :*::::f º: "...# # iºn º,ke

us, have never failed, after a Defeat, to ; 72%§ wheneur Iamſ fºrta

ºHº:"they are at once defended from the O- 2 - - --

ſ .and from their Enemies, who ſome- 2%ur conſtant Reader and very

times lie una&tive in their; till they humble servant, E. #.
are driven away by the Weather, -- - r

-

- - - -

--
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. . . The SroRY of VE TERo N.A.

'Q happy Poverty! th94 chiefſ! Good

§§ Heaven, but ſeldºn underſtood.

Sthe Admired laviniawas one Day

ſº walking in the Fields of P−, A

melancholy with the Remembrance of

Jate Misfortunes, and diſturbed with the

-Proſpect of future Diſtreſs: After havin

-wandred over, flowery Vallies, regard

leſs of their Beauties, E. and through

tuneful Woods, undelighted with their

Melody, ſhe was obſerved, by the Com

panion of her Retirement, to fix her

*Eyes with unuſual: Earneſtneſs npon a

little Cottage, built with Turf and co

yered with Straw, which the Interpo

iſition ofa tall Hedge, had hindred them

from ſeeing, till they were almoſt at the

B

Door. Here Lavinia ſtood gazing, as

at a Sight unexpected and ſurpriſing; at

:length a Sigh broke from her Baſom,

and ſoon after a ſudden Smile aroſe on

her Countenance, ſuch as proceeds from

a Senſe of Eaſe, rather than of Tranſport,

fuch as accompanies not the Emotions

of triumphant Gaiety, but the Calm of

unruffled Quiet: This Interval of Chear-D when ſhe was interrupted by t

have, after a peruſal of Cowley, made a

ſhort rural Excurſion to viſit thoſe Re

treats of Quiet, and trace the Footſteps

of Aſirea ; but how was I diſappointed

when inſtead of Serenity and Content,

I beheld nothing but gloomy and repin

# Poverty,’ which claimed more my

Charity than my É. Every Place

appeared,the Haunt either of Miſèry or

Wickedneſs. The littleDiſtinčions of Dreſ;

and Language, made me treated either

with a ſavage Rudeneſs that deforms, or

a creeping Servility that debaſes human

Nature. Soon weary ofthis diſmalPro.

ſpet, I returned affrighted and diſguſted,

and felt a thouſand Viciſſitudes of Hor.

rour, and Compaſſion. I give my deat

ºlºvinia this Account of my Rambles,

with a View of preſerving her from one

Error, who has reſcued me from ſo ma.

ny, by recalling her Attention from

airy. Viſions, which while they pleaſe

us, it is impoſſible not to wiſh and diff.

cult not to believe real. But if my Col.

jećture be ill grounded, and there tº

any more particular Cauſe of your Con.

cern -The young Lady was§ 00,

e ſudden

fulneſs ſoon gave way to another Sigh, Approach of ſºme Ladies of the fime

and that Sigh was ſucceeded by a ſecond

Smile : She then relapſed into a ſettled

Fenſiveneſs, and taking her Eyes off

the Cottage, turned homewards without

... ſpeaking.

Her Companion whom the Awe of

{uperior Acompliſhments, as well as the

Fear of appearing diſreſpećiful to the

unfortunate, had hitherto kept ſilent,

could no longer ſupport the Pain of un

ſatisfied Curioſity: I hope, Madam, ſaid

£he, with an Air timorous and irreſolute,

#. will favour my Enquiry with a

ofter Name than Impertinence,

feſs my Impatience to know the Cauſe

of that unuſual Perturbation which your

Looks diſcovered at the Sight of yonder

Cottage." Here, ſhe ſtopp'd, but obſerv

ing, Lavinia, tho' ſtill filent, yet not

diſpleaſed, If the; of that ſolitary

Cot, ſaid ſhe, awakened your Remem.

if I con-F

Family, who like them, had been invi.

ted to walk by the Coolneſs of the

Day. Their Converſation immediately

grew too pokite to be rational, and turned

wholly f; trifling, Objećts, till the

Bell called them to Dinner.

After Dinner Lavinia, whoſe good

Senſe did not ſuffer her to be much di.

yerted with Talk which had no Mean

ing, or Laughter without a Jeſt, asſºn

as Civility gave her leave, retired with her

Companion, who ſhew'd that ſhe had

not forgot the Requeſt ſhe made in the

Morning, by taking Occaſion whenº
were private, of mentioning their Walk,

and the Cottage they had met with;

this was far from offending Lavinia, whº

being herſelf defirous of recollečting and

dwelling upon the pleaſing Scene, readi.

ly promiſed to gratify her Favourite. At

'laſt, that they might not be diſturbed

brance to any poetical Deſcription of G by another Viſit from the Triflers in the

peaceful Poverty, which by its pleaſing

Hdeas,º excited and ſoothed

your Melancholy; permit, Madam, an

inferiour Underſtanding to remind you

that nothing ought to affect us but

what is real ; nothing can be more

unworthy an experienced ; Mind, than

to envy the Poſſeſſion, ſolicit the Enjoy

ment or languiſh for the Want of imagi

nary Happineſs. Theſe amuſing Images

of Felicity, are no more than the bliſs

ful Dreams of a luxuriant Fancy.

Houſe, they withdrew into a Wood ſº.

litary, dark, and ſolemn, ſuch as thºſ:

in which the Prieſts of old courted the

Inſpiration of their fancy'd Deities, and

in which the Philoſopher ſtill attend:

the Dićtates of unclouded Reaſon, and

the Poet perſues the Thoughts of diſi.

cumbered Fancy.

when they had ſeated themſelves ºn

a riſing Turſ at the Foot of a Treº.

know, my dear Floretta, beganLº:



§:
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Story of VEreRosa ; Moral and Entertaining,

that in theſe woods, Fields, and Mei- and Face chearful. The Humm of the

dows, I paſſed thoſe Years of early Life,

which every one remembers withPleaſure,

either for their Happineſs or Innocence ;

here I play’d ſerché and gladſom with
out any other Thought, but of the A

preſent and in my little Rovings, paid

frequent Viſits to the neighbouring Cot

ragèrs. The.#. they ſhew'd to my

fuperior Circumſtances gave me, young

as I was, ſuch a Degree of Pleaſure as

made me fond of converſing with them,

and the little Kindneſſes which I could do

|
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aćtive Inſe&ts entertained her Ear, and the

Example of their Labour excited her.

Induſtry. Thus what would have been,

Wretchedneſs and Poverty in the Eſti

mation of thoſe who have been ac--

cuſtomed to faſhionable. Life, was Eaſe.
and Aij in the natural Condition.

of humanity. The Neatneſs, and Re

gularity of her Houſe, unlike thoſe.

which you were deſcribing, and unuſual

in her Station, made me then, frequent,

which I could do ... it, and now makes me remember it with ,
them by my Recommendation at Home, Bºgreat.§ - - - º

made them deſirous of enºraining me.

Among theſe I contraćted the greateſ:
Familiarity with Peterona, who lived

at that little Habitation which we ſtopp'd

at in our Morning Walk. She made

even then ſo ſtrong an Impreſſion upon.

me, that I remember diſtinčtly all the

Particulars of her Life, which, either er earli
my Qbſervation or Enquiry,"ß" her earlie

me of." --- " ----- **** -

... She was a Native of this Village and
lived all her Life here, without any looſe'

Deſire of ſeeking her Fortune, or chi- -

merical Expediation of meetin

Advancement in diſtant Pla.

always averſe from Service

with

ſhe had no
- - ſhe had no ... unerring Rules ; nor till thoſeborrowed Vices nor imitated Follies : Dunerring ºutsi, nº thoſe

ſhe was unacquainted with the falſe

Pleaſures of Luxury and Expence, and

what ſhe knew nothing of, neither de

fired nor envied, Her Wants were the

Wants of Nature. She had not habi

tuated herſelf to Falſhood by flattering

the Vanity of a gaudy

learned the Art of ſhedding Tears for

Trifles, or bearing Inſolence with an

affected Submiſſion. But having thus

eſcaped the general Source of Cor

ruption, and at the ſame Time excluded

herſelf from all Hopes of any Aſſiſtance

but that of Providence, ſhe maintained

herſelf by an honeſt and unwearied In

duſtry, free from Diſtreſs and above De

It is the Right of every Cottager to

aze a Cow on the adjoining Common :

his Priviledge was Peterona's Eſtate. ,

ſhe had, before I knew her, purchaſed a G

Cow, I ſuppoſe with what ſhe had ſaved

out of the Wages of her daily. Labour.

From her ſhe was ſupply'd, with Milk,

Butter, and Cheeſe, Part of which ſhe

lived on, and Part ſhe

Market. - ---

In a little Garden cloſe to her Houſe,

ſhe had a Row of Bee-hives, by which,

when no other Buſineſs called her away,

£he ſat Knitting with an Heart eaſy,

carry'd to the

H

gº. fi

Miſtreſs, nor E

the cloſe of the Evenin

ion, ; her Furniture and

Ütenſils of the cheapeſt Sort were al-,

ways clean aid always in Order; every,

Thing, about her, ſºem'd to be under.

the Direétion of Prudence and the Smiles,

of Heaven. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

‘when he roſe in the Morning her.

her firſt Employment;

and pureſt Thoughts *.

ffered to her Creator, in a Form, of

humble Afloration. ... She then read a:

ſhort Portion of the Holy Scriptures with

a ſincete and earneſt Attention, not with

a View of reconciling, them to Vice,

offe

aces. Being , or interpreting them in her ºwn Favºur,

but of regulating her Behaviour.%;

º:were performed, did ſhe ſuffer her,

§§§"...iºfi
Day. She then milk'd her. Ców, and

made her Cheeſe; after which ſhe ſat,

down by her Bees, and except the little.

"Time ſpent in her Meals, worked tiſſ,

Evening. She never went far from Home,

her†:|...".º;
Man in your Darling Cowley, was to the

next Market, where ſhe ſºld the Produce

º:º; of her.

nitting; and bought what her own.

ow and Garden did not afford hºr. At,

, ſhe agáin,

#.
Evoti

milk'd her Cow, and conclude

with Reading and Devotions. I

ons ! ſo far as we may preſume fo,

judge, not unheard, ſince '. by

onewho lived inthe Pračice cfall the D.I.

ties that fellºw ithin her Compaſs of Ac

tion : Devotions which: drew upon

Peterona, the Eyes of thoſe angelick Be

ings, who loºk with Contempt on pom

º: Greatneſs, and turn awa jº.
rrence from proſperous Wickedneſs,

and opened to her thoſe Regions,#
eternal Happineſs, whither many, whº

now boaſt their ampl; Fºrtunés àrà,

extenſive Capacitics, ſhall never' at
rive. º * * ºº º

- - - - -- - ºn Thus:

" . . . . . . .

---- - - -
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Thus was her Liſe one uniform Scene which the Intricacy of that wind.

of Innocence and Piety, not ſaddened by ing. Paſſage expoſed them till Night,

Misfortune, nor varied by Caprice: She and then entered a more open Sea in

etjoy'd a Health ſcarce interrupted, till which they diſcovered an Iſland with a
the Age of Seventy, and then dying of a A..Mountain. Onthe. they ſell

ſhort ſlineſs, was found poſſeſſed of six- in with three more Iſlandstowº;

ty Pounds, which ſhe had laid up,that #.Names, and, landing to take Poſſeſ.
*.*.*. beić wörk #: ion of#. inº:# .Sove

might nº upon the reign, found in the largeſt ſo prodigious*:::: ôfº* . p … . a Number of Birds, that they#; e

| Such was the Inhabitant of that httle thouſand of them in one Day. This

Cottage, a Place more venerable than Bird, of which they knew not the Name,

the ſplendid Refidences of Sloth and B was ſomewhat leſs than a Wild Gooſe,

Luxury | When we ſit in this Solitude,” without Feathers and covered with a
out of;of Men, and unbyaſſed by kind of Down, unable to fly or riſe from

their Cuſtoms, when we are hot afraid the Ground, but capable of running and

of being ridicul’d by Wit, or wondred at ſwimming with amazing Celerity; they

by Folly; is it poſſible to doubt a Morº ſeed on the Sea, and come to Lind only

ment which to preſer , Can rational Be to reſt at Night or lay their#.º
º: Weeks, Months, and Years tri-, they depoſite in Holés like thoſe of Co

**ś";"ºnºmºus….
- - - Antiſements, in C. From theſe Iſlands to the Sºuth Sea, the

Competition with Peterona'sº; La- Strait becomes very crooked and narrow,

bour? But if, we look further into the ##: ſometimes, by the Interpoſition
Condućt of thoſe who ſtand in§. of Headlands, the º: ſeems ſhut

life, and add their Vices to their Fo º: up, and the Voyage entire#. To

if with the Time loſt in thoughtleſs Di doublé theſe Capes is very difficult, on Ac.

verſions, we reckon that which is waſted D count. of the frequent Alterations tº be

lº. Paſſions, in ambitious Per-" made in the Courſe. There are, indeed,

its, or criminal Amours; if we refle&t as Magellan obſerves, many Harbºns,

on the Aiurements to Wiékedneſs and hºmºte them as Bain wbb

Viſits “and” em

Diſcouragements from Virtue, we ſhall found. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

be ſtill more convinced of the Happineſs. The Land on both Sides riſes into in:

of Obſcurity. 'Tis certain, that with numerable Mountains, the Tops of

whatever Centempt we may now look, them are encircled with Clouds and Va'

on ſo narrow a Circle of Life, moſt of us E pours, which being congealed fall down
will, atº We ſhi think moſt ... inº increaſe their Height #

juſtly, wiſh to have been confined "hardening into Ice, which is never iſ

to it. . . . .” * . . . . . . . ſolved; 5ut the Valleys are, nevertheleſs,

You will now no '. wonder, my green, fruitful, and pleaſant..... . . .

Flºretta, that as I was waſking, oppreſſed Here Drake finding the Strait in Aff.

with the Weight of my own Misfortunes, I º ſhut up, went in his Boat, to

could not forbear ſome Emotion, when F make faither Diſcoveries, and having

the Sight of her Cottage placed, before found a Paſſage towards the North, Wii

my Eyes, the happy Life and peaceful .#. Ships, but Curioſity ſoºn

Death of the contented; the induſtribus, prevailed upon him to ſtop, för... th:

the innocent Veterona. ". . . . . . . Sake of "obſerving a Canoe or Boll,

* * * * *
. .

#.*:::;"... " . . . . . . . . . . . --- He could not at a Diſtance forbear admir

Continuation of the Life of Sir Francis ing the Form of this little Veſſel, whº

. . . PRAkh, frºm Pºº. . . G ſºmed indining to a semicircle, the

A Frer; Execution of this Man, 9 whole Stern and Prow ſtanding up, and the

Ağ. either convinced of; Ju- Body ſinking inward, but much greater

ice of the Prócecding, or 2wed by the was his Wonder, when, upon a nearer

verty, applied themſelves without any Inſpection, he found it made only of th:

Murmurs, ºr Appearance ºf Diſcontent, Barks of Trees ſewed together, with
to the Proſecution of the Voyage, and Thongs of Seal-skin, ſo artificially, that

having broken up another Veſſel, and e G ſcarcely any Water entered the Seam;

duced the Number of their Ships to three,”º: well-ſhaped and paintº

they left the Port, and on Auguſt the like thoſe which have been alrºady, e.

20th, entered the Straits of Magellan, ſcribed. On the Land º had Hut

in which they ſtruggled with contrary built with Poles and covered with Skin,

Winds, and the various Dangers to in which they had Water Weſſels *
- 0ſ.
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other Utenſils, made likewiſe of the Barks

€f Trees.

. Among theſe People they had an Op

portunity of remarking, what is fre

quently obſervable in ſavage Countries,

how natural Sagacity, and unwearied In

duſtry may ſupply the Want of ſuch Ma

nufactures, or natural Produćtions as #.

pear to us abſolutely neceſſary for the

; of Life. The Inhabitants of

theſe Iſlands are wholly Strangers to Iron

and its Uſe, but inſtead of it make Uſe

of the Shell of a Muſcleof prodigious Size,

found upon their Coaſts; This they

º upon a Stone to an Edge, which is ſo

rm and ſolid, that neither Wood nor

Stone is able to reſiſt it.

Sept. 6, they entered the Great South

Sea, on tº no Engliſh Veſſel had ever been

navigated before, and propoſed to have

direSted their Courſe towards the Line,

# their Men, who had ſuffered by the Se

verity of the Climate, might recover their

Strength in a warmer Latitude. But their

Deſigns were ſcarce formed before they

were fruſtrated; for on Sept. 7, after an

Eclipſe of the Moon, a Storm aroſe, ſo vio

lent, that it left them little Hopes of ſur

viving it; nor was its Fury ſo dreadful

as its Continuance, for it laſted with little

Intermiſſion, till Oğ. 28, Fifty-two Days,

during which Time they were toſſed in

ceſſantly from one Part of the Ocean to

inother; without any Power of ſpreading

eir Sails, or lying upon their Anchors,

A

*

6ot

Expediations of periſhing, till ſocn after

they came again to anchor near the ſame

Place, where they found the Natives

whom the Continuance of the Storm

had probably reduced to equal Diſtreſs,

rowing from one Iſland to another and

providing the Neceſſaries of Life. . --

It is, perhaps, a juſt Obſervation, that,

with regard to outward Circumſtances,

Happineſs, and Miſery are very equally

diffuſed thro' all States of human Life.

In civilized Countries where regular Po

licics have ſecured the Neceſſaries of Life,

B. Ambition, Avarice, and Luxury, find the

Mind at Leiſure for their Reception, and

ſoon engage it in new Purſuits; Purſuits

that are to be carried on by inceſſant La

bour, and whether vain or ſucceſsful,

pºss Anxiety and Contention. Among

avage Nations, imaginary Wan's find,

indeed, no Place, but their Strength is

C,exhauſted by neceſſary Toils, and their

D

amidſt ſhelving Shores, ſcattered Rocks, E.

and unknown Iſlands, the Tempeſt con

tinually roaring, and the Waves daſhing

over them.

In this Storm, on the 36th of Sept.

the Marigold, commanded by Captain

Thomas, was ſeparated frºm them.

Qn the 7th of Ośober having entered a

Harbour, where they hoped for ſome In

termiſſion of their Fatigues, they were

in a few Hours forced out to Sea by a vi

olent Guſt, which broke the Cable, at

which Time they loſt Sight of the Eli

F.

zabeth, the Vice-Admiral, whoſe Crew,

as was afterwards diſcovered, wearied.

with Labour, and diſcouraged by the G of Peru, till they came to 37 Degrees,

Proſpect of future Dangers, recovered

the Straits on the next Day, and returning .

by the ſame Paſſage through which they :

came, ſailed along the Coaſt of Braſil, .

and on the 2d of fame, in the Year fol

lowing arrived at England.

Paſſions agitated not by Conteſts about

Superiority, Aſluence, or Precedence,

but by perpetual Care for the preſent

Day, and by fear of periſhing for want

of Food. . - -

But for ſuch Refle&tions as theſe they

had no Time, for having ſpent 3 Days in

ſupplying themſelves with Wood andWa

ter, they were by a new Storm driven to

the Latitude of 56 Degrees, where they

beheld the Extremities of the American

Coaſt, and the Confluence of the Atlan

tic and Southern Ocsan.

Here they arrived on the 28th of Oół.

and at laſt were bleſſed with the Sight of

a Calm Sea, having for almoſt two Months

endured ſuch a Storm as no Travelier has

given an Acconnt of ; and ſuch, as in

that Part of the World, tho' accuſtomed

to Hurricanes, they were before unac

quanted with. • * -

On the 30th of Ośober, they ſteered

away towards the Place appointed for the

Rendezvous of the Fleet, which was in

30 Degrees, and on ; next Day diſcovered

two Iſlands ſo well ſtocked & Fowls, that

they vićtualled their Ships with them,

and then ſailed forwards, Mºnº the Craft

where finding neither their Ships, nor

any convenient Port, they came to

Anchor November the 25th, at Mucho,

an Iſland inhabited by ſuch Indians

dians as the Cruelty of their Spaniſh

Conquerors had driven from the Conti

From this Bay they were driven South- a nent, to whom they applied for Water
ward to 5; Degrees, where, among ſome “ and Proviſions, offering them in return,

Iſlands, they ſtayed two Days to the

É. Refreſhment of the Crew ; but to pleaſe them. The Indians ſeemed .

ing again forced into the main Sea, willing to traffick, and having preſent

ſuch Things as they imagined moſt likely

they were toſſed about with: perpetual ed them with Fruits and two fat Sheep
would

G g g g.
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ſhewed them a Place whither they ſhould
come for Water. - - -

The next Morning, according to Agree

ment, the Engliſh landed tº their Water

veſſels, and ſent? Men forward towards ;

Place appointed, who, about the middle of

the Way, were ſuddenly attacked by the A

Indians, and immediately ſlain. Nor were

the reſt of the Company out of Danger;

for behind the Rocks was lodged an Am

buſh of five hundred Men, who, ſtarting.

up from their Retreat, diſcharged their

Arrows into ; Boat, with ſuch Dexterity,

that every one of the Crew was wound:

ed by them, the Sea being then high and B

hindering them from either retiring, ºr

making uſe of their Weapons. , Drake

himſelf received an Arrow under his

Eye, which pierced him almoſt to the

Brain, and another in his Head. The

Danger of theſe Wounds was much en

creaſed by the Abſence of their Surgeon, C Emeralds.

who was in the Vice-Admiral, ſo that Having

they had none to aſſiſt them but a Boy,

whoſe Age did not admit of much Ex

perience or Skill, yet ſo much were they

favoured by Providence, that they all

recovered. - - - - .

No Reaſon could be aſſigned for which

the Indians ſhould attack them with ſo

furious a Spirit of Malignity, but that

they miſtook them for Spaniardi, whoſe

Cruelties might very reaſonably incite

them to Revenge, whom they had driven

by inceſſant Perſecution from their

Country, waſting immenſe Tracks of

Land, by Maſſacre and Devaſtation.

* On the Afternoon, of the ſame Day,

they ſet Sail, and on the 39th of Novem

ber dropped Anchor in Philips Bay,where

their Boat having been ſent out to diſ

cover the Cºuntry, returned with an

Indian in his Canoe, whom they had in

tercepted. He was of a graceful Stature,

j in a white Coat or Gown, reach

ing almoſt to his Knees, very mild, hum:

hiê and docile, ſuch as perhaps, were all

the Indians, till the Spaniards taught

them Revenge, Treachery and Cruelty.

This Indian, having been kindly treat

ed, was diſmiſſed with Preſents, and in

formed, as far as the Engliſh could make Gber of an hundred Horſemen, with about

him underſtand, what they chiefly want

ed, and what they were willing to give .

in return, Drake ordering his Boat fo

attend him in his Canoe and to ſet him

fife on the Land. : " :

When he was aſhore, he direéied them -

E would not contain ſuch a Number 18

Perſuaſions or Entreaties could move to
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Hog, and with them one of their Capi

tains, who willingly came into the Boat,

and deſired to be conveyed by the Eng

liſh to their Ship. . . -

By this Man Drake was informed, that

no Supplies were to be expected here,

but that ſouthward in a Place to which

he offered to be his Pilot, there was great

Plenty. This Propoſal was accepted, and

on the 5th of December, under the Dirtc.

tion of the good-natured Indian, they

came to Anchor in the Harbour called by:

the Spaniards Walterizo near the Townſ
St james of Chiuli where they met not

. with ſufficient Stores ºf Proviſion,
and with Store-houſes full of the Wines

of Chili, but with a Ship called the Cap

tain of Morial, richly laden, having to.

ether with large Quantities of the ſame

º. ſome ofthe fine Gold of Baldivia,

and a great Croſs of Gold ſet with

ſpent three Days in ſtoring

their Ships with all kinds of Proviſion iſ

the utmoſt Plenty, they departed and

landed their Indian Pilot, where they

firſt received him, after having rewarded

º much above his Expediations or Dr.
11-CS. - - - - - - -

D" They had now little otherAnxietytham.

for their Friends who had been ſeparated

from them, and whom they now deter.

mined to ſeek, but conſidering that #
entering every Creek and Harbour wit

their Šhip, they expoſed themſelves to

unneceſſary Dangers, and that their Bºat

might defend themſelves againſt the $4.

niards, they determined to ſtation their

Ship at ſome Place, where they might

commodiouſly build a Pinnace, which

being of light Burthen, might eaſily ſil

where the Ship was in Danger of being

ſtranded, and at the ſame time might

carry a ſufficient Force to reſiſt the Ent.

my, and afford better Accommodation,

than could be expected in the Boat.

To this End on the 19th of Detenlit,

they entered a Bay near Cippo, a Town

inhabited by Spaniards, whº diſcovering

them, immediately iſſued out,to the Num,

two hundred naked Indiant runningly

their Sides. The Engliſh obſerving their

Approach, retired to their Boat without

any Loſs, except of one Man whom no

retire with the reſt, and who, therefore, ,

:

to wait till his Return, and meeting ſome H was ſhot by the Spaniard, who exiſting

of his Countrymen, gave them ſuch an “at the Vićtory, commanded the Indianſ

Account of his Reception, that, within a to draw the dead Carcaſe fiom the Rock

few Hours, ſeveral of them repaired with on which he gell, and in the Sight of the

him to the Boat with Fowls, Eggs and as Engliſh beheaded it, then cut ciº
- - - right

--

: wº * - -

|
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right Hand, and tore out the Heart,

which they carried away, having firſt
commanded the Indians to ſhoot their

Arrows all over the Body. The Arrows

of the Indians were made of green Wood,

for the immediate Service of the Day,
the#iº. with the Fear that always

harraſſes Oppreſſors, forbidding them

to have any Weapons, when they do not

want their preſent Aſſiſtance.

... Leaving this Place, they ſoon found a

Harbour more ſectire and convenient,

where they built their Pinnace, in which

Drake went to ſeek his Companions, but

finding the Wind contrary, he was obli

ged to return in two Days.

... Leaving this Place ſoon after, they

ſailed along the Coaſt, in ſearch of freſh

Water, and landing at Turapaca, they

found a Spaniard aſleep, with Silver bars

lying by him to the Value of three thou

; Ducats; not all the Inſults which

they had received from his Countrymen,

<ould provoke them to offer any Violence

to his Perſon, and therefore, they car

tied away his Treaſure, without doing

him any farther Harm. -

- ;. another Place, they found

a Spaniard driving eight-Peruvian Sheep,

which are the Beaſts of Burthen in that

£ountry, each laden with an hundred

Pounds weight of Silver, which they

ſeized likewiſe, and drove to their Boats,

... Further along the Coaſt, lay ſome In

dian Towns, from which the Inhabitants

repaired to the Ship, on Floats made of

Seal-skins, blown full of Wind, two of

which they faſten together, and fitting

between them, row with great Swiftneſs

and carry confiderable Burthens. They

very readily traded for Glaſs and ſuch

Trifles, with, sº the Old and the Young

{eemed equally delighted. --

Arriving at Mormorena on the 26th of

3anuary, Drake invited the Spaniards to

traffick with him, which they agreed to,

and ſupplied him with Neceſſaries, ſelling

to him among other. Proviſions ſome of

thoſe Sheep, which have been mentioned,

whoſe Bulk is equal to that of a Cow,

and whoſe Strength is ſuch, that one of

them can carry three tall Men upon his

Back, their Necks are like a Camels;

and their Heads like thoſe of our Sheep.

They are the moſt uſeful Animals of this

Country, not only affording excellent

Fleeces, and wholeſome Fleſh, but ſerv.

ing as Carriages over Rocks and Moun

tains where no other Beaſt can travel, for

their Foot is of a peculiar Form which

enables them to tread firm in the moſt

ſteep and ſlippery Places.

On all this Coaſt, the whole Soil is ſo

C E M B E R, 1740. 663

impregnated with Silver, that five Ouncesd

may beº: from an hundred Po un

weight of common Earth.

... Still coaſting in Hopes of meeting their

Friends, they anchored on the 7th of

February before Aria, where they took

two Barks with about eight hundred

Pound weight of Silver,and perſuing their
Courſe, ſeized another Weſſel laden with

Linens.

- [To be continued.]

Çraftgutan Nov. 29 No. 752.

B

Obſervations ºn the preſent State of Affairs
abroad and at home.

Wº: hath read his Majeſty's

late Speech, muſt be highly plea

°ſed, to find that his Majeſty hath magna

nimouſly determined, not to be Di

v ERTED or DETERR’D from thoſe juſt

and vigorous Meaſurer, which He is pur

ſuing, for maintaining the Honour ºf his

Crown, and the undoubted Rights of his

People.

D . This is a glorious Reſolution, and wor

thy of an héroïck Prince, who will not

ſuffer a brave and free People, to be in

terrupted in their Trade, plunder'd of

their Properties, and moſt inhumanly

treated in their Perſons, by a Nation

infinitely beneath . Them, in natura

E Strength, commerical Advantages, and

military Virtue, They ſoon felt the

Effe'ís of our Reſentment in the Wºff-In

dies, by the Cóndućt and Valour of Ade

miral Vermon, with ſo ſmall a Number of

Ships, and but a Handful of Land

Forces.

It were to wiſhed, that the Squadrons

and Land. Fºrces, appointed for the deſign

ed. Expedition, which were a long Time

in Readineſs, had met with an Opportu

nity of purſuing, the intended £ºyage.

But notwithſtanding the Perverſhéſs of

Winds and Tides, with other Accidents,

I hope it is not yet too late for Lord

G Cathcart and, Sir Chalomer Ogle to exe

cute their Inſtructions, though, the Sea

ſon for Aétion in that Part of the Wºrld,

for which they are ſuppoſed to be deſtin.

ed, is very far advanced. What

cannot Britiſh Courage do, under the

Direétion of wiſe Counſels, and vigorous
...Orders? “If we may put any Faith

in the prophetick Aſſurance of that great
Stateſman, Mr. Freeman, on Monday laſt,

it will not be long before We have Adºº

of more important Conqueſtſ than Por

To-BEL Lo and For r-CHAG R.E.

The learned Squire cannot help nib

bling at the Character and Condućt of

iAdmiral
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"Admiral Vernon. However, I ſhall b2

very glad to ſee his Predićtions ful

filled. . . . . . -

. . It were likewiſe to be wiſhed, that the

-SPAN IARDs had felt ſome Effečís of 04r

Reſentment in EU Kopf. But I

not find that our Squadron, under the

Command of Admiral Haddock, which

hath often been re-inforced, hath, done

any Thing more than ſailing from Port

to Port, whilſt the Spaniſh Fleet was

ſuffered to eſcape unmoleſted.

It is certain, as his Majeſty moſt wiſely

obſerves, That the Court of Spain, having

already felt so ME Effº of our Ré

ſentment, began to be ſenſible that they

ſhould be no longer able, A Lo NE, to de

fend themſelves againſt the Efforts of the
B. iriſh Nation. - -

This is confirmed by the Hiſtory of

all Ages. Spain never conquer'd us, tho’

fhe once attempted it, in the Days ofour

gº Queen Elizabeth, with her

boaſted invincible Armada; but Provi

dence, and the Spirit of that great He

raine protećted us againſt all their inſolent

Bravadoes. -

... I muſt likewiſe ſo far do Juſtice to

the Memory of Oliver Cromwell, as to

obſerve, that inſtead of ſuffering the

Spaniard to trample upon the good Peo

ſº of England, as he uſed to call them,

e made them feel the Effe:# of his Re

ſentment, in the moſt ſenſible Manner ;

and we are to this Day obliged to him

for the Conqueſt and Poſſeſſion of ja

maica, which, at a moderate Computa

tion, hath brought above one hundred

Million; of Money into this Nation, beſides

the other great Advantages of its Si

tuation, and will continue a laſting

Mine of Gold to us, with a little

due Care,

tcćtion.

Since I have mentioned Cromwell, let

it be farther remembred to his Honour,

that he forced the French Court to de

liver up Dunkirk into his Hands; and

it might have ſtill continued in our

Poſſeſſion, had it not been infamouſly

ſold and reſtored to France, in the Reigă

of King Charles the 2d., Theſe two Ac

quiſitions of jamaica and Dunkirk, under

the Protectorate of Oliver, occaſioned

thoſe fine Verſes of Mr. Waller to his

Memory, particularly the following Cou

pict. . . -

Beneath the Tropicks, if our Language

[ſpoke,

Aid Part of Flanders hath receiv'd ºr
z-- . . . . . . [rºke,

Encouragement and Pro

Mr. Dryden, and other Criticks, have

found Fault with the laſt Line as an

Anti-Climax; but if the vaſt Importance

of Dunkirk (which was meant by a Part

of Flanders) be duly conſidered, the Ob.

do Ajećtion will not appear in the ſame

Light. But this is only a curſory Re

mark. **

: Dunkirk being thus ignominiouſly ſold

and reſtored to France, it proved a ter.

rible Thorn in our Sides in all our ſub

... ſequent Wars with that Crown, by ly.

ing ſo conveniently to harbour their Pri.

vºteers. It was therefore ſolemnly ſti.

pulated by an Article in the Treaty of

Utrecht, (which has been ſo clamorouſ.

ly cenſured, with no other View than

to pilliate much worſe Treatie: ſince

made).That all the Fărtifications of the

C City of Dunkirk be razed; that the Har

bour be fill'd up; and that the Sliittº ºr

Moles, which ſerve to cleanſe the Harbour,

be levell'd ; and that at the ſaid King

France’s own Expence.—On this typrèſ,

Condition alſo, that the ſaid Frtificati.

ons, Harbours, Miles, or Sluices, be NEVER

REPAIR'D AGAIN.—But the Frenth

PCourt, according to their knºwn gºd

Faith, having attempted to evade their

Engagements about Dunkirk, by a new

Canal and Forrifications at Mardyke, in

the Beginning of his late Majeſty's Reigº,

the Treaty of Utrecht was confirm’d,

explain'd, and extended to the new

Works at Mardyke, in the ſaid ſolemn

E Manner, by the 4th Article of the Titº.

ty of Alliance between Great Britain,

France, and Holand, in the Year 1717.

Some Years after, the Court of France

egan to violate her Engagements 3.

- #!". with regard to Dunkirk, even un:

ér our preſent º: auſpiciºuſ Aimi,

F miſtration. This perfidious Condn't gº
our Merchants very much Uneaſinº

and occaſioned a Complaint in Parlia:

ment ; but our great Miniſter had, De;

terity enough, aſ that Time, to ſtop all

farther Enquiries into it at home, and tº

obtain a Declaration from his Brothe,
G Miniſter in France, (I mean the Cardinal)

that the Matter of Complaint was ºnly

owing to a providential ſide, which

cleanſed the Harbour, with a Sort 9

Promiſe that the Tenour of the Trefftiº

ſhould be punctually obſerved, fir the
ulture. -H f This Declaration and Promiſe lull'd tº

Peºple aſleep for: ſome Time longº.;
, though it was notorious, from ocular

Proof, authentick Informations, and even

from our clim Huſ:-Bºk, that.”
Harbour of fºré was capable of.”

cgiving Merchant Ships of a largº º:
1 -
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then, and adually carry'd on a very con

ſiderable Trade.

But now, the Matter is paſt all Diſ.

ute; for the French Court have not on

and fortifying the Port and Harbour of

Dunkirk, in Defiance of the moſt ſolemn

Engagements, but inſolently avow’d and

juſtify'd their ſo doing. The loud Com

plaints of the People, upon this Ac

count, at length reached the Miniſter's

Ears, and obliged him, molens volems, to

take ſome Notice of ſo bare-faced an

Infraćtion of Treaties. But whoever reads B

my Lord Waldegrave's Remonſtrance, to.

the Miniſters of France, againſt this per

fidious Proceeding, and their Anſwer to

it, muſt be convinced that they are re

ſolved to 'fortify Dunkirk, and ſeem to

depend on their Art of amuſing us, with

trifling and bantering Aſſurances,

If I may preſume to put any Inter

frºm upon a Speech from the Throne,

muſt humbly ſuppoſe that, amongſt

ſºme late extraordinary. Proceedings of

ANoTHER Court, his Majeſty had

his Eye upon the preſent Operations at

Dunkirk, as well as the ſecret and ſud

den Departure of the Breſt and Toulon

Squadrons. The French King's Reaſons

for fortifying Dunkirk, are not only tri

volous and againſt the Law of Nations,

but contemptuous and inſolent to the laſt

Degree. Will any Man of common

Underſtanding believe; that the French

Court, had no other View, in erecting E

Batteries and other Fortifications at Dun

kirk, than to protećt the Port and Har

bour from , the Inſults of Smugglers,

Corſairs, and Privateers ? Beſides, by

what Right, or Pretence of Right, is

Pºiº again become a Port and Harbour

at all ? - - - -

The ſame Obſervations naturally ariſe F

upon the Departure of the French Squa

drons for the Weſt Indies ; , which the

Court of France Thath openly juſtify’d,

upon the two following Accounts. Firſt,

it is ſaid, that theſe Squadrons are onl

deſigned to convoy home the§
Gallºons, or at leaſt to ſecure their own G

Part of the Treaſure aboard them ; and

Jecondly, to prevent us from taking Poſſeſ. :

ſion of any of the Spaniſh Settlements in

the Weſt. Indies. Sö that we are to be

rid with a Martingal, and France will

graciouſly condeſcend to let us carry on

a little Pyratical War againſt the Spa

in ſuch a Manner, as to oblige them to

do us Juſtice, for their long- continu

ed Depredations, Inſults, and Barba

| ritics, * - ' - - - -

º
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This is a plain and impartial State of our

'airs abroad—Let us now ſee how they
ſtand at home.

The juſt and neceſſary War, * which

ath al

ready put us to a very great Expence;

but as it is perfeótly agreeable to the

Senſe of the whole Nation a few ſervile

Courtiers excepted, and undertaken, %
his Majeſty's Wiſdom and Goodneſs; ſo

the vigorous Proſecution of it will not

be retarded by the Want of fath Sup

plies, and extraordinary Aids, as the

preſent Circumſtances of the People will

admit; in full Hopes and Confidence that

his Majeſty will vouchſafe to give his.

Parliament a diſtinét and particular Ac

count to what Uſes the liberal Grants of

laſt Tear were applied. . .

But nothing will conciliate the Hearts

and Affečtions of his People ſo much, as

the Security of their Liberties at home,

which will encourage them to bear any

reaſonable Burthen for ſupporting his

Arms abroad. What the Nation ſeems

primarily and univerſally bent upon, for

this Purpoſe, is an Aći to limit and reduce

the Number of Placemen in the Houſe

of Commons. The numerous Inſtruc

tions, and even warm Remonſtrances,

from bºth Parts of the united Kingdoms,

are ſufficient to juſtify my Aſſertion ;

and therefore I ſhall conclude this Paper

with the following Quotation from a

little Treatiſe, lately publiſhed, enti

tuled, French Influence over Britiſh Chun--

felt. -

“I know, one of the mercenary Wri

ters againſt the Place Bill has wiſely ſaid,

that our Members of Parliament ought to

be under a Depeñdance upon Miniſters .

for the Places they poſſeſs or expect, in

order to prevent their failing under a

º: upon France. Which is

an Attempt the Court of France knows

to be impraśticable and impoſſible ; for,

as this Influence can be got by Norhing

but ready Money, 5 and, as a ſufficient

Sum, in proportion to the Value each

Man puts upon his Honour, muſt be gi

ven not only to every Member of Par

liament, but to every individual Elejor,

it would beiº even for the

Crown of France to ſpare ſuch a Sum.

But if any one of our Miniſters ſhould gºt
the ſole and entire Guidance of our King,

ºpdhereby the Diſpºſal of all the puj.
Hºlie Money, and of all the Penſions, Poſts,

and Offices, which the Crowſ has in its

Power tº beſtow, the yearly Revenue
and Prºfits of which aniounts to above

fºr Million: Sterling, ſuch a Minifier, by

theſe Means, might get a corrupt influence,
- Inot
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not only over a Majority in each Houſe of . In K. William's Reign the cil Liſt

Parliament, but over a Majority at moſt producing more than was intended or !

of the Eleftions in the Kingdºm; and if neceſſary for ſupporting the Dignity of W

this ſhould ever come to be our Caſe, the Crown, for it amounted to near ſeven (

the Court of France might, and certain- hundred thouſand Pounds in one Year, O

ly would endeavour to gain that Miniſter. A the Parliament, not thinking it conſiſtent
This is a Danger we ought to guard a- " with the Truſt repoſed in them by the d

gainſt, and it can be guarded againſt People, to leave a Reyenue in the Hands

no other Way, but by preſerving the of the Crown, which, whenever thers
Independency of our Parliaments.” ". . #.# ſ tº:. W

m.o., &, n. 6... N, ..., ... ftration, would certainly be employed to t

2 ºntº *:nº, Dº 6...No. 22, oiſontº;".º:

The Civil Lift and Pººl, *left to Liberties flow, took a hundredthſ.

cºntribute toward; the War; B fººds a yeaf from it.T. 3.

HE Nation is now engaged in a Notwithſtanding that the preſent Civil
War, and whether the People have Liſt is ſo much larger than that ºf any t

Bread to eat, or not, Money will be raiſed. 3. our former Kings, there will be no t

to carry it on.--Pacifick Armies at Home, Occaſion for an Aćt of Reſumption when (

acifick. Armies Abroad, unaåive navaí all the World ſecs it beſtowed nºt incor. |

xpeditions, and that bottomleſs Pit ſecret rupting thoſe who ſhould be our Friends

Service have been attended with an Ex-Cathomic, but in defending us againſ our
pence ſcarce known infºrmer Ages, even Enemies: - - - - t

in Time of War: But ſtill there is Wealth It is true, that, in free Countries the

in the Nation ſufficient for its Defence, # Crown ſhouldbe kept at all Times de

raiſed upon thoſe able to bear the Burthen. ; upon the Péople,–anim. t

In Richard the Second's Time, a Meſ: menſe Revenue for Life may render the

fige being ſent to the Parliament to deſire People dependant upon the Crown, and, Š

the Supplies receſſary to enable the King, ifi a little Time, Slaves to the Crown- (

to carry on the War, the Parliament an- D We will grant, that the Savings of the -

fwered—That there would be no Occaſi- preſent over-grown Civil Liſt will ºf w
on to burthen the People with the Ex- ther be employ'd to undermine our li. y

pence of this War, for that the King, berties at home, nor to purchaſe Domi. ſ.
night get Money enough from his Mini- nions abroad; that may bean Expenº, A

ſters for that Purpoſe, who were grown, but never can be of Uſe to Great Britain, is

immenſely rich; and adviſed the King by — The Miniſter's Charaćier for Vir. . .

all Means to take it from them, and ſpare E tueand Intégrity is our great Prottàim

the Peºple. In another Parliament in the in this Caſe; but the Danger lies heit, it

fame Réign, (for Parliaments were then that future Princes will expet, as at

Annual) it was enačted, That the com- large a Revenue, and if their Miniſts tº

in n People ſhould be wholly exempt ſhould happen not to be Perſons of quite I.

from paying any Tax towards the Main- ſo much Honour as the preſent, the Col. v.
tenance of the War; but that all Monies, ſcquences may be fatal. . . - th

raiſed for that Purpoſe, ſhould be laid up- Beſides what the Crown may be abſ: fi

on Dukes, Earls, Barons, Arch-Biſhops, Fºto contribute,... there is another lagº

Biſhops, mitred Abbots, rich Curates, Flind for the War, I mean the vaſt Weath r

Knights and Eſquires. . . . -- in the Hands of the Placemen:– ; |

The immenſe Civil Liſt enables the hath been a glorious Time with themir lº

Crown to contribute largely towards it. many Years, the Wealth of the Nº | tº

--Poor Queen Ann, who had no Re: tion hath been flowing into their Coffer, ſt

venues from any Dominions abroad, and —they may well ſay the Nation is C

whoſe Civil Liſt yielded but little more G rich, for they feel no #. of its Po. th

than half what theº: gave verty. I think the Placemen my h;

a hindred thoiſand Pounds in one Year, may look upon themſelves, in ſome Sºnſ, fi

£aying, ſhe would ſhare with her Sub- as the Proprietors of all the Lands in C.

jećts in the Burthen of the War. England, and conſider the Owners only th

We have been told, that his Majeſty as their Stewards; —–the Manufaāurt 1 &

has exte ded his Generoſity to his Sub- may work, the Farmer may plough and th

jéts of the Electorate, we need not ſow, and the Landlord may receive Ren;

doubt the like in any Thing that may , , when he can get it; but how much ºf h;

contribute to comfort and relieve the in-H this go to the Uſe of their own Families; it

duſtrious Poor of this Kingdom, already - Others may labour in the Hive, but it &

lapouring under Taxes beyond any of is the Placemen that devour all the Ho. T

their Neigh92urs. - -- ney. Such are the Emoluments of St. .
. . . . . . . . . - - - iary - ºr

' ' ".
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lary, and the Sweets of Perquifite, that

we have ſeen, in another Reign, the petty

Clerks of Offices turning the Gentleman

of Fortune out of his Borough, and he

that was born to Servitude hath become

a Legiſlator, – ſo much better is it to

receive Taxes than to pay them.

Now is the Time for them to con

vince us that Placemen are not dangerous

to the Conſtitution, for ſure they will

nºt expe&t to riot in Luxury and Corrup

tion while the very Vitals of the People

are waſting and exhauſting in Taxes to

pay the Intereſt of Debts, and to ſupport

the War.— It is fit to put them in Mind

ef one Thing, that the Salaries of the

i. Employments in this, Kingdom a

one,

France, Spain, Portugal, and Holland, put

together, tho’ the Revenues of one of

thoſe Countries amount to more than

ours; and well they may, for they have

double the Number of People to pay

them." -

I have been informed, that the bare

Salaries of the Treaſury and Exchequer

Offices amount to 90,000 l., per Annam 1
- an immenſe Sum; and that a scheme D

was offered to a certain Gentleman ſome

Yeas ago, for doing the whole Buſineſs

for Eight, or at moſt for 10,000 1, per

Annum; but, as great a Blunderer as he

is eſteemed, he knew better Things than

to encourage ſuch Schemes.

* The Salaries in the Cuſtoms. Exciſes,

and all the other Offices, are proportion- E his Predeceſſor, had not

ably extravagant — It is a ſtränge Thing

to ſay, but it is true, that the bare Ma.

nagement of § ſeveralBranches of there

venue now, amounts to more yearly than

. whole Revenue did about an Age

nce. º - -

it is to be hoped, that alluſcleſ Sala.

ries will be immediately thrown into the F

º Stock, - the Placemen are in

ong Arrears, they are vaſt Debtors to

their Country. — In ſuch a Time of Di

ſtreſs, while the exhauſted Gentry and

Commonalty, are paying Thouſands to

the Public, they will not, they cannot

amount to more than thoſe of

atommºn £enſe, Dec. 2d. No. 202.

Obſervations on the Fall of two great

Miniſters.

ATHE World hath lately ſeen the Fall

T of two great Miniſters, one in Turky

and another in Muſcovy. (See p. 359, *{...}
The former was given up to the Diſ

like and Diſaffection of the People; the

latter fell merely by the Diſpleaſure of

the Empreſs his Miſtreſs. Hence we ſee.

what Regard is paid to the Affections,

* and Inclinations ºf the People in that Go

vernment, which is counted the moſt ar

bitrary in the World: As well as upon

what a ſandy Foundation their Greatneſs

is built, who rely upon Court Favour.

: A Grand Vizier is a Creature of moſt

prodigious, of moſt enormous Power:

CThe Turks are religiouſly attached to the

Race of Ottoman, which has hinder

ed their great Empire from falling to

Pieces; but, hotwithſtanding, it is found

that as often as the reigning Sultan is deaf

to the Voice of his People, and ſacrifices

the publick Intereſt to the Humcur of

preſerving ſome Favourite or Miniſter

from Puniſhment, Vengeance enters the
Seraglio, and the Muſtºmer, think it no

Breach of the Dočtrine of the Alcoran to

clap him into a Dungeon, and to place a

Brother or Nephew upon his Thröne.

This happen'd about 14 Years ago, and

probably would have happen'd now, if the

preſent Emperor, warn’d by the Fate of

prudently given

up his Favourite. . . . -

... The public Prejudice which fell upon

this Miniſter was owing to the late Trea

ties, with the Emperor and Ruſſia, by

which the Turks certainly gain’d many

fignal Advantages; but not ſuch as might

be expećted from the Succeſs of their

Arms, and for this he fell. -

He was not charged with multiplying

Treaty upon Treaty, every one mºre
diſhonourable and ſcandalous than the

ºther; nor with a long Series of blunder

ing Counſels and rapacious Meaſures; if

that had becn the Caſe, he would have
have the Aſſurance to draw Thouſands G beca taken off long ago. He was undone

from it : Let them therefore eaſe their

Country in the Expences of this War, o.

therwiſe the People may be under a Ne

ceſſity of turning over a new Leaf with

them. - - - -

: Let them do ſomething to ſhew they

have no Mind to be burthenſome, –

let them prevent a Neceſſity for Aëts of

Enquiry and Reſumption, –— if thoſe

Things once begin, it may be worſe than

the Suſpenſion of two or three Years Sa:

ary. -

H

for making one Convention, not ſo goºd

as might be expečied, and Reaſon enough:

For certainly he that gives a Proof of his

.# to do the Buſineſs of his Coun

try with foreign States, ought to be j

moved from a Poſt where his Ignorance

may be the Cauſe of ſch, infinite Miſ.

chief and Diſgrace. There are ſeveral

Circumſtances relating to the Fall of this

Man worthy of Notice. - - - -

Firſt, it is certain that the Succeſs of

that War, which gave the Turk, a Right

1ng
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, that is, his own Servant.

to expećt ſuch high Conditions, was ow

ing to his Valour and Condućt; yet he

gave himſelf no haughty Airs-upon that

Account:—He was not guilty of Folly or
Aſſurance to launch out into§

and extravagant Encomiums upon the

Treaties themſelves, or the unparallel’d

Inſolence to tell the People, he would

make the next Treaty in ſpight of their

Teeth: ; That he had ſecured the back

Stairs of the Seraglio, and that he defied

them all. Had he behaved with ſuch In- B

ſolence under the publick Diſpleaſure, or

had the Sultan reſolved to protećt him, it,

would have ended in his Death; but his

Modeſty ſaved him, and the People were

content with his bare Removal. -

We may learn, by the different Fates

of theſe two Miniſters, how much more,

Moderation the People ſometimes ſhew

in their Anger, thān a Prince. The

Grand Vizier was removed indeed from

making more bad Treaties; that was all

his Puniſhment; but Wolinski was put

toDeath. Let us ſee what were hisCrimes:

Notwithſtanding the Reſpect which in all

Countries is due to the Palace of the

Prince, he had the Inſolence to violate

thatsº by beating his own Se

cretary, and then turning him out of the

Palacc.——Good Gods! what a Trifle

others free to ad as they would, but the .

Perſon I mean has had the Inſolence to

declare, that he would ſuffer no Man to

aćt according to his own Judgment or,

ck A Conſcience, and that the greateſt that

would not ſubmit to be his Slave ſhyuld

be turn'd out of the Palace.

Wolinski put Perſons into Emplºyments

no Way qualified fºr them,-Perſºns that

were a Diſgrace to the Empire, and had no

Title to any Favour from the Empreſſ, I

don't find that he is charg’d with perſuad

ing his Miſtreſs that all i. Subjećls were

diſaffe&ted to her Government, except,

thoſe his own Tools:—But his putting

People of no Talents into great Employ.

ments was bad enough. . Where ſubmit

ting to be the Slave of the Miniſter is the

only Merit, the only Title to Preferment,

you may gueſs at the Happineſs of living

9 under ſuch a Government. -

Wolinski is charged with Ingratitude,

for that his Family being of the fºrtſmi

loweft Order of the Nºbility, he ordlit

Fortune to the Favour of the Empreſſ,

Tho' Ingratitude, which is the baſt

of all Crimes, is not puniſhable by th:

D Laws of Nations, arbitrary Power cºld

never recommend itſelf better than by

uniſhing Ingratitude; but there is "

ngratitude of a baſer and a more ſºft.

would this appear in the Catalogue of oug Kind, than that with which Wºlinki

forme Mens Sins? So trifling, that, I be

lieve, their greateſt Enemies would be

aſhamed to menticn it. Wolinski turned

his own Secretary out of the Palace;

Others have

turned the Servants of the Crown, the

Servants of the State out of the Palace;

they have baniſh'd the Valiant, the Ho

neſt, the Wiſe, and the Noble from

thence; nay, they have doneº
worſe, for they have brought ſuch Tools

into the Palace as would be a Diſgrace

not only to a Court, but to any Society

f an inferior Order: Beſides, the Secre

tary went to Court with a Complaint or

Acºuſation againſt his Maſter... [t_was

Time to turn him out, and Self-defence

obliged Wºlinski, to take this Step.

A. other that was more guilty would

have taken Care to have placed ſuch Per

ſons abºut his Miſtreſs, as ſhould not

have ſuffer'd any Man to come into the

Palace with a Complaint.

Wºlinski ſaid, Lºt others ač ºf they

would, he would ač to§ himſelf.

I confeſs it is impudent enough for a

Servant of the Crown to ſay, he would

act to pleaſe himſelf; for that implies,

that he will have Regard neither to Ju

{tice, Honour, or the public Intereſt:

But I have heard of another, that has

gone much faither ; for Wºlinſki left

is charged.—We all owe our Country a

Duty as to a Parent; but he that reº

E from it infinitely, more than a Chill;

Portion, and yet endeavours to diſtſ

and impoveriſh it, is ſuch an ungrated

Monſter as every, Man ſhould endeavour

to deſtroy. - -

He is accuſed of paying Perſºn, it {
the#. Money, to be hit Servant, l:

F! underſtand this right, it means, thiſ
he formed a Party, or ºº:: of

Placemen at the publick Charge, to ſº.

port him either againſt the Prince, or, hē

Country, or both. – If this be truc, I gºt

#. up, and own, it was Time to haš
III.i.

G Craftſman Dec. 20 No. 73. ". .

Of the Languages uſed in Treatieſ and Nº.

gotiations.

I I might be allowed to ſay ſomething

civil of Louis the 14th, I would gº

ſerve how uſefully hisGeneroſity and lå.

bour were applica to the Service of hº

Country, in bringing his own natiºnal

Language to ſo great a Reputation as to

become the common Dialeč of the leari.

ed and polite Part of the World. --

The Knowledge of different Langº

is ſaid to be véry uſeful in the miniſtrial
tº)
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Occupation; ſince, byº Ways to as likewiſe to carry on deep and myſteri

Converſation, if enlargés Inte

How great then muſt be the Advantages

to Men of Capacity and Eloquence, to

have the Buſineſs, Pleaſures, and ordi

nary Converſation of all Courts, where a

they reſide, carry'd on in their Mother

Thngue?

Monarchy ; but, in this Particular, he

igence.— ous Purpoſes; fºr he need never ſpeak ſo

plain as not to leave himſelf an Oppor

tunity for further Explanation; and his

Schll muſt be very thick, indeed, if he

cannot interpret a Language, to his own

Purpoſe, which nobody can ſpeak but

The great Prince I have men- himſelf. . .

tion'd fail'd in his Scheme of kniverſal Though I cannot too highly commend

the noble Nature of this profound Poli

hath left a Badge of it behind him, tician, who hath ſcorn'd to pollute him

which is worn by all the Courts in

Europe.

Buſineſs, in former Times, before the B

ſterling Mark was ſtamp'd upon the

French Tongae, was carry'd on in one of

the dead Languages ; I mean Latin ;

for excepting Dočtor Butts, who was

Phyſician and Counſellor to Henry the

8th, I don't ſuſpect any one, ſince

the Druids, able to negotiate in Greek.

This Method was undoubtedly equi

table on both Sides, as there could be no

national Advantage ; for every Miniſter

might, by Application, equally qualify

himſelf in the Knowledge ofthat Lan.

guage.— I think all the Princes of

Europe, as well as the late Auſtrian Fa-,

mily, ought to aſſert and maintain their D

Right of having Treaties written in La

tin, or inſerting a ſaving Proteſt againſt

any other. Language, that it may not be

brought into Precedent ; and I preſume

there is full as good a Foundation for an

Article of Impeachment againſt a Miniſter,

who ſhould ſign a Treaty in the French E

Language, without ſuch a Proteſt, as

there was againſt Wolſey, for ſtamping a

Cardinal's Hat upon the Reverſe of

Harry's Groat. But as to the nego

tiating Part, I never heard of but one

eminent Miniſter, who hath had Reſo

lution enough to withſtand the Conta

mination of the French Tongue; and I

hope he hath as ſteadily reſiſted the Al
lurements of French Gold.

This profound Politician is not an itive

rant, but a domeſtick Miniſter; and, ha

ving great Sway in the Court of the

Kingdom, wherein he was born, hath

come into a Sort of Compromiſe withG

the foreign Reſidentiaries. - He knows

juſt enough of French to underſtand what

is ſaid in it, and delivers his own Sen

timents in aGibberidge of his own, com

poling, but with ſo near a Reſemblance

Frenc

{elf } too great a Knowledge of the

Tongue, yet I cannot carry my

Compliments ſo far as to approve his ha

ving a Language peculiar to himſelf.

-Why ſhould not Miniſters ſpeak as

plainly and intelligibly as the Reſt of

their Countrymen : From ſuch

ernicious Pračtices, no doubt, have

prung the Ambaſſadorial Funètions of

Preliminaries, Congreſſes, Conventions,

Interpretations, Explanationſ, References,

Mediations, Ó'c. "Whereas, could the

Premiers of their reſpešive Court; have

been reduced to a ſingle Affirmative or

Negative, in any known Language, per

haps ninety nine parts in an Hundred of

º Negotiations might have been ſpa

red. . - -

I flatter myſelf, that I need not ſay

any Thing more to prove,that it is for the

univerſīšenefit of Mankind, to have all

jublick Buſineſs, between Kingdom and

ingdom, tranſačted in one general Lan

guage, which all Treatier ſhould be writ

ten in, and Miniſters ſhould negºtiate
in

Here it is neceſſary to conſider whe

ther this univerſal Language ought to be

one of the dead, or living Languages ;

which I think, when We conſider how

infinite are the Changes and Aëtions of

Mankind, that it will be ſoon determi

ned in favour of a living Language; be
cauſe a deadº e will be found too

ſtable and circumſcribed to comprehend

the mutable Affairs of ſuch füşuating
Animals.

It will eaſily be diſcovered what Lan

guage 1 would wiſh to introduce, for car

Tying on this great Scheme of Buſineſs;

and the natural Affection for my own

Mother Tºngue hath, at this time, induced

Me to become your Correſpondent. I

ſhall therefore frankly own, without be

ing ačtuated by a national Partiality, that

to Latin, that whoever is a Maſter of it I think the Engliſh is the moſt preferable

may give a ſhrewd Gueſs at what he Language, in all reſpects, to any other

means—Some People look upon this as a Hamongſt the living or the dead—It is

reat Refinement in Politicks, ſince it fur- more conciſe than the Latin, more ex

niſhes a Miniſter with an Opportunity of preſſive than the French, more maſculine

ſcreening any Blunders He may commit, than the Italian, leſs guttural than the

ſhould he make a timely diſcovery ofthem, Wilſh, and more tuneable than the Iriſh,
-- 3 - ?-- *** -- " " : H]h h h Be ides.

|
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Beſides, it is the Language of a free preſent Miniſtry. It would be an eaſy

People, and therefore not to be looked up- {. to collećt a reaſonable Volume of

on as dangerous. It is the Language of Contradićtions, out ofthe Works oftheir

a Nation, which hath always boaſted of two Capital Authors only. Their Diſ.

being the Arbiter of Europe ; , and there. A courſes may be ranged under one of theſe

‘fore not to be dreaded, as if it had any T.

ambitious Views ºf univerſal Monarchy;

indt to mention that the Genius of the

espe having a great Tendency to

Treity making, .We may without Vanity

two generál Heads; viz. Hints of what

Miniſters ought to be, or Reflečtions on

'what Miniſters are: In handling, which

they univerſally eſtabliſh oppoſite and

inconſiſtent Principles. -

preſume, our Language is by this time '', They lay it down as a Thing certain,

very well adapted to ſuch Negotiationſ, a that public Miniſters ought to exerciſe

" The Opportunities,º: have” only a limited Power; becauſe it is dam.

loſt in propagating our Language upon the #. to the State, and iniquitous in

Continent, are more to be lamented, them, to move out of a certain given

ſince perhaps the ſame, or ſo great, may Sphere. They likewiſe require that

never again be offered.—Had. This been §s ſhould be of all others ſo up.

our Policy, during the War of Queen right, as not to vary in the leaſt from the

Aftime, how eaſily might We have made ſtićteſt Rules of Morality; that they be

the Frenchmen eat their own Words, and C accountable for all the Advices they of.

§: them to ſpeak plain Engliſh 8– ſer, for all the Meaſures they perſe,

Wilſ any body imagine that the King of and for all the Inſtruments they uſe;

Denmark, or Sweden, the Prince of Hºff, without the leaſt Confideration ºf Cº.

or the Duke of Wolfenbüttle, would havé cumſtances. A Syſtem impraélicable,

Féfuſed to contrači for their Subſidies in . If all Miniſters were really ſo circum.

Engliſh; or, that the proud Monarch of ſcribed, as theſe Men ſuggeſt they ought

Spain would not have very gladly ſtipu.p to be, it would be a very difficult Mit.

lated for the Introdućtion of Spaniſh For.” ter to call them juſtly to account for iſ

çes into Italy, at our. Expence, (which Thing they do. Where there is ſº Li.

ſaid the Foundation of making his Son, berty, there can ſcarce be any Oſkº,

Don Carlos, King of the Two Šicies) in A Miniſter ſo tied up muſt do little Hut,

any Language? – Or can it be ſuppoſed but at the ſame Time he could ſcarce do

that the French Miniſterſ would have re- any Good. , Again, in managing out

fuſed the Treaty of Hanover, though it private Affairs, we know by Experience,

had been drawn up in as good Engliſh asE there is no ſuch Thing as maintaining the

ever was written ?—Or would the once Charaćter ofa rigid

ſuperb Court ofVienna, had it been aſ dućting the Concerns of this World with

fiſted by a Squadron in the Mediterranean, Succeſs. We muſt ačt with Mankind is

or ten thouſandº on the Rhine, they are, and if in general we find them

lipon asking the Favour, haveãº governed by their Paſſions, and adhg

in what Language they were anted according to their ſecular. Intereſts, we

But our§. in this Affair may F muſt treat with them on this Foot.

be dated much farther back than any In cenſuring thoſe at the Helm, or

Period of Time I have yet mentioned. modern Criticks in Policy, take it fºr

—When the clipt Money was call'd in, granted, that their Power is unlimited,

and recoin'd, had it then been our good otherwiſe moſt of their Charges would

Fºrtune to have Engliſh, inſtead of La- have no Foundation. They except 4.
tin- Inſcriptions, ſtruck; upon tha Pye, gainſt the beſt Aétions, if not attended

might Wé not have expećied that in a with proſperous Conſequences, and, i.

£ew Years the loweſt Sovereign in GER-G Term of Reproach, alledge that the A4.

'MANy would have been a compleat- miniſtration are too good Chriſtiani,

Maſter of many Engliſh Wºrds; and, by Sometimes they demand the Heads ºf

oraliſt and yet con

thoſe Specimens, might. They not have

taken ſuch an Inclination to our Lan

guage, that it would have been as cur

rent at this fins, upon the Continent,

as our Cºin & -- - ------

* - -- Tºurs, &c. M. BRIT ON.

From the Gazetter, December 8.

- that at ſome Time or other, has not

Miniſters. for not keeping exaštly, to

Treaties, even at the Expence of a hi.

zardous War. A while aſter they are

for ſacrificing them for executing Trea.

: Hties too exactly. Not many Years 339
an eminent Patriot aſſerted in a great Af.

-; #: Tºº Pounds;

erly applied, by which he meant giv

3TH; is Nothing ſo falſe or ſo abſurd, f #. §arquis De Prie, would havepro

cured the Abolition of the Offendº

been aſſerted by the Wiiters againſt the pany, blaming the Miniſtry at the º:
t

º

1.
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time for negleåing ſo eaſy an Expedient. An Account of the Occultations ofſº:
- Theſe Adventurers in Polemick Writ- fixed Stars by the Moon, in, the Tear

ing, conceive themſelves bound by no . 1741, for the Meridian ºf London,

Rules, but at full Liberty to advance a b '. Apparent Time -

cºne Thing to-day, another to-morrow, A. 19 Jan. 8 16 afternoon, the Men will ap

and ſomething different from both the - pear in Conjunction (in re
-- .!

º - -- - - - •

º niſtratien, they regulate their Sentiments

t

- - -- - fpe&t of Longitude) with a

next. As much as they hate the Admi- . . . . . ;...".º, whem.

- n - -

by the Meaſures it perſues; eſpouſeWar . . . . . . º,*...*
when our Stateſmen ſeem inclined to . ly than the Star.(a).

: Peace, and expoſe, the Inconveniences p. 23 Jan... 8 36 The Moon will eclipſe a

º: of War as ſoon as they perceive that the B ſmall Star in § head of Pirgo,

# Nation is thoroughly engaged in it. For 9 41 The Star will emerge from

º: the future, they will probably be more --> the Mºn.,,..., -

t cautious, and not be dup'd into ſo groſs iz Mar. 8, 25. The Mºon's $ºthern Limb

º: a Mittake, as that into which they ſell will paſs 13to the North
º with reſpect to Admiral Vermon ; who, of:sº#Mº

l: when Things ſhall be ſet in a hopef , May, $ 48 *...}. :::::.
sº Light, will appear to have executed his o May. 4. a whole Degree to thes:

s: -.:‘ā,have either antici- C c of a Star of the 3d Magni

pated or exceeded them. . . . . . . - - tude, in the Neck of Leo, (b)

.The People in general may be juſtly 18 May. 2 3. Moining. The Mºon ...it

º: "pitied, while they pay their Attention eclipſe a Star ofthe 4th Mag.

- to theſe Writers at Croſs-purpoſes, who in the South Ballance,

ſº having, nothing in view E. to puzzle . . . . 2 4+ The Star willemºgº. Th;

º and perplex, to raiſe a Spirit of Mutiny ſame Day the Mºon will .
º: in the Vulgar, and to raiſe another of ;: a Star in the. of

º Prejudice in Perſons of ſuperior. Rank. D the:: while math

º * All the Canvaſſing, all the Caballing in º s ºthesarwin

º the World will ſignify, nothing, at this 7 4 emerge ...'.

º Diſtance, to our Squadrons in the Weh- 15 July. 11 32 The Moon's North Limb

º Indies, upon which,asThings ſtand at pre- - T will paſs 4' South of the

º: ſent, the Fate of our Country ſeems to moſt Southern of the 3 Stars

miſſ. depend. In the mean time, we ought - in theShoulder of Sagittarius.

º in cºmmon Prudence not to go together 6 Sept. 5 59 The ºr will ºptº a

º by the Ears at home; which we ſhall i asſalariahe Serpent.
º do, if we liſten to their Suggeſtions. *s s. : 4Oº will*rīſ.

º if it was pºſſible to pºlice an in. ** * * .. .. . |

* ſtance of a War carried on to every -->ś |W!!” 2. e - - - -- - - -

| º: Body's Satisfaction, there might be ſome . . . . . the 3 stars in the shoulder
* . Reaſon, to "give Ear, to the Clamours -

which have been rais'd fince the Begin

ning of this; but when it is remembred,

of Sagittarius. |

º that not only as much was ſaid during ,

19 Sept. 2 24 in the Morning. Thełſoon's

- º Southern Limb will paſs

. . near to, if not eclipſe, a

º, the late Wars, but alſo, that the ſame Fº Star of the 6th Mag. in the ||

tº Ojºtions were then raiſed which are : - South Horn of Tºrº...,

Tº inſiſted on now ; , I think it impoſſible *7 Oćt, 6 36 in the Morning. The Mºon's

* * * to deny, either that theſe Cavils may - sº §. *}}iſ:

tº be broached at any time, or that they is oa. 1, 1 *.*.*.*...*: -** are as groundleſs at preſent, as we are 9 Oct. ° sº fº º mň * |

,hº - - - - - - - - IYiagill

º ſatisfied they then were. The Duke of - tude in Cancer. * * *

... Marlborough was treated as an Enemy G - 1 1 - 6 the Star will emerge.

ſº to his Country 3, the Lord Tºwnſhend 4 Nov. 7 48 in the Evening. The Moon's |

:: * was voted ſo ; but Poſterity will do - Nothern Limb will Paſs 2c' -

* Juſtice to them, and their Revilers. . . * : * to the South of a Star of |

º Such as deſire to come at Truth, and . . . . . . . . the 5th Magia, Capriºri. |

º are ºily well-wiſhers to the Cauſe of 19 Nov. 12 39 º'sSºlº

* their CŞuntry, are coſtent to "take :::::::::::::::::::::::::: |
º Things in their natural Order, to be the North of a ſmall Staria |

* well informed of the Circumſtances-at- H . . . the Head of Pirgo. |
º tending an Event, before they offer their mº*º: des †:p: 1741, which

Nº ſº, --- º, ºn - x - Vº - es it an ºccultation, at Paris. -- *

.#

- -

-

ºr -

.*, diced it. - cultation. - … - - - - ſº

***

Qpinion about the Meaſures which pro- (b) Indies Diary 1731, makes this an Oc
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Some Account of the LIFE of JOHN

P H I L I P B A R RETIE R.

HºNG not been able to procure Mate

rials, for a compleat Life of Mr. Bar

retier, and being, nevertheleſs, willing to

gratify the Curioſity, juſtly raiſed in the

Public by his uncommon Attainments,

we think the following Extraffs of Letters,

written by his Father, proper to be inſert

ed in our Collečion, as they contain many

remarkable Paſſages, and exhibit a general

Piew of his Genius and Learning.

OHN PHILIP BARRETIER, was

born at Schwabach, jan. 19, 1720-21.

His Father was a Calviniſt Miniſter of

that Place, who took upon himſelf the

Care of his Education. What Arts of In

ſtrućtion he uſed, or by what Method he

regulated the Studies of his Son, we are

not able to inform the Public, but take

this Opportunity of intreating thoſe who

have received more compleatintelligence,

not to deny Mankind ſo great a Benefit

as the Improvement of Education. If

Mr. Le Fèvre thought the Method, in

which he taught his Children, worthy to

be communicated to the learned World,

how juſtly may Mr Barretier claim the

univerſal Attention of Mankind to a

Scheme of Education, that has produced

fuch a ſtupendous Progreſs! TheAuthors,

who have endeavoured to teach certain

and unfailing Rules for obtaining a long

Life, however they have failed in their

Attempts, are univerſally confeſſed to

have, at leaſt, the Merit of a great and

noble Deſign, and to have deſerved Gra

titude and Honour. How much more

then is due to Mr Barretier, who has

ſucceeded in what they have only at

tempted? For to prolong Life, and im

prove it, are nearly the ſame. If to have

all that Riches can purchaſe is to be rich,

if to do all that can be done in alongTime,

is to live long, he is equally a Bene
fačtor to Mankind, who téaches them to

protract the Duration,or ſhorten the Buſi

neſs of Life. º

That there are few Things more wor

thy our Curioſity than this Method, by

which the Father aſſiſted the Genius of

the Son, every Man will be convinced,

that conſiders the early Proficiency at

which it enabled him to arrive, ſuch a

Proficiency as no one has yet reached at

, the ſame Age, and to which it is there

fore probable that every advantageous

Circumſtance concurred.

At the Age of nine Years, he not only

was Maſter of five Languages, an At

tainment in itſelf almoſt incredible,

but underſtood, ſays his Father, the

holy Writers, better in their original
Tongues, than in his own. If he means

by #. Aſſertion, that he knew the Senſe

of many Paſſages in the Original, which

were obſcure in the Tranſlation, the Ac

A count, however wonderful, may be ad

mitted; but if he intends to tell his Cor

reſpondent, that his Son was better ac

quinted with the Ryo Languages of the
ible, than with his own, he muſt be

allowed to ſpeak hyperbolically, or to

admit that his Son had ſomewhat ne

glećted the Study of his native Language:

B Or we muſt own, that the Fondneſs of a

Parent has tranſported him into ſome na

tural Exaggerations.

Part of this letter I am tempted to

ſuppreſs, being unwilling to demand the

Belief of others to that which appears

incredible to myſelf; but as my Increduli

ty may, perhaps, be the Produćt rather

of Prejudice than Reaſon, as Envy may

beget a Difinclination to admit ſo im

menſe a Superiority, and as an Account is

not to be immediately cenſured as fille,

merely becauſe it is wonderful, I ſhall

roceed to give the reſt of his Father's

elation, from his Letter of the 3d of

D March 1729-30. He ſpeaks, continuesht,

German, Latin and French equally well.

He can by laying before him a Tranſlati.

on, read any of the Books of the Old Or

New Teſtament in its original Language,

without Heſitation or Perplexity. He is

no Stranger to Biblical Criticiſm or Phi

E. loſophy, nor unacquainted with antient or

modern Geography, and is qualified to

ſupport a Converſation with learned

Men, who frequently viſit and correſpond

with him.

. ... In his eleventh Year, he not only pub.

liſhed a learned Letter in Latin, but

tranſlated the Travels of Rabbi Benjamin

from the Hebrew into French, which he

illuſtrated with Notes, and accompani

with Diſſertations; a Work in which his

Father, as he himſelf declares, could give

him little Aſſiſtance, as he did not under

\ ſtand the Rabbinical Dialeół,

The Reaſon for which his Father em.

G gaged him in this Work, was only to pre:

Vail upon him to write a fairer Hand

than he had hitherto accuſtomed himſelf

to do, by giving him Hopes, that if he

ſhould tranſlate ſome little Āuthor, and

offer a fair Copy of his Verſion to ſeme

Bookſeller, he might in return for it,

have other Books which he wanted and

could not afford to purchaſe. -

To be continued in the SuppleMENT.

The R1 pp 1. E received this Month, ſhall,

as earneſtly requeſted, have a Place.



General List of his Majeſty's Land Forces and Marines. ,

. . . . ." * . . . . . . . . . t |N°: in each Corps -

In G R E 4 T B R.I.T A. I N. lease of ſoirs, Total,

4 Troops of Horſe Guards, each— — —lºo !“. ("ºs" 6.9

; : Ditto Grenadier Guards, each- T.e., | ** | * 150 l 339
a ~ : . , -, - * Private --> t > -- ºn - - - -

; Sºegiment ºf Hoſºfº Trºphºw.}| 36|| 6 || 4.7%
t 4 I Ditto — 9 — 38—— 342. 67 || 409 S 1384

º ...&2 others, each — 6 —— 33- – 228 I 46 274 .
t '8 Regiments of Dragoons 6 — 59-—| 354 .81. 435 2. 3439

& #::::::::::: * * Comps. 24–- 2: 3: 23:35 ags
: 2d and 3d ditto, each 18—71--— 1278.12.08 1486 k

.19 Regiments of Foot each io— 70––| 7oo 115 $1; 15485

* ...6 Regiments of Marines to —-1oo--) iodo | 135 | 1155 ; 6930

KRegiment of Invalids to—43—| 430 33 # º

: - # epend. Comp.of Invalids, each - 44——l A4 || 3 || 3% S 2320

º 5 & Ditto taken out of Chelſea, each, ... go––1, so | 11 || 101

º … . Total in Great Britain, -- - - - - - - 135804
º . . . . . . . . x *- : * .* * * * * | * * *

: In M I No R c.4: . . . . . . . . ] . . .

: º s Regiments of Foot, each 10 Companies 79 Men each ºzºol is #1s 427s |

: In G I B R A L Tar.…. " -

| ! . . ." ":-- *- : " ' •

# s (Regiments of Foot, each Io Companies 70 Men, I I 15 815 4075.

-- ~~~~ : - - - - - - … " " (p. 7

. . . , in 1 R & L A N D. ºf

º *:::::::::: of Horſe, each 6 Troops, 34 Private Men.Tºot | 45, 49. 996

ift Regiment of Dragoons 9 34. — 306 || 83"| 389

#§: Regiments, each 6 —- 34.—— £24: 5 :::: 1689

Royal Regiment of Foot 20 Comps. 76 —— i30612. 1$2.8 ° 3

Aleš otherRegiments ofFootro--- Yo ——f joo || 114 814; *934
r : ~ ; ºn r: G - -- - º, i-ſ: al-' --

- :

t - - * - - º

§ ; : : o - -Total in Ireland; t----|- - - -- 11639
w * * * * - © . -- --- --- -- . . i tºº

. . . In the P LA N T AT-Fo N s. ---- , ºr I ºr

, sº º- ty ...” o -|

* . . . Reg of Foot in the Leeward Iſlands to comp. 70 Men. 7ool its | 8ts 81;

* Ditto,Annapolis,Platantia, and can g ;3 - 308 || 86 || 394 || || 394
, "I * . . . . . . ~ .. * - -º- — --- - º -

; : , 1 Ditto, -----e. Georgia, --6 —Ioo— 6oo | 84 || 684. - 684.

º: 3 Independ.Companies?amaica, each — —loo— Ioo | 12 || 1 13. 896

* 4 Pitto, -- - New Yºrk,++++-99– 99 || IIz: I in 44.

ºff of Ditto, --...-e Bermudas—-49 -|| 49 8 . . . 57 | . 57

lºg º 1 Ditto,-- - Providence—– 33 —ſ 33 || 13 iíž.; : |--> T * I iz |

". * * * * c. --- e -- T - - - - —

o o o Total in the Plantations." - - - - - - - -] 34oz

* . . . . . . . . ------ e .- --- -

o “ . ſº º Total in general; * -- I ---|--|-|3899;

º,
-

o º o; o §3. The Number before each Name diſtinguiſhes the Rank. .

& ) o; I N G R- E A + T R 1 T. A 1 N. -

" Hors r"Gu A R ps. , Hous E. 3. It Gen. Honywood, 2 D. of Cumberland,

°x Lord Delawarr. || 1 |Earlof Hertford. 4Sir Robert Rich, 3 Earl of Dunmore.

^2. P. of Marlborough. 2 Earlof Pembroke. 6 Lord Cadogan... . . . FOOTS,

The Namesand Rank of the ſeveralCorps in his Majeſty's Army, 1 740. . |

tº -3 8, of Albemarle, 3 Duke of Montague. 7 Lieut.Gen. Kerr. 3 Maj. Gen. Howard.

- ; c.4 Lord Shannon, decd. || 4 General Wade. ; : hio Lt Gen. Churchill. 4 Lt Gen. Barrel.

º —Grenadier Gu A R D.s.l.. DR A goo Ns. 11 Ld Mark Kerr. II Brig. G.Cornwallis.

2. I Lt Gen. Dormer. 1 Maj. Gen. Hawley. Foot-Gu A R ps. . i. 12 Lt 4-whetham:

2 E. ºf Effingham. 2.M.Gen.Ja,Campbell. I 1 Sir Charles Wills. "13 Col. Hen. Polteney.
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º

º

|
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15 Maj. Gen. Harriſon.

16 Maj.Gen.Handafyd.
*3% , Piers.

Brig. Gen. Guiſe.

8 Col. Onſlow.

,19 Col. Howard.

21 Col. John Campbell.

. . . . In I R E L

" Hogs E.

Ld Tyrawley.

# Maj. Gen. Neville,

-7 La Cathcart.

$ Maj. Gen. Legonier.

tº Dr A Goo Ns.

c5 Ld Moleſworth,

8 Col. St George.

c3 Maj. Gen. Cope.

Leeward Is LAN ps.

38 Lt Gen. Dalzell. ,

Placentia, Canſo, &c.

40 Maj. Gen. Phillips.
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..] 12 Maj. Gen. Bowles.

rig.G.Wentworth. In v ALI ps. MAR IN Es.

#Blakeney. • ? -- 1 ºf Wolfe,

31 Col. Wm. Handaſyd. Lieut. Gen. Fielding. 2 Col. Robinſon.

32;*ś. ſh 4.~34 a. Cavendiſh. . panies.

##%. 5 ditto taken out of 5 Col. Douglas.

42 E. of Crawford. Chelſea. - i 6 Col. Moreton, -

A N D, M. 1 No R C A, and G 1 B R A L T A R.

28 Col. Bragg. ; 22 Brig. Gen. Paget,

3o Lieut.Gen. Biſſet. 26 M. G. Anſtruther,

33 Col. Johnſon. -

35 Maj. Gen Otway.

25 Independent Com- 3 Col. Lowther.5 indepe Col. Wynyard. ,

13 Col. Dalway, decd.

14 Col. Hamilton.

FooT. In GI B R A Lt A1,

tº Gen. St Clair. 37 coi Ponſonby. 2 Lt Gen. Kirk,
5 Col. Irwin. • In M1 N or cA. 7 Maj. Gen.Hague.

39.; ºf Dalway's 9 Brig. Gen. Read. | 16 LtGen. Columbi.
20 Col. Roſſe... . 17 Lt Gen. Tyrrell.) | I4 Lt Gen, Clayton.

25 E. ºf Rothes, . 18 Maj. G. Armſtrong. 29 Col. Fuller.

In the P L A N T A T 1 on s, foot.”

... --Geo R. G. A. New York. Provi or nce.

41 Geº. Oglethorp, 4 Independ, Companies. || 1 Independ, Company,
JAMA 1 ca. * Be a Mu Das. . I

8 Independ. Comp. 1 Independ. company. -- - *

The Number of Half-pay Offari on the Britiſh Eftaliºment, and Amount ºf .

their Pay. A

• * : - - Pay. .
- - * - * - " - . . -----. -- ay, per Day.

Nº . . ſ . . . ºl. s. d, . l. d.

1 Major, *, , ,- ... - o 11 6 lo 11 6

I Lieutenant, - ** o 3: o |o 5 O

- . D R A G O O N S.

3 Solonels, — - - - lo 1, 19 0

4 Lieutenant Colonels, º * o {} : 2. * 6

...? Mºjº... . . . .- ...— TJ o 8 o lo 16 0

29 Saptains, - * tº- — o 5 6 || 7 19 6

59 Lieutenants, * , , , -º-; ; ; a 43. o. 3 iſ o
$o Cornets. - – - * *. - o 2. - 6 || 6 5 0

46 Quarter Maſters : ...— . . . . .T ºt- |c 2 tº o |4 fi :0

5 Adjutants, - * , , - . . o. 2 o || 3 10 0

7 §§rgeons, — - o 2 : o o 14 0

2 Chaplains, — - - - |o 3 4 |o § {

- * *--- - - --

* * *-- - ,
- -

£90 T, INVA L ID's, and MARINEs. , -------. .

3 Colonels, - " " — ``'`-- * - - I. If 0

5 Lieutenant Colonels, - " — - : *: 3 : 2 : 6

3 Mºjº: ...— —. - |o 7 6 || 1 , 6
102 Saptains, – — o 5 o 25 10 Q

137 Lieutenants, ,- . . *am o 2 4 || 1; 19 %

* Enſigns (and 2d and 3d Lieutenants of Marines) o 1 Io || 9 7 9
15 Quarter Maſters, . . . .-- *. º o 2. © ... I Io 0

6 Surgeons, * - - — ſo "? oſo in a

4 Adjutants, . - * - amas o 2 o lo 8 0

2. Chaplains, —- * *-as * o. 3 4 |o 6 §

3 Rhyſician of the Hoſpital at Gibraltar, o Io o lo IO) 0

I Apothecary to the Forces in Flander, o ; o o f 0

i Peputy Commiſſary at Gibraltar, o 3 o |o 5 0

...-- º es- I -e"
9 I- - t o

*- * Total per Day -- *—º

**al for 366 Days, Anno 1749 is 34587 l. -

W
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Mr. URBAN, -

Was greatly ſurpriz'd to find Mr S. S. in your

Magazine fºr Oétober loft, p. 519 laying# tº

riouſly about him, and doming the whoſe àft of

Enigmatiſts to eternal filence: The only 8%arrºl

* has againſ us, is for plaguing bis Head, as be
; es it ; whereas we never calculated our Lacu

ations fºr Heads, like bis; but for Men of Skill and

*enetration, who can underſtand dark Sayings. I
amafraidºft. in countenancing hiscenſure

may be fatal, an * will narrow the Foundatiºn of

your Plan too much, if you reſolve to inſert Nothing

beyond the Sphere of his Comprehenſion. As I take

yºur +Compliment to our Antagoniſt to be mere Irony,

I forbear, to mention our many and early Labours

in your Service. And only%. you toſ:
your Charačer of Impartiality, that you would permit

uţ to be beard in our own Diſince, bygiving Place to

the two, follºwing Anſwers. Tº the Gen.

tleman inclines to renew the Attack, I'll meet bin in

jºur Field, whenever be pleaſes. If you refuſe me

this Favour, I may apply to another §uarter.

Flettere finequeo Urbanum, tuncººk movebo

Jam, Sir your bumble Servant, -

The Author of Thanks to Gulliver

… [Setºol. 8, p. 543] .

An EN COM I U M on E NIGMAs,

Sºwing their great and Univerſal uſe:

in 4nſwer to S.S. See Mag. for 03, p.519.

-'Tis al/a Farce, and all a Riddle.

HATP. barr'd of Enigmatic themes?

In this myſterious agel

I hate impračticable ſchemes,

What elſe ſhall fill the page?

Crown'd with ſucceſs, ifs, ſhould rail,

And truth go always bare;

And Galver throw off his veil,

For Lilliput I fear !

Th' intrigues and riddles of their flate

Should Oedipus unfold;

Would they be call'd or free or great?

Plunder'd, and bought and ſold?

A knot of riddles forms their law,
When plaintiff’s caſe is Put,

Defendant's council pick a flaw,

And teach him to rebutt. ||

Then iſſue or demurrer join'd,

And judgment ſlowly gain'd,

A writ of error comes to find

The riddle ill explain'd.

Phyſick a riddle proves the pain

That rich men's toes endure;

None of Hippocrates's train

The malady can cure. . . . . . .

The ſyſtematic doćtors ſtray,

Gueſſing at things unknown :

Till an old woman found the way,

None could diſſolve the ſtone.

Treaties are riddles, leagues a jeſt,

No plenipo ſo Keen,

But when he ſigns them, with Proteſ,

Is ſadly overſeen.

Dunkirk and Fleury's crafty ſchemes

Are perfect riddles grown:

He raiſes batteries, it ſeems, -

Only to pull them.down.

Poetical Essays ; DECEMBER, 1740.

Woman a very riddle ſee, * ... --

Unfathomable thing:

The weaker veſſel ſaid to be, . .

Yet ſtronger * than a King.

Navies are grown ſuch riddles now, * * *

That maſts for trees are taken -

Rooted in port, whate'er winds blow, -

Nor from their flation ſhaken. ºf

War, once in open field a trade, ~~

Is likewiſe made a riddle: -

None can divine, if Bilbo + blade :

Be drawn to fight, or fiddle.

4. We are too much obliged to our Correſpondents to...

treat them with Irony. -

|| 4 lºw term, pleadingof warranty, or followi

a rejoinder. . * 1 Eſdras. 4. 28, &c.* *

f Bilbo being a town in Spain, the ºve laſt Stan

I

za's mºſt relate to Spain only. * *.

An ANsw E R to SS. ad bominem, t

Haud impune fºres, ---->

- -

. . . .”

ENigmatiºs, some, was your ears, º 2.

Each Oedipus and Spynx:

Plain Davus reá with rage appears,

Ratt'ling his tarring links.”

Let fancy's gay deſcriptions ceaſe, -

Be myſtic wit no more :

Plainly inform the ſkull ofs. - ,--> -

That twº and two make four, … . . A

All emblematic veils diſcard, •.

They plague a tender brain. - *

To rotten teeth each ſhell is hard,

And kernel ſought in vain. º

+ Initial letters ſpeak his aim, - wº

And hiſs his fell intention;

But ſince he durſt the war proclaim, . . .

We'll grant him no convention.” . . . . . .

We'll blow him up with name-ſake Bh, , , .

Teach him 'gainſt wits to piddle:

Not uſing Sampſon's jaw of aſs, --- - - -

We'll pelt him with his ridãe. , ºr

Fair light of truth he would commend

In Pope; ſuch praiſes mock: - • * ,

E'en Pope a hidden riddle 'd, ..

Y-clep'd the rape o'th.’ i.
* - ºr

Tell me what means the Syleh and hairs º'
Either in fight or out: - --

Then I'll forgive theſe frantic airs . . . .

At riddles full of doubt. -

S. has not broke, our heads but bruis'd, º ºº **

And ſhall our vengeance feel: -

His irºn blunt once more produc’d, -

We'll ſet an edge of ſteel. R. R.

*S* his ſimile ºf the tarring iron. A.'s ro, ºf+8. S. Sibiland litera, 'g £. 519 º

Upºnsis PHILIP SYDNEY, alta 16;e,

|HAºnoble Sir,ſprungfrom great Hºor's ſide, r

Sillkeep thy march, 'tilithou be dignifiº
ºve all thy mighty fires; whoſe temples roun ºr

With everyerdant lawrels Mars hath row.
Thou needſt no Homer with his lofty rimes, .

To fing thy laſting fame to future times,

Nor an debilles, whoſe heroickworth ' ' '.

Thou mightſt in more heroick verſe ſet forth I

For fince in arms and letters you excel .

Write your own acts, and that willdo as we . ;
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HoR. ope II. Book III. Imitated.

By Mr. TITLEY, - -

w E who would great in ſcience grow,

- By whom bright virtue is ador'd,

At firſt muſt be content to know, -

An humble roof and homely board: .

With want, and rigid college laws

Let him, inur'd betimes, comply,

Firm to religion's ſacred cauſe .

The learned combat let him try;

Let him her envy'd praiſes tell,

, And all his eloquence diſcloſe, i.

He fierce endeavours to repell, a

To ſtill the tumult of her foes. . .

Him, early form'd and ſeaſon'd young,

Subtle oppoſers ſoon will fear, -

And tremble at his artful tongue, ... . . . .

Like Parthians at a Raman ſpear. s

Grim death, th’ inevitable lot, . . .

Which fools and cowards ſtrive to fly, ... ..
Is with a noble pleaſure ſought, -- ºr .

By him who dares for truth to diet * . i

With pureſt luſtre of her own,

Exalted Virtue ever ſhines;

Nor, as the vulgar'ſmile or frown,

Advances now, and now declines.

A glorious and immortal prize .

She, on her hardy ſon, beſtows; , ,

sºº:* heav'n, and bids him riſe,

: Tho' toil, and pain, and Death oppoſe

With labºring#.

* * *

* *

Dr. BE N T 1 ex's Anſwer to the above.

O ſtrives to mount Parnaſſus' hill,

... And thence poetick lawrels bring,

Muſt firſt acquire due force and ſkill, -

Muſt fly with ſwans or eages wings.

Who nature's treaſures would explore,

Her myſteries, and arcana know, -

Muſt high, as lofty Newton ſoar, - -

Muſt ſtoop, as delving Woodward, low.

Who ſtudies ancient laws, and rites,

Tongues, “arts, and arms, all hiſtory, º'

Muſt drudge, like Selden, day and night,

And in the endleſs-labour die,

Who travels in religious jarrs, . . . . . .

Truth mix'd with errors, ſhade with rays,

Like Whiffon, wanting pyx, and ſtars,

In ocean wide or finks, or ſtays.

But grant our heroes hope, long toil,

And comprehenfive genius crown,

All ſciences, all arts his ſpoil, ... .

Yet what reward or what renown? ...

Envy innate in vulgar ſouls, "º . -

*Envy, ſteps in, and ſtops his riſe,

Envy with poiſon'd tarniſh fouls

#. luſtre, and his worth deſtries.

He lives irglorious, or in want ..."

To college, and old books confin'd,

Inſtead of learn'd he's call'd pedant,

Dunces advanc'd, he's left behind.

Yet, left ºntent, a genuine ſtoick he,

Great without patron, rich without South-ſea!'

- - New place the glaſs, Evadne cries,

wings th’ obſtrućted way,

Leaving both, common ſouls and common clay 1

* - For that which gives thee this concern,

-- *...* * * * - -

. . ; jane,—bring my night-dreſs, put it on,
'- 2°. ſet the #ºſiº’.

A

… The twofollowingaretakenfiomMnDiamºems.

* The looking-glass.
N Vadne once a flaming tºaſt, , , , , ,

-- Perceived her power decayi, , , ,
. . Never conſider'd time rides Poſt, . . . .

Nor will be brib'd to ſay.... .

Poor jenny, oft' was in diſgrace,

§§ things ſucceeded ill;

No fault there cou’d be in her face, !

*Twas jenny's want of ſkill.

Madam, ſays jenny, all in tears, -

You can't be better dreſt;

Your ladyſhip to me appears

A Penas, I proteſt.

What can the matter be?

. …Aminta now has all thoſe eyes, -

Which once were fixt on me! f

The toy was mov’d from fide to fide,

Yet gave them no content;

At length to break it both agreed, . . . .

By way of puniſhment.

* The guardian Silph who lay conceal’d |

t §§ the§: frame, -

Soon, as their miſchief was reveal’d, " " " .

! Accoſted thus the dame: º

Evadne?'daring of my care,' ' ' ' ' '

*

* -e

t--

- *

Your anger is in vain; , . . . . .

The innocent refleãor ſpar 7

!” Of what doſt thou complain? . . .

Was not an early homage paid . . . . !

: Thoſe charms you now deplore ?' -

. Remember thou ungrateful maid, ". . . . .

* Thy paſt deſpotick power.

... Art thou, Evadne, yet to learn ". . .
* There is no ſecºnd ſpring,

º,

And all this trifling 2

Partial to thee, my darling care! .

Beyond frail Nature's date; -

, I have preſerv'd thee ſtill ſo fair,

But now 'tis not in fate, “

No flower ſo ſweet, ſo freſh, ſo gay,

Can ſtand the winter's blaſt; ‘. … . .

Their bloom goes off, they ſoon decay, . "
And wither thus at laſt. " " '

***

*

* -

*

* * *

I When once a woman's beauty's gone, ,

How needleſs is her pride? -

On the New Faſhioned FANS with Motto's,"

An EP I GRAM. : " ","... .

Speaking FA N "a very pretty thought;

The toy is ſure to§ brought;

It is a noble, uſeful, great defign, " -

‘. . May the projećtor's genius ever ſhine!

The fair one now, need never be alone; * ,

A Hardſhip ſometimes on the Sex is thrown;

For female Notions are of that extent,

Impoſſible, one Tongue ſhould give 'em vent.

New ſchemes of dreſs, intrigue, and play, , |

Want new expreſſions every day: .

, And doubly bleſt muſt be that mortal man,

Who may converſe with Sylvia and her FAN.

*

:

i
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whileir pipes the Haßbe ſound ; ' '.

Poetical Essays; DECEMBER, 1740. 617,

.----- CREON, O DE. 49. A Pro Logu : boltén at one of the Theatres in
--ANACR -> -- 49. *..." Dublin, to a play ačted before a crowded audi-,

* - * *. Tº a past**. . . . . . ence, for the releaſe of poor inſolvent priſoners,

By M, CHARLES BERRY, Dee, 15, 1749." - - - -- - - - - -

** ** Painter hear - * * * * * *- - - - - - - - -

-...º.º. ear, W ELL met, yecircles of the great and fair tº

Anºhi’it charmºthy raviſh'd heart, . " wºrerº ºur ºne,
*;ººgay, ... . - - - - - While others doat on tranſitory toys, * * *

La º, §: " . . . . . . ...And waſte their wealth on uneſſential joys: . "

+...ºund, , , , ......:#..*º leave a ſting behind a -

* - - - r" ‘a --- * -- -----… " " ' ---- yours the praiſe, to have it underſtood, " "

#:*::::::::::::" - - - - Your higheſt pridereſults from doing goºd ; :--

And theft, left life inſipid prºve, ... . . . . Your ſºlid joy, to ſuccour the diſtrº. wº

lººkwe, 3...º. a...To ma - 2 ! . . . . . This gives you tranſports unallay'd with leav'n;.

N. ... gr. "“”.… A preſent, good, and, in reverſion, heav'n; . . .
AN ACREQ N,ope 5r, To painful age, adds more than youthii health. . .

on a Disk, ſculptured with Venus, &c. To titles, weight; and dignity, to wealth: " •.

(By the ſame) . . . . Thenºnicºta began; ...’

ARE artiſtſ whoſe inventive ſkill., " … ºr lºw thiſ truth, thatman was made for man.§ could this orb with wonders fill!. …, Merit in vain from nature we derive, -

here the mimic ocean glides , ". . .” ºnleſ, he iétates in our bºſºms live. -- . .”
Soft with well-diſſembled tides: - * * * Ayaunt, diſtruſtſ to night Hibernia's ſtage
The waves ſeem floating, and above . . . . . Affºrts the virtue of the preſent age; --> ---> ºf

Shines the beauteous queen of love, . . . . . . . And lets the world, tho' without boaſting know, *

kman's fancy mounted high, , , There are, who feel the pangs of others woe
3. Å. th’ idea. the ſky; *. -- And ſtrive to make ev'n their amuſements be …

Tranſporting fight—theyº! . . . . . . The happy means to ſet the prisºner free. . . .

But what "twere impious to reveal: * * * * * *. * ~ -----

joi. ..º.º.ºr, tº EPITAPH, ºn. Dr. MARTIN, AYL-r
-

Shines along the ſmiling way. • * : * ~ : -- WORTH (p.564) Tranſlated. . . .

The..º, as'ºſwimsº . . . . . By a young. Student in Phyfic. , , º:

Crowd to embrace her ſhowy limbs; º' ... STOP' reader, ſtop! and deep in thought ſurvey:

Then proudly, ſwelling to be prºft, “ . . . . *This num'rous pile, this wond’rous maſs of clay.”
Beneath her faowy fragrant breaſt - ºv. Here both Hippocrates, and Aviceme, …..: ºf

Ambitiouſly upriſe on high, . . . . . . . . . Lie lifeleſs new, who once gave life to men; -

And lift the goddeſs to the ſky, . . . . . The bones of Dioſcorides are herº,

And, while her lucid limbs they laves. : : ; Nor Galen's abſence can excuſe the tear.

She brightens the tranſparent wave. … . . . .” Fam'd 4ylwºrth too (Apollo's favourite ſon).

So violets enlighten’d glow, : . . . . . . . . Accepts a ſable fiom this common ſtone. . ." ".

Surrounded by the lilly's ſnow; ... . . . . . . . Perhaps you'll wonder, that ſuch heaps of dead.

#. Aºy ſºiling train, ' ' ' '... within the limits of one gave are lidº
conſpicious o'er the limpid main...? ...; But rather, wonder, and whilewond'ring own

The queen attends! in triumph moves Theſe, tho but mortals, yet were five in one

Gay Cupid with his laughing loves. - * * * Dec. 18, 1740. cAMILLüs.

naoſhins borne, in ſtate they ride, ,
ind beautify the ſilver tide. . . . . . . .

hancing around in ſhoals they play, ,
And humble adoration pay.

, -, --, * . * * * * * * . . . cº - “... tº

To ºbjñitialair ºf twº ſightful ſºrt, one
worthy Commander and a Stateſman, ſign'd Salop.

}

Rare artſ that life to phantoms gives! - A ty an ºngº Ploughman in the ſame cºunty.
See ſee! a ſecond Venus lives. “ - GO on! with mother-church, expunge, reſtore,

. . ; * -- - - - - And ridicule thy bible o'er and o'er:

q, the Lady who ſigns ELIZA. Who dares to droll on words divinely true,
* -

In omne Virgo ſ Condemn the Chriſtian, and applaud the jew,

'' wrat.:1:..."… #" . . . . Safe may a Walpºle ſuffer to declaim,

Nobilis evum, ºr . . . ."...iºn.
Orgive the infant muſe, whoſe artleſs lays Thisdeeds, applauded--now, were erſt, diſplaid!

F would pay to virtue its deſerved praiſe. . . " Still envy follows merit-j- proper ſhadeſ
In thee thy §, milder charms are join'd, - So when vićtorious Marlbroºdwelt below,

with all the nobler beauties of the mind;… " His country reſcu'd, and ſubdu'd the foe; , -

The ſacred nine with pure poetic fire; - Infidious Envy drew the black'ning ſcene, . |

Have warmºthy breaſt, Apollo tunes thy lyre; ºf bis Hands, his greateſt actions mean: , ;

Philoſophy muſt too thy ſkill confeſs, ..." a At length, he quits the ſtage—the nation's right,
And Nºtonſhines clad in a ſofter dreſs. * - - And ſºilbling. varlets ſhine in proper light. . . .

Ev’n boaſting Gallia views, with great ſurprize, . Such is their fate, conſign'd to endleſ, ſhame,

A new bºr in Britiſh climates riſe. . . . . . Whº Norris cenſure, or a Walpole blame. ..
* . . . . . . . PHILARETE. ... - - - - - . R.YATE.

--
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Trange is it that the human mind,

S That ranges free and unconfin'd,

Thro' earth and ſeas and ſkies,

In all its flights can never trace

what is the objećt, which the place,

Where ſatisfaction lies.

Who would defire to drag a life,

Fill'd with perplexing cares and ſtrife 2 .

Yet ſuch the tradeſman's is ;

YHe loſt in hurry, ſmoke and noiſe,

Ev’n makes that irkſome ſcene his choice,

And counts it real bliſs. '

Who would be raptur'd with a ray

ºhet from a heap of glitt’ring clayf

Yet 'tis the Miſers caſe;

Hebarters conſcience, friends and health,

May he but mark his hoard of wealth

Still more and more encreaſe.

STONE, ſure I am, your nobler mind

In breath of fame no feaſt can find,

Yet 'tis the Stateſman's food;

ºf round his coach the rabble thrones

With acclamations rend their lungs,

'Tis his ſupremeſt good.

Man form'd for more exalted joys,

The ſhadow ſeeks, but ever flies -

The ſubſtance of delightº . . .

But let the thoughtleſs wretch go on,

we'll quaff the ſtreams of Heliton, … . .

And climb Parnaſſus height.

Thence mortals view by trifles creſt,

From wave to wave .#folly toft,

Till life is daſh'd away;

How ſweet 'twill be to hear the roar,

Qf billows tumbling to the ſhore,

whenmounted farabove the roughtempeſtuoys ſea.
TY Ro,

D. O. M. -

- AEternar memoriae

&qi Batavos qui virtutem et verum Iaborem amas

e et luge.

Batavae gentis decus, virtutis bellicae fulmen,

- Hic jacet,

Qui vivus nunquam jacuit,

Et imperatorem fantem debert mori exemploſue -
- Docuit. . . . . .

Amor civium ; boffium terror: oceaniſłupor,

M.A is T : Nus HA R P : R T 1 TRom? I us,

&ue nomine plures continentur laudes quam ...

Bic lapis capit ſane anguffioret, -

Cui ſchola orienset occidens, mare materia

Triumpbarum,

. Totus orbis thatrum gloriar fuit.

Praedonum certa pernicies,

Commercii ſalix aſſertor,

Poſt guam nautas et milites (durum genus )

Paterno et cum efficaci benignogue rexit imperio

84 -gº praeha L.

aorum ipſe dux fuit aut pars magna :

Poff inſignes,†ſ.ºf viñorias:

Poff ſummer, infra meritam, bonores:

- Tandem bello anglico

Tantum non vićtor, certe inviºur.

..K Aug. anno Aºrae Chrifti MDCLIVE/Etat,LVI

Wivere et vinters defit.

Federati Belgiae patret

Hirº.#.
-- s

º

- Sudden was heard a doleful figh,

*::::::...º.ºver ſaw Verſes that pleaſed me better than
thoſe#. Mrsë.::::::..

Ton in your laſt Oétober MAG, . In the Stan
--

... zas upon RID 51.2s the Cenſure is# and the

Turn eaſ, tumourºus, and witty. Lines upon

our late Taſtein Music k, are not only vallah

fºr their Harmony and Elegance, but fºr the juſ R.

fººtions upon our unreaſonable fondneſs fºr "fri

Follies. One cannºt read the;ſºgº.
1. In A in the ſame Magazi N's, i. the Heart

is immediatelyº: of all thoſe tender Paffin,

whichſeem to have taken entire Pºliſion of the fir

Mourner ; andthe 'tis not in my Pºwer to ſya)

thing 'that may alleviate ber Sorrºws, I can't

bear ſhewing #: to ſo much Merit, and there.

fore preſent the fºllºwing.

fo Miſs CHA R torre Br ºr ston,

WHILE near Sabrina's limpid ſtream,

I tun'd the trembling lyre,

On that exalted awful theme

That kindled Mºſes’ fire.

The ſhepherds ſeem'd to know ;

“Mr L. Issa grieves, the ſhepherds cry,

“May heav'n avert her woe.”

- Mz 1 1ss a grieves --- hark louder goals

Your fond miſtake relate |

"Tis CA Ro1, 1 N a thus bemoans

Her loſt Mr 1. Iss A's fate.

Mr. Lissa, taught in years of youth,

True Wiſdos's ways%º º

Her numbers charm’d, --brform, ---her truth
But ob / Mr Liss A dies!-

Thou dear inchantreſs of the plains,

Thy mournful tale give o'er ;

We faint beneaththy pow'rful ſtrains,

Our ſouls can bearno more.

Yet fainting thus beneath thy ſtrains,

One pleaſing truth we view,-

Mr Liss A's better part remains,

Mz 1 Issa lives in You.
R. Y---R.

Mr Ur R A N,

The Hine of thefºllºwing Problem is raken for

one of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. Ifyºufºſ.
to give it Room Iſhallſenº the Solation, if yº

/hould fail of one another Hand.

Muszvi.Tours, &c.

... A Metaphyſical Problem,

- Y: ſons of ſcience in a trice,

who problems ſolve and queries mice,

who deeply read in nature's law,

Thence many curious queſtions draw

To you, the following I propoſe,
Altho' at firſt it trivial ſhews;

Ken it but right, you'll find it try

Your ſkill in phyſics myſtery.

suppoſe a fart then to be given,

How may it be divided even

In twelve parts, among twelve noſes,

So that each different proboſcis

Have equal ſhare of ſcent of F-t?

Solve this, I'll ſay you're ſons of art.
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Mr. Ur R A N, September 12th 1737.

4. Clergyman who keeps, a private boarding-ſchool

in the country, being about to diffribute ſome fruit

among bis young gentlemen

lines extempore, which I (ki. preſent) thoughs

ſhould not be loft. If you think them wºrthy a

place in your Magazine, you will oblige by inſerting

them . . .” Tour#: reader, iv. B.

N Juvenes veſtrum quisquis mea carmina

reddet,

Audiet a nobis, optimus ille puer.

Optimus ille puer frućtum laudemgue reportet;

Audiethic decies optimus ille puer". *

Optimus ille puer noſtrum ſervabit amorem,

Dilećtus cunétis optimus ille puer.

Atque ſuos doćtas ſocios hortatus ad-artes,

‘Ipſe viam monſtrans optimur ille puer.

Sed ſatis haec luſi, nullo ſale tinča nec arte,

Faelix fi placeam ruſticitate mea, º

At tu diſce, puer, doćtorum urgere favorem . .

carmine dulciſono; diſce favore frui. . .

. . . . k I TT Y. -"

To the tune of, What tho' I am a country

Fall the girls in our ſtreet, , , . . . .

There's none like charming Kitty; .

She is ſo lovely fair and ſweet, , º

So exquiſitely pretty. º:

That alſ the beaux, where'er ſhe goes,

Proteſt they all adore her; - ". . .

A girl ſo fair, ſo debonair, -- . . .

Was never ſeen before her. . . . tº

Whene'er ſhe ſpeaks, or ſmiles, or moves,

Or when ſhe ſweetly ſings, fir, .

Ten thouſand little ſportive loves

For pleaſure clap their wings, fir.

Then who can ſhun fö ſweet a ſnare,

N Orchuſe but to adore her ?

A girl ſo fair, ſo debonair v

Was never ſeen before her. -

The lilly whiteneſs of her hand,

The ſparkling of her eye-Sir, -

That face which none can look upon, . . . ."

Andº: power defy, ſir, , . -

With all theſe charms and beauties bleſt,

In ſpite of all º art-fir,

Sh'has pierc'd, alas! my loveſick breaſt,

And ſtole away my heart-fir,

The reſt ºf this Song is lºft;

º

*

*

-->

aft.

*

ſt

-

-

* r * . . . .

** * * *

4dvice to a charming g". lady, who, toAw
Cthat ſhe bad as much wit as diſcretion, and as

much diſcretion as beauty made an acroftick upon

the name CHARLES,ſ; that ſhe was of

one party, and that ſhe believed ſome one eye was

of another. -

—Tantaene animis cae'ºffibus irae! Virg. J

Have goddeſſes no better manners 1 Virg. Traveſt.

T OO many weapons to your ſex. ...I

Already there are given, ! -->

Us men, your willing ſlaves, to vex, • * *

By too indulgent heav'n, -
º

is't not enough with eyes and face, a . . .

With air, and with complexion, . . .

With ev'ry female charm and grace

To keep us in ſubjection f

But muſt you add to beauty's darts

Tart wit! forbear, bright jewel!

What, neither ſpare our heads, nor heats!

How can you be ſo cruel !

fpoke the fºllºwing

But tho' we men your ſex obey,

Subdu'd by female charms;

Yet, know, wou'd you maintain

You muſt uſe female arms.

Be not by party rage poſſeſt;

'Tis a moſt dang'rous evil;

619

your ſway,

In men a very plague at beſt, w

In women 'tis the devil. . . : , -º

Blaſted by this, your beauty dies,

Each feature is diſarmed ;

Nor darts nor light'ning have your eyes,

Nor are we longer charmed.

But hold, methinks I hear you cry,

A truce, ſir, with your ſneering;

What prudence, wit, or charms have H2

I can't abide your jeering.

If this the caſe, you're in the right, - .

And I applaud, my darling.—

The toothleſs cur, that cannot bite,

Has nothing for’t but ſnarling.

on the Nativity ºf cHRIST.

WAKE from filence ev'ry voice,

Each chearful pipe, and ſounding ſtring
Let ev'ry grateful heart rejoice,

And ev'ry tongue in rapture fing,

On this diſtinguiſh'd day of grace

Th' eternal prince of glory came,

To purge the guilt of human race,

And ſave them by his powerful name.

Bow down your heads yelofty pines,

Ye mbuntains crown'd with caedars tºll;

Be ſtill ye rude imperious winds,

Throughout the wide terreſtrial ball.

Let nought but harmony and love,

O'er all th’ expanded ſurface reign,

And let the ſacred choir, above

Approve, and join the heav'nly ſtrain.

When we in bondage were exil'd,

And rebels to th” eternal God,

Our ſouls, with blackeſt guilt defil'd,

Obnoxious to th’ impending rod;

That from his ſeat of perfect bliſs

The ſon of glory ſhou'd deſcend,

To offer man the terms of peace,

And his unbounded grace extend.

Such goodneſs, ſuch ſtupendous grace!

Nor men not angels can explore:

Then let us, what we cannot trace,

With awful reverence adore.

Ye wing'd inhabitants of air,

All ye that graze the verdant plaia,

Ye herds, that to the wilds repair,

And ye that ſkim the ſurging main;

Some ſigns of exultation ſhow, - -

While grateful minds your voices raiſe,

'Tis all that mortals can below,

To hail the day in ſongs of praiſe.

While ſkilful hands the chorus join,

And tune the rapture-raiſing lyre;

--

-----

While grateful ſtrains of love divine,

Serene, extatic joys inſpire.

Thus ſacred be the happy day, -

While ſun and moon, and ſtars endure;

ill nature feels her laſt decay,

d time itſelf ſhall be no more

*

-

2.

- *

, , -"

--

º

ºr

--

•

J. M.
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C L O E to E.M. M.A. ºr '-' ºt

While, fair nymph, ſuſpend thy cauſleſ, fears,

... Waſte not thy beauteous bloom in gloomy

cares. - - --" "

Tate's dark receſſes who could e'er find out 2 - “I

The more we ſearch the further loſt in doubt,

Rais'd high with Hope, then daſh'd with deep dé

ſpair; - - * . . .

Such iºct the beſt of mortals ſhare; T

And now is thine, thou wond’rous conſtant fair!

*Till time, fates engine, ſhall thy fears remove, f

And crown with glory the bleſt ſwain, you love;

Why does the noble youth the war perſue r

Believe me, Emma l'tis to merit you. . . . "

Then let not abſence rob thee of thy reſt, , y

Nor pangs of jealouſy torment thy breaſt... ',

Think brave. Theander only ſtays to crown , .

Your loves with honour, titles and renown; , ;

Then haſte in triumph his lov'd fair to greet,

And ſmiling lay them at thy sharmingfeet.

A PTIS IT to Z I N K.

UNO deſcended from above, * *

J with Pallas and the Queen of lºve; ºz -

Hp before twelve, with much ado, , ... .",

Sipp'd Nečtar, and got dreſt by two; . . . . . . ;

Took hackney-coach, and went incog’. . . . .

(A thing with ladies much in vogue) . . . .

To viſit Zink... Now Zink we know, ... . . "

Pythagoreans all allow, .. . . . . . .

Was once Apelles; tho’ ſome; think . . . . .

-Apelles is outdone by Zink. ... ... " -

He heard the rap-attends the calf; “

What rarely happens pleas'd them all... . .

Each ſignaliz'd her great content. " .

By an obliging compliment. . . .

For goddeſſes well born, 'tis ſaid, "... "… .

Are civil courteous and well bred. . . . . .” -

ueen jºuno, of her own free grace, i. º. º.

IDeclar'd that he ſhould take her face. … a.

Her face embelliſh'd by his art, --, -, - . . .

Perhaps might catch the thund’rer's heart. ...

What mºght not Zink pretend to do?. . . . . g.

Zink might make fickle huſbands trug. … . .

Minerva ſaid, paſt all pretence, . . . . .

He beſt, knew hºw to paint gºod ſenſe ; : *

Prepar'd to ſpeak his men appeat,”, “ . .

And ev’ry nymph keeps ſilence fe

All things, ſays Venus, I allow

So odiouſly exač—I vow , , ,

That for my ſoul Iſhan’t a thought ºn

T’indulge the joy of finding fault. -

Zink was a tiptoe —but at laſt ºr º'

(Unhappily for him)—in haſte,

r

* *

:* -ºº

--~ * : * ~ 1.

re. * : ***.

*Tis cle's fault,“...i. imal -

-

Nor let on me your anger fall

Each ſwell'd with envy.;-nor a Word

For near-two minutes-was there heard,

Till Kenus's repeater ſtruck

9. lud! ſays ſhe, 'tis four ºdzkº ... .

I wonder we can trifle ſo! . . . . . . . .

Come, ladies, come, ’tis time to go. . . . .

- Away they ſcuttled: -leftº, * -

In what a humour one may think. -

Yet let it not afflićt thee pray, -

The poet thy reward ſhall pay; ..

And all mankind thy fame ſhall know,

Since you did juſtice to my Clº'. ". .

If this will not thy grief beguile,

Ch' ſhallo'ºr-pay thee with a ſmile,

.*** - - - - -

... --

G.S,

occaſiºnedby a Recovery from• tedious left,

Ather divine! eternal one!" -

While heav'n pure homage pays,

From this dark point the ſun,

JAcceptailſortal's praiſe... . . . . . . .

Yet what the praiſe mytjathange, . :

What's all that I can ſay,

But that the God in whom I live

Has given me health to day !

The theme my voice inivain eſſays, ºr

Then let my life perſue: - -

Let what I am record thy praiſe, ºr

Expreſs'd in what I do, -º- ºr

Thee more than all, and as myſelf

Oh! teach me man to love!

Be this my fame, my glory, wealth,

My bliſs below, above -

Nor let my love to man be vain,

My love to God be blind, -

Of thee ſome knowledge let megain,

Some blºſing give mankind..." .

Thro’ ev'ry change my life may know,

My ebbing, flowing tides, " . . .

Firm be my faith; that all below: º, . .

Love join'd with Wiſhm guides, º

That ev'n thy juſtice tends to bleſ,

Tho' little underſtood; º; .

That partial evils love expreſs, º, , ,

**.* -And work the genial good. .

But faiiala, this mortal clay tº... . . .

* This reaſoning mind how frail!!--

let ſtrength be equal to my day! . . .
| ||

--

| | || He brought out one; and, ladies, this - - I

| | | | | Is, I believe, my mañerº: 2 ** Nor light nor depth Previl - it

No doubt you know it.—Know it!;yes, - en o'er my.roof afflićtion lowr', . . . ] of

| | | | | 'Tis me, each raptur'd goddeſs cries, ‘’. **Suſtain my finking heart; * ...

My awful mein;-my wit, my eyes: ". * In all my gay unguarded hours v. v º

|| || Nº. ladies,º can't ſee; …- . Oh! keep my better part! . . . . . . 3.
t is not you it muſt be me. * - ×4. . . . • - l

- wº..., , *.*.*.jºkº,
- ight have cº ing coif;: ... " my loul to: tº .- ich might have come to pulling coif; ºr where full poſſeſſion y pals, ;

But trembling Zink, with humble bow, e.
- | º:". º allow, ºf To know and love thee more. - Ind

| | | || right goddeſſes, what here; I - - --- - - -

| | | | Reſembles cºon. ofº: : drew . . . ." - p:#: Modeſy of this#fff; !.
| And yet, O pardon me, I pra Poem a TR 1P LE.—heſº. -

| That all your charms iHºly, . ... iged tº is unknºwn Findfriarſº, -



Hiſtorical Chronicle, Tecember, 1742.

SATURDAY, December 6.

}^3 publiſhed an Order of

# Council exempting, Ships
laden with Rice and Fiſh

from the Embargo, and

2 likewiſe permitting Malt

this Day to beexported.

MonBAY, , 8.

egan the Drawing of the Bridge-Lot

tery at Stationer's-hall. *

TU EsdAY, 9.

The Seſſions ended at the Old-Bailey,

when ſeven Perſons received Sentence of

Death, viz, john Bernshirg, Joſeph Hud. B Capt. Pe

dle, and Rich. Quail, for the Highway. ;

Tho. Coats, Tho. Naſh, and Rob. Le Groſ,

for Burglarys; and Daniel jackſºn for the

Murder of his Wife. Wm. Duell (ſee p. 570)

ordered to be tranſported for Life.

- F. R. I D A Y, [2.

The Dire&ors of our Eaſt India Com

pany, having received certain Advice,

that that of France, either for Fear of a

War, or for Want of Proviſions, will, at

this Time, ſend no Ships to India, de

termin'd to take four more into their Ser

vice. The ſaid Directors ſettled 18 l.

per Ann., on the Widows of the is

brave Sailors, who (with John Dean, ſtill

alive, and expected home) endeavoured

to ſave the Ship Suſſex, which, for fear

of her ſinking with them, the Capt. and

the reſt deſerted. Though as thoſe 16

common Men, made it appear by their

ſmall Strength, ſhe could have been

eaſily preſerved by a Strength and

Skill ſo much ſuperior as that of

the whole Crew and Officers.--The Di

rećtors likewiſe ſhewed ancther Inſtance

of their Generofity to Captain jenkins

(whoſe Ear a Guarda Coſta inſultingly cut

off) by making him a preſent of 390

Suineas for his gallant Behaviour in de

fending his Ship the Harrington, and 3

AEngliſh Ships under his Convoy, from

Angria the ‘Pyrate, with, whom, he

maintain'd, an obſtinate Fight, off Goa,

for 19 Hours, wherein he killed 152.

Six Months Pay was ordered for his Men.

—TLeſs Rewards are certainly very

- * : . 7

-

-- ºr ;

8 ºr Exportation be. A

juſtly beſtow'd, but it were to be wiſhed

that this, as well as our other trading

Companies, had the ſame Power to pu

niſh, as they have to reward, which

would certainly tend both to their own

Advantage, and the Good of the Public.

T H U R S D A. Y., 18. -

His Majeſty went to the Houſe of

Peers and gave the Royal Aſſent to the

Land-Tax-Bill; and afterwards both the

Lords and Commons adjourn'd to jan, 7.

- - SETURDAY, 27. . . . .

A Proclamation was publiſhed for a

gencral Faſt, on Wedneſday, Feb. 4. . . .

WE.D.NESDAY, 31. - -

Peddie's Men, (ſee p. 370.) had

5l. each from the Inſurers of this City.

. . . The Governours of the Fourdlin

Hoſpital hired, and ordered to be fitte

§ a Houſe in Hatton-Gºrdºn to take in

Children. … . . . - * :

Beſides the, Backingham and Superbe,

mentioned in our laſt, p. 570, the Prince

of Orange, of 72 Guns, having loſt her

Maſts, and the Cumberland, of 80 Guns,

put into Lisbon. The reſt of Sir Chalo

nor Ogle's Squadron, with the Tranſports,

continued their Voyage with a fair Wind.

One of Adm. Haddock's Squadron had

carried into Gibraltar a Dutch Ship, laden

with Spaniſh Goods from La Véra, Cruz;

after Gaving rifled her of 179 Bags of

Cocoa, and 60,000 Pieces of Eight, they

left her to continue her Voyage. -

Purſuant to an Addreſs of the Houſe of

Commons, the Officers on half-pay, who

are fit for Service, were ordered to be

F. be firſt commiſſioned for the Regiments

intended to be raiſed:
This Month we had great Snows, Rains,

Storms, ſevere Froſt, and in ſome Places dread

ful Thunder and Lightening ; Cattle, Corn

and Hay, were ſwept away by the Riſing of the

Severn, Trent, Wye, and other Rivers. The

like happened in France; but Hollard and Ger

many ſuffered more ſeverely ; the Dykes bºng

broke in ſeveral Places, whole Territories laid

under Water, pºrticularly 3o Villages in dire”,

where the Inhabitants got to the Tops of Houſes

and Trees to ſave their Lives. The Roof of St

Partbel.mew's Church at Françfort, where the

Emperors are elected, was beat in by Scotm. .

- * Kikºk k Ex

- tº . . . . - -4
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E*traff of a Letter from Jamaica, Sept. 9. 18. Charles Brown, Eſq; of Bayhall, near Tan.

R. Hudſon, a Lieutenant of an in- bridge-Wells,— to MäMittel, of the Motº,

dependant Company, was ſent in Suſſex, with 15,000 l.

abnut ſix Months ago, to cultivate a 22. Walentine Knightly, of Fawſly, in the

Friendſhip with the Muſqueto Indians (ſee Cºunty ºf Mºmptº- tº Miſs Dun.

our Map of the Weſt: Indies, Vol. X. a . Niece to Thomas Dummer, Eſq; Deputy.

r - - - - A Maſter of the Great Wardrobe, with roocol,

January.). They gladly joined him to Mr Richard Bºii".
r - - - y -the Nimber of fºo, and took a rich wº; # {j}:§§joln B'ſ

Spaniſh Town at Carpºntº's Riyer; abºut ... º.º.º.
#23 Leagues to the Weſtward of Porto 25. Felton Harvey, Eā; youngeſts.” of the

Bello. He was afterwards joined # Earl of Briſtol, - to the Widow of Charks

200 more, proceeded further Weſtward, Pitfield, Eſq; Daughter to Solomon Aſhly, Eğ

and made a vaſt Booty in Cocoa and Sil- Member for Bridport in Dorſetſhire.

yer.—Capt. Cliff, one of our Privateers, B .28. Geºrge Littleton Lathbury, Eſ, Dºtſ

being returned within Sight of the Iſland, Clerk to the Crown, - to Miſs Evatt,

after a ſucceſsful Voyage, had all his 19,909'.

People murdered in the Night, while Lift of Deaths for the Year 1740.

aſleep, except himſelf and Mate, by ſix Nov. 29-Glº Lagºſ, ºft; his Houſe

Spaniards, whom he had carried out to 2. ' * in Tavſock-firect. He left his

fight againſt their Countrymen. His Eſtate, of 400 l.§: to charitabl:Uº.

own Hands are cut-off, and all his Mates C 30. Sir Thomas Rentone, Knt. famous for his

Fingers. The ſix Déſperadoes carried “Cº. ºf Rºytº: Hedres. Eſq: Sarkt-D

the Veſſel into a Spaniſh Port.—Admiral #. I. *:::: i.§. ; Satkt-Dyer,

ºrnun in this ficky Seaſon has ordered "...”.%.fºr H. Mº,

the half Pint of Rum, the Sailors daily - - 2 -

- - - Chapel, a Minor Canon of St Paul's, and Via

Allowance, to be given, mixed with a of#.. a Living of §i'º.

Quart of Water, allowing them Sugar Lāy of—tornwali, Eſq; and Dººr

and Lemons to it, in order to prevent of the late Dr Robinſon, Bp of Londºn, itſilii.

Drunkenneſs, by their drinking it un- D -20. The Rt Hon.#. Boyl, LiViſº,

mixed. At firſt they repined aſ this his Shannon, aged 72. He was made Cº.:

Care of them ; but by Degrees were Horſ; in 1633-4, andmadºº.gº.
reconciled to it.' A Sloop has brought in Fººthº Pºkº.ºfº y º:

a Spaniſh Snow, whoſe Cargo ſold at . made Major of the. º* of

15,600.— Capt. Mayne, in the Wºr- Guards; in 1701-2. Colonel of a Rºš

- - k'd on the Expeditiºn

teſter Man of War, 62 Guns, has brought - *:::::: :...: ofº:

in here a Spaniſh one of 70, after ſe. F is of that Army which attacked and amid
venteen Hours Fight, wherein he himſelf E the Fort offº. burned, deſtroyed..."

received a ſlight Wound in the Breaſt, took all the French and spaniſh Men ºf W.

A Hurricane has done prodigious Damage with the Galleons; in 1704 he was malº.

at Antigma and Martinico, many Ships being gadier; in 1706-7 Major-General; inº

drove on ſhore 3 - the French and Spaniſh Lieutenant-General ; in 1720. General 2

º Fleets (as reported) ſuffered much, and two Commander in chief of the Forces in It!”

| of the former were loſt. - in 1724 was appointed one of the Lord Jº
-

--- F in 1727 was made Colonel and Capº of

A L1st ºf B1 R T H s for the Yr AR 1740. fourth Troop of Guards; in 1735 º:

Nºv. 29.WIFE ºf Mr Humphries, of Hº- tº jº. 73. Fºlº.

kanjiad in Hººftº, jiā. His Mjºtº. He wº.
leſłabove 25Years, delivered of 2. Boys and 2Girls, mºſt amiable Qualities, and perioral Viº

p. 35. The ºf the fººt behaved with the greateſt Hºowºº

hºſter, Eſq;— of a Son. º tion in the late als, andſº.

30. Her Roy Al High n Ess — ef, ſeveral Times in Parliament. º: #.
a Princeſs. - - G ºf.§§ ) º:

- -- but left by hi t one of

List ºf MA R R a Grs fºr the...Year 1740. ters .ğ.º: ſº, of Nattir.

* - || Pec. 2.A. Pºard. Jeffreys, Eſq; married to ball, in the county of Cumberland, Eſq;) Cº.

| || - Miſs Morrice, Daughter and Heireſs Daughter, ſole Heir to his Eſtate. d

of 7th Morrice, Eſq; deceaſed, with 30,oooº, º, tºº. Chaplaintothº.

| || 4. Rev. Mr Riding, Reſtor of Wanſtone in tºxbridge, Rector of Thorpe by Nºwº, !

| || Hants, to Mić'child, Niece to the B. i. ºf sºarishnºichingth.

| | || of Wincheſter, * & Foºſ, many years Comman”

| , Dr Brººmi,4vºy, of Charterlauſ-Stuare, oneof the Eaft. India Čompany'sShººja
| —- to Miſs Romfareer. - - Richard Macben, Eſq.,§M.

Mr Robert Combes, of Woodſireet, - to . . * --- - of the Jullicº
| Mºiſ. ..”-“ （::iº. J

- - - the Quorum for the County of Surº

1 * * * * :::::::::::::::::::::::: ...;
| | | | | "Mišºb, Daughter and Heireſ of late Sir the toº.Tight Hon. Horatio hºaſpok's #

| | | I ſher Tench, immenſely, rich. , , 23.

*



:

|

|

and one of t

'iefly's Palace of Wºffminſter, in room of Sir
Jºſbomas Abn - -- *

…------------ ***

Lists of Deaths, Preferments, &c. -

:*: The Rev. Mr Thomas Browning, Rećtor
of St Mary Magdalen Bermondſey. -

The 3. Dr Daniel%. Canon of

Windſor, Archdeacon of Middleſex, Chancellor

of Tork, Maſter of Magdalen-College, Camb.

and Vicar of “Twickenham in Middleſex. -

26. Win Baily, Eſq; Major of the fourth A

Troop of Horſe:Guards. - - -

Richard Cheek, Eſq; aged 71, formerly Trea

ſurer of Chriſt's Hoſpital.

29. Mr Townſhend, an eminent Hoſier in

Cheapſide, and one of the Governors's of St

Thomas's Hoſpital.

Pro Mo T1on s in the YEAR 1740. ,

IR. George Champion choſen Maſter of the R

Haberdaſhers Company. - . . . .

Robert Newton, Eſq; appointed Surveyor of

the Cuſtoms in the Port of tº: -

Mr Naisborough, eputy Clerk of

the Crown, in room of Mr. Mann, deceaſed.

Dr Sympſon,—Judge of the High Court
of Aiº, ofºCinque Ports, and of

Dover Caſtle.

Sidney Stafford Smith, Eſq; — Steward,

Judges of the Court of his Ma

bney, Knt. -

Dr Lamond, -— Phyſician to their Royal.

Highneſſes the Prince and Princeſs of Wales, in

room of Dr Hollings. -

Mr jobn Stansbury,

Coal-Meters of this City. He purchaſed the

Place for 4,402 kº 16s. Fine, and Iool perAnn. .

Mr Stevens, –Head Marſhal of this City.

George Tucker, Eſh; –Secretary and Pro

voſt Marſhal, General of the Bermuda and

Summer Iſlands, in room of his Father, decd.

Milliam Rawlinſon Earle, Eſq; Member for

Malmesbury, -Clerk of the Ordnance, in E.

room of Leonard Smelt, Eſq.; decd.

Mr Richard Swanſon,—Solicitor of the

Cuſtoms in the Port of London, in rom of Mr

Morley, reſigned. " . . .-,

Mr Lever, a Brewer in Piccadilly, appointed

by the Dean and Chapter of St Peter's, Weft

*iſter, High# of the City and Liberty of .

Wºffminſter, in room of David Patten, Éſq; f
reſigned, - . And, , -

MrGooſtry, Solicitor to the South Sea Com

pany, -- Peputy High Bailiff. - -

Geºrge Caſwall, Eſq; — Inſpector of the
Out-Port Colle&tor's Accounts, in England,

*aſer, and Berwick upon Tweed, in room of

john Gould, Eſq; deceaſed,

Thomas Morrice, Eſq; appointed Adjutant,

ºndrew Booth, Eſq;–Captain, And

ºiliam O'Farrell, Eſq; — Enſign in Tyr
rell's Regiment of Foot,

George Mure, Eſq; — Capt. Lieut.

james Erskin,- Lieutenant ; , And

james Mure, --

Grey Dragoons.

Lord Semple— Colonel of the Régiment of

Highlanders, in room of **

Earl of Crawford,–Colonel of the ſecond

Troop of Horſe-Grenadiers, in room of

Earl of Effingham, -– Colonel of the 4th

Troop of Horſe-Guards, in room of Lord

Sèannon, deceaſed. -

623

Col. Fleming,— Col. of Foot, in room of

Col. Bland,- Col. of Dragoons in Ireland.

Col. Huske,– Col. of Foot, in room of

Col. Deſcary, deceaſed. t

Coll. ughton, jefferies, Price, Long,

Hanmer, Mordaunt, Fowkes, Pawlet, Cbol

mondºley, General Cornwall, and Colonel Le

Grand, to have the ſeven Regiments of Foot,

and 4 of Marines, that are to be raiſed. . . . .

jobn Towers, Eſq; - one of the Exons

of the Yeomen of the Guards in room of Leo

mard Child, Eſq, reſigned. :

Lieut. Cbeepe, Capt. of the Wager, in

room of . -

Capt. Kidd, – Captain of the Pearſ,
in room of - -

Capt. Mitchell,-Capt. of the Glouce

ſter, in room of Capt. Norris, returned home.

Lieut. Percival, made Captain of the Au

firia Prize-Craizer by Admiral Pernon. -

Lieut. Abraham Gould, --- Capt. of the

Deptford, Storeſhip, in room of

Capt. Robinſon,— Captain of the Tyger, a

50 Gun Ship.

Ecc LEs1A sºr I c.A. 1. PA Ef ER m e N T S,

Ev. Mr Pinchy, Minor Canon ºf St

NA Paul's, appointed by the Biſhop of Lon

don, one of the Choir of his Majeſty's Chapel,

- - - - in room of the Rev. Mr Pottle, deceaſed.

one of the 15 Sea- D Dr Gilbert2.º of ºff: enabled

to hold the Čanonry of Chrift-Church, Oxford,

and the Rećtory of Peterjavy, in the County

of Exeter. - - * -

Rev. Charles Bedfºrd, M.A. preſented to
A

the vicarage of Morwell in Cornwall, .

N E w M E M BERs. . . .

Rºad Lyfter, Eſq; eleēed for the County ºf

* Salºp, in room of Corbet Kynaſton, Eſq; dee.

Thomas Watſºn, Eſq; — for Berwick, in

room of Ld º*::::*:::::
Baffet, Eſq;— for Barnſtaple, in

p:#. of Sir jobn Chtcheſter, à. a

Robert Williams, Eſq;— for the County

of Montgomery, in room of Pryce Devereux,

now Lord Viſcount Herefºrd. . . . . . .

joſeph Townſhend, Éſ; - for Walling

firáin Berks, in room of Wºm Hucks, Eſq; – He

was oppoſed by fame: Lamb, Eſq;

| Lord Henry Beauclerk, 1–. for Plymºuth,

in room of Capt. Charles Vanbrugh, deceaſed. . .

: William Moore, Eſq; – for Banbury in

Oxfºrdſhire, in room of Lord Viſcount Wal

iingford. deceaſed.

William Smelt, Eſq; — for Nortbalerton,

in Yºrkſhire, in room of Leonard Smelt, Eſq;
his Brother, deceaſed. -

Thomas Prouſe, Eſq; — for the County of

€ornet in Campbell's somerſet, in room of Sir William Wyndham,
Bart. deceaſed. - • * * ~ *

Hitºyounge, Eſq; — for Steyning, in the

H County of Suſſex, in room of Sir Robert Fagg,

Bart. deceaſed ; oppoſed by Sir Charles Matthew

Goreing, Bart. . . . . .

£; Herbert, of Kingſey, in Bucks, Eſq;

for Oxfºrd City, in room of his Bro
eaſed, - -

** ". . . T H E
- - -
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“THE King of Pruſſia, when every of Sikſia, as wellºupon ºther honounſlº T.

. I Body #ſºftwas aſſembling tes. The preſent Circumſtance ºf Affin, and

* * his ‘rºop; with a Defign to ſuº: , theiuſ A*...*ingdia.

port the Pragmatick Sanétion, accord- by ſuch as fºrm Pretentiºns ºthelate imperor
‘ing to the Aſtrances he had given, uh- Suceſſion, have required Diſpatchin this Ünder

- . - - taking, and Vigoutin the Execution of it. Andexpectedly entered Sileſia, at the Head i.iſ reaſºdidnot permith. Ki. to ex

ºf near 333co Men, and publiſhed the poſtulate the Matter previouſly withtº
following Declaration. of Hungary and Bobemia, !. they will nett

-- - - * Tz: - - -
is Pruſſian Majeſty from ſtrenuouſly iſ.

-
HE King of Pruſſia, by cauſing his Forces ºft.* y

to enter into§: #.not been induc’d .º:thelºO :º:#:rta at

to take this Step from any ill Deſign againſt the all Times, º r0mº... eſt Prºp

Court of Vienna, and mºhiºſ, with view to a Support of it upon. Occaſions that ſhall

diſturb the Peace of the Empire. His Pruſſian- offer.

Majeſty found himſelf indiſpenſably oblig'd to This King ačted in the like Manner to the

|-have recourſe, without Delay, to this Proceeding, . Biſhop of Liege, (See p. 472) in the Beginning

for challenging the inconteſtable Rights of his of his Reign; and this ſecond Inſtance of his

Family to this Dutchy, founded upon ancient . Condućt confirms what may be expeted from a

Conventions of Family and Confraternity, be- Prince quick in reſolving, ſo firm in purſuing,

tween the Elečtor of Brandenburg and the Princes and ſo able to execute his Deſigns,

"To ſatisfy, in ſome Manner, a Correſpondent's Enquiry about Sileſia, dated the

29th Inſtant, we have ſet down the Names of the Electorates, and other

... States of the Empire, with the adjacent KINGDOMS, &; according tº

their ſeveral Situations, with Regard to each other ; being all, and as will

… as we could do, on ſo ſhort a Notice. ... * * ‘. . -

. . . D E N- The Baltic e Sea

North Sea. | MARK, - -

-

Iſle; Ru- " ... Dant

; :- - - - - * . Po-me-ra-nia. zic. .

* ... Eaſt Hol. (Meck-len-burg. ). . . . . . -- )

IJ-) Friez ) ſtein.) . * * *
PRUSSIA. (

N I.- ...) land.(;: LUNEN-º, -

-
Verden.) BURG. Jºurg. ( Eleå. of BRANDENBurc.** M El, Hanover. --

of BRA Berlin. )

PRO-) Mun. ( Brunſ. - El, o - AND,

viN.; i. “... Ankah. gº Isa. s. *
CES.). - t NY. tia. le- ,

a Cieves. -- Wºff. Hall. - fia,

Au:) phaſia, Caſel. ( Sax- Ele.7. -: t

#ri: ) El. of 7 * ,
weimar. pºſſ. -

an ) ColoGN. (Naſſau.) Hºſe gotha. Prague. . . MO

Ne-( , , Berg. eiſenbach M i. R A VI.

ther-) 7ulier. " Fran) altenburg A. . . " -A.

land) El of TR 1 ER s. Frantfort. conia. '

(El. Palat': ) El Me n + z º. - - - -

, , , , ., " ..... " " '' 4%atch.LOR-) Al- Wirtem- Ratisbon. A-. H UN.

RAIN.), ſa- ... burg. EZ of -

Vienna. º

ti- E A v A- -
U. - G A

FRA) swabia. "... ." T rºa,
A- - - - - -- - R Y, *N CE) SWITZER. . -

Saltzburg -

- -

LAND. Tir ol. -
Sti

wº& ***ONS Trent. Carinthia, ri'a.
*** * * : Piemont.) Miſan. - ~ - -

. . . . . . . . 4.--- Carniola. Sclavoniº

Y y, . . . ,TN-"S2-S-r ‘' "

I T A L yfice, (cºw Venice, I Croati à.
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atº out of Patience, at being ſo

- *-*-** ------~~~~~

F o R. E-1 G. N. A F F A-1 R S. 62;'

When the Pruſſian Troops entered the Duke Regent had determined to ruin

Sileſia, the King made º, the follow- ºthem, in order to gain the Affections of

ing Speech: Gentlemen, I don't look upon the Ruſſians; whereupon they played,

%. as my Subječs, but as my Friends. their Parts ſo well, that they drew off

Žhe Troops of Brandenburg, have always from his intereſt almoſt all the Senate.

fgnalized themſelves ºthºr Courage, and A and the Generality, of his Party. As the
have given on divers Óccaſions, Marks of * Regent, perceived his Danger to en

their Bravery., . I ſhall he in; 3 creaſe, he endeavoured to ſecure himſelf,

to all your Explºits. . 204 will a.# t and intended to have taken the young

in my Preſence, and 1 will recompence thoſe Emperor out of the Hands of his Parents,

who ſhall' diſtinguiſh themſelves by their under Preſence that his Health and Life

Zeal for my Service, rather as a Father were in danger: He propoſed this to the

than as a Sovereign. -e Senate, but no Body durſt ſecond him.

Ruſſia already begins to feel the Con-B. He alſo deſired the Senate for intreat

º; of her Emperor's Minority, in- “the Princeſs. Anne and her Conſort

teſtineTroubles. It was always expe&ed to retire to ſome other Town in the

that the Princeſs Anne, the young Em-: , Ruſſian Territories, becauſe thcir Pre

peror's Mother, would have been de-, fence in thatº dangerous

clared Heireſs apparent to the Crown, but Parties to be formed. This Project was

the Duke of Courland, excluded hen from determin'd on November 17, between the

any Share of the Adminiſtration, by his Regent and his Favourites; but the two

Artifices, and got himſelf appointed C Lords being informed of every Thing

ſole Regent of the Empire, which in- that paſſed, an Aſſembly of the Nobi

conſiderate. Procedure, with . others, lity, Generals, and other high Officers

‘equally aſſuming, occaſioned great Diſ: was ſecretly held at the Palace of the

{atisfaction. The Princeſs Anne ſigned Princeſs Anne, Ośīober 19, at Night.

the Diſpoſition of the late Empreſs, with Where, upon conſidering the Condućt ºf

much Unwillingneſs. She'even publick- the Duke, it was unanimouſly agreed,

ly declared, that the Duke of Courland D that the Tranquillity of the State was ex

#. taken Advantage of the laſt Mo- poſed to imminent 1)anger from his

ments of Empreſs, to get himſelf de- º, Ambition, and, ..";
clared Regent... and was daily giving ... that it was neceſſary to deprive film of
#. of herº;.'#. his Power, and§.º *:
tifying Manner affronting his Highneſs. . . the Regency being conferred on t

§ he went to wait upon her, ſhe Princeſs Aime, an Srder was drawn up

treated him with the utmoſt Diſdain, and - for arreſting the Duke, and the Execu

he was no better received by her Con Etion of it aſſign'd to Count Munich. Ac

fort. The Regent, far from reſenting cordingly he, about 4 o’Clock in the

theſe Affronts, on the 7th of November. Morning, at the Head of a Detachment

preſented the Duke of Brunſwick her of Guards, entred the Duke's Palace, and

Conſort, with the Commiſſion of Ge- cauſed the Door of his Apartment to be

neralíſſimo and Grand Admiral, which opened in Name of the Emperor. The

he, at her Inſtigation, contemptu- Duke being awakened with the Noiſe,

ouſly tore in Pieces, ſaying, Know, Sir, p, and ſuſpečting his Perſon, in Danger,
it would not by any Means become me F leaped out of Béâ, and laid hold on his

nor have I occaſion, to ači in any Employ. Sword. At that Inſtant Count Munich

ments under your Régency, The Régent entered and ſaid unto him, I arreſt your

Highneſ; on the Part of the Emperor, and

ſcornfully treated, was ſo imprudent as here is my Order. The Duke obſtinate

publickly to complain of the Duke, which ly defended himſelf, and even after he

gave the Princes Anne..º. was diſarmed, reſiſted till his Shirt was

of forming a Party, into which ſhe firſt G torn to Pieces in the Struggle. Nor was

drew the Sounts Munich and d offer. the Dutcheſs unaåive, in her Husband's
*man. She began with reproaching them Defence; ſhe drew a Sabre and wound

for having aſſiſted the Regent to obtain ed one of the Guards: Both were at laſt

that Pignity ; but the two Lords pro- with their Family (except their eldeſt

teſted, that it was his own Work a- Son, who was indiſpºſed) committed to

Jone, he having prevented evºy Body theº: of Schlieſelbourg, and imms.

from coming, near the Perſon of the rº, diately the Princeſs Anne was, in the

Czarina. They further aſſured, the H Namé of the Emperor, declared Re

Princeſs, that they were ready to ſacri: gent of the Empire, and honoured with

fice themſelves for the Emperor, as well, the Title of Grand Princeſ of allR}.
as for her and the Duke. It ſeems, that WhichDeclaration was ſigned by the whºſe

theſe two Lords had been informed, that Synod, Miniſtry and Generals of; Army,
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S TO C. K. S. Monthly BILL ºf Mortality, from Nov. 25, to Dec. 23.

$.S. Stock no Price. cuita; 542 Burled.

IO Within the walls I

--- Annu. 109 # Femal. 513 55 Without the willi .#
NewAnnu. na Pr. Buried #: ;3%. In Mid, and Jarry $47

3 per C. Ann. 99. Femal. 98o city and Sub.Weſt. 426

dank 13.3% Died under 2 Years old-- 626 1964

--Circul, 21.1os.Pr. Between z and 5 ----, 189 -

Mii. Bank: 112. Between 5 and 10-----, 97 weekly ºutlah,

India NoTransfer. Between 16 and zo------55 -

--Bonds 3 i. 19 . Pr. Between zo and 30---- 157 Det.:

African Io Between 30 and 40 ---- 191 º:

Royal Afl. 89. Between 40 and 5o -- 216 23:---503

Lon. ditto ic: Between go and 60--- 161 . Tº

7 p. C. Em. Loan 99. Between 60 and 70 ---- 118

5 p. C. Ditto 82 # Between 70 and 8e ---- loo *ś Wheat.--11. 5.

Eng. Cop. 3 1.151. Between 80 and 90 ----. 43 Wheat 34t. pir ºwn,

- - Hay per load 69,

Welſh ditto 1 5s. Between 90 and too, --- 9 op3.0, Iºſ,

fº. Tick. 6 l. Betweenº io4---_ocº

- 1962 in the Pºol.

**********************************

. . . A G E N E R A L B I L L of the

Christenings and Burials from December 11, 1739, to December 16, ſº
-

- - º
-

- ... . Males 78317. . ." Males 1468; 3 Increaſed in the Builtichiene 5,231 § Females}; : Build 30811 §Fis ::::: Ilcreate Year $379,

[60 and 7o -- 1977

30 and 40 - -2783. :::::: 1716

40 and 50 - -2366 80 and 90 -- 758

50 and 60 - -2585 |goand 1eo- 100

::::::::: - 1

161 – 2 || 105 - 1

ro2 - 2 106 -

103 --- 1 || 107 --- ?

Between 2 and 5 2862

- , 5 and 1c , , 1235

Died Under 2 YearsofAge rozór (zo and 30 - -2205

º 10and 20 :

T. D. I s E A S E S and c As U A LT I e s this far.

Abortive and Stilborn | Falling Sickneſs 11 Mortification 313 f cAs UALTIES

- 554|Fevers and Purples 4003! Palſie : 43 Bººk. Limbs 10

Aged 2591 ||Fiſtula º 3|Pluriſis . . . 7o Bruiſed $

Agut 6|Flux 16i Quinſie....A - 18|Burnt il

Apoplexy & ſudden 228|French Pox 162 Raſh 3|Choaked

Aſthma& Tiflick 1153 Gout 6oi Rheumatiſm 8||Died by the cuttingºf

Bedridden, . *; Gravel, Stone & Stran-Rickets , , , I a Leg. I

Bleeding - gory ... 43|Riſing of the Lights 12 Drowned !"

Bloody Flux 6|Gief’ is ºst Anthony's Fire 4|Exceſſive Drinking :

Burſtén and Rupture 23 Head Ach... " .. , 1 Seald Head 2 | Executed 13

Cancer * 56 Headmouldſhot, Hor-Small Pox * 2725 | Found dead $;

Canker . . 6| ſhoehead, and water|Sores and Ulcers.'";3|Fºured skull .3

Childbed 227 in the Head 165|Spleen * kilºby Falls, ºniº

£holick, Gripes, and Jaundies 1e3|Stoppagein the Stomach veral other Accideº ||

"'Twiſting of the Guts [Impoſthume ... 28 || - 185 4;

. . . . . . . 296 || Inflammation. 35|Surfeit - |Made away themſº

gº." 4919 Itch ... j |Swelling ; ;:

Convulſion 8479 |Leproſe 4; Teeth - 1708 Murder'd :

Cough, and Hooping- |Lethargy, 3| Thruſh - 136|| Overlaid º

... Cough . . 280 Livergrown 7|Tympany 6|Scalded {

TXiabites * I Lunatick 99: Vomiting and Looſe- Shot f

Dropſie 1219 Meaſles 46 neſs 7|Smothered :

Evil so Miſcarriage 5|Worms 13|Starved J;

- -
Suffocated ;

. . . . * - . . . -
Total 4%



T. Cooper.

REGISTER of Books in DECEMBER, 1746.

Court of King's-Bench. Printed

for j. Stevens, j. Worral, &c. 8vo

Price 4 x. 6 d. - - - - -

4. Notes of Caſes in Points of Pračice. Sold

by 7. Shuckburg, 8vº. Price 4*.64. -

. The wicked Lifeand End of Haman. By

. Wºlffer. Printed for W. Webb. Price & d.

4. Confiderations on the true Nature of Go

“R. Orders, and Notices in the

vernment. Printed for T. Cooper. Price I s.

, Vernon's Glory. Part II. Sold by W.
wā. Price 6 d.

6. Preſent State of the French and Spaniſh

Revenues. Printed for T. Coºper. Price is.

7. Collection of Freeholder's Inſtructions,

&&. Printed for 5. Watſon. Price 1 s.

3. Great Man's Anſwer to the Poem Are

theſe Things ſo P. Price . . T. Cooper.

3. Haveatypu all. Price 6 d.
ie. What Things 2 An Enquiry into Are

theſe Things ſo P. Sold by 7: Roberts. Pr. 6 d.
11. Examination of Macbiavel's Prince, Sold

by T. Woodward, 8vo. Price 5 s.

12. Oliver Cromwell's Manifeſto againſt Spain,

Printed for T. Cooper. , Price I i.

13. Eſſays on ſeveral curious and uſeful Sub

jeºs in ſpeculative andmixt Mathematicks. By

T. Simpſºn. Printed for j, Nourſe, 4to. Price

6 s. ſew'd. -

14. Experiments and Qbſervations on Mrs

Stephens's Medicines. Publiſhed by Dr S. Hales.
Printed for T. Woodward. Price is.

15. Dr Gaubius's compleat extemporaneous

Diſpenſatory. Tranſlated from, the Latin, and

priated for 7.Carter, in Cornbill, 8vo., Pr. 55.
16. Memoirs of the Counteſs of Corbon. Sold

by T. Cooper. Price 1 s. 6d.

The Curioſities of the Tower of London. By

the Author of the Gigantic Hiſtory. Printed

for T. Boreman. Price 4 d.

18. A Geographical and Hiſtorical Deſcrip

tion of the principal Obſeéts of the preſent War

in the Weſt Indies. Printed for 7. Gardener.
Price 2 s. 6d. ſew'd.

19. The Lives of the Profeſſors of Greſham

ciº. By jobn Ward. Rhetoric Profeſſor.

Folio Price I l. 5 s. -- .

zo. Mr Whitefield's new Journal. Printed

for jº. Hutton. Price 8 d. º

21. Examen ; or, an Enquiry into the Cre

dit and Veracity of a pretended compleat Hiſto

By the Hon. É. North, Eſq; Printed

for F. Gyles, 4to. Price 17 s. 6d.

22. The Scotch Compendium,..., 4th Edit.

with Additions,

7 s. 6d.

23. An Ode to the Duke of Argyle ; with

another to the Earl of Marchmont.

Price 6 d.

24. Truth. . A Poem, to the Lord Harring
‘ton. Printed for C. Corbet. Price 6 d.

25. An Epiſtle_from Lord L–1 to Lord

C—d. By Mr P. Price 6d. Cooper.

- 26. A Poem on Admiral Vernon's Glorious

Atchievements. Price I s. T. Cooper.

27, Mr. Bartbolomew Greenwood's Caſe, writ

ten by himſelf. Printed for T. Cooper. Pr. 1:.

28. Mr Henry Grove's Poſthumous Works,

in 4 Vols. 8vo,

- 4. 1 r. unboutd,

Printed ſor C. Hitch. Price

rinted for .

Sold by 7, Wilson, Price

29. A Reply to Mr Bowman's Letter to the

Inhabitants of Dewsbury. . Price 6 d. Hutton.

39. A Narrative of the Revival of William

Duel. Sold by j. Roberts. . Price 6d.

31. An Anſwer to the Conſequences on Trade.

Printed for T. Coºper. Price 6 a.

2. The Laureat; or, Right Side of Colley

Cibber, Eſq; , Price 1 s. .# j. Roberts.

33. Three Miſcellaneous Diſſertations. Sold

by R. Dodſley., Price 3 s.

34. A farther Account of Welch Charity.

Sold by j. Hutton. Price 6 d. - -

3É A methodical Syſtem of Univerſal Law,

By G. Turnbul, L.L.D. Printed for 7. Noon.
In two Vols. 8vo. Price Io.s.

36. Los Diez Libros de Fortuna de Amour.

Printed for H. Chapelle. In two Vols. 8vo.
Price 12 s. -

37. j. Miltoni Paradiſus Amiſus latine red.
ditus. Interprete Joſepbo Trapp, S. T. P. Pol.

I...Compkien, ſº priores Libros. Impenſis L.
Gilliver, j. Wood, & C. Moodward, 4to,
Price 1s s. ſew'd. -

38. The Oddity. A Poem. Price 6d

Printed for j. Robins.
-

39. Dr Cole's Sermon at St Paul's.

6.a. Sold by T. Cooper.

40. A Serious and friendly Addreſs from a

Miniſter in the Country to his Pariſhioners.

Sold by 7. Wilfºrd. Price is. 6d.

#########################.

ADV E R T IS E M E N T

New invented aſtronomical Q_U A

D R A N T, is by the Parentee

offered to the Conſideration of the Lords

of the Treaſury, in order to be introduced

into his Majeſty's Ships ofWar, the Com

Price

miſſioners and Secretary of the Admi

ralty, having certify'd to his Majeſty,
That upon Tryal, it appeared to ; of

much greater Uſe at Sea, than the com

mon Quadrants. It requires no Shade

from the Sun, nor any viſible Horizon;

by it an Obſervation may be taken in the

Night; it divides the Degrees into 60

equal Parts, whereby the Altitude is

ſhewn to Minutes, and conſequently the

Latitude of the Place, to a Mile at Sea;

and in a printed Book of its Excellency
'tis further deſcribed to be more accurate

eaſier, and more expeditious in Uſe; alſo
more ſerviceable inº Sarveying

of Land, and oiâlling, than any other.

The Quadrant and Boºk to be had of Mr.

Turner at the Quadrant and Dial in Hatton

Garden.

juſt publiſhed.

IR Is A A c New To N’s PHILOSOPHY

explained for the Uſe of the Ladies. In

fix Dialogues on Light and Colours. From the

Italian of Sig. Al G.A. Rot T 1. 2 Volumes,

12mo, Price bound 5 s. Tranſlated by Mrs

RL i za B tº hºcA R T = R. -

Printed for E. Cave, at St jºbn's Gate.
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. . . . . . . This Month was publiſhed, ". . . . . . .
(With his Majeſty's Royal Licence and Protein) . . .

- : - -
- --

* * ~ . * * * * * * * *
-- -

. . The TENTH, being the LAST Volume of - -

TH: General Dićtionary, Hiſtorical and Critical ; containing the Remainder

H of Mr. Bayle's Dićtionary, his Diſſertations, &c, ſeveral additional Lives omitted in the former

Volumes; a new and very large Index to all the Ten Volumes; an alphabetical Liſt of the Articles;

and a Chronological Table, which ſhews the Reader at one View who were contemporary, and ena

ble him to peruſe their" Lives according to the Order of Time in which they flouriſh'd,

TH E. Who LE Work containing the Hiſtory of the moſt Illuſtrious Perſons of all Ages

and Nations, particularly thoſe of Great Britain and reland. Among the new Lives, beſides my

others equally curious and entertaining, are thoſe of * . . . . -

Addiſon, Andrews, Arioſto, Arminius, Arnobius, Arrian, Aſcham, Aſhmole, Atkins, Atter

bury, Audley, Bacon, Baillet, Thomas Baker, Richard Baker, Bale, Baliol, Balwge, Barclay, Bt.
low, Barnes, Baronius, Barrow, Bates, Richard Baxter, William Baxter, Bayle, Batman. Bedell,

Bennet Earl of Arlington, Thomas Bennet, Bernard, Betterton, Beveridge, Biddle, Bidloo, Blackal,

Blake, Blount, Bodley, Boileau, Bond, Bonet, fºil; Borgia, Boſſu, Boyle, Brake, Briggs, Brown,

Brun,Buckingham,Bull, Burnet,Edmund Calamy,Benjamincalamy,Camoens,Cange, Carpenter,Cartes,

Iſaac Caſaubon, Meric Caſaubon, Cave, Cavendiſh, Caxton, Cecil, Chaucer, Cheke, Chillingworth,

Coke, Colet, Collier, Collins, Congreve, Cotes, Cowel, Creech, Cromwell, Cudworth, Cumber

3änd, Dacier, Davenant, Dawes, Denham, Digby, Dodwell, Donne, Dorſet, Dryden, Dugdale,

Echard, Egerton, Epićtetus, Epiphanius, Erpenius, Evelyn, Evremond, Euſebius, Fabretti, Falkland,

Falſtaff, Fanſhaw, Fell, Feyre, Fiddes, Flamſtead, Fleetwood, Fletcher, Forbes, Forteſcue, Fox,

Friend, Fuller, Gale, Garth, Gataker, Gay, Glanvill, Francis Goodwin, Dr. Thomas Godwin,

Grabe, Graevius, Graunt, Greaves, John Gregory, James Gr ofy, David Gregory, Greenville,

Grew, Grindal, Gronovius, Grotius, Guarino, Guicciardini, Guillim, Hakluyt, Hale, Hales, Hall,

IHalifax, Hambden, Hammond, Hardouin, Harrington, Hearne, Herbelot, Herbert, Herodian, Hº

zodotus, Heylin, Hicks, Hobbes, Hodges, Hollinſhed, Holyoke, Hooke, Hooker, Hooper, Homeck,

Horrox. Howe. Howel, Hudſon, Huet, Hughes, Huggens, Hyde, Jewel, Johnſon, Jones, Jºhn

Keill, James Keill, Ken, Kennet, Kettlewell, Kidder, John King, Peter King, Kempfer, Kuſel,

Langbaine, Lanſdowne, Laud, Lannoi, Lee, Leland, Lenfant, Leſley, Leſtrange, Lewis, Lightiº,

Lilburn, Lilly, Linacre, Liſter, Littleton, Llhwyd, Locke, Lockman, Longomontanus, Lower, Lº

cas, Ludlow, Ludolf, Lycophron, Mabilion, Mackenzie, Malebranché, Malpighi, Mandeville, Mail:

borough, Marſhall, Marſham, Marvell, Maſſinger, May, Mayne, Maynwaring, Mede, Merſºnne,

Mezeray, Mill, Milton, Molineux, Mobnoy, Montague, Sir Thomas More, Henry More, Morley,

Morton, Moſs, Moyle, Nelſon, Newton, Nicholſon, Norris, Ogilby, Oldenburg, Öldham, Qſºm,

otway, Overbury, Qughtred, Oven, Qzañam, Palearius, Palavicino, Panormita, Parker, Parſon,

atrick, Pearſon, Peirce, pºſſ, Penn, Perizonids, Peter 1. Petrarch, bº, Philips, Pocoke, Poole,

Potter, Prideaux, Prior, Prynne, Puffendorf, Rapin de Thoyras, Rawleigh, Ray, Reland, Nichº

las Rowe, Elizabeth Rowe, Ruſhworth, Ruſſel, Sackville, Sancroft, Sandys, Savile, Julius Cæſºr

Scaliger, Joſeph Scaliger, Scot, Selden, Shadwell, Shaftſbüry, Shakeſpear, Sharp, Sheffield, Shel.

ſton. Sherburne, Sherlock, Shirley, Sidney, Smalridge, Smith, Sommers, Somner, South, Sºuth.

well, Ezekiel Spanheim, Frederick Spanheim, Spºd, Spelman Spencer, John Spencer, Spinckti,

Spotſwood. Sprat, Stanhope, Stanley, Steele, Stillingfleet, Sydenham, Talbot, Taylor, Temple,

Teniſon, Tillotſon, Tindal, Toland, Trenchard, Vanini, tſſher, wake, Waller, Wallis, Walton,

..Ward, Wharton, Whichcot, Whitby, Whitelocke; Whitgift, Wilkins, John Williams, Dinid

Williams, Willis, Wilſon, Winwood, Wollaſton, Wood. By . t - -

-

--

-

- . . . . The Rev. Mr. john Peter Bernard, F.R.S.. " ' ". . . . . . . . . .
º • * , . The Rev. Mr. Zhomas Birch, A. M. F. R. S., . . . . . . . . . .

* * * * * , , , , , , , The late Mr. George Sale, - --

- - , Mr jobn Lockman; and other Hands. - -

N.B. The obſervationſ and Correšions of the late Paris Edition, of Bayle'; pišionath

and Reflections on thePaſſages which ſeem to favour Scepticiſm and the Manichee Syſtºº

inſertia in their proper Plater thro'the whºle Work,but theft, as well as all other Additiºn,

are always diſlinguiſhed by prºper Marks from what were written by Mr. Bayle. . .

Pºinted for G. Strahan, and J. Clarke in Cºrnhill; J. Gray, in the Poultry; J. Shuckburgh

. c. Corbet, and G. Hawkins in Fleet-ſtreet; J. Wilcox and A. Miller in the Strand; T. Oſborº,

gº Gray's Inn; J. Brindley, in New Bond-ſtreet; J. Wood, and C. Woodward in Patetº

Row; C. Ward and R. Chandler, without Templé-Bar, and at their Shops in Coney-ſtreet, York,

and at Scarborough; j. Bettenham near and E. Cave at St. John's-Gate. º'

- juſt publiſhed in one Pakne 3vo. . . . . . . . . .

(, EOGRAPHY REFORMED: Or a new Syſtem of General Geography according to an it.

& Y curate Analyſis of the Science, augmented with ſeveral neceſſary Branches omitted by form;

*Authors. Under each Branch is given an Account of its Objećt and Üſe, An Explanation of the

Terms, the Hiſtory of its Riſe and Progreſs, with Rules for exhibiting it to the beſt Advantagº

*The 'whole illuſtrated with Notes and References to the principal Geographers, whoſe different

S. priments are cited and examined. . Deſigned for the Uſe of the Curious in general and Student,

in particular. There is added, a copious. Index of the Terms centained in the Work, anſwerint

the End of a D.&tionary of General Geography.
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DEBATES in the Senate of LILLIPUT.

-
(Continued from p. 592.)

On the 40th Day of the Seſſion happened

a grand Debate in the Houſe of Cli

- mabs, wherein above thirty Members

fpoke ; and as it is the Cuſtom, when

- Points of great Importance are to come A

under Conſideration, it was previ

ouſly moved, that their Serjeantſhould

go with his Mace to all the Courts in

the grand Hall of Belfaborac, and

's Places adjacent, to ſummon the Mem

bers to attend the Service of the Houſe.

The Serjeant being returned, Salvem B

Snodſy, Urg; ſtood up and ſpoke to

the following Effect.

S 1 R,

Riſe up to renew a Propoſal which

has already been ſeveral Times

made to you, without that Succeſs C

which, in my Opinion, it deſerves ;

but, as I think it abſolutely neceſſary

for the Preſervation of our Conſtitu

tion, I am neither deterred from re

peating it by its former ill Succeſs, nor

ſhall I be diſcouraged from a future At-D

tempt if it ſhould anew meet with the

ſame Reception: My Reaſon, Sir, is,

that I have been long ago fully convinc'd

of the Truth of an Obſervation made

by one of our greateſt Lawyers, that

a good Bill or Motion once propoſed

in Senate, and entered in our Journals,

can never die: It may meet with re

peated Oppoſition, but till our Conſti

tution be irrecoverably deſtroyed, there

will be Hopes that at laſt Reaſon and

Neceſſity will prevail over Artifice

Corruption, and Dependence.

The Propoſal I ſhall make, Sir, is

plainly this, that Delinquents may not

be allowed to be their own Judges,

and that our Liberties may not be

committed to the Keeping of thoſe

who are retained to deſtroy them. It

is the Duty of the Senate to redreſs

public Grievances and to puniſh all

high and heinous Offenders, who have

been ſo artful as to evade, or ſo pow

erful as to defy, the Laws of the

Kingdom . It is our Duty to grant

Money for the public Service, but our

Duty to grant no more than is abſo

lutely neceſſary. We are to ſee that

the Money granted is properly applied,

and duly accounted for. We are to

watch over the public Safety, by

taking Care not to paſs any Laws that
LJ 1 1 are

I
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are inconſiſtent with the Liberties and

Privileges of the People, and by pro

viding ſpeedy and effectual Remédies

againſt all Incroachments of ambitious

Princes, or flagitious Miniſters. But

how, Sir, can theſe Duties of these

mate be performed, if the Majority of

the Members find their Advantage in

the Neglect of them : Can weexped
that public Grievances will be re

dreſſed if the Senate be Confederates

with the Authors of them : Can we

of the ſame Virtue, in Officers who

may hereafter have Seats in this Houſe,

our Conſtitution may be brought into

the utmoſt Danger, if they ſhould be.

come the Majority. Therefore, we

ought, whilſt we have it in our Power,

to provide againſt this Danger, by li.

miting the Number of Officers and

Placemen that are to have Seats here.

For, when a Majority of Senators

ſhall confiſt of Officers, and thoſe of

ficers ſhall have a greater Regard to

*Pećt that any high Offender will be B the Places they poſſeſs, or Preferment;

puniſhed by the Senate, if the Majo

rity of it ſhare his Crimes, or depend

on his Will Will the publick Mo

ney be properly applied, or juſtly ac

counted for, if ſuch are to be the only

Inſpectors of the public Accounts?

Will, a Senate guard againſt the in.

croachments of the Crown, or of the

the Miniſter, if the Majority receive

the Whole, or a neceſſary Part of

their Subſiſtence, from the Places or

Penſions which they hold by Favour

of the Crown or Miniſters :

I believe, Sir, theſe Queſtions can

mot be anſwered affirmatively by any E.

Man, who dares make uſe of his Rea.

ſon; and yet they muſt all be ſo

anſwered by thoſe who maintain,

that our Conſtitution can never be in

Danger from ſuch a Number of Place.

men or Penſioners to the Crown as

may conſtitute a Majority, or almoſt

a Majority, in the Senate. I grant,

Sir, it may be neceſſary to have alſ.

ways in this Houſe one or more of the

chief Officers of the Treaſury, Admi
ralty, and Army, and no leſs in other.

Branches of the Government, in order

to inform us of the Buſineſs of the

Nation, but ſurely it is not neceſſary

to the Buſineſs, and, doubtleſs, it is in.

confiſtent with the Dignity of this

Houſe, to have it filled with inferior

Clerks, and ſubordinate Officers of our

Navy, Army, and Civil-liſt. I have

the greateſt Regard for all Officers at H

preſent amongſt us ; becauſe, I hope

they have all too much Honour to fa

crifice their Duty, as Repreſentatives

of the People, to any ſelfiſh Confide

ration. But fince we cannot be aſſured.

F

D

of Officers in this Houſe, I ſhould

|

they expect, than to the Liberties and

Conſtitution of their Country, itwold

be in vain to propoſe any Limitation.

I-move, therefore, That Leave may

be given to bring in a Bill for the ºt.

ter ſecuring the Freedom of Palia.

ments, by limiting the Number of

Officers to ſit in the Houſe of Climabi,

Upon this aroſe the experied DERATE,

in which no left than eighteen ſºle

jor, and thirteen againſt, the M.

tion, ſº that every particular Sºul

* is not to be expeted ; ; and tertain

& the unavoidable Repetition ºf

the ſame Sentiments that muftft.

quently happen in ſº long, a Diſ

pute, render it left neceſſary....He

fides, as the Cowſiitution of Lillipt

was formed on that of Great Britain,

we have already laid before our Rº:

ders ſome Britiſh Speeches an a lilt

Occaſion (See p. 288, and 339) We

/*all therefore, at this Time, content

ourſelves with repreſenting the Sul.

ſtance of the Debate in the Argument

advanced by the ſeven fºllowing

Speakers)

Urg; Slenwy ſpoke to the fºllºwing

Purpoſe.

S I R,

I I thought a Bill of this Kird ſt.

ceſſary for the Preſervation of our

$onſtitution ; if I thought that th: :

Conſtitution were now or ever could ,

be in any Danger, from the Numbº

readily concur, not only in bringingin,

but paſſing the Bill which the hon,

Gentleman has been pleaed to .
-- ... - pole;
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them ſhould ever be choſen.

Debates, &c. in the Senate of LILLIPUT.

poſe; nay, further, I ſhould ſecond

this Motion, if I were not fully con

vinced, that the Excluſion of ſuch Of.

ficers who have Intereſt enough to be

choſen Members of this Houſe, would

be a moſt dangerous Infringement of

our Conſtitution, and at laſt the Cauſe

of its abſolute Ruin.

The hon, Gentleman, Sir, has fur

niſhed us with an unanſwerable Argu

ment againſt the Bill he propoſes. He

admits that no Danger can ariſe from B

Officers in this Houſe, unleſs they be

come the Majority, and that even then

there is no Danger, unleſs that Majo

rity conſiſts of ſuch, Men as have a

greater Regard for the Offices .
poſſeſs, or the Preferments they expect,

than they have for their own Honour,

or the Liberties and Conſtitution of

their Country. Both theſe Caſes, it is

granted, muſt happen, before we can

ſay there is any Neceſſity for ſuch a

Bill as is here propoſed ; but they are

either of them ever happened, much

leſs that both ſhould happen at the

fame Time.

Sir, all the Officers in the Receipt

of the Revenue, are already excluded

63 I

call his Property, and may tranſmit i*

to his Poſterity. But if our Conſtitut

tion ſhould be deſtroyed, if an abſo"

lute and arbitrary Government ſhould

be ſet up, he could neither call it his

Property, nor leave it, with any Cer

tainty to his Heirs. Would any then

but a Madman render a certain, real,

tranſmittable Eſtate of ſix, or even

three hundred a Year precarious, for

the Sake of a Place or Penfion of dou

ble the Value, held at the mere Will

of another ? A Place which he knew

he could not tranſmit to his Poſterity.

This, Sir, is a Conduct ſo contrary to

common Senſe, that it is impoſſible

any great Number of Men in any

Age, or any Country, could ačt in

ſuch a Manner. -

If you can (as in my Opinion the

hon. Gentleman who made the Moti

on muſt) ſuppoſe the Electors through

out the Nation ſo regardleſs of the

Good of their Country, as to chooſe

ſo extraordinary, that I cannot ſuppoſe DOfficers and Placemen, ſo deſtitute of

Honour and of ſuch abandoned Prin

ciples, were ſuch to be found, it would

Nothing avail to paſs a Bill of this

Kind. For, certainly, there will be

Candidates, tho’ not Placemen, of

from having Seats in this Houſe ; and E Principles, equally wicked, and the

as , for the Officers of our Navy

and Army, and thoſe whoſe Atten

dance in the Capital prevents their

having any Intimacy or Correſpon

dence with the Electors of our ſeveral

Counties, Cities, or Boroughs, it is

ſame unthinking Elečtors will be lia

ble to make a Choice equally pernici

ous. What then can be the Neceſſity,

or where the Benefit of enaëting a

Law againſt electing Placemen and Of.

ficers, in order to preſerve the Liber

not probable that any great Number of F ties of thoſe, which they themſelves

There

fore, I think it very improbable, that a

Majority of this Houſe ſhould ever

conſiſt of Officers and Placemen; but

ſhould they make a Majority of the

Houſe, can we ſuppoſe they will all,

to a Man, be void of Regard to their

Honour or Country They muſt be

Gentlemen of Family and Fortune

who can get themſelves choſen, and

therefore ſuch a Suppoſition is abſurd,

unleſs you will ſuppoſe them regardleſs

of theirown Intereſts. No Gentleman,

Sir, can fit in this Houſe without an

Eſtate in his own Right, which, while

our Conſtitution is preſerved, he may

\

think not worth preſerving, or which

they would be entirely unconcerned a

bout, if left to their Freedom to chooſe

Officers or Placemen? It ſeems, there

fore, evident, that our Conſtitution

Gnever can be in more Danger from any

Number of Officers under the Crown,

that may be elečted to fit in this Houſe,

than from the Election of other Men.

But if you ſhould, by a new Law, ex

clude from the Senate all who ſhall be

in Office or Employment, except a

very few, ſuch a Law would not only

endanger, it would, in my Opinion,

overturn our Conſtitution. I believe, it

will not be denied, Sir, that ſince the

- happy
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happy Acceſſion of the preſent Impe

rial Family, greater Regard has been

(ſhewn by the Crown to the Senate than

ever was ſhewn for ſo long a Period

of Time. I could name a Reign in

which our Conſtitution ſeems to have

been at its higheſt Perfection, wherein

the Senate had not ſuch Reſpect ſhewn

it: I mean that of the glorious Ezila.

Every one knows that ſhe treated her

Senates magiſterially ; ſhe told them

Crown of that Power, with reſpett to

the Senate, it may then happen, that

the Heads of Faëtion may, in a ſhort

Time, get the Direction not only of

this Houſe, but of moſt of the Elec.

tors in the Nation, and Struggle for

Power would certainly be the Iſſue,

which might occaſion a Civil War be.

tween this Houſe and its Followers of

one Side, and the Emperor, his Offi.

cers and their Followers of the other;

what they ſhould do, and what they B and which ever Side prevail, our Con.

ſhould not do ; a Treatment which ſtitution doubtleſs would be deſtroy'd,

would now be reſented as the higheſt This, Sir, happened in the Reigns of

Inſult, the moſt dangerous Invaſion of Hinrec III, and Chorl, I. The Hugo

the Rights and Liberties of a Senate :

And yet her Senates behaved in a more

obedient, a more ſubmiſſive Manner

towards the Crown,than they have ever

done ſince to any Sovereign. From

hence I muſt conclude, that the pre

ſent Senate is ſo far from being brought

under any undue Influence by the

Number of Officers now in it, that

the Crown finds it neceſſary to ſhew to

us, and, in my Opinion, not without

juſt Reaſons ; ſince certainly a Gentle

man, who, beſides his Seat in this

Houſe, and his perſonal Ab lities, has

either by his Share in the Counſels of

his Country, or his Command in the

Navy or Army, is, therefore, more

to be regarded on Account of his Ex.

perience, than a mere Country Squire,

or City Merchant, who, without other

Recommendation than his meer natu

ral Capacity and legal Qualifications,

ſhould gain a Seat in this Houſe.

If, therefore, Sir, you ſhould ex

clude all Officers of the Crown from

fitting here, you will not only on one

Crown now ſees it neceſſary to ſhew

you, but introduce, or rather eſtabliſh,

Jealouſes between the Members of

this Houſe, and all thoſe in Offices

under the Crown, and, conſequently,

the Empire. The principal Guard a

gainſt ſuch Jealouſies and Diviſions, has
always conſiſted in the Honours and

Preferments which are at the ſole Diſ.

poſal of the Crown. Deprive the

who was Head of the Party againſt

the firſt named Emperor and his Mi.

miſters or Officers, not only got the

Direction of the Senate, but by his

own Authority nominated many of

thoſe that ought to have been legally

choſen to Seats in this Houſe; and

had he not been deſerted by a Noble.

man of his Party, and defeated by

they contribute to the Regard which D the Prince Imperial, he, in all Probi.

bility, would have totally overthrown

our Conſtitution, as the Conteſt On

the like Occaſion did in the Reign of

Chorlo I. -

From theſe Conſiderations, Sir, itap.

been converſant in State Affairs, and E pears to me, that the Offices or Employ.

ments held by Members of this Houſe,

will rather contribute to a good Correſ.

pondence and Harmony between the

Crown and Senate,and, conſequently, to

the Tranquility of the Nation, than to

enable any Prince or Miniſter to in

vade our Liberties; becauſe, when a

Deſign of this Tendency becomes ap:

parent, all the Officers of Family and

Fortune, who have the Honour to fit

in this Houſe, will certainly declare 3.

gainſt it, and thereby make a Majori

Side leſſen that Regard, which the G ty againſt the Crown or Miniſtry,

Thus, Sir, we ſhallalways have it in our

Power to check all Schemes and At:

tempts for that Purpoſe. There cº

not, therefore, be any Neceſſity for

- - - ſuch a Bill as the hon. Gentleman his

everlaſting Diviſions in every Part of H propoſed ; on the contrary, I muſt

think, it would be of the moſt dań.

gerous Conſequence to our Conſtitut;
on, and therefore declare againſt his

Motion. -

Gorgent.

—-
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Gorgenti Lettyltno, Urg; ſpoke to

the following purpoſe.

T is, Sir, in my Opinion, the in

diſpenſible Duty of the Senate, to

prevent its Members, from ever being

under the Direétion or Influence of a

Miniſter, which has been the Misfor

tune, of this Empire, in former Times.

I do not now allude to the Reign of

the Empreſs Ezila, however ſervile

her Senates have been repreſented by

an , hon. Member.

on may never ſee Days leſs favourable

to Liberty. It muſt be owned that ſhe

loved her People, ſtudy'd their Hap

pineſs, and heard their Complaints,

even againſt her chief Favourites; yet,

May this Nati- B

Senſe I muſt have of my own Situati

on. But, though I have an Employ

ment myſelf, I cannot ſuffer it ſo far

to dazzle my Reaſon as to hinder me

from acknowledging that the Nation

may juſtly be jealous of the Number

of Placemen in this Houſe ; becauſe

Nations, always regard Things not

Perſons; They confider the Temptation

in general, not a particular Power of

reſiſting it; and the public Wiſdom,

ought to proportion the Degree, of Re

ſtraint to the Degree or Probability of

Danger.

While this Houſe is full of indepen.

dent Gentlemen, while it admits no

Officers, who perfer their Poſts to

Sir, there were many Proceedings in C their Duty, a Miniſter muſt regard

her Reign, which cannot be approved,

unleſs we approve of arbitrary Power:

Her Example, therefore, ſhould teach

us, that even the beſt of Princes ought

not to be without Reſtraint, in ſuch

Matters as will affe&t the Freedom of

the Senate.

But, as this Bill has been recom

mended to us from a great Number of

our Conſtituents, as it is intended for

no meaner purpoſes, than to ſecure us

againſt the Encroachments of Miniſ. .

this Aſſembly, as an awful Tribunal.

before which he is to account for his

Condućt: He muſt abide your Judge

ments, he will dread your Cenſures.

But ſhould this Houſe admit not only

Officers of Rank in the Government or

Servants of the Crown, but the Servants

perhaps, of thoſe Servants ; what Sen

timents, Sir, have we Reaſon to think,

the Sight of an Aſſembly like this

would excite in a Miniſter Would he

think himſelf in the Preſence of his

terial Power, Gentlemen ought to E Country, and his Judges, or Surround

treat it, for their own Reputation, if

not in Regard to their Country, with

a little Reſpect. But to object againſt

its being brought into the Houſe, to

oppoſe the Principle, or deny the Ex

pediency of it is Confidence of a Degree F

which I did not expect. For my own

Part, I declare, when I am promoting

this Bill, I think that I am contending

for an effectual Remedy againſt all Mii

managements, in the Adminiſtration;

every national Calamity, every public,

Oppreſſion, and every Encroachment

upon our eſtabliſhed Rights, owes its

Riſe and its Security to thoſe Defečts

which this Bill, is intended to remedy

and which can be remedied no other

Way. -

How far I am, Sir, from ſuppoſing,

that an Employment, without other H exclude all Per

Cauſe for Suſpicion, neceſſarily im

plies any Degree of Guilt or Corrup

tion, I need no other Proof than the

ed by a Guard : A Guard that

would enable him to defy the Juſtice.

and deride the Reſentment of an op

preſſed People. The Poſſibility that

this may happen hereafter, is the Foun

dation of this Bill, which, therefore,

the People of Lillipu do not only con

ſider as a ſingle Point, to be gained for

them upon any preſent Neceſſity, but

as a general Security againſt the Ap

prehenſions of future Encroachments,

or proječted Tyranny.

My worthy Friend, Sir, who made

this Motion, informed us that there is

no intent of running into Extremes.

Inſolent or extreme Meaſures, Iſhould

oppoſe as much as any Gentleman

here. But a Medium may be feund

between ſuch a general Bill as would

#. in Office from a

Seat in this Houſe, and the Power of

filling the Houſe with Multitudes of

Hirciings, and over boaring Argu

meñt,
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ment, by Numbers. The Bill propo

ſes to continue thoſe, who by their

Rnowledge, and Experience in the

Affairs of State, may be of Uſe and

Affiftance in the Senate, and only to

exclude ſuch, , as it is neither decent

nor ſafe to admit: Former Senates

would have excluded ſuch long ago;

but it never enter'd into their Thoughts

that ſome, who have ſince ſat in this

Houſe could ever attempt to obtain a

Share in the Legiſlature: I do not

mean from any perſonal Incapacity,

but from the Nature of their Offices, B

incompatible with the very Idea of a

Senator It is an unpleaſing Reflečtion

to conſider, that we live in a Time

when more Attacks are made upon

our Conſtiſlution, than the Wiſdom

thoughtleſs ſnattention. Every Nation,

that has long enjoyed Liberty, has em.

joyed it at the Expence of Vigilance

Solicitude and Suſpicion. It is natural

to ſuſpećt human Frailty in Circum.

ſtances of Temptation, and too ſecure

a Confidence will hardly be thoughta

Virtue ; it is I grant diſagreeable to be

ſuſpected, but the more diſagreeablei.

is the ſtronger ſhould be the Defire ºf

removing that Suſpicion. But againſt

the preſent Senate, no ſuch Suſpicion

can be conceived. Upon what Grounds

or Probability ſhould it be founded?

Has the private Diſcourſe ofGentlemen

here, been different from their publick

Behaviour Have they talked one

way, and voted another Have there

been any Indications of the Influence

of former Ages; could apprehend C of private Intereſt, any Inſtance of the

but ſince ſuch is our preſent State, we

muſt ſupply from Experience what the

sagacity of our Predeceſſors failed to
foreſce; to this we are excited by the

unanimous Cry of the Nation, as an

Affair of the greateſt Importance It

is more eligible, that Iberia ſhould

invade the Freedom of the Columbian

Seas, than the Crown of Lilliput violate

the Independence of the Senate. We

have not the Arms of the Iberians, or

Ål ſºftudiaº, but their Maxims. of

Góvernment to fear. And unleſs a jea E

ious spirit of Liberty in this Houſe
fhall concur with the natural Good

meſs of his Majeſty to ſecure it,

we ſhall ſoon have greater Loſſes to la

ment than that of our Trade, Let the

Cortez of Iberia, the Parliament of F

Blºftſ as remind us of ourDuty, let us

jeaſºn from their Ruin what muſt be

our Fate, if we don't prevent the

Growth of Corruption, before it pro

duces, here, the gradual fatal Change

that is before our Eyes, in in the neigh

bouring Nations. . -

I am endeavouring to recollečt, Sir,

what Obječtions have been made to

this Bill, but proteſt I can not remem

ber one that deſerves or wants a Reply. H

"I he principal Objection 15, That It

carries an Air of Suſpicion. Suſpicion

in public Affairs. is much leſs dan

gºrous than implicite Reſignation or

G

be of any Uſe It might be born bč.

Authority of one Man ever prevailing

over that of the Nation, againſt Faà,

Reaſon, or Juſtice Have not the Ma.

jority conſtantly ſhewn the ſtrongeſt

Convićtion, that their Condućt was

ſtrićtly conformable to the moſt diſin.

tereſted Love of their Country? Such

a Senate neither is nor ought to be

ſuſpećted. But granting ſuch a Šuſ.

picion, with how little Reaſon ſoever,t)

have been formed, will the Rejection ºf

this Bill, clear our Character? Can all

the Art and Power of Calumny, give

half the Weight to an Imputation ºf

that Kind as an open and avowed D&

clarenation of the Propriety of filling

this Houſe, with Placemen, and D&

pendent.

Gentlemen may treat the Advan:

tages propoſed by this Bill, as chimei.
cal; But is not the Notion of a ſite

Conſtitution, where the reſtraining

Powers are not exempt from Depth:

dence the moſt chimerical Thing it

Nature. Such Liberty, is indeed,

Speculation fit for School-Boys alone:

for what would Terms and Appear

ances avail, if Independence were loſt?

You might retain, indeed the Enſigº

of former Authority, but would thºſ

give you any Dignity, would they .

of any Uſe to the Publick? Would

the Mace, there upon your Taº

for:
N
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fore you with ridiculous Pomp, but it

would be what Clewmro call d it

once, a meer Bauble ; or if it had any

Importance, it would be only to op

preſs, not to protećt.

Sir, the preſent Form of our Govern

ment, while kept free from Corrup

tion, is ſo wiſely conſtituted, the Po

wers, in it are blended in ſuch proper

Proportions, that it has all the Advan

tages without Defects of a Republick,

But on the other Side, if it ſhould be

corrupted, if the Controuling Power

of the Senate ſhould be bought off by

the Crown, the very Reverſe would

be true; and our Government, would

have all the Defects, all the Evil,

without the Advantages of an abſolute

Monarchy. It would be more expen

five and worſe adminiſter'd than abſo

lute Power. Sir, I hope it is under

ſtood, that in what I have ſaid, I am

only contending for a proviſional Se

curity, againſt a Miſchief not yet felt

in all its Malignity, but yet of ſo in

creaſing a Nature, and ſuch, ruinous

Conſequences, that we muſt be blind

not to foreſee and worſe than careleſs

not to prevent them, I will only add,

that every Seſſion, that we delay this

Security, may probably, add both to
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bute them to Motives very remote from

a difintereſted Regard for the public

Good. All Diſputes about altering or

amending our Conſtitution, I look on

as a ſort of Political Warfare ; and, I

think, no War ought to be begun,

without, ſome real Offence on one

fide or other. If the Nation Sir, is to

be ſet in a Ferment, only to provide

againſt chimerical Evils and Dangers

ſuggeſted by a melancholy and gloomy

Diſpoſition, we ſhall have our Attention

B engroſſed and our Application wea

ried with unneceſſary Caution, and,

ſome time or other, may probably over

look, and neglečt to provide againſt a

real and imminent Danger, from fo

reign Power; and thus whilſt we are

Cengaged in needleſs Conteſts about

guarding our Liberties and Properties

againſt the Deſigns of one another,

we may at laſt find both entirely at

the Mercy of ſome inſolent Conquer

Our.

Pendeavour to be as quick fighted as

ſome Gentlemen affect to be thought,

fince I do not find that either their

Virtue or Happineſs is encreaſed by

their Acuteneſs ; nor can agree to an

Alteration in our Conſtitution, to pro

the Neceſſity and Difficulty, of obtain- E vide againſt Dangers it may be ex

ing it; and that People, without

Doors, may judge from the Succeſs of

this Point to day, if it has not already

been too long delayed.

The Hurgolen Yegon ſpoke to this Eſ:

- **.

S I R, -

HAT it is requiſite for a free

People to be jealous of their Li

berties, cannot be denied, and their

Rights, whenever they are invaded,

poſed to, till they begin in ſome De

gree to be felt, as well as foreſeen.

Whatever may happen in futureTimes,

of which I do not pretend to any Pre

ſcience, it cannot be ſaid, that under the

preſent Adminiſtration, the leaſt At

tack has been made upon the Freedom

of Senates, or that a corrupt Influence

has been exerted on any Member of

this Houſe. If our Senates had even

once, at the Inſtigation of the Crown,

agreed to, or approv’d of any Inva

are to be zealouſly and reſolutely de-G ſon, either of the Rights and Liber

fended. But I cannot think it very

prudent to perplex ourſelves or our

Government with this Jealouſy, when

no real or immediate Cauſe has ariſen

to awaken it ; when Diviſions are

formed and Animoſities fomented un

der pretence of guarding againſt an

Attack that was never made or inten

ded, I ſhall always be ready to attri

ties of the People, or of the Property

of any private Perſon, ſuch Agreement

or Approbation might have been ſuſ

pećted of proceeding from a corrupt

Influence. But as no Attempt has

been lately made by the Crown to

promote any ſuch Invaſion, I can ſee

no Reaſon for the preſent Motion.

Cor

I ſhall, therefore, neither wiſh nor.

º
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Corruption, I know, Sir, like ar

bitrary Power and wooden Shoes, is a

Word of dreadful Sound.The Liberties

of a free People may undoubtedly been

dangered by Corruption, but there

muſt be firſt a general Depravity of

Manners among the People, and a

wicked Deſign in thoſe that govern

them. If Virtue prevails among the

People, if they are not guided by

ſelfiſh and corrupt Motives, an am

bitious Court can never propoſe to ſuc

ceed in their Deſigns, by means of

Corruption, let their Fund for that

purpoſe be ever, ſo extenſive ; and

though we ſhould ſuppoſe Corruption

to have infe&ted the Public, while

the Governors have no ambitious or

‘The Gentleman', MAGAZINE, Vol. X:

no bad Deſigns, of the only Means of

carrying his good Intentions into Exe.

cution, or anſwering any one End of
Government.

But, admitting, Sir, that a Major

of this Houſe not only think, that the

People of this Nation are generally

corrupt, but alſo,that his Majeſty has by

the Advice ofan evil Miniſtry, form:

Deſigns againſt the Liberties of the Pe.

ple ; can we ſuppoſe that this Bill will

be a proper Remedy ? If Experience

be of any Weight, we muſt conclude,

that it would have a contrary Effºd;

and like the ſelf-denying Ordinance in

Clewmro's Time, would not only fiti.

litate, but haſten that very Conſequence

it is intended to prevent. By paſ.

wicked Defigns, no degree of Wealth C ſing ſuch a Bill, we ſhould eſtabliſh a

or Power can ever be dangerous in

their Hands, but, on the contrary,

may contribute to preſerve Freedom,

Happineſs and Tranquility. For

the Governors, Sir, muſt have the

Power of gratifying thoſe Defires, p

which, with moſt Men, are the ſole

Motives of A&tion, otherwiſe it will

be impoſſible to perſuade a Majority

of the People to concur, even in thoſe

Meaſures that are abſolutely neceſſary

for their own Preſervation.

It is therefore evident, Sir, that thoſe

who believe us in any preſent Danger

from Corruption, muſt be of Opinion,

that a general Depravity of Manners

has crept in among the People of this

Kingdom, and that his Majeſty, by

State of perpetual Contention between

the King and his Senate, which would

neceſſarily terminate in open Diſcold;

and as we have ſuppoſed both Sides

governed by ambitious and ſelfiſh

Views only, which ever Side ſhould

prevail, the Contention would end, as

under the Protećtor, in the Eſtabliſh.

ment of arbitrary Power. If, there.

- fore, any real Danger were at this time

apprehended from Corruption, the

only Method of providing effečually

againſt it, would be to take proper

Meaſures for reſtoring the Virtue of

the People, and for removing evil

Counſellors from the King: Both which

may be effected by the Senate, but not

by the Bill now moved for; and ther:

the Advice of evil Counſellors, has F fore, as I think, it may be attended

formed Deſigns againſt the Liberties of

the Nation; which is an Opinion,

that, I hope, is far from being ºn

tertained by any Member of this

Houſe, whatever Opinion we may

have of the Vices of the People. G

what are we then to do by the Bill

propoſed If a Depravity of Man

Her does not prevail, we are, without
the leaſt Shadow of Reaſon, to de

prive the People of the Service of

thoſe, who, if they are honeſt, are
certainly beſt able to ſerve them in the

Senate; and if the Minds of the Na

tion are corrupted, we are to deprive
his Majeſty, who, we are certain, has

- H E honourable

with pernicious Conſequences, and can

produce none of the Advantages pro

poſed, I am againſt bringing it in.

The Urg; Hinrec Plemahm ſoke a

follows.

S I R,

Gentlemen,

who have ſpoken in favour of

this Motion, infinuate, that every

Gentleman who has a Place or Office

under the Crown, is to receive Di

rections from thence, with regard to

his Behaviour in this Houſe, from

whence he will not dare to recede,

An Infinuation, for which if I could

- believe

-

:
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believe there was any juſt Ground, I

Thould readily join in the Motion: I

ſhould not only think it neceſſary to

exclude them from ſitting in this

Houſe, but to lay them under the

fame Incapacity, which Exciſe Of.

ficers are already ſubjećt to. But I am

far from believing, that the Crown,

or Miniſtry will attempt to direét

the Vote of any Member of this

Houſe, or that any Gentleman, who

has the Honour to Vote here, will

fubmit to follow ſuch Direétions for

the Sake of a Place, or ſacrifice to a

recarious Office his Conſcience and

}. Charaćter. When a Gentleman

is choſen a Member of this Houſe, he

becomes a Counſellor for the Emperor

as well as a Truſtee for the People,

and to preſerve both Charaćters, muſt

give his Opinion freely and fincerely

upon every Queſtion that occurs. A

Place or Office under the Crown, may

indeed prevent him from aſſociating

himſelf with thoſe who openly avow

Diſaffection and Diſcontent; it may en

gage his Aſſent in Things that ſeem
to be indifferent or of little Moment;

but it can never influence him to ap

prove of Meaſures which appear in
conſiſtent with the Liberties of the
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preſerving, not only their own Fortunes.

but even the Places and Offices they

enjoyed. Should they give or procure

the Sančtion of this Houſe to ſuch

Deſigns, and make the Government

arbitrary, they would, Sir, not only

render their own private Fortunes pre

carious, but they would put it in the

Power of the Crown,without any Dan

ger, to deprive them of their Places

and Offices; which would, pro

bably, be the Conſequence. For the

B loweſt and moſt abjećt of the People,

are generally the moſt obſequious Slaves

to the haughty Prime Miniſter of an

abſolute Sovereign. This, I ſay, would

be the Caſe, with regardeven to Place

men of Family or Fortune, who had

concurred in the Eſtabliſhment of ar

bitrary Power; they would be all

turned out, and Slaves more fawning

and ſervile, to whom the Crown and

its Miniſters did not owe ſuch Obliga

tions, would fill their Places, as ſoom

as it could be done without Danger of

over-turning that lofty Fabrick of

Power, which by their Aſſiſtance had

been erected. -

This, Sir, would certainly be the

Caſe of all Gentlemen of Charaćter,

and Intereſt in their Country, if they

People, and, conſequently, with the E ſhould for the Sake of preſerving their

Security of the Crown ; which have

now ſuch a mutual Dependence, that

no Attempt can be made upon one,

that will not apparently endanger the

other. -

I cannot therefore, Sir, think our

Liberties and Conſtitution in Danger,

even tho' a Majority of this Houſe

conſiſted of Placemen and Officers;

becauſe, they could not be elected, un

leſs they were Gentlemen of good

Charaćters and Fortunes, or had a

Offices, join with the Slaves of a Court

in eſtabliſhing any arbitrary Scheme

by a Senatorial Sanétion. On the other

Hand, if moſt ofthem ſhould declare a

gainſt the Court, they would immedi.

ately put an End to the Adminiſtration

andScheme together.The Senate, would

remove all ſuch Counſellors from the

Throne, and probably proceed to ſe

verer Methods, which would not leave

it in their Power to adviſe the King, to
remove thoſe Placemen who had voted

Family Intereſt in their Country. With G againſt them; the new Adminiſtration

ſuch a Senate, if the Crown ſhould

begin to form arbitrary Deſigns, ſome

few of this Majority might, perhaps,

be retained by the Hopes of great Pre

ferment, or by the Fears of loſing

what they poſſeſſed ; but the greateſt

Number of them would certainly unite

with the oppoſite Party, becauſe, it

would be the moſt certain Way of

would naturally reſolve to continue in

Office thoſe who had contributed to

their Advancement, the Country which

they had preſerved would applaud

their Conduct, and no Miniſtry would

dare to remove them. -

Thus, Sir, it is plain, our Conſti

tution can never be in Danger from

any Number of Officers in this Houſe.

M mm m On

2.
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. On the contrary, I think, the chief

Security of our Conſtitution conſiſts in

the Capacity, which our Members

have, of enjoying Offices under the

have found neceſſary to be lodged in

the Crown to enable it to withſtand

Faćtion and Sedition. We know

how eaſily the People are led aſtry

Crown; becauſe the Crown is thereby A by the artful Heads of Faëtion, whole

obliged to employ Gentlemen of Cha

račer and intereſt, in the executive

Part of our Adminiſtration. When

twº Gentletrieſ, are Candidates for

any Płace or Office, both equally qua

Hified as to perſonal Abilities, but, one

a Genºeman of Famity and Fortune,

the other of neither, it will be grant

•ed that the former ought to be pre

ferr'd : and as long as Placemen are

aškowed Seats in this Houſe, or Votes

at Ele&ions, the Crown or Miniſters

will prefer the former, in order to

Deſigns are generally very different

{rom their Profeſſions. All wiſe Go.

vernments foreſee Dangers and Iacon.

veniences at a great Diſtance, and,

in order to avoid them, are often

forced to take Meaſures that may ſeem

wrong to the Ignorant; they may of

a ten have wiſe and good Reaſons, and

yet thoſe Reaſons may be ſuch as muſt

not be explained. Theſe Circum

£tances, the Heads of Fa&ion, the

Diſaffected, and the Diſcontented,

take Advantage of, in order to milić.

prevent him from appearing againſt C preſent the Government; and by theſ:

them, bet if by preferring him, they

thould put it out of his Power to do

thern Service, they would certainly

prefer the other, becauſe he would be

a znore obedient and ſubmiſſive Tool,

arid more attached to their perſonal In-D

tereſt.

The Conſequence, therefore, Sir, of

excluding Officers from having Seats

in this Houſe will be, that in a ſhort

Time, none but Men of low Birth

and Fortune will be employed in our

Army and Navy, and in every other

Foſ; or Office in the executive Part of

our Government; which would more

endanger as than a Senate of Place

men. For this Reaſon, I am of Opi

nicºn, that while the executive Part of

the Government is in the Crown, the

Conſtitution cannot ſafely be changed

without being expoſed to Ruin, from F

an Army commanded by ſuch Officers,

and aſſified by a great Number of ſuch

Placemen. - . . .

Whilſt we have Senates, Sir, choſen

Means, even againſt a juſt and wiſ.

Prince, a general Diſcontent may pit.

vail, till the Eyes of the People at

opened. If a Prince in ſuch a Sill.

tion had no Honours or Rewild;

to beſtow, he would be ſoon dethºd

by a fačtious Senate, or obliged to

govern without one ; and in either ºf

theſe Caſes, our Conſtitution would be

at an End.

Againſt this Danger we are ſº

cured, by the Favours which the

Crown may beſtow upon thoſe Eledo;

and Members that do not, from an

Affectation of Popularity, fall in with

every murmur of the People, not can

the Crown make any other Uſe ofthſ:

Honours, which it has, by our Com:

ititution at it's Diſpoſal. Theſema!

ſupport it againſt popular Madneſſ

the People have Leiſure to conſide

and return to their Senſes; they mºſ

reſtrain many Gentlemen from jºini;

in Faction, and may keep them firmi;

their Duty; but, 'no Gentleman &
according to the Laws already in Be- G Fortune, can be prevailed upon, ty

ing, the Majority can ſcarcely be

prevailed on by Places or Preferments

to concur in arbitrary Deſigns, or op

preſſive Meaſures ; the only Danger is,

feſt' the Croiwa ſhould attempt to go

term withou a Senate, which even,

the juſteſt and wiſeſt Prince may find

himſelf obliged to do, if thoſe Powers,

are taken away which our Auceſtors.

* - awa --- ***

them, to join with the Crown in Prº

moting Oppreſſion which may 0”

time fall upon himſelf. - -

While Virtue and public Spi.

prevail, the Liberties of the Peºp'

can be in no Danger from thoſe Hº

nours or Rewards which the Crow.

has to below. But if Corruption lº

fo far prevail that they ſhould be*
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to facrifice their Liberties and Privi

ledges for a preſent Reward, it would,

Iºthink, be very ridiculous to en

deavour to guard againſt it

Laws, which the People would cer

tainly repeal asſoon as their Purchaſers

defired it. It would ſurely be happy

for the People to have their Liberties

and Privileges rather in any hands

than their own ; for when the Indivi

duals of a Community make no other
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tives; but without Doors, the Cº

mours for this Bill are greatly

moted by the Diſaćeaed, which ca.

by A not proceed from Principles of fiberty,
becauſe jatomire Principles lead tieſ,

to enlarge, rather than diminiſh the

Power of the Crown. It moſt therefore

proceed from an Opinion, that it would

Promote their Cauſe: And, as i ara

of the very ſame Opinions as i

am afraid that, if this Bill ſhouji

Uſe of their Privileges than to prey B be paſſed, we might have a Majority

upon the Public, nothing but the ex

tenſive Power of a Government, wifer

and honeſter than themſelves, can pre

ſerve the Community from Deſtrućtion.

Therefore, if it be ſuppoſed, that the

Crown may, by means of Places retain C

a Majority in the Senate that will

ſacrifice to their immediate Intereſts

the Liberties of their Country, it may

be an Argument for putting an End to

Senates, and eſtabliſhing an unli

mited Power in the Crown, but it can

be of no Weight in favour of the Bill

now propoſed. For, granting that a

Majority of any future Senate, ſhould D

be intirely governed by their own im

mediate Intereſt, they will undoubted

ly exert their Senatorial Power, in or

der to attain it, and if they find they

cannot attain it by ſerving, they will

endeavour to attain it by diſtreſſing the

Crown, or even by overturning our pre- E

ſent happy Eſtabliſhment.

This is the Conſequence I chiefly

apprehend. We know how widely

Diſaffection prevails in this Kingdom;

and we cannot doubt but the Enemies

of the Government know how much

their Faëtion has been baffled by the F

Places, which are in the Diſpoſal

of the Crown ; by which Gentle

men have been prevented from join.

ing with them, or gained over,

even ſometimes after they have ob

tained a Seat in this Aſſembly. For

of Jacomites, inſtead of Placemen in

this Houſe, therefore, I muſt the againſt

giving it any Countenance, and, con

ſequently againſt the Motion. ,

The Urg; Pulnub ſpoke on tº Occaſiº

as follows.

N my Opinion, Sir, the Oppoſition

made to this Motion is, one of the

itrongeſt Arguments in favour of it.

as muſt be evident to every Man, who

confiders the Perſons and Arguments

that appear againſt it. Are not the

Perſons that oppoſe this Motion, and

have always oppoſed fuch Motions,

Placemen, Miniſters, and the Friends of

Miniſters ? Who deny a Principle equal

ly approved by Reaſon and effabliſhed

by Experience, which in all Ages and

in all Countries has been hitherto

acknowledged, and, upon which, ºany

of our Laws now in being are foun

ded : That a Gentleman’s Behaviour

in this Houſe, may be influenced by

a Place, or a Penfien, is a Maxira

in this Kingdom ſo much eſtabliſhed,

that we have, already, by Law, ex

cluded all Penſioners 3 and, I would

be glad to know the Difference be

tween a Penſion of iodo à annually,

and a Place with a Salary of loco f.

annually, I know of none, except that

the latter is generally more valuable

than the former, and, therefore, a

this Reaſon, the jacomites throughout G Gentleman will be leſs willing to loſe

the Kingdom are great Promoters of

this Bill. I hope we have none of

them now in this Houſe; the hon. Gen

tlemen who promoted and propoſed

this Biłł, lye under no ſuch Imputa

tion, nor can be ſuſpećted of fech Ma

it, or to give a Vote in this Houſe,

which may offend a Miniſter who can

take it from him,

A Place, with a Salaxy of roooº.

annually, is more valuable than a Pen

fion of the like Sam s becauſe it für

milies
-
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niſhes.Opportunities of obliging Friends, Man in the Nation, uninfluenced by

and providing for ſome of them by, the Power of the Crown, who does

inferior Employments. I muſt add,

that a Place often ſupplies a Gentle

man, who is not very ſcrupulous,

with the Power of plundering his

Country, of twice, perhaps ten Times,

the Value of his Salary: A Placeman,

iſeduced by theſe Temptations may pro

bably be a publick Criminal, and,

therefore, he will certainly be againſt

an impartial Enquiry into the Con

dućt of any Miniſter, left the En

quiry ſhould at laſt fall upon himſelf.

'ſ here is, therefore, greater Reaſon

for excluding Placemen than Pen

fioners, from this Houſe. Our Ad

mitting ſome of the former, does not

proceed from an Opinion, that a Gen

tleman's Behaviour may not be in

fluenced by a Place, as much as by a

Penſion, but from the Neceſſity we are

under, of having ſome great Officers.

amongſt us, to give us proper Infor

mation in many Affairs, that muſt fall

under our Conſideration.

. For this Reaſon, Sir, when I hear.

it gravely aſſerted by Placemen,

that no Gentleman of Family or

Fortune can, by any Place he may em.

joy or expect, be induced to join in

Meaſures, that may be of dangerous.

Conſequence to the Conſtitution or Li

berties of his Country, I think it is a

Proof that the Behaviour of a Gentle

man of Family and Fortune may be

influenced, by the Poſt he enjoys and

expeds. He may be, induced to think

thoſeThings indifferent,that are of great

Importance, and thoſe Meaſures right,

that, to every impartial Man, appear

pernicious : He may be, induced to

think the Liberties of his Country in

no Danger, when they are upon the

very Brink of Deſtruction.. I ſhall

grant, Sir, that we ought not, without

iſt Cauſe, to make any Alteration in

our Conſtitution, nor to fright ourſelves

with imaginary Danger : but if the

Danger we now apprehend from Place

men, be ſuggeſted only by a gloomy

and melancholy Diſpoſition, that Diſ

poſition is, I am ſure, nºw become
epidemical; for there is, I believe, no

not apprehend this Danger to be not

a not only real, but imminent. Place

men and Penſioners, may, 'tis true, be

of a more gay Diſpoſition than others,

and therefore, may not ſo eaſily admit

Fear and Solicitude; but for this

very Reaſon, we ought not to have a

Majority of them in this Houſe; kit

B their Gaiety ſhould give the Reſt of the

Nation, cauſe to be melancholy.

An hon. Gentleman who has now a

very good Place, has been pleaſed to

tell us, that we ought never to think ºf

providing againſt Danger, till it beſt,

The Nation,Sir, thinks it has oftenklt

C the Influence of Places and Penſions in

this Houſe. I ſhall not undertake the

invidious Task of ſhewing how, or

when that Influence has been

felt; but I may ſay in general, that

even of late Years, there have been

many Queſtions in this Houſe, which

would have been very, differently dº.

termined, had few or no Placemen

been amongſt us; and if all the 9F

ficers and Placemen would now retić,

or refuſe to give their Votes on this

Queſtion, in which they may be pro

E perly, ſaid to be Parties, I ſhall nºt

doubt the Succeſs of the Motion. In

this Houſe, we ought to ſee with the

Eyes of our Conſtituents, and to ſº;

what the Nation feels, which is a gºod

Reaſon for admitting few Placemen,

and no Penfioners into this Houſe for

F both the Feeling, and Seeing of him

who receives 505 I. or roool annually

will always be very different from the

Feeling and Seeing of thoſe that Pº

it. The Difference between the Fort

fight of Placemen, and of the Natiºn,

is very remarkable in this, that tº

former are quick at foreſeeing thº

Dangers, which makea ſtanding Amy

neceſſary, but as to thoſe Dan

gers that threaten our Conſtitution,

they have hitherto appeared abſºlulº

ly blind ; whereas the Nation is al. -

*ways quickſighted with regard to dº

Dangers that threaten our Conſtitution,

but very negligent of thoſe fromwich"

fanding Army is to defend us. Tº

-*
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I ſay, is a remarkable Difference, with the abſolute Command. If this ſhould

regard to the Faculty of Seeing ; and ever happen to be our Fate, can we

with regard to that of Feeling, it is ſuppoſe that any Gentleman would ſet

certain, a Gentleman of Iooo?, an

nually who pays as Rated for 7ool.

towards our national Taxes, and has

up to repreſent, even our Counties, but

ſuch as reſolved to ſubmit themſelves to

the Dićtates of the Miniſter? NoGen

a Penſion of 1 ooo / annually paid tieman would burthen himſelf with

him out of thoſe Taxes, can never be Expence, or expoſe himſelf to the

ſo ſenfible of theirWeight, as another of Reſentment of a Miniſter, if he were

the ſame Eſtate who paysbut for 5ool. certain that he could thereby be of

annually and has no Penſion. There- B no Service to his Country. . . Inſtead

fore; I hope, the hon. Gentleman will

forgive me, if I ſay, that our Liber

ties may be in the moſt imminent and

real Danger, tho’ neither he, nor any

other Placeman, either feels or for

of Gentlemen of Family and Intereſt in

their Country, we ſhould ſee this

Houſe filled with the loweſt Tools, and

vileſt Sycophants of abſolute Power.

Inſtead of being a Check-upon Mini

ſees it; and this, I think, is a very C ſters, this Houſe would then, like the

good Reaſon, why our Liberties ſhould .

not be committed to their keeping.

That a Gentleman of Family, For

tune, Charaćter, and Intereſt in his

Country, is not ſo liable to be influenc'd

by a Place, as one who has none of theſe

Advantages I readily admit; but will

any Man ſay that none but ſuch can

obtain Seats here * Do not we know,

that by miniſterial Influence ſuch may

be choſen, as have none of thoſe Ad

vantages to recommend them : Do not

we know, that moſt of the little Bo

roughs upon our Coaſts, are already,

by our Cuſtom-houſe, and Sea Officers

brought under the Direétion of our

Senates of Blefiſcu, or of Romenia un

der its Emperors, be an Inſtrument

for the Oppreſſions of Miniſters, and

a Screen for their Crimes. The moſt

rapacious Plunderer, the moſt tyranni

cal Oppreſſor, would then inſolently

boaſt, that he did nothing but accord

ing to Law, that the public Treaſure

was regularly accounted for in the Se

mate, and that he was at all Times

ready to ſubmit his Condućt to a Sena

torial Enquiry. - -

Surely, Sir, no Gentleman can think,

that the Liberties of this. Nation con

ſiſtin having the Reſemblance of a Se

mate ; we may have a Senate choſen

Adminiſtration : . If the late Exciſe everyſeven Moons,that may fit annually

Scheme had paſſed into: a Law, it , as it does now, paſs Laws, grantMo

would have reduced the inland Bo- F ney, receive Accounts, and even make

roughs to the ſame Dependence. Sup- Enquiries, and yet we may have nei

poſe ſome ſuch Scheme, ſhould paſs

into a Law, at the End of a Seſſion,

when there is no Time to conſider its

Conſequences, Can we imagine, that

ther Conſtitution nor i.iberty left;. For

if once the Adminiſtration can, have

always a Majority in this Houſe, ready

to obey Direétions, and vote as they

a wicked Miniſter, would allow a G are ordered, there would be no Neceſ

Gentleman of Family or Fortune to be

choſen by any of the Boroughs under .

his Direction, unleſs he would be in

fluenced by his Authority, Promiſes or

Preferments? .. -

In this Caſe, Sir, let us confider,

that of ; 13 Members that repreſent H nior.

South Lilliput, there are but 92 choſen

by Counties, and of the remaining

421, there are at leaſt 35o choſen by

Cities, Boroughs, and Cinque Ports.

where the Adminiſtration might have

fity for deſtroying the Form of our

Conſtitution, or for making a dire&t

and expreſs Surrender of our Liberties:

Without either of theſe our Sovereign

would be as abſolute, and might be

more tyrannical, than, the Grand Sig

Such a Senate might grant him

as many Spahis and janizaries as he

thought neceſſary for keeping his Slaves

in Subječtion, would give him any Re:
venue he ſhould pleaſe to demand, and

would paſs whatever. Laws he inight
- propoſe
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propoſe; and the Judges, being under himſelf did not foreſee it : tho'every

no Senatorial Reſtraint,would, in every impartial Man in the Kingdom now, I

Part of his Dominions, give judg- believe, is feaſible, that it was a large

ment according to the Direétions of , Step towards extending the Influence

the Prime Vizir, or governing Baſhaw. . of the Crown over moſt of our Elec.

Thus Oppreſſion would be counte- “tions; but it was ſo well conſidered

nanced by the Forms of Law, and before it was brought into this Houſe,

the People plundered, even the Inno- that moſt Men became ſenſible of the

cent murdered by ſoch a pretended Ad Danger before it was too late, and it

miniſtration of juſtice. met with the Fate it deſerved; which

It is this Sort of Ruin, Sir, we have will be a Warning to future Miniſters

chiefly to apprehend, and this we may, B not to attempt ſuch a large Step at

Step by Step, be led into, without once: They will from thence ſee, that

our being ſenſible of the Progreſs. they muſt gain this Power by Deges,

We ſhall certainly be ked into it, if which they will certainly accompliſh

we truſt, any longer, the Guardianſhip unleſs Care be taken to exclude from

of our Liberties to thoſe whoſe Fore... the Senate, moſt of thoſe whom their

fight is obſtrućted, and whoſe Feeling CPlaces may induce to comply with the

is deadened by Preferments or Expesta- Miniſters Meaſures. º

tions. If a Miniſter was to propoſe a The Queſtion is not, Sir, whether

Law for giving the Crown a Power of a Gentleman may be induced, by the

fending to every County, City, and Place he holds, or exptºts, tomake it

Borough in this Khgdom, ſuch a once, and in a direé Manner, an ab:

Cange & Elize for the Choice of Mem- is ſolute Surrender of the Liberties ºf

bers of this Houſe, as is now ſent to a "his Country. No Prince, or Miniſter,

Bean and Chapter for the Choice of a of common Senſe, will ever make an

Biſhop, I believe very few Gentlemen open Declaration of ſuch intentions;

of Family and Fortune would, for the becauſe, if he can get into his Hands

Sake of any Place, agree to it - but an uncontroulable Power over moſt of

an equivalent Power may be got by our Ele&ions, his Power will, in every

maltiplying penal Laws, and increaſ E. Reſpečt, be as abſolute, and may be

ing the Number and Power of Offi- exerciſed in a more arbitrary Mammº

cers ; and a Gentleman of Family and with greater Security to himſelf,

and Intereſt in his Country, may, by than it could be without the Appear

2 lucrative Poſt, be induced to believe ance of a Senatorial Authority; fºr

an oppreſſive Haw to be expedient, or unpopular and oppreſſive Meaſults

an Increaſe of the Number and Power would then be made the Aë of the

of Officers to be neceſſary for prevents & Senate, and the Lenity of the Miniſter

ing fraudulent Prattices, and conſe in the Execution of penal Laws, or in

guently agree to the one, and eſtabliſh the Exerciſe of Powers granted by

the other, without ſeeing the banger the Senate, would be extolled by his

to our Conſtitution. Thus he may Tools in a Pamphlet, publiſhed by

gradually be induced to agree to ſuch his Authority, and diſperſed through

Meaſures, till he has thereby ſubjećted G the whole Empire at the publicEx

to the Dire&tion of the Crown moſt of pence. The Queſtion, therefore,

the Ele&tions in the Empire now before us, is, whether a Gentle.

This, Sir, would certainly have man's Eyes may not be ſo clouded by

been the Conſejuence of the late Ex- a profitable and honourable Employ:

ciſe Scheme, and yet many Gentlemen ment, as to prevent his ſeeing thº’

both of Family and Fortúne approved H the plauſible Pretences that may be

of it. But I am convinced they did made ule of by an artful Miniſłº,

not foreſee this Conſequence ; nay, E in order to procure to himſelf or the

have ſo much Charity as to believe, Crown ſuch an uncontroubable Power;
that the chief Patron of that Scheine • *- A
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A Queſtion, which, even with reſpect Republicaniſm. The Diſcontents of

to Gentlemen of Fortune, will be the People would be called Diſaffec

anſwered in the affirmative by every tion, and to diſlike the Adminiſtration,

Man in the Kingdom, who does not A would be to favour the jacamites.

poſſeſs or expeºt a Poſt, or ſome of Every Oppoſition would be ſaid to

thoſe Titles of Honour which the

Crown confers.

To tell us our Liberties can never

be in Danger from a Majority of Place

proceed from Malice and Reſentment,

and the Misfortune would be, that many

honeſt, well-meaning Men, induced

by their Places to have a better Opi

men here, unleſs the People be gene- B nion of Miniſters than they ought to

rally abandoned, and unleſs the Crown have, would be willing to ſuppoſe,

has, at the ſame Time, formed De

figns againſt our Liberties ; and that

the only Method for removing this

Taager, would be to take proper

Meaſures for reſtoring Virtue and pub

lic Spirit among the People, and to C

remove evil Counſellors from a

bout the Throne; to tell us this, is

miſtaking the Effect for the Cauſe, and

propoſing to begin at the wrong End.

Corruption, Sir, is not the Effect, but

the Cauſe of a general Depravity of

Manners, and has in all Countries,

been firſt pračtiſed and encouraged by

Miniſters and the Slaves of Miniſters.

It would therefore be ridiculous in us to

think of reſtoring Virtue among the

People, till we have made it impoſſible

for Miniſters and Courtiers to corrupt

them ; and ſtill more ridiculous to

think of removing an evil Counſellor "

from about the Throne, till we have re

moved his Creatures out of this Houſe.

I hope, Sir, there are now no evil

that by agreeing to a Stateſman's

Schemes they were only ſtrengthening

the Hands of the Government againſt

Republican Principles on one Side,

and ſeditious and jacovite Pračtices

on the other; when, in reality, they

were paving the way to Tyranny and

arbitrary Power, and rivetting the

Chains of Slavery on themſelves and

their fellow Subjećts. .

If the Importance of the preſent

Debate did not forbid it, I could make

ſome diverting Remarks on the con

tradićtory Arguments advanced againſt

the Motion. It might not be unplea

ſant to obſerve, that by ſome Gentle

men, Senators of Family and For

tune are repreſented as Men of ſuch

itrićt Honour and clear Heads, that

no ſelfiſh Conſideration can make them

overlook the Dangerofour Liberties, or

conſent to any Thing, they think, may /

in the leaſt weaken our Conſtitution.

By others thoſe Gentlemen are repre

Counſellors about the Throne ; if ſented as ſuch mercenary Wretches,

there were, I am ſure they have not a that unleſs they had a Penfion from

Majority of their Creatures in this s the Government, they would not con

Houſe. To have made ſuch a Motion" ſent to Things that are abſolutely ne

as this, or to think of reſtoring our ceſſary for the Preſervation of their

Conſtitution by a legal Method, would, Country. Now theſe contradićtory

npon that Suppoſition, have been weak Poſitions, tho’ they cannot be equally

and ridiculous. This Evil, an Evil true, may be, and I believe are, e

foreſeen by all unprejudiced Men in qually falſe. We have, I preſume,

the Kingdom, this Bill is intended to G ſome Gentlesmen amongſt us, whoſe

prevent, I hope not yet too late ; for Judgment cannot be biaſed, nor their

after it has once fallen upon us, it will Will direéted. Such Men, I hope.

be impoſſible to extricate oarſelves, we ſhall always have in ſome of our

If an ambitious Miniſter ſhould place higheſt Offices, and theſe are not by

a Majority of his Creatures in this this Bill to be excluded ; but theirNum

Houſe, can we ſuppoſe they would tº ber will always be ſmall, and there

impeach or remove him from about *fore, not ſufficient, by themſelves a

the Throne Every Attempt to reſtore one, to ſupport the Conſtitution a

the Conſtitution would be branded as gainſt a Combination of all the Fool:
- * - aij43.
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and Knaves that may hereafter get into

this Houſe; a Combination which can

only be prevented by ſuch a Bill as

is now propoſed.

• I believe, there may be ſome a

mongſt us, who propoſé Nothing by *
their Service in this Houſe but their own

private Advantage, and whilſt Place

men and Penſioners are admitted,

fuch Men will always endeavour to get

themſelves Seats here. It may be

Mothing but public Evils can make

jacomites. But if there ſhould once

come to be a Majority of Placemen in

this Houſe, the Number of jaomite

would ſoon increaſe ; and tho' the

Majority here might be a Security to

Miniſters againſt the Cenſure of the

Senate, how would the Imperial Fa:

mily be ſafe againſt an Inſurrettion ºf

the whole People The Army,

upon which we now ſeem ſo much

come ſo common for every Man that B to depend, or a great Part of

votes with the Court to have a Place or

Penſion, that no Man will do ſo with

out a Reward. By this ſelfiſh Spirit

our Conſtitution may be undone. But

if no Man could, from a Seat in the Se

nate, propoſe any Advantage to him

ſelf, the Mercenary and Selfiſh would

iſeldom be found within theſe Walls:

They would, at leaſt, avoid Expence

about it. And as ſuch Men have

feldom much natural Intereſt, their

Number would always be ſo ſmall,

them, would, probably, join with

the People, and the certain Col.

ſequence would be the Overthrow ºf

our preſent Eſtabliſhment. To this

Danger, a guilty Miniſter will always

expoſe his Maſter, rather than expºſé

himſelf to a legal Tryal before a ſite

and independent Senate; becauſe ina

eneral Conflagration, he may, pºſ:

ly, eſcape Notice, or be able toſack

fice his Maſter, by way of Atonement

for himſelf.

that their Oppoſition could never cb- D Therefore, Sir, as I have more Rt.

ſtrućt any Thing neceſſary for the juſt

Ends of Government, or for the Pre

fervation of Liberty and the Happineſs

of Society. The public Good would

then be the ſole Aim of Miniſters, as

well as Members, becauſe neither of E in this Houſe.

them could hope for Succeſs in any o

ther Way ; and as Men of Senſe and

Honour are the beſt Judges of Right,

and moſt ready to agree to it, it would

then be the Buſineſs of Miniſters, if

they ſhould influence Elections, to get

ſuch Men choſen, as it is now to get

fuch as are of mercenary Tempers, or

ſhallow Underſtandings. I am, in

deed, ſurprized, Sir, to hear it urged

by an hon. Gentleman, whoſe Attach

ment to the preſent Eſtabliſhment is

not to be doubted, that if Placemen G

were excluded from this Houſe, it

would ſoon be crouded with jacomites.

Such a Suppoſition implies that a Ma

jority of the People are jacomites,

which is very little to the Honour of

the preſent Imperial Family, or of H

the Sovereign now upon the Throne.

As long as the Senate is independent,

and our Elections free, the Number of

jacomites can never be great, becauſe

gard for the Security of the impril

Family, than of the Miniſters, Iſhalle

for putting it out of the Power of any

future Miniſter, to overturn our Com:

ſtitution, by a Majority of Placemen

This, I think, is

now become quite neceſſary to preſervº

us from the worſt Sort of tyrannial

Government. For this Purpoſe, the

Bill now moved for, is one of the moſt

certain and obvious Methods, and an

be attended with no Inconvenience.

It is impoſſible to ſhew even a plauſ.

ble Reaſon againſt it; and, thertſº,

if this Motion be rejećted, it muſt be

attended with fatal Conſequences tº

our Conſtitution, our Liberties, and

to the Family on the Throne.

The Prime Miniſter ſake a fºllºws:

S I R,

Was a little ſurprized, Sir, to heir

from the honourable Gentleman,

who ſpoke laſt, that it is an Arg".

ment in Favour of this Motion, that

it is oppoſed by Miniſters and Phº

men, In my Opinion this is tº:

.
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in the Queſtion. Before we can admit this , all, or moſt Gentlemen of any, Fa

º: as an Argument, we muſt admit that mily or Credit in their Country ; un

º: thoſe Gentlemen oppoſe it, not be- leſs we can ſuppoſe, that ſuch Gentle

º cauſe they think it wrong, but becauſe men would ſacrifice themſelves, as

º they are Miniſters and Placemen, A well as their Country; which is a

st which is the very Matter in Debate. “Suppoſition that cannot, I think, be

º I do not believe that ever any Mi- made, by any Man who is indued
º miſter or Placeman oppoſed, or ſup- either with Candor or Sincerity.

sported a Queſtion in this Houſe con- As in all Queſtions, Sir, which do

trary to his private Sentiments, and , not admit of Demonſtration, there muſt

th only, becauſe he was ſuch, I am ſure be a Variety of Opinions; ſo in thoſe

- their Condućt of late, has given no B of a political Nature, which are leſs

º Encouragement to a Suſpicion of this capable, of Demonſtration than any

... ſort; nºr can there ever be room for other, it is natural to find a Difference

... it, while only Gentlemen of Credit of Sentiments, where the People have

... and Eſtate are employed in the Admi- not only the Power to judge, but a Li

... ºſtration. If Perſons of no Property of berty to talk and write againſt the
º Credit, were employed, and by illegal c Meaſures perſued by the Government:

Methods brought into this Houſe, there . This is juſt and neceſſary, in a free

; : might be room for ſuch a Suppoſition, , Country,; and as every Man is fond

º and conſequently ſome Reaſon for this of his own Opinion, and fully con

º Bill. But when I look, round me, vinced of his having Reaſon on his

and confider the particular Circum- Side, he will imagine,that thoſe who

itances of theſe Gentlemen now here, D differ from him muſt be governed by

* who have the Honour to be in the Prejudice, or ſome ſelfiſh Confideº

* Service of the Crown, I muſt look tion. From hence it is, Sir, that, all

upon all the Danger that has been pre- who diſapprove of the Meaſures of the
º tended to be chimerical, and the Government conclude, that thoſe who

º, Terrºrs with which ſome Gentlemen ºfon tº as influenced by
a are affected merely panic. . . Eſome lucrative Poſt, which they are in

§ 1 I agree, Sir, with the hon. Gentle- “Poſſeſſion or Expectation of On the

ºf men who moved for this Bill, that if other Hand, thoſe who approve, and

tº the Crown could gain an abſolute and ſupport the Meaſures perited by the

* -incontrollable Power overtheºleaions Government, are apt to conclude that

g; : in the Empire, every Senate thus the Oppoſition ariſes from Party Preju

* choſen would be under the Direction dice, Envy, or Reſentment. For my

* of the Crown, and our Conſtitution Part, I ſhall always endeavour to keep

tº would be then at an end. But whilſt the middle Courſe, being convinced that

:* , the Crown perſues right Meaſures; , both extremes are wrong ; and, there

** whilſ; nºne but Gentlemen of good * fore, as I ſhall oppoſe any Alteration in

º” Credit and Fortune are employed in our Conſtitution, when that Alteration

ſº the Adminiſtration, the Crown will tends either to reſtrain the Liberties

ſ: certainly have a great Influence both of the People, in order to prevent the

in the Senate, and at Elections. As Influence ſuppoſed to proceed from

...!, this proceeds from the Wiſdom and party Prejudice, Envy, and Reſent

** Uprightneſs of its Meaſures, and from , ment, ſo I would not limit the Power

she natural Weight of thoſe that are 9 or juſtiFights of the Crown, in order

employed; it would certainly ceaſe, to prevent the Influence which may

as: as ſoon as the Crown began to perſue proceed from the Diſpoſal of Places

jº contrary, Meaſures, For we muſt and Preferments. I believe there al

... ſuppoſe, the Adminiſtrationwould then ways will be ſome Influence in the

º certainly be deſerted, and oppoſed by Nation ofsº but it can*:
º g n in Il

º

3
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|

*

to Poſts in the Government,and as ſtill tion of Intereſts, but by the Prudent:

a numerous Body. Of theſe, fince only perſues proper and juſtifiable Meaſure,

courſe, imagine they have not had H them with their Votes and Intereſt

ſuffice done to their Merit. For who ſo that an Adminiſtration thus ſº

is ſo modeſt as to attribute a Diſap- ºported will always have a prevaili:

pointment to his own want of Ca- . Influence, both in the Senate, and iſ

%f a Rival ſuch therefore as are thus * Majority of thoſe whoſe Fortunes ºf

diſappointed, will begin to entertain : Capacities give them the greateſt I:
a ſecret Animoſity, perhaps, declare tereſt in their reſpective Counties wil

be of any dangerous Conſequence to open Enmity to thoſe in ſuperior Sta.

tour Conſtitution: On the contrary, ſtions and at the Head of Åffairs.

- the Influence of the firſt kind, may tº Theſe two Sorts of Men united, will

ſerve as a Balance to the other; ſo that A always make a confiderable Party in

by removing either, without remov- every Nation, a Party ready to cenſure

-ing the other at the ſame Time, the the wiſeſt Meaſures, and arraign the

Conſtitution will run a great Risk of moſt able Goverment. To which may

being overturn'd. . . . . . . " be added, another Party, which, no

Many Cauſes, "Sir, contribute to free Country is without, of ſuch as are

raiſe a Party againſt the beſt and B by Profeſſion and Principles oppoſite

wiſeſt Adminiſtration. In this Life, Tºto the People in Power, and willcon

it is impoſſible for us to be compleat- ſequently diſapprove of every Mº.

ly happy." All Men feel ſome Wants, ſure taken by the Adminiſtration. In

* Preſſures, or Misfortunes; and very this Country, there are no leſ; thin

few are willing to impute them to their three different Parties: The jatunits.
: own Folly, or to any miſtake in their C.on one Side, and the Republicans on

own Condućt. To ſuch Men, the the other, I may call the two Ex

: Adminiſtration is the Origine of all tremes; and the third Party, which is

their Evils, and the Cauſe of all their for ſupporting our preſent happy Eſtab:

* Sufferings ; they imbibe a bad Opinion liſhment, may be juſtly termed the prº

of the Adminiſtration and of courſe, D per Mean between them. . . .

condemn and oppoſe all its Meaſures. From hence, Sir, it may eaſilyk

: This muſt raiſe a great many Ene- computed what a numerous Body thoſe

mies to the Government, in every in Power will always have to ſtruggle

County, and their Number will be with. All the Diſcontented, the

confiderably increaſed by thoſe who Diſappointed, the jacomites, and the

are diſappeinted of the Honours or e-Republicans, will always unitein Col.
: Poſts they expečted, and in their own * demning and oppoſing the Meaſurts

* Opinion deſerved ; as well as by thoſe of an Adminiſtration, let them b:

that wiſh for a change in one Admini- ſever ſo wiſe, or ever ſo juſt; they will

itration, for no other Reaſon but be-, by their Infinuations, Complaints, ºr

cauſe they hope for a ſhare in the next. -Intriegues, be often able to gainber

It is certainly an Honour to have a ſome well meaning and unthinki

fhare in the Government of one's F Men, to ſupport their Schemes and

Country: And for the moſt Pärt, the propagate their Opinions. With it.

Honour is attended with great E- gard to Senates, and the Choice ºf

moluments: But as comparatively very . Members, the Adminiſtration has tº

few in any Country, can be advanced ; Defence againſt this formidable Coak

ſ

fewer can have the Poſts which G of their Meaſures and the Steadineſ ºf

they aſpire to, and think, they de- their Condućt to engage moſt Gentº

ferve, ſo the Candidates for every Title men of Credit and Fortune in their

of Honour, or Poſt of Profit, muſt be Intereſt. Whilſt the Adminiſtration

one can be choſen, all the reſt will, of a ſuch Gentlemen will be ready to jºin -

pacity, or to the ſuperior Qualifications : Elections; ſuch an Influence, as

|

alwº
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º:

Good of their Country. . . . .

***

-

*--
jº.and ſuch an influence: the loweſt of the People, becauſe, by

will I am convinced never be accounted" beſtowing Preferments on a Man of

dangerous. --This, Sir, is a na-2 Fortune, they would exclude one of

tural Conſequence of a right Con-tº their Friends from the Houſe; for, I

dućt, but no Adminiſtration can have, believe it will be granted, that no Ad

a great Number of ſuch Friends, that * miniſtration, however wiſe or juſt,

perſues Meaſures inconſiſtent with the could ſupport itſelf, if the Majority of

- : this Houſe were its profeſſed Éne

I allow, Sir, that a Title of Honour, mies.” - - -

or a profitable Poſt, may contribute in 2. Thus, Sir, I think it is evident,

no little degree to induce ſome Gen- if this Bill ſhould be paſſed, that our

tlemen to judge favourably of State (BArmies and Fleets would ſoon be en

Meaſures in Caſes of a doubtf 1 Ten- tirely commanded by Officers of nei

dency. But theſe Titles, and Poſts ther Birth nor. Fortune: All Poſts

will never be effectual Inducements and Offices would be filled in the ſame

with them, to approve Meaſures ap-' Manner, and I would gladly know,

parently wrong. A bad Government, Sir, from the Gentlemen who are ſo

therefore, can never, by ſuch Means, c fond of the Bill propoſed, if they

gain many Friends; even a good Go- would think the Conſtitution ſafe in
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vernment will not be able, by the ſuch Hands. Iu theſe Circumſtances

Diſpoſal of Poſts and Honours, to gain

ſo many, as it will loſe by cauſeleſs

Diſcontents and unavoidable Diſap

pointments in thoſe, who muſt neceſ.

if an ambitious Prince ſhould aſcend

the Throne, would not our Liberties

be in more Danger than they can be

º, while our Army and Fleets are com

ſarily meet with a Refuſal. This being P manded, and aſ conſiderable Employ

the Caſe, if you ſhould take away ments executed by the chief Perſons

from the Crown the chief Advantage of the Nation *. It has been allowed,

it can reap by the Diſpoſal of Places, that Perſons of no Fortune will na

not only a good Adminiſtration, but turally be more ready to comply with

even the Crown, may fink under the the Court than others who have E

weight of party Prejudice, aſſiſted E ſtates of their own, the Security of

by the Reſentment of thoſe who muſt which depends upon our Conſtitution ;

neceſſarily be diſobliged. As theſe t and therefore an ambitious, or arbi

are Diſadvantages which the wiſeſt : trary Prince, can never have any Af.

andbeſt Government muſt always have fection for a Senate-conſtituted like

to ſtruggle with, I think, Sir, we thoſe of this Empire. If, indeed, the

ought not to diveſt the Crown of the F Prince could bring into the Senate,

Power to diſpoſe of the Employments, and turn out of it whom he pleaſed

which it has hitherto, without anyDan- ; like the Romenian Emperors, he might,

ger to the Conſtitution, enjoy’d. But by their Aſſiſtance, gratify the largeſt

if you ſhould, by this Bili, exclude Wiſhes of licentious Ambition ; but

all. Gentlemen who ſhall have Poſts as the Emperor can neither bring any

under the Crown, you would, in my Man into this Houſe, nor expel him

Opinion, Sir, bring the Conſtitution G from it, and as no Man can be

into imminent Danger. The chief elected but by the free Choice of his

Friends of the Government being thus Country, it muſt always conſiſt of

incapacitated, the Diſaffected, or Diſ- Gentlemen of Charaćter and Fortune,

contented would prevail in every Part who will reſtrain an arbitrary Prince.

of the Empire ; and, this Houſe Therefore we have more Reaſon to

would ſoon be filled with profeſſed H fear left it ſhould be in the Power of a

Enemies to the Government. To Prince to govern without a Senate,

prevent this, the Adminiſtration would than left he ſhould be able to influence

lye under the Neceſſity of employing or direct it and ſurely, wº:
: - Tºitº
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Armies and Fleets are commanded... theistºreſ ºf ſhºut usemplºyed

and our Poſts filled by Perſons of no by it, no Exciſe-Scheme, nor any other,

Fortune, it will be more eaſy for a can be of Conſequence to a Govern,

Prince to govern, without a Senate, a ment that has no Gentlemen of In

than it can be, while the State is ad- tereſt in itsService.

miniſtered by ſuch Gentlemen as may I hope, Sir, it is now apparent that

be Members of this Houſe. our Conſtitution and Liberties cannot

Even the Gentlemen who have be endangered by Placemen or Officers,

ſpoken in Favour of this Bill, are ſo., being Members of this Houſe, unleſ

ſenſible of the Difficulty ºf ºbtaining s a great Number ºf Gentlemen ºffº
the Conſent of Men of Character " tune would ſacrifice themſelves, their

and Fortune to Oppreſſion and exor- Poſterity, and their Country, rather

bitant Power, that they ſeem to think , than hazard the Loſs of a Place un:

we are in no Danger, even from a der the Crown. This Suppoſition, I

Majority of Placemen, unleſs Men of , think, there never can be any Ground

no Charaćter or Fortuneare brought in for ; but, ſhould there be ſuch a gº

here by the Intereſt of the Govern-C metal and abandoned Venality among

ment. And, to magnify this Danger, the higher Claſſes of Men, this Bill

they affirm, that moſt of the petty would have no good Effe&, Would

Boroughs upon the Coaſt are altogether ſuch Men ſerve their Country in the

under the Influence of the Govern- Senate for Nothing? They would ci.

ment ; and, that the little inland ther traffic with the Crown for private

Boroughs would have been equally ſub- Penſions to themſelves, or Poſts and

jećted if the late Exciſe-Scheme had . Preferments to their Truſtees or Rt.

paſſed into a Law. Gentlemen will r, lations, which neither Laws nor Oath;

not, upon this Occaſion, make that ‘’ could diſcover or prevent; or elſ:

Diſtinétion which I think is obvious they would form a Party for over.

between the State of our Govern- ; turning the Adminiſtration, and thus

ment, when none but Men of good one Adminiſtration would be ruined.

Families and Fortunes are employed by after another, till at laſt the County,

it, and the State it would be in, if few, would become a Prey to ſome foreign

or no ſuch, would accept of Employ- Power, unleſs one more bold and art,

ments, which will always be the Caſe, . ful than the former, ſhould fall upºn

when it is perſuing Meaſures incon- F a Method to eſtabliſh itſelf in al

fiſtent with the public Good, or de-, bitrary Power. Therefore, Sir, as in my

ſtructive to the Conſtitution. In the Opinion there is no Occaſion for this

firſt Caſe, many of thoſe employ'd by Bill, and if there were, as it cannot,

the Government will be returned fºr in- if paſſed, anſwer the deſign propºſed

land Boroughs, as well as for thoſe on by it, I am againſt bringing it in.

the Coaſt, not becauſe they ſerve the . . *

Government, but becauſe they have G 4fter, the Prime Miniſter, ſºle tº

a natural Intereſt in their reſpečtive ‘’. Aldermen, Peerur and Whethtoc,

Counties; in the latter, as all thoſe then Sir Wimgul Gumdahm, to the

Whº had any, natural Intereſt, would... fºllowing Effº : " ". -

declare againſt the Adminiſtration, it -

would be impoſſible that many of its S I R, -

Adherents ſhould be choſen, either for H HE Right Hon. Gentleman who

Coaſt, or inland Boroughs. So that ". I ſpoke laſt has told us, that

had the Exciſe-Scheme paſſed into a Queſtions in Politicks admit of no De

Hºw; i. could have had nº Effect in monſtration, an Opinion, which, I

ºis Cº. º. º.º. Elections are think, never was mºre ſtronglycºn,
free, thoſe that have the beſt intereſt., firmed than by this Day's Debate: Ne:

will be choſen and as the Governs wer was a Queſtion brought nearer to
•r--"s r + º- - *..

mºnt's laterº is nothing more then a Demonſtration than that now before

- 1 -
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Proceepinos, &c. in the Senate of LILLIPUT. 649
wis; but to what Purpoſe 2: Only to peach thoſe ſuſpected of any Neglect

Fººt.º.º.
Force when oppoſed to Intereſt. It make frequent Enquiries into theCon

has hitherto been reckoned an indiſpu-A duet of every Officer appointed by the

table Maxim in Law, that Parties” Crown; and in all Queſtions.#
Qught not to be Judges; this Maxim to ſuch Enquiries, the Members o

is denied, and indeed cannot be admit-; as ſuch, are judges of

ted by any Gentleman that ſays our their Guilt or Innocence; conſequent

er ſuffer by a Ma- ly every Officer that has a Seat in thisConſtitution can never - - ---- - -- -

jority of Placemen in this Houſe; for, Aſſembly, muſt be both Judge and

that thoſe Gentlemen muſt be Parties* Party in ſuch Caſes. . . . . .

concerned in many Caſes, of which a . To ſay, Sir, that an Officer who

we, as Members of this Houſe, are happens to be a Member of this Houſe.

i. is ſo clear, that I ſhould have muſt retire, when any Queſtion ariſes

seen aſhamed to have given you the relating to his own Condućt, will be

Trouble of hearing it proved if I had of no Weight; for as there may be a

not heard the Motion now before youc criminal Correſpondence between Offi

ſo warmly oppoſed. . ces, which at firſt View appear entirely

"ºn, sir, I am jºiº.
obſerve, that all†: an Enquiry or any$º previous to

uſt of two diſtinä Powers, an Enquiry, into the Conduá of one of

the :tive and the Executive; the *. is moved for, how far it will be

laſt of which is always ſubjećt to the, thought to affect other Offices. And

Review of the former. The vety. Eſ. P therefore every officer in this Houſe,

ſence of a free Government implies, if conſcious of indirect Praštices, will

among other Things, that all thoſe think himſelf a Party, concerned, in

who are entruſted with the executive all Enquiries, that ſhall be propoſed:

Power, ſhall be accountable for their and conſequently, endeavour to pre

Conduct to the legiſlative, which al- vent or defeat them. It is, Sir, a com

ſays conſiſts in e ſort of an Aſ-E mon "Obſervation that Men of the

}: bly of the People; and, indeed, ſame Employment, or Profeſſion, if

: Advantage could ariſe to the their Buſineſs does not interfere, favour

eople from having the Power to make one another. It is as obvious, that all

their own Laws, if thoſe intruſted Placemen who have Seats in this Houſe,

with the executive Power might, will in ſuch Enquiries, be both Judges

without Fear or Controub betray that F and Parties. . .

Truſt, either by neglecting to execute Many Seſſions have paſſed without.

the Laws, or by executing them in a any Enquiry of this Sort, tho' fre

Manner never intended? If they might, quently propoſed; an Omiſſion, which

injure or oppreſs Individuals, by pre- if we aſcribe to the Integrity of the

tending to act according to Law, when Government that during ſo long a

i. Law is, either wholly filent, or - Space has rendered all Enquiries un
againſt them 2 G neceſſary, we have had ſuch Happineſs.

. This is the Eſſential of a free Go- as no former Period could boaſt of. But

vernment, and the particular Eſtabliſh- if we account the Number of Place

ment of the Government of Lilliput. men, that have had Votes in this

Thoſe entruſted with the executive Aſſembly, to be the Cauſe, that En

Power are named by the Emperor, but quiries are brought into Diſuſe, we may

accountable to, and liable to be cen-Häeſpair of ever having any Enquiry

fured by, the Senate. It is particu- made into the Condućt of Officers,

larly the Buſineſs of this Houſe, which unleſs it be promoted at the Inſtiga

is the grand Inqueſt of the Nation, to tion and by the Contriyance of Mini
enquire into their Condućt, and to im: ... . . ſters;

* *

*
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fers; with a view to gain a little not the immediate Conſequence of

Popularity, by making ſome inſigni- which have been Slavery, and arbi.

ficant Sacrifice to the People. . . . trary Power. But both the one and

For my part, I think, Sir, the De- the other ſort of Men depending on

ciſion of the Queſtion now before us, , their Places, would not yield to the

is as plain as Demonſtration itſelf can'" force of Demonſtration felt or ſee

make it. We are, as Members of the pernicious Conſequence of their

this Houſe, to inquire into, and judge, own Condućt. Thus, Sir, the Li.

of the Condućt of Miniſters and Of... berties of any Country may probably

ficers: But we, as Miniſters and Of: be given up, if committed to thoſe

ficers, are, the very Perſons whoſe that are not willing to loſe an hon,

Condućt is to be inquired into. Is it Bourable or profitable Employment.

not Plain then, that theſe two Cha- To conſider, Sir, this Matter in

raēters are incompatible, unleſs we al- another Light, even the Value ºf

low, that Parties may be Judges? Liberty itſelf is but a political Queſ.

This, Sir, is ſo evident to me, that tion. Whether a limited or an abſolute

I ſhould be for excluding all Officers Monarchy is to be preferred, is but a

and Placemen, from this Houſe, were cºgeſtion of the ſame kind; and ther.

it not for the Neceſſity of having fore, according to the hon, Gentle.

amongſt us ſome of the Principal man's Rule, can admit of no Demon.

for the fake of Information. If ſtration. For this Reaſon, even Gen.

this Queſtion admits a Diverſity of tiemen of Fortune and Intereſt in their

opinions, I ſhall expećt Unanimity Country, if they be in the leaſt gº

in no other, and therefore, great Care ºverned by Avarice and Vanity, or in

£hould be taken, that in Debates on D clined to Luxury or Extravagance,

fuch Queſtions all Influence, but that of may be induced not only to Woº,

Reaſon ſhould be baniſh'd; all other but even to think that an abſolute

Motives will be ſtronger in proportion Monarchy is the beſt ſort of Govem.

to the Importance of the Queſtion ; ment, and that they ſerve their Coun

which is an Argument of double Force try, by ſacrificing its Liberties. This

againſt admitting Placemen into this E very Doãrine has of late been ſup

Houſe. ' ported in private Converſation, even

We have been told, Sir, that Gen-' in this Country, by Gentlemen who

tlemen of great Fortune and Intereſt want neither Rank nor Fortune. How

in their Country, cannot be ſuppoſed rational is it then to ſuppoſe, that in

to ſacrifice its Liberties for the ſake political Queſtions, where our Liber;

of a Place, precarious and uncertain. F ties are not directly and immediately,

But this is ſo far from Faët, that it but indirectly and conſequentially con

has always been the Caſe of every cerned, a Gentleman of Diſtinétion

Country where the Liberties of the may be induced, by his Employment,

People have been ſacrificed. Nay, the to Vote away that Freedom for which

Liberties of a People cannot be “ſa- he receives perhaps, in his Opinion, an

crifleed, except by the ačtual Concur-, equivalent How rational is it to ſup:

renee of many Gentlemen of Fortune G poſe, that this Houſe may, by theſe

and Intereſt, and by a Criminal Indo-- Means, be induced to grant ſuch Re;

lence and Compliance in the reſt. venues, ſuch Numbers of Troops and

There have been Senators who con- ſuch Powers and Prerogatives to the

trary to the Light of their own Under- Crown, as may for ever debar the

ſtandings, have been hurry'd on by Senate from controuling any of the

their own Avarice, Vanity, Luxury or H Emperor's Meaſures, or puniſhing any

Extravagance; there have been Sena- of his Officers, but ſuch as he may be

tors captivated by ſpecious Pretences, pleaſed to give up to the Vengeance of

to promote Meaſures, the certain, tho' the People? In this Caſe, what
CW'ſ
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ever Forms of Liberty we might have

left, I am ſure it would be ridiculous

...to ſay we had the Subſtance. . .

ſhiniſtration would reduce themſelves,

to ſo fatal a Neceſſity. . . . .

It has been objećted, Sir, that we

* Thus, Sir, I hope it is evident A ought not to make the Alteration in

even to a Demonſtration, that our

Conſtitution and Liberties not only

may, but muſt be deſtroy'd, except

ºwe exclude moſt Placemen, as we

have already done all Penſioners;

and therefore, no Objećtion can be in

our Conſtitution which is now pro- .

poſed, unleſs we conclude ſuch a

yenal and abandoned Spirit to prevail

in the Nation, that moſt Gentlemen of

Family and Fortune amongſt us, would

readily ſacrifice their Liberties rather

vented, no Danger, or Terror ſuggeſt. B than hazard the Loſs of an honoura

ed, that ſhall prevent me from exer

‘ting all my power, to obtain this End.

Slavery to me, is the higheſt of all

Terrors, and therefore, I ſhall be for

guarding againſt it at the Risk of any

other Terror that can be imagined.

But againſt the Excluſion of Placemen,

I have not heard one plauſible Obječtion

..during this whole Debate. To tell

us that a juſt and wiſe Adminiſtration

*can have no Friends of Fortune and

Intereſt in their ſeveral Counties, but

ſuch as have, or are to be rewarded

with Places under the Crown, is very,

ſurprizing. Surely it muſt be granted,

even on this Suppoſition, that theſe

Places and Offices are now become in.

... finitely too numerous.” But this, Sir,

never can be the Caſe; there are now

in every County in Lilliput, one with

ble or profitable Poſt. [But granting

that Corruption has not yet made ſo

great a Progreſs, the Bill may never

...theleſs be very uſefni, and of great

Benefit: For it is, Sir, intended to

prevent the Growth of ſuch a venal

and abandoned Spirit. When the

Crown had but few profitable Poſts to

beſtow, the moſt abandoned Admini

ſtration could not contribute much to

the Growth of this Spirit; but the

Crown has now ſuch a Number, that

if they ſhould be applied to the pur

chaſing of Votes, either in this Houſe,

? or at Elećtions, ſuch a Spirit would

‘ſoon become univerſal : It would be

gin in this Houſe, and grow by Ex

ample. One Gentleman, corrupted.

would give Countenance to a ſecond,

and a ſecond to a third, and ſo on,

another, 2 or 3oo Gentlemen of Fa-E till at laſt it would ſpread thro’ the

mily, Fortune and Intereſt, who have

no Places under the Crown, and who,

under a juſt and wife Adminiſtration,

would adhere to it, and ſupport it, in

a legal Way, againſt all the jacomites,

Republicans, and Diſcontented, that

could, under ſuch an Adminiſtration, F ver buy their Elečtions.

be within the Empire. Could not the

Adminiſtration find one or two to ſtand

as Candidates upon their Intereſt at

every Election within the County

And would not their Candidates have

the Advantage of the Votes and In

tereſt of all thoſe Gentlemen of For

tune within the County who had

Places under the Crown, and could

not themſelves be Candidates ? There

fore, Sir, this Bill could oblige no fu

ture Adminiſtration to employ Men of

low or deſperate Fortunes in any Of.

fice ; and certainly no juſt Admini

ſtration can be reduced, no wiſe Ad

Majority of this Houſe, and from

thence to the Elečtors: But if this

Fountain was cleared from Corrup

tion, the Stream would ſoon run pure;

for, if ſelfiſh and avaritious Senators

cannot ſell their Votes, they will ne

Vanity may

ſometimes prompt them to do ſo, but

this can happen but ſeldom, and the

Conſequence cannot be formidable.

. That Gentlemen have ever ap

proved or oppoſed Queſtions, becauſe

Gthey were Placemen, and for no

* other Reaſon, I ſhall not aſſert,

but that they have often done ſo is

the Opinion of the Nation ; and I

muſt obſerve, that ever fince I ſat in

the Senate-houſe, our Placemen have

generally been on the ſame Side with

our Miniſters. If any of them pre

ſumed to vote on the contrary Side,

they ſoon loſt their Places: Nay, even
- xia
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in this Houſe we have heard it delive!.

ed as a miniſterial Maxim, That the

Man who, in Compliance with the

Dićtates of his Conſtience, votes againſ?

any of the Miniſter's Meaſures or

Schemes in Senate, is unworthy of any

Favourt from the Crown; and hence I

conclude that the Bill moved for is ne

ceſſary. The whole Nation thinks ſo;

and if this Motion ſhould be rejećted,

they think the Neceſſity ſtill greater,

which will of Courſe raiſe ſuch Diſ.

content, or Diſaffečtion, as may be of

Jangerous Conſequence to the preſent

Eſtabliſhment.

NoMan, Sir, can, without Aſtoniſh

ment, hear it aſſerted, that the Intereſt

of the Miniſtry in the ſeveral littler; However, t

Boroughs upon our Coaſt, depends

upon the natural Intereſt of thoſe that

have Places under the Crown, bé

cauſeNothing is more known than the

State of thoſe Boroughs. I ſhall grant,

that if the Intereſts made there by Cuſ.

tom-houſe-Officers, Exciſemen, Offi

eers of Dock-yards, and Gentlemen of

that exalted Claſs, be a natural Inter

eſt, a Clerk of the Treaſury, or Ad

miralty, may be ſaid to have a great

natural Intereſt in his Borough; but

this Intereſt depends upon his Poſt, E

and has thro’ the whole Debate been

oppoſed to his natural Intereſt. Do

not we know, Sir, that many of our

little Boroughs are already become ſo

publickly venal, that their Brokers, or

rather their Pimps, deal as openly for

the Sale of them, as Bawds for that of

a Proſtitute. This infamous Traffic I

am for putting an End to ; and as the

Bill now propoſed will be of great

Service for this Purpoſe, I ſhall be not

only for bringing it in, but for having

it paſſed into a Law.
-

The reſt who ſpoke in this Debate
ſupported the º: Arguments,

which do not admit of great Variety, but

feveral remarkable Expreſſions were

made uſe of much to the Entertain

ment of the Aſſembly. For it is ob

ſerved by Mr Gulliver, that the Climahs of

Lilliput made very frequent Uſe of ludi.

crous Expreſſions, and Strokes of pri.

vate Satire. Of this Kind was an Obſer.

vation of the Urg; Ptit, that the Place.

MAGAZINE, Vol. x:

men were a Set of flurdy Bºggeri; #

which henot only hinted at a Reproach

thrown upon the Merchants of Eillipur,

which was reſented by the whole Peo.

ple, but at a private Story of a climah

Ainºffice, who beingdºidſon:Pº.
'ment which he asked for a Climah, his

Friend, ſummoned ſome other Clinth

of his Acquaintance, and went to the

Miniſter; and, inſtead of petitioning with

#Submiſſion generally prääiſed on theſe

Occaſions, made a loud and importunate

Demand of the Poſt, although it had

B been promiſed to another Gentleman,

not then a Climab, uſing ſome Menacts

of Reſentment if they met a Reńſil;

The Miniſter, not accuſtomed to ſuch

Treatment, was either compelled, ºr

ſu #. into aS. ancei.*
tºr erg went off triumphant!

C. #;
of what is advanced in the Miniſtſ,

Speech, that when the Orºm thigh

ſome, it and voidaly diſobliger other.

Another Paſſage taken Notice of, was

a ſhort Speech made by a young Nº.
man, Commander of a § of War,

who fignified his Hopes, that the Billwis

Dnot to extend to Commanders in theSa

Service : Whether he was apprehenſive

that leſs Indulgence was to be expºſed

for any ill Condućt, if he ſhould loſt his

Seat in the Senate, or thought his Excl.

'ſion an Abridgment of his Power to ſtrº

his Country, both what he and a Land.

Officer ſaid, to the like Purport, wis

not heard without giving room tº

refle&, how certainly Self-Intereſt will

operate, and how readily each Manwill

exempt himſelf from a general Cºn

ſure. -

The Queſtiºn at laff being put, the Hºlſ:
a;#it'#: the Ne ſ

Fºtive. reas 207. Noes 223. Preſcht

43O. -Majority 16... - -

A Debate onthe ſame Subjećt happened

in the Britiſh Houſe of Commons in Ft.

_bruary, 1734, being the laſt Seſſion of

the then Parliament, which is inſerted in

the Months of Æguſt and September,
Vol. IV. The Bill was at that Time re

jećted, after the ſecond reading, 230 to

-191. Preſent 421. - Majority 39.

This Account of Debates to be continued,

N.B. Weſhal/alſº give our Reader,

at proper Opportunitieſ, the Suftant ºf

the moſt important Debates that have

Happened in the Parliament of England,

befºre the Commencement of our Maga

£ine, beginning with a remarkable one

in the Profesſor&ip of Cromwel.

H
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An exas; L IST of the Houſe of CO MM ONS elečied in 1734, ,

as it ſtood in their loft Seſſion, Dec. 31, 1740. Witha Blank fºr the next, .

M. B. Thoſe in Italic, not in the laſt Parliament. -

* Before a Name, ſhews thoſe who came in after the firſ: Returns.

Sir after a Name— the Honour ſince Eleåion. - -

* Knights of the Bath. p. c. Privy Counſellors.
.

Abingdon Bºrçkobert Hucks Eſq;

Agmondeſham. Bu. Henry Marſhall, ‘ I ko. Gore ---

St Albans, Hertf. S. Thomas Aſton, Bt. Tho. Aſhby ,

Alborough, Suff. William Conolly, Geo. Purvis

Aldborough,To ‘John Jewkes, “Andrew Wilkinſon

Allerton, North.7b. “Wm Smelt, Henry Peirſe º

Andover, Hants Wm. Guidot, 7n Pollen - .

Angleſºa,Males Nicholas Bayly of Placenwydd -

Apully, Weſtmorld.Walter Plumer, Jn Ramſden Sir

...Arundel, Suſſ. Sr Jn Shelly Bt, “Garton Orme

Aſhburton, Devon Thomas Bladen, ‘jºſeph Tay.or ,

Aylesbury, Bucks Chriſto.Tower, Geo.cbampion Sr

Banbury, Oxf. . . Win Moore -

Barnſtable, Dev. ‘70bn Baſſet, The. Forteſcue

Bath, Somerſetſh General Geo. Wade, 7n codrington

Beaumaris, Wa.es Lord Viſc. *Bulkeley

Bedfordſh SrRowld AlſtonBt, & Rog. Burgoine,

Bedford ‘Sr.Botéler Chernocke Bt. Sa.Ongley

Bedwin, Gr. Wilts WilliamSloper, “Edward Pophant -

Beeralſton, Dev. ‘Samuel Heathcote, Žn Briſtow *

Berks, WinchcombHoward Packer, Penyffon Powncy

Berwick. ‘Yho. Watſºn, “Ld Viſ.Barrington

Beverly, Torºſh Ellerker Bradſhaw,' Ch.Pelham

Bewdly, Wor, “Brig. Phineas Bowles.

Biſhops Caſile,Sal.Robt. More, Edw. Kynaſion

Blechingly, SirWim. Clayton of Marden, Bt.

Surrey Kenrick Clayton his Son

Bodmin, Cornw. Jn Laroche, Srjn Heathcote, Bt.

Borobridge, 70. Maj. G. Ja.Tyrrel, Geo. Gregory

Boffney.corn. Viſc. Palmerſton, “Peregrine Paulet

Boſton, Litt. Hun. Albemarle Bertie, Rich. Fydell

Brackly, North. "Sr P.Methuen, Geo.Lee, LL.D.

Bramber, Suſſ. Sr Hen. Gough Bt. Harry Gough

Breconſhire jobn 7effreys.

Brecon Town Hon. John Talbot.< -

Bridgwater, Som.Geo. Dodington, cha. Wyndham Sr

Bridport, Dorſ, Wm. Bowles, Solomon Aſhley -

Briſtol Sr Abrm Elton Bt, ‘Edw. Southwell

Sridgnorth, Sat. Tho. Whitmore, Gray 7ames Grove

Buckinghamſh Sr Wim Stanhopesi, Sr.T.Lee Bt.

Buckingham T. R. Grenville, Geo. Denton

Salm, Wilts Wm Duckett, Walter Hungerford

Cambridgeſh Sam. Shepheard,Henry Bromley

Sr John Hynde Cotton Bart.

“Gilbert Affleck Eſq;

Cambridge Univ. Hble Ed. Finch.Tho.Townſhend

camelford,Corn. SrT.Lyttelton,JaCholmondeley

- - Q oo o

Cambridgeſ.

-
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ºasterbury ‘Sr Tho. Hales Bt, Tho. Knight

ardiffe Glant. Herbert Mackworth

Cardiganſh Walter Lloyd of Peterwell

Sardigan T. Richard Lloyd of Mabus Eſq.

Carliſle, Cumb. Hon.cot.Ch.Howard, Jn Hylton

Carmarthenſh. Sir Nicholas Williams Bt

Carmarthen T. Arthur Bevan of Laugharne .

Carnarvanſhire “Şobn Winn, -

Carnarvan Thomas Winn of Bodvean

Caſtleriſing,Nſk. MajG. Ch.Churchill,'LáAndover

Cheſhire Cha. Cholmondeley, ſn Crewe jun.

Cheſter SirRo.Groſvenor, Sr Ch. Bunbury Bts'

Chicheſter Suff. Hon. James Brudenell, Tho. 7ates'

Chippenham Wilts. Richard Long, “Edw. Bayntun

chip. Wicomb, Bu.Harry Waller, ‘Sr cha. Vernon, Bt

chri.Church, HantsEdw. Hooper.jun. Ch. Arm. Pawlºt

Cirenceſter, Glo. Tho. Maſter, “Henry Bathurſt -

Clitbero, Lanc. Tho. Liſter, Wm. Curzon ---

Cockermouth Cum. Hble Wim Finch, “Eldred Curwen.

colcheffer, Eff. Matthew Martin, ‘jacob Houblon

Corfcaſtle, Dor. John Bankes, John Bond -

Cornwal SrWm Carew,Sr jo. StAubinBts.

Coventry ‘John Neale, “Ld Euſtom -

Cricklade, Wilts Sr Tho. Reade Bt. ‘Cha. Gore ||

Cumberland, Sr.Jalowther,S7of Pennington Bts.

Dartmth. Clifton,
Hardreſs,pºł GeorgeTºwa, Cary |

Denbighſh Watkin-Williams Wynn, “Sir

Denbigh John Myddelton of Chirk Caſtle

Derbyſh Ld Cha Cavendiſh, Sr Nath. Curzon |

Derby Ld Ja Cavendiſh, John Stanhopeſ

Devizes, Wilts Fran. Eyles, jun. “jobn Garth

Devonſhire Henry Rolle, “john Bampfylde

Dorſetſhire Gco.Chafin, Edm. Morton Pleydell

Dorcheſter John Browne, “Robt. Browne

, Dover David Papillon, Thomas Revell

Downton, Wilts Ant. Duncombe, joſ. Wyndham Aſhe

Droitwich, Worc. Edw. Foley, Tho. Winnington

punwich, Suff. SrCeo Downing'ſ Bt,"Wm.Morden

IDurham County John Hedworth, Geo. Bowes

IXurham John Shafto, Henry Lambton.

Eaſtlow, Cornw. Cha Longueville, “Henry Legge

StEdmondsBury Tho Hervey, Col. Tho. Norton

Eſſex SrRob.Abdy Bt. Tho.Bramſton

Eveſham, Wor. Sr John Ruſhout Bt. Wm Taylor

IExeter Tbo Balle, Sr. “Hen. Northcote Bart.

Eye, Suffolk, Hon. Step. Cornwallis, jncornwallis

Flintſhire Thomas Moſtyn of Moſtyn, Sir

Flint Sr George Wynne, Bt.

Fowey, Cornwal. Wm. Wardour, Jonat. Raſhleigh

Gatton, Surrey “Charles Docminique, ‘Geo. Newland

-StGermans.corn. Ld Baltimore, charles Montagu

WSlamorganſh Buſſy Manſel.
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‘l Glouceſterſh Hble Benj. Bathurſ?, Tho Chefter .

Glouceſter Col. Jn Selwyn, Benj. Bathurſt

Grampound, corn.Tho. Hales, Capt. “Tho. Frefuſis -

Grantham, Linc. Ldyi.Tyrconnel4Sr.Mic.Newton'ſ

Grimsby, Linc. Sr Rob. Sutronº, Robt. Knight :

Eaſt Grinſied, Suſſ. Earl of Middleſex, Edw. Conyers

Guilford, Surry “Denzil. Onſlow, Col. Ric.Onſlow

Harwich, Eſſ. Cha. Stanhope, Carteret Leathes.

Haſlemere, Sur. Gen.Ja. Oglethorpe,PeterBurrell,

- Sr William Aſhburnham Bt.

Haftings, sºft. Pelham, jun. Eſq;

Haverfordweſt, Pembr. Eraſmus Philipps, Sir

Helſion, cornw.John Evelyn, John Harris -

| Herefordſh. Edw. Harley, Welters Cornewall.

Hereford Tho. Foley, jun. Sr 7n Morgan Bart

Hertfordſh. Win Plumer, ‘Charles Ceſar.

Hertford Sr Tho. Clarke Kt. Nath, Braſſy

Heydon,Torkſh. Col. Hen. Pulteney, Geo. Berkeley

Heytsb. Wilts Edw. Aſhe, Pierce A Court

Higham Ferrers,Northamptonſhire. Hble John Finch

Hindon, Wilts George Fox, “Henry For -

Honyton,Dev.SrWm Yongeſ, Wincourtenay, Sr., Bts

| Horſham, Suſſ. Cha. Eversfield, Charles Ingram

Huli' Geo. Crowle, Henry'Maiſter

Huntingdonſh, Rob. Pigott, “Charles Clarke ,

Huntingdon Brig. Rog.Handaſyd, Edw. Montagu

Hythe, Kent, Wm Glanville, Hercules Baker ºf

| Ilcheſter, Som. Cha. Lockyer, Sr Robt. Brown Bt.

Ipſwich, Suff. Wm. Wollaſton, Saml Kent ºf

St Ives, Cornw.Sr.Rob.Rich Bt. Win Mackwortbpraed

Kellington,Co.Tho. Copleſton, Iſaac Leheup

Kent Sr Edw.Dering, ‘Sr Chriſt. Powell, Bts

Knaresboro, 7%.SrHen. Slingsby Bt. HºleRd Arundel

Lancaſhire Rd Shuttleworth, Peter Bold º

Leiceſterſh Edw. Smith, “Lord Guernſey -

Leiceſter Geo.Wrighte, ‘games Wigley

Leominſter Heref. Robt. Harley,Sr Geo. Caſwall Ke

Leskard Cornw. Rich. Eliot, “ Charles Treawney :

Leftwithiel, Co. Rich.Edgcumbe, In Croſſe, Srše

Lewes, Suſſ. Tho Pelham, “John Trevor

Lincolnſh Robt. Vyner, “ Tho. Whitchcote

Lincoln cba, Monſon, coningsby Sibthorp

Litchfield, Staf,Sr.Kowland Hill Bt, Geo.Ven.Vernon

Liverpoole . . Thomas Brereton, Rich. Gildart

Humph. Parſons, Sr. Jn Barnard, Kt
LONDON Micajah Perry, Robt. Willimott 2.

Ludlow, Salop Hen. Arthur Herbert, Rd Herbert

Ludgerſhal, Wi. Peter Delmé, Daniel Boone -

Lyme RegPorſ. Hen. Holt Henley, Hblejn Scrope

Lymington,Sou. Sr jn Cope Bt. Morice Bocland

Lynn Reg Norf, G-Sr Rob.Walpole, “Sr 70bn Turney

Maidſtone, Kent Win Turner, ‘capt. Robert Fairfax,

Lancaſter Sr Tho. Lowther Bt. Roht Fenwick

| Lanceffon Corn, SrWm.Morice, Sr. Wm. Irby, Barts
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*alden, Eſſex Col. Martin Bladen,“Benjamin Keene

*almsbury,W. Giles Earle,Wm Rawlinſon Earle

**on, Zorkſh. HºleHen.Finch,srw.Wentworther

Marlboro.Wit. Francis Seymour, john Crawley

Marlow,Gr.Bu. Sr Tho. Hoby Bt, Edm. Waller

* M*ś, corn. Hble Henry Vane, Rd Plumer

Melcomb regis George Dodington, “jobn Tucker
JMerioneth ºlliam Waughan of Corſygeddo)Eſº;

Midhurſt, Suſſ. Tho. Bootle, & Sr jobſ. Peachy

Middleſex WmPulteney, Sir Hugh Smithſon

Milborn F. Som. Tho. Medivcott, Michael Harvey,

*inehead. Som. Francis Whitworth, “Thomas carew -

St Michael Corn. Tho. Watts, Robt. Ord

Monmouthſh Tho Morgan “cha. Hanbury%illiams |

Monmouth Ld CharlesNoel Somerſet

Morpetb, North.Srhenry Liddell Bt “Henry Furneſe

Montgomeſh. “Robert Williams

Montgomery William Corbet, Sir

Mewark on Trent James Pelham, “La Wm. Manners

Newcaſtle, Sta. Bapt. Leveſon Gower, R. Wilbraham

Newcaſtle North Nich. Fenwick, Walter Blackett

*Newport,Cornw.Sr 7nMoleſwortbBt, “NicholasHerbert

Newport, HantsCeo. Huxley “Guſtavus Ld Viſc.Boyne.

Newton, Lanč. Legh Maſter, wrm Shippen

Newtout. Hants james Worſley, Tho. Holmes

Norfolk Sr Edm. BaconBt, “Armine/Wodebouſe

Northampſi, Tho..Cartwright, ‘Sredm. Iſham Bt

Northampton Hon. Geo. Compton, Win Wilmer

Northumberld SrWim Middleton Bt, Ral. Jeniſon

Norwich Horace Walpole, “Thomas Were

Nottinghmſhiſm Levinz, jun. “jobn Mordaunt

Nottingham Jn Plumtre, Borlace Warren

Okehampton,DeTho. Pitt, Geo. Lyttelton

orford Suff. Richard Powys, Brig. Gen. JohnCope

Oxfordſh. “%a Daſhwood, Sr Bt, “Ld Viſ. Quarendon

Oxford Univ. Ld Viſ.Cornbury, Ed. Butler.LL.D.

Oxford city ThomasRowney, “ Philip Herbert

Pembrokeſh Jn Campbell of Stackpool court

Pembroke William Owen.

Penryn, Cornw, Sr. Rich. Mill Bt. Jn Clavering

Peterboro, No.Edw. Wortley, Armſted Parker

Petersfield, Ha, Sir Wm Żolliff Kt., Edw. Gibbon

Plimoutb, Dev. Arthur Stert, “Ld Henry Beauclerk

Plimpton, ditto “Tho. Walker, Tho. Clutterbuck

Poole, Dorſ. . Geo. Trenchard, Tho. Wyndham

Pontefrađ.7or.Ld Gallway, Sr Wm. Lowther Bt.

Portſmouth, So..Adm. Phil.cavendiſh, Adoba,stewar:

Preſton Lanc. Nic. Fazakerly, SrPIen.Hoghton Bt,

2ueenbor-Kent'LdArchibaldHamilto

Radnorſh Sr Humphrey Howarthkº

Radnor, New Thomas Lewis ofHarpton

Reading,Berks “Wm Strode, “jºbn Blagrave

*ford, Nott, Jn White, Sr Rob. Cliftons.
*ichmond, Yo Sr Conye J.

n;Rich Evans;

rs Darcy p. c. 4, Jn Yorke;
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|Rippon, Torksh. Wm. Aiſlabie, Tho. Duncombe

Rocheſter,Ke Adm. Nic. Haddock, David Polhi.I

NewRumney, Kent ‘Sr Rob. Auſten Bt, Steph. Biſſe

Rutland Hble james Noel, Tho. Noel

Rye, Suſſex Sr Jn Norris Kt Philips Gybbon

Rygate, Surrey James Cocks, “jobn Hervey

Salop County Sr Jn Aſtley Bt. “Richard Liffer .

Salop Town Sr Rich. Corbet Bt, Wm. Kinaſion

Saltaſh, Cornw.Ld Glenorchyºſ, “Tho. Corbet

Sandwich, KentSr Geo.Oxenden Bt. Joſiah Burchet

Sarum New Peter Bathurſt, Hen. Hoare

Sarum Old Robert Nedham, ‘Win Pitt -

Scarboro. Yor. “Wm osbaldeſton, Wm Thompſon

Seaford, Suſſex Sr Wm. Gage'ſ Bt, Wm Hay

Shaftsbury, Do. “Stephen Fox, “Philip Bennet

Shoreham, Suſſ. ‘79bn Fréderick, yn Philipſon.

Somerſetſh Tho. Prouſe, Tho. Horner

SouthamptſhLd HarryPowlet, Edw. Liſle

Southamptô SrWm Heathcote, “Tho. LeeDummer

Southwaré Tho. Inwen, Geo. Heathcote

Hble William Leveſon Gower

stafforda: Walter Wagſtaff Bagot Bt.

Stafford Wm chetwynd, John Ld Chetwynd

Stamford, Linc.William Noel, John Proby

Steyning, Suſſ. Hen.Marq.Carnarvan'ſ ‘Hitch 7bung

Stockbridge,Ha. Sr Hump. MonouxBt. ‘şn Berkeley

Sudbury, Suff. Richard Price, Edw. Stephenſon

Suffolk Siſer:Davers, SrCordellFirebrace Bts

Surry Arthur Onſlow, ºpcaker, Tho. Scawen

Suſſex RtHbleHen.Pelham, p.c.Jam. Butler

Tamworth,Staf. Ld 7n Sacwille, ‘Charles Cotes M.D.

Taviſlock, Dev. Hble cha. Fane, Sidney Medows

Taunton, Som. Henry Wm Portman, Francis Fane

Tewksbury,Glo.Ld Viſc. Gage, Robert Tracy

Ibetford, Norf. Cha. Fitzroy ‘Ld Auguſius Fitzroy

Thirsk, Yor. SrTho. Frankland Bt. Fred. Frankland

Tiverton, Dev. Arthur Arſcot, Dudley Ryder, Sir

Totneſs, Dev. Sr Cha.Wills" p.c. Joſeph Danvers

Tregony, Cornw. Henry Penton, “joſeph Gulſton, jun.

Truro, ditto Robt. Trºfuſis, Kellond Courtenay

Wallingford, Berks ‘joſeph Townſhend, Tho. Tower

WarwickſhireHbleEdw Digby, SrCha Mordaunt,

Warwick ‘Thomas Arcber, Henry Archer

Wareham,Dorſ.Henry Drax, 70bn Pitt

Wells city, Som, Win Peirs, George Speke

Wendover, Bu. “La Limerick, John Hampden

Wenlock,Gr. Salop Win Foreſter, “Brook Foreſter

Weobly, Heref:Sr 7ohnBuckworth, Cap.ja.Cornewall

Weſtbury,Wilts Hon. George Evans, ſobn Bance

Weſlºw,Corn. ‘70bnowen, “jobn Strange Sr, Sol.Gen.

Weſtminſter SrCh.Wager,W.Clayton LdSundon

Weſtmorland Hble Anth. Lowther, Danl Wilſon

Weymouth,DorTho. Pearſe, “jobn olmius

iritchurch,Hajohn Selwyn, jun.‘col. Jn Mordaunt
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Winchelſea,Suſ: Edm Hungate Beaghan, ‘Robt.Briſtow

Wincheſter, Paulet St Sohn, Geo. Bridges

Windſor,Berks. Ld VereBeauclerk,Sidney Beauclerk

Wiiton, Wilts Hble Robt. Herbert, Wm. Herbert

Wiltſhire John Ivory Talbot, John Howe

Woodſtock, Oz.Hon. Jn Spencer, 7ames Dawkins

Wotton-Baſſet Nicholas Robinſon, Sr Robt. Long Bt

Wygan, Lanc. SrRog.Bradſhaigh, ja E.ofbarrymore

Worceſter- 9 Sr Herbert Perrot Pakington, Bt

ſhire Edmund Lechmere of Henly caſtle

Worceſter Samuel Sandys, Rich. Lockwood

7armouth, Norf. Edw. Walpole, “Roger Townſhend

Żarmouth. Hant Tho. Gibſon, ‘Anthony Chute

Yorkſhire Sr Miles Stapylton Bt, Cholmley Turner

York Sr 7n Liſier Kaye Bt, Edw.Thompſon

s c 0 T L A N D.

SH 1 R E of -

Aberdeen SrArthur Forbes of Craigievar, Bt.

Air Brig.JamesCampbell of Shankſtown

Argyll Capt. Charles Campbell

Bamff james Abercrombie of Glaſſaugh

Barwick Alex. Hume Campbell of Bartleſheil

Bute & cathnes Brig. Peter Campbell of S.Garach

Cromartie&Nairn ‘Alexander Brodie of Lethen

Dumbarton Col. John Campbell of Mamºmore

Dumfreis Charles Areskine of Barjarg

Edinburgh ‘Sr Charles Gilmour Bt.

Elgin Alex. Brodie Lyon King at Arms

Fife Sr John Anſtruther Bt.

Forfar ‘Wm Maule Eſq; ,

Haddingtoun John Cokburne of Ormiſtoun,

Inverneſs Sr James Grant of Grant

Kincardin Mr John Falconar of Pheſdoe

Kingroſs & Clacmanan, James Erskine of Grange

Kirkudbright Stewarty Patrick Heron of Heron

Lanerk ‘Sr James Hamilton of Roſebaugh

Linlithgow Alexander Hamiltonof Inverwick

Orkney & zetland col. Robert Douglas

Peebles Sr James Naſmyth, Bart

Perth Lord jobn Murray of Fitnacree

Renfrew Alexander Cuningham of Craigends

Roſs Hugh Roſe of Kilravock

Rorburgh jobn Rutherfurd jun. of Rutherfurd

Selkirk. . . John Murray of Philiphaugh

Stirling. Sir JamesCampbell of Arkinglaſ,Bt

Sutherland “Brig. James St Clair

Wigtown Col.William Dalrymple

Edinburg City Patrick Lindeſay

B U R G H s

Aberdeen, Montroſe, &c. '70bn Maule -

Air, Irwin, Inverary,&c. Col.ja.Stuart of Torrence

crail, Anſtruther &c. Brig. Philip Anſtruther

pºmfries,Sanquhar,&c. ‘Srki Laurieof Maxwelton'Et
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| Dyſart, Kirkaldie, &c. Hble Thomas Leſlie

Elgin, Cullen, Bamff, &c. Wm Stuart

Forfar,Perth.Dundeeşzc Jn Drummond of Quarrei

Fortroſe, Inverneſs, Nairn, &c. “Duncan Urquhart

Glaſgow, Dunbarton, &c. Cornet Win campbell

Haddington, Jedburg, &c. Cap james Fall ofLunkar

Inverkithen, Stirling, &c. Cap. PeterHalker of Pitfirren

Kirkwall, Week,Tain, &c. Srki Munro of Foulis Bt

Selkirk, Peebles, &c. Hble ſame; carmichael

Wigtoun, NewGalloway,&c. Hon. Col. 7ames Steuart'

At a late Meeting offeveralyoung Gentlemen,

Apprentices of the City of London, to conſider

of a proper Method to cangratulate that brave

Man Admiral Vernon, on bis glorious Succeſſes

(when it ſhall pleaſe God to return him ſafe to

this City) their Preſident addreſſed them in theſe

Word, -

Gentlemen,

I Am ſenſible there have been ſeveral Obſta

cles raiſed to the Propoſal now before us;

ſome have ridicul’d it without giving the leaſt

Reaſon for ſo doing, others indeed have allowed

it to be good, but, as if they were aſham'd of

romoting that which is good, have refuſed to

#. it, till others have ſet them the Example;

nay, ſome are ſo baſe and mercenary, that their

chief Enquiry has been, what they ſhould get

by it. Theſe Objećtions and Excuſes, Gentle

men, in my Opinion, ſeem rather to prove the

Decay of Public Spirit, and the Degeneracy,

which, of late Years, has ſpread itſelf, alas !

too univerſally, through this Nation, than

that the Propoſal we are met upon, is in itſelf

either mean or diſhonourable. i. my Opinion,

it is an A&tion which will ſhow, that though

we are in a lower Station, yet we have

not leſs Gratitude than our Superiors; it will

ihew that though we are not in a Capacity to

fight for our Country, yet we have Hearts

burning with the moſt ardent Zeal for its Ho

nour and Welfare; it will unite the different

Members of our Body into one Society, which

we may afterwards continue by conſtituting an

annual Meeting. Theſe are the Advantages,

my Friends, which we ought to perſue, and

if you are all determin'd, as I believe you

are, to promote this Deſign with the ſame

Spirit, as I am roſolv'd to do, I make no doubt

but we ſhall be able to put it in Execution,

to our own Honour, and the Diſgrace of thoſe

who have refus’d their Concurrence. I ſhall no

longer treſpaſs on your Time, Gentlemen, than

only to ſay,that as the Aćtion we are now upon

ought to be executed with the greateſt Decency

aná order, none will be admitted as Members,

but ſuch as are capable of behaving themſelves

with that Decency which is requiſite on ſuch

an Occaſion.

Afterwards, a Motion being made, that

the Thanks of the Company ſhouldbe given the

Preſident, for his Speech, it was unanimouſly

agreed to. To which he made this Reply.

Gentlemen, -

I am ſenſible of the Honour you do me, and

muſt attribute it more to your Generoſity, and

Good-nature, than my Merit, However I ſhall

always endeavour to deſerve your Eſteem, by

making uſe of all Opportunities, which ſhall

offer, to promote the Intereſt, and Honour of

the Body of which I am a Member.

An excellent Receipt in hard Times,

when Bread corn was very dear, and

Fleſh meat indifferent cheap, given te

a poor Weaver by an old Soldier who

by his Pay did thus feed his Wife and
three Children fat and fair.

Płż took two Pounds of Fleſh meas

(ſometimes out of the Tāb, and ſome

times of Hung Beef refreſhed in Water)

cut into very ſmall Bits, and put into a Pot

with ſix Quarts of Water, letting it boil

or ſtew till it was tender; then he put

to it a quarter of a Pound of Carrº; or

Parſhip;, with a quarter of a Pound of Tºr

mips, all ſºiced pretty ſmall; ſometimes in

h; of theſe .##! alſo ſliced;

then about two Cºunces of Onions or Leeks;

and other Greens according to Diſcretion,

ſuch as Kile, Cabbage, Lettice, Sallary,3-c.

the whole thicken'd with about a guart of

Oatmeal. Note, any Kind of Meal, Knockºł

Barley, Cotlins, Peas, or Béans, will make

a very good Shift. # well boiled toge

ther, and ſeaſºned with a little Pepper or

Ginger, and Salt, made an excellent well

reliſh’d Soup or Hodge-podge, which ſerv'd

the whole Famkly a Day without Bread or
Drink.

The Expence of ſix Guarts of this Swop. 7d.

N.B. The Bookbinders ſhould be order'd not to throw a

way the Title and Contents ofeach Month, they being of uſe.
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A D v E R T I S E M E N T.

HERE is now preparing for the Preſs, to be publiſhed in 50 Vois,

T 8vo. (according to the Propoſals inſerted in the laſt Supplement) '

AN AG R A M M A T A .R E D IV IV A.; or the A R T ºf

- - Compºſing and Reſolving AN AG R AMS,

Compiled after 57 Years Study, Labour, Enquiry, and Experience,

By a Profeſſor of Univerſal Learning, Deſcendant of the Renowned Cabaliſt Rabbi Levi

Ben Iarchi.

sp E c 1 M E N of the Work relating to Mr. Gulliver's Lilliputian DERATEs.

HURG of s, Lords.

'Allombing, Abingdon

Agryl, Argyle

Bºfort, Bedford

Bruffath, Bathurſt

Caffraffit, Cheſterfield

Devalar, Delawarr

Flacnobrug, Falconberg

Ghemor, Gower

Haxilaf, Halifax

Heryef, Herve

Hickrad, Hardwick

Hobrat, Hobart

Hwendom, Hinton

Levol, Lovel . .

Lodſmeal, Lonſdale

Poltrand, Portland

Quairert, Carteret

Sārkhºugh, Scarboro’

Sholm'ug, Cholmondley

Skyftarbrug, Shaftsbury

Stordraff, Strafford

Toblat, Talbot

Tali, Ilay

CLINAB's, Commºnſ.

Arech, Archer

Blatirome, Baltimore

Bledna, Bladen

Branard, Barnard

Cluckerbutt, Clutterbuck

Croteb, Corbet

Dranevs, Danvers

Eral, Earle

Feauks Fox

The Rudiments of the Art being explained in all Modern Languages, Subſcriptions

are taken in by the Bookſellers of -

oſlit, Sumra, in Lilliput. Mardit, Cazid and Sebfile in Iberia,

London, Weſtminſter, Briffol, Sarum, in Britain. Madrid, Cadiz.and Seville in Spain. :

Mildendo, Belfaborac, Br

Gega, Gage

Gybnob, Gybbon

Gumdahm, Wyndham

Heagh, Hay

Hewo, Howe

Horeop, Hooper

Lettyltno, Lyttleton

Lismayd, Lindſay

Odnexen, Oxenden

Owyn, Wynn

Peerur, Perry

Plemham, fºlham

Polgarth, Polwarth

Ptit, Pitt -

Pulnub, Pultney

Skeiphen, Shippen

§. sº
Slemmy, Selwyn

Slerop, Sloper

Snadſ), Sandys

Thoſmon, Thomſon

Tryace, Tracey

Welral, Waller .

Werga, Wager

Whethtoc, Heathcote.

Whind-Kotnot, Hind. Cotton

... Wntinn ng, Winnington

Tºgon, Yonge

Places and Men of Note

Auriffa, Auſtria -

Brateny, Brittany

Buron, Brow#º, ; TOWn

Bruleigh, Burleigh

Dckra, Drake

Boruſſia,

Faſhnaw, Fanſhaw

Golphindo, Godolphin

Hockadd, Haddock

Don-Kadre, M dela Quadra

jenkino, Jenkyns

Knee, Keene

º Hazeri, Hoſier

Hyeſ: Cleſa, Heſſe-Caffèl

#. %.

Organe, Orange

Pacific, South-Sea

Parāſhy, 3. Pruſſia

Qugpur, Couper . -

Wºbuntuffle, Wolfenbuttſ:

Wenron, Vernon -

PR AENOMENs,

Chorlo, Charles

Eddraw, Edward

Emdond, Edmond

Ezila, Elizabeth

Fricain, Francis

* Gorgenti, George

Gwalret, Walter

Hymrec, Henry

jacomo, James

jojippe, Joſeph

Juan, John -- - -

Macgia, Micajah

Nana, Anne

Retrob, Robert

Salvem, Samuel

Scdyin, Sidney

Tahom, Thomas

Wimgul, William

Ultrait, Hanevro, Romenia, Grahlitra, and the Iſles of the Middle Sea, in Degulis

Jtrecht, Hanover, Rome, Gibraltar, and the Mediterranean Iſles in Europe.

Receipts may alſo be had, properly ſign'd, of the RefiAllemamu, Blefuſcu, Belgia, B.º.º i

Germany, France, Holland, Denmark, Sweden

Likewiſe of moſt

erne, , Zhamengol, Iberionola, Cabu,

reland, Jamaica, Hiſpaniola, Cuba,

dents or Agents from

Maaſtäeeta, Koranbec and Itaſia,

, Muſcovy,

Maſters of Ships trading to -

Barãotha, Gorgentia, Carolana, Capemth),

Barbadºes, Georgia, Carolina, Campeath,.

Tºrkey and Italy
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º: Cademy, Royal at Bour

ſºft deaux, their Prize Sub

- - ejéts 127. For fawn

º ing and cringing propoſed 65

Wº: Abdalla, Muley, ſettled on the

m." Throne of Morrocco 205

- Aétof the Lilliputian Senate not

- binding on the Property of a

º ſucceeding Emperor 5. Af
ſº firm'dto be otherwiſe 6

At 4:a Diurna of the Romani,
int: Nature of them Pref. iv.

Their Reſemblance to our

News-papers, ib and v. Ex

tract from them vi, vii, viii.

Obſervations on their Style

". will

Aétor, Charaćter of a good one

- 131
ſº Atts paſſed 202, a 2.

; Addreſſes, the Fº*f #.

- Speechfrom the Throne 213

Addreſſes from the City on the

Marriage of Princeſs Mary

259, to the King on his Re

turn 522. Of the Houſe of

Lords on his Majeſty's Speech

562. Of the Commons 563.

On the taking Porto-Bello

142, 143. To the Duke of

Argyle at Edinburgh 412,

: 455, To the Landholders 448

ºf Adminiſtration well befriended

323. Diſtreſſes the Crown

more than the Oppoſition

º 363. Not to direét the so

º vereignih. Wid. Miniſtry.

.* * Admiral J’id. Baſan. -

& Advantages of domeſtick Union.
- - - - 23.

3 Adventure of Flºrio and Sº

!'. º, of Bellamond and #:

… à 249. Of Clark V.

º

with a Cobler 63

AEras of Learning and Per
fečtion 4.

Advertiſement for a newPlmſ:

let 251. . Its Contents 297

African Coins, Table of 564

Age, remarkable Inſtances of it

I4

Agryl Nardac, oppoſes the Vote

of Credit 12. His reſolute

Speech againſt the Convention

15, For a War 48. On the

Declaration of War 220. His

Pićture of the Prime Mini

fter 221. His Charaćter Ioz.

Airy, Will, his Family deſcrib

ed 1 16

Aldermen Court of, ſet afide Sir

Robert Godſchall in oppoſition

to the Livery 468, 522. Loſ:

their Negative 568

.Afted: A Maſk perform’d ba

fore the Prince of Wales 411

Allemanuan Emperor his Per

fid 32.5

Alliance between Sweden and

Tarke 3.19

Altar, Roman, at Netherby, 171

Ambition, ſerious and ridiculous

67. Inſtances of the Latter ib

Ambroſe Capt. tried at Spithead

4 ºf

Amelia her Caſe 69

Amelot M. his Letter to the E.

of Waldegrave 127

America, #. raiſed in the

Colinies there 95. Title of

the Engliſh to it To?

Anne, Queen her Bounty 148

Anne, Princeſs of Ruſſia decla

red Regent 625

Anſon, Commodore ſails from

Spithead 466

Aréch, Urg; moves for the Ad

dreſs 2.71

INDEX to the Debates, Eſſays, Diſſerta

tions, and Hiſtorical Paſſages, 1740.

Argyle, Duke of, reſigns his

Places 258. Reception at

Edinburgh 412. His Libera

lity there 466. His Anſwers

to the Addreſſes made to him

- 412, 465

Army, Standing, dangerous to

Liberty 425. Only uſeful to

the Miniſter 426. Its ill

Tendency ib. The Neceſ

ſity of keeping it up 367.

Inſtance of its being oppreſ

five I2O.

Art of growing rich 63.

Arts encouraged by Dr. Madden

94.

Aſiatick Coins table of 504

Aſtrology when in vogue 76

Atteſtation given to Mrs Step

bels, by the Truſtees 18g. G

Auguſtine St. deſcribed 242. Be

ſieg'd by General Oglethorp359.

Siege raised 575. Proſpect of

the Caſtle and Town 3*
Ayeſdorf, Hurgo cenſures the

Nardac, Secretary 14.

Azogues Ships their Eſcape char:

ged on the Miniſtry 277. Ac

cidental 278. Accounted for

by the Miniſter 475. Arrival

in Spain 235. D-ſcribed 242

&ph demoliſhed 2-oš

B

Aker, Mr. has the firſt ac

count of the taking Porto
Bello I42

Bačen,Vice-Admiral, ſails from

Plymouth 199. Sails from St.

Helens 364. Returns ib. Put
CR 4 IF

Bank of England make their

Dividend 143, 466. Chuſe

their Direétors 199

PPP P Bap
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Cecil, compared to the preſent

Baptiſm Infant, Quey about

it 191. Defended 442

Barbarity, Spaniſh, Inſtances of
1t •

Barretier, jobn Philip, his º:
- I 2.

Baſan, Don Alvaro, High Ad
miral of Spain his Memorial

- 352.

Bavaria, Elector, claims the late

Emperor's Succeſſion 574

Baudin, Mr. his Views of

Venice 313

Beaſis, Their Souls accounted

for 112.Naturally vicious 111.

Endued with Underſtanding

1 13. Have a Language 180

Befºrt, Nardac his Speech, 222

Bellamond, Vid Adventure.

Bermudas Iſlands, their Strength

- . .242.

Bill for regiſtring Sailors, its

Heads 546. For *:::::
ſmall Debts º * 59

T}lake, Admiral his Life 301.

Inſtance of his Gallantry 202

A. Of his Reſolution 396.

Of the Regard paid him a

broad ib. His Character 30

Blas, Don, his inſolent Meſ

ſages 147: Burnt in Effigie

69

Blatirome, Hurgo,truesº -

Bill 538. Speech and Mo

tion on the Navy. , 535

Bledna, Urg; his Speech 381

Blºftſcu, Her Offers to Dan

crim 9. Obſervation of a

Nobleman of that Country

io. Not likely to aſſiſt Iberia

160. Her Meaſures pacific

375. Gains by her Neutrali

ty 427. State of her Marine

384. Muſt aſſiſt ſeria 432.

Boat, uncommon Invention of

one . . 95

Boroughs their Venality, 652

Bºugeant, Pere, his Diſſertation

on the Language of Beaſts

continued from Vol. IX, Io9.

continued 133

Bounty, See Peddie

Bºrdeaux, P'id Academy,

Traithwaite, Col. his unhappy

Fate 355

Tranard, Hurgolet, juſtifys the

Seceſſion 2.76. His Speech

on the War 479. On the

Convention 491. His Cha

raēter - 2 30

Tranch, Mrs executed. 258

Bravery, Pid Peddie

Trazil Fleet arrives at Lisiºn

I - i.

- . . . 2 -

Brother, to the Prime Miniſter,

his humérous Speech 499.

His ºatašter 2.23

B; iisk Widºw, her Character

Truffrath, Hurgo, oppoſes the

Vote of Credit II. Enquires

if the Convention be fulfilled

14. Is for a War 47. And

for Unanimity 268. His Cha

raēter Io?

Turfºrd, Man of War, her ex

treme Danger 2.99

* Amps order'd 91

* A Canada, Improvements of

Iron Mines there 262

Cariccas, Coaſt of, deſerted 94

Cardinals, Liſt of 123

Carolina, Revolt of the Negroes

there 127. Suppreſs'd 1.8

Carthagena, City, its Deſcription

and Plan zoo. Taken by Ad

miral Ponti ib. "B
Admiral Vernon 350

Caſes, º the Succeſs of Mrs.

Stephens's Medicines 185. Of

a London Tradeſman 189.

Remarkable one in Phyſick

anſwered by Amaſius

Caffraflet, Hurgo, oppoſes the

Settlement Bill 7. T And the

Vote of Credit 1 r. Deſcribes

the State of the Nation 45.

Is for a War 46. Expoſes

the Miſcondućt of the Miniſtry

2.12. His Charaćter IoI

Cathcart, Lord, Copy of his in

tended Declaration 526. Sails

with Sir Chalomer. Ogle 524

Caugar, Capt. his Bravery 357

Miniſter 400, 45

Centenarians, See Päures 455

Chagre, Caſtle of, taken by Sir

Henry Morgan 457. By Ad

miral Vernon 350. Articles

of Capitulation 351. Deſtroy’d
ib. Plan of it 35o

Chambers, Mr his Epitaph 262

Charaćters: of a juſt Lawyer 4,

Of a Counteſs of Weſtmore

land 109. Of Mr Griffin the

Comedian 132. Of Eugénio

and Theâna .38. Of Euphor

bus and Sºphronia 2.39. Of

the Duke of Epernºn 2.95.

Qf Mºs Saintly 344. Of

Miſs Lucy Finical 345. Of

Widow Brisk ib. Of Mrs.

- ibigal Perjaia 343. Miſs

Fanny Freelºve 344s. Of Mrs

A1artha Tittae fartle ib. Of

the Princeſs of Conti, with her

Epitaph 19.

Charges, nationial, increaſed375

Charity, its peculiar Advantages

- I

Charles V. vid. Adventure 9

Cºrles VI. Emeror, his Death

Chºſity, its Encomium from

Jºãº, 250 vid. Honoria

ombarded by

2.45

527.

Chickaſaw Indians, defeat the

French * - 151

Chimney - ſweep, compared to

tººa l r

Chryſoſome St his Homily §

the behai of the Poor it

City of London preſent Admiral

Vernon his Freedom, 143.

SeeCommon Council Chuſéthéir

Committees 90. Thank heir

Repreſentatives $14

Civil-Liſt too great 6. Notſib.

jećt to be accounted for ib. B

in Debt 7. Senate, the

udge of it 8

Clinabs, Houſe of, deſire a Con

ference with the Hurgos 335.

Names of the Managers ib,

Their DE B A T Es, on ad

dreſſing the Emperor for his

Speech 271. “On addreſſing

for the Preliminary of a free

Navigation 279. On an ex

peditious Method of raiſing

Marines and leſſening the Ex- ,

pence of the Nation 336. On

an Addreſs for laying the Eſub

liſhment of the Marines ºf

the 3d Moon of the Empreſs

Nana before the Houſe 31),

On the Number of Standing

Forces, 425. On inſpecting

Papers relating to the Nºgº

tiations with Iberia 428. On

inſpecting the Inſtruáion;

given the Admirals 435. On

inſpetting the Urg Knee's

Inārućtiºns 480. Ön a Call

of the Houſe 493. On anº

ther Motion for the ſame 494,

On a Bill to encourage Sea

men and ſecure the Columbian

Trade 530. On the Eſtimate

|

:

of the Navy 585. On the

Place Bill 629. Their ha

raćters .227. Their Duty

629. Importunate' Demaº

of one for a Place from the

Miniſter 652. '

Cluckerbutt,. Urg; his sº
* - 5

Coal-pits fir’d by Accident 3

Coals, Propoſal for ſelling tº

Weight 185. Their Price it

gulated 9.

Cobler, Story of a Flemiſh &

Cold, its Degrees in the bº

Froſt :

Coins, European, Table of th:

Names and Value icó. Aft

atick, African and Ameri"

.

* ~.

Colledge, new, erected at ".
3rd . . . 3%

cºme, American, Tºº

fed there 95. Wºff.I.ſº

State of them 24!

common Council of Lº

theirProceedings*:
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and Hiſtorical Paſāges in vol. X. for 1740.
! Bill go. Oh the Choice of, a

Lord Mayor . . .463, 522.

Common Law Petition of to

Common Senſe 39

Common Senſe, his Reply to the

* Gazetteer . -
#:

Comº M. the Sicilian Miniſter

propoſes a Neutrality, , #:
Company, Eaſt India, chuſe Di

º “rectors 199, Turkey, their new

Officers 96. Ruffia, their new

Officers 142. # Sea, their

Dividend 356, Eaſt India, re

ward their Officers 621

• Conclave ſhuts in 123

* Condućt of the War cenſured

337, Vindicated
- - - - - .363.
Conſpiracy at the Groyne diſco."

vered 415. at Petersburg 359

Of Doughtie againſt Drake 514.

Conſtitution, cannot ſuffer from

a Majority of Placemen 643

Conti, Princeſs of, her Epitaph 19
Convention to be mentioned

with Decency 2.18. Not fulfil

led 11. Diſhonourable 480.

Defended by the Miniſter,481

vid. Knee - -

"Cookery, Military, its Uſe 1.37

Cordelia : vid. Adventure

Corruption accounted for by the

Prime Miniſter 375. How its

Growth may be prevented 651

Corſica, kept by the French 95.

Regulation on that Head 206,

Cortez of Spain loſe their Li

berties - - II

courland Duke of, aſſumes the

Regency 573, Is arreſted and

impriſoned 625

Cowley, Mr, Remark on his

Epitaph . ****** 594

-
cº Remarks on the War

63. Perſecuted 537. Senten

ced . . . * * 3I4.

Credit, Vote of, dangerous Io.

Contrary to Law 12. Limited

by the Commons 14, Agreed

“. . . to ib. Obſervation of a French

Nobleman on that Head Îo

Creke committed for robbing the

Mail 260. Executed, “412.

Croteb. Urg; his Speeeh , 539

Cumberland, Duke of, eſpouſs

the Princeſs Mary as Proxy

* - for the Prince of Hºff: 259.

Embarks a Volunteer 356.

Returns to St james's 466

• Carson, Sir Nath. obtains a

Grant for a new Market 260

- Czarina rewards her Generals

151. Plot againſt her 359.

Francs 415.

ºr succeſſion 573. Her Death ib.

D. - -

- DAmages done by the Froſt

3+

6 Darien Company injured

Dead Woman revives

Accepts the Mediation of

Regulates the

Bancram, Court of its real In

tereſt 9. Subſidy Treaty with

it ib.

58:
-

35

Debates, vid, Clihabs and Hur

gos - .

Declaration of War well drawn

up 48, 161. Of Lord Walde

grave 205 Of the French K.

572. Lord Cathcart's intended

one . . . . . 526

Degulia Ballance of it preſerved

325. Its Situation deſcribed.

-. . 433

Derham, Mr, his Obſervations on

the Froſt in 1708. 78

Devarlar, Hurgo, his Speech
and Motion .

5

Dialogues,between a modern fine -

Lady and her Husband 25. A

young Miſs and her Acquain-

tance 26. Between a Soldier

and a Sailor . I

Differtations on the Original of

Temples from Vol. IX, p.

470, concluded by W. C. 16.

Anſwered : 17o

Doughtle, his Conſpiracy againſt

Drake 514, and remarkable
Death 515

Drake, Sir Francis, his Life 339.

Continued 443. Continued

503. Continued 6oo

Dranevs, Urg; his diverting

Speech.
- - - . . .367.

Draper of London, his Pam

phlet . . . 5oo

Drew, Charles, the Parricide

executed -
199

Duel, Will, a Malefactor, hang

... ed at Tyburn revives . 570

Dunkirk demoliſh'd by the Trea

}. of Utrecht 554. Re-forti

y’d 472. Caſe of it, a Pam

phlet • * * 553

Dutch Fleet, State of . . .34

Duty of a Houſe of Clinabs 623

E -

After, Miſcalculation of 242E £ºff India Company chuſe

their Direétors 199. Reward

their Officers 62. I

Eclipſe of the Sun obſerved 8o

Education makes the Man

115

Egypt, King of, his Experi

ment 24. Troubles in that,

Country 206

Ele&tions in favour of the Pa

triots - , 9

Elizabeth, Q, influenced Ele

tions 73. Her Glory 236

Embargo ſaid on 90. Taken off.

91. Laid on Corn and Pro

viſions ... -
57o

Emperor Charles VI. his Death

- -- 12.7

i

Engliſh Language ſhould be uſed

in Treaties. 61o

Engliſh Title to America 133

pernon, Duke of, Sce Cha

Fº his E h -

ičictus, his Epitap 595

#. On à. Princeſs of

Conti 19. Mr.Cowley's 594 On

Epiéfetus 595. On Mr Cham

bers 262. On Lady Elizabeth

Haftings 36. On Henry III.

of France 595. On 22/ima ib.

Eſſay on them . $93

Euphorbus, vid. Charaćters

Eurºpean Coins, Table of Ioff

Exchange,Remarkson*:
29

Exciſe; its Hardſhips 449

Exciſe Scheme, its deſign to ex

tend the Influence of the

Crown over Elections 642. It

could have no ſuch Effect

- - 649

Executive, vid, Power -

Ezila, treated her Senates ma

giſterially 632. Her Example

ſhews the beſt of Princes ſhould

be reſtrained 633

Aculties, human, their Diffe

rence
- . . S. i

Farthing Poſts connived at §

Faſt general obſerved 34. New

one proclaimed 621

Fat, Mr, Remarks on his Pro

motion 62.

Feaukes Urg; reports the Reſo

lution of the Houſe , 425

Ferrol, Harbour of, deſcribed

Finical, Miſs Luy, her CŞ.”
raćter

-
345

Fires 9 L

Flax-Seed, Direétions for its

Cultivation 79

Fleet, Dutch, State of it 34.

Spaniſh, Liſt of it 2.co. Sails

from Cadiz 260. Arrives, at

Porto Rico 574. Brazil, ar

rives at Lisbon 151. French

at Brºſ. Account of it 319.

Sail for the Weſt Indies 471

Fleury, Card, his Reply to Ld

Waldgrave 205. To the

Dutch Embaſſador 206. Pre

ſerves the Neutrality 2.63
Flºrio, vid. Adventure

Flota, Account of it . 243

Fortune, Man of, ſhould be em:

Ployed by the Government

647. Men of none, Danger

fºom their being employed it.
Men of Fortune have often

ſacrificed their Country 650

France, her Neutrality dubio as

472. Supports the Pragma

tick Sanction. 57+

-
Franks
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Fºllºwe, Miſs Fanny, her Cha

Franks, the Danger of forging

the - 91

raēter . .344

Free Maſºns, their Original i7;

The Devil the firſt Grand

Maſter 18

French King, his Declaration 57?

jeet Account of it 319. Sails

from Breſt and Tºulº.47'
Froſt, general, its ſºd Effešts,

35.Accounted for Mechanical

iſ 65. Its unuſual Severity

#3. At Halle, Obſervations on
ib That in 1708. 77

Frugality, public, a neceſſary

Virtue 336.Unſeaſonable 333.

Miniſterial 339, 374

G -

AGE, Lord, his Speech

for the Place-bill 228.

Againſt the Bill for regiſtring

Sailors - - 2.90

Galleons laid up at Cartagºna 94.

i) ſcription of them 243

Gazeteer, daily, his Charge on

Commºn Senſe 135. His Que

rics, ib. Burnt 314. His De

fence of the Miniſtry. 4II

Gaga, Hurgo, his Speech for a
Call - 499

St George, Chevalier de, reſigns
- - - -- - - I

Cambia, River, vid. Mºore

319

Georgia, attack'd by the Spani
ards " . I2.9

Generoſity in Princes a neceſſa

ry virtue 236. Deſcribed 182.

in a Courteſan 503

Germany, Emperor of, his Death

- $2.7

Gildry at Edinburgh, ther, Ad

dréſs to the D. of Argyle*
a

St Giles, Marquis de, his Beha

viour at the Hague 207

Godſ:ball, Sir Robert, ſet afide

being Ld. Mayor by the Al

dermen 468, 523. His Letter

to the Livery 548

Golphind, Hurgo, his Encoini
ūrn - 379

Good Breeding, modern, de

ſtrućtive to good Manners 115

Good Nature, a Charaćter uſurp

ed 117. ItsDefinition ib. Cha

raćters miſtaken for it I 18

Goverment, a, loſes moreFriends

by refuſing than it gains by

conferring Titles and Poſts 647

Governors, their Duty 2.35

Grandier, Urban, his Death 76

Greenwood, Mr his remarkable

Trial 4 II

Griffin, Mr his Charaćter 132

Groyne, Conſpiracy, there diſco
wered 4I5

Guiara, La, bombarbed I26

Guild-ball, Proceedings there 523

Guinea Trade cenſured 341

Gulliver, Mr his Memoirs 99.

His Charaćters of the Empe

ror, Royal Family and Gran

dees of Lilliput 100. His Cha

raēters of the Lilliputian Cli

nabsº 228

Gumdahm, Hurgolen, his Mo

tion for a free Navigation

285. Agreed to 334. Speech

... thereon ib. Agreed to by the

Hurgos 335. His Speech and

Motion 428. Rejećted §

His speech for the Place-Bill

648, His Charaćter 229

Gylnot, Urg; his Motion for a

Call 493. Rejećted 494. For

the Sailor's Bill 544

- H. r

H4; Admiral ſails for

Port-mahon 151. Cruizes

on the Coaſt of Spain , 26o

Half-pay Officers preferred 62.1

Hanniver, the King's Bounty to

his Subjećts there zoº. . Re

marks ºn his Majeſty's Jour

ney there 2.4

Harta, Mr, his Sermon before

the Univerſity I35

Hart-ball at Oxford, madea Col

lege . 364

Huffings, Lady Elizabeth, her

Epitaph 36

Havannā, City, Deſcription and

Plan - I47

Haxilaſ, Hargo, his Speech for

the War 4ſ. For Unanimity

- 269

Heagh, Urg; his Speech to vin

dicate himſelf . 592.

Heathcote, Geo. choſen Mayor

by the Aldermen 468. De
clines ſerving ib.

Hebrews, their Cuſtoms Abori

ginal - 47o

Henry III. of France, his Epi

taph 595

Hereyf. Hurgo, ſpeaks for the

Settlement Bill 8. Vindicates

the Miniſtry 216. And the

delaying War 217. His Cha

raćter 103

Hºffe Caſel, Prince of, his Nup:

tials celebrated by Proxy 259

Hºſé Caſel, Princeſs vid Mary

Hezvo, Urg; his Speech o

Hiskrad, Hurgo, for thes:

ment Bill 7. For a vote of

Credit 13. Againſt a ſudden

War 48, Apologizes for the

Convention 224. His Cha
račter -

Homily, vid. Chryſºſtome

#º ſºft.
orcºp, Urg; his Specch I

Horſ: racing on the Ice 34.%
reſtrain - * 257

Hoſter, Admiral, commended

- 176

Hoſpital for Foundlings, its §:
Hi º:to it 24

ouſe-keeper, le five thanºw." expenuv Iqr

Human Faculties their Diff

rence I

Hwendon Hurgo, moves for *
Addreſs 157

Hurgos, their Debates, on;
Settlement Bill 5. On the

Subſidy Treaty with Dan

cram and aVote of Credit 9.

OntheNonpaymentofº,000

Sprugs by i. Iberians 14. On

the State of the Nation43,

On Addreſſing the Emperor

for his Speech 155.Their Chi,
raēters IQI

J. ‘. . .

}* St, de Cuba deſtib

- ed 24!

acomites, Promoters ºf the

Place Bill 639. Nothing but

public Evils make them 644

jews invited to Naples 123.

Priviledges granted them.”

Judges declare the King dign

Tºrror - ;
jupiter's Occultation by the

Moon 315, 453, 455, 57

uſtices, Lords, vid; Rºgery

}. modern, ridiculti $8

I.

Iſº reſolved to break tº

Convention 12, Fiºr *
neſ, 47. Where toº attack'd

159, Her Opinion of our Di

viſions 287, 430. Her Am

bition - #1

Impeachment dreadfulto*
32

ſters

Indiana, her Caſe 354

iºns, chickaſaw, deſat the

French 151
Infant Baptiſm, Quºry abºut it

191. Defended 24?Infants, whether they have

j; 4. Their State

Death 3, 52, 53, 167, 245,

342,

Inſcriptions ºn a monumeſ”

§ºat ºr 189. Ona &

jºin Altar at Netherly "

Inſolence, vid. Monk
Inſtitution of a Prince: Extrath !

from it 55. Continº.”
Inſtructions to Repreſentatiº

in Parliament from Bucking

bamſhire 348.

; Somerſetſhire 4.

Interview between tº

j Princeſ of Hºft, 3%

Invaſion to be fear'd 366.

culous

Iron Mines diſcovered in cut

da, their Improveme" 202
Iſland;

More 524
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Iſlands, new diſcovered 95,205

K.

Elymont, Gang of Robbers

diſperſed . 466

King's Speech at the Cloſe of the
Seſſion zoz. Sets out for Han

nover 26o. Returns 522. His

Speech 562. Sends 100 Gui

neas to Capt. Peddie 57o

Rings Bench, Court of, Judg

ment given there 91

Kotnot, Hurgolen, his reſolute

Speech 498

-Kouli Kan enters Iſpahan in Tri

umph 205. Different Accounts :

of ;
im 319. His Succeſs and

immenſe Booty 472.

- L.

Ambertini, Cardinal, eleēt

ed Pope 415. His Cha

raćter ib.

Landholders, Addreſs to the, 448

Land Forces ſhould be employed

at Sea 337. Why the Favou- .

rite of the Miniſtry 369, Liſt

f 613 -o

Land Tax for the Year 1741.

57.1

Language of Beaſts, Diſſertation

upon, continued from Vol.

IX. 109. Continued 18o

Law Suits deſcribed by*::
3

Laws, penal, their Increaſe i 19

Lawyer vid. Charaćter

Ieeward Iſlands vid. Weſt-Indies

. Legiſlative, vid. Power

LET T E R s. From G. F. on .

the State of Infants after

Death 3. From Didius with

the Charaćter of a juſt Law

}. 4. From A. Z. at Edin

rgh on Free Maſonry 17.

From A. B. with a Homily

•of St Chryſoſtoms 18. From

Alcaeus with an Epitaph 19.

From M. Mendall to the

Craftſman with Propoſals for a
Female Parliament 21. From

L. L. on the degrees of Cold

26. From I. H. on the diffe

rence of human Faculties 51.

From Eugenius on the State of

Infants 52. From B. G. on .

the ſame Subječt 53. From

D. Šik with Queries on the

Froſt 54. From Margery Wel

don to the Craftsman for ca

pacitatingWomen to beMem

bers of Parliament 6 I. From

jean Faineant to CommonSenſe

for a new Academy 65. From

Amelia and Miſerabilis to the

Univerſal Speciator 69. From
P. R. to the Gazetteer, in

relation to Q_Elizabeth's in

fluencing Elections 73. From

Th. Evans, with Mr Jones's

Diſcovery in America 104.

From B. Hope with Tables

of Coins 105. From two

Members to their reſpective

Boroughs 130. From G. S.

with a new Phenomenon in

Optics 130. From Sol. Single,

with matrimonial Propoſals

131.From Šim. Wiſeacre,with

his Caſe 131. From Lucia ib.

From Philo Science with Mr

Griffin's Epitaph 132. From

Piſtol to Common Senſe 132.

From I. L. with a Latin Let

ter of Mr Woolfton 165. From

S. j. in relation to common

Swearing 167. From S. W.

on the State of Infants, in an

ſwer to Eugenius 167. From

a Curate of Salop to W. C.

on his Diſſertation 168. From

B. Martin concerning the Op

tical Phenomenon of G. S.

17o. From G. S. about a Ro

man Altar 171. From a Gen

tleman at Hackney, to a Dean

inRelation to a Marriage Con- :

tract 173. The Dean's An

ſwer 174. From an Engliſh

Sailor to his Wife 181. From :

I. Smith to Mr Hope on his

Money Tables 184. From E.

S. with a Propoſal to ſellCoals

by Weight 185. From ſeveral

Ladies in anſwer to Mr Sin

gie's Propoſals 186. From W.

Winlas to the Craftsman 187.

From 1%rk on a monumental

Stone 189. From Tom True

Caſe to the Univerſal Specia

tor 189. From Berean with a

Query on Infant Baptiſm 191

From Harry Engliſh 236.

From A. B. on military

Cookery 237. From a Curate

of Salop on the Miſcalculation

of Eafter 242. From a Nor

folk Lady, with her Caſe 245.

Anſwered by Amaſius ib.

From Eugenius in anſwer to

S. W. on the State of Infants

246. From Honoria, with her

Story 248. From Phaebe Son

net, with a Paſtoral Ballad,

250. From Sir RichardSteele,

to the late E. of Oxfºrd 293.

From W. F. V. ‘of C. with :

a Problem 297. From G. S.

in relation to his optical Phe

nomenon 298. From Semi

circulus, with an Account of

Sir Harry Morgan 385. From

W. Richardſon at jamaica

3oo. From Mercator Homeſtus

concerning the Guinea Trade

341. From S. W. in Anſ. to

Eugenius 342. From Philome

ros with a Remark on Miſ

ten 342. From Berean 396.

From Aminadab to the Ctaftſ

man, 397. From S. Expºrt

to the Daily Gazetteer in de

fence of the Miniſtry 4oz
From Aimwell with the Caſe

of Indiana 354. From Trci

ius to Indiana 440. From Ea

genius in anſwer to S. W.

441. From Chriſtianus in an

ſwer to Berean 442. From

Agricola to the Land Holders

451. From P. Wºod ſolving

the optical Phenomenon 452.

From D. Silk on jupiter's

Occultation 455. From R. T.

458. To a Manager at the

Theatre 1b. Anonymous on

the Caſe of the Norfolk Lady

ib. From Benoni Hope with

a ſecond Table of Coins 583

From Amaſius Concerning Mr

Ward's Medicines 515, From

M. Amelot to the E. of Walde

grave 127. From Capt. Mac

kay in Vindication of Gene

ral Oglethorpe 575. From E.

P. with the Story of Vetero

772. - 597

Lettyltno, Urg; his Speech on

the Convention 492. For a

Call 498. His Speech for the

Place Bill 633. His Character

22.

Lewis XIV, compared to 2.2
guſtus Caeſar 553

Liberty of cenſuring public Mea

fures 224

Lilliput, Great, Charaćters of

her Imperial Family 1oo. Hér

Naval Power 161. The Im

portance of her Trade 164

Not duly protected 277. Ne:

gotiated into a War 279. De

ſerted by her Allies 333. In

volved in Debt 340. Her Peo

ple diſſatisfied 6

Line of Battle under Sir ji.

Norris 467

Lingen, Capt., his Bravery 466

Linnen Manufactury in Scotland,

its Annual Increaſe 4.

Lisbon, Ships in that Port 15:

Packet from thence taken 357

Liſts, of the Sheriffs for the car

rent Year 37, 91. Of Cardi

nals 123. Of the Houſe of

Commons for the current

Year 653, Of the Bank and

India Direétors 199 Of the

Spaniſh. Fleet 202. Of the

Lords' Juſtices 26o. Of Sir

(haloner Ogle's Squadron 570

Of the Land Forces 613

Lodſneal, Hurgo, eppoſes the

Voteof Credit 12 His Speech

for a War 3

London, City of, ſee ciº,
2
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£ondon Apprentices, their Pre

fident's Speech, propoſing to

- congratulate Admiral Vernon

- 659

London, Tradeſman Caſe of 183

Lofles, private, amount to a

public one, 333

Lottery, for the Poor at Vienna

. 206 Bridge one begun to be

drawn 621

Lover's Complaint, from Shake

fpeare. 24

£ucia's Complaint of Petulan;

• 131

* . . . .

-- . . M.,

~ *Adden,Dr his Encourage

ment of Arts 94

Mails robbed 199

Malefactors executed 259, 314,

- 57o

Malt Spirits preſcribed for rhe
- Fleet O

Man of Quality, Memoirs of,
. . Charaćter of it 2 & I

Manchicális Fort, taken by Ge

neral, Oglethorpe … . 242.

Manifeſto vid, Čatbcart

Mafiners make the Man 115

Maps of Africa, erroneous 179

Correót one of the Weſt In

dies in jan. Of the Atlantick

Ocean in juſy

Marines, how to be raiſed 36

An Addition to the Land

Force 370. Debate on thät

Head 382. Sum granted for

that Service 424

Market, new one, 26o

Marlborough, Dutcheſs, her

Bounty to Capt. Peddie 570

Marriage Contračt broken 181

Plecommended 237

Mary, Princeſs, her Marriage

declared 142. Solemnized 259

Embarks for Holland 314. Ar

rival at Caffel.

Maſque, vid. Afted

Matrimonial Propoſals, by Sol.
. Single I

31

*:::: Lord, Alderman Par

aws elected

Medals ſtruck in Sweden

Medicines, vid. Stephens

523

Tylernbers of Parliament, : In- .

ſtructions to

Memorial of Don

high Admiral of Spain .352

Merchants Petition 259

44exico, Viceroy of, his Eſcapé

343, 524, 411

{{cio, his Speech in Tarnº 69

Military Cookery, its Uſe 237

Mines Iron, improved at Ca

# nada 262.

Miniſter, compared to a chim:

ney Sweep 63

359

Maſquerades, unſeaſonable 8o .

262 .

Alvaro Bazan, .

Miniſter, Prime, the ſenſe of

the Word 15. The Deer

fingled out 286. Speaks for

the Addreſs 275. Vindicates

: himſelf 276. And the Con

...vention 236. Hunted 32

Compared to a Jockey Tib.

. His Speeches on the Marines

375, 381. His third Speech

... on that Head 419. His Apo

logy 438. His Defence of the

• Convention 482. His Speech

542. His fine Charaćter 228

Miniſtry cenſured 13 Their

Condućt arraigned 482. De

fended 483. Their Miſma

tº nagement 34

Miſerabilis, his Caſe *::
Mºgul Converted, how B. 24

Mºgul, Great, dethroned 471

Reſtored ib. His vaſt Wealth

471

Money-Syllables, their Uſe 553

Monk, Inſolence of one at Na

ples I22.

Montagu-Houſe defign'd for

Hoſpital : 9

Moore, Mr His Travels to Afri

ca, Charaćter of it

Morgan Sir Henry, takes Cbtgre

386. And Panama 387

. Morocco, Muley Akdallah eſtab

... liſhed on the Throne of 295

: Mortality, general, Bill of, for

London .38. 626. For Edin

burgh 38 Amſterdam ib.

. Moſes did not borrow from the

Heathens 168

Mothers Inſtrućtions to adaugh

ter - - 248.

Muskin Puskin, Count, his Sen

tence and Obſtinacy

N, -

Nº. jews, invited to

to ſettle there , 123

Nardac, Secretary, for the Set

O

Motion 9. Owns the Con

ate it 45. And defends the

IO2.

- Nation Plaintiff, againſt one

Man Defendant 507

Nature confiſtent in her Produc

tions 182

Navy, Debate on the Eſtimate

of it 587

- Negroes revolt in Carolina 127

Are ſuppreſſed 128

. Neutrality, propoſed by the Si

cilian Reſident 95. Of France

dubious 472.

Newton, Sir Iſaac, his Epitaph

cenſured 594

Norris, Sir jobn, Sails from

Spithead 356: Put back ib.

Sails again 357. Sails from

an -

179

41+ -

tlement Bill 5. Introduces a .

vention broke 14. Yet vindi- , #;
I 4. . Paruſby, Emperor of, his Alli

Miniſtry 163. His Charaćter -

- . Peddie, Capt. his Bravery $14.

Torba

See É. of Battle

O

- Bequies of the late

Occultations of upiterof ſeveral fix’d jupite

Stars

4II. Puts back 414

Pº

123

453.

3.

Officers on Halfpay preferr'd 611

Of the Revenues excluded

from the Houſe of clinal, 6;

Ogle, Sir Chakner, ſails

: Portſmouth 524. Liſt

Squadron -

Oglethorpe General takes

from

of his

570

Man

ºthicolis Fort 24. Befiegºs St.

4uguſtine 359. Juſtify'd º
, 10,Raiſes the Siege.

Old Baily Seſſions there 34, iſ,

I99, 6.1

Ødnexon, Hurgolen, his Speechön

8
the Navy

Oppoſition to the Miniſtry iſ.

tify’d 331. Guilty of Cor.

ruption 375.

561. Cauſes of it

Hiſtory of it

645.

Opticks, a new Phenomenon in

I30.
Letter concerning it

170. Anſ. .298. Solved 45.

Ormond, Duke of, his Reception

at Madrid

Ottoboni, Cardinal, his Charader

P

205

141

Amphlets Political, Extnäs

of177.On the Woolen-Tale

549. Seditious their ill Ten

dency
269

Panama, taken and burnt Wid,

Morgan.

Paper-Money its

America

Currency in

151

Parliament, Britiſh, prorogº

466. Aſſembles 569

Parliament, Iriſh, diſarm, the

Papiſts
ISO.

. Parliament, Female propoſal,

Or

º Parſons, Alderman,

Mayor -

ance uſeful to Lilliput

. Petersburgh, Conſpiracy

diſcovered

2ſ,

el:(led

9

ther:

359

Parties, three different ones 64%

Peace Scheme for

Petition of River Thames

rewarded

203

79

570

- Pharaoh. An Eaſtern Story.”

Phyſicians, College of, pº

Malt Spirits for the Flº

Approve the Uſe of vº.

Phyſic,
ib and

- arian, what{*
Pićtures, Centenarian,;

,203

Pitty

Pierre, Abbe de St, his

for a general Peace

35

caſe in 144, Anſwº
451
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Piety neceſſary in a Prince 55 Privateers, Spun, ſº infeſt the Revolution in Muſcovy

Piſtºl to Mr. Common-Senſe I 32

Place Bill its Advantages 340. ,

'objections to it anſwered 27.

Arguments for it 56. Againſt

it 58. Summary ofthe Con

troverſy on that Head .399.

Rejećted by a ſmall Majority

Coaſt 143. One taken 314.

Othersdeſcribed 316. Ofjä

maica ſucceſsful 524, 62.1

Prizes, Spaniſh, taken 147, 95

Prize Subjećts, propoſed by the

Royal Academy at Bourdeaux

624

Rioters executed 364. OfSpit

3tle-fields try’d

Riots. See Tumults.

Robbers, Kellymont, diſperſed

664

Roguery, univerſal, its Uſefull

neſs
- - 23

29. Debate upon it 629. Proclamation for encouraging Roman Altar, at Netterly 17:

how carried in 1734, 651.

Placemen ought to ſupport the

Charge of the War. 606. ...A.,

Majority of them cannot in

danger the Conſtitution 648

Danger of them 649

Places more valuable*º;

fions of like Sums. 639

Plans; of#.º. 144. Of

the Havanna 149. Of Car

tagena zor. Of Chagre 35o.

Of St. Auguſtine 359. Of
La Vera Cruz . 242

Plemahm, Urg; his Charaćter

230. His Speech 531. His

Speech againſt the Place Bill

- - - 636

Ponti, Admiral, takes Cartage

ºna º - - - 2OO

Polgarth, Hurgo, his Motion

on the Marines 333. Rejećted

378. Motion for a loſt Eſti

mate 379. Produces a*
of it 383. His Speech for

a War 433. On the Con

vention 437. On the Navy

587. His Charaćter 23o

Policy the beſt Honeſty 23

Political Queſtions, incapable

of Demonſtration 645, 650

Pope, new, choſen 115. See

Iambertini. • *

Porto Bello taken by Admiral

Wernon 124. Articles of Capi

tulation 125. Further Ac

Acounts of it 145, 146, Planº
of it - , I44

Poverty, See Peterona ... --

Power, where ſafeſt 506. Exe

cutive accountable to the ls--

giſlative 649

Pragmatick Sanétion diſputed by

the Elečtor of Bavaria - 574

Preparations, Naval, . . . . 9o

Preſident of the C#nals, his

Speech to the Emperor 230.

His Charaćter 229

Pride conceal’d beneath Humili

ty 63. Prime Miniſter's Speech

againſt the Place Bill 644

Princeſſa, Spaniſh Man of War,

taken 199. Account of the

Engagement 257. Her Shape

and5; º

Printers, a Hierarchy 239. Con

ſecration of their Chappel ib.

Their Hymn 240. And

Myſteries ib.

Pºinting, its Jobilee celebrated

at Straſburgh 95. Its Uſe

557. Its Diſcouragements 558

--

Propoſals for a Female Parlia

ment 21. To the Lilliputian

Senate 547

Protećtions declar'd void 199

Pruſſia, King of, his Condućt

on his Acceſſion to the Crown

3.18. His Humanity 414.

His Difference with the Bi

ſhop of Liege 472, Enters

Sileſia at the Head of his

Troops 624. His Mariº
7

Pulhub, Urg; his Speech on the

War 274. Vindicates the Se

ceſſion 272. Cenſures the Ad

miniſtration 327. Charges the

Miniſtry 368. Speech on

the Loſs of an Eſtimate 380,

On the Supply 425. On the

Army ib., On the War 435. .

For a call of the Houſe 494.

His Motion 437. Rejećted

480. His Motion for encou

raging the Sailors 531. Speech

to ſupport it 545. On the

Navy 591. His Charaćter

228. His Speech for the

Place Bill - 639

127

the War 198. For a general

Faſt 621

Q_

Uadrert, Hurgo, oppoſes #

SettlementBills.Hisspeech

ºf the ſubſidy Treaty with

Dancram 44. On the War

... 159. His'Character iO2

Quadrant, new, invented 627,

Queries on the Froſt by D. Silk

§4. Three remarkable ones

396. Political 597. Rela

ting to the Navy 597

- * R. -- “ -

| Eaſon, Definition of it 76

Receipt for a Sprain 35.

For cheap Food 659

Regency See Lords juſtices

Regiſter Bill for Lands, Sir Wi

liam Temple's Sentiments of
1t 66

Regiſter Ships ſee Azºgues

Reicycings ſee Vernon. . .

Religion neceſſary to a Patriot

i i

Remus, Mr. His Obſervations:

the Froſt at Halle 1708 78

Renton, Capt. brings thé Account

of the taking Porto Bell, 142

Repreſentatives, new, for the

… Sº ... - ... . 569

RºutºionofChriſt prov’āºš

Romans, their regard for Relig- .

ion, Pref. viii. Vid A3..

Diurna

Romenians deſtroy’d by the Dic

tatorial Power 11, Ruin'd by

their Vices 13, ... How in

ſlav’d 372

Rowe, Mrs. her Life concluded

from Vol. IX, p. 286 7o.

Further Particulars of her

2.

Ruſſia, Revolution.there £;

S

Ailors, why backward to
enter - 2I4.

Saintley, Mrs. her Character34%
Scandal Club, its Members, 34

Schemes, new, propoſed I 19

Scuffle in Clare Market I42.

Sea Horſe, Man of war, her
Succeſs I5 I

Seamen. Number granted for

the Fleet 571. Are diſcou

raged

Seceſſion defended 493. Rift
cul’d -

6

Secrecy, political, ſuſpiciouſ;
Neceſſary 476

Selden, Mr,his Opinion cenſur’d

Self-Love, true, defin’d -

Senate, Lilliputian, its Indepen

dency 340. Its Priviſedge

363
Seſſions at the Old Bailey, 34,

- - - 142, 199

Settlement Bill, Debate upon ‘it

Shannon, Lord, his Death ai
Chara&ter 623

Sharpers detected at the Maſque.
rade I99

Shºrkbrugh, Hurgo, his impartial.

Speech 49. For Unanimity

216. His Charaćter Io.3

Sheriffs choſen for the Year

1749, 37. The Manner of

chufing them alter'd 559

Ships, Engliſh, taken by the

Spaniards: 95

Ships, employed in the Spaniſł,

Trade zoz. . Of 20 Guns

their Uſe 27

Shomlag, Hurgo, his Speech for

the ſubſidy Treaty 1 1. A–

gainſt a War 46

Sicilies, King cº, encourages the

jews I2 iſ

Silaſa
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INDEX to the Debates, Eſſays, Diſſertations,
Sºfta claim'd by the King of

ruſſia .., 624

Silk, Daniel, his Queries on the

Froſt - - 54.ro

Single, Solomon, his Matrimo

nial Propoſals 131. Anſwers

to them 186

Skeiphen, Urg; his 22d Speech

againſt a ſtanding Army 426

Słenwy, Urg; his Speech againſt

the Place-Billº 630

Snodſy, Urg; his Ironical Speech

381. For the Sailors Bill

533. On the Navy 587.

For the Place-Bill 629. His

Charaćter 23o

Sophronia Vid. Charaćters

Souls, not made for Miſery. 54

S—l Edward, his Speech for

the Place-Bill 339.

Spain, Cortez, of, loſe their Li
berties iſ: II

Spanberg, Capt. diſcovers new

*::::::: in #. Tartarian Sea

295. Further accounts of

them - 205

Spaniards, Attempt on Georgia

129

Spaniſh Fleet, Liſt of zoo Sails

from Cadiz. 260. Arrives at

Porto Rico 574

Spaniſh Man of War taken 622

Sprain Receipt for

Stackbuſe, Mr. his Hiſtory

the Bible 251

State of the Nation, Debate on

it, in the Houſe of Hurgos 45

States General augment their

Troops 4I4

Steele, Sir Richard, his Letter to

the E. of Oxford 293

Steinhurſ; its purchaſe I47

Stephens, Mrs. diſcovers her

Medicines and Receives the

Reward 142

Stone, Monumental at York In

ſcription on it 189

Storm violent 364, 569

"Styria, Inſurrečtion there zoö

Subſidy, Vid. Treaty

Sun, Eclipſe of it obſerved 8o

Swearing cured by a Clergyman

167

47 I

3

of

£weden, Diviſions there

Aylvia ; See Generofity.

- T

- TÉmple,Sir Will his Sentiments

on the Regiſter Bill 66

Temples, ancient, See Diffºrta
tº97.

7ismes River, his Petition -9

Theana See Charaćters.

Thoſnon, Urg; his Speeches 493,

- - 497

Title of the Engliſh toanº,
10

Tittle-Tattle, Mrs. Martha,;
Charaćter .345

Tablat, Hurgo, his Speech a

gainſt the ſettlement-Bill '6

On the Addreſs 2I2.

Tomo Chichi, King, his Death,

Funeral and Chara&ter , 129

Trade, Spaniſh, Ships employ'd

in it 207. To Guinea un

lawful 341

Tradeſman of London, Caſe of

- . - 339

Tranſports, hired 91

Treaſure, vaſt one at Nortbre de

Dios 391. Vid. Mogu.

Treaty, of Utrecht its bad Effect

324. Of Hannevro cenſured

331. . Applauded 325. Of

Setfule juſtify’d 325. Blamed

436. Of Subſidy with Dan

cram 8. With Heffe Caſell

- 415

Trefflºan, Sir Robert, hang'd $59

Torlius his Anſwer to Indiana

44o

Tºyace, Urg; his Speech againſt
a Call 487

Tull, Mr. obtains a Patent 266

Tumults at Newcaſtle 355. At

Wisbech ib. At Norwich 356

Twenty Gun Ships their uſe

277

V. - -

VAgabonds ſeized at Madrid

206

Venality of little Boroughs 152

Venice, Mr Baudin's Views of

313

Penron, Galbet, why he had no
Land Force 364

Pera Cruz, La, Deſcription of

it 242. Taken by a Dutch

man 241. Plan of it ib.

Perjuice, Mrs Abigail, her Cha

raćter

Pernon, Admiral, Sails from

jamaica zoo. Takes Porto

Pello 124. Bombards Cartage

na 300. Takes Chagre 35o.

His Birth Day obſerved with

extraordinary Rejoicings 570

Weterona, her Story by Mrs

Rozwe 598

Vinegar, Uſe of, approved 365

472

233

Pºffer, Grand, depoſed

Union, Advantages of it

Bryeristhe

-------- . .

* at f : . *N
Jºº was sº 4.

Siºſitsbibliºthék

“Pºlair, Mr, his ERyan tº
Age of Lewis XIV. 7

Pºpſºu, julius, quoted 23.

W.

Aldgrave, Earl,hisD.

claration 205. His Re.

preſentation concerning Dun.
kirk º 4I4

Walmoden, Amelia, Naturalizei

90. Created a Peereſ, 13
War, Condućt of it examined

517. Its Management blamed

433. Defended 363. Only
Maritime 426

Ward, Mr, his Arcanum #1;

Webber, Mr, his Petition and

Succeſs $49

Welral, Urg; his Speech and

Motion 430

Werga, his Speeches 278,479,

537, 586

Weſtern Ocean, ſee Map

Weft Indies State of our Colo

nies there 241. vid.

Weſtmorland Counteſs of, her

Charaćter I09

Whethtoc, Urg; his Speech 478

Wife, ſee Cordelia

Wiſeacre, Simon, his Caſe 13t

Wolinski, Mr, his Co-ſpiracy

and Death 359. Raº
- oit 7

Wool,Calculation of its Growth -

54%

Wool-packs, why placed in the

Houſe of Lords 549

Woollen Trade, its important

Conſequence 500. Its Decay

- 549

Woofton, Mr, his Letter to

ſome Clergymen 165

Y.

ATE, Richard, Account

of him : -

Tarmouth, Counteſs of, sº
I4

Tah, Hurgo, ſpeaks for a Vote

of Credit 13. On the State

of the Nation 263. His Cha

raēter 103

rigon, Hurgolen, his Speech ºn

the Marines 338. Owns the

Eſtimate loſt 379, Pleads fºr

the Convention 489. Againſt

a Call 496. On the Navy 592

# Againſt the Place-Bill 633

- Z. fine Epitaph

Offna, her fine - Epitap

Z Mina, 595
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I N DE X to the PO ETR Y. .

A

CROSTICKS, p. 32,

22.5 -

Advice to Damon 255

AENIGMAs.] p. 32. An

ſwered 87. Another 193.

Anſwered 255, 296. Dit

to 3 11 and 410. An

ſwered 462. Another

462. Cenſured by S.S.

3.19. Encomium for

them 615.

Air-Ptimp, vid. TALE.

ALCAFus, Poems by

— Ode on the Birth of the

M. of Taviflock, 83

—Hope's Farewell, Ode,193

—Cupid's Revenge, Ode,463

– Improvement in Chaucer

4O4.

—Mr Voltaire's Epiſtle tran

ated 406

—Horace, Book I. Ode I. 520

— to Celia's Busk 567

AMAsius, Poems by

— to Celia 3

-The Enjoyment of Life.

from Le Mette 197

- Epitaph on a young

Lady 256

-Ode on the Creation 56;

A N A cr E o N, Odes of,

tranſlated by Dr Cheſter.

Ode xxiv. p. 33. Odes

XXV, LIV, xxxi, L II,

p. 138. x LVIII 195.

xxxv.11 256. L, LVI,

308. ODEs xLIx, L1,

by Mr Barry 617

24gyle, Duke of, his Levee

- 87

Arminius, Prologue to 32

AsTRoPHIL, wid. Browns.

B

ALLADS.] Old one on

theSpaniſh Armada 141

— a Lancaſhire one 460

— ſung by Mr Lowe for

Capt. Peddie's Sailors 567

Ballance, The 139

Barry Mr, Odes by 617

Bently, Ode by 6Io

Brereton, Mrs, to the Me

mory of 5 18

Brereton, Miſs, Verſes to 6 to

BRowNE, Mr Mosks,

Poems by

- In Praiſe ofChaucer 31

— Renoch's Deſpair, Ec

logue, 233, 308

-- Mufing by a River 464.

C

Antata, vid. Conteſt.

Carolina. 'uid. Poem.

Qelia. , 'vid. Amaſiuſ.

Charaćter, A 139

- two common ones 568

Charity diſplay’d, vid. Pa

raphraſe.

Chaucer, on 463

–Improvement in 404.

— In Praiſe of 3 I

Cheſter, Dr, Odes by, vid.
reon

Clio, vid. Verſes.

2. Cobwebbs, vid. TALE

Conteſt, The ; a Cantata

- 197

Cupid's Revenge 463

D

Aphnis to Amaſius 85

Deſcription of the

Morning, from Seneca 86

Dialogue between Death

and a dying Man, ſet to

Muſick 88

E.

Eº: vid. Browne.

ELEGY..] on Potatoes

30 — of an Iriſh School

maſter 461

Eliza, Verſes to 617

ELIZA, Poems by

- to the Memory of Mrs

Brereton 5 18

-on hearing Miſs Lynch

ſing 566

EPILoGu E.]

- To the faithful Shep
herd - 85

- To the MockDoãor 463

EPIs T LEs.]

— Mr Poltaire's to the K.

of Pruſſia 426

–Mr Lyttleton toMr Poyntz

-Emma to Theander ;

- another by the ſame 56;

EPITAPHs.]

-Qn an abortive Child 31

—On adropſical Drunkard,
in Latin 86

- Latin9ne at Geneva 14o

-On Prince Madoc in Latine

I

-Latin one on Mr wº

grave 2.55

–Qn Claudy Philips 464
— On Mr3; Hervey 32.

—On Mr Griffin the Come
dian I 32.

—OnMr.Aylworth, in Latin:

564. Tranſlated 617.

- Latin one on Van Tromp.

- 618

- on a young Lady 2.56

E.;
— on a Quack 83

— on a Parſon * 84.

— on Admiral Haddock 1957

— the Dr and Poly 196

—on the Expedition 312.

- to Sir john Norris ; 16

- on the new-faſhion'd

Fans * 616

—Pride deſpiſed 460

— baſhful Corydon and pert
Lycoris ió

F

ABLES.] -

-The Emmets 8 r.

— The Apes 35.

H

Hºffſ. to Hilaris 353

Hill, Aaron, Eſq; Ver

ſes by 567

— Hope's Farewell 193

HoRAce, Odes of

— To Lydia, imitated 439

-Ode VIII. Book IV. Bºy

Telarius 5 13

— Book

6



1 N D E x to the Poetical Eſſays,

- Book III. Ode XXI. re

vers’d 520

— Book I, Ode I. 52. I

- Ode II. Book III. imi

tated by Mr Titley 616

—Anſwered by DrBºg
6 I6.

Hymn of King David, by

Amyraldas 462.

I

Illuliſm, PrincipiMA

R1%, ºrc. 3 I2.

— Engliſhed 354, 499

. . . . . . K . . . .

Kiss the golden, £20

- 1.

T Ex Nature ... 135

Looking-Glaſs, The
- º 616

Lynch, Miſs, on hearin
4) > -- 5}
her ſing * —

Lyttleton, Mr, to Mr Poyntz.

- . . . 459

M

AIRA, Poem to, by an
AM &minent Hand 1%

Mopſus - 402.

#1 pſy 460

Aſtitur in vstitum 19:

| \- Nobilitas ºvera. 3o

- O

* . . - - - - -

D E S.] vid. Anacreon

and Horace

—To Chloe -- 256

— The Modern Coque te

-- . . . . .353 .

— To the Earl of Chefter

field 4C6

—The Raviſhed Lover 459

--The Schoolboy's Triumph

46 H

— To a young Lady at

H– Church 463,

— Invitation to Miſs B–

- - 4.6

- On the Prince ofwań

Birth-Day, by Mr Vic

z07” 565.

Pſalm Viñº. Hymn

— on Charity

— By Richard Savage, Eſq;

567

P

parine on I Cºr. xiii. . .

I92.

PAsTo RALs. J Strephon

and Daphnis 3 I 3

Pharaoh's Daughter 312.

Potatoes, vid. Elegy

Pop Ms.]

—To Lord Tullamore 84

— By Mrs Rowe, on her

Husband's Death 89.

-On the late Benefactions,

by Mr. Pope I 38

—Sarum, by Lucius 255

–A Winter Day, by a Scots

Clergyman 256

– To Dr Watt; 4 Io

— To the Memory of a

Mother, by Carolina 3:18

- -The Lady’s Petition #.
uſick-On our Taſte in M

- 520.

Problem Metaphyſical 618.

PRologu E.] -

3.
— To Arminius .

— At Dublin, to a Play

the Benefit of inſol

- vent Priſoners. .. 617

º
R.

7) Enoch's Deſpair 133, 208

| \,. Retreat, The 368

Rowe, Mrs, on her Hus

band's Death 89

Ruines of Rome, Extraćts

from it - 196

Rufficus toCommon Senſe 32
-81.

l

Savig Richard, Eſq; ode

b - 566

Seneca's Deſcription of the

Morning 86

So NGs.J. -

—Set by Mr Stubley 252

— The Incertainty, ib

— A new one . . . . 3 I i

— From Alfred “. 3.57

—on Angling 495

—by my Ld Moleſworth, ſet

by Mr Alcock 608

-Kitty, a Song 619

Stone, Mr, Verſes to 613

Strephon and Daphnis, vid.Paſtoral phnis v

T

ALES.]

—The Air-Pump 1);

—The Diſappointed Milk.

maid ºl ... 463

Taviſtock, M. on the Bith
O §§

Telariuſ, Ode by 513

Titley, Ode by 616

TRANSLATío Ns.]. . .

—The Song of Mºſeſ from

Exodus, Ch. xv.

Tullamore, Lord, to

Tyro. vid. Paraphraſe.

V

Alentine, The , 88

V. Vaffa, vid. Wight.

Vedaſius, Verſes by 3.

— on a young Lady's Rt.

5%

$4

covery 9%

Pernon, Admiral,Werſ:son

- 141

VERSEs. |

On* Froſt 3}

To Celia . ... }.

To avaletudinaryLady 3:

By a Lilliputin, 26, ſº
on the Year Forty. $9

on the Death of the

Flyer at Shrewſbºy
Of the hard Froſt 14%
8. Chalk ih

Önthe European Race 4.'

On Admiral Vernon's b:

ing found aſ ; Plough

11. On his cº;-

;

cy y

. On a young Lady’sº
covery, by Wadaſas 19%

To Mršope, vid.Tº

To a Lady on her Mil.

iage Miſ: º
- iſ; --

eeing 1%

- r

oº.2hurch -

To Mr Handel, byº

To the Month ofMy;

To Miſs C. N. of&

On a Ladyſºgiº,
Ön the D. of Argyle

T. M. Baidin, on hº

vičws of Venice. }

On the Dean's Bonfire:

“To Mr Urban ;:

To Delia Zuſe 4}

To dºg, at Glºttfr # ,

On Clio i.
To Chloe by aF a'i

l

Anſwered by a FrWilſº

—-
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IN DE X of NAMEs to Vol. X. 1740.

written in an Inn 46. To a young Lady 619
On Chaucer, by Pario 463 On Chriſt's Nativity ib - Y

To a young Lady em- From Chloe to Emma,629

broidering 464. On Recovery from Illneſs 4 TE, Mr Richard,

On Riddles, by S. S. 519 62o Verſes by

To Delia 521 —On a favourite little Cur – on Mr Pope's Verſes 195

To Mr Povey ib vid. Mopſy — to Mr Moſes Browne 197

On the Drought 564 — By Rufficus 81 — to Miſs Brereton - 613

On Windows in satiº – Voltaire's #; to the – to the Author of two

by Mr Hill - 567 King of Pruſſia, vid. Sneers 617

The Mod. Hero 568 Epiſtle and Alcaeus sº - -

On Sir Phil. Sidney 615 Viſit to Zink' 62o - Z

To Eliza, 317 - --

• To Mr Stone 618 .W. Z1 NK, Viſit to . 629

Latin by a Clergyman, t WiGHT (Iſle) deſcribed 4–
his Boys 618 tº 7 309

. -

oeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeºº.

IND EX of the Names to the Marriages,

Births, Deaths, Promotions, &c.

A Barney 316 Boſworth 622 Carol 570 Coates - 25r

Bercromby Barratt 91 Bourchier 525 Carpenter 204 Cole . . 37

- 93, 353 Barretier . . 571 Bourke , 262 Carr 261 Colebatch . 204

Abney 571, 623 Barrington L. I.48, Bourne 37 Carter 413 Coleman. 148

Acland 316, 570 – 469 Bowles 36, 37, 412 Caryl 203 Colquhoun , 358

a’ Court 525 Baſſet 623 Bowmont Ms. 203 cafflehaven E. 571 Colſon 204

Aldred 469 Bateman 204, 316 Boyle 261, 622 Caſwalſ 623 Combes 52%.

Allen 261, 469 Bates 412 Bravo 469 Cathcart L. 143 Comyns 203, 261,

Alvaris 469 Bayly 570, ib Bay . 203 Cavalier 262, 358 571, ii,

Ambroſe : 469 Baynes 357 Bredfield 91 Cavendiſh 469,571 Conduit 357.

Amyand 357, 525 Beauclerk 37, 93, Breton 92, 147 Cecil 262. Cooke, 37, 571
Andrews 316 - 147, 204, 26i, Brewer , 93, 469 Chalmers 93 Coote Vi. 525

AN N E Ps. of Ruſ- 316, 623 Brickdale 37, 91 Chambers 37, 263 Corbet 91, 93, $25

ſia, 468 Bedford . 623 Bridges 93, 148, Champion 623 Cornwall 623

Anneſly 262 Beecher 261 - 262, 358 Charlton . . .92 Cornwallis L. 261,

Argyle 261 Behrens 262 Briſtol Bp. 241, Cheek 525, 623 . .317, ib.

Armitage 37 Bell 469 317 Cheepe 623 Cornwallis 261,622

Arnold 93, 525 Bennet . 36 Briſtow 91 Chernock 571 Cotterell 317, 413

Aſkew r 261 Bentley 316 Broderick 358 Chichfier Bp. 261, Cowliſhaw ‘‘ 412.
Aſtel 223 Berkley 26.1, 525 Broughton 203 - 57.1 Cowper 92, 203,

Aſtley 261 Bernard 204 Browne 37, 147, Chicheſter 469,622 264

3. - :;" 8 #. 622 § - Couraud 961

*Auttin 262 Bertie 358, 469 Browning 37, 623 Child 204, 261, Coxed 46

Aylesfºrd Cs. 316 Beſt 469, 525 Bruce L. ... } 2.62, #, 623 Coxeter . ;
Aynſcombe 525 Bethune 36 Bruce ’ 525 Cholmondley 571, Cracherode 37

Ayſcough 525 Bignal 317 Buchanan 357 623 Cradock 92

- - Bingham 525 Burchet 148, 316 Church 37, 148, Crawford E. 358,
B Birch 93 Burgoyne 468 .204. ... . .469, 623 .

D Acon 36 Bird 93 Burnet 261 Churchill 93 Crawford 358

-- * Bagnall 263 B.ſhop 203, 316 Burriſh 204 Clanrickard E. 357 Crawley 316

Bailey 623 Biſley. 358 Burton. 36, 57; Clarke 36, 37, it Crimble 148.

, Baird 469 Blackwell 316 Butler 26.1, 317 92, ib 26:1, 412, Criſp 353

Baker 204, 358, Bagrave 203 Byng 525 413 Crookenden 4 2.

413. Blair 93-13yne 91 Clay 92 Cropp 358

Baldwin 579, Blakeney 23, 358 Byron L. 412 Clayton 469 Crumpe 57

Barber 203, 469 Bland 023 Cleland - 413 Culpepper 2O3

Barker 469, 525, Bludworth 317 C Clement 92 CU M H E R L A N D

ib ib 570 Bolton D. . 26: Alvert 469 Clifton . . .316 D. 204 -

Barnaby . 37, 91 Bolton 92. Cambis 37 Clinton 148 Cummyns 469

Barnard 148, 261, Boniveer 622 Campbell 26.1, 358 Clive . . . . 36 Cunningham 413,

317 Bootle 2O4 Capel 317 Clutterbuck 92, 525

Barnes .525 Booth 623 Carew 9 * $2.5 : º . . D



IND E X of NAMEs to Vol. X. 1740,
D Elwell 92 Garlington 148 Haughton 623 Jennings q2.

Addo , 469 Ely Bp. 203 Garth, 148, : Hawker 3; ;3.§

D'Aeth 261 Erneſt 203, 204 Gaſcoigne 469 Hawley 261 Inge 37

Dalway 571 Erſkin 623 Gatchel 42 Hay204,358, 412 Inglis 261, 311
Dangerfield 203 Effington 525 Geddes 413 Head 37 Jobſon 317

Danvers 37 Evans 92, 148, ib Gedding 469 Heathcote 148 Johnſon 36, 61.

Darby 358 204, 525, ib. Seekie 36 Heneage 36 joliff 353

Dartmouth E. 316 Everett 622 Gery 57o Henley 571 Jolly 261

Daſhwood 92 Eyles 92, 147,148, Qibbs 147 Herbert, 93, 143, Jones 37,143, 10

Tavers 148 316, 358 Gilbert 261, 571, 203,204, 571, jordan ;
Davis 263 Eyre 92,261, 412, 623 62 reland 413

Dawney 261, 413 571, ib Gildart 203 Herring 469 Juxon 91.

T)awſon 525 Glaſgow E. 316 Hertford E. 361
Dayrell 262 F Glenn. 358 HE'ss E CAss E L K

Deacon 57.1 Agg 469, 623 Godolphin E. 204, Pce. 316, 413 AY 413

De la Creuze 57t Fairfax 37 3ió Hewer 37 Keene 37,

IXelavalle 37 Farmer 317, 357 Goldwin 203 Hewet 317, 571 ib 317,358,41;

Delme 262 Fauconberg Vi. 357 Goodwyn 36 Hewitt 413 Kendall 148, 257

Delorain E. 92. Felton , 148, 413 Gooſtry 623 Heyrick 37 Kennedy 358

Dennis 148, ib Fenwick 148, 571 Gordon 571 Higginſon 204 Kenrick 93

Denniſon 525 Fermonagh Vi. 469 Goreing 623 Higgs 469 Kent D. 316

Denton I48, 204, Ferrers E. 92 Goſlin 316 Hill 261,262,622 Kent, 317, 49

ib Ferrers 92, 148 Goſwell #69 Hinxman 148 Kepple 31%

Deſcary 623 Fielding 316 Gough 204 317 Hirſt 93 Kerr 35%

Devereux412,525, Finch 37, 570,571 Gould 413, 525, Hoadley 469 Kettle 92

623 Fiſher 143 623, ib Hoare 204 Kidd 37, 623

Dibben 37 Fitzroy 148,261 Gower Ld. 357 Hodges 412, 622 Kidman 469

Dickens 413 Fitzwilliams 148, Qraeme 203 Holbourn 37, 93 Kinardine E. zº,

Dickerſon 26r 204 Graham 148, 204, Holden 204,317, 525

Dickſon 92. Fleetwood 93 317, 358 412. King L. 147, 104

Dilk 37 Fleming 36, 413, Graſmay 93 Holderneſs E. zoq, King 203, 570

Dingley 36 623 Green 557, 525 469 Kingſton D. 204

Ditton 469 Fletcher 37, 148 Gregory 413,469, Höldſworth 148 Knightly 64

Dives 468 Floyd 357 525 Holford 36 Knowler 204,317

Dixon 204 Fogg 261, 316 Grey Ms. 316 Holland 472 Knowles 413, 469

Dodd 93, 571 Foley 203 Grey 316, 469, Hollings 6:3, 36 Kynaſton 93,317,

Toddington 525 Fonnerau 203 - 571 Honeywood 261, 623

3Dodſworth 558 Fonſeca 358 Griffin 204, 469 - 57.1 -Donerayle Vi. 37 Forbes 262, 358, Grimes 357 Hoop 412 L

Dormer 261 525 Grimſtone261,469 Hºpton E. 204 Acy 49

3Dorrington 571 Ford 93 Groſvenor 412 Hörwood 525 Lake 92,257

Dorſet D. 261 Foreſter L. 203, Groves 412 Hoſkins 316 Lamb 62;

Douglaſs 261, 317 469 Guillaume 412 Houghton 412 Lamond ºf

Downes 412, 525 Foreſter 525 Guiſe 358 How 469 Landaff B, 1ſt,

Bowning 204, ib Fotherby 262, 469 Gumley 525 Howard 36, 203 - 571, 623

Drury 91, 357 Fothergill 36 - Howarth 204 Langattock 9

3Dubois 525, Fowkes 37, 623 H Hubert 203 Langdale tº

Dudly and Ward Fowle 317, 57.1 Ale 93 Huckell 353 Langdon 570

Ld. 262. Frankland 147, ib Hall 36, 92 Hucks 571, 623 Langley 147

Duke 353 358 Hallam 317#}... Langſtoff 1;

Dummer 622 Franklin 7 Hallet 261 Hunt 36 Lansdºwn L. 203

Demont 525 Frederick413,571, Hamilton D. 412 Hunter 473 Laſcells

Dyſart Cs; 204, ib Hamilton 147,358 Huntingtower Ld. Lathbury 61:

525 Freebairn 36 Hammond 36,262 .357 Lawrence 37

Dyſhon 261 Freeman I48 317 Hurrel 571 Lawton 31:

Frewen 413 Harding 525 Huſke 623 Lee #". 317, ”

E Frogmore "37 Hardwick L: 361 Huſey 203 358, ib

Arbery 525 Frowd 264 Hare 204, 261 Hutchinſon 148, Leeds D. 31:
Earle 148, Furlong 412 Harman 358 413 '' Leeſon 49

357, 571, 623 Fynes 317 Harpur 357 Huxley 317 Legg 92,93, 31%

"Eaſton 412 Fytch 412 Harris 93, ... 148, Hyde 148 353
Eaton 317, 358 G 294,261, ib 202, Hyndford E. 204 Le Grand 61;

# rd 6.3% º: 525 h: ib #: º,
wards 3b, 27 ainſborough Harris 12 Lempſter L. 57

Effingham E. 633 TC.º g 52 357, 412, I Leſley 9:

Egerton 147 gallºy Yi. 317 Harvey L. 204 Tº 293 Leſtock 41%

- #. 52.5‘. 36 Harvey 25, 67: ..] Jackſon 469 Lever º
- 92 ºardner 525 Haflings 36, 204 Jeffries 317 8. Levett 5.

t wº / > > -

E!;on 489 Caraham #2; Hattoº 35, 32; J º::: *f; º



IND Ex of Names to vol. X. 1746.
b SPA 1 N Q. 3:3.1.Illingſton 570 Mitchel 93, 353, attºn 623 #. *::: 525, s: Q. :
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TA B L E of the MAPS and PLANS in this Volume.

I. An accurate Mar of theWest Indies.----Delivered with the Mag for Žan:

To be placed at the Beginning, fronting the Vol.

II. A new MAP of CHART of the We * or Atlantic Ocean, with the Effigies

of Admiral Blake and Pernon:---- Delivered with juſy Magazine. Tobe

placed at the End of the Vol. . . . -

III. Draught of the Caſtle of San Lorenzo, or Chagre, and the Situation of Ad

miral Vernon's Ships. ----To be placed at p. 35o.

IV. A View of the Town and Caſtle of St Auguſtine, and the Engliº, Camp

- before it. ---To be placed at p. 359, both delivered with Nov. Mag.

V. A Plan of the City and Harbour of La Pera Cruz, and the Caſtle of San

juan de Uſua. ---- Delivered with December; to be placed at p. 242.

VI: PLAN of Porto Bello, on p. 144. S. VII. —of the Havannah, p. 149.

VIII. —
of Carthagena, p. 201.

The END of the Tenth v O. L.
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